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ABRASION (see also other headings, such as 
DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, FABRIC 
QUALITY, FIBER QUALITY, WEAR, YARN 
QUALITY and under specific su of 
fabrics, fibers, yarns, such as CARBON Fi 
KNIT FABRICS, NYLON YARNS) 

carpets. computer imaging method involves 
—e correlation coefficient of power spectra 

compressional curves studied for cupra/acetate 
blends 9287 

drawtexturing. LD32 air jet device from FAG 
— reduces abrasion, noise, vibration 

drycleaning, spot cleaning with acetone and acetic 
acid 3582 

fabric backings. abrasive eg cause damage to 
historic fabrics. evaluation of 11 backings 94 

Lawson-Hemphill’s CTT-BU determines abrasion 
characteristics of yarns 7598 

plasma finishing of cotton fabrics. abrasive finishing 
with air, oxygen, or argon 8210 

Stanley Blacker’s, Made in America 1995 line 9238 

ABRASION RESISTANCE 
ceramic fiber bundles. abrasion resistance of fibrous 

sealant candidates in oxygen and —_ 
atmospheres at high temperatures 

fibrillation behavior from effects of moisture and 
abrasion in cellulosic staple fibers 37 

laminates. Tenmat Limited method produces 
— with exceptional resistance to abrasion 

needled fabrics. polyester/polypropylene felt covered 
acoustical wallboard resists abrasion 950 

polyester cord. AlliedSignal develops treatment to 
increase wet/dry abrasion resistance 9082 

ABRASION TESTING 
fuzzing, pilling. comparison of fabrics from wear 

study, fabrics subjected to laboratory abrasion, 
laundering 2138 

Honigmann Industrielle Elektronik. equipment 
quantifies fiber/yarn abrasion properties 9280 

Nu-Martindale abrasion and pilling tester for woven 
= fabrics from James H. Heal & Company 

ACETATE--CELLULOSE 
blends. cyanoresin, cyanoresin/cellulose triacetate 
blends for thin film, dielectric capacitors 3358 
— by microorganisms, mechanistic study 

dissolving pulp industry. worldwide overview 
describes market trends, manufacture of cellulosic 
fibers 8709 

optical activity, rheology of cellulose acetate 
solutions 6257 

secondary cellulose acetate. effect of molecular, 
compositional heterogeneity on rheological 
properties 748 

stability of high molecular weight cellulose acetate 
— by treatment with acetone, water mixture 

ACETATE FABRICS 
drycleaning acetate a pean fume fading. causes, 

responsibilities 279 
drycleaning acetate, acetate/viscose fabrics. 
minimizing dye transfer problems 8413 

fusibles, interlacings, interlinings at Bobbin 
Show/AAMA Convention 1001 

ACETATE FIBERS (see also other headings, such as 
HIGH MODULUS FIBERS) 

antimicrobial fiber produced jointly by Hoechst 
Celanese and Microban 8754 

Hoechst. forty percent of worldwide production 3943 
Japanese outerwear market expansion by combining 
acetate with rayon 4749 

Microsafe AM antimicrobial acetate fiber uses 
chlorinated noxy additive 8754 

1989-1995 filament yarn production by country 
6230 5522 

ACETATE YARN 
air jet textured yarns. Glen Raven Mills production, 
two filaments for novelty yarns 714 

apparel and drapery yarns produced by Hoechst 
elanese at Narrows plant. cone identification 

system 1654 
Eco Fibre recycles waste and remanufactures 97/3 
cotton/acetate yarns 3838 

1989-1995 filament yarn. worldwide production by 
country 6230 

Acetylated cotton, see CHEMICAL MODIFICATION. 

ACRYLIC FABRICS 
a mame acrylic fabrics in designer resort collections 
from Donna Karan, Calvin Klein, Ralph Lauren 7290 

Breath Thermo fabric generates heat by absorbing 
moisture from the body 3332 

circular knit apparel. Monsanto introduces collection 
at Fashion Institute of Technology 4453 



ACRYLIC FIBERS (see also other 

Cytec Industries and Glenoit Mills agree to produce 
icroSupreme microfiber knit fabrics 3262 

heat resistance as a function of wind velocity in 
piques 5781 

Kanecron flame retardant fibers used to manufacture 
apparel for military in United Kingdom 4850 

knit trim. drycleaning and washing can result in 
damage unless steam heat and tensioning is 
avoided 6666 

protective clothing, low temperature. 
microencapsulated se change materials as 
thermal insulators 5001 

. such as 
ANIDEX FIBERS, MODACRYLIC ) 

carbonization of PAN fibers. effects of fiber 
properties and tension 8762 

carbonization of PAN fibers. ‘effects of process 
conditions on thermal oxidative stability 8761 

carbonization of PAN fibers. effects of process oil 
and heating rate on tensile properties 8760 

Courtaulds European Fibers combines viscose rayon 
-_ tat production of Courtaulds and Hoechst 

demand for acrylic fibers decreases 3 percent in 
1994, despite increased exports to China 6229 

fibrillated acrylic fibers enhance absorbent properties 
of nonwoven fabrics 3128 

indian production and demand for acrylic fibers. 
future growth markets 7848 

microfibers. production techniques, products, 
finishing, applications 7121 

microporous —- acrylic fiber. synthesis, 
properties 5562 

MicroSupreme microfibers. Cytec Industries to 
exhibit a = fabrics at 1994 Yarn Fair 
international 6258 

Monsanto hits home run with Acrilan acrylic fiber 
knit apparel collection 3605 

Monsanto promotes Acrilan acrylic fibers in recent 
knit apparel collection 3333 

Monsanto’s Fiber division develops new process for 
screen printing acrylic fleece 5829 

Myoliss and Leacril Micro. fiber characteristics, 
manufacturing processes, and fabrics 7900 

PAN. physicochemical characteristics of the 
fabrication of fibers from PAN based polymers 799 

Pitti Immagine Filati exhibition. Montefibre 
showcases Myoliss, Leacril acrylic microfibers 629 

polyacrylonitrile based stabilized fibers, carbonizing. 
conversion to carbon fibers 8765 

polyacrylonitrile fibers for selective sorption and 
isolation of insulin 2348 

polyacrylonitrile. pulp-like short acrylic fibers 
produced without the use of costly solvents 7071 

Sasol Fibers opens new facility in Durban, South 
Africa, because of strong markets in Africa 3897 

Seydel’s type 762 Multiblender for roller drawing of 
PAN fibers after stretch breaking 8828 

Acrylic fibers--carbonized, see CARBON FIBERS. 

ACRYLIC POLYMERS 
acrylic acid copolymers through electrochemical 
carboxylation of polyvinyl halides and 
polybutadiene 3976 

acrylic acid radiation grafted hydrophilic polyethylene 
membranes. separation of ethanol-water mixtures 
3375 4200 

acrylonitrile. increases in price of propylene, 
— could force acrylonitrile prices upward 
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blends with polyester polymers for increased 
flexibility and high levels of solubility 3177 

coatings. crosslinking processes, particularly those 
that lower air pollution 1848 

graft copolymers of polyacrylamide, 
hydroxyethyicellulose. effect of molecular chain 
length on swelling behavior 7092 

oxidative removal of sulfur dioxide, recovery of 
sulfuric acid over PAN based ACF (Abstract) 3032 

PAN. casein graft PAN synthesis from casein, 
tassium peroxydisulfate, and acrylonitrile 31 

PAN. physicochemical characteristics of the 
fabrication of fibers from PAN based polymers 799 

poly(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl methacrylate). carbon-13 
nuclear magnetic resonance characterization 8793 

polyacrylonitrile based. changes in tensile modulus 
during oxidation of PAN based carbon fibers 8764 

polyacrylonitrile based. stabilization index predicts 
changes in tensile modulus during oxidation 8763 

polyacrylonitrile fibers. chemical transformation 
during high temperature treatments 7072 

polyacryionitrile fibers. modification x treatment 
with natural silk waste solutions 74 

polyacrylonitrile. mechanism of fiber spinning via 
thiocyanate method 6286 

polyacrylonitrile. mechanism of thermal 
transformations during oxidation 6259 

polyconjugated structures in heat treatment of 
polyacrylonitrile fibers 7073 

polymethyl methacrylate. molecular orientation, 
oe of uniaxially and biaxially stretched films 

polymethyimethacrylate blends with phenoxy. 
influence of blending method, tacticity on 
miscibility 8755 

polymethyimethacrylate films. relationship between 
drawing temperature, critical necking tension 8064 

polymethyimethacrylate. analysis of amplitude 
dependent dynamic mechanical behavior 8756 

polymethylimethacrylate. miscibility in stereoregular 
blends with chlorinated polyethylenes, PVCs 7901 

polyvinyl chloride blends containing acrylic " on 
copolymers. sorption phase behavior 556 

sericin based. polymerized sericin, acrylic acid 
exhibits significant capacity to absorb water 32 

spinning. interaction of mass exchange, jet tension in 
spinning Nitron fibers 7074 

superabsorbent polymers continue to gain market 
share over fluff pulp in nonwovens 8757 

thermal properties of polyacrylonitrile copolymers 
with varying contents of itaconic acid 6260 

thermo-oxidative degradation and carbonization of 
polyacrylonitrile copolymer 754 

ACRYLIC YARN 
blended yarns. experiment studies conventional ring 
spinning of acrylic blended yarns to develop woven 
fabrics 9 
=: Yarn Collection. 1995 spring and summer 

cold weather effect of January 1994 on acrylic yarn 
production and sales 4027 

Cytec Industries’ MicroSupreme microfiber and Lycra 
Spandex 6348 

Glen Raven Mills UltraSpun automated facilities 3238 
Hanil Synthetic Fiber of South Korea and a Chinese 
company in Shandong Province. joint acrylic yarn 
production 1659 

high bulk yarn dyed at Thomas Burnley & Sons, 
West Yorkshire. commission dyeing 5018 
— Myoliss and Leacril Micro. properties 
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package dyeing. Loris Bellini and OBEM automated 
yarn dyeing systems 50 

roving spacing. effect on fiber packing density of 
Siro and ring spun acrylic yarns 121 

Sachsische Baumwollspinnerei production 7151 
shipments in 1994 down from previous year in July. 
poor sales 7033 

staple producing capacity by area various time 
periods 7036 

Yarn Fair International 1994. Rayella, Superla, and 
Pharr’s Taslanized yarns 8818 

Yarn Fair International 1994. resurgence of acrylic 
yarns boosts sales of synthetic fibers 8805 

yarn prices (1994 and 1993) comparisons 

ADHESIVES (see also other headings, such as 
FLOCKING, LAMINATED FABRICS, RUBBER 
PRODUCTS, SEAMING, TIRE CORD) 

binders from Air Products. low formaldehyde, 
biodegradable products for nonwovens 
manufacture 5014 

binders, polymer. Rohm’s line of Rohatol and 
Rohamere FF binders for nonwovens, textiles, and 
papers 5015 

copolyester hotmelt adhesives for use in apparel 
manufacture (Book) 5016 

crosslinked copolyester is thermally stable up to 350 
degrees centigrade 2583 

directory of formulators and suppliers to the 
adhesives and sealants industry 6522 

epoxy. Emcast 1721, flexible ultraviolet cured epoxy 
_— from Electronic Materials Incorporated 

European manufacturers. list of companies and 
products 4090 

fiberization. hot melt adhesive fiberization use in 
manufacture of disposables 2514 

geotextile binders, bituminous. properties of various 
coal tar pitch/polymer compositions 5812 

hot melt adhesives derived from polyester waste, 
physical and chemical properties studied 33 

hot melt adhesives, water dispersibles hold best 
promise for recycling 173 

ae — adhesives. advantages, coating systems 

hot melt systems from ITW Dynatec. advanced 
technology problem solving 4953 

hot melt systems have advantages for automotive 
interior textile installation 2532 

indoor air quality problems caused by carpets, 
installation of carpets with adhesives 3853 

melt adhesive fibers. description, production, 
properties, use in melt bonding fabric substrate 34 

melt blowing process from J and M Laboratories 
uses air to spin hot melt adhesives 4954 

MR1300 Series internally heated, segmented swirl 
spray heads offer precision, consistency, and 
economy 5095 

Platamid powdered adhesives and membrane films 
introduced at Techtextil 1993 by Elf Atochem 
Deutschland 172 

polyurethane one component and two component 
adhesives. structure and applications in textile 
industry 6523 

powder adhesives. laminated automotive trim 
applications 1784 

preparation of hot melt adhesives from polyester 
—— phthalic anhydride, via transesterification 

printing pastes. dot application of adhesive printing 
pastes to fusible interlinings 8189 

styrene-butadiene ene thermoplastic elastomers 
— vinyl structure. adhesive properties 

styrene/isoprene triblock copolymers for dia 
applications. dynamic mechanical and traditional 
testing 8759 

tape, reclosable nontacky. 3M’s SJ3000 pressure 
—- product used in cleanroom environments 

thermoplastic. 3M introduces variety of thermoplastic 
adhesives for industrial fabrics 1785 

thermoplastic. adhesive for XAF polymeric films, 
XIROWEB nonwoven nets introduced at Techtextil 
1993 by Sarnatech-Xiro 174 

Air jet ——- see CRIMPING, CRIMPING 
- MACHINERY. 

Air jet looms, see LOOMS--SHUTTLELESS. 

AIR POLLUTION (see also other headings, such as 
DUST, ENVIRONMENT) 

acid rain legislation. emissions allowance trading 
system. effects on utilities, industry 2985 

acrylic polymer coatings. crosslinking processes, 
particularly those that lower air lution 1848 

aldehydes in residences. concentrations, exposures, 
sources for indoor, outdoor pollution 1511 

asbestos, building demolition. evaluation of 
procedures to prevent downwind asbestos 
concentrations 2213 

automotive air filters for interiors from Freudenberg. 
MicronAir filters remove particles from air 975 

automotive fabrics. emission from interior fabrics. 
overview of problem 8066 

bioresponse testing of sources of indoor air 
contaminants 2251 

California resisting new Federal Implementation Plan 
for reducing ozone 9383 

carbon dioxide, flue gas. concentration and recovery 
4 — dioxide by pressure swing adsorption 

carpets and indoor air quality. Carpet and Rug 
Institute launches information programs for 
consumers and retailers 2885 

carpets. CRI’s proposed label for chemical content of 
carpets creates conflict with media 621 

carpets. problems with. indoor air quality caused by 
= installation of carpets with adhesives 

chemical manufacturing facilities. compliance under 
Title V of 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments 6120 

chlorofluorocarbons. bans in United States, Europe 
may be extended 2210 

Clean Air Act Amendments. analysis of effect on 
textile rental industry 9384 

Clean Air Act radically reduces permissible levels of 
_ toxic substances in airborne emissions 3009 
Clean Air Act, 1990. occurrence of first interstate 
trade in nitrogen oxides emissions allowances 3807 

Clean Air Act. EPA calls for stricter controls on 
industrial sources of air pollution 5412 

control. EPA to define Maximum Achievable Control 
Technology for hazardous air pollutants 5413 

cotton gin emission control systems can be u raded 
in a variety of ways during seasonal repairs 6124 

cotton gins. Clean Air Act, implications of 6126 
drycleaning perc diffusion, Germany. regulations 

regarding acceptable levels 5967 : j 
drying gas-air mixtures with media made with Vion 
KN-1 chemisorptive fiber 7102 



emission control systems, solvent recovery. 
oxidative disintegration of ketones on activated 
carbon adsorbents 589 1455 

emission thresholds and a, required 
by Clean Air Act Ame 19 

filters, membrane vapor separation. recovery of vinyl 
chloride monomer from polyvinyl! chloride reactor 
vents 599 

filters, nitrogen gas pressure swing adsorbents. 
influence of adsorbent properties and operating 
conditions 600 

filters, polystyrenic pressure swing adsorbents. 
potential for flue gas desulfurization 601 

filters. reauthorization of United States Clean Air Act 
will expand demand 7700 

flue gas desulfurization. characterization of the 
product of the thiosulfate process 5414 6121 

flue gas desulfurization. effects of salts on 
preparation and use of calcium silicates 2211 

flue gas scrubbers. adsorption of hydrogen sulfide by 
aqueous 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol 1456 

gas phase toxic organic air pollutants. modeling 
concentrations. direct emissions, atmospheric 
formation 1457 

hazardous waste incineration. European Parliament 
expresses concern over European Union draft 
directive 2997 

hexane emissions during oilseed processing. 
controlling solvent loss 7691 

hexane emissions during oilseed processing. tracking 
via air dispersion computer model 7692 

Hydrochlorofluorocarbon production allowed under 
the Montreal Protocol may delay ozone layer 
recovery 2989 

hydrogen sulfide, flue gas. recovery of elemental 
sulfur by thermal catalysis in the presence of 
carbon dioxide 1458 1459 

1AQ study discredited by Congress, Court. CRI 
distributes [AQ education kit to retailers 6752 

India. major causes and types of air pollution. 
contribution of textile industry 3819 

India. use of paddy husk combustion. ATIRA studies 
of boilers and thermal fluid heaters burning paddy 
husk 2969 

indoor air quality (IAQ). EPA ranks poor IAQ as one 
of the four major health risks facing the general 
public 2212 

indoor air quality and carpets. Carpet and Rug 
Institute recommends proactive stance to combat 
negative publicity 620 

indoor air quality and carpets. Carpet and Ru 
Institute testing and educational efforts 28 

indoor air quality, carpets. awareness of floor 
— specifiers in top 200 carpet design firms 

indoor air quality, carpets. Environmental Protection 
Agency forms Building Air Quality Alliance 9386 

indoor air quality/pollution prevention workshop 
sponsored by EPA, AEERL 3808 

indoor. results from EPA's Air and Energy 
Engineering Research Laboratory workshop 4645 

indoor. wool carpets absorb more indoor air 
= than acrylic, nylon, or polyester carpets 

industrial pollution. methodology to evaluate, 
compare, rank options for pollution prevention, 
control 2986 

Lenzing Profilen PTFE needled felts for hot gas 
filtration 7922 

LILAC absorbent treats sulfuric, nitric oxides 
contained in flue gas from industrial power plants 
9385 
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litigation involving indoor air pollution caused by 
newly installed carpets 8642 

monitoring systems. Sensidyne’s Gastec series of air 
detector tubes for drycleaning facilities 2812 

Monsanto fulfills pledge to reduce air emissions by 
90 percent, developing plans to reduce emissions 
in other media 6905 

Montreal protocol bans CFCs by 1996, halons by 
1994, and HCFCs by 2030. discussion 593 

nitrous oxide. boilers that use natural gas emit 
= oxide. new boilers that decrease emissions 

olefins, atmospheric chemistry. ozone alkene reaction 
with cyclohexane added to scavenge OH 1512 

Osthoff-Senge catalytic exhaust scrubber 6892 
particulate air quality standards likely to be revised 
following recent findings 3022 

perc. detailed monitoring, inspection, maintenance, 
record keeping requirements under new air 
standard 198 

perchloroethylene emissions. TIF Leak Detector 
= accurate monitoring during drycleaning 

perchlioroethylene vapors from Ce 
operations. emission control methods 6667 

prevention, waste minimization can help textile 
industry conserve materials and costs 9395 

proposed EPA rule would require new municipal 
incinerators to use fabric filtration systems 9388 

pulp and paper mills. EPA proposed rules set 
stringent limitations on emissions 5437 

Regulatory Management. proactive, interdisciplinary 
—- solves environmental challenges (Book) 

rubber tires. mutagenicity, chemical analysis of 
— from open burning of scrap rubber tires 

size steam plume suppression systems. overview of 
design, optimization 2966 

smog. effects of atmospheric acidity upon 
economically significant materials 4646 6122 

Southern California. use of natural gas vehicles 
decreases air pollution. other advantages 2200 

sulfur dioxide, flue gas. concentration and recovery 
of sulfur dioxide by rollup chromatographic 
separation 1460 

toxic emissions during open combustion of glass 
fiber reinforced composites 7694 

toxic gas emissions during heat setting of carpet 
yarn. researchers recommend control systems 
2233 5423 

treatment filters. zeolite-metal adsorbents trap 
— from airborne waste emissions 

treatment systems. appeals court rejects Greenpeace 
suit to close hazardous waste incinerator in East 
Liverpool, Ohio 1470 

treatment systems. environmentalists file suit to stop 
— kiln incinerator in Midland, Michigan 

United States Clean Air Act Amendments. provisions 
that impact oilseed industry 7690 

viscose fiber production. desulfurization of waste gas 
and recovery of sulfuric acid 9413 

VOCs emissions decreased by use of Pierce & 
— Dualite microspheres in resin formulation 

VOCs. thermal treatment is cost effective method to 
control emissions 4 

volatile organic emissions, carpets. Air Quality 
py oy environmental test chamber for analysis 
° 
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Waste Reduction for Pollution Prevention. ways to 
reduce overhead costs, meet regulatory compliance 
(Book) 2993 

wool fabrics damaged by exposure to atmospheric 
pollutants 9423 

Alginates, see PRINTING PASTES. 

Allergies, see DUST, ENVIRONMENT, INDUSTRIAL 
EALTH AND SAFETY. 

Analysis, see under specific subject headings, such as 
CHEMICAL TESTING, FIBER TESTING, FINISHES. 

Animal fibers, see HAIR FIBERS, MOHAIR, SILK, WOOL. 

ANNUAL REVIEWS (see also other headings, such as 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BOOKS, DIRECTORIES) 

ATMI’s 1994 Annual Meeting. issues discussed, 
election of officers 6997 

Canadian 1990-1993 imports and exports of 
manmade fibers and yarn, statistics 4 

carpet industry, new products. review spotlights 
— in technology, environmental protection 

carpet industry, United States. 1993 statistics for 
total volume, sales, exports, fiber use 7464 

carpet industry. world’s top 50 carpet and rug 
manufacturers 330 

chemical industry, United States. 1992 production, 
sales of synthetic organic chemicals (Book) 7800 

chemical manufacturers. sales of top 100 
manufacturers. 1993 data 5029 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
— (CSIRO) 1992-1993 Annual Report 

cotton growing, Texas. Texas Tech University quality 
evaluation of 1993 crop 7048 

Cotton Incorporated Annual Report for 1993 reflects 
excellent year for cotton industry 7005 

Courtaulds, $3 billion international company’s plans 
for continued streamlining and future success 1 

environmental health and safety (EHS). survey of 
medium sized United States companies with EHS 
programs 2995 

fiber consumption, United States. 1992-1993 per 
capita review 5507 

industrial fabrics. fabrication processes, 1993 market 
conditions in Europe, North America, and the Far 
East 984 

inorganic chemistry. latest research in 
organometallic, solid state, and bioinorganic 
chemistries (Book) 7797 

manmade fiber industry. Akzo’s annual survey 
= production data by country, fiber type 

Mexico, 1990-1993 imports and exports of 
manmade fibers and yarn, statistics 2 

mills. earnings gains and losses at publicly owned 
— year-end and fourth quarter figures 

National Textile Center 1994 Annual Report. 
summaries of research projects 9490 

paper. Pulp & Paper’s 1993-1995 ome spending 
survey, North American pulp mills 2472 

report of the Forschungskuratoriums Gesamttextil. 
1993 textile research projects in Germany 8692 

stock prices of selected United States fabric 
manufacturers 4093 

textile machinery. Textile Month survey of equipment 
from leading companies in Belgium, Holland 6114 

United States, 1990-1993 imports and exports of 
manmade fibers and yarn, statistics 3 

ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS (see also other . 
such as GERMPROOFING, INDUSTRIAL H TH 
AND SAFETY) 
— fibers from Hoechst and Filament Fibers 

bed linens. agent in fibers benefits dermatitis 
sufferers 6021 

chitosan. caustic coagulation bath causes chitosan to 
shear precipitate into fibrids (Abstract) 6294 

cyclodextrin based benzoic acid and potassium 
sorbate. incorporation in polymer films 1648 

E. agglomerans viability reduction by lung surfactant 
fraction, serum (Conf. Paper) 6908 

Hib Clean. Pigeonwill Corporation introduces line of 
antibacterial maternity underwear 9227 

medical fabrics treated with antibacterial compounds 
that do not alter other fabric properties 448 

Microban Additive B. Du Pont introduces Sontara 
series of durable, reusable wipes containing 
antimicrobial agents 6776 

Microban chlorinated phenoxy additive for 
antimicrobial treatment of acetate fiber 8754 

N-trimethylammonium chitosan salts. effect on 
Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus epidermis 6970 

polyester fibers. antibacterial properties by blending 
with ceramics or coating with tert-ammonium salts 
(Conf. Paper) 8785 

pyridinium derivatives used to coat nonwoven filter 
for water purification 1461 

spun bonded fabric with antibacterial properties for 
medical applications, coverstock, filters 200 

wipes. antimicrobial coating for nonwoven wipes 
prevents deterioration during storage 2667 

Antifelting, see SHRINKPROOFING. 

Antisnagging agents, see FINISHES. 

ANTISTATIC AGENTS (see also other 
CHEMICAL AIDS TO PROCESSING, HEALTHCARE 
AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, STATIC ELECTRICITY) 

carbon disulfide-free material has environmental and 
other advantages over conventional viscose 
material 2370 

polyester/viscose blends. antistatic treatments 
improve quality of yarns 1687 

wool yarn manufacturing. Spintek H low addition 
= lubricants for antistatic carding and spinning 

, such as 

ANTISTATIC FINISHING 
carbon disulfide-free material has environmental and 

other advantages over conventional viscose 
material 2370 

common techniques used to improve the 
———— of dyed or printed microfiber fabrics 

overview of technologies emphasizes importance of 
finishing to fabric quality 5807 

polyester fibers. antistatic properties increased b 
blending with polyakylene ether (Conf. Paper) 8785 

post-treatment with antistatic agents. durability and 
other requirements 7406 

spinning and finishing chemicals for the woolen 
system by Stephensen Thompson Textile 
Chemicals 4022 

wool yarn manufacturing. Spintek H low addition 
= lubricants for antistatic carding and spinning 



AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, HOSIERY, INSPECTION, 
IRONING, KNIT FABRICS, LAUNDERING, 
PRESSING, PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, RETAILING, 
SPORTS EQUIPMENT, WEAR) 

accessories manufacturers and mass market 
~ influences of high-end fashion trends 

accessories recycling and reconditioning a growing 
trend, especially among young adults 3651 

accessories, 1994-1995 holiday season. retailers 
feature rhinestone and jet glamour looks 6679 

accessories. rtment store executives predict 
successful sales of wider denim based belts 4415 

accessories. feminine pieces will drive women’s 
ae accessories sales in spring 1995 season 

accessories. La Anson accessories from Taiwan 
based Super ——— industrial Company 8430 

accessories. manufacturers aggressively pursue 
licensing efforts 2820 

accessory construction. knotted fabrics and beads. 
construction details 5945 

aesthetic properties. relation between fabric shear, 
bending vibration and aesthetic properties 5773 

Alex Begg & Company of Scotland experiences 
strong growth in sales of scarves 7441 

American Polyolefin Association holds roundtable to 
discuss use of polypropylene in apparel 1920 

anthropometric apparel sizing systems. annotated 
Senew. recent research 7535 

Apparel Demonstration Project, Clemson Apparel 
Research Facility. survey results 2087 

apparel testing to ensure quality and compliance with 
specifications and standards (Conf. Paper) 9359 

aprons from Rienzi offer fashion and function. 
introductory line 3607 

BATMAN show in Miami. heavy buying expected 
after seem holiday season and frigid arctic 
weather 1923 

beaded accessory bags. needle and thread technique 
for creating beaded bags 5942 

branded jeans become one of 12 best selling apparel 
categories in China 5994 

Burlington Coat Factory reports $10.6 million loss in 
1994 fourth quarter 8216 

cashmere coats. explosive sales in United States due 
to severe winter 4416 

cashmere. China’s domestic sweater sales 
increasing. exports still larger portion 4417 

cashmere. Forte predicts — in industry due to 
tight supply, contaminated fiber 8303 

casualwear trend likely to hit Japan. manufacturers 
sell brand apparel to capitalize on popularity 3608 

Chemical Free line of dyed fabrics from Daiwabo. 
Orecot apparel uses green and brown undyed 
cotton 2625 

Christian ritual. development of clerical dress and 
decoration reveals Church history 4459 

Clothing Behavior Scale. quantification of consumer 
attitudes toward purchase of apparel 9303 
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collar alterations depend on sha 
and length of outer edge 594 

Collar Guard by Icarus prevents collar soiling (Trade 
Lit.) 4397 

color choice by manufacturers. societal factors 
influencing color selection 5897 

color preferences. the psychology of color 
preferences 1285 

comfort testing. W.L. Gore & Associates Limited 
launches technical advisory design service 8564 

comfort. apparel comfort influenced by thermal 
conductivity and air permeability 3649 

comfort. evaluation of techniques for analyzing 
thermal, moisture transfer properties 7611 

consumer attitudes, apparel ——_ 
between typical end uses and lifesty 
consumers 430 

consumer attitudes. attitudes of female Japanese 
ry students in dressing for different occasions 

of collar neckline 

. relationship 
e of Japanese 

consumer attitudes. experiences of female Japanese 
a students in dressing for different occasions 

consumer attitudes. relationship between equity, 
— reactance, and gift giving/receiving 

consumer perceptions. women’s perceptions of 
apparel in workplace 3609 

Cool Wool knitwear for spring 1995 introduced by 
International Wool Secretariat 3606 

cupra fabrics from Asahi. lining fabric made from 
— cotton lint. advantageous as apparel lining 

demand for brandname apparel by female consumers. 
brand orientation predictors 1253 

denim market. success revolves around finishing 
treatments, such as wrinkle resistance 1743 

denim, United States. marketing strategies, review of | 
innovative styles and designs 5 

denim. manufacturers turn to more surface interest, 
medium weight fabrics, darker hues for fall 1995 
lines 6680 

design of fabrics and apparel using a structured 
— of mechanical and physical properties 

drycleaning difficult apparel. necessary precautions 
before, after drycleaning 377 

drycleaning. miscellaneous instructions for 
drycleaning difficult apparel 376 

drycleaning. preparing loads for drycleaning 391 
drying. comparison of microwave, electric, air drying 

relative to damage, antibacterial effect 4403 
dyers under pressure to provide environmentally 

friendly, affordable, functional, and fashionable 
dyes for apparel 3439 

embroidery products market strong, fueled by 
embroidered sporting goods with team logos 2821 

expenditures on apparel by female headed household 
versus two parent households 1286 

fabric manufacturers report sales gains of 70 percent 
for 1994 period 4999 

fabric. Carrington Viyella’s lightweight 
— cotton fabric for medical apparel 

fabric. Premiere Vision Exhibition Autumn/Winter 
1994-1995. major trends 434 

fabrics, sportswear. Japanese manufacturers oat 
high performance and casual wear markets 2557 

fabrics. spring and summer 1995 color, weight, 
structure trends 2553 
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fake furs. consumer popularity driven by politics, 
price, and versatility 3655 

fashion. Hong pos Romer: Development Council to 
introduce an exhi 
collections 4418 

fashions for managers on casual dress Fridays from 
— Barnes, Barry Bricken, Caroline Belhumeur 

ition for spring, summer 

footwear insoles by Chien Chun Fiber Industrial 
designed for comfort and hygiene 4 

FridayWear. retailers remain uncertain about how to 
market the new classification 5987 

fusible interfacings. problems with puckering, 
staining that drycleaners must deal with 3576 

fusibles, interlacings, interlinings at Bobbin 
Show/AAMA Convention 1 

gender barrier historically difficult to cross for brand 
name manufacturers. Haggar latest to try 8432 

glove sales expected to increase for fall 1994 and 
ry ‘aaa manufactures pushing fashion looks 

history. bronze accessories worn by medieval Baltic 
and Finnish peoples (Abstract) 5279 

history. exhibition on 19th century dress etiquette at 
McCord Museum of Canadian History 5231 

hosiery marketing. manufacturers use home 
shopping network to promote products 4420 

imports. demand for apparel imports in the United 
States 6186 

imports. statistical analysis of country of origin 
information among United States and New Zealand 
women 1254 

India’s textile industry has become its largest 
a. studies suggest further improvements 

india, Orissa. power loom operators in the region are 
diversifying their products lines 2747 

insulation. evaluation of Mihira-Hanada, Seppaenen, 
Tanabe-Nishimura mensuration systems 6065 

intelligent apparel fabrics that change structure 
depending on environmental conditions 2534 

interactive home retailing. JCPenney, Lands’ End, 
Nordstrom participate in Bell Atlantic’s Stargazer 
channel 7632 

International Fashion Boutique Show. Fashion Week 
tie-in increases sales by 10 percent 9088 

International Jeanswear & Sportswear 1994 show. 
profile 9216 

italian Metamorphosis cultural exhibition. Saks Fifth 
—— sells fashion tie-ins by Italian designers 

jackets, men’s and women’s. retailer survey 
indicates that shape, color currently driving 
designer market 8433 

Japan. easy care kimonos, men’s dress shirts 1996 
Japanese jeans face oversupply problem. Bobson 
a jeans made from denim/rayon blend 

jeans, fashion. manufacturers will decrease prices 
due to a slump in sales 2695 
— VF divisions refocus marketing strategies 

~~ cotton apparel gains popularity in Europe 

knitwear manufacturers anxious to do business with 
mass merchants despite stricter restrictions 6681 

knitwear. 1994 Design in Knitwear Exhibition 
features woolen collections 3652 

leather outerwear. specialty store executives predict 
strong 1994 sales performance 4473 

linen. use of linen increases because of appearance, 
comfort, naturalness 4422 

Lycra. stretchable fiber a breakthrough for hosiery, 
swimwear, diapers, and home furnishings. 
historical review 1322 

Macy’s moving forward with plans despite difficulties 
of reorganization 5104 

market share of cotton in apparel and home 
furnishings markets continues to grow 694 

marketing. schematic interactions between country 
of origin cues in catalogs and images of quality, 
price 6853 

marketing. The Goods, home shopping event 
a red by MTV, reaps over $1 million in sales 

marketing. VF Corporation introduces new marketing 
program with emphasis on customer needs 4367 

mass merchants launch aggressive holiday 
advertising campaigns 8434 

merchandising. use of color trends and color 
a—aewe systems for successful merchandising 

microclimate in space between ope. wearer. 
effect of thickness of air layer 7559 

microclimates, vapor pressure, surface temperature 
of various fiber constructions tested 253 

military branches returning to uniforms with wool 
content 7576 

military uniforms ordered by United States Defense 
Department for troops in Kuwait 9089 

NAMSB Show October 1994. vendors predict strong 
— will be rugged three-quarter length jackets 

National Hockey League licensed apparel sales will 
suffer from protracted labor dispute 8429 _—a. 

neckties. rising cost of Italian silk and weak United 
States dollar force price increases 5980 

Ole Tymes denim fabric from Avondale Mills. fabric 
design facilitates chemical finishing 6479 

organic cotton. Levi Strauss, Esprit to introduce new 
lines at more moderate prices 9220 

organically _ cotton rapidly gaining popularity in 
apan 4773 

Ottavio and Rosita Missoni. retrospective exhibition 
in Florence features their designs 7562 

outerwear. London Fog demands that retailers not 
— prices on its products before December 

outerwear. mass market vendors turning toward 
novel cool weather fleece fabrics to revive sluggish 
sales 8435 ; 

outerwear. thermal conductivity and breathability in 
a polar coat. use of Intermediate 
entilation System 6682 

perception, self. influence of apparel on the 
perception of occupational attributes 3612 

polyester fabrics in designer resort collections from 
Donna Karan, Calvin Klein, Ralph Lauren 7290 

polyester knit fabrics. history of use of polyester by 
knitting industry (Book) 4952 ; 

printed apparel. Print Show fall 1995 fashions 
—— woodland scenes, textured floral looks 

printed fabrics sector enters growth phase due to ~ 
apparel style trends 1146 

psychological effects. how people initially judge 
others based on apparel 1255 ; 

quality. consumer perceptions of apparel quality. 
structure of apparel quality 3613 



radiation. protective capability of everyday summer 
weight apparel against ultraviolet light 9221 

rainwear accessories. umbrella manufacturers 
encompass a wider range of new and novelty 
oriented looks 6684 

rainwear. United States retailers report stagnation, 
slight decline in sales since [1993] 8436 

Ralph Lauren’s RRL performs below expectations, 
price cuts likely 1313 

Rayosun. chemical treatment for apparel fabrics 
imparts excellent sun protection factors 1075 

recycled tires, license plates, bottle caps, and 
hubcaps on novel Green products 1997 

retail sales in 1993. decline in first nine months 1167 
retailing in Japan. consumers become more price 
conscious en» he oe ession 5233 

retail private labeled apparel. 400 exhibitors, 
buyers to attend October 1994 Private 

hp ‘ee Expo 8438 
retailing, Japan. department store sales of private 

label men’s, women’s tailored suits increase 6007 
retailing, outerwear. fall 1994 coat season, spurred 
by ~ outerwear sales, is off to a strong start 

retailing. Atlanta Apparel Mart retailers order 
immediate s, apparel for holiday, spring 1995 
seasons 6685 

retailing. bodywear manufacturers report 1994 
eo have increased 18 percent versus [1993] 

retailing. designer apparel sales reap full price 
sell-through rates of 70 percent or more 8502 

retailing. survey of brand loyalty conducted by Kurt 
Salmon Associates and the NPD Group 843 

retailing. United Kingdom retailers reluctant to invest 
in streetwear sportswear crossover market 8499 

Rhone-Poulenc, Snia Fibre form Nylstar joint venture 
to manufacture nylon yarn for apparel fabrics 3936 

sales for first nine months of 1993. men’s, women’s, 
irls’, and boys’ wear 1317 

sales. retailers, manufacturers of tailored apparel 
predict strong sales during 1994 fall season 5978 
— slippage. causes, location, and responsibility 

Sears de Mexico’s new CEO will emphasize 
merchandizing. investment companies upgrade 
stock ratings 3537 

sewing pants. achieving proper fit, function, style, 
and structure for different body shapes 5946 

sexual harassment. influence of provocative apparel 
on attitudes toward victims 5234 

shape memory wrinkle, shrink resistant apparel 
launched by Japanese manufacturers 7536 

shearling. apparel designers use shearling trims 
= lukewarm opposition from animal activists 

shirts and blouses. historical review of designs and 
construction techniques 4424 

shoes. high heeled versus low heeled shoes. effects 
on skin temperature during walking 2143 

shrinkage among top five complaints against 
drycleaners, according to IFI data. causes, 
remedies 1252 

sizing. differences in sizing systems between 
countries. new ISO sizing standards 2762 

sock liners and insoles for Canadian army boots. 
research program recommendations 8439 

socks. survey reveals comfort and fit to be the most 
important aspects of sock purchasing 1256 
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sport coats, cashmere. fabric suppliers to increase 
their prices 30-100 percent for the fall 1995 
season 8440 

sports team logos stimulate apparel sales. survey of 
buying habits based on gender and age 6009 

sports team logos stimulate apparel sales. survey 
reveals buying trends 600 

sportswear manufacturers take advantage of hot 
trend with new brands 199 

sportswear, men’s and women’s spring 1995 
fashions. vendors predict sales gains of 10-15 
percent 6686 

sportswear. spring 1995, apparel manufacturers to 
ee noreeeee in polyester prices onto retailers 

sportswear. textured knit fabrics dominate fall 1994 
sportswear market 2822 

standard sizes. manufacturers produce fewer sizes to 
ee neney but end up limiting consumer choice 

sweatshirts. pilling of sweatshirts in 50/50 
cotton/polyester blend 9252 

Sweden’s apparel sizing system revised 5928 
T-shirts. baby tees become the biggest mainstream 
trend in recent T-shirt history 7 

T-shirts. consumer demand attributed to variety, 
innovation of screen prints 7533 

tannins and sugar from food and beverages cause 
yellow stains on some garments 1239 

The Gap performs well in third quarter due to 
— control, fashion sales, fewer promotions 

thermal insulation properties of apparel. terminology, 
measurement, mechanisms, technical 
developments 2823 

trimmings and fasteners. color and material trends 
— YKK, Universal, Scovill, and others 

Trimmings, Accessories, and Fabric Expo. important 
trends 1092 

umbrellas. Japanese product features double fabric 
construction for niche market 6010 

uniform supply services. potential growth markets in 
manufacturing sector 

uniforms rented to companies operating riverboat 
gambling on Mississippi 4366 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
oa Association survey of employee attitudes 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
anv Association survey of employer attitudes 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
Industry Association survey of wearer attitudes 
4426 4428 

uniforms. Massey Services Incorporated wins first 
—* 1994 Image-Building Uniform Competition 

United States Army. uniforms, protective clothing 
cost $1,600 per soldier per year 2061 

United States trade deficit in 1992 increases 3076 
UomoModa apparel show. devalued lira sparks 
United States buyers 2081 

UomoModa loses some major apparel manufacturers, 
but retailers continue to rely on it for Italian style 
apparel designs 1906 

vendor managed inventories. manufacturers claim 
they manage inventories better than retailers 8442 

videos and photographs, fashion. influence on 
student age consumers of apparel 3659 
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water repellency testing. standards and 
recommended test procedures 3741 

water vapor and heat transmission testing with 
specially designed mannequin 7604 

Whalley Abbey vestments made from early Italian 
— velvets with orphreys of English embroidery 

wool knitwear. IWS intreduces Cool Wool knitwear 
for spring, summer 3312 

wool topcoats. strong fall 1994 retail sales expected, 
especially in the northern United States 9224 

work clothing. After Six’s new Career Apparel 
Division sells Nicole Miller printed ties, formal 
accessories 4429 

wrinkle resistant apparel spurs consumption of 
cotton 2824 

wrinkle resistant apparel. new product development 
and process technology 6011 

wrinkle resistant cotton shirts treated with resin 
finish require little or no ironing 4305 

wrinkle resistant finishes on cotton products 3456 
wrinkle resistant shirts, blouses. Haggar Apparel, 
Salant release new lines 5995 

wrinkle-free shirt fabrics by Nisshinbo Industries and 
Toyobo earn awards 951 

Zara plans to open more retail units in Mexico and 
France 5188 

zippers. repairing, replacing zippers 1184 

APPAREL--ATHLETIC WEAR (see also other headings, 
such as APPAREL, APPAREL--UNDERWEAR, 
APPAREL INDUSTRY, APPAREL MANUFACTURE, 
COMFORT, CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
FASHION--MENSWEAR, 
FASHION--WOMENSWEAR, FASTENERS AND 
TRIMMINGS, HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL 
TEXTILES, HOSIERY, KNIT FABRICS, PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING, RETAILING, SPORTS EQUIPMENT, 
WEAR) 

activewear and activewear inspired fashions emerge 
as popular category for 1993 spring 5235 

activewear. history of market penetration by 
polyester 5284 

apparel wadding. Toyobo’s Breath-Thermo keeps 
a dry and warm during strenuous exercise 

baseball. — League Baseball Properties sales 
growing 5236 

bodywear styles inspired by sportswear hot sellers 
for spring 1994. fabrics, colors, styles 403 

bodywear. manufacturers predict 20 percent 
increase in orders for holiday season 6688 

Christian Lacroix, Wheaton International to distribute 
oon de Christian Lacroix sportswear collection 

cycling apparel made of abrasion and cut resistant 
panels made with Spectra fibers 3616 

diving suits. neoprene dry suits. Northern Diver's 
operations 2764 

fashion. men, women demand looser, more relaxed 
styles for activewear, sportswear 6689 

fitnesswear. new apparel category occupies the 
— ground between activewear and casualwear 

fleece and jersey manufacturers respond to business 
slowdown with new styles and colors 8445 

footwear, trainers. Malaysian manufacturer selling 80 
percent of its products domestically 2698 

footwear. Japanese company develops a shoe 
designed to increase strength and flexibility in leg 
and lumbar regions 6012 

Fruit of the Loom acquires Daniel Young International 
for $45 million 6622 

golf apparel. licensed apparel lines bearing the names 
of pro golfers are rare. Greg Norman (Reebok) is 
the latest addition 5105 

golf wear. Levi Strauss extends Dockers apparel line 
to encompass golf apparel, accessories 9225 

H.H. Cutler wins Apparel Industry Magazine’s 1993 
Gold Star Award for doubling sales during 
1991-1993 period 1116 

high performance fabric and design innovation for 
serious athletes 8065 

intera high performance activewear from 
Cannondale. properties 3615 

Japanese manufacturers experience decreased sales 
-— — in first half of 1993. data tabulated 

Japanese sports apparel market provides outstanding 
export and _— opportunities 4430 

knit fabrics. Spandura Ii 160 Denier constructed from 
Cordura Plus nylon yarns and Lycra elastomeric 
yarns 205 

Leslie Fay devises two step strategy to avoid Chapter 
: — compete in women’s sportswear market 

licensed apparel, major league baseball. retailers, 
manufacturers hesitant to book 1995 orders due to 
strike 8446 

MAGIC. fleeced and napped fabrics, athletic wear, 
sportswear, casual wear 2078 

men’s underwear, loungewear that doubles as 
activewear and gymwear 9230 ; 

New Era Caps becomes official supplier to Major 
League baseball, projects 1994 profits at $100 
million 311 

nonwoven lining material, footwear. moisture 
absorbent layer absorbs up to 70 percent of its 
weight in fluid 215 

outdoor apparel at SHOT show. color, design, fabric 
trends reviewed 1999 

Perry Manufacturing wins Apparel Industry 
Magazine’s 1993 Gold Star Award for investments 
in technology 1125 

Pezzi manufacturers sportswear that crosses over 
into streetwear. produces locally for national 
market 8217 : 

polyurethane with high moisture permeability at 
warm temperaturés for use in athletic wear 1651 

Reebok International. new fashion lines marketed 
through MTV-styie fitness videos 8444 

retailing. marketing strategies involve customer 
rs and brand/store identity enhancement 

running shoes. Asics and Mizuno designs to absorb 
shock during running 3617 

Russell signs letter of intent to acquire The Game to 
— its expansion into licensed sports market 

Saddle Cloth fabric from Squires Hightech introduced 
at SHOT show for outdoor apparel 1751 

SealSkinz. new waterproof socks from Du Pont use 
Sv moisture vapor transpiration technology 

Sporting goods retail industry will focus on outdoor 
garments, jackets, and soccer clothing 2697 __ 

sports sandal and hiking boots sales are rising while 
sales of sneakers decline 4431 

sportswear market in Germany. trends for 1994. 
import, export, production data 404 

sportswear. Dainese makes world’s best motorcycle 
— with Du Pont Cordura 500 nylon fiber 



sportswear. economic recovery boosts spring 1995 
bodywear sales 5237 ; : 

sportswear. sales of igner collections by Calvin 
Klein, Ralph Lauren, Richard Tyler good 5985 

sportswear. small, medium sized sportswear retailers 
launch a marketing programs 748 

sun protection factor treatment for apparel developed 
in Australia 7407 

swimsuits. mens styles aa longer. women’s 
styles remain skimpy 5238 

swimwear for women. developments by Japanese 
manufacturers for 1994 season 405 

swimwear, Japan. manufacturers differentiate their 
products to recover from dismal 1993 sales 6001 

swimwear, trends for women’s, men’s, and 
children’s suits 406 

swimwear, women’s. Macy’s increases designer 
lines at flagship store in Hearid Square 4433 

swimwear, women. sportswear, lingerie influence 
swimwear market for the cruise 1995 season 9226 

swimwear. Apparel Ventures sustains growth with 
product diversity 1093 

swimwear. designers expect sales gains of 
approximately 20 percent during cruise 1995 
season 6691 

swimwear. major department stores reduce number 
of swimwear v 8448 

swimwear. Solar-Fashion swimwear transmits up to 
67 percent of incident ultraviolet radiation 6013 

swimwear. American companies try to enter 
the United States swimwear market 59 

swimwear. specialty stores profit by amy larger 
product variety and customer services 9 

uniforms, major league baseball. 5 teams redesign 
their home and road uniforms 4434 

Vantage Custom Classics of New Jersey produces 
cotton knit sweaters, shirts for embroidered 
sportswear 4908 

ag = = hy bodywear from Gilda Marx. style and 
fabrics trends. French short expected to be a hot, 
trendy item 2825 

women’s innerwear and bathing suits. European 
sales and market trends 4440 

women’s sportswear big = market. 
manufacturers jump on bandwagon 2000 

Yamato Sewing Machine eliminates seam puckering 
in. athletic wear 1975 

APPAREL--CHILDREN’S WEAR (see also other headings, 
such as APPAREL, APPAREL--UNDERWEAR, 
APPAREL INDUSTRY, APPAREL MANUFACTURE, 
COMFORT, CONSUMER ATTITUDES, DIAPERS, 
DISPOSABLES, DURABLE PRESS, FABRICS, 
FASHION, FASTENERS AND TRIMMINGS, 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, 
RETAILING, SPORTS EQUIPMENT) 

accessories. cartoon motifs popular. new lines from 
Vera and Honey Fashions 1257 
— _— fashion and price trends for spring 1995 

Courtaulds. Rowley division uses Bellow machinery 
to increase productivity 9090 

ease allowances for preschool children’s apparel. 
research project at Hong Kong Polytechnic 5898 

H.H. Cutler wins Apparel industry Magazine’s 1993 
Gold Star Award for doubling sales during 
1991-1993 period 1116 

Kind und Jugend International Baby and Teenager 
Fair in Germany. profile of fashion trends on 
display 5239 

APPAREL--INNERWEAR (see also other headi 
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licensed apparel. MTV to debut a line of rock music 
ane apparel for spring/summer 1995 season 

National Garment Company wins Apparel Industry 
Magazine’s 1993 Gold Star Award for investments 
in technology 1124 

new products claimed capable of masking body odor, 
preventing skin irritation 3618 

Olly’s BV signs agreements to sell its Ollily brand 
products in Japan 5240 

Pitti Immagine Bimbo showed diverse — of 
apparel for babies, children, teenagers 2826 

Rowleys. children’s leisurewear manufacturer uses 
Pegasus sewing machinery from Bellow 9117 

sun protection factor treatment for apparel developed 
in Australia 7407 

trends for fall 1993, spring 1994. diversity 
characterizes styles 40 

, such 
as APPAREL, DIAPERS, HEALTHCARE AND 
MEDICAL TEXTILES, SANITARY NAPKINS AND 
TAMPONS) 
— trends in ready to wear fuel market 

boxer shorts. company wares on display at 
International Licensing and Merchandising 
Conference 5242 

bras, corsets, cotton knit ee at August 1994 
Intimate Apparel Salon 669 

bras, ose Wonderbra and Super Up-Lift bras 
most popular in category 5243 

bras. retailers emphasize bra wardrobe containing 
variety of styles 8453 

brassiere manufacturers expanding push-up styles 
and lines 922 

brassieres. innerwear manufacturers, retailers seek 
oa eve to maintain push-up brassiere sales 

brassieres. Maidenform Incorporated’s Self 
Expressions label to be offered to mass retail 
market 8454 

brassieres. Olga updates its fall 1994 ——- with 
new silhouettes, fabrics, prints, colors 753 

brassieres. push up brassiere market explodes in 
United States 6696 

brassieres. push-up bras continue to dominate 1994 
sales 5244 

brassieres. renaissance of the push-up bra and other 
cleavage enhancing innerwear 4437 

brassieres. spring 1994 sales of seamless, seamless 
looking bras increases 10 percent 5245 

brassieres. Stanford University study uses lasers and 
computers to analyze women’s breast sizes and 
shapes 1362 

Chaslyn, a leading British manufacturer of lingerie 
and house coats, expands export business 5106 

consumer attitudes. most United States women 
believe that advertisements selling brassieres target 
men 8455 

cotton. United Kingdom’s Sock Shop releases a line 
of environmentally friendly underwear made from 
Green Cotton 2039 

daywear styles for November 1994 market 
emphasize soft hand, romantic styles 9229 

Donna Karan Intimates. review of line comprising 50 
— men’s and women’s innerwear styles 

Du Pont’s !ntimate Apparel Workshop features 
= fibers, shapewear, ready to wear styles 
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fabric trends. texture, patterns, sheer emphasized. 
— strategies 1321 

fall and holiday innerwear fashions feature pretty 
sleepwear in classic looks, ready to wear styling 

fashion. New York innerwear market dominated by 
figure enhancing foundations, camisoles, body 
suits 6697 

girdles. Good Up Girdle, a Lycra spandex girdle that 
“remembers” the body shape of the wearer 5246 

Hib Clean. Ps cme Corporation introduces line of 
antibacterial maternity underwear 9227 

igedo Dessous and Beach show 1994 attracts United 
States companies in group effort 8296 

Igedo Dessous shows wide range of underwear, 
foundation garments, homewear 2827 

Intimate Apparel Salon 1994 emphasized white and 
cosmetic colors 6693 

Intimate Apparel Show. buyers seek quality and 
comfort above all 6617 
_——_ women’s criteria used to select underwear 

lingerie in European markets. sales, brand names, 
may ow patterns 2829 

Lyon Mode City 1994 trade show of intimate 
apparel, swimwear, and fabrics 8451 

Maidenform introduces less expensive line of Oscar 
de la Renta innerwear 6694 

May 1994 market. daywear, sleepwear, push-up 
bras sell well 5241 

men’s underwear emerges as fashion item in Great 
Britain as sales soar 9234 

men’s underwear, loungewear that doubles as 
activewear and gymwear 9230 

Milliken presents intimate apparel fabrics intended to 
influence lingerie fashions 1258 

overview. manufacturers hope improved economy, 
= fashions at moderate prices will increase sales 

Pacific Silk & Clothing will introduce large size 
innerwear 4436 

panties. spring 1995 fashion panties market 
dominated by cotton, Lycra spandex blends 8456 

pantyhose. new moisture absorbing pantyhose 
ee Chinon fabric, made from milk protein 

Playtex Port Glasgow plant investments in 
technology aid production _— 9091 

push-up bras introduced by Gossard and other 
intimate wear manufacturers 4439 

RAM Manufacturing in Georgia specializes in men’s, 
women’s underwear 7455 

sales have been light during first two weeks of 
January 1994. style trends discussed 2001 

sales. retailers, manufacturers of intimate apparel 
predict strong sales during 1994 fall season 5992 

Salon International de la Lingerie et Interfiliere (Paris). 
review 2828 

Sara Lee ng AA keep up with demand for 
Wonderbra 

sleepwear, New York Home Textiles Show. 
unexpected classification of sleepwear in home 
fashions market 6698 

T-shirts. Elizabeth Lingerie produces 5,000 dozen 
T-shirts per week, generates annual sales of $8 
million 9113 

trends in styles, fabrics. innerwear that can also be 
worn as apparel important trend 410 

underpants, women’s. Rimoldi’s line of five sewing 
machines for manufacture of 2792 

United Kingdom. retailers report steady and 
increasing sales during recession 4442 

11 

Waranco growing quickly under CEO Wachner 7442 
Weekend Exercise Company launches 44th Street 

Athletic Club label for ah mass retail outlets 8452 
women’s innerwear and bathing suits. European 
sales and market trends 4440 

women’s innerwear. Parisian couture shows herald 
return to fuller bosoms, flattened ribcages, slender 
waists 6700 

women’s panties. Vanity Fair Mills releases V Wear 
by Body Sleeks 6699 

women’s robes, sleepwear. Carole Hochman oe 
unveils collection under the Carole Hochman K: 
label 6702 

women’s seamless underwear for use under tight 
fitting fashions. new Japanese products 6701 

Wonderbra push-up bra from Playtex dominates 
United Kingdom market 8218 

APPAREL--MEN’S WEAR (see also other an, such 
as APPAREL, APPAREL--ATHLETIC WEAR, 
APPAREL~INNERWEAR, APPAREL INDUSTRY, 
APPAREL MANUFACTURE, COMFORT, 
CONSUMER ATTITUDES, FASHION--MENSWEAR, 
FASTENERS AND TRIMMINGS, HEALTHCARE AND 
MEDICAL TEXTILES, HOSIERY, KNIT FABRICS, 
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, RETAILING, SPORTS 
EQUIPMENT, WEAR) 

accessories manufacturers revisit the 1940s and 
1950s for design ideas 2007 

accessories. increases in cost of ae. B geeeete. 
silk cause production to shift offshor 

accessories. Philippe Model, Sheridan hens total $6.9 
million in 1993 sales 3635 

accessories. retailers predict neckwear will remain a 
— seller through 1994-1995 holiday season 

activewear blended with casualwear and sportswear 
at upcoming MAGIC show 2008 

Alexander Julian Incorporated signs > rh 
agreement with Lifeguard Apparel 1874 

Alfred Dunhill redesigns men’s wear for a more 
"British" look and lowers its price points 2699 

back to school sales for 1994 strong. denim and 
flannel lead the way 7569 
wey show. men’s outerwear manufacturers 

ret . bookings 2045 
w. tailored apparel manufacturers 

"expect big bookings. design, color, fabric trends 

Bidermann relaunches Bill Robinson line, revamps 
Arrow sportswear line 428 

Biffi’s tre and conservative men’s and women’s 
wear 131 
—— Tall men’s retail environment. current trends 

Blazer of the United Kingdom hires new managing 
director, attempts to become a consistent niche 
retailer 7538 

Bob Mackie to unveil his first men’s wear collection 
— with the Men’s Apparel Group 

Brooks Brothers introduces both casual and elegant 
men’s sweaters 8458 

brown makes a comeback in sport coats, suits, 
vests, and trousers for 1994 fall season 2834 
— attire becoming more casual, study shows 

caps, military. leader in accessories market for 1994. 
styles, colors, designs 2835 

carpenter jeans we as important style for fall 
1994 season 3621 



casual tailored or companies expanding 
production 51 

casualwear. through end of 1994 demand will help 
poly wear sales outperform women’s wear sales 

Clothiers Exhibition (Chicago) en aay by Clothiers 
Corporation, Appareil Buyers lition 5107 
~— - outerwear. strong 1993 sales reported 

coats, sport. retailers in southern United States 
buying high volume three button ft coats 2009 

collections at Herren-Mode-Woche. lines from Rene 
Lezard, Philip Handsome Hugo Boss, Strelison, 
others 2836 

Collections Premieren Dusseldorf. apparel! designers 
emphasize relaxed looks for spring/summer 1995 
season 6703 

consumer attitudes. statistical trends in subjective 
evaluations of fashion by Japanese male 
— 412 

converting. basic pattern construction for men’s 
single breasted lounge jacket 6649 

corporate casual look designed to bridge gap 
between suits and jeans 1262 

cotton sportswear manufacturers will maintain prices 
for fall 1994 and increase prices for 1995 holiday 
products 5250 

cotton sportswear manufacturers. how higher cotton 
prices cha their holiday 1994 lines 5109 

cotton, wrinkle resistant. Japanese manufacturers 
a eens production of fabrics for dress shirts 

Dallas April 1994 Mega-Market. western styles, 
colored denim, textured sweaters 4441 

Daniei to expand number of discount men’s wear 
outlets 1094 

denim garment manufacturers increase product 
offerings for Lng Sag waiting until fall 1995 to 
unveil new lines 

denim sales str for back-to-school 1994 at mass 
merchants 84 

denim shorts. jeanswear manufacturers expect 
strong spring 1995 sales of men’s and young 
men’s styles 6707 

denim. Sun Apparel plans to market men’s branded 
jeans through licensing agreements 4348 

Designers’ Collective 1994. retailers predict 
~~ freee growth in men’s wear through next year 

Doice & Gabbana develops into diverse designer 
— company, introduces new sportswear line 

dress shirts. Chinese bollworn blight causing 
manufacturers to adjust sourcing plans in the Far 
East 4739 

durable press cotton slacks. Haggar Apparel 
Company introduces wrinkle-free line 413 

durable press shirts. unfavorable consumer attitudes 
— New York designers to adopt wrinkled looks 

exhibitions, New York City. spring 1995 collections 
— during July 1994 at 25 men’s wear shows 

fabric. designers think type of fabric will provide 
fashion interest in 1995 summer men’s wear 3347 

fabrics in heavy weights viewed with some 
pessimism by retailers, apparel manufacturers 414 

fashion, western wear. back to school sales spur 
dramatic increases in sales of western wear, 
accessories 8461 
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fashion. spring 1995 men’s wear collections inspired 
— States fashions from 1940-1970 period 

fitnesswear. new apparel category occupies the 
— ground between activewear and casualwear 

French Men’s Wear Federation promotes French 
— worldwide, targets United States market 

Fridaywear boosts saies of independent specialty 
stores 2002 

' Fridaywear collections launched by 500 Fashion 
Group, Krizia, Marzotto, Nathan David, Unversal 
Design 5247 

Fridaywear crucial category at 1994 MAGIC 8484 
Fridaywear merchandising strategies urged by men’s 
wear manufacturers and designers 6015 

Fridaywear. linen emerging as preferred fabric 7539 
Fridaywear. major mainfloor sportswear 
manufacturers introduce casual casual business 
apparel 7443 

Fridaywear. spring 1995 products driven by 
component dressing trend. fabrics 2830 

Georges Marciano Boutique introduces three denim 
lines for spring season 6704 

golfer licensed apparel brand names. Norman, 
Nicklaus, Palmer 5105 

hats and caps with sports logos experience 1993 
sales increases 4478 

hosiery. fall 1994 ready-to-wear collections 
— by shorter lengths, brighter colors 

Huichol Indians. social status of family derives from 
elaborately embroidered ceremonial costumes 1205 

I. _— significantly expands men’s wear lines 

Igedo Dessous shows wide range of swimwear in 
three styles 2827 

image consultants recommend apparel color selection 
based on seasonal color classification 8462 

Inter-Jeans 1994. denim apparel manufacturers 
modify their designs only subtly 2866 

Italian manufacturers boost presence in United States 
market with designer labels 1882 

Italian manufacturers optimistic about 1994 due to 
favorable currency exchange rates 1101 

Italian necktie manufacturers flourish despite the 
European recession 1096 

jackets, sport coats. 1994 fall suit season dominated 
by double breasted jackets 8463 

JCPenney expects one-third of its men’s shirt sales 
for Christmas 1994 to be in wrinkle resistant 9231 

JCPenney posts record fourth quarter profits, 
boosted by men’s wear sales 2701 

jeans in washed out and natural shades selling well 
for 1994 fall 2837 

jeans market in United a. price pressures put 
squeeze on retailers 362 . 

jeans. European market stagnant, predictable. smaller 
fashion forward labels catch on 3623 

knit fabrics used extensively in men’s wear exhibited 
at SEHM 3657 

knitwear manufacturers in United Kingdom offer light 
weight constructions for summer wear 8219 

Kuppenheimer reorganizes, manufactures men’s suits 
with advanced shell construction 312 

leather accessories popular at Eurostyle show. vests, 
bags, belts, caps 2838 

leather jacket fashion trends for fall 1994. styles will 
be simpler and cleaner 415 
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leather men’s coats, jackets, and shirts at reasonable 
— offered by leading British manufacturers 

a outerwear, jacket market for spring growing 

Levi Strauss plans large scale promotion of Dockers 
brand. by 1995, half of products will be wrinkle 
resistant 4475 

Loevenhart’s. 1994 sales of Kentucky based men’s 
specialty retailer increase 6 percent 7491 

Logan Drive. new retail chain to open seven stores in 
regon and Washington 7493 

lounge jackets, blouson jackets. review of design 
specifications, construction techniques 9233 
et 1994 plans for major Northeast retailers 

MAGIC 1994 plans for Southeastern retailers 7540 
MAGIC 1994. olive is e ted to by the most 
popular color for suits 7541 

MAGIC 1994. Retailers attend show with up to 40 
percent Open-to-but for spring 2735 

MAGIC. manufacturers of men’s tailored — 
place heavy orders at recent Las Vegas show 2077 

manufacturers expect heavy sales at August 1994 
exhibitions 6710 

manufacturers plan wrinkle resistant suits and dress 
slacks for 1994. new worsted fabrics use high 
twist yarns 1263 

marketing jeans. wild west values and images used 
to market jeans in Europe 365 

marketing. Italian Trade Commission launches 
campaign in United States to promote Italian 
tailored apparel 6645 

marketing. Marcos Ergas abandons runway, unveils 
= on View-Master three dimensional slides 

May 1993 sales and same store sales figures 5289 
Men’s Warehouse will acquire four Coach House 
locations in Lego a company early 1994 sales 
up dramatically 348 

men’s wear retailers report good holiday sales in 
Southwest, West Coast, Midwest, Northeast, 
Southeast 1183 

Midwest retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. promotional activity encourages 
good sales 1178 

Milan shows emphasize sensuous, tactile, and 
textured fabrics for fall 1994 season 2003 

Milan shows emphasize gts weight fabrics and 
texture. velvet prominent 2 

Mode Homme in Montreal. spring 1995 styles, color 
palettes 5248 

NAMSB 1994 show. rugged looks in both leather 
and fabric dominate reorders 9256 

NAMSB Show. good amount of bookings divided 
between spring and fall lines. outerwear, young 
men’s and contemporary 3619 

NAMSB. retailers place orders for cold weather caps, 
vests, and some spring accessories 2079 

National Retail Federation Convention. CEOs predict 
gains in men’s wear sales this year 2080 

neckties. fabrics and fashion trends as influenced by. 
art, history, culture 2865 

neckties. Japanese department stores change pricing 
strategy in response to falling sales 602 

neckties. sixteenth to seventeenth centuries. 
—- of European history to men’s neckwear 

neckwear and accessories high on department stores 
buying lists at 1994 Magic 2736 

13 

neckwear manufacturers at MAGIC 1994 emphasized 
casual styles and textures 8486 

neckwear sales are strong and growing in the United 
Kingdom due to good promotion 2011 

neckwear, designer. lower a points appeal to 
broader customer base 2010 

neckwear. cause marketing successful at several 
companies 5251 

neckwear. manufacturers introduce casual styles for 
FridayWear 7545 

neckwear. New York and European designers 
accessorize their collections with narrow ties and 
scarf ties 6711 

neckwear. Van Heusen licenses Randa to 
—- and market stain/wrinkle resistant ties 

new products claimed capable of masking body odor, 
preventing skin irritation 3618 

Nino Cerruti. interview. United States licensing and 
ties to Hollywood films 1290 

Nordstrom Incorporated enjoys strong men’s wear 
sales, schedules men’s wear catalog for 1995 fall 
season 4327 

Northeast retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. sportswear leads sales, followed by 
seasonal items 1179 
“ ul profits hurt by department stores gains 

orders at 1290 Showrooms. department store and 
specialty store buyers active 1264 

outerwear for spring 1995 will feature nautical and 
linen looks 7546 

outerwear manufacturers excited about early MAGIC 
— and cold weather. sales increases expected 

outerwear. spring 1994 season. textures and longer 
lengths are key trends from manufacturers 126 

pants, spring 1995 season. flat and pleated fronts, 
an plaids, seersuckers, “high 
waters" 671 

pants. VF Corporation doubles sales of wrinkle 
resistant pants 3483 aa 

Perry Ellis’ early purchase program allows department 
stores to sell Ellis’ label at private label prices 411 

Pietrafesa. tailored apparel company obtains licenses 
for Ralph Lauren, Alexander Julian lines 3500 

Pincus Brothers Maxwell. major United States 
__ manufacturer of sports coats, tailored apparel 5108 
Plaid Clothing Group’s purchase of GFT pending 
approval 3620 

Quirino Conti’s multicultural world reflected in his 
latest collection 1291 

rainwear. microfiber coats popular. designers 
— short microfiber coats for 1995 spring 

Realta is high end, fashion forward men’s apparel 
store in Chicago 447 

retail discount outlets, Canada. during 1993 market 
share declined from 19.2 to 18.8 percent 7495 

retail sales for ree | 1994 strong for activewear and 
basic categories 5252 

retailers experienced increased sales following days 
of severe weather in northeast 2840 

retailers must improve their marketing of branded 
products, bolster store image in process 2841 

retailers, East Coast. guarded about 1994. 
casualwear and wrinkle resistant dress shirts 
popular 1944 

retailers, Southeastern. in a buying mood for MAGIC, 
-— ss men’s apparel and men’s sportswear 



retailers, Southeastern. optimistic about 1994. 
Fridaywear should fuel increased sales 1943 

retailers, Southwestern. will to attend MAGIC with 
deep pockets and inventories on schedule 2084 

retailers, West Coast. keep inventories lean heading 
-_ — increase budgets for fall 1994 lines 

retailing men’s wear. Gentry Men’s Clothier plans 
Midwest expansion 3544 

retailing. Father's Day sales continue strong 
performance trend in men’s apparel sales 5291 

retailing. Father's Day sales strong in northeastern 
United States 5292 

retailing. off price outlets amo 
successful retail formats 74 

retailing. private label programs help men’s specialty 
stores expand market share 8508 

Rivetti’s acquire GFT’s sportswear division, introduce 
line of casual men’s wear 3504 

Salant’s Thomson to introduce new wrinkle resistant 
dress shirts. shirts feature new Molecular Memory 
technology 1259 

sales decrease at most men’s wear retailers because 
of harsh January 1994 weather 1945 

Sears’ exclusive Stars & Stripes line of casual 
sportswear promotes yacht in upcoming America’s 
Cup race 200 

SEHM show. latest styles from European men’s wear 
designers 2831 

shirt manufacturers emphasize mostly cotton blend 
fabrics for fall 1994 season 2014 

shirts remain stagnant. United Kingdom retailers 
demand better styles, innovation 2015 

shirts, Kramer. popular in young men’s market. 
design, style trends 284 

shirts, no-iron. increased popularity in Japan. VP, 
SSP, and DA finishing processes 4216 

shirts, wrinkle resistant. department stores high on 
new product category 2016 

shirts, wrinkle resistant. dress and sport shirts 
popular at MAGIC. prints and stripes sell over 
solids 2842 

shirts, wrinkle resistant. popularity uncertain but 
manufacturers ee up for Father’s Day 
introductions 2017 

shirts. price pressures in woven solid shirts and 
branded manufacturers switch to wrinkle resistant 
products 7548 

shirts. survey of men’s wear retailers in United 
Kingdom reveals market trends 6713 

shirts. United Kingdom retailers improve their 
displays to stimulate sales 2018 

slacks and shirts, wrinkle resistant. producers expect 
stellar 1994 sales 1266 

slacks manufacturers producing wrinkle resistant 
slacks in flannel, linen, and corduroy 2019 

slacks, wrinkle resistant. boom in 1993 expected to 
continue in 1994. shirts loom on horizon 2022 

slacks, wrinkle resistant. category increases sales of 
major manufacturers and retailers 2020 

slacks, wrinkle resistant. cotton twills prove most 
popular at MAGIC show 2844 

slacks, wrinkle resistant. tailored apparel 
manufacturers embrace new trend 2021 

socks. spring 1995 designer lines emphasize white 
and off-white 7549 

soft suits and FridayWear will be major trends in 
1995 spring tailored clothing 5253 

Southeast retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. sportswear top seller. promotional 
activity heavy 1180 

fiscal 1993’s most 
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Southwest retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. seasonal items, casual wear top 
sellers 1181 

sox sales in Great Britain. increase led by sales of 
fashion socks. retailers emphasizing fashion 
displays 4444 

specialty retailers move hot three button sport coats, 
linen items, and suits in spring 1994 season 3624 

specialty stores to spend as much money at 1994 as 
< : _ sweaters and outerwear popular. trends 

sport coats, fall 1994 season. simple construction 
techniques versus dressier edge 2845 

sport coats, soft. specialty retailers urged to proceed 
with caution, display coats as sportswear 5254 

sport coats. fall 1994 orders running 50 percent 
above projections 416 

sport shirts, mainfloor sport shirt makers offer upbeat 
styles at mainfloor price points 417 

sportswear hot for spring 1994. linen and linen blend 
sport coats particularly popular 3653 

sportswear, especially rugged outerwear and 
ow casualwear, popular. style, fabric trends 

sportswear, golf. retailers a record sales of 
men’s golf apparel for 1994 spring, summer 4432 

sportswear. Chicago Men’s Wear Collective retailers 
= ww of sportswear as major fashion trend 

sporty dress shirt styles introduced by leading shirt 
manufacturers 3626 

sporty dress shirts styles for fall 1994 introduced by 
leading manufacturers 3625 

sporty furnishings business, with pairs of casual 
shirts and ties, is expanding 3670 

spring 1994. retailers optimistic, strong early sales 
posted around the country 3627 

suit, sport coats. Calvin Klein, Donna Karan, Hugo 
Boss, Joseph Abboud collections feature longer 
coat lengths 6715 

suits expected to outsell sport coats by two to one 
margin at upcoming New York City shows 1318 

suits manufactured, sold in Japan. important new 
properties attract consumers 8464 

suits, Italian. higher gorge, single breasted, and 
double breasted selling well for 1994 fall 2703 

suits, sportswear. Hartmarx Company recently 
unveils Bobby Jones Tailored Clothing line 5256 

suits, three button, single breasted. softer, looser 
suit gains in popularity 3628 

suits, three button. June 1994 sales 8.6 percent 
greater than those during last year 5257 

suits. retailers optimistic in tough economic climate, 
offer variety of suits 3629 

suits. United Kingdom market, fashions changing, 
expected to grow 7550 

Sulka expands men’s wear luxury retailing, 
wholesaling, and accessories businesses 8459 

Sundog store on Martha’s Vineyard. history and 
overview 7543 

Super Show. activewear trends include soccer 
om. logos, outdoor apparel, pigment dyeing 

survey of consumers finds 1993 a banner year for 
men’s wear. men’s and boys’ apparel sales 
increase 7.5 percent 3630 

sweater coat revival for fall 1994. coats with lofty, 
textured fabrics, stripped down construction, and 
inside support 2025 

sweater coats emerge as an important trend for fall 
1994 men’s fashions 4445 
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sweaters and shirts from designer Linda Larson of 
Geneco. Crossings and Essay lines reviewed 2846 

sweaters experience resurgence in popularity. trends 
in styles, colors, fibers, textures 2024 

sweaters priced at $500 and over selling steadily but 
more slowly than five to ten years ago 4446 

sweaters. dominant trends for spring 1995 is finer 
gage sweaters 7551 

sweaters. profile of Tricots St. ae | — York 
City based men’s sweater ing 19 oi 

tailored punon® arel fashions, sprit 9 Sine 
tot butt ‘Jackets, soft sim Ebiat be palette 

PB A apparel mens call vitinkle vehi 
fabrics “high performance" fabrics | in fall’ 1994°" 
offerings’ 2026 

tailored apparel manifacturers seek to'broaden 
distribution through specialty chains, catalogs, 
category killers 9094 

tailored apparel prices will rise 10 percent due to 
increases in price of natural fiber fabrics 4328 

tailored apparel. Italian manufacturers revitalize their 
spring 1995 lines with assorted separates 7552 

tailored apparel. manufacturers predict healthy spring 
1995 sales for three button suits, sport coats 

tailored clothing manufacturers will offer an 
unusually high number of new and recycled brands 
for 1995 spring 4447 

tailored men’s apparel manufacturers are coming out 
with better quality suits at higher prices 429 

tailored suits. European, Japanese consumers 
purchase garments with heavy weight fabrics from 
the 1950s 5767 

tailored suits. increases in cost of cotton, polyester, 
silk cause changes in sourcing, production 6716 

Tencel apparel from Camden Passage. leader in 
men’s wear made of Tencel 1260 

Today’s Man reduces prices following poor first 
quarter earnings 5249 

trade. United States signs bilateral agreement with El 
Salvador to set shirt import quotas 8685 

traditional men’s wear. manufacturers look for 
variety in casual sportswear to capture wider retail 
audience 1292 

trousers notoriously difficult for retailers to sell. 
trends, fashions, retail strategies 3631 

trousers. easy care cotton trousers sell well in United 
States. a to introduce trousers into United 
Kingdom 202 

trousers. United Kingdom manufacturers seek 
texture, easy care rather than new styling for 
spring 1995 fashions 8466 

underwear emerges as fashion item in Great Britain 
as sales soar 9234 

United Kingdom. survey defines changing customer 
attitudes 9149 

United Kingdom. underwear retailers report steady 
and increasing sales during recession 4442 

UomoModa show. Italian tailored apparel lines appeal 
strongly to United States buyers 6705 

Versace seeks to increase exports to the United 
States 9093 

vest separates in sophisticated or country looks as 
fall 1994 men’s wear fashion accessory 418 

vest, coats, and armor inspired knitwear and leather 
popular. design, texture, color trends 2028 

Vestimenta targets sophisticated, high-end niche 
market in tailored apparel 1888 

Wall Street predicts sales gains in December 1993 
for several men’s apparel retailers 1316 

tonite 

_ Farah, Thompson, and Duck le 
“wrinkle resistant apparel. tre 
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West Coast retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. sportswear leads sales, followed by 
sweaters, gifts 1182 

western wear retailers expect moderate 1994 sales 
gains 1097 

wool coats. retail sales increase healthy mill 
sales of heavyweight woolen fabrics S854 

wool fabrics for men’s suits. light weight 
— line developed us a _—_ 

wane, apparel. Willi mson- 
att § i clothitg sua 

rangler addresses S| f 
Guin 2832 ~ aber 

wrinkle resistant apparel sales incfeasing at Haggar, 

o tashion 847 
irts, jeans S 

shirts, oxford shirts, chambray topweights 3632 
wrinkle resistant cotton men’s wear performing well 

at retail 8468 
wrinkle resistant dress shirt lines launched by Van 

Heusen, Arrow, Oapital Mereury, Bidermann for 
» spring 41 
wrinkle resistant dress shirts offered, by most major 

. chain store retailers 5258 
wrinkle resistant dress shirts selling moderately well 

for 1994 summer 7574 
wrinkle resistant men’s wear sales trends in the 
Southwest 7571 

wrinkle resistant men’s wear selling well at stores in 
Southwest 7572 
— resistant men’s wear trends in the Northeast 

wrinkle resistant pants. major manufacturers plan 
new products 6016 

wrinkle resistant sales trends in the Midwest 7573 
wrinkle resistant shirts and shorts for 1994. men’s 
wear manufacturers hope to extend popularity of 
wrinkle resistant items 1268 

wrinkle resistant shirts. Nisshinbo Industries of Japan 
to sell wrinkle resistant shirts in South Korea 6006 

wrinkle resistant shirts. retail sales are sluggish 9236 
wrinkle resistant shorts sell well in 1994 
—- manufacturers will expand lines 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in 
Midwest stores. manufacturers push promotional 
activity 1269 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in 
Northeast stores. manufacturers push promotional 
activity 1271 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in 
Southeast stores. manufacturers and retailers plan 
to expand lines 1272 : 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in 
Southwest stores. manufacturers and retailers plan 
to expand lines 1267 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in West 
Coast stores. manufacturers and retailers plan to 
expand lines 1270 

wrinkle resistant slacks encounter tough mass 
market dominated by polyester/cotton blends 8467 

wrinkle resistant slacks sales at West Coast stores 
are strong 7575 

wrinkle resistant slacks. manufacturers hope $20 
— will spur interest in wrinkle resistant apparel 

wrinkle resistant sport shirts. vendors report fall 
1994 booking bonanza 

wrinkle eslenane tailored suits. spring 1994 fashions 
feature moderate prices 4448 

ih Shewalghtc cotton * 



wrinkle résistant trousers with microfiber content 
introduced by leading manufacturers 9235 

young men’s apparel at MAGIC 1994, trend toward 
dressier styles 8485 

Young men’s clothing market in 1994 will depend on 
out looks. 1994 MAGIC 2833 

young men’s jeans manufacturers predict str 
sales in hook-ups, five pocket denim shorts 7554 

APPAREL--WOMEN’S WEAR (see also other he : 
such as APPAREL, APPAREL--ATHLETIC 
APPAREL--INNERWEAR, APPAREL INDUSTRY, 
APPAREL MANUFACTURE, COMFORT, 
CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
FASHION--WOMENSWEAR, FASTENERS AND 

HOSIERY, KNIT FABRICS, PROTECTIVE _ TEXTILES, . ’ 
CLOTHING, RETAILING, SPORTS EQUIPMENT, 
WEAR) 

accessories designers and manufacturers unhappy 
alan toward minimalism in accouterments 

accessories. growth market for fall and winter 1994. 
style and design trends 2851 

accessories. Philippe Model, Sheridan lines total $6.9 
million in 1993 sales 3635 

Acrilan acrylic knit apparel collection from Monsanto 
a big hit among designers 360 

acrylic circular knit apparel. Monsanto introduces 
collection at Fashion Institute of Technology 4453 

acrylic fiber. Monsanto promotes Acrilan fiber in 
recent knit apparel collection 3333 

Aileen incorporated files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection 1872 1873 

aprons from Amy Chan in leather, linen, and denim. 
smart pack backpack jacket a big hit 2852 

Biffi’s trendy and conservative men’s and women’s 
wear 131 

bridal gowns at Renaissance Bridal. all silk line made 
from fabrics hand woven on wooden looms 3636 

bridal market. consumer price consciousness and 
conservative styles dominate 8473 

bridal wear at San Francisco Fashion Center market. 
poor turnout of manufacturers and retailers 424 

bridal wear. emphasis on customer service gives 
traditional retail stores edge over discount outlets 

bridesmaids’ dresses. 1994 sales nearly 20 percent 
higher than last year 6003 

bridge departments at retail stores changed as 
growth of category slows 8504 

Burburrys’ targeting younger women’s market 5259 
buyers discouraged by disparity between shows and 
consumer needs. fashion executives respond to 
criticism 1294 

Calvin Klein’s recent collection emphasizes sheer 
look featuring tanks and slips 420 

Carole Little apparel manufacturer has taken 
advantage of recent retail consolidation 7555 

Carolina Herrera’s coat line. styles, trends, 
manufacturing and distribution 3633 

casualwear. through end of 1994 demand will help 
— wear sales outperform women’s wear sales 

coats sell well due to extended cold weather, severe 
snow storms in Northeast and Midwest 3637 

Collections Premieren Dusseldorf. apparel designers 
emphasize relaxed looks for spring/summer 1995 
season 6703 
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consumer attitudes toward apparel fashions, women 
55 and older. statistical analysis 6721 

consumer attitudes toward apparel fashions. 
differences between slender and fat women, 
statistical analysis 6720 

consumer attitudes. marketing profiles in terms of 
psychographic, demographic factors 2169 

Consumer Product Safety Commission recalls 
250,000 broomstick skirts made from viscose 
fabric 7792 

_ Dana Buchman’s new plus size line. Desert Nomad, 
Everglades, and Java Coast 421 

delivery schedules being reconsidered by designer 
and bridge manufacturers 5261 

denim market. industry executives discuss 1994 
management goals, fashion trends 1276 

denim revival at retail. blue remains the color of 
choice. soft, used fabrics still popular 425 

denim sales for back-to-school 1994 strong 8474 
designer apparel manufacturers upbeat about fall 
1994 collections. trends previewed 3638 

designers, young. Leva, Alfaro, and Feng’s spring 
1994 lines reviewed 1277 

Dolce & Gabbana develops into diverse designer 
— company, introduces new sportswear line 

Donna Karan’s bankable looks, she returns to her 
roots after two lackluster seasons 436 

Donna Karan’s DKNY Coverings and Collection lines 
for spring 1994. new products, styles, color 1273 

dress and suits influenced by fashion trends selling 
briskly at retail 9248 

dresses sewn using store bought embroidered 
tablecloths and napkins 5944 

Du Pont seminar identifies women’s wear fashion 
— for 1994. style, colors, fabrics discussed 

Escada Sport sportswear line. 1994 spring 
introduction to United States. colors, designs, 
prices 2848 

eveningwear. day into evening creates growth 
tential for sector. fall- holiday 1994 expected to 
ve increased sales 5262 

exports, women’s apparel, United Kingdom. Best of 
British Design (Hong Kong) exhibition 2265 

Fashion Coterie 1994. soft dressing, structured 
silhouettes, short skirts popular 2029 

fashion, fall 1994. designers turn away from 1993 
fall season’s unmediated sobriety to wit, frivolity, 
playfulness 4466 

fashion, western wear. back to school sales spur 
dramatic increases in sales of western wear, 
accessories 8461 

feminine body measurement survey in China used to 
generate size charts 3639 
an pattern alterations for small busted women 

fleece sales increase in 1994 second quarter. 
expected to be strong for 1994 fall 8475 

Free Wear. coordinated sportswear collection by 
— Hoenscheidt reaps $10 million in sales 

Fridaywear trends. major manufacturers capitalize on 
dress down trend in corporate America 4452 

fur coats. artificial fur mixed with real fur generates 
sales for furriers 3640 

Gap performs well in 1993 due to emphasis on 
women’s apparel 2751 

Genny collection features simpler, pared down looks. 
sells well at Saks trunk show 5260 
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ghagras. Indian made skirts restricted by new United 
oo Customs policy regarding elastic waistbands 

Goody’s Family Clothing adopts shareholders-rights 
plan to protect against possible takeover by former 
CEO 9095 

handbag sales in Japan. sourcing, wholesaling, 
retailing, merchandising, and fashion trends 6722 

Hanes’ Smooth Illusions line of nylon/Lycra control 
top hosiery 441 

history of women’s work clothing in Canada. 
exhibition at University of Alberta 8476 

history. black silk mourning dress from 1820s 
imperial Germany (Abstract) 5501 

holiday 1993 season puts upbeat note on generally 
flat year 1169 

holiday 1994 looks. retailers expect soft sweaters 
and shiny fabrics to do well 5263 

holiday and late fall 1994 sales expected to increase 
as much as 30 percent. neutral colors still 
predominate 5111 

holiday and resort apparel market 1994 held in San 
— focuses on eco friendly casualwear 

holiday, resort, and prom/social occasion market 
shows slimmer looks, more color 

hosiery. fall 1994 ready-to-wear collections 
— by shorter lengths, brighter colors 

hosiery. holiday, spring 1995 markets characterized 
by fashion legwear, decline in basic sheers 6743 

hosiery. Jockey For Her sticks to offering basic 
hosiery, rides the popularity of microfibers 2853 

hosiery. skin toned palette popular. also anklets, 
knee highs, and thigh highs 1278 

hosiery. women’s fashion trends, fall 1994. offerings 
— Du Pont, ESP Trend Forecasting 

incontinence briefs, feminine. Roche’s reusable Kylie 
—— pants with lace trim and high leg design 

intimate Apparel Salon 1994 emphasized white and 
cosmetic colors 6693 

jackets, women’s linen. detailed instructions for hand 
sewing 2787 

Japan. women’s apparel market saturated, domestic 
producers faced with increasing —— 6017 

Japanese college students. survey of attitudes 
toward apparel type, frequency of changing 
apparel 6018 

Japanese housewives versus Japanese we 
women. preferences everyday apparel types 3634 

Japanese women’s criteria used to select underwear, 
outerwear 2145 

Jil Sander opens first freestanding United States 
boutique offering high-end apparel 3668 

junior market. Necessary Object’s president predicts 
dramatic growth 2031 

junior market. short and long lengths popular. 
offerings from Jou Jou and Chorus Line 2854 

juniors’ market. revival time. trends in styling and 
fabrics 3641 

Kim & Kelly. designer knitwear collection made 
primarily with baby alpaca wool 9237 

Kimono sales in Japan increase among 18 to 22 year 
old female consumers 2849 

kimono. role in traditional and modern Japanese 
culture 2032 

Kmart opens two stores in Mexico City as part of 
joint venture with El Puerto de Liverpool 4329 

knitwear manufacturers offer updated silhouettes 
and lots of colors for fall 1994 season. chenille 
popular 2855 
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knitwear sales expected to be healthy for fall 1994 
at all retail levels 5264 

knitwear styles and trends for the 1990s. novelty 
effects popular 1301 

knitwear. resort season emerges as important selling 
season for knitwear manufacturers 6644 

Lagerfeld’s new collection for Chanel emphasizes 
sexy feminine styles 9247 

large size fashions. established names grow, new 
—— enter field as retailers expand offerings 

legwear manufacturer, Hot Sox, retains Fashion Asia 
as exclusive Far Eastern distributor 6723 

legwear market for fall 1994 boosted by strong sales 
of casual styles 7556 

legwear market week in New York City weathers low 
turnout. skin tone, trouser socks, thigh highs 
popular 1297 

legwear. casual styles driving excellent fall 1994 
sales 9240 

Leslie Fay devises two step strategy to avoid Chapter 
ae compete in women’s sportswear market 

Liz Claiborne. in January 1995, firm to introduce Liz 
Now line of casual dresses 

Maidenform introduces less expensive line of Oscar 
de la Renta innerwear 6694 

market influenced by aging, rise in number of 
= women, and increase in ethnic groups 

marketing. Italian Trade Commission launches 
campaign in United States to promote Italian 
tailored apparel 6645 

Martha Graham Couture Collection debut, licensed 
line of women’s fashions from Danskin 1275 

mass merchants’ share of market grows again in 
1993 5265 

maternity uniforms available to pregnant employees 
in most large Japanese companies 293 

New York Bridal Apparel exhibition. participants 
report increase in retail sales versus [1993] 8470 

New York Bridal rel show. preview of October 
1994 exhibition 8471 

New York Premier Collection attendance down due 
to weather, retailers praise show 2704 

nursing, healthcare garments for female health 
practitioners from Career Apparel 2874 

obese women’s designs in France increase as 
percentage of population overweight grows 9241 

outerwear sales at mass merchants increasing 8316 
outerwear, active. mt booms due to innovative 

styling and fabrics 3642 ; 
= leather. casual designs to keep sales high 

pants, shorts worn by women for hiking, biking. 
—) ease at back of leg to improve comfort 

Paris spring fashions recall earlier decades. review of 
spring collections 8472 

Perry Ellis International may reenter women’s wear 
= in spring 1996 with bridge sportswear line 

Perry Manufacturing wins Apparel Industry 
Magazine’s 1993 Gold Star Award for investments 
in technology 1125 } 

Pivot adds women’s sportswear line with stylish goif 
theme 422 

prom dresses, spring 1995 fashion season. sexy 
looks enliven traditional styles 9242 ; 

rainwear expected to do very well in 1994 spring and 
fall 3643 

Ralph by Ralph Lauren off to a successful start. short 
dresses and skirts among popular styles 6718 



ready to wear fashion houses in Paris approach 
summer season with guarded optimism 8240 

ready to wear. moderate sales increases expected in 
women’s sportswear 2033 

recycled apparel. Geoffrey B. Small takes his 
=e to Paris to attract United States retailers 

resort dresses. designers expect strong sales and 
—e to continue through spring 1995 season 

retail market, 1993-1995. survey compares over 200 
Saws apparel categories at a variety of retailers 

retailers post strong | sales in March 1994 due to 
demand in women’s apparel 3671 

retailing, Cynthia Rowley. two day opening of New 
York store generates $10,000 in sales 9244 

retailing. partment stores devoting more space, 
money to women’s dresses 8478 

retailing. July 1994 Labor Department Consumer 
Price Index declines 1.6 percent from previous 
month 672 
— review of Fashion Coterie, New York 

r Collections, other exhibitions in New York 
City 8477 

Sahza bridge collection from GFT. successful test in 
United States, Europe, and Asia 2850 

sales are disappoint ing in 1993. trends that explain 
the slow sales 20 

sales. discount outlet sales of women’s apparel 
increase, especially dresses 5991 

scarves. manufacturers, retailers predict spring 1995 
sales will increase 20 percent 8509 

Seventh Avenue overdoses on sheer, lingerie, and 
baby doll looks 437 

sewing Donna Karan apparel. tips for sewing a basic 
mix and match wardrobe 5941 

sewing patterns. 1994 spring fashion season 
cxehadane - loose fitting silhouettes, 
textures 4477 

sheer and short apparel peak at New York City 
ws 426 

shopping orientation among female consumers 1287 
skirts. new length from just above to just below the 
knee creates controversy among vo ners 5266 

sleepwear and robe sales growing rapidly at mass 
marketers 7557 

sleepwear designs emphasize bosoms and body 
curves 9243 

sleepwear. Appel updates sleepwear collection but 
maintains traditional business 2858 

socks. pressure exerted by women’s knee length 
socks marketed in Japan 1298 

sport coats, eo sales for spring 1995 
increase 84 

sportswear big growth market. manufacturers jump 
on bandwagon 2000 

sportswear manufacturers concentrate on knits to 
combat slow sales. industry executives discuss 
new collections 1279 

sportswear manufacturers show moderate increases 
in orders for —_— 1994 season 2035 

sportswear prices likely to increase for pring 1995 
due to increase in prices of fibers 44 

sportswear, bridge. manufacturers focus on 
sophisticated, affluent customers 2860 

sportswear, bridge. manufacturers refocus apparel 
~ retailers dissatisfied with some lines 

sportswear, casual. Jones gears up to take market 
share from Liz Claiborne 3484 
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sportswear, moderate to better priced. increased 
sales expected for 1994 holidays 5112 

sportswear. Bloomingdale’s opens 24,000 square 
foot bridge floor devoted to designer sportswear 
lines 8510 

spring 1994 dress and suit trends. short lengths, 
textures, prints 2036 

spring 1994 market at San Francisco Fashion Center. 
cotton knits popular 427 

spring 1994. major design houses hustle to ready 
collections for upcoming shows 2037 

spring sales flat despite fresher, more colorful 
fashions 5267 

Stanley Blacker women’s sportswear. Made in 
America upgrades, repositions poorly performing 
line 9238 

structured jackets stimulate shoulder pad sales 8220 
suit designers. Thomas Clinton, George Simonton, 
and the Fernandez family briefly profiled 3644 

summer 1994 fashions. dresses are either short, 
fluttery, worn without stockings, or are baby doll 
knockoffs 6740 

summer 1994 market at Fashion Center in San 
— natural fiber apparel under $50 popular 

Summerville Rags. specialty women’s sportswear 
store in Augusta, Georgia, profiled 3669 

survey of apparel worn by women married to United 
—— Army officers in last half of 19th century 

survey of consumer choices for favorite stores at 
which to shop 9150 

tailored apparel prices will rise 10 percent due to 
increases in price of natural fiber fabrics 4328 

textured effects popular for 1994. novelty and 
accent yarns in demand 2447 

Toronto Ready-to-Wear Collections. spring 1995 
styles, color palettes 5110 

Tyler’s New York City show emphasizes clear, sexy, 
glamorous tailoring 423 

Ungaro, Emmanuel. business strong as new boutique 
opens in New York City 8302 

United Kingdom apparel industry still sluggish. 
outsize market has untapped potential 1315 

velvet. 1993 winter fashions feature a variety of 
velvet styles 1280 

Vestimenta targets sophisticated, high-end niche 
market in tailored apparel 18 

Waranco growing quickly under CEO Wachner 7442 
warehousing. Dewhirst Ladieswear installs Magic 
Tube trollyless system from Stockrail 9106 

ae Teijin and Turban Wig aoe develop polyvinyl 
loride wigs with headbands 1281 

women’s outerwear manufacturers predict good year 
in 1994. better pricing, strong fashion trends boost 
1993 sales 1282 

workwear. apparel styles appropriate for workplace 
ae retailers woo women workers 672 

Wrangler America for Women captures discount 
market with focus on relaxed fit, colors, new fabric 
treatments 6719 

wrinkle-free fabrics. suppliers target growing market, 
— used in dresses, sportswear, career wear 

wrinkle-free. manufacturers expand lines for 1994 
—s and fall. prices for shirts, skirts, and pants 

YSL accuses Ralph Lauren of copying one of its 
dress designs. court decision pending 4330 

IN THE ORIGINAL 
PAPER AND !|NK USED 

PUBLICATION MAY AFFECT THE QUALITY OF 
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APPAREL INDUSTRY (see also other ae, such as 
APPAREL MANUFACTURING PLANTS, FASHION, 
KNITTING INDUSTRY, HOSIERY INDUSTRY, 
RETAILING, TEXTILE TRADE) 

AAMA conference on profiting from the technology 
explosion of the 1990s and forming partnerships 
with retailers 1860 

ACTWU loses battle against tougher labor standards 
— intent on organizing Mexican workers 

African Textiles’ 1993-1994 directory of major 
international textile manufacturers and their agents 
in Africa 630 

Albania. extremely low labor costs and proximity to 
— markets brighten sourcing prospects 

AMTEX Partnership pomnemeee competitiveness of 
United States textile industry 7845 

apparel buyers ready for Italian fashion shows, take 
advantage of favorable currency exchange rates 

Apparel Retailers of America, an organization 
supporting survival of specialty stores 1922 

Armani family buys additional stock in Simint, an 
Italian sportswear manufacturer 1861 

Armani, Georgio. interview with the designer 
= celebration of 20 years in the business 

Asia, Pacific Rim. most apparel manufacturing plants 
are cut-make-trim operations 5893 

Asia. analysis of competitiveness of industry relative 
to Europe 1519 

Asian manufacturers hurt by increased labor costs, 
raw material costs, worldwide competition, 
reduced spending 8221 

associations representing United States apparel 
contractors. role in industry 1866 

ATMI adopts Textile/Apparel Magna Carta supporting 
reciprocal sector trade agreements, position echoes 
Clinton trade policy 651 

Australia. buyer’s guide to suppliers, agencies, and 
manufacturers 5998 

Australia. textile, apparel, footwear import and 
export statistics, 1986-1995, measures to remain 
competitive 634 

Austria and Switzerland. responses of textile and 
——e industries to recent economic recession 

Award for Excellence, Textile Technology Update 
Tour. review of ATMI educational awards and 
programs 8696 

Bangladesh. advantages of Asia’s least expensive 
labor pool offset by primitive infrastructure 2706 

Bangladesh. World Bank and Bangladesh government 
plan $2 billion modernization program 5459 

banking. Sterling National Bank & Trust will open 
-— office to serve textile and apparel industries 

= profile of general living and tourist conditions 
943 

Bobbin compiles 1992 trade statistics for countries 
qualifying under CBI and Item 807 initiative 654 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention technology 
reviewed by Atlanta Consulting International 357 

BS5750 is not generally implemented by apparel 
industry in United Kingdom 559 

CAD, CAM systems. investment strategies for 
textile, apparel industries 9349 

CAD/MIS systems for manufacturers in the United 
Kingdom, recent developments 9159 

California Trade Mart. review of 1994 California 
— Preview Designer of the Year awards 

California Trade Mart. review of 1994 California 
Collections Preview Rising Star awards 8223 

California. CAIC serves as advocate and guide to 
apparel contractors on key legislative issues 1862 

California. new agreement seeks to stop illegally low 
wages 2707 

Calvin Klein Incorporated noes into design, 
marketing, licensing company 348 

Calvin Klein to be honored by Council of Fashion 
Designers of America 1911 

Canada. Apparel’s 1993 Buyers’ Guide 3486 
Canada. associations, educational institutions, . 

suppliers, manufacturers, products, and trade 
names listed 4697 

Canada. retail sales figures for first nine months of 
1993 by market niche and type of store 2750 

Canadian manufacturers attend Mexican government 
sponsored trade fair, enthused about market 
potential 3487 

Caribbean countries. United States manufacturers 
make region fastest growing industry for apparel 
manufacture 3488 

cashmere. Chinese raise gnome. tight supplies worry 
apparel manufacturers 3095 

casualwear takes Japan by storm. how 
manufacturers can be successful in Japanese 
markets 1867 

CBI manufacturers extended parity with NAFTA 
under GATT 5477 

CBI nations seek NAFTA parity arra nt 649 
central Europe. developments in the Czech Republic, 

Poland, and Hungary 38 8 
Chapter 11. determining the value of bankrupt | 
apparel manufacturing, retailing companies 3755 

China limits a of textile and apparel exports to 
the United States — 1994-1997 period 2270 

China to reduce trade deficit by mays exports of 
apparel, high value added products 547 

China will remain attractive low cost manufacturing 
— for knitting, conversion through next decade 

China. analysts believe China has begun to lay the 
foundation for ee a textile superpower 7806 

China. growth rate of 8.5 percent per year offers 
enormous potential for foreign investment 4700 

Chinese announce plans for high tech textile 
industrial park in Shanghai. foreign participation 
encouraged 5192 

CMA and ACTWU sign historic agreement allowing 
for offshore sourcing 293 

Commerce Department reports increased inventories 
between November 1992 and November 1993 at 
apparel retailers 1925 

companies. largest in 1992 classified by rank, 
product, country 4585 

companies. largest in 1992. overview of trends, data 
on production 4586 

companies. largest in industrialized countries 4333 
computer software. directory of software vendors 

also lists programs 5901 
Computers in Clothing and Garment Pack 1994 
Show Guide 9126 

consumer attitudes. United States consumers with 
disabilities, survey of purchasing practices 2863 

contractors. locating reputable domestic apparel 
contractors through industry associations 1168 

costs. increased cost of Italian tailored apparel 
boosts retail prices in United States 5120 



counterfeiting. ex parte seizure used to stop 
counterfeiting 5902 

Crafted With Pride in the USA Council’s commercials 
somewhat effective, study reveals 1158 

Croatia. analysis of market, technological status. 
need for standardization, certification 2258 

Croatia. textile and apparel industries in flux due to 
civil war 4701 

cumulative trauma disorder. apparel and textile 
industries work to curb workers’ compensation, 
comply with OSHA 3832 

cutting remnant reclamation and reuse 8631 
Dabah brothers plead guilty to customs fraud. fines 
and lawsuit likely 1176 

Danube Knitwear. profile of newly privatized vertical 
operation based in Baja, H ry 5896 
ae Knitting Times’ 1994-1995 Buyers’ Guide 

1 
Discovery International Associates initiates United 
States-Mexico textile business partnerships 9471 

Eastern Europe. despite poor capacity utilization, 
apparel quality higher than that produced by the 
developing world 1531 

Eastern Europe. methods for creating successful 
— with companies in Western nations 

Eastern Europe. review of the privatization process 
for large manufacturing companies 

Eastern European textile and apparel industries. 
recommendations to achieve growth 2260 

EDI essential link to United Kingdom suppliers and 
retailers in the 1990s 2755 

Egypt and the United States ogee on quotas for 
gyptian exports of shirts 4722 

electromagnetic field exposure for dressmakers and 
sewing machine operators linked to Alzheimer’s 
disease 939 

endpormnath. ecological innovations by the world’s 
textile, apparel industries 6117 

environmental responsibility. industry trends and 
marketing 7695 

Europe. activities of European Apparel and Textile 
Organization 8693 

Europe. companies consider reorganization to remain 
competitive 2256 

Europe. impact of GATT agreement on fabric 
sourcing, competition, tariffs, quotas 5113 

Europe. more mergers, acquisitions, and strategic 
alliances are expected 3 

European apparel industry urged to improve its 
personnel management programs to maintain 
competitiveness 2175 

European Community. apparel prices before the 
Single Market; surveys 1532 

European Union. apparel industries become fashion 
driven rather than system driven 9096 

European Union. recent trends in consumer spending 
on gt and footwear, forecast through end of 
1990s 5268 

European Union. textile, apparel manufacturers shift 
sourcing to low labor cost countries 5461 

Eventmedia cancels plans to broadcast leading 
French designers’ collections 1289 

executives. profile of apparel COO at privately own 
companies 2937 

exports, women’s apparel, United Kingdom. Best of 
itish Design (Hong Kong) exhibition 2265 

factoring companies post strong volume, record 
profits in 1993. success should carry over into 
upcoming year 2155 
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factoring executives expect ~e sales in men’s 
apparel through 1994 second, third quarters 3494 

factoring executives predict improvement in 
ne apparel industries through 1994 year end 

factoring. nontraditional firms lend money against 
single invoices 516 

fashion for consumers over 55 years old. target 
consumers, products, oe 9246 

Fashion Information Service and Computerized 
Fashion Show. two research projects by 
Nottingham Trent University 5114 

Fashion stocks on WWD stock index plummet in 
1993. causes 1098 

fashion. Gianni Versace and other Milanese designers 
— to move their shows to Paris or New York 
1 

fashion. Ralph Lauren fined 2.2 million francs 
($393,000) for copying Yves Saint Laurent tuxedo 
dress 5121 

financial performance of United States public apparel 
and footwear industries 5903 

forecast for 1994. analysts predict slow and steady 
growth for apparel industry 1147 

forecast for 1994. eight top executives offer their 
opinions on the coming year 1106 

forecasts. Ernst & Young Textile and Apparel 
Seminar participants predict slow growth in 1994 
apparel market 1105 

Former Soviet Union. overview. productivity, raw 
—. problems, investments, joint ventures 

free trade. effects on apparel manufacturers in 
United States expected to be disastrous 3037 

French textile, apparel industries in major crisis due 
A high costs, recession, international competition 

furs. seminar discusses fur industry in Denmark 3094 
GATT and NAFTA. AAMA’s annual meeeting focuses 
on domestic issues 3870 

GATT legislation. industry trade associations support 
Breaux-Cardin rule of origin amendment 8677 

GATT Uruguay Round legislation. support in United 
States Congress is uncertain 4723 

GATT. Agreement on Textiles and Clothing may 
harm importing countries 6181 

GATT. implementing legislation includes change rule 
of ~~ for apparel imports 8679 

GATT. United States retail trade associations 
withdraw support over rule of origin change for 
apparel imports 8678 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. nations sign 
seeement, individual governments must now rati 

Germany. 1990-1993 production capacity, trade, 
retail sales data point to significant decline 6158 

Germany. overview. foreign trade, rulings by 
European Union, effects of reunification, 
distribution 9097 

Gitano Group for sale after Wal-Mart discontinues 
business with the apparel marketer 1929 

Gitano sold to Fruit of the Loom for $100 million. 
reports fourth quarter net incom 3531 

global sourcing is a key to success. benchmarking 
must be global 9103 

globalization of textile and apparel industries. global 
trading trends 8691 

Goldman, Sach purchases 28 percent of Ralph 
Lauren for $135 million 7444 
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Great Britain. apparel retailing in Great Britain 
survives recession, but growth will be slow 1941 

Groupe IMPAC. apparel manufacturers form 
organization to promote industry, recruit new 
employees 2708 

Groupe Weil, French apparel manufacturer, hopes to 
penetrate United States market 1115 

Grupo Synkro acquires Kayser-Roth, will import 
hosiery to Mexico 1155 

Haiti. effects on United States apparel industry of 
United Nations sponsored trade embargo 4724 

home sewing, women’s apparel. spread of illegal 
shops fueled by immigrants, unscrupulous 
contractors 2786 

Hong Kong apparel manufacturers move to Shenzhen 
to avoid high labor cost, others follow 1163 

Hong Kong currently largest exporter of apparel, 
ys largest exporter of textiles in the world 

Hong Kong, Taiwan, and South Korea. strategies to 
avoid decline of textile and apparel industries 
(Conf. Paper) 9447 

Hong Kong. seminar focuses on ways to improve 
— of Hong Kong apparel industry 

IMB 1993. information systems technology 571 
IMB 1993. needs of international apparel industry. 
management, productivity seminars 1099 

IMB 1993. participation, seminars, and number of 
exhibits. general review 1145 

IMB 1993. reviews mixed, emphasis is on basic 
technology 365 

import trends, United States and European 
Community, 1982-1992 period 156 

imports, United States. data for September 1993 
show smaller increases, top ten source countries 
examined 3080 

imports. Commerce Department data shows record 
increase. trade deficit reaches $26.8 billion 2266 

India’s CONTEXT 1993 show had sales increases of 
20 percent over last year 2451 

India, Hong Kong, and Singapore. efforts in each 
— to improve apparel industry performance 

india, Tirupur. local apparel manufacturing industry 
requires immediate modernization 2463 

india. despite size, textile and apparel industries play 
only small roles in world trade 8668 

india. exports of yarns, fabric, and apparel from 
—_ requirements for stimulating export growth 

India. garment export industry. changes necessary to 
compete with other Asian countries 3056 

india. ghagras importation restricted by new United 
— Customs policy regarding elastic waistbands 

India. manufacturers to emphasize labor intensive 
— abandoned by Hong Kong, South 
orea, Taiwan 5115 

india. market driven companies reversing poor 
reputation of Indian leather industry 5116 

India. review of export performance 6976 
Indian export industry growing. must expand into 
new fabrics, markets 5473 

Indian knitwear industry. production centers, export 
markets, and requirements for export growth 1100 

Indian knitwear. structure of industry and factors 
threatening continued = of exports 2277 

Indian textile and apparel industries explore African 
and Middle Eastern markets 646 
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Indian. AEPC promotes changes to improve future of 
export industry 8671 

Indonesia. cotton imports from Australia, United 
States total 900, bales during 1992-1993 
marketing year 7809 

Indonesia. growth and production of the apparel 
industry. raw material supplies (Conf. Paper) 9466 

Indonesia. omen of success in 1994. strategies for 
increasing exports 4706 

International Textile + Shoe Industries Exhibition 
scheduled for September 1994 in Lithuania 6177 

Interstoff 1994. over 22,000 apparel manufacturers, 
dealers, and designers participate 6019 ' 

investment. cap value managers quickly buying 
stocks of undervalued apparel manufacturers 9104 

investment. number of United States retailers seeking 
European ventures increases 50 percent during 
19 5988 

investment. private placement market quickest 
o—ee of growth capital for small apparel firms 

investment. stocks in apparel firms performed poorly 
in 1994 first half 5990 

Italian luxury apparel manufacturers face slow year in 
1994. plans to expand markets worldwide 1102 

Italian manufacturers optimistic about 1994 due to 
favorable currency exchange rates 1101 

Italy. bribery scandal shakes Milan’s fashion industry, 
may extend into Florence and Rome 8228 —=C. 

Italy. magistrates in Milan a corruption, 
aoe within Italian fiscal police 8224 8225 8227 

Italy. owners of Milanese fashion houses bribe tax 
officials in return for favorable audits 8226 

Italy. ready to wear firms optimistic following 
increases in domestic consumption 8229 

Italy. recession, devaluation of lira cause apparel 
production to decline 8.0 percent 7810 

Item 807 manufacturers in Miami confident despite 
passage of NAFTA 3057 

Item 807 manufacturers. s of shipping available 
to and from 807 ports 2278 

Item 807. Dade County hosts third largest sewn 
ee manufacturing region in the United States 

Japan, United States. share of Japanese made 
— in the United States market remains high 

Japan. 1994 textile and apparel imports total $451.6 
million — first six months 7822 

Japan. apparel imports increase 12 percent in 1993. 
Japanese investment in China increasing 5482 

Japan. buyers turn their backs on flashy fashions, 
buy conservative British brands 1103 

Japan. cooler temperatures, general economic — 
recession result in decreased apparel sales 1864 

Japan. effects of NAFTA and European Community 
trading blocs on Japanese apparel i 3879 

Japan. fiber consumption decreased in 1992, further 
—- expected in 1993. data on consumption 

Japan. poor merchandise turnover for top five 
retailers. profits decrease along with sales 1865 

Japan. price conscious buyers change apparel 
retailing in Japan 4458 

Japan. profile reveals industry in flux, still plagued by 
strong yen and recession in Western Europe 5465 

Japan. rising imports threaten survival of Japanese 
apparel manufacturers 3489 ‘AS 

Japan. survey of factors influencing buying decisions 
of Japanese women 4457 



Japanese apparel manufacturers continue rapid 
expansion into overseas markets 3880 

Japanese apparel manufacturers sourcing in India 
to low wages 8320 

Japanese coat market divided evenly between 
raincoats and fashionable wool coats 3490 

Japanese jeans face oversupply problem. Bobson 
— jeans made from denim/rayon blend 

Japanese sportswear market continues to decline. 
— weather decreased sales and profits 

Jordan trades increasingly with West, United 
Kingdom since Gulf War 647 

juniors. 1994 United States retailer survey of top 
= items in junior departments for July, August 

Kmart. company expands operations throughout the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia 2709 

knit apparel sector slow in first rter. higher cotton 
prices result in lower margins 2745 

knitwear manufacturers le to succeed. export 
markets and innovative products are key 271 

knitwear. lack of infrastructural facilities at Tirupur 
limits growth of exports from India 6393 

KSA reports increased sales of soft goods in 1994. 
apparel fabrics may be hurt by imports 1173 

KSA survey of 230 apparel manufacturers reveals 
upbeat mood, projects 3-4 percent increase 1104 

labor conditions, apparel industry. need for 
geeatenep law stressed at New York State hearing 

labor contract talks stalled between ILGWU and 
apparel manufacturers’ trade associations 5375 

labor costs. Werner International reports that textile 
workers in Japan receive highest hourly wages in 
world 6846 

Labor Department seeks cooperation from retailers in 
controlling labor abuses at contract apparel 
manufacturers 8596 

= * geen steps up fight against sweatshops 

Labor Department using standard to crackdown on 
apparel manufacturing contractors who violate 
labor laws 3771 

Labor Department, United States. seeks court orders 
regarding retail products, labor law violations 7618 

labor violations. Labor Department to combat federal 
wage, hour violations committed by apparel 
contractors 6842 

Lanvin enjoys strong men’s wear sales, clears 
massive debt accumulation 4331 

Latin America. Sara Lee remains patient while 
introducing its products to Mexico and other 
markets 3491 y 

Lean Manufacturing. automotive industry techniques 
suitable for mainstream textile, apparel 
manufacturers 5392 

Lee Apparel Company repositions Lee brand jeans 
from discount to moderate, upper moderate price 
status 5269 5270 

licensing remains a cash cow as means of reviving 
brand name apparel 1868 

licensing. profiles of Bonjour, Sasson, J.G. Hook, and 
Generra 5271 

litigation. procedure for using expert witnesses in the 
nited Kingdom 9487 

Liz Claiborne in trouble. complicating factors, 
strategies for recovery 3492 
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Macy’s and Federated submit proposals for Chapter 
11 reorganization of Macy’s to court appointed 
mediator 4332 

Maid Bess Corporation’s Glen Thornhill named Bobbin 
Magazine’s CEO of. The Year 1121 

Malaysia, free trade zone policy spurs investment in 
apparel and textile industries 650 

management strategies for 1995. survey of 129 
chief executive officers in the textile, apparel 
industries 9323 

management, executive searching. NAFTA engenders 
shift toward global sourcing experts 8591 
— Levi Strauss value based management 

management. restructuring the role of first line 
— in the textile and apparel industry 

manufactures turn to contract services to remain 
profitable 1869 

Manufacturing Resource Planning imparts major 
advantages to apparel manufacturers. review 1423 

marketing, Canada. medium sized apparel 
manufacturers should hire independent sales 
agents 5272 

marketing, China. retail giant Wal-Mart plans to aim 
efforts at China’s growing middie class 6727 

marketing, demand responsive. modeling consumer 
behavior globally 6852 

marketing. demand responsive marketing by United 
States apparel industry. modeling consumer 
behavior in Mexico 9326 

Marks and Spencer, largest and most profitable 
apparel retailer in the United Kingdom. company 
profile 8312 

Massachusetts Textile and Apparel Council. overview 
of aims, activities 7811 

Medellin, Columbia. country’s industry is losing 
ground to foreign imports 3036 

men’s wear manufacturers. profit gains in third 
a of 1993. analysts predict continued profits 

men’s wear. analysts expect re at retail fueled by 
wrinkle resistant slacks and Fridaywear 1870 

Men’s Wearhouse, S&K Famous Brands, Today’s 
Man may control 50 percent of tailored apparel 
business by [2000] 8231 

men’s, women’s, girls’, boys’ wear. 1993 sales for 
first nine months 1317 

Mexico. aspects of culture import to foreigners doing 
business ir Mexico 1520 

Mexico. government to require certificates of origin 
for a broad range of imports 6991 

Mexico. NAFTA will have strong impact both in 
short, long term 5466 

Milan designers, including Armani, Mandelli, and 
Versace, implicated in tax bribery scandal 8301 

Milliken to close its weaving operation in Barnwell, 
Peery Carolina. blames apparel imports for closing 

Morocco. profile of textile and apparel industries 
6984 

NAFTA sponsors trying to eliminate Clinton 
administration augmentation of Customs Service 
border inspections 4727 

NAFTA, GATT. interview with William J. Armfield, 
president of the American Textile Manufacturers 
institute 4728 
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NAFTA. according to Commerce Department data, 
NAFTA generating increases in apparel trade, 
production 6992 

NAFTA. Canadian textile and apparel industries 
express few worries about NAFTA 3883 

NAFTA. debate over whether treaty provisions 
— include South American, Asian countries 

NAFTA. reduced costs allow Mexican retailers to 
meet demand for United States products 1554 

NAFTA. United States International Trade 
Commission report outlines possible effects of 
NAFTA 1553 

Netherlands. Dutch apparel market in 1993 valued at 
NLG 16.7 billion, a 1 percent decline from previous 
year 6648 6978 

NPD Group’s data on sales of men’s, women’s, 
boys’, and girls’ wear 1312 

Paris designers. profiles of Mariot Chanet, Capucine 
— arcel Marongiu, and Corinne Cobson 

personnel management. Labor Department confirms 
use of child labor in many developing countries 
8589 8590 

Portugal. government devises strategy to increase 
= -_— quality of textile, apparel exports 

Premier Collections exhibition, New York City. 
preview of 25th biannual apparel trade show. 
second installment 8232 

prices. intense competition, increased productivity, 
new styles may moderate apparel prices 744 

private label apparel popular  — retailers contract 
with QR manufacturers 117 

Private Label Expo 1994. men’s, women’s 
sportswear suppliers from 46 different countries 
attend 909 

production. monthly production rises 2.1 percent in 
— 1994 to highest level since January 1993 

QR. NCSU consortium researches apparel pipeline 
using retail, manufacturing, upstream models 549 

quality control systems guidelines under ISO 9000 
recommended for European industry 3791 

quality control. development of inspection, laboratory 
testing programs 6101 

quality. study shows United States made apparel and 
home furnishings still rated best 1871 

Quick Response 1994 conference. review of major 
presentations 5117 

Quick Response Handbook. review of basic 
definitions, analysis of current theories 3751 

Quick Response has not provided strong competitive 
advantage to United States apparel, textile 
industries 9356 

Quick Response programs between retailers and 
— take center stage at SEAMS show 

Quick Response techniques implemented at Levi 
Strauss North America 5393 

Quick Response technology critical to globalization. 
data acquisition, analysis 1412 

Quick Response technology. Columbia University 
survey shows wide variations in adaptation by 
apparel industry 3787 

Quick Response, Total Time Management critical to 
competitiveness in apparel industry 1429 

Quick Response. definition of QR shifts from 
emphasis on technology to a manufacturing 
philosophy 9099 

QuickResponse 1994 Conference. Levi Strauss 
invests $400 million to restructure for quick 
response 8233 

ready to wear fashion houses in Paris approach 
summer season with guarded optimism 8240 

retail prices = down inflation. wholesale prices 
rise slightly 824 

retail prices, apparel. Labor Department reports 
decline of 0.7 percent between August-September 
[1994] 8500 

retail sales, United States. analysts predict moderate 
gains in the second half of the year 5290 

retailers curtail or eliminate eo trips to New York 
City. survey reveals why 1172 

retailers post modest gains. same store sales figures 
for July 1994 6728 

retailers, mass. bullish on second half of 1994, boost 
apparel inventories 5190 

retailers, Midwest. optimism aire for 1994. 2-4 
percent sales gains expected 1934 

retailers, Northwest. pessimistic about spring 1994 
sales 1942 

retailing, Canada. during 1993 discount outlets 
outpromoted by department stores, lose market 
share 6647 

retailing, customer service. survey uncovers wide 
—— in manners, helpfulness of sales associates 

retailing, men’s wear. Cruise Flannels (Nottingham, 
Great Britain), profile 5122 

retailing. Beige Book data indicate last winter's 
od prices were slightly below 1992 levels 

retailing. Bergdorf Goodman CEO Stephen C. Elkin 
shifts —— strategy to a more market driven 
approach 6619 

retailing. Big and Tall independent outlets compete 
against chains with brand name fashions, 
expansive size ranges 6729 

retailing. Big and Tall independent outlets decline in 
=" compete against major retail chains 6730 

retailing. Bon-Ton department store chain cuts losses 
89 percent in os second quarter 8243 

retailing. Bon-Ton department store chain sales rise 
13.6 percent in July 1994 second quarter 8244 

retailing. NAFTA seen as potential boon for 
Southwestern retailers 1936 

retailing. review of three companies that are reviving 
previously dormant labeled brands 6858 

retailing. United States chains pressure vendors to 
lower price points, avoid radical styles, reduce 
turnaround times 8242 

retailing. United States retailers recover from the 
economic a of the early 1990s 5904 

Rose's Stores. by April 1995, will increase apparel 
inventory, domestic sourcing 8234 
— transition to market economy is difficult 

sales and profits drop in fourth quarter, year end 
figures buoyed by wrinkle resistant slacks 3496 

sales of apparel manufacturing machinery to be as 
high as 1993, spurred by wrinkle resistant fabrics 
1174 

sales, 1994 Christmas season. retailers believe 
discount sales will be driven by men’s wear 8245 

sales. discount outlet sales of women’s apparel 
increase, especially dresses 5991 

sales. first quarter sales of 33 leading apparel 
—— rise 3.2 percent versus last year 



Sara Lee restructuring plan will cost $495 million, 
eliminate 8,500 jobs 5179 ; 

Scandinavia. apparel and fabric imports rise as 
domestic production declines 2281 

SEHM 1994 trade exhibition. review of key 
collections from European manufacturers 8235 

shipping costs in south Florida relatively high, but 
stable 8568 

silk apparel. quotas for Chinese apparel change 
United States apparel market 2288 

silk. European Union — strict quotas on silk 
s from China 6171 

silk. European Union Trade Commission imposes 
strict quotas on imports of silk apparel from China 
838 

Singapore highlights apparel industry with series of 
exhibitions 8246 

sourcing association best way to link manufacturer 
with contractor 9478 

sourcing involves challenges, requires careful 
planning 3753 

South Africa. 1,250 apparel manufacturers post 
annual sales totaling $1.5 billion 5899 

South Africa. despite liberalized trade environment, 
industry — by limited production, GATT 
mandates 94 

South Africa. history and present condition of the 
apparel industry 5118 

South Africa. new government seeks to reestablish 
trade in apparel, wool, and other textiles 5485 

southern United States. industry continues to lose 
jobs, despite an improving economy 5123 

Spain. previous growth and current conditions of 
textile and apparel industries 8659 

Spain. restructuring in past decade and increase in 
imports 6971 

sportswear manufacturers open retail outlets, test 
new ideas, cultivate brand awareness 6732 

sportswear manufacturers use polyester made from 
recycled plastic bottles 3660 

Sri Lanka. propeceé training program for the apparel 
indust onf. Paper) 9314 

state and local government incentive programs to 
lure manufacturers 2156 

strategic alliances as an international business 
strategy in the textile and apparel industries 3894 

swimwear. major department stores reduce number 
of swimwear vendors 

Taiwan. apparel exports to United States decline 1 
percent compared with 1993 data 7824 

technical and environmental issues facing the 
European textile and apparel industries 6981 

Texas. between 1981 and 1993 number of apparel 
firms in Texas doubled, employment increased 26 
percent 8237 

Texas. state has large apparel manufacturing, 
wholesaling, and retailing sectors 3647 

Thailand. growth and business conditions of textile 
and apparel industries 3867 

The Limited suffers sales, profit downturns in most 
of its leading apparel divisions 9100 

trade. Clinton administration to include the Caribbean 
Basin Initiative countries in GATT 6164 

trade. GATT agreement concluded. United States 
textile, apparel industries disappointed by 
agreement 3064 

transportation and storage. Daly opens new site at 
Brimsdown, North London 9105 

Tunisian contractors an important source for 
European companies 3863 
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Turkey. apparel exports, 70 percent of which are 
destined for Europe, total $5.6 billion annually 
8684 

Turkey. foreign investment encouraged in the textile 
and apparel industries (Conf. Paper) 9456 

Turkey. overview of apparel industry. highly 
successful exporter, particularly to Europe 8650 

Turkey. profile examines three types of 
manufacturers--workshops, medium firms, large 
integrated plants 5467 

Turkey. textile, apparel industries prosper despite 
— elimination of import taxes under GATT 

1 
Turkey. textiles and apparel account for 7 percent of 
gross national product, 33 percent of exports 1537 

Ukraine. Hong Kong traders plan to take advantage 
of booming Ukrainian market for textiles, apparel 
669 

Ukraine. supply problems result from 
misappropriation of foreign currency 1538 

Uniform & Textile Service Association. directory of 
products, services 5965 

Uniform & Textile Service Association. directory of 
suppliers 5964 

Uniform & Textile Service Association. review 5961 
United Kingdom apparel industry still sluggish. 

outsize market has untapped potential 1315 
United Kingdom research project considers 

applicability of Quick Response programs 5119 
United Kingdom retailers rely on middle market 
manufacturers for Italian imports 5982 

United Kingdom. department and variety stores 
competing with warehouse clubs and factory 
outlets 8314 

United Kingdom. weak recovery threatened by 
imports. downsizing, franchising possible future 
trends 1521 

United States 1994 export markets, textiles and 
aoe. list of fastest growing markets, by country 

United States apparel purchases, adjusted for 
inflation, to increase 3.5-4.0 percent by 1994 year 
end 3493 

United States eae price index of apparel items 
a in April 1994 to 123.2 (1982 = 100.0) 

United States seeks expanded market access for 
—_ and apparel exports in Pakistan and India 

United States takes steps to punish China for illegal 
textile and apparel exports 1561 

United States to impose quotas on textiles and 
apparel from Kuwait 4730 

United States, statistical data. Kurt Salmon 
Associates market survey 7445 

United States. 1993 consumer expenditures for 
apparel, footwear rise 3.3 percent 5900 

United States. 1993 textile and apparel imports total 
15.85 billion square meters equivalent 3074 

United States. 1993 trade deficit in textiles and 
apparel reached a record $31.5 billion 4733 

United States. 1994 Harmonized Schedule data, 
textile and apparel imports 7828 

United States. 1994 midyear textile and apparel 
imports increase 8 percent over 1993 midyear 
totals 7829 

United States. American Textile Manufacturers 
Institute’s quarterly economic review 7813 

United States. apparel manufacturers begin to 
promote environmental responsibility 4664 
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United States. apparel manufacturers from Asia 
participate in 1994 COTTON USA manufacturers 
tour 8239 

United States. during July 1994 textile, apparel 
imports rise 4.8 percent 8686 

United States. global trade, overseas labor, effect on 
rural United States manufacturing jobs 9436 

United States. globalization of trade, effect on rural 
United States manufacturing jobs 9437 

United States. growth predicted in survey by Kurt 
Salmon Associates 3864 

United States. in 1994 exports will comprise 10 
percent of all United States textile sales 7830 

United States. January 1994 textile, apparel imports 
reach record levels 2286 

United States. July 1994 textile, apparel imports rise 
4.8 percent 8687 

United States. June 1994 textile, apparel exports 
total $971.5 million, decrease of 1 percent from 
May 7833 

United States. October 1993 imports of textiles and 
apparel increase 9 percent 1563 

United States. popularity of suits, dresses declines in 
favor of trendier, more casual apparel 7558 

United States. present condition of textile and 
apparel industries 8662 

United States. report on industry in northern 
Vermont illustrates some of problems in domestic 
industry 3752 

United States. retail distribution system far more 
efficient than that of other countries 9101 

United States. review of Kurt Salmon Associates’ 
1993 Financial Performance Profile 823 

United States. textile, apparel imports rose 6.8 
a in March 1994 over same period last year 

United States. trade deficit grows due to blind faith 
in balance of trade 5487 

United States. transshipments from China pushing 
apparel industry to redefine "country of origin" 
rules 6170 

Uruguay Round, GATT. historical analysis, likel 
effects on world textile and apparel trade 5488 

Vietnam. American Apparel Manufacturers 
Association opposes Most Favored Nation status 
without quotas 5489 

Wall Street predicts sales gains in December 1993 
for several men’s apparel retailers 1316 

warehousing. Dewhirst Ladieswear installs Magic 
Tube trollyless system from Stockrail 9106 

WestPoint Stevens raises $133 million at an interest 
= attra reserved for well rated companies 

wholesale prices of Italian made men’s wear to drop 
by 10-15 percent 1319 

winter weather boosts sales of hats, scarves, gloves 
in Northeast markets 1320 

women’s sportswear. market malaise has experts 
and manufacturers concerned 2711 

world textile and apparel consumption, forecasts 
through 2002 for 17 a countries 5469 

World Trade Organization. Milliken sponsors 
educational seminar on roles of GATT and the 
WTO 7834 

world. overview of world textile, apparel production 
and trade during 1983-1993 period 6168 

world. production, consumption patterns in 1980s, 
trends through rest of 1990s 5491 

YSL sues Ralph Lauren for allegedly copying tuxedo 
dress design 3517 
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APPAREL MANUFACTURE (see also other 
such as CUTTING, EMPLOYEE TRAINING. FABRIC 
HANDLING EQUIPMENT, FASTENERS AND 
TRIMMINGS, FUSING, MOLDING, PACKAGING, 
PRESSING, SEAMING, SEAMS, SEWING, SEWING 
MACHINERY) 
— forms Quick Response Leadership Committee 

adhesives, saturated ote hotmelt. use in 
apparel manufacture (Book) 5016 

Allyn Fiedler, fiber artist, uses scraps of fabric from 
sewing to embellish garments 8322 

apparel steam finishing. Speedypress steam finisher 
with a lightweight hand held vertical iron for | 
finishing apparel 2778 

Armani’s Exchange loses $115 in first 10 months of 
1993-1994 fiscal year 5273 

Automated Components, Sal-Bee Machine, Atlas, 
Silverman Machines, PSR, and Schreiber and 
Goldberg catalog of products. (Trade Lit.) 7519 

automated sewing systems. state of current research 
and development 3555 

automated systems from Seydel, Pavel, manual 
system from James Armstrong packages up to 
1,000 pieces per hour 369 

automatic fabric inspection system for use on pattern 
oe in apparel manufacture prior to assembly 

automation. ITV solutions for transport and 
positioning of items for sewing 5931 

Autumn Interstoff 1993. overview of world’s largest 
apparel fabric show 2462 

auxiliary equipment from Gutermann, Finn-Cut, IMA, 
Lyte Optronics, Miniroller 6650 
we a. Emery Machine Corporation’s 
DF-150, DF-151 adjustable dress forms 8326 

awls used by garment industry samplemakers to 
control fabric passing into, under presser foot 2785 

bias binding used to finish edge of garment 1219 
Bobbin Contexpo exhibit for apparel manufacturers in 
Mexico, Latin America, South America, and 
Caribbean 5124 

Bobbin Show 1993. design, tracking, and 
manufacturing technology developments 1902 

Bobbin Show 1994. firms emphasize cutting, 
spreading machinery to offset growing shortage of 
skilled labor 8341 

Bobbin Show 1994. influence of technical 
developments and improved economy 8246 

Bobbin Show 1994. preview of straight, round knife 
fabric cutting and spreading machinery 8340: 

Bobbin Show 1994. preview of trends in computer 
aided design for apparel manufacturing 8407 

Bobbin Show 1994. software, hardware innovations 
in computer aided design, computer aided 
manufacturing 8292 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1993. review of 
products 1208 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. Part Two of 
list of companies and their products 7473 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. preview 
focuses on format of exhibition 7472 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. preview of 
ae from leading machinery manufacturers 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention technology 
reviewed by Atlanta Consulting International 357 

Body Measurement System. discussion of impact on 
textile, apparel industries 9493 



Brandtex Service’s aggregate zipper installation 
system 5937 

button production in Japan and Asia. production 
trends 5130 

CAD at IMB 1993 reviewed. exhibitors, trends 6653 
CAD Expo 1994. apparel manufacturers display 

intense interest in upcoming New York dew 7498 
CAD for apparel. interactive graphic human body as 

hierarchical structure 9154 
CAD software developments from Gerber, Assyst, 

Investronica 7496 
CAD systems at IMB 1993. displays from Lectra, 
Soret, GGT, Investronica, and Microdynamics 

CAD systems come of age in 1993. product 
innovations 2769 

CAD systems for pattern designing at IMB 1993 
reviewed 3550 

CAD with three dimensional pattern design 
capabilities 360 

CAD. Assyt’s aph CAD system reduces time 
for repetitive tasks 4376 

CAD. rman Computer Systeme’s bang 
CAD software package runs with Windows 4610 

CAD. Microdynamics’ new CAD system called 
Artworks links creative, engineering aspects of 
CAD 4377 

CAD. Monarch Computex develops apparel design 
software programs for Apple Macintosh 
workstations 9343 

CAD. overview. advantages, comparison with 
manual sampling, ie simulation 5387 

CAD/CAM at IMB 1993. developments 1417 
CAD/CAM systems. historical development and 

industry trends 2186 
CAD/CAM systems. overview focuses on new 
technological developments 5125 

cellulase enzymes. ee for achieving the 
stressed look in apparel 107 

CIM. Shima Seiki incorporates Quick Response 
concepts in its CIM systems 8337 

CITME 1994. review of CAD equipment from 
Investronica for pattern design, grading, marker 
making 9160 

coats, hand knit. hand knit coats by Ann Clarke. 
description of production techniques 8930 

collar bands, dress shirts and blouses. Clemson 
Apparel Research rege | designs experimental 
pressing mechanisms 1968 

computer aided design software. advantages of 
different visualization algorithms 3786 

computer aided design, computer aided 
manufacturing systems from Lectra 3559 

computer aided design, computer aided 
manufacturing systems. current systems, 
developmental trends 3558 

computer aided design, drawing apparel patterns. 
formulae for armhole and sleeve cap curves 3575 

computers, production control. review of Demand 
Activated Manufacturing Architecture project 8597 

Congress of the International Association of Shoe 
industry Technicians 3497 

conversion. three dimensional computer simulation of 
apparel patterns from freehand sketches 1952 

conversion. United States firms emphasize machinery 
to offset growing shortage of skilled labor 8327 
— guidelines for maximizing cutting production 
during integrated apparel manufacturing 9164 

Cygne my on profile of private label apparel 
company based in Manhattan 7447 
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Datapart’s Colorado Design System for apparel, 
fabric design 4378 

Debfors uses new GERBERcutter S-3000 for high 
o—_ and productivity 5932 

activated apparel development, 
scm merchandising. computer integrated 
forecasti 64 

demand activated manufacturing. analysis, modeling 
aaa interactive decision support systems 

design handbook for manufacture and assembly of 
apparel rejected for publication 8248 8249 

diving suits. neoprene dry suits. Northern Diver's 
operations 2764 

dynamic response at all levels of apparel production 
chain can increase profit margins 6089 

ease. definition, effect of fabric type, calculating, 
adjusting ease 1190 

EDI. Deloitte & Touche surveys 97 vendors and 180 
software packages for the apparel industry 540 

Escada (U.S.A.). overview of operations 8247 
— _—— social, environmental responsibility 

European Commission regulations affect contracts 
between cory manufacturers and agents 5126 

Expotecnia 1994. review of CAD, CAM, CIM 
on from Investronica for apparel conversion 

fabric layup module. effect of fabric bending 
properties, slat height on minimum gap between 
slats of conveyor belt 5936 

Farah increases its credit line to produce and 
promote wrinkle resistant pants 313 

finishing. Milnor processing system applies 
antiwrinkle finish to cotton apparel 1838 

fish skin as leather substitute. research project 
investigates fish skin apparel production (Conf. 
Paper) 9108 

French felling seaming machinery. auxiliary 
attachment prevents carpal tunnel syndrome 7711 

Fruit of the Loom losing sales in 1994 after late 1993 
production cutbacks 5274 

Fujix Limited introduces ol 7887 Fit sewing thread for 
wrinkle resistant apparel 7987 

fur and leather hat, women’s. instructions for 
construction, sewing detailed 9180 

fusible interlinings for men’s and women’s jackets 
and top coats 8328 

fusing. Association of Suppliers to the British 
Clothing Industry proposes code to prevent fusing 
problems 6656 

garment washing techniques to create fashionable 
color and washed effects 3470 

garment-on-hanger programs reduce costs and lead 
time 9153 

GFT Donna apparel manufacturer and its application 
of Lectra Systemes technology 8308 

GGT developments in cutting and pattern making. 
Gerbercutter S-3000, Accumark series 1203 

Giordano. Hon ae Kong apparel manufacturer, history 
oe turnaround, importance of inventory control 

gown. Matera constructed ball gown worn 
by Hillary Rodham Clinton at inaugural 1191 

grading to reproduce styles in a range of sizes. 
overview 8329 

Guetermann age threads for the production of 
men’s jackets 19 

Helios Messtechnik introduces BMG automatic waist 
size measuring unit for trousers, skirts 8323 
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hierarchical planning model integrates long term, 
short term, and daily planning needs for apparel 
manufacture 555 

Homeway Industrial Corporation’s Model HM-907 
— 4 folding, wrapping machine for shoe insoles 

Hong Kong. advantages of JIT production control to 
small companies 7659 

HW making-up machines with semiautomatic 
measuring and winding 1213 

IMB 1993. brief overview. attendance, trends in 
CAD, technology, sewing machines 2734 

IMB 1993. CAD system developments from Shima 
Seiki, CDi, Alexis Solutions, Lectra, Gerber 1199 

IMB 1993. CAD, sewing, and pressing equipment 
review 1187 

IMB 1993. machinery that decreases production time 
by geen. operations 1186 

IMB 1993. machinery, technologies that represent 
significant advance 1185 

IMB 1993. overview. major focus was computer 
technology 1188 
a sewing machinery development trends 

information management for production control in 
apparel manufacturing 7651 

installation. high technology is being applied to 
changing needs 275 

interlining stability during drycleaning. review of 
ASBCI Code of Practice standards 5215 

interlinings in traditional, semitraditional tailored 
garments, engineered or industrial garments 1947 

interlinings. preview of offerings at Bobbin Show 
1994 exhibition 8360 

jackets, women’s linen. detailed instructions for hand 
sewing 2787 

jackets, women’s. fusible interlinings, one layer, 
nonraveling undercollars 9181 

Japanese distribution system for apparel fabrics. 
changes forced by price pressures 5905 

Japanese Textile Manufacturers Society. outline of 
papers presented at 47th annual conference 9491 

jeans. problem with twisted leg defect. causes, 
solutions 4373 

knit cashmere fashion apparel. knitting and 
production techniques and growth in demand for 
new designs (Conf. Paper) 9109 

knit fabrics. inspection, unrolling technologies at 
1993 IMB 8361 

knitwear. hand knit garments. adding darts to 
improve fit 8932 

knitwear. Krantz manufactures lines for finishi 
knitwear. drying, dyeing, tentering machines 5809 

labeling. innovations in computer controlled labeli 
from NOR, Stikits Limited, Conella, Morplan 83 

labels, attaching. Avery Dennison a world leader with 
Swiftachments products 2765 

Lectra Systeme’s Master Link apparel manufacturing 
database for use with CAD system 5955 

Lectra Systemes Progress cutting machine and TAS 
accessories 5929 

Lithuanian holiday dress. some embellishment 
techniques 1195 

management. Kurt Salmon Associates’ Consumer 
Response supply system promotes flexibility 8574 

marker generation. research aims to optimize through 
— algorithms to increase fabric utilization 

marking and cutting of check and stripe patterns 
using computer aided design technology 2777 

marking systems, apparel sizes. New European, 
International Organization for Standardization 
systems 3574 
— in automated apparel manufacturing 

men’s blousons production. optimum use of sewing 
thread 1235 

men’s casual tailored apparel companies expanding 
production 5131 

microfiber fabrics used in apparel. problems with 
outerwear 4392 

MIDA, a computerized system that develops apparel 
sizes from morphological data 1950 

modular manufacturing test pilot at Sara Lee’s Costa 
Rica plant 2951 

modular manufacturing. review of factors that 
promote effectiveness of apparel modules 8594 

multimedia fashion shows of the future. design, 
presentation, and sales through computers 1108 

National Institute of Standards examines integration 
of —~ gue operations and designs model for 
future 530 

needie weaving combined with knitting ideal for 
oversize garments 2503 | 

offshore manufacturing locations for Great Britain. 
Asia, Central Europe, and the Mediterranean (Conf. 
Paper) 9460 

OGM Turners introduces Type TT4 Tie Turner, T 
AB1 Airbag Turner 8325 

operations research analysis, relative efficiencies of 
—_ system, kanban, modular manufacturing 

optimization in Quick Response environment. 
—s fabric behavior, online testing, control 

Oteman’s line of machines, equipment, systems. 
spreaders, cutters, band knives 1189 

Padloft shoulder pad and interlinings made of 
— crimped Dacron with superior resilience 

Pakistan. increasing cotton prices hurt business at 
Fashion Apparel Fair 7006 

pants, shorts worn. by women for hiking, biking. 
= ease at back of leg to improve comfort 

pants. fitting pants by a simplified method developed 
for home sewers 8371 

pattern grading, computer controlled. perceptual 
differences between two different grading methods 

pattern making and grading. comparison of skills 
a required for manual and computer methods 5193 

patterns developed based on data from 
anthropometric surveys 1193 

patterns. geometric requirements for computer aided, 
three dimensional pattern design 1200 

patterns. selecting correct pattern size is critical to 
fit, appearance 1192 

piece layout, optimization of piece shape for layout 
with computer aided apparel manufacturing 9162 

piece rates for apparel: workers calculated with 
standardized incentive rate system 7642 é 

piping on apparel serves both functional, decorative 
purposes 9182 ‘ : 

Pitti immagine Filati 1993. important trends in knit 
fabrics 2871 

plotter, cutting table. CAD driven product from 
cn and White offers low cost and high utility 



ply separation, Clupicker. enhancements for optimum 
performance, improvements, new prototype 358 

pockets. double welt pockets made with window 
method 8372 

polyester apparel retailed by Marks & Spencer under 
St. Michael tradename 5293 

pressing. United States manufacturers invest in new 
pressing equipment for higher quality apparel 
manufacture 2779 

prints. print converters report improved sales but 
increased competition from importers 9130 

product development in apparel industry. computer 
integrated forecasting 9350 

production control software uses innovative tracking 
algorithms to gather and evaluate data 3789 

production control. Bobbin Show 1994 showcases 
methods for streamlining process between order, 
delivery 8409 

production control. Brandtex develops automatic 
=n assembly cell for zipper fly making, setting 

productivity related to sewing system, production 
volume, style change 5930 

QR. NCSU consortium researches apparel pipeline 
using retail, manuf ing, upstream models 549 

quality assurance systems for knit products must be 
— based, employ computer aided management 

1 
quality control. garment av problems caused by 

apparel manufacturer 7660 
quality management systems can help European 

apparel manufacturers remain competitive 3794 
Quick Response. industry executives predict future 
— at QuickResponse Conference in Chicago 

quilted jackets, vests. construction using darts, 
shaped seams 8373 

recycled plastics used in production of new 
Strarensier polyester fabric 2715 

resin developed by Sanyo Shokai prevents buttons 
from popping off 194 

return on investment of CAD, UPS over 300 jae 
in sample apparel manufacturing facility 3551 

ribbons, ornamental lace. cut on automated center 
cutting machine 1212 . 

Rimoldi hosts inhouse display of latest equipment 
and machinery. flexibility and automation ry | 2763 

robotics. current state of the art in Japan 194 
S.1.f. Systems. software consulting firm caters 
exclusively to the apparel industry 1419 

SCADA systems for production control, 
improvement, and visibility 2952 

seam allowance. adjusting seam allowance 
depending on seam types 2782 

SEAMS Sourcing Expo brings a manufacturers 
and contractors together 110 

sewing collars, cuffs, and lapels. suggestions for 
om sewers to compensate for turn of the cloth 

sewing gossamer scarves, reversible fabrics. home 
sewing techniques that use regular sewing thread 
and yarn 4389 

sewing machine from Union Special attaches 
collarette and elastic to men’s and women’s 
products 2767 

sewing machinery and materials for autumn/winter 
1994-1995 fashions 5207 

sewing points of collars, pocket flaps, welts, and 
lapels. tips, suggestions for home sewers 4393 
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sewing threads, defect-free and chameleon, needed 
by United States apparel manufacturers 3234 

sewing. Gutermann develops CAD based software 
program to accurately predict sewing thread 
consumption 8331 

Sewn Products Expo in Mexico links United States, 
Mexican companies 3516 

Shingosen. overview of polyester apparel fabric 
— in Japan. emphasis on marketing (Book) 

shirt collar manufacturing. automation of sewi 
systems to improve high speed path — 552 

shirts. Juki sewing machines for prevention of seam 
puckering during shirt manufacturing 5948 

shoe sewing machines. Pfaff computer controlled 
sewing machines 6662 

shoes. International Footwear Manufacturing Fair. 
= of major exhibits and manufacturing trends 

skirts. construction details used by fashion designers 
to improve quality 9183 

slopers for female torso. construction of sloper by 
draping method 2790 

software. COMPASS facilitates cost-benefit analysis 
in purchase of apparel equipment, considers 
intangibles 539 

sourcing. computer integrated proto 
demand activated manufacturing 9 

sourcing. distribution, sourcing by MAST Industries 
for The Limited 2768 , 

sourcing. importance of flexibility, frequent 
reassessment of sourcing strategies 3058 

sourcing. regional deployment of computer integrated 
prototype database 9161 

spacer fabrics. elastic, molded spacer fabrics used in 
manufacture of apparel components 897 

spreading machine from Eastman allows heavier rolls 
to be processed 3565 

spreading machines exhibited at the IMB 1993. 
technology review 2773 

suits. Italian style worsted and luxury fabrics woven 
in United States draw attention of suit 
manufacturers 8017 

sweaters. hand knitting sweaters sideways from cuff 
to cuff 8035 

synchronous flow management. five rules for 
developing concept in apparel manufacturing 2960 

Threads 4 Life to phase out manufacturing, focus on 
design and marketing 1129 

three dimensional body scanning technology to 
improve apparel a process 9110 

Trevira Il. new apparel fiber made from 50/50 blend 
A — polyester and recycled plastic soda bottles 

trousers. trouser pattern block instructions based on 
the proportionate center line system 5203 

Turkey. industry experiences strong growth 7803 
ultrasonics. applications with manmade fiber fabrics. 
seaming, cutting, slitting, other processes 2795 

underpants, women’s. Rimoldi’s line of five sewing 
machines for manufacture of 2792 

United States apparel industry. computer integrated 
prototype for demand responsive manufacturing 
6862 6863 

United States apparel manufacturers look to overseas 
markets 5128 

United States men’s wear manufacturers’ 
relationships with United States mills. advantages 
and disadvantages 1131 

s to improve 
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United States. slow growth drives trends in retailing 
and apparel manufacturing 5129 

Vendex International. overview of Fashion Group, 
—* between company and manufacturers 

Viet Brisbay range of tunnel finishers and form 
finishers for apparel 2686 

women’s apparel. fitting, pattern alterations for small 
busted women 2791 

women’s panties. machines and processes for 
sewing, attaching elastic, labeling, hanging 4374 

work study systems compatible with CAD systems 
during apparel manufacture 1201 

wrinkle resistant cotton shirts. machinery 
manufacturers faced with onslaught of equipment 
orders 4375 

wrinkle resistant equipment versus modified 
permanent press equipment for wrinkle resistant 
processing 9075 
—s. history of zipper. invention and development 

APPAREL MANUFACTURING PLANTS (see also other 
, such as KNITTING AND HOSIERY MILLS, 

TEXTILE MILLS) 
A.C. Holdings acts as Faded Glory’s marketing, 
merchandising, and licensing company 43 

Aileen Incorporated files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection 1872 1873 

Alba-Waldensian’s third quarter profits and sales 
skyrocket. new stretch bra product sold out 314 

Albert Thurston. review of United Kingdom based 
~~ icrce| of men’s braces, apparel accessories 

Alexander Julian Incorporated signs licensing 
agreement with Lifeguard Apparel 1874 

Alexander Julian. designer opens freestanding 
Toronto store featuring Colours label 8250 

Alps Sportswear’s sweaters cater to environmentally 
conscious customers 8251 

Amory Apparel ie overview of activities. Sears 
is major customer 7450 

Amory Apparel Group. overview of Quick Response, 
electronic data interchange programs 7449 

Appel sources to Hong a and China to update 
sleepwear collection 285 

Aquascutum restructures North American operations, 
emphasizes retailing but will not abandon 
wholesaling 7451 

Aquascutum. effects of recent acquisition be 
Renown. plans to revitalize company 1175 

Arthur J. Cox Group (Hinckley, Great Britain), knitter 
of — fabrics and apparel manufacturer 2465 

B.U.M. International Incorporated formed via merger 
between Chauvin International and Cami’z 825 

Bernard Chaus reports $8.5 million loss in second 
quarter of 1993. stock plummets 1875 

Bidermann International. group led by Alain Nemarcq 
and Leo Gros acquires Bidermann’s European 
businesses 8253 

Bidermann relaunches Bill Robinson line, revamps 
Arrow sportswear line 428 

Braemar celebrated 125 anniversary with the 
— of the Country Clothing collection 

Braemar. Elders enters three year agreement with 
— manufacturer to promote Australian wool 
744 

Burlington Coat Factory launches Fit For Men, retail 
— featuring big and tall men’s apparel sizes 

Burlington Coat reports first quarter 1993 loss of 
a. . million nl - ee 

ington’s apparel and apparel fabric segment’s 
asliiees fe. 2 for 1994 second quarter. net 
earnings increase 4583 

CAD operations of Fila, an Italian apparel 
manufacturer 1142 

CAD systems exhibited at 1993 Bobbin Show 
indicate trend towards automation in apparel 
manufacturing 1194 

California manufacturers’ numbers dwindle, but 
design and import industry’s healthy 5132 

Calvin Klein takes big step forward in becoming a 
complete licensing operation. Rio to take over jeans 
business 1876 

Calvin Klein to sell its jeans division to Fruit of the 
Loom 4335 

Carol Little of Los Angeles yey operations 
after losses following 1992 riots 911 

Casual Male Big & Tall, sportswear retail chain with 
260 East Coast stores, plans West Coast 
expansion 4336 

Cherokee hires Joe Elles to restructure company, cut 
product lines, improve performance and profits 316 

Cherokee hires Lee Apparel’s Joe Elles, goes denim 
in new 1994 line of casualwear 1109 

Chic. women’s jeanswear maker launches aggressive 
marketing campaign aimed at retailers, mass outlet 
shoppers 6620 

Chinese retail market. foreign companies planning 
mid and long term investment despite government 
austerity measures 2716 

Christian Dior to name new hosiery licensee for 
United States 1877 

Christian Lacroix expands licensing activities with 
new sportswear line to be manufactured by 
Kenzo’s Paciflor 1156 

Columbia Sportswear. modular manufacturing 
increases productivity by 30 percent 8255 

contractors. locating reputable domestic apparel 
contractors through industry associations 1168 

Courtaulds purchases women’s hosiery and sock 
operations in France and the United Kingdom from 
Hartstone Group 1878 

Courtaulds Textiles knitwear divisions make 
significant investments in new machinery 6397 

Cygne Designs Incorporated. between 1990 and 
993, company experiences 74 percent growth 

rate 8256 
Cynthia Rowley. two Sr spots of New York City 
— generates $10, in women’s wear sales 

Dainese. company manufactures world’s best 
motorcycle garments with Du Pont Cordura 500 
nylon fiber 1110 

Dawson Group chooses Australian wool produced 
under Elders Clip Care quality management system 
for its Braemar label 9112 

Dawson leaves United States fleece, paw business, 
looks to sell jersey apparel plants 2717 
=. _ earnings decrease in third quarter 

distribution. Exel Logistics a specialist in apparel 
transportation, warehousing, delivery 1413 

Doice & Gabbana develops into diverse designer 
7 company, introduces new sportswear line 

Donna Karan Company rumored to be in financial 
trouble. chief executive denies rumors 5133 



Du Pont establishes Initiatives Incorporated, a private 
label women’s ready to wear and sportswear 
maker 8257 8258 

Edward Macbean & Company. Scottish manufacturer 
of vg quality waterproof protective clothing, 
profile 8259 

Ekro embroiders women’s outerwear on machines 
from Zangs/ZSK, Taijima, and Pfaff 1206 

Elit Group, Limited. United Ki mana nt 
team a Hungarian state controlled 
business 1112 

Elizabeth Lingerie. innerwear manufacturer produces 
5,000 dozen T-shirts per week 9113 

environment. Wrangler meets environmental 
— ile sustaining economic viability 

Erko embroidery studio. textile product embroidery 
for added value. overview of mill operation and 
equipment 1144 

Escada USA es to emphasize retailers 
rather than lers 5134 

Esprit develops line of fashion apparel whose 
manufacture has low environmental impact, social 
benefits 1113 

Farah Incorporated. sales of Farah’s private label 
— wear will double during 1994-1995 period 

Fashion Exports/New York sponsors small to medium 
— manufacturers’ participation at Igedo 

Fila Holding. 1994 second quarter earnings rise 27.1 
percent to 10.8 billion lire ($6.8 million) 6621 

footwear, trainers. Malaysian company selling 80 
percent of its products domestically 2698 

Franco Moschino, Italian designer, dies of heart 
attack 8300 

Free Wear. coordinated sportswear collection by 
— Hoenscheidt reaps $10 million in sales 

Freedman & Company. Australian men’s wear 
company emphasizes fashion, begins to diversify 
into women’s apparel 1114 

Fritzi California. company produces 1,200 new styles 
per month for 10 months each year 8260 

Fruit of the Loom acquires Daniel Young International 
for $45 million 6622 

Fruit of the Loom agrees to buy Gitano for $100 
million in cash 2718 

Fruit of the Loom decides not to acquire Calvin 
Klein’s jeanswear division 5136 

Fruit of the Loom negotiating with CK Calvin Klein 
for acquisition of CK’s jeans line 4338 4339 

Gap executives predict $7 billion in sales by 1997 
fiscal year. expanding in all four divisions 5275 

Gaviota. private labels now account for 70 percent 
of Gaviota’s $15 million daywear sales 5137 

Genesco will take a $38 million ~—— against fourth 
quarter earning for restructuring 1879 

Girbaud U.S.A. overview of operations 8261 
Gitano. problems persist after Dabah pleas, Wal-Mart 
accept merchandise while sale of company 
proceeds 2719 

Gold Rose. Item 807 contractor pays attention to 
details to remain competitive. 2720 

Goldman, Sachs & Company purchases 28 percent 
of Ralph Lauren for $135 million 7452 

Goody’s Family Clothing Company. development 
plan could result in sales of $2 billion by end of 
decade 6623 

Goody’s workers in Knoxville, Tennessee, approve 
first ACTWU contract, end boycott 9337 
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Grand National Apparel uses modern production 
equipment and marketing. company overview 5138 

Groupe Weil, French apparel manufacturer, hopes to 
penetrate United States market 111 

Gruppo GFT financial plan calls for transferring 
majority control to six bank creditors 317 

Gruppo GFT’s men’s wear division’s approach to 
sourcing, distribution 2721 

Guess signs licensing agreement with Itochu for 
— and distribution of jeans in Japan 

Guess will allow Itochu to sell Guess products in 
Japan 1881 

Gymboree. CEO Pedot increases sales, profits, and 
number of stores. profile 5139 

H.H. Cutler wins Apparel Industry Magazine’s 1993 
Gold Star Award for doubling sales during 
1991-1993 period 1116 

Haggar earnings increase in fourth quarter of 1993 
ee on sales of Wrinkle-Free Cottons pants line 

Hampton Industries third quarter earnings in 1993 fall 
more than 38 percent 319 

Health-tex workers approve new contract, end two 
day strike 9311 

Hemmerich Industries. knit and placket shirt 
manufacturer posts 1994 sales of $4 million 5140 

Hermes stock skyrockets since going public in June 
1993. latest ready to wear collection popular 2722 

Hilfiger rebounds after 1989 split with Murjani. sales 
expected to exceed $200 million 1117 

home decorative fabric converters serve as source 
for apparel manufacturers 435 

Hong Kong. requirements of quality management in 
Hong Kong 5183 

Hot Sox retains Fashion Asia as exclusive Far Eastern 
distributor 6723 

Howard Wolf develops business in Mexico, opens 
small boutique in suburb of Mexico City 320 

HSSI to be sold to Maverick Capital pending court 
approval 4326 : 

Hungarian T-shirt maker Danube Knitwear purchased 
by United States and Hungarian management 2723 

Indonesia. Great River Industries manufacturing 23 
different brand lines 2724 

Italian men’s wear manufacturers boost presence in 
—— States market in 1994 with designer labels 

J.P. Hammill and Son. manufacturer of uniforms and 
work clothing located in Guelph, Ontario 5141 

Jaeger. United Kingdom company unveils Jaeger 
London line for younger women customers 8262 

Japanese companies develop value added products 
to compete, such as durable press shirts 4340 

Japanese manufacturers hurt by — value of yen, 
look to no iron dress shirt market 2738 

jeans manufacturers employ a variety of techniques 
to maintain partnerships with retailers 3526 - 

jeans. United me manufacturer William Sugden 
invests 500, pounds sterling in plant 
improvements 5908 

Jones Apparel Group reports lower than expected 
earnings for 1994 third quarter. stock value falls 21 
percent as a result 6733 

Jones gears up to take market share from Liz 
Claiborne’s casual sportswear business 3484 

Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, based in Maryland, opens its 
first New York City retail store 7453 

Kaidi of China diversifies business interests, 
continues to produce high quality silk fabrics 881 
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Keliwood finds Mexico a slow sell, develops low-end 
apparel line to compete 3498 

Kohi’s Corporation. management emphasizes middle 
coon market to increase sales by 20 percent 

Konen’s state of the art equipment and ee 
system for tailored apparel manufacture 1118 

Krizia. plans for company’s fortieth anniversary 
celebration. sales volume and plans for Hartmarx 
American licenses 1119 

Kuppenheimer reorganizes, manufactures men’s suits 
with advanced shell construction 312 

L.A. T Sportswear signs licensing agreement with 
Hanes to sell fashion knitwear during 1996 
Olympics 8264 

L.L. Bean wins Apparel Industry Magazine’s 1993 
Gold Star Award for launching quality control 
Di ne 1120 

Dye and Print Works. overview of operations with 
emphasis on communications system 8332 

Labor Department seeks cooperation from retailers in 
controlling labor abuses at contract apparel 
manufacturers 8596 

labor law violation by contractors will lead to 
problems for manufacturers under new Labor 
Department policy 7459 

labor relations. ACTWU wins representation for 
Tultex workers in Martinsville, Virginia 8583 

labor relations. ACTWU wins representation for 
workers at Tri-Con Manufacturing in Cape 
Girardeau, Missouri 8585 

labor relations. ACTWU workers at J.J. Pietrafesa 
Clothing in Syracuse, New York, ratify new 4 year 
contract 8584 

labor relations. Cotton Garment industry group and 
ACTWU negotiate new two year contract affecting 
30,000 workers 8586 

labor relations. Rennie shirt manufacturing employees 
ratify new three year contract 8587 

labor relations. Sweet-Orr apparel workers ratify new 
2 year contract 8588 

labor relations. unions gain strength among 
Dominican Republic apparel workers 8593 

Lands’ End’s third quarter earnings increase 43.9 
percent, nine month earnings increase 38.6 
percent 321 

Laura Ashley’s profits, sales increase for 1994 first 
six months 8306 

leading executives discuss effects of NAFTA and 
GATT on Industry 272 

Lectra Systemes is major supplier of CAD/CAM 
equipment to Speedo and Playtex 8265 

Les Confections Joly Incorporated. profile of Quebec 
based T-shirt, sports shirt manufacturer 5925 

Leslie Fay cuts earnings forecast for 1994 from $6 
million to $2.5 million due to poor sales 8266 

Leslie Fay devises two step strategy to avoid 
Chapter 11 and compete in women’s sportswear 
market 4341 . 

Leslie Fay to shut down United States manufacturing 
operations, plan infuriates ILWGU 34 

Leslie Fay. company seeks old glory, ready to put 
bad accounting experience in the past 1883 

Levi Strauss commits to improving customer service, 
market globalization, maintaining market lead 322 

Levi Strauss emphasizes retailer partnerships, 
improves customer service, redesigns distribution 
centers 4343 

Levi Strauss has weaving and cutting done by 
Greenwood Mills 3548 

31 

Levi Strauss invests $400 million in Quick Response 
manufacturing techniques 2725 

Levi Strauss. company to ship 7-8 million units of 
wrinkle resistant pants 4342 

Lida reports significant losses in third quarter, 
gg workforce, cuts salaries of top executives 

lingerie. Chaslyn, a leading British manufacturer of 
— and house coats, expands export business 

Liz Claiborne plans to refocus women’s sportswear 
lines, shorten lead times, boost margins 324 

Liz Claiborne to move its warehouseing, distribution 
operations from New Jersey to Montgomery, , 
Alabama 6624 

London a invests $2 million to retrofit Baltimore, 
Maryla ant but closes other United States 
plants 8267 

London — maintains operations at Baltimore, 
Maryland, plant but closes other United States 
plants 826 

London Fog will close three of its Maryland plants, 
move production offshore 6625 

London Fog will merge with Pacific Trail to 
strengthen its position in men’s, women’s, and 
children’s outerwear 1884 

London Fog. new CEO hopes to reengineer 
operations and double size of company 5142 

Lucia USA. overview of operations of knitwear 
manufacturer 8269 

luxury goods back on track. LVMH’s sales and 
profits increase, rumors of acquisitions 3508 

Macquarie, Australia’s leader in woolen and worsted 
fabrics reorganizes, spends $80 million on new 
equi nt 

Maid Bess Corporation’s Glen Thornhill named Bobbin 
Magazine’s CEO of The Year 1121 

Major League. anal predict company will amass 
$10 million in 1994 contract sales 6626 

Malden Mills. profile and history of company 8270 
Marcillet sewing workshops. machinery and 
workflow for optimal production 8271 

Marithe & Francois. Girbaud. reorganization of 
management to promote flexibility quadruples 
profits 1122 

Mariuccia Mandelli discusses plans for Krizia’s 
collections, licenses, and fortieth anniversary 
celebration 1123... 

Marzotto reports 15 percent increase in sales of its 
1994-1995 fall/winter collections 5143 

Marzotto’s profits for 1993 decrease 75 percent. 
orders for first quarter of 1994 increase 4344 

mergers and acquisitions shake up industry. larger 
companies increase department store market share 
to compete 203 

Merry-Go-Round asks bankruptcy court for 
permission to raise salaries for CEO, other 
executives 4345 ; 

Miami area features a handful of domestic apparel 
manufacturers focusing on quick turnaround and 

ality 1885 
MIDA, a computerized system that develops apparel 

sizes from morphological data 1950 
modernization. importance of technology and 
personnel trained to use modern technology 5909 

modular manufacturing. potential problems during 
installation 5397 i 

Moscow Industrial Sewing Company. profile of 
Russian men’s wear manufacturer 9114 

Munsingwear’s net earnings for 1994 decrease 
despite sales increase 4346 



Naf Naf. French manufacturer produces Enfant, 
Femme, Jeans, and Sport apparel lines 6627 

Nantucket Industries in Georgia undergoes major 
changes in ma approach 7454 

National Garment ny wins Apparel Industry 
Magazine’s 1993 Gold Star Award for investments 
in technology 1124 BS 

Neese Industries stalls union activities at Louisiana 
plants, opens plant in Mexico 1386 

New Era Caps becomes official supplier to Major 
League baseball, projects 1994 profits at $100 
million 311 

Nordstrom Incorporated. 1994 second quarter sales 
increase 6.1 percent to $1.1 billion 6628 

Nuova Red Italiana introduces first European line for 
manufacturing training pants 9155 

offshore production by Hong Kong apparel 
manufacturers. competitive advantages (Conf. 
Paper) 9469 

Orem Apparel. Utah based contractor cites Gerber 
materials handling systems as reason behind 
success 8272 

Oscar de la Renta. management changes reduce 
roles of Gerald and Syd Shaw 5906 

outerwear. London Fog demands that retailers not 
ror prices on its products before December 

outward processing by apparel manufacturers in the 
EC 5910 

overseas sourcing of low cost goods and domestic 
ion in Japan 6632 

Pacific coast. companies proliferate in California and 
Vancouver. fewer in Oregon and Washington 3648 

Paul Smith. designer opens freestanding London 
stores featuring his jeans, casualwear 8273 

Perry Ellis international may reenter women’s wear 
— in spring 1996 with bridge sportswear line 

Perry Manufacturing wins Appare/ Industry 
Magazine’s 1993 Gold Star Award for investments 
in a 11 

Phillips-Van Heusen Corporation to concentrate on its 
retailing and marketing operations 5144 

Phillips-Van Heusen experiences losses in first 
quarter, blames markdowns at its outlets 5145 

Pietrafesa. tailored apparel company obtains licenses 
for Ralph Lauren, Alexander Julian lines 3500 

Pincus Brothers Maxwell. major United States 
eee of sports coats, tailored apparel 

Pivot adds women’s sportswear line with stylish golf 
theme 422 

Plaid Clothing Group, United States’ second largest 
tailored apparel company, acquires GFT SpA 3501 

Plaid ~ exclusivity right to acquire GFT capital 
stock 3502 

Platinum Sportswear profile. product expansion, 
machinery investments 1126 

Playtex Port Glasgow plant investments in 
technology aid production growth 9091 

production control. questions regarding the selection 
of a system 2959 

quality control and cost of quality procedures in 
United States apparel manufacturing plants 1893 

Quartet Fashions files Chapter 11 petition, lists 
te million in liabilities, $5.4 million in assets 

Quick Response programs. AMTEX develops 
technology to help small firms establish OR 
programs 1886 
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RAM Manufacturing in Georgia specializes in men’s, 
women’s underwear 7455 

Rampage Knits. Rampage Clothing company forms 
division to capitalize on increased knitwear retail 
sales 9116 

Ratti. profile of one of rf leading fabric, apparel 
— with 1993 sales of $180 million 

Rivetti’s acquire GFT’s sportswear division, introduce 
line of casual men’s apparel 3504 

Rochester B&T opens its first European store in 
London site across from Harrod’s 8274 

Rowleys. children’s leisurewear manufacturer uses 
Pegasus sewing machinery from Bellow 9117 

Russell Corporation projects 1994 sales of over $1 
billion 5146 

Russell expects 1994 sales to reach $1.1 billion 
despite slow start 4347 

Russell signs letter of intent to acquire The Game to 
— its expansion into licensed sports market 

Safariland has become a $30 million company 3528 
Saks contracts with Focus Networks to install video 
communication technology to link retailers with 
vendors 353 

Salant buys Alatex with help of ACTWU 1127 
salaries of plant managers. result of survey of 30 
manufacturers 5363 

Sara Lee acquires Peri Shoji, hosiery distributor to 
Japanese markets 327 

Sara Lee Corporation initiates global restructuring © 
program 911 

Sara Lee Corporation. Cornelis Boonstra resigns as 
president after six month tenure 2726 

Sara Lee Knit Products to reduce output of two 
—— and close two apparel manufacturing 
plants 7456 

Sara Lee. sales of apparel, textiles account for half of 
$14.58 billion in 1993 sales 5147 

Saul Brothers enters men’s wear market with 
purchase of Cotton Supply Company 6629 

Science, a London based sportswear manufacturer, 
signs licensing deal with La Matta, Italian ieather 
manufacturer 1887 

Scotch Maid. comprehensive computer information 
systems are the key to achieving flexible 
manufacturing 8275 

shoulder pads. structured jackets stimulate shoulder 
pad sales 8220 

Sibron Holdings acquires Rose Marie Reid swimwear 
manufacturer, improve diminished sales 1128 

simulation of apparel a processes. 
commercial software packages 2771 

sleepwear maker Carter's refocuses efforts under 
new management team 2730 

Sotek invests in new machines to increase 
production of Guess jeans 3505 

sourcing association best way to link manufacturer 
with contractor 9478 

sportswear, women’s. manufacturers show moderate 
increases in orders for spring 1994 season 2035 

sportswear. Seattle sportswear manufacturers 
reorganize, launch several new product lines 8282 

Spring Ford Knitting. private label activewear 
manufacturer posts 1994 sales of $75 million 5148 
— ll profits plummet 70 percent in third quarter 

Steel Sportswear Incorporated generates sales of 
more tham $40 million in the junior jeanswear 
market 6630 
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Sun Apparel. private label denim supplier plans to 
market men’s branded jeans through licensing 
agreements 4348 

Sun Sportswear’s business increases in 1993 under 
new CEO 4365 

sweatshops. New York State Apparel Industry Task 
Force inspects apparel manufacturers 5911 

swimwear. Apparel Ventures sustains growth with 
product diversity 1093 

T-shirts, three dimensional. United Kingdom company 
sees dramatic teeta over first eight years 2757 

T.L. Edwards. JCPenney contractor fully embraces 
internally directed electronic data mp 8276 

tailored apparel manufacturers in the United States 
struggle, look to two German plants for ideas 1894 

tailored men’s apparel manufacturers are coming out 
with better quality suits at higher prices 429 

Texas, California, midwestern and southeastern 
states try to attract new plant construction to their 
regions 9312 

The Gap to expand Old Navy by opening 50-100 
stores per year through end of the decade 8277 

The Gap to market cosmetics, expand Old Navy 
division by opening 50-100 stores 8278 

The Limited reports strong sales at its Structure and 
Abercrombie and Fitch men’s wear chains 355 

Third Street Sportswear. manufacturer of printed 
sportswear based in Ozark, Missouri 5149 

Threads 4 Life to phase out manufacturing, focus on 
design and marketing 1129 

Tiger Brand Knitting Company wins Apparel Industry 
lagazine’s 1993 Gold Star Award for synchronous 

manufacturing 1130 
Tighe Industries. mail order manufacturer of dance 
costumes successfully adopts modular 
manufacturing 8279 

Tricots St. Raphael, profile of New York City based 
men’s sweater a 74 

Tse Cashmere posts 1993 sales totaling $50 million, 
expands retail outlet distribution network 5150 

Tultex Corporation. employees vote to join the 
Soe Clothing and Textile Workers Union 

Tultex launches "Service/Quality" Total Quality 
Management program 6078 

Tultex losses $4.9 million in first 1994 quarter. sees 
increasing demand for second quarter 4349 

U.S. Shoe Corporation. 1994 first quarter net of 
$12.8 million, dramatic turnaround from 1993 
sales 4350 

Unit Synchro Production System developed by 
Clothing Technology Demonstration Center in Hong 
Kong (Conf. Paper) 9156 

United States fabric mills and men’s wear 
manufacturers. executives discuss their 
relationships with mills 1131 

United States. manufacturers from Asia participate in 
1994 COTTON USA manufacturers tour 8239 

Varteks-Tivar, men’s and women’s tailored apparel 
manufacturer based in Varazdin, Croatia 5907 

VC Sportswear. children’s wear manufacturer. 
products, styles, private label lines 1132 

Veit Finishmaster is first apparel finishing station 
with fully automatic loading and unloading 1951 

Venture Stores. despite 9.1 percent increase in 
sales, 1994 second quarter earnings decline 73.8 
percent 6631 

Versace plans to go public by end of 1995, push 
Jeans Couture line with 200 boutiques 2728 

Vestimenta targets sophisticated, high-end niche 
market in tailored apparel 1888 

VF Corporation forms joint venture to produce, 
market Lee branded jeans in China 8280 

VF Corporation to rely on its size, diversification, and 
new management strategy for future growth 7458 

VF Corporation’s internal market response system 
— because of slow product cycle time 

VF Corporation. company improves manufacturing 
ae tightens customer-supplier relations 

Waranco growing quickly under CEO Wachner 7442 
Warnaco pays $64 million for right to manufacture 

Calvin Klein underwear 1889 
Warnaco. apparel, sportswear marketed on Rupert 
Murdoch’s STAR (Satellite Television Asian Region) 
network 8579 

Weil profiled. company subcontracts with Eastern 
European companies, opens new factory in 
Hungary 3506 

Western wear sales evening out following three years 
of increases 4355 

William Baker. women’s and children’s wear 
manufacturer is fully committed to environmental 
concerns 5891 

William Sugden & Sons invests 500,000 pounds 
sterling in modernization program 5151 

Williams Carter, maker of children’s wear, installs a 
real time inventory control system 1890 

women’s wear manufacturers look at production 
planning and Quick Response to keep up with 
consumer buying patterns 1284 

Woolworth Corporation. Fredrick E. Henning, 
president and CEO, details international expansion 
program 1891 

worker motivation and training, not piece rates, are a 
key to productivity 6087 

World Company uses in-house publication to reach 
former employees in its prime market 3507 

World Company. profile of third largest apparel 
manufacturer in Japan 5152 

Yaohan will buy majority stake in Marumitsu, gain 
—— in apparel development and wholesaling 

APPLICATORS (see also other headings, such as 
COATING) 

Autofoam Mothproofing Unit from Datacolor 
International for mothproofing carpet 2677 

Bouligny compact staple fiber extrusion lines 
——- applicators 6279 

CarpeTech 1994 exhibition features equipment for 
carpet manufacturing. foam applicators for stain 
resist and antimicrobial chemicals 4925 

carpet wear simulation by new machine with torsion 
load applicators 8553 

Cobble Blackburn, Datacolor International supply 
finishing machinery to Ganso Nonwoven Carpet 
Factory 5022 

Datacolor’s Autofoam Mothproofing System carpet 
applicator for one 3461 

Farmer Norton’s VAS200 vacuum applicator and 
impregnation unit 6544 

hot melt applicator systems from ITW Dynatec 4953 
insectproofing wool carpets with Datacolor 

international’s Autofoam Advanced Carpet 
Applicator 34644 - ae 

Kuester’s Flexnip continuous liquor application ; 
system comprises applicator, steamer, and washing 
components 4241 8140 

machinery. Shirley Developments recently upgraded 
its laboratory coating machine 4299 



microwave processing of nonwovens. overview for 
heating, drying. design of applicator critical to 
microwave power conversion efficiency 6614 

Nuova Red Italiana with SAP applicators, introduces 
— line for manufacturing training pants 

parabolic applicators. Chemical Foam System by 
Gaston County; Curved Blade icator by West 
Point; Fluidyer slot applicator by Kuester 3462 

Quick-Change, an applicator for continuous carpet 
dyeing and printing ranges 5041 

resin finishing, cotton fabrics. wash and wear 
finishing with novel loop transfer applicator 5873 

thermoplastic adhesives like 3M’s Duo-Pak sey 
adhesives intended for use with Scotch-Weld EPX 
applicator 1785 

transfer printing. Dansk Transfertryk process 
includes applicator used with woven and knit 
fabrics 8159 

Arachne technology, see STITCH BONDED FABRICS. 

ARAMID FIBERS (see also other . such as 
HIGH MODULUS FIBERS, MAN HIGH 
TEMPERATURE FIBERS) 

Akzo assigned 56 percent antidumping duty by 
United States Department of Commerce 4716 

Akzo Faser Twaron aramid fabrics. properties and 
applications 6307 

aromatic polyamides from 3,4-bis (4-aminophenyl) 
2,5-diphenyithiophene and aromatic dicarboxylic 
acids 3130 

aromatic polyamides from 
3,4-bis(4-aminopheny!)-2,5-diphenyithiophene and 
aromatic dicarboxylic acids 2350 

aromatic ome synthesis and gas separation 
properties (Conf. Paper) 3131 

aromatic polyisophthalamides with nitrobenzoylamino 
pendent groups. synthesis and characterization 
(Conf. Paper) 318 

Du Pont’s high performance Nomex and Keviar 
fibers. new versions, applications 5563 
—— without dye carriers. metalation with 

methylsulfinyl anion improves dyeability 6539 
high performance manmade fibers. critical review of 

recent developments in synthesis, production 8779 
Hoechst wet extruded para-aramid fibers compared 
— precipitated aramid polymers 

Kermel developed by Rhone-Poulenc. Amoco 
improves polyamide/imide fiber for fire protective 
clothing 1624 

Kermel. third generation aramid developed by Amoco 
and Rhone-Poulenc has better mechanical 
properties 3972 

Keviar 49 (PET). effect of fiber treatments on 
structure, mechanical properties 1625 

Keviar 49 (polyphenylene terephthalamide). effect of 
fiber treatments on structure, mechanical 
properties 4784 

Keviar Aramid Fiber. history, physical and chemical 
properties, applications (Book) 2349 

mor ology. laser ablation of aramid fiber surfaces 
1627 2351 ee 

needie punched aramid fabric used to optimize 
properties of ballistic soft armor 7326 

Nomex Delta C, meta-aramid yarn blend for use in 
protective clothing from Du Pont 856 1688 

Nomex. thermal conductivity measured under variety 
of experimental conditions 1626 4785 
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p-aramid fiber based on N-methyl-pyrrolidine. 
Hoechst’s small scale production a 3132 
ra-aramids. literature review 707 
MTA fibers. thermal and mechanical properties 

comyaee. compared with Nomex fibers 3 
PMMTA films. thermal and viscoelasticity compared 
with Nomex films 3980 

polybenzobisoxazole. applications, analysis of tensile 
strength, elongation, compressive strength 5572 

polyether sulfone/aramid binary polymer blends. 
molecular weight dependence on compatibility 
3186 4836 

polyether sulfone/aramid binary polymer blends. 
molecular weight dependence on degree of. 
crystallinity 3187 4835 

polyparaphenylene terephthalamide. free radical 
formation in crosslinkable aromatic polyamides 
(Abstract) 7078 
poser ocesses and applications 6277 
echnora. dyeing behavior of several disperse dyes 
on Technora aramid fiber 6554 

Terion high tenacity copolyamide fibers. production 
processes, physical properties, applications 7076 

Terlon. p-aramid made in Former Soviet Union. 
properties, uses in industry 6261 

thermostability of Armos, Arimid-T, Togilen 7079 
Twaron (polyphenylene terephthalamide). effect of 
environmental exposure on structure, mechanical 
properties 4786 

Twaron (polyphenylene terephthalamide). effect of 
fiber treatments on structure, mechanical 
properties 4787 

Twaron fiber. Akzo Nobel announced expanded 
para-aramid production capacity 8710 

Twaron from Aramide Maatschappij VoF used as 
reinforcement in tires 3129 

Twaron para-aramid fibers production capacity of 
= Nobel increased by major plant expansion 

Twaron. Akzo Nobel expands capacity of Twaron 
para-aramid fiber plant in the Netherlands by 50 
percent 7022 

Twaron. International Trade Commission levies 56 
eeoennt al on imports of Akzo Nobel’s aramid 
iber 

ARTS AND ARCHEOLOGY 
ANAT’s Heritage embroidery workshop for 

Palestinian fabric arts 8283 
ancient Near Eastern textiles. identification of natural 
—_ by high performance liquid chromatography 

apparel in Christian ritual. development of clerical 
dress and decoration reveals Church history 4459 

apparel. bronze accessories worn by medieval Baltic 
and Finnish peoples (Abstract) 5279 

apparel. exhibition on 19th century dress etiquette at 
McCord Museum of Canadian History 5231 

archeological sites where ancient textiles have been 
found. database compendium (Abstract) 5496 

Bayeux Tapestry of Queen Mathilde. origins of the 
Middie Ages masterpiece are still debated 3672 

China. review of ancient textile art, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5492 

color in quilts by fiber artist Adriene Cruz. exploration 
of color, color interactions 9157 

costuming. Patricia Zipprodt’s costumes for 
Broadway production of My Fair Lady 4465 

design by fiber artists using photocopiers 8411 
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dye identification via high performance liquid 
chromatography. results can vary if tester 
untrained (Abstract) 5352 

dyeing with fold and clamp dyeing technique by fiber 
artist Karen Livingstone 2619 

dyeing, printing processes used in ancient, 
contemporary art 8155 

dyeing. history of Tyrian and other "royal" purple 
dyes (Abstract) 5078 

dyes in pre-Columbian textile objects identified via 
— liquid chromatography (Abstract) 

Edmund Harrison. Part One of two part biographical 
treatment of leading 17th century English 
embroiderer 9167 

Egypt. review of ancient textile objects, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5493 

Egypt. spinning scene illustration in Egyptian tomb 
yields probable meaning of the glyph "dar" 
(Abstract) 5494 

embroidery by fiber artist Doris Jackson. techniques 
in tapestry embroidery 9158 

embroidery, English blackwork. historical review, 
effect of color on popularity, reemergence as an art 
form 1204 

embroidery, Huichol Indian apparel. social status of 
family derives from complexity of ceremonial 
costumes 1205 
SS databases. indexing and database design 

fiber art. evaluation of topical flame retardants, 
eeeen methods, flammability characteristics 

fiber arts. Kathleen Holmes creates fabric 
constructions from cast off fabric pieces 5296 

fiber arts. Louise Allirich Gallery in San Francisco 
represents major artists 5294 

fiber arts. Shihoko Fukomoto, a Japanese fiber artist 
who uses indigo dyeing 5295 ~ 

freeze drying waterlogged and stained apparel from a 
135 year old shipwreck 4460 

German fabrics. traditional German patterns 
produced in 19th century German communailistic 
colony in Missouri 869 

identification of ancient textile mordants by X-ray 
analysis (Abstract) 5354 

identification of ancient textile objects by infrared 
reflection absorption spectroscopy (Abstract) 5333 

identification of ancient textile objects with Neolithic 
— in the Tyrol’s Oetze glacier (Abstract) 

identification of dyes via solution spectrophotometry. 
od study of Peruvian mummy bundles (Abstract) 

identification of fibers, dyes in ancient Iranian cloth 
(Abstract) 4988 

identification of fibers, dyes in ancient Peruvian 
textile objects (Abstract) 5498 

indigoid dyes in ancient Coptic and Peruvian textile 
objects (Abstract) 5080 

Israel. review of ancient textile objects, textile 
technology (Abstract) 4987 

Japan. historical review of the art of noh 4735 
jewelry knit or crocheted with metal wire by Danish 

fiber artist Annelise Kraus 2494 
Korea. review of ancient textile art, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5495 

le ~A of Lubeck linen weaver Heinrich Siemers 

linen. FIT museum exhibit features history of linen 
fabrics 983 

Lithuanian holiday dress. some embellishment 
a bay te ae a 
iz Kitching is fiber artist who specializes in design, 
production of rag rugs 1323 

medieval textiles unearthed in diggings around 
London (Abstract) 5499 
— is most influential contemporary quilter 

Navajo rugs. influence of Oriental rug design at turn 
of century 1325 

Oriental rugs from Turkey. Woven Legends in 
Philadelphia promotes weaving of rugs 1133 

pin weaving used by hand sewers to create novel 
fabrics for garments 911 

preservation of ancient textile objects. causes of 
textile deterioration (Abstract) 5500 

’ preservation of ancient textile objects. techniques for 
archeologists, conservators (Abstract) 5334 

quilting. block — with simplified shapes derived 
from nature 593 

quilting. story quilts are based on personal 
experiences. design and construction 5940 

restoration of 15th century textile objects at reliquary 
of Saint Petronella Church (Abstract) 5222 

restoration of ancient textile objects. case studies of 
cotton sari and silk banner (Abstract) 5224 

restoration of ancient textile objects. collections from 
700 A.D. on display in Japanese museums 

(Abstract) 5221 
restoration of ancient textile objects. differences in 
response of paper. textiles during suction 
(Abstract) 5223 

restoration of old textile objects. case study, black 
silk mourning dress from 1820s Imperial Germany 
(Abstract) 5501 

scrap quilting in spirals. instructions 1216 
sculptures, fabric. large fabric sculptures installed in 

office building in Seattle 2907 
Shaker knit rugs. overview, history, methods of 
production, museum collections 1326 

Spanish Lady design with illustrated charts and 
patterns provi , 

sprang, embroidery on Hessian show handkerchiefs 

Sulgrave Manor, George Washington's ancestral 
England home, houses many examples of fine 
antique embroidery 3553 

tapestry arts. international trends in the 1990s 5297 
tensile structures, fabric sculptures designed, 
manufactured by Gisela Stromeyer Architectural 
Design 2731 

weaving in the Kinnaur region of India. weaving 
— is, woven fabric designs as an art form 

Whalley Abbey vestments made from early Italian 
— velvets with.orphreys of English embroidery 

wool. fleece development and diversification in 
prehistoric Northern Europe (Abstract) 5502 

ASBESTOS 
air pollution, building demolition. evaluation of 
procedures to prevent downwind asbestos 
concentrations 2213 

carpets. efficiency of three dislodgeable residue 
— during the removal of asbestos 1981 

carpets. techniques for analysis by transmission 
electron migroscopy 2214 

extraction. filter bags from Freudenberg ideal for 
extracting dust containing asbestos 1327 



management. new legislation, documentation of 
policies, potential for exposure in industry 3810 

Manville trust will pay 10 percent on asbestos 
victim’s claims under new sed plan 6954 

replacing asbestos with less hazardous materials. 
critical properties in replacement fibers 3973 

SEM, EDX used to identify asbestos fibers in solid 
insulating materials 372 oe. 

standards. OSHA to reduce permissible exposure 
limit, issue new workplace safety regulations 7696 

, see DRAWING, DRAWING MACHINERY, 
UNIFORMITY. 

AUTOMATION (see also under headings of specific 
processes) ; 

apparel assembly. ITV solutions for transport and 
positioning of items for sewing 5931 

apparel manufacture. Brandtex develops automatic 
modular assembly cell for zipper fly making, setting 
8330 

apparel manufacture. current state of the art of 
robotics in Japan 194 

apparel manuf ing. CAD systems exhibited at 
993 Bobbin Show indicate trend toward 
—— 1194 hae 

apparel sizing scanner being developed by 
extile/Clothing Technology Corp 8483 

apparel. ornamental lace ribbons cut on automated 
center cutting machine 1212 

automating work processes. use of flow charts in the 
decision making process 6865 

Barmag exhibits individually automated machines, 
— machines for fully automated production 

carpet industry. ay amas for process 
s control in carpet mil 

carpet looms, tufting machinery. profiles of 
equipment from leading textile machinery 
manufacturers 8904 

circular knitting machines. automation of knitting-on 
operation 8940 

circular knitting machines. system design and 
components 8941 

color management systems moving toward 
computerized and automated integration of 
components 1803 

crimping, stretching machines from Barmag. 
automation improves efficiency 6377 

D’Alma automatic and semiautomatic systems for 
a— and management of dyeing machinery 

dyeing and drying range. process automation with 
bar codes and scanning laser reader 8178 

dyeing and finishing. Sate Company automates 
production at Rifinizione Alan 7348 

dyeing machines for yarn packages offer automated 
materials transport and batch size flexibility 4298 

dyeing machines. Scholl invests heavily in automated 
machine production 1046 

Ekro embroiders women’s outerwear on machines 
from Zangs/ZSK, Taijima, and Pfaff 1206 

Electro-Jet’s TAC, TAB systems for automatically 
conveying roving bobbins between speed frame, 
ring spinning frame 8834 

fabric handling. development of modified Clupicker, a 
device for picking up single plies of fabric 8410 

fabric inspection system for use on pattern pieces in 
apparel manufacture prior to assembly 2128 

hosiery machines. Takatori introduces automation for 
hosiery machines 3311 
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HW making-up machines with semiautomatic 
measuring and winding 1213 

knitting machines. Uniplet small diameter circular 
knitting machines 922 

loom speed control systems. design criteria and 
preconditions for automation 1713 

looms. predictions, analysis of electronic functions 
on future looms 8915 

looms. Sohler’s novel rage system bypasses 
obstructions caused by auxiliary equipment for 
automation 3304 

looms. technical developments of shuttleless looms 
improve production and reduce maintenance by 
increasing automation 162 

machinery links individual components to overall 
system 3149 

manmade fiber production. products from Barmag 
that use, integrate automation 6278 

marker generation. research aims to optimize through 
= algorithms to increase fabric utilization 

materials handling systems. review of current 
systems from ABB Robotics, Allen Bradley, 
Geotronics 9352 

melt filter cycling with Kreyenborg automatic cycling 
system 3981 

ply separation, Clupicker. enhancements for optimum 
performance, improvements, new oyna 358 

printing. overview of automation used by Zimmer 
Machinery America 8156 

production control. Murao & Company’s systems © 
enhance compatibility between textile machines 
and control software 6869 

Rieter CUBican package handling and transport. 
RSB851 drawing frame, automatic guide vehicle, 
R1 rotor spinning machine 2415 

Rieter’s Hi.Per.Spin ring spinning lines provide 
- ~omaeaa for Europe to compete more effectively 

robotic hand developed by Japanese research team 
shows promise for picking and placing uses 3554 

robotization. Biella and Tessina have several fully 
automated processes 2640 

robots. artificial muscles on robot capable of 
contraction, extension 2102 

sewing systems. state of current research and 
development 3555 

sewing. BRITE studies develop systems which 
increase productivity 3556 

sewing. market dynamics in Japan do not favor 
automated systems development 6632 

shirt collar manufacturing. automation of —- 
systems to improve high speed path tracking 3552 

Snake Shuttle system links roving machines and 
spinning machines 844 

Snake/Shuttle automatic management system for 
roving frames. representative layout for 21,000 
spindles 4868 

sofa and chair manufacturers automate cutting and 
pattern making to reduce fabric waste 9141 

sorting. automated, computerized sorting system for 
Mission Industries industrial laundry 1989 

spinning mills in Switzerland automate based on 
objective of reducing labor costs 7167 

spinning mills. cost analysis of a fully automated 
Japanese mill 4856 

structural reaction injection molding viable for volume 
—_ through automation of preform fabrication 

Texcare International Exhibition. survey of 270 
automated laundering systems 9205 
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textile industry. materials handling systems from 
Gualchierani 5633 
— mills. automation of yarn storage facilities 

winding yarn packages. Schalfhorst’s Autoconer 
System 238 is flexible modular system 2438 

workflow analysis. identifying repetetive tasks for 
automation 5385 

yarn pallet transportation to packout line and 
automated packing at Queen Carpets carpet yarn 
production facility 8803 

Zimmer printing machines automate production 
monitoring and control 9070 

zipper tape making and setting. new semiautomatic 
machine from Brandtex Service of Denmark 7508 

AUTOMOTIVE FABRICS 
adhesives, powder. laminated automotive trim 

applications 1784 
air bag. nylon and polyester coated materials. cost 
considerations 2536 

air bags, three basic designs examined, annual 
— market is worth over 7.5 billion pounds 

air bags. compression of air bag fabric reduces air 
permeability and improves flexibility and 
mechanical properties 8063 

air bags. evolution of coated fabrics for automotive 
air bags 6749 

air bags. overview of manufacturing technologies, 
— es coating 1850 

air bags. StayGard nylon 6 filament from AlliedSignal 
has equal or superior performance to nylon 66 
fibers 2380 

air bags. Sulzer Rueti rapier and projectile looms for 
weaving automotive air bags. test results 4108 

air filters for interiors from Freudenberg. MicronAir 
filters remove particles from air 975 

awnings. Carter Shades, major producer of awnings 
for recreational vehicles, company profile 450 

Brazil. production of nonwovens for automotive 
sector qo" 5785 

carpeting. Dilo’s DI-LOUR double structuring needle 
looms for production of automobile carpeting 7284 

composites. overview of research at Ford Motor 
Company’s Materials Science Department (Conf. 
Paper) 8073 

cushions. new method for fabricating resilient 
—- cushions from NHK Spring Company 

Du Pont’s Typar Contour range of spun bonded, 100 
percent polypropylene carpet backings for 
automotive interiors 4176 

dune buggy designed, assembled by students at 
NCSU using composites to enter in national 
competition 2875 
_—_ fabrics for interiors. style trends 1030 
Ebyl Krems APL circular knitting machines for 
automotive applications 7263 
— from interior fabrics. overview of problem 

fabric handling equipment. OGM Turners introduces 
a TT4 Tie Turner, Type AB1 Airbag Turner 

finishing processes, types of fibers and fabrics 1010 
Ford invests $50 million in new factory in Poland to 
produce automotive seat covers 864 

fuel filter oa. recent developments and 
future trends 25 

full width temples available from G. Hunziker for air 
bag manufacturing 8030 

Ganso Nonwoven Carpet Factory buys finishing 
equipment from Cobbie Blackburn, Datacolor 
International 5022 

Guilford Europe Limited produces warp knit fabrics 
for automotive interiors 8854 

near, current status with emphasis on seat covers 

hot melt systems have advantages for interior textile 
installation 2532 

industrial fabrics used in automobiles for air bags, tire 
casings 204 

interior fabrics. proceedings of the Textile World 
Conference. present and future trends 2538 

interior trim. patent for the production of an | 
automotive interior trim with heat resistance 3329 

Japan. use of needle punched fabrics in automotive 
interiors 1772 

KSA reports increased sales of soft goods in 1994. 
apparel fabrics may be hurt by imports 1173 

Latin America. needle punched nonwovens market. 
growth expected due to increased automobile 
manufacture 631 

Libeltex (Belgium) reports excellent sales of needle 
punched automotive fabrics despite European 
recession 4917 

light, heatfastness. addition of stabilizing agents 
during dyeing to improve light, heatfastness 8157 

lightfastness. disperse dyes on polyester automotive 
fabrics. accelerated lightfastness testing 1373 

manufacturing trends. priorities of automobile 
manufacturers influence production of automotive 
fabrics 4893 

Mayer & Cie’s MCPE circular knitting machine with 
electronic se for automotive and industrial 
fabrics 16 

Montefibre polyester fabrics for prototype Alfa 
— 33 Cabrio made of recyclable materials 

noise, vibration control in automobiles achieved with 
nonwoven, molded panels 8118 ; 

nonwoven composite laminate gives elasticity, 
recyclability to automotive headliners 4997 

nonwovens found in a variety of applications. 
Sackner Products active in industry 7577 

nylon tire cord. influence of twist on strength and 
durability 7197 

nylon, polyester yarns used in various automotive 
parts. overview of properties, production 35 

overview of fabrics in exported United States 
automobiles and trucks 8068 

overview. types of fibers, uses, trends, types of 
— emissions problems, recycling problems 

plush fabrics. possibilities of Mayer MCPE circular 
knitting machine 5738 

polyester. usage, fiber and fabric engineering to 
improve properties (Book) 5006 

readthrough problem in painted automotive parts 
made of sheet molding compound solved with new 
materials system 180 

recycling automotive textile components by 
oe 

Safariland has become a $30 million company. 
— nose masks, dashboard and tire covers 

seat belt yarns. coarse filament 7982 
seat belts, polyester. recycling into new seat belts. 
processes, problems 464 : 

seat belts. new low friction strap for automobile seat 
belts from Johann & Josef Berger 451 



AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT (see also other he 

sewing machinery. Matsuka Company introduces 
MS-FAM automatic machine for automobile floor 
mats 8385 

sewing machinery. Sanwa Industrial introduces 
Model EF423AL over edge seamer for automobile 
floor mats 8387 

spacer fabrics. construction, properties, and 
applications 208 

StayGard nylon 6 by AlliedSignal for air bags 
provides advantages over nylon 66 7985 

textile trim for : ed car interiors. industry 
overview 4479 

thermoplastic olefin skins age polyvinyl chloride 
skins in automotive interiors 1761 

trends in upholstery, floor covering, and other interior 
fabrics. importance of aesthetics 2876 

as - eae trend toward subcontracting orders 

upholstery == _ production using CAD and image 
papers 

VDI Congress in Dusseldorf. review of presentations 
by textile, automotive design specialists 7291 

velour fabrics for automobile interiors produced by 
ot machines with pile sinker mechanism 931 

velours used in interiors. excellent comfort, 
appearance at low cost 3334 

warp knit fabrics account for 50 percent of the 
automotive upholstery fabric market 8069 

warp knit, stitch bonded fabrics for use in interior 
fabrics 3335 

Wieland designs, services, and sews upholstery. 
product diversification fuels expansion 5153 

Auxiliaries, see DYES AND DYEING ASSISTANTS, 
TEXTILE CHEMICALS. 

, such 
as COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING, DRIVES, 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT, ENERGY, HEATING AND AIR 
CONDITIONING, MILL BUILDINGS, POWER 
CONSUMPTION, TEXTILE TESTING) 

Apex Textiles, leading import agency based in the 
United Kingdom. profile 2979 

apparel manufacture. Emery Machine Corporation's 
DF-150, DF-151 adjustable dress forms 8326 

apparel manufacture. Helios Messtechnik introduces 
G automatic waist size measuring unit for 

trousers, skirts 8323 
apparel, value added. computer control systems 
make high quality embroidery cost effective 1207 

apparel. auxiliary manufacturing equipment from 
utermann, Finn-Cut, IMA, Lyte Optronics, 

Miniroller 6650 ; 
awis used by garment industry samplemakers to 
— fabric passing into, under presser foot 

belts. endless toothed belts for — yarn feeders 
on circular knitting machines 2508 

cam shedding motion for high speed looms from 
Fimtextile. specifications for ME 12/113 unit 6433 

carding machinery. optical online device for 
measuring areal fiber density 5628 

carpet manufacturing. review of dryers and ovens 
manufactured for the carpet industry 7429 
— ball bearings. advantages and disadvantages 

circular knitting machinery. Automatic lro-pulley 
Adjuster facilitates altering stitch density 6456 
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circular knitting machinery. lint removal device from 
Precision Fukuhara Works 923 

cleaning machinery, looms. overhead cleaners 
accommodate dust and fly created by high speed 
looms 6878 : 

coating fabrics. Montforts introduces coating unit for 
its Montex tenter frame 1847 

color measurement. new systems from Datacolor 
international, HunterLab, Macbeth 6833 

Columbian Steel Tank Company’s water, wastewater 
tanks catalog, specifier’s guide (Trade lit.) 6109 

controllers. nonlinear multivariable controller during 
— of a laboratory scale mixing tank 

cots and aprons produced by Precitex Rubber 
Industries. product development and product 
characteristics 2431 

cutting machinery, IMB 1993. profile of automatic 
cutting systems, related auxiliary equipment 5195 

cutting machinery. A. Celli’s Slitto slitting/rewinding 
= — multiple independent counterknives 

diesel engine power sources, liquid microclimate 
cooling — in military protective chemical 
clothing 9410 

directories. 1993 Buyer’s Guide 304 
directories. Process Controls Buyer’s Guide 230 
drawtexturing. LD32 air jet device from FAG 
— reduces abrasion, noise, vibration 

dyeing machinery. DPA 91 metering and dosage 
device prepares dyestuffs, thickening agents, 
printing pastes 4262 
Sar new auxiliary equipment from 
VanWyk 8160 

ejector thermocompressors conserve energy by 
recycling waste steam into steam for heating 2967 

embroidery machinery. computer aided digitizi 
equipment facilitates faster turnaround times 5197 

embroidery machinery. Pentacut yarn cutting device 
for multihead embroidery machines 7505 

embroidery machinery. Tajima Industries upgrades its 
FM Note laptop computer interface 8338 

Emery Machinery Corporation’s catalog of 
equipment, supplies for sewing (Trade lit.) 5974 

Fleissner unveils high tech flow through drums at 
Achema 1994 exhibition 6875 

French felling seaming machinery. auxiliary 
attachment prevents carpal tunnel syndrome 7711 

frequency inverters. profile of Vectron Elektronik’s 
VC-400 three phase 55 kilowatt AC inverter 7687 

Griffith Textile Machines’ electronically controlled 
patterning device for axminster looms 8903 

Hergeth Hollingsworth Masterchute MC/W 6.130 
tufter feeder 6351 

hosiery boarding machines. examination of recent 
patent applications by Cortese 6658 

hypochlorite generation systems. on-site testing of 
nonmembrane salt based chlorinators 6877 

ironing machinery, IMB 1993. equipment from Brisay, 
Hoffman, Sussman, and Veit 5970 

Jakob Mueller’s electronic jacquards, CAD, ultrasonic 
ae machines for narrow fabric manufacture 

knitting machinery, India. SITRA proposals for 
upgrading quality of domestically produced 
machines 6453 

knitting machinery. developments in quality and 
productivity 921 
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Kropf, Manfred. inventor provides low cost sewing 
machine aids that increase productivity 3570 

laser engravers, screen printing. Zedco Screen PC 
engraves rotary screens from computer generated 
designs 1830 

Lee Engineering manufactures lifts, stackers, 
elevating tables, work positioners, scissor lifts 
(Trade Lit.) 1435 

looms. Sohler’s novel cleaning system bypasses 
obstructions caused by auxiliary equipment for 
automation 3304 

looms. survey of selected developments in looms 
and auxiliary weaving equipment 7246 

loop steamer, + dyeing and printing. Vario-Tex 
from Babcock Textilmaschinen promotes dye 
fixation 1826 

Maier-Unitas develops blind stitch sewing machine 
with auxiliary feed for sewing seams at fabric edge 
(Trade lit.) 5977 

Max Spaleck. history of German manufacturer of 
auxiliary machines for weaving, weaving 
components 9310 

Memminger’s model MPF-K positive ~ feeder has 
new vibration brake on inlet side 6876 

mixing devices. contribution of mixing performance 
to industrial screw performance 7098 

monitoring systems, pad dyeing. Pleva’s AF310 
= measures and controls dye application 

Murata’s Bal-Con yarn balloon restricting device 
solves several winding problems 8897 

Murata’s Sky Rav intelligent monorail system. 
specifications 6883 

nonwoven fabric manufacture. Combi slitting, 
rewinding system imparts uniformity to finished 
fabric reels 4960 

palletizing. Neuenhauser’s plastic Pack’n’back 
separators for palletizing yarn packages 6424 

Pfaff’s floating foot for sewing machines avoids 
fabric pucker during difficult operations 1225 

Picanol demonstrated auxiliary equipment for air jet, 
rapier looms at OTEMAS 156 

printing machinery. Babcock Textilmaschinen’s 
Vario-Tex festoon steamer fixes prints on woven, 
knit fabrics 2661 

printing machinery. Klieverik squeegee machine 
— rotary screen printing pastes from fabric 

printing paste delivery systems. EcoColor Supply 
— from Zimmer for rotary screen printers 

printing. Arioli introduces Minivapo model G compact 
—_ ager for reactive printing on viscose, cotton 
1 

ring spinning machines, auxiliary equipment from 
an’ Pujol, BMS-Gebr Bahmer Maschinenbau 

rotary die cutting cylinders, machine components 
from RR Rotary A/S in Denmark 1436 

Scalewatcher Electronic Scale Eliminator for 
industrial applications (Trade Lit.) 9382 

seaming machines. novel puller from Pfaff can be 
— easily on Cl.481/483 and 489 machines 

sewing machinery attachments for small lot 
production 374 

sewing machinery, IMB 1993. developmental trends, 
detailed profiles of company offerings 3569 

sewing machinery. Hashima Company introduces 
Model HN-25 Handy Needle Detector 8377 

sewing machinery. Shiba Corporation introduces 
Model SD-1200 magnetic needle detector 8389 

sewing machinery. Sodeyama Company introduces 
automatic needle exchange driver 8391 

sewing machinery. Towa Industrial Company’s BC 
Bobbin Case Tension Gauge monitors thread 
tension — waxtiasie 

sewing machinery. Tsieh Li Machinery Company 
— Model TLB-920 sewing basket series 

sewing machinery. Union Special Japan introduces 
R-34700RKGZ thread tail shortening device 8405 

sewing thread. Ohya Sewing Machine Company 
introduces its Cermet OYS-K1 scissors for thread 
trimmi 3 

sewing, Clupicker from Jet Sew. Cornell University 
engineers use Clupicker to evaluate fabric 5200 
— Clupicker, Clemson Apparel Research | 

Facility. device separates, picks up plies during 
sewing 1964 

sewing. Clupicker, Clemson Apparel Research | 
Facility. redesign reduces number of parts 1963 

silk cocoon drying machinery. system for continuous 
measuring of temperature distribution 4777 

sinkers. Kern-Liebers minimizes = friction 
problem with new sinker design 893 

spectrum analysis. smerny a with high speed 
analog to digital converter 535 

spinning machinery. Heberlein’s HFP 11 electronic 
— regulator for open end spinning machines 

spinning machinery. Truetzschler’s BRE 1 electronic 
— device for high speed spinning machines 

Staeubli’s shedding machines for use in manufacture 
of high weight fabrics 3302 

steamers, festoon. Babcock Textilmaschinen’s 
Vario-Tex festoon steamer fixes prints on woven, 
knit fabrics 4293 

steaming. Eaton-Williams’ Cubit produces wet, dry, 
or superheated steam in under four minutes 6885 

steaming. oxygen measuring probe for textile — 
steaming units from Planotex 2694 4324 

straight bar knitting machinery. Kennedy Wagstaff’s 
linking units at the Leicester Textile Machinery 
show 6461 

Studio Steamer from Roaches Engineering. auxiliary 
unit for screen printing machines 7405 : 

Superba’s Turbine Drilling Machine, Space Dyeing 
Machine linked by Design Software 4267 

tagging guns. Bano’k upgrades its Taggy apparel 
tagging gun 8363 

twisting machinery. auxiliary equipment from 
Volkmann. Direct-Link, Volcolift, Volcotrans, 
Volcolink 7171 ! 

vent devices in fabric dust collectors control risk of 
explosion 2968 

washing machinery. Fleissner upgrades auxiliary 
conveyor dwelling bath for open width washing 
machinery 4295 

water heating, waste heat recovery technology 
manufactured by Ludell (Trade Lit.) 9370 ? 

wax rollers for spinning, winding machinery. review 
of Reseda Binder company 7668 

weaving. automated overhead loom cleaner from 
Sohler Airtex features bypass unit for suction and 
blow hoses 4110 : 

weaving. Bonas’ SSJ electronic jacquard, Series 400 
controller 4929 
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weaving. Quick Style Cha devices from 
Genki attach onto Sulzer Rueti’s G6200 and 
P7200 4109 : 

winding machinery, auxiliary equipment. 
Le ster system measures yarn lengths with 
99.5 percent accuracy 896 ; 

winding machinery. Erhardt + Leimer’s pneumatic 
— power unit for web guiding systems 
5 

winding machinery. Ludwig-Apparatebau’s Ludwig 
System bilateral clamping shaft for winding 
machines 5712 

yarn package shims. Pack ‘n’ Back facilitates 
combi stacking of tapered and cylindrical yarn 
packages 7669 

Bactericides, see ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS. 

BAGASSE 
biomass treatment includes ery Saapese 7396 
microbiological degradation. effect of irradiation on 
enzymatic digestion 777 

Tokai Pulp introduced first bagasse derived product, 
promising alternative source of pulp 3277 

BAGS (see also other . such as FABRIC 
PRODUCTS, HOME FURNISHINGS) 

air bags. evolution of coated fabrics for automotive 
air bags 6749 

Akzo. sales decreased by 14 percent because of 
continued recession in vy 7 low denier nylon 
yarn for air bags increased 5511 

fastest growing industrial fabric market for 1994 
includes air bags 1700 

fertilizer bag shreds contaminates wool during bale 

_pressing ; 
filter bags from dismay ideal for extracting dust 
containing asbestos 132 

full width temples available from G. Hunziker for air 
bag manufacturing 8030 

major applications for industrial textiles, including 
transportation air bags, have potential for growth 
in market sector 8108 

new industrial fabrics used more frequently in utility 
bags 8772 

nylon and polyester fabrics coated with 
organopolysiloxane products like air bags 2688 

polyvinyl alcohol film, water soluble. bag eliminates 
— of hazardous dyes and pigments 237 

STMS50 machine used for manufacturing yarns used 
in air bags 3149 

a > ed to ensure degradation of garbage bags 

StayGard nylon 6 by Allied Signal for air bags 
ovides advantages over nylon 66 7985 
irl-Pak sampling bags from NASCO. catalog for 

1994-1995 product line (Trade Lit.) 6750 

BALING 
Beavertown Weaving reduces landfill requirements 
by using equipment for baling catchcord waste and 
crushing yarn tubes 7222 

Carpet recycling. ideal recycling program combines 
pure recycling and waste recovery in six step 
process including baling and pelletizing of face 
fiber 3011 

Fleissner manmade fiber production program 
displayed at the 1994 Achema exhibition in 
Frankfurt, Germany including baling presses 3925 
5409 
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Fleissner recent facility expansion for production of 
dryers and automatic baling systems for fiber and 
tow 9378 9379 

machinery, Marzoli. review of new baling, opening, 
and carding equipment 1661 

materials oe systems from Gualchierani for 
baling wool 5633 

vertical integration has eliminated expenses for baling 
plastic sorted off the MRF line 9404 
“= measures to reduce wool contamination levels 

BALLOONS 
false twist in wrap spinning significantly affects yarn 
appearance, mechanical properties 1683 

Fiomax machines feature independent ring bank, 
balloon ring, and traverse guide movements 4046 

high speed winding, unwinding during ring spinning 
creates enveloping surface known as a balloon 
6367 8835 

instabilities and yarn balloon gperany during ring 
spinning (Conf. Paper) 635 

Murata displays a variety of machines including 
improved balloon control for manufacturing spun 
fiber yarns at 1993 OTEMAS 3246 

Murata’s Bal-Con yarn balloon restricting device 
solves several winding problems 8897 

ring spinning machine geometry and quality of yarns 
— on high speed ring spinning machines 

Te Strake’s ABS-TE weft accumulator ensures 
excellent ballooning with small diameter winder 
drum, separation of coils on drum and 
antiballooning device 6441 

triaxial fabrics for manufacturing base fabrics for 
coatings, molding and composite materials 3298 

Tritec Twister, balloonless twisting machine 7979 
Tritec Twister’s closed guiding cylinders shield open 

yarn balloons from air resistance 4055 
Volkmann VT-05/-05-C two-for-one twisting 
machines has shorter balloon limiters for reduced 
yarn contamination 4056 

Bandages, see HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES. 

BAST FIBERS (see also other headings, such as 
DEGUMMING, FLAX, HEMP, J . LEAF FIBERS, 
KENAF, RAMIE) 

Irish linen industry. overview. operations of Irish 
Linen Guild 7849 

kenaf. Agro Fibers develops separation technology 
for kenaf grass that is 98 percent efficient 3955 

mesta. hysteresis improved by treatment with fungal 
enzymes 5629 

steam explosion treatment of under-retted hemp 
bundles (Abstract) 2421 

BATTINGS (see also other headings, such as NEEDLED 
FABRICS, NONWOVEN FABRICS, SANITARY 
NAPKINS AND TAMPONS) 

apparel wadding. Toyobo’s Breath-Thermo keeps 
— dry and warm during strenuous exercise 

Comfortel. Du Pont develops first cluster based 
fiberfill for seat cushions, home furnishings 8964 

cotton mattresses. repeated laundering and beating 
improve compressive resilience 920 

crosslapped battings. Asselin develops process that 
creates fiber oriented felts without drafting 8965 

polyester fiber. Trevira Spirafil from Hoechst features 
spiral crimp, very tight curl, and hollow void cross 
section 54 787 
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Beaming, see WARPING. 

BEAMS (see also other headings, such as LOOMS, 
WARPING MACHINERY) 

BEN-Direct beaming machine with BEN-Vac dust 
ae system removes dust released by yarns 

Benninger Zell manufactures ZA beam creel for 
Ben-Procom sizing machines 4926 

Benninger-Zell offers ZA beam creel for fixed widths 
and brake diameter, ZB for adjustable widths and 
diameters 5703 

Benvac’s dust extraction systems improve system 
speed and performance in direct beaming 
installations 146 

dust. Benninger’s Ben-Vac dust extraction system 
fits on Ben-Direct direct beaming machine 4095 

POY yarns. reduction in a consumption with 
new spinning beam design from Rieter 810 

Somet’s Quick Style Change system for 
unloading and loading of loom beams 3287 

warp beams. System Schultheis installs largest 
—— warp beam storage system in world 

warp preparation with Karl Mayer beamers, creels, 
and sectional warping machines 151 

Bedding. see BATTINGS, BLANKETS, HOME 

U such as 
BOOKS, ANNUAL REVIEWS AND DIRECTORIES, 
and under specific subjects) 

acid dyeing of polyamide fabrics and films. influence 
of nonionic auxiliaries 1036 

acid dyeing. lipid bilayers including cholesterol as 
vehicles for acid dyeing of wool 251 

acid hydrolysis, enzymatic hydrolysis. effect on slack 
—— and tension mercerized cotton yarns 

acrylic polymers, polymethylmethacrylate. amplitude 
dependent dynamic mechanical behavior 8756 

acrylic polymers. casein graft polyacrylonitrile 
synthesis from casein, potassium peroxydisulfate, 
and acrylonitrile 31 

adhesive geotextile binders, bituminous. properties of 
various coal tar pitch/polymer compositions 5812 

adhesives. polyurethane one component and two 
component adhesives. structure and applications in 
textile industry 6523 

aldehydes in residences. concentrations, exposures, 
sources for indoor, outdoor pollution 1511 

anthraquinone dyeing, polyester. absorption 
spectroscopy, hydrogen bonding between dyes 
and fibers 8168 

anthropometric apparel sizing systems. annotated 
bibliography, recent research 7535 

apparel expenditures by female headed household 
versus two parent households 1286 

apparel fabrics. factors critical to heat, water vapor 
transport measurements 2130 

apparel imports, demand in the United States 6186 . 
apparel imports. attitudes toward apparel based on 
country of origin among New Zealand and United 
States women 1254 

apparel manufacture. productivity related to sewing 
system, production volume, style change 5930 

apparel — orientation among female 
consumers 1287 

41 

apparel. how people initially judge others based on 
apparel 1255 

apparel. Whalley Abbey vestments made from early 
Italian figured velvets with orphreys of English 
embroidery 9218 

azo dyes. hydroxyl radical mediated degradation 
leads to generation of benzene in some cases 5853 

bicomponent fibers. polyester/polyamide 
bicomponent fibers. physical and mechanical 
properties 7902 

biosurfactants. definition, environmental safety 
chemical structure, ical biosurfactants 1795 

Bleachers Association Limited to Whitecroft pic. 
history of bleaching company between 
1900-1980s 231 

Bombyx mori silkworms. localization and spread of 
densonucleosis virus in the larval midgut 2330 

bronchial hyperreactivity, hyperresponsiveness. 
causes (Conf. Paper) 6911 

BTCA, DMDHEU treatments of cotton dyed with 
ry reactant fixable, reactive dyes, effects of 

burning behavior of textiles quantified by Limiting 
Oxygen Index 4556 

carbon fiber reinforced composites. transcrystalline 
growth in semicrystalline composites 8051 

card waste extraction. effects on ring, open end, air 
jet spun’ cotton yarn 7156 

Carother’s contribution to polymer science while at 
Du Pont (Book) 4833 

cellulase hydrolysis of cotton. factors influenci 
hydrolysis. applications of enzyme hydrolysis 5874 

ceramic matrix composites and reinforcing whiskers, 
platelets, fibers 1739 

chemical nee analysis in textile industry. 
overview 455 

pens of amino acids. group contribution 
me s for predicting solubility 5448 

chromatographic analysis of dyes with liquid 
chromatography, thin layer chromatography, 
capillary electrophoresis 1360 

color measurement overview covers functions, 
variables, color order systems 510 

color measurement. Shademaster system assesses 
ability of CMC formula to measure small visual 
color differences 2927 3743 

colorfastness. gray scale and a ClElab L-C color scale 
for colorimetric assessments of staining 507 

composites, fiber reinforced. Handbook of Polymer 
Cemposites for Engineers 7299 

composites, thermoplastic 
polycarbonate/acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene. 
effect of rubber content 2543 3340 

consumer attitudes, apparel. relationship between 
equity, attribution, reactance, and gift 
giving/receiving 6998 

consumer attitudes, apparel. United States 
consumers with disabilities, survey of purchasing 
practices 2863 

consumer attitudes, women’s apparel. marketing 
profiles in terms of psychographic, demographic 
factors 2169 ; 

continuous stirred tank reactors. altering conversion 
and selectivity behavior of nonlinear kinetic 
reactions 544 1424 : 

cooperative relaxation modes, polymer transitions. 
= stimulated current study (Conf. Paper) 



copolymers, nylon 6/pol ne-co-acrylic acid. 
morphological, rheological, and mechanical 
properties 41 759 : ; 

cotton dust. airway response of guinea pigs to 
cotton dust on a chronic basis (Conf. Paper) 7737 

cotton dust. condensed tannins and amines in cotton 
Se setee to reduce endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. depletion of guinea pig peripheral 
ras after cotton dust inhalation (Conf. 

per 
cotton dust. effect of vitamin C on P cory pig 
pulmonary re yo cotton dust inhalation 
(Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. epidemiological evidence of anticancer 
properties of endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7742 

cotton dust. identification of gram negative bacteria 
on cotton fiber from two field locations (Conf. 
Paper) 7729 

cotton dust. variation in plant acids, sugars on 
— lint during the harvest season (Conf. Paper) 

cotton growing. biotechnology used in solving 
problems (Book) 2322 

cotton jersey, fleece. effects of preparation, dyeing, 
drying, mechanical 7 on shrinkage, other 
physical properties 7319 

cotton yarns. open end carded, combed pima, 
upland, California cotton a spinning limits at 
varying rotor speeds 7 

sap mp of cotton febrice premercerized with 
ee of alkalies and crosslinked with 

DMOH 
cycle time aenpantiont cycle time reduction 

strategies and implementation (Book) 9318 
designing with geotextiles. applications, design 
—. important fabric properties (Book) 

diaper = in landfills. possible source of enteric 
viruses 7793 

direct dyes in trichromatic dye mixture. uptake of 
direct : by cotton 8164 

disperse dyeing of polyester. effects of auxiliaries on 
—- of dyes assessed by color coordinates 

disperse dyes. effects of dye concentration, ratio on 
dye exhaustion in dyeing polyester 7391 

drying. theoretical and practical aspects of fabric 
drying 1084 

dyeing auxiliaries. properties of surfactants and 
dispersing agents 1032 

dyeing of crosslinked cellulose from low 
formaldehyde and nonformaldehyde finishing 
systems 5049 5837 

dyeing processes. chemical reactions and properties 
of dyes on wool fibers 6559 

dyeing wool treated with chlorine. influence on 
dyeing behavior 252 

dyeing yarn packages. effects of varying 
package-to-package density on shade 
aw. levelness of package dyed yarn 

dyeing, cotton yarns. effect of sodium hydroxide 
cae and mercerization on dyeing behavior 

dyes diffusing into keratin fibers studied 
microscopically 7376 

dyes used for nonlinear applications in 
optoelectronics 5855 
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effluent treatment, sorption. uptake of phenol, 
toluene, chlorobenzine, and benzoic acid from 
liquid effluent by polymeric resins 1509 

effluent waste treatment, pyridine oxidation. effect in 
supercritical water using high pressure oxygen 619 

electron radiation effects on five epoxy composites 
reinforced with glass, carbon, and aramid fiber 956 

embroidery, Edmund Harrison. Part One of two part 
iographical treatment of leading 17th century 

ish embroiderer 9167 
ethylene terephthalate copolymers. degradability 758 
«= ene-propylene heterophasic copolymer films. 

ect of ultraviolet irradiation on structure 8972 
oupuaine of yarn. variance length curve analysis 
used to determine impact of medium-term yarn 
variations on fabric appearance 7201 

fabric testing for color defects. survey of visual 
evaluations 9286 

fashion history, Spain. review of Andalusian maja 
dress, other female costumes as symbols 
representing Spain 7001 

fashion, women’s wear. photo ——_ examination of 
African American women in Georgia, 1890-1914 
period 2052 

fiber cross sectional shape analysis by image 
processing 2122 

field flow fractionation determines particle size and 
particle distribution in pigments 8562 

filters, nitrogen be pressure swing adsorbents. 
influence of adsorbent properties and operating 
conditions 600 

filters, polystyrenic pressure swing adsorbents. 
potential for flue gas desulfurization 601 

fire safety. computer based expert system shells 
evaluate fire safety in industrial plants 9399 

fish oils. industrial applications as alternatives to 
mineral oils 1019 

flammability. operations research software models, 
susceptibility of buildings to fire 7612 

flow porosity, paper. analysis of flow porosity in 
fibrous media 8121 

fluorescent dyes. structures, properties, and 
applications 1058 

fragrance chemicals. factors that influence 
substantivity during laundering, drying 2609 

gas phase toxic organic air pollutants. modeling 
concentrations. direct emissions, atmospheric 
formation 1457 

hairiness distribution of 85 types of yarns determined 
by Zweigle G 565 instrument 122 

heat transfer through nonwoven fabrics predicted by 
theoretical model 3371 

high performance manmade fibers. critical review of 
recent developments in synthesis, production 8779 

history. identification of fibers, dyes in ancient 
Iranian cloth (Abstract) 4988 

Horrock, Crewdson and Company Limited. 
accounting records between 1887 and 1905 show 
successful business 8 

HVI data. calibration data collection and analysis by 
— Incorporated’s CALNet network (Book) 

hydroxypropyl cellulose, n-hexanoyloxypropyl 
cellulose. ultrasonic determination of phase 
behavior 5564 

indexing a database containing images of fiber art. 
database design 7840 

indexing electronic text and images. theory and 
practice (Book) 7841 
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India. effect of trading blocs, GATT on textile 
industry 5481 

indian textile industry. structure, performance, and 
trade 7807 

indigo. preindustrial history of indigo spans many 
cultures, techniques (Book) 265 

indoor air quality (IAQ). EPA ranks poor IAQ as one 
of the four major health risks facing the general 
public 2212 

industrial fabrics. fabrication processes, 1993 market 
conditions in Europe, North America, and the Far 
East 984 

inorganic ion exchangers, effluent treatment. solid 
phase hydration, effect on alkali metal ion 
selectivity 3018 3850 4688 

Lancashire spinning industry, 1945-1960. 
ae with ring spindles as survival strategy 

leather. United States leather industry suffers 
production decline 1303 

liquid molding, polymer based composites. resin 
—— structural reaction injection (Conf. Paper) 

manufacturing performance in textile processing. use 
of finite capacity —_——a. simulation techniques 
to improve performance 7666 

methoxybenzylidine butylaniline, phase behavior and 
ordering of dissolved chain molecules 624 

methoxybenzylidinebutylaniline, phase behavior and 
ordering of dissolved chain molecules 1515 

MFA phaseout. econometric model of world textile 
— used to examine effects of MFA phaseout 

migration of dye in cellulosic fabrics during 
intermediate drying in pad-dry-fixation. critical 
factors 5048 

needie punched aramid fabric used to optimize 
properties of ballistic soft armor 732 
— _——— improving colorfastness to ozone 

olefin polymer gels in organic solvents. crystalline 
size, structure of ethylene/propylene random 
copolymers 52 

olefin polymers. thermal properties of syndiotactic 
polypropylene 8783 

oleosins are small, amphipathic proteins that form 
——- on storage oil bodies in seeds, pollen 

organic compounds. evaluating hazard in aquatic 
environment 5418 

organic contaminants in soil treated by iron catalyzed 
oxidation of hydrogen peroxide (Conf. Paper) 6900 

organic dyes. history of development of color 
science, chemistry summarizes early theories 5075 

overfeed shrinkage of woven and knit fabrics during 
tentering, drying, and heat setting 308 

paper properties. effects of forming fabric structure 
on paper properties 8060 

para-aramids. literature review 7077 
particulates reaction engineering. ultrafast, aerosol, 
— reactions, ceramic powder production 

pattern grading, apparel manufacture. perceptual 
differences between two different automated 
methods 6831 

pigments. fluorescence quenching of chlorophyll 
derivatives by oxygen in acetone, methanol, 
ethanol 8188 

43 

pilling of knit fabrics. effects of fiber denier, tenacity, 
blending on pilling of fabrics knit with ring, open 
end, air jet yarns 7332 

pinch technique for design of efficient heat 
Sw networks and production processes 

plastic waste recycled by feedstock recycling 1489 
plastics. polyetherimide modified high performance 
epoxy resin 5607 

Piatt Brothers and Company Limited. rise and fall of 
or Kingdom textile machinery manufacturer 

poly-3,3,3-trifluoro-1,2-epoxypropane. monomer 
reactivity, structure after polymerization 7941 

polychromatic dyeing. quantitative multicomponent 
Spee analysis optimizes dyebath recipes 

polyester fiber drawing and thermal aftertreatments. 
— on oligomer structure and properties 

polyester films. enzymatic hydrolysis of aliphatic 
polyester films by microbial lipases 790 

polyester microdenier, conventional staple fibers. 
effects of blending on quality, aesthetics of open 
end, air jet yarns 7/164 

polyester open end yarn quality. effects of fiber 
denier, sliver bulk, combing roll setting on yarn 

ality 7166 
polyester. overview of history, current status of 
polyester sector 4817 

polyester. plasma treated polyester fabrics have 
improved water repellency, surface dyeability 1073 

polyesters. synthesis, adability of polyesters 
with cyclic ether moieties in their main chains 791 

polyetherurethane copolymer networks. analysis of 
ionic conductivity 8769 

polymaleimides containing perfluoroalkyl groups. bulk 
polymerization with anionic, radical initiators 5608 

polymer gels. simultaneous swelling and stress 
— behavior of uniaxially stretched polymer 
els 

polymer thermodynamics. perturbed hard sphere 
chain equation of state for normal fluids and 
polymers 5455 

polymeric membranes. manufacturing processes and 
applications 2401 

polymeric surfactants as detergents. solution 
ew. viscosity enhancement, gel synthesis 

polymerization. cold plasma initiated polymerization, 
—— monomers in the presence of solvent 

polymers, methylene bisacrylamide. kinetics studied 
by peroxidiphosphate and thioacetamide 66 

polymers, methylenebisacrylamide. kinetics studied 
by peroxidiphosphate and thioacetamide 796 

polymers, phthalocyanine. synthesis and / 
characterization of fused metal phthalocyanine 
polymers 67 : 

polymers, polystyrene. depolarized photon correlation 
Se. shear stress relaxation modulus 

polymers, polyvinyl chloride plastisols. method for 
determining dispersion stability of 5611 : 

polymers, poly[3,3’-(4-fluorobenzoyl)biphenyl] with 
= bisphenols. synthesis, characterization 



lymers. polyethylene oxide/polymethyl 
"methacrylate. blend compatibility with porous silica 

5 
Bk recombination addition reactions. chemical 
modification of fiber oe 804 

polymethyimethacrylate bi with phenoxy. 
influence of blending method, tacticity on 
miscibility 8755 e. 

polymethyimethacrylate polymers. miscibility in 
stereoregular bi with chlorinated 
polyeth s, PVCs 7901 Pe gig 

polypropylene fabrics. surface modification by 
acrylonitrile cold plasma 1644 

polypropylene le punched fabric. effects of fiber 
length, fiber denier, needle punch density, needle 
penetration 7327 

polypropylene needle punched fabrics. effects of 
variables in pigment —s on carding 
performance, fabric quality 7328 

polypropylene. overview of production, properties, 
history of development 50 

powder technology. historical, economic importance 
relative to chemical engineering 462 

prewetting/predrying changes properties and 
finishing characteristics of cotton and viscose 
fabrics 1798 

production control. HIDEN computer aided design 
— for highly controllable exchanger networks 

pyridinium derivatives used to coat nonwoven filter 
for water purification 1461 

quality information system as a component of 
computer integrated manufacturing 8605 
= activities influence women’s 

u rstanding of the quilting tradition 1215 
ramie. microstructural changes during mercerization, 
X-ray single peak analysis 807 2 

reaction mechanism of reactive dyes with silk 8170 
reactive dye associations and dye/surfactant 

interactions. effect on dye uptake by cellulosic 
fabrics 4251 

reactive dyeing of silk fabrics. dyeing compounds, 
oe _— dyeing behavior, dyeing processes 

reactive printing. thickening agent crosslinking with 
dye leads to fabric stiffness 8190 

screw extruders. critical parameters for proper 
operation 7100 

seam resistance. influence of fabric, seam type, and 
sewing thread count 1217 

semiflexible liquid crystalline polymers with aromatic 
triad mesogens. synthesis, characterization 7945 

sexual harassment. influence of provocative apparel 
on attitudes toward victims 5234 

silicone softeners. effects on fabric hand evaluated 
objectively 1836 

silk dyeing, sodium silicate pad-batch technique. 
analysis of reaction mechanisms. Part One 1812 

silk fiber swelling, analysis via small angle X-ray 
scattering 6254 

silk industry, Italy. historical analysis of the Scotis of 
1 a 19th century Tuscan silk manufacturer 

silk industry, Italy. review of historical studies on 
development of sericulture in Italy 8739 

size film consistency. effects of lubrication on size 
film consistency evaluated with dynamic tensile 
test 7226 

sodium-5-sulfoisophthalic acid, esters added to 
improve properties of manmade fibers 3985 
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solids. storage, transfer, collection of bulk solid 
materials in industrial processes 4629 

stress-strain behavior and breaking processes of ring 
and rotor spun yarns. statistical model 494 

sulfites as initiators of acrylic monomer 
polymerization reactions in water solutions 806 

tannin mediated arachidonic acid release in alveolar 
macrophages. role of calcium (Conf. Paper) 6931 

tannin, glucan stimulation. comparison of 
endogenous, exogenous fatty acid release (Conf. 
Paper) 6932 

tensile strength, polyester and nylon 6. relationship 
between tensile modulus and morphological 
structure 788 

tensile strength, polyester and nylon 6. relationship 
— tensile modulus, morphological structure 

textile printing. influence of production control, 
materials handling techniques on effluent 
generation 6127 

thermal bonded cellulosic blends. critical factors 
affecting properties 8960 

thermal insulation properties of apparel. terminology, 
measurement, mechanisms, technical 
developments 2823 

thermal stabilizers applied on surface of aliphatic 
polyamide fibers 7115 

thermoplastic waste processing for the production of 
nonwoven fabrics 2529 

thermotropic homopolyesters with nonamethylene. 
— units. dynamic, transient flow behavior 

thiophene, thiazole bases dyes. history of 
—. molecular structure, dye properties 

viscose tire cord. influence of filament properties on 
production of tire cord 2448 

warp yarns. control variables in chilled wet-wiping 
that affect physical properties, weaving 
performance of sized warp yarns 7229 

waste treatment, effluent. adsorption of metals by 
sr copolymer resins containing mercapto 
groups 5432 6142 

waste treatment, effluent. adsorption of organic 
chlorine compounds by activated carbon 6143 

wastewater treatment. state of the art technologies 
— _— for wastewater treatment (Book) 

water pollution. production integrated measures 
reduce emissions at German dyeing and printing 
plants 7708 

water repellent finishing of cotton and polyester 
fabrics with zirconium compounds 4311 

wetting, dynamic. dynamic wetting of nylon 66 with 
surfactants 1642 

women’s apparel fashions. differences between 
consumer attitudes of slender and fat women, 
statistical analysis 6720 

wool degradation. antimicrobial agents or biocides for 
use in the wool industry (Conf. Paper) 3459 

wool dyeing. microscopic investigation of the 
diffusion of dyes in keratin fibers 1043 

wool fiber diameter of fleece midside sample 
measurements compared with characteristics of 
tops 2428 

wool fiber diameter. factors affecting comparisons 
between air flow, projected image methods 7593 

wool finishing, bleaching techniques. chemical 
agents and their effect on wool properties 296 
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wool industry, Croatia. field investigations of sheep 
cae wool stocks in the Cres-Losinj island group 

zero emissions sulfur recovery. thermal catalysis of 
hydrogen sulfide flue gas in the presence of carbon 
dioxide 1458 1459 

BICOMPONENT FIBERS 
Akzo Nobel plans to add melt blowing facilities to its 
spun bonded fabrics manufacturing operations 
which employ bicomponent filaments 5693 

antistatic. Du Pont P-140, electrostatically 
conductive carbon core surrounded by nylon 
sheathing 45 

Belima X ultrafine microfiber and Belima T produced 
by dividing polyester/nylon bicomponent filament 
into 17 parts 8780 

bicomponent fibers used as thermal bonding fibers 
for nonwoven fabrics 1 

bicomponent polyethylene extrusion with Emfil 
filament extrusion system 2374 

Danaklion, European nonwovens industry's leading 
polyolefins supplier, purchases Faserwerk Bottrop, 
bicomponent fibers producer 3929 5515 

DuPont’s Lycra 3D incorporates bicomponent nylon 
fibers for better fit 8734 

floor covering comprised of a backing sheet, latex, 
lamination, bicomponent fiber fabric 3680 

functional finishes. polyester bicomponent yarns 
treated with titanium ceramics block UV, visible 
and infrared radiation 7341 

Hanes Hosiery develops pantyhose made from 
bicomponent nylon and a 40 denier spandex 4073 

Heimtextil 1994. Akzo, Hoechst, Josef Otten, and 
Montefibre exhibit fiber based fabrics on 
bicomponent polyester yarns 4499 

Hoechst Celanese developing spun bonded 
nonwoven fabric composed of heterofil or 
bicomponent filaments 9004 

Interfloor exhibition. Wellman featured Wellbond, a 
bicomponent thermal bonding fiber 7468 

Luxilia (Asahi Chemical). synthetic leather made from 
woven polyester sandwiched between microfiber 
webs 1771 

microfibers. modifications necessary to weaving 
technology, machines including extrusion of 
bicomponent fibers 6439 

Owens-Corning bicomponent glass fibers.to be used 
in insulation 7913 

PET microfibers. production by extrusion of 
bicomponent fibers 5597 

polyester/polyamide bicomponent fibers. physical 
and mechanical properties 7902 

saturation value of monocomponent, bicomponent 
fibers 5833 

spinning processes. advantages and disadvantages 
of conventional and compact processes for 
polypropylene and polyester 6291 

Binders, see ADHESIVES, CARPET BACKINGS AND 
BACKCOATINGS, FLOCKING, LAMINATED FABRIC 
MANUFACTURE, NONWOVEN FABRIC 
MANUFACTURE. 

BLANKETS (see also other headings, such as 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, HOME 
FURNISHINGS) 

AFRSI and TABI compared in 170 decibel 
aeroacoustic environment 2088 

American Indian blankets from Boucher Boys & The 
indian. styles. company profile 1328 

45 

down filled comforters. drycleaning precautions and 
challenges 3577 

glass fabrics, Teflon coated. Space Station Freedom 
ow covers, NASA/USRA orbital exposure test 

throws. expanding market moves into textured 
fabrics made with alternate yarns 2877 

BLEACHING (see also other , such as 
DISCOLORATION, OPTICAL HTENING) 

amide compound aftertreatment improves chlorine 
fastness of cellulose fibers dyed with reactive or 
direct dyes 8154 

Bleachers Association Limited to Whitecroft plc. 
history of bleaching company between 
1900-1980s 231 

cold pad batch bleaching of cotton and 
cotton/polyester fabrics 6540 

cotton fabric. bleaching with sodium chiorite/sodium 
thiosulfate system 8150 

cotton fabrics. single stage process derived using 
sodium chlorite and sodium thiosulfate 7360 

cotton knit fabrics. review of preparatory boiling, 
peroxide/peracetic acid bleaching techniques 8151 

cotton mercerizing and bleaching processes. 
technology review 5824 

damage to cotton/polyester union fabric during wet 
processing. causes and prevention 2584 
— peracids may replace chlorine agents 

hosiery. hydrogen peroxide based scour/bleach 
process with preparation bath reuse 6893 

hosiery. hydrogen peroxide scouring/bleaching 
process with reuse of bath 9037 

jute fabric. single, two stage processes compared for 
bleaching, dyeing 3445 

jute. alkali treatment of jute fibers. effects on 
bleaching properties 5822 

jute. bleaching, basic —- three process 
sequences evaluated 816 

jute. reducing and oxidizing agents. commonly used 
bleaching processes 1799 

peroxide bleaching of jute and jute blends 6535 
peroxide neutralization with catalase enzymes from 
Novo Nordisc 8147 

photostabilty improvements of jute by modifying 
dyeing and bleaching processes 3395 

rust catalyzed bleaching a laundering. 
recommended solutions 752 

silk. bleaching processes used in India 2618 
silk. degumming, bleaching in single stage using 
— peroxide in the presence of urea 236 

silk. degumming, bleaching, and dyeing processes. 
recommendations 2595 : 

silk. one stage degumming and bleaching using 
peroxide in the presence of urea 1026 

source reduction of pollution in batch bleaching of 
hosiery, continuous bleaching of cotton 695 : 

wool fibers and fabrics. effects of hydrogen peroxide 
treatment tested using Fourier Transform Raman 
spectroscopy 6152 . 

wool, wool/cotton blends, cotton fabrics. bleaching 
efficiency, photostability 5823 : 

wool. activated hydrogen peroxide bleaching 9038 
wool. stabilizers for a peroxide treatment 
tested and compared 9039 : : 

worsted fabrics. optimizing process conditions during 
sequential oxidative, reductive bleaching 6547 

zeolite treatment of alkaline peroxide solutions in the 
presence of heavy metal ions 9040 



46 

BLEACHING AGENTS (see also other . such as 
OPTICAL BRIGHTENING AGENTS) 

aftertreatment of mixed weave fabric improves 

Pe - chlorin eis: lead llowi ning. chlorine bleaching may lead to yellowing 
of cellulose fibers or ide Geman 5956 

exhibition titled Detergents: Global Perspectives 
includes manufacturers of surfactants, enzymes, 
bleaches 1018 

hydrogen peroxide. organic stabilizing agents used to 
prevent decomposition 9036 

hydrogen pero . Sandoz’s Bactosol AP Liquid 
biocatalyst removes hydrogen peroxide from cotton 
prior to dyeing 5825 

hypochlorite and peroxide bleaching. potential 
effects on garment pow Ran 

jute fabrics. peroxide and chlorite ose? effects 
on tensile strength and photostability 1024 

paper. mills investing in pollution control equipment, 
—- chlorine free bleaching processes 

perborates. commonly used solid perborates as 
hydrogen peroxide bleaching agents 1025 

reductive bleaching of wool with Blankit IN reducing 
agent together with sodium lauryisulfate 8148 
ium hypochlorite preparation by chemical reaction 

involving potassium permanganate and by 
electrolysis 4693 

sodium h hlorite, hydrogen peroxide minimize 
——— owing of jute fabric 1800 

sodium hypochlorite. effect of substituents during 
oxidation of naphthol dyes 9065 

Stockhausen’s Solopol BLS is a less expensive, 
—— alternative to hypochlorite products 

wool finishing, bleaching techniques. chemical 
agents and their effect on wool properties 296 

BLEACHING MACHINERY (see also other headings, 
such as DYEING MACHINERY, FINISHING 
MACHINERY) 

Benninger’s Ben-Bleach continuous, modular 
etreatment line steams, washes, desizes, 
aches, scours 4240 

Benninger’s Ben-Bleach ra 
desizing machine and the 
impregnating unit 9041 

inger’s Ben-Bleach System combines desizing, 
scouring, bleaching 5033 
— Galaxy II continuous bleaching system 

e with the Ben-injecta 
n-impacta 

Brugman’s Bleach O Matic monitoring and control 
system 4234 

Kuster’s Flexnip bleaching. trial results processing 
high quality and low quality cotton and cotton 
biend fabric 7355 

Menzel Optimax bleaching process 9043 
Menzel’s Optimax replaces traditional scouring and 
peroxide stages with a single stages process 235 

process water reuse in a single stage bleaching and 
rinsing line 735 

Scholl's Bleachstar permits combined bleaching, 
dyeing on conventional piece, yarn dyeing 
machines 5032 

Scholl's Bleachstar system notable for its high 
efficiency in reuse of chemicals, water 4207 

tunnel washing technology used to bleach athletic 
socks 8149 

wrinkle resistant dress shirts offered by most major 
chain store retailers 5258 
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BLEND TESTING (see also other he , such as 
FIBER TESTING, TEXTILE TESTING 

acrylic blends. experiment studies conventional ring 
wo by acrylic blended yarns to develop woven 
fabrics 

crystallization of P(PBZT), P(BPBZT), and their blend 
rom dilute solution 5602 

BLENDING (see also other he , such as BLEND 
TESTING, BLENDS, DRAWING, OPENING) 

fiber segregation of polyester and viscose fibers 
during yarn formation processes 5623 
——— microdenier, conventional staple fibers. 
effects of blending on quality, aesthetics of open 
end, air jet yarns 7164 

BLENDING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as OPENING MACHINERY, PICKING MACHINERY) 

disk opener system a viable alternative to carded 
willow and picker 2429 

microfibers. new blending nozzles for use — 
spinning and texturing. Slide Jet FT15 with P101 
or P102 insert 2422 

papermaking felt production. characteristics and 
requirements for blending machines 8830 

Rieter’s UNiblend cotton blending machine and 
MiCROclean B 60 cleaning machine 3240 

Temafa’s blending plant for batch blending of 
recycled components for nonwoven fabric 
manufacture 2524 

BLENDS (see also other headings, such as BLEND 
TESTING, BLENDING, and under headings of 
specific processes) : i : 

acrylic blends. experiment studies conventional ring 
spinning of acrylic blended yarns to develop woven 
fabrics 

bleaching cotton/polyester fabrics. cold pad batch 
— of cotton and cotton/polyester fabrics 

bleaching with hydrogen peroxide. effect of varying 
= on photoyellowing, phototendering 

Carrington Viyella’s lightweight polyester/combed 
cotton fabric for medical apparel 201 

coating with polymers. effects on vapor phase 
transfer printing 7430 

color measurement. Kubelka-Munk equation explains 
—. of blends prepared from precolored fibers 

cotton. SITRA proposes measure for describing 
uniformity of cotton blends 8753 

cotton/polyester. Booster CMW plus Natrium CRA 
— agent on cotton, 67/33 blend fabrics 

cotton/wool fabrics. physical properties related to 
fiber content, care, and yarn direction 6476 

cyanoresin, cyanoresin/cellulose triacetate blends for 
thin film, dielectric capacitors 3358 

durable press treatments of intimate blend fabrics. 
properties before, after durable press treatments 
34 

dyeing and finishing polyester/cotton fabrics. the 
commercial approach 1013 

fabric manufacturers using more blends to control 
prices as natural fiber prices rise 8966 

Farmer Norton VAS200 vacuum impregnation system 
for single stage preparation of cotton and cotton 
blends 4238 
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fire resistance software predicts fire resistance of 
fabric blends based on composition 4189 

hydroxypropyl cellulose, blends with other polymers. 
ry of salts on aqueous solutions (Abstract) 

. aos techniques to improve fabric properties 

jute/viscose yarn blends. rotor spinning, yarn 
properties, and fabric properties 3259 

Lycra. stretchable fiber a breakthrough for hosiery, 
swimwear, diapers, and home furnishings. 
historical review 1322 

microfiber, spinning. Murata’s 802H MJS spinning 
system for spinning polyester and polyester/cotton 
microfibers 4048 

morphology of blends of low molecular welts liquid 
crystal, semicrystalline polycaprolactone 8790 

Nomex Delta C, meta-aramid yarn blend for use in 
protective clothing from Du Pont 856 1688 

nylon 6/polystyrene-co-acrylic acid. morphological, 
a and mechanical properties 41 759 

nylon/polyester microfibers. development, extrusion 
methods, and fiber treatments 7120 

open end rotor spinning of acrylic and cotton blends. 
optimal parameters at high speeds 7177 

Parkland invests in new production equipment for 
Trevira/wool 7207 

pesticides. transfer from cotton and cotton/polyester 
apparel fabrics to human skin tested using crocking 
test method 3348 

polycaprolactone/polyethylene yarns. effects of 
oo ratio and melt viscosity on biodegradability 

polycarbonate/polyester blend with improved 
processing and physical properties 3174 

polyester and blend yarns. controlling unevenness, 
neps, and faults 2435 

polyester blends. modulus characteristics and elastic 
recovery properties of spun yarns 2446 

polyester. history of development, advantages, fiber 
distribution, blending, types of blends (Book) 4867 

polyester/acrylic blends using polyester polymers 
based on cycloaliphatic diacids for improved 
compatibility 3177 

polyester/cotton and polyester/viscose warp yarns. 
effective sizing methods 889 

polyester/cotton blend fabrics treated with antimony, 
bromine flame retardant compounds 1845 

polyester/cotton yarn. properties of graft starches as 
warp sizing materials 8832 

polyester/viscose blend fabrics. thermogram 
—= for treated and untreated material 

polyester/viscose blends. factors affecting long thin, 
thick places 7970 

polyester/viscose rotor spun yarns. effect of draw-off 
nozzle type on yarn properties 3248 

polyester/viscose yarns. antistatic treatments 
improve quality of yarns 1687 

polyester/viscose yarns. effects of fiber denier, twist 
factor, and yarn composition on properties 116 

polyester/wool and polyester/cellulosic fabrics. 
oo problems in dyeing and suitable remedies 

polyester/wool fabrics. effects of wool content on 
fabric properties 9292 

polyether sulfone/aramid binary polymer blends. 
molecular weight dependence on compatibility 
3186 4836 

BOBBINS (see also other he: 

polyether sulfone/aramid binary polymer blends. 
molecular op dependence on degree of 
crystallinity 3187 4835 

gp ec ay mmetge me pe liquid crystal 
copolyester blends. effect of PEEK oligomers on 
properties 3978 4793 

polyetheretherketone/thermotropic liquid crystal 
copolymers. effect of PEEK oligomers on 
mechanical properties 3141 

polyethylene 2,6-naphthalate/polybutylene 
2,6-naphthalate blends. thermal properties 7931 

polymethyimethacrylate/phenoxy. influence of 
blending method, tacticity on miscibility 8755 

polyphenylene oxide with polyethylene terephthalate, 
polystyrene. analysis of blend compatibility 8797 

polypropylene, nylon 6. creep characteristics, 
blending ratio 7081 

polypropylene, nylon 6. dye affinity, crystallization 
behavior 708 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
impact strength, morphology 8969 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
morphology 8968 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
thermal expansion behavior 8970 

polypropylene/nylon yarns. effect of heat setting 
temperature on yarn properties 5652 

polyvinyl chloride blends containing acrylic * a. 
copolymers. sorption phase behavior 556: 

polyvinyl chloride/polyethylene methyl methacrylate. 
thermally stimulated current miscibility study 73 

polyvinyl chloride/polyethylenemethy! methacrylate. 
thermally stimulated current miscibility study 802 

pressing polyester/cotton blends. damage caused by 
heat, mechanical pressure 1245 

sizing and warping. influence of relative humidity on 
polyester/cotton yarns 7227 

strength properties of cotton blend yarns. 
— of Sinitsin, Peirce mensuration methods 

thermotropic liquid crystalline 
copolyesters/polyethylene terephthalate. 
mechanical properties, viscosity 8786 

torsional characteristics of fibrous strands 
determined for polyester/cotton blends 2126 

wool/cotton plied yarns. effect of wool fiber 
—. blend ratio on bending properties of yarns 

yarns. variations in cross section of ring, rotor, and 
air jet yarns influence yarn properties 1693 

, such as MARKING, 
WEFT MECHANISMS, WINDING MACHINERY, 
YARN PACKAGES) 

Electro-Jet’s TAC, TAB systems for automatically 
conveying roving bobbins between speed frame, 
ring spinning frame 8834 

flanged. finite element analysis investigation of stress 
distribution in yarn packages 6414 

rewinding. Schlafhorst’s Autoconer 238 type Y with 
Y-magazine for rewinding large bobbins and 
packages 8899 

Towa Industrial Company’s BC Bobbin Case Tension 
Gauge monitors thread tension during sewing 8396 

Bobtex process, see SPINNING. 

Bonded fabrics, see COMPOSITES, FELT, LAMINATED 
FABRICS, NEEDLED FABRICS, NONWOVEN 
FABRICS, STITCHBONDED FABRICS. 



BOOKS (see also other 

BONDING (see also other potas. such as 
APPLICATORS, LAMINA FABRICS, 
NONWOVEN FABRIC MANUFACTURE, SEAMING) 

adhesive melt blowing process from J and M 
— uses air to spin hot melt adhesives 

Albany International Research and Development 
roup. overview 6787 

enbues’ to carbon fibers via nucleophilic bondi 
improve adhesion of composites (Abstract) 235 

engraving rolls for nonwovens bonding manufactured 
by Casaretto, Wetzel, and Reprodec 417 

highloft nonwovens. effect of bondi rien on 
tensile, compression properties 900 

machinery. LaceMaster from Sonobond Ultrasonics 
for nonwoven fabric produces decorative lacing 
and trim 1197 

machinery. Rotosonic 100 thermally welds 
nonwoven fabric at production speeds of up to 40 
meters per minute 1196 

melt adhesive fibers. description, 
properties, use in melt bonding fabric substrate 34 

Neuenhauser’s bonding and finishing fixation 
machines for technical fabrics 4208 

nonwoven fabrics. various procedures described and 
identified 3369 

nonwoven interlining. influence of front bonding 
parameters on color changes, tenacity, resistance 
during drycleaning 389 

nonwovens and composites. mechanical bonding 
techniques 

pressure sensitive vinyl, handling bo for adding 
letters to awnings and banners 359 

rolls, engraved. thermal and ultrasonic bonding and 
embossing. IR Engraving company profile 4955 

sewing threads. Coats Viyella combination sewing 
threads are bonded internally 2443 

Spontex opens facility with i. thermal bonded 
lines in United Kingdom 8 

Stork’s beltbonder powder + AR technique for 
cen of partially bonded nonwoven fabrics 

‘oduction, 

thermal bonding nonwovens. Eduard Kuesters’ 
Swimming Roll or S-Roll 934 

thermal bonding of nonwovens on calenders. 
deformation properties of nonwoven fabrics during 
manufacture 2531 

thermal bonding wet processed nonwovens. Mohr 
and Caidik hot air installation. predicting process 
parameters 4964 

thermal point — os patvorepytone staple webs. 
parametric study o 3 

plastic nonwovens bonding with 
Wacker-Chemie’s MP vinyl chioride/vinyl acetate 
copolymer 935 

ultrasonic bonding method from San-M Packagi 
— more reliable barrier than sewn appare 

ultrasonic bonding, nonwoven fabrics. recent 
advances in power supply technology improve 
quality 8056 

ultrasonic seaming of medical textiles. Norvell 
fecweees SeamMaster units from Sonobond 

asonics 9179 
welding ny, oF continuous, for thermoplast 
coated textiles 8214 

, such as ANNUAL 
REVIEWS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, DIRECTORIES) 

AATCC Symposium: Garment. Wet Processing 
re 7344 

American Chemical Society, 208th National Meeting. 
Book of Abstracts (Part 1) 6965 
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American Chemical Sok, = National Meeting. 
Book of Abstracts (Part 2) 6 

An Introduction to the eau computer based 
statistical analysis and inference 3030 

Biotechnology of Cotton 2322 
Book of Abstracts from the 207th National Meeting 
A ty American Chemical Society. Volume One 

Book of Abstracts from the 207th National Meeting 
A = American Chemical Society. Volume Two 

aes in Indexing Electronic Text and Images 

— Oxidation -- Technologies for the Nineties 

Co lium of Conformity Assessment Documents. 
ISO and IEC Standards 2964 

Cotton Dust -- Proceedings of the 18th Cotton Dust 
Conference 6913 

Cotton Dust: Proceedings of the 12th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference 7726 

Cycle Time Management. The Fast Track to 
Time-Based Productivity Improvement 9318 

Deming Vision -- Statistical Process Control and Total 
Quality Management for Administrators 2944 

Designing with Geosynthetics 8990 
Deutscher Farber-Kalender 1994 6524 
Effect of Operating Speed on the Performance of the 
Comb 8826 

Fiber-Tex 1991: Fifth Conference on Advanced 
Engineering oo and Textile Structures for 
on 

Fiber-Tex 1992: Sixth Conference on Advanced 
Engineering Fibers and Textile Structures for 
Composites 8070 

Handbook of Polymer Composites for Engineers 7305 
How to Achieve Zero Defect Marketing 459 
Identification of Textile Materials. 7th Ed. 7589 
INDA Standard Test Methods Manual 4574 
Indigo Textiles - Technique and History 2654 
= and Trade Summary -- Nonwoven Fabrics 

Inorganic Biochemistry: An Introduction 7799 
= Nonwovens Directory [1994-1995] 

Investment Strategies and the Plant Location 
= investment decisions of foreign 

rations 2940 
ISO Questions and Answers + Quality Control 
Manual 6843 

Kevlar Aramid Fiber. history, physical and chemical 
properties, applications 2349 

Made in the United States of America: The Story of 
How Textiles are Crafted with Pride in the United 
States of America 7812 

Management 2000: The Practical Guide to World 
Class Competition 7629 
—_ for the Future -- The 1990s and Beyond 

wy and Analysis of Manufacturing Systems 

Modern Management -- aon A Quality, Ethics, 
and the Global Environment. Edition 4597 

New Horizons for Jute 2296 
New Methods to Test Stickiness in Cotton 6806 
NFPA [National Fire Protection Association] 701 Fire 

Tests for Flame-Resistant Textiles and Films 1989 
Edition 9285 

Polyester -- 50 Years of Achievement 4753 4757 
4759 4760 4761 4762 4763 4796 4799 4800 
4806 4809 4810 4812 4813 4814 4815 4816 
4817 4818 4819 4821 4822 4823 4824 4825 
4826 4827 4828 4829 4830 4831 4833 4867 
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4871 4879 4880 4882 4884 4885 4886 4887 
4888 4889 4890 4940 4952 4958 4963 4971 
4991 4998 5002 5004 5005 5006 5007 5008 
5016 5051 5082 5091 5278 5284 5293 5309 
5315 5321 5322 5325 5326 5366 5379 5380 
5381 5425 5427 

Polymers at Interfaces 7127 
Preservatives in the Food, Pharmaceutical, and 
Environmental Industries 3463 

Proceedings for the International Conference on 
Expert Systems and the Leading Edge in Production 
Planning Control 7654 
oe Fifth Symposium on Solving Tufted 

Textile Problems (A Practical Approach) 7247 
Proceedings of the ACS Division of Polymeric 
Materials Science and Engineering 1994 Spring 
Meeting 3182 

Proceedings of the Cotton Incorporated Sixth Annual 
Engineered Fiber Selection Research Forum 6792 

Progress in Inorganic Chemistry. [Volume 41] 7797 
Quality Maintenance -- Zero Defects Through 
Equipment Management. case study of Total 
Productive Maintenance 2942 

Raw Silk 2339 
i Design and Sustainable Development 

Regulatory Management -- A Guide to Conductin 
nvironmental Affairs and Minimizing Liability 2991 

Service/Quality Solution -- Using Service 
Management to Gain a Competitive Edge 3754 

Solid on Solid Processing of Textiles 4217 
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and 
Wastewater, 18th Edition 3003 
a of the Cost of Production of Raw Cotton 

Sustainable Environmental Economics and 
Management. basic principles of sustainable 
development 2992 
— Membranes and Membrane Separation 

Synthetic Organic Chemicals: United States 
Production and Sales, 1992. 76th Ed. 7800 

Textile Science. text for beginning textile students 
with some knowledge of chemistry, physics 3084 

Vision, Values, and Courage: Leadership for Quality 
Management 7630 

Visual Factory -- Building Participation Through 
Shared Information 2941 ; 

Waste Reduction for Pollution Prevention. ways to 
—— overhead costs, meet regulatory compliance 

Wool in Indian Textiles 2313 
World’s Cottons -- A Summary of Cotton Fiber and 
Processing Test Results 6240 

Boron fibers, see INORGANIC FIBERS. 

AND 
composite. unidirectional material made using 
continuous fiber rod in thermoplastic matrix 2516 

composites, carbon fiber reinforced. microstructure 
failure mode correlations (Conf. Paper) 8074 

composites, carbon fiber reinforced. tensile 
properties (Conf. Paper) 8075 

composites. modeling Euclidean braided fiber 
— to optimize properties (Conf. Paper) 

fiber seals, braided. high flow resistance for 
application in engines 1736 

BRAIDING —, other headings, such as CORDAGE 

49 

graphite fiber textile preform/copper matrix 
a for use in aerospace heat components 

preforms, composites. predicting permeability during 
resin transfer molding (Conf. Paper) 8050 

reinforced high performance composites using 
braided aliphatic polyamides or PET 3990 

reinforcements. braiding complex multidimensional 
fibrous structures to reinforce composites 6464 

rope engine seals. effects of braiding structure on 
leakage resistance 8041 

seals for high temperature jet engine applications 
(Conf. Paper) 8095 

seals. characterizing leakage flow of braided fiber 
seals 1737 

surgical sutures, multifilament. new braiding 
technique enhances pliability by reducing 
interfilament friction 3322 

surgical sutures. braided multifilament cable for 
stabilization of fractures 3694 

two dimensional composite preforms. effect of fiber 
=— machine design on cost (Conf. Paper) 

woven structures produced oY new braiding process 
at high production rates 6465 

BRAIDING MACHINERY 
composites. Farley Braider, Shuttle Plate Braider 
— dimensional braiding machines (Conf. Paper) 

composites. three dimensional braiding techniques, 
— for advanced composites (Conf. Paper) 

design of braiding machine to produce wide, flat 
woven structures at high production rate 8902 

Herzog tubular braiding machines NG2/8 120L, 
SEIN6 266DNC. new process for multilayer 
interlock structure 2515 

rotating. Maillefer design features four braidi 
elements arranged in counter rotating pairs 175 

sutures. design of braiding machine, economics of 
manufacture 942 

U.S. Composites develops asymmetric braiding 
technique to improve composite performance 5743 

Wardwell Braiding Machine Company. employee 
a productivity, stock value, market 
share 48 

Brightening, see BLEACHING, OPTICAL BRIGHTENING. 

BRUSHES 
Barmag develops AC motors to reduce costs 
associated with maintenance because of wear on 
brushes and commutator 5648 

fabrics, lace. S. Lichtenberg & Co. introduces color 
= _ fabrics, uses air brushed jacquard method 

Farah introduced brushed cotton and brushed twill 
wrinkle resistant slacks 2019 

J. P. Stevens has nonwoven composite laminate 
consists of 100 percent brushed fabrics 4997 

Luxilia, a synthetic leather, is impregnated with 
polyurethane resin, dyed, and brushed 1771 

Mennini shearing machines preset for shearing 
height, speed of shearing cylinders,speeds of the 
= brushes, and fabric speeds and tensions 

Sperotto Rimar’s SH 90 shearing machine has __ 
brushes fitted in front and behind the cutters raise 
the fibers 5101 



spotting and spotting board setup. dryside and 
wetsite spotting agents use different brushes for 

ing 3591 
Van Wyk High Pressure Rotary Washing Machine, 
has an ability to clean screens under pressure, 
replacing brushes 8160 

Buildings, see MILL BUILDINGS. 

Bulk yarns, see TEXTURED YARNS. 

Burning, see FLAMMABILITY. 

Buttons, see FASTENERS AND TRIMMINGS. 

Buyers’ guides, see DIRECTORIES. 

Byssinosis, see DUST, ENVIRONMENT, INDUSTRIAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY, LEGISLATION. 

iG (see also other headings, such as 
EMBOSSING) 

calendered cotton nonwoven. tensile strength, 
sorption properties 5771 

ing process for thermoplastic resins 7681 
cotton fabrics. recommended finishing procedures 
and formulations include impregnation followed by 
emboss calendering 8136 

geotextile barrier fabric provides protection against 
termites with a volume that can be reduced to 
below 85 percent by needie —— 
hydroentanglement, or calendering 4190 

Japanese Wool Textile Exhibition 1994. review of 
apparel with lofty textures, material finishes with 
less calendering 8018 
— fabrics used in manufacture of textiles 

preforming. warp knitting machinery provides new 
means of producing materials used as coated 
fabrics for calendering 5675 

surgical gown reusable barrier fabric. calendering 
process attaches silicone membrane to woven 
polyester fabrics 8124 

texturengineering from Pamarco. embossing of 
nonwoven fabrics 4957 

Tube-Tex continuous dimensional stability (CDS) 
process includes calendering 8141 

silk. calendering process as practiced in india 2594 
thermal bonding of nonwovens. deformation 
ira of nonwoven fabrics during manufacture 

DERS 
ACHEMA 1994. Fleissner auxiliary equipment 

exhibited, such as, spinning walls, can traversing 
units and calender systems 5409 

air bag. nylon and polyester coated materials. 
polyester has ability to be calendered improving 
packaging and handling 2536 

applicator developed for the Dansk Transfertryk 
process is similar to a calender and capabilities of a 
padder 8159 

bowl design and such bowl problems as marking, 
uneven profile, and burning 7427 

calender bonded jute fabrics used for filters and 
agriculture mattings 2575 

coating with calender rolls cause differentiation of 
thermomechanical properties in warp and weft 
directions 8213 
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cotton fabrics. recommended finishing procedures 
including ye pam followed by emboss 
calendering and curing 8136 

geotextile barrier fabric provides termite protection 
by 85 percent by needle punching, 
hydroentanglement, or calendering 4190 

interaction between calender roll pressure and binder 
fiber concentration are critical factors affecting 
properties 8960 

Japanese Wool Textile Exhibition 1994. review of 
apparel fabrics featured natural finishes with less 
calendering 8018 

overview of applications, current challenges, use of 
water based systems, fillers, coating methods, 
such as, calender and extrusion 5886 

People’s Republic of China. annual nonwoven fabrics 
cc, includes 100 calender bonding lines 

polyethylene terephthalate films. properties, 
orientation during rolling and off-axis angle 
redrawing 2385 

Premiere Vision 1994 fabric show featured linen 
fabrics with ironed, calendered, worn, washed, and 
overdyed finishes 6485 

research concludes optimum calender roll diameter 
—_ for maximum tensile strength at given speed 

silk. calenders impart stiff glaze finish to silk 2594 
Spinnereimaschinenbau a 1605 wool combing 
machine performs both combing, recombing 
operations. wide sliver funnel and calender rolls 
form the sliver 8825 

Technologia Meccanica Tessila’s decating machine 
with Multiprogram control system has a combined 
system aspitator, and optional blower, and a 
calender roller which controls residual fabric 
moisture 9084 

thermal bonding calender from Farmer Norton. 
computer system maintains uniform temperature, 
pressure 5744 

thermal bonding of nonwovens on calendars. 
deformation properties of nonwoven fabrics during 
manufacture 2531 

Tube-Tex continuous dimensional stability (CDS) 
process includes calendering 8141 

Canvas, see FABRIC PRODUCTS. 

CARBON FIBERS (see also other he , such as 
COMPOSITES, INORGANIC FIBERS 

antistatic. Du Pont P-140, electrostatically 
conductive carbon core surrounded by nylon 
sheathing 45 

bonding. nucleophilic bonding of amines to carbon 
fiber surfaces to improve adhesion of composites 
(Abstract) 2352 

bromine, iodine intercalated carbon fibers. method to 
remove intercalates 7082 

carbon fiber composites. effects of fiber preforms on 
compressive strength after impact (Abstract) 2541 

carbon fiber yarns. Toray’s Torayca T700S yarn 
features cross section of 12,000 filaments 5662 

coloration of carbon fiber composite fabrics by 
coating, laminating 4313 

composite pregregging. polymer powder curtain 
pregreg process to impregnate carbon fiber tow 
bundles 8047 

composites reinforced by braided preforms. 
microstructure failure mode correlations (Conf. 
Paper) 8074 
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composites reinforced by braided preforms. tensile 
properties (Conf. Paper) 8075 

composites, carbon fiber. carbon fiber composites 
prepared from advanced polymer resins for use in 
aerospace 332 
— carbon-carbon. fiber strength utilization 

composites, fiber reinforced. evaluation of 
composites fabricated from _— epoxy 
towpregs (Conf. Paper) 807 

composites. effect of reinforcing fabric structure on 
es strength after impact (Conf. Paper) 

composites. modeling degradation kinetics of PEEK, 
PEI polymers, composites (Abstract) 2539 

composites. toughened cyanate ester networks as 
= resin for carbon fiber composites (Abstract) 

copper coating on graphite fibers. testing adhesion of 
coating at high temperatures 1852 

crystal growth of polyetheretherketone, 
polyphenylene sulfide, polyethylene terephthalate 
on fiber surface 2353 

defluorination of graphite fluoride by heating in 
chemically reactive environments 7903 

development trends in Japanese industry and 
international joint ventures 6198 

epitropic. electrophysical properties depend more on 
the method of fabrication than on composition 763 

Former Soviet Union. carbon fibers derived from 
viscose. overview of commercial products and their 
uses 6262 

furnaces for carbon fiber production. design of high 
temperature heaters 750 

graphite fiber textile preform/copper matrix 
—- for use in aerospace heat components 

heat treatment used in preparation. overview of 
processes, equipment 6263 

high performance manmade fibers. critical review of 
recent developments in synthesis, production 8779 

laminated carbon/thermoplastic knit composite matrix 
for bone implants 209 

markets. survey shows strong growth in 
consumption, production 3898 

mechanical properties, novel acidic and basic carbon 
fibers. comparison with high performance carbon 
fibers 1628 4788 

modified. inverse gas — 7 analysis of 
surface states (Abstract) 235 

musical instruments. Matti Kahonen invents flute 
made from carbon fiber reinforced epoxy 7581 

nickel coated graphite fibers. aquatic toxicity 2243 
oxidation of nitric oxide into nitrite over activated 
carbon fibers (Abstract) 3033 

oxidative removal of sulfur dioxide, recovery of 
sulfuric acid over PAN based ACF (Abstract) 3032 

polyacrylimidates as possible carbon fiber precursors. 
polymerization chemistry (Conf. Paper) 6324 

polyacrylonitrile based stabilized fibers, carbonizing. 
conversion to carbon fibers 8765 

polyacrylonitrile based. changes in tensile modulus 
during oxidation of PAN based carbon fibers 8764 

polyacrylonitrile based. stabilization index predicts 
changes in tensile modulus during oxidation 8763 

polyacrylonitrile copolymer based carbon fibers. 
ans oy of methyl acrylate composition on properties 

polyacrylonitrile copolymer based carbon fibers. 
effects of comonomer, two-step oxidation on 
properties 7904 

polyacrylonitrile exothermic reactions. deuterium 
isotope effect (Conf. Paper) 6323 

polyimide composites. use of reactive plasticizers in 
carbon fiber reinforced polyimide composites 
(Abstract) 2519 

preforms, reinforced composites. new fibers 
developed by Khimvolokno Research Institute 
(Conf. Paper) 7920 

preparation. overview of processes, equipment 6264 
— and appliations of activated carbon fibers 

research and development about carbon fiber 
manufacturing and applications in Taiwan 3133 

sorbents. carbon fibers derived from pitch, used as 
sorbents 7083 
= area optimization in activated carbon fibers 

surface modification with potassium chlorate in 
sulfuric acid for use in composites (Abstract) 2355 

surface modified. analysis of strong probe/adsorbent 
interactions (Abstract) 2356 

surfaces. transmission electron microscopy of size 
coatings on carbon and glass fiber surfaces 490 

synthesis by electrodeposition of nonaqueous 
solvents with carbon tetrachloride (Abstract) 6265 

weft knits. mechanical properties 7292 
wound dressings, exogenous/e enous 

intoxication filters based on novel carbon fibers 
(Conf. Paper) 8520 

CARBONIZING 
analysis of surface states focusing on effects of 
—* oxidation, and plasma treatment 

carbon fiber preparation includes extrusion, 
oxidation, carbonization, graphitization, and surface 
treatment 6264 

carbonization at heat rate below 15 degrees 
centigrade per second produces carbon fibers with 
fewer defects 8760 

carbonization of PAN fibers. effects of fiber 
properties and tension 8762 

carbonization of PAN fibers. effects of process 
conditions on thermal oxidative stability 8761 

carbonization of PAN fibers. effects of process oil 
and heating rate on tensile properties 8760 

comfort and functionality of protective clothing use 
cotton grafted with titanium dioxide particles and 
aramid with a carbonized surface 9253 

fabrics tested for hazardous waste disposal and 
medicine include carbonized aramid fabrics 6747 

heat treatment of carbon fibers includes oxidation, 
carbonization, and graphitization 6263 

polyacrylonitrile based stabilized fibers. conversion to 
carbon fibers 8765 

polyvinyl chloride and tin compound systems 
increase carbonization 7422 

Rifinizione Mennini specializes in performing wool 
dyeing and finishing process at one plant except 
wool carbonizing, done on commission 5796 

T-2 flameproofing agent increased the oxidative 
stability of carbonized residues during 
manufacturing of polyethylene terephthalate 7421 

CARCINOGENS (see also other aa. such as 
ASBESTOS, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTHCARE AND 
MEDICAL TEXTILES, LEGISLATION) 

anticancer property of aerosolized endotoxin from 
Enterobacter agglomerans (Conf. Paper) 7736 

cotton dust. epidemiological evidence of anticancer 
properties of endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7742 



CARDING (see also other 

cotton dust. tumor necrosis factor in alveolar 
~—ere after exposure to endotoxin (Conf. 
Paper) 7716 

Du Pont’s Tyvek C, Tyvek F spun bonded : 
polyethylene used in chemical protective clothing 
worn for clea of areas contaminated with 
carcinogens 44 

dyes. toxicologically safe alternatives to metallized, 
hydrophobic dyes 9067 

methylene chloride exposure. permissible levels 
reexamined by Occupational! Safety and Health 
Administration 3834 

methylene chloride. Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration to revise permissible levels 3006 

racemic 4-vinyicyclohexene produced during the 
vulcanization of butadiene rubber. carcinogenic 

tential (Abstract) 6940 
ebbar tires. mutagenicity, chemical analysis of 
— from open burning of scrap rubber tires 

, such as COMBING, 
NEPS, SLIVER, UNIFORMITY) 

effects of carded cotton stock addition and fiber 
linear density on cotton blend fabrics 6480 

feeding wy eee tufts to flat, roller cards via 
Hergeth Hollingworth’s Masterchute MC/W 6.130 
tuft feeder 6351 

lubricants, wool yarn. Spintek H low addition wool 
> ene for antistatic carding and spinning 1662 

mathematical model of the carding process considers 
longitudinal and transverse fiber transport 3241 

mathematical modeling, simulation 8821 
mechanical stress imposed during carding 
contributes to poor a of rotor yarns 8822 

microfibers. acrylic and polyester. fiber properties 
and effects on carding 824 

preparation of fibers for carding. importance of 
flexibility in machine design 7962 

Russian, Turkmenistani long staple cotton. Rieter 
recommendations to eliminate star neps during 
processing 6353 

Russian. Turkemenian. cotton can be spun despite 
— content if certain procedures followed 

waste extraction. effects of card waste extraction on 
ring, open end, air jet spun cotton yarn 7156 

yarn lubricants, wool. Spintek H low addition wool 
lubricants for antistatic carding and spinning 825 

CARDING MACHINERY (see also other , such 
= —— COMBING MACHINERY, 

—— Trutzschler has become a leading supplier 

auxiliary equipment. optical online device for 
measuring areal fiber density 5628 

blowroom machinery. Rieter’s UNIifioc A10, UNiclean 
B1, B50 fine cleaner, C10 card, BC and ABC 
control systems described 86 

CarpeTech 1994. exhibitors and products displayed 
listed alphabetically 6390 

cleaning. LTG Lufttechnische automatic card 
cleaning system for wool spinning mills 8824 

Draper Corporation acquires Industrial Innovators, 
manufacturer of combined carding and drawing 
machine 76 

Fonderie Officine Riunite worsted cards. design 3242 
HDB's Galaxy 2000 range of carding machinery 

installed in spinning mill in Tuscany, Italy. machine | 
design 826 
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Hergeth Hollingsworth. new bale — machinery, 
blowroom equipment on display at OTEMAS 199 
exhibition 6355 

Houget Duesberg Bosson carding sets. machine 
design and operation 1663 

Investa’s Unicard CZ 0103 combines carding and 
drawing operations in one machine 4029 

Marzoli. review of new baling, opening, and carding 
equi nt 1661 

microfiber production lines. Tuftomat, Cleanomat, 
Exactacard, Dustex, Blendomat 824 

modernization. effects of modernization on yarn 
quality from combed counts 8823 

papermaking felt production. characteristics and 
requirements for carding machines 8830 

Rieter machinery is ideally suited to the production of 
blended yarns 85 

Rieter Spinning Systems’s new C 10 high 
performance carding machine. specifications 6352 

Rieter’s C 50 carding machine. specifications 7957 
Rieter’s C10 card for processing cotton and 
manmade fibers. machine design 4030 

top card clothing. sharp teeth improves carding 
efficiency 2423 

Truetzschler carding machine and card information 
system at OTEMAS 1993 exhibit 4038 

Truetzschler’s 2,000th carding machine sold in 
United States market to Sara Lee 833 

yarn quality. factors that contribute to carded cotton 
yarn quality 827 

CARPET BACKINGS AND BACKCOATINGS 
carpet tile with thermoplastic resin backing layer. 
Japanese patent 8526 

Comfortback from Fibertex used to produce 
broadioom carpets or carpet tiles. 100 percent 
recyclable 5745 

drying. latex adhesive —- on tufted carpet 
dried with radio frequency dryers used with 
convection ovens 300 

Du Pont’s Typar Contour range of spun bonded, 100 
percent polypropylene carpet backings for 
automotive interiors 417 

Knobel and Campon develop a technology 
for — and laminating tufted and needled 
carpets 176 

lattice structure backings achievable using magazine 
weft raschel machine RS 1 (3) EMS 5747 

Maliwatt/Maliviies machines used together to 
produce products by Durmont and Techtex 5746 

Matchtex, Comfortback. nonwoven secondary 
backings feature excellent bonding, flame retardant 
properties 2540 

noise and vibration. sound absorption properties of 
laminated carpet backing materials 8512 

nonwoven fabric. reinforcing in transverse and 
longitudinal directions 57 

nonwoven. market analysis, review of new products 
from Du Pont, Reemay, Hoechst Celanese 4480 

production, new products, and trends in the United 
States carpet backing industry 2089 

Ruchstuhl introduces cotton backing for sisal and 
coir carpets 5301 

SpillBlock, Du Pont. chemical treatment prevents 
spills from soaking through to backing 2878 

spun bonded material has many advantages over 
woven material 8513 

spun bonded polypropylene backing, moldable. 
production method from Du Pont 4160 

stitch reinforced nonwoven. raschel RS 2V machine 
facilitates reinforcement 5749 



CARPET INDUSTRY (see also other headi 
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Tac-Fast installation system recently adopted by 
United Carpet Mills 6751 

textile backing dominant trend in United States, 
growing in Europe 5750 

trends in carpet backing technology. technology 
review 936. 

Typar Contour from Du Pont. recyclable 
> raceme spun bonded for automotive carpets 

volatile organic emissions. Air Quality Sciences 
environmental test chamber for analysis of 6835 

warp knit and stitch bonded backings offer 
advantages over foam backing 5755 

. such as 
TEXTILE MILLS, TEXTILE TRADE, VING 
INDUSTRY) 

acquisitions by Mohawk Industries and Interface 
indicate continued consolidation 1899 

AlliedSignal Carpet Fibers controls 12.1 percent of 
= _— European tufted carpeting market 

area rug sales in 1993 totaled $2.1 billion, an 
increase of 2 percent over previous year 6029 

area rugs. distribution channels grow and change. 
business growing in all sectors 5298 

area rugs. low end machine made products market 
dominated by large, consolidating United States 
companies 5158 

area rugs. merchandisers include area rugs in the 
home textile sector 6779 

Atiyeh International keeps its customers informed 
with a two-page newsletter 5154 

Atlanta 1994. area rugs now exclusive exhibitors. 
— toward upholstered boarders, room displays 

Atlanta Home Furnishings and Area Rug Market 
1994. new offerings in area rugs 9269 

BASF to consolidate its United States nylon carpet 
fiber production in two South Carolina plants 7859 

BASF to increase its carpet fiber, yarn prices 9 
percent 7860 

BASF, AlliedSignal merge nylon 6 operations, have 
—- capacity of 850 million pounds per year 

BASF, AlliedSignal sign letter of intent to merge their 
carpet fibers businesses to form joint venture 5 

Bayard Sales is 50 year old distributor of floor 
coverings. company profile 329 

Beaulieu Group profile. company divided into six 
oes companies. products, sales, operations 

Beaulieu’s United Carpet Mills brings together a wide 
range of companies, product styles, and 
tradenames 1895 

Brintons. profile of leading carpet manufacturer in the 
United Kingdom 2732 

business strategies change dynamics of industry. 
important events and future trends 6639 

California. resurgence of retail sales due to 
competitive pricing, access to Mexican labor 9119 

Canada. 1993 production up 1.3 percent, shipments 
up 1.9 percent, inventories down 4.8 percent 3264 

Capital Carpet Industries survives recession with 
acquisitions 5913 

Carpet and Rug Industry compiles 1994 Annual 
— Guide for international carpet industry 

Carpet Mart, upscale carpet retailer in Benton 
Harbor, Michigan, reports annual sales totaling $1 
million 8285 

Carpet One. overview of Atlanta convention, 
activities of Carpet One cooperative 8286 

carpet sales in 1993 totaled $9.1 billion, an increase 
of 4.1 percent over previous year 6031 

CarpeTech 1994 exhibition features equipment for 
carpet Se 

CarpeTech 1994. exhibition of rug, carpet 
machinery, equipment 5674 

CarpeTech 1994. exhibitors and products displayed 
listed alphabetically 6390 

CarpetMax merges with Gerogia Carpet Outlets, 
establishes satellite network, offers proprietary 
fiber 6634 

ceramic floor and wall tile sales in 1993 totaled $1.2 
billion, an increase of 9.1 percent over previous 
year 
= in Indian carpet industry (Conf. Paper) 

child labor situation. Nepal. Pakistan 9313 
Chinese machine made carpet industry has grown 

rapidly in recent years 1134 
Chinese rug industry. after bottoming out, rug prices 
increase 3509 

Collins & Aikman. company profile. manufacturer of 
floor coverings, automotive mats, carpets 7995 

Columbus Carpet Mills plans major expansion for 
commercial and residential divisions 6635 

commercial carpet market. consolidation trends and 
new growth opportunities 5159 

computers, automation. survey of applications for 
process control in carpet mills 76 

consumer attitudes. survey queries consumers about 
most gg factors when selecting a carpet 
outlet 6755 

CRI Confidential Monthly Broadioom Report. 1993 
square yard carpet, rug shipments increase 4.6 
percent 6633 

direct mail merchandising. targeting customers. 
budgeting. tracking results 

directories. 37 United States agents for foreign floor 
covering manufacturers 9259 

directories. world’s top 50 carpet and rug 
manufacturers 330 

Domotex 1994 exhibits new carpet and — apes 
for European market. exhibition review 4 

Domotex 1994. broadioom business decreases. area 
rug business booming 6770 

Domotex 1994. flatwoven, needlepoint, pile fabrics 
dominated by conventional designs, colors 4481 

dyeing. cold dwell machines like the Carp-O-Roll are 
more economical and environmentally friendly than 
other methods 2641 

effluent discharge technology in the carpet industry 
of New Zealand. effects of environmental 
legislation 1485 

employee training, carpet installation. Orcon 
Corporation study outlines industry problems 8571 

Europe. 1994 commercial carpet market in Europe 
still plagued by recession 7460 

exhibitions. International Hotel/Motel & Restaurant 
Show features exhibits by carpet and floor 
coverings firms 454 

F&S Specialty Market Forum in carpet sales 5917 
Fernando Mateo, owner of Carpet Fashions in 
Manhattan, wins award for his Toys for Guns 
program 3510 

fiber and yarn suppliers listed with addresses, 
telephone numbers, contact name, and products 
supplied 6756 ; 

fiber extrusion engaged in by 16 United States carpet 
companies. polypropylene leading fiber extruded at 
carpet mills 6389 



fiber market, United States. overview, current 6757 
Floor Covering Installation Contractors Association. 
members forecast industry future 3511 

floor coverings. consumer survey reveals 
ones i for rug supplier and retailer growth 

Flooring Magazine’s \ist of top 50 distributors 4358 
Flooring’s 1994 Buying and rce Guide 476 
forecast for 1994 sales made by AlliedSignal Fibers’ 
Flow Sheet 2761 

forecasts for 1994. industry executives discuss 
1994 trends in marketing, economy, trade, quality, 
value, design 1148 ‘ 

Ganso Nonwoven Carpet Factory buys finishing 
equipment from Cobble Blackburn, Datacolor 
International 5022 

government contracts. advantages of and 
recommendations for obtaining government 
contracts 331 

growth forecast for 1994 by textile and fiber 
executives 1900 

Hanmark Rugs manufactures hand knotted wool rugs 
in joint venture with Chinese factory 1357 

health hazards associated with carpet installation. 
— for compliance with fe 590 

1AQ study discredited by Congress, Court. CRI 
distributes [AQ education kit to retailers 6752 

indoor air quality and carpets. Carpet and Rug 
Institute recommends proactive stance to combat 
negative publicity 620 

indoor air quality, carpets. awareness of floor 
——s specifiers in top 200 carpet design firms 

indoor air quality, carpets. Environmental Protection 
Agency forms Building Air Quality Alliance 9386 

institutional market for floor coverings experiencing 
strong growth 3673 

Interface Flooring. history and overview 6636 
interfloor 1994 attracts companies from Europe and 
the United States. style trend toward patterns. 
polypropylene popular 6753 

interior design. floor covering preferences of 200 
leading interior design firms 5161 

International Home Furnishing market 1994. area rug 
displays feature new styles and marketing 
innovations 6771 

International Marketing Group enhances 
retailer/manufacturer relationships, promotes 
quality 9121 

International Plastics Exposition and Conference 
1994. carpet industry begins to emphasize fiber 
extrusion 9120 

lran’s rug industry. history of industry since 1979 
United States embargo 189 

J&J industries of Dalton, Georgia. profile of top 20 
commercial carpet mill 3512 

Japan. production declining due to decreases in 
oe construction and automobile production 

Japanese customs influence properties of residential 
carpets 452 

KSA reports increased sales of soft goods in 1994. 
apparel fabrics may be hurt by imports 1173 

loop pile carpets are gaining in popularity in the 
contract market 2879 

management. intense competition affects social lives 
of managers living in Dalton, Georgia 7626 

manmade fibers. carpet manufacturers make 40 
peer of all carpet fiber annually produced in 
nited States 8732 
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marketing. Floor Store retailer Carl Schindler 
— competes against direct sale mills 

marketing. mills target home furnishings market by 
offering fashion forward merchandise in range of 
price points 1136 

mill shipment increases predicted by 1994. early 
1994 industry news 5162 

mills nen marketing programs to create brand 
— identification and educate the consumer 

Mohawk Industries board approves acquisition of 
Aladdin mills 3747 

Mohawk Industries CEO David Kolb interviewed 
regarding company’s rapid growth over the last 
two years 6638 

Mohawk Industries reports 1994 second quarter net 
earnings of nearly $12.5 million 8287 

Mohawk Industries. recent acquisitions and business 
strategies 5155 

Mohawk Industries. retailers surveyed rate company 
support 6637 

Mohawk to purchase Aladdin Mills. merger gives 
Mohawk polypropylene extrusion capabilities 1383 

Monsanto launches promotional campaign for its 
Hi-Fiber Freedom carpet 453 

MORI/ORICA 1994 shows. ethnic, European, floral 
designs popular 8514 

new products. annual review spotlights advances in 
technology, environmental protection 2880 

North America, annual surveys. 1993 sales data, 25 
smallest floor covering manufacturers 7461 

nylon 6 and nylon 66 fiber shipments increase in 
1993 by 5 percent 2748 

Oriental Weavers introduces lower priced Sphinx area 
rugs. concentrates on volume distribution 1 

overview of regional, international trends 4351 
Pedian Rugs unaffected by buying clout of 
discounters, buying consortia, franchise chains in 
area rug market 1897 

polyester staple shipments to United States carpet 
and rug mills reach record high 7872 

Queen Carpet expands through strategy of 
acquisitions and capital investments 5914 

recycling, commercial. BASF’s launches nationwide 
recycling program 3012 

recycling. caprolactum can be successfully recovered 
using chemical decomposition of polyamide 6 3811 

recycling. ideal program combines pure recycling and 
waste recovery in six step process 3011 

recycling. thermal a better option that either down 
cycling or back to root 3014 

resilient floor covering sales in 1993 totaled $2.1 
billion, an increase of 8.6 percent over previous 
year 6037 

retailer The Rug Warehouse of New York city does 
$5 million in business annually 3719 

retailing. sales of the 100 — floor covering 
retailers in the United States 9123 

Rug Barn, manufacturer of throw rugs and home 
— reports 1994 revenues of $65 million 

rugs, machine made. profile of 15 leading 
manufacturers in North America 9124 

rugs, machine made. roundtable discussion of the 
state of the business 4352 

S. Lyles. 1992-1993 sales decrease 15 percent, 
exports decrease 21 percent 77 

sales and installation. carpet manufacturers should 
— professional floor covering contractors 
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sales leaders in specialty and niche markets are 
reviewed 6640 

second 50 largest United States floor coverings 
retailers. overview of 1993 business 1139 

Shaw Industries forms joint venture with Grupo 
— Alfa to sell carpets in South America 

Shaw Industries recently opened large research, 
development facility 8288 

Shaw Industries. profile of world’s largest machine 
made carpet and rug manufacturer 2453 

Shaw sued by Diamond over price fixing. om jury 
subpoenas material from Shaw, Diamond, 
Mohawk, Queen 4895 

stainblocking and dyeing fibers, study seeks to 
combine two step process into one 2620 

standards for carpet installation. review of Ten Point 
Plan for Installation Excellence 7619 

statistical data. 1993 sales, profiles of 25 
up-and-coming North American floor covering 
manufacturers 5164 

statistical data. 1993 sales, profiles of top 20 
— carpet manufacturers in North America 

statistical data. 1993 sales, profiles of top five 
carpet manufacturers in North America 5163 

statistical data. 1993 sales, top 100 floor covering 
manufacturers in North America 5165 

statistical data. 1993 sales, top 25 floor covering 
manufacturers in North America 5167 

stocks (investments). May 1994 decline in carpet 
industry stocks 5915 

stocks. index of leading floorcovering stocks falls 6.8 
percent in June 6641 

Surfaces 1994 exhibition. preview of trade show 
ee floor covering products, related services 

Surfaces 1994 review. of 600 exhibitors, more than 
100 came from outside the United States 4487 

Surfaces 1994. show attracts record number of 
participants. orders up significantly. area rug 
dealers show successfully 6773 

Surfaces 1994. trends and styles. environmental look 
still popular 6772 

trade shows. reviews of Domotex 1994, 1994 
Atlanta National Floor Covering Market, and 
Surfaces 1994 shows 2881 

underlayments for floor coverings. desirable 
properties and new products 455 

United States floor covering industry enters period of 
growth 5157 

United States floor covering industry sales of $13.9 
billion in 1993, 5.4 percent increase over previous 
year 6035 6036 
oe top 50 carpet and rug manufacturers 

United States, annual surveys. 1993 sales data, floor 
covering manufacturers 7465 

United States. 1993 statistics for total volume, sales, 
exports, fiber use 7464 

United States. August 1994 carpet sales in square 
yards increased by 8 percent 9122 

United States. Color Tile Incorporated heads list of 
50 largest floor covering retailers 5156 

United States. low home construction interest rates 
during 1992, 1993 lead to increases in carpet 
production 7463 

Western Europe. manufacturers must develop 
strategies to counteract decline in consumer 
acceptance 1135 

wool industry, Croatia. statistical survey focuses on 
of domestic carpet industry 5701 

World Carpets. David Polley, company president, 
interviewed about company’s turnaround over the 

win three years 6754 
~ aaaaaaas history of the 40 year old company 

world market overview. June 1993-1994 carpet and 
rug indu: production data 7466 

world, annual surveys. 1993 sales data for 50 largest 
floor covering manufacturers 7467 

CARPET LOOMS (see also other headings, such as 
TUFTING MACHINERY) 

automated. profiles of equipment from leading textile 
machinery manufacturers 8904 

Carpet & Rug Master loom from Michel Van de Wiele 
features three sets of rapiers 4111 

CarpetTech 1994. first textile machinery exhibition 
devoted primarily to carpet manufacturers 5299 

Chemnitzer’s Type 4315/2 double rapier loom for 
weaving oe. specifications 3288 

Chemnitzer’s Type 4325/2 double carpet rapier loom 
—- 120 rpm for width of 2,200 millimeters 

Cobble Biackburn’s Colortec cut pile carpet tufting 
— ST91 Sprint high output tufting machine 

Griffith Textile Machines’ electronically controlled 
patterning device for axminster looms 890 

loop pile double loomed products are being improved 
through research efforts 2483 

Michel van de Wiele’s Carpet and Rug Master CRM 
72 produces patterned, face-to-face carpets 6425 

Michel Van de Wiele’s Carpet and Rug Master 
CRM72 and the AWM51 wire loom 7238 

survey, selected developments in looms and auxiliary 
weaving equipment 7246 

Tapistron CYP loom. high speed tufting, computer 
controlled yarn selection 2482 

CARPET YARNS 
Barmag’s STM25 combines extrusion, stretching, 
crimping to produce carpet yarns 5577 

BASF’s Pixel, Colorscope, and Colorscope Exclusive. 
solution dyed yarns 8842 

color changes due to mechanical wear measured 
using color image analysis 8552 

Ettrick & Yarrow Spinners has strong growth 
= > a of increase in demand for carpet yarns 

fiber modification to improve end product properties. 
nylon, wool, polyester, polypropylene 3974 

Fieldcrest Cannon‘s Futura bathroom rugs made 
using new BASF nylon fiber 5324 

Gymilene polypropylene antibacterial carpet fiber for 
spitals 8781 

Gymlene —~ carpet fiber with antibacterial 
properties 876 

heat setting polypropylene carpet yarns by saturated 
steam 305 

heat setting, Suessen and Superba methods. effects 
on bulk levels 2445 

Hoechst expands Trevira polyester carpet yarn 
production facility in Queretaro, Mexico 4852 — 

nylon. requirements of BCF, staple nylon for use in 
carpet manufacture (Conf. Paper) 7143 

recycling. depolymerization of nylon, blending and 
reactive extrusion, concrete reinforcement 6894 



CARPETS (see also other 

research and development. Hamby Textile Research 
offers research and development services to the 
carpet industry 9151 

space dyeing. Rossville’s Spectromatic and Prismatic 
dyeing systems for polyester and nylon yarns 3408 

twisting and cabling. Volkmann’s VTS-05/05-C 
two-for-one twisting machines and cablers for 
carpet yarns 4056 ; ; 
— Superba’s B L A carpet yarn winder with 
autodoffing 4105 

winding. Superba’s model BLA winding machine for 
heat set manmade fiber carpet yarns 6423 

woolen yarn lubricants. Yarnol 1492E, fully 
or ; _—— yarn lubricant for spun woolen yarns 

, such as 
AUTOMOTIVE FABRICS, HEALTHCARE AND 
MEDICAL TEXTILES, HOME FURNISHINGS, 
NEEDLED FABRICS, TUFTED CARPETS, 
WEAVING) 

abrasion. computer imaging method involves 
—s correlation coefficient of power spectra 
606 

accent rugs. Couristan initiates ew —— to 
promote coordinated home furnishings 851 

Adam Carpets completes five year investment 
program at Kidderminster mill 9125 

aging population. floor coverings manufacturers 
target nursing homes 1331 

American Rug Craftsmen introduces heat set transfer 
rugs one — color machine woven polypropylene 
rugs 

appearance loss due to variations in pile lay 
orientation resulting from mechanical wear 3679 

area rug exhibitions. buying brisk at Summer Area 
Rug Market in Atlanta. new designs by leading 
manufacturers 6764 

area rug merchandising in gd setting in furniture 
stores stimulates sales 6/65 

“—- — popular at Surfaces 1994. styles, trends 

area rugs. Bloomingdale’s devotes considerable 
space and attention to floor displays 5328 

area rugs. oomeee sales are growing rapidly. trend 
will continue 5327 

area rugs. department stores emphasize variety. 
market share growing 5330 

area rugs. furniture stores are a retail market with 
high growth potential 5331 

a —- mass merchants share of sales growing 

area rugs. sisal looks, country looks are popular 
trends 5302 

area rugs. specialty stores market share declines, but 
— consider business solid, emphasize service 

asbestos. techniques for analysis by transmission 
electron microscopy 2214 

Atlanta Rug Market 1994 exhibition. review of 
from commercial carpet manufacturers 

awards. Suncraft Mills wins Best of Competition 
— in IBD’s annual Product Design Competition 

Botero, Samuel, interior designer discusses the role 
A —— and decorative carpets in his designs 

Campen equipment for packaging, coating, and 
drying carpets 7428 
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Capel forms National Rug Council to promote its 
rugs, develop consumer confidence 456 
—_ ae and colors and British manufacturers 
92 

carpet tile incorporates glass fiber layer to improve 
stability and durability 8527 

Cavalier Carpets. carpet styles and colors from a 
British manufacturer 9261 

Chicago Floorcovering Association’s Mid-America 
— offers new products. summary of products 

cleaning on site. procedures to follow by professional 
carpet cleaners 378 

cleaning, mechanical. efficiency of three dislodgeable 
residue methods during the removal of asbestos 
1981 5212 

cleaning, mechanical. efficiency of three dislodgeable 
residue methods during the removal of chlorpyrifos 
1982 5211 

color selection for floor coverings. color selection and 
color trends 1332 

Columbus Mills introduces three new carpet 
collections: Color Story, Sisals and More, Ultimate 
Berbers 3674 

comfort of heated carpets. optimal temperatures 
established 7580 

composite single use floor coverings comprised of a 
backing sheet, latex, lamination, bicomponent fiber 
fabric 3680 

computerized data acquisition systems. 
specifications, advantages (Conf. Paper) 7239 

contaminants, house dust. occurrences, sources 
2252 5442 

Courtisan’s X-Men licensed characters on area rugs 
targeted at young children and pre-teens 2091 

CRI’s proposed label for chemical content of carpets 
creates conflict with media 621 

cushions. GFi’s ComfortWear 100, 200, and 300 
uses new multiring polymer chemistry for superior 
cushions 1333 

cushions. manufacturers develop sales techniques, 
point of purchase materials, in store displays 5303 

Diamond Rug’s Kid Proof line of very durable 
polypropylene carpets for children 2092 

Disney Lion Cub characters featured on area rugs by 
Couristan 6044 

DOMOTEX 1994 carpeting and floor coverings 
exhibition. review 3685 

Domotex 1994. design trends move readily across 
international borders. summary of styles, colors, 
textures, —— 2099 

Domotex 1994. style and color trends, regional 
differences in Europe and United States 3675 

Domotex has strong attendance, sales because of 
innovations 3686 

Du Pont Stainmaster label affixed to other nylon 
carpet lines 8515 

dyeing carpets. reducing consumption of energy, 
water 73 

dyeing fluorocarbon finished fourth generation fibers 
used in carpets (Conf. Paper) 736 

dyeing technology and dyes improve continuous and 
print dyeing technologies for carpets 5041 

dyeing. carpet dyeing. conservation of energy and 
water during continuous carpet dyeing 4649 

exhibitions. Atlanta summer market to feature new 
products by many manufacturers 6045 

Fabrica International introduces collection of upper 
end handcarved, handcrafted area rugs 457 

face-to-face woven carpets. yarn consumption, end 
use performance 8905 
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Fargo-Hanna Oriental Rug Gallery. overview of 
operations, lines 8289 

fashion. green replaces beige, teal as best selling 
carpet color 5304 

finishing. major trends, use of computers, optimized 
processes, new products and equipment 4161 

flame proofing jute carpet fibers. study tests variety 
of flame retardant chemicals 1842 

floor coverings. journalist poses as consumer to tape 
por floor coverings salespeople at retail outlets 

FLOR exhibition in Brussels features machine made 
rugs from around the world 9262 

Gabbeh rugs. popularity of Gabbeh rugs in United 
States at an all time high 8516 

Galaxy Carpet Mills unveils 19 carpets for spring 
1994 season 3676 

Gymlene polyproplylene carpet fibers with 
antibacterial properties 8766 

HanMark Rugs, a subsidiary of Horizon Pacific, 
introduces a line of hand made rugs 1140 

Hayim & Company. new hand made rugs from India 
feature earth hues 4482 

heat setting. research at ITT on heat set related 
carpet streaks (Conf. Paper) 7191 

importers of oriental carpets offer valuable services 
to retailers 5916 

indoor air quality problems caused by carpets, 
installation of carpets with adhesives 3853 

indoor air quality testing and educational efforts by 
the Carpet and Rug Institute 2884 

indoor air quality. Carpet and Rug Institute launches 
— programs for consumers and retailers 

indoor air quality. United States government 
agencies examine emissions from household 
carpets 9426 

insectproofing wool carpets with Datacolor 
International’s Autofoam Advanced Carpet 
Applicator 3464 

Interfloor exhibition features exhibits by carpet, rug, 
floor coverings, fiber, and equipment 
manufactures, 7468 

Interplan. contract trade show held in NYC was a big 
success 8290 

Karastan adds three new lines to its popular 
SisalWool collection of broadioom carpets 6759 

Karastan launches Yuruk line of area rugs featuring 
tribal motifs and designs 3677 

Kashimar oriental rugs from Couristan. company 
celebrates 30 year anniversary of collection 6760 

Knobel and Campon develop a technology 
for coating and laminating tufted and needled 
carpets 1/6 
—— stylists predict floor covering design trends 

litigation involving indoor air pollution caused by 
newly installed carpets 8642 

luxury train in Thailand chooses Du Pont Antron 
nylon carpeting 6766 

maintenance. emphasis on maintenance commercial 
carpets. overview of available information 8412 

manufacturing. review of dryers and ovens 
manufactured for the carpet industry 7429 

marketing. Shaw Industries’ TrustMark program 
based on full disclosure sales system 5305 

MER. rug importer. success with Chinese, Indian, 
Turkish rugs. marketing and growth strategy 1141 

Milliken debuts line of eight Christmas theme rugs, 
— rugs, adds to regular line of fashion rugs 

1 

57 

Moroccan area rugs offered at Bloomingdale’s 5300 
mothproofing. Datacolor’s Autofoam Mothproofing 
system for carpets 3461 
ey Floor Covering Market. review of exhibits 

NeoCon 1994 exhibition. review of offerings from 
commercial carpet manufacturers 7469 

NeoCon 1994. over 500 companies exhibit carpets, 
commercial interior furnishings 7579 

Newmark Rug offers designs to compliment popular 
towel designs 4504 

novelty rugs target children for holiday season. new 
rug collections and licensing deals 461 

nylon 66 carpet yarns. effect of heat setting on 
problems with carpet uniformity (Conf. Paper) 7434 

nylon carpets from Crossley, Lees, Faculty, Masland, 
Mohawk, and Shaw Industries 5306 

nylon finished with stain retardants, stainblockers. 
review of chemical structure, mechanisms of 
finishes 8198 

nylon. improving colorfastness to ozone in nylon 
carpets 3409 

oriental carpet importation to the United States, 
1955 to the present 9268 

oriental rugs. National Oriental Rug Show. color and 
design trends, imports 2095 

oriental rugs. profile of McMillen Incorporated 
designs, interior designers 9264 

Palette line, Interface’s new line of carpet tile with 
Intersept antimicrobial treatment 190 

Patrick Carpet Mills launches three new carpet styles 
for commercial installations 6762 

Patterns for Living. Milliken unveils collection of 40 
stock ry units at Atlantic Summer Carpet 
Market 6763 

pricing. suppliers, retailers enthusiastic about square 
pn pricing because of increase in profits, sales 

printing. new techniques have improved quality. 
traditional styles popular 6782 

quality control during manufacture. PIV Electronics’ 
Posituft accurately controls yarn and fabric feed 
rates 937 

recyling. BASF carpet recycling process provides 
economical source of caprolactam monomer 6934 

rental industry, mats. European suppliers focus on 
quality, efficient service during 1990s 9146 

retail sales of furniture and floor coverings at 
Rotman’s, a New England retailer 518 

retail sales. advantages of membership in buying 
groups, cooperatives, or franchises 2886 

retail sales. advantages of partnerships between floor 
covering retailers and distributors 2887 

retail sales. ways for smaller retailers to compete 
with home centers 2888 

retailer-installer relationships. determining status of 
— as employee or independent contractor 

retailing. Aladdin Mills unveils Aladdin Advantage, a 
gallery based merchandising system 8518 

retailing. ComfortWear cushion extends life of carpet 
by up to 40 percent 2889 : 

retailing. database containing customer names is 
valuable marketing tool 2891 

retailing. factors important when choosing an alliance 
program 5307 ; 

retailing. textile restorers recommend that retailers 
provide customers with proper maintenance 
instructions 2890 F 

reuse. Milliken develops program for rejuvinating 
used carpets 6123 



Riggle’s Fine Floor Coverings and Interiors has good 
market for customized carpets 458 

rug underlays. highly profitable product not marketed 
by retailers 1355 

rugs area. Aubusson designs. history, patterns, 
Nn imitation in wool 2892 

rugs, area. quality and originality stressed at 
high-end and low-end of the market 2096 

rugs, area. United States trade embargo against 
Vietnam lifted, access to rugs eagerly anticipated 

, border. sales of custom made rugs increase 
rcent 2098 

rugs, r cloths from Homemaker Industries. latest 
Log —— de _— ~~ o 

rugs. intr es rug designs from nature a 
popular pastimes 4549 

rugs. tribal, American quilt patterns, and natural 
looks popular at Home Furnishings Market 3681 

Shaw turns area rug business into $45 million 
business 1330 

shearing. overview of quality consideration 5889 
Signature Carpets creates custom designed, hand 
made wool carpets 8291 

Sisal carpet manufacturers emphasizing new colors 
and textures 5301 

sisal. wool and nylon broadioom carpets offer sisal 
look with soft hand 3682 

style trends in 1994 forecast. colors, textures, 
designs 1334 

Surfaces 1994 expected to be biggest and best floor 
coverings exhibition of 1994 season 2093 

testing. it Force Simulator relies on biomechanical 
data taken from kinematic studies 2132 

thickness. Edameter monitors carpet thickness during 
shearing to minimize thickness variations 4112 

Tianjin-Philadelphia’s Magic Carpets merchandising 
wy am for — 459 . ia : 
ibetan rugs. sma rcentage of rugs are made wit 
Tibetan wool 2882, 

tile with thermoplastic resin backing. Japanese 
patent 8526 

Tintwan opens new division to focus on woven 
products, introduces new line to United States 
market 2883 

United Kingdom. color, texture, and pattern trends 
for British carpeting 3678 

waste recycling research. nylon depolymerization, 
a by compatibilization, use in concrete 

wear assessment by an optoelectronic measuring 
and image analysis system 4569 

wear simulation by new machine with torsion as well 
as compression 8553 

“ee. —_—— method for evaluating carpet wear 

wool carpets. WRONZ develops stain blocking 
system with chemicals from Sandoz 3469 

wool carpets. WRONZ, Sandoz develop effective, 
durable stainblocking treatment 430 

wool. manufacturers using more British wool in 
carpets and rugs 3683 

wool. wool carpets absorb more indoor air eae 
than acrylic, nylon, or polyester carpets 7693 

woolen carpets are very > od in Germany. German 
market is examined 36 

yellowing caused by antioxidant BHT. methods of 
removal 3578 

devices, see SANITARY NAPKINS AND 
TAMPONS. 
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Cellulose, see ENZYMES. 

CELLULOSE (see also under 
and 

headings of ic fibers 
, such as ACETATE, CELLULOSE 

, DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, 
GRAFTING, MICROBIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION, 
PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION, TEXTILE 
NUCLEONICS, VISCOSE) 

aqueous solutions of cellulose in zinc chloride. 
paeee of mixtures of cellulose and polymers 

bacterially produced cellulose. Acetobacter xylinum 
ATCC 10245 from sulfite pulp waste culture 
medium 4789 

carboxymethyicellulose polyelectrolyte complexes. 
changes in thermodynamic parameters during 
formation 4005 4837 

deinking cellulose fabric with cellulase correlated 
with surface friction 3458 

deinking cellulose with cellulase, hemicellulase. 
paper, cotton fabric substrates 8622 

directories, manufacturing. Pulp & Paper’s 1994 
Buyer’s Guide 142 

dissolution. cellulose based agricultural twine 
produced by direct dissolution of cellulose 809 

dyeing of crosslinked cellulose from low 
formaldehyde and nonformaldehyde finishing 
systems 5049 5837 

gel beads. halogenation of cellulose gel beads under 
heterogeneous conditions 1513 

graft copolymers of polyacrylamide, 
hydroxyethyicellulose. effect of molecular chain 
length on swelling behavior 7092 

hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) films. characteristic 
— of HPC molecular chains in solution 2389 

hydroxypropyl cellulose, blends with other polymers. 
toy of salts on aqueous solutions (Abstract) 

hydroxypropyl cellulose, n-hexanoyloxypropy! 
cellulose. ultrasonic determination of phase 
behavior 5564 

kudzu. evaluation as source of cellulose for various 
textile fabrication processes 47 

lignin. mechanical, chemical conversion of 
(5,5’beta-O-4) type of model compound 1514 

lignocellulosic biomasses. pretreatments 2255 4956 
polymorphs. carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance, 
wide angle x-ray spectroscopic studies 4790 

polymorphs. CP/MAS carbon-13 nuclear magnetic 
— wide angle x-ray spectroscopic studies 

radiation induced changes to physical and chemical 
Sepeees of cellulose during viscose formation 

steam explosion of pulp cellulose. effect on reactivity 
(Abstract) 2666 

structure. lateral chain order measured with new, 
single line X-ray Fourier method (Abstract) 2357 

surface, adhesion in cellulose fiber reinforced 
thermoplastic composites (Abstract) 2542 

Cellulose acetate, see ACETATE. 

CELLULOSE FIBERS (see also under 
fibers 

of specific 
and s, such as ACETATE, 

DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, GRAFTING, 
MICROBIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION, 
PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION, TEXTILE 
NUCLEONICS) 

catalytic hydrolysis of fabrics by cellulase enzyme 
investigated 2679 
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cellulase treatment before finishing 6602 
Chemforts Supra Chem fire and corrosive resistant 
cement composites reinforces with cellulosic fibers 
(Trade Lit.) 6767 

Courtaulds process for water jet binding of fiber 
webs. tests using Tencel webs 2522 

Courtaulds’ Tencel. extrusion method, finishing, fiber 
properties 7084 

crosslinked fibers used to make sheets for use in 
wound dressings, sanitary products 1776 

date palm leaf fibers, chemical analysis. fibers may 
~ anes as inexpensive substitutes for sisal, coir 

dissolving pulp industry. worldwide overview 
describes market trends, manufacture of cellulosic 
fibers 8709 

enzymes. palladium complexes analyze effect of 
cellulase enzyme binding on cellulose fibers 7802 

fibrillation behavior from effects of moisture and 
abrasion in cellulosic staple fibers 37 

india. exports from India of synthetic and rayon 
fabrics and fabric products increase nearly 40 
percent 4 

lignocellulosic fibers. recycled waste as component 
— thermoplastic composites (Abstract) 

Lyocell fibers developed by Lenzing. properties, 
effects of fibrillation on market potential 752 

Lyocell. Lenzing makes chlorine-free fiber for use in 
nonwovens applications 2375 

macrocellulosic radicals as reaction initiators during 
modification of cellulosic fibers (Abstract) 6266 

microbiological degradation. effect of irradiation on 
enzymatic digestion 7778 

microfibers. production techniques, products, 
finishing, applications 7121 

n-methyl morpholine oxide solvent based fibers. new 
types from Akzo Nobel Faser, American Enka 7085 

nonwood cellulosic fibers. conference examines 
market potential 5545 

nonwoven, thermal bonded cellulosic blends. critical 
factors affecting properties 8960 

novel biodegradable specialty fibers from cellulose 
waste products 6267 

polyethyleneimine immobilization on cellulose fibers, 
selective removal of endotoxin from protein 
solutions 7907 

prefinishing agents. Boehme Filatex’ Delinol VP 1206 
chelating, dispersing agent 6542 

pretreatment, finishing. effect of processes on 
environment 3454 

pretreatment. causes and prevention of catalytic 
damage. BASF Leophen, Kieralon, Lufibrol, 
Prestogen, Trilon auxiliaries 2358 

pulp fiber recycling. review of new processes 
ca by James River Corporation (Abstract) 

pulp fiber. recycled waste as component in natural 
fiber based composites (Abstract) 7774 

pulp. use of chemical reagents to improve the 
papermaking qualities of pulp fiber (Abstract) 6268 

quality of polynosic blended and 100 percent 
polynosic fabrics based on nondimensional quality 
index 4 

rayon. Lenzing completes first phase of 
modernization program at Lenzing rayon production 
plant 4738 

superparamagnetic cellulosic fibers prepared by in 
situ synthesis of ferrites (Abstract) 2359 

Tencel in apparel. products from Camden Passage, 
leader in men’s wear made of Tencel 1260 

Tencel. Courtaulds contracts Omori to study fiber for 
use in apparel, gest marketing methods 3135 

Tencel. Courtaulds initiates certification program for 
Tencel fabrics 7863 

Tencel. strength of mid-range polyester. solvent 
spinning technique employing amine oxide reduces 
effluent 36 

viscose. Lyocell, new chlorine-free regenerated 
cellulose fiber from Lenzing. properties 38 

waste newsprint. environmentally friendly method for 
_—— of noninked and inked cellulose fibers 

wetting and drying processes. effect on structure of 
cellulosic fibers 8128 

Cellulose triacetate, see acetate. 

Ceramic fibers, see INORGANIC FIBERS. 

Cheeses, see WINDING, YARN PACKAGES. 

ones. AIDS TO PROCESSING (see also other 
ey such as ANTISTATIC AGENTS, 

APPLICATORS, DETERGENTS, FRICTION, SIZING 
AGENTS, SOFTENING AGENTS, TEXTILE 
CHEMICALS) 

2,5-dimethyl 2,5-bis (heptafluorobutyryiperoxy) 
hexane. synthesis, —— as polymerization 
initiator 2386 317 

acetone, water mixture improves stability of high 
molecular weight cellulose acetate 7070 

acid dyeing of polyamide fabrics and films. influence 
of nonionic auxiliaries 1036 

activators used in hydrogen peroxide bleaching of 
wool 903 

alkalies. effect of dilute sodium carbonate, calcium 
— ammonia, sodium sulfite on jute fibers 

Asahi Denka Kogyo, Mitsubishi form joint venture for 
oo additives production in United States 

BASF auxiliary products and catalysts for cellulosic 
fiber pretreatment. Leophen, Kieralon, Lufibrol, 
Prestogen, Trilon 2358 

bonding agents, highloft nonwovens. effect on 
tensile, compression properties 

booster agents, crosslinking. Booster CMW, Natrium 
CRA on cotton, 67/33 polyester/cotton blend 
fabrics 9077 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
directory of finishing suppliers, chemicals, 
auxiliaries 9023 

catalysts, durable press. influence on dimethylol- 
dihydroxy- ethyleneurea variants 9078 

catalysts, epoxy resin/aromatic amine plastics. 
aluminum/silanol composite catalysts accelerate 
polyaddition 8123 

catalysts. acetal compounds synthesized from olefins 
and alkyl nitrates with palladium catalysts 8646 

catalysts. aluminum/silanol catalyst accelerates the 
ring opening polymerization of epoxy resins 6959 

catalysts. effect of reaction initiators on free radical 
emulsion polymerization of polybutyl acrylate 8796 

catalysts. propoxylation with metal based basic 
catalysts, effect on terminal unsaturation value 
9427 

cellulose fibers. use of chemical reagents to improve 
the papermaking qualities of pulp (Abstract) 6268 

cellulosic fibers, blends. Boehme Filatex’ Delinol VP 
. = chelating, dispersing agent for prefinishing 



chelating agents. Lavatex F-60 from Boehme Filatex 
— the caustic scouring of woven fabrics 

citric acid, effect on alpha alumina crystallization in 
solution 4804 5 

composite binder resins, magnetic recording film. 
evaluation of electron beam curability 8 

defoaming s, dyeing. Reilly-Whiteman’s 
Defoamer FRS stable at high electrolyte 
concentrations 4245 

dispersants, composites. effect of dispersants on 
— strength of polyurethane/polypropylene 

DP finishing of cotton with BTCA. evaluation of 
various curing additives 5872 

drycleaning solvents. TCA (1,1,1-trichloroethane, 
— chloroform) identified as hazardous material 

Duralkan Color Transfer Inhibitor, aftersoaping agent 
— and bifunctional reactive dyes 

Duralkan CTI inhibitor for use with cellulosic fabrics 
and washi soy | 4325 

dye carriers, levelers, fixatives, and resin products 
bry Eastman Color & Chemical Company. review 

dyeing auxiliaries. properties of surfactants and 
dispersing agents 1032 

environmental concerns drive recent chemical 
finishing developments for cotton fabrics 7408 

epoxidation agents. epoxidation of polybutadiene by 
a formic acid hydrogen peroxide system 9017 

ethylene ionomers as antielectrostatic additives. 
relationship between ionomer structure, surface 
resistivity 9022 
ay bath demineralizers Heptol UE, Heptol EMG 

gant magn technical developments for 
bleaching, reduction of yellowing, softening 6525 

LILAC absorbent treats sulfuric, nitric oxides 
— in flue gas from industrial power plants 
9 

lubricants. Talfurol 8402A from Boehme Filatex for 
—_e of cotton, polyester fabrics and blends 

Metzner’s automatic coiling, binding, cutting system 
for ropes, cords, wires, cables, hoses, narrow 
fabrics 4869 

olefin and diene polymerization by sterically hindered 
chelating alkoxide titanium and zirconium species 
(Conf. Paper) 3166 

olefin polymerization. mechanism of activation of 
opene polymerization by worusr in Ziegler 
atta catalysis (Conf. Paper) 3169 

oxidative polymerization in the synthesis of 
electroactive polymers (Conf. Paper) 3191 

paper recycling. problems with stickies on wires, 
felts. OmniKem’s process to remove stickies 4172 

Phenoxy. ————- effect on polybutylene 
terephthalate/polymethy! methacrylate copolymer 
blends 4792 

plasma treatment of wool, nylon prior to dyei 
changes diffusion, apparent rate of dyeing 9053 

polyimide composites. use of reactive plasticizers in 
the fabrication of carbon fiber reinforced 
composites (Conf. Paper) 3330 

polymer additives, role in geotextile fabrication. 
review, applications 2610 

polymer initiators (catalysts). safe storage and 
handling of polymer initiators 6939 
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polyvinyl alcohol binders, copolymerized. effect on 
= strength of compacted alumina powder 4794 

pretreatments for dyeing. pretreatment processes for 
natural, synthetic, and blend fabrics 4235 

reaction inhibitors. retardation of allophanate linkage 
formation during polyurethane synthesis 2360 
3137 3975 

reactive liquid polymer based ory modifiers for 
unsaturated polyester resins 9016 

softening agents. Viscosil VP 1244 cationic silicone 
based softener for cotton, viscose fabrics 4306 

specialty chemical innovations have kept pace with 
changes in fiber and yarn at ang: tame 

spinning and finishing chemicals for the woolen and 
worsted systems by Stephensen Thompson Textile 
Chemicals 4022 

stabilizing gy added to polypropylene to improve 
processability, confer various properties 51 

Summit Silicon Cleaner for conveyor belts of 
thermofusing pressing machinery 8334 

synthesized complex agents. GDP, DGEDDP, GSDP, 
GSDA. use in alkaline purges, bleaching, and 
dyeing 5031 

thickeners for pigment printing cotton fabric. 
methacrylic acid based synthetic thickeners 3447 

zeolite treatment of alkaline peroxide solutions in the 
presence of heavy metal ions 9040 

Ziegler polymerization catalysts for polymerization of 
olefins. reaction kinetics (Conf. Paper) 3136 

Chemical Seeeen. see DETERIORATION OF 
MA LS. 

CHEMICAL MODIFICATION (see also other headings, 
such as CROSSLINKING, GRAFTING) 

1,3-diphenyl 1,3-diazetidine 2,4-dione via 
dimerization of phenyl isocyanate 4014 5612 

7-isopropyl 4-methy! 1-azulenemethanol. 
autooxidation products separated by silica gel 
column chromatography 4695 

acid hydrolysis, enzymatic hydrolysis. effect on slack 
= and tension mercerized cotton yarns 

benzodifuranone chromogen. history and overview. 
application to dyeing polyester fibers 5831 

carbamoyl substituted imides from unsymmetric 
tetracarboxylic acid derivatives 4016 5613 

carbon fiber surface modified with strong oxidizer for 
use in composites (Abstract) 2355 

carbon fibers, modified. inverse gas chromatographic 
analysis of surface states (Abstract) 2354 

carbon fibers, surface modified. analysis of strong 
probe/adsorbent interactions (Abstract) 2356 

cellulase enzyme finishing of denim. optimizing the 
use of cellulase enzymes 2670 
— treatment of cellulosic fibers before finishing 

cellulose gel beads, halogenation under 
heterogeneous conditions 1513 

cellulose radiation induced changes to physical and 
chemical properties of cellulose during viscose 
formation 753 

cellulose. steam explosion of pulp cellulose. effect on 
reactivity (Abstract) 2666 
ee ey fiber modified to confer reactivity for 

yei 
cellulosic fibers. role of macrocellulosic radicals as 

reaction initiators (Abstract) 6266 
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chain extension of polyurethane urea. rate of 
reactions between butylamines and phenyl 
isocyanate 3034 

chitosan beads, partially sulfated. beads used in 
affinity chromatography to adsorb bovine 
lactoferrin 1516 

cold plasma modification of fibrous materials improve 
some properties (Abstract) 2361 
—- of pullulan by homogeneous method 

fluorination of silk fibroin membranes, polyethylene 
films by tetrafluoromethane plasma treatment 7409 

heavy metal thiocyanato-N gels formed from 
— thiocyanate solutions and Triton X-100 

hemicellulose or lignin removal from jute fibers. 
effects on structural mechanics 109 

hydroxypropyl cellulose, blends with other polymers. 
py of salts on aqueous solutions (Abstract) 

jute. effects of removing lignin, hemicellulose on 
dyeability 3446 

jute. types of modifications. effects of partial 
esterification and partial acetylation 7950 

lignin. mechanical, chemical conversion of 
(5,5’)beta-O-4) type of model compound 1514 

manmade fibers. surface photografting new 
technique for modification (Abstract) 2373 

methoxybenzylidine butylaniline. phase behavior and 
ordering of dissolved chain molecules 624 

methoxybenzylidinebutylaniline. phase behavior and 
ordering of dissolved chain molecules 1515 

nucleophilic bonding of amines to carbon fiber 
surfaces to improve adhesion of composites 
(Abstract) 2352 

oleic acid. vapor permeation aided esterification of 
oleic acid with ethanol 5451 

one atmosphere glow discharge plasma used in fiber 
surface modifications (Abstract) 2362 

oxidation of nitric oxide into nitrite over activated 
carbon fibers (Abstract) 3033 

oxidative removal of sulfur dioxide, recovery of 
sulfuric acid over PAN based ACF (Abstract) 3032 

oxygen plasma. effect of low temperature treatments 
on specific surface area of silk fabric 5086 

plasma treatments. mechanisms by which plasma 
modifies surfaces 9081 

polyacrylonitrile fibers. chemical transformation 
during high temperature treatments 7072 

polyacrylonitrile. mechanism of thermal 
transformations during oxidation 6259 

polyester fibers modified by polyacrylic acid grafted 
novel polyethylene terephthalate salts 4811 

polyester fibers. modification with hydrogen peroxide 
and sodium nitrate for dyeing with disperse and 
cationic dyes 3416 

polymers. recombination addition reactions. chemical 
modification of fiber forming polymers 804 

polypropylene fabrics. surface functionalization from 
aromatic HF plasmas (Abstract) 2681 

ring and rotor spun yarns. influence of acetylation, 
benzoylation, cyanoethylation on physical 
properties 7193 

silk. chemical finishing techniques used in India 2596 
silk. microstructural changes of silk fibers after 
treatment with organic solvents 2337 

sodium hypochlorite preparation by chemical reaction 
involving potassium permanganate and by 
electrolysis 4693 

starch. chemical, physical modification to optimize 
properties 8144 

61 

sun protection factor treatment for apparel developed 
in Australia 7407 

thermo-oxidative degradation and carbonization of 
polyacrylonitrile copolymer 754 

wool fibers. potassium cyanide treatment in organic 
solvent water mixtures 2684 

Chemicals, see TEXTILE CHEMICALS and under specific 
subjects. 

CHEMICAL TESTING (see also other such as 
BLEND TESTING, CHROMATOGRAPH 
ANALYSIS, SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, and under 
headings of specific subjects) 

dye intermediates. instrumental methods determine 
the purity of aromatic sulfonic acids 1379 

dye intermediates. instrumental methods of 
measuring chemical composition of sulfonic acid 
dye intermediates 2146 

dyes. estimating the relative strength of dyes. 
primary test methods 1380 

heavy metals in wastewater. atomic absorption, 
flameless atomization methods for testing 7786 

high performance liquid chromatography. dye 
identification results can vary if tester untrained 
(Abstract) 5352 

ninhydrin reaction with amino groups in wool, nylon 
6, nylon 66, and silk proved to be quantitative 625 

overview of chemical testing, analysis in textile 
industry 4555 

pentachlorophenol, polychlorinated biphenyls, 
benzidine analysis 8554 

supercritical fluid technology used for extraction, 
chromatography 1359 

titrators. Strandberg’s AnaChem series of online 
titrators for laboratory chemical testing 2926 

Chemistry, see under specific subjects. 

CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS (see also other 
headings, such as COLOR MATCHING, ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY, FABRIC TESTING, FIBER TESTING, 
IDENTIFICATION, RADIOACTIVE TRACERS, 
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, TEXTILE TESTING, YARN 
TESTING, X-RAY) 

7-isopropyl 4-methyl 1-azulenemethanol. 
autooxidation products separated by silica gel 
column chromatography 3228 469 

carbon fibers, modified. inverse gas chromatographic 
analysis of surface states (Abstract) 2354 

cellulosic dyeing parameters. liquid chromatographic 
method correlates dye properties with dyeing 
behavior 3745 

dyes. chromatographic analysis of natural dyes 
extracted from ancient textiles (Abstract) 2652 

dyes. liquid chromatography, thin layer ; 
Sere and capillary electrophoresis 

high performance liquid chromatography. dye 
identification results can vary if tester untrained 
(Abstract) 5352 

high performance liquid chromatography. . 
identification of dyes in pre-Columbian textile 
objects (Abstract) 5079 

high resolution preparative liquid chromatography. 
iber, foam, and foil based column packing 
materials 9298 

HPLC analysis of textile lubricants 6783 6784 
HPLC in analysis of textile lubricants under 
production conditions 6785 



lactoferrin from cow’s milk adsorbed by partially 
= chitosan beads in affinity chromatography 

phosphoglycerides, Antheraea yamamai silkworms. 
fatty y= composition of aun diapause, embryo 

s 
cupetnttiod t fluid technology used for extraction, 
peep reese om 1359 

thin layer chromatography. distribution of ethylene 
oxide oligomers in anionic surfactants 2932 4227 

Cigarette filters, see FILTERS, TOW PROCESSING. 

, see CLEANING OF MACHINERY, 
DRYCLEANING, LAUNDERING, OPENING, 
WASHING, WASHING MACHINERY. 

machinery, see CLEANING OF MACHINERY, 
OPENING MACHINERY, WASHING MACHINERY, 
and under headings of of specific machinery. 

CLEANING OF MACHINERY (see also under headings of 
machinery) 

carding machines. LTG Lufttechnische automatic 
card cleaning system for wool spinning mills 8824 

Class 80800 sewing machine. lubrication, cleaning, 
and maintenance procedures 580 

drycleaning machinery. ew regular 
maintenance programs 4 

looms. overhead cleaners accommodate dust and fly 
created b high : speed looms 6878 

looms. Sohler’s Airtex overhead traveling cleaners 
remove dust and fly from looms 898 

looms. Sohler’s novel cleaning system bypasses 
obstructions caused by auxiliary equipment for 
automation 3304 

Luwa’s Loomsphere and Total Air Control system for 
weaving mills 4621 

manmade fiber extrusion equipment. cleaning with 
salt baths 7916 

Max Sapleck’s machines for cleaning reeds, heddles, 
and drop wires 4120 

nonwovens fabric machines. cleaning forming 
fabrics, wires with new system 4166 

sewing machines. Union ye Class 31100 
coverseaming machines 

Sohler Airtex overhead cleaners for the textile 
industry 2201 

Sohler Airtex’s Voicoclean for overhead traveling 
cleaner for two-for-one twisters 936 

spinpacks, spinnerets, and spin pumps. cleaning 
procedures 3982 

synthetic fibers and plastics production equipment 
cleaning by FRG Filter Recycling 8767 

traveling cleaner. Eurociean from Sohler Airtex. 
machine design, specifications 566 

traveling cleaners are ~ cost effective in 
weaving operations 2 

two-for-one twisters cleaned with Volkmann's and 
Sohler Airtex’s Volicoclean traveling cleaner 6104 

weaving. automated overhead loom cleaner from 
Sohler Airtex features bypass unit for suction and 
blow hoses 4110 

Clothing, see APPAREL. 

Clothing industry, see APPAREL INDUSTRY. 

Clothing manufacture, see APPAREL MANUFACTURE. 
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oa. see APPAREL MANUFACTURING 

Cloth inspection, see INSPECTION. 

COATED FABRICS (see also under he of specific 
fabrics, such as LAMINATED FABRICS, LEATHER 
SUBSTITUTES, METALLIC FABRICS, MOLDING) 

air bags. evolution of coated fabrics for automotive 
air bags 6749 

apparel fabrics at the UK Graduate Fashion Week 
— stiff textures and matte/glossy surfaces 

aqueous polyurethane dispersions. characteristics, 
applications, advantages over solvent systems 297 

dibromostyrene-based acrylic lattices as coating 
compounds for flame retarding fabrics and carpets 
(Conf. Paper) 6606 

Dover’s protective barrier fabric for reusable surgical 
gowns 472 

filter fabrics. acrylic resin foam coating he, 
filter fabrics with exacti | pore sizes 

glass fabrics, Teflon coated. Space Station Freedom 
= covers, NASA/USRA orbital exposure test 

heating panels obtained from electrically conductive 
fabrics 6482 

military uniforms. United States Army researching 
adaptive color mechanisms for automatic 
camouflage 9072 

nonwovens with high tensile stre . New process 
developed by Kimberly-Clark 1 

NV Vetex’s PU 160 OR polyurethane coated 
oe smd fabric for use as barrier fabric in 

althcare industry 3361 
oil cloth developed by Specialty Coatings is 
improvement over conventional oil cloth 4177 

organic pigment selection for coated fabrics 6582 
polyester fabrics coated with rubber. 
go tw other properties 8213 
polyester. thermomechanical, spectroscopic 
examination of samples coated with polyvinyl 
chloride and polyurethane 1082 

polypyrrole coated fabrics. —— rate of 
conductivity (Conf. Paper) 333 

polypyrrole coated textiles. degradation kinetics of 
conductivity (Abstract) 2546 

tents with coatings containing permethrin provide 
long term protection against mosquitoes 6478 

welding machines, thermoplastic materials or coated 
fabrics. Cadillac Heat Model 30, review 1237 

COATING (see also other he . such as 
APPLICATORS, CARPET BA KINGS AND 
BACKCOATINGS, COATED FABRICS, FLOCKING, 
ee and under headings of specific 

acrylic polymer coatings. ae proateans, 
particularly those that lower air ution 1848 
— hot melt. advantages, coating systems 

air bags. overview of manufacturing technologies, 
including coating 1850 

amorphous boron nitride, carbon film coatings. effect 
~ roperties of high modulus silica glass fibers 

anodic arc evaporation is new vacuum coating 
technique for textiles, films 1851 

antimicrobial solution for nonwoven wipes prevents 
deterioration during storage 2667 
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aqueous polyurethane dispersions. characteristics, 
applications, advantages over solvent systems 297 

auxiliary equipment. Montforts introduces coating 
unit for its Montex tenter frame 1847 

barium magesium aluminosilicate glass/ceramic 
matrix composites, HPZ reinforced. effect of fiber 
coatings on properties 953 
— fiber composite fabrics colored by coating 

carpets. Campen Precomat equipment for coating 
and Foamgaurd system foam application 7428 

comms. carbon-carbon. fiber strength utilization 

conference held in Atlanta in 1993 on coating, 
laminating. major issues were environment, trade 
agreements 3472 

Control Coat system from Nordson delivers uniform 
= width, density control, pattern flexibility 

control systems for coating machines. Mascoe’s 
Series 4000 with pushbutton controls and digital 
readout 4312 

copper coating on graphite fibers. testing adhesion of 
coating at high temperatures 1852 

cord, dipped. properties affected by chemical 
variables in RFL dip bath 1856 

divinyl ethers. fluorescence monitoring during 
cationic polymerization (Conf. Paper) 3194 

extrusion coating line at Van Besouw. capabilities, 
types of coated fabrics, their uses, properties 1853 
“= ee coatings for industrial concrete flooring 

laboratory coating machine from Shirley 
Developments 5885 

machinery. Sa nee coated with 
plasma to improve efficiency and durability 2687 

machinery. Shirley Developments recently upgraded 
its laboratory coating machine 4299 

medical implants. polymeric antibiotic coatings inhibit 
the growth of staphylococcal biofilms 298 

medical implants. polymeric hydrogel coatings inhibit 
platelet coagulation 299 

metal textile coatings via anodic electric arc 
evaporation. new process developed by Rowo 177 

MR1300 Series internally heated, segmented swirl 
spray heads offer precision, consistency, and 
economy 5095 

Myflam flame retardant textile coatings, 
epee from Mydrin 4303 

nickel coated graphite fibers. aquatic toxicity 2243 
nonwoven polypropylene fabric coated with thin 

layer of aluminum by vapor phase deposition under 
a vacuum 3478 

nonwovens. OSi produces silicon fluids and other 
= products for nonwovens manufacture 

nylon and polyester fabrics coated with 
organopolysiloxane products 2688 

overview of applications, current challenges, use of 
— based systems, fillers, coating methods 

phthalonitrile prepolymer used to coat reinforcing 
fibers used in composites 1629 

polymer based fabric coating systems. effect of 
id chemistry on properties of coated fabrics 

polymeric coating for tubular vascular prostheses is 
simple and inexpensive 1854 

polymers on cotton, cotton/polyester blends. effects 
on vapor phase transfer printing 7430 

63 

Stork Brabant’s CT IV dot coating machine achieves 
optimal adhesion for dot coating interlinings 3410 

surface coating technologies from RARE Coating. 
flame spraying, arc spraying, plasma spraying 1083 

systems. survey of new systems, techniques for 
producing coated textiles 8211 

technology review. methods, materials, product 
Snaain markets, applications 2689 

thermoplastics, hot melt. process of application to 
textile substrates 2692 

thickness mensuration. Carl Zeiss introduces MCS 
pa optic system for transparent coatings, films 

ultraviolet absorbing polymer coatings from 
-- ~ for fabric, printed surfaces (Abstract) 

ultraviolet laser ablation enhances adhesive potential 
of woven polyester fabric during coating 1087 

water vapor permeable polyurethane fabric coatings 
for nonwovens from Bayer 7431 

Werner Mattis Labcoater laboratory coating and 
laminating machine for nonwoven fabrics 2588 

COILING MACHINERY 
automatic integrated coiling, binding, cutting machine 
from Metzner 8335 

Metzner’s automatic coiling, binding, cutting system 
for ropes, cords, wires, cables, hoses, narrow 
fabrics 5398 

Spinnereimaschinenbau —— 1605 wool combing 
machine performs both combing, recombing 
operations 8825 

COIR 
date palm leaf fibers, chemical analysis fibers may be 
used as inexpensive substitutes for sisal, coir 7056 

pineapple leaf fibers preyarn processing, DREF, flax, 
charkha, and coir spinning systems, and fabric 
manufacture 7057 

Ruchstuhl introduces cotton backing for sisal and 
coir carpets 5301 

types of natural fibers being considered to replace 
manmake fibers in nonwoven composites include 
cotton, coir, jute, flax, ramie, hemp, leaf fibers, 
wool, and spider silk 2562 

weathering of needle punched industrial fabrics made 
from flax or flax blended with polypropylene, 
. viscose, cotton, ramie, coir, and wool 

n fibers, see PROTEIN FIBERS, LEATHER 
UBSTITUTES. 

COLOR (see also other headings, such as 
COLORFASTNESS, DYEING, SPECTRUM 
ANALYSIS) 

9’-hydroxy spironaphthoxazine glycidyl ‘ 
methacrylate/methyl methacrylate copolymer films. 
photochromism 2363 3343 ‘ 

9’-substituted spironaphthoxazine polymer films. 
effect of matrix molecular orientation on 
photochromism 2387 3381 

apparel merchandising. use of color trends and color 
—s systems for successful merchandising 

apparel, home furnishings. color choice by 
manufacturers. societal factors influencing color 
selection 5897 

apparel, men’s. brown makes a comeback in sport 
coats, suits, vests, and trousers 2834 



COLOR MATCHING (see also other he 

carbon fiber ee fabrics. coloration by coating, 
laminating 431 ‘ 

carpets. green replaces beige, teal as best selling 
carpet color 5304 

color preferences. the psychology of color 
preferences 1285 

control. Datacolor International develops, 
manufactures color control systems 4243 

discoloration, color loss after spotting stains. use of 
coloring aids to correct 385 

disperse dyes. hetarylazo derivatives from 
dichloro-2-aminobenzothiazoles 1063 

dye shade cards. Fanwood Chemical donates rare 
een of obsolete dye shade cards to AATCC 

effluent color and pentachlorophenol removal from 
— effluent major problems in Great Britain 

fabric color trends for spring/summer 1995 at 
Premiere Vision and Interstoff 6483 

fabric design trends and color palettes, 1994/1995 
autumn/winter knit apparel fabrics 4979 

fabric design. color swatch cards on display at 1994 
International Fabric Show 4977 

fabric testing for color defects. survey of visual 
evaluations 9286 

fabrics for spring 1995. Monsanto’s ombre color 
oy reflects diversity of consumer preferences 

fading of washable fabrics. causes, remedies, 
responsibility 1251 

floor coverings. color selection for floor coverings. 
color selection and color trends 1332 

home furnishings market, Europe, forecasts. 
1994-1995 color trends 2902 4538 

hosiery design trends and color palettes, 1995 
summer season 5283 

light absorption properties of azoic, quinonoid, and 
metal complex dyes and substrate color 4280 

organic dyes: history of development of color 
science, chemistry summarizes early theories 5075 

quilts by fiber artist Adriene Cruz. exploration of 
color, color interactions 9157 

white or natural color of fabric affects finishing, 
particularly optical brightening 8129 

wool. weathering, weathering control measures. 
effect on color of scoured wool 7063 

yarns. fashion trends for fall/winter 1995-1996. 
descriptions of four categories 8846 

. such as 
COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING, MONITORING 
SYSTEMS, SPECTRUM ANALYSIS) 

apparel fabrics. color consistency of dyed fabric not 
—e the demands of apparel manufacturers 

CAD, printing. Arabesque, a new color matching 
system from Barco Graphics 7400 

Clemson Color Clustering is alternative to visual, 555 
= sorting, capable of measuring fabric rolls 

color difference formula. improved formula improves 
color matching on pass/fail data set 7607 

computer aided color matching technology in India. 
technology review 1381 

computer aided pattern making. influence of color on 
interpretations of fashion drawings 9163 

computer color matching systems. use of 
consultants for maximum results in dye selection, 
evaluation, testing 4244 
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computer color matching. theory and equations. 
a" of color matching in India’s textile industry 

computerized color matching. factors influencing 
accuracy of match and reproducibility 3742 

Datacolor International SmartMatch. improvements 
over conventional color matching algorithm 9299 

Datacolor’s Datamatch Version 2.0 featuring Smart 
Match allows dyers to achieve 90 percent first time 
color matching 6548 

dye concentration. influence on visually perceived 
differences in color between sample and master 
pattern 7372 

International Hosiery Exhibition 1994. matching 
system 8847 

light booths. ColorView series from Tailored Lighting 
for calibrating to simulated sunlight 4577 

light reflectance and absorption measurements to 
evaluate color differences and facilitate color 
matching 7610 

saturation value of disperse dyes on polyester fabrics 
determined with computerized color matching 
system 655 

Smart Match from Datacolor International. proprietary 
=— improves accuracy of first time matches 

spectral reflectance curves as color matching tool. 
factors influencing color perception 7606 

Stork’s CMS-2000 color matching system matches, 
predicts, measures color accurately, quickly 4576 

systems from Datacolor International, HunterLab, 
Macbeth 6833 

Weifo Enterprise Company introduces Verilux 200, 
color matching machine for dyed apparel fabrics 

X-Rite and Macbeth color matching and color control 
systems 8556 

COLOR MEASUREMENT 
~— _ Standard 8 evaluated using three methods 

changes due to mechanical wear measured using 
color image analysis 8552 

CIE colorimetric system. computing tristimulus values 
and constructing a chromaticity diagram 9300 

Clemson Color Clustering is alternative to visual, 555 
i sorting, capable of measuring fabric rolls 

color difference formula. improved formula improves 
color matching on pass/fail data set 7607 

color differences on fabric. determination of 
eo color region in uniform color space 

color management systems moving toward 
computerized and automated integration of 
components 1803 

Color-Eye 2145 spectrophotometer, Optiview quality 
control software integrated by Macbeth 505 

colorfastness. gray scale and a CiElab L-C color scale 
for colorimetric assessments of staining 507 

colorimetry. factors influencing the perception and 
measurement of color 3744 

Datacolor International designs, manufactures color 
management systems 48 

Datacolor system at Ciba Laboratories, Chile. use of 
Texflash spectrophotometer and Iris software 5043 

draped fabric. psychological effect of light on 
perceived surface color 50 

dye strength. methods and procedures for 
determining relative strength of dyes 2147 
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effluent. ADMI method of effluent color 
measurement. effects of selected variables 
analyzed 7780 

expert systems based on CIiElab colorimetry replace 
visual evaluation of color in dyeing industry 509 

fabrics, dyed. instrumental evaluation of 
lightfastness on CIELAB color system 6066 

fluorescent and phosphorescent fabric. photoelectric, 
spectrophotographic measurement methods 7608 

fuzzy inference of color on fabric samples 5347 
hand-held color measurement. applications and 
advantages 7609 

imidazole and 2-methylimidazole catalysts effects on 
shade changes in fabric examined 2627 

international standards setting bodies and their areas 
of responsibility 9074 

Kubelka-Munk equation explains color of blends 
prepared from precolored fibers 6063 

light reflectance and absorption measurements to 
evaluate color differences and facilitate color 
matching 7610 
= and Datacolor compact spectrophotometers 

Macbeth interfaces Optiview computerized color 
quality control with ColorChecker 545 
spectrophotometer 4578 

Minolta’s new CM-508i laboratory color 
spectrophotometer features a line interference 
spectral filter chip 6064 

near infrared reflectance analysis measures color and 
compares standards to samples 2929 

Olbrich Highlight 2000 color sampling chamber 
eliminates errors from angles and defective light 
distribution 506 

online colorimetry detects shade variations 
attributable to variable material structure and 
density 1804 

overview. performance of color measurement 
systems, functions, color order systems 510 

pad dye results. use of color measurement and 
automated pad pressure regulation for improved 
dye quality 8162 

portable colorimetry. battery operated colorimeters 
and spectrophotometers for onsite use 5348 

Shademaster system assesses ability of CMC 
formula to measure small visual color differences 
2927 3743 

Smart Match from Datacolor International. 
proprietary algorithm improves accuracy of first 
time matches 7605 

spectrophotometer, benchtop. Macbeth Color-Eye 
aoae offers precision and portability (Trade Lit.) 

spectrophotometers. Dataline from Datacolor 
International 2150 4580 

spectrophotometers. portable hand held units for 
color measurements 2930 

spectrophotometers. portable Microflash 200D from 
Datacolor International 511 

subjective. expert, nonexpert judgment of color 
differences among six woven fabric samples 8557 

systems from Datacolor International, HunterLab, 
Macbeth 6833 

Utran ultraviolet transmitting lenses improve 
performance of color assessment boxes from QC 
Lighting 2141 

wash wheel, history and development 9302 
whiteness measurement of fabrics treated with a 
fluorescent whitening agent 2142 

wool fibers. online scoured wool color monitor 
provides data within NZS 8707-1984 color 
standards 3729 

COLORFASTNESS (see also other . such as 
LIGHTFASTNESS, WASHFASTNESS 

acid dyes on nylon carpet. fading, discoloration due 
to various causes (Conf. Paper) 7388 

cotton fabric. effects of flame retardants, UV light on 
colorfastness of reactive dyed cotton fabric 5803 

drycleaning acetate, acetate/viscose fabrics. 
minimizing dye transfer problems 8413 

drycleaning. dye pickup caused by overextending the 
life of the carbon core cartridge 8414 

fabric wear. effect of light, perspiration, friction, 
water damage on fabric color 8558 

international standards setting bodies and their areas 
of responsibility 9074 
— one improving colorfastness to ozone 

saffron, cmmeus extract, color and lightfastness 
tested 9051 

silk. tannic acid containing metallic salts improves 
lightfastness and washfastness of silk robes 1033 

staining. gray scale and a CiElab L-C color scale for 
colorimetric assessments of staining 507 

stains, dyed fabrics. proper ways to remove stains 
prior to drycleaning 8423 

test methods. evaluation of tests that measure 
“cca of dyed fabric to light, perspiration 

ultraviolet absorbers. EPA approves two new UV 
absorbing chemicals for dyed polyester from Riedel 
de Haen 294 

wash wheel, history and development 9302 
Xenotest 1200 accelerated light exposure and 
weathering test from Heraeus 2924 

COMBING (see also other headings, such as CARDING, 
GILLING) 

cotton yarn. combing decreases trash content, 
improves downstream processability 4892 

cotton. total engineering of combed cotton rotor 
spun yarns, fabrics 6381 

Fletcher International in Australia builds new wool 
combing facility to provide link between grower, 
spinner 3118 

interlinking lap preparation, combing, drawing by 
——— online quality monitoring systems 

polyester. effects of fiber denier, sliver bulk, combing 
roll setting on open end yarn quality 7166 

yarn quality from combed counts. effects of 
modernizing carding machines 8823 

COMBING MACHINERY (see also other . such 
as CARDING MACHINERY, GILLING MACHINERY) 

AFIS testing of short fiber content of sliver improves 
combing without adverse effects on yarns 9273 

Chemnitz Spinning Machine Company introduces 
Model 1534/1 cotton combing machine 1664 4031 

Chemnitzer’s Model 1534/1 cotton combing 
machine. specifications 7157 

flax. Mackie discontinuous and Linimpianti 
continuous machinery compared 2425 ; 

operating speed. influence on performance while 
combing wool (Book) 8826 

Rieter’s E7OR automatic combing machine features 
SERVOlap and ROBOlap feeding and transportation 
systems 81 j 

Rieter’s high performance combing systems. 
specifications 7958 

sliver preparation. complete line for short staple 
sector from Vouk 7963 F 

Spinnereimaschinenbau Leisnig’s 1605 wool combing 
machine performs both combing, recombing 
operations 8825 



COMFORT (see also other og such as 
HEALTHCARE AND M TEXTILES, HEAT 
PHENOMENA, MOISTURE PHENOMENA) s 

apparel comfort influenced by thermal conductivity 
and air permeability 3649 ‘ si 

apparel testing. W.L. Gore & Associates Limited 
launches technical advisory design service 8564 

apparel. effect of thickness of air layer on 
— in space between apparel, wearer 

apparel. evaluation of techniques for analyzing 
thermal, moisture transfer properties 7611 

Cool Wool knitwear for spring 1995 introduced by 
international Wool Secretariat 3606 ‘ 

fabric clinging to human when perspiring. 
model analysis of clinging 7560 

negeee carpets. optimal temperature established 

pants, shorts worn by women for hiking, biking. 
ease at back of leg to improve comfort 

pantyhose. new moisture absorbing pantyhose 
— Chinon fabric, made from milk protein 

protective clothing. comfort and functionality. 
research into optimization of fabric properties 9253 

protective clothing. soivi — with comfort 
through fabric design 674 

shoes. high heeled versus low heeled shoes. effects 
on skin temperature during walking 2143 

socks. pressure exerted by women’s knee length 
socks marketed in Japan 1298 

thermal conductivity and breathability in prototype 
— coat. use of Intermediate Ventilation System 

wool apparel. comfort during range of temperature, 
moisture conditions 7064 

Composite fibers, see under headings of specific fibers. 

COMPOSITES (see also other headings, such as 
CARBON FIBERS, INORGANIC FIBERS, 
LAMINATED FABRICS, LAMINATES, LEATHER 
SUBSTITUTES, MOLDING, RUBBER PRODUCTS) 

acoustic emission analysis of tensile, bending, and 
compressive stresses 1372 

advanced technical composites with plastics, such 
as carbon or - reinforced. new application 
possible 812 

Advanced Technology Program. Clinton 
administration invests in composites for aerospace 
applications 4736 

automotive. overview of research at Ford Motor 
Company’s Materials Science Department (Conf. 
Paper) 8073 

barium magesium aluminosilicate glass/ceramic 
matrix composites, HPZ reinforced. effect of fiber 
coatings on properties 953 

Ss. manufacture of three dimensional composite 
beams for construction end uses 7293 
eee on ceramic matrix composites and 
reinforcing whiskers, platelets, fibers 1739 
a prepreg from Textron. Hy-Bor has 
double the flexural strength and stiffness of carbon 
fiber prepreg 1740 

braided unidirectional material produced using 
continuous fiber rod in thermoplastic matrix 2516 

braided, carbon fiber reinforced. microstructure 
failure mode correlations (Conf. Paper) 8074 

braided, carbon fiber reinforced. tensile properties 
(Conf. Paper) 8075 
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braided. modeling Euclidean braided fiber 
— to optimize properties (Conf. Paper) 

braided. U.S. Composites develops asymmetric 
braiding technique to improve composite 
performance 5743 

braiding. Farley Braider, Shuttle Pilate Braider three 
dimensional braiding machines (Conf. Paper) 8043 

braiding. three dimensional braiding techniques, 
machinery for advanced composites (Conf. Paper) 

bulk factor during consolidation of textile composites 
from powder coated towpreg 3324 

calcium aluminosilicate ceramic matrix composites, 
Nicalon reinforced. effect of oxidative 
embrittlement on impact behavior 954 

carbon fiber composites made by Exel Oy for golf 
club shafts 1356 

carbon fiber composites prepared from advanced 
polymer resins for use in aerospace 3325 

carbon fiber composites. effects of fiber preforms on 
compressive strength after impact (Abstract) 2541 

carbon fiber composites. surface modification of 
carbon fibers with strong oxidizer (Abstract) 2355 

carbon fiber reinforced. analysis of molecular level 
response to prolonged exposure in low Earth orbit 
(Abstract) 7312 

carbon fiber reinforced. evaluation of composites 
fabricated from powder epoxy towpregs (Conf. 
Paper) 8077 

carbon fiber reinforced. toughened cyanate ester 
networks as a matrix resin for (Abstract) 7294 

carbon fiber yarns. Toray’s Torayca T700S yarn 
features cross section of 12, filaments 5662 

carbon fiber. effect of reinforcing fabric structure on 
—* strength after impact (Conf. Paper) 

carbon fiber. modeling degradation kinetics of PEEK, 
PEI polymers, composites (Abstract) 2539 
— composites. fiber strength utilization 

carbon-carbon. rapid densification process being 
developed Textron Specialty Materials 2517 

cellulose fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites. 
surface, adhesion characterization (Abstract) 2542 

celiulose pulp fiber. recycled waste as component in 
natural fiber based composites (Abstract) 7774 

cellulose/poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone). transition behavior, 
phase structure 8078 

cement matrix composites, carbon fiber reinforced. 
= interaction between fibers and matrix 

ceramic fiber reinforced. preparation, mechanical 
properties 780 

ceramic, metal matrix composites. gee liquid phase 
processes used in fiber coating 1855 

ceramic. chemical vapor infiltration _ three 
dimensional braided composites 7307 

ceramic. chemical vapor infiltration via microwave 
induced inverted thermal matrix gradients 7278 

CLAF composite nonwovens from Amoco Nisseki. 
types, properties, applications (Trade Lit.) 1773 

Composites Particles. firm alters polymer surfaces to 
— bonding during composites manufacturing 

compounding, molding online with technology from 
Composite Products. integrity, distribution of fibers 
maintained 178 

copper coating on graphite fibers used in composites. 
— adhesion of coating at high temperatures 
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cotton-phenolic. kinetics of oil absorption into 
cotton-phenolic composite materials 1782 

cotton/phenolic. kinetics of oil absorption into 
cotton/phenolic composite materials 5013 

delamination of woven E-glass fabric composites 
using a stacked shell finite element method 8544 

dune buggy designed, assembled by students at 
NCSU using composites to enter in national 
competition 2875 

electron beam curing of polymer based composites 
used in aerospace applications 2518 

electron radiation effects on five epoxy composites 
reinforced with glass, carbon, and aramid fiber 956 

epoxy based. flexural properties of unidirectional 
composites laminarily reinforced with carbon, 
alumina fibers 191 

Europe. Frost & Sullivan Market rors survey 
of European composites market 326 

fiber matrix interface strength parameters for 
laminated reinforced fiber composites 7295 

fiber reinforced. calculating optimal fiber volume 
fraction, fiber matrix property compatibility (Conf. 
Paper) 8082 

fiber reinforced. effect of structural defects, 
variability on mass production (Conf. Paper) 8600 

fiber reinforced. effect of tow alignment on 
performance of composites with woven interlinked 
preforms (Conf. Paper) 8084 

fiber reinforced. evaluation of composites fabricated 
with woven multilayer interlinked preforms (Conf. 
Paper) 8081 

fiber reinforced. finite element analysis of mechanical 
properties (Conf. Paper) 8547 

fiber reinforced. impact resistance of jet aircraft 
engine fan blades with woven preforms (Conf. 
Paper) 8080 

fiber reinforced. long-term behavior of structures 
dating from the 1960s, 1970s 7298 

fiber reinforced. manufacturing of thermoplastics 
reinforced with glass, carbon, aramid fibers 7300 

fiber reinforced. new manufacturing process 
facilitates mass production of very high strength 
composites 939 

fiber reinforced. new preform fibers developed by 
Khimvolokno Research Institute (Conf. Paper) 7920 

fiber reinforced. novel aerospace composites 
developed by Douglas Aircraft Company (Conf. 
Paper) 8086 

fiber reinforced. overview of research at the 
Katholieke Universiteit in Leuven, Belgium (Conf. 
Paper) 8079 

fiber reinforced. overview of research at the 
Khimvolokno Research Institute in St. Petersburg 
(Conf. Paper) 8085 

fiber reinforced. overview of research at the NASA 
Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia 
(Conf. Paper) 8083 

fiber reinforced. principles of design analysis 7296 
fiber reinforced. properties of resin based matrix 

materials, fibers 7297 
fiber reinforced. review of advanced stitching 
technology for reinforcement systems (Conf. 
Paper) 8 

fiber reinforced. review of test specifications for 
aerospace composites (Conf. Paper) 8546 

fiber reinforced. structural analysis, computer based 
optimization of properties 7299 

fiber reinforced. three dimensional analysis of 
= reinforced structures (Conf. Paper) 

fiber reinforced. Unifibre reinforcement sheet based 
= a boosts fiber content of molded composites 
9 

Fiber-Tex 1991: Fifth Conference on Advanced 
Engineering Fibers and Textile Structures for 
Co sites (Book) 8071 

Fiber-Tex 1992: Sixth Conference on Advanced 
Engineering Fibers and Textile Structures for 
Composites (Book) 8070 

fiberglass. Pierce & Stevens’ Dualite microspheres 
=" resin formulation for fiberglass products 

fibrous waste. BioComposites Centre investigates 
plant waste as resource for production of 
composites 7301 

flaws detected by advanced ultrasonic 
nondestructive evaluation method 3726 

flax straw as a composite reinforcement material. 
applications 27 

floor covering comprised of a backing sheet, latex, 
lamination, bicomponent fiber fabric 3680 

Glanamat. new nonwoven glass/polypropylene fabric 
— thermally molded textile composites 

graphite fiber textile preform/copper matrix 
—- for use in aerospace heat components 

hip joint prostheses. fatigue induced failure mode of 
— composites as load bearing surfaces 

hip joint prosthesis. fatigue induced failure modes of 
aes elastomer composites as bearing surfaces 

inorganic sizing compound polymer-fiber 
bonding in composites 174 

joining and machining composite blocks 6466 
laminated fiber reinforced. probabilistic model of 
stochastic damage evolution (Conf. Paper) 8088 

laminates, carbon fiber reinforced. aeroelastic airfoil 
“smart” spars (Conf. Paper) 8087 

Lantoride. multilaminate carbon impregnated 
composite absorbs radar at varying angles of 
incidence 8967 

lignocellulosic fibers. recycled waste as component 
—e thermoplastic composites (Abstract) 

liquid crystal/polymer composite films with 
continuous liquid crystal phase within polymer 
matrix 6489 

liquid crystalline polyester composite as recyclable, 
high strength material 957 

liquid molding, polymer based composites. resin 
— structural reaction injection (Conf. Paper) 

Malimo mechanical reinforcing techniques for 
nonwoven composite materials 575 

mechanical bonding techniques for nonwovens and 
— made of webs, threads, and fabrics 

mechanical properties of composites reinforced with 
organic fibers. problems caused by deviations in 
load 7302 

multiaxial warp knit. manufacturing processes, 
industrial applications (Conf. Paper) 8089 

Multiple Concentric Cylinder Model. software 
—" unidirectional metal matrix composites 

musical instruments. Matti Kahonen invents flute 
made from carbon fiber reinforced epoxy 7581 

NASA Advanced Composites Technology Conference 
- (Seattle, Wastington) 5768 
NASA Advanced Composites Technology Conference 
4178 

new Herzog multilayer interlock braiding technology 
aimed for developments in composites 2515 



Nicalon ceramic matrix composites. influence of fiber 
coating thickness on strength of fibers and 
composites 8072 Ey. 

nonwoven interlinings from Laniere de Picardie use 
ing polymers as fusing agents 5758 

nonwoven istaciainan, Laniere de rdie. melt 
blown microfibers, adhesive filaments 5786 

nonwoven. HDK Industries purchases Bonar 
Nonwovens. now sole supplier of powder bonded 
nonwovens 4087 

optical disc substrates. electrooptical properties of 
roo crystal polymer based ternary composite 

paper, epoxy resin composites. composition, 
adability, reinforcement properties 958 

poly(beta-L-D-butyrolactone). preferentially 
syndiotactic high weight polymer as composite 
matrix (Abstract) 7131 

poly(butadiene)/polystyrene pseudo interpenetrating 
polymer networks. structure 8090 

polycarbonate/acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene, 
thermoplastic. effect of rubber content 2543 3340 
~y an used as reinforcement in composites 

polyethersulfone/thermotropic liquid crystalline 
copolyester blend composites. properties 7303 

polyethylene fibers, composites. damage tolerance. 
molecular, morphological factors (Abstract) 2544 

polyethylene. molecular, morphological analyses of 
damage tolerance (Conf. Paper) 3154 

Polygon. expertise in resins and fibers, offers design, 
manufacture, and volume production 1695 

polyimide composites. use of reactive plasticizers in 
carbon fiber reinforced polyimide composites 
(Abstract) 2519 

polyimide composites. use of reactive plasticizers in 
the fabrication of carbon fiber reinforced 
composites (Conf. Paper) 3196 3330 

polymer matrix composites, reinforced with aligned 
short fibers by novel flow processing. tensile 
strength and elastic modulus 940 

polymer powder curtain pregreg process to 
ee carbon fiber tow bundles 8047 

polymethyl methacrylate/palladium cluster 
=. thermo-mechanical properties analyzed 

polypropylene/caicium carbonate composites. 
structure examined by acoustic microscopy 5769 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
impact stre , morphology 8969 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
morphology 8968 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
thermal expansion behavior 8970 

polypyrrole, polymethylpyrrole/porous media 
composite membranes. gas permeability 3341 
4972 8091 

polystyrene terpolymer composite reinforced by 
= igh weight polyethylene fibers (Abstract) 

polyurethane/polypropylene. effect of dispersants on 
impact strength 8092 

Portland cement reinforced with ionic water soluble 
polymers 3323 

preforming. warp knitting er ag provides new 
means of producing materials 5675 

prepregs. Hy-Bor boron/graphite prepregs from 
Textron Specialty Materials 179 
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production. United States shipments totalled 2.73 
Prey pounds in 1993 despite defense cutbacks 

radiation curing of carbon, aramid, glass fiber 
reinforced composites with epoxy matrixes 
(Abstract) 7277 

ramie/linen short fiber reinforced carboxylated 
acrylonitrile butadiene rubber composites. mixing 
effect 8971 

recycled paper/thermoplastic composites evaluated 
for structural applications 8093 

reinforced high performance composites using 
braided aliphatic polyamides or PET 3990 

reinforced with multidimensional fibrous structures. 
production, properties 8952 

reinforcement by insertion of carbon and metal 
fibers. Foster-Miller’s Z-fiber process 8048 

reinforcements. braiding, weaving complex 
multidimensional fibrous structures to reinforce 
composites 6464 

reinforcing fibers coated with phthalonitrile 
prepolymer 1629 
— molding process developed by Boeing 

resin transfer molding. infiltration of resin into 
anisotropic fiber preforms (Conf. Paper) 8049 

resin transfer molding. predicting permeability of 
woven, braided preforms (Conf. Paper) 8050 

SCRIMP manufactured composites. mechanical 
properties, impact resistance 1738 

silane coupling agents contribute to resistance 
against delamination (Conf. Paper) 6469 

structural engineering. properties of manmade fibers, 
polymer matrixes used in reinforced composites 
(Book) 7305 

surgical webbing. effect of fiber pretreatments on in 
vitro bioabsorption of composites, nonwovens 
6500 

Tech Textiles noncrimp multiaxial fabrics for 
composite reinforcement 4179 

terms and definitions. NASA sponsors development 
of glossary for composites 3342 

thermoplastic polyester. Foss Manufacturing 
Company patents unitary moldable composite 4197 

three dimensional braided composites. effect of fiber 
geometry on dynamic impact behavior 7306 

through-the-thickness fiber reinforced. mechanical 
properties (Conf. Paper) 8094 

transcrystalline growth in semicrystalline carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer composites 8051 

two dimensional braided preforms. effect of fiber 
= machine design on cost (Conf. Paper) 

viscoelastic impregnation of fibrous media, one 
dimensional, semianalytical model for 3326 

weaving. Cambridge Consultants’ three dimensional 
weaving process 4113 

COMPOSITES--GLASS FIBER REINFORCED 
acoustic emission analysis of tensile, bending, and 
compressive stresses 1372 

advanced technical composites with plastics, such as 
carbon or cy reinforced. new application 
possible 8122 

electron radiation effects on five epoxy composites 
reinforced with glass, carbon, and aramid fiber 956 

epoxy glass fiber reinforced laminates. analysis of 
aan | delamination fracture toughness (Abstract) 
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glass epoxy copper clad laminates. surface 
roughness, failure related to drilling 5754 

lunar preform el? NASA/USRA study. 
lunar glass within AURUM thermoplastic resin 
matrix 1730 

lunar preform manufacturing, NASA/USRA study. 
—. glass within crystalline thermoplastic matrix 

Owens-Corning. restructuring emphasizes ys 
commitment to composites manufacturing 6 

plastic. University of Dundee builds pedestrian bridge 
=A ” Keviar core yarns, glass fiber composites 

readthrough problem in painted automotive parts 
made of sheet molding compound solved with new 
materials system 180 

resin transfer molding. mechanics of air entrapment, 
void formation (Conf. Paper) 8052 

silica based. seals, gaskets, and thermal insulating 
materials from Albert Hellhake 210 

Textron researches processing techniques for 
continuous fiber ceramic composites 2517 

toxic emissions during open combustion of glass 
fiber reinforced composites 7694 

COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING (see also other 
headings, such as AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT, 
COLOR MATCHING, COLOR MEASUREMENT, 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, MANAGEMENT, 
MONITORING SYSTEMS, OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH, SIMULATION) 

advanced process control (APC) and optimization 
techniques. profile of current APC systems 3788 

Advanced Technology Program. Clinton 
administration invests in component based 
computer software 4736 

air pollution, hexane emissions during oilseed 
processing. tracking via air dispersion model 7692 

AMTEX’s DAMA project offers mills marketplace 
integration with low cost EDI 1415 

apparel assembly. CAD software developments from 
Gerber, Assyst, Investronica 7496 

apparel conversion. three dimensional simulation of 
apparel patterns from freehand sketches 1952 

apparel design. interactive graphic human body as 
hierarchical structure 9154 

apparel exhibition. Computers in Clothing and 
Garment Pack 1994 Show Guide 9126. 

apparel fashion shows in multimedia environment. 
design, presentation, and sales 1108 

apparel industry computer software. directory of 
software vendors also lists programs 5901 

apparel manufacture sourcing. regional deployment 
of computer integrated prototype database 9161 

apparel manufacture. CAD/CAM systems. overview 
focuses on new technological developments 5125 

apparel manufacture. computer aided yp 
= aided manufacturing systems from Lectra 

apparel manufacture. Helios Messtechnik introduces 
BMG automatic waist size measuring unit for 
trousers, skirts 8323 

apparel manufacture. return on investment of CAD 
over 300 percent 3551 

apparel manufacture. review of computer aided 
= computer aided manufacturing systems 

apparel manufacture. Shima Seiki incorporates Quick 
Response concepts in its CIM systems 8337 

apparel manufacturers and retailers form partnerships 
to profit from the technology explosion of the 
1990s 1860 

apparel manufacturing. CAD systems exhibited at 
1993 Bobbin Show indicate trend toward 
automation 1194 

apparel manufacturing. MIDA, a computerized 
system that develops apparel sizes from 
morphological data 1950 

apparel manufacturing. piece layout, optimization of 
piece shape for layout 9162 

apparel manufacturing. review of Demand Activated 
Manufacturing Architecture project 8597 

apparel sourcing. computer integrated proteepee to 
improve demand activated manufacturing 9 

apparel, value added. computer control systems 
make high quality embroidery cost effective 1207 

apparel. ornamental lace ribbons cut on automated 
center cutting machine 1212 

artificial intelligence. recent textile research and 
development 8607 

Asselin Profile cross lappers. maintenance and 
diagnostic programs 8054 

automation, dyeing and finishing. Sate Gommeny 
automates production at Rifinizione Alan 

Ban-Jac jacquard machine for narrow fabric weaving. 
computer control allows data to be saved on floppy 
disks 910 

Blackman and White enters apparel manufacturing, 
uses advanced CAD cutting table plotter called 
Orion 1202 

Bobbin Show 1994. preview of trends in computer 
aided design for apparel manufacturing 

Bobbin Show 1994. software, hardware innovations 
in computer aided design, computer aided 
manufacturing 8292 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention technology 
reviewed by Atlanta Consulting International 357 

body measurements. MiIDAScan, MIDABase 
automatic measuring devices for human body 
morphology 9306 

braiding machinery. monitoring devices for computer 
control of each yarn in 3D braiding 2515 

brassieres. Stanford University study uses lasers and 
computers to analyze women’s breast sizes and 
shapes 1362 

CAD and CAM systems will soon be used by a 
=v of Indian textile and apparel companies 

CAD and image processing system for pes 
automobile upholstery templates 765 

CAD applications in design proofing. available 
technology 7647 

CAD at IMB 1993 reviewed. exhibitors, trends 6653 
CAD design systems at IMB 1993 reviewed 3563 
CAD Expo 1994, Yarn Fair International. seminars on 
CAD use by the textile, apparel industries 9341 

CAD Expo 1994. apparel manufacturers display 
intense interest in upcoming New York show 7498 

CAD Expo 1994. new CAD systems exhibited by 
Assyst, Infomax, Investronica, Lectra 9340 

CAD Expo 1994. participants displaying CAD 
—— increased from 20 in 1993 to 30 in [1994] 

CAD for omen, | warp knit velours developed by 
Karl Mayer 331 

CAD operations of Fila, an Italian apparel 
manufacturer 1142 

CAD software with surface modeling for cutting 
complex patterns 1198 



CAD systems at IMB 1993. displays from Lectra, 
Sooret. GGT, Investronica, and Microdynamics 

CAD systems come of age in 1993. product 
innovations reviewed 2769 

CAD systems for engraving flat and rotary screens. 
Luscher ScannerPlotter 5386 

CAD systems for pattern designing at IMB 1993 
reviewed 3550 

CAD ee. om decisions and types of CAD 
——— 

CAD technology in United States mills. new 
advances. integration of CAD and CAM 
technologies 1416 - 

CAD trends and developments in hardware, ~ 
software, and integrated information systems 3782 
a > ae in engineering complex textile structures 

CAD with three dimensional pattern design 
capabilities 360 

CAD, CAM for apparel fabric mills. two case 
histories illustrate use 4461 

CAD, CAM systems. investment strategies for 
textile, apparel industries 9349 

CAD, printing. Arabesque, a new color matching 
system from Barco Graphics 7400 

CAD. Assyt’s Assygraph CAD system reduces time 
for repetitive tasks 4376 

CAD. Bobbin Show 1993 exhibition dominated by 
sewing machinery and CAD systems 1230 

CAD. developments in computer aided design 
proofing for printed textiles 7365 

CAD. importance in achieving production flexibility, 
other advantages 9344 

CAD. Kopperman Computer Systeme’s bao 
CAD software package runs with Windows 4610 

CAD. Microdynamics’ new CAD system called 
Artworks links creative, engineering aspects of 
CAD 4377 

CAD. MKS Monarch Pattern Preparation System for 
single, double jersey knitting machines 7270 

CAD. ModaCAD’s software for textile, apparel 
designers 4611 

CAD. Monarch Computex develops apparel design 
software programs for Apple Macintosh 
workstations 9343 

CAD. overview. advantages, comparison with 
manual sampling, sample simulation 5387 

CAD. structural analysis, optimization of fiber 
reinforced composites 7299 

CAD. UniMac purchases Hewlett-Packard ME10, 
ME30, and fileserver to design commercial laundry 
machines 379 

CAD/CAM at IMB 1993. developments 1417 
CAD/CAM systems. historical development and 

industry trends 2186 
CAD/MIS systems for apparel manufacturers in the 
United Kingdom, recent developments 9159 

Camstar System’s MESA software provides 
monitoring, control in manufacturing 8023 

carpet industry. survey of applications for process 
control in carpet mills 7670 

carpet manufacture. computerized data acquisition 
a specifications, advantages (Conf. Paper) 

eo databases. textile industry applications 

CDW opens $64 million finishing plant with $3 
million wastewater treatment system 1062 

CIM at Kondo spinning mill in Japan 814 
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CIM research. overview of activities of National 
Textile Research Center 9345 

CIM systems. planning and implementation in a 
spinning mill 1668 

CIM. ATMI proposes standardization of United States 
CIM specifications 7649 

circular knitting. Starfish computer software models 
manufacturing 1723 

CIS systems provide data and central control for 
preparation, ring spinning, winding, and rotor 
—_— operations 92 

CITME 1994. review of CAD equipment from 
Investronica for pattern design, grading, marker 
making 9160 

color matching by computer. factors influencing 
accuracy of match and reproducibility 3742 

color matching. theory and equations. history of 
color matching in India’s textile industry 2621 

color measurement. Color-Eye 2145 
spectrophotometer, Optiview quali 
software integrated by Macbeth 50) 

color measurement. new systems from Datacolor 
International, HunterLab, Macbeth 6833 

computer aided design software, apparel and fabric 
design. advantages of different visualization 
algorithms 3786 

computer aided design, apparel. new algorithm 
models body shapes with density balls 6834 

computer aided design, drawing apparel patterns. 
formulae for armhole and sleeve cap curves 3575 

computer aided pattern making. influence of color on 
interpretations of fashion drawings 9163 

computer color matching systems. use of consultants 
for maximum results in dye selection, evaluation, 
testing 4244 

computer integrated management of systems in 
fiber-textile-appare! pipeline in United States 6867 

computer integrated management of systems in 
eee pipeline in United States 

control 

computer integrated manufacturing as competitive 
tool for United States textile industry 5389 

computers. Wisconsin study examines computer 
workstation ergonomics and recommends solutions 
for common ailments 

cotton knit fabric design. Flynt Fabrics uses 
computer simulations to design fabrics and specify 
finishing and dyeing procedures 914 

cotton maturity testing via computer based image 
=- review of different mensuration systems 

cotton production lines of the future. automatic 
adjusting for process variations 2320 

cutting machinery. review of automated leather 
cutting software systems by Cutting Edge, Lectra 
Systems 8350 

cutting, plotting, computerized. use in manufacture 
of inflatable structures by Supabounce 3568 

data processing system at Spinnerei Forcheim for 
= , Monitoring, and control of spinning and 
yeing 

database of mechanical and physical properties used 
to design fabrics and apparel 3352 

Datapart’s Colorado Design System for apparel, 
fabric design 4378 

Davison on Disk, Fabrics On-Line. review of online 
computer information services 8695 

demand activated apparel development, 
oe merchandising. computer integrated 
forecasting 6864 
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demand flow management and vendor managed 
replenishment for efficient production and 
distribution of goods 2953 

design. CSP 3002, microprocessor controlled color 
scanner and ome for screen printing from Stork 
Screens 180 

design. STIKA machine generates custom labels, 
signs, and iron-on T-shirt transfers 1967 

Dornier’s AT software 6.00 version makes additional 
functions possible 8907 

downsizing. studies verify efficiency of replacing 
— computers with PC based systems 

dyeing. computerized controls from Beacon Controls, 
Barco-Sedo 5070 

EDI is in state of flux throughout world. importance 
of information transfer to optimize EDI 9346 

EDI links jeans manufacturers and retailers. links in 
early stages of development 3783 

EDI, apparel manufacturing plants. Marithe & 
Francois Girbaud system quadruples profits 1122 

EDI. Deloitte & Touche surveys 97 vendors and 180 
software packages for the apparel industry 540 

Ekro embroiders women’s outerwear on machines 
from Zangs/ZSK, Taijima, and Pfaff 1206 

electronic data interchange embraced by T.L. 
Edwards, JCPenney apparel contractor 8276 

electronic data interchange techniques, barcode 
scanners, and barcoding technology 1426 

electronic data interchange, Quick Response 
drastically change inventory, replenishment 
strategies 5390 

embroidery designs stored on laser disk for easy 
retrieval by computer 1958 

embroidery machinery. computer aided — 
equipment facilitates faster turnaround times 5197 

embroidery machinery. Tajima Industries upgrades its 
FM Note laptop computer interface 8338 

embroidery, CAD. review of experimental workshops 
at Niederrhein Technical College 7500 
So practices. Touche Ross survey reveals 

that textile industry misunderstands information 
technology 1422 

environmental, health, and safety data integrated 
with production and inventory management 
systems 536 

exhaust dyeing. software developed to calculate salt, 
on a at low liquor-to-goods ratios 

expert systems based on CIElab colorimetry replace 
visual evaluation of color in dyeing industry 509 

expert systems for chemical engineers. developing, 
using to operate, test process equipment 2188 

expert systems for predictive control of textile 
manufacturing processes (Conf. Paper) 7662 

expert systems in supervisory control of 
manufacturing processes 554 

Expotecnia 1994. review of CAD, CAM, CIM 
— from Investronica for apparel conversion 

external online databases. overview 8598 
fabric inspection. Elbit Systems’ Image Computer has 

visual capabilities for fabric inspection 3733 
fabric inspection. Elbit Vision System’s I-Tex 
computerized fabric inspection system 4570 

Fabrics Online. review of Pennsylvania online fabric 
information marketing service 7203 

Fashion Information Service and Computerized 
Fashion Show. two research projects by 
Nottingham Trent University 5114 

fault detection systems, textile manufacturing. 
Project TESS emphasizes robotics and neural 
networks 537 

fiber cross sectional shape analysis by image 
processing 2122 

fire resistance software predicts fire resistance of 
fabric blends based on composition 41 

fire safety. computer based expert system shells 
evaluate fire safety in industrial plants 9399 

flammability. operations research software models, 
susceptibility of buildings to fire 7612 

forecast for 1994 regarding hardware, software, and 
service developments 29 

heat setting. computer control on Superba heat 
setting line (Conf. Paper) 7190 

HVI data processing. computerized cotton fiber 
inventory data management systems 7586 

HW making-up machines with semiautomatic 
measuring and winding 1213 

ignition of soft rays by cigarette. two 
computer models 22 

IMB 1993. CAD system developments from Shima 
Seiki, CDi, Alexis Solutions, Lectra, Gerber 1199 

IMB 1993. software exhibits showcase new 
interactive a, programs that save time and 
money 277 

India. computer applications in the Indian textile 
industry 1418 

industrial engineering. project management software 
packages facilitate chemical plant shutdowns 7657 

information management in apparel manufacturing. 
system requirements and planning 7651 

information revolution. effect of growing reliance on 
computers by United States industry 6095 

information technologies, textile companies surveyed 
ry more for systems, report less satisfaction 

inspection, fabric. Computer Aided Fabric Evaluation 
om for online inspection during manufacture 

integrated knitwear manufacturing. computer design 
yo and machinery for integrated processes 

1 
inventory control. BTRA’s software for use in 
warehouses of weaving mills 9354 

ITF’s PDA system for weaving, finishing, fabric 
inspection and packaging 5388 

jacquard weaving. Grosse’s Jac-Design CAD, 
Camtex CIM 2491 

jacquard, intarsia knit fabrics designed with 
aaa control of production, fabric parameters 

jiggers. Asyst expands computer controls on its line 
jiggers 5054 

ayer’s CAD assisted development system used 
with a double bar raschel machine 933 

knit fabric design. Shima Seiki’s Total Knitting 
System produces computer graphics of designs 

knitting CAD. Shima Seiki Europe introduces and 
demonstrates SDS-TDS design workstation 5736 

knitting CAD/CAM from Nestel. specifications of 
Minima system 4148 

knitting machinery. review of recent developments in 
computer controlled knitwear machinery 6454 

knitting simulation. Starfish computer program 
predicts weight and shrinkage characteristics of 
knit cotton fabrics 2502 

knitting. production control by Doku’s, Bogner’s 
Miniplan computer system 2505 ; 

LA Dye and Print Works. overview of operations with 
emphasis on communications system 8332 

labeling, apparel manufacturing. innovations in 
computer controlled labeling from NOR, Stikits 
Limited 8364 



Lectra Systeme’s Master Link apparel manufacturing 
database for use with CAD system 5955 

Lectra Systemes Premiere CAD station 6654 
Lectra Systemes. recent reorganization increases 
oe share of the worldwide CAD, CAM market 

Litton Mills in Manila uses Cotton Incorporated’s EFS 
MILLNet software to control quality 7966 

Macbeth interfaces Optiview computerized color 
quality contro! with ColorChecker 545 
spectrophotometer 4578 

manufacturing software of the future. 20 executives 
offer their views on likely developments in 
technology 538 , ; 
a simplified, optimized. critical 

s pr 
Manufacturing Systems’ Buyer’s Guide to 

manufacturing software and computer hardware 
and —- s 533 

Manufacturing Systems’ Buyer’s Guide to 
organizations and associations 532 

Manufactu Systems’ top 50 manufacturing 
oriented software. revenues, products, brand 
names, operating platforms 531 

materials handling systems. review of current 
systems from ABB Robotics, Allen Bradley, 
Geotronics 9352 
— in automated apparel manufacturing 

MES integration. order control and manufacturing 
process control systems 534 

Microflex PC 9000. handheld computer specifically 
designed for operators in chemical manufacturing 
plants 3784 
— production planning software from DOKU 

modeling polyester synthesis. Kari Fischer’s 
computer model considers physical and chemical 
processes during polyester synthesis 3993 

Monk Dubied Jet 4 series fiat knitting machines. 
te jee ped and on line control with Laptop 
and Ducad Ill systems 924 

MRP Ii manufacturing software. proper preparation of 
manufacturing environment minimizes 
implementation failures 535 

Multiple Concentric Cylinder Model. software 
—, unidirectional metal matrix composites 

napping machines. cylinder revolution measurement 
vice with control system to monitor fabric 

passes 5100 
networks. experts worry that personal data is no 
longer secure 6097 

networks. negative potential consequences of the 
information superhighway 6096 

neural network techniques to model seaming and 
predict seam puckering 2783 

Open Systems necessary to improve compatibility 
across geographical and company lines 1434 

operations research. computer aided measuring 
techniques analyze operation of ring spinning 
machines 5639 

pattern development for knit fabrics 6443 
pattern grading, apparel manufacture. perceptual 
, rrr between two different grading methods 

pattern making and pow yo comparison of skills 
required for manual and computer methods 5193 

pattern making. oe! produces integrated CAD 
and publi pattern making, ishing system 8317 

patterns. geometric requirements for computer aided, — 
three dimensional pattern design 1200 
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polar preform weaving. computer program for 
axisymmetric composite constructions 7252 

Pollution Engineering’s 1994 Annual Guide to 
Environmental Software 2987 

print fabric =, production using fractal 
geometry, CAD 5862 

problems when new software introduced. cause of 
problems vary, solutions require system wide view 
of business 2189 

problems with software for textile industry. 
optimizing software development 2190 

process control, doffing and piecing. Schliafhorst’s 
Corosult Piecing System, review 7168 

process control, spinning. Schiafhorst’s Central 
Informator system is now compatible with 
Microsoft Windows 7652 

process control, spinning. Schlafhorst’s Central 
Informator system, review 7653 

product development in apparel industry. computer 
integrated forecasting 9350 

production control software, apparel manufacturing. 
innovative tracking algorithms gather and evaluate 
data 3789 

production control, dyeing machinery. ATC-304 
—* dyehouse control system from Arel 

production control, weaving mills. MillMaster 
monitoring system from Loepfe 4140 

production control. Bobbin Show 1994 showcases 
Computer Aided Fabric Evaluation project 8601 

production control. HIDEN computer aided design 
— for highly controllable exchanger networks 

production control. information systems key to 
= flexible manufacturing at Scotch Maid 

production control. methods for eee epee 
ve unveiled at 1994 Bobbin Show 

production control. Murao & Company’s systems 
enhance compatibility between textile machines 
and control software 6869 

production costs, knitting mills. estimates calculated 
by various software packages 3758 

production —— and control through expert 
systems and artificial intelligence. papers from 
international conference. (Book) 7654 

Production Planning Systems exhibited at IMB 1993 
reviewed 3785 

Protti PTV234 tae system for PV knitting 
machines 4153 

quality management systems can help European 
apparel manufacturers remain competitive 3794 

Quick Response technology critical to globalization of 
apparel industry. data acquisition, analysis 1412 

real time process visualization allows operators to 
analyze entire production line 1427 
—- production control. function, advantages 

rental industry. Act One Uniform Rentals uses a 
variety of telecommunications and information 
technologies 7620 

S.I.R. Systems. software consulting firm caters 
exclusively to the apparel industry 1419 

Saks contracts with Focus Networks to install video 
communication technology to link retailers with 
vendors 353 

Sandoz Texperto expert system for textile finishing. 
finishing recipes to satisfy customer needs 4218 

SCADA systems for production control, improvement 
and visibility 2952 
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Scotweave range of dobby, jacquard CAD/CAM. 
recent innovations 4931 

screen printing. Stork computer aided equipment for 
= proofing, and direct screen production 

security systems to prevent unfair disclosure of 
confidential information by former employees 6082 

sewing thread consumption accurately predicted by 
CAD based software program 8331 

Sidlaw Textiles computer systems. applications and 
software development 6861 

Simplicity Pattern Design invests in computer system 
from Assyst for pattern manufacture 8369 

simulation of a fashion show using biomechanical 
models of body and texture mapping 1953 

simulation of apparel as —_ 
commercial software vy te 

simulation, computerized. evaluation of scheduling 
policies in composites manufacturing 551 

software systems for wet processing introduced 
during 1993. directory 1005 

software. COMPASS facilitates cost-benefit analysis 
in purchase of apparel equipment, considers 
intangibles 539 

sorting. automated, computerized rang system for 
Mission Industries industrial laundry 1 

spectrum analysis. phosphoroscope with high speed 
analog to digital converter 5355 

Starfish (Version 5). predicting shrinkage in circular 
knit cotton fabrics 2572 
—- finishing of garments, computer control of 

Stoll’s Sirix sampling system and Auto Sintral 
— system for CMS knitting machines 

Stork’s Image 3010 CAD provides digital preprint 
ere to wide market of engravers, printers 

Superba’s Turbine Drilling Machine, Space Dyeing 
Machine linked by Design Software 4267 

systems analysis. simulation replaces spreadsheets. 
misconceptions described 2963 
— integration in the textile rental industry 

Tapistron CYP tufted carpet loom. computer 
controlled yarn selection 2482 

Targeted Systems ae for Management 
information Systems 935 

TEACON. computer aided teaching of digital control 
of —~ Input Single Output systems 1420 

Terrot ES/60 Wilcom embroidery CAD system. image 
es _ transformation into embroidery 
esi 

Textaee. CD ROM program teaches textile workers 
reading, mathematics, critical thinking skills 8570 

textile engineering, computers, India, 21st century. 
— population growth, fiber production 

Textile Information Exchange Service (TIES). ATMI 
sponsored electronic bulletin board 4737 

textile mill information systems. Bespoke Computer's 
pamphlet outlines steps in selection of computer 
systems 6872 

textile mill information systems. Datatex’s TIM 
software for inventory control 6873 

textile mills. benefits to small and medium textile 
mills of computerization 2191 

textile rental industry. routing costs reduced by 
computerization 7487 

United States apparel industry. computer integrated 
prototype for demand responsive manufacturing 
6862 6863 

73 

United States textile mills. effects of computers and 
automation on management and operation 1421 

Unitens’ continuous control system used with 
Barmag’s Ringtex in POY texturing 4876 

Vamatex Integrated Modular System software for 
9000 Plus rapier loom 4937 4938 

virtual reality. concept, technology. linking with other 
forms of interactive electronic communication 2192 

warp preparation. Benninger’s Bendata systems 
performs = management using specialized 
software 7228 

weaving production planning, control. model 
developed by college in Switzerland 7253 

weaving. Bonas’ Freestyle-X CAD/CAM system for 
jacquard weaving 4932 

weaving. production control by Zellweger Uster’s 
Loomdata 4 system 4137 

work study systems compatible with CAD systems 
during apparel manufacture 1201 

Zellweger Uster’s Bale Inventory Analysis System for 
data analysis of HVI testing 7880 

Zellweger Uster’s Uster Loomdata 4 monitors 
roduction, quality in weaving mill 3303 

ZSK’s Embroidery Punching Computer System 
combines design, punching functions 9176 

Condensi a ee MACHINERY, DRAFTING 
MAC! 

CONDITIONING (see also other headi , such as 
DECATING, FINISHING MACHIN Y, MOISTURE 
PHENOMENA, STEAMING) 

Sara Lee’s knitting plant features automated 
materials handling, conditioning, and packaging 
systems 4904 

Xorella’s Contexxor system steams, conditions 
cotton, cotton blend yarns to improve 
processability 4059 

Xorella, a leading manufacturer of yarn steaming and 
conditioning systems 849 

yarn imperfections. Camscan 5200 monitor from 
Protechna identifies defects during prefabric 
conditioning 4107 

yarn packages conditioned with various processes 
that add residual moisture 855 

Conductive fibers, see EPITROPIC FIBERS. 

Cones, see WINDING MACHINERY, YARN PACKAGES. 

CONFERENCES (see also other headings, such as 
EXHIBITIONS, and under of 
COTTON, DYEING, FABRICS, FINISHING, etc.) 

AATCC 1994 International Conference and Exhibition 
focuses on finishing 8134 

AATCC 1994 International Conference and exhibition 
preview 8130 

AATCC Symposium: Garment Wet Processing 
Technology 1991 (Book) 7344 

AATCC Symposium: Garment Wet Processing 
Technology [1991] 7204 7340 7342 7343 7361 
7374 73 5 7383 7394 7395 7418 7602 7660 

ACS Division of Polymer Chemistry, March 13-18, 
(1994] 3131 3139 3140 3144 3153 3157 3158 
3161 3162 3164 3165 3166 3170 3171 3175 
3176 3181 3183 3185 3188 3189 3191 3192 
3196 3200 3202 3205 3206 3207 3212 3213 
3214 3215 3218 3219 3222 3223 3224 3225 
3330 3336 3728 

Akzo Nobel seminar discusses trends, problems, and 
opportunities in viscose fiber production 8742 



American Chemical eee National Meeting 1994. 
Volume One (Book) 302 

American Chemical Society National Meeting 1994. 
Volume One 2352 2357 2359 2361 2362. 2373 
2411 2421 2426 2652 2666 2668 2671 2680 
2681 2682 2912 2913 3017 3031 3032 3033 
3086 3087 3088 

American Chemical Society National Meeting 1994. 
Volume Two (Book) 3029 

American Chemical Society National Meeting 1994. 
Volume Two 2319 2338 2342 2343'2354 2355 
— 2396 2403: 2519 2539:2541 2544 2546: 

American Chemical Society National: ‘Meeting. 
Volume One 2542 © 210%! (e+ 

American, Chemical Society, 208th National Meeting 
(Part 1) 6224 6232 626 "6266 6268 6294 6299° 
6318 6552 6591 6592 6593 6594 6595 6596 
6896 6903 6961 6963 7003 

American Chemical Society, 208th National Meeting 
(Part 2) 6295 6303 6306 6309 6310 6311 6312 
6317 6321 6322 6326 6327 6328 6329 6334 
6335 6503 6588 6837 6940 6966 6967 6968 

. 7061. 7078 7088 7107 7108 7109 7113 7114 
7123 7425 7131 7133 7135 7136 7137 7139 
7140 7277 7294 7304 7309 7312 7313 7417 
7615 7616 7773 7774 7776 

American Chemical Society, 208th National Meeting. 
Book of Abstracts (Part 1}(Book) 6965 

American Chemical ——* 208th National Meeting. 
Book of Abstracts (Part 2)(Book) 6964 

American Polyolefin Association to launch nenens 
campaign to promote use of polyolefin fibers 621 

Asia and World Textiles Conference. May 25-27, 
1993, 7 ny 8714 8785 8811 8831 8853 
9062 9108 9109 9156 9308 9309 9314 9316 
9320 9325 9359 9360 9403 9447 9448 9451 
9452 9453 9455 9456 9459 9460 9465 9466 
9467 9468 9469 9482 9484 9485 

Beltwide Cotton Conferences, 1994. environmental 
concerns, sustainable production, colored cotton 
varieties 3903 

Bremen Cotton Conference. cotton to gain greater 
share of nonwovens sector if bleaching technology 
improves 4961 

BTRA/IOC seminar recommends quality control 
standards for textile machinery lubricants 6882 

Caribbean Conference focuses on parity with 
NAFTA, labor practices, Haiti 2268 

chemical finishing. seminar at BTRA discusses recent 
parernege and trends in chemical processing of 
fabrics 5 

Chemical Oxidation - Technologies for the Nineties 
6900 6944 6945 6947 6948 6949 6951 
ry laminating conference held in Atlanta in 

major issues were environment, trade 
agreements 3472 

Cottech Conference 1993. marketing, HVI, 
eng + weg, E- and finishing knit fabrics, nonironing 
finishes 4 

Cotton Dust — , rn of the 18th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference 6908 6911 6912 6914 6915 
6916 6917 6918 6919 6920 6921 6922 6923 
cae 6925 6926 6927 6928 6929 6930 6931 

Cotton Dust: Proceedings of the 12th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference (Book) 7726 

Cotton Dust: Proceedings of the 12th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference 7712 7713 7714 7715 7716 
7717 7718 7719 7720 7721 7722 7723 7724 
7725 7727 7728 7729 7730 7731 7732 7733 
7735 7736 7737 7738 7739 7740 7741 7742 
7743 7744 7746 7748 7749 7750 7751 7752: 
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7753 7755 7756 7757 7758 7759 7760 7761 
7762 7763 7764 7765 7766 

cotton stickiness. 1992 Honeydew Working Group of 
the International Committee on Cotton Testing 
Methods (Book) 6806 

cotton stickiness. 1992 Honeydew Working Group of 
the International Committee on Cotton Testing 
Methods 6807 6808 6809 6810 6811 

cotton stickiness. 1992 meeting of the Honeydew 
Gatton resting of the rey yer Committee on 

esting: Methods 6804 «=o: “3.84 cYby 
“—e-: fisting Of’60 flims: slated ‘to’ par té in 

OCS conference on soaps and detergents‘ 196. 
fe acer problems of ‘finishing industry © 
“discussed in seminar sponéored © A the Textile © 
Institute in the United Kingdom'2 . 

“Ernst & Young Textile and Apparel Serie he 
participants forecast slow growth in 1994 Tact 
market 1105 

expert systems, production control and planning, 
e international conference. (Book), 

F&S Specialty Market Forum in carpet sales 5917 
fabric flammability. subject of o_o organized . 
by the Textile institute and BTTG 267 

Federation of Textile Managers cok a 46th 
Spring Conference. carding, winding, weaving 
preparation 6879 

Fiber-Tex 1991: Fifth Conference on Advanced 
Engineering Fibers and Textile Structures for 
Co sites (Book) 8071 

Fiber-Tex 1991: Fifth Conference on Advanced 
Engineering Fibers and Textile Structures for 
Co sites 7921 8043 8044 8045 8046 8074 
8075 8076 8077 8082 8089 8094 8547 

Fiber-Tex 1992: Sixth Conference on Advanced 
Engineering Fibers and Textile Structures for 

sites (Book) 8070 
Fiber-Tex 1992: Sixth Conference on Advanced 
Engineering Fibers and Textile Structures for 

sites 7920 8042 8049 8050 8052 8073 
8079 8080 8081 8083 8084 8085 8086 8087 
8088 8095 8520 8545 8546 8600 

Fifth Flax Symposium in Reutlingen considers 
improvements cultivation and processing 8752 

Filtech Europe 1993 international conference, 
exhibition on technical filtration 971 

Flammability 1993. conference in United Kingdom on 
flammability problems related to textiles 3023 

flammability conference in Europe on legislation, 
research and development 3024 

German conference on environment, research. 
summary of papers relevant to knitting sector 6898 

Hi-Tech conference and exhibit. preview of 
conference proceedings and exhibitors 4992 

hosiery industry. International Conference of Hosiery 
Manufacturers. paper summaries 5921 

IHE exhibition to be held in conjunction with the 
— Conference of Hosiery Manufacturers 

indoor air quality/pollution prevention workshop 
sponsored by EPA, AEERL 3808 

industrial fabrics made from flax. seminar discusses 
development of products and applications 2568 

industrial fabrics. 75th Textile Institute World 
Conference planned 2569 

International Committee for Cotton Test Methods 
-_ Ly 1994 to discuss cotton fiber testing issues 

International Conference on Wool Research. preview 
of 1995 conference to be held in Biella, Italy 8694 

International Licensing and a: 2 : 
Conference 5242 — 
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International Man-made Fibre Congress 1994 in 
Dornbirn 8712 

International Needle Punching Conference. 
conference topics, review 1702 

International Workshop on Advances in Inorganic 
Fibers, 1992. (Sydney, Australia). research paper 
abstracts 1633 4797 

ITMF International Committee on Cotton Testing 
Methods reviews HVI measuring systems 6050 

IWTO 63d International Wool Conference 5525 5526 
5527 5528 5529 5530 5531 5532 5533 5534 
5535 5536 5625 5790 6092 

Japanese Textile Manufacturers Society. outline of 
papers presented at 47th annual conference 9491 

Karnataka Textile Mills Association. expansion of 
India’s textile industry hinges on better 
infrastructure 6977 

manmade fiber, yarn manufacture. topics covered by 
papers from conference in the Ukraine 6290 

Miami Conference on the Caribbean. executives, 
officials discuss trade parity with Mexico for CBI 
nations 1543 

microfibers. production techniques, products, 
finishing, applications 7121 

NAFTA export rules discussed at How to Sell in 
Mexico and Canada conference 9461 

NASA Advanced Composites Technology Conference 
(Seattle, Washington) 5768 
— omposites Technology Conference 

NKSA/NEKASA conference. participants predict 
series of dramatic changes in global, domestic 
knitwear markets 7212 

nonwovens industry. Hi-Per Fab 1994 and INDA-TEC 
1994 held in September 7218 

Polymer Preprints -- August 1994 Meeting of the 
Division of Polymer Chemistry of the American 
Chemical Society 6253 6270 6276 6304 6305 
6313 6314 6315 6323 6324 6325 6331 6332 
6333 6469 6590 6606 6943 

polymers. August 1994 meeting of Division of 
Polymer Chemistry of the American Chemical 
Society 6962 

Proceedings for The International Conference on 
Expert Systems and the Leading Edge in Production 
Planning and Control 7662 
peg Sd Fifth Symposium on Solving Tufted 

Textile Problems (A Practical Approach) 7143 
7190 7191 7239 7367 7387 7388 7434 

Proceedings of the ACS Division of Polymeric 
Materials Science and Engineering 1994 Spring 
Meeting (Book) 3182 

Proceedings of the ACS Division of Polymeric 
Materials Science and ey 1994 Spring 
Meeting 3154 3193 3194 3204 3216 3337 3380 
3386 3389 3390 3391 

Proceedings of the Cotton Incorporated Sixth Annual 
Engineered Fiber Selection Research Forum 6358 
6362 6376 6383 6792 6793 6794 6795 6796 
6797 6798 6799 6800 6801 6805 

Proceedings of the Endotoxin Inhalation Workshop 
7734 7745 7747 7754 

Produktionsintegrierter Umweltschutz colloquium on 
——e pollution at German textile finishing plants 

Quick Response 1994 conference. review of major 
presentations 5117 

Quick Response 1994 focuses on new technologies 
used by soft goods sector 6100 

Quick Response. industry executives predict future 
Her at QuickResponse Conference in Chicago 

QuickResponse 1994 Conference. Levi Strauss 
invests $400 million to restructure for quick 
response 8233 

Retail Marketing Society. Woolworth Corporation 
president and CEO details international expansion 
program 1891 

SHLSLM-Solihull technical conference. review of the 
linen rental business in the United Kingdom 8421 

shoe manufacturing. ——— of the International 
Association of Shoe Industry Technicians 3497 

SINCE 1993. industrial zone in Kun-Shan city to 
encourage rapidly expanding Chinese nonwovens 
industry 135 

Society of Applied Bacteriology. Preservatives in the 
Food, Pharmaceutical, and Environmental Industries 
(Book) 3463 
— and industrial textiles. summary of papers 

Textile Fibers and Chemical Processing — Recent 
Challenges and Future Prospects 5 

Textile Institute Yarn Group conference calls for new 
cotton a system and gentler ginning 
techniques 5548 

Textile Institute’s Yarn Group examines harm 
inflicted on raw cotton by mechanical harvesting 
and ginning 6241 

Textile Purchasing Association 1994 conference. 
pe to implement Supplier Base Management 

Textile World Microdenier Fibers Conference. survey 
of United States microfiber producers 7034 

USA/JITA trade conference in Hong Kong. impact of 
United States government policy, transshipping on 
international trade 1 

VDI Congress in Dusseldorf. review of presentations 
by textile, automotive design specialists 7291 

Weaving Discussion Group in Germany. overview of 
papers presented, topics discussed 7250 

World Textile Congress. keynote address stresses 
a of innovation, education on textile industry 

Conservation, see AIR POLLUTION, ENERGY, 
ENVIRONMENT, LEGISLATION, MILL BUILDINGS, 
WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT, WATER. 

Construction, see MILL BUILDINGS. 

Construction of fabric, see FABRIC DESIGN, FABRIC 
GEOMETRY. 

CONSUMER ATTITUDES (see also other hoot, eee 
as COMFORT, FABRIC QUALITY, FLAM ITY, 
HOME FURNISHINGS, INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND 
SAFETY, LABELING, LEGISLATION, 
METRICATION) 

apparel and footwear, European Union. recent trends 
in consumer spending, forecast through end of 
1990s 5268 

apparel expenditures by female headed households 
versus two parent households 1286 r 

apparel imports. attitudes toward apparel based on 
country of origin among New Zealand and United 
States women 1254 : 

apparel in workplace. women’s perceptions of 
apparel in workplace 3609 : 

apparel purchasing. modeling consumer behavior 
ged to enhance demand responsive marketing 

apparel purchasing. relationship between typical end 
uses and lifestyle of Japanese consumers 430 



apparel quality. consumer perceptions, structure of 
apparel quality 3613 

apparel om orientation among female 
consumers 1287 , 

apparel, Japan. demand for lower prices results in 
sluggish sales, midterm operating losses 5981 

apparel. attitudes of female Japanese college 
students in dressing for different occasions 3611 

apparel. experiences of female Japanese coll 
students in dressing for different occasions 3610 

apparel. relationship between equity, attribution, 
aaeeenes. and gift giving/receiving of apparel 

apparel. survey finds that consumers remember 
— names of jeans, underwear, activewear 

apparel. United States consumers with disabilities, 
survey of purchasing practices 2863 

apparel. use of linen increases because of 
appearance, comfort, naturalness 4422 

brandname apparel. demand by female customers. 
brand orientation predictors 1253 

brassieres. most United States women believe that 
advertisements selling brassieres target men 8455 

carpet industry, Western Europe. manufacturers 
must develop strategies to counteract decline in 
consumer acceptance 1135 

carpet industry. survey queries consumers about 
most — factors when selecting a carpet 
outlet 6755 

carpets. consumers will buy more, trade up more 
with square foot pricing because of perceived 
value 462 

carpets. popularity of Gabbeh rugs in United States 
at an all time high 8516 

Choice Sets model assesses styles of retail decision 
—_ applied to purchasers of maternity apparel 

Clothing Behavior Scale. quantification of consumer 
attitudes toward purchase of apparel 9303 

color preferences. the psychology of color 
preferences 1285 

Consumer Research Center survey. consumer 
confidence index falls to 88.4 during September 
[1994] 8670 

Cotton Incorporated. Seal of Cotton trademark 
> 77 percent level of consumer recognition 

ecological products. demand from European 
manufacturers. MST, MUT, OEkotex, NF 
Environment, Eurolabel, Ecotex 1481 

fake furs. popularity driven by politics, price, and 
versatility 3655 

fashion for consumers over 55 years old. target 
consumers, products, marketing 924 

fashion, men’s wear. statistical trends in subjective 
evaluations of fashion by Japanese male 
undergraduates 412 

female age, physique. quantification of female 
spenese consumer attitudes toward appearance 

flammability, viscose fabrics. recall of rayon 
broomstick skirts from India sparks fear in 
consumers 8643 

floor coverings. consumer survey reveals 
saeereates for rug supplier and retailer growth 

International Hosiery Exposition 1994. consumers 
— higher quality yarns, more use of spandex 

Italian textile industry must recognize and meet 
consumer demands to remain successful in 
international markets 1533 
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Japan. retail sales of manufactured products increase 
during summer 1994, but do not signal end of 
recession 7805 

Japan. survey of factors influencing buying decisions 
of Japanese women 4457 

Japanese college students, female. survey of 
attitudes toward apparel type, frequency of 
changing apparel 6018 

Japanese consumers become more price conscious 
during recession 5233 

Japanese housewives versus Japanese ronan | 
women. preferences everyday apparel types 3634 

Japanese male college students’ attitudes toward 
body. effects on evaluation of self, others 2144 

Japanese men a to learn and engage in 
domestic chores 469 

Japanese women’s criteria used to select underwear, 
outerwear 2145 

Kimono sales in Japan increase among 18 to 22 year 
old female consumers 2849 

kimonos. survey of attitudes of Japanese women 
toward the wearing of kimonos 9249 

licensed apparel, major league baseball. retailers, 
— hesitant to book 1995 orders due to 
strike 

market research. methodological parameters 
os cross cultural market research classified 

marketing apparel. schematic interactions between 
country of ~— cues in catalogs and images of 
quality, price 6853 

marketing. cultural behavior influenced by language, 
education, and ecology, among others, key to 
strategies 3765 

marketing. demand responsive marketing by United 
States apparel industry. modeling consumer 
behavior in Mexico 9326 : 

men spending more money on apparel because of 
wide variety of styles in novel fabrics, colors 965 

men’s tailored apparel. fabrics in heavy weights 
viewed with some pessimism by retailers, apparel 
manufacturers 414 
= customers, United Kingdom. survey 

outlet malls. survey finds that customer satisfaction 
— shopping centers is extremely high 

pan se. attitudes of female consumers becomin 
unfavorable because of product imperfections 2869 

recycling. corporations in = position to turn 
problems into profits 61 

retail store design. understanding, —— psyche 
of the post World War Ii male consumer 6855 

retailing women’s wear. survey reveals favorable 
- toward automatic body scanning systems 

retailing, seniors. Americans over age 50 spend 40 
percent of all consumer dollars 5383 

retailing. factor analysis used to study consumer 
satisfaction 3543 

rugs. Capel forms National Rug Council to promote 
its rugs, develop consumer confidence 456 

shopping. changes from the 1980s to the 1990s. 
retailers attempt to adjust 3542 

socks. survey reveals comfort and fit to be the most 
important aspects of sock purchasing 1256 

soldier integrated protective ensemble field tested at 
Fort Benning 2072 

sports team logos stimulate apparel sales. survey of 
buying habits based on gender and age 6009 

survey of consumer choices for favorite stores at 
which to shop for women’s apparel 9150 
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T-shirts. baby tees become the biggest mainstream 
trend in recent T-shirt history 7 

T-shirts. consumer demand attributed to variety, 
innovation of screen prints 7533 

United States apparel purchases, adjusted for 
inflation, to increase 3.5-4.0 percent by 1994 year 
end 3493 

United States consumers prefer domestically 
manufactured products. purchases hampered by 
lack of labels, service 3038 

videos and photographs, fashion. influence on 
student age consumers of apparel 3659 

women buy less apparel, are less likely to follow 
fashion trends or fads 2034 

women’s apparel fashions. consumer attitudes of 
women 55 and older, statistical analysis 6721 

women’s apparel fashions. differences between 
attitudes of slender and fat women, statistical 
analysis 6720 

women’s apparel. marketing profiles in terms of 
psychographic, demographic factors 2169 

women’s summer 1994 fashions. dresses short, 
fluttery, worn without stockings 6740 

women’s wear market influenced by aging, rise in 
number of working women, and increase in ethnic 
groups 4454 

women’s wear, United States. popularity of suits, 
dresses declines in favor of trendier, more casual 
apparel 7558 

CONSUMER HEALTH AND SAFETY (see also other 
he , such as HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL 
TEXTILES) 

Advanced Technology Program. Clinton 
administration invests in healthcare information 
infrastructure 4736 

air bags. overview of manufacturing technologies, 
including coating 1850 

aldehydes in residences. concentrations, exposures, 
sources for indoor, outdoor pollution 1511 

Americans with Disabilities Act. acceptable surface 
— for “wheelchair accessible" routes 

atopi, allergies from dust mites. researchers use 
genetic engineering to produce protein that could 
lead to cure 5444 

automotive air bags. nylon and polyester coated 
materials. cost considerations 2536 

automotive air filters for interiors from Freudenberg. 
MicronAir filters remove particles from air 975 

bioresponse testing of sources of indoor air 
contaminants 2251 

Boots introduces Intervent bedding liners to protect 
against house dust mites and their allergenic 
droppings 471 

broomstick skirts. United States Consumer Product 
Safety Commission issues largest recall in its 
history 6956 

carpets. CRI’s proposed label for chemical content of 
carpets creates conflict with media 621 

Consumer Product Safety Commission approves 
furniture flammability study 4690 

Consumer Product Safety Commission recalls 
250,000 broomstick skirts made from viscose 
fabric 7792 

contaminants, house dust. occurrences, sources 
2252 5442 

fire detectors. sensitivity, response times of fire 
detectors under controlled conditions 9424 

fire safety, Japan. concept, framework of 
performance based fire safety design system for 
buildings 9425 

77 

flameproofing agents. Unitika develops flame 
retardant polyester fiber for home furnishings 5879 

flammability. legal an related to flameproofing. 
relevant laws in Europe, UK 3025 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Enforcement 
R September 16, 1992 ——— recalls 6149 

and Drug Administration Enforcement Report. 
September 16, 1992, product recalls 4691 

tonnage. health hazards of formaldehyde vapors 
released from fabrics. test method 3844 

formaldehyde. levels in current durable press 
treatments still cause for concern 5441 

Germany. consumer protection organization demands 
— to textiles, industry response to demands 

home furnishings. prevention of allergies caused by 
house dust mites 6147 

IAQ study discredited by Congress, Court. CRI 
distributes [AQ education kit to retailers 6752 

indoor air quality (IAQ). EPA ranks poor IAQ as one 
of the four major health risks facing the general 
public 2212 

indoor air quality problems caused by ca 
installation of carpets with adhesives 3 o3° 

indoor air quality, carpets. awareness of floor 
one specifiers in top 200 carpet design firms 

indoor air quality, carpets. Environmental Protection 
Agency forms Building Air Quality Alliance 9386 

indoor air quality. United States government agencies 
examine emissions from household carpets 9426 

indoor air quality/pollution prevention workshop 
sponsored by EPA, AEERL 3808 

litigation involving indoor air pollution caused by 
newly installed carpets 8642 

low temperature laundering. effect on 
aay aa in finished and unfinished cotton 
abric 

naphthalene. techniques for identifying, bee 
textiles treated with naphthalene (Abstract) 5443 

pantyhose. hand, mechanical properties of pantyhose 
designed for women susceptible to dermatological 
reactions 623 

pollution. National Academy of Sciences suggests 
EPA change risk assessment methodology 2222 

protective clothing. analysts project 6.1 percent 
annual increase in sales through remainder of 
decade 756 : 

pyridinium derivatives used to coat nonwoven filter 
for water purification 1461 
—. of life calculated by demand duality theory 

rayon broomstick skirts imported from India. recall 
sparks fear of rayon fabrics 6957 

Rayosun. chemical treatment for apparel fabrics 
imparts excellent sun protection factors 1075 

sports. prevention of cervical spine injuries with 
athletic equipment 4692 

StayGard nylon 6 by AlliedSignal y~ air bags 
provides advantages over nylon 66 7985 

textiles. Oeko-Tex Standard 100 rot one label 
used in 12 European countries 6150 

United States healthcare. review of recent Clinton 
administration proposals, Congressional 
alternatives 2227 

Converters, see TOW PROCESSING. 

COPOLYMERS AND COPOLYMERIZATION 
9’-hydroxy spironaphthoxazine glycidyl 
methacrylate/methyl methacrylate films. 
photochromism 2363 3343 



acrylic acid copol rs through electrochemical 
carboxylation of polyvinyl halides and 
polybutadiene 3976 Pa 

acryloylethoxy fluoroisophthalonitrile monomers. 
copolymerization with vinyl monomers 2364 

adhesives. crosslinked copolyester is thermally stable 
up to 350 degrees centigrade 2583 4 

aliphatic copolyesterethers. effect of chemical 
structure on enzymatic hydrolysis 756 3 

alpha olefin carbon monoxide copolymers. synthesis 
(Conf. Paper) 3160 

aromatic polyamide/smectic oligomer graft 
copolymers. synthesis, properties 5565 

bonding. thermoplastic nonwovens bonding with 
Wacker-Chemie’s MP vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate 
copolymer 935 

carboxymethyl-chitin graft copolymers. preparation 
and characterization 7908 

cellulose graft copolymerization conducted by chain 
transfer mechanism 3977 

cellulose graft copolymers grafted with hydrophilic 
vinyl polymers. water solubility 1630 2365 3138 

chelating copolymer resins containing mercapto 
ory adsorb metals from waste effluent 5432 

chemisorptive sulfonic acid fiber formed by graft 
copolymerization 7086 

coating for tubular vascular prostheses is simple and 
inexpensive 1854 

complex radical graft copolymerization of methacrylic 
acid with vinylic monomers 7087 

copolyamide esters. bi — assessed by 
formation < ne — bypr during 
enzymatic hydrolysis 

copolyimides cated on dianhydrides. synthesis, 
mechanical properties, thermogravimetric analyses 
(Abstract) 708 

copolymer synthesis. copolymerization of carbon 
— and styrenic monomers (Conf. Paper) 

copolyvinyl esters. tacticities of ap esters 
obtained by radical polymerization 4791 

degradable = eee films and fibers by Du Pont 
based on used for products such as diapers 58 

elastomers, segmented copoly(ether-ester)s. 
influence of — length on mesophase 
formation 790 

ethylene butyl acrylate copolymers from Elf 
Autochem perform well at high temperatures 1631 

ethylene copolymers. isothermal crystallization of 
random ethylene copolymers (Conf. Paper) 3139 

ethylene terephthalate copolymers. degradability 758 
ethylene-propylene heterophasic copolymer films. 

effect of ultraviolet irradiation on structure 8972 
ethylene-propylene random copolymers. analysis of 
— junction size of thermoreversible gel 

ethylene/alpha olefin copolymerization in solution 
reactors. reaction kinetics (Conf. Paper) 3140 

graft copolymers of polyacrylamide, 
hydroxyethyicellulose. effect of molecular chain 
length on swelling behavior 7092 

graft copolymers. synthesis of polyester polyolefin 
copolymers (Conf. Paper) 3144 

microspheres from 2-methacryloyloxyethyl 
phosphoryicholine/vinyl monomer copolymers 5566 

N-substituted maleimides. group transfer 
polymerization, copolymerization 3180 4002 4834 

neural network system evaluates correlation between 
structural parameters and physical properties of 
copolyesters 4566 

nitrile copolymers containing itaconic acid fragments. 
thermooxidative decomposition 7089 
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nylon 6 fibers, polyglycidyimethacrylate grafted. 
physical properties 40 

nylon 6/polystyrene-co-acrylic acid. morphological, 
rheological, and mechanical properties 41 759 

olefin polymer gels in organic solvents. crystalline 
size, structure of ethylene/propylene random 
copolymers 52 

para-hydroxy benzoic acid/2-hydroxy-6-naphthoic 
acid copolyesters. thermal transitions of 7930 

phenyl isopropeny! ketone. ultraviolet characteristics 
and performance as positive ultraviolet resist 42 

phenylisopropenylketone. ultraviolet characteristics 
and performance as positive ultraviolet resists 760 

poly(3-butylthiophene) gel. synthesis, 
electrochemical properties 2366 

poly(vinylpyrrolidone)/polystyrene. synthesis of block 
copolymers with macro-azo initiator 7910 

poly-2-vinyl-8-quinolinol. complexation of copolymers 
with copper (Il) 7911 

poly5-(4-vinylphenyl)-10,15,20-triphenyl porphyrin. 
— polymerization, copolymerization 320 

polyacrylonitrile copolymer based carbon fibers. 
o of methyl acrylate composition on properties 

polyacrylonitrile copolymer based carbon fibers. 
effects of comonomer, two-step oxidation on 
properties 7904 

polyacrylonitrile copolymers with varying contents of 
itaconic acid. thermal properties 6260 

polybutylene terephthalate/polymethyl methacrylate 
blends. compatibilizing effect of Phenoxy 4792 

polycarboxylate, high molecular weight. 
biodegradability of polyvinyl alcohol segments 761 

polychlorobipheny!. detoxification via 
— with tetrabutyl orthotitanate 5419 

polyether/polyether. effect of hard segment 
crystallization on soft segment regation 2367 

polyetheretherketone/thermotropic liquid crystal 
blends. effect of PEEK oligomers on mechanical 
properties 3141 

polyetheretherketone/thermotropic liquid crystal 
copolyester blends. effect of PEEK oligomers on 
properties 3978 4793 

polyethersulfone/thermotropic liquid crystalline 
copolyester blend composites. properties 7303 

polyetherurethane copolymer networks. analysis of 
ionic conductivity 8769 

polynorborrene-polyethylene block copolymers 
synthesis (Conf. Paper) 3170 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
impact strength, morphology 8969 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
morphology 8968 

polyprop iene/ethylene-propylene rubber copolymers. 
thermal expansion behavior 8970 

polystyrene-co-acrylonitriles. properties determined 
by laser light scattering 2368 

polyvinyl alcohol binders, copolymerized. effect on 
reen strength of compacted alumina powder 4794 

polyvinyl alcohol binders. effect on green strength of 
compacted alumina powder 5567 

polyvinyl! chloride blends containing acrylic a 
copolymers. sorption phase behavior 556 

polyvinyl chloride. copolymerization with various 
— _—— improves mechanical properties 

polyvinyl chloride/poly(N-cyclohexyimaleimide) 
copolymers. composition distribution 8770 

poly[5-(4-vinyiphenyl)-10,15,20-tripheny!l porphyrin]. 
radical polymerization, copolymerization 4842 
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styrene butadiene copolymers 
polystyrene or polybutyl ac 
solvents 8973 

succinic anhydride, oxiranes. biodegradability of 
derivative copolymers 762 

SVM, polytetrafluoroethylene. structure of graft 
commnner synthesized via radiochemical method 

rafted with 
ate. effect of cast 

thermotropic liquid crystalline copolyesters. 
mechanical properties, viscosity 8786 

viologen copolymers, quaternization of 4,4-bipyridyl 
— “cerca and 1,10-decanediol (Abstract) 

viologen copolymers, quaternization of 4,4-bipyridyl 
pany A ethanediol, propanedicl, butanediol (Abstract) 

Vion AN-1 chemisorbing fiber. sorption of 
copolymerized acrylonitrile and 
2-methyl-5-vinylpyridine 755 

Wacker-Chemie’s MP-Fibre. vinyl chloride/vinyl 
acetate copolymer 39 

CORDAGE (see also other headings, such as ROPE, 
TIRE CORD) . 

braided seals for high temperature jet engine 
applications (Conf. Paper) 8095 

breaking strength, very high strength ropes. 
— terminations facilitate tensile testing 

dipped cord properties affected by chemical variables 
in RFL dip bath 1856 

Dyneema ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene 
fiber used in high strength, low weight ropes for 
marine uses 3721 

market overview. comparsion of physical, chemical, 
thermal properties 5560 6231 

Metzner’s automatic coiling, binding, cutting system 
for ropes, cords, wires, cables, hoses, narrow 
fabrics 5398 

polyester cord. Allied Signal develops treatment to 
increase wet/dry abrasion resistance 9082 

polypropylene fibers are dominant fibers in the 
manufacture of rope, cordage, nets, geotextiles, 
packaging, artificial grass, and agricultural and 
horticultural textiles 8733 

Ruth und Einekel. overview of trimmings 
manufacturer in Germany 4082 

Sankei Corporation specializes in equipment for 
assembly of net, ropes, cordage, and other 
industrial fabrics 8349 

SeaGard overfinish for nylon and polyester fibers 
significantly improves the wet performance of 
ropes and cordage 3983 

Corduroy, see PILE FABRICS. 

Core spun spandex, see CORE YARNS. 

CORE YARNS (see also other headings, such as 
SPINNING) 

core-wrap yarn production on modified ring spinning 
machine. yarn, fabric properties 7181 

DREF friction spun composite yarns used in 
manufacture of industrial fabrics 5657 

durable press treatments of staple core fabrics. 
~~; before, after durable press treatments 

nonmetallic. glass core yarn for protective clothing 
resists abrasive cuts 857 

Parafil. University of Dundee builds pedestrian bridge 
-. - Kevlar core yarns, glass fiber composites 

polyester staple core cotton wrap yarn made on 
tandem air jet, friction spinning system 1669 

review of production techniques, properties, and 
applications 106 

ring spinning system. core wrap yarn with polyester 
core and cotton wrap 3252 

ring spun and air jet spun yarns, fasciated yarns. 
twist insertion factors 3249 

silk. throstle spun silk/raw silk core spun yarn. yarn 
appearance 118 

silk/nylon core spun yarns. effect of controlled 
pretension of core on hairiness 3260 

throstle spun. structure of silk and polyester core 
yarns produced on a throstle spinning frame 8839 

COSTS (see also other oy such as 
MANAGEMENT, POWER CONSUMPTION, 
QUALITY CONTROL) 

accounting. Leslie Fay scandal prompts debate on 
oversight responsibilities of top management 7625 

acid rain legislation. emissions allowance trading 
system. effects on utilities, industry 2985 

activity based costing as part of business process 
reengineering 6844 

air pollution, industrial. methodology to evaluate, 
compare, rank options for pollution prevention, 
control 2986 

apparel, United States Army. cost of uniforms and 
protective clothing totals $1,600 per soldier per 
year 2061 

Australian weaving, spinning sectors. labor costs 
improve slightly over past two years 4714 

benchmarking. cost bureaus effective for small 
companies to remain competitive 4589 

CAD, CAM systems. investment strategies for 
textile, apparel industries 9349 

carpets. suppliers, retailers enthusiastic about square 
— pricing because of increase in profits, sales 

catering. cost structure differs from conventional 
linen supply. accounting for additional costs to 
make profit 4553 

Chapter 11. determining the value of bankrupt 
apparel manufacturing, retailing companies 3755 

continuous dyeing methods for woven fabrics. 
overview with emphasis on cost control 8180 

cost bureaus provide alternative way for small and 
medium companies to obtain specialized 
information 3756 

cotton growing. low yields and high costs in 1993 
could impact 1994 planted acreage 742 

cotton modular trucks, federal excise tax 517 
cotton used in nonwoven fabric manufacture. 
problems with high costs of raw materials 5546 

cotton. USDA predicts that record 1994-1995 
domestic harvest will send prices spiraling 
downward 6202 : 

drycleaning. analysis of solvent consumption, boiler 
costs, cost of compressed air receivers 5213 

electric utilities. costs for commercial consumers, 
variations in rate structures 6106 

energy. European Community weakens proposal to 
remove tariffs from natural gas and electrical power 
networks 1438 é ; 

environmental compliance costs skyrocketing with 
little payback 4659 ' 

environmental cost calculations for different textile 
products and methods 6899 

environmental quality, quality of life. value calculated 
by demand duality theory 4590 ‘ 

Eventmedia cancels plans to broadcast leading 
French designers’ collections 1289 



factoring executives predict improvement in 
———s apparel industries through 1994 year end 

factoring. period of heavy consolidation during 1993 
—_ with rise in factored volume of 7 percent 

fibers, natural. dramatic 10-35 percent price increase 
will affect spring, summer 1995 fashions 3089 

fibers, nylon residential carpet. producers announce 
price increases as of May 3110 

fibers. cotton, polyester, acrylic, spun polyester, and 
manmade filaments 815 

finishing industry, Europe. industry employs 
er greater share of the textile workforce 

gray goods mills raise prices to offset recent price 
increases in raw cotton 1696 

healthcare reform has major impact on laundry, linen 
companies 4409 

hospital supplies. analysts see shift toward reusables 
for cost, safety, environmental reasons 4356 

indian manufacturers. conversion cost control at five 
companies studied 2413 

industrial engineering. active materials flow 
semgeemont reduces pollution, increases profits 

ISO 9002. costs of implementing ISO programs more 
= offset by enhancements in quality control 

labor costs around the world compiled in Werner 
international survey 4608 

labor costs surveyed in 58 countries during summer 
1993 for spinning, weaving mills 2157 

labor costs. Japan ranks first ($23.65), United States 
ranks 15th ($11.61) 1411 

labor. Swiss mills automate based on objective of 
reducing labor costs 7167 

labor. textile workers in Japan receive hourly wages 
of $23.65, highest in the world 2158 

labor. Werner International reports that textile 
workers in Japan receive highest hourly wages in 
world 6846 

linen costs. hospital cuts costs by adopting Just in 
Time delivery program 1912 

management, executive compensation plans. table 
compares 1992, 1993 salaries of 18 senior mill 
executives 4601 

manmade fiber processing solutions. review of 
regenerative methods, effect on profitability 774 

merit pay plans are viable alternative to piecework, 
incentive pay plans 7 

NAFTA. reduced costs allow Mexican retailers to 
meet demand for United States products 1554 

nonwoven fabric costs continue to be low despite 
inflation, overhead, taxes 5788 

paper. Pulp & Paper’s 1993-1995 capital spending 
survey, North American pulp mills 2472 

piece rates for apparel workers calculated with 
standardized incentive rate system 7642 

planning for default and operational risk 2163 
polyester production. low production costs have 

resulted in a growth in capacity (Book) 4762 
production costs, knitting mills. estimates calculated 
by various software packages 3758 

products. target costing for new products considers 
initial product development costs 4596 

recycling. corporations in good position to turn 
problems into profits 61 

shipping costs in south Florida relatively high, but 
stable 8568 

spinning mills. cost analysis of a fully automated 
Japanese mill 4856 

COTTON (see also other he 
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Sportswear. spring 1995, apparel manufacturers to 
See mareasee in polyester prices onto retailers 

Superfund. chemical industry proposes plan to 
inance hazardous waste cleanup efforts stalled by 
law 3824 
a techniques for computer investment 

Textile Purchasing Association 1994 conference. 
7s to implement Supplier Base Management 

United States healthcare. review of recent Clinton 
administration proposals, Congressional 
alternatives 2227 

wool, Australia. wool prices soar 43 percent, affect 
United States prices 4764 

workers’ compensation systems. application of basic 
management techniques lowers costs 6850 
— compensation. actions to reduce costs 

world price fluctuations between 1989 and 1993. a 
Swiss perspective 5506 

ings, such as CELLULOSE, 
CHEMICAL MODIFICATION, BALING, BATTING, 
DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, 
FIBER-YARN-FABRIC RELATIONSHIPS, MOISTURE 
PHENOMENA, and under headings of specific 

. byssinosis. biopharmacological study.. intraperitoneal 
exposure to cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 6912 

byssinosis. effect of cigarette smoking on airway 
— to cotton bract extract 2228 

cellulase hydrolysis of cotton. factors influenci 
hydrolysis. applications of enzyme hydrolysis 5874 

consumption. wrinkle resistant apparel spurs demand 
for cotton 2824 

contamination of worldwide cotton none. annual 
survey by the International Textile Manufacturers 
Federation 727 

Cottech Conference 1993. marketing, HVI, 
engineering and finishing knit fabrics, nonironing 
finishes 4766 

Cotton incorporated Annual Report for 1993 reflects 
excellent year for cotton industry 7005 

cottonseed processing, hexane emissions. controlling 
solvent loss 7691 

cottonseed processing, United States Clean Air Act 
Amendments. provisions that impact oilseed 
industry 7690 

a age of cotton dust, dust components to 
A549, VERO cells (Conf. Paper) 6917 

durable press. Boehme Filatex develops method to 
improve performance of conventional glyoxal based 
reactants 8200 

durable press. formaldehyde-free DP with 
polycarboxylic acids 8201 

dust extracts. comparison of two extraction 
— on cytotoxicity of extracts (Conf. Paper) 

dust, bract extracts. comparison of airway response 
to two different extracts (Conf. Paper) 6914 

dust, endotoxin exposure of newly recruited workers 
at cotton mill in China (Conf. Paper) 6918 

dust. acute pulmonary inflammatory response to 
cotton dust extract and tannin (Conf. Paper) 7720 

dust. airborne endotoxin concentrations, effect of 
cotton growing area (Conf. Paper) 7715 

dust. airway conductance, vascular permeability of 
endotoxin exposed guinea pigs (Conf. Paper) 7722 

dust. airway response of -—_ pigs to cotton dust 
on a chronic basis (Conf. Paper) 7737 
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dust. airway responsiveness pecan inhalation of 
cotton bract extract (Conf. Paper) 7717 

dust. anticancer property of aerosolized endotoxin 
from Enterobacter agglomerans (Conf. Paper) 7736 

dust. antiplatelet activating factor, effect on 
endotoxin initiated pulmonary inflammation (Conf. 
Paper) 7727 

dust. assessment of the endotoxic respirable dust 
potential of baled cotton (Conf. Paper) 7719 

dust. bacterial counts on commercial cotton fiber 
a United States 1986 crop (Conf. Paper) 

dust. changes in free fatty acids associated with 
byssinosis inflammation (Conf. Paper) 7744 

dust. chemical degradation of bacterial endotoxins 
during detoxification (Conf. Paper) 7731 

dust. clinical aspects of byssinosis, Lancashire textile 
workers (Conf. Paper) 7755 

dust. comparison of flax and cotton dust extracts on 
guinea pig perfused lungs (Conf. Paper) 7766 

dust. comparison of the fatty acid composition of 
various bacterial endotoxins (Conf. Paper) 7732 

dust. condensed tannins and amines in cotton dust 
treated to reduce endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7718 

dust. depletion of guinea pig peripheral leukocytes 
after cotton dust inhalation (Conf. Paper) 7749 

dust. dose-response relationships for pulmonary 
—" of guinea pigs to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

dust. effect of pharmacological agents on human 
airway response to inhaled cotton dust (Conf. 
Paper) 7752 

dust. effect of vitamin C on guinea pig pulmonary 
—— after cotton dust inhalation (Conf. Paper) - 

dust. effects of chronic exposure to isolated, 
= endotoxin in guinea pigs (Conf. Paper) 

dust. effects of morphology, microbial resistance of 
— plants on bacteria in raw fiber (Abstract) 

dust. endotoxin content as determined by various 
lipopolysaccharide preparations (Conf. Paper) 7733 

dust. endotoxin exposed macrophages enhance 
chloride transport by airway epithelium (Conf. 
Paper) 7713 

dust. endotoxin on lint, bracts from cotton grown in 
California, Texas, Mississippi (Conf. Paper) 7728 

dust. epidemiological evidence of anticancer 
properties of endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7742 

dust. guinea pig histamine release correlated with 
terpenoid aldehydes, endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7750 

dust. histologic, morphometric study of guinea pigs 
pr subchronic endotoxin exposure (Conf. Paper) 

dust. hyperreactivity, atopy among asthmatic 
ex-cotton workers in Denmark (Conf. Paper) 7743 

dust. identification of gram negative bacteria on 
— fiber from two field locations (Conf. Paper) 

dust. inflammatory mediators involved in pulmonary 
response to inhaled endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7725 

dust. Limulus amebocyte lysate activity of 
— in pulmonary lavage fluid (Conf. Paper) 

dust. mechanism of air flow interruption in guinea 
pigs exposed to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7746 

dust. modulation of alveolar a function by 
condensed tannin (Conf. Paper) 775 

dust. pharmacologic study of cotton bract extract in 
isolated guinea pig trachea (Conf. Paper) 7765 

81 

dust. platelet adherence to cultured endothelial cells 
eoeeeee by cotton bract tannin (Conf. Paper) 

dust. populations of total and oe negative bacteria 
on cotton lint (Conf. Paper) 7735 

dust. preparation of samples for chemical, biological, 
physiological endotoxin assays (Conf. Paper) 7764 

dust. Proceedings of the 12th Cotton Dust Research 
Conference (Book) 7726 

dust. Proceedings of the 18th Cotton Dust Research 
Conference (Book) 6913 

dust. Proceedings of the Endotoxin Inhalation 
Workshop (Book) 7745 

dust. properties of endotoxins produced by various 
gram negative bacteria (Conf. Paper) 7747 

dust. release of metabolites from guinea pig cells by 
chemically modified cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 7761 

dust. respiratory response of guinea pigs to 
Salmonella minnesota lipopolysaccharides (Conf. 
Paper) 7714 

dust. respiratory responses of guinea pigs to 
detoxified cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 7712 

dust. response of guinea pigs to synthetic cellulose 
a Enterobacter agglomerans (Conf. Paper) 

dust. role of calcium Il and cholesterol in cotton dust 
toxicity (Conf. Paper) 7741 

dust. SDS-PAGE suspension test of endotoxin 
content (Conf. Paper) 7754 

dust. statistical, biological analysis of epiphytic 
bacteria and endotoxin levels (Conf. Paper) 7739 

dust. subchronic exposure of guinea pigs to 
nonirritating cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 7748 

dust. T-lymphocyte mitogenicity of condensed 
tannin, cotton dust extract (Conf. Paper) 7751 

dust. tannin induced endothelium dependent 
contraction of rabbit pulmonary arteries (Conf. 
Paper) 7759 

dust. toxin production by bacteria isolated from 
United Kingdom cotton mills (Conf. Paper) 7730 

dust. trends in prevalence of byssinotic symptoms, 
Lancashire textile workers (Conf. Paper) 7756 

dust. tumor necrosis factor in alveolar macro Ss 
after exposure to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 771 

dust. variation in plant acids, sugars on cotton lint 
during the harvest season (Conf. Paper) 7738 

dust. viable counts of bacteria, endotoxins on cotton 
grown in Lubbock, Texas (Conf. Paper) 7724 

endotoxin content of dust from heat detoxified 
cotton fiber (Conf. Paper) 6926 

endotoxin. some factors affecting extraction of 
endotoxin from cotton (Conf. Paper) 6927 _ 

genetically engineered cotton. methods, objectives 
(Abstract) 2319 

HVI technology allows accurate and reliable 
measurement of cotton fiber properties 1364 

international market share will be maintained or 
increased by active promotion 718 

international market share. market trends and market 
projections 674 ’ 

knit fabrics. effects of fiber, yarn properties on knit 
fabric properties 7888 . 

Litton Mills in Manila uses Cotton Incorporated’s EFS 
MILLNet software to control quality 7966 7 

Malimo stitch bonding technology for the production 
of nonwoven fabrics from natural materials 2523 

manufacturers concerned over high price of raw _ 
material, low price of products, and overproduction 
in open end 2414 ; Aes. 

mattresses. repeated laundering and beating improve 
compressive resilience 9206 

mercerizing and bleaching processes. technology 
review 5824 



metal content of various cottons measured with 
atomic absorption spectroscopy 3120 

nonwoven fabric manufacture. limited use because 
of cost, peoeeneemy. new product development 

il. overview of history of cottonseed oil industry 
since immediately before World War li 728 

oleosins are small, amphipathic proteins that form 
senceyer on storage oil bodies in seeds, pollen 

overview of cotton properties, pretreatment 
processes 1608 

overview. market, activities of Cotton, Incorporated, 
including its research facility in Raleigh 4767 

Pakistan cotton prices increase dramatically and hurt 
business at Fashion rel Fair 7006 

prices increase in May 1994 on New York Cotton 
Exchange. analysts expect increase in demand 
from China 3899 

prices on the New York Exchange jumped nearly 3 
percent in trading on September 8, 1994, due to 
the involvement of commodity funds 7007 

reactivity of microcrystalline surface with chemicals 
used to treat cotton (Abstract) 2668 

seed processing. tracking hexane emissions via air 
dispersion computer model 7692 

spinning mill. trends in exposure to dust over three 
week period (Conf. Paper) 6919 

sportswear manufacturers will maintain prices for fall 
1994 and —, prices for 1995 holiday 

sticky cotton. causes, current research, and practical 
advise to mills (Video) 7047 

tannin. absence of phospholipase A stimulation in 
response of alveolar macrophages to cotton tannin 
(Conf. Paper) 6915 

transfer printing. overview of Dansk Transfertryk’s 
process of transfer printing 8159 

virus resistant cotton seed developed by Nuclear 
— for Agriculture and Biology in Pakistan 

wrinkle resistant finishes on cotton products 3456 

Cotton baling, see BALING. 

Cotton batting, see BATTINGS. 

COTTON FABRICS 
abrasive plasma finishing of cotton fabrics. abrasive 

finishing with air, oxygen, or argon 8210 
antistatic potential correlated with electrical 

resistivity, but results approximate 218 
bleaching with hydrogen peroxide. effect of varying 
faemewre on photoyellowing, phototendering 

bleaching with sodium chlorite/sodium thiosulfate 
system 8150 

bleaching. cold pad batch bleaching of cotton and 
cotton/polyester fabrics 6540 

blends. cotton/wool fabrics. physical properties 
— to fiber content, care, and yarn direction 

booster agents, ae. Booster CMW, Natrium 
CRA on cotton, 67/33 polyester/cotton blend 
fabrics 9077 

BTCA, DMDHEU treatments of cotton dyed with 
oa reactant fixable, reactive dyes, effects of 

Carrington Viyella’s lightweight polyester/combed 
cotton fabric for medical apparel 201 

cellulase enzyme finishing methods. measuring 
cellulase activity 7410 
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cellulase treatment of knit fabrics to improve 
appearance and fabric hand 3455 

cellulase treatment. inhibitory effect of surfactants 
on cellulase catalytic reaction 9076 

chemical finishing. environmental concerns drive 
recent chemical finishing developments for cotton 
fabrics 7408 

Chinese bollworn blight causing apparel 
manufacturers to adjust sourcing plans in the Far 
East 4739 

circular knit cotton fabrics. predicting shrinkage with 
Starfish (Version 5) software 2572 

coating with polymers. effects on vapor phase 
transfer printing 7430 

colorfastness. effects of flame retardants, UV light 
— of reactive dyed cotton fabric 

conditioning. VAS200, Farmer Norton’s single stage 
= a preparation of cotton, cotton blend fabrics 

Cotton Incorporated’s Fabric Development Center. 
capabilities, services 6999 

cotton, wrinkle resistant. Japanese manufacturers 
ere production of fabrics for dress shirts 

crosslinki ogee nonformaldehyde. Natrium NFO, 
Natrium CRA 4300 

crosslinking cotton fabrics premercerized with 
different alkalies 3405 

crosslinking of cotton fabrics premercerized with 
three s of alkalies and crosslinked with 
DMDHEU 233 

crosslinking with low formaldehyde finish 1072 
cupra fabrics from Asahi. lining fabric made from 
——_ cotton lint. advantageous as apparel lining 

damage caused by microorganisms reduced by use 
of one of seven types of veg gp 291 

denim fabrics. trends for spring 1995 in yarns, 
constructions, weights, colors 5770 

denim finishing. stone washing combined with 
biofinishing. optimum finishing parameters 6600 

denim manufacturers hurt by high inventories, 
optimistic about balance of year 3272 

denim market. success revolves around finishing 
treatments, such as wrinkle resistance 1743 

denim production. yarns, preparation, weaving, 
— 7204 

denim. Burlington Denim to introduce Reused Denim, 
a partially recycled denim fabric 8096 
—, cellulase used when stone washing denim 

denim. manufacturers turn to more surface interest, 
medium weight fabrics, darker hues for fall 1995 
lines 6680 

denim. Union Special adds several features to its 
35800 — denim sewing machines to increase 

desizing effect. wetting test, dye affinity test 
measure desizing effect 2918 

discoloration, yellowing of knit cotton apparel. ways 
} cea yellowing during long term storage 

DP finishing with BTCA. evaluation of various curing 
additives 5872 

durable press finishes with polycarboxylic acid. 
durability of ester groups to laundering 8205 

durable press finishing of cotton. precure, postcure, 
and garment finishing methods 7414 

durable press finishing of cotton. use of formic acid 
7 a improves fabric strength after finishing 
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durable press finishing with carboxylic acids. Infrared 
ereenepy quantifies amount of finish on cotton 

durable press finishing. N-heterocyclic compounds as 
catalysts for formaldehyde-free finishing 279 

durable press treatment with citric acid compared to 
treatment with DMDHEU (Conf. Paper) 6590 

durable press. effect of pH on nonformaldehyde 
finishing studied with FTIR 1835 

durable press. FTIR analysis of degree of 
esterification crosslinking with polycarboxylic acids 
(Abstract) 6592 

durable press. FTIR analysis of esterification 
—s with polycarboxylic acids (Abstract) 

durable press. Toyobo shape memory cotton fabrics 
a shirts reduce shrinkage and wrinkling 

dyeing and finishing polyester/cotton fabrics. the 
commercial approach 1013 

dyeing of cotton fabrics containing tannin. effect of 
transition metal salts on dyeability (Abstract) 6552 

dyeing, knit fabrics. dyeing properties of smooth 
drying cotton knit fabrics prepared from treated 
fibers 241 1035 

effects of carded stock addition and fiber linear 
density 6480 

endoglucanase pretreatment on cotton fabric. effect 
on cellulase hydrolysis (Abstract) 2671 

Farmer Norton VAS200 vacuum impregnation 
system for single stage preparation of cotton and 
cotton blends 4238 

finishing of denim. affects of finishing techniques on 
metal apparel hardware. compatibility guide 5025 
a recommended procedures and formulations 

finishing. single stage desizing, scouring, bleaching 
process derived using sodium chlorite and sodium 
thiosulfate 7360 

fleece, three thread. sales decline 20-30 percent, 
manufacturers develop replacement fabrics 3345 

India. July 1993 production of cotton fabrics 2262 
India. review of fabric and yarn production and 
consumption from 1985-1992. per capita, rural, 
urban statistics, prices 638 

innerwear fabric trends. texture, patterns, sheer 
emphasized. marketing strategies 1321 

jersey, fleece. effects of preparation, dyeing, drying, 
mechanical finishing on shrinkage, other physical 
properties 7319 
— for evaluating hand of different fabrics 

knit fabric, plain weft knit. effect of laundering on 
dimensional instability 8113 

knit fabrics. review of preparatory boiling, 
peroxide/peracetic acid bleaching techniques 8151 

knit interlock fabric. influence of knitting speed, yarn 
type, cam type on fabric structure 8112 

knit. production, evaluation of interlock knit fabrics 
made from combed rotor spun yarns 6381 

knits. advantages of rope and open width processes 
for individual finishing stages 6580 
—— cotton apparel gains popularity in Europe 

lace. Karl Mayer’s MRSEJF 53/1/24 lace machine 
produces elastic, nonelastic cotton lace for apparel 
market 3321 

liquid flow characteristics. finishing and laundering 
change the liquid flow characteristics of polyester 
and cotton 278 

mercerization of 100 percent cotton woven fabrics 
for stretch. importance of resin finishing 

mercerization. effect of texture, tension on 
mercerization 7362 

methyl methacrylate. photopolymerization with 
N-cetylpyridinium bromide and N-cetylpyridinium 
chloride 65 

moisture permeability. effect of temperature on 
moisture  /—_—_—ced of cotton and polyester 
fabrics 211 

nonwoven. strong market potential because of 
natural properties, fiber modifications 9005 

nonwoven. tensile strength, sorption properties 5771 
nonwovens. cotton will gain greater share of 
nonwovens sector if bleaching technology 
—— 4961 

Ole Tymes denim fabric from Avondale Mills. fabric 
design facilitates chemical finishing 6479 

organic cotton apparel. Levi Strauss, Esprit to 
introduce new lines at more moderate prices 9220 

oxidative damage calibrated by study 2545 
pad-batch dyeing. advantages, equipment, 
processing specifications 6574 

pigment printing using methacrylic acid based 
synthetic thickeners 3447 

polycarboxylic acid durable press crosslinking agents, 
effect on dyed cotton fabrics (Abstract) 7417 

polycarboxylic acid durable press finishes. analysis of 
esterification on cotton fabrics (Abstract) 6595 

polycarboxylic acid durable press finishes. FTIR 
analysis of esterification on cotton fabrics 
(Abstract) 6596 

polycarboxylic acid finishes, cotton fabrics. 
comparison with performance of DMDHEU finishes 
(Abstract) 6593 

polycarboxylic acid finishes. effect of catalysts on 
esterification of cotton fabrics (Abstract) 6594 

preparation of PAA/PVA and PAam/PVA composites 
and their use as sizing and resin finishing agents 
for cotton fabric 284 

preparatory finishing. Henkel Cottoclarin AS and 
RACO YET application system 5036 

prewetting/predrying processes change properties 
and finishing characteristics of cotton and viscose 
fabrics 179 

quality of polynosic/cotton fabric blends based on 
nondimensional quality index 499 

reactive dyeing. effect on impurities and knitting 
needle oils on reactive dye yield 8166 

resin finishing. wash and wear finishing with novel 
loop transfer applicator 5873 

saturation and permeability measuring techniques 
developed 2923 

scouring. one minute scouring treatment developed 
by Arvind Mills 3407 

screenless ink jet printing on polyester, cotton, and 
viscose fabrics 1828 

softening agents. Boehme Filatex’ Garipan VP 1201 
imparts soft hand, resistance to yellowing 6608 

softening agents. Viscosil VP 1244 cationic silicone 
based softener 4306 

soiled with lipids. lipolysis with lipolase. effect of 
surfactant 1240 : 

sportswear manufacturers. how “eo cotton prices 
change their holiday 1994 lines 5109 ; 

turmeric acid dyeing of cotton fabrics with tannic 
acid and metal salt pretreatments 3411 

underwear. United Kingdom’s Sock Shop releases a 
line of environmentally friendly underwear made 
from Green Cotton 2039 

water absorbent. preparation of lightly 
carboxymethylated cotton fabrics with enhanced 
water absorbency 283 

water repellent finishing of cotton and polyester 
fabrics with zirconium compounds 4311 



water resistant fluorocarbon resin treatments. effect 
of crosslinking agents on 5883 ; E 

wetting contact angles derivations with varying 
perimeters 8528 : 

wrinkle resistant, 100 percent cotton fabrics. 
advantages to manufacturers and consumers 4973 

wrinkle resistant. United States mills predict that 
sales will remain strong throughout [1994] 7996 

yarn quality. effect of cotton yarn quality on 
mechanical properties of knit cotton fabrics 8114 

yellowing. antioxidant wrappers prevent sebacic 
acids from staining underwear during storage 9196 

COTTON FIBER TESTING 
calibration data from HVI instruments. analytical 

tools (Conf. Paper) 6799 
cell wall structure. pectins in cotton suspension 

culture cell walls 7881 
conferences. ITMF International Committee on 
Cotton ——- Methods reviews HVI measuring 
systems 605 

conferences. Textile Institute Yarn Group calls for 
new cotton a system, gentler ginning 
techniques 5548 

cotton fiber bundle ay measurements 
calculated from single fiber strength measurements 
(Conf. Paper) 6800 

Cotton Incorporated’s CALNet system distributes 
HVI calibration data (Conf. Paper) 6794 

CUSUM-Shewart control strategy for HV! calibration 
data. sensitivity analysis (Conf. Paper) 6793 

fineness distributions, effects on tenacities of HVI 
random samples. linear density effects 2120 

foreign matter in raw cotton causes faults in short 
- yarns. detecting, classifying, clearing faults 

Fourier analysis of randomness in measured cotton 
samples (Conf. Paper) 6795 

high volume instrument data and vis/NIR reflectance 
spectra. statistical analysis of random error 8538 

HVI 900 test line system found accurate for testing 
fiber mixture properties 2911 

HVI calibration cotton fiber length distribution is not 
normal (Conf. Paper) 6796 

HVI data. calibration data collection and analysis by 
ome Incorporated’s CALNet network (Book) 

HVI data. computerized cotton fiber inventory data 
management systems 7586 

HVI parameters form basis of regression equations to 
predict skein strength 7595 

HVI technology allows accurate and reliable 
measurement of cotton fiber properties 1364 

HVI testing expands, facilitates testing. use of 
computer analysis in HVI testing 78 

HVI testing. problems in determining length 
parameters with Spinlab and Motion Control HVis 
(Conf. Paper) 679 

HVI testing. recent developments from Motion 
Control Incorporated 8533 

HVI testing. Shewart control charts for monitoring 
HVI —— and length measurements (Conf. 
Paper) 6798 

international Committee for Cotton Test Methods 
= _ 1994 to discuss cotton fiber testing issues 

length distributions analyzed with random fiber 
breakage model (Conf. Paper) 6801 

maturity measurable using image analysis 8534 
maturity testing via computer based image analysis. 
review of different mensuration systems 6051 

Micromat Tester from Shirley Development tests 
cotton maturity, fineness, and micronaire 2119 

COTTON FIBERS (see also other he 
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micronaire index. new mathematical formula 
supplements Sheffield high volume fiber testing 
instrument 6802 

module averaging compared with individual bales. 
1993 project includes color and trash 
reproducibility 2121 

physical properties. researchers develop new 
methods to characterize 6803 

pore structure. effect of catalyst and BTCA 4769 
quality characterization, selection, optimization 9276 
quality control in the Turkish cotton spinning 

industry. cotton fiber testing and online quality 
control (Conf. Paper) 8811 

research. Cotton Incorporated invests $500,000 to 
expand facility in Raleigh, North Carolina 7040 

SDL America’s Micromat tester measures maturity, 
fineness, and micronaire of cotton 1363 

spectroscopy. vis/NIR instrument produces more 
precise cotton spectra 7588 

spinning consistency index developed by Zellweger 
Uster uses HV! measurements 1366 

stickiness caused by honeydew. causes, common 
detection methods including the thermodetector 
(Conf. Paper) 6804 

stickiness. different stickiness ar, of sugars 
found in insect honeydews 554 

stickiness. new methods to test stickiness in cotton 
(Book) 6806 

stickiness. test program evaluates relationships 
— sugar content and stickiness (Conf. Paper) 

sticky cotton. chemical and mechanical test 
methods, the Shenkar Stickiness Tester (Conf. 
Paper) 6811 

sticky cotton. determining sugar concentration of 
honeydew (Conf. Peset 6807 

sticky cotton. direct inspection system identifies 
honeydew contaminated cotton (Conf. Paper) 6809 

sticky cotton. goals of the Honeydew Working Group 
of the International Cotton Advisory Council (Conf. 
Paper) 6808 

sticky cotton. Israel tests cottons using reducing 
— and minicard stickiness tests (Conf. Paper) 

Texas cotton. Texas Tech University quality 
evaluation of 1993 crop 7048 

Texas crop of 1993 tested for processing 
performance 6054 

TexLAB P300 Fiber Information System determines 
staple length from slivers, rovings, and slubs 4563 

trash. Shirley Analyzer and HVI system yield poorly 
correlating data 6052 

United States grown cotton properties compared to 
properties of imported cottons (Book) 62 

United States. contribution of HVI testing technology 
to quality of cotton crop 3953 

Uster MDTA 3 determines trash and dust content of 
raw cotton 7587 

Uster Quick-Spin system objectively evaluates raw 
cotton for fiber cohesion, processability 9275 

Zellweger Uster’s QuickSpin system for raw cotton 
analysis 4564 

, such as 
COTTON VARIETIES, HOOKED Fi . NEPS) 

biotechnology. AMTEX. considering a proposal to 
use new technology to improve fiber quality 3952 

blends. SITRA proposes measure for describing 
uniformity of cotton blends 8753 

ommneten in United States and Europe. marketing 

cottonseed parameters. relationship to imperfections 
‘in ginned lint 7959 
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crosslinking. in situ crosslinking using silane coupling 
agents as monomers is unsuccessful 5871 

durable press finishing techniques and process 
parameters 7413 

exports. United States expected to maintain current 
percentage of world cotton export in 1994-1995 
season 6199 

fiber parameters. effect on performance of opening 
roll on RotorSpun Platt Sacolowell spinning 
machine 834 1667 

fibers of the future. bioengineering for disease and 
insect resistant varieties 2320 

genetic engineering. AMTEX Cotton Biotechnology 
project will identify important genes 8748 

micronaire determination. procedures to eliminate 
testing errors 1365 

micronaire measurement. review of testing 
procedure. impact of value on point premiums and 
discounts 1368 

opening. Hollingsworth’s Lintmaster for opening and 
cleaning cotton 4036 

optical brightening agents. synthesis, application of 
bistriazinylaminostilbene derivatives 5861 

seed coat fragment content. relationship to fiber 
properties 23 

sliver drafting process. role in synthesis and 
optimization of automatic control systems 7960 

spinning. influence of fiber geometry, chemical 
nature, and cultivation 840 

strength of primary wall of cotton fiber. development 
of primary and secondary fiber walls 24 

strength, cellulose molecular weight distribution 
correlated 8749 

structure. overview of fiber structure 1621 
Supima cotton. ultimate fiber for lush, luxurious 

fabrics 747 
surface characteristics. finishing and laundering 
change the surface characteristics of polyester and 
cotton fibers 277 

tandem air jet, friction spinning system produces 
polyester staple core cotton wrap yarn 1669 

wetting contact angles derivations with varying 
perimeters 8528 

COTTON GINNING 
burring. effect on variable fiber characteristics. 
= negative effects of burring process 

conferences. Textile Institute Yarn Group calls for 
new cotton grading system, gentler ginning 
techniques 5548 

cottonseed parameters. relationship to imperfections 
in ginned lint 7959 

Eli itney’s cotton gin. contribution to development 
of United States cotton growing and textile 
industries 730 

emission control systems can be upgraded in a 
variety of ways during seasonal repairs 6124 

environmental responsibilities under the Clean Air 
—- a. EPA solid waste disposal requirements 

fiber contamination. Avondale Mills CEO G.S. Felker 
urges ginners to improve quality control 4770 

health hazards. NIOSH evaluation of cotton gin in 
Parker, Arizona 8623 

India. modernization of ginning facilities will improve 
competitiveness 731 

Indian cottons. precleaners, postcleaners, and 
pneumatic cotton conveyor system at gins improve 
cotton quality 25 

lint cleaner safety device stops moving parts within 
13 seconds 6242 

lint cleaning equipment. United States Cotton 
Ginning Laboratory researches method that 
preserves fiber quality 1609 

pre-separator for cyclones. effectiveness tested 7049 
process control systems increase bale value 

significantly, earn back initial investment within 
one year 5553 

technology. developments at Stoneville, Lubbock, 
and Las Cruces research facilities 1610 

Textile Institute’s Yarn Group examines harm 
inflicted on raw cotton by mechanical harvesting 
and ginning 6241 

United States. advanced cotton ginning contributes 
to quality of United States cotton 3953 

Uzbekistan. cotton ginning extended over a ten 
month period 733 

COTTON GROWING 
Africa. productivity of small farms in anglophone 

Africa. factors affecting productivity 1611 
Argentina, Paraguay. production will rise during 
1993-1994 marketing year 675 

armyworms. parasitic wasp found effective against 
armyworm infestation 1613 

Australia’s cotton growing industry. industry 
overview 3 

biotechnology used in solving problems (Book) 2322 
boll rot. analysis reveals strong regional and seasonal 

variability in occurrence of boll rot 8751 
boliworm infestation. bioinsectides based on 
nematodes, review of developments at Ecogen, 
Biosys 735 

bromoxynil. Department of Agriculture approved 
Calgene’s request to sell genetically engineered 
product 2323 

Calgene’s BXN transgenic cotton approved for 
growth anywhere in United States by USDA 2321 

Central Asian republics (Former Soviet Union). 
production hampered by economic, political 
instability 677 

China, Pakistan. insect infestations threaten cro 
again. shortages will send prices even hi 

China. production shifts to western, centra 
provinces 1571 

Chinese bollworn blight causing apparel 
manufacturers to adjust sourcing plans in the Far 
East 4739 

control methods to diminish whitefly infestation 
identified by recent USDA research results 3121 

Cotton Achievement Award winner. Jay Hardwick of 
Newellton, Louisiana 732 

dredged material from Yazoo River used to improve 
marginal farmland 1614 

environmentally friendly cotton. review of Texas 
state regulations for quality certification 7050 

a extracted from cotton stalks for use as fuel 
3 

forecasts for 1994 United States market 3902 
genetically engineered cotton. discussion of impact 

on textile, apparel industries 9493 
Georgia cotton harvest will be largest since 1937. 
growers assessing crop maturity 7882 

grading. color grade and leaf grade reported 
separately for United States upland cotton 
beginning with 1993 crop 737 

Greece. production will rise to record 300,000 tons 
during 1993-1994 marketing year 682 

herbicide resistant cotton. Calgene receives approval 
to market genetically engineered seeds 2324 

Integrated Crop Management Practice. pncnge 7 
assessment calls program a limited success 8750 

leaf curl virus in Pakistan. symptoms, effects on 
yield, control strategies 7883 



low yields and high costs in 1993 could impact 1994 
planted acreage 742 ‘ 

methanol treatment. experiments fail to confirm 
beneficial effects reported in earlier study 7884 

methanol. foliar application has no effect on growth 
or yield, Arkansas study finds 7885 

Mississippi farmers use beneficial insects to combat 
insect enemies 26 

naturally colored cottons. current renaissance in due 
to rising interest in environmental issues 7052 

pest resistant cotton varieties released in India 738 
pesticide packaging increases worker protection 
against agricultural pesticides 739 

price decreases due to bumper United States crop 
—— to be short lived 8713 

. virus resistant cotton developed by Nuclear 
—— for Agriculture and Biology in Pakistan 

shortages and high demand expected to continue, 
keeping prices high 6207 

soil moisture probe —_— important data for 
cotton growers 7 

stalks evaluated for production of furfurals, pulps, 
and biofuels 7886 

Texas cotton. Texas Tech University quality 
evaluation of 1993 crop 7048 

Thailand. United Nations Development Program 
recommends changes in cotton breeding, 
production practices 1612 4771 
er Seuthecstem Anatolian Project to expand 
oe ion of cotton and nurture textile industry 

United States farmers abandon tobacco for cotton, in 
1994 plant 13.7 million acres of cotton 3901 

United States. advanced cultivation techniques, post 
control, ginning, and HVI testing technology 3953 

Uzbekistan. changes in growing conditions and 
new varieties 7 

Uzbekistan. cotton production in the Central Asian 
republic depends on irrigation 733 

Uzbekistan. problems with yield due to saline soil, 
poor economy, shorter growing season, wilt 1572 

variety selection. trends in development of new 
varieties by breeding and genetic ccc 6243 

weed control strategy information 7051 
world cotton production in 1994-1995 to increase by 

9.7 million bales to 85.8 million bales 7850 

COTTON INDUSTRY (see also other headings, such as 
TEXTILE TRADE) 

Argentina, Paraguay. production will rise during 
993-1994 marketing year 675 

Asia. cotton production and yield in Asia. dramatic 
increase in yields in Pakistan (Conf. Paper) 8714 

Beltwide Cotton Conferences, 1994. environmental 
concerns, sustainable production, colored cotton 
varieties 3903 

Brazil. industry lobbyists {regen government to 
— 15 percent duty on raw cotton imports 

Brazil. USDA analysis indicates that Brazil has 
become major export market for United States 
cotton 3904 

Bulgaria. cotton based textile production levels much 
lower than during 1987-1988 marketing year 676 

Central Asian republics (Former Soviet Union). 
production hampered by economic, political 
instability 677 

China. cotton market buying and selling shifted from 
central government to regional governments 679 

China. factors influencing a sharp reduction in cotton 
production 678 680 
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China. peasants initiate market rebellion against 
_ attempts to control the cotton crop 
1 

China. State Council asks farmers to grow more 
—- after 30 percent decline in 1992 production 

consumption outstrips world production, creates 
export opportunities for United States cotton 
growers 1606 

costs. USDA predicts that record 1994-1995 
domestic harvest will send prices spiraling 
downward 6202 

cotton consumption, European Union. declines in 
snap rey during 1960s, 1970s reversed during 
1980s 4741 

Cotton Incorporated Annual Report for 1993 reflects 
excellent year for cotton industry 7005 

Cotton Incorporated invests $500,000 to upgrade its 
ay Carolina research and development facility 

Cotton Incorporated. J. Nicholas Hahn plans to 
increase cotton’s share of the worldwide fibers 
market 5538 

Cotton Incorporated. review of organization’s recent 
marketing strategies, research developments 8717 

Cotton Incorporated. Seal of Cotton trademark 
= 77 percent level of consumer recognition 

cotton merchandising by Paul Reinhart AG. recent 
political and economic events affecting cotton 
prices 689 

cottonseed. consolidation and major applications 740 
Czech Republic. decline in 1990s after disintegration 

of COMECON 1573 
environment. effects of | aaa system processing, 

dyeing and finishing 9392 
export figures for the United States and other 
countries 3091 

export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 
1993-1994 marketing year (through December 30, 
1993) 3913 

export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 
993-1994 marketing year (through February 3, 

1994) 3915 
export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 

993-1994 marketing year (through March 3, 
1994) 3912 

export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 
1993-1994 marketing year (through March 31, 
1994) 3914 

export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 
993-1994 marketing year through July 7013 

export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 
993-1994 marketing year through June 6203 

export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 
993-1994 marketing year through May 6204 

export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 
994-1995 marketing year through August 8721 

export sales, United States. USDA estimates for 
= marketing year through September 

exports, production. United States, world export 
estimates for 1993-1994 marketing year through 
April 6205 

exports, United States. West Coast ports account for 
8 percent of cotton exports during 1992-1993 

marketing year 690 
exports. United States, world export estimates for 
. — marketing year (through April 1994) 

exports. United States, world export estimates for 
1993-1994 marketing year (through February 
1994) 3916 
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exports. United States, world export estimates for 
— marketing year (through January 1994) 

exports. United States, world export estimates for 
—* marketing year (through March 1994) 

exports. United States, world export estimates for 
1993-1994 marketing year through May 6206 

exports. United States, world export estimates for 
1994-1995 marketing year through August 8723 

exports. United States, world export estimates for 
1994-1995 marketing year through July 7014 

exports. United States, world export estimates for 
: = marketing year through September 

farm program outlays, market reform, NAFTA, GATT 
to impact planted acreage 719 

forecast. production and consumption trends during 
next ten years 1576 

forecasts. world cotton production, consumption, 
1993-1994 marketing year 691 

futures rise to $0.74 per pound. price increases 
= to bad weather, drought, faulty irrigation 

German cotton processing industry threatened by 
expansion of state supported textile industries in 
Asia 1545 

Germany. consumption will fall below 140,000 tons 
during 1993-1994 marketing year 681 

Greece. production will rise to record 300,000 tons 
during 1993-1994 marketing year 682 

Horrock, Crewdson and Company Limited. 
accounting records between 1887 and 1905 show 
successful business 8 

India. cotton availability influences profitability of all 
sectors of cotton textile industry 7851 

India. current status, future with emphasis on 
=~ problems associated with production 

India. government lifts export ban to allow overseas 
shipments of cotton 3906 

India. profile of cotton textile industry includi 
spinning, a and knitting sectors 386 

India. rising prices have prompted the government to 
suspend export of bales contracted but not yet 
shipped 3907 

India. yield and quality improve dramatically since the 
Li but production forecasting remains poor 

Japan. cotton yarn production will decline 18 
percent during 1993-1994 marketing year 6200 

Japan. — cotton increases in — 
especially in babies’ wear markets 

Japanese yarn manufacturers reduce spindle 
capacities, develop new products to compete 816 

Mexico. projected 1994-1995 cotton imports 
decrease 37 percent from last year 7009 

National Cotton Council projects explosive growth of 
United States cotton exports to Mexico because of 
NAFTA 1574 

National Cotton Ginner’s Association holds annual 
—s- discusses accomplishments, concerns 

Pakistan, Israel. USDA analyses of production, 
consumption, new naturally colored cotton 
varieties 3908 

Pakistan. cotton crop in Punjab threatened by floods, 
insect infestation 701 

Pakistan. Federal Cabinet issues four important 
decisions regarding 1994-1995 cotton policy 8719 

price increases provide manmade fiber producers 
with opportunity to capture market share 4742 

prices for cotton likely to rise due to slow yield 
growth, decreased production, and increased 
demand 7015 

prices. size of 1994-1995 Chinese cotton harvest to 
— raw fiber cost paid by United States mills 

research. Cotton Incorporated invests $500,000 to 
expand facility in Raleigh, North Carolina 7040 

Russia. catastrophic decline in cotton, silk production 
due to unstable economy 3909 

Russia. cotton yarn production levels 75 percent 
lower than during 1990-1991 marketing year 823 

Russian textile industry threatened by lack of raw 
cotton supply 683 

Seal of Cotton to be placed on packages of Tide, 
increased consumer awareness likely 3579 

seed oil mills to face broader environmental 
regulations in the future 3122 

shortages and high demand expected to continue, 
keeping prices high 6207 

spot cotton will top at around 76 cents between 
October 1994 and January 1995 according to 
indicators 7 
—- data. 1992 worldwide cotton consumption 

statistical data. International Cotton Advisory 
Committee survey of world market 7017 

statistical data. USDA projects record cotton crop for 
1994-1995 marketing year 6208 
— federal excise tax on cotton modular trucks 

Turkey. government attempts to control prices to 
satisfy both domestic consumer, grower 7853 

Turkey. government saves $1 billion in support 
costs, system sets prices according to market 
forces 7012 

Turkey. overview of problems with price controls, 
shortages, currency, credit 7011 

Turkey. Southeastern Anatolian Project to expand 
ra, of cotton and nurture textile industry 

Turkmenistan. growers produce 1.3 million tons of 
— in 1993, state seeks foreign investment 

United Kingdom after World War Il. history of 
business strategies by various companies 9 

United States cotton industry. factors important to 
market growth 1575 

United States crop will be larger in 1994-1995 than 
in previous year. higher prices are possibility 4740 

United States farmers plant 13.7 million acres of 
cotton in 1994, approaching record high 3901 

United States grown cotton products extremely 
popular in The Philippines 7854 

United States. apparel manufacturers from Asia 
participate in 1994 COTTON USA manufacturers 
tour 8239 

United States. cotton captured 37 percent share of 
1993 United States textile market 6201 

United States. excellent growth in 1993. exports. 
= Partnership, Cotton Incorporated activities 
2 

United States. interview with head of Cotton 
Incorporated 3090 

United States. maintenance of current cotton 
program will allow producers to compete in world 
market 685 

USDA announces lowest cotton stocks in four years 
4752 

Uzbekistan seeks financing to modernize its cotton 
industry 686 

Uzbekistan, Philippines. USDA analyses of trade 
agreements, production, consumption data 3911 



Vietnam. explosive growth in cotton spinning and 
weaving capacity attributed to cheap labor 687 

West Africa, market profile. cotton production, 
occa, imports, exports, regional outlook 

world consumption, production estimates for 
1994-1995 maneine year 6209 

world cotton production, consumption, imports, 
ep See outlook for 1993-1994 marketing 
year 

world cotton supply, use. forecasts. production may 
not be adequate to demand in [1990s] 3092 

world production for 1993-1994 will total 80.3 
= bales, down 2.3 million bales from last year 
4 

world production, 1992-1993, for use in industrial 
fabrics 1577 

world production, trade trends, consumption 
forecasts over next decade. impact on United 
States 3920 

world production. International Cotton Advisory 
Committee survey of 1990-1991 crop (Book) 7018 

world survey on production, consumption 693 
world, United States consumption, production 
estimates for 1994-1995 marketing year 7019 

world, United States. October consumption, 
production estimates for 1994-1995 marketing 
year 8724 

world, United States. September consumption, 
production estimates for 1994-1995 marketing 
year 8725 

worldwide cotton trade events during 1993. possible 
effects on world markets 720 

COTTON MARKETING (see also other , such as 
INTERFIBER COMPETITION, TEXTILE DE) 

apparel and home furnishings market share continues 
toe grow 694 

cmeeneten in United States and Europe. marketing 

Cotton Incorporated. review of organization’s recent 
marketing strategies, research developments 8717 

Cotton a Seal of Cotton trademark 
-_— 77 percent level of consumer recognition 

ome a staple. demand, * epee ae decreases 
because of high price 696 

price differentials. definition, effect on demand, 
relationship with supply 1 

United States cotton exported to Indonesia. market 
potential strong, problems with distribution 671 

world price fluctuations between 1989 and 1993. a 
Swiss perspective 5506 

Cotton sampling, see SAMPLING. 

COTTON STORAGE 
bale covering material minimizes cotton 
contamination. construction, materials 3378 

discoloration, yellowing of knit cotton apparel. ways 
+A  aceaaatas yellowing during long term storage 

yellowing, cotton. antioxidant wrappers prevent 
sebacis acids from staining underwear during 
storage 6675 

COTTON tage MACHINERY (see also under 
headings of specific — 

blowroom machinery. Rieter’s UNIfloc A10, UNiclean 
B1, B50 fine cleaner, C10 card, BC and ABC 
control systems described 86 

Lintmaster Opener/Cleaner from Hollingsworth 
operates at high rate of efficiency 4866 
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Treutzschler’s Cleanomat cotton cleaning equipment 
-— high degree of cleaning in very short lines 

Trutzschler. profile of joint venture with Zhengzhou 
Textile Machinery Plant 8810 

COTTON Aa PROCESSING (see also under 
specific processes) 

Auschem Biorol range of surfactants for high speed 
— uses in cotton system processing 

cleaning and opening equipment from Barnhardt 
results in High-Q cotton for nonwovens 
manufacture 4772 

cultivation and harvesting. influence of climate, soil 
a on spinning properties of cotton fibers 

Russian, Turkmenistani long staple cotton. Rieter 
recommendations to eliminate star neps during 
processing 6353 

COTTON VARIETIES (see also under the heading of 
COTTON FIBERS) 

American upland. effect of beg | greene on 
variable fiber characteristics 7 

BXN cotton, modified. USDA — genetically 
engineered cotton variety 3 

colored cotton. geneticists in Israe a produce naturally 
colored green, brown varieties 3 

environmentally friendly cotton. review of Texas 
state regulations for quality certification 7050 

genetic engineering of cotton. AMTEX Cotton 
—e project will identify important genes 

genetically engineered cotton varieties BXN and Bt 
evaluated by EPA 5550 

Hazera Limited develops two new varieties with 
improved yields and quality 6244 

herbicide resistant cotton. Calgene receives approval 
to market genetically engineered seeds 2324 

naturally colored cottons. current renaissance in due 
to rising interest in environmental issues 7052 
— y grown rapidly gaining popularity in Japan 

Pima P-7 high quality cotton weew- longer, finer, 
and stronger than Pima P-6 1615 

Pima S-7 is improved extra long staple Pima variety 
developed by USDA 6245 

seed coat fragments. incidence of fragments in thirty 
two varieties of cotton 741 

Texas crop of 1993 tested for processing 
performance 6054 

Uzbekistan. changes in growing conditions demand 
new varieties 734 
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look under a broader heading. Whenever possible, look under the specific process. For example, 

information on the bleaching of cotton will be under BLEACHING: cotton (not under COTTON: bleaching). 
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COTTON YARN 
acid hydrolysis, enzymatic hydrolysis. effect on slack 
— and tension mercerized cotton yarns 

— rotor spun yarns. production, evaluation 

conditioning, steaming cotton, cotton blend yarns 
with Xorella’s Contexxor system 4059 

core wrap yarn with polyester core and cotton wrap 
produced on modified ring spinning system 3252 

Cotton Incorporated’s Fiber Processing Center. 
capabilities, services 7000 

count CV improved by use of autolevelers on 
drawframes 3243 

embroidery thread. luster of white cotton, black 
cotton, white rayon, and black rayon yarns 7991 

Franzoni Filati. overview of operations. production of 
low twist Ne 30 cotton yarn 5635 

Indian cotton yarn. quality improved by gin 
precieaners, postcleaners, and pneumatic cotton 
conveyor system 25 

Indian spinning mills report increased poet during 
April to September 1993 period 4853 

Japanese yarn manufacturers reduce spindle 
capacities, develop new products to compete 816 

market for cotton yarn very strong. high prices for 
raw cotton have not yet affected orders 5624 

market survey reports strong sales of 100 percent 
and _— yarns, optimistic yarn manufacturers 

a effect on poorer quality Indian cotton 
yarns 

modulus characteristics and elastic recovery 
properties of spun yarns 2446 

open end carded, combed pima, upland, California 
cotton yarns. spinning limits at varying rotor 
speeds 7169 

open end spinning with Schlafhorst’s Autocoro. 
increases in opening roller speed do not affect 
cotton yarn quality 5641 

optimizing yarn properties through cleaning, 
combing. other aspects of processing cotton 7983 

pima, upland, California open end carded, combed 
cotton yarns. spinning limits at varying rotor 
speeds 7169 

production of cotton yarn in India during the fiscal 
year beginning March 1993 statistics 4020 

quality of Indian cotton yarns spun from DCH-32 
i inferior to yarns spun from foreign cottons 

quality. effect of cotton yarn quality on mechanical 
properties of knit cotton fabrics 8114 

recycled yarn. NCSU and Burlington Industries 
develop process to convert scrap denim into 
reusable yarn 7984 

ring, open end, air jet spun. effects of card waste 
extraction on cotton yarn 7156 

Rocky Mount Mills produces 400,000 nds of 100 
percent coarse cotton yarns per week 8816 

shrinkage. effect on yarn properties of ring spun, 
core spun, and rotor spun yarns 7194 

sizing agents. properties of graft starches as warp 
= materials for polyester/cotton blend yarn 

sizing and warping. influence of relative humidi 7297 s 
spinning superfine cotton yarns on ringframes 

requires optimized raw materials, machines, 
conditions 7967 

strength properties of cotton blend yarns. 
comparison of Sinitsin, Peirce mensuration 
methods 6055 

Texas cotton. Texas Tech University quality 
evaluation of ring, rotor yarns spun from 1993 
crop 7048 

torsional characteristics of fibrous strands 
determined for polyester/cotton blends 2126 

trade. Japanese spinners accuse Pakistan of 
dumping cotton yarns 7821 

trash content. combing decreases trash content, 
improves downstream processability 4892 

Uster Quick Spin System measures yarn properties. 
evaluates raw cotton properties based on 
measurements 8541 

Uster Quick-Spin system objectively evaluates cotton 
yarn for various yarn properties 927 

weaving at low relative humidity. evaluation of 
different sizing agents 5704 

wetting contact angles derivations with varying 
perimeters 8528 

Yarn Fair International 1994. natural fiber yarns 
= United Kingdom, United States markets 

Co-we-nit, see KNITTING-WARP, KNIT 
FABRICS--WARP, KNITTING MACHINERY--WARP. 

Crabbing, see DECATING, STEAMING. 

Creaseproofing, see WASH-WEAR. 

Crease resistance, see CREASES AND CREASE 
RECOVERY. 

CREASES AND CREASE RECOVERY (see also other 
a such as CREASING AND PLEATING, 
CROSSLINKING, DURABLE PRESS, WASH-WEAR) 

apparel. easy care kimonos, men’s dress shirts 
marketed in Japan 1996 . 

digital image analysis in detecting fabric crease 6824 
inhibitors. directory 5017 
men’s wear. wrinkle resistant cotton men’s wear 
performing well at retail 8468 a ‘ 
— crease free. Donier mercerizing machines 



silk fabric finished with polyca 
satisfactory wrinkle resistance 

silk fabric. study of DMDHEU, eens, 
and formaldehyde treatments 7411 

softeners. improved recovery. — softeners 
mixed with silicone emulsions 

wool. influence of resin finishing on creasing and 
crease recovery 4242 

woven fabrics from partially oriented and textured 
polyester yarns 71 

wrinkle resistant. cotton. men’s wear. expansion into 
womenswear and childrenswear 8468 

wrinkle resistant finishes on cotton products 3456 
wrinkle resistant, 100 percent cotton fabrics. 
advantages to manufacturers and consumers 4973 

ic acid maintain se 2033 

CREASING AND PLEATING (see also other headings, 
such as CREASES AND CREASE RECOVERY, 
CROSSLINKING, DURABLE PRESS, SETTING, 
WASH-WEAR) 

bubbling in pleated panels of apparel 6504 
curing of pleats or creases of garment in oven 7414 
= Pretavyl VP 1601A durable press process 

garment embellishment by fiber artist 8322 
itajime. clamp and fold process 2619 
sewing machines by Nara Sewing Machine Industrial 
Company. Treasure BS-1010-R unit for pleated 
fabrics 8386 

Speedypress steam finisher for pockets, frills, 
gathers, or pleats 2778 

CREELS 
beaming, BEN-Creel Model V unit. sizing 3279 
— r Zell manufactures ZA beam creel for 

ocom sizing machines 4926 
BenningerZell offers ZA beam creel for fixed widths 
and brake diameter, ZB for adjustable widths and 
diameters 5703 

GRM 08 unwinding creel processes high tech 
carbon, aramid, and glass fiber yarns 894 

Herzog’s GRM 08 electronically controlled take-off 
—~ use with carbon, glass, aramid fibers 

magazine. Schlafhorst Autoconer System 238 Type 
Y unit 7233 7236 

modular design facilitates move of creels to new 
production facility 5732 

package, raschel RS 3 MSU-V-N. knitting units 5748 
Snake Shuttle system links roving machines and 
spinning machines 844 1674 

tube. knitting machines 2465 
warp preparation with Karl Mayer beamers, creels, 
and sectional warping machines 151 

warping. V-type 2481 

CRIMP 
ATYT tester by Lawson Hemphill. crimp 
determination 6815 

density effect on fiber crimp. wool 9271 
— inspection by Massen Crimp Inspector 

fiber crimp. evaluation and measurements 
contraction of crimp. textured polyester yarn 7989 

fiber transport simulation reveals straightening of 
crimped, hooked fibers in converging transport 
ducts 5631 

IWTO specification for wool. properties. crimp 7591 
retention. nonwoven fabrics. cotton 9005 
superfiber wool. crimp definition 5541 
yarn crimp. wool. 1 re expansion and low stress 

tensile properties 817 

CRIMPING (see also other 
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headings, such as TEXTURED 
YARNS, TOW PROCESSING) 

Barmag improves efficiency of gers. stretching 
machines by automation 6377 

false twist crimping machines with high temperature 
heaters. current, future machine design 4877 
— crimping. simulation of twist insertion 

FibreScan FS100 enema gk quality detector 
available from Fiberguide 325 

France. manufacturers of continuous filament yarns 
add — crimping capabilities 110 

Glen Touch. Glen Raven Mills division one of largest 
air jet crimping companies in United States 7146 

heat setting, Suessen and Superba methods. effects 
on bulk levels 2445 

nep formation and categorization of neps in air jet 
textured yarns 113 

nylon, polyester filament yarns. history of 
= of processes,end product uses (Book) 

online quality control for air texturing processes with 
Heberlein equipment 4878 

PET microfibers. false twist crimping, draw warping, 
and draw twisting 5597 

PET POY yarn draw texturing. optimal texturing 
arameters 5646 

PET. solvent texturing modifies, sets PET structure, 
morphology 1685 

POY texturing. special requirements of 
micorfilaments. use of Barmag’s Ringtex with 
Unitens’ control system 4876 

studies examine the effect of heat setting, which 
causes structural changes, in polyester fibers and 
yarn 117 
—— control with Barmag’s UNITENS instrument 

Titan Textile Company invests $25 million to become 
World Class yarn texturer 3232 

CRIMPING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as TEXTURED YARNS, TOW PROCESSING) 

air riat machine. new tangle lacing Jet Ld 32 allows 
a to increase thread running speeds 

air jet texturing. history of development at Du Pont, 
critical operating parameters (Book) 4879 

air jets from FAG Kugelfischer fits on all spin draw 
crimping machines for processing BCF yarns 852 

Barmag’s FK6 crimping machine processes 
microfibers. specifications, capabilities 5655 

Barmag’s line of FK6-12 crimping machines. 
specifications, capabilities 5653 

Barmag’s model FK6-1000 crimping machine. 
specifications 6378 

Barmag’s STM25 combines extrusion, stretching, 
crimping to produce carpet yarns 5577 

drawtexturing. high temperature heater technology 
offers several advantages for 66 processing 2444 

drives. Barmag develops AC motors to reduce costs. 
— modular system of transformers 

FAG Kugelfischer’s LD 32 modular air jet spin 
drawtexturing machine 850 

false twist, air jet crimping. overview 108 
false twist. Barmag’s Type 7-E, 8-E units. 

specifications, capabilities 5649 
friction twisting machines. ae review and 

recent technical developments 85 
Heberlein introduces T302, T313 jet cores for air jet 
texturing 3253 

history of development focusing on products from 
Rieter-Scragg (Book) 4880 
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ICBT’s 15E3 drawtexturing machine has short, high 
temperature heaters. textured nylon 66 yarns 851 

noise reduction via machinery design. United 
i report SIR No. 36 identifies noise sources 

pneumotexturing with Barmag’s FK6T-90, AM4 
crimping machines 5650 

production control. Barmag’s Diacont Il 
optoelectronic system provides online control 5651 

Takehara’s ~ % speed crimping machine. machine 
— 406 

tanglelacing jet for high speed spin drawtexturing of 
industrial and carpet yarns 1672 

CROCHETING 
curling behavior of crochet fabric. a quantitative 

analysis 2495 
jewelry. Danish fiber artist. Annelise Kraus 2494 
lattice lace for Lithuanian holiday dress 1195 

CROSSLINKING (see also other hea . such as 
CREASING AND PLEATING, DURABLE PRESS, 
RESIN FINISHING, WASH-WEAR) 

booster agents. Booster CMW, Natrium CRA on 
cotton, 67/33 polyester/cotton blend fabrics 9077 

BTCA, DMDHEU treatments of cotton dyed with 
oat. reactant fixable, reactive dyes, effects of 

cellulose. dyeing of crosslinked cellulose from low 
formaldehyde and nonformaldehyde finishing 
systems 5049 

citric acid crosslinking agent with reactive 
nitrogenous additives for improved cotton 
dyeability 4255 

cotton fabrics containing tannin. effect of transition 
metal salts on dyeability (Abstract) 6552 

cotton fabrics treated with fluorocarbon resin. effect 
of crosslinking agents on water repellency of 5883 

cotton fabrics. analysis of esterification of 
polycarboxylic acid durable press finishes 
(Abstract) 6595 

cotton fabrics. comparison of polycarboxylic acid 
durable press finishes with DMDHEU finishes 
(Abstract) 6593 

cotton fabrics. crosslinking cotton fabrics 
premercerized with different alkalies 3405 

cotton fabrics. crosslinking of fabrics premercerized 
with three types of alkalies and crosslinked with 
DMDHEU 233 

cotton fabrics. degree of esterification crosslinking 
with polycarboxylic acid durable press agents 
(Abstract) 6592 

cotton fabrics. effect of catalysts on esterification of 
polycarboxylic acid durable press finishes 
(Abstract) 6594 

cotton fabrics. esterification crosslinking with 
ow acid durable press agents (Abstract) 

cotton fabrics. FTIR analysis of esterification of 
polycarboxylic acid durable press finishes 
(Abstract) 6596 

cotton fabrics. resin finishing with low formaldehyde 
content 1072 

cotton fibers. in situ crosslinking using silane 
coupling agents as monomers is unsuccessful 

high performance polymers. thermal crosslinking of 
high performance polymers toc improve properties 
(Conf. Paper) 6333 ; 

Natrium NFO, Natrium CRA. nonformaldehyde 
crosslinking agents for cotton, cotton/polyester 
blend fabrics 4300 

91 

nonwoven fabrics. distribution of crosslinked polyols, 
relation to functional property improvements 
(Abstract) 2680 

nylon 6 fibers crosslinked with t-butyl perbenzoate. 
degree of crystallinity, thermal shrinkage 43 

polybenzobisoxazole fibers. radiation crosslinki 
improves compressive strength (Abstract) 7107 

polycarboxylic acid durable press agents, effect on 
dyed cotton fabrics (Abstract) 7417 

polyethylene glycol (PEG). formation of inclusion 
— between alpha-cyclodextrin and PEG 

polyols combined with various dyes and an acid 
catalyst, improve dyeability of cotton/polyester 
blend fabrics 2623 

polyparaphenylene terephthalamide. free radical 
formation in crosslinkable aromatic polyamides 
(Abstract) 7078 

polyvinyl alcohol, formal fibers. effects of 
crosslinking with peroxide 1652 

radiation induction of hard elements of polyurethane 
elastomers 6271 

silanes. uses as precursors to polysiloxanes, in situ 
crosslinking of cotton 5030 

CUPRAMMONIUM RAYON FIBERS 
Asahikasei Textiles. improved fiber properties 4749 

Caring, see DRYING, DURABLE PRESS, PRESSING, 
ASH-WEAR. 

CUTTING (see also other he , such as APPAREL 
MANUFACTURE, SHEARING) 

apparel. ornamental lace ribbons cut on automated 
center cutting machine 1212 

automatic integrated yy binding, cutting 
machine from Metzner 8335 

Blackman and White enters apparel manufacturing, 
uses advanced CAD cutting table plotter called 
Orion 1202 

CAD companies offer solutions to the problems 
presented by checked and striped fabrics 2777 

CAD software with surface modeling for cutting 
complex patterns 1198 

computer aided pattern making. influence of color on 
interpretations of fashion drawings 9163 

cutting room management. disposition of commercial 
orders. Cetih decision making methodology 840 

fabric rolis. spread guiding system for air flotation 
tables used in unrolling, spreading fabric rolls 1966 

Greenwood Mills does weaving and cutting for Levi 
Strauss 3548 

Miami's Item 807 trade prospering despite NAFTA. 
es see passage of CBI parity as crucial 

pattern grading techniques to minimize error and 
yield exact replicas of the master 5194 

production. guidelines for maximizing production 
during integrated apparel manufacturing 9164 

ultrasonics. cutting and welding of fabrics gaining 
widespread use 361 

CUTTING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as SHEARING MACHINERY) : . 

Ace Company introduces DHC-100S cutting machine 
for industrial fabrics 8339 

auxiliary equipment. A. Celli’s Slitto 
slitting/rewinding unit features multiple 
independent counterknives 5933 p 

Bobbin Show 1994. firms emphasize cutting, 
es to offset growing shortage of 
skilled labor 8341 : 

Bobbin Show 1994. preview of straight, round knife 
fabric cutting and spreading machinery 8340 



Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. preview of 
ae from leading machinery manufacturers 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention technology 
reviewed by Atlanta Consulting International 357 

Brother Industries introduces BAS-300A series of 
pattern cutting and sewing machines 8374 

Calemard’s exhibit at ATME-I 1993. Athena slitting 
machine cuts fabrics, films, paper 3327 

CKS Cutting Machine Company’s Cutpaturn NCP 
+ yo automatically cuts and stacks knit fabrics 

Clinton Industries exhibits new sewing, cutting 
machines at 1994 Bobbin Show 9185 

computerized fabric inspection and pattern cutting 
system determines optimum use of fabric to avoid 
fabric defects 1962 . 

computerized. use in manufacture of inflatable 
structures by Supabounce 3 

Cortec Company introduces CS-160 tube 
folding/sewing machine, CB-120 bias 
cutting/winding machine 8376 

Cutti dge Digital Cutting System (Eastman 
Machine Company) features high speed, single ply 
rotary cutter 1954 Bich 

developments driven by ergonomics, environmental 
issues, and flexible production methods 3560 

ETF Maschinefabrik M 5632 offers smaller cut length 
than M 5630 8343 

Galkin Automated Products offers a variety of power 
cutting machinery. (Trade Lit.) 7512 

GERBERcutter S-3 high quality higher 
oductivity machine in use at Debfors 5932 

GERBERuitralaser cutting machines operates at 
speeds in excess of 6,000 inches per hour 2772 

GGT developments in cutting and pattern making. 
Gerbercutter S-3000, Accumark series 1203 

Hitaka Industrial Company introduces Model C-3N 
small rectangular knife cutting machine 8344 

Hori Machinery Works introduces its ID Series of 
automatic y+ me machines for woven 
arment labels 8345 

IMB 1993. profile of automatic cutting systems, 
related auxiliary equipment 5195 

Kindai Company. Model KC-316SP high speed 
ae machine for the slitting, roll cutting of tapes 

KM Cloth Cutting Machine Company introduces 
BK-700, BK-900 bandknife cutting machines 8346 

knife machines, round and straight. medium level 
cutting technology. efficient 1956 

Kronos Textile Machinery introduces Model K 0960 
automatic triple tape cutting machine 9166 

layout machine, prototype developed. work on full 
scale model proceeds to replace spreading tables 
and machines 362 

leather. review of automated leather cutting software 
systems by Cutting Edge, Lectra Systems 8350 

Lectra Systemes Premiere CAD station 6654 
Lectra Systemes Progress system and TAS 
accessories 5929 

Long Tir Industrial Company’s Model LU-911B Auto 
oa Strip Cutter makes 45 degree bias tapes 

Mayer’s RD 5 DPLM raschel machine with integrated 
cutting machine for production of artificial sports 
surfaces 929 

Metzner’s automatic coiling, binding, cutting system 
for ropes, cords, wires, cables, hoses, narrow 
fabrics 5398 

Pentacut yarn cutting device for multihead 
embroidery machines 7505 

plotter. CAD driven product from Blackman and 
White offers low cost and high utility 2766 
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Racing Sewing Machine Company’s Model K-1 
pattern template cutting machine 8348 

rotary die cutting cylinders, machine components 
from RR Rotary A/S in Denmark 1436 

Sankei Corporation’s Super Heat Cutter combines 
cutting and fusing into a ~— operation 8349 

Seiko yo introduces Waste Thread Cutter 

Shima Seiki’s P-CAM 182 machine for cutting thick, 
heavy fabrics 1955 

sofa and chair manufacturers automate cutting and 
pattern making to reduce fabric waste 9141 

synchronized spreading and cutting operation using 
high technology innovations 3561 

Ta King Enterprise Company’s TK-17, TK-21A, 
TK-25, TK-2973 cutting/sewing machines for 
leather, industrial fabrics 8392 

tow. cutting tow into short fibers. scientists in 
Former Soviet Union develop novel unit 6340 

ultrasonics. cutting and welding of fabrics gaining 
widespread use 361 

Union Special Corporation exhibits new — 
cutting machines at 1994 Bobbin Show 919 

Data Joccsenne: see COMPUTERS AND 
OGRAMMING, MANAGEMENT, OPERATIONS 

RESEARCH. 

DECATING (see also other headings, such as 
STEAMING) 

autoclave. Plyfil yarn fabrics 4045 
Contidec Superfinish GFP. continuous process 5097 
wool. effects of various treatments studied 8139 
woolen and worsted fabrics 5798 
temperature, fabric regain, and prior rotary pressing. 
study examines effects 2690 

DECATING MACHINERY 
Contidec Superfinish GFP. continuous decating 
without use of chemicals. machinery and process 
controls 5097 

Superfinish GFP-2 continuous decating machine from 
Johannes Menschner Maschinenfabrik 2691 4314 

Technologia Meccanica Tessila’s decating machine 
with the Multiprogram control system 9084 

Decortication, see DEGUMMING. 

Defects, see CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, FABRIC 
DEFECTS, IDENTIFICATION, NEPS, PILLING, 
UNIFORMITY, YARN IMPERFECTIONS, and 
specific processes. 

Deferred cure, see DURABLE PRESS. 

Degradation, see DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, 
MICROBIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION, 
PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION, TEXTILE 
NUCLEONICS. 

DEGUMMING 
agents, degumming. comparison of agents for 
quantity of gum removed, changes in silk 
mechanical properties 5551 

silk degumming methods. preventing damage to silk 
during degumming process 3245 

silk. degumming processes used in India 2596 2618 
silk. degumming, bleaching in single stage using 
— peroxide in the presence of urea 236 

silk. degumming, bleaching, and dyeing processes. 
recommendations 2595 



DETERGENCY (see also other headi 

DETERGENTS (see also other headi 
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silk. enzyme degumming with Alcalase bacterial 
enzyme. comparison with soap degumming 7165 

silk. one stage degumming and bleaching using 
peroxide in the presence of urea 1026 

Depilation, see WOOL. 

DESIZING (see also other headings, such as ENZYMES, 
SIZING) 

agents. types of — and potential effects on 
garment quality 7361 

Benninger’s Ben-Bleach continuous, modular 
pretreatment line steams, washes, desizes, 
bleaches, scours 4240 

Benninger’s Ben-Bleach range with the Ben-injecta 
desizing machine and the Ben-impacta 
impregnating unit 9041 

Benninger’s Ben-Bieach System combines desizing, 
—- bleaching 5033 

Bombay, India mills. survey of desizing practices in 
13 mills 4237 

cotton fabric. wetting test, dye affinity test measure 
desizing effect 2918 

cotton fabrics. single ~ + process derived using 
sodium chlorite and sodium thiosulfate 7360 

cotton. overview of desizing 1608 
enzymatic desizing. compounds, action, efficacy, 
environmental impact examined 234 

enzymes. Indian group Supertex, Novo Nordisk 
bringing bio friendly enzymes into domestic textile 
industry 4212 

fluorescent measurement of desizing process by 
measurement of fluorescently marked size in 
fabrics 3732 

GTV study of recovery of sizes from effluent. moving 
the burden from the finisher to the weaver 6895 

Sandoz Bacstolo enzymes, Sandoclean PC 
surfactants. use in desizing 2613 

such as 
DETERGENTS, LAUNDERING, SOILING) 

washing nets. effects of washing net on detergency 
‘in flow type machine relative to mechanical energy 
input 1993 

, such as 
ENVIRONMENT, LAUNDERING, SCOURING, 
SOILING, SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS, WASHING, 
WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT) 

additives. phosphates versus zeolites, review of 
United States market trends 1983 

biodegradability of water soluble polyaspartates and 
polyacrylate detergents (Conf. Paper) 6943 

concentrated detergents. overview of powder, 
liquids. production, additives 1787 

conferences. listing of 50 firms slated to participate 
— conference on soaps and detergents 

consumption, Asia and Pacific. analysts expect 
consumption to grow substantially during next 
decade 1984 
a of current production, future trends 

environmental concerns of the soap and detergent 
industry in the 1990s 1463 

enzyme detergents. effect on quality of wastewater 
from laundries 4666 

fluorescent whitening agents effectiveness in 
drycleaning process tested 6671 

Green movement forces industry to seek 
phosphate-free alternatives 1483 

laundering contaminated apparel. comparison of after 
—"e residues of cypermethrin, cyfluthrin 

93 

low temperature laundering. effect of detergent and 
— type on microorganisms in cotton fabric 

market, 1993. analysts characterize $4.2 billion 
= States soaps and detergents market as flat 

oleochemical use for the production of surfactants in 
household detergents 1016 

overview of industry in United States with emphasis 
on new trends 1986 

polymeric surfactants as detergents. solution 
ew viscosity enhancement, gel synthesis 

Procter & Gamble buys control of Russia’s largest 
detergent manufacturing plant, PO 
Novomoskovbytkhim 1 

sodium dodecyl sulfate. paper chromatographic 
study of | soil removal from fabric 9215 

starch. use of starch as raw material in detergents 
(Abstract) 2598 

surfactant detergents derived from alcohols based on 
ipa and oleochemical sources 2602 

surfactant detergents. e tic synthesis of 
monosaccharide fatty acid esters 2601 4230 

surfactant detergents. lipase catalyzed synthesis of 
yaaa in a continuous bioreactor 2603 

XY-protease in detergent proves to be an effective 
stain removing agent 124: 

DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS (see also other 
neaees such as DISCOLORATION, FABRIC 
DEFECTS, FABRIC QUALITY, FIBER QUALITY, 
FLAMMABILITY, IDENTIFICATION, 
MICROBIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION, 
PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION, TEXTILE 
NUCLEONICS, and under specific headings of 
fibers, , and fabrics) 

alkaline degradation, viscose filament yarns. effect 
of sodium hydroxide solutions 8843 

calcium aluminosilicate ceramic matrix composites, 
Nicalon reinforced. effect of oxidative 
embrittlement on impact behavior 954 

composites reinforced with organic fibers. problems 
with mechanical properties caused by deviations in 
load 7302 

composites. paper, epoxy resin composites. 
composition, biodegradability, reinforcement 
properties 958 ; : 

corrosion caused by smog. effects of atmospheric 
acidity upon economically significant materials 
4646 6122 . 

corrosion of process, structural equipment by high 
temperatures. methods to minimize corrosion 584 

dyes. chemical degradation of azo, anthraquinone, 
— _— dyes in settled anoxic sediments 

ethylene-propylene heterophasic copolymer films. 
effect of ultraviolet irradiation on structure 8972 

fatigue and its effects on pilling 6272 
fibers. control of damage accumulation via 
microstructural modifications 8726 _ 

glass fabrics, Teflon coated. Space Station Freedom 
a covers, NASA/USRA orbital exposure test 

hip joint prostheses. fatigue induced failure mode of 
fiber/elastomer composites as load bearing 
surfaces 8994 é 

hip joint prosthesis. fatigue induced failure modes of 
A elastomer composites as bearing surfaces 

hydrogen peroxide. organic stabilizing agents used to 
prevent decomposition 9036 



DIAPERS (see also other headi 

Lactron. Kanebo’s manmade meltspun fiber derives 
from biodegradable lactic acid based plastic 8778 

nitrile copolymers containing itaconic acid fragments. 
thermooxidative decomposition 7089 

optical brighteners, fluorescent whitening agents. 
deterioration causes yellowing of fabrics 7423 

paper. deformation mechanism of poorly formed 
aper measured with infrared thermography 9010 

. effects of thermal stress during production, 
processing, use. conditions that lead to failure 792 

plastic, Mater-Bi and polycaprolactone. 
biodegradation rates quantified by acid hydrolysis, 
ultraviolet irradiation 1488 

polycarbonate. effect of organic solvents on 
mechanical properties 9013 

polychiorobiphenyl. detoxification via 
aaa cae with tetrabutyl orthotitanate 

polyester, biodegradable. Du Pont develops low cost 
orca polymers that extrude into fibers, films 

polymers. mechanical pomnerine of polymers 
important in geosynthetic applications 64 

polymethylimethacrylate fibers. effect of tensile 
stress on radiolytic degradation of (Abstract) 7109 

preservation of ancient textile objects. causes of 
textile deterioration (Abstract) 5500 

preservation of ancient textile objects. techniques for 
archeologists, conservators (Abstract) 5334 

pressing polyester/cotton biends. damage caused by 
heat, mechanical pressure 1245 

restoration of 15th century textile objects at 
—v of Saint Petronelia Church (Abstract) 

restoration of ancient textile objects. case studies of 
cotton sari and silk banner (Abstract) 5224 

restoration of ancient textile objects. collections from 
600-700 A.D. on display in Japanese museums 
(Abstract) 5221 

restoration of ancient textile objects. differences in 
response of paper, textiles during suction 
(Abstract) 5223 

surgical webbing. effect of fiber pretreatments on in 
pA bioabsorption of composites, nonwovens 

textile testing. Weiss BAM Giobal-UV laboratory test 
unit simulates photochemical deterioration 4582 

Twaron (polyphenylene terephthalamide). effect of 
environmental exposure on structure, mechanical 
properties 1637 4786 

ultrahigh weight polyethylene medical implants. 
accelerated aging test for irradiated implants 
(Abstract) 7616 

wool fabrics soiled, damaged by exposure to 
atmospheric pollutants 9423 

. such as 
DISPOSABLES, HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL 
TEXTILES) 

baby wipes. annual sales in United States total $400 
million, manufacturers to exploit international 
market 4483 

backsheets. Corovin and Poly-Bond develop spun 
bonded backsheet for diapers 6481 

Brazil. low priced disposables performing best, but 
market penetration very low 1143 

consumption forecasts for nonwoven disposable 
diapers 8009 

cutting machines from Labayen y Laborde with 
increased lives of knives for incontinence 
production 4962 

directory of disposable baby diaper manufacturers, 
international 2041 
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disposable. world market and industry overview. 
developing countries offer growth market 6642 

disposal. possible source of infectious enteric viruses 
in landfills 7793 

Drypers Corporation to consolidate regional brands, 
launch national disposable Drypers brand 6734 

Harmonies. Film Technology Limited to launch B9 
water soluble disposable diaper 2040 

Kimberly-Clark adding stretch panels to ail its lines. 
maintains narrow market share lead over Proctor & 
Gamble 9127 

Kimberly-Clark agressively expands into European 
market, builds plants in United Kingdom, Ireland, 
Holland 4353 

Kimberly-Clark’s Huggies Supreme, most complex 
diaper design on the market 431 

market anaylsis, review of new products from 
— Pampers, Arquest, Paragon Trade 

market overview of important trends. replacing 
gender specific products with all-white, unisex 
products 2042 
— seeks to remain competitive in European 
market. company profile 9128 

nonwoven. HY-Color, HY-Dry pigmented fibers 
developed by Danakion for the nonwoven diapers 
market 1643 

North American diaper market. market share and 
market competition 4462 

Nuova Red Italiana introduces first European line for 
manufacturing training pants 9155 

oxidative damage calibrated by study 2545 
spun bonded fabric. NDS Systems’ Model 8000 
— gages and controls basis weight of webs 

styrene/isoprene triblock copolymers for diaper 
applications. dynamic mechanical and traditional 
testing 8759 

Togs disposable diaper specialized for day and night 
use by Swaddlers 432 

United Kingdom. market innovation, growth. 
competition heats up between P&G, K-C, and 
Peaudouce 433 

Dimensional stability, see SETTING, SHRINKAGE, 
SHRINKPROOFING, and under specific types of 
fabrics. 

DIRECTORIES (SEE ALSO OTHER HEADINGS, SUCH 
AS ANNUAL REVIEWS, BOOKS) 

Achema 1994 chemical engineering show in 
Frankfurt. exhibition directory 6192 

adhesives formulators and suppliers to the adhesives 
and sealants industry 6522 

African Textiles’ 1993-1994 directory of major 
international textile manufacturers and their agents 
in Africa 630 

America’s Textiles International’s 1994-1995 
Buyer’s Guide 6155 

American Drycleaner 1994 Buyers’ Guide 2796 
apparel industry, Australia. buyer’s guide to 

suppliers, agencies, and manufacturers 5998 
apparel industry, Canada. Apparel’s 1993 Buyers’ 
Guide 3486 

archeological sites where ancient textiles have been 
found. database compendium (Abstract) 5496 

auxiliaries. list of new auxiliaries organized by 
product type 232 

awning market. /ndustrial Fabric Products Review's 
Supplier Directory 1909 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. directory of 
companies participating in Fabric Connection 7471 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. Part Two. 
list of companies and their products 7473 
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Canadian apparel associations, educational 
institutions, suppliers, manufacturers, products, 
and trade names listed 4697 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual 
Buyers’ Guide 9439 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
finishing suppliers, chemicals, auxiliaries 9023 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
geographical index of textile mills in Canada 9438 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
= suppliers, manufacturers, finishers, mills 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
international textile machinery firms represented by 
Canadian agents 9368 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
primary textile mills operating in Canada 9441 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
Textile Federation of Canada membership list 9462 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. textile 
= agents for Canada, international firms 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. yarn 
suppliers 8804 

Carpet and Rug Industry 1994 Annual Buyers’ Guide 
for international carpet industry 8284 

carpet industry. 37 United States agente for foreign 
floor covering manufacturers 925 

carpet industry. world’s top 50 carpet and rug 
manufacturers 330 
a databases. textile industry applications 

8 
a Week’s Third Annual ISO 9000 Directory 

chemicals. directory of several new products for 
dyeing, finishing 5017 

CITME 1994. directory of companies in yarn, fabric 
forming sectors 9376 

composites. NASA sponsors development of 
glossary for terms, definitions related to 
composites 3342 

computer software for apparel industry 5901 
contractors. locating reputable domestic apparel 
contractors through industry associations 1168 

Davison on Disk, Fabrics On-Line. review of online 
computer information services 8695 
a. listing of 50 firms slated to perteipet in 

AOCS conference on soaps and detergents 9195 
diapers. international directory of disposable baby 

diaper manufacturers 2041 
directory of manufacturers and converters in Europe, 

the Middle East, and North Africa 7217 
drycleaning industry, United Kingdom. listing of 352 
manufacturers, traders, suppliers 7470 

dryers. guide to tumble dryers, centrifugal extractors, 
and radio frequency dryers 6613 

dyeing machinery. American Dyestuff Reporter’s 
1994 Buyers’ Guide 6529 

dyeing, finishing machinery. manufacturers, sales 
agents in Europe, Hong Kong, United States 5799 

dyers and finishers in the United Kingdom 2587 
dyestuffs. new, discontinued dyestuffs. list 
organized by product type 264 

EDI. Deloitte & Touche surveys 97 vendors and 180 
software packages for the apparel industry 540 

engineering companies that design and produce fiber 
producing equipment and plants 2305 

environment, Chemical Week’s 1994 Environmental 
Services Directory 1464 

ES&T Environmental Buyers’ Guide Edition 1995. 
—_— equipment, supplies, and services 

fiber and yarn suppliers listed with addresses, 
telephone numbers, contact name, and products 
supplied 6756 

fiber and yarn suppliers. European suppliers of 
_natural and manmade yarns and fibers 6226 
fibers industry, international. International Fiber 
Journal’s 1994 Buyer’s Guide 703 

fibers, high performance. directory of companies that 
manufacture high performance fibers 39 

fibers, manmade. European manufacturers. list of 
companies and fiber products 3941 

fibers. peat of fiber suppliers to nonwoven fabric 
industry 550 

flameproofing agents. Flame Retardants Buyer's 
Guide, American Dyestuff Reporter 1844 

Flooring’s 1994 Buying and Resource Guide 476 
geosynthetics. products, applications, services, 
= trade names, educational institutions 

Geotechnical Fabrics Report’s Geosynthetics Installer 
Directory 2454 

geotextiles and erosion control fabrics. sources of 
standards documents 9295 

home furnishings industry. LDB Interior Textiles | 
Annual Buyer’s Guide to companies in the home 
furnishings industry 1916 

IHE 1994. ee mage of participating exhibitors 3514 
industrial fabrics. directory of new fabrics published 
by Industrial Fabrics Association International 3714 

industrial fabrics. Industrial Fabrics Association 
International’s 1994 Buyers’ Guide 6394 

ISO 9000 registration. Chemical Week’s Third 
——_ /SO 9000 International Directory Update 

ISO 9000. Chemical Week’s ISO 9000 International 
+ ama of registrations for the chemical industry 

Knitting Times’ 1994-1995 Buyers’ Guide 9102 
Latin American textile industry. machinery, 
accessories, products, services. suppliers and sales 
representatives 1522 

laundering, drycleaning. Canadian Cleaner and 
Launderer’s 1993 Buyer’s Guide 1242 

laundry suppliers. directory of distributors laundry 
equipment, supplies and other goods and services 
in United States and Canada 7 

_ looms, shuttleless. America’s Textiles International 
Buyer’s Guide 160 

manmade fiber manufacturers and yarn 
manufactures. directory for Great Britain 858 

Manufacturing Systems Buyer’s Guide of companies 
offering systems integrators 543 

Manufacturing Systems Buyer’s Guide to 
manufacturing software and computer hardware 
and peripherals 533 

Manufacturing Systems Buyer’s Guide to 
organizations and associations 532 

materials conservation. equipment for recycling, 
= ost collection, municipal waste processing 

materials handling equipment. Material Handlin 
Engineering's 1994-1995 Directory Issue 7658 

National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program 
1994 Directory 9489 

Nonwovens Industry’s 25th annual International 
Buyers’ Guide 8874 

nonwovens industry. /nternational Nonwovens 
Directory 1994-1995 (Book) 7219 “ 

nonwovens industry. machinery and materials _ 
—* licensors, consultants, and associations 

1 
open end rotor spun yi suppliers in Europe. 
information table 4863 



paper and pulp industry. TAPPI membership directory 

pomodin Enairocmey ohxy ide/Locator Direct ‘s Guide/Locator Directory 
products and services 595 

Pollution a 1994 Annual Guide to 
Environmental Software 2987 

Process Controls Buyer’s Guide. finishing machinery, 
auxiliary machi , monitors 230 

Pulp & Paper’s 1994 World Quality Guide 2455 
aye cellulose. Pulp & Paper’s 1994 Buyer’s Guide 

— and Development’s Product Source 1993 

sleep products industry. meng companies 
supplying products, services 1347 

sleep products industry. directory of supplying 
companies, products, services 1348 

slime, si pollution indexes for natural bodies of 
water, wastewater 7698 

sorbent suppliers. Pollution Engineering’s 1994 
Product Guide 3835 

survey of hey monitoring, and quality control 
equipment 6789 

textile chemicals. 1994 Chemical Week Buyers’ 
Guide 9035 

textile chemicals. Chemical Engineering’s 1995 
Bu ’ Guide 7354 

textile chemicals. Chemical Week’s 1994 Consulting 
Services Directory 7352 

textile industry, Australia and New Zealand. 
Australasian Textiles 1993-1994 Index 633 

textile machinery. African Textiles’ 1994 guide for 
textile machinery buyers 8615 

ultraviolet curing machines. 71993 Buyer’s Guide 304 
Uniform & Textile Service Association. directory of 

oducts, services 5965 pr 
Uniform & Textile Service Association. directory of 

suppliers 5964 
United States apparel fabric weaving mills. directory 
including trade names, volume, ownership, history 

wastewater supplies. buyer's guide to companies, 
roducts, services for water pollution control 

industries 6904 
wet processing industry, directory of products and 

services 7336 
wet processing products. new products introduced 
during [1993] 1005 

Direct spinning, see SPINNING, TOW PROCESSING. 

Dirt, see SOILING, STAINS. 

DISCOLORATION (see also other headings, such as 
BLEACHING, COLOR MEASUREMENT, FABRIC 
DEFECTS, PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION, 
STAINS) 

carpets. yellowing caused by antioxidant BHT. 
methods of removal 357 

cellulosic browning during laundering, drycleaning. 
suggestions for prevention 4398 

silk. yellowing of cocoon filaments produced by 
silkworms raised on artificial diets 3971 

transparent polymer films. analysis of radiation 
induced discoloration (Abstract) 7313 

yellowing of knit cotton apparel. ways to overcome 
yellowing during long term storage 6675 

yellowing, cotton. antioxidant wrappers prevent 
sebacic acids from staining underwear during 
storage 9196 

Disinfection, see ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS, 
GERMPROOFING. 
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DISPOSABLES (see also other . such as 
DIAPERS, FABRIC PRODUCTS, LTHCARE AND 
MEDICAL TEXTILES, NONWOVEN FABRICS, 
PAPER, SANITARY NAPKINS AND TAMPONS) 

absorbent product consumption. worldwide market 
forecast for diapers, feminine hygiene, and 
incontinence products 8009 

adult incontinence products market growth present 
increased opportunities and challenges 3527 

Brazil. low priced disposable diapers performing best, 
but market penetration very low 1143 

diapers. Corovin and a develop spun bonded 
backsheet for diapers 6481 

diapers. Drypers Corporation to consolidate regional 
brands, launch national Drypers brand 6734 

diapers. North American diaper market. market share 
and market competition 4462 

diapers. possible source of infectious enteric viruses 
in landfills 7793 

diapers. Togs disposable specialized for day and 
night use by Swaddlers 432 

fiberization. hot melt adhesive fiberization use in 
manufacture of disposables 2514 

fluid transport enhanced in absorbent nonwoven 
nnee through use of superabsorbent fibrids 

Harmonies diapers. Film haps omen Limited to 
launch B9 water soluble disposable diaper 2040 

healthcare supplies. controversy over use of 
disposable versus reusable supplies 2043 

healthcare, medical textiles. absorbent product film 
— increase capacity, develop new products 

hospital supplies. analysts see shift toward reusables | 
for cost, safety, environmental reasons 4356 

market anaylsis, review of new products from 
—_— Pampers, Arquest, Paragon Trade 

Moinlycke seeks to remain competitive in European 
market. company profile 9128 

pillow cases. CM Machinery upgrades fusing unit for 
= of disposable nonwoven pillow cases 

training pants. 1993 sales total $380 million but 
market capacity, price constraints unknown 4464 

DOFFING AND PIECING 
auxiliary equipment for twisting machines from 
Volkmann. Direct-Link, Volcolift, Volcotrans, 
Volcolink 7171 

Cowemat. profile of Zinser’s automated package 
doffing unit for ring spinning mills 7170 

process control. Schlafhorst’s Corosult Piecing 
System, review 7168 

quick style change transport trucks for Dornier, 
Picanol, Sulzer-Rueti looms by Genkinger 903 

weaving. Somet’s SQSC system is simple, reliable, 
and inexpensive 899 

Doffing machinery, see under specific machinery, 
DOFFING AND PIECING. 

Dope dyeing, see PIGMENTED BEFORE EXTRUSION. 

DRAFTING (see also other headings, such as 
SPINNING) 
—_— fibers. Suessen high draft five roll system 

Asselin process to eliminate drafting for nonwoven 
products 8965 

back zone widening and break draft reduction. effect 
on long thick and long thin faults 4058 

cotton sliver process. role in synthesis and 
optimization of automatic control systems 7960 
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ears. maintenance 5620 
fiber velocity in high draft system measured with 

laser Doppler anemometer 6354 
process for drafting cotton sliver studied for sliver 
uniformity 7960 

wool and long staple fibers. Suessen HP-A-510 unit 
8837 7973 

DRAFTING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as DRAFTING ROLLS, GILLING MACHIN ° 
ROVING, ROVING MACHINERY, SPINNING 
MACHINERY) 

cots and aprons produced by Precitex Rubber 
Industries. product development and product 
characteristics 2431 

Rieter’s G30 high performance ring spinni 
features Ri-Q-Draft, ROBOdoff systems 9 

SKF Textilmaschinen-Komponenten PK 2025 
pendulum arm and the OH 2000 top apron 8827 

Suessen air jet twisting machine with two parallel 
drafting units 3256 

DRAFTING ROLLS 
coated tubes for rollers minimize downtime, 
— marks on nonwovens and other textiles 

machine 

Draperies, see FABRIC PRODUCTS, HOME 
FURNISHINGS. 

DRAWING (see also other headings, such as, GILLING, 
SLIVER, SPINNING, UNIFORMITY, YARN 
PROCESSING--FILAMENT YARNS) 

conventional three passage drawing of jute 
compared with two passage drawing 1665 

influence on streak defect in dyed nylon and 
polyester fibers 6555 

interlinking lap preparation, combing, drawing by 
 _rcamaa online quality monitoring systems 

nylon 6. X-ray diffraction determines effect of 
drawing on phase structure 7142 

PET microfibers. false twist crimping, draw warping, 
' and draw twisting 5597 
PET POY yarn draw texturing. optimal texturing 
parameters 564 

polyester fibers. influence of differential drawing on 
oligomer structure and properties 8802 

polyester yarn. overview of drawing operations, 
objectives (Book) 4882 

polymethyimethacrylate films. relationship between 
drawing temperature, critical necking tension 8064 

PPS. drawing mechanism examined using 
— and thermal shrinkage measurements 

Rieter’s CUBican handling system automates plant 
production from drawing to roving 836 

zone drawing, polyester fibers. relationship between 
—e temperature and critical necking tension 

Drawing-in, see WARPING. 

DRAWING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as COILING MACHINERY, DRAFTING ROLLS, 
GILLING MACHINERY, SLIVER) 

American Trutzschier has become a leading supplier 
7971 

autolevelers on drawframes improve count CV in 
cotton yarns 3243 

Barmag combines o—- warping capabilities in its 
modular STF1 unit 570 

Draper Corporation acquires Industrial Innovators, 
manufacturer of combined carding and drawing 
machine 7 

drawtexturing. high temperature heater technology 
offers several advantages for 66 processing 2444 

FibreScan FS100 ema eg aed detector 
available from Fiberguide 325 

Hara Shokki, manufacturer of high speed drawing 
machines. company review 4032 

High Performance Draw Frame HS 900 from 
ruetzschler features maximum delivery speed of 

900 meters per minute 4033 
high performance drawframe HS 900 from 

ruetzschler features maximum delivery speed of 
900 meters per minute 1666 

Investa’s Unicard CZ 0103 combines carding and 
drawing operations in one machine 4029 

Irregularities at drawframe and speedframe can be 
reduced through proper pressure setting, 
modernization of equipment 4034 

Karl Mayer’s DSST-HPLM NC draw warping machine 
for processing LOY 8895 

Rieter CANlink and CUBican systems enhance 
material flow in spinning mills 91 

Rieter high performance autoleveling drawframes. 
machine design 1671 

Rieter machinery is ideally suited to the production of 
blended yarns 85 

Rieter’s RSB leveler drawframes. advantages, 
description 2424 

Rieter’s SB2 high performance, two delivery draw 
frame, features modular construction, produces 
360 kilograms per hour 82 

Seydel’s type 762 Multiblender for roller drawing of 
PAN and wool fibers 8828 - 

sliver preparation. complete line for short staple 
sector from Vouk 7963 

tanglelacing jet for high speed = drawtexturing of 
industrial and carpet yarns 1672 

Truetzschler drawing machine exhibited at OTEMAS 
1993 exhibit 403 

Trutzschlier’s HS 900 drawframe with computer 
= on servomotors. high speed capabilities 

Zellweger Uster’s Delta 200 flexible and efficient 
drawing in machine with Warplink and Topmatic. 
design and operation 2475 

Drawstretching, see YARN PROCESSING--FILAMENT 
YARNS. 

Drawtwisting, see YARN PROCESSING--FILAMENT 
YARNS. 

Drawwarping, see YARN PROCESSING--FILAMENT 
YARNS. 

DRIVES (see also under headings of specific machinery) 
chain drives. flat bed knitting machines 8038 
dryers. variable frequency drives 4317 
extractors. washers. variable speed drive 9380 
fabric take-up. tricot units 3320 
fiber production. Siemens converter systems 2984 

IDRA. scouring and milling machine. independent 
drive systems 5797 
— cam drives. Somet high performance looms 

rapier drive technology. specifications 8026 
shaft drives. electronic controls 9155 
shearing. carpets. cylinder drives 5889 
V-belt drives. power transmission 4632 



DRYCLEANING (see also other headings, such as 
LAUNDERING) . . 

acetate fabrics. spotting with 28 percent acetic acid 
reco 3582 ; 5 

acetate, acetate/viscose fabrics. minimizing dye 
transfer pr 

acrylic knit trim. heat, steam, and pressure should be 
— when processing apparel which has it 

American Drycleaner 1994 Buyers’ Guide 2796 
apparel made from different bolts of fabric. color loss 

ri leaning. responsibility 3583 
apparel, difficult. necessary precautions before, after 
drycleaning 377 

apparel. miscellaneous instructions for drycleaning 
difficult apparel 37 

bleeding of dyes from leather trim to surround fabric. 
causes, prevention, responsibility 380 

Brent Industries cleans reusable products for 
industrial customers 1990 

buttons, LaMode. hand wash only buttons placed on 
drycleanable garments. manufacturer's 
responsibility 381 

buttons. dark colored buttons that bleed on light 
colored rayon fabrics 382 . 

Canadian Cleaner and Launderer’s 1993 Buyer’s 
Guide 1242 

Canadian Fabricare Association formed to protect 
beleaguered companies 9197 

chlorine drycleaning. chlorine bleaching may lead to 
yellowing of cellulose fibers or fabric damage 5956 

color change caused by nitrogen oxide gases, 
process known as fume fadi 

color changes. blue, purple, or black discolorations 
on bright pink, fuschia, orange, or red fabrics 384 

color loss, discoloration after spotting stains. use of 
coloring aids to correct 385 : 

colorfastness. dye pickup caused by overextending 
the life of the carbon core cartridge 8414 

costs. analysis of solvent consumption, boiler costs, 
cost of compressed air receivers 5213 

Demeon 225 drycleaning agent evaluated as 
alternative to CFC 113 solvent 5962 

deodorants, antiperspirants, perspiration. damage 
caused to fabrics, corrective measures 3584 

directories. listing of 352 manufacturers, traders, 
— of United Kingdom drycleaning industry 

discoloration. cellulosic browning during laundering, 
drycleaning. suggestions for prevention 4398 

down filled comforters. drycleaning precautions and 
challenges 3577 

dye bleeding and transfer on athletic uniforms, 
warm-up suits made of nylon 3585 

dyed fabrics. proper ways to remove stains prior to 
drycleaning 8423 

elastic yarns. deformation resistance after repeated 
ne drycleanings, and thermal treatments 

energy. ways to promote energy efficiency during 
drycleaning 8415 

environment. EPA’s Dry Cleafting Project evaluates 
ways to reduce use of drycleaning solvents 
(Abstract) 6896 

environment. impact of environmental legislation, 
regulations on the drycleaning industry 5957 

Europe. business suffering from economic recession, 
ill advised mergers, underinvestment, home 
launderi 

filtration, disc. IFI studies efficiency of disc filters 
with powder 2797 

flameproofing home furnishings. drycleaners 
Senne. offer flame retardant finishing services 
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fluorescent whitening agents effectiveness in 
drycleaning process tested 6671 

fume fading of acetate and acetate blend fabrics. 
causes, responsibilities 2798 

fusible interfacing. separation from shell fabric. 
causes, remedies 386 

fusible interfacings. problems with puckering, 
staining that drycleaners must deal with 3576 

Germany. environmental aeeenere creating 
difficulties for unit shops 5966 

IFl garment testing technicians need detailed 
information about handling of garments before 
testing 3580 

IFi’s 1993 garment analysis statistics reviewed 3581 
industry, Italy. profiles of Lavesecco Rapido 
Giovanna, Lavesecco Solar-Le Mimosa 5214 

interlining stability during drycleaning. review of 
ASBCI Code of Practice standards 5215 

aaa, Seeners, trimmings. proper care procedures 

machinery. future development dictated by concerns 
for environmental protection, worker safety 5216 

machinery. Hill Equipment, Omega Cleaning Sytems 
— dry to dry petroleum solvent machines 

= suggested regular maintenance programs 

managment. owners of Maxwell the Cleaner attribute 
—_— to teamwork, training, customer service 

Marvel Manufacturing drycleaning machines and 
auxiliary equipment (Trade Lit.) 3603 

Master Chiller, water chillers for drycleaning 
applications (Trade Lit.) 4414 

metallic finishes. proper ways to remove stains prior 
to drycleaning 8424 

monitoring systems. Sensidyne’s Gastec series of air 
detector tubes for drycleaning facilities 2812 

needlepoint or embroidery fabrics. spotting, 
wetcleaning, and drycleaning procedures 387 
——. testing for colorfastness before cleaning 

nonwoven interlining. influence of front bonding 
parameters on color changes, tenacity, resistance 
during drycleaning 389 

overfeed shrinkage of woven and knit fabrics during 
tentering, drying, and heat setting 308 

overview of issues affecting the drycleaning industry 

perc diffusion, Germany. regulations regardi 
——a levels of vapor in adjacent buildings 

perc. detailed monitoring, inspection, maintenance, 
record or, requirements under new air 
standard 198 

perchloroethylene and CFC-113 use. disadvantages 
of perchlorethylene and CFC-113 use 7521 

perchloroethylene emissions. TIF Leak Detector 
= accurate monitoring during drycleaning 

perchloroethylene groundwater contamination 
— to Superfund proposed by industry 

perchloroethylene vapors emission control methods 

petroleum based solvents examined by Japanese, 
German drycleaners as alternative to 
perchloroethylene 4401 

plaid fabrics. problems and responsibilities. spotting, 
ws: drycleaning, and finishing methods 

pleated skirts using half stitched net bag to prevent 
loss of pleat 390 
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pollution prevention checklist of areas of concern 

polyurethane apparel coatings can separate from the 
base fabric when cleaning solvents dissolve the 
bonding material 6672 

power consumption. United Kingdom Energy 
Efficiency Office’s Good Practice Guide promotes 
energy efficiency 7683 
ae apparel, home furnishings for drycleaning 

printed fabrics, pigment and discharge. causes of 
damage 3586 

redeposition restoration. challenges, procedures 
reviewed 3587 

regulations. EPA’s air standards for operations using 
perchloroethylene 592 

retrofitting existing dry to dry vented drycleaning 
machines for spill containment, refrigeration, and 
spin disc filtration 4402 

Rewatec’s compact Swiss Clean HC15 washing 
machine uses hydrocarbon solvent as CFC 113 
replacement and perc alternative 1994 

Safe Earth Enterprises’ Perconerator Safeguard 
System, a pollution control system for drycleaners 
(Trade Lit.) 3604 

safety of. EPA’s new program assists industry in 
developing safer products, processes 3588 

separator water, drycleaning. IFl recornmends high 
quality evaporator systems 1510 

shell fabric of foam bonded apparel. wrinkled or 
blistered condition due to separation 3589 

shirt pressing equipment. processing capacities and 
differences 6673 

shrinkage among top five complaints against 
drycleaners, according to IFI data. causes, 
remedies 1252 

Silk Magic removes water stains and rings from 
water sensitive fabrics (Trade Lit.) 4410 

silk yarn and fabric. effect of organic drycleaning 
solvents 2819 

solvent exposure. strategies to minimize solvent 
exposure 3590 

solvent flow rate through drycleaning wheel should 
never fall below 40 changes per hour 5963 

solvent removal from still residue. steam sweeping 
and azeotropic methods 392 

solvents. effect of European Union regulations 
overning use of toxic organic compounds 3823 

solvents. minimizing accidental release of drycleaning 
solvents into the environment 5217 

South Africa. lack of self-confidence, initiative 
impede development of strong drycleaning 
businesses 6668 

spot and stain removal. chemicals offered by A.L. 
Wilson Chemical (Trade Lit.) 4411 

spotting and spotting board setup. recommendations 
of the International Fabricare Institute. 3591 

stain removal agents from S.T. Chemical, Kobayashi 
— Takamore Koki, Conde Corporation 

stain removal agents. Chin Lin Company introduces 
— varieties of stain remover for apparel fabrics 

stain removal. overview of garment inspection, stain 
removal tools and techniques 1238 

stains. tannins and sugar from food and beverages 
cause yellow stains on some garments 1239 

standards for maxiumum allowable shrinkage. review 
of performance specifications 7522 

standards. United Kingdom Fabric Care Research 
Association encourages drycleaners to raise 
finishing standards 8418 

suede, imitation. nonwoven web separates durin 
cleaning. care procedures, recommendations 2800 

suede, imitation. polyurethane coating deteriorates 
with wear 393 

sugar stains. invisible stains become visible with age 
and heat. removal procedures 2801 

synthetic suede fabrics. review of drycleaning, 
laundering care procedures 7523 

taffeta, iridescent. multi-insertion air jet loom used to 
make lustrous, decorative effects 394 

tags, marking. information, placement, function in 
rycleaning plant 2802 

TCA (1,1,1-trichloroethane, methyl chloroform) 
solvent identified as hazardous material 6669 

technology review. drycleaning processes, 
advantages 6674 

Texcare International 1994 will focus on 
environmental oa to the textile cleaning 
and care industry 359 

Texcare International/IWC Exhibition, Frankfurt. 
preview of exhibitor offeri 7 

Texcare International/IWC ibition, Frankfurt. new 
drycleaning machinery 5960 

Texcare International/IWC Exhibition, Frankfurt. new 
hydrocarbon based drycleaning machinery 5958 

trim, decorative. reflective coating loss due to 
drycleaning solvents. causes, responsibilities 2803 

ultraviolet light used to determine type of stain, 
removal method 2804 

Union U-2000 P-Series of drycleaning machines. 
machine design (Trade Lit.) 9198 

Union’s L Series drycleaning machines have three 
s of filtration (Trade Lit.) 9200 

Union’s Metro 35-45 ae critical 
design features (Trade Lit.) 9199 

Union's P Series drycleaning machines have three 
types of filtration (Trade Lit.) 9201 

United Kingdom. healthcare patient and former 
patient personal apparei oo with system 
from Rentex Interlin Beecher 440 

Velvet Touch Cleaners in San Diego, California. 
company profile 5892 

wedding gowns. cca and packaging gowns after 
drycleaning 7524 

wet cleaning alternative from Eomat/Ecoclean 
studied by EPA 5218 

wool fabrics. effect of silicone waterproofing on soil 
release properties during drycleaning 1846 

Zurcion process. recommendation for treating 
apparel labeled for this process 6670 

— , ee also other headings, such as MOISTURE 
OMENA, SLASHING) 

apparel. comparison of microwave, electric, air 
drying relative to damage, antibacterial effect 4403 

cellulosic fibers. effect of wetting and drying 
processes on fiber structure 8128 

differential convection thermometers. establishing 
accurate calibration 512 

electrotechnology. infrared, dielectric, acoustics 
electrotechnologies 6880 

migration of dye in cellulosic fabrics during 
intermediate drying in pad-dry-fixation. critical 
factors 5048 

overfeed shrinkage of woven and knit fabrics during 
tentering, drying, and heat setting 308 d 

PET chips. hydrolytic degradation and proper drying 
techniques 3998 : . 
= and practical aspects of fabric drying 

Vion KN-1 chemisorptive fiber used in drying media 
for gas-air mixtures 7102 . : 

viscose threads. shrinkage and deformation during 
drying 794 é 

wet finishing. basic principles of vacuum extraction 
during textile wet processing 6604 
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yarn kages. overview of optimized extraction, 
pred aye - 8212 

SIZING MA 
Biancalani Rotos. continuous drying machine for 
woven and knit fabrics in rope form 1857 4315 
=" Airo 1000 softening and drying units 

carpet Facey me pened of dryers and ovens 
manufactured for carpet industry 7429 
= Campen throughflow dryer for carpeting 

DRYING MACHINERY (see also other oe oe eee 
CHINERY, TENTERING INERY) 

CIMI's Rotordry drying machine for wool and woolen 
blends with teflon coated cylinders 1027 

continuous convection air conveyor dryers. important — 
drying parameters and machine design 4319 

control systems. Delta T moisture control system 
uses tem sensors to control moisture 
content 

dryers for moving wo webs. . ape design ensures 
more uniform 

drying polyester c ~4 poy comparison of open and 
closed 3996 

drying polyester chips. Kari Fischer’s optimized 
polyester drying system 3997 

Fleissner high performance through air dryers 4316 
guide to tumble dryers, centrifugal extractors, and 

radio frequency dryers 6613 
infrared drying, curing. gas fired infrared emitters. 
operations, types 3474 

infrared predrying of fabrics. factors influencing the 
degree of drying and drying efficiency 3475 

Japan. Meico a and Electrolux offer combination 
washer/dryer machines for home market 5229 

Krantz Syncro. new shrink drying machine for the 
mechanical finishing of knit, woven fabrics 7432 

low temperature radio frequency assisted drying. 
TCRF machine from Stalam and Loris Bellini 3476 

low temperature ultrasonic drying machines. 
experimental results 1858 

Monforts’ Montex DynAir relaxation dryer operates 
under tensioniess conditions for shrinkage in all 
directions 5887 

polyester chip drying. cost comparison of open and 
closed drying systems 3995 

process control improved in commercial dryers by 
introduction of microprocessor logic 1084 

radio frequency heaters used with convection ovens 
to dry latex adhesive backing on tufted carpet 300 

RF dryers. operation, economics, and advantages 
7433 

silk cocoon drying. system for continuous measuring 
of temperature distribution 4777 

silk yarn packages. dehumidification chamber 
decreases drying time 3477 

sizing. Ben-Procom compact dryer with Sincro 4 
predryers 5827 

Smart’s tubular knit drying machine features 
shrinkage stability. machine design 4317 

Stalam combines radio frequency drying with 
conventional hot air drying to maintain low 
temperatures 5098 

Stalam’s series of low temperature radio frequency 
dryers. LT, TC series 4318 

Stokes’ high temperature, rotating conical dryers for 
polymers 3979 

ultrasonics. combined convective/ultrasound 
techniques increases drying efficiency 3481 

Werner Mathis VLT continuous dryer, LTV 
wees dryer for wet-laid nonwoven fabrics 
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DURABLE PRESS (see also other headings, such as 
CREASING AND PLEATING, PRESS NG, SOIL 
RELEASE FINISHING) 

catalysts. influence on 
dimethyloldihydroxyethyleneurea variants 9078 

catalysts. use of formic acid together with 
magnesium chloride improves cotton fabric 
strength after finishing 7412 

cellulosic fabrics, blends. Aerotex NFC precatalyzed 
oo reactant does not contain formaldehyde 

citric acid durable press treatment of cotton fabrics 
compared to treatment with DMDHEU (Conf. 
Paper) 6590 

cotton fabric. effect of pH on nonformaldehyde 
ascengr es be studied with FTIR 1835 

cotton fabrics. durable press finishing techniques 
and process parameters 7413 

cotton fabrics. formaldehyde release measured by 
dynamic chamber testing 4572 

cotton fabrics. FTIR analysis of degree of 
esterification crosslinking with polycarboxylic acids 
(Abstract) 6592 

cotton fabrics. FTIR analysis of esterification 
as with polycarboxylic acids (Abstract) 

cotton slacks. Haggar Apparel Company introduces 
wrinkle-free men’s wear line 413 

cotton, nonphosphorus finishing. sodium salts in the 
Se of 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic acid 

cotton. Boehme Filatex develops method to improve 
performance of conventional glyoxal based 
reactants 8200 

cotton. dyeing properties of smooth drying cotton 
knit fabrics prepared from treated fibers 1035 

cotton. formaldehyde-free DP with polycarboxylic 
acids 8201 

cotton. precure, postcure, and garment finishing 
methods 7414 

curing additives used in DP finishing of cotton with 
BTCA 5872 

form stable finishes, apparel. despite strong sales in 
Japan, United States sales may be hindered by 
cost 9079 

formaldehyde release. DSP 1 ultralow formaldehyde 
release durable press finishing agent 7416 

formaldehyde treatment. low formaldehyde finishing 
according to Eco-Tex Standard 100 7415 

formaldehyde. levels in current durable press 
treatments still cause for concern 5441 
—- India. processing method overview and 
suggested improvements 5826 

men’s pants. major manufacturers introduce new 
wrinkle resistant products 6016 

men’s shirts. retail sales of wrinkle resistant shirts 
are sluggish 9236 

men’s shirts. unfavorable consumer attitudes cause 
New York designers to adopt wrinkled looks 6736 

men’s slacks. wrinkle resistant slacks encounter 
tough mass market dominated by polyester/cotton 
blends 8467 

men’s trousers with microfiber content introduced by 
leading manufacturers 9235 

methods for durable press finishing. typical 
formulation for saturation method 7342 

microwave heat setting, durable press apparel 
fabrics. new oven from Presset 7438 

N-heterocyclic compounds as catalysts for 
formaidehyde-free finishing of cotton 279 

polycarboxylic acid crosslinking agents, effect on 
dyed cotton fabrics (Abstract) 7417 
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polycarboxylic acid finishes, cotton fabrics. 
comparison with performance of DMDHEU finishes 
(Abstract) 6593 

polycarboxylic acid finishes. effect of catalysts on 
esterification of cotton fabrics (Abstract) 6594 

polycarboxylic acid finishes. FTIR spectroscopic 
analysis of esterification on cotton fabrics 
(Abstract) 6596 

polycarboxylic acid finishes. spectroscopic analysis 
of esterification on cotton fabrics (Abstract) 6595 

polycarboxylic acid on cotton fabric. durability of 
ester groups to laundering 8205 

polycarboxylic acids for durable press. FTIR 
spectroscopy quantifies the amount of citric and 
butane tetracarboxylic acid on cotton 2669 

polycarboxylic acids, cotton fabrics. quantitative 
determination by near infrared spectroscopy 9080 

resin finishing, cotton fabrics. wash and wear 
finishing with novel loop transfer applicator 5873 

shape memory wrinkle and shrink resistant apparel, 
home furnishings launched by Japanese 
manufacturers 7536 

silk fabric. crease resistance of fabrics treated with 
lyoxal, urethane, hydrazine 8202 

silk fabric. crease resistant finishing of silk fabric 
with 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic acid 6597 

staple core, intimate blend fabrics compared before, 
after durable press 3457 

Thor Chemie’s Quecodur SLF Conc has very low 
level of formaldehyde 280 

Toyobo shape memory cotton fabrics for men’s 
shirts reduce shrinkage and wrinkling. sales are 
booming 5087 

wool. influence of resin finishing on creasing and 
crease recovery 4242 

wrinkle resistant apparel. new product development 
and process technology 6011 

wrinkle resistant treatments. Bellow Machine 
develops replacement for Koratron post cure 
method 5868 

wrinkle resistant, formaldehyde free resins. Sequa 
— reports significant development progress 

. such as AIR 
CONDITIONING, AIR POLLUTION, FILTER 
FABRICS, FILTERS, HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL 
TEXTILES, INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY) 

beaming. Benninger’s Ben-Vac dust extraction 
= fits on Ben-Direct direct beaming machine 

Benvac’s dust extraction systems improve system 
speed and performance in direct beaming 
installations 146 

byssinosis. biopharmacological study. intraperitoneal 
exposure to cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 6912 

cement kiln incinerators. Environmental Protection 
Agency evaluates potential hazard of 1501 

cleaning machinery, looms. overhead cleaners 
accommodate dust and fly created by high speed 
looms 6878 

contaminants, house dust. occurrences, sources 
2252 5442 

cotton dust extracts. comparison of two extraction 
—— on cytotoxicity of extracts (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust, bract extracts. comparison of airway 
es to two different extracts (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. Proceedings of the 18th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference (Book) 6913 

cotton, flax. comparison of dust extracts on guinea 
pig perfused lungs (Conf. Paper) 7766 
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cotton. acute pulmonary inflammatory response to 
cotton dust extract and tannin (Conf. Paper) 7720 

cotton. airborne endotoxin concentrations, effect of 
cotton growing area (Conf. Paper) 7715 

cotton. airway conductance, vascular permeability of 
endotoxin exposed guinea pigs (Conf. Paper) 7722 

cotton. airway response of guinea pigs to cotton 
dust on a chronic basis (Conf. Paper) 7737 

cotton. airway responsiveness following inhalation of 
cotton bract extract (Conf. Paper) 7717 

cotton. anticancer property of aerosolized endotoxin 
from Enterobacter agglomerans (Conf. Paper) 7736 

cotton. antiplatelet activating factor, effect on 
endotoxin initiated pulmonary inflammation (Conf. 
Paper) 7727 

cotton. assessment of the endotoxic respirable dust 
potential of baled cotton (Conf. Paper) 7719 

cotton. bacterial counts on commercial cotton fiber 
— United States 1986 crop (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. changes in free fatty acids associated with 
byssinosis inflammation (Conf. Paper) 7744 

cotton. chemical degradation of bacterial endotoxins 
during detoxification (Conf. Paper) 7731 

cotton. clinical as s of byssinosis, Lancashire 
textile workers (Conf. Paper) 7755 

cotton. comparison of the fatty acid composition of 
various bacterial endotoxins (Conf. Paper) 7732 

cotton. condensed tannins and amines in cotton dust 
treated to reduce endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7718 

cotton. depletion of guinea pig peripheral leukocytes 
after cotton dust inhalation (Conf. Paper) 7749 

cotton. dose-response relationships for pulmonary 
— of guinea pigs to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. effect of pharmacological agents on human 
airway — to inhaled cotton dust (Conf. 
Paper) 7752 

cotton. effect of vitamin C on guinea og Nay wt 
— after cotton dust inhalation (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. effects of chronic exposure to isolated, 
aa endotoxin in guinea pigs (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. effects of morphology, microbial resistance 
dl — plants on bacteria in raw fiber (Abstract) 

cotton. endotoxin content as determined by various 
lipopolysaccharide preparations (Conf. Paper) 7733 

cotton. endotoxin exposed macrophages enhance 
chloride transport by airway epithelium (Conf. 
Paper) 7713 

cotton. endotoxin on lint, bracts from cotton grown 
in California, Texas, Mississippi (Conf. Paper) 7728 

cotton. epidemiological evidence of anticancer 
properties of endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7742 ’ 

cotton. guinea pig histamine release correlated with 
terpenoid aldehydes, endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7750 

cotton. histologic, morphometric study of guinea 
igs after subchronic endotoxin exposure (Conf. 
aper) 7740 : 

cotton. hyperreactivity, atopy among asthmatic 
ex-cotton workers in Denmark (Conf. Paper) 7743 

cotton. identification of gram negative bacteria on 
oo fiber from two field locations (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. inflammatory mediators involved in 
ulmonary response to inhaled endotoxin (Conf. 
aper) 7725 a 

cotton. Limulus amebocyte lysate activity of 
= in pulmonary lavage fluid (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. mechanism of air flow interruption in guinea 
pigs exposed to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7746 
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cotton. modulation of alveolar macrophage function 

mt; mide se ’ reo Le cotton. of cotton bract extract 
in isolated gui pig trachea (Conf. Paper) 7765 

cotton. platelet adherence to cultured endothelial 
> by cotton bract tannin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. populations of total and gram negative 
bacteria on cotton lint (Conf. Paper) 7735 

cotton. preparation of samples for chemical, 
biological, physiological endotoxin assays (Conf. 
Paper) 7764 

cotton. Proceedings of the 12th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference (Book) 7726 

cotton. Proceedings of the Endotoxin Inhalation 
Workshop 7745 — 

cotton. properties of endotoxins produced by various 
gram negative bacteria (Conf. Paper) 774 

cotton. release of metabolites from guinea pig cells 
by _— modified cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. respiratory response of guinea pigs to 
Salmonella minnesota \ipopolysaccharides (Conf. 
Paper) 7714 

cotton. respiratory responses of guinea p s to 
detoxified cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 7712 

cotton. response of guinea pigs to synthetic cellulose 
—— Enterobacter agglomerans (Conf. Paper) 

cotton. role of calcium Il and cholesterol in cotton 
dust toxicity (Conf. Paper) 7741 

cotton. SDS-PAGE suspension test of endotoxin 
content (Conf. Paper) 7754 

cotton. statistical, biological analysis of epiphytic 
bacteria and endotoxin levels (Conf. Paper) 7739 

cotton. subchronic exposure of guinea pigs to 
nonirritating cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 7748 

cotton. T-lymphocyte mitogenicity of condensed 
tannin, cotton dust extract (Conf. Paper) 7751 

cotton. tannin induced endothelium dependent 
contraction of rabbit pulmonary arteries (Conf. 
Paper) 7759 

cotton. toxin production by bacteria isolated from 
United oe cotton mills (Conf. Paper) 7730 

cotton. trends in prevalence of byssinotic symptoms, 
Lancashire textile workers (Conf. Paper) 7756 

cotton. tumor necrosis factor in alveolar 
eae after exposure to endotoxin (Conf. 
Paper) 7716 

cotton. variation in plant acids, sugars on cotton lint 
during the harvest season (Conf. Paper) 7738 

cotton. viable counts of bacteria, endotoxins on 
— grown in Lubbock, Texas (Conf. Paper) 

cytotoxicity of cotton dust, dust components to 
A549, VERO cells (Conf. Paper) 6917 

dyestuff mixing booths. Clestra Cleanroom 
"coer, powdered dyestuff weighing booth 

endotoxin content of dust from heat detoxified 
cotton fiber (Conf. Paper) 6926 

endotoxin, glucan activity of organic dust using 
Gos sensitive, insensitive assays (Conf. Paper) 

endotoxin. some factors affecting extraction of 
endotoxin from cotton (Conf. Paper) 6927 

exposure of newly recruited workers at cotton mill in 
hina (Conf. Paper) 6918 

extraction system. BEN-Vac system attached to 
BEN-Direct beaming removes dust released by 
yarns 3279 

fabric dust collectors have explosion risk. installation 
of vent devices control risk 2968 

DYEING (see also other 
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fiber fly. minimization of fiber fly during circular 
knitting 7258 

filter bags from drt. ideal for extracting dust 
containing asbestos 132 

quality control problems and solutions. ISO 9000 
certification 3396 

removal during warping. Benninger Ben-Direct and 
Ben-Vac dust removal system 8021 

spinning mill. trends in exposure to dust over three 
week period (Conf. Paper) 6919 

warp splitting. shedding of dust during warp splitting 
depends on type of size, finishing treatments, 
sizing speed 147 

, such as COLOR, 
COLOR MATCHING, COLORFASTNESS, DYEING 
MACHINERY, DYEING PROCESSES, DYEING 
THEORY, DYES AND DYEING ASSISTANTS, 
FABRIC DEFECTS, FUGITIVE TINTING, 
LIGHTFASTNESS, PIGMENT DYEING AND 
PRINTING, PRINTING, SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, DYE 
STRIPPING, WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT) 

Agmont America opens new dyehouse and 
warehouse facility in Montreal 6526 

Appalachian Finishing Company Group, commission 
knitter and dyer of cotton, polyester/cotton, 
polyester fabrics 100 

Arioli Minivapo G2F steamer for dye fixation. two 
stage festoon method, increased efficiency and 
productivity 8193 

art. — processes used in ancient, contemporary 
art 815 

automation, dyeing and finishing. Sate Compan 
automates production at Rifinizione Alan 734 

automotive fabrics for interiors. style trends 1030 
-~ water soluble polyvinyl alcohol film. bag 
eliminates handling of hazardous dyes and 
pigments 237 1031 

BASF. sales for first quarter 1994 increase. quality 
—— system awarded ISO 9001 standard 

boiler conversion by T. Forsell & Scn from coal fired 
to gas decreases dyeing costs 3800 
— reducing consumption of energy, water 

CDW opens $64 million finishing plant with $3 
million wastewater treatment system 1062 

chemicals. directory of several new products for 
dyeing, finishing 5017 

China Dyeing Works opens new facility in Yuen 
o- Hong Kong 222 

Ciba-Geigy’s ALADYS automated laboratory dyeing 
system 9046 

Ciba. technological innovations. bifunctional dyes, 
dyeing in supercritical carbon dioxide 2592 

color control. Datacolor International develops, 
manufactures color control systems 4243 

color matching. consistency of dyed fabric not 
are the demands of apparel manufacturers 

coloration systems that function effectively in Quick 
Response environment 6549 

cone dyeing. automated processes. effect of winding 
on production quality 8161 

Datacolor’s Datamatch Version 2.0 featuring Smart 
Match allows dyers to achieve 90 percent first 
time color matching 6548 

decolorization, dyehouse effluent. decolorizing with 
chlorine and ozone 4296 

defoaming agents. Reilly-Whiteman’s Defoamer FRS 
silicone agent stable at high electrolyte 
concentrations 4245 

denim. BASF develops alternatives to indigo dyeing 
with indanthrene, reactive dyes 5045 
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—_ overview of preparation for dyeing, dyeing 

directory of.dyers and finishers in the United 
Kingdom 2587 

effluent color and pentachlorophenol removal from 
— effluent major problems in Great Britain 

effluent treatment. Macrosorb synthetic clay 
dramatically reduces residual dyestuffs 9417 

effluent. membrane separation, recovery of dye 
effluent containing water, dyeing assistants 5435 

electrotechnology. infrared, dielectric, acoustics 
electrotechnologies 6880 

environmental care programs. review of participating 
United States based dyeing and finishing 
companies 4685 

expert systems based on CIElab colorimetry replace 
visual evaluation of color in dyeing industry 509 

fiber arts. Shihoko Fukomoto, a Japanese indigo 
dyeing artist who uses indigo dyeing 5295 

fluorocarbon finished fourth _— fibers used in 
carpets (Conf. Paper) 736 

fold and clamp os technique used by fiber artist 
Karen Livingstone 2619 

France. industry jobs and output declining. program 
of modernization undertaken 5023 

Gaston County Dyeing Machine’s ultrafiltration 
system for cleaning dyeing plant effluent 2245 

Great Britain. use of reactive dyes in Leicestershire 
region poses environmental problems for finishing 
industry 1791 

growth and development of global dyestuff industry. 
recommendations for future development 4246 

history of Tyrian and other "royal" purple dyes 
(Abstract) 5078 

India. textile export industry faces problems of 
modernization 2622 

Indian dyeing industry. history, overview, future 
prospects 652 

indian dyestuff industry growing, taking advantage 
of plant closures in Japan and the West 8131 

indigo Yarns plans $5 million program to upgrade 
— and expand production capacity 1007 

industry. Thomas Burnley & Sons of West Yorkshire, 
— dyer of wool, nylon, acrvlic yarns 

leather. Ciba’s Sellaset compatible dyes for 
trichromatic dyeing of leather 7371 

leather. dyeing problems, dyeing processes, and 
aftertreatments 736 

leather. leather defects and effects of defects on 
leather dyeing 7370 

leather. leather — processes and problems. 
technology review 7369 

leveling agent assessment through measurement of 
chromaticity improves compatibility of disperse dye 
mixtures 246 

liquor. preparation of liquor for continuous 
application 8133 

MoCaro Dyeing and Finishing, company profile of 
North Carolina based dyer of knit fabrics 4209 

p-aramid fibers without dye carriers. metalation 
improves dyability 6539 

pad dye results. use of color measurement and 
automated pad pressure regulation for improved 
dye quality 8162 

pollution prevention guidance available through 
publication 7397 

presewing. Nesi & Pubi’s ATH/290 tubular 
chainstitching machine presews fabrics before 
fulling and — 9189 

pretreatments for dyeing. pretreatment processes for 
natural, synthetic, and blend fabrics 4235 
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reactive dyeing of cotton generates large quantity of 
waste. treatment with hydrogen peroxide, ferrous 
sulfate 5438 

research. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Ciba Geigy 
to collaborate 1806 5046 

Sandoz Australia invests in research to find 
environmentally safe, high quality products 260 

small lot dyeing requires high level control to achieve 
equivalent efficiency 6550 

source reduction of pollution. methods for color 
~~ detection of ionic metals in wastewater 

specialty chemicals, uses and benefits 223 
Spinnerin — in garment dyeing and finishing 

services 8132 
Switzerland. history of professional organizations 
representing dyeing. chemical industries 4210 

toxic chemicals. EPA regulations on environmental 
releases of toxic chemicals 2238 

triethynolamine salts as additives to produce 
dyeable/durable press cottons 244 

VanWyk introduces new auxiliary equipment, 
including washer, mixer, unit to reduce water use, 
storage tanks 8160 ‘ 

Weldon & Wilkinson. history of United Kingdom 
— dyer and finisher of men’s half hosiery 

DYEING--ACETATE FIBERS (see also under the heading 
of DYEING--TRIACETATE FIBERS) 

broomstick skirts. subpar dyeing and finished blamed 
for recall 6957 

disperse dyes historically for acetate fibers 5831 
naphthalamide derivatives. spectroscopic analysis of 
— cellulose acetate dyed with fluorescent dyes 

DYEING--ACRYLIC FIBERS 
cationic dyeing of PAN fibers. use of m-cresol as a 
pretreatment or dyebath additive 1034 

disperse dyeing. synthesis of arylpicolyl rhodanines 
and arylpyridyimethylene rhodanines 261 

dye concentration. influence on visually perceived 
differences in color between sample and master 
pattern 7372 

garment dyeing. dye selection and dyeing process 
recommendations 5832 

saturation value of monocomponent, bicomponent 
fibers 5833 

simultaneous continuous dyeing, bulking. effect of 
process parameters on bulking, fixation 239 

DYEING--BAST FIBERS 
jute fibers. alkali treatment affects dyeability 5822 
jute. effects of removing lignin, hemicellulose on 

dyeability 3446 
jute. three process sequences involving bleaching, 

basic dyeing evaluated 8163 
photostabilty improvements by modification of 
dyeing and bleaching processes 3395 

single, two stage processes compared for bleaching, 
dyeing 3445 

DYEING--BLENDS 
cotton/polyester. dyeability increases with use of 

polyol crosslinking agent 2623 : 
cotton/wool fabrics. resin/amine systems for dyeing 
cotton/wool fabrics to union shades 9050 

garment dyeing. dye selection and dyeing process 
recommendations for polyamide blends, acrylic 
blends 5832 

Indosol dyeing system review and overview 5834 
polyester, cellulosic blends. optimizing continuous 
dyeing processes 5047 
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<< eens optimization of exhaust dyeing 

polyester/cellulosic blends. selecting one bath, two 
stage or semicontinuous processes 4247 

polyester/wool and polyester/cellulosic fabrics. 
—— problems in dyeing and suitable remedies 

DYEING--CELLULOSE FIBERS (see also other headings, 
such as DYEING--BAST FIBERS as ° 
DYEING--COTTON, DYEING--HIGH MODULUS 
FIBERS, DYEING--VISCOSE FIBERS) 
—7 dyes. adsorption isotherm values obtained 

azoic coupling compound and reactive dyes 
ane simultaneously to produce bright shades 

continuous dyeing processes, optimization of 5047 
controlled coloration in indian dyehouse. use of 
Reactive Dye Compatibility Matrix for improved 
accuracy 424 

Cotton Art offers advantages over direct reactive 
printing 2624 

Courtaulds’ Tencel. appropriate dyes and dyeing 
procedures 7084 

direct and reactive oe of cellulosic fabrics. 
dyeing parameters, additives, and aftertreatments 

dyeability improved with cationic agents. interaction 
of agents with direct dyes 253 

lightfastness of reactive, copper complex azo dyes. 
effect of sodium lactate 1807 

liquid chromatographic method correlates dye 
jie with dyeing behavior of cellulosic fibers 

method uses pad-steam or pad-dry-pad-steam 
technique 4270 

migration of dye during intermediate drying in 
pad-dry-fixation. critical factors 504 

modifying cellulosic fiber to confer reactivity 240 
Naphtol dyeing of cellulosic yarns. dyei 
recommendations and instructions 737 

polyester/celiulosic blends. selecting one bath, two 
stage or semicontinuous processes 4247 

process design for dyeing cellulosics with reactive 
dyes 4250 

reactive dye associations and dye/surfactant 
interactions. effect on dye uptake 4251 

reactive dyeing of cellulosic fibers. basic dyeing 
mechanisms and processes 9049 

reactive dyeing of knitted goods. overview 5835 

DYEING--COTTON FIBERS 
anionic dyes. adsorption isotherm values obtained 
9047 

benzotriazole dyes for direct dyeing of cotton. dyeing 
results 4253 

BTCA, DMDHEU treatments of cotton dyed with 
ry reactant fixable, reactive dyes, effects of 

catechu. properties of dyed cotton fabric before and 
after addition of various mordants 5828 

Chemical Free line of dyed fabrics from Daiwabo. 
Orecot apparel uses green and brown undyed 
cotton 2625 

crosslinked cellulose from low formaldehyde and 
nonformaldehyde finishing systems 5049 5837 

damage to cotton/polyester union fabric during wet 
processing. causes and prevention 2584 

denim. careful control of dyebath pH improves 
— of dyed fabric and reduces dyeing costs 

denim. overview of indigo dyeing, finishes to 
produce broken-in denim 5875 
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direct dyes in trichromatic dye mixture. uptake of 
direct dye by cotton 8164 

direct dyes on purified cotton. dyeing sorption 
isotherms 1056 

direct dyes. enhanced uptake of C.I. Direct Red 79 
7 — in the presence of amino acids 2626 

disperse dyeing in supercritical carbon dioxide 6551 
dyeing assistants. 

1,1-dimethyl-3-hydroxy-azetidinium chloride 
improves fixation of reactive dyes on cotton 5830 

dyeing assistants. Raycapol WCIl enhances disperse 
<= of polyester, cotton/polyester blend fabrics 

exhaust method of dyeing cotton with Hoechst 
Remazol dyes 4254 

fabrics containing tannin. effect of transition metal 
salts on dyeability (Abstract) 6552 

fastness of direct disazo, trisazo, and tetrakisazo 
dyes that do not contain benzidine 1057 

fastness of direct disazo, trisazo, and tetrakisazo 
nonbenzidine dyes 1821 

Hoechst’s line of Naphtol AS dyes for cotton yarn. 
—e dye formulations, dyeing processes 

imidazole and 2-methylimidazole catalysts effects on 
shade changes in fabric examined 2627 

indigo dyeing. Quick Wash denim can be laundered 
in shorter period of time with lower detergent 
concentrations 6553 

interaction stoichiometry of acid, direct dyes with 
cationically modified cotton fibers 2628 3413 

knit fabrics. dyeing properties of smooth drying 
cotton knit fabrics prepared from treated fibers 
241 1035 
— _ in low heat fixation of fiber reactive dyes 

open end and ring spun yarns. comparison of dyeing 
characteristics of yarns dyed with direct and 
reactive dyes 1810 

polycarboxylic acid durable press crosslinking 
ee. effect on dyed cotton fabrics (Abstract) 

— fabrics. the commercial approach 

properties of cotton finished with citric acid 
crosslinking agent for improved dyeability 4255 

Ramisch Kleinewefers FD 45 pad steam line for 
cotton and cotton blends 9055 

reactive dye yield. effects of impurities and knitting 
needle oils 8166 

reactive dyeing processes. problems associated with 
right first time reactive dyeing of cotton 4256 

reactive dyeing using redox system 1811 
reactive dyes. dyeing curve, port 8134 
reactive dyes. improving dyeability by alkali 
pretreatment followed by DMAC treatment 8165 

resin/amine systems for dyeing cotton/wool fabrics 
to union shades 9050 

saffron, aqueous extract, color and lightfastness 
tested 9051 

Sandoz EcoSwat process for exhaust dyeing of 
cotton fabrics with reactive dyes 8177 

Sandoz’s Bactosol AP Liquid biocatalyst removes 
—* peroxide from cotton prior to dyeing 

shade cards. Fanwood Chemical donates rare 
— of obsolete dye shade cards to AATCC 

sodium hydroxide causticization and mercerization. 
effect on dyeing behavior of cotton yarns 242 

Sucker + Mueller’s multicolor plant dyes and sizes 
denim warp yarns 4252 
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nee + Muller indigo vat dyeing system for denim 

Supima cotton. ultimate fiber for lush, luxurious 
fabrics 747 

TDS control. water from effluent recoverable through 
— and tertiary polishing treatments 

thermal fixation dyeing, inclusion of auxiliaries in pad 
bath enhances color yield 243 

triethynolamine salts as additives to produce 
dyeable/durable press cottons 244 

trimethylolmelamine pretreatment improves affinity 
for anionic dyes withou 8167 

turmeric acid dyeing of cotton with tannic acid and 
metal salt pretreatments 3411 

DYEING--FLAX FIBERS 
new techniques. expansion of product ranges 7890 
reactive. Holstein Flachs. German linen producer 
7889 

DYEING--HAIR FIBERS 
of dyes into fiber studied microscopically 

juglone (5-hydroxy-1,4-napthoquinone). 
thermodynamic dyeing kinetics of the quinone 
based dye 1060 

lawsone. kinetic, thermodynamic examination on 
— hair, silk, tussah, nylon, polyester substrates 

DYEING--HIGH MODULUS FIBERS 
Technora. dyeing behavior of several disperse dyes 

on Technora aramid fiber 6554 

Dyeing--jute, see DYEING--BAST FIBERS. 

DYEING--MANMADE FIBERS 
ammonia pretreatment of aramid fibers and fabrics 
— substantivity and fastness properties 

dyeing for wearable art 8155 
ecological effects. natural versus manmade 6117 
Engel. German finishing company. Eco-Tex Standard 

100. processes and machinery 9027 
a ye treatment for jet and overflow machines 

Polartec Recycled Series at Malden Mills 5764 
polycaproamide in bulk prior to extrusion 6556 
polyester. problems. disperse dyes originally 5831 

DYEING--MODACRYLIC FIBERS 
— fiber. protective clothing. flame retardant 

DYEING--NYLON FIBERS 
acid azo dyes with alkyl groups containing different 
carbon numbers. dyeing behavior on nylon 2630 

acid dyeing of polyamide fabrics and films. influence 
of nonionic auxiliaries 1036 

acid dyes on nylon carpet. fading, discoloration due 
to various causes (Conf. Paper) 7388 

acid dyes on nylon fibers. diffusion coefficient. effect 
of heat setting (Conf. Paper) 7387 

carpet yarns. space dyeing systems from Rossville. 
Prismatic and Spectromatic systems 3408 

carpets. improving colorfastness to ozone in nylon 
carpets 3409 

disperse dyeing. synthesis of arylazo (substituted 
benzamido) naphthols, arylazonaphthol 
disulfonamides 262 

foam dyeing with disperse dye. foam flow rate, 
thickness of diffusional boundary layer 5838 
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garment dyeing. dye selection and dyeing process 
recommendations 5832 

HTN Process by Hilton Industries dyes high tenacity 
nylon fabrics with acid dyes 1049 
— of degree of drawing on streak defect 

inorganic salts enhance dye uptake of cationic dyes 
on nylon 6 fibers 4257 

iron complexed azo dyes. fastness properties on 
wool compared with chromium dyes 6560 

juglone (5-hydroxy-1,4-napthoquinone). 
thermodynamic dyeing kinetics of the quinone 
based dye 1060 

lawsone. kinetic, thermodynamic examination on 
—— hair, silk, tussah, nylon, polyester substrates 

melts. process, machinery for coloring 
polycaproamide melt in bulk 6556 

methine dyes. absorption and washfastness on 
polyester and nylon fabrics 7393 

microfibers. recommended printing techniques for 
microfiber fabrics 3414 

naphthalamide derivatives. spectroscopic analysis of 
=_— cellulose acetate dyed with fluorescent dyes 

plasma treatment with oxygen increases diffusion 
a dye, decreases diffusion with acid dye 

Rhone-Poulenc’s Meryl and Meryl microfiber fabrics. 
dyeing procedures 7349 

Wofalan 1:2 metal complex dyes for dyeing wool 
—_ — fibers. properties and dyeing procedures 

DYEING--OLEFIN FIBERS 
mass coloration of polypropylene fibers and filaments 
using Hoechst Remafin pigments 2656 

DYEING--POLYESTER FIBERS 
alkali dyeing with — dyes. process conditions 
and advantages 8138 

anthraquinone dyeing. absorption yey ey | 
—— bonding between dyes and fibers 8168 
nthraquinonoid disperse dyes containing an 
s-triazine moiety. synthesis, dyeing of polyester 
fibers 1053 2649 

azo disperse dyes synthesized from 
2-amino-6-bromobenzothiazole, applied on 
polyester fibers 3437 
— chromogen. history and overview 

benzotriazole dyes for direct dyeing of polyester. 
dyeing results 4253: f 

calculating disperse dye formulations via relative 
residual dye exhaustion 5050 . 

carpet yarns. space dyeing systems from Rossville. 
Prismatic and Spectromatic systems 340 

carrier-free dyeing. preparation of modified _ 
co-polyester. physical and chemical properties of 
the polymers 2614 . 

cationic dyeable polyester. influence of heat setting 
on dyeing with disperse dyes 3415 _ 

continuous dyeing processes, optimization of 5047 
disperse dye derivatives tested for fastness and 

optical properties 2631 ES 
disperse dye mixtures. compatibility of dyes 
analyzed using color corrdinates 106 ; 

disperse dyeing of heat set polyester. conventional 
polyester versus cationic dyeable polyester 8169 

disperse dyeing of polyester. effects of auxiliaries on 
compatibility of dyes assessed by color 
coordinates 1037 (Pe 

disperse dyeing of polyester. sorption kinetics 6557 
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disperse dyeing. synthesis of arylazo (substituted 
benzamido) naphthols, arylazonaphthol 
disulfonamides 262 

i . synthesis of arylpicolyl rhodanines 
rhodanines 261 

es. effects of dye concentration, ratio on 
dye exhaustion 7391 

disperse dyes. hetarylazo derivatives from 
dichloro-2-aminobenzothiazoles 1063 

dyeing assistants. Raycapo!l WCIl enhances disperse 
— of polyester, cotton/polyester blend fabrics 

dyeing parameters influence the quality of polyester 
yarns. optimization of dyeing parameters 26 

Hoechst Mitsubishi Kasei develops rapid process for 
alkaline dyeing 245 

HTHP dyeing. benzyl alcohol as an accelerator, and 
to increase exhaustion and decrease shade 7375 

influence of degree of drawing on streak defect 6555 
juglone (5-hydroxy-1,4-napthoquinone). 
thermodynamic dyeing kinetics of the quinone 
based dye 1060 

lawsone. kinetic, thermodynamic examination on 
wom hair, silk, tussah, nylon, polyester substrates 

leveling agent assessment through measurement of 
chromaticity improves compatibility of disperse dye 
mixtures 246 

methine dyes. absorption and washfastness on 
polyester and nylon fabrics 7393 

microfibers, extremely fine filaments. proper dyeing 
ocedures, barre nomenon 247 

microfibers. recommended dyeing and ag va 
ee for polyester and polyester ble 
microfiber fabrics 3414 

modification with hydrogen peroxide and sodium 
corey for dyeing with disperse and cationic dyes 

overview. world consumption, dye type:. dveing 
processes, dyeing assistants (Book) 5U.: 

plasma treated polyester fabrics have improved 
water repellency, surface dyeability 1073 

polyester yarn dyeing. equilibrium exhaustion and 
equilibrium rate of 29 disperse dyes 1038 

polyester/cellulosic blends. selecting one bath, two 
stage or semicontinuous processes 4247 
— fabrics. the commercial approach 

saturation value of disperse dyes on polyester fabrics 
determined with computerized color matching 
system 6558 

sorption of acid dye on polyester. effect of ethyl 
xanthogenate on reaction kinetics and 
thermodynamics 248 

strength loss during dyeing process evaluated 4284 
thermal fixation dyeing, inclusion of auxiliaries in pad 

bath enhances color yield 243 
ultraviolet absorbers. EPA approves two new UV 
absorbing chemicals for dyed polyester from Riedel 
de Haen 294 

waste minimization during disperse dyeing of 
polyester. new methods 5839 

water hardness, total dissolved solids. effects on 
dyeing polyester, cationic dyeable polyester 5052 

DYEING--SILK FIBERS 
acid dyes. new dyes designed with high lightfastness 
-— a when applied to silk fabrics 

acid, metallic complex, reactive dyes in silk 
coloration. printing and dyeing silk fabrics 1039 

azoic — of silk improved by impregnation with 
naphthol 4258 
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crease resistance finishing. effect on dyeability of 
fabric 2633 

dyeing processes used in India 2596 
fixing agents. effect on fastness properties of acid 
dyed silk 1040 
—, acid pretreatment increases dye absorption 

Indian tasar silk. application of vinyl sulfone reactive 
dyes 2632 

juglone (5-hydroxy-1,4-napthoquinone). 
thermodynamic dyeing kinetics of the quinone 
based dye 1060 

lawsone. kinetic, thermodynamic examination on 
wos hair, silk, tussah, nylon, polyester substrates 

lightfastness and washfastness of silk ropes 
improved by tannic acid 1033 

low temperature acid dyeing of silk in the presence 
ae ‘ peroxide redox system 

pigment printing. solar oven fixes pigment prints on 
silk using low temperature cure catalysis 249 

pomegranate rind dyes studied for potential 
commercial use 2655 

printing solvents. research evaluates commercially 
= solvents for printing woven silk: fabrics 

reaction mechanism of reactive dyes with silk 8170 
reactive dyeing of silk fabrics. dyeing compounds, 
— dyeing behavior, dyeing processes 

reactive dyeing with Remazol Golden Yellow G. 
involvement of amino and tyrosine hydroxy groups 
in dyeing reactions 3417 

recommendations for achieving quality dyeings of 
silk 2595 

shade cards. Fanwood Chemical donates rare 
— of obsolete dye shade cards to AATCC 

sodium silicate pad-batch technique. analysis of 
reaction mechanisms Part One 1812 

washfastness and lightfastness of silk dyed with 
ee and treated with cationic fixing agents 

wild silk fiber treated with tannic acid, aluminum 
chloride. dyeing behavior 250 

zeolite treatment of silk dyed with plant extracts. 
effects on weight increment, fastness, color 8172 

zeolite treatment of silk dyed with synthetic dyes. 
effects on weight increment, fastness, color 8171 

DYEING--TRIACETATE FIBERS 
disperse. eleven dyes synthesized for study 2631 
naphthalamide derivatives. fluorescent dyes 6577 

DYEING--VINAL FIBERS 
difficulties of melt spun filaments 4018 

DYEING--VISCOSE FIBERS (see also other headings, 
such as DYEING--CELLULOSE FIBERS, 
DYEING--HIGH MODULUS FIBERS) 

direct. unmercerized cotton and viscose yarns. 
accessibility 9047 

Indosol — system. blends 4277 5834 
shade cards. Fanwood Chemical donates rare 

collection of obsolete dye shade cards to AATCC 
4282 

DYEING--WOOL FIBERS (see also other headings, such 
as DYEING--HAIR FIBERS) 

acid dyeing. lipid bilayers including cholesterol as 
vehicles for acid dyeing of wool 251 

azo dyes containing aldehyde auxochromic group. 
synthesis and behavior on wool fabrics 7389 
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chlorination treatment. influence on dyeing of 100 
percent plain woolen fabrics 252 

Cu(ll) wool complex fibers pretreated with hydrogen 
peroxide, dyeing behavior 1813 
a of dyes into fiber studied microscopically 

disperse dyeing in supercritical carbon dioxide 6551 
disperse dyeing. synthesis of arylpicolyl rhodanines 
and arylpyridyimethylene rhodanines 261 

dye resist treatment. investigation of reactive 
auxiliary 9052 

dye resistant treatment. new reactive auxiliaries 
available 8194 

Dye-Active American Wool. American Wool Council 
to introduce single bath double color dyeing 
process 4259 

dyeing processes. chemical reactions and properties 
of dyes on wool fibers 6559 

hygral expansion and other physical properties. 
effects of dyeing 8173 

hygral expansion of worsted fabrics. influence of 
metal cations 4260 

iron complexed azo dyes. fastness properties on 
wool compared with chromium dyes 6560 

juglone (5-hydroxy-1,4-napthoquinone). 
thermodynamic dyeing kinetics of the quinone 
based dye 1060 

lawsone. kinetic, thermodynamic examination on 
wae hair, silk, tussah, nylon, polyester substrates 

low temperature dyeing with CSIRO’s Sirolan LTD 
process 5843 

low temperature. CSIRO develops Sirolan-LTD 
Process for low temperature dyeing of wool 3418 

metal complex dyeing of wool with aluminum sulfate 
produces acceptable washfastness 1042 

microscopic investigation of the diffusion of dyes in 
keratin fibers 1043 

phospholipid bilayers as vehicles for anthraquinone 
disperse dyes during the dyeing of wool fibers 
2634 3419 

plasma treatment with oxygen increases diffusion, 
apparent rate of dyeing with acid, basic dyes 9053 

properties of fibers and fabrics after dyeing. SEM 
ESCA analyses 1071 

reactive dye effects on hygral expansion 5844 
resin/amine systems for dyeing cotton/wool fabrics 

to union shades 9050 
saffron, aqueous extract, color and lightfastness 
tested 9051 

shade cards. Fanwood Chemical donates rare 
— of obsolete dye shade cards to AATCC 

unilamellar lipid vesicles as carriers for azo disperse 
dyes for wool fibers 5053 

Wofalan 1:2 metal complex dyes for dyeing wool 
_< avon fibers. properties and dyeing procedures 

wool dye activation technology cuts harmful effluent 
Any by achieving two colors from one dye bath 

DYEING ASSISTANTS 
1,1-dimethyl-3-hydroxy-azetidinium chloride improves 
fixation of reactive dyes on cotton 5830 

amino acids. enhanced uptake of C.I. Direct Red 79 
by cotton in the presence of amino acids 3412 

antimigrants, alginated. Chemonic Industries 
develops Antimigrant B-4264 for pigment dyeing of 
uneven fabric surfaces 266 

cationic agents for improving rye ming | of cellulosic 
fibers, interaction with direct dyes 253 

cationic dyeing of PAN fibers. use of m-cresol as a 
pretreatment or dyebath additive 1034 

DYEING MACHINERY (see also other 

Colorfix PRE improves fastness pr ies of 
polyamide and polyamide blends 7337 

Duralkan Color Transfer Inhibitor, aftersoaping agent 
—_— and bifunctional reactive dyes 

dye carriers, levelers, fixatives, and resin products 
a Eastman Color & Chemical Company. review 

dye resist treatment. investigation of reactive 
‘ auxiliary for = —e P 
ixing agents. effect on fastness properties of acid 
dyed silk 1040 

formic acid pretreatment of silk increases dye 
absorption 5840 

Hoechst Mitsubishi Kasei develops JPH95 dye 
stabilizer, chelating agent, buffer 245 

identification of ancient textile mordants by X-ray 
analysis (Abstract) 5354 

inorganic salts enhance dye uptake of cationic dyes 
on nylon 6 fibers 4257 

lubricants. selection, interaction with substrate, 
natural and synthetic lubricants 8174 

metal cations. influence on hygral expansion of 
worsted fabrics 4260 

naphthal. azoic dyeing of silk improved by 
impregnation with naphthol 4258 

phospholipid bilayers as vehicles for anthraquinone 
disperse dyes during the dyeing of wool fibers 
2634 3419 
—— dyeing and _——s Acraconz BNP and 

cramin Softener SID pastes from Bayer 1065 
polyester fibers. modification with hydrogen peroxide 
and sodium nitrate for dyeing with disperse and 
cationic dyes 3416 

salt, reactive —? environmental regulation limits 
sn salinity, dyehouses must reduce salt use 

salt. minimizing quantity of salt used in exhaust 
dyeing 8175 

sodium lactate. effect on lightfastness of reactive, 
copper complex azo dyes on cellulose 1807 

sodium silicate, pad-batch technique, silk. analysis of 
reaction mechanisms Part One 1812 

solvents. research evaluates commercially available 
solvents for printing woven silk fabrics 5842 

surface active agents. Raycapol WCil enhances 
disperse dyeing of polyester, cotton/polyester 
blend fabrics 4261 

tannic acid, aluminum chloride. effect on dyeing 
behavior of wild silk fibers 250 

thermal fixation dyeing, inclusion of auxiliaries in pad 
bath enhances color 243 

thickeners used in reactive dye print pastes. effects 
of rheology variation on print Pao 5865 

thickening agents, Lutexal 4561. BASF dyeing 
assistant enhances textile printing with reactive 
dyes 255 1044 ; 

unilamellar lipid vesicles as carriers for azo disperse 
dyes for wool fibers 5053 

. such as 
FINISHING MACHINERY, PRINTING MACHINERY, 
YARN PACKAGES) 

Airtint. new hank dyeing machine for wool and wool 
blend yarns from a Termes y Cia 2635 

ALADYS (Automated LAboratory DYeing System) 
from Ciba-Geigy conducts batch examination of 
exhaust dyes 3420 ; 

Alpha Nuances Top Speed laboratory dyeing and 
——e machine heats dye with infrared radiation 
1 
—— Dyestuff Reporter’s 1994 Buyers’ Guide 
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Apollon Twin Soft Flow sample fabric dyeing 
machine from Sclavos features double overflow 
system 1814 3421 

Asyst expands computer controls on its line of 

eet oan dyei by Bellini, OBEM yei nts by Bellini, ‘ 
oy 

automated pack 
Longclose, and 

automation, robotization. Biella and Tessina have 
several fully automated processes 2640 

Barco Sedo focuses on total solutions for dyehouse, 
rather than just automation. open systems a must 
for future success 6561 

batch dyeing with Scholl’s Bleachstar. system can be 
converted from bleaching to dyeing 4207 

Brazzoli’s Saturno Turbo machine dyes 
es knitwear without bag stitching 

carpets. dyeing technology and dyes improve 
continuous and print dyeing technologies for 
carpets 5041 

Ciba Geigy collaborates with Demaurex to develop 
oan s Automated Laboratory Dyeing System 

Ciba-Geigy ALADYS automatic laboratory exhaust 
dyeing system. system — 90 

cold dwell machines like the Carp-O-Roll are more 
economical and environmentally friendly than other 
methods 2641 

Colorcombi high capacity batch See machine for 
hosiery from Proll & Lohmann 5056 

Colordry. new hank a machine for wool and 
woe end yarns from MCS Officina Meccanica 

D’Alma Videodye system for control and 
connepmess of dyeing machinery. Micro TI and 
Mini Tl 5057 , 

Datacolor International’s Formula MVDS small batch 
dispenser, DS5-32 dispenser, solution maker 3423 

Datacolor International’s Formula One color 
dispensing system 5058 

Datamatch software with Smart Match improves 
capacity at William Denby by 40 percent 5059 

denim. Sucker + Mueller modifies conventional 
indigo dyeing machines to accommodate other 
colors 5066 

directory of manufacturers, sales agents in Europe, 
Hong Kong, and the United States 5799 

DPA 91 metering and dosage device prepares 
dyestuffs, thickening agents, printing pastes 4262 

DS5-32 compact gravimetric dispenser and solution 
maker for small dyehouses from Datacolor 
international 342 

fabric dyeing. review of new machines from Scholl, 
Gaston, Thies, Hiska, Laip, Brazzoli 9059 

Fong’s Air Jet machine with air transport for Asian 
market 7377 

garment dyeing machines. movement of liquors and 
goods. machine design 3430 

garment dyeing. overview of machines from Flainox, 
Proll & Lohmann, Gilwood, Pellerin Milnor 3429 

Gaston County Dyeing Machine Company. recent 
designs feature improved dyeing performance 7378 

Gaston County jet dyeing machine with low wash 
option reduces water consumption and lowers 
dyeing times at low liquor ratios 6563 

Gaston County’s flexible yarn package dyeing 
machines 8176 

Greenville Machinery rope dyeing installation. 
preparation, application, aeration, washing, drying, 
and winding machinery 5073 

Henricksen’s air jet dyeing machine. machine design 
and operation 4263 

Henricksen’s Logic control system with HighSpeed 
for jigger dyeing machines 1815 
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Henriksen’s new air jet dyeing machines achieves 
very low dye liquor ratio, low cost, ease of 
operation 3424 

ICBT’s Activa low liquor piece dyeing machine with 
air blowing system 4264 
ae color reduces dyeing times and improves 
no distribution patent 5,210,896 (United States) 

International Dyer reviews developments in jet 
dyeing equipment 256 

jet dyeing machines. technology review and design 
of current products 1048 

jet dyeing, Twin Soft Flow from Sclavos. double 
overflow machine features lower jet nozzle 
pressure 9060 
i Flexnip. integration into wet processing 

laboratory dyeing machinery from Loris Bellini 
capable of direct color reproduction 5846 

laboratory dyeing system from Ciba-Geigy. Aladys is 
fully automatic 2642 

LAIP introduces rope dyeing machine for processing 
both knit and woven fabrics 1816 

Lawer’s computer controlled weighing, measuring, 
and metering devices for dyeing and finishing 
plants 9030 

Longclose’s Ventura Rapide M-Tech rope jet 
overflow dyeing machine for microfiber fabrics also 
scours, washes 5083 

Loris Bellini’s RBNO horizontal high temperature 
dyeing machine for yarn ——- dyeing 257 

Loris Bellini. new dyeing system for worsted yarn 
someone features robotic transport network 2637 

M10 jet dyeing machine from Roaches facilitates 
— laboratory testing of fabric dyeing processes 

MCS introduces the Long Horn M and the Hera rope 
dyeing machines 342 
= fabric preparation for dyeing. Longclose 

Minivapo two phase loop steamer for knit fabrics 
from Arioli 7379 

MK8 Double Ropesoft high temperature dyeing 
— from Fong’s Textile Machinery Company 

Mount Vernon Mills dyes denim with GMC rope 
dyeing range 882 

Narrow fabric dye range. Megaba’s new 200 
millimeter machine facilitates shorter runs, saves 
space 5060 

Ontario knitting mills invest more than $10 million to 
modernize ——e facilities 9025 

Orintex’s Dropper laboratory dye testing and recipe 
formulation device and the P-DOS dyestuff 
metering system 3426 

package dyeing machinery can be improved using 
mathematical modeling techniques 5847 

package dyeing machines offer automated materials 
transport and batch size flexibility 4298 

power source. degumming and dyeing machine 
— on solar power and rechargable batteries 

production control. ATC-304 continuous dyehouse 
control system from Arel 6566 

Ramisch Kleinewefer readying a groudbreaking 
continuous dyeing range in Belgium 5061 

Ramisch Kleinewefers FD 45 pad steam line for 
cotton and cotton blends 9055 

rinsing. Sclavos Apollon double over machine with 
hot water microwash 6598 

Roaches Engineering Pyrotec range of infrared 
heated laboratory dyeing machines, M10 jet, 
Colortec 3427 
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rope dyeing. profile of Henriksen/Fong’s airjet fabric 
dyeing machine 9061 

Scholl America unveils Atmostar series of 
atmospheric piece dyeing machines 6564 

Scholl develops microstorage chamber insert for 
Mini-Plus range of fabric dyeing machines for 
sample dyeing 5062 

Scholl Mini-Plus micro storage chamber processes 
batches as small as 1 kilogram 5063 

Scholl's MiniPlus range of fabric dyeing machines 
with the Microstorage chamber insert for sample 
dyeing 4266 

Scholl, a Swiss dyeing machine manufacturer, 
invested heavily in automation 1046 

Scholl. dyeing machinery manufacturer installs new 
facility 1008 

Sclavos Apollon dyeing machines incorporate double 
overflow technology 25 

Sclavos Apollon Twin Soft-Flow jet dyeing machine 
with double overflow technolgy 1047 

Sclavos’ Apollon Twin Soft Flow jet dyeing machine 
incorporates Double Overflow Technology 3428 

Scottish College of Textiles receives updated 
equipment from Roaches 5064 

short lots. EVAC’s new LVLM machine makes 200 to 
600 meter lots economically viable 5067 

Sucker + Mueller indigo dyeing lines. immersion 
baths, dye measurement, oxidation, air and 
temperature control 2638 

Sucker + Mueller’s multicolor plant dyes and sizes 
denim warp yarns 4252 

Sucker + Mueller’s multicolor warp dyeing and 
= plant produces colored denim warp yarns 

Sucker + Mueller’s new multi-vat microprocessor 
controlled indigo dyeing machine 5845 
— + Muller indigo vat dyeing system for denim 

Superba’s Turbine Drilling Machine, Space Dyeing 
Machine linked by Design Software 4267 

SuperSoft. Longclose designs a room temperature 
— of the SuperSoft fabric dyeing machine 

svemmaatic design of jet and overflow machine forms 

technology review. energy and work flow, online 
control systems 7380 

Textile World’s Show-in-Print showcases new 
products and services 8617 

THEN Airflow jet dyeing —— comparison to 
conventional jet dyeing 9058 

Then’s AMC-E automation package for discontinuous 
dyehouses 6565 

Then-Airflow AFS for lightweight woven microfiber 
— and delicate circular knit cotton fabrics 

Werner Mattis Labomat laboratory bucket dyeing 
machine 2588 

wet processing. discussion of future developments in 
dyeing and finishing machinery 9032 

DYEING PROCESSES (see also other headings, such as 
PRINTING, SCREEN PRINTING) 

acid dye in wastewater removed by electrochemical 
process 6946 

aftertreatment of mixed weave fabric improves 
colorfastness to chlorine 8195 

alkali pretreatment on 100 percent cotton. effects on 
dimensional stability and dye uptake 7358 

amide compound aftertreatment improves chlorine 
fastness of cellulose fibers dyed with reactive or 
direct dyes 8154 

apparel dyeing. review of processes with direct dyes, 
reactive dyes, pigment dyes 6568 

automation of dyeing and pe ra with bar 
codes and scanning laser reader 8178 

batch dyeing. real time data acquisition, theoretical 
and process models, adaptive control 9064 

batch dyeing. real time data acquisition, theoretical 
modeling, and adaptive control 6569 

batch dyeing. real time ering oe I and control 
implemented on pilot scale 657 

batch dyeing. real time monitoring 9063 
carpet dyeing. conservation of energy and water 
during continuous carpet dyeing 4649 

cationic dyeing. quantitative relationship between 
dye distribution coefficient, salt concentration 
2645 3431 

cellulosics fibers. methods uses pad-steam or 
pad-dry-pad-steam technique 4270 

chrome dyeing using chromium (lll) salts 8179 
Ciba and D develop new process for dyeing in 

supercritical carbon dioxide gas. industrial trials by 
Josef Jasper 2643 ' 

Ciba-Geigy EnviroCare project conducts research and 
development to improve environmental 
performance (Conf. Paper) 9062 

cold dwell machines like the Carp-O-Roll are more 
economical and environmentally friendly than other 
methods 2641 - 

color matching. computer aided color matching 
technology in India. technology review 1381 

computerized controls from Beacon Controls, 
Barco-Sedo 5070 

continuous dyeing methods for woven fabrics. 
overview with emphasis on cost control 8180 

cotton fabrics. turmeric acid dyeing of cotton fabrics 
with tannic acid and metal salt pretreatments 3411 

countercurrent rinse process for exhaust dyeing. vat 
dye experiments 6571 
— rinse process for exhaust dyeing 

data processing system at Spinnerei Forcheim for 
——s monitoring, and control of spinning and 
dyeing 2187 

Datacolor International has developed software that 
— the capabilities of dyehouse laboratories 

denim. careful control of dyebath pH improves 
=— of dyed fabric and reduces dyeing costs 

DTNW and Ciba develop nontoxic, versatile process 
for dyeing in supercritical carbonic gas 2644 

dye concentration. influence on visually perceived 
differences in color between sample and master 
pattern 7372 oi. 

dyebath recycling. color, shade reproducibility of 
— samples dyed in ozonated water excellent 
4271 

DyeCare. product stewardship program of ETAD 
promotes safer industry practices 7381 

dyeing auxiliaries. properties of surfactants and 
dispersing agents 1032 

effluent treatment for decoloration and to reduce 
total organic carbon content 9389 

exhaust dyeing. flow rate, affinity, leveiness 
analyzed based on system kinetics 1819 

exhaust method of dyeing.cotton with Hoechst 
Remazol dyes 4254 : ; = 

fixation of reactive dyes by steaming, sodium silicate 
pad batch method, and dry heat method 2646 

fixation yields, reactive dyes. accurate yields 
estimated by parameters related to substantivity 
and affinity 1050 F 

fixation. Arioli flash agers for woven and jersey 
printed fabrics. machine design 9068 

garment dyeing. chemicals, dyes used in 
pretreatments, dyeing 5071 
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garment dyeing. postdyeing — includes drying, 
steaming, stretching, ironing 5 

garment d eing. em prevention by careful 
production development, garment manufacturing, 
and wet processing 7383 

hazardous chemical exposure. effects of hazardous 
_— used in the Indian dyestuff industry 
1 

HTN Process by Hilton Industries — high tenacity 
nylon fabrics with acid dyes 104 

Indian dyeing and wet finishing processes need 
— to compete in international market 
1 

indigo rope dyei 
weaving denim 

Indosol dyeing system review and overview 5834 
integrated systems using match prediction and 
automatic recipe adjustments are being developed 
by Bespoke and others 6573 

intermediates, dye. instrumental methods determine 
the purity of aromatic sulfonic acids 1379 

jute. dyeing jute and jute blends with reactive and 
direct dyes 6535 

Looptex’s Loopdye 1 for 6 process of dyeing warp 
for denim uses one i dyebath 5069 
— fabric preparation for dyeing. Longclose 

— for dyeing warps used in 

Naphtol dyeing of cellulosic yarns. o—. 
recommendations and instructions 737 

neural networks predict dye concentrations of dye 
baths during continuous dyeing 3432 3433 

Nomex dyeing by pad dry fixation process with 
pretreatment with a carrier normally used for 
exhaust dyeing 4269 

optimization of process. development of right 
first time and blind dyeing processes 4272 

optimization of dyeing processes by developments in 
color science 4273 
—- aoe rane machinery can be improved using 

tical modeling techniques 5847 
all vores dyeing of cotton fabrics. overview 6574 
pad-roll processes. models, mass balance equations 

for conventional dyeing, finishing systems 5808 
padding. vacuum extraction. models allow prediction 

of conditions for immediate steady state operation 
when perturbations occur 5349 

photometric determination of concentration of 
dyestuffs in dyebaths 4579 ; 

polychromatic dyeing. quantitative multicomponent 
a analysis optimizes dyebath recipes 

polyester yarn dyeing. equilibrium exhaustion and 
equilibrium rate of 29 disperse dyes 1038 

pretreatment with low temperature plasma to modify 
fabric surfaces 7359 

process control of dyeing with Union Chemical 
Laboratories real time management information 
systems 5848 

reactive dye associations and dye/surfactant 
interactions. effect on dye uptake by cellulosic 
fabrics 4251 

reactive dyeing of cellulosic fibers. basic dyeing 
mechanisms and processes 9049 

reactive dyeing of knitted goods. overview 5835 
reactive dyeing of silk fabrics. dyeing compounds, 
Se. dyeing behavior, dyeing processes 

reactive dyeing. environmental regulation limits 
— salinity, dyehouses must reduce salt use 

reduction of sulfur black dye. substitution of Hydrol 
for sodium sulfide reduces sulfur in effluent 1051 

retouching stone washed jeans to produce first 
quality goods 3435 
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right first time dyeing results using Procion H-EXL 
dyes 7385 

right first time dyeing. summary of four 
presentations at seminar 5849 
—- machines. Apollon Double Overflow rinsing 

nes. machine design 3592 
rinsing. Sclavos Apollon double over machine with 

hot water microwash 6598 
rope dyeing denim warp yarns. advantages of 
peoeeee- dyeing installation from Greenville 

achinery 5073 
Sandoz ners process for exhaust dyeing of 
cotton fabrics with reactive dyes 8177 

Sandoz’s Indosol dyein i system. applications and 
dyeing processes 4277 

single bath double color dyeing. American Wool 
a to introduce Dye-Active American Wool 

sliver dyeing, printing method produces colored 
— slivers for production of melange yarns 

sodium silicate pad-batch Lee ag silk. Analysis of 
Reaction Mechanisms. Part One 1812 

SpeeDye pigment exhaust —— dyeing system to 
achieve distressed looks 7382 
— loss during dyeing process of polyester 
evaluated 4284 

sulfur black dyeing processes. substituting Hydrol for 
sodium sulfide reducing agent decreases sulfide in 
effluent 4274 

sulfur dyes for garment dyeing. types of dyes and 
dyeing procedures 7394 

Sumifix and Kayacelon reactive dyes from Japan. 
dyeing processes 4278 

THEN Airflow jet dyeing system, comparison to 
conventional jet dyeing 9058 

thermal fixation dyeing, inclusion of auxiliaries in pad 
bath enhances color yield 243 

triethynolamine salts as additives to produce 
dyeable/durable press cottons 244 

vat dyes for garment dyeing processes. advantages, 
dyeing procedures 7395 

waste minimization and waste reduction methods in 
the textile dyeing industry 3436 

waste treatment. removal of color from effluents. 
primary decolorization methods 1505 

water pollution control. color removal from dyehouse 
SS theoretical models and practical methods 

wool dye activation bynes cuts harmful effluent 
pny by achieving two colors from one dye bath 

wool. CSIRO develops Sirolan-LTD Process for low 
temperature dyeing of wool 3418 

yarn dyeing. continuous process developed by 
Industrie Tessili reduces labor costs and water 
consumption 259 

yarn packages. effects of varying 
package-to-package density on shade 
—* levelness of package dyed yarn 

zeolite treatment of silk dyed with plant extracts. 
effects on weight increment, fastness, color 8172 

zeolite treatment of silk dyed with synthetic dyes. 
effects on weight increment, fastness, color 8171 

DYEING THEORY 
leveiness in dyeing with disperse and reactive dyes 
improved by equation equating levelling capacity to 
rate of dying 5801 

multicomponent dyebaths. microprocessor controlled 
flow injection analysis of individual dye 
concentrations 6575 
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DYES 
acid azo dyes with alkyl groups containing different 
carbon numbers. dyeing behavior on nylon 2630 

acid dyes dye high tenacity nylon fabrics in HTN 
Process by Hilton Industries 104 

acid dyes on nylon carpet. fading, discoloration due 
to various causes (Conf. Paper) 73 

acid dyes on nylon fibers. diffusion coefficient. effect 
of heat setting (Conf. Paper) 7387 

acid dyes. new dyes designed with high lightfastness 
= — when applied to silk fabrics 

adsorption of aqueous solutions of aliphatic alcohol 
and sulfonated dyes 2648 

anthraquinone disperse dyes on wool fiber. 
— bilayers as vehicles during dyeing 

anthraquinone disperse dyes. sorption isotherms of 
dyes on nylon 6 film in water 1054 

anthraquinone disperse dyes. Taysung Enterprise 
+ eee opens new plant in Fanyuen, Taiwan 

anthraquinone, phthalocyanine reactive dyes. wet air 
oxidation reduces COD, removes color from 
effluent 8620 

anthraquinonoid disperse dyes containing an 
s-triazine moiety. synthesis, dyeing of polyester 
fibers 1053 2649 

azine dyes. organic dye synthesis. properties, 
classification, preparation, technical classes 
represented 2650 

azo disperse dyes synthesized from 
2-amino-6-bromobenzothiazole, applied on 
polyester fibers 3437 

azo dyes containing aldehyde auxochromic group. 
synthesis and behavior on wool fabrics 7389 

azo dyes. hydroxyl radical mediated degradation 
leads to generation of benzene in some cases 5853 

azoniabetain. transfer into micelles of anionic, 
cationic, and nonionic surfactants in water 1820 
2651 3438 

BASF. stringent environmental standards drive 
developments in dyestuffs, sizing agents 7351 

benzoic acid derivative as feed material for fluoran 
compounds used as colorants for recording 
materials 8196 

benzotriazole dyes for direct dyeing of polyester. 
dyeing results 4253 

bromphenol blue X-ray powder diffraction data 8181 
C.l. Soivent Red 1. X-ray powder data tested and 
tabulated 5850 

carpets. dyeing technology and dyes improve 
continuous and print dyeing technologies for 
carpets 5041 

chromatographic analysis of dyes with liquid 
chromatography, thin layer chromatography, 
capillary electrophoresis 1360 

chromatographic analysis of natural dyes extracted 
from ancient textiles (Abstract) 2652 

chromophore designs for electrooptic materials and 
devices. evaluation of dyes (Conf. Paper) 6304 

Ciba range of dyes suitable for application in 
supercritical carbon dioxide gas 2643 

Ciba. overview of sales, profits between 1992 and 
1993. —— in textile dyes flat 5802 

cochineal. overview, source, history, use, current 
status 105 

Color Index International lists commercial dyes. 
= of reference information in volumes 

color measurement. near infrared reflectance analysis 
measures color and compares standards to 
samples 2929 

111 

color removal from effluents. recent research and 
technology overview 2248 

cotton open end and ring spun yarns. comparison of 
dyeing characteristics of yarns dyed with direct 
and reactive dyes 1810 

Crompton & Knowles reports weak demand for dyes 

decolorizing dyes in solution. chlorine and ozonation 
treatments 3812. 

decomposition of water soluble dyes by sodium 
hypochlorite. effects of surfactants on 
decomposition 7390 

degradation of azo, anthraquinone, and quinoline 
yes in settled anoxic sediments 7697 

direct and reactive dyeing of cellulosic fabrics. 
re parameters, additives, and aftertreatments 

direct dyes in trichromatic dye mixture. uptake of 
direct dye by cotton 8164 

direct dyes on _ cotton. dyeing sorption’ 
isotherms 1056 

direct dyes that do not contain benzidine. novel 
disazo, trisazo, and tetrakisazo dyes from cyanuric 
chloride 1057 

direct dyes. enhanced uptake of C.1. Direct Red 79 
by _— in the presence of amino acids 2626 

direct nonbenzidine dyes. novel disazo, trisazo, and 
tetrakisazo dyes from cyanuric chloride 1821 

direct, acid dyes. interaction stoichiometry of dyes 
with cationically modified cotton fibers 2628 3413 

direct. interaction of dyes with cationic agents used 
to improve dyeability of cellulose 253 

directories. wet processing industry, directory of 
products and services 7336 

directory of new dyes. 1993 introductions 1005 
disperse oye acrylic, wool). synthesis of 

arylpicolyl rhodanines and arylpyridyimethylene 
rhodanines 261 

disperse (polyester, nylon). synthesis of arylazo 
(substituted benzamido) naphthols, arylazonaphthol 
disulfonamides 262 

disperse dye derivatives tested for fastness and 
optical properties 2631 

disperse dye mixtures. compatibility of dyes 
analyzed using color corrdinates 1066 

disperse dye sorption kinetics. implications for 
quality control 8182 

disperse dyes on polyester automotive fabrics. 
accelerated lightfastness testing 1373 

disperse dyes. hetarylazo derivatives from 
dichloro-2-aminobenzothiazoles 1063 

disperse. effects of dye concentration, ratio on dye 
exhaustion in dyeing polyester 7391 

dye formulation. use of portable, battery operated 
color measurement devices 5348 

dyers under pressure to provide environmentally 
friendly, affordable, functional, and fashionable 
dyes for apparel 3439 

effluent treatment methods based on chemical and 
ultrafiltration methods 8637 

environment. United States regulations influence — 
— research efforts of textile chemical suppliers 

environmental impact of synthetic and natural 
colorants 5084 © 

environmental safety. manufacturers of dyes and 
= introduce environmentally safe products 

European organic colorants business adversely 
affected by environmental concerns and textile 
industry restructuring 9026 : 

fading of washable fabrics. causes, remedies, 
responsibility 1251 
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fluorescent dyes in molecular biology. obtaini 
information about cell structure and health 3035 

fluorescent dyes. structures, properties, and 
applications 1058 

global production of cationic, acid, reactive dyes. 
manufacture, drying, grinding, standardization 
processes 4279 

heavy metal thiocyanato-N gels formed from 
potassium thiocyanate solutions and Triton X-100 
2653 3440 4694 

history of parallel development of polyester and 
disperse dyes 6960 

Hoechst’s line of Naphtol AS dyes for cotton yarn. 
— dye formulations, dyeing processes 

hue variations of similar dyes due to variations in raw — 
materials 7392 : 

identification of pre-Columbian textile objects via 
— liquid chromatography (Abstract) 

identification via diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier 
transform spectroscopy (Abstract) 5350 

identification via high performance liquid 
chromatography. results can vary if tester 
untrained (Abstract) 5352 

identification via solution spectrophotometry. case 
study of Peruvian mummy bundles (Abstract) 5351 
——— Industry Limited. financial report 

indian dyestuffs industry. present production and 
export goals 4275 

indigo. extraction and use. history of from ancient 
times to present 8184 
— preindustrial history of indigo spans many 

cultures, techniques (Book} 265 
indigo. reproducibility of shade, washdown 
characteristics of denim controlled through 
buffered pH of dyebath 8183 

indigoid dyes in ancient Coptic and Peruvian textile 
objects (Abstract) 5080 

instrumental methods of measuring chemical 
— of sulfonic acid dye intermediates 

internally dyed compositions based on an oligomer 
with peroxide end groups and unsaturated 
oligoesters 1059 

iron complexed azo dyes. fastness properties on 
= nylon 66 compared with chromium dyes 

juglone (5-hydroxy-1,4-napthoquinone). 
thermodynamic dyeing kinetics of the quinone 
based dye 1060 

kinetics of azo, anthraquinone, and quinoline dyes in 
anoxic sediment 1822 

light absorption properties of azoic, quinonoid, and 
metal complex dyes 4280 

liquid chromatography identifies of natural dyes used 
on ancient Near Eastern textiles 8559 

low salt dyes. Reactive B series of eight dyes 
introduced by Rite Industries 3441 

medical applications. dyes used to study biological 
processes in living cells 3442 

meta! dyes. removal, speciation of transition metal 
ions in dye wastewater 263 

metal ligand complexes based on trivalent cationic 
Sc, Y, La, chromotropic acid ligand. spectrum 
analysis 8185 

methine dyes. absorption and washfastness on 
polyester and nylon fabrics 7393 

Miles Incorporated, leading dye manufacturer, 
improves environmental performance 1467 

mixing booths. Clestra Cleanroom introduces 
powdered dyestuff weighing booth 4281 
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naphthalamide derivatives. spectroscopic analysis of 
acon. cellulose acetate dyed with fluorescent dyes 

naphthol dyes. effect of substituents on oxidation 
with sodium hypochlorite 9065 

natural dye production promoted in India 5854 
natural dyes. environmental appraisal of natural dye 
and synthetic dye use 3443 

natural woad indigo dye, comparison to manmade 
indigo 9066 

neutral fixing reactive dyes used by garment, hosiery 
dyers 3444 

new, discontinued dyestuffs. list organized by 
product type 264 

nonlinear applications. dyes used for optoelectronic 
applications 5855 

‘organic compounds with pony transfer complexes. 
synthesis, conductivity 507 

organic dyes. history of development of color 
science, chemistry summarizes early theories 5075 

phospholipid bilayers as vehicles for anthraquinone 
— dyes during the dyeing of wool fibers 

photochemical degradation in automotive fabrics. UV 
absorbers retard photochemical degradation 5882 

photochromic azomethine disperse dyes with 
mercuryi(ll) dithizonate moiety for dyeing 
hydrophobic fibers 5856 

photodegradation of dyes. chemical reactions 
involved and effects on natural fibers 8561 

physical forms of commercial dyes. difference 
— physical forms and chemical structure 

pomegranate rind dyes studied for potential 
commercial use 2655 

Procion H-EXL dyes for achieving right first time 
dyeing results 7385 

prototype wastewater decolorization unit uses 
chitosan as a sorbent 618 

reactive dyes on cotton. lasers used in low heat 
fixation 1809 

reactive dyes. effects of flame retardants, UV light 
— of reactive dyed cotton fabric 

reactive dyes. requirements for solid forms of 
reactive dyes 1061 

reactive dyes. structural characterization by 
secondary ion mass spectrometry, tandem mass 
spectrometry 1823 

reactive printing. thickening agent crosslinking with 
dye leads to fabric stiffness 8190 

reactive, copper complex azo dyes. effect of sodium 
lactate on lightfastness of dyed cellulose 1807 

relative strength of dyes. measurement methods and 
procedures 2147 

relative strength. primary methods of estimating the 
relative strength of dyes 1380 
— of dyes using Brinecell electrolysis process 

Rensselaer, New York, dye manufacturing plant. 112 
year history 6530 

Rite Industry’s Reactive B Series uses less salt. 
product description (Trade Lit.) 4276 

saffron. geometric isomers of carthamine red 
vegetable dye in dyer’s saffron 8186 

sales of dyestuffs and organic pigments in Europe. 
predictions for the year [2000] 8187 

Sandoz Australia invests in research to find 
environmentally safe, high quality products 260 

Sandoz’s Indosol “a system. applications and 
dyeing processes 4277 

Sandoz. review of company history and present 
activities 5019 
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shade cards. Fanwood Chemical donates rare 
~ in of obsolete dye shade cards to AATCC 

smoke bombs and grenades, colored. uses and 
manufacturing processes reviewed 4283 

solid, reactive dyes. most desirable properties of 
commercial dyes 1824 

sorption, equilibrium surface tension of C.1. Basic 
a 11 in benzyl alcohol, m-cresol solutions 

spectra, visible. quantitative molecular orbital 
methods 5353 

sulfur dyes for garment dyeing. types of dyes and 
dyeing procedures 7394 

Sumifix and Kayacelon reactive dyes from Japan. 
dyeing processes 427 

Sumitomo introduces two new reactive dyes. Sumifix 
— Blue GL Conc., Sumifix Supra Red 4BNF 

synthesized organic colorants. characteristics, 
preparation, classification of aza/(18)/annulene 
dyes 5077 

thiophene, thiazole bases dyes. history of 
— molecular structure, dye properties 

toxicologically safe alternatives to metallized, 
hydrophobic dyes 9067 

toxicology. molecular design, synthesis, evaluation 
of safe alternatives to priority pollutants 6578 

ultraviolet photoisomerism of C.!. Disperse Yellow 
23, C.l. Disperse Orange 29 disazo dyes 5860 

vat dyes for garment dyeing processes. advantages, 
dyeing procedures 7395 

vinyl sulfone reactive dyes. application and discharge 
= - tasar silk using Remazol and other dyes 

wastewater contaminated with dyes decolorized by 
complexing with ligand 4297 

Wofalan 1:2 metal complex dyes for dyeing wool 
— _ fibers. properties and dyeing procedures 

Zeneca splits from ICI. overview of specialties 
- division that manufactures dyes 224 

Edge crimping, see CRIMPING, CRIMPING MACHINERY. 

Effluents, see WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT. 

ELASTIC FABRICS (see also other headings, such as 
HOSIERY, STRETCH FABRICS) 

Anahuac South Carolina Elastic formed to support 
a States apparel manufacturers in Mexico 

cotton/elastane blends. dyeing. Brazzoli’s Saturno 
Turbo machine eliminates need for bag stitching in 
process 6562 

Du Pont institutes Lycra 10 award for knitting 
companies to encourage innovation, quality in 
Lycra manufacture 7141 

finishing knit fabrics using elastane and elastodiene 
components 7339 

Karl Mayer’s RJCE 4/2 F jacquard raschel knitting 
machine produces elastic fabrics 3316 

nonwoven containing 
styrene-poly(ethylenepropylene)-styrene 4195 

raschel machines can be used to manufacture cuffs 
for _— wear using the warp knitting method 

spacer fabrics. elastic, molded spacer fabrics used in 
manufacture of apparel components 8976 

Tricotronic elastic jacquard fabrics produced on Karl 
Mayer’s KSJ3/1 tricot machine 8951 

ELASTIC FIBERS (see also other headings, such as 
SPANDEX FIBERS) 

elastane development. FEP Polymertechnik pilot and 
research plants 6280 

elastane fibers. polymer synthesis, molecular 
structure, yarn and fabric properties 5569 

winding. Comoli’s WTU.M.250 winding machine for 
elastomeric filaments 8898 

ELASTIC YARNS (see also other headings, such as 
CORE YARNS, TEXTURED YARNS) 

covered elastane yarns. covering techniques and 
properties 7195 

deformation resistance after repeated washings, 
drycleanings, and thermal treatments 6382 

Dorlastan. incorporation in right/eft cotton single 
jersey knits 6444 

manufacture, uses, and properties 7990 
polyurethane elastomeric yarns. survey of new 

offerings from producers in Japan 5658 
Wykes elastane yarn production. air interlacing, 

Bilorex process, microfiber covered yarns 859 
Wykes produces air intermingled, air covered 
elastane yarns for hosiery, jersey knitwear 4042 

Elastomeric fibers, see SPANDEX FIBERS. 

ELASTOMERS (see also other headings, such as 
RUBBER PRODUCTS) 

air intermingling used to combine filaments with 
-_—_ yarns or elastomers to form composite yarns 

copolymers, segmented copoly(ether-ester)s. 
influence of segment length on mesophase 
formation 7909 

crosslinking. radiation induction of hard elements of 
polyurethane polymers 6271 

fluorine elastomer emulsions. fine structure studied 
with transmission electron microscopy 8792 

hip joint prosthesis. fatigue induced failure modes of 
A elastomer composites as bearing surfaces 

nonwoven fabrics, elastic melt blown styrene and 
polyurethane. synthesis, properties, end uses 9006 

polyacrylate rubber elastomers. effects of 
concentration and particle size on toughness 
(Conf. Paper) 3391 

polyacrylate rubber elastomers. synthesis of stable 
dispersions (Conf. Paper) 3390 

polyolefin based. metallocene SSC based plastics, 
rubbers from Dow Chemical 1779 

polyolefin, elastomeric formation with 
tetra(alkyl)zirconium catalyst (Conf. Paper) 3164 

polyurethane elastomeric yarns. survey of new 
offerings from producers in Japan 5658 X 

polyurethane. inhibitors that retard the formation of 
allophanate — during polyurethane synthesis 
2360 3137 397 

polyvinyl chloride/acrylonitrile rubber blends. 
dynamic viscoelastic behavior 4849 ; 

Terathane. Du Pont completes pilot production of 
main raw material for its Lycra, Hytrel spandex 
fibers 5516 , 

wound dressings made of bioelastic material. 
synthesis, characterization 3362 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT (see also other aaa 
such as AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT, BLANKETS, 
COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING, DRIVES, 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, ENERGY, INSULATION, 
MILL BUILDINGS) : 

capacitors, dielectric. cyanoresin, at a 
cyanoresin/cellulose triacetate blends for thin film, 
dielectric capacitors 3358 
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motors. review of the most common causes of 
electric motor failure 8608 

pumps, diaphragm. design, uses, advantages 567 

Electrically conductive fibers, see EPITROPIC FIBERS. 

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (see also other 
such as CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS, OLOR 
MATCHING, FABRIC TESTING, FIBER TESTING, 
TEXTILE NUCLEONICS, RADIATION, 
ma TRACERS, SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, 

asbestos, carpets. techniques for analysis by 
transmission electron microscopy 2214 

asbestos. SEM, EDX used to identify asbestos fibers 
in solid insulating materials 3727 

collagen fiber morphology under tension and 
ere using freeze-fracture and freeze-etching 

collagen fibrils from the tail tendons and skin of 
laboratory rats. structural analysis 6247 

defects and damage on fibers, yarns, and fabrics. 
types of damage identified with SEM 6786 

environmental scanning electron microscope 
nondestructively examines of fabric surfaces 2919 

laminates. pesticide distribution in Goretex/woven 
fabric laminates studied with EM 1745 

SEM identifies mildew on cellulosic goods, detection 
can prevent defects in fabric 626 

silk filament voids. results from electron microscopic 
observations 2335 

transmission electron microscopy of size coatings on 
carbon and glass fiber surfaces 490 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Advanced Technology Program. Clinton 
administration invests in computer integrated 
electronics manufacturing 4736 

barcode scanners, electronic data tacoagey e 
techniques and barcoding technology 

Bonas’ high speed SSJ electronic pele ai up to 
5,376 hooks 5719 

dyes used for nonlinear applications in 
optoelectronics 5855 

EDI is in state of flux throughout world. importance 
of information transfer to optimize ED! 9346 

guide bar control. Karl Mayer's electronic EL guide 
bar control for tricot machines 3318 

jacquards, electronic. overview of operations, 
description of Grosse Unirapid 5720 

photocopiers. fiber artists use photocopiers to design 
with 8411 

Siegfried Peyer’s Textiles Electronics Division 
develops en. instruments for testing, 
seem 

Zellweger Pot Siegfried Peyer collaborate to 
develop, manufacture electronic systems for textile 
testing 4559 

Electrophoresis, see CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS. 

Electrostatic phenomena, see STATIC ELECTRICITY. 

EMBOSSING (see also other headings, such as 
CALENDERING) 
—— Extrusion Systems, United Kingdom 

engraved roll producer for bonding and embossin 
4955 : 

Heinz teeny tk machine for embossing and transfer 
printing 

nonwovens. thermal bonding and embossing. Reicofil 
line by Reifenhauser 7286 
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texturengineering from Pamarco. embossing of 
nonwoven fabrics 4957 

EMBROIDERY 
apparel, Huichol Indians. social status of family 
derives from elaborately embroidered ceremonial 
costumes 1205 

CAD. review of experimental workshops at 
Niederrhein Technical College 7500 

Chutki applique as practiced in Uttar Pradesh region 
of India 3562 

designs stored on laser disk for easy retrieval by 
computer 1958 

dresses sewn using store bought embroidered 
tablecloths and napkins 5944 

Edmund Harrison. Part One of two part biographical 
treatment of leading 17th century English 
embroiderer 9167 

English blackwork. historical review, effect of color 
on popularity, reemergence as an art form 1204 

Eurostick of Alsdorf, a leading embroiderer for the 
fashion industry invests in new equipment 1957 
— oe. fabrication and application techniques 

oy embroidering jewelry on sewing machine 
916 

machine. Schwalm embroidery. Tambour work 7502 
quilting pattern and instructions 7503 
pe in West European textile industry 8294 

ilk ribbon embroidery of apparel. overview of 
materials, techniques 8352 

Spanish Lady design with illustrated charts and 
patterns provided 5196 

tapestry embroidery by fiber artist Doris Jackson. 
techniques, materials 9158 

Terrot ES/60 Wilcom embroidery CAD system. image 
scanning and transformation into embroidery 
designs 8351 

thread. Fujix’s King Star highly durable and stable 
100 percent polyester embroidery thread 1959 

trends in fashion embroidery move away from 
simplicity to more decorative effects 9169 

Westminster Abbey lantern design recreated in cross 
stitch 7499 

Whalley Abbey vestments made from early Italian 
ory velvets with orphreys of English embroidery 

workshop in Krefeld. development of alternative 
fabric design concepts 8319 

yarn properties. effects on embroidery 5934 

EMBROIDERY MACHINERY 
Advantage 18, Meico Embroidery Systems’ single 
— full capacity 18 color embroidery machine 

Aisin Seiki Company’s Expert Model 820A ESP 
single head six needle machine with automatic 
needle changer 8353 

Aisin Seiki introduces Expert Embroidery series at 
1994 Tokyo Sewing Machine Show 9170 

apparel, value added. computer control systems 
make high quality embroidery cost effective 1207 

auxiliary equipment. Pentacut yarn cutting device for 
multihead embroidery machines 7505 

Brother Industries introduces BAS-423 three head 
embroidery machine 8354 

computer aided os 5199 equipment facilitates faster 
turnaround times 5 

Ekro embroiders women’s outerwear on machines 
from Zangs/ZSK, Taijima, and Pfaff 1206 

Embroidery Trade Association highlights new 
equipment in videos, annual convention 5927 

Erko studio. use of Zangs/ZSK, Tajima, Pfaff, Gunold 
and Stickma machinery 1144 
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Hirsch International, distributor of embroidery 
machines, capitalizes new operations with public 
stock offering 8295 

history of embroidery machine development in 
German Vogtland region 8358 

Melco Embroidery Systems introduces EMC 10/12 
~~ meme machine with 12 ten needle heads 

Meico Embroidery’s Advantage 18 embroidery 
— has 18 color capacity with single needle 

Melcro Embroidery Systems’ develops unique ten 
— head for its EMC 10, EMC 10/4 machines 

O.M. International introduces CA embroidery tape 
attaching device at 1994 Tokyo Sewing Machine 
Show 9172 

overview, history, different types of machines, 
where used throughout world 9177 

Pfaff’s SM 3 high performance, multihead 
embroidery machine. specifications 6655 

product review. new units from Mitsubishi, Aisin, 
Gunold + Stickma, T.C. Threads, Tek-Matic, 
Variomatic 7506 
— of machines by Mitsubishi, Brother, Toyoda 

review of new embroidery machines, auxiliary 
yaa focuses on lines from several companies 

Saurer embroidery machinery and EmFamily of for 
embroidery design processing and production 
control 363 

Saurer introduces integrated control, high level code 
thread cutting device and EmFamily data network 
system 364 

Saurer to exhibit EmNet embroidery systems and 
EmTest sampling machine at fifth OTEMAS 2205 

sewing thread. Pearl Yacht Corporation introduces 
new thread yarns for automatic embroidery 
machines 7988 

Shima Seiki introduces Total Embroidery series at 
1994 International Knitting Arts Exhibition 9173 

Shiny Lead Company adds Model OS-1000, Model 
OS-2000 to its Omni-Stitch series 8356 

Tajima Industries introduces D Series multihead 
embroidery machines 8357 

Tajima Industries upgrades its FM Note laptop 
computer interface for embroidery machinery 8338 

Tokai Industrial Sewing machine. history of technical 
developments 4380 

Union Special. biannual maintenance program for its 
31200 series embroidery — machines 9174 

ZSK Stickmaschinen in Krefeld, Germany, specializes 
in multihead embroidery machines 9175 

ZSK’s Embroidery Punching Computer System 
combines design, punching functions 9176 

, such as 
MANAGEMENT, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, 
LEGISLATION, NOISE, INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, 
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY) 

Basic Education Learning Program at Levi Strauss 
= educational opportunities for employees 

Bloodborne Pathogens Health Standard (OSHA). 
effect on laundry employees handling hospital 
linens 4684 

carpet installation. review of Orcon Corporation 
study outlining industry problems 8571 

consistency of mission, vision, values, and 
e—— critical to improving service quality 

design and implementation of effective training 
programs 1388 

ENERGY (see also other 
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drycleaning. owners of Maxwell the Cleaner attribute 
a to teamwork, training, customer service 

empowerment, a superior approach to enhanced 
jrcaae and quality than industrial engineering 

English as a Second Language programs in textile 
rental industry 5374 

every employee is a sales representative and can 
help to make or break a sale 522 

facilitation techniques for employee trainers are 
discussed 3760 

hazard prevention. wae assists employees in 
identifying hazards 467 

hazmat training. OSHA’s Hazardous Waste 
Operations and Emergency Response rule 5421 

India. — educating professionals for textile 
industry 2290 

inmates in Florida learn job skills in apparel, textile 
manufacture 7639 

Karl Mayer’s training course on warp knitting. 
description of course 9483 

maintenance personnel in textile mills. training 
requirements 4593 ; 

performance enhancement. recommendations by the 
Conference Board 8572 

Re-Employment Act of 1994 to be a key elements of 
ee administration’s employment policy 

rental industry. courses in production technology, 
management, communication 5365 

rental industry. human resource management directs 
training, retraining programs 5382 

RSO provides service network and technical support 
to Rieter’s customers in Far East 529 

Russell Corporation. overall education strategy 
— ED classes, in-house class sessions 

Sara Lee Personal Products invests time, money to 
make ee comprehensible and 
effective 53 

service companies must train frontline employees to 
ensure growth 518 

Sri Lanka. proposed training program for the apparel 
industry (Conf. Paper) 9314 

Texnet provides marketing, information, technology 
— _— assistance to Italian textile industry 

TEXTdisc. CD-ROM program teaches textile workers 
reading, mathematics, critical thinking skills 8570 

training programs can ameliorate high employee 
turnover 6847 

wastewater regulations. when dumping wastes in 
sink, laboratory _— must comply with 
regulations 778 an 

weaving in India. importance of employee training to 
a efficiency 8573 ; 

worker education program sponsored by Chicago 
Board of Amalgamated Clothing and Textile 
Workers Union 3778 

Workforce Assistance Act. analyst believes that 
NAFTA transition assistance funds must be 
increased 4591 

, see DETERGENTS, SURFACE ACTIVE 
AGENTS, TEXTILE CHEMICALS. 

, such as AUXILIARY 
EQUIPMENT, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, MILL 
BUILDINGS, POWER CONSUMPTION, and under 
headings of specific textile machinery or 
processes) ; , 

air conditioning of textile mills. ways to conserve 
energy and reduce power consumption 1452 
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carpet dyeing. conservation of energy and water 
during continuous carpet dyeing 

consumption in Indian spinning mill. strategies to 
reduce consumption 4622 

costs for commercial consumers of electric utilities. 
variations in rate structures 6106 

costs. European Community weakens proposal to 
remove tariffs from natural gas and electrical 
power networks 1438 

drycleaning. ways to promote energy efficiency 
dveing drycleani ee : 

eing carpets. r Ng energy consumption by 
nat teare drum dryers 7368 

efficiency. Fleissner manmade fiber, nonwoven fabric 
machinery promotes energy saving, recycling 5409 _ 

energy, gas, water costs in dyeing, printing, finishing 
sector. cost reduction and minimizing 
environmental damage 8610 
_ extracted from cotton stalks for use as fuel 

exotherms, polyethylene film. characterization of 
exotherms fo by necking 1645 2382 3167 

gas. boilers that use natural gas emit nitrous oxide. 
new boilers that decrease emissions 1442 

geothermal. Hawaii program studies textile 
machinery powered by geothermal steam 7671 

india. use of paddy husk combustion. ATIRA studies 
of boilers and thermal fluid heaters burning paddy 
husk 2969 

Indian textile mills. establishment of an effective 
energy management system 1437 

natural gas versus gasoline powered vehicles in 
Southern California 2200 

natural gas. industry deregulation reduces energy 
— of textile rental industry by 10-40 percent 

natural gas. United States Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission Order 636 deregulates interstate 
pipelines 1439 

outside air systems can reduce energy demands from 
mechanical cooling 3796 

polyester films. surface free energy components 
determined by contact angle and ESCA 
spectroscopy measurements 6490 

power consumption in spinning and weaving in 
indian mills 2202 

POY yarns. reduction in aur consumption with 
new spinning beam design from Rieter 810 

recovery, waste effluent. prototype heat exchanger 
gcc with latest duct, rotary heat recuperators 

renewable ome y sources. national strategy needed 
to spur growth 3813 

solar oar to power textile finishing processes in 
india 37 

solar power and rechargable batteries used to 
operate degumming and dyeing machine 1818 

Spain. energy consumption in manufacturing 
processes. energy losses, motors and lighting, 
energy production 5399 

textile mill consumption of electrical energy. reducing 
rr a use for compressed air, HVAC, and lighting 

textile mills in India consider use of solar energy and 
rice husk fuels 5400 

textile solar heat transfer systems consist of plastic 
tubes fixed in knit fabrics 4630 

Thermoselect waste treatment process. 
transformation of waste products in protected 
environment 5415 

washing nets. effects of washing net on detergency 
in flow type machine relative to mechanical energy 
input 1993 

ENVIRONMENT (see also other 
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, such as AIR 
POLLUTION, DUST, FILTERS, INDUSTRIAL 
FABRICS, WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT, 
WATER) 

accounting guidelines for environmental 
contingencies 3846 

acidic dye effluent treatment using biomass 7396 
air pollution filters. reauthorization of United States 
Clean Air Act will expand demand 7700 

air pollution, emission control systems. oxidative 
disintegration of ketones on activated carbon 
adsorbents 589 1455 

air pollution, flue gas scrubbers. adsorption of 
hydrogen sulfide by aqueous 
2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol 1456 

air pollution, hexane emissions during oilseed 
processing. controlling solvent loss 7691 

air pollution, hexane emissions during oilseed 
processing. tracking via air dispersion computer 
model 7692 

air pollution, indoor. results from EPA’s Air and 
yo od Engineering Research Laboratory workshop 

air pollution. appeals court rejects Greenpeace suit to 
close hazardous waste incinerator in East 
Liverpool, Ohio 1470 

air pollution. environmentalists file suit to stop Dow 
rotary kiln incinerator in Midland, Michigan 1469 

air pollution. particulate air quality standards likely to 
be revised following recent findings 3022 

apparel and textile industry efforts at environmental 
responsibility. trends and marketing 7695 

apparel manufacturing plants. Wrangler meets 
environmental responsibilities while sustaining 
economic viability 4653 

audit reports. various ways companies can protect 
themselves from disclosure 3843 

Avondale Mills, a leader in employee safety and 
environmental programs 6907 

biodegradable maize based fiber developed by 
Japanese firms 7104 

biogas residual slurry used for dye absorption 7781 
bioremediation uses microorganisms to break down 

pollutants in effluent and soil 6146 
Borden challenges Environmental Protection Agency 
hazardous waste handling regulations 4650 

bromoxynil. Department of Agriculture approved 
Calgene’s request to sell genetically engineered 
cotton 2323 

buildings designed, constructed, operated, 
— with regard to environmental safety 

buyer’s guide to environmental equipment, supplies, 
and services 8621 

C.A.L.1.C.0. boutique in Montreal designs, sells 
environmentally safe fashion 8310 

carpet recycling. thermal a better option that either 
down cycling or back to root 3014 

cause marketing in neckwear very successful 5251 
CDW opens $64 million finishing plant with $3 

million wastewater treatment system 1062 
CFC-113. environmental consequences of use in 
drycleaning 7521 

chemical engineering industry. performing 
environmental audits 2994 

chemical finishing. environmental concerns drive 
recent chemical finishing developments for cotton 
fabrics 7408 

chemical pretreatment and finishing, cellulose fibers. 
effect of processes on environment 3454 

chemical storage tanks, aboveground. testing, 
monitoring, maintenance to reduce environmental 
damage 2242 
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chemicals industry, environmentai care programs. 
review of participating United States textile 
companies 4685 

chemicals, textile. influence of new environmental 
and safety regulations 4654 

chlorinated chemicals. Canadian government 
implements comprehensive regulatory system 
controlling use 9391 

chlorofluorocarbons. bans in United States, Europe 
may be extended 2210 

chlorofluorocarbons. United States government 
cracks down on —. imports from Eastern 
Europe, Russia 903 

Clean Air Act Amendments. analysis of effect on 
textile rental industry 9384 

Clean Air Act radically reduces permissible levels of 
toxic substances in airborne emissions 3009 

Clean Air Act, 1990. occurrence of first interstate 
— in nitrogen oxides emissions allowances 

Clean Air Act. EPA calls for stricter controls on 
industrial sources of air pollution 5412 

color removal from dyehouse effluent. theoretical 
models and practical methods 4655 

commercial dye manufacturing technology. 
environmental issues related to development and 
use of textile dyes 4279 

compost, found to be effective in controlling soil 
borne pathogens and weed grasses, eliminates 
fungicides and fumigants 597 

cotton gins. Clean Air Act, implications of. solid 
waste minimization 6126 

cotton industry. environmental effects of growing, 
system processing, dyeing and finishing 9392 

cotton. metal content of various cottons measured 
with atomic absorption spectroscopy 3120 

data integration with production and inventory 
management systems 536 

detergents. Green movement forces industry to seek 
phosphate-free alternatives 1483 

directories. Chemical Week’s 1994 Environmental 
Services Directory 1464 

dissolution of cellulose for viscose yarn production 
decreases environmental pollution 809 

drycleaning machines. retrofitting dry to dry vented 
machines for spin containment and spin disc 
filtration 4402 

drycleaning solvents. effect of European Union 
regulations governing use of toxic organic 
compounds 3823 

drycleaning solvents. minimizing accidental release 
into the environment 5217 

drycleaning, safety of. EPA’s new program assists 
—" in developing safer products, processes 

drycleaning. EPA’s Dry Cleaning Project evaluates 
ways to reduce use of drycleaning solvents 
(Abstract) 6896 

drycleaning. Germany. regulations creating 
difficulties for unit shops 5966 

drycleaning. impact of environmental legislation, 
— on the drycleaning industry 5957 

drycleaning. perchloroethylene groundwater 
contamination amendments to Superfund proposed 
by industry 9419 
—-a pollution prevention checklist of areas of 
concern 591 

Du Pont conducts an active antipolluting policy 2988 
durable press. Thor Chemie’s Quecodur SLF Conc 
has very low level of formaldehyde 280 

dust wastes, cement kiln incinerators. Environmental 
— Agency evaluates potential hazard of 

DyeCare. product stewardship program of ETAD 
promotes safer industry practices 7381 

dyeing processes. Ciba-Geigy EnviroCare project 
conducts research and development to improve 
dyeing processes (Conf. Paper) 9062 

dyeing processes. DTNW and Ciba develop new, 
— process using supercritical carbonic gas 

dyeing. EPA regulations on environmental releases of 
toxic chemicals 2238 

dyers under pressure to provide environmentally 
friendly, affordable, functional, and fashionable 
dyes for apparel 343 

dyes. United States environmental regulations 
influence future research efforts of textile chemical 
suppliers 7338 

dyestuff industry pollution prevention guidance 
available through publication 7397 

eco-labeling. European Commission discusses 
acceptance criteria based on the life cycle of 
textile products 1482 

eco-labeling. recent history of standards in the 
European Union and the United States 9393 

ecologically responsible products. retail sales boom 
— Felissimo, Seventh Generation 

effluent discharge technology in the carpet industry 
of New Zealand. effects of environmental 
legislation 1485 

effluent generation, textile printing. influence of 
Ss control, materials handling techniques 

effluent regulations. 1987 Organic Chemicals, 
Plastics, and Synthetic Fibers Effluent Guideline 
Limitations 4686 

effluent regulations. Organic Chemicals, Plastics, and 
Synthetic Fibers Effluent Guideline Limitations 
[1987] 6141 

effluent treatment. EPA initiates effort to eliminate 
the use of chlorine during the treatment of wood 
pulp 4656 

electrochemical remediation to clean contaminated 
soils, groundwater in situ 5416 

Encouraging Environmental Excellence. 55 United 
States textile companies have joined program 6116 

environmental cost calculations for different textile 
products and methods 6899 

environmental health and safety (EHS). survey of 
medium sized United States companies with EHS 
programs 2995 / 

environmental product improvement strategies 5417 
Environmental Protection Agency newsletter for New 
England. recent environmental news 4651 

EPA guidelines for identifying toxic effluents 
affecting textile mills in many states 3814 

erosion control and overtoping protection for 
embankment dams using articulated concrete 
blocks 9265 ; 

Esprit apparel manufacturer practices social, 
environmental responsibility 2712 

Esprit develops line of fashion apparel whose : 
manufacture has low environmental impact, social 
benefits 1113 ‘ 

EU environmental. standards for imports are a 
challenge to Indian textile industry 3815 

EU. draft legislation takes decentralized approach to 
— policy. proposes special licensing 

European Community establishes commission to 
products that contribute to environmental 
preservation 1466 

European Environment Agency has none of the 
powers of the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency 1465 
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European Union legislation as it affects polymer 
dispersions and their application 6125 
— of unregistered insecticides from United 
comet Clinton administration proposes restrictions 

facility effluent monitoring plans for industries 
handling toxic chemicals, radioactive substances 
4657 6128 

Federal Pollution Prevention Act. effect on United 
States textile industry 3817 

FIA’s potential hindered by - - ate, regulatory, 
and institutional barriers 3816 

finishing. overview of German finishing company 
Engel that puts strong emphasis on environmental 
protection 9027 . 

finishing. Sandoz researchers analyze entire field of 
chemical finishing from ecological standpoint 6129 

finishing. Textile Institute in the United Kingdom 
sponsors seminar dealing with environmental 
problems of a stry 2217 

forecasts. Canadian ical Producers forecast 
pollution reductions of 64 percent in next three 
years 2218 

formaldehyde. methods to assess hazards of 
handling, processing formaldehyde containing 
fabrics 4658 

German conference on environment, research. 
summary of papers relevant to knitting sector 6898 

German eco-standard labels identify chemicals used 
to process and produce fabrics 1498 

Germany to adopt environmental standards for 
imports. affects on Indian textile industry 3818 

Germany. consumer protection organization demands 
— to textiles, industry response to demands 

Germany. strong environmental movement leads 
industry to improve environmental safety of 
products, processes 4678 

global dyestuff industry. future development to 
= ecological balance, develop safer products 

Great Britain. British law concerning water pollution. 
criminal and civil liability 4652 

Great Britain. textile finishing industry enjoys healthy 
growth in 1993. environmental problems threaten 
industry 1791 

Green products, overview. strong growth in 
production, consumption 2219. 

hazardous waste disposal, Ireland. industrialists clash 
— activists over new incinerator 

hazardous waste incineration. European Parliament 
expresses concern over European Union draft 
directive 2997 

hazardous waste on-site treatment alternatives. 
Catalytic Extraction. Waste Acid Detoxification. 
AlgaSorb Technology. Forger Sponge 7701 

hazardous waste processing. textile chemicals 
industry implements own waste minimization 
strategies, cuts demand for 1471 

hazardous waste. chemical industry proposes plan to 
oe cleanup efforts stalled by Superfund law 

hazardous waste. Clinton administration proposes 
banning exports to all countries except Canada, 
Mexico 2998 

Hydrochlorofluorocarbon production allowed under 
the Montreal Protocol may delay ozone layer 
recovery 2989 

hydrogen peroxide oxidation for municipal and 
— wastewater treatment (Conf. Paper) 

hydrogen peroxide oxidation in response to 
environmental emergencies (Conf. Paper) 6948 
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india. major causes and types of air pollution. 
contribution of textile industry 3819 

Indian government adopts new environmental 
regulations 3820 

indoor air quality (:AQ). EPA ranks poor |AQ as one 
of the four major health risks facing the general 
public 2212 

indoor air quality, carpets. awareness of floor 
——~ specifiers in top 200 carpet design firms 

indoor air quality, carpets. Environmental Protection 
Agency forms Building Air Quality Alliance 9386 

indoor air quality. building owners, managers taking 
a, steps to mitigate air quality problems 

industrial engineering. active materials flow 
= reduces pollution, increases profits 

industrial laundries faced with complex and 
conflicting environmental regulations 8639 

industrial laundries. cooperation with EPA urged 
during formulation of categorical pretreatment 
standards 1497 

International Organization for Standardization 
challenges European Union Management and Audit 
Scheme 2990 

Japanese manmade fiber industry. overview of 
contribution to world pollution, energy 
consumption 7772 

landfills. chemical, physical factors that influence 
— of methane by methanogenic bacteria 

landfills. performance evaluation of synthetically 
lined landfills 1475 

laundering firm White Rose Rental struggling to 
cme with regulations at plants in five states 

laundries. EPA pollution prevention project 
recommends waste minimization and pollution 
prevention 607 

legislation. Environmental Protection Agency 
considers ban against chlorine, chlorinated 
compounds 3010 

Lenzing efforts to meet environmental concerns and 
maintain market position 5614 

linen is notable for its environmental safety in 
—- dew retting, reactive dyeing, laundering 

management of environmental initiatives. 
environmental compliance costs skyrocketing with 
little payback 4659 

manufacturers of textile machines, dyes, and 
— introduce environmentally safe products 

Mayfair Mills adopts environmental preservation 
strategies 6909 

Miles Incorporated improves environmental 
—, through Responsible Care program 

monitoring systems. Sensidyne’s Gastec series of air 
detector tubes for drycleaning facilities 2812 

monofilament fibers manufacturers. EPA regulations 
on environmental releases of toxic chemicals 2239 

Montreal protocol bans CFCs by 1996, halons by 
1994, and HCFCs by 2030. discussion 593 

municipal solid waste management database. 
materials recovery and recycling technologies 
4660 6130 

natural dye production promoted in India 5854 
natural dyes. environmental appraisal of natural dye 
and synthetic dye use 3443 

natural gas vehicles operated by Iron City Uniform & 
Towel Service in Pennsylvania 568 
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natural rubber as plantation crop. cultivation of raw 
rubber has relatively little impact on the 
environment 7060 

New Zealand. new and proposed regulations 
overning industrial effluent examined, Resource 
anagement Act 617 

nickel coated graphite fibers. aquatic toxicity 2243 
nonhazardous solid waste treatment. 
recommendations for effective waste management 
programs 7777 

nonwoven fabric sector. EPA proposes new 
standards under Clean Air, Water Acts 2221 

organic compounds. evaluating hazard in aquatic 
environment 5418 

organic contaminants in soil treated by iron catalyzed 
oxidation of hydrogen peroxide (Conf. Paper) 6900 

overview of ecological issues in textile industry 4661 
passive remediation as a cost effective alternative at 

certain hazardous waste sites 7704 
PCSD provides forum for environmental groups, 
government, and industry to formulate consensus 
policy on sustained development 594 

personnel management. strategies to foster 
— awareness among textile employees 

pesticide packaging increases worker protection 
against agricultural pesticides 739 

pesticide spill in California charged under Superfund 
law, settlement totals record $40 million 3826 

Pitti Immagine Filati exhibition. Eco-Tex promotes 
—— of ISO 9000 environmental standards 

Poliution Engineering Buyer’s Guide/Locator Directory 
lists companies, products and services 595 

Pollution we weg a he 1994 Annual Guide to 
Environmental Software 2987 

pollution prevention as alternative to end of pipe 
compliance. Dundee Mills reengineers 
manufacturing plant 3827 

pollution prevention critical aim of EPA, requires 
cooperation with industry 598 

pollution prevention, waste minimization can help 
textile industry conserve materials and costs 9395 

pollution, consumer health and safety. National 
Academy of Sciences suggests EPA change risk 
assessment methodology 2222 

polymer aquatic risk assesment. recommendations 
oa a products testing of synthetic material 

Produktionsintegrierter Umweltschutz colloquium on 
reducing pollution at German textile finishing plants 
699 

recycled plastics used in production of new 
Strarensier polyester fabric 2715 

recycling and pollution control systems, German 
textile finishing industry 7705 

recycling textile waste. in future all textile waste, 
especially nonwovens waste, will be recovered, 
recycled 6938 

recycling, Alaska. poor recycling rate attributed to 
inexpensive disposal costs, distant recycling 
centers 5428 

recycling. analysis of package take-back legislation in 
— and its applicability to United States 

recycling. Minneapolis uses custom designed 
vehicles to facilitate 40,000 ton curbside recycling 
program 612 

recycling. United States textile industry doubles its 
solid waste recycling capability during 1988-1993 
period 1486 

regenerated cellulose fibers. environmentally safe 
processes for production (Abstract) 2411 
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regenerative design and sustainable development 
Book) 3828 

regulations, European Union. imposition of tougher 
controls on the shipping of hazardous chemicals at 
sea 2223 3000 

Regulatory Management. proactive, interdisciplinary 
7 ea solves environmental challenges (Book) 

remediation. Minnesota’s Agricultural Chemical 
Response and Reimbursement Account 4662 

renewable energy sources. national strategy needed 
to spur growth 3813 

reservoirs, lakes, ponds with barrier fabrics. effects 
on macroinvertebrates 3366 

reusable textiles for solid waste reduction. EPA’s 
WasteWise member companies targeted by TRSA 
campaign 7706 

Russian company Severny joins BTTG seeking advice 
on environmental issues, including effluent 
discharge into the Baltic 6531 

Safe Earth Enterprises’ Perconerator Safeguard 
System, a pollution control system for drycleaners 
(Trade Lit.) 3604 

safety regulations imposed by Se on 
importers, such as India. overview 7707 

seed oil mills to face broader environmental 
regulations in the future 3122 

service technologies. prognosis for United States 
=— mixed despite booming world market 

slime, sludge pollution indexes for natural bodies of 
water, wastewater 7 

smog. effects of atmospheric acidity upon 
economically significant materials 4646 6122 

soap and detergent industry. environmental concerns 
in the 1990s 1463 

soil contamination. overview of new technologies for 
soil cleanup 4663 

soil investigation equipment catalog, JMC, from 
Clements Association (Trade Lit.) 6791 

Southeast Asia. population, development strain 
~~ a, base, carrying capacity of environment 

standards adopted by European Union and the 
United States will affect imports of Indian textile 
products 3829 

’ Sustainable Environmental Economics and 
Management. basic principles of sustainable 
development (Book) 2992 

Texcare International 1994 will focus on 
environmental ——— to the textile cleaning 
and care industry 359 

textile chemical industry and environmental issues. 
= minimizing quantities used, recycling 

textile chemicals industry. Hamburg study rates 
three German companies poorly on environmental 
performance 1472 Y 

textile industry encouraged to take proactive 
approach to environmental problems 6901 

textile industry pollutants identified. alternatives 
discussed 4668 

textile industry, United States. textile mills begin to 
promote environmental responsibility 4664 

textile industry. ecological development. need for an 
open model of cooperation 690 

textile mills. simple and economical method of 
reducing effluent pollution 1499 

Textile Resource Conservation (TReC) project of 
AMTEX investigates recycling 9390 : 

Textile Resource Conservation project. review of 
AMTEX effort coordinated by Institute of Textile 
Technology 8630 
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toxicity, textile chemicals. Dutch Risk Assessment 
System for New Chemicals (DRANC) 2244 5430 

Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). Environmental 
Protection Agency _ doubling number of 
chemicals on list 3 

Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). Environmental 
Protection Agency proposes to radically expand the 
TRI 1468 

Toxics Release Inventory. in 1992 chemical 
manufacturers released 1.54 billion pounds of toxic 
chemicals 3821 

Toxics Release Inventory. releases from chemical 
manufacturers decreased 38 percent during 
1987-1992 period 3822 

United States Clean Air Act Amendments. provisions 
that impact oilseed industry 7690 

Uzbekistan. changes in cotton growing conditions 
due to drainage of Aral Sea are drastic 734 

value of environmental quality calculated by demand 
duality theory 4590 

volatile organic emissions, carpets. Air Quality 
Sciences environmental test chamber for analysis 
of 6835 

waste management, landfill leachates. effect on 
contamination of groundwater (Abstract) 6903 

Waste Reduction for Pollution Prevention. ways to 
reduce overhead costs, meet regulatory compliance 
(Book) 2993 ; 

waste reduction programs at Polaroid try to reduce 
waste by 50 percent in five years 4665 

waste treatment, cellulosic wastes. microbial 
incubation — carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide 
gases 939 

waste treatment, decolorization of dyehouse effluent 
with chlorine and ozone 4296 

waste treatment. Clean Water Company develops 
procedure for the removal of colorants from 
finishing effluent 9416 

waste treatment. detoxification of polychlorobiphenyl 
via —— with tetrabutyl orthotitanate 
5419 6131 

waste treatment. online spillage detector for effluent 
treatment systems from lonic Limited 3013 3841 

wastewater regulations. history of legislation in 
United States since the 1930s 942 

wastewater regulations. when dumping wastes in 
sink, og _——— must comply with 
regulations 77 

wastewater supplies. buyer’s guide to companies, 
roducts, services for water pollution control 

industries 6904 
wastewater treatment and recycling. Thetford 
way Cycle-Let system for recycling flushwater 
(Trade Lit.) 6942 

wastewater treatment by ozonation. design process 
for ozonation wastewater treatments systems 
(Conf. Paper) 6951 

wastewater treatment. chemical oxidation to 
enhance biological treatment (Conf. Paper) 6945 

wastewater treatment. state of the art technologies 
— — for wastewater treatment (Book) 

wastewater. ozonation and other AOPs show 
promise in treatment 3851 

water pollution. European Union ministers propose 
= controls on groundwater contaminants 

water pollution. production integrated measures 
reduce emissions at German dyeing and printing 
plants 7708 

water quality. bioassays use live organisms to 
evaluate effluent quality 1504 
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water treatment. hydrogen peroxide oxidation for 
treatment of industrial process and contaminated 
groundwater (Conf. Paper) 6947 

water, wastewater. standard methods of 
examination (Book) 3003 

wet processing in the year 2000. overcoming 
setbacks of previous decade 2592 

White House’s Office of Environmental Policy 
director Kathleen McGinty interviewed 2216 

wool dye activation apeneye cuts harmful effluent 
ny by achieving two colors from one dye bath 

ENZYMES (see also other headings, such as DESIZING, 
DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS) 

aliphatic copolyesterethers. effect of chemical 
structure on enzymatic hydrolysis 756 

amylase, Bombyx mori silkworms. enzymatic 
properties of digestive isozymes 4776 

BioPolishing enzymatic finish for cellulosic textiles. 
hydrolysis of cellulose fibers for slight loss of 
resistance 1074 

BioPolishing is enzyme finishing method for knit or 
woven cellulosic fabrics 508 

BioPolishing with cellulase enzyme to give a soft 
hand 7342 

BioPolishing, a controlled enzymatic hydrolysis of 
cellulosic fabrics 1837 

catalases. peroxide neutralization with Novo Nordisc 
enzyme products 8147 

cellulase enzyme finishing methods. measuring 
cellulase activity 7410 

cellulase enzymes for stone washing and 
biopolishing. processing parameters 7418 

cellulase enzymes. advantages for achieving the 
stressed look in apparel 1079 

cellulase hydrolysis of cotton. factors influencin 
hydrolysis. applications of enzyme hydrolysis 5874 

cellulase treatment effects on catalytic hydrolysis of 
cotton fabrics examined 2679 

cellulase treatment of cotton fabric. inhibitory effect 
of surfactants on cellulase catalytic reaction 9076 

cellulase treatment of knit fabrics to improve 
appearance and fabric hand 3455 

cellulase used when stone washing denim 5089 
cellulase. palladium complexes analyze effect of 

cellulase enzyme binding on cellulose fibers 7802 
cellulases used to enzymatically deink cellulose 

fabric. correlation with surface friction 3458 
cellulases. comparison of finishing results using acid 
and neutral cellulases 2670 

deinking cellulose with cellulase, hemicellulase. 
paper, cotton fabric substrates 8622 

denim ve eg stone washing combined with 
biofinishing 6600 

detergents. effect on quality of wastewater from 
laundries 4666 

detergents. enzyme versus nonenzyme in 
commercial operations 397 

endoglucanase pretreatment on cotton fabric. effect 
on cellulase hydrolysis (Abstract) 2671 

exhibition titled Detergents: Global Perspectives 
includes manufacturers of surfactants, enzymes, 
bleaches 1018 

finishing treatments, especially biofinishing. 6601 
finishing, cellulosic fabrics. biopolishing hydrolysis 
_— imparts smooth hand, glossy appearance 

Sree improve hysteresis of jute, mesta 

hydrolysis of cotton, linen, ramie, and viscose rayon 
fabrics 5090 

imidazolinones act on specific plant growth enzyme 
and lead to reduced herbicide use 3004 
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Indian group Supertex, Novo Nordisk bringing bio 
po : ly enzymes into domestic textile industry 

intelligent enzyme treatments for protein fibers. 
proteases, lipases, lipoprotein lipases 2672 

lipolase. lipolytic behavior with cotton fabrics soiled 
with lipids. effect of surfactant 1240 

microbiological degradation. effect of irradiation on 
enzymatic digestion of cellulosic wastes 7778 

phospholipase A stimulation in response of alveolar 
macrophages to cotton tannin (Conf. Paper) 6915 

polymerization using hydrolysis enzymes as catalysts 
for producing ——- and polyesters 
(Conf. Paper) 3195 

Sandoz’s Bactosol AP Liquid biocatalyst removes 
— peroxide from cotton prior to dyeing 

silkworm Bombyx mori. enzymatic properties of 
digestive juices 3959 

Streptomyces Fradiae Proteasa. application to wool 
fiber to reduce felting 6599 

surfactant detergents. en atic synthesis of 
monosaccharide fatty acid esters 2601 4230 

surfactant detergents. lipase catalyzed synthesis of 
—ee in a continuous bioreactor 2603 

— of protein fibers reviewed and discussed 

XY-protease in detergent proves to be an effective 
stain removing agent 1249 

, such as 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES) 

anilines. bulk polymerization using acidic surfactant 
dopants (Conf. Paper) 3185 

antistatic fiber from Kimberly Clark enhances safety, 
bore properties of nonwoven surgical fabrics 

BASF’s Resistat conductive fiber has conductive 
outer sheath of nylon impregnated with carbon 
particles 44 

bromine, iodine intercalated carbon fibers. method to 
. remove intercalates 7082 
carbon based. electrophysical properties depend 
more on the method of fabrication than on 
composition 763 

carbon fiber synthesis by electrodeposition of 
nonaqueous solvents with carbon tetrachloride 
(Abstract) 6265 

Du Pont P-140, electrostatically conductive carbon 
core surrounded by nylon sheathing 45 

electroactive polymers. oxidative polymerization 
synthesis process (Conf. Paper) 3191 

electroconductive fibers. determination of critical 
conductivity 2409 

fabric conducts electric current. construction, 
applications 3346 

glass epoxy copper clad laminates. surface 
roughness, failure related to drilling 5754 

heating panels obtained from electrically conductive 
fabrics 6482 

organic compounds with —- transfer complexes. 
synthesis, conductivity 507 

poly(2,5-furan-diylvinylene). semiconductor synthesis 
via polycondensation of 
5-methylfuran-2-carbaldehyde 3199 4007 

polyaniline is important raw material in production of 
manmade fibers. literature review 7134 

polyaniline melt processable polymer blends with 
increased conductivity (Conf. Paper) 3206 
—— conductivity of freestanding polyaniline 

films after thermal aging 5011 
polyaniline. production, characterization of fibers 
made from polyaniline 8771 
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ae. production, characterization of fibers 

polyester fibers. electroconductivity increased b 
blending with carbon black (Conf. Paper) 878 

polypyrrole coated fabrics. adation rate of 
conductivity (Conf. Paper) 3336 

polypyrrole coated textiles. degradation kinetics of 
conductivity (Abstract) 2546 

PTFE fibers from W.L. Gore now available in 
electrically conductive form 7947 

Versicon, a conductive form of polyaniline 
complexed with an organic sulfonic acid (Conf. 
Paper) 3183 

, see ENVIRONMENT, INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING, INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND 
SAFETY, LEGISLATION, NOISE, PERSONNEL 
MANAGEMENT. 

Esterification, see CHEMICAL MODIFICATION. 

Evenness of yarns, see YARN QUALITY, UNIFORMITY. 

EXHIBITIONS (see also other headings, such as 
CONFERENCES) 

1993 OTEMAS features more than 500 exhibitors 
from 21 countries 569 

AATCC 1994 International Conference and 
exhibition preview 8130 

Achema 1994 chemical engineering show in 
Frankfurt. exhibition directory 6192 

Achema 1994 exhibition. equipment manufacturers 
for the manmade fibers industry 8727 

Achema 1994 for chemical as industry. 
new products and services descri 5408 

Achema 1994. Fleissner manmade fiber, nonwoven 
fabric machinery promotes energy saving, 
recycling 5409 

Achema 1994. Fleissner unveils high tech flow 
through drums for paper, nonwovens 
manufacturing 6875 

Achema 1994. Polytetra Draack + Meyer unveils 
Polytetrafion roller covers 6511 

Achema 1994. Reemay Incorporated displays 
complete line of nonwoven filtration products 6505 

Achema exhibition in Frankfurt, Germany. Fleissner 
a its manmade fiber production program 

area rugs. buying brisk at Summer Area Rug Market 
— new designs by leading manufacturers 

Art of Savoir Vivre: Dress Etiquette in the 19th 
Century held at McCord Museum of Canadian 
History 5231 as 

Atlanta 1994. area rugs now exclusive exhibitors. 
wens toward upholstered boarders, room displays 

Atlanta Apparel Mart. retailers order immediate 
a. apparel for holiday, spring 1995 seasons 

Atlanta Home Furnishings and Area Rug Market 
1994. new offerings in area rugs 9269 

Atlanta Rug Market 1994 exhibition. review of 
i from commercial carpet manufacturers 

Atlantic Summer Carpet Market. Milliken unveils 
Patterns for Living, a collection of 40 stock 
erp units 6763 ; : 

ATME-! 1992. few innovative introductions, good 
business, organization of exhibits, European 
exhibits 570 : 

ATME-i 1993. Bonas high speed ASJ electronic 
jacquard used in manufacture of broadcloth 3305 
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ATME-| 1993. Calemard exhibits its Athena slitting 
machine 3327 

ATME-| 1993. Chemnitzer’s Type 4315/2 double 
rapier loom for weaving carpets 3288 

ATME-i 1993. Dornier exhibits looms, Quick Style 
hanger — 3289 3 : 

ATME-i 1993. exhibition review. machine design 
trends 3798 : 

ATME-! 1993. Jakob Mueller’s range of needle, slit 
looms, warping machines, electronically controlled 
pogere 3274 

ATM -| 1993. Lawson Hemphill exhibits high speed, 
automatic Yarn Count Analyzer 3731 

ATME-i 1993. Nuova Vamatex’s negative, positive 
gripper looms, air jet loom 

a -1 1993. non alg exhibit of gripper 
looms, oy loom : 

ATME-! 1993. Sohler exhibits novel cleaning systems 
for weaving mills 3304 

ATME-! 1993. Staeubli’s shedding machines for use 
in manufacture of high weight fabrics 3302 

ATME-| 1993. Sulzer ti exhibits looms, Quick 
oe —— system 3294 

ATME-! 1993. Zeliweger Uster exhibits warring 
machines, monitoring systems for weaving 3303 

Autumn Interstoff 1993. overview of world’s largest 
apparel fabric show 2462 

BATMAN show moves away from mom-and-po 
retailers, focuses on major apparel chains 1901 

BATMAN show. men’s tailored apparel 
manufacturers expect big bookings. design, color, 
fabric trends 2044 

BATMAN show. outerwear manufacturers expect big 
bookings 2045 

Best of British Design (Hong Kong). women’s apparel 
fashions 2265 

Big and Tall Men’s Apparel Needs Show (BATMAN). 
review of spring 1995 fashions 6730 

Bobbin Contexpo develops international network to 
simplify doing business in the Americas 2733 

Bobbin Contexpo exhibit for apparel manufacturers in 
Mexico, Latin America, South America, and 
Caribbean 5124 

Bobbin Show 1993. design, tracking, and 
ee ang gy) ype y developments 1902 

Bobbin Show 1993. developments in sewing 
gee and accessories 519 

Bobbin Show 1993. sewing machinery and computer 
aided design systems dominate exhibition 1230 

Bobbin Show 1994 expects increased attendance 
due to AAMA conference 8359 

Bobbin Show 1994. Computer Aided Fabric 
Evaluation project 8601 

Bobbin ba 1 — firms neat oes. : 
spreading machinery to offset growing shortage o 
skilled aoe 8341 ng 

Bobbin Show 1994. influence of technical 
developments and improved economy 8246 

Bobbin Show 1994. men’s wear interlining coated 
with Full Range Fusible agent 8975 

Bobbin Show 1994. new ergonomic chair design 
from BioFit Engineered Seating 9371 

Bobbin Show 1994. new sewing machines from Jet 
Sew Technologies 9187 

Bobbin Show 1994. new sewing, cutting machines 
from Clinton Industries 9185 

Bobbin Show 1994. new sewing, cutting machines 
from Union Special Corporation 9192 

Bobbin Show 1994. number of fabric exhibitors, 
range of specialty fabrics has increased 
dramatically 7999 

Bobbin Show 1994. preview of offerings from 
interlining manufacturers 8360 
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Bobbin Show 1994. preview of straight, round knife 
fabric cutting and spreading machinery 8340 

Bobbin Show 1994. preview of trends in = 
aided design for apparel manufacturing 840 

Bobbin Show 1994. production control methods for 
streamlining _ manufacturing 8409 

Bobbin Show 1994. software, hardware innovations 
in computer aided design, computer aided 
manufacturing 8292 

Bobbin Show 1994. three new blindstitch sewing 
machines from J. Strobel und Sohne 9186 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1993. review of 
products 1208 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1993. sewing 
machinery reviewed 1221 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. directory of 
companies participating in Fabric Connection 7471 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. Part Two. 
list of companies and their products 7473 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. preview 
focuses on format of exhibition 7472 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. preview of 
oe from leading machinery manufacturers 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention technology 
reviewed by Atlanta Consulting International 357 

CAD at IMB 1993 reviewed. exhibitors, trends 6653 
CAD Expo 1994, Yarn Fair International. seminars on 
CAD use by the textile, apparel industries 9341 

CAD Expo 1994. apparel manufacturers display 
intense interest in upcoming New York show 7498 

CAD Expo 1994. knitting machinery manufacturers 
launch V-bed flat machines, enhanced CAD 
systems 8942 

CAD Expo 1994. new CAD systems exhibited by 
a. Infomax, Investronica, Lectra 9340 

CAD Expo 1994. participants displaying CAD 
systems increased from 20 in 1993 to 30 in 
[1994] 8819 

CAD systems exhibited at 1993 Bobbin Show 
indicate trend towards automation in apparel 
manufacturing 1194 

CAD systems for fashion designing at IMB 1993 
reviewed 3563 

California Trade Mart. review of 1994 California 
— Preview Designer of the Year awards 

California Trade Mart. review of 1994 California 
Collections Preview Rising Star awards 8223 

carpet exhibitions. Atlanta summer market to feature 
new products by many manufacturers 6045 

CarpeTech 1994 exhibition features equipment for 
carpet gy 4925 

CarpeTech 1994. exhibition of rug, carpet 
machinery, equipment 5674 

CarpeTech 1994. exhibitors and products displayed 
listed alphabetically 6390 

carpets and floor coverings firms exhibit at 
International Hotel/Motel & Restaurant Show 454 

CarpetTech 1994. first textile machinery exhibition 
devoted primarily to carpet manufacturers 5299 

China hosts 1994 International Man-Made Fiber 
Conference and International Exhibition for 
Nonwovens 7861 

CITME 1994. directory of companies in yarn, fabric 
forming sectors 9376 

CITME 1994. overview of exhibits of machinery, 
equipment 8612 

CITME 1994. overview of exhibits. extensive 
product descriptions for over 50 companies 8609 

CITME 1994. preview of a from leading 
textile machinery suppliers 9375 
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CITME 1994. review of CAD equipment from 
Investronica for pattern design, grading, marker 
making 9160 

Clothiers men’s wear exhibition (Chicago) sponsored 
7 + aay Corporation, Apparel Buyers Coalition 

Collections Premieren Dusseldorf. apparel designers 
emphasize relaxed looks for spring/summer 1995 
season 6703 

Cologne Mobelmesse furniture exhibition 
demonstrates trends in upholstery fabrics, other 
home furnishing fabrics 8999 

Como. necktie fabrics, fashion trends as influenced 
by art, history, culture 2865 

Computers in Clothing and Garment Pack 1994 
Show Guide 9126 

Dallas April 1994 Mega-Market. men’s wear 
dominated by western styles, colored denim, 
textured sweaters 4441 

Decorex. ethnic patterns dominate, HFD reviews high 
end furnishing fabrics 192 

Designers’ Collective 1994. retailers predict 
— growth in men’s wear through next year 

Detergents: Global Perspectives exhibition includes 
— of surfactants, enzymes, bleaches 

Domotex 1994 carpeting and floor coverings 
exhibition. review 3685 

Domotex 1994 exhibits new carpet and — products 
for European market. exhibition review 4354 

Domotex 1994 has increased attendance but fewer 
broadioom sales 6770 

Domotex 1994. design trends move readily across 
international borders. summary of styles, colors, 
textures, patterns 2099 

Domotex 1994. flatwoven, needlepoint, pile fabrics 
dominated by conventional designs, colors 4481 

Domotex 1994. style and color trends, regional 
differences in Europe and United States 3675 

Domotex has strong attendance, sales because of 
innovations 3686 

eastern German knitwear firms at 7th Leipziger 
Modemesse 8858 

European apparel shows. attendance increases in 
1993 due to more favorable prices 1903 

European yarn and fabric exhibitions. review of 
spring/summer 1993 events 6391 

Expo Nonwovens Asia 1994. machinery from 
Hergeth Hollingsworth, Kanematsu 4911 

Expo Nonwovens Asia, held in Tokyo during March 
1994. review 4913 

Expofil 1994. yarns for Autumn/Winter 1995-1996 
season. types, uses, availability 6386 

Expotecnia 1994. review of CAD, CAM, CIM 
— from Investronica for apparel conversion 

ExpoTela textile exhibition in Mexico City. United 
— manufacturers seek market gains in Mexico 

ExpoTela. exhibitors gain competitive access to the 
Mexican market under the aegis of NAFTA 3524 

fabric design. profiles of Expofil, Interstoff, Premiere 
Vision includes fall and winter 1995 fashion 
previews 4978 

fabrics. buyers cautious at Surtex94 fabric design 
exhibition 577 

Fall Home Furnishings Market 1994. variety of 
product introductions across a wide range of price 
points 8305 

Fashion Apparel Fair in Pakistan. business hurt by 
increasing cotton prices 7006 
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Fashion Center summer 1994 market in San 
Francisco. natural fiber apparel below $50 popular. 
trends 2046 

Fashion Exports/New York sponsors small to medium 
eveningwear manufacturers’ participation at Igedo 

fashion. 24th Hong Kong Fashion Week attracts 814 
exhibitors from 24 countries 5983 

fashion. Gianni Versace. and other Milanese 
designers threaten to move their shows to Paris or 
New York 5170 

fashion. Hong yore Panam Development Council to 
introduce an exhibition for spring, summer 
collections 4418 

fashion. retrospective exhibition in Florence features 
designs of Ottavio and Rosita Missoni 7562 

Filtech Europe 1993 international conference, 
exhibition on technical filtration 971 

FLOR exhibition in Brussels features machine made 
rugs from around the world 9262 

Fridaywear crucial 7 at 1994 MAGIC 8484 
Heimtextil 1993. natural fiber and eco-labeling trends 
5919 

Heimtextil 1994 home furnishings exhibition review 

Heimtextil 1994. review of premier European trade 
show for the home furnishings industry 4499 

Heimtextil America exhibition features home 
—-s products and manufacturing equipment 

Heimtextil America will focus on linking United 
States fabric manufacturers with Latin American 
retailers 4484 

Heimtexti! America. preview of combined home 
textile fair and convention 6778 

Heimtextil America. wall covering market targeted at 
Latin American countries. traditional designs 
popular 5168 

Heimtextil increases floorspace. listing of product 
groups in hall. map of exhibition grounds 1150 

Heimtextil. classic fabric — lead the way. 
patterns, styles, colors 175 

Hi-Per Fab 1994 exhibition will feature exhibits from 
nonwovens industry 7215 

Hi-Per Fab 1994. first international exhibition for 
Southeast Asian nonwovens industry. preview 137 

Hi-Per Fab industrial fabrics exhibition scheduled for 
September 5-7, 1994, in Singapore 4088 

Hi-Tech conference and exhibit. preview of 
conference proceedings and exhibitors 4992 

holiday and resort apparel market 1994 held in San 
— focuses on eco friendly casualwear 

Holiday Mini-Market. emphasis on Thanksgiving, 
— and Hanukah. patterns, colors, themes 

home furnishing fabric manufacturers exhibit at 1994 
international Fashion Fabrics show. sales to 
apparel companies growing 4 

Home Textile Market 1994 includes several new 
ideas in decorative pillows designs 4535 
—- Market April 1994 bath fashion trends 

Home Textile Market, spring 1994, marked by 
— in country living patterns, soft fabrics 

Home Textiles Market for April 1994 features earthy 
and natural trends 4485 

Home Textiles Market, Pillowtex focuses on basic 
bedding assortment 464 

Home Textiles Market. Riverdale focuses on 
— Cottage decorative pillow collection 
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Hosiery js arco cae antes Hosiery Group 
displa designs 2870 
— powy Promiate Vision feature apparel fabrics 
with twisted yarns and crepe weaves 3351 

IFAI 1993 fabric and equipment show complex in 
rev Colorado, sports multiconed fabric roof 

igedo Dessous and Beach show 1994 attracts United 
States innerwear and swimwear manufacturing 
companies in —_ p effort 8296 

Igedo Dessous shows wide range of underwear, 
foundation garments, homewear, swimwear 2827 

IHE 1994 and the International Conference of 
Hosiery Manufacturers. exhibit and meeting 
eviews 4363 

IHE 1994 breaks all records. overview of major 
issues, product innovations 5726 

IHE 1994 participants offer new technologies to 
stimulate slow sales 4141 

IHE 1994 participants report stagnant hosiery sales 
but increasing sock sales. exhibition review 4067 

IHE 1994. developments in hosiery sector. joint 
reese and new equipment for manufacturers 

IHE 1994. directory of participating exhibitors 3514 
IHE 1994. hosiery machine designs emphasize 
~~ , variety 4144 

lH . manufacturers will show machines with 
high versatility, capability to produce high quality 
hosiery 4142 

IHE 1994. review of offerings from over 300 
exhibitors 4143 

IHE 1996. National Association of Hosiery 
Manufacturers schedules event at new Charlotte 
Convention Center 9142 

IHE exhibition to be held in conjunction with the 
— Conference of Hosiery Manufacturers 

IHE hosiery machinery exhibition. offerings from 
— machine manufacturers dominate show 
57 

IHFM. fabrics, upholstery. casual, more relaxed look 
oe in comfort furniture 4537 
IMB 1993 show unexpectedly successful 3515 
IMB 1993, sewing machinery. developmental trends, 
detailed profiles of company offerings 3569 

IMB 1993. attendance is poor. review of sewing 
machines 1960 

IMB 1993. brief overview. attendance, trends in 
CAD, technology, sewing machines 2734 

IMB 1993. CAD system developments from Shima 
Seiki, CDi, Alexis Solutions, Lectra, Gerber 1199 

IMB 1993. CAD, sewing, and pressing equipment 
review 1187 

IMB 1993. computer aided systems for pattern 
—— ing displayed 3550 

IMB 1993. developments in textile making up sector. 
management systems, software, machinery, 
CAD/CAM systems 5199 

IMB 1993. information systems technology 571 
IMB 1993. ironing machinery, auxiliary equipment 
from Brisay, Hoffman, Sussman, and Veit 5970 

IMB 1993. machinery that decreases production time 
by oe operations 1186 

IMB 1993. machinery, technologies that represent 
significant advance in apparel manufacture 1185 

IMB 1993. needs of international apparel industry. 
pr ement, productivity seminars 1099 

IMB 1993. overview. major focus was computer 
technology 1188 

IMB 1993. participation, seminars, and number of 
exhibits. general review 1145 

IMB 1993. profile of automatic cutting machinery, 
related auxiliary equipment 5195 
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IMB 1993. reviews mixed, emphasis is on basic 
technology 365 
a b -_ sewing machinery development trends 

IMB 1993. sewing machines displayed reveal three 
major new trends 3564 

Index 1993. new technologies for thermal bonding 
nonwovens. Mohr and Caidik hot air installation 
4964 

India-ITME 1992. Textile Trends reviews shuttle and 
shuttleless looms 154 

Inprints NY Show. review of fall.1994 and holiday 
1995 printed fabrics 64 

inprints NY, The Print Show. fabric design 
exhibitions featured multi-ethnic influences 1744 

Inter-Jeans 1994. denim apparel manufacturers 
modify their designs only subtly 2866 

Interfloor 1994 attracts company’s from Europe and 
the United States. style trend toward patterns. 
polypropylene popular 6753 

interfloor exhibition features exhibits by carpet, rug, 
floor coverings, fiber, and equipment 
manufactures, 7468 

International Fabric Show 1994. review of color 
swatch cards presented at 4977 

International Fashion Boutique Show. Fashion Week 
tie-in increases sales by 10 percent 9088 

International Fashion Fabric Exhibition 1995. fall 
os fashions emphasize textures, warm colors 

International Home Furnishings Market 1993. custom 
rug programs expanded by — 336 

International Home Furnishings Market 1994 trend in 
rugs toward casual and informal looks 4486 

International Home Furnishings market 1994. rug 
showroom displays new innovations in display and 
consumer education 6771 

International Hosiery Exhibition 1994. important 
exhibits and new equipment 8847 

International Hosiery Exposition 1994. consumers 
rey higher quality yarns, more use of spandex 

International Hosiery Exposition 1994. exhibition 
— machinery, auxiliary equipment for socks 

international Jeanswear & Sportswear 1994 show. 
profile 9216 

International Knitting Arts Exhibition 1994. new 
— embroidery machines from Shima Seiki 

international Plastics Exposition and Conference 
1994. carpet industry begins to emphasize fiber 
extrusion 9120 

International Textile + Shoe Industries Exhibition 
scheduled for September 1994 in Lithuania 6177 

Interplan. contract carpet trade show held in NYC 
was a big success 8290 

Interstoff 1993. fabric trends include textured 
effects, blends with spandex, buttons, and vibrant 
colors 2552 

Interstoff 1994. over 22,000 apparel manufacturers, 
dealers, and designers participate 6019 

Interstoff 1994. overview of yarn types, color 
palettes for 1995-1996 fall/winter season 5626 

Interstoff exhibition for 1994. review of design and 
price trends 5775 

Interstoff International Fabric Show. purity, 
seduction, exotic, optimistic themes for 
spring/summer 1995 season 6484 

Interstoff. spring 1995 fabric styles emphasize loose, 
flowing lines 4899 
— United States participation on the rise 
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Intimate Apparel Salon 1994 emphasized white and 
cosmetic colors 6693 

Intimate Apparel Show. buyers seek quality and 
comfort above all 6617 

intimate apparel. bras, corsets, cotton knit sleepwear 
at August 1994 Intimate Apparel Salon 6695 

IPSO 1993-Autumn exhibit in Germany. data on 
exhibitors, visitors, products, orders 356 

Italian Metamorphosis cultural exhibition. Saks Fifth 
—— sells fashion tie-ins by Italian designers 

Italian trade fairs expect improved attendance in 
1994. good exchange rates, organizational 
changes should boost foreign attendance 1523 

ITMA. CEMATEX considers changes to organization, 
— and content of exhibition 7672 

Japan Silk Fair 1994. silk, rayon vendors cite weak 
dollar-yen exchange rate for poor business 8879 

Japanese Wool Textile Exhibition 1994. review of 
apparel fabrics for fall/winter fashion season 8018 

JIAM 1993. sewing machines reviewed by African 
Textiles 373 

Kind und Jugend International Baby and Teenager 
Fair in Germany. profile of fashion trends on 
display 5239 

knitwear. 1994 Design in Knitwear Exhibition 
features woolen collections 3652 

Leicester Textile Machinery show. Kennedy 
Wagstaff’s linking units for straight bar knitting 
machinery 6461 

linen. International Linen Promotion show features 
role and importance of linen in society 126 

Lyon Mode City 1994 trade show of intimate 
apparel, swimwear, and fabrics 8451 
a 1994 plans for major Northeast retailers 

MAGIC 1994 plans for Southeastern men’s wear 
retailers 7540 

MAGIC 1994. neckwear and accessories high on 
department stores buying lists 2736 

MAGIC 1994. neckwear styles 8486 
MAGIC 1994. olive is expected to by the most 

. popular color for suits 7541 
MAGIC 1994. Retailers attend show with up to 40 
percent Open-to-but for spring 2735 

MAGIC 1994. young men’s apparel, trend toward 
dressier styles 8485 

MAGIC 1994. Young men’s ag market in 1994 
will depend on outdoor looks 283 

MAGIC. early show schedule and cold weather 
should boost sales of men’s outerwear 2012 

MAGIC. fleeced and napped fabrics, athletic wear, 
sportswear, casual wear 2078 

MAGIC. manufacturers of men’s tailored yeas | 
place heavy orders at recent Las Vegas show 2077 

men’s wear, New York City. spring 1995 collections 
unveiled during July 1994 at 25 shows 6708 
— market. summary of new products 

Milan and Pitti Immagine Uomo shows rescheduled 
due to Italian holiday. attendance up dramatically 
despite shakeup 1905 

Milan shows emphasize sensuous, tactile, and 
textured fabrics for fall 1994 men’s wear 2003 

Milanovendemoda. overview of trends in women’s 
fashions 6737 

Mode Homme in Montreal. spring 1995 men’s 
apparel styles, color palettes 5248 

MORI/ORICA 1994 shows. ethnic, European, floral 
designs popular 8514 

Murata’s winding, splicing, spinning, twisting, and 
crimping machines at OTEMAS 1993 exhibit 4637 

NAMSB 1994. rugged looks in both leather and 
fabric dominate reorders 9256 

125 

NAMSB Show October 1994. vendors predict strong 
— will be rugged three-quarter length jackets 

NAMSB Show. good amount of bookings divided 
between spring and fall lines. outerwear, young 
men’s and contemporary 3619 

NAMSB. retailers place orders for cold weather caps, 
vests, and some spring accessories 2079 

National Retail Federation Convention. CEOs predict 
gains in men’s wear sales this year 2080 

NeoCon ‘94. preview of largest commercial home 
furnishings exhibition in North America 6039 

NeoCon 1994 exhibition. review of offerings from 
commercial carpet manufacturers 7469 

NeoCon 1994. over 500 companies exhibit carpets, 
commercial interior furnishings 7579 

New York Bridal Apparel show. preview of October 
1994 exhibition 8471 

New York Bridal Apparel. participants report increase 
in retail sales versus [1993] 8470 

New York designers choose alternatives to Bryant 
Park tents for apparel show 9132 

New York Home Textiles Market, novelty patterns 
— bed covering, table linens reviewed 

New York Home Textiles Show. unexpected 
classification of sleepwear in home fashions 
market 6698 ~- 

New York Premier Collection attendance down due 
to weather, retailers praise show 2704 

Nonwovens Americas 1994. review of nonwovens 
industry in Central/South America, Mexico, United 
States 8866 

Opus Anglicanum. Whalley Abbey vestments made 
from early Italian velvets with orphreys of English 
embroidery 9218 

oriental rugs. National Oriental Rug Show. color and 
design trends, imports 2095 

OTEMAS 1993 exhibition. exhibits of yarn 
manufacturing equipment. exhibition review 3806 

OTEMAS 1993 features diverse machinery. exhibit 
review 4623 

OTEMAS 1993 features ee and knitting 
equipment. exhibition review 3799 

OTEMAS 1993 a and dyeing technology 
innovations lacking 1790 

OTEMAS 1993 grows in prominence with 
ascendancy of Asian textile industry 4639 

OTEMAS 1993 ‘aes of products from various 
companies 57 

OTEMAS 1993 preview. exhibit expands A F 
av in response to industry growth in Asia 
74 ‘ 

OTEMAS 1993. African Textiles previews offerings 
from Nippon Mayer, Benninger, WestPoint, Uster 
and others 572 

OTEMAS 1993. APM Automatismi’s VIK range of 
computer controlled flat bed knitting machines 
1726 4151 

OTEMAS 1993. Delta, Omni air jet looms from 
Picanol 6432 ; Fae 

OTEMAS 1993. developments in dyeing, printing 
and finishing. developments in automatic process 
monitoring and control 5020 : ; 

OTEMAS 1993. developments in knitting. overview 
yo circular, and warp knitting technologies 
4 

OTEMAS 1993. developments in weaving. formation 
of looped pile, new shed device, technology for 
rapid changeovers 4933 ; ; 

OTEMAS 1993. fiber and yarn testing machinery 
from Siegfried Peyer 6817 

OTEMAS 1993. Fleissner monofilament takeup 
mechanism for fiber extrusion lines 1653 4019 
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OTEMAS 1993. int ted eave systems from 
the Saurer Textile Group 6370 

OTEMAS 1993. Kurabo exhibits color harmony 
system, other products 1832 

oO AS 1993. laminated fabric manufacturing 
systems from Machtex Holland 6468 

18) AS 1993. machinery preview 228 
OTEMAS 1993. machinery reviewed 587 
OTEMAS 1993. Malimo series of stitch knit 
machines for glass fibers and yarns 1724 4150 

OTEMAS 1993. narrow fabric looms from Muller of 
Switzerland 6436 

OTEMAS 1993. new bale opening machinery, 
— equipment from Hergeth Hollingsworth 

OTEMAS 1993. new Ly omy from British Textile 
Machinery Association Group 6887 

OTEMAS 1993. new knitting equipment exhibited by 
leading manufacturers 2497 

OTEMAS 1993. no major technological 
developments, trend toward simpler machines 
2970 

OTEMAS 1993. overview of exhibition with 
emphasis on spinning, weaving 7673 

OTEMAS 1993. performance contest between high 
yr] Japanese air jet and European rapier looms 

OTEMAS 1993. quality control ame, textile 
manufacturing and seg | 5457 

OTEMAS 1993. RD Wide, RD Direct Drive rotary 
screen printing machines from Stork Brabant 6586 

OTEMAS 1993. review of exhibitor offerings 4638 
OTEMAS 1993. review of machinery 1710 
OTEMAS 1993. review of products from diverse 
manufacturers 1440 

OTEMAS 1993. review of terry fabric looms from 
Nuovo Pignone, Sulzer Rueti, Tsudakoma, and 
others 1714 

OTEMAS 1993. review of textile machinery unveiled 
by leading equipment manufacturers 3803 

OTEMAS 1993. review of textile machinery unveiled 
ot —— European equipment manufacturers 

OTEMAS 1993. RX200 series of ring spinning 
frames from Toyoda Automatic Loom Works 6369 

OTEMAS 1993. seminars and companies exhibiting. 
map of exhibition layout 573 

OTEMAS 1993. Somet’s modified Thema 11E 
flexible rapier loom 1720 4130 

OTEMAS 1993. sparse crowds on some days. 
overall mood upbeat. trends 1441 

OTEMAS 1993. Stoll CMS fiat knitting machines 
with fully combined feed, transfer systems 4949 

OTEMAS 1993. Suessen’s RingCan 1000 features 
improved sliver spinning function 1681 4052 

OTEMAS 1993. technology reviews and trends 2204 
OTEMAS 1993. tow processing equipment from 
Seydel of Germany 6357 

OTEMAS 1993. two new jet cores for Heberlein’s 
HemaJet LB-02/03 air jet yarn crimping machine 
6379 

OTEMAS 1997. review of plans, anticipated 
infrastructure improvements in Osaka metropolitan 
area 2203 

Pitti Casa. Italian home furnishings manufacturers 
return to their roots, target upscale market 2901 

Pitti Filati exhibition features both delicate and 
chunky fabrics 8111 

Pitti ——_— Bimbo showed diverse range of 
apparel for babies, children, teenagers 2826 
7 ee Filati 1993. important trends fabrics 

Pitti Immagine Filati in Florence. overview of trends, 
exhibitors 7965 
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Pitti Immagine Filati yarns for spring/summer 1995 
knitwear 4064 

Pitti Immagine Filati. Montefibre showcases acrylic 
microfibers, Eco-Tex promotes ISO 9000 
environmental standards 629 

Pitti Immagine Filati. overview of three style themes 
for knitwear 9145 

Prato Expo 1994. Italian mills showcase their 
— 1995-1996 apparel fabric collections 

Premiere Collections exhibition, New York City. 
preview of 25th biannual apparel trade show. 
second installment 8232 

Premiere Vision show in Paris. trends in colors, 
materials, designs 964 

Premiere Vision shows novel fabrics for men’s 
fashions 965 

Premiere Vision uses Gestation theme at March 
1994 exhibition. spring/summer 1994 trends 4181 

Premiere Vision 1994 fabric show. natural, 
transparent looks important for the spring/summer 
1995 season 6485 

Premiere Vision 1994. European mills showcase their 
— 1995-1996 apparel fabric collections 

Premiere Vision 1994. textile trends for 
spring/summer 1995 season 4983 

Premiere Vision 1995 fabric show features natural 
colors and rustic textures 4974 

Premiere Vision and Interstoff. color and fabric 
trends for spring/summer [1995] 6483 

Premiere Vision Exhibition Autumn/Winter 
1994-1995. major trends 434 

Premiere Vision fashion fabric show. color and fabric 
trends 4975 

Premiere Vision. European Union manmade fiber 
companies exhibiting. major trends 4080 

Premiere Vision. woolen, worsted fabrics from 
United Kingdom perform well 4071 

Pret-a-Porter fashion show in Paris features rich 
colors with refined silhouettes 2051 

Print Show. fall 1995 printed apparel fashions 
= woodland scenes, textured floral looks 

Private Label Expo 1994 in New York City. 400 
exhibitors, 10,000 buyers to attend 8438 

Private Label Expo 1994. men’s, women’s 
sportswear suppliers from 46 different countries 
attend 909 

private labels exhibited at Magic of Store Brands 
show. nonwovens products, manufacturers 
discussed 2060 

recycled polyester used in apparel exhibited at 
fashion show sponsored by Wellman 6020 

rugs, area. quality and originality stressed at 
high-end and low-end of the market 2096 

Salon International de la Lingerie et Interfiliere (Paris). 
review 2828 

Saurer to exhibit embroidery, twisting, and spinning 
equipment at the fifth OTEMAS 2205 

SEAMS show emphasizes Quick Response programs 
between retailers and manufacturers 4604 

SEAMS Sourcing Expo bring apparel manufacturers 
and contractors together 1107 

SEHM 1994 apparel trade exhibition. review of key 
collections from European manufacturers 8235 

SEHM men’s wear fashion show in Paris dominated 
by military looks 2047 

SEHM show. men’s wear, latest styles from 
European designers 2831 

SEHM’s Nouvel Espace exhibition features men’s 
wear in experimental fabrics 2048 

SEHM. knit fabrics used extensively in men’s wear 
exhibited at SEHM 3657 
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sewing machines exhibited by Yuho at the 1994 
Nagoya Sewing Machine Show 4395 

Sewn Products Expo in Mexico links United States, 
Mexican companies 3516 

Sewn Products Expo/Mexico attracts buyers from 
Mexico and Latin America 5205 

shoe manufacturing equipment. International 
— Manufacturing Fair. manufacturing trends 

SIMEX 1993. sewing machinery, technology 
developments reviewed 1226 

SINCE 1993. industrial zone in Kun-Shan city to 
encourage rapidly expanding Chinese nonwovens 
industry 13 

Singapore Hi-Per Fab 1994. 50 companies involved 
— punching throughout Southeast Asia 

Singapore Hi-Per Fab 1994. Malaysia strategically 
a to access China, India, Thailand, Vietnam 

Singapore oe apparel industry with series of 
exhibitions 8236 

SKF components and bearings for spinning machines 
-—< frames to be exhibited at fifth OTEMAS 

Spring Home Textiles Market. profile of bed and bath 
industry offerings 5311 

Suessen spinning equipment to be exhibited at fifth 
OTEMAS. product review 1680 

Sulzer Rueti projectile, rapier, and air jet looms to be 
exhibited at fifth OTEMAS 1715 

Surfaces 1994 expected to be biggest and best floor 
coverings exhibition of 1994 market 2093 

Surfaces 1994 review. of 600 exhibitors, more than 
100 came from outside the United States 4487 

Surfaces 1994. business expected to be good 
because of forecasted growth in carpets 1900 

Surfaces 1994. high turnout among retailers. area 
rugs popular. styles, trends 2893 

Surfaces 1994. preview of carpet industry trade 
show offerings, floor covering products, related 
services 273 

Surfaces 1994. show attracts record number of 
participants. orders up significantly 6773 

Surfaces 1994. trends and styles. environmental look 
still popular 6772 

Techtextil 1993. Elf Atochem Deutschland 
introduces Platamid line of powdered adhesives 
and membrane films 172 

Techtextil 1993. Fibertex introduces rot resistant 
eotextile mats, carpet backings Matchtex and 
omfortback 132 

Techtextil 1993. Sarnatech-Xiro introduces 
thermoplastic adhesive for XAF polymeric films and 
XIROWEB nonwoven nets 174 

Techtextil/Compositex 1993 and index 1993. 
— in nonwovens and technical textiles 

Techtextil/Compositex 1993. highlights in fibers, 
~~ ea composites, machinery, industrial textiles 

Techtextile Symposium 1994 in Frankfurt. good 
market predicted for industrial fabrics 8107 

Tecno Bologna. developments in technology, major 
trends in flat knitting machines 2511 

Tecno TMA 1993. computer controlled automatic 
flat knitting machines from emm (italy) 4951 

Tecno TMA exhibition. flat bed knitting machines by 
major manufacturers 2512 

Tecno TMA-MIT 1993. knitting machinery. 
refinements of existing equipment rather than new 
designs 130 

Tecno-TMA 1993 exhibit features circular and flat 
bed knitting machinery 913 
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Tex’Styles show offers small, focused view of new 
fabrics and furnishings trends 1754 

Texcare International ibition. survey of 270 
automated laundering systems 9205 

Texcare International/l exhibition (Frankfurt). 
preview of laundering, drycleaning machinery 3597 

Texcare International/IWC Exhibition, Frankfurt. new 
drycleaning machinery 5960 

Texcare International/IWC Exhibition, Frankfurt. new 
hydrocarbon based drycleaning machinery 5958 

Texcare International/IWC Exhibition, Frankfurt. new 
laundering machinery 5959 

Textile World’s Show-in-Print showcases new 
products and services 8617 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
adjustable dress forms from Emery Machine 
Corporation 8326 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
o—_ machines from Long Tir Industrial pany 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
cutting machines from Racing Sewing Machine 
Company 8348 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
edge folder/wra from Homeway Industrial 
Corporation 8324 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
embroidery machines from Melcro Embroidery 
Systems 8355 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
fabric handling equi nt from OGM Turners 8325 

TIAM (Taipei International rel Machinery) 1994. 
flat knitting machines from Kauo Heng Machinery 
Company 8037 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
sewing machines from Chee Siang Industrial 
Company 8375 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
—e machines from Jen Cea Industrial pany 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machi ) 1994. 
sewing machines from Jiann Linn Sewing Machine 
Company 8381 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
sewing machines from Kaulin Manufacturing 
Company 8383 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
sewing machines from Shen Jyh Machinery 
Company 8388 

TIAM (Taipei International Sagan Machinery) 1994. 
sewing machines from Ta King Enterprise 
Company 8392 

TIAM (Taipei International Apparel Machinery) 1994. 
stain removers from Chin Lin Company 8426 

Tokyo Sewing Machine Show 1994. new 
— sewing machines from Aisin Seiki 

Tokyo Sewing Machine Show 1994. new 
embroidery, sewing machines from O.M. 
international 9172 

Toronto Ready-to-Wear Collections. spring 1995 
styles, color palettes 5110 

trade shows. reviews of Domotex 1994, 1994 
Atlanta National Floor Covering Market, and 
Surfaces 1994 shows 2881 : 

Trimmings, Accessories, and Fabric Expo. important 
trends 1092 

Union Special exhibits nearly 50 sewing machines at 
1993 Bobbin Show 1961 

UomoModa loses some major apparel manufacturers, 
but retailers continue to rely on it for Italian style 
apparel designs 1906 : 

UomoModa. devalued lira sparks United States 
apparel buyers 2081 
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UomoModa. Italian men’s tailored apparel lines 
appeal strongly to United States buyers 6705 

fabrics in nov patterns featured at 
International Home Furnishings Market 5318 

upholstery fabrics mixed and matched on single 
ieces at April International Home Furnishings 
arket 5317 

upholstery fabrics. International Home Furnishings 
a: features good design at affordable prices 
4 

upholstery inspired by apparel fabrics featured at 
1993 International leo Furnishings Market 481 

window coverings exhibited at World of Window 
Coverings 1994 exhibition 5319 

WIRE 1994 Fair, Duesseldorf. Freudenberg 
introduces water resistant tape sealants for 
underground cables 6518 

women’s wear. review of Fashion Coterie, New York 
Premier Collections, other exhibitions in New York 
City 8477 

women’s work clothing in Canada. exhibition at 
University of Alberta 8476 

Yarn Collections 1994. preview of London based 
exhibition 7152 

Yarn Fair international 1994. natural fiber yarns 
— United Kingdom, United States markets 

Yarn Fair international 1994. offerings dominated by 
cotton, wool, and blends with acrylic, rayon 8819 

Yarn Fair International 1994. resurgence of acrylic 
yarns boosts sales of synthetic fibers 8805 

Yarn Fair international 1994. review of major trends 
on display 7154 

Yarn Fair international 1994. textured looks, 
chenilles, muted sheens, acrylic yarns, metallic 
yarns 8818 

Yarn Fair international emphasized ecologically 
friendly products 7561 

Yarn Fair international [1994]. record number of 
buyers, exhibitors attend 6348 

Yarn Fair international. buyers focus on novelty 
yarns, environmentally friendly products 7155 

Yarn Fair international. novelty yarns fuel increase in 
domestic yarn sourcing 634 0 

Yarn Fair international. yarns for fall 1995 sweaters, 
knitwear, and woven apparel 6349 

Yarn Fair international/CAD Expo 1994. exhibitors 
expect positive sales trends to continue 4859 

yarns. 7,450 buyers attend the 35th immagine Filati 
yarn fair in Florence 5617 

Zellweger Uster to exhibit diverse selection of textile 
machines at OTEMAS 2209 

Exports, see LEGISLATION, TEXTILE INDUSTRY, and 
under branches of industry, such as 
APPAREL INDUSTRY. 

Extrusion, see MANMADE FIBER EXTRUSION and under 
specific manmade fibers. 

Fabric construction, see FABRIC DESIGN, FABRIC 
GEOMETRY, FABRIC QUALITY. 

FABRIC DEFECTS (see also other headings, such as 
CONSUMER ATTITUDES, DETERIORATION OF 
MATERIALS, DISCOLORATION, FABRIC QUALITY, 
IDENTIFICATION, INSPECTION, NEPS, PILLING, 
STAINS, UNIFORMITY) 

automatic inspection system for use on pattern 
Ty in apparel manufacture prior to assembly 

barre. review of weaving and knitting to identify 
primary causes, possible remedies 959 
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causes. yarn irregularities caused by suboptimal 
spinning conditions result in fabric defects 7968 

color defects. survey of visual evaluations 9286 
composites, platings. advanced ultrasonic 
nondestructive evaluation method 3726 

computerized fabric inspection and pattern cutting 
system determines optimum use of fabric to avoid 
fabric defects 1962 

denim. problem with twisted leg defect in jeans 
manufacture. causes related to fabric defects 4373 

dimensional stability, loop distortion. causes, 
methods of measurement in knit fabrics 7320 

heat setting. research at ITT on heat set related 
carpet streaks (Conf. Paper) 7191 

inspection. Elbit Systems’ Image Computer has 
visual capabilities for fabric inspection 2733 

inspection. Elbit Vision System's |-Tex computerized 
fabric inspection system 4570 

Lightscanner. optical electronic surface inspection 
unit from Multiscan 2920 

neps. overview of causes, test methods, strategies 
to control 7199 

nylon 66 carpet yarns. effect of heat setting on 
= with carpet uniformity (Conf. Paper) 

oil stains occurring during weaving. newly Guneed 
loom oil is removed by scouring and washing 3299 

perception, analysis of real, illusory appearance 
defects, particularly streakiness 8974 

polyester. variability in textured yarn properties leads 
to defects. source of variability in POY 7989 

apap problem in painted automotive parts 
made of sheet molding compound solved with new 
materials system 180 

real time detection, control of fabric defects during 
weaving 8919 

rotary screen printed fabrics. identifying, classifying 
defects 270 

SEM as analytical tool for examining defects in and 
damage to fabrics and fibers 605 

SEM identifies mildew on cellulosic goods, detection 
can prevent defects in fabric 626 

softening, chemical and mechanical defects in 
treated fabrics. causes and avoidance 7425 

stripiness or barriness. detection and identification of 
fabric faults 4182 

surface irregularities measured by attachment to 
constant rate of elongation transfer 8548 
ae eng 1 strategies used for wide range of 
problems 11 

weaving. real time fabric defect detection, control 
6437 

FABRIC DESIGN (see also other headings, such as 
FABRIC GEOMETRY, FABRICS) 

Australian Commonwealth Copyright Act of 1989. 
government extends copyright protection to fabric 
designs 6174 

Ban-Jac jacquard machine for narrow fabric weaving. 
computer control allows data to be saved on 
floppy disks 910 

CAD and image processing system for producing 
automobile upholstery templates 7655 

CAD operations of Fila, an Italian apparel 
manufacturer 1142 

CAD systems. purchase decisions and types of CAD 
systems 6099 

CAD, CAM for apparel fabric mills. two case 
histories illustrate use 4461 

CAD. overview. advantages, comparison with 
manual sampling, sample simulation 5387 

CAD. Shima Seiki Europe introduces and 
demonstrates SDS-TDS design workstation 5736 
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color and fabric trends for spring/summer 1995 at 
Premiere Vision and Interstoff 6483 

color swatch cards on display at 1994 International 
Fabric Show 4977 

computer aided design software. advantages of 
different visualization algorithms 3786 
—— for varying strengths in warp knit fabrics 

Datapart’s Colorado Design System for apparel, 
fabric design 4378 

decorator fabrics. spring 1995 market dominated b 
soft fabrics, classical designs, natural colors 498 

exhibitions. Decorex. ethnic patterns dominate, HFD 
reviews high end furnishing fabrics 192 

exhibitions. profiles of Expofil, Interstoff, Premiere 
Vision includes fall and winter 1995 fashion 
previews 4978 

fashion trends and color palettes, 1994/1995 
autumn/winter knit apparel fabrics 4979 

fashion. designers think type of fabric will provide 
fashion interest in 1995 summer men’s wear 3347 

Flynt Fabrics uses computer simulations to design 
cotton knit fabrics and formulate finishing and 
dyeing specifications 914 

fractal geometry, CAD used in fabric design, 
production in printing 5862 

furniture designed by Dakota Jackson for Lane’s 
New Rhythms line 4489 

Grosse’s high performance jacquarette weaves small 
designs, logos, and names in the selvage 902 

India, Persia. historical review of Himroo woven 
fabrics from Hyderabad and Aurangabad 6520 

industrial fabrics. use of high performance fibers in 
engineering industrial fabrics 5590 

Inprints NY, The Print Show. fabric design 
exhibitions featured multi-ethnic influences 1744 

jacquard, intarsia knit fabrics designed with 
computers. control of production, fabric 
parameters 8924 

jersey fabrics for apparel. trends in construction and 
design 44 

vary on the market in a wide variety of designs 

karo effect patterns in right/left weft knitting 5730 
knit fabric design. Shima Seiki’s Total Knitting 
— produces ccemputer graphics of designs 

knitting CAD/CAM from Nestel. specifications of 
Minima system 4148 

microelectromechanical systems. LIGA fabrication 
= uses X-ray lithograph to make patterns 

Neil Bottle. profile of designer and his work. silk 
fabric painting, screen printing, stenciling 4488 
— visual effect depends on viewing distance 

pile fabrics. Kari Mayer’s CAD assisted development 
— used with a double bar raschel machine 

plushes and velours. constructions and 
corresponding yarn consumption rates 8926 

protective clothing with fabric heating elements. 
model and laboratory testing 2872 

protective clothing. solving problems with comfort 
through fabric design 6747 

quilting with novelty prints. designers must consider 
the aesthetics of blending, juxtaposition 4383 

shingosen. Japanese polyester filament producers 
develop novel shingosen polyester filament woven 
fabrics 5699 

Swavelle/Mill Creek’s new line of woven fabrics in 
40 patterns 1000 

weight. fabrics in heavy weights viewed with some 
pessimism by retailers, apparel manufacturers 414 
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Whalley Abbey vestments made from early Italian 
a velvets with orphreys of English embroidery 

woolen fabric appearance depends on color, yarns, 
weaves, and finishing techni 7333 

woven fabric with measurable friction coefficient. 
patterns for various weaves 4942 

FABRIC GEOMETRY (see also other he: , such as 
FIBER-YARN-FABRIC RELATIONSHIPS 

composites, fiber reinforced. review of advanced 
stitchi erty for reinforcement systems 
(Conf. Paper) 804 

cotton knit interlock fabric. influence of knitting 
a yarn type, cam type on fabric structure 

fiber-yarn-fabric relationships. parameters that affect 
protection against transmission of ultraviolet 
radiation 4980 

filters, hydraulic resistance. deformation analyses of 
unattached fibrous or nonwoven material 1377 

interyarn pores. influence on moisture, air 
permeability 4981 

knit fabrics, irregularities in yarn length. effects of 
yarn tensile. deformation and needle deflection 917 

knit fabrics, irregularities in yarn length. effects of 
yarn tensile deformation, needle deflection 1722 

knit fabrics, nonstretch. split knit construction for 
flat bed knitting machines from Shima Seiki 916 
ae modeling of cut fabric and behavior 

rib knit fabrics. geometric structure of balanced n x n 
rib knit fabrics 8097 

technical textiles. woven, knit, braided textiles in 
one, two, and three dimensional structures 8098 

FABRIC HANDLING EQUIPMENT (see also other 
a such as APPAREL MANUFACTURE, 
FINISHING MACHINERY, and under specific 
processes, such as PACKAGING) 

Alexander Machinery manufactures roll take-off 
machines for looms. company profile 4934 

Benninger-Zell offers ZA beam creel for fixed widths 
and brake diameter, ZB for adjustable widths and 
diameters 5703 

Bobbin Show 1994. firms emphasize cutting, 
s noe to offset growing shortage of 
skilled labor 8341 , 

Bobbin Show 1994. preview of straight, round knife 
fabric cutting and spreading machinery 8340 

CKS Cutting Machine Company's Cutpaturn NCP 
on automatically cuts and stacks knit fabrics 

Clupicker from Jet Sew. Cornell University a 
use Clupicker to evaluate fabric properties 5200 

Clupicker, Clemson Apparel Research Facility. device 
separates, picks up plies during sewing 1964 

Clupicker, Clemson Apparel Research Facility. 
— reduces number of parts by 50 percent 

Clupicker. design modification of a device for picking 
up single plies of fabric 8410 : 

Cordima installs two Eaton UPS transportation 
systems for its drapery production plant 1965 

Erhardt + Leimer segmented roller guide, steering 
rollers for web centering, and cloth guide 4624 

Fong’s Air Jet machine with air transport for Asian 
market 7377 

Homeway Industrial Corporation's Model HM-907 
—. folding, wrapping machine for shoe insoles 

Hori Machinery Works introduces its ID Series of 
automatic cutting/folding machines for woven 
garment labels 8345 
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IBG introduces two roller cleaning machine for 
cleaning both sides of fabric surfaces 2615 

knits. requirements for pass-perfect assembly 7509 
layup module. optimization of design requires 
estimate of minimum gap between two slats of 
conveyor belt 5936 

OGM Turners introduces Type TT4 Tie Turner, Type 
AB1 Airbag Turner 8325 

pick and place operations. large displacement beam 
theory. numerical method for simulating fabric 
drape, manipulation, contact 181 

ply separation, Clupicker. enhancements for optimum 
performance, improvements, new prototype 358 

spread guiding system for air flotation tables used in 
unrolling, spreading fabric rolls for conversion 1966 

spreaders. EFN-928 Matic computer controlled fabric 
spreader from Rimoldi 1210 

spreading machine from Eastman allows heavier rolls 
to be processed 3565 

spreading machine. Takaoka fuzzy logic controlled 
unit. (Trade Lit.) 6664 
—— machines exhibited at the IMB 1993. 
technology review 2773 

stretch fabric laying machine with lazy slack feed by 
Takaoka (Trade Lit.) 6665 . 

tricot machines. Karl Mayer’s mechanical, electronic 
drives for fabric takeup 3320 

such as KNITTING, SIZING; SLASHING, WA G, 
WEAVING, WINDING, and under headings of 
specific fabrics) ; 

Ametex. product introductions expected to propell 
company in 1994 and beyond 865 

Anahuac Carolina Elastic formed to support 
oor States apparel manufacturers in Mexico 

Aquatex Functional Fabrics manufactures high 
performance fabrics for industrial, protective 
apparel 193 

Aquatex Functional Fabrics manufactures 
membranes, coatings, fabrics for protective 
clothing 7997 

Artextil. profile of family owned, vertically integrated 
woolen mill in Spain 6413 

Beavertown Weaving. Pennsylvania textile mill 
— expansion, equipment upgrade programs 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. directory of 
companies participating in Fabric Connection 7471 

business strategies of newly appointed presidents of 
three major fabric manufacturing companies 3271 

Calum Textiles. Australian knit apparel fabric 
manufacturer profiled 884 

Camstar System’s MESA software provides 
memos. control at Chatham Manufacturing 

Carrington Viyella ea work clothing fabrics that 
— to 5750 and ISO 9002 standards 

ceramic composites. chemical vapor infiltration 
peyoee three dimensional braided composites 

ceramic composites. chemical vapor infiltration via 
microwave induced inverted thermal matrix 
radients 7278 

CIPSA denim production in Parras, Mexico 
‘modernizing, joining with Cone Mills 8011 

circular plush knitting machines important for 
products used by western European automobile 
manufacturers 2498 

CMI Industries, parent of Clinton Mills, opens new 
national sales offices in New York City 8012 
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composites. United States shipments totalled 2.73 
poe pounds in 1993 despite defense cutbacks 

1 
Cone Mills 4 decrease significantly in 1994 

first rter 4372 
Cone Mills to increase its manufacturing and 
marketing presence in Europe, Asia 4091 

Consoltex, Canadian vertical fabrics manufacturer 
that exports to the United States 4897 — 

cotton, wrinkle resistant. Japanese manufacturers 
os production of fabrics for dress shirts 

Culp Incorporated reports sales increase of 76 
percent during fiscal 1995 first quarter 7205 

denim manufacturers hurt by high inventories, 
optimistic about balance of year 3272 

denim mills introduce new medium —— and light 
weight fabrics for casual sportswear 885 

denim, Goodison Textiles Canada. Lee Group firm to 
— denim fabric plant in New Brunswick 8013 

denim, United States. retail sales that lifted denim 
out of slowdown in 1993 continue 7209 

denim. overview of indigo dyeing, finishes to 
produce broken-in denim 5875 

Dominion Textile Group seeks local partner for joint 
venture in China 4898 

Du Pont launches multimillion dollar global consumer 
marketing strategy for Lycra spandex 799 

Du Pont, China Worldbest Development Corporation 
plan joint venture to manufacture Lycra spandex in 
China 2456 

Echota Fabrics. profile of manufacturer of 
bedspreads and draperies for the hotel/motel 
industry 8304 

ford invests $50 million in new factory in Poland to 
produce automotive seat covers 864 

Galey & Lord to purchase Burlington’s decorative 
fabrics business 3268 

Gommatex of Prato, Italy, manufactures high quality 
fabric for fashion apparel, accessories 3761 

gray oe. prices for first week of November 1993. 
trading limited to spot and nearby deliveries 125 

Guilford sees turnaround in apparel fabrics business, 
steps up modernization program 3269 

Hitex Fabrics (Leicester, Great Britain), manufacturer 
of knit fabrics. profile 2466 

hydrodynamic flow processing. manufacture of 
polymer matrix composites reinforced with aligned 
short fibers 940 

IBG introduces two roller cleaning machine for 
cleaning both sides of fabric surfaces 2615 

India. government policies affecting mills, power 
looms, and hand looms 2457 

Indian hand loom sector. government policies to 
protect and nurture the hand loom sector 2458 

industrial fabric tapes. Tirex LT tape stretcher from 
Windmoeller & Hoelscher 4162 

Industrial Fabrics Association International’s 1994 
Buyers’ Guide 6394 

Interstoff. spring 1995 fabric styles emphasize loose, 
flowing lines 4899 
—" United States participation on the rise 

Italdenim. Italian manufacturer produces 10 million 
meters of finished denim per year 4069 

Japanese futon shell fabrics manufacturers turn to 
specialty fabrics to increase profits 477 

Japanese manufacturers hurt by rising value of yen, 
look to no iron dress shirt market 2738 

Japanese Textile Manufacturers Society. outline of 
Papers presented at 47th annual conference 9491 

Kalkstein Silk Mills. profile of United States 
manufacturer of silk neckwear fabrics 8883 
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knitwear. lack of infrastructural facilities at Tirupur 
limits growth of exports from India 6393 

linen. Asian investment in linen production industry 
encouraged (Conf. Paper) 8853 

linen. International Linen Promotion show features 
role and importance of linen in society 126 

Loro Piana. profile of Biella manufacturer of fine 
worsted and woolen fabrics 3392 

Macquarie Textile Group modernizes and expands its 
= worsted mill in Albury, New South Wales 

Macquarie, Australia’s leader in woolen and worsted 
fabrics reorganizes, spends $80 million on new 
equipment 124 
—" Mills acquires Cone Mill’s corduroy business 

Masco Home Furnishings. overview of Sunbury, 
Ametex, Robert Allen, Crocker divisions 867 

microencapsulation. Matsui Shikiso process fixes 
perfumes on fabric without affecting appearance, 
hand 7279 

Mount Vernon Mills modernizes plant to produce 
high quality woven and dyed denim fabrics 882 

National Performance Review. effect of reforms to 
United States government procurement system on 
fabric industry 2159 

National Textiles of Australia. company profile 5676 
Orient Fabritex building cotton, viscose, polyester 

fabric production facility in India 5677 
Owens-Corning. restructuring emphasizes glass fiber 

reinforced composites division 4066 
Parkland invests in new production equipment for 
Trevira/wool and all wool fabrics 7207 

partnerships between fabric manufacturers in 
developed and developing countries 7837 

People’s Republic of China. annual nonwoven fabrics 
production will total 250,000 metric tons by 
{2000] 8867 

pick and place operations. large displacement beam 
theory. numerical method for simulating fabric 
drape, manipulation, contact 181 

polyester, high quality woven fabrics. Japanese 
manufacturers try to penetrate United States 
market with shin-gosen 127 

Pressductor Radial Tensiometer from ABB 
—_ monitors tension in running webs 

printed fabrics sector enters growth phase in 1994 
due to apparel style trends 1146 

production control. Bobbin Show 1994 showcases 
Computer Aided Fabric Evaluation project 8601 

quality control. garment quality problems caused by 
fabric manufacturers 7660 

quality control. garment quality problems caused by 
oy dyers 7660 

silk. Blue Bird Fabrics Corporation activates 80 looms 
for high grade silk fabrics 8010 

Smith & Nephew Medical Fabrics. restructuring and 
modernization 8849 

spandex. Miles and Globe Manufacturing add to 
manufacturing capacity 5700 

stock prices of selected United States fabric 
manufacturers 4093 

Swift Textiles, leading manufacturer of denim, 
develops awards program to honor employees with 
good ideas 5679 

Swift Textiles, leading manufacturer of denim, has 
strong marketing department 5678 

Swift Textiles. interview with president, CEO focuses 
on reasons for denim manufacturer’s success 5684 

Swift Textiles. overview of denim manufacturer's 
— Through Quality Management program 

FABRIC PRODUCTS (see also other he 
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Swift Textiles. profile of denim manufacturer 
pe from commodity to value added products 

Swift Textiles. success in global marketing of denim 
- aaa to differences in regional markets 

Swift Textiles. vertical operations, specialty 
- -~ poaaee at several facilities in denim production 

Textile Industries Australia Limited. recent business 
trends and influence of trade liberalization 5685 

Textile World’s Show-in-Print showcases new 
products and services 8617 

Thomaston Mills’ sales and earnings decrease in 
1994 third quarter 4584 

top 40 companies identified with general information 
for each 8 

United States apparel fabric weaving mills. directory 
— trade names, volume, ownership, history 

United States industry overview (Book) 7812 
United States manufacturers invest in air jet looms, 
poe weaving technology to remain competitive 

United States men’s wear manufacturers’ 
relationships with United States mills. advantages 
and disadvantages 1131 

Valdese Weavers investing in new computerized 
jacquard looms. expects continued growth 4070 
earbest Sil-Tex Mills, fabric manufacturer for 
upscale home furnishings market. profile 7208 

weaving industry, Africa. Sulzer Ruti gripper 
shuttleless looms dominate market 8016 

Wellington Sears. company succeeds by remaining 
diversified, serving several niche markets 2460 

worldwide fabric production decreases 7 percent in 
third quarter of 1993. major declines in Asia 868 

c processing, see APPAREL MANUFACTURE, 
FABRIC HANDLING EQUIPMENT, FINISHING, and 
under headings of specific processes. 

. such as 
APPAREL, AUTOMOTIVE FABRICS, BAGS, 
BLANKETS, CARPETS, DIAPERS, DISPOSABLES, 
FILTER FABRICS, HOME FURNISHINGS, 
INDUSTRIAL FABRICS, LEATHER SUBSTITUTES, 
NARROW FABRICS, RUBBER PRODUCTS, WIGS) 

artificial turtle shell made from hot pressed silk 
fibroin. synthesis, properties 2547 

automotive fabrics. trends in upholstery, floor 
coverings, and other interior fabrics. importance of 
aesthetics 2876 ‘ 
— manufacturers expect grow businesses in 

1994. residential market growth, lateral arm 
awnings, solution dyed acrylics 1908 

awning market. /ndustrial Fabric Products Review's 
Supplier Directory 1909 , 

awnings and banners, textured. applying graphics to 
textured fabrics. techniques 1825 

awnings. building codes get more stringent, 
manufacturers and installers cope 1910 ; 

awnings. Carter Shades, major producer of awnings 
for recreational vehicles, company profile 450 
— fabric based airmobile battlefield shelters 

banner design by Sylvia Gentile, Tony La Fuente, 
and Koryn Rolstad reviewed 467 

banners/mobiles. Canadiana’s computerized banners 
challenges Canada’s image as lack of computer 
innovator 2100 ; 

Biella, Italy is known oe gm world for production 
of apparel fabrics in wool, luxury fibers 635 



FABRIC QUALITY (see also other he 
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black out curtains, structural elements and factors 
affecting flammability studied 281 

Blue Jean Bond. Esleeck Manufacturing Company 
makes unbleached cotton rag paper from recycled 
blue jean scraps 995 

Burch. small size fabric and framework products 
manufacturer with worldwide reputation for 
ingenious products 1907 

Cliff Noel’s step by step instructions for installing a 
canvass dodger on a sailboat 366 

decorative fabric suppliers still rely on jobbers 
despite changing market 3273 

flags, exterior decoration. festive flags bearing 
colorful appliques becoming popular 5312 

flags. distribution in United States confusing, 
complicated by imports 5169 

furniture. trend in comfortable fabrics, frames at 
October market 479 

fusibles, interlacings, interlinings at Bobbin 
Show/AAMA Convention 1001 

Hollingsworth and Vose. men’s wear ae 
coated with Full Range Fusible agent at 19 
Bobbin Show 8975 

luggage. soft sided sector anticipates increased 
sales, accounts for 70 percent of North American 
market 468 

matelasse fabrics offered by United States 
manufacturers for yp window coverings, 
table linens, upholstery 4990 

Monsanto fulfills pl to reduce air emissions by 
90 percent, developing plans to reduce emissions 
in other media 6905 

NBC protective apparel made from permeable, 
impermeable fabrics 8495 

pressure sensitive vinyl, handling tips for adding 
letters to awnings and banners 359 

Quick Wash indigo dyed denim can be laundered in 
shorter period of time with lower detergent 
concentrations 6553 

spacer fabrics. elastic, molded spacer fabrics used in 
manufacture of apparel components 897 

swimwear for women. developments by Japanese 
manufacturers for 1994 season 405 

tensile structures, fabric sculptures designed, 
manufactured by Gisela Stromeyer Architectural 
Design 2731 

toys. Norton Limited is leading British supplier of 
mohair for teddy bears and other toys 960 

Tyvek, Du Pont’s spun bonded polyurethane used to 
line ale cans by Bass Brewers to put head on low 

s ale 466 
u istery fabrics in novelty patterns featured at 

International Home Furnishings Market 5318 
upholstery fabrics mixed and matched on single 
= at April International Home Furnishings 

arket 5317 
upholstery fabrics, other home furnishing fabrics. 
European trends 8999 

Wellington Sears. company succeeds by remaining 
diversified, serving several niche markets 2460 

Wieland designs, services, and sews upholstery. 
product diversification fuels expansion 5153 

, such as 
CONSUMER ATTITUDES, DETERIORATION OF 
MATERIALS, DISCOLORATION, FABRIC DEFECTS, 
INSPECTION, NEPS, PILLING, STAINS, 
UNIFORMITY, SHRINKAGE, WEAR, and under 
headings of fabrics of specific fibers) 

air jet woven fabrics. weaving. warp tension control 
results in high quality and reproducible fabric 
qualities 90 

apparel. relation between fabric shear, bending 
vibration and aesthetic properties of apparel 5773 

FABRIC TESTING (see also other he 
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appearance. variance length curve analysis used to 
determine impact of medium-term yarn variations 
on fabric appearance 7201 

black out curtains, structural elements and factors 
affecting flammability studied 281 

cotton fabric. effect of thickener type used in 
i nt printing on fabric quality 3447 

decimal characterization of textile parameters. 
fabrics, yarns, other industrial materials 1361 

denim dyed with indigo. reproducibility of shade, 
washdown characteristics controlled through 
buffered pH of dyebath 8183 

fabric properties and fabric defects control fabric 
quality. influence of yarn quality and weaving 
performance 5774 

hand. reactive printing. thickening agent crosslinking 
with dye leads to fabric stiffness 8190 

improvements in fabric quality obtained in the high 
efficiency weaving plant 

inspection. Computer Aided Fabric Evaluation project 
for online inspection during manufacture 4996 

laminates. pesticide distribution in Goretex/woven 
fabric laminates studied with EM 1745 

online characterization, control of fabric properties to 
optimize production 8977 

overview of fabric quality. definition, improvements 
over last 20 years 8978 

retting, bacterial versus chemical. effects on kenaf 
fibers compared 4865 

rigidity. im and static flexural rigidities of fabric 
1746 2548 

sewing. penetration force of a needle, basic 
mechanical properties of fabric related 5973 

tensile strength. influence of yarn frictional forces on 
breaking strength of woven fabrics 194 

tongue tear test. tear resistance. effect of yarn 
properties and yarn structure 4900 

ultraviolet radiation. ability of various fabrics to 
shield against ultraviolet radiation 1747 

Uster Tester-3 analog data used to —_— yarn and 
fabric qualities (Conf. Paper) 637 
— properties and water absorbency for 

cellulosic and polyester 8419 
white or natural color of fabric affects finishing, 

particularly optical brightening 8129 

, such as 
ABRASION TESTING, BLEND TESTING, CARPETS, 
CREASES AND CREASE RECOVERY, 
FLAMMABILITY, INSPECTION, KNIT FABRICS, 
NONWOVEN FABRICS, PILLING, SHRINKAGE, 
STRETCH FABRICS, TEXTILE TESTING, 
UNIFORMITY, WASH-WEAR, WATER 
RESISTANCE, WEAR, and under subject headings 
of fabrics of specific fibers, and under subject 

of processes) 
acoustic emission analysis of tensile, bending, and 
compressive stresses 1372 

air bags. Sulzer Rueti rapier and projectile looms for 
weaving automotive air bags. test results 4108 

air permeability. Indian BTRA develops low pressure 
tester to replace imported tester 4571 

Albany International Research and Development 
Group. overview 6787 

apparel comfort due to vapor pressure and surface 
temperature tested for cotton and polyester fiber 
fabrics 2535 

apparel fabrics. factors critical to heat, water vapor 
transport measurements 2130 

apparel manufacture. optimizing for Quick Response. 
— ing fabric behavior, online testing, control 
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ASTM standard test methods for evaluating blood 
penetration of protective apparel worn by 
healthcare workers 2148 

barrier properties. five surgical gowns made with 
different fabrics 2563 

bend testing. University of Leeds alternative to 
Shirley Stiffness Tester and FAST 2 methods 6822 
— stiffness predictable using theoretical model 

bending vibration characteristics of fabrics. 
simulation method 8549 

bioluminescence test for toxic residues 6823 
black out curtains, structural elements and factors 
affecting flammability studied 281 

breaking strength, very high strength ropes. 
— terminations facilitate tensile testing 

carpet wear. photometric method for evaluating 
carpet wear 2127 

carpets. Foot Force Simulator relies on biomechanical 
data taken from kinematic studies 2132 

Clemson Color Clustering is alternative to visual, 555 
= sorting, capable of measuring fabric rolls 

color defects. survey of visual evaluations 9286 
color judgment by fuzzy inference compares well 
with expert judgment 5347 

colorfastness. evaluation of tests that measure 
—— of dyed fabric to light, perspiration 

colorfastness. proper ways to remove stains from 
dyed fabrics prior to drycleaning 8423 

composites, fiber reinforced. review of test 
specifications for aerospace composites (Conf. 
Paper) 8546 

compressibility of plain knit fabrics in range of 
densities 9000 

compression and recovery characteristics of apparel 
fabrics 9287 

compressional behavior of nonwoven fabrics. 
— of a constant rate deformation tester 

compressional properties. parametric representation 
rd a compression and decompression curves 

cotton durable press fabrics. formaldehyde release 
measured by dynamic chamber testing 4572 

cotton fabric. wetting test, dye affinity test measure 
desizing effect 2918 

cotton. antioxidant wrappers prevent sebacic acids 
—. underwear yellow during storage 

cover/shelter effects of fabrics. effects of structural 
and optical properties of fabrics 8979 

CSIRO research deals with dyeing and finishing of 
wool 3404 

decimal characterization of textile parameters. 
fabrics, yarns, other industrial materials 1361 

deformation behavior of Kapron woven tapes. 
—— of hereditary theory of viscoelasticity 

deformation, local. measuring distribution of local 
deformation in fabric under tension 7601 

digital image analysis in detecting crease 6824 
drape coefficient. time dependence of drape obtained 
from a model 2921 

draped fabric. psychological effect of light on 
perceived surface color 508 

Elbit Vision System's |-Tex computerized fabric 
inspection system 4570 

engine seals. empirical models for predicting leakage 
due to preload and engine pressures 5402 

enzymatic hydrolysis of cotton, linen, ramie, and 
viscose rayon 5090 
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Erhardt + Leimer OptoTex online fabric inspection 
system 4624 

fabric hand. objective evaluation of silicone softened 
fabrics based on physical properties 1836 

fabric. AMTEX will develop automatic inspection 
system for — into manufacturing 
equipment 534 

FAST system predicts fabric behavior when sewn 
into a garment 7599 

formaldehyde. health hazards of formaldehyde 
vapors released from fabrics. test method 3844 

frictional properties related to surface roughness of 
polyester crepe fabrics 8099 

Geosynthetic Accreditation Institute laboratory 
accreditation program 9282 

geotextile seams. strong seams critical to long term 
durability. testing, specifying seam str 2135 

geotextiles. design, characterization for hi 
performance application 9267 

geotextiles. proposed streamlined methods to detect 
holes in liners 9288 

geotextiles. UV degradation tested with accelerated 
ne tests. correlation between tests, use 

German eco-standards specify fabric and production 
—— testing to determine environmental effects 

gloss goniometer provides quantitative measurement 
of surface gloss 3734 

hand measured by measuring tensile force generated 
while passing a fabric specimen through a ring 495 

hand, futon cloth. mechanical compression 
characteristics weighted by subjective 
assessments 496 

hand. Stevens’s law as a model for objective hand 
evaluation 497 

heat resistance as a function of wind velocity in 
wool, acrylic piques 5781 

Heraeus’ Suntest CPS + high speed weather 
exposure and light exposure tester 7600 

image processing for automatic and objective fabric 
inspection and fault detection 8550 

ITF’s PDA system provides online, real time 
acquisition, processing of production data 5388 

James H. Heal’s Sigmascope for yarn pitch counting 
uses optoelectronic scanning technology 9283 

Kapron tapes. viscoelastic properties of three types 
of Kapron tapes. quantitative description of 
deformation properties 961 

Kawabata Evaluation System testing of men’s suit 
fabrics 9284 

Kawabata KES-F system. effective management of 
data 6821 

KES-F system for evaluating hand of different cotton 
fabrics 6820 

Laserscan 200 noncontacting extensometer from 
Lloyd Instruments 2129 

laundering. calorimetric analysis of mechanical action 
on soil removal, fabric damage 399 

lightfastness and perspiration fastness of azo 
reactive dyes on cotton 7398 

linting. factors affecting linting of special purpose 
fabrics 1757 

liquid penetration test methods for compliance with 
SHA Bloodborne Pathogens Standard 503 

luster properties. objective measurement of fabric 
luster of 50 fabric samples 9289 ; 

machinery. Hounsfield Test Equipment’s C series 
units have load capacities from 10-20 kilonewtons 
3735 

moisture characteristics of silk fabrics treated with 
glyoxal resins 4183 ; 

moisture content of cotton towels measured with 
Forte’s 7590-T measuring system 4573 
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moisture phenomena. SR-2 meter from Pleva 
measures residual moisture, antistatic potential of 
fabrics 498 at 

moisture phenomena. vertical and horizontal wicking 
in various types of fabric 7325 

moisture. Pleva’s RR 1 measures residual moisture 
— of moving fabric webs during processing 

NFPA standard. fire tests for flame resistant fabrics 
and films (Book) 9285 

NIR analysis of raw materials, online testing, 
laboratory quality control in nonwovens 
manufacture 50 

nonwoven fabrics tested for hand 9290 
nonwovens. automated characterization of pore 

sizes, shapes in nonwoven fabrics 2922 
nonwovens. /NDA Standard Test Methods Manual, 

1993 Edition (Book) 4574 
nonwovens. NDC’s small probe continuously scans, 
measures, and records web weight 5342 

nonwovens. tomographic approaches to nonwovens 
structure definition 6825 

Nu-Martindale abrasion and pilling tester for woven 
— fabrics from James H. Heal & Company 

jective measurement. overview, history of 
velopment, use of instruments, computers 9291 

Olbrich Highlight 2000 color sampling chamber 
eliminates errors from angles and defective light 
distribution 506 

oxidative damage calibrated by study 2545 
permeation test ASTM F 739 provides critical data 
on fabric permeation resistance to chemicals 2133 

pesticides. transfer from cotton and cotton/polyester 
apparel fabrics to human skin tested using crocking 
test method 3348 

polyester/wool fabrics. effects of wool content on 
fabric properties 9292 

preservation treatments of fabrics and their 
assessment (Conf. Paper) 3460 

quality determined by nondimensional quality index 
based on durability, comfort, aesthetics, ease of 
=e 499 ‘ aia 

quality monitori luring garment development. 
fabric test 7602 ing 7 

saturation a permeability measuring techniques 
coaeeee for cotton and polypropylene fabrics 

SEM identifies types of damage and fiber defects 
caused during mechanical or chemical processing 

sensors determine humidity, moisture content, 
Sows fabric, area weight, and temperature 

shrinkage testing. new Wascator FOM71MP-LAB 
laundering machine conforms to ISO, BSI, and 
1EC-IWS standards 3739 

silk and polyester kimono fabrics. electrostatic 
buildup during wear 195 

silk. Kawabata Evaluation System evaluates hand, 
ee performance of net raw silk fabric 

silk. objective evaluation of range of properties used 
to initiate database 9297 

simulation. function group approximation facilitates 
moire analyses of fabric strain 9293 

soil/geotextile filtration systems. description, required 
testing of 213 

sorption. influence of fiber, fabric properties on 
drying time and moisture absorption 7324 

sorption. kinetics of oil absorption into 
cotton-phenolic composite materials 1782 

sorption. kinetics of oil absorption into 
cotton/phenolic composite materials 5013 
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spun bonded fabric. NDS Systems’ Model 8000 
=— gages and controls basis weight of webs 

streakiness. improving subjective testing of 
streakiness, lightness 6826 

stripiness or barriness. detection and identification of 
fabric faults 4182 

surface roughness. computer based technique for 
mechanical characterization of fabric surface 6059 

tear resistance. effect of yarn properties and yarn 
structure 4900 

tensiometer, portable. Brainard-Kilman LG-200 (Trade 
Lit.) 6830 

tension of nonwovens. Dover’s SteadyView tension 
indicator 5343 

thermal permeability of wet wool, polyester, and 
pA ends. importance of fabric composition 

thread counters. Sigmascope optoelectronic thread 
counter for woven and knit fabrics 1376 2134 

thread pitch counting. James H. Heal’s Sigmascope 
optoelectronic thread pitch counter 373 

thread pitch measured with Heal’s Sigmascope 5345 
thread pitch measuring device by James H. Heal 

uses optical scanning technology 5344 
tissue, bathroom. mechanical stylus surface analyzer 
measures surface characteristics of soft bathroom 
tissue 3737 

tomographic analysis of structure of nonwoven 
fabrics 9296 

twisting rigidity of woven fabrics. measuring 
apparatus subjects fabrics to monotonically 
increasing twist 6827 

ultraviolet radiation. researchers develop standards 
for UV transmission through apparel fabrics 6828 

unidirectional epoxy composites laminarily reinforced 
with carbon, alumina fibers. flexural properties 191 

UT-901 electronic microscope for testing finishes on 
woven and knit fabrics 487 

vascular grafts made of bicomponent woven and knit 
fabrics studied by medical researchers 2549 

weathering of nonwoven needle punched fabrics 
made from flax or flax blends. test procedures and 
test results 6508 

woven fabric. vibration of fabrics tested based on 
hysteresis 4575 

woven fabrics. deformation during uniaxial tensile 
loading of woven fabrics 3738 

FABRICS (see also other he . such as ABRASION, 
AUTOMOTIVE FABRICS, DS, COATED 
FABRICS, CREASES AND CREASE RECOVERY, 
ELASTIC FABRICS, FABRIC PRODUCTS, FABRIC 
QUALITY, FASHION, FELT, FIBER-YARN-FABRIC 
RELATIONSHIPS, FILTER FABRICS, FLOCKED 
FABRICS, HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL 
TEXTILES, INDUSTRIAL FABRICS, INSPECTION, 
KNIT FABRICS, LACE, LAMINATED FABRICS, 
LEATHER SUBSTITUTES, METALLIC FABRICS, 
NARROW FABRICS, NEEDLED FABRICS, 
NONWOVEN FABRICS, PILE FABRICS, SELVAGES, 
STITCHBONDED FABRICS, TIRE CORD, and under 

fibers and processes) 
abrasive fabric backings cause damage to historic 

fabrics. evaluation of 11 backings 
apparel fabric exhibitions in Europe feature twisted 

yarns and crepe weaves 3351 
apparel fabrics. spring and summer 1995 color, 
weight, structure trends 2553 

apparel. overview of 1993 Autumn Interstoff 2462 
athletic apparel. high performance fabric and design 
innovation 8065 

bedroom ensembles of 1993. review of styles, 
trends in colors, designs, patterns 1345 
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blend fabrics offered to control prices as natural fiber 
prices rise 8966 

Bobbin Show 1994. number of fabric exhibitors, 
range of specialty fabrics has increased 
dramatically 7999 

Boussac’s Romanex line of medium priced fabrics for 
jobbers and furniture markets 17 

Bradford textile mills supplement traditional British 
designs with new fancy weaves and colors 8980 

Burlington House moves into woven jacquard fabrics 
for bedding ensembles, responds to consumer 
demand 3349 

cashmere. Todd & Duncan present products for 
1995 fall season 8297 

chenille relives its glory days with nostalgic and 
modern styles in throws, rugs, and pillows 2109 

classic designs lead the way at Heimtextil. patterns, 
designs, styles, colors 1755 

clinging to human body when perspiring. model 
analysis of clinging 7560 

color trends for spring 1995. Monsanto’s ombre 
color palette reflects diversity of consumer 
preferences 1288 

denim manufacturers optimistic about 1994 despite 
slow first quarter 4213 

denim. BASF develops alternatives to indigo dyeing 
with indanthrene, reactive dyes 5045 

denim. overview of preparation for dyeing, dyeing, 
preparation for weaving, finishing 4982 

denim. popularity —- trend toward ring spun 
and ring spun look 568 

denim. relatively nonabrasive printing process 
developed by Dexter Chemical Corporation 268 

denim. Sucker + Mueller modifies conventional 
indigo dyeing machines to accommodate other 
colors 5066 

denim. Swift’s upholstery fabrics satisfy lifestyle 
appeal of denim. supplies Bernhardt, Lee, and 
Mitchell 1343 

design of fabrics and apparel using a structured 
= of mechanical and physical properties 

electrically conductive fabric. construction, 
applications 3346 

Emberfern’s Hoza system for the cascade display of 
single ply or folded fabric samples 4163 

exhibitions. buyers cautious at Surtex94 fabric 
design exhibition 5776 

exhibitions. review of European spring/summer 1993 
exhibitions 6391 

Fabrics Online. review of Pennsylvania online fabric 
information marketing service 7203 

fading of washable fabrics. causes, remedies, 
responsibility 1251 

fashion. neutral colors that reflect environmental 
awareness maintain dominance through fall 1995 
season 8981 

Flamemaster Satin. Carrington Viyella flame retardant 
ee blend for light protective clothing 

flameproof. specifications of various flame resistant 
fabrics used in uniforms, work clothing 8982 

flammability. NFPA standard. fire tests for flame 
resistant fabrics and films (Book) 9285 

fleece, three thread. sales decline 20-30 percent, 
manufacturers develop replacement fabrics 3345 

flexible construction from AlliedSignal features 
improved penetration resistance to projectiles 2520 

Flightweave fabric for aircraft upholstery. with Zirpro 
flame retardant, fabric meets FAR 25.853 
specifications 2550 
= for 1995. brown and orange hues popular 

fusibles, interlacings, interlinings at Bobbin 
Show/AAMA Convention 1 

German fabrics. traditional German patterns 
produced in 19th century German communalistic 
colony in Missouri 869 

Gore Dryloft, thermal insulating fabric for Soul 
bags and winter outerwear from W.L. Gore 62 

Gore-Tex. water vapor transmission of hydrophilic, 
ames coating at temperatures below freezing 

gray goods mills raise prices to offset recent price 
increases in raw cotton 1696 

Harris Tweed. resurgence in eapeety fueled by 
deconstructivist designers 2551 

Hoffman Mills offers Quick Ship program on two 
patterns in its new line 8850 

home decorative fabric converters serve as source 
for — manufacturers 435 

home furnishing fabric manufacturers exhibit at 1994 
International Fashion Fabrics show. sales to 
apparel companies growing 4068 

horsehair upholstery fabrics woven in Great Britain 
by John Boyd Textiles 982 
— Fabrics files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 

HFM. unusual fabrics from Swavelle/Mill Creek, 
Craftex, Malden Mills, and others 981 

India. review of fabric and yarn production and 
consumption from 1985-1992. per capita, rural, 
urban statistics, prices 638 

innerwear fabric trends. texture, patterns, sheer 
emphasized. marketing strategies 1321 

interlinings from BFF. Supercover 20, Surefuse, and 
Padloft fabrics 3353 

International Fashion Fabric Exhibition 1995. fall 
at fashions emphasize textures, warm colors 

Interstoff 1993. fabric trends include textured 
effects, blends with spandex, buttons, and vibrant 
colors 2552 

interstoff exhibition for 1994. review of design and 
price trends 5775 

Interstoff International Fabric Show. purity, 
seduction, exotic, optimistic themes for 
spring/summer 1995 season 6484 

jacquard upholstery fabrics. Discovery collection 
introduced by Weavestyle 1756 
— companies that export to the Middle East 

Japanese fabric manufacturers compete against 
appreciation of the yen and sluggish economy 128 

Japanese fiber and fabric manufacturers introduce 
high value added fabrics to maintain sales and 
profits 1749 

Japanese manufacturers hurt by os value of yen, 
look to no iron dress shirt market 2738 

jobbers mix and match fabrics from different 
suppliers to create their own collections 8852 

John Wolf optimistic about the —— year, expects 
rowth in international markets 352 

Johnston Industries’ net income declines despite 
gains in operating income 7476 

Kaidi of China diversifies business interests, 
continues to produce high quality silk fabrics 881 
—— heat transfer, surface temperature changes 

1 
linen. FIT museum exhibit features history of linen 

fabrics 983 
linen. eety of linen blends makes it a year 
round fabric 2555 

linting. factors affecting linting of special purpose 
fabrics 1757 
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Malden Mills pepeeny expands into foreign 
markets 568 

manufacturers report sales gains of 70 percent for 
1994 period 4999 , 

medical and surgical supply fabrics. types and 
characteristics 2565 

men’s wear fabrics. novel fabrics responsible for 
rcblctogion’ demede men on ge 965 va 

microbi ica adation. causes, effects, a 
evention 7323 
rofiber fabrics from Japanese manufactures. 

properties, applications 66 
microfibers. novel microfiber fabrics from Du Pont, 
Burlington Kiopman 5558 

Mistral and —_— fabrics for healthcare work 
apparel 17 

mite resistant fabric for futon covers made of 0.4 
— 75/25 polyester/nyion tightly woven fabric 

modeling methods. description of geometric, energy, 
joints and rods, sheet metal, joints and springs, 
plastic models 3354 

multilayer material combats problems of leakage and 
spotting in moderate urostomy patients 256 

NAFTA export rules discussed at How to Sell in 
Mexico and Canada conference 9461 

Name Jac jacquard machine fits most looms. weaves 
logos, boarders, small designs in the selvage 912 

narrow fabric with unique construction can be cross 
dyed with different colors on each side 3355 

Nuance reaches $20 million in annual sales. plans 
managed expansion 4922 

pin weaving used by hand sewers to create novel 
fabrics for garments 911 

polyester based fabric from Teijin withstands sudden 
bursts of wind. marine and other sports products 
applications 1759 

Prato Expo 1994. Italian mills showcase their 
fall/winter 1995-1996 apparel fabric collections 

Premiere Vision show in Paris. trends in colors, 
materials, designs 964 

Premiere Vision uses Gestation theme at March 1994 
exhibition. spring/summer 1994 trends 4181 

Premiere Vision. top spring 1995 trends. texture and 
color emphasized 3350 

Premiere Vision 1994 fabric show. natural, 
transparent looks important for the spring/summer 
1995 season 6485 

Premiere Vision 1994. European mills showcase their 
— 1995-1996 apparel fabric collections 

Premiere Vision 1995 fabric show features natural 
colors and rustic textures 4974 

Premiere Vision Exhibition Autumn/Winter 
1994-1995. major trends 434 

Premiere Vision fashion fabric show. color and fabric 
trends 4975 

printed. review of fall 1994 and holiday 1995 
offerings at the Inprints NY Show 6486 

prints from Spadacini. romantic flowers, shells, 
— tiks and graphics from Central Africa 

prints. print converters report improved sales but 
increased competition from importers 9130 

protective clothing, electric arc welding. light weight 
ao with heat resistant fibers from Du Pont 

protein fabrics. new moisture absorbing pantyhose 
incorporates Chinon milk protein fabric 8457 

quality requirements comprise specification of fabric 
properties and control of fabric defects. 
improvements in quality 6487 

FASHION (see also other he 
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Saddle Cloth fabric from Squires Hightech introduced 
at SHOT show for outdoor apparel 1751 

Showtime market. Southwest designs out, landscape 
designs in. textures, colors, patterns 1767 

sportswear. Japanese manufacturers target high 
performance and casual wear markets 2557 

spun bonded industry growing steadily. foreign 
manufacturers entering market 4901 

Stera-Tex fabric from Aquatex —— to protect 
against bloodborne pathogens 17 

Stone Free denim from a Denim made using 
eight dip dyeing process 1752 7 

suits expected to outsell sport coats by two to one 
margin at upcoming New York City shows 1318 

surface examination with environmental scanning 
electron microscope 2919 

surgical gowns. fluid repellent fabric made from 
continuous microfibers 2564 

Swavelle/Mill Creek’s new line of woven fabrics in 
40 patterns 1000 

Teijin introduces three new fabrics. Rochet, Guardia, 
and Tevia 1753 

Tex’Styles show offers small, focused view of new 
fabrics and furnishings trends 1754 

Thermastat. Du Pont introduces its Dacron based 
= insulating fabric to the European market 

trends for 1994. nature motifs, patterns, colors, 
weaves 1003 

twill fabric improves hand and durability of surgical 
wra 

ultraviolet transmission and reflection by various 
fabrics and films 8101 

upholstery fabrics derive inspiration from casual 
apparel fabric styles 1768 

upholstery market. consumption of fabrics in 1993. 
percentage breakdown by fabric 7 

upholstery the focus of Decosit and Textiles 
— fair. Americana, low price points popular 

velvets make a comeback in home furnishings, 
particularly the motion furniture sector 3356 

water absorption behavior of two layered and 
multilayered fabrics 9018 

wipes. study of contents in washed textile wipes 
recommends disposable wipes 3687 

worsted, woolen fabrics from United Kingdom 
perform well at Premiere Vision 4071 

wrinkle-free shirt fabrics by Nisshinbo Industries and 
Toyobo earn awards 951 

wrinkle-free. suppliers target growing market, fabrics 
used in dresses, sportswear, career wear 2862 

Factories, see APPAREL MANUFACTURING PLANTS, 
KNITTING AND HOSIERY MILLS, MILL BUILDINGS, 
TEXTILE MILLS. 

, see COLORFASTNESS, LIGHTFASTNESS, 
ASHFASTNESS. 

False twist, see CRIMPING, TEXTURED YARNS, 
TWIST. 

. such as APPAREL, 
APPAREL--INNERWEAR, FA . FORECASTS, 
KNIT FABRICS, CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
MARKETING, HOME FURNISHINGS, RETAILING) 

24th Hong Kong Fashion Week exhibition attracts 
814 exhibitors from 24 countries 5983 

accessories recycling and reconditioning a growing 
trend, especially among young adults 3651 

accessories. department store executives predict 
successful sales of wider denim based belts 4415 
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activewear and activewear inspired fashions emerge 
as popular category for 1993 spring 523 

apparel buyers ready for Italian fashion shows, take 
— of favorable currency exchange rates 

apparel manufacturers and retailers in United 
Kingdom begin to focus on design and marketing 
strategies 2082 

apparel. Hong Kong Trade Development Council to 
introduce an exhibition for spring, summer 
collections 4418 

Armani, Georgio. interview with the designer 
—- celebration of 20 years in the business 

athletic apparel, Reebok International. new fashion 
lines marketed through MTV style fitness videos 

Botero, Samuel, interior designer discusses the role 
YA — and decorative carpets in his designs 

C.A.L.1.C.O. boutique in Montreal designs, sells 
environmentally safe fashion 8310 

CAD, CAM for apparel fabric mills. two case 
histories illustrate use 4461 

California Trade Mart. review of 1994 California 
— Preview Designer of the Year awards 

California Trade Mart. review of 1994 California 
Collections Preview Rising Star awards 8223 

Calvin Klein to be honored by Council of Fashion 
Designers of America 1911 

Calvin Klein. overview of fashion empire. 
organization, products 8298 

carpets. green replaces beige, teal as best selling 
carpet color 5304 

cashmere. knitting and production techniques and 
— in demand for new fashions (Conf. Paper) 

consumers over 55 years old. target consumers, 
products, eg 9 

costuming. Patricia Zipprodt’s costumes for 
Broadway production of My Fair Lady 4465 

Courtaulds’ Tencel fiber. style trends for 
autumn/winter 1994-1995. fiber properties and 
characteristics 4756 

decorator fabrics. spring 1995 market dominated by 
soft fabrics, classical designs, natural colors 4989 

denim. light weight denim and chambray, denim 
shorts increase sales for manufacturers 884 

design. Gianni Versace and other Milanese designers 
— to move their shows to Paris or New York 

designer Rei Kawakubo has been audacious and 
influential, her latest designs were unfavorably 
reviewed 2739 

education. FIT celebrates 50th anniversary in 1994. 
profile 8697 

embroidery. trends in fashion embroidery move away 
from simplicity to more decorative effects 9169 

Eventmedia cancels plans to broadcast leading 
French designers’ collections 1289 

fabric design trends and color palettes, 1994/1995 
autumn/winter knit apparel fabrics 4979 

fabric design. color swatch cards on display at 1994 
International Fabric Show 4977 

fabric design. profiles of Expofil, Interstoff, Premiere 
Vision exhibitions includes fall/winter 1995 
previews 4978 

fabric trends for 1994. nature motifs, patterns, 
colors, weaves 1003 

fabrics. neutral colors that reflect environmental 
awareness maintain dominance through fall 1995 
season 8981 
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fake furs. consumer popularity driven by politics, 
price, and versatility 3655 

fasteners and ae. natural looks popular in 
spring/summer 1995 apparel collections 6741 

forecasts by leading fiber manufacturers for 1995 
spring and summer fashions 2867 

Franco Moschino, Italian designer, dies of heart 
attack 8299 8300 

FridayWear fashions for managers on casual dress 
Fridays from Jhane Barnes, Barry Bricken, Caroline 
Belhumeur 5230 

gender barrier historically difficult to cross for brand 
name manufacturers. Haggar latest to try 8432 

golf wear. Levi Strauss extends Dockers apparel line 
to encompass golf apparel, accessories 9225 

history. bronze accessories worn by medieval Baltic 
and Finnish peoples (Abstract) 5279 

history. exhibition on 19th century dress etiquette at 
McCord Museum of Canadian History 5231 

home fabrics. Jane Churchill, Colefax & Fowler 
debut new collections in the United States 1338 

home furnishings, United States upholstery 
aaa 1990s fashion, marketing trends 

home furnishings, United States. 1990s fashion, 
marketing trends 4515 

home furnishings. review of 1994 bedding, bath 
products offered by major manufacturers 4530 

Hong Kong fashion industry. evolution and growth 
over last 25 years. Hong Kong Apparel anniversary 
celebration 4703 

hosiery fashion trends for spring and summer of 
1995 outlined at Du Pont presentation 5282 

hosiery, women’s. overview of effect of fashion, 
consumer demand on new hosiery lines 4469 

industry, Italy. bribery scandal shakes Milan's 
fashion industry, may extend into Florence and 
a = - 

industry, Italy. magistrates in Milan investigati 
corruption, fraud within Italian fiscal police 8230 

industry, Italy. owners of Milanese fashion houses 
ra tax officials in return for favorable audits 

—- Raiph Lauren fined 2.2 million francs 
($393,000) for copying Yves Saint Laurent tuxedo 
dress 5121 

innerwear. Donna Karan Intimates. review of line 
comprising 50 different men’s and women’s styles 

international Fashion Boutique Show. Fashion Week 
tie-in increases sales by 10 percent 9088 

international Fashion Fabric Exhibition 1995. fall 
Ln 2 fashions emphasize textures, warm colors 

Interstoff International Fabric Show. purity, 
seduction, exotic, optimistic themes for 
spring/summer 1995 season 6484 

Italian Metamorphosis cultural exhibition. Saks Fifth 
ve sells fashion tie-ins by Italian designers 

Italy. magistrates in Milan peor nem corruption, 
fraud within Italian fiscal police 8224 8225 8227 

Italy. ready to wear firms optimistic following 
increases in domestic consumption 8229 

jackets, men’s and women’s. retailer survey 
indicates that shape, color currently driving 
designer market 8433 } 

Japan. buyers turn their backs on flashy fashions, 
buy conservative British brands 1103 

jeans manufacturers will decrease prices due to a 
slump in sales 2695 

juniors. 1994 United States retailer survey of top 
— items in junior departments for July, August 

1 
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knitwear. 1994 Design in Knitwear Exhibition 
features woolen collections 3652 

MAGIC. fleeced and napped fabrics, athletic wear, 
sportswear, casual wear 2078 ; 

men’s suits, Italian. higher gorge, single breasted, 
and double breasted selling well for 1994 fall 2703 

Milan designers, including Armani, Mandelli, and 
Versace, implicated in tax bribery scandal 8301 

New York designers choose alternatives to Bryant 
Park tents for apparel show 9132 

NFL’s new Jacksonville Jaguars logo expected to 
perform well in merchandise sales 1304 

obese women’s apparel designs in France increase 
= oe of population overweight grows 

Ottavio and Rosita Missoni. retrospective exhibition 
in Florence features their designs 7562 

Pitti immagine Filati. overview of three style themes 
for knitwear 9145 

polyester. use of polyester by fashion sector slow to 
develop after its introduction (Book) 4809 

Premiere Vision 1994 fabric show. natural, 
transparent looks important for the spring/summer 
1995 season 6485 

Premiere Vision 1994. textile trends for 
ing/summer 1995 season 4983 

Premiere Vision fashion fabric show. color and fabric 
trends 4975 

recycled polyester used in apparel exhibited at 
fashion show sponsored by Wellman 6020 

retailing. bodywear manufacturers report 1994 
—e have increased 18 percent versus [1993] 

retailing. designer apparel sales reap full price 
sell-through rates of 70 percent or more 8502 

retailing. United Kingdom retailers reluctant to invest 
in streetwear sportswear crossover market 8499 

shearling. apparel designers use shearling trims 
— lukewarm opposition from animal activists 

SoHo poco popular location for designer 
boutiques 9133 

sportswear manufacturers take advantage of hot 
trend with new bands 1998 

sportswear, men’s and women’s spring 1995 
fashions. vendors predict sales gains of 10-15 
percent 6686 

sportswear. textured knit fabrics dominate fall 1994 
sportswear market 2822 

spring 1995 fashion trends for both men’s and 
women’s wear 5276 

T-shirts. baby tees become the ~ mainstream 
trend in recent T-shirt history 7 

table linens. fashion trends in 1993. overview of top 
sellers from United States manufacturers 1349 

trimmings and fasteners. color and material trends 
7 haa YKK, Universal, Scovill, and others 

tweeds from Great Britain used in apparel collections 
—— designers 2581 

umbrellas. European manufacture of over the last 
wee centuries. silk, nylon, polyester fabrics used 

uniform rental firms cooeng | tem styles and 
custom design programs 402 

United States designers expanding in Europe. 
European re opening more stores in the 
United States 9134 

UomoModa apparel show. devalued lira sparks 
United States buyers 2081 

Versace seeks to increase exports to the United 
States 9093 

Western wear sales evening out following three 
years of increases 4355 
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women’s accessories designers and manufacturers 
unhappy with trend toward minimalism in 
accouterments 2705 

women’s wear. bridge dress manufacturers will 
emphasize soft, easy designs for 1994 
spring-summer, bookings are strong 2740 

wool apparel fabrics. autumn/winter 1994-1995 
fashion trends emphasize texture in women’s 
wear, outerwear 9019 
— trends for spring/summer 1995 season 

yarns. fashion trends for fall/winter 1995-1996. 
descriptions of four categories 8846 

YSL sues Ralph Lauren for allegedly copying tuxedo 
dress design 3517 

FASHION--CHILDREN’S WEAR (see also other 
he: , such as APPAREL, 
APPAREL--CHILDRENS WEAR, 
APPAREL--INNERWEAR, FABRICS, FORECASTS, 
KNIT FABRICS, CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
MARKETING) 

bridge dress manufacturers will emphasize soft, easy 
designs for 1994 spring-summer, bookings are 
strong 2740 

decorative motifs 6502 
Kind und Jugend International Baby and Teenager 

Fair in Germany. profile of fashion trends on 
display 5239 

licensed apparel. MTV to debut a line of rock music 
— apparel for spring/summer 1995 season 

Marithe & Francois Girbaud. Paris based fashion 
designer team concept 8261 

Moschino fashion lines 8299 8300 
Saul Brothers, Atlanta based. young men’s 6629 
societal factor survey for large and small apparel 
manufacturers in San Francisco Bay area. color 
selection 5897 

Spring 1995 boy’s fashions 8450 

FASHION-MEN’S WEAR (see also other headings, such 
as APPAREL, APPAREL--MEN’S WEAR, 
APPAREL--INNERWEAR, CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
FABRICS, FORECASTS, KNIT FABRICS, 
MARKETING) 

accessories. increases in cost of cotton, polyester, 
silk cause production to shift offshore 6706 

activewear blended with casualwear and sportswear 
at upcoming MAGIC show 2008 

Albert Thurston. review of United Kingdom based 
— of men’s braces, apparel accessories 

Alexander Julian Incorporated signs licensing 
agreement with qo Apparel 1874 

apparel accessories. Philippe Model, Sheridan lines 
total $6.9 million in 1993 sales 3635 

athletic wear. men, women demand looser, more 
relaxed styles for activewear, sportswear 6689 

Bob Mackie to unveil his first men’s wear collection 
— with the Men’s Apparel Group 

boxer shorts. company wares on display at 
International Licensing and Merchandising 
Conference 5242 

brown makes a comeback in sport coats, suits, 
vests, and trousers for 1994 fall season 2834 

caps, military. leader in accessories market for 1994. 
styles, colors, designs 2835 

carpenter jeans emerging as important style for fall 
1994 season 3621 

casualwear. through end of 1994 demand will help 
~— wear sales outperform women’s wear sales 
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Clothiers Exhibition (Chicago) sponsored by Clothiers 
Corporation, Apparel Buyers Coalition 5107 

coats, sport. popular in specialty stores. linen and 
suits also moving well in spring 1994 season 3624 

Collections Premieren Dusseldorf. apparel designers 
emphasize relaxed looks for spring/summer 1995 
season 6703 

consumer attitudes. statistical trends in subjective 
evaluations of fashion by Japanese male 
undergraduates 412 

corporate casual look designed to bridge gap 
between suits and jeans 1262 

Daniei to expand number of discount men’s wear 
outlets 1094 

denim shorts. jeanswear manufacturers expect 
strong spring 1995 sales of men’s and young 
men’s styles 6707 

denim. Sun Apparel plans to market men’s branded 
jeans through licensing agreements 4348 

Designers’ Collective 1994. retailers predict 
= growth in men’s wear through next year 

durable press shirts. unfavorable consumer attitudes 
— New York designers to adopt wrinkled looks 

exhibitions, New York City. spring 1995 collections 
= during July 1994 at 25 men’s wear shows 

fabric. designers think type of fabric will provide 
fashion interest in 1995 summer men’s wear 3347 

fabrics. novel fabrics responsible for increased 
spending by men on apparel 965 

fitnesswear. new apparel category occupies the 
— ground between activewear and casualwear 

French Men’s Wear Federation promotes French 
a worldwide, targets United States market 

Fridaywear collections launched by 500 Fashion 
Group, Krizia, Marzotto, Nathan David, Unversal 
Design 5247 

Fridaywear crucial category at 1994 MAGIC 8484 
Fridaywear. linen ~——- as preferred fabric 7539 
Fridaywear. spring 1995 products driven by 
component dressing trend. fabrics 2830 

Georges Marciano Boutique introduces three denim 
lines for spring season 6704 

hosiery. fall 1994 ready-to-wear collections 
— by shorter lengths, brighter colors 

Huichol Indians. social status of family derives from 
elaborately embroidered ceremonial costumes 1205 

Italian manufacturers boost presence in United 
States market with designer labels 1882 

jackets, sport coats. 1994 fall suit season dominated 
by double breasted jackets 8463 

jeans. European market stagnant, predictable. smaller 
fashion forward labels catch on 3623 

leather accessories popular at Eurostyle show. vests, 
belts, bags, caps 2838 

leather jacket fashion trends for fall 1994. styles will 
be simpler and cleaner 415 

leather men’s coats, jackets, and shirts at reasonable 
— offered by leading British manufacturers 
44 

MAGIC. manufacturers of men’s tailored — 
place heavy orders at recent Las Vegas show 2077 

marketing. Marcos Ergas abandons runway, unveils 
— on View-Master three dimensional slides 

men’s underwear, loungewear that doubles as 
activewear and gymwear 9230 

merchandising. analysis of mathematical 
performance of students 1569 
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Milan shows emphasize soft, fight weight fabrics and 
texture. velvet prominent 2 

Mode Homme in Montreal. spring 1995 styles, color 
palettes 5248 

NAMSB 1994 show. rugged looks in both leather 
and fabric dominate reorders 9256 

NAMSB. retailers place orders for cold weather caps, 
vests, and some spring accessories 2079 

National Retail Federation Convention. CEOs predict 
gains in men’s wear sales this year 2080 

neckwear manufacturers at MAGIC 1994 
emphasized casual styles and textures 8486 

neckwear. New York and European designers 
accessorize their collections with narrow ties and 
scarf ties 6711 

Nino Cerruti. interview. United States licensing and 
ties to Hollywood films 1290 

orders at 1290 Showrooms. department store and 
specialty store buyers active 1264 

outerwear for spring 1995 will feature nautical and 
linen looks 7546 

outerwear. spring 1994 season. textures and lo 
lengths are key trends from manufacturers 126 

pants, spring 1995 season. flat and pleated fronts, 
drawstrings, seersuckers, short “high 
waters" 671 

Pietrafesa. tailored apparel company obtains licenses 
for Ralph Lauren, Alexander Julian lines 3500 

Quirino Conti’s multicultural world reflected in his 
latest collection 1291 

retailing, denim jeans. designer Paul Smith opens 
freestanding London stores 8273 

retailing. designer Alexander Julian opens 
— Toronto store featuring Colours label 

retailing. private label programs help men’s specialty 
stores expand market share 850 

SEHM men’s wear fashion show in Paris dominated 
by military looks 2047 

SEHM’s Nouvel Espace exhibition features men’s 
wear in experimental fabric 204 

shirts, Kramer. popular in young men’s market. 
design, style trends 2843 

shirts, wrinkle resistant. department stores high on 
new product category 2016 

shirts, wrinkle resistant. dress and sport shirts 
popular at MAGIC. prints and stripes sell over 
solids 2842 

shirts, wrinkle resistant. popularity uncertain but 
manufacturers _ up for Father’s Day 
introductions 2017 

slacks and shirts, wrinkle resistant. producers expect 
stellar 1994 sales 1266 

slacks, wrinkle resistant. boom in 1993 expected to 
continue in 1994. shirts loom on horizon 2022 

slacks, wrinkle resistant. cotton twills prove most 
popular at MAGIC show 2844 

slacks, wrinkle resistant. tailored apparel 
manufacturers embrace new trend 2021 : 

sport coats, fall 1994 season. simple construction 
techniques versus dressier edge 2845 

sport coats, soft. specialty retailers urged to proceed 
with caution, display coats as sportswear 5254 

sport coats. fall 1994 orders running 50 percent 
above projections 416 ; 

sport shirts, mainfloor sport shirt makers offer 
upbeat styles at mainfloor price points 417 

sportswear hot for spring 1994. linen and linen blend 
sport coats particularly popular 3653 

Sportswear is top seller for holiday sales. reports on 
Midwest, Southeast, West Coast, Northwest, 
Southwest markets 1314 
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sportswear, especially rugged outerwear and 
ood casualwear, popular. style, fabric trends 

sportswear. Chicago Men’s Wear Collective retailers 
cite = of sportswear as major fashion 

1998. men’s wear collections inspired by 
pom a States fashions from 1940-1970 period 

suit, sport coats. Calvin Klein, Donna Karan, Hugo 
, Joseph Abboud collections feature longer 

coat lengths 6715 
suits expected to outsell sport coats by two to one 
margin at upcoming New York City shows 1318 

‘ wear. Hartmarx eee’ recent 
unveils Bobby Jones Tailored C line 5256 

suits, three button, single breasted. softer, looser 
it gains in popularity 3628 

suits. United Kingdom market, fashions changing, 
expected to grow 7550 

Super Show. activewear trends include soccer 
i logos, outdoor apparel, pigment dyeing 

sweater coat revival for fall 1994. coats with lofty, 
textured fabrics, stripped down construction, and 
inside support 2025 

sweaters experience resurgence in pepe. trends 
in styles, colors, fibers, textures 4 

sweaters. profile of Tricots St. Raphael, New York 
City based men’s sweater company 7457 

tailored apparel fashions, spring 1995. linen blends, 
pap button jackets, soft summer color palettes 

— . rel. Italian manufacturers revitalize their 
95 lines with assorted separates 7552 

tailor Raa y manufacturers predict healthy — 
1995 sales for three button suits, sport coats 846 

tailored suits. European, Japanese consumers 
purchase garments with heavy weight fabrics from 
the 1950s 5767 

tailored suits. increases in cost of cotton, polyester, 
silk cause changes in sourcing, production 6716 

three button soft sport coats, sweater coats perform 
well 2049 

ties. manufacturers try new novelty lines and wider 
silhouette to strengthen 1994 sales 1296 

traditional men’s wear. manufacturers look for 
variety in casual sportswear to capture wider retail 
audience 1292 

trousers notoriously difficult for retailers to sell. 
trends, fashions, retail strategies 3631 

trousers. United Kingdom manufacturers seek 
texture, easy care rather than new styling for 
— 1995 fashions 8466 

UomoModa show. Italian tailored apparel lines appeal 
strongly to United States buyers 6705 

vest separates in sophisticated or country looks as 
fall 1994 men’s wear fashion accessory 418 

vest, coats, and armor inspired knitwear and leather 
popular. design, texture, color trends 2028 

Vestimenta targets sophisticated, high-end niche 
market in tailored apparel 1888 

western wear retailers expect moderate 1994 sales 
gains 1097 

western wear. back to school sales spur dramatic 
pr in sales of western wear, accessories 

wool coats are popular, spurring healthy mill sales of 
heavyweight woolen fabrics 3654 

wrinkle resistant dress shirt lines launched by Van 
Heusen, Arrow, Capital Mercury, Bidermann for 
spring 419 

wrinkle resistant pants, Levi Strauss. company to 
ship 7-8 million units 4342 
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wrinkle resistant slacks. manufacturers hope $20 
yd will spur interest in wrinkle resistant apparel 

wrinkle resistant sport shirts. vendors report fall 
1994 booking bonanza 4449 

wrinkle resistant tailored suits. spring 1994 fashions 
feature moderate prices 4448 

young men’s apparel at MAGIC 1994, trend toward 
dressier styles 8485 

FASHION-WOMEN’S WEAR (see also other a 
such as APPAREL, APPAREL--WOMEN’S WEAR, 
APPAREL--INNERWEAR, CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
FABRICS, FORECASTS, KNIT FABRICS, 
MARKETING) 

accessories. growth market for fall and winter 1994. 
style and design trends 2851 

acrylic circular knit apparel. Monsanto introduces 
collection at Fashion Institute of Technology 4453 

apparel accessories. Philippe Model, _—, lines 
total $6.9 million in 1993 sales 3635 

athletic wear. men, women demand looser, more 
relaxed styles for activewear, sportswear 6689 

bras, push-up. Wonderbra and Super Up-Lift bras 
most popular in category 5243 

bridesmaids’ dresses. 1994 sales nearly 20 percent 
higher than last year 6003 

buyers discouraged by disparity between shows and 
consumer needs. fashion executives respond to 
criticism 1294 

Calvin Klein’s recent collection emphasizes sheer 
look featuring tanks and slips 420 

casualwear. through end of 1994 demand will help 
ay wear sales outperform women’s wear sales 

Collections Premieren Dusseldorf. apparel designers 
emphasize relaxed looks for spring/summer 1995 
season 6703 

consumer attitudes toward apparel fashions, women 
55 and older. statistical analysis 6721 

consumer attitudes toward apparel fashions. 
differences between slender and fat women, 
statistical analysis 6720 

denim revival at retail. blue remains the color of 
choice. soft, used fabrics still popular 425 

denim. industry executives forecast 1994 fashion 
trends in denim lines 1276 

designer a — manufacturers upbeat about fall 
1994 collections. trends previewed 3638 

designers, young. Leva, Alfaro, and Feng’s spring 
1994 lines reviewed 1277 

Donna Karan’s bankable looks, she returns to her 
roots after two lackluster seasons 436 

Donna Karan’s DKNY Coverings and Collection lines 
for spring 1994. new products, styles, colors 1273 

dress and suits influenced by fashion trends selling 
briskly at retail 9248 

Du Pont seminar identifies women’s wear fashion 
= for 1994. style, colors, fabrics discussed 

eveningwear. day into evening creates growth 
potential for sector. fall- holiday 1994 expected to 
have increased sales 5262 

exhibitions. review of Fashion Coterie, New York 
Premier Collections, other exhibitions in New York 
City 8477 

fall 1994. designers turn away from 1993 fall 
season’s unmediated sobriety to wit, frivolity, 
playfulness 4466 

fall collections by Le erfeld, Ungaro, Givenchy, and 
Larouche Boheme 6739 

Fashion Coterie 1994. soft dressing, structured 
silhouettes, short skirts popular 2029 
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France. linen in summer women’s wear. prospects 
for summer 1994 and beyond 4774 

Fridaywear trends. major manufacturers capitalize on 
dress down trend in corporate America 4452 

fur coats. artificial fur mixed with real fur generates 
sales for furriers 3640 

gown. Barbara Matera constructed ball gown worn 
by Hillary Rodham Clinton at inaugural 1191 

hemlines on skirts, dresses in Japan back down. 
tight skirts with slits popular 438 

history. black silk mourning dress from 1820s 
Imperial Germany (Abstract) 5501 

history. photographic examination of African 
American women’s wear in Georgia, 1890-1914 
period 2052 

holiday and late fall 1994 sales expected to increase 
as much as 30 percent. neutral colors still 
predominate 5111 

holiday, resort, and prom/social occasion market 
shows slimmer looks, more color 8488 

hosiery design trends and color palettes, 1995 
summer season 5283 

hosiery, fall 1994. retailers predict strong sales 
cae by diverse colors, textures, patterns 

hosiery. fall 1994 ready-to-wear collections 
— by shorter lengths, brighter colors 

hosiery. holiday, spring 1995 markets characterized 
by fashion legwear, decline in basic sheers 6743 

hosiery. important trends for holiday 1994 include 
glitter, thigh highs, range of colors 4467 

hosiery. skin toned palette popular. also anklets, 
knee highs, and thigh highs 1278 

hosiery. women’s fashion trends, fall 1994. offerings 
— Du Pont, ESP Trend Forecasting 

innerwear, brassieres. push-up bras continue to 
dominate 1994 sales 5244 

innerwear. Du Pont’s Intimate Apparel Workshop 
features activewear fibers, shapewear, ready to 
wear styles 4435 

innerwear. fall and holiday innerwear features pretty 
— in classic looks, ready to wear styling 

innerwear. Gossard and other intimate wear 
manufacturers introduce push-up bras 4439 

innerwear. New York market dominated by figure 
enhancing foundations, camisoles, body suits 6697 

innerwear. Pacific Silk & Clothing will introduce large 
size innerwear 4436 

innerwear. Parisian couture shows herald return to 
pd bosoms, flattened ribcages, slender waists 

innerwear. push up brassiere market explodes in 
United States 6696 

Jaeger. United Kingdom company unveils Jaeger 
London line for younger women customers 8262 

junior market. short and long lengths popular. 
offerings from Jou Jou and Chorus Line 2854 

Kim & Kelly. designer knitwear collection made 
primarily with baby alpaca wool 9237 

kimonos. survey of attitudes of Japanese women 
toward the wearing of kimonos 9249 

knitwear manufacturers offer updated silhouettes 
and lots of colors for fall 1994 season, chenille 
popular 2855 

knitwear. resort season emerges as important selling 
season for knitwear manufacturers 6644 

Lagerfeld’s new collection for Chanel emphasizes 
sexy feminine styles 9247 

large size fashions. established names grow, new 
— enter field as retailers expand offerings 
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legwear market week in New York City weathers low 
turnout. skin tone, trouser socks, thigh highs 
popular 1297 

lingerie. Salon International de la Lingerie et 
interfiliere (Paris). review 2828 

Martha Graham Couture Collection debut, licensed 
line of women’s fashions from Danskin 1275 

Milan, Paris, and London fashion shows feature 
layering, blending of linen, chiffon, and gauze, 
cropped knitwear 1293 

Milanovendemoda. overview of trends 6737 
Milliken presents intimate apparel fabrics intended to 
influence lingerie fashions 1258 

New York Bridal Apparel exhibition. participants 
report increase in retail sales versus [1993] 8470 

New York Bridal Apparel show. preview of October 
j ae —— eee eseiilaciadieeinl 
ew York’s young and struggling fashion designers. 
problems breaking in 2050 

outerwear, active. segment booms due to innovative 
styling and fabrics 3642 

panties. spring 1995 fashion panties market 
dominated by cotton, Lycra spandex blends 8456 

panties. Vanity Fair Mills releases V Wear by Body 
Sleeks 6699 

pantyhose. attitudes of female consumers becoming 
— _— because of product imperfections 

Paris couture. fall collections by Louis Feraud, 
Valentino, and Yves Saint Laurent 6738 

Paris designers. profiles of Mariot Chanet, Capucine 
—- Marcel Marongiu, and Corinne Cobson 

Paris spring fashions recall earlier decades. review of 
—_— collections 8472 

Perry Ellis International may reenter women’s wear 
= in spring 1996 with bridge sportswear line 

Pret-a-Porter fashion show in Paris features rich 
colors with refined silhouettes 2051 

prom dresses, spring 1995 fashion season. sexy 
looks enliven traditional styles 9242 

rainwear oe to do very well in 1994 spring 
and fall 3643 

recycled apparel. Goeffrey B. Small takes his 
— to Paris to attract United States retailers 

resort dresses. designers expect strong sales and 
oe to continue through spring 1995 season 
724 

retailing, denim jeans. designer Paul Smith opens 
freestanding London stores 8273 ‘ 

retailing. contemporary specialty stores, boutiques 
find legwear key fashion item for fall 1994 season 
8507 

robes, sleepwear. Carole Hochman Designs unveils 
collection under the Carole Hochman Knits label 
6702 

scarves. manufacturers, retailers predict spring 1995 
sales will increase 20 percent 8509 

seasonless apparel a growing trend in fall 1994, 
— some designers and retailers are resistant 

Seventh Avenue overdoses on sheer, lingerie, and 
baby doll looks 437 ; 

sewing patterns. 1994 spring fashion season 
emphasizes layers, loose fitting silhouettes, 
textures 4477 : 

sheer and short apparel peak at New York City 
shows 426. 

skirts. new length from just above to just below the 
knee creates controversy among designers 5266 
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sociology. costume of professional women can 
appear too masculine and diminish their chances of 
promotion 2053 ; 

Spain. historical review of Andalusian maja dress, 
other female costumes as symbols representing 
Spain 7001 

sportswear manufacturers concentrate on knits. 
versatility and expanded options appeal to 
consumer 1279 

sportswear, moderate to better priced. increased 
sales expected for 1994 holidays 5112 

sportswear. Bloomingdale’s opens 24,000 square 
foot bri floor devoted to designer sportswear 
lines 8510 

spring 1994 dress and suit trends. short lengths, 
textures, prints 203 

spring 1994 market at San Francisco Fashion Center. 
cotton knits popular 427 

suit designers s Clinton, George Simonton, 
and the Fernandez family briefly profiled 3644 

summer 1994. dresses are either short, fluttery, 
—— without stockings, or are baby doll knockoffs 

swimwear, women’s. Macy’s increases designer 
lines at flagship store in Hearid Square 4433 

swimwear. sportswear, lingerie influence swimwear 
market for the cruise 1995 season 9226 

Toronto Ready-to-Wear Collections. spring 1995 
styles, color palettes 5110 

Trevira jacquard curtain fabric used for Lagerfeld 
dress design 1302 

Tyler’s New York City show emphasizes clear, sexy, 
glamorous tailoring 423 

Ungaro, Emmanuel. business strong as new boutique 
opens in New York City 8302 

velvet. 1993 winter fashions feature a variety of 
velvet styles 1280 

Vestimenta targets sophisticated, high-end niche 
market in tailored apparel 1888 

western wear. back to school sales spur dramatic 
cg in sales of western wear, accessories 

= oo and Turban Wig jointly develop polyvinyl 
chioride wigs with headbands 1281 

women’s outerwear manufacturers predict good year 
in 1994. better pricing, strong fashion trends boost 
1993 sales 1282 

Wrangler America for Women captures discount 
market with focus on relaxed fit, colors, new fabric 
treatments 6719 

FASTENERS AND TRIMMINGS 
accessories. feminine pieces will drive women’s 
ae accessories sales in spring 1995 season 

apparel accessories, 1994-1995 holiday season. 
_— feature rhinestone and jet glamour looks 

bindings. sewing techniques used by the Jeanne 
Marc apparel company 4387 

Brandtex Service’s aggregate zipper installation 
system 5937 

button production in Japan and Asia. production 
trends 5130 

buttons, LaMode. hand wash only buttons placed on 
drycleanable garments. manufacturer's 
responsibility 381 

buttons. dark colored buttons that bleed on light 
colored rayon fabrics 382 

color changes. blue, purple, or black discolorations 
on bright pink, fuschia, orange, or red fabrics 384 

drycleaning lace, fasteners, trimmings. proper care 
procedures 7520 

FELT (see also other headi 
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exhibitions. Trimmings, Accessories, and Fabric 
Expo. important trends 1092 

fashion. natural looks popular in spring/summer 1995 
apparel collections 6741 

finishing of denim. affects of finishing techniques on 
metal apparel hardware. compatibility guide 5025 

history. bronze accessories worn by medieval Baltic 
and Finnish peoples (Abstract) 5279 

knotted fabrics and beads as accessories. 
construction details 5945 

La Anson accessories from Taiwan based Super 
Kingdom Industrial Company 8430 

LaceMaster from Sonobond Ultrasonics for 
nonwoven fabric produces decorative lacing and 
trim 1197 

leather trim. bleeding of dyes to surrounding fabric. 
causes, prevention, responsibility 380 

luggage. Lands’ End enters into partnership with 
, 8 leading zipper manufacturer 6027 

manufacturing. trimmings add value to home 
— important retailers and manufacturers 

narrow fabric with unique construction can be cross 
dyed with different colors on each side 3355 

Ralph by Ralph Lauren off to a successful start. short 
dresses and skirts among popular styles 6718 

Ruth und Einekel. overview of trimmings 
manufacturer in Germany 4082 

sealing system. FS-90 ultrasonic system with sewing 
table from Branson 5201 

trends in color and material from Margola, YKK, 
Universal, Scovill, and others 3614 

zipper tape making and setting. new semiautomatic 
machine from Brandtex Service of Denmark 7508 

zipper tapes. new heat sealable zipper from Talon 
incorporated 367 
—. history of zipper. invention and development 

zippers. repairing, replacing zippers 1184 

Fastness, see COLORFASTNESS, LIGHTFASTNESS, 
WASHFASTNESS. 

, such as BATTINGS, 
NEEDLED FABRICS, NONWOVEN FABRICS, 
PAPERMAKING FABRICS) 

crosslapped battings. Asselin develops process that 
creates fiber oriented felts without drafting 8965 

Engineered Nonwovens produces specialize 
technical felts for healthcare and medical textiles 
sector 6403 

Engineered Nonwovens. company produces needle 
punched felts for equestrian, automotive, medical 
end uses 4085 

filters. needled felts market for liquid and d 
filtration. present market and future growth 4186 

manufacture. choosing felting needles based on 
an requirements of different end 
products 647 

needied felt filtration market. worldwide production 
statistics, estimates for 1993-2000 period 6509 

needied filtration felts. world market will grow to 
$600 million by end of decade 4185 

paper machine felts. testing during opening, carding, 
preneediing, felting 8551 

papermaker’s felt. history, current status of 
manufacture in India (Conf. Paper) 5790 

papermaking felts. characteristics and requirements 
for opening, carding, blending machines 8830 

papermaking. multibase fabrics offer advantages 
over traditional press felt designs 2577 

polyester/polypropylene felt covered acoustical 
wallboard resists abrasion 950 
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Roctex designs system to assemble nonwoven 
composite felts based on mineral wool 8957 

technical felt production in the Pacific Rim 8984 

Felting, see FELT, FULLING, SHRINKAGE. 

Fiber identification, see BLEND TESTING, FIBER 
TESTING. 

Fiber lubricants, see CHEMICAL AIDS TO PROCESSING. 

FIBER MORPHOLOGY 
aramid fibers, laser ablation experiment 1627 2351 
a heterogeneities of fiber surfaces (Abstract) 

cotton. strength of primary wall, development of 
primary and secondary fiber walls 24 
= a shape analysis by image processing 

Cu(ll) wool complex fibers pretreated with hydrogen 
peroxide, dyeing behavior 1813 

hair fibers, mink. morphology of mink fur and fake 
furs 8989 

microstructure, fatigue. control of damage 
—— via microstructural modifications 

natural fibers. structure illustrated with description of 
cotton, wool fiber structure 1621 

nylon 6 recycling through hydrolysis possible, should 
be encouraged 2392 

nylon 6. X-ray diffraction determines effect of 
drawing on phase structure 7142 

polyester, nylon 6. relationship between tensile 
modulus and morphological structure 788 

polyester, nylon 6. relationship between tensile 
modulus, morphological structure 1647 

polyester, physical structure of. molecular structure, 
aggregation. thermal transitions (Book) 4818 

polyethylene fibers. molecular, morphological 
analyses of damage tolerance (Conf. Paper) 3154 

SEM as analytical tool for examining defects in and 
damage to fabrics and fibers 605 

silk, void structure. X-ray diffraction investigates 
void structure of silk fibérs treated with stannic 
acid gel 1619 2344 3126 

viscose fibers developed by Courtaulds with modified 
a sections, high fineness for use in nonwovens 

FIBER QUALITY (see also other headings, such as 
CONSUMER ATTITUDES, CRIMP, DETERIORATION 
OF MATERIALS, FRICTION, INSPECTION, 
UNIFORMITY, and under subject headings of 
specific fibers) 

cotton. cooperative research by Auburn, Clemson 
and North Carolina State. characterization, 
selection, optimization studied 9276 

cotton oe fiber contamination. Avondale Mills 
yA .S. Felker calls for better quality control 

HVI. calculation of quality properties. BIAS for 
processing data 7880 

high performance fibers. torsional properties, 
structure property relations 6274 

Indian fibers compared with imported fibers. effect of 
properties on yarn quality 7855 

manmade fibers at Kiev Technological Institute. 
microfibers. two screw extruders for improved 
quality 6284 

wire cloth and step beater een ad used to design 
low cost fiber recovery plant 466 

workshops by NITRA teach fiber, yarn, and chemical 
testing methods 3725 
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FIBER TESTING (see also other , such as 
BLEND TESTING, CHEMICAL G, COTTON 
FIBER TESTING, CRIMP, ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY, FRICTION, MICROSCOPY, 
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, WOOL TESTING, X-RAY, 
and under fibers) 

abrasion. equipment from Honigmann Industrielle 
— quantifies fiber/yarn abrasion properties 

adhesiveness of complex glass fibers bonded by 
lubricant. new test bench based on dynamic 
separation 7590 

Advanced Photon Source. Dow and Du Pont will use 
the new accelerator to evaluate materials at the 
atomic level 5338 

AFIS testing of short fiber content of sliver improves 
combing without adverse effects on yarns 9273 

Albany International Research and Development 
Group. overview 6787 

asbestos. SEM, EDX used to identify asbestos fibers 
in solid insulating materials 3727 

birefringence measured using online device 8536 
carbon disulfide-free material has environmental and 

other advantages over conventional viscose 
material 2370 

ceramic fiber bundles. abrasion resistance of fibrous 
sealant candidates in oxygen and hydrogen 
atmospheres at high temperatures 779 

a te heterogeneities of fiber surfaces (Abstract) 

colorfastness. proper ways to remove stains from 
dyed fabrics prior to drycleaning 8423 

cotton fibers. determination of micronaire value. 
procedures to eliminate testing errors 1365 
= structure. effect of catalyst and BTCA 

— a shape analysis by image processing 

damping capacities, silicon carbide. measurements at 
temperatures, frequencies of composite 
applications 1640 4805 

electroconductive fibers. determination of critical 
conductivity 2409 
eS inspection by Massen Crimp Inspector 

equilibrium contact angle of liquid on fiber surface 
(Abstract) 2913 

fatigue testing process for high performance 
polyethylene fibers 6281 

FEP Polymertechnik melt spin tester for FDY and 
bulked continuous filament filament yarns 6814 

fiber contact in — assemblies in light of steric 
hindrances 8537 

fineness of wool. Siegfrid Peyer OFDA image 
processing system 6053 

high performance fibers. torsional properties, 
relations between structure, properties 9278 

high volume instrument data and vis/NIR reflectance 
spectra. statistical analysis of random error 8538 

HVI technology allows accurate and reliable 
measurement of cotton fiber properties 1364 

infrared spectroscopy, neural network, used for 
nondestructive fiber identification 8539 

intelligent enzyme treatments for protein fibers. 
proteases, lipases, lipoprotein lipases 2672 

liquid wetting, transport, retention properties of 
fibrous assemblies 2123 2124 

methods for identification, classification of natural, 
manmade fibers (Book) 7589 

micronaire measurement. review of testing 
procedure. impact of value on point premiums and 
discounts 1368 

permeability constant of fiber assembly derived from 
experiment with coil model 2125 
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polyamides, silk fibroin. structural analysis via solid 
a nitrogen 15 nuclear magnetic resonance 

seed coat fabric distribution in cottons characterized 
as first and second assymptotic distributions 6812 

SEM identifies types of damage and defects caused 
during mechanical or chemical processing 6786 

Siegfried Peyer’s Textiles Electronics Division 
aa systems, instruments for fiber analysis 

Siegfried Peyer. review of fiber and yarn testing 
ey on display at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 

solid state nitr 15 nuclear magnetic resonance, 
structural analysis of polyamides, silk fibroin 2371 
a — labeling with selected fluorescent dyes 

spinning consistency index developed by Zellweger 
Uster uses HV! measurements 1366 

str loss during dyeing process of polyester 
evaluated 4284 

tensile strength, elongation measurements. Instron 
Type 1122 Dynamometer examines influence of 
test conditions 492 

tensile strength. relationship between tensile 
modulus and morphological structure of polyester 
and nylon 6 fibers 788 

tensile strength. relationship between tensile 
modulus, a structure of polyester and 
nylon 6 fibers 164 

wool fiber diameter. effect of y= length on 
microprojection diameter values 7591 

wool fiber diameter. factors affecting comparisons 
between air flow, projected image methods 7593 

wool fiber le distribution in raw wool, fine 
woolen slubbings 7594 

wool fibers during worsted spinning, weaving, and 
finishing. affects on elastic moduli 6246 

wool. CSIRO Sirolan-Laserscan scanner formally 
— by International Wool Textile Organization 

Zeliweger Uster symposium discusses fiber and yarn 
testing, demonstrates testing equipment 8532 

Zellweger Uster’s OFDA instrument uses microscopy, 
a processing to measure fineness in hair fibers 

FIBER-YARN-FABRIC RELATIONSHIPS (see also other 
, such as FABRIC GEOMETRY, YARN 

GEOMETRY) 
acrylic yarns. effect of mp spacing on fiber 
— density of Siro and ring spun acrylic yarns 

braided composites. modeling Euclidean braided fiber 
= to optimize properties (Conf. Paper) 

cohesion and relationship to surface, crimp, friction, 
fiber le , and linear density in polyester and 
viscose fibers 55 

control of fiber orientation in yarn and fabric 
production achievable through aerodynamics 7020 

cotton knit interlock fabric. influence of knitting 
spond. yarn type, cam type on fabric structure 

cotton. effect of fiber, yarn properties on knit fabric 
properties 7888 

evenness of yarn. variance length curve analysis 
used to determine impact of medium-term yarn 
variations on fabric appearance 7201 

fabric geometry, interyarn pores. influence on 
moisture, air permeability 4981 

fabric geometry. parameters that affect protection 
against transmission of ultraviolet radiation 4980 
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knit fabric optical properties depend on open end 
rotor yarn structure 6388 

knit fabrics, irregularities in yarn length. effects of 
yarn tensile deformation and needle deflection 917 

knit fabrics, irregularities in yarn length. effects of 
yarn tensile deformation, needle deflection 1722 

mechanical properties and hand of shin-gosen 
fabrics. effects of fiber cross sectional shape 216 

pilling of knit fabrics. effects of fiber denier, tenacity, 
blending on pilling of fabrics knit with ring, open 
end, air jet yarns 7332 
—— microdenier, conventional staple fibers. 
effects of blending on quality, aesthetics of open 
end, air jet yarns 7164 

polyester. mechanical properties related to fiber, 
yarn, fabric properties (Book) 4813 

polyester/viscose yarns. effects of fiber denier, twist 
factor, and yarn composition on properties 116 

polypropylene needle punched fabric. effects of fiber 
length, fiber denier, needle punch density, needle 
penetration 7327 

quality. effect of cotton yarn quality on mechanical 
properties of knit cotton fabrics 8114 

torque. residual torque in worsted yarns causes 
untwisting, snarling, dimensional instability 7200 

wool/cotton plied yarns. effect of wool fiber 
diameter, blend ratio on bending properties of 
yarns 4063 

woven fabrics, simulated tongue tear. role of yarn, 
fabric structure in determining tear resistance 5792 

woven silk fabrics, vibrational properties. vibrational 
damping behavior at large shear angles 1002 

yarn faults. Uster Classimat measurements of 
polyester, viscose yarns. effects of fiber length and 
fiber fineness 1370 2916 

yarn manufacturing, United States. effect of fiber 
industry restructuring on yarn manufacturers 4025 

Fiberfill, see BATTINGS. 

FIBERS (see also other headings, such as BAST FIBERS, 
BLENDS, BRUSHES, CELLULOSE FIBERS, ELASTIC 
FIBERS, EPITROPIC FIBERS, FIBER-YARN-FABRIC 
RELATIONSHIPS, FIBER QUALITY, FURS, GLASS 
FIBERS, HAIR FIBERS, HOOKED FIBERS, 
INORGANIC FIBERS, INTERFIBER COMPETITION, 
LEAF FIBERS, MANMADE FIBERS, PROTEIN 
FIBERS, SPANDEX FIBERS, and under subject 
— of specific fibers and processes) 

advanced technical composites with plastics, such 
as carbon or _ reinforced. new application 
possible 812 

Asia. production trends in China, South Korea, 
Taiwan, and Japan 6234 

biodegradable corn fiber suitable for apparel 
manufacture 4795 

biodegradable fiber developed from corn. rayon fiber 
with improved decomposition rate 7816 

carpet. overview of polypropylene, nylon, polyester, 
wool carpet fiber industries 6757 

ceramic oxide fibers. microwave heating of tow 
initiates thermal spikes 7949 

cohesion and relationship to surface, crimp, friction, 
fiber length, and linear density in polyester and 
viscose fibers 55 

collagen fibrils from the tail tendons and skin of 
laboratory rats. structural analysis 6247 

consumption of fibers in 1991. statistical data for 
industrial and nonindustrial ——s 1579 

consumption statistics, United States. figures for 
1992 in apparel, home furnishings, and industrial 
sectors 6211 
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consumption. world fiber consumption will increase 
7 _ percent per year during 1994-1997 period 

continuum mechanical model of fibers and yarns 
(Conf. Paper) 6383 

cost, natural fibers. dramatic 10-35 percent price 
— will affect spring, summer 1995 fashions 

demand and price. business improves for natural and 
manmade fiber industries in United States 5508 

directory of European natural and manmade fiber and 
yarn suppliers 6226 

directory of fiber suppliers to nonwoven fabric 
industry 5509 

Du Pont’s earnings increase for first 1994 quarter. 
Lycra spandex, nylon lead improvement 3921 

fiber industry forecasts for 1994. industry executives 
expect improved business in all areas 697 

flow, branching. numerical simulation of fiber 
suspension flow 7021 

flow. numerical simulation of fiber suspension flow. 
merging flow 5570 

Hoechst to expand global polyester business. will 
— stretch and recycled polyester, acetate 

hydraulic mounts. in-molded rubber reinforcement 
fibers broaden spring rate 8962 

industry. alphabetical list of the world’s 13 leading 
fiber producers 7857 

Japan. consumption decreased in 1992, further 
— expected in 1993. data on consumption 

knit fabric market. natural, manmade fibers compete 
for greater share of market by end of decade 8002 

Lenzing. profile of largest viscose staple fiber 
producer in Europe 6210 

manufacturers. strategies for 1994. production 
capacity, focus, marketing 713 

microfilaments and microfibers. fineness comparisons 
and applications 6275 

microfungal filaments used in waddings to absorb 
metals in effluent 3020 

mill consumption data, manufactured fiber, cotton, 
and wool in selected countries during 1985-1992 
period 698 

natural fibers. analysis of worldwide market 
situation, future marketing possibilities 3093 

producers upbeat about 1994. representatives offer 
views of upcoming year, trends 1581 

research and development of new fibers and new 
processes in the developed countries 1582 

statistical data. worldwide raw material consumption 
by fiber type, 1972-1992 period 699 

Tencel by Courtaulds is growing in popularity among 
designers of jeans and other apparel 7856 

test methods for identification, classification of 
natural, manmade fibers (Book) 7589 

United States trade deficit in 1992 increases 3076 
United States. 1992-1993 per capita fiber 
consumption review 5507 

Filaments, see FIBERS. 

Filament yarns, see TEXTURED YARNS, YARNS, ZERO 
TWIST YARNS. 

Filling, see WEFT. 

Film-fibers, see SPLIT FIBERS/SLIT FILMS. 

FILMS (see also other headings, such as SPLIT 
FIBERS/SLIT FILMS) 
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3M’s Scotchlite transfer film used in production of 
a. Retroglo yarns for protective clothing 

9’-hydroxy spironaphthoxazine glycidyl 
methacrylate/methyl methacrylate copolymer films. 
photochromism 2363 3343 

9’-substituted spironaphthoxazine polymer films. 
effect of matrix molecular orientation on 
photochromism 2387 3381 

acrylic acid radiation grafted hydrophilic polyethylene 
membranes. separation of ethanol-water mixtures 
3375 4200 

amorphous boron nitride, carbon film coatings. effect 
= peta of high modulus silica glass fibers 

antibacterial polymers that incorporate cyclodextrin 
based benzoic acid and potassium sorbate 1648 

aromatic poly(ether 
sulfone)/poly(m-phenyleneisophthalamide) blend 
films. properties, compatibility 5599 

Barmag’s FB7 unit prepares film-type tows. 
specifications, capabilities 5581 

binders, films, and adhesives. European 
~~ creas list of companies and products 

cadmium stearate Langmuir-Blodgett films laminated 
on gold/silicon dioxide substrates 2558 3357 4184 

coatings for industrial concrete flooring 8102 
composite binder resins, magnetic recording film. 
evaluation of electron beam curability 8 

cyanoresin, cyanoresin/cellulose triacetate blends for 
thin film, dielectric capacitors 3358 

divinyl ethers. fluorescence ge during 
cationic polymerization (Conf. Paper) 3194 

dyed heterogeneous, homogeneous a films. 
effect of laser flash photolysis 779 

ethylene-propylene heterophasic copolymers. effect 
of ultraviolet irradiation on structure 8972 

flammability. NFPA standard. fire tests for flame 
resistant fabrics and films (Book) 9285 

healthcare, medical textiles. absorbent product film 
— increase capacity, develop new products 

hollow polysulfone fibers for dehydrating acetic acid 
by evaporation through a membrane 967 

hydrophilic, microporous films manufactured by Raffi 
and Swanson for protective clothing 1760 t 

hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) films. characteristic 
— of HPC molecular chains in solution 2389 

isotactic polypropylene/ethylene-propylene 
copolymer blends. Izod impact strength of 
(Abstract) 7309 

liquid crystal/polymer composite films with 
continuous liquid crystal phase within polymer 
matrix 6489 

military uniforms. United States Army researching 
adaptive color mechanisms for automatic 
camouflage 9072 

nylon 11. trichroic infrared spectroscopy investigates 
orientation of amide, methylene groups in 
(Abstract) 7114 ' 

packaging for dyestuffs and pigments. Aquafilm’s 
film dissolves in cold water, is nontoxic 1778 

PET and PPS films. structural changes during thermal 
shrinkage and orientation induced crystallization 
5571 

Platamid powdered adhesives and membrane films 
introduced at Techtextil 1993 by Elf Atochem 
Deutschland 172 , : 

PMMTA. thermal and viscoelasticity compared with 
Nomex films 3980 

poly [bis (4-methylphenoxy) phosphazene]. 
isothermal crystallization 3383 
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on eon aluminum films from 
poly( wee ne) or poly(3-hexylthiophene). 
conductivity 8 

poly hydronybutyrate) plastic. biodegradabili 
Fe carbon 13 test method 1496 

y(t mothyt Sendies tt dat Goneees siloxane). 
vinyl monomers onto 8053 

pevioncomplerel a tid films. thermogravimetric 
analysis 

poly(vinyl ag chelate. moisture absorption 
racteristics 7311 

poly(vinyl chloride). stabilization via pentaerythritol 
stearate/synergetic metal soap 7310 

polyamic acid ester films from 
biphenyltetracarboxylic dialkylester dichlorides. 
synthesis, properties 23 

polyaniline. absorption spectra of thermally aged 
films as a function of increasing temperature 8986 

polyaniline. conductivity of freestandi —_—- 
films after thermal aging 3385 4202 

polyaniline. gas permeability of freestandi 
—— films after thermal aging 3384 4203 

polyarylene ether benzimidazoles, 3.0 percent 
stoichiometric offset. synthesis, applications (Conf. 
Paper) 3386 

polydiacetylene films produced by oxidative 
ret of bis-acetylenic monomers. 

rties 2398 3210 
- ichlorobiphenylene pyromellitimide. high 
modulus, uniaxially drawn films and gel sheets 70 

polyester films. surface free energy components 
determined by contact angle and ESCA 
spectroscopy measurements 6490 

ar ory —— raw materials, extrusion 

polyester. enzymatic sg 4 of aliphatic polyester 
s by microbial lipases 

polyester. synthesis of «4 molecular weight 
Soestyene containing thermoplastic polyesters 

got ape (PE). effect of crystalline relaxation on 
— behavior of oriented high density PE films 

polyethylene terephthalate films. properties, 
orientation during rolling and off-axis angle 
redrawing 2385 

polyethylene terephthalate. orientation of crystallites, 
diffracted planes in redrawn films 3379 500 

polyethylene. characterization of exotherms formed 
by se 1645 2382 3167 

polyfluoroalkylate films with carbon-carbon bonds. 
synthesis, properties 2399 

polyimide films based on 2,2’-bis(perfluoroalkylated 
benzenes) (Abstract) 6329 

polyimide films based on 2,2-binaphthyl and biphenyl! 
ether diamines (Abstract) 6326 

polyimide films based on trifluoromethoxy 
substituted biphenyl dianhydride (Abstract) 6328 

polyimide side chain polymer films for electro-optical 
applications (Abstract) 7136 

polyimide side chain polymer films. — of 
relaxation mechanisms (Abstract) 713 

polyimide. surface conductivity of films modified by 
krypton/fluorine excimer laser radiation 6492 

polyimide. synthesis of highly imidized, acetylene 
functionalized polyimide films (Conf. Paper) 3216 

polyimide. synthesis, photochemistry of crosslinkable 
nonlinear 1 azo side chain polyimides 
(Abstract) 7137 

polyimide. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic 
analysis of buffed polyimide film 8104 

FILTER FABRICS (see also other headi 
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polyimide [poly (3, 3’ -dioxyphenyl) dipheny! 
pyromellitimide]. thermal behavior, supermolecular 
structure 6491 

polymer films. analysis of molecular level response to 
=e exposure in low Earth orbit (Abstract) 

polymethyl methacrylate. molecular orientation, 
ji of uniaxially and biaxially stretched films 

polymethylmethacrylate. relationship between 
drawing temperature, critical necking tension 8064 
ee mn ease, influence of 
blending method, tacticity on miscibility 8755 

polynorbornadiene derivatized films. analysis of 
photochemical valence isomerization 6493 

polyphenylene sulfide (PPS). surface characteristics 
of PPS film treated by discharge plasmas 6494 

polypropylene/paraffin/silica particle films. effect of 
rolled compression on pore formation 2383 3377 

polypyrrole nitrate films. high temperature 
conductivity of films prepared in neutral aqueous 
solution 5609 

polyurethane, macroporous. surface properties 
shown by measuring alcohol sorption, fractal 
eometry 25 
yibie--methyiphenoxy)phosphazenel. isothermal 

crystallization 1650 
, PET films. crystallization in biaxially stretched 

films. crystal orientation, morphology 8787 
pressure sensitive. use of pressure sensitive films in 
graphics applications increasing 3359 

printing of packagi ng films using flexographic 
pigments hardened by ultraviolet radiation 6581 
eh Ly permeabilities across a silk fibroin membrane 

Taco Holdings. leader in films for hygiene, 
agriculture, and industry. company profile 4902 

thermoplastic olefin skins replacing polyvinyl chloride 
skins in automotive interiors 1761 

thickness mensuration. Carl Zeiss introduces MCS 
A optic system for transparent coatings, films 

titanium tetraisopropoxide plasma pevecmee film. 
effect of visible light on conductivity 3388 

transparent polymer films. analysis of radiation 
induced discoloration (Abstract) 7313 

ultraviolet transmission and reflection by various 
fabrics and films 8101 

window film for high light transmission solar control 
reduces energy consumption 4984 

, such as AIR 
POLLUTION, DUST, ENVIRONMENT) 

4DG fiber wicks vertically. applications 775 
acrylic resin foam — produces filter fabrics with 
exacting pore sizes 94 

air permeability, pore size distribution calculated for 
multilayered nonwoven filter media 6507 

Akzo’s Colbeck is high performance spun laid 
nonwoven for use in filters 990 

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers’ Ryton polyphenylene 
sulfide fiber for use in high temperature flue gas 
filtration 4001 

Assist. effective barrier to bloodborne pathogens, 
corrosives 196 

Continental Conveyor’s knit ny filter fabric operates 
*< —_—— of up to 260 degrees centigrade 

Filzfabrik Fuida’s FFF Tamifelt filter has precipitation 
grades greater than 99 percent 6495 

flows through needle punched and thermally bonded 
geotextiles 3360 

Freudenberg develops biodegradable, spun bonded 
polyester nonwoven for milk filtration 992 
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Lohmann manufactures nonwovens for use in coarse 
to fine filtration 968 

microfilter belts, vacuum filter belts, and screen belts 
for waste treatment 970 

needied felt filtration market. worldwide production 
statistics, estimates for 1993-2000 period 6509 

needied felts market for liquid and dry filtration. 
present market and future growth 4186 

needied felts. world market will grow to $600 million 
by end of decade 4185 

nonwoven products evolving. high-end products 
emphasize performance 9266 

Reemay Incorporated displays complete line of 
nonwoven filtration products at Achema 1994 
exhibition 6505 

The Fact. profile of needled filter media from 
Technische Textilien Lorrach 8987 

Trevira microfilament yarns used to construct high 
performance filter fabrics 969 

, such as AIR ings 
POLLUTION, DUST, ENVIRONMENT) 

air pollution. reauthorization of United States Clean 
Air Act will expand demand for filters 7700 

air pollution. zeolite-metal adsorbents trap 
Ve from airborne waste emissions 

antibacterial spun bonded fabric by Cheil for filters 
and coverstock 200 

automotive air filters for interiors from Freudenberg. 
MicronAir filters remove particles from air 975 

automotive fuel filter technology. recent 
developments and future trends 2537 

bags from Freudenberg ideal for extracting dust 
containing asbestos 1327 

biomedical chitosan microfilters. N-propionylation 
improves resistance to chemical degradation, 
fouling 8988 

circular knit fabrics used for filtration 206 
“—s. disc filters, efficiency studied by IFI 

Erema manufactures reversible flow filters, applies 
for patent on laser filter 610 

Filtech Europe 1993 international conference, 
exhibition on technical filtration 971 

for manmade fiber extrusion. Gneuss SF series 
continuous filter screen changers 6282 

geotextile filter systems to retain soil, permit water 
passage. design criteria 470 

hydraulic resistance. deformation analyses of 
unattached fibrous or nonwoven material 1377 

Lenzing Profilen PTFE needled felts for hot gas 
filtration 7922 

Lydall manufactures filters for biomedicine, industry, 
environmental sector, automotive sector 972 

manmade fiber extrusion. Barmag manufactures wide 
range of large surface area filters 5585 

medical applications. polyolefin face masks have 
advantages over PVC face masks 474 

medical. exogenous/endogenous intoxication filters 
based on novel carbon fibers (Conf. Paper) 8520 

medical. Lydall, Baxter Healthcare to develop three 
new leukocyte depletion filters 4198 

membrane vapor separation. recovery of vinyl 
chloride monomer from polyvinyl chloride reactor 
vents 599 

nitrogen gas pressure swing adsorbents. influence of 
adsorbent properties and operating conditions 600 

nonwoven fabrics used in manufacture of filters. 
overview 9007 

nonwoven fabrics used in wet, dry filtration for 
— of particulate matter, for product recovery 

nonwoven products a high-end products 
emphasize performance 9266 

nonwovens used in hot 
to temperatures up to 250 degrees centigrade 977 

nylon tent screens for firefighters at fire camps. 
screens filter out airborne smoke particles 7769 

P&S Filtration manufactures wet, dry filters for many 
uses 973 

P84 polyimide fiber from Lenzing developed for high 
temperature filtration applications 6298 

para-amide fibers used in filters. properties, 
performance criteria 7130 

performance of filters manufactured by winding 
fibers onto hollow, perforated tube 6496 

polymer melt filters for microfiber production. 
component design 877 

polymer melt filters. Kreyenborg’s P-version 
continuous screen changer 8775 

polystyrenic pressure swing adsorbents. potential for 
flue gas desulfurization 601 

polysulfone. Kanegafuchi Chemical develops porous 
hollow fibers for microfiltration 5593 

Reemay’s Qualiflo is superior filter for microfine 
— filter is free from additives, fillers, binders 

respirators. filter manufacturing techniques used in 
Former Soviet Union 6467 

synthetic fibers and plastics production filter cleaning 
by FRG Filter Recycling 8767 

trends for textile filters. fibers, fabrics, and 
nonwovens 4187 

Vion chemisorptive fibers used in air, water filters. 
properties 7103 

wire filters, woven. weaving, looms, uses, 
classification, products from G. Bopp 988 

FINISHES (see also other , such as OIL AND 
WATER REPELLENT FINISHES, RESIN FINISHING 
AGENTS, TEXTILE CHEMICALS, and under subject 
headings of sses) 

amide compound aftertreatment improves chlorine 
fastness of cellulose fibers dyed with reactive or 
direct dyes 8154 

antimicrobial agents or biocides for use in the wool 
industry (Conf. Paper) 3459 

BioPolishing enzymatic treatment for cellulosic 
textiles. advantages offered and overview of 
discontinuous process 1074 

BioPolishing enzyme hydrolysis treatment for 
cellulosic fabric imparts smooth hand, glossy 
appearance 4301 , 

caroatic acid in chlorine-free wool fiber antifelting 
treatment 6543 

catalytic hydrolysis of fabrics by cellulase enzyme 
investigated 2679 

caustic treatment of viscose fabric. Wet/Caustic 
process from Wet/Tex 5035 

cellulase. treatment of cellulosic fibers before 
finishing 6602 

chitin and chitosan. chemical structure and 
applications to fabric finishing, nonwovens 
manufacture, cotton dyeing 

cotton fabrics. analysis of esterification of 
polycarboxylic acid durable press finishes 
(Abstract) 6595 Lat oe 

cotton fabrics. comparison of polycarboxylic acid 
durable press finishes with DMDHEU finishes 
(Abstract) 6593 : 

cotton fabrics. effect of catalysts on esterification of 
polycarboxylic acid durable press finishes 
(Abstract) 6594 : 

cotton fabrics. FTIR analysis of esterification of 
polycarboxylic acid durable press finishes 
(Abstract) 6596 

as filtration must be durable 
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cotton fabrics. treatment with one of seven types of 
finishing agents reduces damage caused by 
microbial growth 291 ; 

cotton. reactivity of microcrystalline surface with 
chemicals used to treat cotton (Abstract) 2668 

deodorizers. cyclodextrins incorporated to enhance 
ae oe stability of gelatinous deodorizer 282 

discoloration, yellowing of knit cotton apparel. ways 
+A — yellowing during long term storage 

durable press, cotton fabrics. formaldehyde release 
measured by dynamic chamber testing 4572 

durable press. cotton fabric finished wit 
ycarboxylic acid. durability of ester groups to 

aundering 8205 
finishing terminology. standardization of descriptive 
terms, such as hand, effect, characteristic, 
property 5021 

flame retardancy. theory of flame retardant finishes 
and their application 288 
—- based finishes. uses, application techniques 
4 

fluorochemicals. properties, applications 2673 
form stable finishes, apparel. despite strong sales in 
Japan, United States sales may be hindered by 
cost 907 

jute. BTRA research into new polymeric finishes for 
jute based fabrics 2678 

metallic fabrics. proper ways to remove stains prior 
to drycleaning 8424 

microbiological modification of organic fibers 
changes surface properties without reducing fiber 
strength 764 

permanent press. technical criteria for fabric care. 
control of puckering, creasing, felting 5220 

permanent press. washing and —. stability. 
standards and control methods 5219 

plasma technology. effects on surface properties of 
textiles, wear surfaces of materials used in 
processing 

plasma treatments. mechanisms by which plasma 
modifies surfaces 9081 

polyester cord. AlliedSignal develops treatment to 
increase wet/dry abrasion resistance 9082 

polymer based fabric coating systems. effect of 
ped chemistry on properties of coated fabrics 

preservation treatments of fabrics and their 
assessment (Conf. Paper) 3460 

Rayosun. chemical treatment for apparel fabrics 
imparts excellent sun protection factors 1075 

Salant introduces new Molecular Memory wrinkle 
resistant finish in men’s dress shirts 1259 

Scotchgard. 3M Chemical Group plans major new 
European promotion 6609 

sodium hydroxide. surface area of aqueous sodium 
hydroxide hydrolyzed, high speed spun PET 
(Abstract) 2682 

spin finishes, related liquids. wicking by continuous 
filament yarns 1692 

stabilizing agents added during dyeing of automotive 
fabrics to improve light, heatfastness 8157 

stain retardants, stainblockers on nylon carpets. 
review of chemical structure, mechanisms of 
finishes 8198 

thermoplastics, hot melt. process of application to 
textile substrates 2692 

ultraviolet absorbers minimize photoyellowing, 
photodegradation in jute fabrics 3465 

wool finishing, bleaching techniques. chemical 
agents and their effect on wool properties 296 

woolen and worsted systems spinning and finishing 
chemicals by Stephensen Thompson Textile 
Chemicals 4022 
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wrinkle resistant dress shirt lines launched by Van 
Heusen, Arrow, Capital Mercury, Bidermann for 
spring 419 

wrinkle resistant finishes. Van Heusen, Salant, 
Bidermann introduce new processes for wrinkle 
resistant cotton dress shirts 1268 

FINISHING (see also other headings, such as 
CHEMICAL MODIFICATION, CREASING AND 
PLEATING, CROSSLINKING, DURABLE PRESS, 
DYEING, FINISHES, FINISHING--KNITGOODS AND 
HOSIERY, GRAFTING, INSTRUMENTATION, 
MOLDING, PROOFING, RESIN FINISHING, SOIL 
RELEASE FINISHING, SOIL REPELLENT FINISHING, 
TEXTILE CHEMICALS, WASH-WEAR, WASTE 
TREATMENT--EFFLUENT, YARN PROCESSING, 
and under ans headi of specific fabrics, 

sahioet beading of apeciiin tuliiing pueneesest ings o processes 
AATCC 194 International Conference and Exhibition 
focuses on finishing 8134 

Altamira Colour Limited (Kilwinning, Scotland), dyer 
and finisher of knit and woven fabrics. profile 2590 

Aswin Dyeing and Finishing of Thailand equips new 
mill with Monforts finishing line 4214 

automotive fabrics. finishing processes, types of 
fibers and fabrics 1010 

balancing trends in new product development with 
eco-labeling concerns 5804 

BASF. sales for first quarter 1994 increase. quality 
—* system awarded ISO 9001 standard 

bath demineralizers Heptol UE, Heptol EMG 5870 
Biopolishing is enzyme finishing method for knit or 
woven cellulosic fabrics 508 

biopolishing, a controlled enzymatic hydrolysis of 
cellulosic fabrics 1837 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
directory of finishing suppliers, chemicals, 
auxiliaries 9023 

catalog of chemical finishes and processes 5805 
CDW opens $64 million finishing plant with $3 

million wastewater treatment system 1062 
cellulase enzymes for stone washing and 

biopolishing. processing parameters 7418 
cellulase enzymes. ene for achieving the 
stressed look in apparel 1079 

cellulose fibers. effect of pretreatment, finishing 
processes on environment 3454 

chemical auxiliaries. technical developments for 
bleaching, reduction of yellowing, softening 6525 

chemicals. directory of several new products for 
dyeing, finishing 5017 

on wet processing preparatory finishing 
system for nonwoven fabric 

China Dyeing Works opens new facility in Yuen 
Long, Hong Kong 222 

Cobble Blackburn, Datacolor International supply 
finishing machinery to Ganso Nonwoven Carpet 
Factory 5022 

conference sponsored by UDCT held in India during 
oer 1994 addresses wide range of finishing 
issues 5800 

costs, industry, Europe. finishing industry employs 
er greater share of the textile workforce 

cotton and polyester fabrics. effects of finishing and 
laundering on liquid flow characteristics 278 

cotton and viscose fabrics. prewetting/predrying 
changes —_— and finishing characteristics of 
fabrics 1798 

cotton fabrics. preparation of lightly 
carboxymethylated cotton fabrics with enhanced 
water absorbency 283 
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cotton fabrics. recommended finishing procedures 
and formulations 8136 

cotton fabrics 7360 
cotton jersey, fleece. effects of preparation, dyeing, 

drying, mechanical finishing on shrinkage, other 
physical properties 7319 

cotton knit fabrics. cellulase treatment to improve 
appearance and fabric hand 3455 

cotton, nonphosphorus. sodium salts in the presence 
of 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic acid 8204 

Courtaulds’ Tencel. appropriate dyeing and finishing 
procedures 7084 

damage to cotton/polyester union fabric during wet 
processing. causes and prevention 2584 

Datacolor’s Datamatch Version 2.0 featuring Smart 
Match allows dyers to achieve 90 percent first time 
color matching 6548 

Debaca system for weight reduction of polyester 
— more flexible than traditional processes 

denim. affects of finishing techniques on metal 
apparel hardware. compatibility guide 5025 
a cellulase used when stone washing denim 

denim. overview of finishing processes. importance 
of stone washing, enzyme finishing 4982 

denim. overview of indigo dyeing, finishes to 
produce broken-in denim 5875 

denim. stone washing combined with biofinishing. 
optimum finishing parameters 6600 

denim. trends in stone washing, ice washing, and 
use of color 7340 

Deutscher Farber-Kalender 1994 (Book) 6524 
directories. wet processing industry, directory of 
products and services 7336 

directory of dyers and finishers in the United 
Kingdom 2587 

dyeing pretreatment processes for natural, synthetic, 
and blend fabrics 4235 

dynamic response at all levels of apparel production 
chain can increase profit margins 6089 

EC textile finishing industry output, country by 
country breakdown 225 

energy, gas, water costs in dyeing, printing, finishing 
sector. cost reduction and minimizing 
environmental damage 8610 

Engel. overview of German finishing company that 
Sows emphasis on environmental protection 

environment. Sandoz researchers analyze entire field 
= —— finishing from ecological standpoint 

environmental care programs. review of participating 
United States based dyeing and finishing 
companies 4685 

environmental pollutants identified. alternatives 
discussed 4668 

environmental problems discussed in seminar 
sponsored by the Textile Institute in the United 
Kingdom 2217 

enzymes. Indian group Supertex, Novo Nordisk 
bringing bio friendly enzymes into domestic textile 
industry 4212 

fabric preservation. protection against decomposing 
potential of bacteria and fungi (Book) 3463 

finishing plants and ISO 9000 standards. reasons 
and procedures for adopting quality system 
standards 7350 
— techniques of woolen and worsted fabrics 

France. industry jobs and output declining. program 
of modernization undertaken 5023 
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French finishing industry. modernization program 
positions industry for stiff competition 4215 

functional finishes. UV absorbing, phase ——- 
mosquito killing, odor prevention fabrics 7341 

garment dyeing. postdyeing me | includes drying, 
steaming, stretching, ironing 509 

garment finishing. softening, durable press, 
biopolishing, microsanding, soil release, water 
repellent finishing 7342 

garment wet processing technology. trends in fabric 
—— washing, and finishing technology 

German finishing industry experiences business 
downturn and reduced production volumes 8135 

German knit finishing. unique problems 6538 
Great Britain. textile finishing industry enjoys healthy 
growth in 1993. environmental problems threaten 
industry 1791 

Henkel Cottoclarin AS and RACO YET application 
system for cotton fabric preparatory finishing 5036 
= Ca new facility for textile auxiliaries in Spain 

India. textile export industry faces problems of 
modernization 2622 

Indian dyeing and wet finishing processes need 
— to compete in international market 

wees proofing agent for fibers by Mitsubishi Rayon 

Italian finishers explore joint ventures with ASEAN 
countries 5464 

Italy. recession, devaluation of lira cause textile 
ae output to decline 5.5 percent 7810 

ITF’s PDA system provides online, real time 
acquisition, processing of production data 5388 

Just in Time technology in the French finishing 
industry. increased product availability, reduced 
delays 5391 

jute. IJIRA and BTRA’s finishing techniques for jute 
based products 2593 

liquor. preparation of liquor for continuous 
application 8133 : 

Micrex Corporation crepes spun laced and wet laid 
nonwoven roll goods for medical end uses 4320 

microelectromechanical systems. LIGA fabrication 
— uses X-ray lithograph to make patterns 

microfiber fabrics require special consideration when 
fusing and finish pressing 3566 

new products from BASF, Fixapret, Condensol, 
Siligen, Helizarin, Laventin, Kaurit, Ultraphor 8137 

nylon garment dyeing. overview of finishes used 
during, after — 580 : 

Ole Tymes denim fabric from Avondale Mills. fabric 
design facilitates chemical finishing 6479 

OTEMAS 1993 finishing and dyeing innovations 
lacking 1790 

overview of technologies emphasizes importance of 
finishing to fabric quality, marketability 5807 

pad-roll processes. models, mass balance equations 
for conventional dyeing, finishing systems 5808 

polyester fabrics. scouring, alkali weight reduction, 
alkali dyeing, and finishing 8138 

polyester. durable press, soil release, comfort, 
antipilling finishes (Book) 5091 : 

polyester. plasma treated polyester fabrics have 
improved water repellency, surface dyeability 1073 
— fabrics. the commercial approach 

101 
preparation of PAA/PVA and PAam/PVA composites 
and their use as sizing and resin finishing agents 
for cotton fabric 284 
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_ and solutions. ISO 9000 

Quick Response. European textile finishing managers 
must adopt to remain competitive 226 

repellents. fluor chemicals. uses, manufacture, 
environmental impact 285 

Rhone-Poulenc’s Meryl and Meryi microfiber fabrics. 
finishing procedures 7349 a9 

Rifinizione Mennini specializes in dyeing. and finishing 
of milled and raised wool fabrics 579 

Russian c ny Severny joins BTTG 6531 
seminar at discusses recent technology and 
trends in chemical processing of fabrics 5876 

shirts, no-iron. increased popularity in Japan. VP, 
SSP, and DA finishing processes 4216 

sizing, desizing, and bleaching components and 
procedures. effect of fiber impurities 7361 

solar a to power textile finishing processes in 
india 37 

solid on solid ha investigated at Georgia Tech 
(Book) 421 

specialty chemical innovations have kept pace with 
changes in fiber and yarn processing 2585 

specialty chemicals, uses and benefits 223 
Stone Free denim from Burlington Denim made using 

eight dip dyeing process 1752 
sun protection factor treatment for apparel developed 

in Australia 7407 
surface characteristics of polyester and cotton fibers 
cha by finishing and laundering 277 

textile finishing processes. overview of softening, 
resin finishing, water repellency, improving 
sewability, raising 421 

thermoplastics, hot melt. process of application to 
textile substrates 2692 

United Kingdom knit fabric finishing companies must 
adjust to new market demands 5024 

United States industry overview (Book) 7812 
Value Management. European textile finishing 
managers must adopt to remain competitive 542 

water management during finishing of nylon and 
polyester in Surat, India. water conservation and 
effluent treatment 3021 

Weldon & Wilkinson. history of United Kingdom 
= dyer and finisher of men’s half hosiery 

wet finishing of garments. AATCC symposium on 
wet finishing technology (Book) 7344 

wet processing in the year 2000. JIT a pee 
ultrafiltration, automatic monitoring and control o 
process variables 2592 

wet processing of apparel. recommendations of the 
AAMA for better quality processing 7345 

wet processing technology advances make 
companies more competitive 2591 

wet processing. basic principles of vacuum 
extraction during textile wet processing 6604 

wet-laid nonwovens. John R. Starr Incorporated links 
with Herty Foundation to promote research 4916 

white or natural color of fabric affects finishing, 
particularly optical brightening 8129 

wool fabrics. effects of finishing treatments on pore 
size distribution 8139 

wool. antifelt finishing of wool tops with reduced 
chlorine in effluent 1081 

wrinkle resistant equipment versus modified 
permanent press equipment for wrinkle resistant 
processing 9075 

wrinkle-free shirt fabrics by Nisshinbo Industries and 
Toyobo earn awards 951 
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FINISHING--KNITGOODS AND HOSIERY (see also other 
, such as FABRIC HANDLING 

EQUIPMENT, FINISHING MACHINERY) 
chemical finishing. review of optimal eo 
sequences, agent formulations 741 

cotton fabrics. advantages of rope and open width 
processes for individual stages 6580 

cotton knit fabrics. review of preparatory boiling, 
peroxide/peracetic acid bleaching techniques 8151 

heat setting. effect on fine structure of polyester 
POY in knit fabrics 8125 

knit fabrics using elastane and elastodiene 
components 7339 

Mezzera Concord rope form continuous finishing 
system 6579 

MoCaro Dyeing and Finishing, company profile of 
North Carolina based dyer of knit fabrics 4209 

FINISHING MACHINERY (see also other he , such 
as APPLICATORS, DYEING MACHINERY, FABRIC 
HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ROLLS, YARN 
PROCESSING, and under headings of 
specific fabrics, such as CARPETS, PILE FABRICS, 
and STRETCH FABRICS, and under subject 
headings of specific finishing processes) 

Arioli celebrates 40 years of operation, profile of 
innovations 227 

Ben-Bleach single stage pretreatment process 
combines desizing, wet on wet impregnation, 
steaming 7420 

Benninger Ben-Bleach system. incorporation of 
desizing, impregnation, steaming, and washing 

Benninger Holding (Switzerland) establishes 
— Corporation subsidiary in United States 

yom manufactures washing, mercerizing, 
bleac ing and dyeing machines 1453 

Biancalani’s Airo 1 , versatile finishing machine 
for woven fabrics 301 

Bruckner Apparatebau Delphin postprint rope form 
finishing system 6605 

chemical low wet pickup systems. equipment by 
Gaston County, West Point, and Kuesters 3462 

Chemocon measurement and control system for Just 
in Time wet finishing 1792 

Chinese controller. Beacon introduces a 
— with Chinese characters 

CIMI’s Superfix boiling and fixation machine for 
natural and chemical crabbi 27 

compressive shrinkage. Cluett System, Sanfor/Knit 
machinery, Knitpicker measurement device 5102 

compressive shrinkage. Whittaker Associates 
develops combined humidification and skew 
system 9085 

Contidec Superfinish GFP. continuous decating 
without use of chemicals. machinery and process 
controls 5097 

Datacolor’s Autofoam Mothproofing system for 
carpets 3461 

developments from Then, Thies, Aclavos, Ramisch 
— Stork. effect on Indian textile industry 

directories. Process Controls Buyer’s Guide 230 
directory of manufacturers, sales agents in Europe, 
Hong Kong, and the United States 5799 

emerizing, terry fabrics. fabric sueding device 
emerizes fabric directly on the tricot machine 9086 

emerizing. Mortamet International’s ER5X and ER5S 
emerizing machines 7436 

Farmer Norton VAS200 vacuum impregnation 
system for single stage preparation of cotton and 
cotton blends 4238 
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Farmer Norton’s VAS200 vacuum applicator and 
impregnation unit 6544 

Fleissner three stage machine for high speed 
-— finishing of lightweight nonwoven webs 

heat setting equipment from Superba, Suessen, 
Cooper, Monsanto, Gaston County, Smart 
Machines 5884 

knit fabric finishing machinery by major 
manufacturers. product review 4223 

Krantz manufactures lines for finishing knitwear. 
drying, dyeing, tentering machines 5809 

Kuester’s Flexnip continuous liquor application 
system comprises applicator, steamer, and 
bene components 4241 

Kuster’s Flexnip system for maximum application of 
finishing liquors to fabrics 8140 

Kusters Flexnip additive application system 9029 
— Flexnip. integration into wet processing 

Lamperti GHM/L93 for raising, shearing, suede 
finishing of fabric 7435 

Lawer’s computer controlled weighing, measuring, 
and metering devices for dyeing and finishing 
plants 9030 

Mageba finishing range replaces chemical shrinkage 
with mechanical process 302 

maintenance and inspection oo should be 
installed by managers 297 

MCS‘s Pumex mechanical finishing line continuously 
wet suedes fabrics without chemicals 4322 

MCS’‘s Pumex wet suede finishing machine has 
emery rolls to achieve smooth, velvety appearance, 
soft, bulky hand 4321 

Meter’s textile chemical storage, metering, and 
automatic distribution system 9031 

Mezzera Concord rope form continuous finishing 
system 6579 

Milnor processing system applies antiwrinkle finish to 
cotton appare! 1838 

Monforts. review of some of its dyeing, finishing 
lines. Montex tenter, Matex pad-batch processor, 
others 4219 

Neuenhauser’s bonding and finishing fixation 
machines for technical fabrics 42 

OTEMAS 1993. machinery preview 228 
postprinting machinery. uses and overview. print 

dryers, print and acid agers, print washers, 
steamers 2662 

Ramisch Kleinewefer’s Trikofiex 2000 finishing 
machine for processing open width knit or delicate 
woven fabrics 7346 

Ramisch Kleinewefer’s Trikoflex 2000 finishing range 
— knit and tension sensitive woven fabrics 

Ramisch Kleinewefer’s Trikoflex finishing machine for 
knit and high fashion woven fabrics. machine 
design 4220 

S-Roll impregnation machines with pad mangle 
technology 1076 

SANTEX machine range for pretreatment and 
aftertreatment of dyed and printed open width and 
tubular knitted fabrics 5810 

Sellers & Company of Huddersfield suffers from 
— competition and reduced profit margins 

Sperotto Rimar’s Mutiset continuous crabbing 
machine 1085 

Sperotto Rimar. sueding, steaming, caustic 
— wool fabric carbonization (Trade Lit.) 

steam air finishing of garments, computer control of 
3479 
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stone washing machine utilizes ozone and steam to 
decolorize garments 1839 

Temco acquires FAG Kugelficsher. will maintain 
present staff and operations 3748 

Textile World’s Show-In-Print showcases new 
products and services 8617 

Tube-Tex continuous dimensional stability (CDS) wet 
to dry finishing range for circular knit fabrics 8141 

tunnel finishing machines. operation, 
troubleshooting, and maintenance 7525 

Vanwyck automated systems for dye and chemical 
preparation 4221 

Vaporloc. pressurized reaction chamber for the 
retreatment of printed woven fabrics from 
arex-Mather 2617 

VAS200, Farmer Norton. vacuum application 
system, single stage preparation of cotton and 
cotton blend fabrics 2616 4239 

Viet Brisbay range of tunnel finishers and form 
finishers for apparel 2686 

Weitmann & Konrad’s rotor damping system. 
operation, applications 3394 

wet processing equipment. trends in preparatory, 
oe printing, drying, and finishing machines 

wet processing. discussion of future developments in 
dyeing and finishing machinery 9032 

Wet/Caustic treatment line. fabric intake and 
drawing, Wet/Caustic, Wet/Wash D units 5035 

wool finishing. Fleissner installation for washing 
greasy wool. feeding, opening, washing, drying 
equipment 8209 

wsher/extractors. improved energy efficiency and 
automation. buyers want repeatability 1086 

Fires, see FLAMMABILITY. 

Fishing lines, see CORDAGE. 

Fish nets, see FABRIC PRODUCTS. 

Fixation of dyes, see under su headings of 
DYEING, PRINTING, S ING. 

Fixing, see SETTING. 

Fireproofing, see FLAMEPROOFING. 

FLAMEPROOFING (see also other . such as 
APPAREL, CARPETS, CONSUMER A DES, 
HOME FURNISHINGS, LEGISLATION) 

black out curtains, structural elements and factors 
affecting flammability studied 281 : 

cotton fabric. effects of flame retardants, UV light 
on colorfastness of reactive dyed cotton fabric 
5803 

European Community standards to contain essential 
requirements, leaving detailed interpretation to 
members 1840 

fabrics. specifications of various flame resistant 
fabrics used in uniforms, work clothing 8982 _ 

flame resistant fiber manufacturing. BASF to build 
production facility for Basofil 5523 

Flamemaster Satin. Carrington Viyella flame ; 
retardant cotton/polyester blend for light protective 
clothing 6497 - 

home furnishings. drycleaners diversifying, offer 
flame retardant finishing services 8 

inherent flame resistant fibers produced by manmade 
fiber companies 8772 : 

jute carpet fibers. study tests variety of flame 
retardant chemicals 1842 

Kanecron flame retardant fibers used to manufacture 
apparel for military in United Kingdom 4850 



| principles related to flameproofing. relevant 
aws in Europe, UK 3025 

overview of flame resistant finishes. use on . 
— wool, polyester, other manmade fabrics 

overview of textile flame proofing, flammability 
testing and measurement 1077 

polybenzimidazole fibers from Hoechst Celanese 
used in firefighting gear 5287 

polyester fabric finished with bromine, phosphorous 
— effect on properties, performance 
418 

polyester fibers. flame retardance b blending with 
—_ n substituted compounds (Conf. Paper) 

Teflon coated and Pyrovatex treated home 
furnishings fabrics meet flame retardant 
specifications and standards 1841 

Trevira CS. manufacture and properties of flame 
resistant textiles 8061 

work apparel. flame resistant apparel market growth. 
purchasing decisions 1308 

FLAMEPROOFING AGENTS 
combustion byproducts of nonhalogenated, 
eee flame retardants. toxicity, corrosivity 

DBDPO, a halogenated flame retardant recommended 
for use with polymers requiring high processing 
temperatures 1843 

decabromodiphenyl oxide flame retardant. properties 
and applications 1078 

diammonium hydrogen phosphate and urea solution 
as flame retarding finish for jute fabrics 287 

dibromostyrene-based acrylic lattices as coating 
compounds for flame retarding fabrics and carpets 
(Conf. Paper) 6606 

directories. American Dyestuff Reporter Flame 
Retardants Buyer’s Guide 1844 

fibers. Unitika develops flame retardant polyester 
with excellent tensile strength, good thermal 
stability 4808 

Mydrin’s new flame retardant complements its line of 
coatings 5878 

Myfiam flame retardant textile coatings, 
backcoatings from Mydrin 4303 

phosphorus-nitrogen containing flameproofing agents 
on polyethylene terephthalate 7421 

polyester/cotton biend fabrics treated with antimony, 
bromine flame retardant compounds 184 

polyester/viscose blend fabrics. thermogram 
companeen for treated and untreated material 

polyvinyl chloride, tin compounds in acetone on 
polycaproamide, polyester 7422 

selection depends on fiber properties, fabric 
conmuuc tion. laboratory tests, finishes, finishing 

temporary and permanent textile flame proofing 
agents. overview of commercial agents used and 
market potential 1077 

topical flame retardants, fiber art. evaluation of 
_— methods, flammability characteristics 

Unitika develops flame retardant polyester fiber for 
end uses in the home furnishings sector 5879 

FLAMMABILITY (see also other headings, such as 
APPAREL, CARPETS, CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, HOME 
FURNISHINGS, LEGISLATION) 

bed linens. AITA and Montefibre anne analysis of 
fire risks associated with bedding for creation of 
Italian and EU standards 1344 
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black out curtains, structural elements and factors 
ae flammability studied 281 

broomstick skirts. United States Consumer Product 
Safety Commission issues largest recall in its 
history 6956 

conference in Europe on flammability legislation, 
research and development in flammability 3024 

conference in United Kingdom on flammability 
problems related to textiles 3023 

conference of fabric flammabiliity organized by the 
Textile Institute and BTTG 2676 

effect of textile parameters on flammability. 
predicting flame resistance of fiber blends 978 

fabric blends. prediction of fire resistance based on 
composition 4189 

fabric. theory of flame retardant finishes and their 
application 288 

fiber art. evaluation of topical flame retardants, 
, methods, flammability characteristics 

fire detection and safety systems for modern textile 
mills 9398 

fire detectors. sensitivity, response times of fire 
detectors under controlled conditions 9424 

fire safety, Japan. concept, framework of 
performance based fire safety design system for 
buildings 9425 

fire. examination of plume theories since 1952, 
concepts of virtual point source and air 
entrainment 622 

furniture upholstery. CPSC proposes national 
standards for flame resistance based on California 
standard 7794 

home furnishings. Consumer Product Safe 
— approves furniture flammability study 

ignition of soft furnishings by cigarettes. test 
methods quantify propensi 

Kemira Fibre’s Visil flame resistant fiber does not 
emit toxic gases during combustion 8800 

Kermel. third generation aramid developed by Amoco 
and Rhone-Poulenc has better mechanical 
properties 3972 

legal principles related to flameproofing. relevant 
aws in Europe, UK 3025 

Limiting O _ Index quantifies burning behavior of 
textiles 4556 

modacrylic fibers. Kaneka’s Kanecaron inherently 
flame retardant fibers for protective clothing 3988 

NFPA standard. fire tests for flame resistant fabrics 
and films (Book) 9285 

operations research software models, susceptibility 
of buildings to fire 7612 

soft furnishings, ignition by cigarette. two computer 
models 2254 

tents. manmade fabrics used in tents frequently fail 
current flame resistance tests 302 

testing. review of eee tests currently in use 
throughout United States 6958 

tests, standards. critical importance of toxicity of 
fumes 3027 

viscose fabrics, rayon broomstick skirts imported 
from India. recall sparks fear 6957 

viscose fabrics. recall of rayon broomstick skirts 
from India sparks fear in consumers 8643 

FLAX (see also other headings, such as DEGUMMING) 
apparel. use of linen increases because of 
appearance, comfort, naturalness 4422 

Asian investment in linen production encouraged for 
nwealth of Independent States (Conf. 

Paper) 8853 
— peracids may replace chlorine agents 
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combing. Mackie discontinuous and Linimpianti 
continuous machinery compared 2425 

dust. comparison of flax and cotton dust extracts on 
guinea pig perfused lungs (Conf. Paper) 7766 

environmental safety in growing, dew retting, 
finishing, reactive dyeing, laundering 788 

Estonia. conditions are favorable for increased 
production of flax fibers 1616 

flax straw as a composite reinforcement material. 
applications 27 

French apparel industry. linen as a fashion fiber in 
= women’s wear. prospects for the future 

industrial fabrics made from flax. seminar discusses 
development of products and applications 2568 

jackets, women’s linen. detailed instructions for hand 
sewing 2787 

Malimo stitch bonding technology for the production 
of nonwoven fabrics from natural materials 2523 

overview with emphasis on industry in Ireland. 
history, demand, properties, products 7890 

production increases due to improved production 
— properties, and ecological awareness 

ramie/linen short fiber reinforced carboxylated 
acrylonitrile butadiene rubber composites. mixing 
effect 8971 

spinning. overview of applications in ring, rotor 
spinning 7961 

steam explosion treatment of flax produces very fine, 
single fibers (Abstract) 2426 

weathering of nonwoven needle punched fabrics 
made from flax or flax blends. test procedures and 
test results 6508 

winding. flax. Macchini Tessili Savio’s Espero F 
—— winding machine for wet spun flax yarn 

winding. Savio’s new Espero winding machine for 
a of automation solves many problems 

FLAX SYSTEM PROCESSING 
Fifth Flax Symposium in Reutlingen considers 
improvements cultivation and processing 8752 

pineapple leaf fibers. SITRA studied woven and knit 
fabrics produced 7057 

FLOCKED FABRICS (see also other headings, such as 
HOME FURNISHINGS) 

Saddle Cloth. woven substrate, flocked and printed. 
scented 1751 

suede. imitiation. nonwoven or pile woven or pile 
knits, cleaning problems 7523 

textured fabrics. market potential 3356 
— upholstery consumption for 1993 period 

FLOCKING (see also other headings, such as 
ADHESIVES, PRINTING) 

finishing composite fabrics with cut nylon fiber 4313 
Hamby Textile Research services for carpet industry 

° — with North Carolina State University 

FLOCKING MACHINERY 
Hamby Textile Research services for carpet industry 
> a with North Carolina State University 
1 

Floor coverings, see CARPETS. 

Fluid jets, see CRIMPING MACHINERY, MANMADE 
IBER EXTRUSION. 
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FLUOROCARBON FIBERS 
high temperature resistant fibers comprise .5 percent 

of manmade fibers produced annually 5560 
Montreal protocol bans CFCs by 1996, halons by 

1994, and HCFCs by 2030. discussion 593 
repellents. fluor chemicals. uses, manufacture, 
environmental impact 285 

Fly, see DUST, ENVIRONMENT, WASTE--FIBROUS. 

Foam laminates, see CARPET BACKINGS AND 
BACKCOATINGS, LAMINATED FABRICS. 

FOAMS (see also other , such as CARPET 
BACKINGS AND BACKCOATINGS, LAMINATED 
FABRICS, LEATHER SUBSTITUTES 

destabilizers. molecular mechanism for the 
destabilization of foams by organic ions 2604 

dyeing. foam dyeing of nylon 6 fabric with di 
dye. foam flow rate, thickness of diffusional 
boundary layer 5838 

flexible polyurethane. anisotropic elasticity, 
compressive modulus, shear modulus, cell size, 
and density 197 

hydrofluorocarbon compounds are —_ 
replacements for ozone depleting CFC blowing 
agents 979 

insectproofing wool carpets with Datacolor 
International’s Autofoam Advanced Carpet 
Applicator 3464 
— printing with foam thickeners. economic 

easibility 6583 
polyurethane foams. soil burial method assesses the 
— of flexible polyurethane foams 

thermal insulation of neoprene, syntactic foams 
under deep sea conditions 731 

Footwear, see APPAREL, LEATHER, LEATHER 
SUBSTITUTES. 

Forecasting, see OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 
SIMULATION. 

FORECASTS (see also other headings, such as 
APPAREL, FABRICS, FASHION, KNITTING 
INDUSTRY, NYLON FIBERS, OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH, SIMULATION, STATISTICAL 
METHODS, TEXTILE INDUSTRY, TEXTILE TRADE) 

absorbent product consumption. worldwide market 
forecast for diapers, feminine hygiene, and 
incontinence products 8009 

apparel and footwear, European Union. recent trends 
in consumer spending, forecast through end of 
1990s 5268 

apparel industry. eight top executives offer their 
opinions on the coming year 1106 

apparel industry. Ernst & Young Textile and Apparel 
Seminar participants forecast slow growth in 1994 
market 1105 

apparel prices. intense competition, increased 
productivity, new styles may moderate apparel 
prices 7446 ‘ 

apparel retail companies’ stock prices are expected 
to surge when sales increase 2741 

carbon fiber production, consumption. strong growth 
forecast, particularly in United States 389 

carpet industry. future trends forecast by Floor 
Covering Installation Contractors Association 3511 

carpet sales predictions for 1994 from AlliedSignal 
Fibers’ Flow Sheet 2761 ; 

carpet styles. ee stylists predict floor covering 
design trends 209 
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fiber executives 1900 
rpets. style trends in 1994. colors, textures, 
designs 1334 

computers in 1994. hardware, software, service 
developments 2954 

y 

carpets. growth forecast for 1994 by textile and 

ca 

consumer spending grows. Wall Street analysts 
predict slow, st rowth in 1994 for apparel 
and retail sectors 1147 

cotton consumption outstrips world production, 
creates — opportunities for United States 
growers 1 

cotton costs. USDA predicts that record 1994-1995 
domestic harvest will send prices spiraling 
downward 6202 

cotton growing. low yields and high costs in 1993 
could impact 1994 planted acreage 742 

cotton industry, Argentina and Paraguay. production 
will rise during 1993-1994 marketing year 675 

cotton industry, Bulgaria. production levels much 
lower than during 1987-1988 marketing year 676 

cotton industry, Central Asian republics (Former 
Soviet Union). production hampered by economic, 
political instability 677 

cotton industry, Germany. consumption will fall 
— - _— tons during 1993-1994 marketing 
year 

cotton industry, Greece. production will rise to 
record 300,000 tons during 1993-1994 marketing 
year 682 

cotton industry, Vietnam. explosive growth in cotton 
——e and weaving capacity attributed to cheap 
labor 687 

cotton industry. trade trends, production, 
consumption forecasts over next decade. impact 
on United States 3920 

cotton price decreases due to bumper United States 
crop expected to be short lived 8713 

cotton production and consumption trends during 
next ten years 1576 

cotton supply, use. sppeete, peeGuaden may not be 
adequate to demand in [1990s] 3092 

cotton yarn manufacturing, Russia. production duri 
1993 at capacity utilization of only 25 percent 82 

om. United States market will focus on exports 

cotton. world production, consumption outlook, 
1993-1994 marketing year 691 

cotton. world production, consumption, imports, 
exports, regional outlook for 1993-1994 marketing 
year 692 

demand activated apparel development, 
——— merchandising. computer integrated 
forecasting 6864 

denim manufacturers optimistic about 1994 despite 
slow first quarter 4213 

diversity in workforce. Department of Labor predicts 
increasingly diverse workforce 525 

environment. Canadian Chemical Producers forecast 
pollution reductions of 64 percent in next three 
years 2218 

European textile manufacture in 2001. production 
decline and job losses likely 1524 
—_ of Swiss textile machinery. market forecasts 

fabric design trends and color palettes, 1994/1995 
autumn/winter knit apparel fabrics 4979 

fabric design. color swatch cards on display at 1994 
International Fabric Show 4977 

fabric trends for 1994. nature motifs, patterns, 
colors, weaves 1003 
— for 1995. orange and brown hues popular 
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— trends for 1995 spring and summer fashions 

fiber industry. executives expect improved business 
in 1994 in all areas 697 

fiber manufacturers. strategies for 1994. production 
capacity, focus, marketing 713 

fiber production, consumption through 1997 market 
year 1604 

fire resistance software predicts fire resistance of 
fabric blends based on composition 4189 

floor coverings. industry executives discuss 1994 
trends in marketing, economy, trade, quality, 
value, design 114 

German economy. some recovery seen for 1994, 
finishing sector hit hardest by recession 4702 

home ey” market, Europe. 1994-1995 color 
trends 2902 4538 

hosiery design trends and color palettes, 1995 
summer season 5283 

hosiery. women’s fashion trends, fall 1994. offerings 
— Du Pont, ESP Trend Forecasting 

industrial fabrics. overview of 1993, forecasts for 
1994. fibers, yarns, applications 1770 

knitting, hosiery industries. forecasts for 21st 
o-_- economic, trade, market, technical factors 

manmade fiber industry, Europe. polypropylene 
consumption could approach existing production 
limits 4748 

manmade fiber industry. Lenzing executive believes 
— will increase 25 percent during 1990s 

manmade fibers. trends in production for apparel, 
home furnishings, industrial fabrics 7110 

men’s and women’s wear. spring 1995 fashion 
trends 5276 

NAFTA and GATT talks. possible impact on United 
States apparel industry, trade with Mexico 1560 

National Cotton Council projects explosive growth of 
United States cotton exports to Mexico because of 
NAFTA 1574 

natural fibers. analysis of worldwide market 
situation, future marketing possibilities 3093 

olefin polymer production. polyethylene, 
polypropylene sales offset decline in exports and 
push prices upward 3939 

polyester. forecasts of world demand, growth in 
different segments 714 

product development in apparel industry. computer 
integrated forecasting 9350 

rountable discusses future of recycling, lights-out 
manufacturing, NAFTA, new technology 1539 

South Korean textile exports. analysts forecast final 
1993 total of $15.9 billion 2282 

United States textile mills. Wall Street forecasts for 
first quarter 1994 show improvement, increased 
demand for apparel 1542 

United States tie business looks good for 1994. 
novelty lines continue to grow 1296 

U y Round, GATT. historical analysis, likely 
effects on world textile and apparel trade 5488 

women’s apparel stores expect five percent increase 
in 1994 sales, improved stock earnings 3547 

women’s wear retail market, 1993-1995. survey 
compares over 200 apparel categories at a variety 
of retailers 4455 

world textile and apparel consumption, forecasts 
through 2002 for 17 leading countries 5469 

world textile consumption, forecast through 2002. 
demand for textiles rises from 38.1 to 50.0 million 
metric tons 1540 

world textile trade. production, consumption patterns 
in 1980s, trends through rest of 1990s 5491 
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FRICTION (see also other headings, such as CHEMICAL 
AIDS TO PROCESSING, LUBRICATION) 

ceramic fiber bundles. abrasion resistance of fibrous 
sealant candidates in oxygen and hydrogen 
atmospheres at — temperatures 779 

colorfastness in clothing. effects of friction and 
conditions of use 8558 

needling machines. 2N receives international patents 
for axial alignment control for no friction needling 
machines 2525 

polyester crepe fabrics. frictional properties related to 
surface roughness 809 

silk and polyester kimono fabrics. electrostatic 
buildup during wear 195 

sinkers. Kern-Liebers minimizes sinker/yarn friction 
problem with new sinker design 893 

surface friction. correlation with enzymatic deinking 
of cellulose fabric 3458 

surgical sutures, multifilament. new braiding 
technique enhances pliability by reducing 
interfilament friction 3322 

testing. frictional characteristics of shoe soles, floor 
coverings to reduce number of workplace 
accidents 3746 

two-for-one twisting. mathematical model of tension 
effects of air drag and friction 103 

wool fabrics. frictional behavior of surfaces of wool 
= made from conventional, SIRO spun yarns 

woven fabric. spectral analysis of stick-slip motion of 
dynamic surface friction 5794 

woven fabrics. frictional properties measured with 
Instron testing machine 9021 

yarn friction. influence on breaking strength of 
woven fabrics 194 

Fringes, see FASTENERS AND TRIMMINGS. 

FUGITIVE TINTING 
Milliken Chemical developed easily removable tint 
from nylon 6 carpet yarns 5041 

FULLING (see also other headings, such as FELT, 
SHRINKAGE) 

Biancalani’s Idra modular fulling washing machine for 
wool fabrics 1089 

Cimi’s Folatex, a fulling/scouring and washing range 
for wool fabrics and wool blends 7347 

MAT’s Turbomat units replaced units at Forstmann & 
Company 4397 

presewing. Nesi & Pubi’s ATH/290 tubular 
chainstitching machine presews fabrics before 
fulling and dyeing 9189 

problem elimination in dyeing and fulling by 
preserving tubular knits. pleats and folds 9189 

FUNGICIDES (see also other headings, such as 
ANTIBACTERIALS AGENTS, ROTPROOFING) 

antifungal treatments of fabrics and their assessment 
(Conf. Paper) 3460 

fabric preservation. protection against decomposing 
potential of bacteria and fungi (Book) 3463 

sterol biosynthesis inhibitors. overview, types, 
activity, application 1474 

FURS (see also other headings, such as HAIR FIBERS, 
MOHAIR, PILE FABRICS, WOOL) 
= seminar discusses fur industry in Denmark 

fake furs. consumer popularity driven by politics, 
price, and versatility 3655 

hat, fur and leather. instructions for construction, 
sewing detailed 9180 

mink. morphology of mink fur and fake furs 8989 
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shearling. apparel designers use shearling trims 
os lukewarm opposition from animal activists 

, see FABRIC PRODUCTS, FUSING, 
HOME FURNISHINGS. 

FUSING (see also other headings, such as MOLDING, 
SEAMING) 

Association of Suppliers to the British Clothing 
oman proposes code to prevent fusing problems 

CTC’s Fusing and Benchmarking Club to set 
standards for fusing and pressing operations 2774 

FS-90 ultrasonic fabric sealing system with sewing 
table from Branson 5201 

fusible interlinings for men’s and women’s jackets 
and top coats 8328 

fusible —-. history, use since their invention 
in the 1950s 6657 

fusibles, interlacings, interlinings at Bobbin 
Show/AAMA Convention 1001 

Hollingsworth and Vose. men’s wear a 
coated with Full Range Fusible agent at 19 
Bobbin Show 8975 

Impulsa’s Compact 2000 top fusing machine with 
multiple heatinf zones 1211 

interfacings. separation from shell fabric. causes, 
remedies 3 

interlining manufacturers. preview of offerings at 
Bobbin Show 1994 exhibition 8360 

interlining stability during drycleaning. review of 
ASBCI Code of Practice standards 5215 

interlinings. dot application of adhesive printing 
pastes to fusible pny 8189 

machinery. Rotosonic 100 thermally welds 
nonwoven fabric at production speeds of up to 40 
meters per minute 1196 

microfiber fabrics require special consideration when 
fusing and finish pressing 356 

pillow cases. CM Machinery upgrades unit for 
~~ oan of disposable nonwoven pillow cases 

presses. developments from Meyer, Kannegiesser, 
Reliant, Adkins, Macpi 395 

Sankei Corporation’s Super Heat Cutter combines 
cutting and fusing into a single operation 8349 

Summit Silicon Cleaner for conveyor belts of 
thermofusing pressing machinery 8334 

Garments, see APPAREL. 

Gas fading, see COLORFASTNESS. 

Gear crimping, see CRIMPING. 

GEOTEXTILES ¢ 
adhesive binders, bituminous. properties of various 

coal tar pitch/polymer compositions 5812 
agriculture. Carl Freudenberg’s Lutrasil Photoselect 
spunweb nonwoven for blanching vegetables 4490 

banana drains for soil drainage. laboratory and field 
tests 3689 : 
a fabric provides protection against termites 

civil engineering. cost and usage statistics for Indian 
— for roads, erosion control, drainage projects 

Corovin, a leading manufacturer of or spunlaid 
fabrics for agricultural applications 246 

Denver International Airport’s secondary fuel 
~ rca, system uses geomembrane overlay 



design, characterization for high performance 
application 9267 ; 

design, characterization of geotextiles for high 
performance uses in United States 6775 

designing with geotextiles. applications, design 
ceennaters. important fabric properties (Book) 

directories. Geotechnical Fabrics Report’s 
Geosynthetics Installer Directory 2454 

directory of products, applications, services, 
apes. trade names, educational institutions 

Don & Low’s Lobrene range of woven, ultraviolet 
stabilized polypropylene fabrics for agriculture, 
horticulture 4199 

erosion control specifications. experts think Mullen 
a test method ASTM D 3786 inappropriate 

erosion control. geos tic drainage field installed 
in rural Minnesota tose 

erosion control. synthetic mattings cost effective 
alternative to rigid linings 

erosion control. geotextile matrixes promote 
—— at California site destroyed by forest 
fire 6030 

erosion control. role of textiles, 1990-1994 
market Sate rates 

F Drake (Fibres) Limited introduces biodegradable 
i lining fabric for construction industry 

Fehrer introduces Model NL-3000 needle loom for 
spun bonded geotextiles 8954 

filter systems to retain soil, permit water passage. 
design criteria 470 

filtration flows through needle punched and thermally 
bonded geotextiles 3360 

floating cover protects brine used in underground 
fuel storage caverns 8991 

GeoSyntec’s liner system for sanitary landfill. 
performance during recent earthquake 3688 

geosynthetic clay liners, United States and Canada. 
— rebounds from lackluster 1993 performance 

geosynthetics in hi ~" construction and drainage 
in rio, Canada 4993 

hail protection polyethylene nets woven on Sulzer 
Ruti projectile looms 8992 

highway construction and repair uses 4994 
isotensile, ene geotextile pancake. 

theoretical calculations 8993 
jute geotextiles. overview, applications, important 

properties, modifying properties 2571 
laminated waterproof barrier geotextile introduced by 
American Colloid Company 1 

landfills. performance evaluation of synthetically 
lined landfilis 1475 

liner bey 7 proposed streamlined methods to detect 
holes 9288 

Lobrene Net from Don & Low. profile of new 
—_— and groundcover geotextile fabric 

marketing update. geotextiles are still experiencing 
, but slower growth 2896 

minimum average roll value. developing an 
acceptable definition of design specifications 3690 

natural fibers as low priced and ney rng 
friendly components of technical fabrics 256 

nonwoven fabrics used in manufacture of 
geotextiles. overview 9007 

Novofior develops nonwoven grass mat that absorbs 
8 liters of water per square meter 4985 

Octoweb needle punching process from Asselin 
ensures optimum properties in the machine and 
cross machine directions 1731 
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Otto Goize & Sohne develops geotextile that 
minimizes surface erosion more efficiently 6774 

polyester fiber used in geotextiles. yt of 
development, current status (Book) 5309 

polyester, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride used in 
manufacture of geotextiles 7281 

polymer additives, role in geotextile fabrication. 
review, applications 2610 

polymer processing. manufacturing different types of 
=. importance of extrusion 2372 

polymers. mechanical properties of polymers 
important in geosynthetic applications 64 

Protector 50 from Geofabrics. material offers 
excellent puncture resistance 2560 

residential construction. market for geosynthetics 
has yet to be exploited 6033 

seams. strong seams critical to long term durability. 
testing, specifying seam strength 2135 

silt fences. optimization of = for temporary 
erosion, sediment control 289 

soil/geotextile filtration systems. description, 
required testing of 2136 

standards documents for geotextiles and erosion 
— fabrics. directory of document sources 

Trevira Spunbond from Hoechst. polyester geotextile 
suited for civil engineering applications 6 

UV degradation tested with accelerated weathering 
tests. correlation between tests, use 500 

warp knit geotextiles used during the construction of 
the Eurotunnel 980 

Germicides, see ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS. 

GERMPROOFING (see also other 
ANTIBA 

, such as 
CTERIAL AGENTS, DRYCL ING, 

HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, 
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, 
LAUNDERING) 

chitopoly bed linens containing chitosan 6021 
chitosan. antimicrobial activity 6294 
wy potential against E. coli and staph epidermis 

Hib Clean collections, maternity underwear. 
antimicrobial effect 9227 

Microban additive for acetate fiber for controlling 
growth of gram positive and negative bacteria as 
well as fungi, molds, mildews, and yeasts 8754 

Microsafe AM and Salus ,fibers with additives to 
control growth of bacteria, fungi, molds, mildews, 
and yeasts 8772 
— fabric with Microban Additive B preservative 

GILLING (see also other headings, such as COMBING) 
fine diameter wool needed for high quality 
processing 7067 

Linartex-Centexbel short ratch gill 7594 
Spinnereimaschinenbau Leisnig’s 1605 wool 
combing and recombing unit 8825 

GILLING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such as 
COMBING MACHINERY) 

Spinnereimaschinenbau Leisnig’s 1605 wool 
combing and recombing unit 8825 

Ginning, see COTTON GINNING. 

GLASS FABRICS (see also other he , such as 
COMPOSITES--GLASS FIBER REINFORCED, 
LAMINATES) 

Glanamat. new nonwoven glass/polypropylene fabric 
a thermally molded textile composites 
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laminates, roofing material. nonwoven, resin 
impregnated flame resistant glass fiber mat from 
Hoechst 214 

laminates, roofing material. nonwoven, resin 
impregnated glass fiber scrim from Milliken 
Research Corporation 213 

Malimo Maschinenbau installs several stitch bonding 
machines in China to produce industrial glass fiber 
fabrics 946 

nonwoven fabrics. Schuller Wertheim introduces 
PolyMat, a glass fiber based insulating mat 6499 

preforms, composites. air entrapment, void formation 
during resin transfer molding (Conf. Paper) 8052 

stitch knit. Malimo’s stitch knitting machines for 
processing glass fibers, yarns 7288 

stitch knitting machine, glass fibers and yarns. 
ree series displayed at 1993 OTEMAS 1724 

wet sheet webs, open draw type. factors affecting 
transfers and measures to maintain quality 141 

woven, Teflon coated. Space Station Freedom 
a covers, NASA/USRA orbital exposure test 

, such as 
COMPOSITES--GLASS FIBER REINFORCED, 
INORGANIC FIBERS, LAMINATES, OPTICAL 
FIBERS) 

adhesiveness of complex 
lubricant. new test benc 
separation 7590 

calcium aluminate glass fibers formed in a small 
textile glass bushing exhibit higher modulus of 
elasticity 7914 

Carborundum’s Insulfrax calcium magnesium silica 
fibers for use in thermal insulation 7912 

composites, lunar preform manufacturing, 
NASA/USRA study. lunar glass within AURUM 
thermoplastic resin matrix 1730 

composites, lunar preform manufacturing, 
NASA/USRA study. lunar glass within crystalline 
thermoplastic matrix 1729 

high modulus silica glass fibers with amorphous 
boron nitride and carbon film coatings 7094 

high modulus silica glass fibers. inert strength of 
pristine fibers in absence of reactive chemical 
agents 7095 

high performance manmade fibers. critical review of 
recent developments in synthesis, production 8779 

industry in upswing due to —s housing 
market, stricter energy codes 7482 

Malimo Maschinenbau delivers first installation of 
glass fiber processing line to company in China 46 

optical fibers from aluminum, lanthanum, yttrium, 
-~ — fluoride. purification of raw materials 

overview. applications, properties, processing. 
~~ eet for use in composite reinforcement 

Owens-Corning bicomponent glass fibers to be used 
in insulation 7913 

stresses. effect of internal stresses on structure, 
physical and mechanical properties 7091 

surfaces. transmission electron microscopy of size 
coatings on carbon and glass fiber surfaces 490 

lass fibers bonded by 
based on dynamic 

GLASS YARNS 
composite yarns produced by DREF process 
containing glass, aramid, or carbon for reinforcing 
plastics 

Copcentra HS 3-ST-VO warp knitting machine 8034 
core yarn, nonmetallic. glass core yarn for protective 

clothing resists abrasive cuts 857 

industrial glass market 1992-1993, 1993-1994 
comparisons 4076 

industrial textiles using glass yarns 5780 
“a yarns for composites. new technology 

Tenmat core yarns with glass fiber sheaths around 
aramid and viscose cores 6470 

ae, —_— tying machine for coarse yarns 

Gowns, see APPAREL, APPAREL--INNERWEAR, 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES. 

Grading, see INSPECTION, WOOL GRADING. 

GRAFTING (see also other nooenas, such as 
CHEMICAL MODIFICATION, CROSSLINKING, 
RADIATION, TEXTILE NUCLEONICS) 

acrylic acid radiation grafted hydrophilic polyethylene 
membranes. separation of ethanol-water mixtures 
3375 4200 

cellulose graft copolymerization conducted by chain 
transfer mechanism 3977 

cellulose graft copolymers grafted with hydrophilic 
vinyl polymers. water solubility 2365 3138 

copolymers of polyacrylamide, hydroxyethylcellulose. 
effect of molecular chain length on swelling 
behavior 7092 

graft copolymers. synthesis of polyester polyolefin 
copolymers (Conf. Paper) 3144 

Heimtextil America. wall covering market targeted at 
Latin American countries. traditional designs 
popular 5168 

nylon 6/poly(oxy-2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene) 
polymer alloy. formation of dispersed phase, 
interfacial grafting 2390 

pillows, fiberfill. manufacturers working with retailers 
to provide better product information for 
consumers 3691 

polyglycidylmethacrylate grafted nylon 6 fibers. 
physical properties 40 

polypropylene fabrics. surface modification by 
acrylonitrile cold plasma 1 

radiation grafting of PBBA and PCHM onto UHMWPE 
fibers. effects on mechanical properties (Conf. 
Paper) 6331 

radiation grafting, ultrahigh weight polyethylene. 
effect on polystyrene terpolymer composite 
(Abstract) 7304 

sizing agents. properties of graft starches as warp 
— materials for polyester/cotton blend yarn 

styrene butadiene copolymers grafted with 
polystyrene or polybutyl acrylate. effect of cast 
solvents 8973 

surface photografting used to modify manmade 
fibers (Abstract) 2373 

SVM, polytetrafluoroethylene. structure of graft 
—— synthesized via radiochemical method 

television shopping could become an important 
medium for selling products 3692 

vinyl monomers onto nylon fibers. infrared 
spectroscopy of grafting sites 783 

Graphite fibers, see CARBON FIBERS. 

Hackling, see BAST FIBERS. 

HAIR FIBERS (see also other headings, such as FURS, 
MOHAIR, WOOL) 

alpha-keratin cortex. model describes mechanical 
properties of 5552 
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cashmere coats and sweaters. strong sales based on 
declining prices expected in Japan 9250 

cashmere coats. explosive sales in United States due 
to severe winter 4416 é 

e dehairing in Australia to stimulate raw fiber 
production, facilitate value adding 3244 a 

cashmere prices increase due to high demand, prices 
should stabilize soon 3922 

cashmere. Chinese raise prices, tight supplies worry 
apparel manufacturers 3095 

cashmere. Forte predicts — in industry due to 
it supply, contaminated fiber 8303 

ca re. knitting and production techniques and 
— in demand for new fashions (Conf. Paper) 

cashmere. knitting with fine cashmere yarn. 
problems 8032 

cashmere. woolen spinning, weaving mills in 
Scotland have problems with contamination, high 
prices 7054 

China’s cashmere goat, angora rabbit, yak, camel 
hair fiber sector 7053 

horsehair upholstery fabrics woven in Great Britain 
by John Boyd Textiles 982 

mink. ee of mink fur and fake furs 8989 
mohair. United States federal incentive program 
phaseout by 1996. worldwide production 
plummets 709 

overview of current, future markets for angora, 
alpaca, camel hair, cashmere, mohair 3096 

Zellweger Uster’s OFDA instrument uses microscopy, 
——— processing to measure fineness in hair fibers 

heddies from Grob combine small cross section with 
excellent mechanical stability 4114 

microfibers require modifications for their processing. 
SS rapier, and air jet looms 6439 

Ss loomeard by Bonas. less harnesses needed for 
large pest patterns 4929 

Sonet’s Quick Style Change system 3287 
Tsudakoma. quick style change system 1710 

Health, see INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, 
CONSUMER HEALTH AND SAFETY. 

HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES (see also other 
. such as ANTISTATIC FINISHING, 

APP , APPAREL--INNERWEAR, BLANKETS, 
CARCINOGENS, CARPETS, COMFORT, 
CONSUMER HEALTH AND SAFETY, DIAPERS, 
DISPOSABLES, DUST, EPITROPIC FIBERS, 
FABRICS, FLAMMABILITY, GERMPROOFING, 
HOSIERY, INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, 
LAUNDERING, NONWOVEN FABRICS, 
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, SANITARY NAPKINS 
AND TAMPONS, TOXICITY) 

absorbent product film suppliers increase capacity, 
develop new products 8875 

adult incontinence products. private label 
manufacturers gaining market share 7486 

American Home Products offers $8.5 billion to 
acquire American Cyanamid 6840 

antibacterial agents. effect of N-trimethylammonium 
chitosan salts against Escherichia coli, 
Staphylococcus epidermis 6970 

antibacterial fabrics. medical fabrics treated with 
antibacterial compounds that do not alter other 
properties 448 

antibacterial spun bonded fabric by Cheil for medical 
masks and medical protective clothing 200 
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apparel. Carrington Viyella’s lightweight 
— cotton fabric for medical apparel 

artificial cruciate ligaments. critical properties, 
Protek’s Proflex ligaments 5778 

artificial muscle actuators for machine applications 
developed by industry/university group 3722 

artificial muscles on robot capable of contraction, 
extension 2102 

Assist, filter fabric. effective barrier to bloodborne 
pa ens, corrosives 196 

barrier fabrics against toxic aerosols, biological 
agents. design, evaluation 3365 

barrier fabrics. NV Vetex develops two polyurethane 
barrier fabrics 3361 

barrier properties. five surgical gowns made with 
different fabrics tested 2563 
—, Healthcare reports record 1993 sales, profits 

bed linens. antibacterial agent in fibers benefits 
dermatitis sufferers 602 

bed linens. knit fitted bottom sheets provide 
advantages for Toronto area facilities 5968 

biodegradable maize based fiber developed by 
Japanese firms. has applications for sutures and 
other products 7104 

biomedical chitosan microfilters. N-propionylation 
improves resistance to chemical degradation, 
fouling 8988 

blood vessel, artificial. superior patency. vessel made 
of composite fibers, biocompatible polymer 2898 

Boots introduces Intervent bedding liners to protect 
against house dust mites and their allergenic 
droppings 471 

carpet fibers. Gymiene antibacterial polypropylene 
carpet fiber for hospitals 8781 

carpets made with antibacterial Gymlene 
polypropylene fibers 8766 

cellulosic absorbent sheets from Johnson & Johnson 
form a core for disposable healthcare 
products 21 

chitosan paper. new shear precipitation process 
converts chitosan into paper 8105 

clean room wiping cloths. only continuous filament 
polyester, nylon cloths perform adequately 5277 

cleanroom wiping cloths. only continuous filament 
polyester, nylon cloths perform adequately 2055 

controlled release wound dressings composed of 
microfungal filaments. research at BTTG and 
Birmingham University 2103 

crepe bandages. Smith and Nephew Medical Fabrics 
acquires Grout & Company crepe bandage 
business 8008 

diapers. Togs disposable specialized for day and 
night use by Swaddlers 432 

disposable protective clothing. Guangzhou Second 
Synthetic Fiber Factory produces 3 million suits per 
year 8878 

disposable versus reusable supplies. controversy 
continues 2043 

Dover's protective barrier fabric for reusable surgical 
gowns 472 
ae ana system based on microfungal filaments 

Eicross prosthetic knee supports combine Lycra, 
foam, and cotton lining 439 

Engineered Nonwovens produces specialized 
technical felts for healthcare and medical textiles 
sector 6403 

fabric. fluid repellent fabric made of continuous 
microfibers for use in surgical gowns 2564 

fabrics used for medical and surgical supplies. types 
and characteristics 2565 
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filters. Lydall, Baxter Healthcare to develop three 
new leukocyte depletion filters 4198 

healthcare legislation. review of American Apparel 
Manufacturers Association proposals 6075 

hernia repair fabrics. single bar or double bar knit 
fabrics 207 

hip joint prostheses. fatigue induced failure mode of 
fiber/elastomer composites as load bearing 
surfaces 8994 

hip joint prosthesis. fatigue induced failure modes of 
pA elastomer composites as bearing surfaces 

hospital linens, laundering. recommendations for cost 
——. infection control, quality assurance 

hygiene fabrics. Dominion invests $6.6 million in 
melt blown technology at Poly-Bond to produce 
hygiene fabrics 8004 

implants. fibrous collagen surgical implants prove 
useful as matrices for healing wounds 3693 

implants. polymeric antibiotic ——e inhibit the 
growth of staphylococcal biofilms 298 

implants. polymeric hydrogel coatings inhibit platelet 
coagulation 299 

Inbrand Corporation (disposable adult incontinence 
products) reports record 2nd quarter sales 3519 

Japan. in 1993, medical/surgical market for 
nonwovens totaled 19 billion yen 8864 

laminated carbon/thermoplastic knit composite matrix 
for bone implants 209 

laser resistant composite fabric protects surgical 
implements, operating room personnel 2580 

laundries must cope with content of medicines in 
hospital linens 1250 

lignocellulosic biomasses. pretreatments 2255 
linen costs cut by adopting Just in Time delivery 
program 1912 

liquid penetration test methods for compliance with 
OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens Standard 503 

manufacture. choosing felting needles based on 
manufacturing requirements of different end 
products 6473 

manufacture. Winkler + Duennebier unveils Type 
619 multiple lane high speed interfolder 6472 

methotrexate tissue dressing. Russian inventors 
— dressing combats skin disease, skin cancers 

Micrex Corporation crepes spun laced and wet laid 
nonwoven roll goods for medical end uses 4320 

microfibers. growing number of applications for 
—- technology in the healthcare sector 

microfungal nonwoven drug delivery systems. Shirley 
Technology Centre cooperates with Birmingham 
University 186 

Microsafe AM antimicrobial acetate fiber uses 
chlorinated phenoxy additive 8754 

Mini Stoma pouch from ConvaTec specially designed 
for short periods of activity 2054 

Mistral and Spectrum fabrics for healthcare work 
apparel 1750 

multilayer material combats problems of leakage and 
spotting in moderate urostomy patients 256 

nonwoven footwear insoles by Chien Chun Fiber 
Industrial designed for comfort and hygiene 484 

nonwoven polyolefins. Du Pont develops 
hydroentanglement process for disposable barrier 
garments 6475 

nonwoven surgical gowns and drapes. cost of 
— to rise under proposed DOT regulations 

operating room garments. Gore sponsors survey of 
attitudes of nurses, surgeons 2056 

= A u 993. meaner. OA, 
i ra ie, mite proof, superabsorbent 

products 1765 
overview of rapidly expanding medical textiles 
market 9135 

overview. conventional, specialty fibers. 
nonimplantable, implantable materials. hygiene 
products 2105 

personal protective equipment. demand for liquid 
barrier products peaks 446 

Poly-Bond reports 51 percent increase in its sales 
volume during 1991-1994 period 8868 

polyacrylonitrile fibers for selective sorption and 
isolation of insulin 2348 

polyamide monofilament sutures that are more 
readily usable and give greater knot security 2412 

polyester fiber used in medical textiles. critical 
properties, major products, consumption 5278 

polymers for tissue regeneration applications (Conf. 
Paper) 6276 

polyolefin face masks for medical applications have 
advantages over PVC face masks 474 

private labels exhibited at Magic of Store Brands 
show. nonwovens products, manufacturers 
discussed 2060 

prosthetic aortic heart valves. conventional valves, 
valves from CarboMedics 1335 

prosthetic ligament is biocompatible and 
bioadsorbable structure 8996 

protective clothing and other medical nonwoven 
products. review of United States market 4468 

protective clothing specifications against bloodborne 
pathogens 9254 

Protek’s ligament implant reduces problems 
associated with replacing cruciate ligaments in the 
knee 473 

recycling. hospital in Vermont undertakes broad 
— medical recycling program, advises others 

reusable surgical gowns. cost, environmental, and 
comfort benefits 401 

reusable versus disposable supplies. analysts see 
shift toward reusables for cost, safety, 
environmental reasons 4356 

Scholl supports for low intensity sprains of the knee, 
ankle, and wrist 

Shasta Linen Supply services small medical office 
and dentist office 1247 

sheets made of crosslinked cellulosic fibers. use in 
wound dressings, sanitary products 1776 

silk. medical applications include stitches and 
development of artificial organs 3962 

Smith & Nephew Medical Fabrics. restructuring and 
modernization 8849 

specialized fabrics from Knitting Research Institute of 
Brno 7321 

sponge and bandage market, United States. sales 
dominated by Baxter, Johnson & Johnson, Kendall 
Healthcare 9136 

steam tunnel systems for laundering hospital staff 
apparel from BMK Weston 4413 

Stera-Tex fabric from Aquatex —— to protect 
against bloodborne pathogens 17 - 

Steratex bioprotective laminate employed in reusable 
surgical apparel 4986 : 

surgical drapes, gowns from Repak. FDA cites 
company for Good Manufacturing Practice 
violations 1476 ] 

surgical fabrics. antistatic fiber from Kimberly Clark 
enhances safety, tensile properties 3142 

surgical garments. Corovin and Poly-Bond develop 
spun bonded backsheet for 6481 

surgical gown reusable barrier fabric developed by 
Standard Textile 8124 
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surgical gowns. design, operational performance of 
current types 576 

ical gowns. optimizing design to prevent 
oe of wounds via microbial transmission 

surgical mesh. multifilament polypropylene yarns 
used in new, more flexible eodeat YO22 

7“ - protective clothing. history of development 

surgical sutures, multifilament. new braiding 
technique enhances pliability by reducing 
interfilament friction 3322 

surgical sutures. braided multifilament cable for 
stabilization of fractures 3694 

surgical sutures. polyetherimide ester sutures 
resistant to creep, exhibit excellent knot security 
and stability 8519 

surgical sutures. vascular graft for use as a 
prosthesis in emergency heart surgery 3695 

surgical webbing. effect of fiber pretreatments on in 
A bioabsorption of composites, nonwovens 

sutures from United States Surgical Corporation. 
— - yarns yield cheaper and stronger sutures 

sutures, manmade absorbable. overview of 
technological advances since early 1970s 1337 

sutures. design of braiding machine, economics of 
manufacture 942 

sutures. overview, history, types, properties 1336 
sutures. polyvinylidene fluoride monofilament suture 

with improved handling and knot security 8773 
Taco Holdings. leader in films for hygiene, 

agriculture, and industry. company profile 4902 
thermoplastic fiber web with apertures for sanitary 
-_ fluid permeable covers 5761 

T and benchmarking can be applied to particular 
areas of health care under proposed reforms 3854 

twill fabric improves hand and durability of surgical 
wraps 17 

ultrahigh weight polyethylene medical implants. 
accelerated aging test for irradiated implants 
(Abstract) 7616 

ultrasonic bond seaming. Norvell purchases 
— units from Sonobond Ultrasonics 

ultrasonic bonding method from San-M Packaging 
— more reliable barrier than sewn apparel 

United Ki m. laundering needs of former 
ychiatric patients possibly met by Rentex Interlin 

her system 4405 
United States Surgical Corporation reports third 
quarter loss, implements drastic cost reduction 
program 129 

United States. in 1997 medical nonwoven 
disposables market will have grown by 10 percent 

vascular grafts made of bicomponent woven and knit 
fabrics studied by medical researchers 2549 

Vektron 5000 surgical gowns, masks withstand 
repeated laundering, decontamination, and 
sterilization 199 

warp and weft knit medical products. typical 
applications 7314 

water vapor permeable polyurethane fabric coatings 
for nonwovens from Bayer 7431 

wipe destroys viruses, including HIV and hepatitis B 
$997 0 

wipes. Du Pont introduces Sontara series of durable, 
— wipes containing antimicrobial agents 

wound dressings made of bioelastic material. 
synthesis, characterization 3362 
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wound dressings treated with medicinal preparations 
and metal complexes 8998 

wound dressings, exogenous/endogenous 
intoxication filters based on novel carbon fibers 
(Conf. Paper) 8520 

wound dressings. BritCair’s alginate fiber, nonwoven 
wound dressing 8116 

wound healing biodegradable products and implants 
developed by Fabio Advanced Biopolymers of 
Abano Terme, italy 475 

HEAT PHENOMENA (see also other headings, such as 
COMFORT, DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, 
DRYING, INORGANIC FIBERS, INSULATION, 
SETTING, TEMPERATURE) 

apparel fabrics. factors critical to heat, water vapor 
transport measurements 2130 

aramid fibers. thermostability of Armos, Arimid-T, 
Togilen 7079 

aromatic compounds. group contribution methods for 
predicting melting and boiling points 5449 

ceramic oxide fibers. microwave heating of tow 
initiates thermal spikes 7949 

comfort, apparel. evaluation of techniques for 
es thermal, moisture transfer properties 

decomposition. thermal decomposition behavior of 
polymers analyzed by thermogravimetry 7934 

deformation of elastic yarns. deformation resistance 
after repeated washings, drycleanings, and thermal 
treatments 6382 

exothermic reactions. calorimetric investigation 
including kinetic and heat flow modeling 5454 

heat recovery from wastewater. requirements, 
—— and operation of heat recovery systems 

heat resistance as a function of wind velocity in 
piques 5781 

heat transfer through layered fabrics. surface 
temperature changes 8106 

knit fabrics. thermal transmission level measured by 
Kawabata ThermoLabo Il device 9001 

nonwoven fabrics. heat transfer through nonwoven 
fabrics predicted by theoretical model 3371 

polyacrylonitrile copolymers with varying contents 
itaconic acid. thermal properties 6260 

thermal aftertreatments of polyester fibers. influence 
on oligomer structure and properties 8802 

thermal permeability of wet wool, polyester, and 
+A ends. importance of fabric composition 

thermal shock, stress. Heraeus Equipment’s HT7012 
$2 thermal shock, stress chamber 4561 

thermal stress. effects on PET samples during 
production, processing, use. conditions that lead to 
failure 792 

transfer of heat in knitted fabric mats with plastic 
tube constructions investigated 2567 

Heat treatment, see DRYING, FINISHING, SETTING, 
YARN PROCESSING. 

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING 
air conditioning in high speed spinning mills. 
— and regulation of a climatization system 

air distribution systems used in textile mills, 
overview 2971 

calculating heating, cooling times. equations to 
calculate time to reach temperature depend on 
heat transfer medium 577 

dehumidifiers. compressed air dehumidifiers b 
Indcon with internally heated reactivation 6107 
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ejector thermocompressors conserve energy by 
recycling waste steam into steam for heating 2967 

fiber fly. minimization of fiber fly during circular 
knitting 7258 

heat recovery. prototype heat exchanger compared 
with latest duct, rotary heat recuperators 565 

heating panels obtained from electrically conductive 
fabrics 6482 

pinch technique for design of efficient heat 
exchanger networks 7674 

plate heat penne te sizing. effect of fouling 
factors on calculations of surface area 576 

Pneumafil’s Indirect Evaporative Cooling system 
cools air exhausted from open end spinning 
machine rotors 4625 

ring spinning mills. air conditioning systems designed 
for high performance mills 610 

technical developments and new air handling 
equipment by major manufacturers 2208 

textile mills. air conditioning of the weaving zone. 
Luwa air conditioning system design 905 

textile mills. energy conservation in air conditioning. 
methods to conserve energy and reduce power 
consumption 1452 

water heating, waste heat recovery technology 
manufactured by Ludell (Trade Lit.) 9370 

weaving mills. Luwa’s Loomsphere and Total Air 
Control system 4621 

weaving mills. Luwa’s LoomSphere improves 
microclimate around the loom by blowing 
conditioned air onto the warp 2485 

Heatsetting, see SETTING. 

Heddies, see HARNESSES. 

Hemming, see FUSING, SEAMING, SEWING. 

HEMP 
art. Japanese a dyeing 5295 
fashion. uses 285 
geotextiles. nonwoven composites. use of natural 

fibers 2562 
een. Otto Golze & Sohne. biodegradable 6774 
979-1993 consumption. United States. imports. 
various fibers 4731 

recycling. Evergreen, United Kingdom company. 
yarns, blend, fabrics, knit kits. exports 8855 

steam explosion. under-retted hemp 2421 

HIGH MODULUS FIBERS (see also other headings, such 
as ARAMID FIBERS, OLEFIN 
FIBERS--POLYETHYLENE, VISCOSE FIBERS) 

aramid, UHMPE fibers. production processes and 
applications 6277 

boron nitride fibers. new low cost manufacturing 
process 7093 

extrusion. fibrillar entanglement produces high 
modulus fibers with excellent compressive 
strengths 5587 

Hoechst wet extruded para-aramid fibers compared 
— precipitated aramid polymers 

melamine formaldehyde. fibers from 
polycondensation products exhibit sustained 
resistance to breaking load 1632 

polybenzobisoxazole. applications, analysis of tensile 
strength, elongation, compressive strength 5572 

polydichlorobiphenylene pyromellitimide. high 
modulus, uniaxially drawn films and gel sheets 70 

polyimide fibers based on trifluoromethoxy 
substituted biphenyl dianhydride (Abstract) 6328 

silica glass fibers with amorphous boron nitride and 
carbon film coatings 7094 

161 

silica glass fibers. inert strength of pristine fibers in 
absence of reactive chemical agents 7095 

tensile behavior of high strength, high modulus 
polyethylene, poly(p-xylylene) fibers 3226 

High temperature fibers, see INORGANIC FIBERS, 
MANMADE HIGH TEMPERATURE FIBERS, and 
under subject of Yoo generic classes 
of fibers, such as ID FIBERS, NYLON 
FIBERS. 

HISTORY (see also under headings of 
apparel in Christian ritual. development of clerical 
dress and decoration reveals Church history 4459 

apparel worn by women married to United States 
rmy officers in last half of 19th century 3645 

apparel. bronze accessories worn by medieval Baltic 
and Finnish peoples (Abstract) 5279 

apparel. exhibition on 19th century dress etiquette at 
McCord Museum of Canadian History 5231 

archeological sites where ancient textiles have been 
found. database compendium (Abstract) 5496 

Australian wool industry. contributions of Samuel 
Marsden 3127 

Bleachers Association Limited to Whitecroft pic. 
history of bleaching company between 
1900-1980s 231 

Carother’s contribution to polymer science while at 
Du Pont (Book) 4833 

China. review of ancient textile art, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5492 

color science. optimization of ee processes by 
developments in color science 4273 

cotton industry in United Kingdom after World War 
ll. history of business strategies 9 

cottonseed oil industry. overview of history since 
immediately before World War ll 728 

Dacron polyester. history of research, development 
at Du Pont during 1940s, 1950s (Book) 4821 

dye identification via — performance liquid 
chromatography. results can vary if tester 
untrained (Abstract) 5352 

dyeing. history of Tyrian and other “royal” purple 
dyes (Abstract) 5078 

dyes in pre-Columbian textile objects identified via 
— liquid chromatography (Abstract) 

dyes. chromatographic analysis of natural dyes 
extracted from ancient textiles (Abstract) 2652 

Edmund Harrison. Part One of two part biographical 
treatment of leading 17th century English 
embroiderer 9167 

Egypt. review of ancient textile objects, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5493 

Egypt. spinning scene illustration in Egyptian tomb 
yields probable meaning of the glyph “dar" 
(Abstract) 5494 

Eli Whitney’s cotton gin. contribution to development 
of United States cotton growing and textile 
industries 730 

embroidery machine development in German 
Vogtland region 8358 

embroidery, Schwalm, machine, and Tambour work 
2 

European textile industry 1770 to 1840 in brief 
(Trade Lit.) 6534 

fabric design in India, Persia. review of Himroo 
woven fabrics from Hyderabad and Aurangabad 
6520 

fashion, women’s wear. photographic examination of 
African American women in Georgia, 1890-1914 
period 2052 é 

Fehrer AG. history of company and important 
inventions by Dr. Ernst Fehrer 6841 
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fusible interlinings. history, use since their invention 
in the 1950s 6657 

Horrock, Crewdson and Company Limited. 
accounting records between 1887 and 1905 show 

hosiery whee ein f devel ho . review of developments in hosiery 
technology, from ancient times to present 6744 

hosiery machinery. profile of William Lee, Elizabethan 
inventor of early eight-gage stocking frame 3082 

identification of ancient textile mordants by X-ray 
analysis (Abstract) 5354 

identification of ancient textile objects by infrared 
reflection absorption spectroscopy (Abstract) 5333 

identification of ancient textile objects with Neolithic 
ae in the Tyrol’s Oetze glacier (Abstract) 

identification of dyes via solution spectrophotometry. 
—. study of Peruvian mummy bundles (Abstract) 

identification of fibers, dyes in ancient Iranian cloth 
(Abstract) 4988 

identification of fibers, dyes in ancient Peruvian 
textile objects (Abstract) 5498 

indigo. extraction and use. history of from ancient 
times to present 8184 

indigo. preindustrial history of indigo spans many 
es, techniques (Book) 265 

indigoid dyes in ancient Coptic and Peruvian textile 
objects (Abstract) 5080 

israel. review of ancient textile objects, textile 
technology (Abstract) 4987 

Italian Metamo sis cultural exhibition. Saks Fifth 
a selis fashion tie-ins by Italian designers 
84 

Knitting International. review traces publishing 
history from 1894 to the present 3083 
— technological developments during the period 
: = 1910 as reported by Knitting International 

Korea. review of ancient textile art, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5495 

labor unions. Don McKee of Textile Workers Union of 
America (CIO) recalls 1940s confrontation 2179 

Lancashire spinning industry, 1945-1960. 
Sea with ring spindles as survival strategy 

sageey of Lubeck linen weaver Heinrich Siemers 
24 

linen. FIT museum exhibit features history of linen 
fabrics 983 

Lycra spandex. history of Du Pont fiber + 
eres as a rubber substitute in the 1930s 

management theory. historical developments and 
effect on the modern organization 8577 

medieval textiles unearthed in diggings around 
London (Abstract) 5499 

Nagata Seiki hosiery machine manufacturer 7210 
neckties. fabrics and fashion trends as influenced by 

art, history, culture 2865 
neckties. sixteenth to seventeenth centuries. 
— of European history to men’s neckwear 

nonwoven fabrics. origins and applications 3363 
oriental carpet importation to the United States, 
1955 to the present 9268 

ori ns and 20th century development of nonwovens 

— development of polyester and disperse dyes 

Platt Brothers and Company Limited. rise and fall of 
rr Kingdom textile machinery manufacturer 
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polyester fabrics. history of use of polyester fabrics 
in United States (Book) 5008 

polyester fiber in the United States. consumers’ 
perceptions change from 1950s to present 712 

polyester fiber products, processes. history of 
development focusing on product diversification 
(Book) 4810 

polyester, marketing. rapid market penetration by 
staple fibers, filament yarns (Book) 4828 

polyester. history of production expansion during 
= 1960s focuses on ICI, Du Pont (Book) 

polyester. history reviewed from invention during 
World War Il by British researchers 4817 

preservation of ancient textile objects. causes of 
textile deterioration (Abstract) 5500 

preservation of ancient textile objects. techniques for 
archeologists, conservators (Abstract) 5334 

printing. history, present situation, and future 
developments in the printing industry 269 
—— New York, dye manufacturing plant 

restoration of 15th century textile objects at 
a" of Saint Petronella Church (Abstract) 

restoration of ancient textile objects. case studies of 
cotton sari and silk banner (Abstract) 5224 

restoration of ancient textile objects. collections from 
00 A.D. on display in Japanese museums 

(Abstract) 5221 
restoration of ancient textile objects. differences in 
response of paper, textiles during suction 
(Abstract) 5223 

restoration of old textile objects. case study, black 
silk mourning dress from 1820s imperial Germany 
(Abstract) 5501 

retailing, United Kingdom. history of relationship 
between retailers and manufacturers 7645 

screen printers. development of carousel, oval, and 
band systems by Precision Screen Machines 6587 

sewing machine. early controversy as a threat to 
employment 4396 

shirts and blouses. historical review of designs and 
construction techniques 4424 

silk industry, Italy. analysis of the Scotis of Pescia, a 
19th century Tuscan silk manufacturer 8738 

silk industry, Italy. review of historical studies on 
development of sericulture in Italy 8739 
- overview of industry in 1913 (Book) 

Spain. historical review of Andalusian maja dress, 
other female costumes as symbols representing 
Spain 7001 

tables linens. Jacquard tablecloths and napkins. 
anv. characteristics, manufacturing techniques 

Terylene polyester. ICI’s involvement immediately 
after World War Ii (Book) 4823 

textile archives. purpose, scope, preservation, and 
conservation 7002 

textile mills, United Kingdom. Royal Commission on 
the Historical Monuments of England survey 9488 

Tokai Industrial Sewing Machine. history of technical 
developments 4380 

umbrellas. European manufacture of over the last 
os centuries. silk, nylon, polyester fabrics used 

United States. overview of yarn manufacturing, 
= construction, and fabric finishing (Book) 

University of Terrassa. School of Industrial 
Engineering. 50 year history 8699 

Uruguay Round, GATT. historical analysis, likel 
effects on world textile and apparel trade 5488 
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wastewater regulations. history of in 
United States since the 1930s 942 

Weldon & Wilkinson. history of United Kingdom 
—— dyer and finisher of men’s half hosiery 

Whalley Abbey vestments made from early Italian 
a velvets with orphreys of English embroidery 

Whinfield, Dickson collaborate in invention of 
Terylene polyester (Book) 4824 

women’s work clothing in Canada. exhibition at 
University of Alberta 8476 

wool industry, Isle of Man. sheep breeding, wool 
spinning and weaving 8745 

wool. fleece development and diversification in 
prehistoric Northern Europe (Abstract) 5502 
| eames history of the 40 year old company 

—. history of zipper. invention and development 

, such as 
BAGS, BLANKETS, CARPETS, DISPOSABLES, 
LEATHER SUBSTITUTES, NONWOVEN FABRICS, 
FASHION) 

accent rugs. Couristan initiates marketing program to 
promote coordinated home furnishings 851 

Akzo’s fibers, yarns used in home furnishings 
manufacture 6292 

Akzo. overview of aes producer of yarn for home 
furnishings market 323 

Amrose Linens builds reputation on tablecloths, 
runners, doilies, placemats, and napkins 3696 

aprons from Rienzi offer fashion and function. 
introductory line 3607 

area rugs. merchandisers include area rugs in the 
home textile sector 6779 

Arlee, manufacturer of decorative pillows, chair 
pads, and bed rests experiences 500 percent 
growth 9137 

Arley adds sheeting to its comforter ensembles, 
targets specialty stores 4491 

Atlanta Home Furnishings and Area Rug Market 
1994. new offerings in area rugs 926 

Avon purchases table linen manufacturers Sunweave 
and Linens by Vera, diversifies product mix 1913 

awnings, retailers of. risks, opportunities associated 
with adding outdoor furniture to product line 3712 

basic bedding category goes to high thread count, 
microfibers to compete 4517 

bath fashions from the April 1994 Home Textiles 
Market 4518 

bath, table, and kitchen textiles from Leshner Mills 
and Renaissance 4519 

bath. Springs Bath offers several new designs for 
April 1994 market 4512 

bathroom furnishings. sea and land nature motifs and 
patterns popular. trends in color and design 4520 

battings, polyester fiber. Trevira Spirafil features 
spiral crimp, very tight curl, and hollow void cross 
section 54 787 

Beacon offers blankets and throws in designs from 
Disney and others 4492 

bed and bath furnishings from Fieldcrest Cannon, St. 
Marys, Cannon, and Monticello 4521 

bed and bath industry offerings exhibited at the 
Spring Home Textiles Market 5311 

bed and bath industry shifts from low margin 
commodity items to high margin differentiated 
products 5310 

bed and bath textile manufacturers will try to 
increase profit margins by increasing prices, 
implementing other measures 5174 
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bed linens, flammability. AITA and Montefibre 
analysis of fire risks for the creation of Italian and 
EU standards 1344 

bedding at April 1994 market. color, pattern, design 
trends 4533 

bedding ensemble fabrics. Burlington House moves 
into owe fabrics, responds to consumer 
demand 3349 

bedding lines leaner due to cost conscious 
— trends in color, texture, fabrics 

bedding retailers in Houston emphasize premium 
bedding, better service to remain competitive 1353 

bedding, basic. HFD: The Weekly Home Furnishings 
Newspapers’ minimarket review of products 2107 

bedding, bath products. review of 1994 a 
lines offered by major manufacturers 4530 

bedding, decorative. Sunbeam enters market with 
Slumber Rest collection 2106 

bedding, satin. Pacific Coast adds satin to its line of 
high end products 3700 

bedding. 1994 products from Englander, Kingsdown, 
King Koil, Restonic, Serta, Simmons, Somma, 
Spring Air, and Therapudic 4522 

bedding. American Pacific’s comforters, duvets, and 
coverlets. new designs, patterns 4529 

bedding. Bay Linens’ recent introductions. Indochine, 
Champagne, Chatsworth, Akbar, and Tillbury, 
among others 4525 

bedding. Beacon Looms combines stylistic influences 
pon more than one culture within a single design 

bedding. cotton shortage, china quota deadline, 
increased duties effecting duvet, quilt and 
comforter manufacturers 4360 

bedding. Dreamstyles offers sophisticated _— 
bedding in 180 thread count fabrics 452 

bedding. Hollander Home Fashions. ensembles from 
designer Arvale Rogers 4500 

bedding. Home Innovations’ first jacquard woven 
— from its newly created Slipcover Company 

bedding. Japanese manufacturers promote use of 
insect proof tightly woven fabrics 8521 

bedding. luxury linen products made by large 
manufacturers 4532 

bedding. Royalton lines from Joseph Abboud, Claude 
Montana, and Jessica McClintock 4526 

bedding. sateens become popular high-end product, 
too many products could drive price and quality 
down 3699 . 

bedding. Somma bedding manufacturer shifts 
emphasis from flotation beds to spring and foam 
products 4510 { 

bedding. Springmaid offers new bedding designs 
from Bill Blass 4511 

bedding. WestPoint Stevens’ adds Mary McFadden 
— style, design, color trends of new lines 
45 

bedding. Wink Industries’ new collection and color 
schemes from Robert Sonneman and Deborah 
Mallow 4528 

bedroom ensembles from WestPoint Stevens. six 
new designs with bold brushstrokes 2108 

bedroom ensembles of 1993. review of styles, 
trends in colors, designs, patterns 1345 

bedspreads. new looks, fabrics, price points in 
revival of sector 1358 

Belding Heminway Company reports 1994 second 
quarter net income of $1.2 million 8321 

Bibb Company loses $6.6 million in 1994 second 
quarter profits due to poor sales of towels, labeled 
bedding 7474 
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blankets, American Indian. Boucher Boys & The 
indian. styles. company profile 1328 

blankets. Pillowtex’s Nettle Creek line of blankets. 
high, medium, and low pees offerings 4534 

bridal market huge and relatively untapped. } 
manufacturers must educate brides on appropriate 
home textile gifts 3701 

r’'s guide. LDB Interior Textiles Annual Buyer’s 
uide to —— in the home furnishings 

i 191 . 
Cadillac/Oxford offers new products in bedding and 
curtains for April 1994 market 4357 

Textile Group, manufacturer of towels. 
company profile 3549 

carpet mills target home furnishings market by 
offering fashion forward merchandise in range of 
price points 1136 

carpets. style trends in 1994 forecast. colors, 
textures, designs 1334 

Carter Hawley Hale. nore strategy for home 
furnishings department 33 

casual slipcovers market is booming as more 
manufacturers and retailers enter 3702 

chenille relives its glory days with nostalgic and 
modern styles in throws, rugs, and pillows 2109 

cigarettes. test methods quantify propensity of 
cigarettes to ignite soft furnishings 2253 

cleaning products that clean without detergent. 
different lines manufactured in Japan 8522 

color choice by manufacturers. societal factors 
influencing color selection 5897 

Columbine ly debuts home furnishings developed 
A ee specifically for United States market 

Comfortel. Du Pont develops first cluster based 
fiberfill for seat cushions, home furnishings 8964 

comforters and bedding accessories. Thomaston 
opens new $25 production plant 5175 

Commonwealth Curtain. Canada’s largest integrated 
home furnishings manufacturer expert in French 
Tergal 3520 

cotton mattresses. repeated launde ng and beating 
improve compressive resilience 92 

Crafted With Pride in the USA Council’s commercials 
somewhat effective, study reveals 1158 

Croscill expands business accessories, such as wall 
art, shower curtain rings and fragrances, triple 
woven throws 4493 

Croscill, leading manufacturer of coordinated bedding 
expands into new product categories 5918 

Crown Crafts weds design, sales, and merchandising 
to become leader in home textiles 3521 

curtain materials. shrinking German market in 1992. 
smaller companies forced to cope 5920 

curtains, shower. Jackson offers nature inspired 
designs 4502 
a boxed and welted. measuring, sewing 

custom rug programs expanded by rug suppliers at 
1993 international Home Furnishings Market 336 
— adds Harley Davidson to its list of licensees 

Dan River's Colors by Alexander Julian and other 
collections. trends in style, color, and texture 4495 

Dawson Home Fashions moves from shower curtains 
to full range of bath accessories. branding, 
designer licensing spur sales 1149 

Dawson markets multicultural planet, emphasizes 
traditional values, ecological visions 4496 

“——- Hudson’s sales department in Marshal Fields 

decorative fabric converters serve as source for 
apparel manufacturers 435 
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decorative fabric suppliers still rely on jobbers 
despite changing market 3273 

decorative pillows manufacturers offered new 
designs at 1994 Home Textile Market 4535 

decorative pillows. HFD: The Weekly Home 
Furnishings Newspapers’ minimarket review of 
products 2110 

decorator fabrics. spring 1995 market dominated b 
soft fabrics, classical designs, natural colors 498 

department stores bottom out in home furnishings in 
991, strive for recovery now 478 

Dial-A-Mattress. profile of New York based direct 
marketing bedding company 7475 

displays, fixturing, and presentation at the April 
1994 Home Textile Martket 4536 

Down Incorporated cuts its wholesale prices by 20 
percent, introduces new products for April 1994 
market 4498 

drycleaning. preparing loads for drycleaning 391 
Echota Fabrics. profile of manufacturer of 
bedspreads and draperies for the hotel/motel 
industry 8304 

European trends in upholstery fabrics, other home 
furnishing fabrics 8999 

exhibitions. Decorex. ethnic patterns dominate, HFD 
reviews high end furnishing fabrics 192 

exhibitions. Home Textiles Market, Pillowtex focuses 
on basic bedding assortment 464 

exhibitions. Home Textiles Market. Riverdale focuses 
yr! ene Cottage decorative pillow collection 

exhibitions. New York Home Textiles Market, novelty 
patterns for pillows, bed covering, table linens 
reviewed 465 

exterior decoration. festive bey bearing colorful 
appliques becoming popular 5312 

fabric manufacturers exhibit at 1994 International 
Fashion Fabrics show. sales to apparel companies 
rowing 4068 

fabric trends for 1994. nature motifs, patterns, 
colors, weaves 1003 

fabrics consumed by upholstery market totals 282 
million square yards in 1993. percentage 
breakdown by fabric type 1697 

fabrics for 1995. oranges and browns popular 2554 
fabrics, lace. S. Lichtenberg & yen ey introduces 

color to lace fabrics, uses air brushed jacquard 
method 4509 

fabrics, upholstery. casual, more relaxed look 
popular in comfort furniture at recent IHFM 4537 

fabrics. Boussac’s Romanex line of medium priced 
fabrics for jobbers and furniture lines 1748 

Fall Home Furnishings Market 1994. variety of 
product introductions across a wide range of price 
points 8305 

Fieldcrest Cannon converts carpet facility to home 
furnishings manufacturing plant 1914 

Fieldcrest Cannon. directors and senior officers 
purchase company stock despite high prices 2742 

Fieldcrest reopens plant to manufacture bedding 
products using World Class techniques 2759 

flammability. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
approves furniture flammability study 4690 

Flooring Magazine’s \ist of 7 50 distributors 4358 
Flooring’s 1994 Buying and Resource Guide 476 
forecast for 1994 rosy. gery in foreign 
markets fueled by NA and GATT 1152 

forecasts, European market. 1994-1995 color trends 
2902 4538 

furniture designed by Dakota Jackson for Lane’s 
New Rhythms line 4489 

furniture fabric designs less variable, more focused 
at April 1994 International Home Furnishings 
Market 4539 
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furniture upholstery. CPSC proposes national 
standards for flame resistance based on California 
standard 7794 

furniture. trend in comfortable fabrics, frames at 
October market 479 

furniture. velvet makes a comeback in motion 
furniture sector 3356 

Galey & Lord enters market with purchase of 
Burlington’s decorative fabrics business 3268 

German finishing market. declines from 1991, 
turnaround in 1994 possible 8142 

Heimtextil 1993. natural fiber and eco-labeling trends 
5919 
— 1994 home furnishings exhibition review 

Heimtextil 1994. review of premier European trade 
show for the home furnishings industry 4499 

Heimtextil America exhibition features home 
—s products and manufacturing equipment 

Heimtextil America will focus on linking United 
States fabric manufacturers with Latin American 
retailers 4484 

Heimtextil America. preview of combined home 
textile fair and convention 677 

Heimtextil increases floorspace. listing of product 
groups in halls. map of exhbition grounds 1150 

Holiday Mini-Market. emphasis on Thanksgiving, 
— and Hanukah. patterns, colors, themes 

home economics. overview of the 726 theses and 
—” awarded during 1993 in United States 

home furnishings sales for 1993. market analysis. 
——- in consumer purchasing patterns 1153 

Home Textile Market, spring 1994, marked by 
—" in country living patterns, soft fabrics 

Home Textiles Market for April 1994 features earthy 
and natural trends 4485 

horsehair upholstery fabrics woven in Great Britain 
by John Boyd Textiles 982 

Hosomi Sewing Machine upgrades its Ribbon Twist 
single needle decorative stitcher for home 
furnishing fabrics 8378 

ignition of soft pag by cigarette. two 
computer models 225 

IHFM. unusual fabrics from Swavelle/Mill Creek, 
Craftex, Malden Mills, and others 981 

industry. profiles of Balitique, Claesson, Custom 
Comfort, DJC, Hillcrest, Montebellow, Quiltcraft, 
Santa Fe 5313 

interactive home retailing. JCPenney, Lands’ End, 
Nordstrom participate in Bell Atlantic’s Stargazer 
channel 7632 

interior design. floor covering preferences of 200 
leading interior design firms 5161 

Italian manufacturers return to their roots, target 
upscale market during recession 2901 

jacquard upholstery fabrics. Discovery collection 
introduced by Weavestyle 1756 

Jane Churchill, Colefax & Fowler debut new 
collections in the United States 1338 

Japan. economic recession worst since World War Il. 
retail sales plummet with decline in new building 
construction 1151 

Japanese futon shell fabrics manufacturers turn to 
specialty fabrics to increase profits 477 

jobbers mix and match fabrics from different 
suppliers to create their own collections 8852 

John Wolf optimistic about the oe year, expects 
growth in international markets 352 

Johnston Industries captures healthy portion of home 
furnishings market through acquisitions 3523 

Johnston Industries’ net income declines despite 
gains in operating income 7476 

Jordan Marsh agrees to refund customers for inflated 
prices on mattresses and box springs 333 

jute and jute blend fabrics in home textiles. IJIRA 
research on diversified product manufacture 4224 

Kindwear’s Broccoli line of towels, sheets, and other 
products for the elderly and infirm 1339 

kitchen and bath products. Pillowtex enters licensing 
deal with WestPoint Stevens. the Kohler 
Coordinates Program 4370 

kitchen textiles and bathroom products. HFD: The 
Weekly Home Furnishings Newspapers’ minimarket 
review 2111 

KSA reports increased sales of soft goods in 1994. 
apparel fabrics may be hurt by imports 1173 

lace tablecloth manufacturer Quaker Lace updating 
- a and its product lines in its centennial year 

Laura Ashley’s profits, sales increase for 1994 first 
six months 8306 

linen. FIT museum exhibit features history of linen 
fabrics 983 

linens rented to companies operating riverboat 
gambling on Mississippi 4366 

linens, table. patterns, color scheme, designs from 
John Matouk’s latest collections 4541 

linens, table. time honored —— featured. style, 
design, color, pattern trends 4542 

luggage. Lands’ End enters into partnership with 
YKK, a leading zipper manufacturer 602 

lumber and steel prices expected to escalate through 
1994, squeeze profit margins 2743 

luxury linen manufacturers bringing color into their 
lines slowly 4543 

luxury linens, consumers turning on to high quality 
and classical looks, companies reaching larger 
market 480 

Lycra. stretchable fiber a breakthrough for hosiery, 
swimwear, diapers, and home furnishings. 
historical review 1322 

Macy’s el forward with plans despite 
difficulties of reorganization 5104 

mail order catalog specialist Domestications becomes 
largest home furnishings —— merchant 4371 

manmade fiber consumption. EU floor coverings 
industry consumed 625 tons of fibers 1600 

marine. Donna Humphrey renovates leaky boat 
interior, installs new cushions, headliner, curtains, 
carpet 368 

market share of cotton in apparel and home 
furnishings markets continues to grow 694 

marketing, children’s product licenses. producers to 
replace Barney with Power Rangers, X-men, Lion 
King 5323 

Masco Home Furnishings. overview of Sunbury, 
Ametex, Robert Allen, Crocker divisions 867 

matelasse fabrics offered by United States 
manufacturers for a window coverings, 
table linens, upholstery 4990 : 

mattress has heater which gives of negative 
electrical charges to restore health 5314 an 

mattress pads and bed pillows. Louisville Bedding is 
— manufacturer 5176 : iD 

National Floor Covering Market. review of exhibits 
1329 

NeoCon ‘94. preview of largest commercial home 
furnishings exhibition in North America 6039 

NeoCon 1994. over 500 companies exhibit carpets, 
commercial interior furnishings 7579 

net curtains. Karl Mayer’s MRCJ 22/1 Contourette 
net curtain machine 8950 J 

net curtains. Kari Mayer's multibar rashcel machine 
5737 
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New York Home Textiles Show. unexpected 
eenceten of sleepwear in home fashions market 

Newell Company purchases Home Fashions 
Incorporated for an undisclosed sum 7477 
ee a. cotton rapidly gaining popularity in 

Oriental Weavers introduces lower priced Sphinx 
oe rugs. concentrates on volume distribution 

overview of market, industry. interviews with major 
companies 1917 

Owen Manufacturing expands licensed product lines 
of juvenile blankets and throws 4505 

Pacific Linen. new management team revitalizes 
specialty store chain 3536 

Perfect Fit offers polyurethane comfort sleep 
products in addition to mattress covers, quilts, and 
sheets 4506 

Performance offers new ensembles for April 1994 
market 4507 

pillow cases. CM Machinery upgrades fusing unit for 
ee of disposable nonwoven pillow cases 

pillow company, Liebhardt, survives fire and 
continues to grow 7480 

pillow manufacturers in Japan offer inventive designs 
to spur sales 8523 

pillows, bedding. synthetic fiber filling with recycled 
fibers popular trend 2112 

pillows, decorative. ablaze in new colors styles. 
trends 454 

pillows, decorative. Brentwood introduces veveteen 
illows above the $10 price point, expands other 
ines 4544 

pillows, decorative. retailers interested in pillows 
— holiday themes, manufacturers delivery 

pillows. Du Pont introduces Comforel pillows 6781 
pillows. ee by Japanese manufacturers 6780 
pillows. erdale expands color palette, offers 

illows in three and five color schemes 4545 
Pillowtex acquires Beacon and Wiscassett 7478 
Pillowtex acquires Torfeaco Industries, a producer of 
fashion and basic bedding products 334 

Pillowtex stock prices fall as problems with new 
acquisitions arise 9138 

plush fabrics. possibilities of Mayer MCPE circular 
knitting machine 5738 

polyester fabric revolutionizes home ering 
market with easy care products (Book) 531 

polyester fabrics in home furnishings market in 
United Kingdom slow to develop (Book) 5325 

quality. study shows United States made apparel and 
home furnishings still rated best 1871 

quilts, pieced. moderate to high-end niche offers 
potential with value added embellishments 2117 

Ravage designs unique bathroom ensembies with 
accessories. three new lines for Dawson Home 
Fashions 1341 
a system by EnWrapture. is quick and 
easy 604 

retail song! BL 993 sales figures for a variety of 
products 2 

retail stores turning to private labelling to 
differentiate themselves from one another 3720 
oy and manufacturers contribute to charities 

retailers. ranking of top 200 United States home 
furnishings retailers 337 

retailing all natural products. merchandising 
approaches 604: 
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retailing. Linen Supermarkets sells mill and other 
retailers’ excess inventory. company profile 4361 

retailing. point of sale partnerships between 
manufacturers and retailers 4554 

Revman introduces new bedding designs from Laura 
Ashley 4508 

Rose Tree Linens. new line of linens, entry into 
bedding ensembles 1342 

Rosedale Wallcoverings, a Canadian decorative 
oducts manufacturer with a large export 
siness 9139 

Rug Barn, manufacturer of throw rugs and home 
ne reports 1994 revenues of $65 million 

rug manufacturer Lacey expands selection. design 
and color trends in Supima Naturals and Supima 
lines 4547 

rugs, pillows, and floor cloths from Homemaker 
— latest collection from Robin de Vick 

rugs. Hayim & Company. new hand made rugs from 
India feature earth hues 2 

rugs. MER’s success with Turkish kilims and hooked 
rot wide distribution of popularly priced products 

rugs. Regal introduces rug designs from nature and 
popular pastimes 4549 

rugs. trend at International Home Furnishings Market 
toward casual looks 4486 

rugs. tribal, American quilt patterns, and natural 
looks popular at Home Furnishings Market 3681 

sales figures for 1993. breakdown by category, 
gainers and losers 3704 

sateen bedding category. competition intensifies due 
to influx of new manufacturers 2114 

Scheuer Linens, upscale linen shop in San Francisco, 
to open new location and double in size 7479 

Sewn Products Expo in Mexico links United States, 
Mexican companies 3516 

shape memory wrinkle, shrink resistant home 
furnishings launched by Japanese manufacturers 

Shaw Industries forms joint venture with Grupo 
industrial Alfa to sell home furnishings in South 
America 1898 

sheets. Bibb company will offer solid color sheets in 
two different lines 3705 

sheets. competitive market results in proliferation of 
designs and efforts to please retailers 9140 

Showtime market. Southwest designs out, landscape 
designs in. textures, colors, patterns 1767 

sleep products industry. directory of companies 
supplying products, services 1347 

sleep products industry. directory of supplying 
companies, products, services 1348 

slipcovers. growth market could boom to $400 
million by 1997. assortment and marketing 
Strategies 5316 

sofa and chair manufacturers automate cutting and 
pattern making to reduce fabric waste 9141 

specialty retailers welcome high-end consumer 
Spring during recession 3706 

s Industries. executives predict strong 
“ert maine overall in 1994 despite first quarter 

osses 4359 
Styr Teknik introduces Hector evs machine for 

the assembly of seat cushions 
summer home furnishings market characterized by 
home sewn items, designer collections, furniture 
kits 6028 

Surfaces 1994 review. of 600 exhibitors, more than 
100 came from outside the United States 4487 
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Swift's upholstery fabrics satisfy lifestyle appeal of 
a supplies Bernhardt, Lee Industris, Mitchell 

tabel linens, pillows, shower curtains from Ex-Cell 
Home Fashions. design, color, style trends 4540 

table linens and bath designs by Lintex for April 
1994 Market 4503 

table linens from E&F. company expanding its lines 
for Spring Home Textile Market 3707 

table linens. fashion trends in 1993. overview of top 
sellers from United States manufacturers 1349 

table linens. HFD: The Weekly Home Furnishings 
Newspaper’s minimarket review of products 2115 

tables linens. Jacquard tablecloths and napkins. 
aaanve characteristics, manufacturing techniques 

Teflon coated and Pyrovatex treated home 
furnishings fabrics meet flame retardant 
specifications and standards 1841 

terry towel production and exports in India. current 
production and trade 7481 

Tex’Styles show offers small, focused view of new 
fabrics and furnishings trends 1754 

Thomaston Mills offers new ensembles in percale 
and muslin 4513 

throws. expanding market moves into textured 
fabrics made with alternate yarns 2877 

Tietex Corporation acquires Mattress Fabric Division 
of Golding Industries 5172 

Tobin offers floral theme table linens for April 1994 
Market 4514 

top of the bed products being driven by luxurious 
jacquard woven and decorative fabrics 9270 

towels, cotton terry. effect of softening agents on 
water absorption 293 

towels, terry. Divya Enterprises, manufacturer of 
terry towels, wins India’s Best Exporter Award for 
1992-1993 period 4721 

towels. Japanese towel manufacturers hurt by 32 
month long economic recession 191 

towels. Newmark Rug offers designs to compliment 
popular towel designs 4504 

towels. United States manufacturers’ best sellers for 
1993. top design trends 1350 

trade quotas on Chinese top of the bed products 
may lead to supply problems 9463 

trends in color, fabrics, patterns, texture, and design. 
casual, eclectic style popular 3708 

trimmings add value to home furnishings. important 
retailers and manufacturers 1351 

United States mills ponder price increases to offset 
reduced profits 5173 

United States, statistical data. Kurt Salmon 
Associates market survey 7445 

United States. 1990s fashion, marketing trends 4515 
United States. 1993 consumer expenditures for 
home furnishings rise 10 percent 5900 

United States. effects of NAFTA and GATT talks on 
home furnishings industry 3077 

upholstered furniture. Masco Home Furnishings to 
enter ready to assemble market with Simply 
Together line 482 

upholstery fabrics derive inspiration from casual 
apparel fabric styles 1768 

upholstery fabrics in novelty patterns featured at 
April International Home Furnishings Market 5318 

upholstery fabrics mixed and matched on single 
pieces at April International Home Furnishings 
Market 5317 

upholstery fabrics. Dicey Fabrics grows by following 
product diversification strategy 4362 

upholstery fabrics. International Home Furnishings 
aa features good design at affordable prices 
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upholstery inspired by apparel fabrics featured at 
1993 international Home Furnishings Market 481 

upholstery manufacturers, United States. 1990s 
fashion, marketing trends 4551 

upholstery sewing machinery. Moll Automatische 
Systeme’s Robosew sewing machine 7516 

upholstery. compression recovery of wool futon 
padding after compression deformation 9271 

upscaling products to enhance programs with strong 
profit margins 2905 

wall coverings. softer colors, lighter shades, more 
comfortable patterns popular. style, design, color 
trends 4552 

waterbeds. sales down, range of products for 
waterbeds up 483 

Waverly enters kitchen textiles and furniture throws 
markets, expands window treatments and 
decorative pillows lines 4516 

Wellington Sears. equipment investments could 
double sales to $25 million by [1996] 8873 

Westpoint Stevens continues to modernize its gray 
sheeting operations 1915 

Whis ft expands into cotton and cotton blend 
bedding 3697 

Whisper Soft Mills introduces new lines in 200 
thread count all cotton and 230 thread count 
cotton sateen 3698 

Whole Earth Access sells home textiles, housewares, 
and electronics in coastal California 335 

window coverings exhibited at World of Window 
Coverings 1994 exhibition 5319 

window fashion at curtain and drapery spring 1994 
market 3709 

window treatment manufacturing. Eversure Textiles’ 
team based production improves productivity 5177 

woven fabrics. Cyrus Clark to market exclusive 
= of Toltec fabrics with its own print line 

HOOKED FIBERS 
fiber transport simulation reveals straightening of 
crimped, hooked fibers in converging transport 
ducts 5631 

HOSIERY (see also other headings, such as 
HEALTHCARE AND MED’ TEXTILES, KNIT 
FABRICS, KNITTING AND HOSIERY MILLS) _ 

acrylic, MicroSupreme microfibers. Cytec Industries 
—— hosiery at 1994 Yarn Fair International 

casual and fashion. stores spending more on 
ows for fall 1994 due to increased demand 

Courtaulds purchases women’s hosiery and sock 
operations in France and the United Kingdom from 
Hartstone Group 1878 ie 

Du Pont’s cost reduction efforts improve profitability 
of its fiber divisions 3923 

dyeing machinery. Colorcombi high capacity batch 
system from Proll & Lohmann 5056 

fall 1994 ready-to-wear collections characterized by 
shorter lengths, brighter colors 5281 

fashion trends and color palettes, 1995 summer 
season 5283 : 

fashion trends for holiday 1994 include glitter, thigh 
highs, range of colors 4467 

fashion trends for spring and summer of 1995 
outlined at Du Pont presentation 5282 t 

fashion. holiday, spring 1995 markets characterized 
by fashion legwear, decline in basic sheers 6743 

Hanes’ Smooth Illusions line of nylon/Lycra control 
top hosiery 441 

hosiery. hydrogen peroxide based scour/bleach 
process with preparation bath reuse 6893 
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Individual line of bodysuits, tights, stocki 
panty hose from Wolford of Australia 52 

International Hosiery Exposition 1994. consumers 
“ “-y higher quality yarns, more use of spandex 

Jockey For Her sticks to ettetng Save hosiery, rides 
the po rity of microfibers 2853 

Kayser-Roth introduces new hosiery brand under 
license from U.S. Shoe. Easy Spirit hosiery line 442 

legwear market for fall 1994 boosted by strong sales 
of casual styles 7556 

legwear market week in New York City weathers low 
turnout. skin tone, trouser socks, thigh highs 
popular 1297 : 
—— sales are strong at spring 1995 market in 

lew York City 9251 
Lycra. stretchable fiber a breakthrough for hosiery, 
swimwear, diapers, and home furnishings. 
oe me a 1322 ' ‘ . 

packaging c s at several companies designed to 
awn ceeagien 8307 

pan se. attitudes of female consumers becoming 
- —_— because of product imperfections 

pantyhose. hand, mechanical properties of pantyhose 
designed for women susceptible to dermatological 
reactions 623 

preparatory finishing. India. processing method 
overview and suggested improvements 5826 

pressure exerted by women’s knee length socks 
marketed in Japan 1298 

retailing. Calvin Klein places complimentary 
= se in 400, copies of October 1994’s 
lie magazine 8491 

retailing. contemporary specialty stores, boutiques 
-_ a key fashion item for fall 1994 season 

s, sheer 

retailing. growing number of major hosiery 
— emphasize hosiery for larger women 

scouring, yo, process with hydrogen peroxide 
reuses bath 903 

SealSkinz. new waterproof socks from Du Pont use 
~~ yee moisture vapor transpiration technology 

silk. a Fraser makes women’s silk stockings, 
hts 3309 

socks, men. impact of sock types on blister injury 
within Marine Corps 2057 

socks. survey reveals comfort and fit to be the most 
important aspects of sock es 1256 

softening agents, Permavel SW. agent enhances 
hand, dimensional stability, stretch recovery 1080 

tunnel washing technology used to bleach athletic 
socks 8149 

Weldon & Wilkinson. history of United Kingdom 
— dyer and finisher of men’s half hosiery 

women’s fashion trends, fall 1994. overview of 
offerings from Monsanto, Du Pont, ESP Trend 
Forecasting 1299 

women’s legwear vendors concentrate on skin tones 
= ive their spring 1994 hosiery a natural look 

women’s styles, fall 1994. retailers predict strong 
sales generated by diverse colors, textures, 
patterns 4470 

women’s. overview of effect of fashion, consumer 
demand on new hosiery lines 4469 

woolen yarn lubricants. Yarnol 1492E, fully 
a yarn lubricant for spun woolen yarns 

yarns, elastane. Wykes produces air intermingled, air 
covered elastane yarns 

HOSIERY INDUSTRY (see also other headi 
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yarns. manufacturers strive to maintain quality and 
increase durability 3258 

, such as 
KNITTING AND HOSIERY MILLS, KNITTING 
INDUSTRY, TEXTILE TRADE) 

awards. Paul Fulton wins Award of Achievement at 
National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers 
annual meeting 5689 

Christian Dior to name new hosiery licensee for 
United States 1877 

communications between supplier, manufacturer 
need to be strengthened 2464 

conferences. International Conference of Hosiery 
Manufacturers. paper summaries 5921 
o, of exhibitors participating in IHE [1994] 

employee training. design and implementation of 
effective training programs 1388 

ExpoTela. exhibitors gain competitive access to the 
Mexican market under the aegis of NAFTA 3524 

forecasts for 21st century. economic, trade, market, 
technical factors 4072 

France. company executives review status of French 
sock industry 6643 

Grupo Synkro acquires Kayser-Roth, will import 
hosiery to Mexico 1155 

Hilton Hosiery. overview of operations. company 
emphasizes customer service 1698 

history. review of developments in hosiery 
technology, from ancient times to present 6744 

Hosiery Week exhibition. British Branded Hosiery 
Group displays new styles, designs 2870 

IHE 1994 and the International Conference of 
Hosiery Manufacturers. exhibit and meeting 
previews 4363 

IHE 1994 participants offer new technologies to 
stimulate slow sales 4141 

IHE 1994 participants report stagnant hosiery sales 
but increasing sock sales. exhibition review 4067 

IHE 1996. National Association of Hosiery 
Manufacturers schedules event at new Charlotte 
Convention Center 9142 

IHE exhibition to be held in conjunction with the 
— Conference of Hosiery Manufacturers 

imports, exports. data from National Association of 
Hosiery Manufacturers for 1993 third quarter 4073 

India’s hosiery industry profiled 1699 
India, Tirupur. local apparel manufacturing industry 

requires immediate modernization 2463 
Kayser-Roth announces layoffs. hosiery production 
increases for 1993. K. Bell announces new 
legwear product 5178 

manufacturers must stay alert to new technologies, 
changing consumer demand 5180 

Mexican investors acquire Kayser-Roth from Collins 
& Aikmen Group 1154 

NAFTA, hosiery industry. NAFTA perceived as 
positive move for hosiery industry 662 

NAHM members donate hosiery to 1993 Midwest 
flood victims 1919 

production data, 1993. record sock sales but 
reduced demand for sheer hosiery 4364 

production holds steady in second quarter of 1993. 
sales of socks and pantyhose 870 

ready-to-wear fashions attract interest because 
hosiery is no longer a replacement commodity 

Sara Lee Corporation initiates global restructuring 
program 9118 

Sara Lee cutting back production of sheer products, 
increasing production of casual styles 9092 
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Sara Lee restructuring plan will cost $495 million, 
eliminate 8,500 jobs 5179 

United States. 1984-1993 production data 7211 
United States. survey of recent developments in the 

knitting, hosiery sectors 9143 
Western Europe. industry in crisis due to poor 
economy. environmentally safe products are 
important trend 6446 

world demand for hosiery down. effects on industry, 
reasons. exhibits at IHE 1994 in Charlotte 4142 

HOSIERY MACHINERY 
Conti Florentina’s line of Conti Futura high 
performance hosiery knitting machines closes toes 
in socks 6447 
— Knitting Times’ 1994-1995 Buyers’ Guide 

European manufacturers exhibition reveals several 
new developments 2499 

history. profile of William Lee, Elizabethan inventor of 
early eight-gage stocking frame 3082 

IHE 1994 breaks all records. overview of major 
issues, product innovations 5726 

IHE 1994 participants offer new technologies to 
stimulate slow sales 4141 

IHE 1994. developments in hosiery sector. joint 
ventures and new equipment for manufacturers 

IHE 1994. machine designs emphasize quality, 
variety 4144 

IHE 1994. manufacturers will show machines with 
high versatility, capability to produce high quality 
hosiery 4142 

IHE 1994. review of offerings from over 300 
exhibitors 4143 

IHE exhibition to be held in conjunction with the 
— Conference of Hosiery Manufacturers 

IHE hosiery machinery exhibition. offerings from 
— machine manufacturers dominate show 

innovations in single and double cylinder machinery, 
market share of Lonati reaches 85 percent of 
pantyhose machinery 145 

International Hosiery Exposition 1994. exhibition 
— machinery, auxiliary equipment for socks 

international machinery market. fewer companies but 
larger product development possibilities 7255 

Matec’s six feeder, high frequency line of fine gage 
machines has novel needle selection 3310 

Nagata Seiki hosiery machine manufacturer 7210 
Nagata Seiki. profile cf Tokyo based manufacturer of 

hosiery machines 4945 
packaging. Cortese automatic packaging machines 

for hosiery and socks 915 
review of recent advances in hosiery knitting 
technology 7256 

sock machines. Conti Florentia unveils automated 
linking technique for toe closures 4946 

les y introduces automation for hosiery machines 

toe closure machine from Conti Florentia uses 
robotics 5180 
ee patented automatic toe closure method 

trends since ITMA 1991. developments in 
ew from major machinery manufacturers 
1 

Uniplet, newly privatized Czech manufacturer, 
emphasizes comprehensive range of legwear 
machines 8923 

HUMIDITY (see also other a. such as AIR 
CONDITIONING, ENVIRONM , MOISTURE 
PHENOMENA) 

compressive shrinkage. Whittaker Associates 
develops combi humidification and skew 
system 9085 

conditioning adds residual moisture to yarn 
packages. various conditioning processes 
described 855 

knit fabrics. thermal transmission level measured by 
Kawabata ThermoLabo Il device 9001 

Mee Fog systems can humidify manufacturing 
environments in a highly controllable and cost 
effective way (Trade Lit.) 7676 

Mee Fog systems. pump stations. nozzle options. 
yarn spinning and fabric manufacturing 
applications. (Trade Lit.) 7675 

Shiloh Spinners installs JS Humidifiers’ JS2000 
atomizing nozzle humidification system 7677 

size properties and running behavior of warps. 
influence of relative humidity 7227 

weaving cotton yarn at low relative humidity. 
evaluation of different sizing agents 5704 

yarn humidification. advantages and disadvantages 
of various systems compared to Contexxor 
vacuum system 4881 

giene, see HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, 
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, 
LEGISLATION. 

IDENTIFICATION (see also other ee. such as 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS, COLOR 
MATCHING, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, FABRIC 
TESTING, FIBER TESTING, MARKING, RADIATION, 
RADIOACTIVE TRACERS, SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, 
TEXTILE NUCLEONICS, TEXTILE TESTING, YARN 
TESTING, X-RAY, and under subject headings of 
specific fibers, fabrics, and yarns) 

ancient textile objects identified by infrared reflection 
absorption spectroscopy (Abstract) 5333 

ancient textile objects with Neolithic man frozen in 
the Tyrol’s Oetze — (Abstract) 5497 

bar codes. survey of the latest trends in labeling 
technology 8365 

dye identification via high performance liquid 
chromatography. results can vary if tester 
untrained (Abstract) 5352 

dyes identified via solution spectrophotometry. case 
study of Peruvian mummy bundles (Abstract) 5351 

dyes in pre-Columbian textile objects identified via 
— liquid chromatography (Abstract) 

identification of ancient textile mordants by X-ray 
analysis (Abstract) 5354 

identification of fibers, dyes in ancient Iranian cloth 
(Abstract) 4988 

identification of fibers, dyes in ancient Peruvian 
textile objects (Abstract) 5498 

indigoid dyes in ancient Coptic and Peruvian textile 
objects (Abstract) 5080 

labeling, apparel. new demand for stylish tickets and 
tags 5969 

radio frequency identification tags in the laundry 
industry. leading manufacturers 396 

whiteness measurement of fabrics treated with a 
fluorescent whitening agent 2142 

yarn products. two color cone identification system 
used by Hoechst Celanese 1654 

imports, see TEXTILE INDUSTRY and under subject 
headings of specific branches of industry, such as 
APPAREL INDUSTRY. 
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indoor/outdoor carpets, see CARPETS. 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING (see also other 

INDUSTRIAL 
CONTROL, MANAGEMENT, MILL BUILDINGS, 
NOISE AND VIBRATION, PRODUCTION CONTROL, 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, SIMULATION, 
STATISTICAL METHODS, TIME STUDY) ‘ 

active materials flow management reduces pollution, 
increases profits 7702 

advanced process control (APC) and optimization 
techniques. profile of current APC systems 3788 

air pollutants. EPA to define Maximum Achievable 
owe Technology for hazardous air pollutants 

air pollution, industrial. methodology to evaluate, 
compare, rank options for pollution prevention, 
control 2986 
= manufacturi 

c production 
pemenns es 9164 

automation, dyeing and finishing. Sate Compan 
automates production at Rifinizione Alan 348 

Bobbin Show 1994. software, hardware innovations 
in computer aided design, computer aided 
manufacturing 8292 

boiler conversion by T. Forsell & Son from coal fired 
to gas decreases dyeing costs 3800 

boilers that use natural gas emit nitrous oxide. new 
boilers that decrease emissions 1442 

boilers. preventive maintenance involves inspection 
of boiler, burner, controls, system 1443 

buildings designed, constructed, operated, 
—_ with regard to environmental safety 

CAD. UniMac purchases Hewlett-Packard ME10, 
ME30, and fileserver to design commercial laundry 
machines 379 

carpet industry. survey of applications for process 
control in carpet milis 7670 

chemical flowshops. simultaneous optimization of 
flowshop sequencing and topology using genetic 
algorithms 1428 

chemical industry, United States. review of 
Se strategies 7656 

Columbian Steel Tank Company's water, wastewater 
tanks catalog, specifier’s guide (Trade lit.) 6109 

computers. project management software a 
facilitate chemical plant shutdowns 765 

computers. Touche Ross survey reveals that textile 
—" misunderstands information technology 

continuous stirred tank reactors. altering conversion 
and selectivity behavior of nonlinear kinetic 
reactions 544 1424 

controllers. nonlinear multivariable controller during 
pa _ of a laboratory scale mixing tank 

. guidelines for maximizing 
ring integrated apparel 

corrosion of process, structural equipment by —_ 
temperatures. methods to minimize corrosion 584 

crimping. Barmag develops AC motors to reduce 
costs. BELTRO-VERT modular system of 
transformers 5648 

doffing and piecing. Schlafhorst’s Corosult Piecing 
System, review 7168 

ergonomic seating. BioFit Engineered Seating unveils 
ergonomic chair at 1994 Bobbin Show 9371 

expert systems for chemical engineers. developing, 
using to operate, test process equipment 2188 

facilities management by Sulzer Infra reduces 
operating costs 9372 
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fault detection systems, textile manufacturing. 
Project TESS emphasizes robotics and neural 
networks 537 

flexible manufacturing cells. real time control 
algorithms to resolve deadlocks 54 

flexible manufacturing systems. dynamic scheduling 
algorithm employs priority net aided simulation to 
govern process control 545 

generators. amg ony aaa generator 
voltage buildup failure 1 

geotextile filter systems to retain soil, permit water 
passage. design criteria 470 

heat. sizing plate heat exchangers. effect of fouling 
factors on calculations of surface area 576 

heating, cooling times. equations to calculate time to 
— temperature depend on heat transfer medium 

HIDEN computer aided design system for intelligent 
synthesis of ~ gd controllable exchanger 
networks 539 

JIT manufacturing. performance measurements used 
by industrial engineer 2194 

life cycle engineering optimizes design, installation, 
— and operation of customer equipment 

manmade fiber processing solutions. review of 
regenerative methods, effect on profitability 774 

Manufacturing Resource Planning imparts major 
advantages to apparel manufacturers. review 1423 

manufacturing software of the future. 20 executives 
offer their views on likely developments in 
technolog 

Manufacturing Systems Buyer’s Guide of companies 
offering systems integrators 543 

materials handling systems. review of current 
systems from ABB Robotics, Allen Bradley, 
Geotronics 9352 
— recompression evaporation. overview 

MES integration. order control and manufacturing 
‘ocess control systems 534 

mist eliminators or entrainment separators remove 
liquid droplets from gas streams 578 
—- control in buildings critical to indoor air 
qua 

monitoring systems from Sycotex for yarn 
production, fabric production, finishing 4613 

natural gas combustion, reciprocating engines. 
critical performance factors, monitoring, control 
systems 1446 

oilseed processing, hexane emissions. controlling 
solvent loss 7691 

operations research simulations. mathematical 
techniques, statistical regression analysis 2195 

operations research simulations. review of 
mathematical techniques, statistical regression 
analysis 1425 

particulates reaction engineering. ultrafast, aerosol, 
a reactions, ceramic powder production 

pilot scale trials. aims, guide to streamlining pilot 
—— design, operations 547 

pilot, laboratory scale production to full scale 
production 548 

pinch technique for design of efficient heat 
+ laa networks and production processes 

pollution prevention as alternative to end of pipe 
compliance. Dundee Mills reengineers 
manufacturing plant 3827 

powder technology. historical, economic importance 
relative to chemical engineering 462 

process control equipment. global market will grow 
to $20.2 billion in next three years 2956 
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process control. Schlafhorst acquires Automatic 
= Vehicle Division of Western Atlas/Litton 

pumps, diaphragm. design, uses, advantages 567 
pumps. Barmag manufactures wide range of gear 
ys preparation, delivery, unloading pumps 

recycling and pollution control systems, German 
textile finishing industry 7705 

risk. Hazard Assessment by Risk Analysis quantifies 
— from machine, equipment, component failure 

simulation. i discrete parts assembly 
systems (Book) 4620 

Single Input Single Output systems. digital control 
taught with TEACON computer software 1420 

size steam plume suppression systems. overview of 
design, optimization 2966 

sludge dewatering equipment. screens, centrifuges, 
filter presses 5439 

software, MRP Il. proper preparation of 
manufacturing environment minimizes 
implementation failures 535 

soil/geotextile filtration systems. description, required 
testing of 2136 

solids. storage, transfer, collection of bulk solid 
materials in industrial processes 4629 

steam traps. definition, types, problems, advantages 
of each type 2206 

value engineering minimizes overall cost without 
sacrificing product quality and reliability 4614 

variable speed controllers, NASA/USRA study, 
sewing machinery 1978 

vent devices in fabric dust collectors control risk of 
explosion 2968 

yarn spinning. Schlafhorst’s Central Informator 
— is now compatible with Microsoft Windows 

yarn spinning. Schlafhorst’s Central Informator 
system, review 7653 

INDUSTRIAL FABRICS (see also other headings, such 
as AUTOMOTIVE FABRICS, COATED FABRICS, 
COMPOSITES, DISPOSABLES, FILTER FABRICS, 
INSULATION, LAMINATES, NARROW FABRICS, 
PAPERMAKING FABRICS, RUBBER PRODUCTS, 
TIRE CORD) 

Albany International Research Company. overview of 
products, services 2160 

annual reviews. fabrication processes, 1993 market 
conditions in Europe, North America, and the Far 
East 984 

anodic arc evaporation is new vacuum coating 
technique for textiles, films 1851 

awnings, backlit. consumer demand strong because 
of regulations, aesthetic properties 2906 

awnings, lateral arm. markets in United States, 
Europe 3713 

awnings, retailers of. risks, opportunities associated 
with adding outdoor furniture to product line 3712 

banners, flags. overview of fabrics used in 
construction, fabric properties 3364 

Barmag’s SDN40/90 extrusion line for technical 
yarns 5578 

barrier fabrics against toxic aerosols, biological 
agents. design, evaluation 3365 

barrier fabrics used in personal protective equipment, 
apparel. function, design, problems 985 

barrier fabrics used in reservoirs, lakes, ponds. 
effects on macroinvertebrates 3366 

Carrington Viyella provides work clothing fabrics that 
— to BS 5750 and ISO 9002 standards 
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eo Custom Canvas Products. company profile 

China. projected increased production and 
consumption of manmade fibers, especially for 
industrial applications 7024 

clean room wiping cloths. only continuous filament 
polyester, nylon cloths perform adequately 5277 

cleanroom wiping cloths. only continuous filament 
polyester, nylon cloths perform adequately 2055 

coated fabrics produced at Van Besouw on extrusion 
coating line 1853 

composite tear resistant fabric for the transportation 
of goods 3367 

conference on technical and industrial textiles. 
summary of papers 202 

cotton. world production, 1992-1993, for use in 
industrial fabrics 1577 

cutting machinery. Ace Company introduces 
— cutting machine for industrial fabrics 

Daiwa Boseki develops dryer canvas made with 
polyester monofilament (Book) 4991 

directionally oriented inlay warp knit fabrics. 
~~ maa applications in industrial fabric sector 

directory of new fabrics published by Industrial 
Fabrics Association International 3714 

distance fabrics. van de Weile double deck loom for 
weaving distance fabrics 4193 

DREF friction spun composite yarns used in 
manufacture of industrial fabrics 5657 

DREF friction spun yarns. applications in technical 
fabrics 2449 

Du Pont introduces several important new products, 
1993 initiatives 1769 

Du Pont’s European sales of technical fabrics. 
market report 4074 

Du Pont. analysts predict strong 1994 performance 
for industrial fabrics and nonwovens division 4903 

Europe needs professional organization to represent 
technical textiles industry 4075 

flax for industrial fabrics. seminar discusses 
development of products and applications 2568 

geosynthetics in om ag construction and drainage 
in Ontario, Canada 4993 

geotextiles for road embankment reinforcement on 
soft subsoils. design procedures 6501 

geotextiles have several uses in highway 
construction and repair 4994 

growth predicted in sector until year 2000. 75th 
Textile Institute World Conference is planned 2569 

Hi-Per Fab industrial fabrics exhibition scheduled for 
September 5-7, 1994, in Singapore 40: 

Hi-Tech conference and exhibit. preview of 
conference proceedings and exhibitors 4992 

high performance fibers used in industrial fabrics. 
engineering industrial fabrics 5590 

IFAI chairman John Robinson. profile, mission 871 
Industrial Fabrics Association International’s 1994 
Buyers’ Guide 6394 

inflatable structures by Supabounce. use of 
computerized cutting, plotting to eliminate 
templates 3568 

Japanese fiber consumption continues three year 
decline due to recession 3933 

Kapron tapes. deformation behavior. application of 
hereditary theory of viscoelasticitity 962 

knit fabrics for ground cover, sound barriers, 
protective clothing, filtration, transportation 
applications 206 i 

knit fabrics. production and applications of technical 
fabrics manufactured by the German textile 
industry 203 
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major applications for industrial textiles. potential for 
growth in market sector 810: 

Malimo Maschinenbau installs several stitch bonding 
machines in China to produce industrial glass fiber 
fabrics 946 

Malimo mechanical reinforcing techniques for 
nonwoven composite materials 575 

Mayer & Cie’s MCPE circular knitting machine with 
electronic aes for automotive and industrial 
fabrics 16 

Mayser’s 3D-TEX, a three dimensional net fabric 
egnated with stabilizing resins for technical 

applications 4191 
metal, alloy warp knit gauzes for use in catalyst 
systems 8929 

microfilter belts, vacuum filter belts, and screen belts 
for waste treatment 970 

user’s bonding and finishing fixation 
machines for technical fabrics 4208 

nonwovens. Textilgruppe Hof to expand capacity of 
Mittweida needie punched nonwovens 
manufacturing plant 6405 

oil spill containment, cleanup products. oil booms. 
markets, materials, problems 3368 

overview of 1993, forecasts for 1994. fibers, yarns, 
applications 1770 

overview of production, fabric types. woven 
al fabrics used in automobiles 204 

paper manufacturing fabrics 4995 
ycarbonate versus vinyl and acrylic for use in 

marine windows 2579 
polyester fabric used to construct buildings. history, 
current status (Book) 5321 

polyester yarn used in tires, seat belts, V-belts, 
coated fabrics (Book) 4887 

protective enclosure bag for tire assemblies 6132 
— knit nets to protect crops during cultivation 

2 
research. profiles of bamboo fiber extraction, drying 
bo for container shipping, novel geotextiles 

roofing industry increasing use of nonwovens for 
reinforcement 7315 

roofing material. nonwoven, resin impregnated glass 
fiber scrim from Milliken Research Corporation 213 

ropes, nets made of polyester. competition with 
other fibers (Book) 5322 

rotary die cutting cylinders, machine components 
from RR Rotary A/S in Denmark 1436 

Russia. technical textile industry remains strong, 
— enormous potential for profitable export 

sculptures, fabric. large fabric sculptures installed in 
office building in Seattle 2907 

sewing machines. motor retrofitted on industrial 
models provide power, portability 2794 

spacer fabrics. construction, properties, and 
applications 208 

spun yarns. Schappe Techniques produces manmade 
nm yarns for technical textiles 861 

SRB thermal curtains. selection of optimal fiber type, 
weaving method 3711 

tapes. Tirex LT tape stretcher from Windmoeller & 
loelscher 4162 

Technetic’s Feltmetal material used to reduce noise 
from aircraft engines 4192 

Techtextil/Compositex 1993. highlights in fibers, 
—— composites, machinery, industrial textiles 

Techtextile Seam 1994 in Frankfurt. good 
market predicted 8107 

tents. large tent with transparent ceiling erected for 
fireworks party 3715 
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tents. manmade fabrics used in tents frequently fail 
current flame resistance tests 3026 

Terlon. p-aramid made in Former Soviet Union. 
properties, uses in industry 6261 

textile structures. woven, knit, braided textiles in 
one, two, and three dimensional structures 8098 

thermal curtains used in aerospace. evaluation of 
new materials, construction methods 3716 

thermoplastic adhesives. 3M introduces variety of 
thermoplastic adhesives for industrial fabrics 1785 

three dimensional, sha knit fabrics produced on 
Shima Seiki’s SES 122FF electronic flat bed 
knitting machine 8928 
= trend toward subcontracting orders 

Tyvek C and Tyvek F fabrics from Du Pont for 
protective clothing 577 

United States market activity in 1992-1993, 
1993-1994. analysts forecast continued growth, 
increased sales 4076 

United States, Canada. market outlook positive for 
1994 based on production statistics 1700 

warp knit. roofing, grinding tools, netting, rubber 
boots, pipe segments, disc wheel covers, 
automobile boot separating nets 5780 

weathering of nonwoven needle punched fabrics 
made from or flax blends. test procedures and test 
results 6508 

web belts. Marling Industries to manufacture and 
distribute Absorb-Edge webbings throughout 
Europe 

Welbeck Technical specializes in engineering 
industrial fabrics for highly specific end uses 5690 

woven and nonwoven industrial textiles. market 
applications 8110 

woven fabric from Du Pont with improved ballistic 
performance. construction 2570 

woven fabrics. Sulzer Rueti survey of the 1994 
technical textile market 5721 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
January - December 1994 

In using this index, look under specific subjects. If the information wanted is not under a specific subject, 
look under a broader heading. Whenever possible, look under the specific process. For example, 

information on the bleaching of cotton will be under BLEACHING: cotton (not under COTTON: bleaching). 
For fiber information not involving specific processes (as properties, etc.), look under the names of fibers. 

Use cross references and look at other headings beginning with the same word. The “see also" cross 

references are designed in part to limit the number of entries in the index for a given document; an 

abstract usually is not indexed under more than one group of headings joined by “see also" references. 
For many processes there will be separate headings for machines, as DRAWING and DRAWING 

MACHINERY. Numbers following each entry correspond to abstract numbers in monthly issues. 

INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (see also other 
headings, such as AIR POLLUTION, ASBESTOS, 
DUST, ENVIRONMENT, FLAMMABILITY, 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, LEGISLATION, NOISE, 
REGULATIONS) 

ADA. despite law’s existence, genuine changes in 
qonees and design of equipment are slow to come 

aerospace. anti-G suit. parametric testing of 
volumes, fill rates, pressure differentials 3665 

air conditioning in high speed spinning mills. 
= and regulation of a climatization system 

American Linen Supply sponsors company wide 
ergonomics contest 2224 

Aquatex Functional Fabrics manufactures high 
performance fabrics for industrial, protective 
apparel 193 

Arkwright Mills. Cateswood Plant celebrates three 
———y man hours without a lost time accident 

asbestos standards. OSHA to reduce permissible 
exposure limit, issue new workplace safety 
regulations 7696 

asbestos, other respirable fibers. legislation, policies, 
industrial exposure 3810 

ASTM standard test methods for evaluating blood 
penetration of protective apparel worn by 
healthcare workers 2148 

Avondale Mills, a leader in employee safety and 
environmental programs 6907 

bags, water soluble polyvinyl alcohol film. bag 
eliminates handling of hazardous dyes and 
pigments 1031 

Benvac’s dust extraction systems protect workers 
from unhealthy effects of dust and prevent 
accidents 146 

Bloodborne Pathogens Health Standard (OSHA). 
effect on laundry employees handling hospital 
linens 4684 

Bloodborne Pathogens Standard (OSHA). laundry 
personnel in hospital must treat soiled linen as 
infectious 3830 

Brent Industries cleans reusable products for 
industrial customers 1990 

British Rail develops line of apparel for employees 
that meet EC, UK standards 444 3661 

bronchial hyperreactivity, hyperresponsiveness. 
causes (Conf. Paper) 6911 

buildings. moisture control critical to indoor air 
quality 1445 

byssinosis. cap coer ey study. intraperitoneal 
exposure to cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 6912 . 

byssinosis. effect of cigarette smoking on airway 
—_ to cotton bract extract 2228 

carpal tunnel syndrome prevented by auxiliary 
-— for French felling seaming machinery 

carpet tunnel syndrome. LAC Systems’ Taggertron 
tagging gun reduces incidence of carpel tunnel 
syndrome 2776 

chemical hazards of textile mills 3831 
chemical protection. recharging Self Contained 

Breathing Apparatus cylinders 2064 
chemical protective masks and coveralls. fluorescent 

tracer evaluations during pesticide applications 
2062 5285 

chemical, biological weapons. United States Army 
evaluates thermal stress on subjects wearing 
MOPPs 2063 

chemisorptive fibrous materials used in safety 
applications. preparation, types of products 6516 

computer work stations. ergonomic design can 
lessen hazards to operators 3855 

computers. Wisconsin study examines computer 
workstation ergonomics and recommends solutions 
for common ailments 606 

contaminated fabric. Health and Human Services 
investigates Indian fabric received by Morgan Shirt 
Company 2229 

cooling systems to alleviate heat stress in Air Force 
personnel wearing protective clothing 2065 

cotton dust extracts. comparison of two extraction 
re on cytotoxicity of extracts (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust, bract extracts. comparison of airway 
oo to two different extracts (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. acute pulmonary inflammatory response 
—— dust extract and tannin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. airborne endotoxin concentrations, 
effect of cotton growing area (Conf. Paper) 7715 

cotton dust. airway conductance, vascular 
permeability of endotoxin exposed guinea pigs 
(Conf. Paper) 7722 

cotton dust. airway response of — igs to 
cotton dust on a chronic basis (Conf. Paper) 7737 
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cotton dust. airway responsiveness following 
_— of cotton bract extract (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. anticancer ¥ poenete of aerosolized 
endotoxin from Enterobacter agglomerans (Conf. 
Paper) 7736 

cotton dust. antiplatelet activating factor, effect on 
endotoxin initiated pulmonary inflammation (Conf. 
Paper) 7727 

cotton dust. assessment of the endotoxic respirable 
dust potential of baled cotton (Conf. Paper) 7719 

cotton dust. bacterial counts.on commercial cotton 
fiber from the United States 1986 crop (Conf. 
Paper) 7723 

cotton dust. ye in free fa 
with byssinosis inflammation ( wt. Paper) 7744 

cotton dust. chemical ee of bacterial 
ae during detoxification (Conf. Paper) 

acids associated 

cotton dust. clinical aspects of byssinosis, 
Lancashire textile workers (Conf. Paper) 7755 

cotton dust. comparison of the fatty acid 
composition of various bacterial endotoxins (Conf. 
Paper) 7732 

cotton dust. condensed tannins and amines in cotton 
ne to reduce semeonems (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. depletion of guinea pi peripheral 
leukocytes after cotton dust inhalation (Conf. 
Paper) 7749 

cotton dust. dose-response relationships for 
pulmonary reactions of guinea pigs to endotoxin 
(Conf. Paper) 7753 

cotton dust. effect of pharmacological agents on 
human airway response to inhaled cotton dust 
(Conf. Paper) 7752 

cotton dust. effect of vitamin C on guinea pig 
pulmonary re oo cotton dust inhalation 
(Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. aes - chronic exposure to isolated, 
aan endotoxin in guinea pigs (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. effects of morphology, microbial 
resistance of cotton plants on bacteria in raw fiber 
(Abstract) 7760 

cotton dust. endotoxin content as determined by 
various — preparations (Conf. 
Paper) 7 

cotton dust. endotoxin exposed macrophages 
enhance chloride transport by airway epithelium 
(Conf. Paper) 7713 

cotton dust. endotoxin on lint, bracts from cotton 
ee in California, Texas, Mississippi (Conf. 
aper) 7728 

cotton dust. epidemiological evidence of anticancer 
properties of endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7742 

cotton dust. guinea pig histamine release correlated 
— aldehydes, endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. histologic, morphometric study of 
uinea pigs after subchronic endotoxin exposure 
Conf. Paper) 7740 

cotton dust. hyperreactivity, atopy among asthmatic 
ex-cotton workers in Denmark ‘eont. Paper) 7743 

cotton dust. identification of gram negative bacteria 
on cotton — from two field locations (Conf. 
Paper) 772 

cotton dust. Tisatieiiane mediators involved in 
eter A response to inhaled endotoxin (Conf. 

‘aper) 7 
cotton dust. Limulus amebocyte lysate activity of 
— in pulmonary lavage fluid (Conf. Paper) 
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cotton dust. mechanism of air flow interruption in 
ry pigs exposed to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. modulation of alveolar wy ony 
function by condensed tannin (Conf. Paper) 7758 

cotton dust. pharmacologic study of cotton bract 
eect in isolated guinea pig trachea (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. platelet adherence to cultured 
endothelial cells increased by cotton bract tannin 
(Conf. Paper) 7763 

cotton dust. populations of total and gram negative 
bacteria on cotton lint (Conf. Paper) 7735 

cotton dust. preparation of samples for chemical, 
biological, physiological endotoxin assays (Conf. 
Paper) 7764 

cotton dust. Proceedings of the 12th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference (Book) 7726 

cotton dust. Proceedings of the 18th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference (Book) 6913 

cotton dust. Proceedings of the Endotoxin Inhalation 
Workshop 7745 

cotton dust. properties of endotoxins produced by 
various gram negative bacteria (Conf. Paper) 7747 

cotton dust. release of metabolites from guinea pig 
cells by chemically modified cotton dust (Conf. 
Paper) 7761 

cotton dust. respiratory response of guinea p igs to 
Salmonella a lipopolysaccharides (Conf. 
Paper) 7714 

cotton dust. respiratory responses of guinea pigs to 
detoxified cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 7712 

cotton dust. response of guinea pigs to synthetic 
cellulose dust with Enterobacter agglomerans 
(Conf. Paper) 7721 

cotton dust. role of calcium Il and cholesterol in 
cotton dust toxicity (Conf. Paper) 7741 

cotton dust. SDS-PAGE suspension test of endotoxin 
content (Conf. Paper) 7754 

cotton dust. statistical, biological analysis of 
Poel 738 and endotoxin levels (Conf. 

r 
cotton dust. subchronic exposure of guinea pigs to 
ene coun dust (Conf. Paper) 7748 

cotton dust. T-lymphocyte mitogenicity of 
condensed tannin, cotton dust extract (Conf. 
Paper) 7751 

cotton dust. tannin induced endothelium dependent 
contraction of rabbit pulmonary arteries (Conf. 
Paper) 7759 

cotton dust. toxin production by bacteria isolated 
— Kingdom cotton mills (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. trends in prevalence of byssinotic 
symptoms, Lancashire textile workers (Conf. 
Paper) 7756 

cotton dust. tumor necrosis factor in alveolar 
rete after exposure to endotoxin (Conf. 
Paper) 7 

cotton dust. variation in plant acids, sugars on 
— lint during the harvest season (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. viable counts of bacteria, endotoxins on 
cotton grown in Lubbock, Texas (Conf. Paper) 
7724 

cotton ginning. lint cleaner safety device stops 
moving parts within 13 seconds 6242 

cotton gins. NIOSH evaluation of health hazards at 
cotton gin in Parker, Arizona 8623 

cotton tannin. absence of phospholipase A 
stimulation in response of alveolar macrophages to 
tannin (Conf. Paper) 6915 
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cotton, flax dust. comparison of dust extracts on 
guinea pig perfused lungs (Conf. Paper) 7766 

cumulative’ trauma disorder. apparel and textile 
industries work to curb workers’ compensation, 
comply with OSHA 3832 

cytotoxicity of cotton dust, dust components to 
A549, VERO cells (Conf. Paper) 6917 

divers’ passive thermal survival systems 2066 
dust wastes, cement kiln incinerators. Environmental 
—- Agency evaluates potential hazard of 

dust, endotoxin exposure of newly recruited workers 
at cotton mill in China (Conf. Paper) 6918 

dust, microbial exposure in cotton spinning mill 
(Conf. Paper) 6919 

DyeCare. product stewardship program of ETAD 
promotes safer industry practices 7381 

dyestuff mixing booths. Clestra Cleanroom 
am powdered dyestuff weighing booth 

E. agglomerans viability reduction by lung surfactant 
fraction, serum (Conf. Paper) 6908 

electromagnetic field exposure for dressmakers and 
sewing machine operators linked to Alzheimer’s 
disease 9397 

electromagnetism. conductive garments prevent 
radio frequency burns 2067 5286 

endotoxin content of dust from heat detoxified 
cotton fiber (Conf. Paper) 6926 

endotoxin promotes arachidonic acid release in 
airway epithelial cells (Conf. Paper) 6921 

endotoxin, glucan activity of organic dust using 
a sensitive, insensitive assays (Conf. Paper) 

endotoxin. airway reactivity, inflammation in guinea 
pig following endotoxin exposure (Conf. Paper) 
6923 

endotoxin. airway responses to methacholine in 
ane pigs following endotoxin exposure (Conf. 
aper) 6922 

endotoxin. changes in guinea pig lung tissue induced 
by a exposure to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

endotoxin. effect on pulmonary vascular tone, 
= macrophages of guinea pigs (Conf. Paper) 

endotoxin. some factors affecting extraction of 
endotoxin from cotton (Conf. Paper) 6927 

environmental health and safety (EHS). survey of 
medium sized United States companies with EHS 
programs 2995 

ergonomic seating. BioFit Engineered Seating unveils 
ergonomic chair at 1994 Bobbin Show 9371 

ergonomically designed equipment, workplace 4670 
ergonomics process, team based. steps to establish 

a successful team 2957 
ergonomics. 19 million workers disabled annually by 
—- trauma disorders, cost $100 billion 

ergonomics. United States textile industry slow to 
adopt 1990 OSHA guidelines 4671 

European safety standards for textile machinery. EC 
machinery directive 616 

EVA gloves. effects of EVA gloves on manual 
dexterity 3663 

explosions in fabric dust collectors controlled by vent 
devices 29 

fiber exposure and lung disease research of the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health 8624 

fiber fly. minimization of fiber fly during circular 
knitting 7258 
a A pilots’ anti-g suits. evaluation of new model 
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fire detection and safety systems for modern textile 
mills 9398 

fire safety. computer based expert system shells 
evaluate fire safety in industrial plants 9399 

fire walls are effective at limiting fire damages. 
types, functions 1447 

fire. examination of plume theories since 1952, 
concepts of virtual point source and air 
entrainment 622 

formaldehyde contaminated fabric. Health and 
Human Services investigates Helena Sportswear 
incorporated 7767 

formaldehyde. health hazards of formaldehyde 
vapors released from fabrics. test me 3844 

formaldehyde. methods to assess hazards of 
handling formaldehyde containing fabrics 4658 

friction testing. characteristics of shoe soles, floor 
coverings to reduce number of workplace 
accidents 3746 

gas. toxic, hazardous gas sensors detect leaks. 
types of sensors 1 

hazard prevention. critical to involve employees in 
hazard prevention 4672 

hazmat training. OSHA’s Hazardous Waste 
Operations and Emergency Response rule 5421 

healthcare reform. review of American Apparel 
Manufacturers Association recommendations 8625 

hosiery, men’s socks. impact of sock types on blister 
injury within Marine Corps 2057 

IMB 1993. sewing ee trends toward safety, 
ergonomic awareness 12 

India. information available from government to 
expand plant safety programs 6133 

Indian dyestuff industry. effects of hazardous 
chemicals. establishing occupational health 
departments 1478 

indoor air quality. building owners, managers taking 
= steps to mitigate air quality problems 

industrial laundries. fire hazards of vegetable oil 
containing shop towels 7768 

job rotation provides employees more diversity, 
reduces risk of injury 7640 

laundering. Quebec Ministry of Health bans 
equipment purchases by publicly funded healthcare 

. facilities 7483 
liquid penetration test methods for compliance with 

OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens Standard 503 
loading docks, concerns regarding safety and 
productivity 613 ; : 

lung function decline in cotton, manmade fiber mill 
workers (Conf. Paper) 6928 

materials handling, hazardous materials. review of 
Precision Quincy’s portable Haz-Bin storage 
buildings 6881 
—— ills emphasizes employee health and safety 

medical management teams help identify and treat 
cumulative trauma disorders 8626 

methylene chloride exposure. Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration to revise permissible 
levels 3006 

methylene chloride exposure. permissible levels 
reexamined by Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration 3834 : ’ 

monitoring systems. Sensidyne’s Gastec series of air 
detector tubes for drycleaning facilities 2812 

noise. review of hearing conservation programs 
mandated by OSHA 8627 ; : 

nuclear/biological/chemical protective clothing. tracer 
evaluations during simulated decontamination 
2071 5288 

nylon tent screens for firefighters at fire camps. 
screens filter out airborne smoke particles 7769 
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occupational safety, transmission of HIV and 
hepatitis B. analysis, United States survey of 
healthcare workers 2231 

occupational safety. analysis, United States Bureau 
of Labor Statistics 1991 Annual Survey 2230 

oil spill containment, cleanup products. oil booms. 
markets, materials, problems 3368 

operating room garments. Gore sponsors survey of 
attitudes of nurses, surgeons 2056 

OSHA inspections. overview, case histories 2225 
OSHA reform _— introduced by House 
Republicans 605 

OSHA regulations on worker entry into confined 
a. lead abatement, bloodborne pathogens 

OSHA regulations. benefits, problems, current 
status, —— from government 2226 

OSHA safety violations. results from 1993 survey of 
industrial aay plants and linen supply 
companies 466 

overseas contract factories. United States 
companies push for better working condition in 
their sourcing plants 6848 

personal protective equipment. review of new OSHA 
standards &628 

pesticide pack: 
against agri al pesticides 739 

pesticides. cattle feedlot workers exposed to 
— but do not wear protective clothing 

increases worker protection 

plant safety equipment.’ glasses, les, showers, 
spill control, gas monitors, respirators, eyewashes 
6110 6115 

polymer initiators (catalysts). safe storage and 
handling of polymer initiators 6939 

protective clothing, antigravity suits, military flight 
a. comparison of ATAGS with EAGLE 

protective clothing, chemical military gear. diesel 
engine power sources for liquid microclimate 
cooling systems 9410 

protective clothing, chemical military gear. 
physiological response of personnel to seven types 
of ensemble 9409 

protective clothing, chemical/biological/radiological 
oa gear. effectiveness of cooling systems 

protective clothing, military, cold water immersion 
gear. Texas Human Thermal Model analyzes 
hypothermia 9412 

protective clothing, military. Mission Oriented 
Protective Posture chemical gear. effect on combat 
performance 4680 4681 6135 6136 

protective clothing, military. MOPP-4 chemical gear. 
— of heat, exercise on combat performance 

protective clothing, military. physiological study of 
A aaaal combat maneuvers 4682 4683 6137 

protective clothing. analysts project 6.1 percent 
annual increase in sales through remainder of 
decade 7568 

protective clothing. effects of endurance training on 
ee of nuclear biological chemical gear 

protective clothing. harmonization of European 
legislation will expand market for protective 
clothing 3664 

protective clothing. heat tolerance of shipboard 
a control personnel wearing firefighting gear 
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protective equipment market in United States will 
= at an annual rate of 7 percent until [1998] 

pulmonary immunotoxicology of inhaled 
(1->3)-beta-D-glucan (Conf. Paper) 6929 

radio frequency current. heavy leather work gloves 
proses workers against radio. frequency burns 

rental industry. measures employers should take to 
prevent heat exhaustion, heat stroke 9401 

respirators. filter manufacturing techniques used in 
Former Soviet Union 6467 

risk. Hazard Assessment by Risk Analysis quantifies 
risks from machine, equipment, component failure 

2 
Safe Earth Enterprises’ Perconerator Safeguard 
=_— a pollution control system for drycleaners 

safety harness for use by workers wearing plastic 
suit for protection from radiation, hazardous 
chemicals 2058 

safety violations. OSHA fines Rhone-Poulenc due to 
chiorine ges injuries at Research Triangle Park 
facility 2232 

sewing, ergonomics. effect of posture on workers 
during extended sewing operations at apparel 
conversion plants 615 

shelters, military. ballistic fabric based airmobile 
battlefield shelters 9402 

Sick Building Syndrome. overview, case history at 
Hong Kong wool spinning mill 1479 

soiled reusable textiles. new California law provides 
exemptions for rental industry 5422 

soldier integrated protective ensemble field tested at 
Fort Benning 2072 

solvent exposure. strategies to minimize solvent 
exposure in drycleaning 3590 

sorbents. Pollution Engineering’s 1994 Product 
Guide 3835 

submarine survival wetsuits. Swedish Defence 
Research Establishment tests 2073 

Swift Textiles. commitment to employee health and 
safety, safety programs 6910 
— colorants. risks associated with use of 

tannin inhibits cAMP pathways in airway epithelial 
cells (Conf. Paper) 6930 

tannin mediated arachidonic acid release in alveolar 
macrophages. role of calcium (Conf. Paper) 6931 

tannin, glucan stimulation. comparison of 
endogenous, exogenous fatty acid release (Conf. 
Paper) 6932 

towels, single service cloth. testing and quality 
standards allow companies to backup claims of 
hygienic cleanliness 3856 

toxic chemicals. two out of every three workers 
worldwide risk occupational exposure to toxic 
chemicals 3836 

toxic gas emissions during heat setting of carpet 
yarn. researchers recommend control systems 
2233 5423 

United States healthcare. review of recent Clinton 
administration proposals, Congressional 
alternatives 2227 

violations. Occupational Safety & Health 
— fines Rhone-Poulenc $1.6 million 

volatile emissions during tentering. apparatus 
— influence of processing parameters on 
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, such as 
COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING, 
LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, TEXTILE - 
TECHNOLOGY, TEXTILE TERMS) 

Australian wool. Woolink interactive information 
service provides information about Australian wool 
market 2314 

bar codes used by United States Hosiery Corporation 
mill information system 5739 

carpet manufacture. computerized data acquisition 
r- specifications, advantages (Conf. Paper) 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
— (CSIRO) 1992-1993 Annual Report 

computer integrated management of systems in 
fiber-textile-apparel pipeline in United States 6867 

computer integrated management of systems in 
ee pipeline in United States 

computers. Touche Ross survey reveals that textile 
— misunderstands information technology 

contractors. locating reputable domestic apparel 
contractors through industry associations 1168 

cost bureaus provide alternative way for small and 
medium companies to obtain specialized 
information 3756 

database of mechanical and physical properties used 
to design fabrics and apparel 3352 

EDI is in state of flux throughout world. importance 
of information transfer to optimize EDI 9346 

hosiery manufacturers, raw material suppliers. 
communications need to be strengthened 2464 

HVI calibration data. Cotton Incorporated’s CALNet 
system distributes HVI calibration data (Conf. 
Paper) 6794 

indexing a database containing images of fiber art. 
database design 7840 

indexing electronic text and images. theory and 
practice (Book) 7841 

industrial safety, India. een agencies that 
provide assistance 6133 

Knitting International. review traces publishing 
history from 1894 to the present 3083 

labeling, apparel. new demand for stylish tickets and 
tags 5969 

London Fog developing new information system to 
link all company functions 5142 

production control and information management in 
apparel manufacturing 7651 

quality information system as a component of 
computer integrated manufacturing 8605 

real time process visualization allows operators to 
analyze entire production line 1427 

sourcing association best way to link apparel 
manufacturer with contractor 947 
— integration in the textile rental industry 

systems. poor performance enhanced with value 
added information systems, proper evaluation of 
inferior performance 2196 

Targeted Systems ttn ad for Management 
Information Systems 9353 

technology, information. critical impact on all 
industries (Book) 5366 

technology. survey by IBM, Textile Institute in United 
—_— studies issues of information technology 

Texnet provides marketing, information, technology 
= _— assistance to Italian textile industry 

INSPECTION (see also other 
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textile companies spend more for information 
ee voice dissatisfaction over systems 

Textile Information Exchange Service (TIES). ATMI 
sponsored electronic bulletin board 4737 

textile mill information systems. Bespoke Computer’s 
pamphlet outlines steps in selection of computer 
systems 6872 

textile mill information systems. Datatex’s TIM 
software for inventory control 6873 

virtual reality. concept, technology. linking with 
other forms of interactive electronic 
communication 2192 

infrared, see DRYING, SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. 

INORGANIC FIBERS (see also other , such as 
ARAMID FIBERS, ASBESTOS, BICOMPONENT 

ceramic fibers. preparation, mechanical properties, 
role in fiber reinforced composites 780 
lass, ceramic, mineral wool. OSHA limits 3810 
nsulfrax. calcium magnesium silica fiber 7912 
International Workshop on Advances in Inorganic 

Fibers, 1992. (Sydney, Australia). research paper 
abstracts 1633 4797 

mineral fibers. formation and properties of powdered 
short mineral filler fiber from blast furnace slag 765 

mineral wool. asbestos substitute. properties 765 
Miraflex. insulation uses for glass fibers 7913 
Nextel 610, Fiber FP (polycrystalline alumina fibers). 
thermomechanical behavior, fracture resistance 
1639 4803 

INSECTPROOFING 
cotton. genetically engineered cotton varieties BXN 
and Bt evaluated by EPA 5550 

geotextile barrier fabric provides protection against 
termites 4190 
— Rayon’s insect proofing agent for fibers 

mothproofing carpet. Datacolor International's new 
Autofoam Mothproofing Unit 2677 

mothproofing. Datacolor’s Autofoam Mothproofing 
system for carpets 3461 

naphthalene. techniques for identifying, ay 
textiles treated with naphthalene (Abstract) 3 

preservation of ancient textile objects. causes of 
textile deterioration (Abstract) 5500 

tents with coatings containing permethrin provide 
long term protection against mosquitoes 6478 

wool carpets with Datacolor International’s 
Autofoam Advanced Carpet Applicator 3464 

wool fabrics. effectiveness of deltamethrin sprays as 
long term protectants 290 

. such as METAL 
DETECTORS, MONITORING SYSTEMS) 

apparel manufacturing. development of quality 
= inspection, laboratory testing programs 

boilers. preventive maintenance involves inspection 
of boiler, burner, controls, system 1443 } 

computerized fabric inspection and pattern cutting 
system determines optimum use of fabric to avoid 
fabric defects 1962 ’ 

Elbit Vision Systems to market the I-TEX automatic 
fabric inspection system in the United States 6057 

European Environment Agency has none of the 
wers of the United States Environmental 
otection Agency 1465 
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fabric defects. Elbit Vision System’s |-Tex 
computerized fabric inspection system 4570 

a r optical electronic 
a. = —_ from a Fenn 
abric inspection. stems’ Image puter 
has visual bilities for fabric inspection 3733 

fabric quality. er Aided Fabric Evaluation 
— for online inspection during manufacture 

fabric. AMTEX will develop automatic inspection 
system for —* into manufacturing 
equi 5 

OSHA inspections. overview, case histories 2225 
OSHA safety violations. results from 1993 survey of 

industrial la plants and linen supply 
companies 466 

overseas contract factories. United States 
companies hire inspectors to investigate conditions 
in their source plants 6848 

rotary screen printed fabrics. identifying, classifying 
defects 270 

surgical drapes, gowns from Repak. FDA cites 
company for Good Manufacturing Practice 
violations 1476 

UT-901 electronic microscope for testing finishes on 
woven and knit fabrics 487 

yarn packages. Schiafhorst’s Check ‘n’ Flow device 
for automated inspection of yarn packages 7678 

INSTRUMENTATION (see also other he: , such as 
AUTOMATION, COLOR MEASUREMENT, 
COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING, ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT, TEXTILE TESTING, and under subject 
headings of specific processes) 

Atlas, Staplebreaker instruments. estimates of staple 
strength of merino wool 7069 

carpet testing. Foot Force Simulator relies on 
— data taken from kinematic studies 

Cole-Parmer catalog of research, develo nt, and 
industrial instrumentation (Trade Lit.) 8611 

color measurement. hand-held instruments. 
applications and advantages 7609 

compressional behavior of nonwoven fabrics. 
— of a constant rate deformation tester 

diameter of wool, mohair fiber tested on FDA200, 
OFDA. differences between calibrations 7592 

environmental test chambers. Air Quality Sciences 
chamber analyzes volatile organic emissions from 
carpets 6835 

fabric scanning. James H. Heal’s Sigmascope for 
yarn pitch counting uses optoelectronic scanning 
technology 9283 

fabric testing using instrumental methods. KES, 
FAST reviewed 9291 

Fibreguide’s FibreScan FS100 tests uniformity of 
intermingled yarns 3255 

foreign matter in raw cotton causes faults in short 
i yarns. detecting, classifying, clearing faults 

Heal’s Sigmascope measures thread pitch in wide 
range of fabrics 5345 

Heraeus Equipment’s HT7012 S2 thermal shock, 
stress chamber tests resistance of components to 
temperature change 4561 

HVI testing. recent developments from Motion 
Control Incorporated 8533 

Lawson Hemphill’s high speed, automatic Yarn 
Count Analyzer 3731 

eterna oy method for evaluating carpet wear 2127 
eva’s RR 1 measures residual moisture content of 
moving fabric webs during processing 5341 
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testing equipment. SR-2 meter from Pleva measures 
-_ ual moisture, antistatic potential of fabrics 
4 

textile testing. overview of activities of SDL 
International 5336 

thickness mensuration. Carl Zeiss introduces MCS 
pA optic system for transparent coatings, films 

thread counters. Sigmascope optoelectronic thread 
counter for woven and knit fabrics 2134 

titrators, online. Tytronics Incorporated unveils its 
FPA 300 Series On-Line Process Titrator 6836 

titrators. Strandberg’s AnaChem series of online 
titrators for laboratory chemical testing 2926 
— testing apparatus. specifications for research 

trash content in cotton yarn. ITV Denkendorf, Rieter 
develop testing machine 4892 

TSI’s laser based LS5SOM Multiplexed LaserSpeed 
= velocity of any textile during processing 

Uster MDTA 3 determines trash and dust content of 
raw cotton 7587 

Uster Quick Spin System measures yarn properties. 
evaluates raw cotton properties based on 
measurements 8541 

Uster Quick-Spin system objectively evaluates cotton 
fiber, sliver, yarn 9275 

wool diameter. CSIRO’s Sirolan-Laserscan measures 
mean diameter, distribution 7067 
— diameter. overview of testing technologies 

wool fiber testing. Uster’s Optical Fiber Diameter 
rr jal texLab AL100 for measuring fiber length 

yarn testing. Lawson-Hemphill’s CTT-BU determines 
shrinkage, abrasion characteristics, lint generation, 
breaking strength of yarns 759 

Zellweger Uster’s OFDA instrument uses 
microscopy, ——P processing to measure fineness 
in hair fibers 9277 

Zellweger Uster, Siegfried Peyer collaborate to 
develop, manufacture electronic systems for textile 
testing 4559 

a (see also other headings, such as 
ERGY, HEAT PHENOMENA) 

4DG fiber wicks pager applications 775 
apparel. evaluation of Mihira-Hanada, Seppaenen, 

anabe-Nishimura mensuration systems 6065 
apparel. thermal insulation properties of apparel. 
terminology, measurement, mechanisms, technical 
developments 2823 

automotive. thermal and acoustical. nonwovens used 
in a variety of applications 7577 

fiberglass industry in upswing due to strengthening 
housing market, stricter energy codes 7482 

foams. thermal insulation of neoprene, syntactic 
foams under deep sea conditions 7316 

glass fibers. Carborundum’s Insulfrax calcium 
magnesium silica fibers for use in thermal 
insulation 7912 

Gore Dryloft, thermal insulating fabric for sleeping 
bags and winter outerwear from W.L. Gore 963 

hydrofluorocarbon compounds are “eae 
replacements for ozone depleting CFC blowing 
agents 979 

nonwoven. Schuller Wertheim introduces PolyMat, a 
glass fiber based insulating mat 6499 

Owens-Corning bicomponent glass fibers to be used 
in insulation 7913 

polyester used in insulation. history of development, 
current status emphasis on Du Pont’s products 
(Book) 4885 
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Polywert board insulation provides flexible alternative 
for changing insulation market 8524 

Schuller’s microlith PolyMat mechanically bonded 
textile insulation mat 8525 

silica based. seals, gaskets, and thermal insulating 
materials from Albert Hellhake 210 

SRB thermal curtains. selection of optimal fiber type, 
weaving method 3711 

textile solar heat transfer systems consist of plastic 
tubes fixed in knit fabrics 4630 

thermal curtains used in aerospace. evaluation of 
new materials, construction methods 3716 

Thermastat. Du Pont introduces its Dacron based 
— insulating fabric to the European market 

wool used to insulate homes in Australia. 
advantages 3723 

woven. effect of woven thermal insulation on the 
quality of wet shielded metal arc welds 4206 5793 

INTERFIBER COMPETITION 
consumption, world fiber market will be divided 
evenly between cotton, manmade fibers 1580 

international market share of cotton. market trends 
and market projections 674 

manmade fibers. European fiber manufacturers 
—— by growing competition from Far East 

polyester, world production. market share held by 
polyester versus cotton, other manmade fibers 
(Book) 4763 

ropes, nets made of - competition with 
other fibers (Book) 5322 

UHMW polyethylene a market share from 
Kevlar. increased demand anticipated 8737 

United States mill consumption in 1993 of 
manufactured, cotton, and wool fibers 3097 

world market share of cotton will be maintained or 
increased by international promotion 718 

world. review of recent price, demand fluctuations in 
polyester, spandex, acrylic fibers 7874 

, see FABRIC PRODUCTS, HOME 
FURNISHINGS, INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING. 

INVENTORY CONTROL (see also other headings, such 
as PRODUCTION CONTROL) 

Amory Apparel Group. overview of Quick Response, 
electronic data interchange programs 7449 

apparel manufacturers. Williams Carter, maker of 
children’s wear, installs real time system 1890 

bar code or radio frequency chips should be used to 
ow every garment made in the United States 

bar coding for industrial distribution centers. direct 
thermal, thermal transfer, and laser printing 9355 

BTRA’s software for use in warehouses of weaving 
mills 9354 

Clemson Color Clustering is alternative to visual, 555 
— sorting, capable of measuring fabric rolls 

coloration systems that function effectively in Quick 
Response environment 654 

Defense Management Review Decision 903 changes 
wasteful Army apparel and textile acquisition 
policies 5368 

fiber-textile-apparel-retail pipeline in United States. 
analysis, modeling 6856 

floor covering retailers should employ inventory 
management plans 7621 

hierarchical planning model integrates long term, 
short term, and daily planning needs for apparel 
manufacture 555 

IRONING (see also other 
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Kaester Prozesstechnik develops system to attach 
Kapton based bar codes to products 4382 

QR. NCSU consortium researches apparel pipeline 
—— manufacturing, upstream models 54 

Quick Response 1994 conference. review of major 
presentations 5117 

Quick Response 1994 focuses on new technologies 
used by soft goods sector 6100 

Quick Response Handbook. review of basic 
definitions, analysis of current theories 3751 

quick response manufacturing. research on textiles 
suitable for ink jet, xerographic printing 9071 

Quick Response technology. Columbia University 
survey shows wide variations in adaptation by 
apparel industry 3787 

Quick Response. industry executives predict future 
— at QuickResponse Conference in Chicago 

Schlafhorst parts department reduces turnaround 
times and prices 5411 

Schoenenberger Systeme. successes with European 
retail houses 6111 

simulation, computerized. evaluation of scheduling 
policies in composites manufacturing 551 

system at Ford assembly integrates automatic guided 
vehicles and automated storage and retrieval 
system 581 

Union Special reorganizes Huntley, Illinois, 
warehouse to improve efficiency and customer 
service 550 

United Ki research project considers 
applicability of Quick Response programs 5119 

United States apparel industry. computer integrated 
prototype for demand responsive manufacturing 
6862 6863 

. such as PRESSING) 
Electrolux Orton ironing tables. two models added to 
range of products 2780 

IMB 1993. ironing machinery, auxiliary equipment 
from Brisay, Hoffman, Sussman, and Veit 5970 

Impulsa’s Studio, Pro, and Futura lines of ironing 
machines 1211 

maintenance procedures for flatwork ironers 9202 
Severnside Fabrics Limited. profile of iron servicing 

firm based in the United Ki 144 
Speedypress steam finisher with a lightweight hand 

held vertical iron for finishing apparel 2778 

, see FABRIC DEFECTS, FABRIC QUALITY, 
Fl QUALITY, NEPS, UNIFORMITY, YARN 
IMPERFECTIONS, YARN QUALITY. 

Isotactic fibers, see OLEFIN FIBERS. 

cquard, see under 
MACHINES, LOO 

i headings of KNITTING 

Jets, see CRIMPING, DYEING, MANMADE FIBER 
EXTRUSION. 

JUTE 
alkali finishing. effect of dilute sodium carbonate, 
calcium hydroxide, ammonia, sodium sulfite 83 

alkali treatment affects dyeing and bleaching 
properties of fibers 5822 

Bangladesh Jute Research Institute. summary of 
research projects 3954 ™ 

Bangladesh. World Bank study identifies problems, 
proposes solutions 700 , 

bleaching jute fabrics. peroxide and chlorite 
bleaching. effects on tensile strength and 
photostability 1024 
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bleaching, basic Svene- three process sequences 
evaluated 816 

bleaching, dyeing. comparison of single, two stage 
processes 344 
— . feducing and | agents. commonly 

hing processes 17 
aust modifications. effects of partial 

esterification and partial acetylation 7950 
conversion of jute sticks to pulp for manufacture of 
viscose 7891 
omega blend yarn manufacturing promoted by 
UNDP/SITRA partnership 402 
= retting with inoculum of cyanobacteria 

drawing. conventional three passage oe of jute 
compared with two passage drawi 
= effects of removing lignin, icellulose 

fabric. photoyellowing minimized by optimization of 
fashions, popularity of jute spurred b ; 
ashions. popularity of jute spurr y environmenta 

I, consumer demand 4471 
finis ing techniques to improve properties of jute and 

jute s. woolenization, dyeing, bleaching 6535 
flame retardant finishes. diammonium hydrogen 
phosphate and urea solution as flame retarding 

fl ae cord fibe f ameproofing carpet fibers. study tests variety o 
flame retardant chemicals 184 re} 

geotextiles. overview, applications, important 
properties, modifying properties 2571 

hysteresis — by treatment with fungal 
enzymes 562 

JIRA research. developments in scouring, bleaching, 
dyeing, finishing jute fabrics 4224 
= Bangladesh. overview of industry, importance 

© both countries (Book) 2296 
indie. decline in ——— consumption. new uses 
may resurrect sector 1583 

India. industry should undertake a quality 
improvement plan and increase the price of raw 
material 2325 

India. July 1993 production of jute goods 2262 
india. jute industry. BTRA research into new 
polymeric finishes for jute based fabrics 2678 

India. jute industry. JIRA and BTRA’s new finishing 
techniques for jute products 2593 

Indian jute industry. ~~} industry trends. 
strategies for recovery 7 

jute/viscose yarn blends. rotor spinning, yarn 
properties, and fabric properties 325 

mosaic virus disease in Bangladesh. symptoms, 
spread, control 2326 

nonwovens made from = blends developed by 
British Textile Technology Group 2575 

oil-free —. natural plant lubricants as oil-less 
formulations for jute batching operations 7055 

photostabilty improvements by modification of 
dyeing and bleaching processes 3395 

photoyellowing, photode — minimized by 
ultraviolet absorbers 346 

physiopathological research on the Dhabdhabey 
variety of jute 3124 

production of jute ds in India during the fiscal 
year beginning March 1993 statistics 4020 

softening low grades prior to spinning. critical 
processing parameters 4035 

structural mechanics of jute. effects of hemicellulose 
or lignin removal 109 

titania fibers made from jute precursor 3986 

KAPOK 
pillows. Japanese market. new designs 6780 
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KENAF 
Agro Fibers develops separation technology for 

enaf grass. 98 percent efficient 3955 
— similarities to jute, uses in paper _ 
— ion, uses in animal feed, cultivation in 

ngladesh 744 
Paper. nonwood sources 3277 5545 
retting, bacterial versus chemical. effects on fibers 
compared 4865 

KERATIN (see also other headings, such as HAIR 
FIBERS, MOHAIR, WOOL) 

alpha-keratin cortex. model describes mechanical 
properties of 5552 

logh. dye diffusion into fibers 7376 
urea-bisulfite solubility, extensibility, and tensile 
strength properties 7389 

Knit-de-knit, see CRIMPING. 

KNIT FABRICS (see also other he . such as 
CARPETS, ELASTIC FABRICS, HOSIERY, 
INSPECTION, LACE, LAMINATED FABRICS, PILE 
FABRICS, STITCHBONDED FABRICS, STRETCH 
FABRICS, ‘a under subject headings of specific 
processes 

abrasion, pilling. Nu-Martindale abrasion and pilling 
tester for woven and knit fabrics 5340 

airships. magazine weft raschel machines used to 
oduce hull materials for new generation of 

industrial lift and transport units 6049 
automotive. warp knit fabrics account for 50 003" 

of the automotive upholstery fabric market 
barre defects. review of weaving and knitti 

identify primary causes, possible remedies 
BioPolishing techniques are being applied to reduce 
the level of fuzz, pilling 2685 

CAD in manufacture of paws. intarsia fabrics knit 
on flat bed machines 8924 

carbon fiber weft knits. mechanical properties 7292 
cashmere. contaminated, inferior quality yarn 
containing wool and cashgora has been sold to 
apparel manufacturers 63 

chemical finishing. review of optimal pemaee 
sequences, agent formulations 741 

circular knit cotton fabrics. aaa = shrinkage with 
Starfish (Version 5) software 2572 

compressibility of plain knit fabrics in range of 
densities 9000 

computerized pattern development 6443 
Cool Wool knitwear for spring 1995 introduced by 

International Wool Secretariat 3606 
cotton fabrics. review of preparatory boiling, 
peroxide/peracetic acid bleaching techniques 8151 

cotton interlock fabric. influence of knitting speed, 
yarn type, cam type on fabric structure 8112 

cotton jersey, fleece. effects of preparation, dyeing, 
drying, mechanical finishing on shrinkage, other 
physical properties 7319 

cotton knit fabrics. cellulase treatment to improve 
appearance and fabric hand 3455 

cotton knit fabrics. effect of texture, tension on 
mercerization 7362 

cotton, single jersey, incorporating Dorlastan 
elastomer 

cotton. advantages of rope and open width 
processes for individual finishing stages 6580 

cotton. dyeing properties of smooth drying cotton 
knit fabrics prepared from treated fibers 241 1035 

cotton. effects of fiber, yarn properties on knit fabric 
properties 7888 

cotton. knitted cotton apparel gains popularity in 
Europe 2864 
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cotton. plain, weft knit fabric. effect of laundering on 
dimensional instability 8113 

cotton/elastane blends. dyeing. Brazzoli’s Saturno 
Turbo machine eliminates need for bag stitching in 
process 6562 

design. Flynt Fabrics uses computer simulations to 
design cotton knit fabrics and specify finishing and 
dyeing procedures 914 

design. Shima Seiki’s Total Knitting System 
produces computer graphics of designs 4943 

dimensional stability, loop distortion. causes, 
methods of measurement 7320 

directionally oriented raschel knit fabrics with high 
tear resistance 987 

drying tubular knit fabrics with Smart drying 
machine. machine design 4317 

drying. Krantz Syncro, new shrink drying machine 
4 - mechanical finishing of knit, woven fabrics 

Du Pont institutes Lycra 10 award for knitting 
companies to encourage innovation, quality in 
Lycra manufacture 7141 
— printing. Minivapo two phase loop steamer 

for knit fabrics from Arioli 7379 
fabric handling equipment. EFN-928 Matic computer 

controlled fabric spreader from Rimoldi 1210 
finishing knitwear. Krantz manufactures lines for 

finishing knitwear. drying, dyeing, tentering 
machines 5809 

finishing machinery for knit fabrics by major 
manufacturers. product review 4223 

finishing. Tube-Tex. continuous dimensional stability 
(CDS) wet to dry finishing range for circular knit 
fabrics 8141 

France. knit fabric production in 1993. increased 
exports to Tunisia and Morocco offset 1992 
downturn 6395 

GFT Donna apparel manufacturer and its application 
of Lectra Systemes technology 830: 

heat resistance as a function of wind velocity in 
wool, acrylic piques 5781 

heat setting. effect on fine structure of polyester 
POY in knit fabrics 8125 

heat transfer properties of textile mats with plastic 
tube constructions investigated 2567 

hydroentanglement. new high pressure process for 
woven and knit fabrics developed by the Institut 
Textile de France 185 

industrial knit fabrics. production and applications of 
technical fabrics manufactured by the German 
textile industry 203 

innerwear fabric trends. texture, patterns, sheer 
emphasized. marketing strategies 1321 

ITV research = for improving knit fabric 
production 8 

- jersey fabrics for apparel. trends in construction and 
patterns 443 

nat i. on the market in a wide variety of designs 

knit fabrics. inspection, unrolling technologies at 
1993 IMB 8361 

laminated carbon/thermoplastic knit composite 
matrix for bone implants 209 

market. natural, manmade fibers compete for greater 
share of knit fabric market by end of decade 8002 

measurement, control of fabric length and stitch 
length. influence of constant friction 8925 
Sr applications for warp and weft knit fabrics 

medical, ballistic fabrics from Knitting Research 
Institute of Brno 7321 | 

men’s wear in knit fabrics dominated SEHM 3657 
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Micromattique from Du Pont offers superior moisture 
wicking, enhanced air and water resistance 4807 

MicroSuperme microfiber knit fabrics to be produced 
by Cytec Industries and Glenoit Mills 3262 

nonstretch. split knit construction for flat bed 
knitting machines from Shima Seiki 916 

optical properties depend on structure of open end 
rotor spun yarns 6388 

Pfaff holds in-house exhibition of sewing machines 
for knit fabrics 9190 

pilling. effects of fiber denier, tenacity, blending on 
pilling of fabrics knit with ring, open end, air jet 
yarns 7332 

Pitti Filati exhibition features both delicate and 
chunky fabrics 8111 

Pitti Immagine Filati 1993. important trends 2871 
Pitti Immagine Filati. overview of three style themes 

for knitwear 9145 
ar! _— stitch variations with binding yarns 

plushes and velours. constructions and 
corresponding yarn consumption rates 8926 

polyester double jersey. ICI’s Crimplene enable boom 
in market that lasted about ten years (Book) 5007 

polyester. history of use of polyester by knitting 
industry (Book) 4952 

Rampage Knits. Rampage Clothing company forms 
division to capitalize on increased knitwear retail 
sales 9116 : 

requirements for pass-perfect sewing of fabrics 7509 
rib knit fabrics. geometric structure of balanced n x n 

rib knit fabrics 8097 
rope form. Biancalani Rotos continuous drying 
machine for woven and knit fabrics in rope form 
1857 4315 

sales in Germany. partial 1992 data, compared to 
overall industrial figures 6182 

SANTEX machine range for pretreatment and 
aftertreatment of dyed and printed open width and 
tubular knitted fabrics 5810 

screens. raschel knit fabrics used to reduce 
production area temperatures in production plants 
with — 6112 . ict 

sewing, online monitoring. influence of fabric 
movement over stitch density 7511 

sewing, online monitoring. influence of needle 
insertion seen, yarn bending strength, transport 
strength 
~—- online monitoring. infuence of stitch density 

singeing, mercerizing tubular knit fabrics. necessary 
machine retrofits 5038 

singeing. Vollenweider’s Pyrotrop singeing machine 
for processing tubular knit fabrics 7439 

softening agents, Permavel SW. agent enhances 
hand, dimensional stability, stretch recovery 1080 

spacer fabrics. double layer circular weft knit fabrics. 
manufacture, properties 8927 

Spandura I! 160 Denier for athletic wear constructed 
from Cordura Plus a yarns and Lycra 
elastomeric yarns 205 

sportswear. textured knit fabrics dominate fall 1994 
sportswear market 2822 

as yo trends for the 1990s. novelty effects popular 

Supima cotton. ultimate fiber for lush, luxurious 
fabrics 747 

technical and industrial applications as ground cover, 
sound barriers, protective clothing, filtration 206 

thermal fabrics. knitting on double knit or rib 
machines. problems with shrinkage, finishing 
procedures 8033 
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thermal transmission level of knit fabrics measured 
by Kawabata ThermoLabo Ii device 9001 

Thermastat. Du Pont introduces its Dacron based 
= | insulating fabric to the European market 

thread counters. Sigmascope optoelectronic thread 
counter for woven and knit fabrics 1376 2134 

three dimensional, sha knit fabrics produced on 
Shima Seiki’s SES 122FF electronic flat bed 
knitting machine 8928 

Trevira polyester microfiber. applications in sports, 
home, automobile fabrics 7318 

United States industry leads the world in production. 
mg ye to next century 4077 

wool. introduces Cool Wool knitwear for spring, 
summer 3312 

wool. relaxation shrinkage in finished, unfinished 
fabrics. effect of yarn count, cover factor 8208 

woolen, worsted knitwear. Dylan SIMPL-X, a 
chlorine free batch process from Precision 
Processes Textiles 8 

yarn le . effects of yarn tensile deformation, 
deflection of spring needies 917 1722 

yarn quality. effect of cotton yarn quality on 
mechanical properties of knit cotton fabrics 8114 

yarns, elastane. Wykes produces air intermingled, air 
covered elastane yarns 4042 

yarns. Burniey’s Yarn Collection for spring, summer 
1995 features new _ for knitwear 3261 

yarns. Pitti lati yarns for spring/summer 
1995 knitwear 

KNIT FABRICS-WARP 
applications in apparel and home furnishings 

increasing 166 
automotive fabrics. fifty percent of market are warp 

knits 8069 
automotive interiors. use of warp knit fabrics in 
development stage 3335 
——— reinforcement using warp knitted fabrics 

Copcentra HS 3-ST-VO machine for processing 
technical yarns 8034 

design concepts for varying strengths in fabrics 
7267 

geotextiles. warp knit geotextiles used during the 
construction of the Eurotunnel 980 

Guilford Europe Limited produces warp knit fabrics 
for automotive interiors 8854 

hernia repair fabrics. single bar or double bar warp 
knit fabrics with high bursting strength 207 
“" — sausage and meat products casings 

industrial textiles for roofing, grinding tools, netting, 
= boots, pipe segments, other applications 

medical applications for warp and weft knitted 
fabrics 7314 

metal, alloy gauzes for use in catalyst systems 8929 
multiaxial warp knit composites. manufacturing 
~-- ee industrial applications (Conf. Paper) 

—o a variety of end uses manufactured using 
raschel machinery 5752 

pile fabrics for automobiles 2498 
pile or brushed warp knit fabrics. types, 
construction, properties 5782 
— knit nets to protect crops during cultivation 

screening material used for protection from 
ultraviolet rays of the sun 5783 

spacer fabrics. construction, properties, and 
applications 208 
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toweling. comparison of performance of woven, 
warp knit terry fabrics 8881 

Trevira jacquard curtain fabric used for Lagerfeld 
dress design 1302 

velours. Kari Mayer develops CAD system for 
designing warp knit velours 3313 

KNITTING (see also other oe ae as ELASTIC 
FABRICS, eel KNIT F , LACE, 
STRETCH FABRICS 

apparel. needle weaving combined with knitting ideal 
for oversize garments 2503 

boucle yarns. characteristics and recommendations 
for knitting 5729 

cashmere. knitting and production techniques and 
=— in demand for new fashions (Conf. Paper) 

cashmere. knitting with fine cashmere yarn. 
problems 8032 

circular knitting. Starfish computer software models 
manufacturing 1723 

coats, hand knit. hand knit coats by Ann Clarke. 
description of production techniques 8930 

counter movement technology developed at TSP 
Buck extends knitting capabilities 6450 

dimensional fluctuations in fabrics. tension and 
relaxation states in stitches 8931 

double knitting by hand knitters. overview of 
techniques 918 

entrelac knitting. four step pattern composed of 
=e rows of opposing rectangles, triangles 

fiber fly. minimization of fiber fly during circular 
knitting 725 

freestyle knitting. gageless knitting combined with 
quilt and collage constructions 4146 

gage. making, measuring gage swatches for hand 
knitting 919 
—. hand knit. adding darts to improve fit 

International Man-made Fibre Congress 1994 in 
Dornbirn. summary of papers of interest to knitting 
industry 8712 

jewelry knit or crocheted with metal wire by Danish 
fiber artist Annelise Kraus 2494 

karo effect patterns in right/eft weft knitting 5730 
lattice structure backings achievable using magazine 
weft raschel machine RS 1 (3) EMS 5747 

lubrication. Spotiess.CN grade reduce sinker wear, 
— needle life, perform at high temperatures 

Malimo stitch knitting techniques useful for more 
than niche products 2500 

Memminger-IRO’s vibration tension device for its 
MPF positive yarn feeder 2501 

microfibers. future role in knitting industry 20 
production control by Doku’s, Bogner’s Miniplan 
computer system 2505 

relative technique. overview, history, description of 
three variant machine designs 6451 

samples. using knit samples to design knit fabric 
with diagonal strips 2506 

simulation. computer simulation of woolen knitwear 
production 7259 

Starfish computer program predicts weight and 
= characteristics of knit cotton fabrics 

swatches. advice for knitting a small piece of test 
fabric 5731 

sweaters. hand knitting sweaters sideways from cuff 
to cuff 8035 

thermal fabrics. knitting on double knit or rib 
machines. problems with shrinkage, finishing 
procedures 8033 
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warp and weft insertion during knitting to produce a 
woven-like fabric. patent 414 

yarn feed length affects the shrinkage behavior of 
interlock and plain knitted fabrics 920 

KNITTING--WARP 
= structure and patterning possibilities 

composite materials preforming — lost yarn and 
split film co-knitting methods 567 

directionally oriented inlay warp knit fabrics. 
~ rc applications in industrial fabric sector 

Karl Mayer’s training course on warp knitting. 
description of course 

monitoring filament yarns with optoelectronic 
systems. products from Protechna 6452 

raschel machines can be used to manufacture cuffs 
— wear using the warp knitting method 

warp letoff motions. hybrid system combines 
advantages of positive, negative systems 8880 

warp sheets. knitting elastane and elastic textured 
yarns 930 

KNITTING AND HOSIERY MILLS (see also other 
headings, such as APPAREL MANUFACTURING 
PLANTS, TEXTILE MILLS) 

Appalachian Finishing Company Group, commission 
knitter and dyer of cotton, polyester/cotton, 
polyester fabrics 1006 

apparel, Spring Ford Knitting. private label 
activewear manufacturer posts 1994 sales of $75 
million 5148 © 

Aristoc (Belper, Great Britain), profile of United 
—* second largest hosiery manufacturer 

Arthur J. Cox Group (Hinckley, Great Britain), knitter 
of jersey fabrics and apparel manufacturer 2465 

circular knit apparel sector slow in first quarter. 
higher cotton prices result in low margins 2745 

Cytec Industries and Gienoit Mills agree to produce 
. MicroSupreme microfiber knit fabrics 3262 
Daleside moves creels, dryers, finishers to new 
production a modular construction of creels 
facilitates move 5732 

Elegant Knitting of Australia. overview of highly 
successful knitwear company 4078 

Grupo Synkro acquires Kayser-Roth hosiery 
manufacturer for $170 million 3525 

Grupo Synkro acquires Kayser-Roth, will import 
hosiery to Mexico 1155 

Guilford Europe Limited produces warp knit fabrics 
for automotive interiors 8854 

Hitex Fabrics (Leicester, Great Britain), manufacturer 
of knit fabrics. profile 2466 

India, Tirupur. local apparel manufacturing industry 
requires immediate modernization 2463 

information system by United States Hosiery 
Corporation uses bar coding 5739 

Johnson Hosiery Mills. profile of North Carolina 
based sock manufacturer 4079 

Jumberca recovering from financial difficulties with 
restructuring and reduced debt 872 

Kayser-Roth launches Easy Spirit hosiery line 3524 
Mexican investors acquire Kayser-Roth from Collins 
& Aikmen Group 1154 

production costs, knitting mills. estimates calculated 
by various software packages 3758 

quality control. recommendations for establishing a 
quality control center 7661 

Sara Lee Knit Products doubles knitting capacity of 
North Carolina pliant to 775,000 pounds of fabric 
per week 4906 

KNITTING INDUSTRY (see also other he 
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Sara Lee Knit Products to reduce output of two 
enor and close two apparel manufacturing 
plants 7456 

Sara Lee’s knitting plant features automated 
materials handling, conditioning, and packaging 
systems 4904 

Slovenia. review of knitwear manufacturing firms 
Almira and Rasica 6398 

United Kingdom knit fabric finishing companies must 
adjust to new market demands 5024 

adings, such as 
HOSIERY INDUSTRY, TEXTILE TRADE) 

California. industry produces 10 million pounds of 
— - per week, largest yield in United States 

China will remain attractive low cost manufacturing 
—. for knitting, conversion through next decade 

Courtaulds Textiles knitwear divisions make 
significant investments in new machinery 6397 

Czech Republic. history of bobbinet, raschel lace 
industries traced through profile of Tylex 5722 

Danube Knitwear exploits low labor costs in Eastern 
Europe, manufactures apparel fabrics in Baja, 
Hungary 4905 © 
—- German firms at 7th Leipziger Modemesse 

Evergreen. in 1992, United Ki 
recycled 127 tons of fiber 8855 

Flynt Fabrics. profile of Greensboro, North Carolina, 
ased knit fabrics manufacturer 5667 

forecasts for 21st century. economic, trade, market, 
technical factors 4072 

German conference on environment, research. 
ev of papers relevant to knitting sector 

company 

German knit fabrics finishing industry. Asian 
competition and inter-European opportunities 8856 

India. manufacturers improve productivity, quality in 
response to consumer demand 5924 

knitwear manufacturers le to succeed. export 
markets and eae aha are key 271 

NKSA/NEKASA conference. ape eg predict 
series of dramatic changes in glo’ 
knitwear markets 7212 

resort season emerges as important selling season 
for knitwear manufacturers 6644 

Russ Knits. commission knitter produces 350,000 
pounds of single/double knit fabric per week 8857 

Sara Lee Knit Products doubles knitting capacity of 
North Carolina plant to 775,000 pounds of fabric 
per week 4906 3 

Slovenia. review of knitwear manufacturing firms 
Almira and Rasica 6398 

Stoll UK Limited. Leicester based company sells Stoll 
machines to knitwear manufacturers in United 
Kingdom 7213 ‘ 

Stoll. machine development on lean production 
principle ’ 

technological developments during the period 
— as reported by Knitting International 

United Kingdom knit fabric a companies must 
adjust to new market demands 5024 : 

United Kingdom. knitwear manufacturers, retailers 
expanding sourcing in Ireland 4907 — 

United Kingdom. strategies to survive import 
penetration 4732 . 

United States. survey of recent developments in the 
knitting, hosiery sectors 9143 

Vantage Custom Classics of New Jersey produces 
cotton knit sweaters, shirts for embroidered 
sportswear 4908 

|, domestic 
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KNITTING MACHINERY (see also other eee been mek 
as HOSIERY MACHINERY CE 
MACHINERY, MONITORING SYSTEMS) 
— ee overview of developments. 

quality and 921 
Busi and Cawtawba Valley sock knitting machine 
demonstrated at Catawba Valley Community 
Coll Ho Technology Center 2496 

CAD/C. from el. Minima is compatible with 
almost every model of knitting machine 
specifications 4148 

Camber International demonstrates new line of 
double, single jersey knitting machines 5733 

computer controlled. review of recent developments 
in computer controlled knitwear machinery 6454 

directories. Knitting Times’ 1994-1995 Buyers’ 
Guide 9102 : 

Elite-Diamant Strickmashinen’s FRY 2000 line of 
aw controlled rib circular flat machines 

india. SITRA proposals for upgrading quality of 
domestically produced knitting machines 6453 

jersey, fleece, rib, and interlock knitting machines 
manufactured by Vanguard division of Monarch 
Knitting 167 
= aschinenbau. review of Supercotton 5022 
loom, KCL 6085/6160/6200 circular looms 5723 

knitting and sewing machinery for integrated 
manufacturing. computer design systems 4631 

laboratory. Lawson-Hemphill manufactures 
laboratory machines 489 

needie oil. new oil by Benjamin R. Vickers & Sons is 
easily removed by scouring 8152 

OTEMAS 1993. developments in dyeing, printing 
and finishing. developments in automatic process 
monitoring and control 5020 

OTEMAS 1993. developments in knitting. overview 
=. circular, and warp knitting technologies 

OTEMAS 1993. new amen exhibited by 
leading manufacturers 24 

review of recent advances in hosiery knitting 
technology 725 

sales ye to rebound strongly in second half of 
1994 following slow start for year 4149 

Shima Seiki introduces Total Knitting System at 
1994 International Knitting Arts Exhibition 9173 

sinkers. Kern-Liebers introduces G-Sinker with 
cmeat, polished surface that promotes sinker life 

sinkers. Kern-Liebers minimizes —— friction 
problem with new sinker design 893 

sinkers. Kern-Liebers’ G-sinker constructed with 
special polishing equipment. improves knitting 
efficiency 5734 

stitch knit, glass fibers and yarns. Malimo series 
displayed at 1993 OTEMAS 1724 4150 

Stoll pattern preparation system donated to Fashion 
Institute of Technology 4159 

Stoll. emphasis on quick delivery, flexibility, service 
enhances position as a leading machinery 
manufacturer 7260 

TECNO-TMA 1993 exhibit features circular and flat 
bed knitting machinery 913 

Terrot Strickmaschinen. review of I13P154 rib knitting 
machine, UMT142 jacquard machine 7261 

trends since ITMA 1991. developments in 
—- from major machinery manufacturers 

KNITTING MACHINERY --CIRCULAR 
automation of a circular knitting machine. system 
design and components 8941 

automation of knitting-on operation 8940 
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automobile industry, western European. machines 
use increasing steadily 2498 

auxiliary equipment. Automatic Iro- pew oa Adjuster 
facilitates altering stitch density 

auxiliary equipment. lint has device from 
Precision Fukuhara Works 923 
= _— toothed belts for positive yarn feeders 

Camber International demonstrates its high speed 
circular knitting machines 4947 

Camber International demonstrates its high speed 
double jersey circular knitting machines 5724 

Camber International has open house to demonstrate 
new product developments 8859 

Camber International singe jersey and double jersey 
machines 7262 

double jersey. upsurge of interest in jersey fabrics 
ensures role for large pattern area jacquard 
machines 6457 

Eby! Krems APL circular knitting machines for 
automotive applications 7263 

International Hosiery Exhibition 1994. important 
exhibits and new circular knitting equipment 8847 

Jumberca recovering from financial difficulties with 
restructuring and reduced debt 872 

Jumberca’s -5E/DWN 3 E has programmable, 
variable fabric width to reduce yarn waste 6455 

Mayer & Cie displays new ra of large diameter 
circular knitting machines 5670 

Mayer & Cie’s MCPE circular knitting machine with 
electronic * eae for automotive and industrial 
fabrics 1 

Mayer FLT 1E right/right and jacquard transfer 
fabrics 7264 

Mayer MCPE circular knitting machine. plush fabric 
possibilities for auto and home use 573 

Mayer Recond reconditions, repairs, converts Mayer 
& Cie circular knitting machines 8937 

Mayer’s InterRib 1.6 large diameter circular rib 
con machine for interlock, fine rib knit fabrics 

minijacquard, bp and velour machines becoming 
more a a 

Monarch singe one and double jersey machines, 
MKS patterning software 7265 

overview of sector. single, double jersey, machine 
makers, stability, growth of sector 170 

Pai Lung commissions second factory, effectively 
doubling its floorspace from 4,000 to 8,000 square 
meters 873 
——e capabilities of Mayer OVJA 72 E system 

sales expected to rebound strongly in second half of 
1994 following slow start for year 4149 

Scobie & Junor’s circular warp — system for 
pomenet, meet product casings 726 

TECNO A-MIT 1993. refinements of existing 
equipment rather than new designs 130 

TECNO-TMA 1993 exhibit features circular and flat 
bed knitting machinery 913 

Uniplet small diameter circular knitting machines 922 
versatility key to new machines from Aries/Pai Lung, 
Tompkins Brothers, and Mayer & Cie 1725 

yarn tension, yarn speed. examination of parameters 
——— yarn tension and yarn speed 8036 

Zbrojvka Vsetin company and its single and dual bed 
machines for single jersey fabrics 8939 

KNITTING MACHINERY--FLAT 
APM Automatismi’s VIK range of computer 

controlled flat bed knitting machines displayed at 
1993 OTEMAS 1726 4151 

APM of Bologna designs models with great 
flexibility, capacity 4152 
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APM’s VIK model range notable for new cam 
systems, true three-way technique, retractable 
needles 7267 

CAD Expo 1994. knitting machinery manufacturers 
launch V-bed flat machines, enhanced CAD 
systems 8942 

emm (Italy). computer controlled automatic flat 
knitting machines unveiled at TECNO TMA 1993 
exhibition 4951 

EMM machines. self cleaning cams, Stretchflap 
takeoff mechanism 7268 

EMM’s 915 E/T automatic flat knitting machine 
produces full fashioned pattern pieces 7269 

evolution of Stoll knitting technology. comparisons 
< a, and needle production over 20 years 

Kauo Heng Precision Machinery Company’s KH-360, 
KH-630, KH-722-TSC automatic flat bed knitting 
machines 8037 

lubrication. Texmer brush system 6462 
made-up knit fabric designs. Stoll CMS and SINTRAL 
design program 8039 

Mayer industries’ HP-18E+ electronic sliver knitting 
= produces three color jacquard fabrics 

MKS Monarch Pattern Preparation System for 
— - single, double jersey knitting machines 

Monk Dubied Jet 4 series. modular production and 
online control capabilities 924 

overview with emphasis on computer controlled 
multiple carriage models 7274 

Pressjack system replaces presser foot system on 
Universal's flat bed knitting machines 7271 

Protti PV range and PTV234 programming system. 
possibilities for elaborate knit structures and 
designs 4153 

Protti PV93 and PV93S systems 7272 
sales expected to rebound strongly in second half of 
1994 following slow start for year 4149 

Scheller’s new NCHW machine offers fully automatic 
= eal carriage, three bar 30 gage intarsia 

Scomar. review of Italian manufacturer’s V bed 
machines for trimming and collars 8944 

SES254-S with movable full sinker system from 
Shima Seiki 2510 

Shima Seiki Europe introduces and demonstrates full 
fashioned knitting machines 5736 

Shima Seiki SFE 161-T and 202-T systems 6458 
Shima Seiki’s SES122RT four needle, flat bed 

knitting machine 171 
single bed jacquard machines. overview of single 

cylinder machine types 925 
Stoll CMS 433.6, combining three system tandem 
and six system high output technologies 8945 

Stoll CMS series with fully combined feed and 
transfer systems exhibited at 1993 OTEMAS 4949 

Stoll’s CMS 433.6 high production model. 
specifications 6459 

Stoll’s CMS _—— and Auto Sintral programming 
system for CMS machines. flexibility and 
automation for integrated manufacturing 4154 

Stoll’s Kompakt CMS 320.6, 330.6 automatic flat 
bed knitting machines 8946 

Stoll’s new generation of CMS flat bed knitting 
— or production of full fashioned garments 

TECNO ee. developments in technology, major 
trends 2511 

TECNO-TMA exhibition. flat bed knitting machines 
by major manufacturers 2512 

TECNO-TMA-MIT 1993. refinements of tein 
equipment rather than new designs 130 

TECNO-TMA 1993 exhibit features circular and flat 
bed knitting machinery 913 

Universal Maschinenfabrik’s MC-725 produces full 
fashioned pattern pieces 6460 

Universal MC-725. two s machine for full 
fashioned components 8947 

Universal MC-740 and MC-748 single head and 
double head machines 7273 

Universal’s new MC-721 PJ computer controlled two 
system automatic jacquard transfer machine 4950 

Universal. overview of German flat bed knitting 
machine manufacturer 8860 

Universal. replacement of chain drive and patterning 
advantages 8038 

KNITTING MACHINERY--FULL FASHIONED 
EMM’s Model 915 E/T features a carriage with two 
— beds and five knitting feed systems 1727 

made-up knit fabric designs. Stoll CMS and SINTRAL 
design program 8039 

MC-725 from Universal. programmable yarn carriers, 
automatic traverse control, sunk needles 4156 

Shima Seiki Europe introduces and demonstrates full 
fashioned knitting machines 5736 
“—. Seiki. SFG family of glove knitting machines 

Stoll’s new generation of CMS flat bed knitting 
— or production of full fashioned garments 

Universal Maschinenfabrik’s Full Fashioned 
technology forum 8362 

Universal Maschinenfabrik’s MC-725 flat knitting 
— produces full fashioned pattern pieces 

Universal MC-725. two system machine for full 
fashioned components 8947 

KNITTING MACHINERY--STRAIGHT BAR 
ly Wagstaff’s linking 

Machinery show 

Pe .. developments, reported in Knitting 
International 2507 

auxiliary — Ken 
— at Leicester Te 

KNITTING MACHINERY-WARP 
Copcentra HS 3-ST-VO machine for processing 
technical yarns 8034 

guide bar control. Kari Mayer’s electronic EL guide 
bar control for tricot machines 3318 
= line for narrow fabric production 

Jakob Mueller’s line of machines for knitting narrow 
fabrics 5692 em 

Kari Mayer EJA 90 jacquard system for existing 
raschel machinery 928 

Karl Mayer’s CAD assisted development system 
used with a double bar raschel machine 933 

Karl Mayer’s HKS 3 three bar tricot machine with 
short lift compound needles operates at high 
speeds 8949 

Karl Mayer’s HKS 4 high performance tricot machine 
operates at speeds of up to 1,300 rpm 926 

Karl Mayer’s HKS’‘5 (EL), tUKS 5P (EL) high 
production tricot machines for plain, pile warp knit 
fabrics 3317 

Karl Mayer’s KSJ3/1 tricot machine produces 
Tricotronic elastic jacquard fabrics 8951 

Karl Mayer’s MRCJ 22/1 Contourette net curtain 
machine 8950 
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Karl Mayer’s MRCJ 22/1 multibar jacquard net 
curtain rashel machine 5737 x 

Karl Mayer’s RD 2 N raschel machine produces fine 
1:1 rib knits 927 

Karl Mayer’s RJC 3/2 F jacquard raschel machine 
warp knits lace fabrics in manmade fibers 3315 

Karl Mayer’s RJCE 4/2 F jacquard raschel knitting 
machine produces elastic fabrics 3316 

Karl Mayer. Textronic MRSEJF 53/1/24 lace machine 
4158 

knitting elastane and elastic textured yarns on warp 
sheets 930 

Liba Maschinenfabrik’s line of tricot, raschel warp 
knitting machines 4157 

Mayer’s RD 5 DPLM raschel machine for production 
of artificial sports surfaces 929 

power consumption decreased by ae crank 
drive on Karl Mayer’s HKS 2-3 tricot, RSE 4 N-2 
raschel machines 3319 

raschel machines used to manufacture nets for 
various uses 5752 

tricot machines. Kari Mayer’s mechanical, electronic 
drives for fabric takeup 3320 

velour fabrics for automobile interiors produced by 
tricot machines with pile sinker mechanism 931 
— systems for Karl Mayer tricot machines 

KNOTS AND KNOTTING 
positive yarn feed installations on circular knitting 
machines 2508 

tying machine Uster Topmatic-S 4 Zeliweger Uster 
useful for tying coarse yarns 5708 

Zellweger Uster’s Uster Topmatic-S high 
eS warp tying machine for coarse yarns 

Zellweger Uster’s Uster Topmatic-S warp tying 
machine for coarse yarns 4099 

LABELING 
acrylic knit trim. heat, steam, and pressure should be 
= when processing apparel which has it 

apparel manufacturing. innovations in computer 
controlled labeling from NOR, Stikits Limited, 
Conella, Morplan 8364 

apparel. new demand for stylish tickets, tags, and 
labels 5969 

Avery Dennison a world leader with Swiftachments 
products for apparel manufacture 2765 

Bano’k upgrades its Taggy apparel tag vy Spee 8363 
bar code or radio frequency chips should be used to 
a" every garment made in the United States 

bar codes. ey of the latest trends in labeling 
technology 8365 

bar codes. Telxon Corporation’s radio frequency 
units for reading bar codes 5926 

bar coding for industrial distribution centers. direct 
thermal, thermal transfer, and laser printing 9355 

barcodes. review of electronic data interchange 
techniques and barcoding technology 1426 

care labels. STIKA machine generates custom labels, 
signs, and iron-on T-shirt transfers 1967 

Carpet and Rug Institute awarding the Green Label 
to carpets tested for contributions to indoor air 
quality 2884 

carpets. CRI’s proposed label for chemical content of 
Carpets creates conflict with media 621 

consumer safety, textiles. Oeko-Tex Standard 100 
— label used in 12 European countries 
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Cotton Incorporated. Seal of Cotton trademark 
7 je 77 percent level of consumer recognition 

eco-labeling. European Commission discusses 
acceptance criteria based on the life cycle of 
textile products 1482 

eco-labeling. recent history of standards in the 
European Union and the United States 9393 
—” and use of MST labeling in Germany 

ecolabelling. British Textile Technology Group 
— reviews European ecolabelling practices 

Europe. ecological product manufacturers. MST, 
cant OEkotex, NF Environment, Eurolabel, Ecotex 

fading of washable fabrics. causes, remedies, 
responsibility 1251 

feminine hygiene products. United States market 
driven by growth in private label products 2059 

Galkin Automated Products offers several tagging 
machines. (Trade Lit.) 7512 

German eco-standard labels identify chemicals used 
to process and produce fabrics 1498 

Germany. consumer protection organization demands 
— to textiles, industry response to demands 

Hori Machinery Works introduces its ID Series of 
automatic cutting/folding machines for woven 
garment labels 8345 

Kaester Prozesstechnik develops system to attach 
Kapton based bar codes to products 4382 

Made in the USA label. Federal Trade Commission 
charges two athletic shoe manufacturers for 
misuse 7842 

private labels exhibited at Magic of Store Brands 
show. nonwovens products, manufacturers 
discussed 2060 

radio frequency identification tags in the laundry 
industry. leading manufacturers 39 

rental garments. effect of high pH washwater on 
label degradation 1241 

rugs. Capel forms National Rug Council to promote 
its rugs, develop consumer confidence 456 

tagging guns. LAC Systems’ Taggertron is 
ergonomically designed to reduce incidence of 
carpel tunnel syndrome 2776 

trademarks, United Kingdom. effect of Copyright Act 
of 1842 on fabric manufacturing, marketing 6070 

United States consumers prefer domestically 
manufactured products. purchases hampered by 
lack of labels, service 3038 

wool fabrics. IWS to — $5,000 per year per 
mark for the use of its Woolmark, Woolblend tags 
3762 7622 

wool fabrics. IWS to charge $5,000 per year to use 
Woolmark, Woolblend tags 4592 

wool industry. New Zealand Wool Board to replace 
Woolmark label with its own Wools of New 
Zealand label 8747 

yarn products. two color cone identification system 
used by Hoechst Celanese 1654 

Labor, see EMPLOYEE TRAINING, INDUSTRIAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY, NOISE AND VIBRATION, 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, TIME STUDY. 

LACE 
apparel. ornamental lace ribbons cut on automated 
center cutting machine 1212 

drycleaning lace, fasteners, trimmings. proper care 
procedures 7520 

“——e embroidery on Hessian show handkerchiefs 
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tablecloth manufacturer Quaker Lace updating its 
— its product lines in its centennial year 

LACE MACHINERY 
Karl Mayer’s MRSEJF 53/1/24 lace machine 
produces elastic, nonelastic cotton lace for apparel 
market 3321 

Karl Mayer. Textronic MRSEJF 53/1/24 multibar 
jacquard raschel machine 4158 

LaceMaster from Sonobond Ultrasonics for 
ae fabric produces decorative lacing and 
trim 

LAMINATED FABRIC MANUFACTURE 
adhesives, powder. laminated automotive trim 
applications 1784 
ar fiber composite fabrics colored by laminating 

hot melt application techniques from Villars. powder 
scatter and powder dot 5753 

Machtex Holland. new systems on display at 
OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 6468 

nonwoven composite interlinings from Laniere de 
Picardie use thermobonding polymers as fusing 
agents 5758 

silane coupling agents contribute to resistance 
against delamination (Conf. Paper) 6469 

LAMINATED FABRICS (see also other he , such 
as CARPET BACKINGS AND BACKCOATINGS, 
FUSING, LAMINATES) 

carbon/thermoplastic knit composite matrix for bone 
implants 209 © 

carpet backings. sound absorption properties of 
laminated carpet ———— is 8512 

diapers. Corovin and Pol nd develop spun bonded 
backsheet for diapers 6481 

E-glass fabric composites. delamination modeled 
using a stacked shell finite element method 8544 

fiber reinforced composites. probabilistic model of 
stochastic damage evolution (Conf. Paper) 8088 

geotextiles. laminated waterproof barrier geotextile 
introduced by American Colloid Company 198 

healthcare and medical textiles. Elcross prosthetic 
knee — combine Lycra, foam, and cotton 
lining 4 

needled. polyester/polypropylene felt covered 
acoustical wallboard resists abrasion 950 

nonwoven composite laminate gives elasticity, 
recyciability to automotive headliners 4997 

nonwoven. HDK Industries purchases Bonar 
Nonwovens, is now sole supplier of powder 
bonded nonwovens 4087 

NV Vetex’s Barricuda trilaminate barrier fabric for 
use in healthcare industry 3361 

pesticide distribution in Goretex/woven fabric 
laminates studied with EM 1745 

roofing material. nonwoven, resin impregnated flame 
resistant glass fiber mat from Hoechst 214 

roofing material. nonwoven, resin impregnated glass 
fiber scrim from Milliken Research Corporation 213 

Werner Mattis Labcoater laboratory coating and 
laminating machine for nonwoven fabrics 2588 

LAMINATES (see also other headings, such as 
COMPOSITES, FOAMS, LAMINATED FABRIC 
MANUFACTURE, LAMINATED FABRICS, 
MOLDING) 

cadmium stearate Langmuir-Blodgett films laminated 
on gold/silicon dioxide substrates 2558 3357 4184 

carbon fiber reinforced laminates. fiber volume 
distribution around embedded optical fibers 8115 
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carbon fiber. effect of reinforcing fabric structure on 
laa strength after impact (Conf. Paper) 

composites, carbon fiber reinforced. aeroelastic 
airfoil “smart” spars (Conf. Paper) 8087 

conference held in Atlanta in 1993 on coating, 
laminating. major issues were environment, trade 
agreements 3472 

epoxy glass fiber reinforced laminates. analysis of 
— | delamination fracture toughness (Abstract) 

fiber matrix interface strength parameters for 
laminated reinforced fiber composites 7295 

glass epoxy copper clad laminates. surface 
roughness, failure related to drilling 5754 

Intervent laminate of PTFE with a polyester knit 
fabric protects against house dust mites and 
allergenic droppings 471 

Tenmat Limited method produces laminates with 
exceptional resistance to wear, abrasion 6470 

Lanthionine, see WOOL, WOOL FIBERS. 

LAPS AND LAPPING 
Asselin’s Profile crossiapper. high efficiency, high 
a 944 

Autefa’s Cross-Liner lapping machines prevent 
distortions that occur after chemical, thermal 
treatment 5741 

interlinking lap preparation, combing, drawing by 
—, online quality monitoring systems 

machinery. review of needle looms and cross lappers 
from 2N 1732 

sliver preparation. complete line for short staple 
sector from Vouk 7963 

LASERS (see also other headings, such as CUTTING 
MACHINERY) 

aramid fibers, morphology. laser ablation experiment 
1627 2351 , 

Benz-HMB Perfecta-3000 laser engraving machine 
simplifies production of printing screens 271 

brassieres. Stanford University study uses lasers and 
computers to analyze women’s breast sizes and 
shapes 1362 

carbon dioxide lasers. measurement of temperature 
a in nylon fibers during laser irradiation 

composite fabric protects surgical implements, 
ee room personnel against laser radation 

cutting machines. GERBERultralaser cutting 
machines operates at speeds in excess of 6,000 
inches hour 2772 

laser flash photolysis. effect on dyed heterogeneous, 
eneous opaque films 7796 

photometry. properties of ; 
ee seas determined by laser 
ight scattering 2368 : : 

polyimide films. surface conductivity of films  —__ 
modified by krypton/fluorine excimer laser radiation 
6492 

printing machinery, screen. Zedco Screen PC 
engraves rotary screens from computer generated 
designs 1830 : 

reactive dyes on cotton. lasers used in low heat 
fixation 1809 

Stork’s LE-3000 laser engraver and the CSP-3002 
large format color scanner/plotter 1827 

TSI’s laser based LSSOM Multiplexed LaserSpeed 
— velocity of any textile during processing 
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ultraviolet. laser ablation of woven polyester fabric 
enhances adhesive potential during coating 1087 

Latex, see ELASTOMERS, RUBBER, RUBBER 
PRODUCTS. 

. such as 
MEDICAL 

TEXTILES, IRONING, PRESSING, SHRINKAGE, 
SOILING, STAINS, WASHING) 

American Linen sponsors company wide 
ergonomics contest 2224 

Aratex Services, industrial laundry in Portland, 
a installs wastewater treatment system 

bar codes. my of the latest trends in labeling 
technology 8365 : 
— rust catalyzed. recommended solutions 

Bloodborne Pathogens Standard (OSHA). laundry 
rsonnel in hospital must treat soiled linen as 

nfectious 3830 
CAD. UniMac purchases Hewlett-Packard ME10, 
ME30, and fileserver to design commercial laundry 
machines 379 

Canadian Cleaner and Launderer’s 1993 Buyer's 
Guide 1242 

cellulase enzymes. ee for achieving the 
stressed look in apparel 1079 

chemicals and laundry systems by Gurtler Chemicals 
(Trade Lit.) 3602 

Collar Guard by Icarus prevents collar soiling (Trade 
Lit.) 4397 

cotton and polyester fabrics. effects of finishing and 
laundering on li flow characteristics 278 

cotton fa fini with polycarboxylic acid for 
durable press. durability of ester groups to 
laundering 8205 

cotton mattresses. repeated ys | and beating 
improve compressive resilience 92 

cotton. plain, weft knit fabric. effect of laundering on 
dimensional instability 8113 

deodorants, antiperspirants, perspiration. damage 
caused to fabrics, corrective measures 3584 

detergent additives. phosphates versus zeolites, 
review of United States market trends 1983 
—— anticlumping pouch offered by San-ai KK 

detergents consumption, Asia and Pacific. analysts 
expect consumption to grow substantially during 
next decade 1984 

detergents. Green movement forces industry to seek 
phosphate-free alternatives 1483 

directory of companies that distribute laundry 
equipment, supplies and other goods and services 
in the United States and Canada 4407 

discoloration. cellulosic browning during laundering, 
drycleaning. suggestions for prevention 4398 

Domestic Sewage Exclusion, Clean Water Act 
relationship clarified by EPA 3837 

environmental issues. laundering firm White Rose 
Rental struggling to 3 with regulations at 
plants in five states 382 

environmental regulations are complex and often 
conflicting for industrial laundries 8639 

enzyme detergents. effect on quality of wastewater 
from laundries 4666 

enzyme versus nonenzyme detergents in commercial 
operations. nonenzyme proved more effective 397 

EPA categorical pretreatment standards. industrial 
laundries should cooperate with EPA during 
formulation 1497 
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EPA pollution prevention project for industrial 
laundries recommends waste minimization and 
pollution prevention 607 

Europe. business suffering from economic recession, 
ill advised mergers, underinvestment, home 
laundering 4404 
a machinery from Italian company 

fluorochemicals, stain release. properties, 
applications 2673 

force required to remove solid particulate soils in 
fluid. model to estimate force 1992 

fuzzing, pilling. comparison of fabrics from wear 
study, fabrics subjected to laboratory abrasion, 
laundering 2138 

G.A. Braun upgrades its series of tunnel laundering 
machines 3594 

healthcare market. Shasta Linen Supply services 
small medical office and dentist market 1247 

healthcare reform. positive and negative impacts on 
the textile rental and laundry industry 400 

hospital bed linens. knit fitted bottom sheets provide 
advantages for Toronto area facilities 5968 

Hospital Laundry Service of Chicago, overview 7526 
hospital linens. recommendations for cost 
— infection control, quality assurance 

IFl garment testing technicians need detailed 
information about handling of garments before 
testing 3580 

IFi‘s 1993 garment analysis statistics reviewed 3581 
industrial laundering. profile of Kriegsmaterial 
Verwaltung plant built for Swiss Army 9207 

industrial laundries major B an ep-y~ in compliance with 
EPA regulations for 's 1484 

industry, Italy. profile of — at Ospedale di 
Circolo in Busto Arsizio 5227 

industry, Quebec. Montreal regional laundry service 
violates contract with Buanbec 5181 

industry, Sweden. profile of Ostergotlands Lans 
Landstings Centrtvatteri plant 522 

institutional. Charterhouse adopts steam laundering, 
eee flatwork ironer, MiniTunnel dryer from 

M Weston 9208 
Japan. Electrolux offers side loading washing 
machine for home market, combination 
washer/dryer machines 5229 

job fen in the western United States, a leading 
indicator for industrial laundry business 338 

laundries must cope with content of medicines in 
hospital linens 1250 

Lindstrom’s Lianatekstiili Oy plant nears full 
automation using microchip technology 7532 

logo mats as effective marketing tools for industrial 
aundries 7530 

low temperature laundering. effect on 
microorganisms in finished and unfinished cotton 
fabric 4408 

machinery. Ing G. De Franceschi manufactures 
equipment for large capacity launderers and denim 
processors 5972 

management. review of recommended practices for 
filing insurance claims 9319 

Mewa Textil-Service industrial laundering company 
emphasizes environmental protection 2746 

Milnor continuous laundering machine/centrifugal 
extractor. review of unit at the Just Mats plant in 
Coventry 8420 

Milnor’s 64046 E6N open pocket washer extractor. 
machine design (Trade Lit.) 9203 

Mission Uniform and Linen Service opens Las Vegas 
plant that processes 3 million pounds of linen per 
week 9204 
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nonprofits have unfair competitive edge. House 
subcommittee holds hearings 7488 

oils. scourable loom oils reduce oil stain defects on 
fabrics 4115 

Onatrio, Canada. government and industry cooperate 
-~ coy to identify sources of oil and gas pollution 

OSHA enforcement of Bloodborne Pathogens 
Standard should stimulate sales to healthcare 
providers 614 

OSHA safety violations. results from 1993 survey of 
industrial laundry plants and linen supply 
companies 4669 

ozone gas in wash water. benefits, if any, remain 
controversial 2805 

ozone, possibie replacement for chlorine during 
laundering. history, theory, review 1988 

particulate soils. effect of surfactant on removal 
= during detachment of various particles 

particulate soils. relationship between density, 
gravity during detachment of polyethylene, glass 
particles 3598 

particulate soils. removal phenomena during 
detachment of polyethylene, glass particles 2806 

particulate soils. removal phenomena during the 
detachment of spherical glass particles from glass 
plate 398 

particulate soils. removal phenomena of spherical 
particles attached to polyester taffeta 9209 

pesticides. comparison of after laundering residues 
of ee cyfluthrin in apparel fabrics 6676 

photochemical degradation. yellowing of white 
— exposed to sunlight during line drying 

Polymark Laundry Systems installs launderi 
system for radioactively contaminated wor 
clothing 3595 

printing industry is growth market for industrial 
laundries 7484 

prison run commercial laundries. survey of effect of 
prison employment on market 7531 

Quebec Ministry of Health bans equipment 
= by publicly funded healthcare facilities 

Quick Wash indigo dyed denim can be laundered in 
shorter period of time with lower detergent 
concentrations 6553 

radio frequency identification tags in the laundry 
industry. leading manufacturers 396 

regulations. California law exempts industrial 
laundries from hazardous waste rules 608 

rental garments for food service industry. 
recommendations for maintaining hygienic 
standards 9211 1 

Rentex hospital laundry in central Germany invests 
DM40 million to upgrade equipment, services 5225 

Senkingwerk rinse process reduces water 
consumption of its continuous laundering machines 
by 15 percent 3596 

shrinkage testing machinery. new Wascator 
FOM71MP-LAB fully conforms to ISO, BSI, and 
1EC-IWS standards 3739 

Silk Magic removes water stains and rings from 
water sensitive fabrics (Trade Lit.) 4410 

silk. effect of repeated laundering on physical 
properties 8422 

simulation of removal of solid particulate soils in 
water during washing 1248 

soil removal, fabric damage. calorimetric analysis of 
mechanical action during laundering 399 

sorting. automated, computerized ag system for 
Mission Industries industrial laundry 1989 

LEAF FIBERS (see also other he 
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spot and stain removal. chemicals offered by A.L. 
Wilson Chemical (Trade Lit.) 4411 

stain removal agents from S.T. Chemical, Kobayashi 
Pharmaceutical, Takamore Koki, Conde 
Corporation 6677 

stain removal agents. Chin Lin Company introduces 
-— varieties of stain remover for apparel fabrics 

stain removal. ae biological, mineral, and oil 
based stains. research at Indian university 8425 

Starch Magic liquid polyester starch for apparel and 
home oe (Trade Lit.) 4412 

Staunton Steam Laundry builds healthy business 
through niche marketing 1243 

steam tunnel laundering. performance depends on 
moisture content of incoming garments 9212 

steam tunnel systems for laundering hospital staff 
apparel from BMK Weston 4413 

suede, imitation. nonwoven web separates —_.,. 
cleaning. care procedures, recommendations 2 

sugar stains. invisible stains become visible with age 
and heat. removal procedures 2801 

surface characteristics of polyester and cotton fibers 
changed by finishing and laundering 277 

synthetic suede fabrics. review of drycleaning, 
laundering care procedures 7523 

Texcare International Exhibition. survey of 270 
automated eee gens 9205 

Texcare International/IWC Exhibition, Frankfurt. 
preview of exhibitor offeri 3597 

Texcare International/IWC ibition, Frankfurt. new 
laundering machinery 5959 

Textile Rental Association pushing for laws to curb 
nonprofit laundering facilities 5971 

ultrasonic laundering for soil removal. David Porter's 
Greening Away the Wash Day Blues concept 3600 

ultraviolet light used to determine type of stain, 
removal method 2804 

United Kingdom. healthcare patient and former 
patient personal apparel ae with system 
from Rentex Interlin Beecher 440 

Unitog receives First Annual Missouri Governor's 
— Prevention Award for St. Louis facility 

washer, tunnel. single stage machine with 
ccc settings installed at City Laundry 

we aees in strategies for industrial laundries 

waste treatment. White Rose Rental Laundry installs 
Hydro Modular wastewater pretreatment 
equipment 9420 

wastewater treatment with AquaMark | technology 
removes oil, grease, heavy metals 8634 

wastewater treatment. Kemco’s Waterkare dissolved 
air flotation system for treatment of laundry 
effluent 8635 

wastewater treatment. Precision Laundry constructs 
biological pretreatment system 609 : 

XY-protease in detergent proves to be an effective 
stain removing agent 1249 

adings, such as COIR) 
apparel fabrics. knit and woven women’s wear 

fabrics in blends with cotton 716 ‘ 
date palm leaf fibers, chemical analysis. fibers may 
7. —_ as inexpensive substitutes for sisal, coir 

date palm leaf fibers. physical properties and 
extraction techniques 1618 

date palm leaves used in manufacture of nonwoven 
fabrics. extraction, fiber properties, end product 
uses 3956 

geotextiles. replacing manmade fibers 2562 
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indigo dyeing. Japanese art forms. pineapple leaf 
fibers 529 

kudzu. evaluation as source of cellulose for various 
textile fabrication processes 47 

pineapple leaf fibers. preyarn poses, spinning, 
and fabric manufacture 705 

LEATHER 
cutting machinery. review of automated leather 

cutting software systems by Cutting Edge, Lectra 
Systems 8350 

dyeing problems, dyeing processes, and 
aftertreatments 7368 
a+ | processes and problems. technology review 

dyeing. Ciba’s Sellset compatible s for 
trichromatic dyeing of leather 7371 

dyeing. leather defects and effects of defects on 
leather dyeing 7370 

finishing machi . Lamperti GHM/L93 for raising, 
shearing, suede finishing of fabric 7435 

fish skin as leather substitute. research project 
investigates fish skin apparel production (Conf. 
Paper) 9108 

gloves. heavy leather work gloves ao workers 
against radio frequency burns 3667 

hat, fur and leather. instructions for construction, 
sewing detailed 9180 

India. leather exhibit in Madras. export growth for 
Indian leather industry 5691 

india. market driven companies reversing poor 
reputation of Indian leather industry 5116 

luggage and accessories market faces rising import 
jevels, sluggish sales 1177 

men’s coats, jackets, and shirts at reasonable ‘ov 
offered by leading British manufacturers 447 

outerwear, jacket market for spring growing 8493 
outerwear. specialty store executives predict strong 
1994 performance for leather outerwear 4473 

shearling. apparel designers use shearling trims 
— lukewarm opposition from animal activists 

tanning. simplified method using syntan FT-50 8206 
United States leather industry suffers production 
decline 1303 

LEATHER SUBSTITUTES (see also other headings, such 
as COATED FABRICS, LAMINATED FABRI 
NONWOVEN FABRICS) 

Daewoo Group, Baiksan, Korea Moolsan order Fehrer 
equipment for production of synthetic leather 8863 

finishing machinery. Lamperti GHM/L93 for raising, 
shearing, suede finishing of fabric 7435 

Luxilia (Asahi Chemical). synthetic leather made from 
woven polyester sandwiched between microfiber 
webs 1771 

manmade suedes, leathers. history of development, 
=~ Japanese. structure, manufacture (Book) 

suedelike polyurethane coating deteriorates with 
wear 393 

synthetic suede fabrics. review of drycleaning, 
laundering care procedures 7523 

LEGISLATION (see also other headings, such as AIR 
POLLUTION, COTTON, EMPLOYEE TRAINING, 
ENVIRONMENT, FLAMMABILITY, INDUSTRIAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY, METRICATION, NOISE 
AND VIBRATION, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, 
REGULATIONS, SPECIFICATIONS AND 
STANDARDS, TEXTILE INDUSTRY, TEXTILE 
TRADE, TOXICITY, WASTE 
TREATMENT--EFFLUENT) 
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acid rain legislation. emissions allowance trading 
system. effects on utilities, industry 2985 

air pollutants. EPA to define Maximum Achievable 
oe Technology for hazardous air pollutants 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). review of 
common ADA violations by small businesses 6085 

Americans with Disabilities Act. compliance 
strategies for textile companies, managers 9315 

Americans with Disabilities Act. does your 
vrs health insurance plan comply with ADA 

Americans with Disabilities Act. economic impact of 
“reasonable accommodation” 2161 

apparel ae ex parte seizure used to stop 
counterfeiting 590 

apparel manufacturing. European Commission 
regulations affect contracts between apparel 
manufacturers and agents 5126 

asbestos, other respirable fibers. legislation, policies, 
industrial exposure 3810 

Australian Commonwealth Copyright Act of 1989. 
—— extends copyright protection to fabric 

signs 6174 
chemicals, textile. influence of new environmental 
and safety regulations 4654 

Child Labor Deterrence Act. Senate bill revived due 
to reports of child labor in developing countries 
8589 8590 

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. compliance 
under Title V by chemical manufacturing facilities 

Clean Air Act Amendments require emission 
thresholds and operating permits 8619 

Clean Air Act radically reduces permissible levels of 
toxic substances in airborne emissions 3009 

Clean Air Act, 1990. occurrence of first interstate 
—_ in nitrogen oxides emissions allowances 

Clean Air Act. EPA calls for stricter controls on 
industrial sources of air pollution 5412 

congressional caucus attacks President Clinton’s 
plan to end funding of (TC)2. plan discussed 2289 

cotton gins. environmental responsibilities under the 
Clean Air Act and EPA solid waste disposal 
requirements 6126 

Customs Modernization Act increases responsibilities 
of both Customs Service and importers 7820 

Customs Modernization Act. effect on operations at 
United States Customs 6180 

Customs Modernization and Informed Compliance 
Act. impact of new rules and regulations 1551 

Domestic Sewage Exclusion, Clean Water Act 
relationship clarified by EPA 3837 

drycleaning. impact of environmental legislation, 
regulations on the drycleaning industry 5957 

employee privacy. federal legislation protecting 
employee privacy 7623 

Employee Retirement Income Security Act. fiduciary 
duty, liability 6093 

environment. Environmental Protection Agency 
considers ban against chlorine, chlorinated 
compounds 3010 

environment. White House’s Office of Environmental 
Policy director Kathleen McGinty interviewed 2216 

environmental audit reports. various ways companies 
can protect themselves from disclosure 3843 

environmental law in New Zealand. effect on effluent 
discharge technology in the carpet industry 1485 

environmental remediation. Minnesota’s Agricultural 
a Response and Reimbursement Account 

EPA representative briefs Carpet and Rug Institute 
on pending indoor air quality legislation 620 
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EU. draft legislation takes decentralized approach to 
> crams policy. proposes special licensing 

Fair Labor Standards Act. review of FLSA provisions 
for personnel managers 7634 

Fair Labor Standards Act. United States apparel 
— to report violations by garment contractors 

farm program outlays, market reform, NAFTA, GATT 
to impact planted acreage of cotton 719 

Federal Pollution Prevention Act. effect on United 
States textile industry 3817 

Flammable Fabrics Act of 1953, 1967 amendments. 
standards for apparel, home furnishings 6958 

GATT Uruguay Round treaty. support in United 
States Congress is uncertain 4723 

GATT. Agreement on Textiles and Clothing may 
harm importing countries 6181 

GATT. China wants to enter GATT as a developing 
nation, balks at currently offered membership 
requirements 6988 

GATT. impact on European apparel industry, fabric 
sourcing, competition, tariffs, quotas 5113 

GATT. lo oe by Roger Milliken helps postpone 
congressional vote on GATT until after November 
1994 election 8680 

GATT. Senate Finance Committee rejects proposal to 
change rule of origin for apparel 6989 

GATT. textile, apparel industry trade associations 
~ Breaux-Cardin rule of origin amendment 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. nations 
sign ao. individual governments must now 
ratify 3878 . 

German and European patents. problems caused by 
unjustified applications 9479 

Germany. textile industry liability for environmental, 
product damages 693 

hazardous waste incineration. European Parliament 
expresses concern over European Union draft 
directive 2997 

hazardous waste. California law exempts industrial 
laundries from hazardous waste rules 60 

Health Securities Act. Clinton’s proposed changes in 
healthcare insurance. effects on business 1389 

healthcare legislation. review of American Apparel 
Manufacturers Association proposals 6075 

healthcare reform proposals. retailers warn of higher 
— job reductions if reforms pass Congress 

healthcare reform. review of American Apparel 
Manufacturers Association recommendations 8625 

International Child Labor Deterrence Act supported 
! _ Knitwear & Sportswear Association 

labor conditions, apparel industry. need for 
>, law stressed at New York State hearing 

labor laws in Ontario changed by strongly prolabor 
government 5367 

labor relations, United Kingdom. House of Lords 
strengthens rights of part time employees 5377 

laundering. Textile Rental Association pushing for 
laws to curb nonprofit facilities 5971 

sor - aaa law in Croatia. activities of laboratories 

NAFTA and GATT. effects on home furnishings 
industry 3077 

NAFTA opponents speak out against Clinton tactics 
0 ppm votes to ensure NAFTA passage 660 

NAFTA proving to be a deal for Mexico, United 
States, Canada 868 
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NAFTA sponsors trying to eliminate Clinton 
administration augmentation of Customs Service 
border inspections 4727 

NAFTA, GATT. interview with William J. Armfield, 
resident of the American Textile Manufacturers 
nstitute 4728 

NAFTA, GATT. NAFTA only first move in breaki 
down world trade barriers, effects on GATT 66 

NAFTA, hosiery industry. NAFTA perceived as 
positive move for hosiery industry 662 

NAFTA. 92 textile companies pledge not to move to 
Mexico under NAFTA 663 

NAFTA. according to Commerce Department data, 
NAFTA generating increases in apparel trade, 
production 6992 

NAFTA. debate over whether trade treaty provisions 
=—_ include South American, Asian countries 

84 
NAFTA. during 1991-1992 foreign investment in 
Mexico increases by $20 billion 9471 

NAFTA. elimination of quotas on most apparel 
categories likely immediately 1555 

NAFTA. labor movement rediscovers its voice in 
fight to defeat NAFTA 154 

NAFTA. leaders from United States textile, retail, 
apparel industries discuss effects of NAFTA 664 

NAFTA. passage induces National Cotton Council to 
project explosive growth of United States cotton 
exports to Mexico 1574 

NAFTA. passage may lead to increases in 
opportunities, competition 2280 

NAFTA. reduced costs allow Mexican retailers to 
meet demand for United States products 1554 

NAFTA. United States yarn spinning companies do 
ry detrimental effects of passage of NAFTA 

New Zealand. new and proposed regulations 
—— industrial effluent examined, Resource 
anagement Act 617 

nonprofits have unfair competitive edge. House 
subcommittee holds hearings 7488 

OSHA reform —_— introduced by House 
Republicans 605 

protective clothing. harmonization of European 
legislation will expand market for protective 
clothing 3664 

Re-Employment Act of 1994 to be a key elements of 
_— administration’s employment policy 

recycling. analysis of package take-back legislation 
2 maa and its applicability to United States 

Sheep Promotion Research and Information Act of 
1994 imposes assessments on imported wool 
garments, yarn, tops 9477 ; 

soiled reusable textiles. new California law provides 
exemptions for rental industry 5422 

Superfund. chemical industry proposes plan to 
finance hazardous waste cleanup efforts stalled by 
law 3824 

Superfund. pesticide spill in California charged under 
— law, settlement totals record $40 million 

sweatshops. New York State Apparel Industry Task 
Force inspects apparel manufacturers 5911 

United —— effect of Commercial Agents 
(Council Directive) Regulations 1993 on sales 
agents 6074 ; , 

United Kingdom. trends under new Agriculture Bill. 
—- of guaranteed prices (Conf. Paper) 

United States Clean Air Act Amendments. provisions 
that impact oilseed industry 7690 
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United States Customs Modernization Act places 
new fines on i ers who break rules 1562 

United States. maintenance of current cotton 
a will allow producers to compete in worid 

et 685 
United States. news from Washington, D.C. on trade 
pact with China and truck cover, OSHA legislation 

U y Round, GATT. historical analysis, likel 
effects on world textile and apparel trade 8 

wastewater regulations. qo ae — in 
United States since the 1930s 942 

water pollution control. two congressmen favor new 
Clean Water Act 8641 

water pollution in Great Britain. British law 
concerning water pollution. criminal and civil 
liability 4652 . 

Workforce Assistance Act. analyst believes that 
NAFTA transition assistance funds must be 
increased 4591 

Workforce Security Act, Goals 2000: Educate 
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Alexander Machinery manufactures roll take-off 
machines for looms. company profile 4934 

auxiliary equipment. Quick Style Change devices 
from Genkinger attach onto Sulzer Rueti’s G6200 
and P7200 looms 4109 

cleaners. automated overhead loom cleaner from 
Sohler Airtex features bypass unit for suction and 
blow hoses 4116 

dobby machines. Filmtextil HP 700 series 4935 
exhibitions. India-ITME 1992. Textile Trends reviews 

shuttle and shuttleless looms 154 
Grob heddles. quality design and construction 
improve weaving efficiency 6426 

high speeds cause loss of processability at high 
abric densities 8920 

hylum shuttles replace compressed wood shuttles in 
conventional looms, provide cost savings 163 

india, Orissa. power loom operators in the region are 
diversifying their product lines 2747 

Japan. air and water jet machine usage 7816 
leno weaving. converting standard looms to leno 
weaving. conversion process 1712 

Loepfe electronic equipment for online monitoring 
—_ —_— control of spinning and weaving 

America Act. review 6071 

Leveiness of yarns, see UNIFORMITY. 

Light damage, see PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION. 

LIGHTFASTNESS (see also other headings, such as 

manufacturers. major manufacturers in Europe, Asia, 
and Eastern Europe 2487 

Michel Van de Wiele Velvet Master looms. recent 
COLORFASTNESS) 

acid dyes. new dyes designed with a 
lightfastness when applied to silk fabrics 1070 
“—- a. Standard 8 evaluated using three methods 

cellulose. effect of sodium lactate on lightfastness of 
——. copper complex azo dyes on cellulose 

colorfastness in a effects of light and 
conditions of use 85 

disperse dyes on polyester automotive fabrics. 
accelerated gy testing 1373 

disperse dyes. hetarylazo derivatives from 
dichloro-2-aminobenzothiazoles 1063 

fabrics, dyed. instrumental evaluation of 
lightfastness on CIELAB color system 6066 

Heraeus’ Suntest CPS + high speed weather 
exposure and light exposure tester 7600 

saffron, os extract, color and lightfastness 
tested 9051 

silk fabric. photodegradation of habutae fabric 
samples treated with surfactants 6515 

silk fabrics dyed with acid dyes and treated with four 
cationic fixing agents 183 

silk. tannic acid containing metallic salts improves 
lightfastness and washfastness of silk robes 1033 

test of combined lightfastness and perspiration 
fastness of azo reactive dyes on cotton 7398 

Xenotest 1200 accelerated light exposure and 
weathering test from Heraeus 2924 

Linen, see FLAX, HOME FURNISHINGS. 

LOOMS (see also other headi , such as BEAMS, 
BOBBINS, CARPET LOOMS, HARNESSES, 
LOOMS--SHUTTLELESS, NARROW FABRIC 
LOOMS, PICKING AND PICKER 
STICKS--WEAVING, PILE FABRIC LOOMS, 
SELVAGES, SHUTTLES, WEAVING, WEAVING 
INDUSTRY, WEFT MECHANISMS, WINDING 
MACHINERY, and under —_ a of 
specific fabrics, such as FELT, PILE FABRICS, 
TERRY FABRICS) 

air conditioning with Luwa’s LoomSphere improves 
microclimate around the loom 2485 

LOOMS--SHUTTLELESS (see also other headi 

deliveries and present installations 1711 
oils. scourable loom oils reduce oil stain defects on 

fabrics 4115 
Picanol GTM. warp breakages and fabric quality. 
effect of full width and cylindrical temples 2486 

Radici Group manufactures Somet and Vamatex 
looms. interview with CEO Miro Radici 6399 

Somet’s Quick Style Change system for —_ 
unloading and loading of loom beams 3287 

speed control systems. design criteria and 
preconditions for automation 1713 

statistical data. worldwide installed capacity, 
1972-1992 period 887 

Sulzer Rueti’s P7100 and P7200 projectile looms. 
operation and design 4116 

technological developments dominated by advances 
in electronics, computers 8906 

terry. BRTA Modified Let-Off Motion improves 
quality and productivity 4139 

tetra-axial looms. newly patented loom from Bonas 
Machine 6427 

Textile World’s 1993 chart featuring state-of-the-art 
looms 901 

weaving machinery in the year 2000. increased 
automation, selection, flexibility, quality 2493 

, such 
as CARPET LOOMS, NARROW FABRIC LOOMS, 
PILE FABRIC LOOMS, SELVAGES, WEAVING, 
WEFT MECHANISMS, and under subject headings 
of specific fabrics such as PILE FABRICS, TERR 
FABRICS) 

air conditioning of the —s zone. Luwa air 
conditioning system design 905 

air jet looms, Japan. average weaving mill contains 
128 air jet looms 8913 

air jet looms. air compressors for. installation of 
Pneumofore UP compressors with SECO regulating 
system in GBM plant 5403 

air jet looms. analysis of air flow characteristics 
through the weft acceleration pipe 3296 

air jet looms. characteristics of main nozzle. 
measuring flow in main nozzle 1716 

air jet machines by Dornier purchased by several 
mills following ATME-I 1993 exhibit 3295 
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air jet weft insertion system without an air guide and 
with double holed relay nozzles. performance 
evaluation 158 

air jet. flow characteristics of the main nozzle 
examined 2488 

air jet. japanese filament yarn industry now 
dominated by air jet looms 6859 

air jet. overview. profile of recent activities at 
Guenne, Picanol, Sulzer Rueti 4126 

air jet. Picanol unveils Delta, Omni high volume air 
jet looms 5716 

air jet. Picanol’s Delta, Omni looms on display at 
OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 6432 

air jet. quality control circles improve efficiency of 
machine operations 5717 

air jet. velocity distribution of jet flow from four sub 
nozzles with different outlet shapes 8027 

automatic package monitoring and automatic 
package switching improve efficiency 8914 

automation. predictions, analysis of electronic 
functions on future looms 8915 

beatup mechanisms. two curve combination 
methods used to design conjugate cams 159 

Bonas jacquards on Nuovo Pignone TPS 520 rapier 
looms for weaving Fieldcrest Cannon patterned 
towels 7240 

cam motion ME 2000 machine fits any shutleless 
loom 4939 

cam shedding motion for high speed looms from 
Fimtextile. specifications for ME 12/113 unit 6433 

characteristics and performance of looms from 
Gunne, Dornier, Nuovo Pignone, Nuovo Vamatex, 
Picanol, others 6434 

cleaning looms. Sohler’s Airtex overhead traveling 
cleaners remove dust and fly from looms 898 

developments from Dornier, Nissan, Picanol, and 
Sulzer Rueti 1717 

directories. America’s Textiles International Buyer’s 
Guide 1 

Dornier air jet looms suitable for weaving wool due 
to large insertion angle for low breaking strength 
yarns 8908 

Dornier changes leadership of design sector 8917 
Dornier electronic yarn braking system 8922 
Dornier looms. new electronic control systems 
promote versatility, speed, quality 5715 

Dornier’s AT software 6.00 version makes additional 
functions possible 8907 

Dornier’s exhibit at ATME-I 1993. air jet, rapier 
= notable for advanced electronic controls 

Dornier’s high speed HS rapier loom performance 
increased by 15 percent with design changes 155 

Dornier’s rapier and air jet looms with electronic 
control and quick style change 4117 

exhibitions. India-ITME 1992. Textile Trends reviews 
shuttle and shuttleless looms 154 

full width temples available from G. Hunziker for air 
bag manufacturing 8030 

Grosse’s high performance jacquarette weaves small 
designs, logos, and names in the selvage 902 

Grosse’s Model EJP-2 high performance electronic 
jacquard for narrow or broadioom jacquard 
weaving 4118 
— oe looms. applications, specifications 

nous machines displayed by Gross at Otemas 
1993 3297 
- _ mechanisms fitted on flexible rapier looms 

jacquards from Bonas installed on rapier, air jet 
looms 161 

Lamiflex heddle frames constructed using composite 
materials 4119 

letoff mechanisms. Grob Digi-Kast for new 
generation looms 6435 

manufacturers expect strong sales year in 1994. air 
jet looms sell well 4127 

Max Sapleck’s machines for cleaning reeds, heddies, 
and drop wires 4120 

mechanical weft insertion devices critical to weaving 
small lots of different fabric styles 8916 

Michel Van de Wiele Carpet and — type 
CRM72 face-to-face carpet loom 6428 

Muller Mugrip MBJ2 1/1000, Multicolor MVC150 
12/30 narrow fabric looms unveiled at OTEMAS 
1993 exhibition 4134 

noise reduction by encapsulation. effects on loom 
performance 90 

Nuova Vamatex’s 9000 Plus flexible rapier loom has 
high level of weft insertion versatility 7241 

Nuova Vamatex’s looms exhibited at ATME-! 1993. 
negative, positive gripper looms, air jet loom 3290 

Nuova Vamatex’s model P 1001 flexible rapier loom. 
specifications 6429 

Nuovo ty FAST rapier loom, TP600 gripper 
loom, 600 terry fabric loom 8025 

Nuovo Pignone’s looms exhibited at ATME-i 1993. 
gripper ooms, terry loom 3291 

oO AS 1993. performance contest between high 
nent Japanese air jet and European rapier looms 

OTEMAS 1993. review of machinery 1710 
OTEMAS 1993. review of terry fabric looms from 
Nuovo Pignone, Sulzer Rueti, Tsudakoma, and 
others 1714 

Picanol Delta and Omni air jet looms. machine design 
and operation 6430 

Picanol demonstrated air jet, rapier looms at 
OTEMAS 156 

Picanol initiates restructuring program in response to 
international recession 

Picanol’s financial director discusses company 
financial condition and international competition 

Picanol’s GTX rapier loom with microprocessor 
control, monitoring 8026 

Picanol’s GTX rapier loom. machine design and 
control system 8909 

Picanol’s president discusses company response to 
international competition 6402 

Picanol’s Quick Style Change system allows warp 
= hae changes by one operator in 30 minutes 

Picanol. overview of company, research and 
development, use of electronics 131 

production control with Bonas Series 400 jacquard 
controller and electronic network 4128 

quick style change transport trucks for Dornier, 
Picanol, Sulzer-Rueti looms by Genkinger 903 

rapier looms. 9000 Plus from va Vamatex 
features grippers that are positively driven 1719 

rapier looms. Nuova Vamatex’ 9000 Pius features 
weft insertion rates of 1,100 meters per minute 
1718 4129 : 
— oe. review of Picanol’s new GTX series 

rapier looms. Somet’s modified Thema 11E flexible 
—_ loom displayed at 1993 OTEMAS 1720 

relay jet Lv for air jet looms weaving wide 
fabrics 724 q 

Somet’s Quick Style Change System fits on its 
Thema 11E flexible rapier loom 7232 

Somet’s Star 15 air jet loom. specifications 4122 
Somet’s Thema 11 E and Star 15 looms. design and 
applications 8910 
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statistical data. worldwide installed capacity, 
1972-1992 period 887 

Stauebii. in shedding technology. new 
products 412 

stepper motor control from Lindauer Dornier features 
setting increments as small as 0.9 degree 4131 

Strichmaschinenbau’s ory k circular looms. 
design and operation 7 

ile, oe. and air jet looms to be 
exhibited at OTEMAS 1715 

Sulzer Rueti’s exhibit at ATME-| 1993. projectile, air 
jet, rapier looms 3294 

Sulzer Rueti’s G2600 rapier loom is capable of high 
— rates with no increase in downtime 

Sulzer Rueti’s G6100 and G6200 rapier looms and 
L5200 air jet loom 4116 

Sulzer Rueti’s G6200 rapier loom. machine design 
wtp Bs ae ary 3293 

Sulzer Hust! 6200 r looms for weaving 
industrial and jastden | fabrics. machine operation 
and design 4124 

Sulzer Rueti’s line of 7 , fapier, projectile looms. 
new 

Sulzer Rueti’s projectile, air jet looms, weft insertion 
devices 164 

Suizer Rueti. interview with loom sales manager 
covers markets, trends in technology 4094 

Sulzer Rueti gripper shuttieless looms dominate 
African market, equip more than 80 percent of 
milis 8016 

Sulzer Rueti. company merges projectile, rapier loom 
research and development efforts 8861 

Sulzer Rueti. design of projectile, rapier, air jet looms 
emphasizes long term cost effectiveness 7243 

Sulzer Rueti. ——— and development activities, 
restructuring 

Sulzer Shanghai profile y Sulzer division in People’s 
Republic of China 886 

Sulzer-Rueti’s quick Spade system for the G 
6200 rapier loom 90 

survey, selected developments in looms and auxiliary 
weaving equipment 7246 

technical develo —— of shuttleless looms improve 
production and reduce maintenance by increasing 
automation 162 

terry fabrics. recent developments in looms from 
Gunne Webmaschinenfabrik, Sulzer Ruti, Nuova 
Vamatex 8028 

Textile Technical Service’s Dataweave electronically 
controlled sample jacquard looms 904 

Thema 11E from Somet. machine features sensitive 
ona and takeup motions, redesigned grippers 

traveling cleaners are highly cost eee. prevent 
stoppages, improve fabric quality 2 

triaxial looms by Howa produce fobrice with several 
advantages 3298 

Tsudakoma Style Change System allows quick 
exchange of beam, and changing of yarn type and 
reeding width 4125 

Vamatex 9000 Plus positive rapier loom. control 
— and SIMOD microprocessor and software 

Vamatex 9000 Pius positive rapier loom. control 
— and Simod microprocessor and software 

Vamatex Quick Style Change system for its rapier 
looms reduces setting up time for style and beam 
changes 8911 
—— redesigns positive, negative rapier looms 

warp breaka age on air jet looms. relationship to yarn 
quality 72 
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weft insertion speed measured at weft accumulator 
on air jet looms with optical sensor 7254 

yarn braking. TWM system modulates so braking 
at the output of the yarn feeder 4 

yarn lubrication. Tecnomatex’s yarn . - 
dispenser 4133 

Lubricants, see CHEMICAL AIDS TO PROCESSING, 
LUBRICATION. 

LUBRICATION (see also other headings, such as 
APPLICATORS, CHEMICAL AIDS TO 
PROCESSING, and eo subject headings of 
specific machinery 

adhesiveness of = de lass fibers bonded by 
lubricant. new test bench based on dynamic 
separation 7590 

BTRA develops test kit to check viscosity, acidity, 
=. sediment, rust particles in lubricating oils 

Class 80800 sewing machine. lubrication, cleaning, 
and maintenance procedures 580 

dyebath lubricants. selection, interaction with 
substrate, natural and synthetic lubricants 8174 

filaments. spin lubricant labeling with selected 
fluorescent dyes 8560 

heat by-products. use of HPLC for qualitative 
analysis 6784 

HPLC qualitative analysis 6783 
knitting needle oil. effect on reactive dyeings of 
cotton knit fabrics 8166 

knitting needle oil. new oil by Benjamin R. Vickers & 
Sons is easily removed by scouring 8152 

loom oils. oil stains occurring during weaving 
prevented by newly developed loom oil that is 
removed by scouring and washing 3299 

oil-free _. natural plant lubricants as oil-less 
formulations for jute batching operations 7055 

rings and travelers. Ban-oil process eliminates need 
for oiling rings and travelers 7172 

scourable loom oils reduce oil stain defects on 
fabrics 4115 
— oils as lubricants and as heat transfer liquids 

size film consistency. effects of lubrication on size 
film consistency evaluated with dynamic tensile 
test 7226 

spin finishes in polyester production. uses, 
properties, development (Book) 4829 

Spotiess.CN grade oils reduce sinker wear, — 
needle life, perform at high temperatures 

Summit Silicon Cleaner for conveyor belts of 
thermofusing pressing machinery 8334 

Talfurol 8402A. lubricant from Boehme Filatex for 
—e of cotton, polyester fabrics and blends 

Texmer brush system for flat knitting machines 6462 
textile machinery. BTRA/IOC seminar recommends 

quality contro! standards 6882 
textile machinery. Kiueber introduces Kluebersynth 
GEM 4, Kluebersynth GH 6 high efficiency gear 
oils 4642 
eran. tribological options and techniques 

textile machines. selection of proper lubricants for 
textile machines 2972 

under production conditions. use of HPLC for 
qualitative analysis 6785 

weaving. Savitec motor driven liquid dispenser 
— lubrication uniformity during weaving 

weft yarn. liquid dispenser from Tecnomatex 
designed to lubricate weft yarns on high speed 
looms 3308 
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wool yarn lubricants. Yarnol 1492E, fully 
biodegradable yarn lubricant for spun woolen yarns 
88 838 

wool yarns. Spintek H low addition wool lubricants 
for antistatic carding and spinning 825 1662 4864 

wool. preparation of emulsifiers by ethoxylation 
reactions of vegetable oil using polyethylene 
glycols 1620 

yarn lubricants. development of yarn lubricant 
compatible with Volkmann’s Constant Lubritwist 
applicator 89 839 

LUSTER 
cashmere, excellent luster and hand 8032 
cotton. treatment 813 
Engel finishes fabric for luster 9027 
embroidery thread. tests of white cotton, black 

cotton, white rayon, and black rayon yarns 7991 
embroidery yarns. Avio SPICCA-II analyzer to study 

luster in cotton and rayon threads 7991 
eV and fatigue effect on properties 

knef. bacterial versus chemical processes for retting. 
luster effect 4865 
— - fabric measured with Chinese instrument 

mohair. properties. Scotland 5621 
nylon, Tactel. Diabolo luster 6510 
Pearl Yacht Corporation. rayon and acrylic yarns 
with silk-like luster 7988 

silk, degummed with Marseilles soap 7165 

Machine interference, see TIME STUDY. 

Machinery, see CLEANING OF MACHINERY, TEXTILE 
MACHINERY, and under subject headings of 
specific machinery and processes. 

, such as 
CLEANING OF MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT, LUBRICATION, and under subject 
headings of specific machinery) 

belts, drive. V-belt preventive maintenance 
recommendations 4632 

boilers. preventive maintenance involves inspection 
of boiler, burner, controls, system 1443 

BTRA develops test kit to check viscosity, acidity, 
aaa sediment, rust particles in lubricating oils 

building management. philosophy of building 
management in the 1990s emphasizes facilities 
maintenance 9373 

carpets. emphasis on maintenance commercial 
carpets. overview of available information 8412 

carpets. textile restorers recommend that retailers 
provide customers with proper maintenance 
instructions 2890 

Class 80800 sewing machine. lubrication, cleaning, 
and maintenance procedures 580 

drycleaning machinery. — regular 
maintenance programs 4399 

facilities management by Sulzer Infra reduces 
operating costs 9372 

flatwork ironers. recommended maintenance 
procedures 9202 

life cycle engineering optimizes design, installation, 
maintenance, and operation of customer 
equipment 9351 

machine components. basic care and inspection 
programs should be undertaken by managers 2973 

Mayer Recond reconditions, repairs, converts Mayer 
& Cie circular knitting machines 8937 

mulberry plants. gasoline powered maintenance 
vehicle for automated pest control of mulberry 
fields 8616 

predictive/preventive. plants should have adequate 
equipment to undertake program 2974 

sewing machine needle thread breakage. possible 
causes that can be corrected by maintenance 
personnel or operators 5951 

sewing machines. Union ie Class 31100 
coverseaming machines 7517 

spinning. improved mechanical condition of various 
machine parts reduces thin places, thick places, 
neps 5620 

training requirements for maintenance personnel in 
textile mills 4593 

trimming knives, procedures for replacing and 
adjusting trimming knives in Union Special sewing 
machines 375 

tunnel finishing machines. operation, 
troubleshooting, and maintenance 7525 

Union Special. biannual maintenance program for its 
31200 series embroidery taping machines 9174 

Mali technology, see STITCHBONDED FABRICS. 

MANAGEMENT (see also other ~y such as, 
AUTOMATION, COMPUTERS AN 
PROGRAMMING, COSTS, EMPLOYEE TRAINING, 
FORECASTS, INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, 
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, 
INFORMATION, INVENTORY CONTROL, 
MARKETING, MATERIALS HANDLING, MILL 
BUILDINGS, OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, PRODUCTIO 
CONTROL, QUALITY CONTROL, TEXTILE 
MACHINERY, TEXTILE MILLS, TIME STUDY, 
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER, etc.) 

accounting guidelines for environmental 
contingencies 3846 

accounting. Leslie Fay scandal prompts debate on 
oversight responsibilities of top management 7625 

agile manufacturing critical to Manufacturing 
Enterprise Strategy of 21st century 5394 

Alpargatas denim plant. es manufacturing 
— quality control, Just in Time production 

Americans with Disabilities Act. compliance 
strategies for textile companies, managers 9315 

apparel companies. profile of apparel COO at 
privately owned companies 2937 

apparel industry, investment. cap value managers 
quickly buying stocks of undervalued apparel 
manufacturers 9104 

apparel industry, Italy. magistrates in Milan 
investigating corruption, fraud within Italian fiscal 
police 8224 8225 8227 : 

apparel manufacturing. Kurt Salmon Associates’ 
onsumer Response supply system promotes 

flexibility 857 
Asian Cotton Mills in Sri Lanka introduce self 
managed work teams (Conf. Paper) 9316 

Australian Manufacturing Council believes that . 
— TOM practices will not work in Australia 

Bleachers Association Limited to Whitecroft pic. 
history of bleaching company between 
1900-1980s 231 la 

building management. philosophy of building _ 
management in the 1 emphasizes facilities 
maintenance 9373 : 

CAD, CAM systems. investment strategies for 
textile, apparel industries 9349 
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Calvin Klein incorporated reorganizing into design, 
marketing, licensing company 3488 
—_ ee. intense com ne affects a 
ives of managers living in Dalton, Georgia 

chemical industry, United States. review of 
reengineering 7656 

Christian Lacroix ites licensing activities with 
new sportswear, handbag, jewelry, home 
furnishings lines 1156 
a. elements discussed and defined 

communication. ma -worker information 
excha detached from hierarchical command 
networks (Book) 2941 

contractors. locating reputable domestic apparel 
contractors through industry associations 1168 

corporate piracy. review of protective measures to 
ensure safety of innovative processes, designs 
7627 

cost bureaus = for small companies to remain 
ate 

cost planning for default and operational risk 2163 
costs. activity based costing as part of business 
process reengineering 

cotton growing. Cotton Achievement Award winner 
is Jay Hardwick of Newellton, Louisiana 732 

cotton industry in United Kingdom after World War 
ll. history of business strategies 9 

cycle time mana mt. cycle time reduction 
strategies and implementation (Book) 9318 

decision making in the cutting room. Cetih 
ew for managing commercial orders 

Defense Management Review Decision 903 changes 
wasteful Army apparel and textile acquisition 
policies 2162 5368 

design theft. sources of designs, need for 
documentation to avoid litigation 2164 

dynamic response at all levels of apparel production 
chain can increase profit margins 6089 

education. apparel and textile management in a 
lobal market. - educational program 
Conf. Paper) 948 

education. review of Textile Resource Management 
Education Program focuses on textile rental 
industry 9338 

employee privacy. federal legislation protecting 
employee privacy 7623 

employees. locating high quality 7 ~ foe through 
network referrals, other channels 520 

equipment management to achieve zero defects. 
sooo eat y of Total Productive Maintenance (Book) 

ergonomics process, team based. steps to establish 
a successful team 2957 

executive compensation in stock. Securities and 
Exchange Commission Rule 144 reviewed 5369 

factoring. period of heavy consolidation during 1993 
-_— with rise in factored volume of 7 percent 

fashion industry, Italy. bribery scandal shakes 
Milan’s fashion industry, may extend into Florence 
and Rome 8228 

fashion industry, Italy. magistrates in Milan 
as corruption, fraud within Italian fiscal 
police 8230 

fashion industry, Italy. owners of Milanese fashion 
houses bribe tax officials in return for favorable 
audits 8226 

financial management to enhance earnings stability. 
role of accounting 8575 

flat management, apparel manufacturing plants. 
Marithe & Francois Girbaud organization 
quadruples profits 1122 
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Som covedng retailers. inventory management plan 

flow charts. methodological work study in process 
optimization and automation decisions 6865 

Giordano. Hong Kong apparel manufacturer, history 
4 i, , importance of inventory control 

Horrock, Crewdson and Company Limited. 
accounting records between 1887 and 1905 show 
successful business 8 

India. European management theory in Indian textile 
mills. developing objectives and goals 4594 

India. implementing ISO 9000 Qua ity Management 
a. improving work culture in textile mills 

india. privatization and control of state owned 
enterprises 4595 
ee estuffs Industry Limited. financial report 

a _— industry. applications of computers 

innovation management toolkit analyzes aspects of 
management necessary to foster innovation 7628 

innovation, creativity in the workplace. policies at 
3M, Hewlett Packard, Otikon 6073 

insurance. cut costs with business owner policy, risk 
retention ee | groups, other methods 2165 

insurance. review of Employment Practices Liability 
Insurance, developed in response to 1991 Civil 
Rights Act 8576 

Investment Strategies and the Plant Location 
Decision. investment decisions of foreign 
corporations (Book) 2940 

Juran, Joseph. prominent advisor on quality to 
corporate America. interview 1525 

Just in Time technology in the French finishing 
industry. increased product availability, reduced 
delays 5391 

Kaizen combines scientific and humanistic 
approaches to improve companies management 
and productivity 3763 

Lancashire spinning industry, 1945-1960. 
re-equipment with ring spindles as survival 
strategy 78 

laundering. review of recommended practices for 
filing insurance claims 9319 

Lean Manufacturing. automotive industry techniques 
suitable for mainstream textile, apparel 
manufacturers 5392 

Levi Strauss value based management 6618 
Liz Claiborne in trouble. complicating factors, 
strategies for recovery 3492 

logistics management. components of an integrated 
ogistics strategy (Conf. Paper) 9320 

Macy’s board is ag over company’s valuation in 
reorganization plan 3534 

management theory. historical developments and 
effect on the modern organization 8577 

mergers. high profile mergers in Japan encourage 
basic materials industries to reorganize 8578 

modular and team environments present challenges 
on of apparel manufacturing plants 

National Performance Review. effect of reforms to 
United States government procurement system on 
fabric industry 2159 

Oscar de la Renta. management changes reduce 
roles of Gerald and Syd Shaw 5906 

overview of management strategies for the 1990s 
multinational corporate world (Book) 2943 

performance measurement. changes needed to 
conventional methods to implement Just in Time 
strategies 552 
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Platt Brothers and Company Limited. rise and fall of 
is Kingdom textile machinery manufacturer 

price wars. why they are bad, why they happen 
anyway, how to avoid them, how to get out of 
them 2166 
— and control of state owned enterprises 

problems that occur through inflexibility to economic 
change 521 

procurement under ISO 9001 standard 8595 
proprietary information. rights and responsibilities of 

the employee 6849 
Quality Assurance standards. European textile 

finishing managers must adopt to remain 
competitive 519 

quality management audits and audit certification 
require careful planning and organization 3793 

quality ee. manual for understanding and 
applying ISO 900 standards (Book) 6843 

Quick Response Handbook. review of basic 
definitions, analysis of current theories 3751 

Quick Response has not provided strong competitive 
advantage to United States apparel, textile 
industries 9356 

Quick Response techniques implemented at Levi 
Strauss North America 5393 

Quick Response technology. AMTEX’s DAMA 
— offers mills marketplace integration with 
ow cost EDI 1415 

Quick Response technology. Columbia University 
survey shows wide variations in adaptation by 
apparel industry 3787 

Quick Response. European textile finishing managers 
must adopt to remain competitive 226 

recruitment of employees. companies need to 
implement rational, consistent policies for new 
positions 5370 

rental industry. Act One Uniform Rentals uses a 
variety of telecommunications and information 
technologies 7620 

restructuring the role of first line management in the 
textile and apparel industry 5371 

retailing. salary inequities among retail buyers 
reveals no gender bias 3545 

retailing. sales management, review of successful 
techniques 2182 

Russia. overview of economy. problems in public, 
= sectors. privatization of small businesses 

salaries. compensation for chief executive officers of 
60 major retail chains 6079 6080 
—. ae buyer price manipulation tactics 

Sara Lee Corporation. Cornelis Boonstra resigns as 
president after six month tenure 2726 

Sears, Roebuck & Company experiencing one of the 
a dramatic turnarounds in recent retail history 

service driven management policies balance 
profitability, customer loyalty, employee 
productivity 9321 

service driven management policies. socioeconomic 
analysis of the service profit chain 9322 

software. problems with new software. cause of 
problems vary, solutions require system wide view 
of business 2189 

statements of defamation. absolute and qualified 
priviledge 1394 

statistical process control, total quality management 
strategies (Book) 2944 

strategic marketing plans for small businesses 1397 
strategies for 1995. survey of 129 chief executive 

officers in the textile, apparel industries 9323 
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strategies for competing in the global marketplace 
(Book) 7629 

strategies for effective leadership include vision, 
strong values and beliefs, courage (Book) 7630 

success in the 21st century. eight intangible factors 
that are very critical to success 1395 

Sulzer Ruti. company merges projectile, rapier loom 
research and development efforts 8861 

synchronous flow management. five rules for 
developing concept in apparel manufacturing 2960 

synchronous manufacturing and Theory of 
Constraints used to calculate total production 
capacity 3790 

target costing for new products considers initial 
product development costs 4596 

Targeted Systems re for Management 
Information Systems 9353 

team based goal oriented management. discussion, 
recommendations, implementation strategies 9324 

team work defined and explored 9334 
team work strategies improve productivity, reduce 

costs, improve delivery times, enhance customer 
satisfaction (Conf. Paper) 9325 

Textile Purchasing Association 1994 conference. 
—— to implement Supplier Base Management 

theory. traditional management principles, Total 
yo Maintenance, managerial ethics (Book) 

Thomas J. Malone of Milliken selected by 7Jextile 
World as 1994 Leader of the Year 9454 

time based, Just in Time techniques for delivery 
systems make companies more competitive 2945 

time management in marine products sector 2946 
time management techniques for supervisors 6084 
Total Quality Management responsible for improved 
competitiveness of United States industries 3779 

total quality mana nt strategies. survey of 
organizations in Washington and Oregon 9361 

Total Quality Management. using ISO quality 
standards as a quality tool 4616 

TQM. creating the proper TQM organization 1391 
— problem is poor execution, not intent 

TQM. The Conference Board conducts survey to 
analyze effects of TQM on business 1390 
= _— trend toward subcontracting orders 

uniform industry. structured contact program 
discussed by Textilease President 353 

union organizing. labor movement seeking to 
organize more mills 2948 

United Kingdom Quality Award Scheme. applicant 
requirements 3792 

value added selling techniques. requirements and 
recommendations 1396 

Value Management. European textile finishing 
managers must adopt to remain competitive 542 

window treatment manufacturing. Eversure Textiles’ 
team based production improves productivity 5177 
bao managers in the textile industry are profiled 

workers’ compensation systems. application of basic 
management techniques lowers costs 6850 

wee FIBER EXTRUSION (see also other 
, such as NONWOVEN FABRIC 

MANU “lend and under subject headings of 

Akzo Nobel plans to add melt blowing facilities to its 
spun bonded fabrics manufacturing operations 
5693 

Barmag manufactures extensive line of extruders for 
wide range of applications 5573 
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Barmag’s MFE2 spinning unit has optimized 
perme bey 

Barmag’s continuous three-end line for production of 
BCF yarns 7096 

Barmag’s FB7 unit prepares film-type tows. 
Fn peres capabilities ng 

rmag‘’s machinery, equi nt for single-stage 
manufacture of cuenind yorus 5579 

Barmag’s modular FE1 extrusion system notable for 
_ . production using wide range of polymers 

i products that use, integrate automation 
627 

Barmag’s SDM16 unit for production of smooth 
polypropylene yarns 5574 

Barmag’s SDN40/90 extrusion line for technical 
yarns 5578 ; 

Barmag’s SP40 extrusion unit for microfibers 5580 
Barmag’s SP40 extrusion unit produces wide range 

of manmade fibers 5575 
Barmag’s Speetex STM spinning, stretching, 
texturing machine for bulky yarns 5582 

Barmag’s STM25 combines extrusion, stretching, 
crimping to produce t yarns 5577 

Bouligny compact staple fiber extrusion lines 6279 
cascade extrusion. Davis-Standard’s multiple 
extruder uses a variety of recycled polymers 1634 

cellulose acetate, high molecular weight. stability 
improved by treatment with mixture of acetone, 
water 7070 

Chemische Fabrik Stockhausen technical centers for 
tome manmade fiber production, yarn texturing 

chitin fibers from chitosan filaments that are wet 
spun in aqueous acetic acid and acetylated 5584 

cleaning equipment with salt baths 7916 
cleaning spinpacks, spinnerets, and spin pumps. 
cleaning procedures 3982 

coloring —1~ + ,pcrr melts in bulk. process, 
machinery 6556 

controlled rheology process for extruding and 
drawing fine denier polypropylene fibers 6302 

crystallization kinetics of nylon 6 polymers examined 
using differential scanning calorimetry 6300 

extruders. review of components, polymer 
processing steps 1635 

Extrusion Systems Limited specializes in innovative, 
technically advanced extrusion lines 3145 

fatigue testing process for high performance 
Fy wre amare fibers 6281 
FEP a melt spin tester for FDY and 

bulked continuous filament filament yarns 6814 
FEP Polymertechnik pilot and research plants for 
elastane development 6280 

filters. Barmag manufactures wide range of large 
surface area filters 5585 . 

filtration. Gneuss SF series continuous filter screen 
changers 6282 

Fleissner manmade fiber production program 
displayed at the 1994 Achema exhibition in 
Frankfurt, Germany 3925 

Fleissner monofilament takeup mechanism for fiber 
=— lines displayed at 1993 OTEMAS 1653 

Fleissner’s monofilament takeup winding mechanism 
capable of very high speeds 7224 

flow pattern, pressure drop in viscoelastic flow 
through equidistant multistage slit 5586 

gear pumps. oy i of pressure in delivery 
performance 6283 

geotextiles. extrusion used in manufacturing 
different types of geotextiles 2372 

Haake rheocord system uses advanced technology 
to measure properties under shearing stress 7915 
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heat exchange and crystallization during extrusion of 
complex synthetic fibers 76 

high modulus fibers. fibrillar entanglement imparts 
excellent compressive strengths 5587 

Hoechst wet extruded para-aramid fibers compared 
aaa precipitated aramid polymers 

International Plastics Exposition and Conference 
1994. carpet industry begins to emphasize fiber 
extrusion 9120 

Kreyenborg combines screen changes with diverter 
valves for various applications 3146 

Kreyenborg extruder screen changers and the 
automatic cycling system for melt filters 3981 

lateral and central-radial vena during extrusion 
of complex synthetic fibers 76 

mathematical model of aerodynamic, high 
temperature spinning of fibers used in nonwoven 
fabrics 7097 

melt adhesive fibers produced by melt extrusion, 
following by a 

melt filters for microfiber production. component 
design 877 

melt filters. Kreyenborg’s P-version continuous 
screen changer 877 

microfibers. description of line developed in Former 
Soviet Union for polymer mixtures 6284 

mixers. Barmag’s 3DD mixer mixes chemicals, 
polymers wit a varying viscosities to high 
level of uniformity 5588 

mixing devices. contribution of a performance 
to industrial screw performance 7098 

modacrylic fibers. effect of spinneret dimensions on 
fiber properties 8777 

monitoring of polymerizations of styrene and methyl 
methacrylate by UV and fluorescent 
spectroscopies (Conf. Paper) 3728 

monofilament production using Emfil filament 
extrusion system by Extrusion Systerns 2374 

monofilaments, bristles. development of production 
lines in Former Soviet Union 6285 

Neumag BCF spin drawtexturing lines for production 
of nylon, polypropylene, polyester fibers 1673 

Nitron fibers. interaction of mass exchange, jet 
tension 7074 

nylon 66 polymer extrusion. influence of 
postcondensation conditions on viscosity, 
extension, tenacity 4798 

nylon, polyester yarns used in various automotive 
parts. overview of properties, production 35 

Plasticisers Engineering’s Nytex 4000/3 modular 
extrusion system for pigmented polyester, nylon 
fibers 8774 

Plasticisers in United Kingdom manufactures both 
manmade fiber production lines, specialty 
manmade fibers 3147 

plastics recycling with a compact recycling line built 
by EREMA. machine design 2379 

poly-m-phenyleneisophthalamide. correlation and 
regression analysis of extrusion solution 
parameters 768 

polyacrylonitrile. mechanism of fiber spinning via 
thiocyanate method 6286 

polyamide monofilament sutures that are more 
readily usable and give greater knot security 2412 

polyamide partially oriented filament yarns. addition 
of silicon dioxide to melt improves productivity 
(Patent) 769 

polyaniline solutions. spinnability, rheological 
= of concentrated solutions (Abstract) 

polycaproamide flake with high dispersity prepared, 
extracted, dried on new line 6287 
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polycaproamide flakes, granules prepared directly 
from melt on UG-10K plating unit made in Former 
Soviet Union 6288 

polycaproamide monofilaments. preparation by three 
step process with shrinkage reduction 813 

polycarbonate blended with polyethylene 
terephthalate to improve melt strength of resin 
during extrusion 4 

polyester films. raw materials, modifications to 
extrusion lines (Book) 4796 

polyester microfibers. overview. definitions, types of 
extrusion, types of direct extrusion (Book) 4814 

polyester microfibers. production, use of fibers in 
apparel fabrics (Book) 4799 

polyester microfibers. recommendations for 
extrusion, => finishing, winding 6289 

polyester synthesis. Karl Fischer’s computer model 
considers physical and chemical processes during 
polyester synthesis 3993 

polyester. effects of different processing parameters 
on fiber properties 7119 

polyester. molecular orientation, mechanical 
properties. overview (Book) 4815 

polyester. monomer, polymer, fiber interrelationships 
(Book) 4816 

polyester. spin speed, fiber structure. orientation, 
——— fiber structure formation (Book) 

polyesters, high speed extrusion. flat versus textured 
yarns. importance of orientation (Book) 4825 

polyesters. melts, extrusion lines, yarns for textile 
versus industrial applications (Book) 4826 

polyesters. overview of synthesis, production. 
= feedstocks, production lines (Book) 

polyesters. synthesis, use of catalysts, additives. 
— of copolymers, other polyesters (Book) 

polyethylene. high speed spinning of ultrahigh 
molecular weight polyethylene fibers 315 

polymer properties, modification of production. 
effects on fiber properties 770 

polymer streams. thermal and mechanical behavior 
after exit from melt blowing die 771 

polypropylene. Plasticisers compact extrusion lines 
for the production of polypropylene fibers and 
yarns 7116 

polypropylene. steady state model describes fiber 
— during the spunbonding of polypropylene 

polysulfone. wet spinning of asymmetric hollow 
= fibers by double spinning bath method 

processes, products. topics covered by papers from 
conference in the Ukraine 6290 

production technologies allow creation of customer 
specified properties 7099 

profiled fibers. spinneret geometry and extrusion 
parameters affecting fiber shape 7917 

pump delivery depends on back pressure. 
nonuniform delivery of polymer melt 772 

pumps. Barmag manufactures wide range of gear 
= preparation, delivery, unloading pumps 

screw extruders. critical parameters for proper 
operation 7100 

simulation, computer. components in simulation 
include os equations, definition of 
process (Book) 4800 

spin finishes in polyester production. uses, 
properties, development (Book) 4829 

spinneret manufacturing method using lasers 
developed at Muenster College of Advanced 
Technology 4801 
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spinnerets from Kasen, leader in Japanese market 
4744 

spinning processes. advantages a disadvantages of 
conventional and compact processes for 
polypropylene and polyester fibers 6291 

technology review. conventional processes and 
Zimmer's new high viscous self cleaning reactor 
for polyester extrusion 7101 

temperature control systems for extrusion systems. 
method of selecting control systems 77 

thermoplastic fibers. stress relaxation during 
orientation stretching 812 

Manmade fiber fabrics, see FABRICS and under 
he of specific fiber fabrics, such as ACRYLIC 
FABRICS. 

MANMADE FIBER INDUSTRY (see also other headings, 
TRADE) such as TEXTILE 

Achema 1994 exhibition. equipment manufacturers 
for the manmade fibers industry 8727 

acrylonitrile. increases in price of propylene, 
— could force acrylonitrile prices upward 

para-aramid fiber plant in the Netherlands by 50 
percent 702 

Akzo Nobel. company strategies to combat the 
economic recession in Europe 5510 

Akzo seeks joint venture partner for ailing polyester 
textile division 3099 

Akzo’s annual survey presents production data for 
Japan, United States, Western Europe, other 
countries 4745 

Akzo’s fibers, yarns used in home furnishings 
manufacture 6292 

Akzo. sales decreased by 14 percent because of 
continued recession in Europe 5511 

AlliedSignal, BASF form joint venture in nylon 
production 10 

AlliedSignal. major manufacturer of nylon, polyester, 
and polyethylene fibers. company profile 3926 

American Polyolefin Association members work 
a to improve properties of polyolefin fibers 

American Polyolefin Association to launch ey 
campaign to promote use of polyolefin fibers 621 

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers announces completion of 
merger with Phillips Fibers Corporation 2152 

Amoco to build purified terephthalic acid plant in 
Malaysia 3101 ; 

Asahi Chemical and Toyo Engineering win $130 
million order to supply major nylon 66 facility in 
Pindishan 1 

Asahi Chemical will dissolve its carbon fiber 
subsidiary, Asahi Kasei Carbon Fiber 3927 

automation cong es links individual components to 
overall system 314 ; 

Barmag’s range of machinery, equipment for 
production, processing of plastics 5596 

Barmag. company operations and production range 
for manmade fiber production, plastics, specialty 
electronics 4747 , 

Barmag. cooperation with industry in Former Soviet 
Union 5512 5514 : 

Barmag. international competitiveness and foreign 
investments 6213 ; 

Barmag. overview of production of machinery, 
: — for manmade fiber, plastics industry 

Akzo Nobel agente capacity of its Twaron 
i 
2 

BASF and AlliedSignal call off proposed joint venture 
poe carpet and nylon textile fibers business 



BASF shuts down polyester filament manufacturing 
ant at Lowland, Tennessee 1584 
SF to consolidate its United States nylon congas 

fiber production in two South Carolina plants 7859 
BASF to increase its carpet fiber, yarn prices 9 

rcent 7860 
SF, AlliedSi sign letter of intent to merge their 

carpet fibers inesses to form joint venture 5 
Bayer Leverkusen will spin off its elastomeric, 
7 and nylon divisions into new company 

Borealis. Neste and Statoil form Borealis, Europe's 
— polyolefins producer, world’s fifth largest 

Brazil. pol er fiber manufacturers form trade 
association to ite domestic consumption 702 

Brazil. polypropylene, polyester, and rayon 
consumption in nonwovens industry 7023 

Buyer’s Guide 1994 from International Fiber Journal. 
listing of producers and suppliers 703 

Canada. 1990-1993 import and export statistical 
review 4719 

Canada. 1994 import/export statistical review 7819 
capital expansion and marketing > announced 
by major fiber manufacturers 4 

carpet manufacturers now make 40 ent of all 
ooest fiber annually produced in United States 

Catalyst Resources Incorporated. vey + sells 
subsidiary to Mallinckrodt Specialty Chemicals 704 

Chi Mei to build acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
complex in ay aoe at cost of $80 million 3116 

China hosts 1994 International Man-Made Fiber 
Conference and International Exhibition for 
Nonwovens 7861 

China. expansion of fiber, textile, and apparel 
industries during the 1990s 1530 

China. expansion of the textile and manmade fiber 
industries 9443 

China. growth threatened by bad economy, rising 
costs, high quality imported fibers 3102 

China. projected increased production and 
consumption of manmade fibers, especially for 
industrial applications 7024 

CIRFS director discusses global trends in manmade 
fiber industry 6214 

Composites Particles. firm alters polymer surfaces to 
ee bonding during composites manufacturing 

cotton price increases provide manmade fiber 
producers with opportunity to capture market 
share 4742 

Courtaulds European Fibers combines viscose rayon 
= — production of Courtaulds and Hoechst 

Courtaulds European Fibres joint venture of 
Courtaulds, Hoechst becomes dominant European 
nonwovens supplier 3928 

Courtaulds Fibers to raise rayon staple fiber prices 
between 5 and 10 percent in January [1995] 7862 

Courtaulds initiates certification program for fabrics 
made from Tencel fiber 7863 

Courtaulds, Hoechst merge their viscose rayon and 
acrylic fibers divisions 6215 

Danaklon acquires control of polyolefins 
manufacturer Faserwerk Bottrop 5515 

Danaklon to enlarge capacity of its Varde plant, adds 
long spin line formerly used by Bottrop 8728 

Danaklion, European nonwovens industry’s leading 
— supplier, purchases Faserwerk Bottrop 

demand and price. business improves for manmade 
fiber industry in United States 5508 
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directory of European manmade fiber and yarn 
suppliers 6226 

Dow Chemical to acquire majority stake in Buna, an 
_— producer located in eastern Germany 

DSM announces plans for massive polypropylene 
manufacturing plant 1587 

Du Pont and Far Eastern Textiles to build nylon 66 
plant in Taiwan 8729 

Du Pont completes pilot production of Terathane, 
main raw material for its Lycra, Hytrel spandex 
fibers 551 

Du Pont Nylon reorganization will cut 1,200 jobs in 
England and Germany and 1,600 in the United 
States 19 

Du Pont operating earnings increase due to strong 
spandex and nylon operations and lower fixed 
costs 3930 

Du Pont plans $100 million nylon 66 fiber 
manufacturing plant in Taiwan 15 

Du Pont plans to eliminate 1,200 jobs from chemical 
as and specialty fibers divisions in Europe 

Du Pont to close its glass fiber composite 
—s unit in Billingham, United Kingdom 

Du Pont to eliminate 1,200 jobs in European nylon 
manufacturing division 5517 

Du Pont’s cost reduction efforts improve profitability 
of its fiber divisions 3923 

Du Pont’s fibers division. net profits plummet. new 
business strategies for the 1990s 2297 

Du Pont, Fibra merge South American nylon 
manufacturing operations 2299 

Du Pont, Liaoyang Petrochemical Fiber Company, 
Rhone Poulenc agree to joint manufacture of nylon 
66 salt 621 

Du Pont. 1991 global restructuring een a 
dramatic success, boosts profits 621 

Du Pont. manmade fiber division profits rise 60.9 
percent during 1994 second quarter to $177 
million 6216 

Du Pont. manmade fiber division sales rise 12.5 
or during 1994 first quarter, total $1.7 billion 

Du Pont. results of chairman Edgar S. Woolard’s 
corporate restructuring plan successful 7026 

education and training. Seoul National University 
reforms curriculum to emphasize ~ 7 performance 
manmade fibers (Conf. Paper) 94 

engineering companies that design and produce fiber 
producing equipment and plants. directory 2305 

Europe. history of problems, restructuring since 
1974 oil crisis 6220 

Europe. manmade fiber manufacturers troubled by 
growing competition from Far East 3098 

Europe. more mergers, — and strategic 
alliances are expected 3 

Europe. overview. demand good for polyester, 
viscose with engineered properties 6293 

Europe. polypropylene consumption could approach 
existing production limits in near future 4748 

Europe. production capacity needs to be adjusted to 
compete with imports 3931 

European fiber producers brace for ethylene glycol 
and acrylonitrile price increases 8730 

European Union. companies exhibiting at Premiere 
Vision. major trends reviewed 408 

fiberfill staple sales in United States during 1993 set 
new records 5698 

Globe Manufacturing opens $40 million spandex 
manufacturing plant in Tuscaloosa, Alabama 7028 
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Globe Manufacturing opens new $40 million spandex 
— facility in Tuscaloosa, Alabama 

Hoechst Celanese expands PET poe resins 
business, boosts annual output by 850 million 
pounds 7865 

Hoechst Celanese invests $100 million at its two 
high modulus low shrinkage polyester yarn 
facilities 821 

Hoechst Celanese, Celanese Mexicana expandin 
polyester staple fiber production in Mexico 3103 

Hoechst Celanese. management — ag ressive | 
effort to diversify corporate workforce 

Hoechst expands Trevira polyester carpet yarn 
production facility in Queretaro, Mexico. 4852 

Hoechst Frankfurt cuts back operations at several 
polyester filament manufacturing plants in 
Germany 1589 

Hoechst Frankfurt to spin off polyester fiber 
as division in an effort to cut costs 

Hoechst plans to invest $46 million to restructure, 
= its European polyester fibers operation 

Hoechst restructuring polyester production business, 
planning partnership with another European 
manufacturer 6221 

Hoechst to divest its manmade fibers production 
division into Hoechst Trevira 7029 

Hoechst to expand global polyester business. will 
— stretch and recycled polyester, acetate 

ICI Fibres sells off its Nurel manmade fiber 
manufacturing plant in Zaragoza, Spain 2301 

ICI Pakistan to triple the production capacity of its 
Sheikhupura polyester staple fiber plant 3104 

import and export statistics from January through 
June 1994 for United States manmade fibers 6227 

India. exports from india of synthetic and rayon 
fabrics and fabric products increase nearly 40 
percent 4725 

india. SASMIRA’s Institute of Man-made Textiles. 
overview 7866 

Indian acrylic production and demand. future growth 
markets 7848 

Japan. cellulosic fiber producers restructuring 
operations, developing composite materials 4749 

Japan. effects of globalization. focus of globalization 
ney is expansion into China 7868 

Japan. fiber production and consumption hurt by 
recession 3932 

Japan. microfibers. technological innovations, state 
of the industry, future applications 2376 

Japanese consumption continues three year decline 
due to recession 3933 — 

Japanese manmade fiber industry. overview of 
contribution to world pollution, energy 
consumption 7772 

Japanese polyester filament producers reduce 
production capacities a 1993 period 12 

Japanese synthetic fiber pr lucers report decreased 
turnover and profits 15 

JCT Fibers, a leading Indian polyester manufacturer, 
Game modernization, expansion, increased exports 

Johnson Filaments. ISO certified company produces 
monofilaments for paper machine clothing 7869 

Khimtekstil’mash Scientific Production Association in 
Ukraine. current activities, future plans 6222 6223 

knit fabric market. natural, manmade fibers compete 
for greater share of market by end of decade 8002 

Latin America. Rhodia, Celbras form joint venture to 
merge polyester, acrylic operations 3934 

201 

Lenzing executive believes demand for textile fibers 
will increase 25 percent during 1990s 3105 

Lenzing Fibers Corporation to raise rayon staple fiber 
prices between 5 and 10 percent 7870 

Lenzing Fibers modernizes its rayon staple fiber 
manufacturing plant in Lowland, Tennessee 4750 

Lenzing Fibers modernizes rayon staple fiber 
manufacturing plant in Lowland, Tennessee 4751 

Lenzing Fibers opens new rayon fiber facility in 
Lowland, Tennessee 5518 

Lenzing Technik, supplier of viscose fiber 
manufacturing equipment. company profile 3935 
—_ world’s largest rayon producer, will expand 
af - production, new United States division 

Lurgi and China Petrochemical International build 
plant in Lioyang to produce polyester yarns 13 

manufacturers plan to invest in environmental 
technologies, form strategic alliances, compete 
better in Asian markets 1599 

manufacturers. strategies for 1994. production 
capacity, focus, ay | 713 : 

market performance in 1994 expected to be better 
than 1993 market 697 
3 1990-1993 import/export statistical review 

Mexico. statistical review, 1982-1993 Mexican mill 
consumption 7031 

mill consumption data, manufactured fiber, cotton, 
and wool in selected countries during 1985-1992 
period 698 

monofilament fibers manufacturers. EPA regulations 
on environmental releases of toxic chemicals 2239 

Monsanto expands its staple extrusion, spinning 
capacity for nylon 66 in Florida 14 

Monsanto to build nylon 66 plant in China as part of 
$500 million Asian — plan 3106 

Neste Corporation and Statoil plan joint venture to 
produce polyolefins, petrochemicals worldwide 15 

nylon 6 and nylon 66 fiber shipments increase in 
1993 by 5 percent 2748 

nylon carpet filaments. BASF, AlliedSignal merge, 
have production capacity of 850 million pounds 
per year 673 

nylon production trends, especially in Asia 7038 
nylon residential carpet fibers. producers announce 

price increases as of May 3110 
Nylstar joint venture from SNIA and Rhone-Poulenc. 

positioning for worldwide nylon trade 7871 
Nyistar, a joint venture of Rhone-Poulenc and Snia 

Fiber will be world’s second largest producer of 
nylon filament 2306 

olefin polymer production. polyethylene, 
polypropylene sales offset decline in exports and 
push prices upward 3939 

Pacific Rim. market opportunities abound due to 
rising standard of living, burgeoning population 
Be anny Ne ena 

asticisers ineering builds Egyptian plant to 
produce nylon 6, polyester, ole polypropylene 
yarns 16 Z 

polyester in Taiwan. history of industry, companies 
involved (Book) 4761 

polyester industry in China, history of (Book) 4757 
— industry in Indonesia, history of (Book) 

polyester industry in Korea, history of (Book) 4760 
polyester market, United States. strong demand for 
ee in 1994 contrary to 1993 predictions 

polyester market. Du Pont, Hoechst Celanese, 
— to raise staple fiber prices 9-15 percent 



polyester staple shi mts to United States carpet 
and rug mills reach record high 7872 

polyester. Hoechst Celanese predicts polyester sales 
Se perenes annual growth rate of 5 percent 

polyester. inde 
suppliers in 

polyethylene. a blame ove on 
ee buildup in capacity in the Third Worid 

polymers, commercial. production in United States 
totals 67.4 billion in 1993. statistics 3114 

paesevene. technical textile industry applications 

processing solutions. review of regenerative 
methods, effect on profitability 774 

producers upbeat about 1994. representatives offer 
views of upcoming year, trends 1581 

production in 1993 for Western Europe, United 
States, Japan, and South East Asia 7873 

production of manmade fibers and yarns in India 
during the fiscal year beginning March 1993 
statistics 4020 

production. 1980-1995 worldwide manufactured 
fiber cenge ke 7036 

production. 1989-1995 worldwide manufactured 
fiber survey 5522 

rayon. Lenzing completes first phase of 
modernization program at Lenzing rayon production 
plant 4738 

recycled fibers. Hoechst and Wellman compete in a 
we market, strive for 1.5 denier recycled fiber 

mt production mergers of major 
America 715 

Rhone-Poulenc announces restructuring of Polymers 
— and new joint venture with Snia Fibers 

Rhone-Poulenc Fibers and Polymers. interview of 
division head Martin Pino = a. 

enc undergoes significant restructuring in 
response to global market, economy 3233 

Rhone-Poulenc, Snia Fibre form Nylstar joint venture 
to manufacture nylon yarn for apparel fabrics 3936 

Rieter’s Chemical Fibers Systems Division. overview 
of products, markets 3148 

Royal Dutch Shell, Montedison merge most of their 
= polymers operations into 50:50 joint venture 

Royal Dutch Shell, Montedison merge olefin 
a operations into 50:50 joint venture 1592 

Royal Dutch Shell, Montedison merger prompts 
inquiry by European Union commissioners 2303 

Russia. technical textile industry remains strong, 
—— enormous potential for profitable export 

sales figures drop in third quarter of 1993, sales for 
first three quarters of 1993 still up 3111 

Sontarach (Algeria) to build aromatic chemical 
compounds plant that would supply a new 
polyester fiber plant 3117 

spandex fibers. competition between leadin 
worldwide spandex producers intensifies 8734 

spandex fibers. Globe Manufacturing adds new $30 
an production facility in Tuscaloosa, Alabama 

statistical data. 1992 worldwide manmade fiber 
consumption 699 

synthetic fiber demand increases by 1.4 percent in 
1993. demand for polyester, nylon, and acrylic 
fibers 6229 = 
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Thailand. history of development of polyester sector. 
= involved, problems encountered (Book) 

Tuntex to build integrated polyester fiber 
—e complex in China for $1.75 billion 

Twaron. International Trade Commission levies 56 
percent duty on imports of Akzo Nobel’s aramid 
fiber 5519 

UHMW polyethylene fiber gaining market share from 
Keviar. increased demand anticipated 8737 

Ulitracril acrylic sweater plant completed by Cydsa in 
Mexico. plans to focus on gaining American 
market re 1157 

Union Carbide to begin operating Prentiss Il, its 
na ethylene glycol plant in Prentiss, Alabama 

= States Capacity Survey Analysis for [1993] 

United States fiber industry. emergence of smaller 
and specialized producers 1595 

United States manmade fiber shipments for June 
[1994] 6225 

United States microfiber producers, survey at recent 
Textile World Microdenier Fibers Conference 7034 

United States production, exports, imports, and 
inventories for March 1993 period 3109 

United States. 1983-1993 production, production 
capacity, capacity utilization 1594 

United States. 1992-1993 al capita fiber 
consumption review 550 

United States. April 1994 manmade fiber shipments 
down 4 percent, total 819 million pounds 5521 

United States. developments and challenges, 
competing worldwide with new, high quality 
products 3108 

United States. July 1994 manmade fiber shipments 
down 6 percent, total 784.9 million pounds 7033 

United States. March 1994 manmade fiber 
— up 12 percent, total 849 million pounds 

ee May 1994 capacity survey analysis 

viscose fibers. Lenzing plans to establish a 
chlorine-free bleached viscose pulp operation in 
Brazil 5524 

Wellman develops new end uses for its polyester 
fiber products to remain competitive in difficult 
market 17 

Weliman Incorporated takes a $6.8 million 
retroactive charge against first quarter 1993 
earnings 1596 1597 

world production grew 2 percent in 1993, reaching a 
record 20.3 million metric tons 3940 

world production statistics for manmade fibers 8735 
world production. alphabetical list of the world’s 13 

leading fiber producers 7857 
world. review of recent price, demand fluctuations in 

polyester, spandex, acrylic fibers 7874 
worldwide production increases 2 percent. 
production statistics 4755 

worldwide production, production capacity, and 
demand for manmade fibers 6230 

yarn manufacturing, United States. effect of fiber 
an + meper, Noe yarn manufacturers 4025 

Zimmer Frankfurt and Hualon Corporation to build 
eer ee plants in Nilai, 

alaysia 2304 
Zimmer Frankfurt to build a continuous ethylene 
— polycondensation plant near Beijing 
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adings, such as 
ACETATE FIBERS, ACRYLIC FIBERS, ANIDEX 
FIBERS, ARAMID FIBERS, BICOMPONENT FIBERS, 
BLENDS, CARBON FIBERS, CELLULOSE FIBERS, 
DELUSTERING, EPITROPIC FIBERS, 
FLUOROCARBON FIBERS, GRAFTING, HIGH 
MODULUS FIBERS, INORGANIC FIBERS, 
METALLIC FIBERS, MODACRYLIC FIBERS, 
NOVOLOID FIBERS, NYLON FIBERS, NYTRIL 
FIBERS, OLEFIN FIBERS, OPTICAL FIBERS, 
POLYESTER FIBERS, PROTEIN FIBERS, SPANDEX 
FIBERS, SPLIT FIBERS/SLIT FILMS, VINAL FIBERS, 
VINYON FIBERS, VISCOSE FIBERS, YARN 
PROCESSING and under subject headings of 
specific processes) 

AlliedSignal’s applications approach to fiber 
development typified by DSP, StayGard, SeaGard 
fibers 3983 

biodegradable corn fiber suitable for apparel 
manufacture 4795 

biodegradable maize based fiber developed by 
Japanese firms 7104 

blending microfibers. new nozzles for use during 
spinning and texturing. Slide Jet FT15 with P101 
or P102 insert 2422 

British yarn manufacturers. directory 858 
calcium alginate hydrogel fibers. structural changes 

in presence of water 9432 
chemisorptive fibers. preparation, applications 7105 
chitin fibers extruded from chitosan filaments wet 
spun in aqueous acetic acid and acetylated 5584 

chitosan. caustic coagulation bath causes chitosan 
to shear precipitate into fibrids (Abstract) 6294 

complex fibers. effect of liquid on cohesion of 
monofilaments 7106 

Courtaulds’ Tencel. style trends for autumn/winter 
: — fiber properties and characteristics 

directory of high performance fibers, companies that 
manufacture high performance fibers 3984 

Du Pont’s textile laboratory. research and 
development in Lycra 7878 

Eastman’s 4DG fiber wicks vertically. coverstock, 
insulation, filtration applications 775 

fatigue and its effects on pilling 6272 
fibroin based fibers. feasibility of manufacturing 

fibroin based fibers from silk wastes 777 
flame resistant fiber manufacturing. BASF to build 
production facility for Basofil 5523 

floor coverings industry, EU. consumed 625 tons of 
fibers 1600 

generic names. ISO and FTC standards compared. 
recommendations for EU standards 778 

high performance fibers categorized by heat 
resistance, tenacity, flammability, modulus 49 

high performance fibers used in industrial fabrics. 
engineering industrial fabrics 5590 

high performance fibers used in sports and leisure 
= recreational apparel, tennis rackets, bikes 

high performance fibers. critical review of recent 
developments in synthesis, production 8779 

high temperature fibers. types, applications, 
selection, and trends 6231 

hydrocarbon organic fibers from 
5-hexadecyloxyisophthalic acid. synthesis 
(Abstract) 6295 

imports and exports of manmade fibers and yarn, 
nada, 1990-1993 statistics 4 

imports and exports of manmade fibers and yarn, 
Mexico, 1990-1993 statistics 2 

imports and exports of manmade fibers and yarn, 
United States, 1990-1993 statistics 3 

india. July 1993 production of manmade fibers 2262 
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International Man-made Fibre Congress 1994 in 
Dornbirn 8712 

Lactron. Kanebo’s meltspun fiber derives from 
biodegradable lactic acid based plastic 8778 

Lyocell. Lenzing makes chlorine-free fibers for 
nonwovens applications 2375 

medical, ballistic fabrics from Knitting Research 
Institute of Brno 7321 

microfiber fabrics used in apparel. problems with 
outerwear 4392 

microfiber. Micromattique from Du Pont has 
7? fae over conventional polyester fibers 

microfibers. carding Dralion acrylic and Diolen, NN, 
Skyron, Montefibre polyesters 824 

microfibers. growing number of applications for 
— technology in the healthcare sector 

microfibers. modifications necessary to weaving 
technology, machines 6439: 

microfibers. novel microfiber fabrics from Du Pont, 
Burlington Klopman 5558 

microfibers. number and scope of applications for 
ultrafine microfibers in Japan increases 5592 

microfibers. overview of production methods, 
characteristics, end uses 2376 

microfibers. overview of properties, applications, 
processing 7918 

microfibers. review of properties, raw materials, 
applications 3150 

microfibers. summaries of payers presented at 
conference in Europe 2377 

modification. surface photografting used to modify 
manmade fibers (Abstract) 2373 

n-methyl morpholine oxide solvent based cellulosic 
fibers. new types from Akzo Nobel Faser, 
American Enka 7085 

nonwoven use. shipments of olefin, polyester, rayon 
= le reach new record in 1993 second quarter 

opening. Truetzschler’s complete opening line for 
manmade fibers 84 

optimization of properties through engineering 
polymers 6296 

p-aramid fiber based on N-methyl-pyrrolidine. 
Hoechst’s small scale pr n plant 3132 

P84 polyamide fiber. manufacturing process, 
physical properties, and applications 776 

plasma surface treatment of pol rs to improve 
adhesion of fibers and films 7951 P 

polyaniline is important raw material in production of 
manmade fibers. literature review 7134 ; 

polybenzobisoxazole fibers. radiation eg | 
improves compressive strength (Abstract) 710 

polycaproamide, polyester flameproofed with 
polyvinyl chloride, tin compounds in acetone 7422 

polyester, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride used in 
manufacture of textiles 7281 

polyimide fibers with low dielectric constant and 
high melting temperature 7919 A 

polymer fibers. spectrophotometers measure diffuse, 
total hemispherical reflectances of (Abstract) 7108 

polymethyimethacrylate. effect of tensile stress on 
— degradation of (Abstract) 7109 

polysulfone. Kanegafuchi Chemical develops porous 
hollow fibers for microfiltration 5593 — 

preforms, reinforced composites. new fibers 
developed by Khimvolokno Research Institute 
(Conf. Paper) 7920 : . 

Rieter Chemical Fiber Systems Division. overview of 
products, particularly new developments 80 

rotor spun yarns. aa rotor speeds permit low cost 
manufacturing of fine yarns 4873 
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aise: acid, esters added to 
improve —— 3985 

sorption o ter vapor by chemisorptive fibers. 
+ parameter equation expresses mechanism 

spinning processes. advantages a disadvantages of 
conventional and compact processes for 

lyester fibers 6291 
ng, control of fiber structure 

superabsorbent fibers processible on conventional 
me ee | equipment, offer significant growth 
potential 629 

surface modifications with one atmosphere glow 
discharge plasma (Abstract) 2362 

Tencel by Courtaulds is growing in poneeny among 
designers of jeans and other apparel 7856 

test methods for identification, classification of 
natural, manmade fibers (Book) 7589 

titania fibers made from jute precursor 3986 
trends in production for apparel, home furnishings, 

industrial fabrics 7110 
Trevira li, Hoechst’s recycled polyester fiber, used in 
Malden Mills’ Polartec fabric line 1636 

Twaron (polyphenylene terephthalamide). effect of 
environmental exposure on structure, mechanical 
properties 1637 

Twaron (polyphenylene terephthalamide). effect of 
fiber treatments on structure, mechanical 
properties 1638 

ultrafine microfibers. review of new products from 
—— Asahi, Mitsubishi Rayon, Unitika, Kuraray 

Vion chemi ive fibers used in air, water filters. 
properties 7103 

Vion KN-1 chemisorptive fiber used in drying media 
for gas-air mixtures 7102 

Vion KN-1 chemisorptive fiber. sorption of copper 
under static, dynamic conditions 6336 

winding. Barmag’s range of winding machines for 
production of winding machines for manmade 
yarns 5711 

, see BLEND TESTING, 
CHEMICAL TESTING, FIBER TESTING, and under 
subject headings of specific manmade fibers. 

Come = rm, see YARN PROCESSING-- 
ARNS, YARNS, and under subject 

Saale of apllllie eamendes Cnn. 

MANMADE HIGH TEMPERATURE FIBERS (see also 
other ry such as INORGANIC FIBERS, 
NOVOLOID FIBERS, and under headings of specific 
generic classes of fibers) 

alumina fibers. alpha alumina crystallization in 
* solution, effect of citric acid 4804 5594 
boron nitride fibers. new low cost manufacturing 
process 7093 

ceramic fiber bundles. abrasion resistance of fibrous 
sealant candidates in oxygen and hydrogen 
atmospheres at high temperatures 779 

ceramic fibers. preparation, mechanical properties, 
role in fiber reinforced composites 780 

ceramic. Dow HPZ silicon nitride fiber exhibits 
superior mechanical properties (Conf. Paper) 7921 

ethylene butyl acrylate copolymers from Elf 
Autochem perform well at high temperatures 1631 

market overview. com ——_ of physical, chemical, 
thermal Broperties 5560 

Nextel 61 ber FP (polycrystalline alumina fibers). 
thermomechanical behavior, fracture resistance 
1639 4803 
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P84 polyimide fiber from Lenzing developed for high 
temperature filtration applications 6298 

polyacrylonitrile based stabilized fibers, carbonizing. 
—— to ea 8765 —- 

polybenzimidazole. firefighting gear made from 
Hoechst Celanese’s PBI flame resistant fiber 5287 

silica based. seals, gaskets, and thermal insulating 
materials from Albert Hellhake 210 

silicon carbide. damping capacities at temperatures, 
frequencies of composite applications 1 4805 

sorption. properties of thermostable fibers affected 
by sample preparation methods 781 

Manufacturing, see under specific subject headings. 

MARKETING (see also other headi , such as 
COTTON MARKETING, FASHION, INTERFIBER 
COMPETITION, RETAILING, TEXTILE TRADE, 
WOOL MARKETING) 

A.C. Holdings acts as Faded Glory’s marketi 
merchandising, and licensing company 433 

accent rugs. Couristan initiates ——— — to 
promote coordinated home furnishing 

apparel accessories. manufacturers aggressively 
pursue licensing efforts 2820 

apparel industry in United States. strategies to 
compete with imports 3752 

apparel, Canada. medium sized apparel 
manufacturers should hire independent sales 
agents 5272 

apparel, China. retail giant Wal-Mart plans to aim 
marketing efforts at China’s middle class 6727 
——e men’s wear. merchandising of Gay Games 
— completely through product licensing 

Po | men’s wear. Sun Apparel plans to market 
yoy branded jeans through licensing agreements 

apparel. Bergdorf Goodman CEO Stephen C. Elkin 
shifts retailin - & strategy to a more market driven 
approach 6619 

apparel. demand responsive marketing in United 
tates apparel industry. modeling consumer 

behavior globally 6852 
apparel. Escada USA Incorporated to emphasize 

retailers rather than wholesalers 5134 
apparel. Kohi’s Corporation emphasizes middle 
— market to increase sales by 20 percent 

apparel. Lee Apparel Company repositions Lee brand 
jeans from discount to moderate, upper moderate 
price status 5269 5270 

apparel. licensing remains a cash cow as means of 
reviving brand name apparel 1868 

apparel. schematic interactions between country of 
— cues in catalogs and images of quality, price 

apparel. VF Corporation forms joint venture to 
produce, market Lee branded jeans in China 8280 

athletic apparel, Reebok International. new fashion 
lines marketed through MTV style fitness videos 

baby wipes. annual sales in United States total $400 
million, manufacturers to exploit international 
market 4483 

bedding retailers in Houston emphasize premium 
bedding, better service to remain competitive 1353 

boxer shorts. company wares on display at 
International Licensing and Merchandising 
Conference 5242 

brassieres. Maidenform Incorporated’s Self 
Expressions label to be offered to mass retail 
market 8454 
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brassieres. most United States women believe that 
advertisements selling brassieres target men 8455 

brassieres. renaissance of the push-up bra and other 
cleavage enhancing innerwear 4437 

Brazil. low priced disposable diapers performing best, 
but market penetration very low 1143 

carpet cushions. manufacturers develop sales 
techniques, point of purchase materials, in store 
displays 5303 

carpet industry, Western Europe. manufacturers 
must develop strategies to counteract decline in 
consumer acceptance 1135 

carpet industry. survey queries consumers about 
most important factors when selecting a carpet 
outlet 6755 

carpets, United States. August 1994 carpet sales in 
square yards increased by 8 percent 9122 

carpets. database containing customer names is 
valuable marketing tool 2891 

carpets. Diamond Rug’s Kid Proof line of carpets 
becomes trademarked marketing strategy of the 
future 2092 

carpets. Floor Store retailer Carl Schindler 
——— competes against direct sale mills 

carpets. International Marketing Group enhances 
retailer/manufacturer relationships, promotes 
quality 9121 

carpets. Karastan adds three new lines to its popular 
SisalWool collection of broadioom carpets 6759 

carpets. Patrick Carpet Mills launches three new 
carpet styles for commercial installations 6762 

carpets. Shaw Industries’ TrustMark oo based 
on full disclosure sales system 530 

catalog sales, Japan. companies ens to keep 
market share as discount stores proliferate, postal 
rates increase 6091 

cause marketing in neckwear very successful 5251 
Como, Italy. competitiveness of textile industry. 
developing — market strategies 8653 

consumer pull system leads to important changes in 
marketing, operations, sourcing 295 

Cotton Inc. and P&G agree to place Seal of Cotton 
on all packages of Tide, increased consumer 
awareness likely 357 

Crafted With Pride in the USA Council’s commercials 
somewhat effective, study reveals 1158 
— EAN system used in international marketing 

cultural behavior. language, education, ecology, and 
other influences key to international marketing 
strategies 3765 

customer lifestyle analysis and meeting the needs, 
opinions, and beliefs of customers 7631 

customs, manners for conducting business in Latin 
America 648 

demand responsive marketing by United States 
apparel industry. modeling consumer behavior in 
Mexico 9326 

designer water. Maxfield, Gap Incorporated, Donna 
Karan introduce bottled water 8581 

Diane Freis wins 1993 Hong Kong Governor’s Award 
for Industry in Export Marketing 4609 

diapers. Kimberly-Clark expands into European 
market, builds plants in United Kingdom, Ireland, 
Holland 4353 

diapers. review of new products from 
—_— Pampers, Arquest, Paragon Trade 

displays, fixturing, and presentation at the April 
1994 Home Textile Market 4536 

disposable training pants. 1993 sales total $380 
million but market capacity, price constraints 
unknown 4464 

Du Pont Stainmaster label affixed to other nylon 
carpet lines 8515 

ECO fleece fabrics from Dyersburg made from 
recycled polyester bottles 4081 

European machines sold in Asia must be versatile, 
adaptable to quality variations 3062 

every employee is a sales representative and can 
help to make or break a sale 522 

export marketing set up advice and strategies 5372 
F&S Specialty Market Forum in carpet sales 5917 
Fabrics Online. review of Pennsylvania online fabric 
information marketing service 7203 

fashion apparel. manufacturers and retailers in the 
United Kingdom begin to focus on design and 
marketing strategies 2082 

fiber manufacturers. strategies for 1994. production 
capacity, focus, marketing 713 

FridayWear. retailers remain uncertain about how to 
— the -_~ classification yo , 

geotextiles still experiencing good, slower 
growth 2896 

Hanmark Rugs. retail support for new line. product 
education, display assistance, advertising support, 
warranties 1357 

home furnishings, United States upholstery 
a. 1990s fashion, marketing trends 

home furnishings, United States. 1990s fashion, 
marketing trends 4515 

home furnishings. bed and bath industry offerings 
exhibited at Spring Home Textiles Market 5311 

home furnishings. bed and bath industry shifts from 
low margin items to high margin products 5310 

home furnishings. Dial-A-Mattress, profile of New 
— direct marketing bedding company 

home furnishings. point of sale partnerships between 
manufacturers and retailers 4554 

home furnishings. television shopping could become 
an important medium for — products 3692 

hosiery machinery. Uniplet, newly privatized Czech 
cra emphasizes comprehensive range 

hosiery manufacturers use home shopping network 
to promote products 4420 

hosiery, casual and fashion. retail stores spending 
more on advertising for fall 1994 due to increased 
demand 8506 

industrial laundries. printing industry is growth 
market 7484 

innerwear, brassieres. push-up bras continue to 
dominate 1994 sales 5244 

interactive home retailing. JCPenney, Lands’ End, 
Nordstrom participate in Bell Atlantic’s Stargazer 
channel 7632 

Italian Metamo sis cultural exhibition. Saks Fifth 
Avenue sells fashion tie-ins by Italian designers 
8428 

Italian Trade Commission launches marketing 
campaign in United States to promote Italian 
tailored apparel 6645 
a plans major expansions internationally 

jeans manufacturers employ a variety of techniques 
to maintain partnerships with retailers 3526 

jeans. wild west values and images used to market 
jeans in Europe 3658 : 
Ce VF divisions refocus marketing strategies 

Kmart. company expands operations throughout the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia 2709 : 

L.A. T Sportswear signs licensing agreement with 
Hanes to sell fashion knitwear during 1996 
Olympics 8264 



laundry services. Staunton Steam Laundry builds 
healthy business through niche marketing 1243 

legwear. pack changes at several companies 
designed to shop 

licensed apparel 
ping 8307 

a to debut a line of rock music 
— apparel for spring/summer 1995 season 

mats as effective marketing tools for industrial 
undries 7530 

gh pe Du Pont launches multimillion dollar 
g consumer marketing strategy 7998 

marketing information systems developed by 
Institute for Textile and Process ey 523 

mass market chain stores. small vendors finding it 
oy difficult to initiate, maintain business 
with 858 

men’s apparel, Levi Strauss. Company to ship 7-8 
million units of wrinkle resistant pants 4342 

men’s wear. Levi Strauss plans large scale promotion 
of Dockers brand. half of products will be wrinkle 
resistant by 1995 4475 

men’s wear. Marcos Ergas abandons runway, unveils 
— ion on View-Master three dimensional slides 

men’s wear. Phillips-Van Heusen Corporation to 
concentrate on its retailing and marketing 
operations 5144 

Mexico. Neiman Marcus begins mail order campaign 
to select Mexican customers 351 

milis launching marketing programs to create brand 
name identi ion and educate the consumer 

Monsanto launches promotional campaign for its 
Hi-Fiber Freedom carpet 453 

natural fibers. analysis of worldwide market 
situation, future marketing possibilities 3093 

NFL’s new Jacksonville Jaguars logo expected to 
perform well in merchandise sales 1304 

nonwoven fabric manufacturers should avoid 
competing in markets that are better for other 
fabric types 5788 

oriental rugs. direct mail merchandising. i 
customers. budgeting. tracking results 9258 

Perry Ellis’ early purchase program allows 
department stores to sell Ellis’ label at private label 
prices 411 

plant tours a tool for obtaining new business and 
educating current customers 528 

polyester, early history. rapid market penetration by 
staple fibers, filament yarns (Book) 4828 

polyester. advertising by major manufacturers may 
portray relatively negative image of polyester 
(Book) 4812 

polyester. critical for manufacturers to be market 
driven not product driven (Book) 5379 

process oriented. multisystem model based on the 
ae of Total Quality Management (Book) 

product licensing. children’s home furnishings 
roducers to replace Barney with Power Rangers, 
-men, Lion King 5323 

protective apparel in European Community. product 
certification, marketing 1305 

recycling. corporations in = position to turn 
problems into profits 61 

rental uniform industry. strong potential exists for 
expanding market 2181 

reorganization strategies for companies wishing to 
introduce high selling lines 5979 

research, market. me ological parameters 
i cross cultural market research classified 

retail store design. understanding, exploiting psyche 
of the post World War Ii male Sumer O00e 
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retailers. survey of 100 United Kingdom retailers. 
data on promotional activities 5182 

retailing —— for the 1990s. luring consumers 
into stores 3546 

retailing. QVC cable television network to create two 
new shopping channels, Q2 and On-Q 4599 

retailing. sales through electronic home shopping 
— could quadruple during next decade 

rugs. MER’s success with Turkish kilims and hooked 
7: wide distribution of popularly priced products 

Sears’ apparel group president gives company 
aggresive fashion merchandising approach 1159 

second 50 largest United States floor coverings 
retailers. overview of 1993 business 1139 

sexism in marketing. researchers observe consistent 
gender differences in — few differences 
among countries 376 

Shingosen. overview of polyester apparel fabric 
—_ in Japan. emphasis on marketing (Book) 

sox sales in Great Britain. increase led by sales of 
fashion socks. retailers emphasizing fashion 
displays 4444 

sportswear. marketing strategies involve customer 
5 and brand/store identity enhancement 

sportswear. small, medium sized sportswear retailers 
launch aggressive marketing programs 7485 

strategic marketing plans for small businesses 1397 
strategies for — in single European Union 
market characterized by increasing intensity 3767 

summer home furnishings market characterized by 
home sewn items, designer collections, furniture 
kits 6028 

Swift Textiles, leading manufacturer of denim, has 
— marketing department 5678 

Swift Textiles. success in global marketing of denim 
or ee to differences in regional markets 

— ny Pont spends $10 million to promote use 
° 
oe is important tool for generating sales 

leads 139 
teleshopping. boom expected within next five years 

fueled by new marketing formats 2116 
Tencel. Courtaulds contracts Omori to study fiber for 

use in apparel, suggest marketing methods 3135 
textile machinery. conventional marketing should be 

restructured to exploit product specialists 6077 
The Goods, home shopping event sponsored by MTV 
and the —_— Company, reaps over $1 million 
in sales 6851 

towels. United States manufacturers comment on 
1993 best sellers, design trends 1350 

Tyvek, Du Pont’s spun bonded polyurethane used to 
line ale cans by Bass Brewers to put head on low 
gas ale 466 

United States manufacturers promote their products 
in Europe to capitalize on popularity of United 
States 2168 

VF Corporation introduces new marketing program 
with emphasis on customer needs 436 

videos and photographs, fashion. influence on 
student age consumers of apparel 3659 

Warnaco apparel, sportswear marketed on Rupert 
Murdoch’s STAR (Satellite Television Asian 
Region) network 8579 

women’s apparel, jeans. Chic launches aggressive 
marketing campaign aimed at retailers, mass outlet 
shoppers 6620 

women’s apparel. profiles of consumer attitudes in 
terms of psychographic, demographic factors 2169 
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women’s wear market influenced by aging, rise in 
number of working women, and increase in ethnic 
groups 4454 

women’s wear retail market, 1993-1995. survey 
compares over 200 apparel categories at a variety 
of retailers 4455 

wool industry. New Zealand Wool Board to launch 
international marketing campaign 7879 

wool. IWS to charge $5,000 per year per mark for 
i of its Woolmark, Woolblend tags 3762 

wool. IWS to charge $5,000 per year to use 
Woolmark, Woolbiend tags 4592 

Woolworth Corporation. Fredrick E. Henning, 
president and CEO, details international expansion 
program 1891 

World Company uses in-house publication to reach 
former employees in its prime market 3507 

MARKING 
apparel sizes. comparison of New European, 

International Organization for Standardization 
marking systems 3574 

CAD companies offer solutions to the problems 
presented by checked and striped fabrics 2777 

computerized. use in manufacture of inflatable 
structures by Supabounce 3568 

GGT developments in cutting and pattern making. 
Gerbercutter S-3000, Accumark series 1203 

optimization through computer algorithms to increase 
fabric utilization 6651 

MATERIALS CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY 
accessories recycling and esecenpt wom powte 

trend, especially among young adults 1 
apparel cutting remnant reclamation and reuse 8631 
apparel manufacturers use polyester made from 
recycled plastic bottles 3660 

apparel. recycled tires, license plates, bottle caps, 
and hubcaps on novel Green products 1997 

automotive fabrics. recycling automotive textile 
components by willowing 4647 

BASF carpet recycling process provides economical 
source of caprolactam monomer 6934 

Biue Jean Bond. Esleeck Manufacturing Company 
makes unbleached cotton rag paper from recycled 
blue jean scraps 995 

California law requires companies to divert waste 
from landfills via recycling and source reduction 
programs 2234 

carbon dioxide, flue gas. concentration and recovery 
of — dioxide by pressure swing adsorption 

carpet backing. warp knit and stitch bonded 
—e recyclable alternative to foam backing. 

carpet recycling, commercial. BASF’s launches 
nationwide recycling program 3012 

carpet recycling. ideal recycling program combines 
pure ay and waste recovery in six step 
process 301 

carpet recycling. thermal a better option that either 
down cycling or back to root 3014 

carpet reuse. Milliken develops program for 
rejuvinating used carpets 6123 

carpet waste recycling research. nylon 
depolymerization, extrusion by compatibilization, 
use in concrete 9414 

carpet waste. depolymerization of nylon, blending 
4 _— extrusion, concrete reinforcement 

carpets. BASF’s 6ix Again program recycles nylon 6 
carpets 3839 

cascade extrusion for recycling hard to handle 
thermoplastic materials 398 

cellulose pulp fiber recycling. review of new 
processes developed by James River Corporation 
(Abstract) 7773 

cellulose pulp fiber. recycled waste as component in 
natural fiber based composites (Abstract) 7774 

chlorofiuorocarbons, dichloromethane. sorption from 
liquid effluent by BPL activated carbon 1508 

Comfortback carpetbacking from Fibertex 100 
percent recyclable 5745 

cotton fabrics. Burlington Denim to introduce Reused 
Denim, a partially recycled denim fabric 8096 

cotton yarn. NCSU and Burlington Industries develop 
aeee to convert scrap denim into reusable yarn 

cyanide wastewater recycling system based on 
= ultraviolet irradiation, ion exchange 

directories. equipment for recycling, compost 
collection, municipal waste processing 7775 

Du Pont conducts an active antipolluting policy 2988 
dyebath recycling. color, shade reproducibility of 
= samples dyed in ozonated water excellent 

dyeing cotton yarns. zero discharge through TDS 
control 7399 

dyeing. membrarie separation, recovery of dye 
effluent containing water, dyeing assistants 5435 

Eco Fibre’s recycling technology and 100 percent 
recycled cotton and blend yarns 3838 

ECO Fleece fabrics from Dyersburg made from 
recycled polyester bottles 4081 

EDANA sets waste recycling guidelines for member 
companies 4673 

ejector thermocompressors conserve energy by 
recycling waste steam into steam for heating 2967 

EPA issues procurement guide requiring recycled 
content. effect on nonwovens industry 6139 

Erema develops technology to regenerate plastic 
waste 610 

a extracted from cotton stalks for use as fuel 

European associations for Fibre Chain Forum to 
romote environmental awareness in nonwovens 

industry 4674 
fabrics. abrasive per cause damage to historic 

fabrics. evaluation of 11 backings 949 
fiber and fabric waste recycling. potential for 
a in Asia (Conf. Paper) 9403 

fiber. in 1992, Evergreen knitting company recycled 
127 tons of fiber 8855 

floor covering material. caprolcatum can be 
successfully recovered using chemical 
decomposition of polyamide 6 3811 

GTV study of recovery of sizes from effluent. 
~——e the burden from the finisher to the weaver 

HDPE plastic containers. current recycling capacity 
and market 5424 " 

hospital in Vermont undertakes broad based medical 
recycling program, advises others 3005 

hot melt adhesives derived from polyester waste, 
physical and chemical properties studied 33 

hydrogen sulfide, flue gas. recovery of elemental 
sulfur by thermal catalysis in the presence of 
carbon dioxide 1458 1459 ; 

Japan Chemical Fibers Assn. studying means of 
recycling textile wastes 7816 

ligands used in decolorizing dyes in wastewater 
regenerated by ion pair extraction 4297 

lignocellulosic fibers. recycled waste as component 
—w thermoplastic composites (Abstract) 



liquid crystalline polyester composite as recyclable, 
‘high strength material 957 
Malden Mills’ Polartec Series 8270 
Mailimo stitch i for use with 
reclaimed fibers 41 

manmade fiber processing solutions. review of 
regenerative methods, effect on profitability 774 

Martin Color-Fi incorporated recycles plastic waste 
on — fibers for apparel, home furnishings 

municipal solid waste mana database. 
materials recovery and recycling technologies 
4660 6130 

nonhazardous solid waste treatment. 
recommendations for effective waste management 
programs 7777 

nonwoven fabric containing reclaimed fibers. 
production and applications 2526 

nonwoven fabrics constructed <a recycled textile 
materials. recycling processes 7282 

nonwoven fabrics. European Union manufacturers 
need to promote recycling efforts 2235 

nonwoven production. Malimo method used for 
production of nonwoven fabrics using reclaimed 
fibers 2527 

nonwovens manufacture. three methods of recycling 
ae recommended waste separation method 

nylon 6 recycling through hydrolysis possible, should 
be encoura 2392 

nylon 6. recycling fabrics, yarns, and carpets made 
from nylon 6 fi 3840 

oil, used. waste dropoff sites in Florida, South 
Carolina, Washington, Texas, and New York 1507 

online and offline waste reclamation methods. 
machinery, processes 467 

paper recycling. problems with stickies on wires, 
felts. OmniKem’s process to remove stickies 4172 

PET, HDPE ee in Europe and the 
United States 61 

PET. processing of postconsumer, recycled PET into 
melt blown webs 6474 

PET. recycling PET, mixing recycled PET with PBT. 
effect on physical properties of PET 1490 

plastic pallets. Neuenhausers recyclable plastic 
spacers for palletizing cones 4862 

plastic recycling trends. current business 
environment 5426 

plastic waste recycled by feedstock recycling 1489 
plastics recycling with a compact recycling line built 
by EREMA. machine design 2379 

Pollution on, win apers Buyer’s Guide/Locator 
ev ists companies, products and services 

polyester recycling. postindustrial, | a caaaeel 
recycling technologies (Book) 5427 

polyester. high performance fibers made from 
recycled polyester bottles 1646 

polyesters. recycling methods for polyethylene 
terephthalate. advantages and disadvantages 3999 

polymer chips manufacturing by waste recycling 
company Viral Syntex and EREMA 3944 

polymers in wastewater. concentrating, recycling 
polymers 1494 

polyolefin recycling in Europe. study by European 
Association for Textile Polyolefins 4677 

polypropylene. problems with properties changing 
during reprocessing 6936 

preservation of ancient textile objects. causes of 
textile deterioration (Abstract) 5500 

preservation of ancient textile objects. techniques for 
archeologists, conservators (Abstract) 5334 

process water reuse in a single stage bleaching and 
rinsing line 7356 
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protective clothing. Du Pont’s Tyvek Recycle Man 
line made from Tyvek spun bonded polyethylene 
fibers 6746 

recovery of terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol 
from 6937 

recycled polyester used in apparel exhibited at 
fashion show sponsored by Wellman 6020 

recycled polyester. ——- Fabrics produces 
fleece fabric made from 100 percent recycled 
polyester 6512 6513 

recycling and pollution control systems, German 
textile finishing industry 7705 

gry bp eypewy bulk containers. new system 
from Pont and Sonoco 5395 

recycling of polyethylene terephthalate reaches all 
time high in 1993, 30 percent of domestic 
production 4679 

recycling plastics. economic analysis of recycling 
~ based on upstream vertical integration 

recycling, Alaska. poor recycling rate attributed to 
inexpensive disposal costs, distant recycling 
centers 5428 

recycling. analysis of package take-back legislation 
in Germany and its applicability to United States 

recycling. corporations in = position to turn 
problems into profits 61 

recycling. Minneapolis uses custom designed 
vehicles to facilitate 40,000 ton curbside recycling 
program 612 

recycling. of 60 random United States cities, 75 
a had curbside collection programs in [1993] 

recycling. United States textile industry doubles its 
solid waste recycling capability during 1988-1993 
period 1486 

removal of dyes from effluent using Brinecell 
electrolysis process 6897 

restoration of 15th century textile objects at 
— of Saint Petronella Church (Abstract) 

restoration of ancient textile objects. case studies of 
cotton sari and silk banner (Abstract) 5224 

restoration of ancient textile objects. collections from 
600-700 A.D. on display in Japanese museums 
(Abstract) 5221 

restoration of ancient textile objects. differences in 
response of paper, textiles during suction 
(Abstract) 5223 

restoration of old textile objects. case study, black 
silk mourning dress from 1820s Imperial Germany 
(Abstract) 5501 

reusable surgical gowns. cost, environmental, and 
comfort benefits 401 

reusables versus disposables. advantages of 
reusables 2236 

seat belts, polyester. recycling into new seat belts. 
processes, problems 464 

Sonoco recycling programs for carriers, fiber drums, 
and plastic drums 6935 

sulfur dioxide, flue gas. concentration and recovery 
of sulfur dioxide by rollup chromatographic 
separation 1460 

textile industry ee to reduce waste 6901 
Textile Resource Conservation (TReC) project of 
AMTEX investigates recycling 9390 

Textile Resource Conservation project. review of 
AMTEX effort coordinated by Institute of Textile 
Technology 8630 

textile waste. in future all textile waste, especially 
= waste, will be recovered, recycled 
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textiles. recycling rags, remnants by Germany textile 
industry 467 

thermoplastic waste processing for the production of 
nonwoven fabrics 2529 

TITK study. blended textile separation methods of 
recycling 8629 

Trevira ll, Hoechst’s recycled polyester fiber, used in 
Malden Mills’ Polartec fabric line 1636 

Trevira ll. new apparel fiber made from 50/50 blend 
~ — polyester and recycled plastic soda bottles 

vinyl chloride monomer. membrane vapor separation 
from polyvinyl! chloride reactor vents 599 

waste newsprint. environmentally friendly method 
for separation of noninked and inked cellulose 
fibers 7779 

waste reduction programs at Polaroid try to reduce 
waste by 50 percent in five years 4665 
Se strategies for industrial laundries 

water management during finishing of nylon and 
polyester in Surat, India. water conservation and 
effluent treatment 3021 

Weliman recycles plastic soft drink bottles to 
produce polyester fibers (Book) 5425 

wire cloth and step beater eye ad used to design 
low cost fiber recovery plant 466 

wool. ey from recycled wool by The Smith 
Family, an Australian charity 8812 

Yarn Fair International emphasized ecologically 
friendly products 7561 

yarn manufacturers take leading role in recycling 
wastes. environmentally friendly products 
summarized 3239 

zippers. repairing, replacing zippers 1184 

MATERIALS HANDLING (see also other . such 
as FABRIC HANDLING EQUIPMENT, PACKAGING) 

airships. magazine weft raschel machines used to 
produce hull materials for new generation of 
industrial lift and transport units 6049 

apparel distribution. Exel Logistics a specialist in 
apparel transportation, warehousing, delivery 1413 

apparel. automated systems from Seydel, Pavel, 
manual system from James Armstrong packages 
up to 1,000 pieces per hour 369 

apparel. Veit Finishmaster is first apparel finishing 
— with fully automatic loading and unloading 

automatic sheet spreaders, feeders, and folders from 
United States manufacturers. review 281 

auxiliary equipment for twisting machines from 
Volkmann. Direct-Link, Voicolift, Volcotrans, 
Volcolink 7171 

B2 Spreader, Lapauw Unicorn, Trufold automatic 
sheet spreaders, feeders, and folders from James 
Armstrong 2807 

Bonak BK series of automatic sheet spreaders, 
feeders, and folders from MIL 280 

Canny One. profile of Trutzschler’s automated can 
transportation system 7680 

cotton modular trucks, federal excise tax 517 
Dow Cover installs UPSs from Eton Systems 2207 
dyestuff mixing booths. Clestra Cleanroom 
—_— powdered dyestuff weighing booth 

Electro-Jet’s TAC, TAB systems for automatically 
conveying roving bobbins between speed frame, 
ring spinning frame 8834 

equipment directories. Material Handling 
ngineering’s 1994-1995 Directory Issue 7658 

Ergomat series of automatic sheet spreaders, 
eeders, and folders from Kannegiesser 2809 
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fabric handling. development of modified eer. a 
device for picking up single plies of fabric 8410 

flexible manufacturing cells. real time control 
algorithms to resolve deadlocks 546 

flexible manufacturing systems. dynamic scheduling 
algorithm employs priority net aided simulation to 
govern process control 545 

garment-on-hanger programs reduce costs and lead 
B... ie pom he il e 
enkinger’s + equipment reduces time 
for style changes 2489 

Gerber Garment Technology. Orem Apparel 
attributes its success to materials handling 
systems 8272 

Habasit, a leading manufacturer of transmission and 
conveyor belts for textile machinery. profile 7681 

hazardous materials. review of Precision Quincy's 
portable Haz-Bin storage buildi 6881 

ICI Surfactants’ handles spin finishing and auxiliary 
products following company restructuring 6536 

intermediate bulk containers. new system from Du 
Pont and Sonoco for recycling IBCs 5395 

laundering. flatwork finishing machinery from Italian 
company MIL 7528 

laundering. new system at Ostergotiands Lans 
Landstings Centrtvatteri plant in Sweden 5226 

Lee Engineering manufactures lifts, stackers, 
elevating tables, work positioners, scissor lifts 
(Trade Lit.) 1435 

Lindstrom’s Lianatekstiili Oy rental apparel laundering 
plant nears full automation using microchip 
technology 7532 

loading docks, concerns regarding safety and 
productivity 613 

Marzoli’s Snake Shuttle system distributes packages 
from roving machines to spinning machines 1674 

Metzner’s automatic coiling, binding, cutting system 
for ropes, cords, wires, cables, hoses, narrow 
fabrics 5398 

Murata’s Sky Rav intelligent monorail system. 
specifications 6883 

Pinny. review of can transportation system from 
Schlafhorst 7682 

process control ipment. global market will grow 
to $20.2 billion in next three years 2956 

process control systems. review of current systems 
—— Robotics, Allen Bradley, Geotronics 

quick style change transport trucks for Dornier, 
Picaonl, Sulzer-Rueti looms by Genkinger 903 

Rieter CANlink and CUBican systems enhance 
material flow in spinning mills 91 

Rieter CUBican package handling and transport. 
RSB851 drawing frame, automatic guide vehicle, 
R1 rotor spinning machine 2415 

Rieter’s CUBican handling system automates plant 
production from drawing to roving 836 

robotic hand developed by Japanese research team 
shows promise for picking and placing uses 3554 

Salmoiraghi’s SYPAH automated materials handling 
system for synthetic yarn packages 8807 

Sara Lee’s knitting plant features automated 
materials handling, conditioning, and packaging 
systems 4904 

Schoenenberger Systeme. successes with European 
retail houses 6111 

Somet’s Quick Style Change system for rapid 
unloading and loading of loom beams 3287 
— capacity doubled using steel structured 
modular platforms 1448 es, 

system at Ford assembly integrates automatic guided 
vehicles and automated storage and retrieval 
system 581 
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systems increase production control, productivity, 
and data registration and control 582 

textile . influence of production control, 
materials handling techniques on effluent 
generation 6127 

Vacfeed series of automatic sheet 
feeders, and folders from H.J. Weir 2810 

vehicle tra tion, motor. Commercial Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act of 1993 would require truck 
covers 1449 

warehousing. Dewhirst Ladieswear installs Magic 
Tube trollyless system from Stockrail 9106 

warp beams. System Schuitheis installs largest 
— ster warp beam storage system in world 

eaders, 

“ene mills. automation of yam storage facilities 

yarn manufacturing plants. computer controlled 
materials handling systems from Innovatex 9357 

yarn package we for peletizing conse 48 recyclable 
plastic spacers for cones 4862 

yarn packages. ‘sg totally automated yarn 
manufacturing line automated handling 
system 2419 

yarn pallet transportation to packout line and 
automated packing at Queen Carpets carpet yarn 
production facility 8803 

Mathematical , see under ay 
— . STATISTICAL 

METHODS, TEXTILE CALCULATIONS, TIME 
SIMULATIO 

STUDY. 

attresses, see BATTINGS, FABRIC PRODUCTS, 
HOME FURNISHINGS. 

Measurement, see TEXTILE TESTING and under specific 
subject headings. 

Medical 
SA 

Medical supplies, see SURGICAL PRODUCTS. 

Mending, see INSPECTION. 

MERCERIZATION 
acid hydrolysis, enzymatic hydrolysis. effect on slack 
= and tension mercerized cotton yarns 

cellulase enzymes treatment effects on cotton 
fabrics examined 267 

cotton fabrics. crosslinking cotton fabrics 
premercerized with different alkalies 3405 

cotton fabrics. crosslinking of fabrics premercerized 
with three s of alkalies and crosslinked with 
DMDHEU 2 

cotton fabrics. mercerization of 100 percent cotton 
woven fabrics for filling stretch 6589 

cotton knit fabrics. effect of texture, tension on 
mercerization 7362 

cotton. effect of mercerization on poorer quality 
Indian cotton yarns 7363 

cotton. mercerizing and bleaching processes. 
technology review 5824 

machinery from Dornier, Sperotto Rimar, Brazzoli, 
Ramisch Kleinewefers, EVAC, A. Monforts, and 
Santex 5037 
— of process. review of critical factors 

. see INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND 

ramie. microstructural changes duri 
X-ray single peak analysis 807 2 

sodium hydroxide causticization and mercerization. 
effect on dyeing behavior of cotton yarns 242 

mercerization, 
8 
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tubular knit fabrics. necessary machine retrofits 
5038 

Merino, see WOOL. 

METAL DETECTORS (see also other headings, such as 
INSPECTION ) 

cotton cleaning. Hergeth Hollingsworth’s 
MasterClean Concept. opening cotton 7160 

pollutants in industrial waste detected by 
microfungal filaments. BTTG research 4020 

sewing needles. broken. detection in sewn fabric 
with Hashima Company’s Model HN-25 Handy 
Needle Detector 8377 
= needies. broken, detection in sewn fabric 
withShiba Corporation’s Model SD-1200 needle 
detector 8389 

METALLIC FABRICS 
graphite fiber textile preform/copper matrix 
— for use in aerospace heat components 

jewelry knit or crocheted with metal wire by Danish 
fiber artist Annelise Kraus 2494 

stains. proper ways to remove stains prior to 
drycleaning 8424 

Technetic’s Feltmetal material used to reduce noise 
from aircraft engines 4192 

wire filters, woven. weaving, looms, uses, 
classification, products from G. Bopp 988 

METALLIC FIBERS 
alumina fibers. alpha alumina crystallization in 

solution, effect of citric acid 4804 
chemically metallized chemisorptive fibers. 

preparation, properties 7111 
titanium nitride fibers. synthesis using sodium 

alginate via two stage reaction process 3151 

METALLIC YARNS 
electrically conductive fabric. yarns for oe 3346 
embroidery. fashion. more decorative effects 9169 
Premiere Vision 1994. fashion trends 9019 
varn Pai yarns produced by Metlion 5634 
‘= _ International 1994. fashion trends 7154 

METRICATION (see also other headings, such as 
TEXTILE TESTING) 

MICROBIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION (see also other 
headings, such as ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS, 
FUNGICIDES, GERMPROOFING, ROTPROOFING) 
— effects, and prevention of microbiological 

egradation 7323 
oll ose acetate. mechanistic study of 

biodegradability 1641 
cellulosic wastes. microbial incubation produces 
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide gases 9396 

copolyamide esters. biodegradability assessed by 
formation of water soluble byproducts during 
enzymatic hydrolysis 757 

copolymers derived from succinic anhydride, 
oxiranes. biodegradability 762 

cotton fabrics. treatment with one of seven types of 
finishing agents reduces damage caused by 
microbial growth 291 

cotton, boll rot. analysis reveals eae he ory = and 
seasonal variability in occurrence of boll rot 8751 

enzymatic digestion of cellulosic wastes. effects of 
irradiation, hydrolysis, ozonation 7778 

Mater-Bi, polymer alloy derived from cellulose and 
modified polyvinyl alcohol. synthesis, 
biodegradability 1491 
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plastic, Mater-Bi and polycaprolactone. 
biodegradation rates quantified by acid hydrolysis, 
ultraviolet irradiation 1488 

poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB). sedimentary 
— of anaerobic bacteria that degrade PHB 

poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) plastic films. 
biodegradability assessed by novel carbon 13 test 
method 1496 

poly(i-lysine)sebacic acid and 
poly(l-lysine)terephthalic acid films. hydrolytic, 
enzymatic degradation 7 

poly(R-3-hydroxybutylate). Takasago chemically 
synthesizes biodegradable polyester 4201 

polycaprolactone/polyethylene blend yarns. effects 
of blend ratio and melt viscosity on 
biodegradability 860 

polycarboxylate copolymers, high molecular weight. 
biodegradability of polyvinyl alcohol segments 761 

polyester films. enzymatic hydrolysis of aliphatic 
polyester films by microbial lipases 790 

polyesters. synthesis, degradability of polyesters 
with cyclic ether moieties in their main chains 791 

polyethers. biodegradability measured by bacterial 
consumption of polyethylene glycol, polypropylene 
— 1493 

polyurethane foams. soil burial method assesses the 
— of flexible polyurethane foams 

preservation of ancient textile objects. causes of 
textile deterioration (Abstract) 5500 

MICROSCOPY (see also other headings, such as 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY) 

alginate a fiber structure. polarized light 
microscopy 9432 

collagen fibrils examined with transmission electron 
microscopy 6247 

diffusion of diffusion of dyes in keratin fibers by 
microscopy 1043 

dyes diffusing into keratin fibers studied 
microscopically 7376 

optical. wool and nylon 6 fibers. dyed and treated. 
analyzed 9053 

sample preparation and choice of illumination mode 
for examination of fiber and fabric materials 7583 

SEM as analytical tool for examining defects in and 
damage to fabrics and fibers 605 

wool fabric affected by air pollution. scanning 
electron microscopy analysis 9423 

Mildewproofing, see FUNGICIDES, MICROBIOLOGICAL 
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= aapee coatings for industrial concrete flooring 

fire detection and safety systems for modern textile 
mills 9398 

fire safety. computer based expert system shells 
evaluate fire safety in industrial plants 9399 

fire walls are effective at limiting fire damages. 
types, functions 1447 

fog machines by Mee can control temperature and 
humidity in plants economically (Trade Lit.) 2977 

Henkel builds purification plant to double its polymer 
grade azelaic acid production capacity 2410 

industrial laundering. profile of Kriegsmaterial 
Verwaltung plant built for Swiss y 9207 

Kellwood Company’s Melrose Division. effect on mill 
building of recent Los les earthquake 8015 

Lenzing Fibers modernizes its rayon staple fiber 
manufacturing plant in Lowland, Tennessee 4750 

Lenzing Fibers modernizes rayon staple fiber 
manufacturing plant in Lowland, Tennessee 4751 

lighting systems. Belmont Dyers elects metal halide 
aa system rather than fluorescent system 

Mission Uniform and Linen Service opens Las Vegas 
plant that processes 3 million pounds of linen per 
week 9204 — 

moisture control critical to indoor air quality 1445 
pulp. Georgia Pacific’s Brunswick mill one of largest 
bleached kraft pulp mills in the world 4921 

Sachsische Baumwollspinnerei. profile of operations 
at Hohenfichte yarn spinning plant 7151 

Sara Lee Knit Products doubles knitting capacity of 
North Carolina plant to 775,000 pounds of fabric 
per week 490 

spinning mills. design and construction, planning for 
maximum production, yield, quality 817 

storage capacity doubled using steel structured 
ular platforms 1448 

temperature control. raschel knit screen system by 
ba <4 shown to cool production area significantly 

textile mills, United Kingdom. Royal Commission on 
the Historical Monuments of land survey 9488 

Textilgruppe Hof to expand capacity of Mittweida 
— ¥ punched nonwovens manufacturing plant 

Vieissroffwerk Sandier’s new DM 50 million 
nonwoven fabric manufacturing plant 878 

Zimmer Frankfurt and Hualon Corporation to build 
re Sate lycondensation plants in Nilai, 

alaysia 2304 

DEGRADATION, ROTPROOFING. 

MILL BUILDINGS (see also other headings, such as AIR 
CONDITIONING, AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT, COSTS, 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, ENERGY, INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING, MANAGEMENT, MATERIALS 
HANDLING, NOISE, POWER CONSUMPTION, 
QUALITY CONTROL, TEXTILE MACHINERY, 
TEXTILE MILLS, WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT 

air conditioning systems designed for high 
performance ring spinning mills 6108 

air conditioning. Luwa’s Loomsphere and Total Air 
Control system for weaving mills 4621 

air conditioning. Pneumafil’s Indirect Evaporative 
Cooling system cools air exhausted from open end 
spinning machines 4625 

BASF plans DM50 million ($28.8 million) textile 
= production complex in Mangalore, India 

Milling, see FULLING. 

Mill management, see MANAGEMENT. 

Mills, see APPAREL MANUFACTURING PLANTS, 
KNITTING AND HOSIERY MILLS, MILL BUILDINGS, 
TEXTILE MILLS. 

Mineral fibers, see CARBON FIBERS, INORGANIC 
FIBERS. 

MODACRYLIC FIBERS , 
extrusion. effect of spinneret dimensions on fiber 

properties 8777 
Kanecaron from Kaneka. inherently flame retardant 
ee fibers for use in protective clothing 

Kanecaron range of flame retardant fibers from 
Kaneka Corporation. performance, review 5559 

Modal, see HIGH MODULUS (RAYON) FIBERS. 
building management. philosophy of building 
management in the 1990s emphasizes facilities 
maintenance 9373 
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MOHAIR (see also other headings, such as FURS, HAIR 
FIBERS, WOOL) 

Capricorn is first vertically paneenne mohair 
producer in United Kingdom 

demand for mohair remains cme despite 
unfavorable economic conditions 710 

diameter of fiber tested on FDA200, OFDA. 
differences between calibrations 7592 

fabric manufacturers report sales gains of 70 percent 
for 1994 period 4999 

Lineapiu. executives at one of Italy’s leading worsted 
spinning mills predict surge in mohair sales 5618 

mohair production in South Africa. production, 
market, and price history 7059 

production. United States wool and mohair industry 
is worried about the phaseout of the 1954 Wooi 
Act 8746 

sales. fashion trends emphasizing texture and 
surface interest increase demand in the United 
States 5544 

South Africa. 1986-1992 demand, prices for mohair 
decrease significantly 3113 

United States wool industry phaseout forces 
“an to seek alternatives to stabilize industry 

United States. federal incentive ‘ogram phaseout by 
1996. worldwide production ol mmets 709 

United States. strong demand for mohair in women’s 
fashions increases consumption, prices 7058 

yarn spun from Scottish mohair at mill in 
Aberdeenshire 5621 

MOISTURE PHENOMENA (see also other headings, 
such as AIR CONDITIONING, COMFORT, 
CONDITIONING, DRYING, HUMIDITY, STEAMING) 

apparel comfort for cotton and polyester fiber fabrics 
tested 2535 

apparel fabrics. factors critical to heat, water vapor 
transport measurements 2130 

buildings. moisture control critical to indoor air 
quality 1445 

comfort, apparel. evaluation of techniques for 
—_s thermal, moisture transfer properties 

complex fibers. effect of liquid on cohesion of 
monofilaments 7106 

dryers. Delta T moisture control system uses 
ewe sensors to control moisture content 

drying of viscose threads. moisture elimination, 
shrinkage, and deformation during drying 7948 

equilibrium contact angle of liquid on fiber surface 
(Abstract) 2913 

fabrics. Pleva’s RR 1 measures residual moisture 
comment of moving fabric webs during processing 

fibrillation behavior from effects of moisture and 
abrasion in cellulosic staple fibers 37 

fibrous assemblies. liquid wetting, transport, 
retention properties 2123 212 

flow porosity, paper. analysis of flow porosity in 
fibrous media 8121 

Forte’s 7590-T measures moisture content of cotton 
towels 4573 

Gore-Tex. water vapor transmission of hydrophilic, 
+ aaa coating at temperatures below freezing 

hygral expansion in light weight worsted fabrics. 
investigation by Scottish College of Textiles 6504 

membrane separation. effect of u _— pressure 
on pervaporation flux of water 

mist eliminators or entrainment Siete remove 
liquid droplets from gas streams 578 
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nonwoven fabrics. geometric diffusivity model of 
— transfer phenomena through nonwovens 

permeability, moisture. effect of temperature on 
moisture permeability of cotton and polyester 
fabrics 211 

poly(vinyl alcohol)/metal chelate films. moisture 
absorption characteristics 7311 

polyester fibers modified by polyacrylic acid an 
novel polyethylene terephthalate salts 481 

polyurethane with high moisture permeability at 
warm temperatures for use in athletic wear 1651 
— by wool yarns. researchers at De Monfort 

niversity develop system to measure and control 
regain during winding 3280 

reverse osmosis. poly (1,3,5-triaminobenzene) amide 
reverse osmosis membrane. synthesis, properties 
3198 4006 5603 

silk fabric. moisture characteristics of silk fabrics 
treated with glyoxal resin 5093 

silk fiber swelling, analysis via small angle X-ray 
scattering 6254 

soil moisture probe generates important data for 
cotton growers 745 

sorption, fabric. influence of fiber, fabric properties 
on drying time and moisture absorption 7324 

sorption-desorption isotherms, thermostable 
manmade fibers. properties affected by sample 
preparation methods 781 

steam tunnel laundering. performance depends on 
moisture content of incoming garments 9212 

testing equipment. SR-2 meter from Pleva measures 
yoo ual moisture, antistatic potential of fabrics 

thermal ow of wet wool, polyester, and 
— blends. importance of fabric composition 

al + finishing. basic principles of vacuum extraction 
during textile wet processing 6604 

wicking. vertical and horizontal wicking in various 
types of fabric 7325 

wool apparel. comfort during range of temperature, 
moisture conditions 7064 

Moisture removal, see DRYING. 

MOLDING (see also other ay ee such as APPAREL 
MANUFACTURE, COATED 
COMPOSITES, FINISHING, FUSING, LAMINATED 
FABRICS, PRESSING) 

bottles, PET. converting PET resin into bottles by 
molding, blowing (Book) 4958 

composites, fiber reinforced. Unifibre reinforcement 
sheet based on tows boosts fiber content 938 

composites, thermoplastic polyester. Foss 
Manufacturing Company patents unitary moldable 
composite 4197 

composites. resin transfer molding process 
developed by Boeing 1728 

compounding, molding online with technology from 
Composite Products. integrity, distribution of fibers 
maintained 178 

liquid molding, polymer based composites. resin 
— structural reaction injection (Conf. Paper) 

preforms, composites. air entrapment, void formation 
during resin transfer molding (Conf. Paper) 8052 

preforms, composites. predicting permeability during 
resin transfer molding (Conf. Paper) 8050 

resin transfer molding, composites. infiltration of 
—. into anisotropic fiber preforms (Conf. Paper) 

resin transfer molding. verification of two 
dimensional infiltration model 3328 
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spacer fabrics. elastic, molded spacer fabrics used in 
manufacture of apparel components 8976 

structural reaction injection molding viable for 
volume parts through automation of preform 
fabrication 943 

Monitoring, see MONITORING SYSTEMS and under 
subject headings of specific textile machinery. 

MONITORING SYSTEMS (see also other headings, such 
as COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING, 
INSPECTION, TENSION CONTROL DEVICES, and 
under subject en of specific textile 
machinery, such as KNITTING MACHINERY, 
LOOMS, and SPINNING MACHINERY) 

air detector tubes. Sensidyne’s Gastec series of air 
detector tubes for drycleaning facilities 2812 

apparel manufacturing. development of quality 
— inspection, laboratory testing programs 

apparel, knit. quality assurance systems must be 
oe based, employ computer aided management 

Barmag’s Unitens yarn tension measuring system 
— for use on manmade fiber spinning machines 

batch dyeing. real time data acquisition, theoretical 
modeling, and adaptive control 6569 

batch dyeing. real time a and control 
implemented on pilot scale 657 

batch dyeing. real time monitoring 9063 
BEN-PROCOM control system and sizing machine 
from Benninger 3281 

continuous online, real time inspection of production 
parameters, textile properties 6870 

directories. 1993 Buyer’s Guide 304 
directories. Process Controls Buyer’s Guide 230 
dyeing, pad. Pleva’s AF310 monitoring system 
continuously measures and controls dye 
application 265 

effluent. online spillage detector for effluent 
treatment systems from lonic Limited 3013 3841 

Electrotex’s Rovingtex monitors production by 
evaluating roving prior to spinning 2436 

fluorescence monitoring of divinyl ethers during 
cationic polymerization (Conf. Paper) 3194 

gas. toxic, hazardous = sensors detect leaks. 
types of sensors 1480 

Hoft & Wessel CONTROL Master mobile data 
collection module. use in quality control 8604 

Monsanto installs supervisory ne control 
system at nylon production facility in Florida 553 

natural gas combustion, reciprocating engines. 
critical performance factors, monitoring, control 
systems 1446 

perchloroethylene emissions. TIF Leak Detector 
= accurate monitoring during drycleaning 

Pressductor Radial Tensiometer from ABB 
— monitors tension in running webs 

Pressductor Radial Tensiometer monitors tension of 
running webs 2137 

presses. Clothing hears Centre’s PressRite 
press monitoring system 1214 

real time process visualization allows operators to 
analyze entire production line 1427 

seams. online inspection of seams 9193 
sewing machines. Cinematic control for monitoring 
sewing thread and controlling a bobbin thread 
guard 1972 ; 

sewing seams. black box attachment that permits 
automatic, real-time adjustment 6661 
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sewing, online. influence of needle insertion 
— yarn bending strength, transport strength 

Siegfried Peyer’s Textiles Electronics Division 
develops systems, instruments for yarn process 
monitoring 491 

slub detector. Inspec’s Alphatex 1100 model siub 
detector monitors yarn sheets on sectional, direct 
warping machines 6419 

soil moisture probe _— important data for 
cotton growers 74 

spinning. research objectives in use of continuously 
monitored data in product improvement 8833 

steaming. oxygen measuring probe for textile 
steaming units from Planotex 2694 4324 

survey of ey monitoring, and quality control 
equi nt 6789 

textile mills. monitoring systems from Sycotex for 
yarn production, fabric production, finishing 4613 

uniformity of materials. contactless method based on 
measurements of electrical conductivity 7112 

warp — optoelectronic monitoring of filament 
yarns. pr from Protechna 6452 

weaving mills. MillMaster production control and 
monitoring system from Loepfe 4140 

weaving. real time detection, control of fabric 
defects during weaving 8919 

wool fibers. online scoured wool color monitor 
provides data within NZS 8707-1984 color 
standards 3729 

yarn imperfections. Camscan 5200 monitor from 
Protechna identifies defects during prefabric 
conditioning 4107 

yarn tension measuring system Unitens can detect 
an array of malfunctions 3730 

Zellweger Uster testing and monitoring equipment 
for yarn manufacturing 4860 

Mothproofing, see INSECTPROOFING. 

Motors, see DRIVES, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, 
» ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. 

NAPPING 
cylinder revolutions. measurement to control number 
4 tres necessary and maintain uniform results 
1 

greige or dyed fabric, cotton, liner., wool, silk, 
manmade fabric and blends 6611 

lubricants. Talfurol 8402A from Boehme Filatex for 
— of cotton, polyester fabrics and blends 

shearing prior to napping 5101 
steam air finishing for raising nap 3479 

NAPPING MACHINERY 
Biancalani’s Airo 1000 unit 6611 
Fehrer Random K12 and K12 High Loft for 
nonwoven fabric production 2521 

NARROW FABRIC LOOMS 
— line of looms, electronic jacquards 

Jakob Mueller’s range of needle, slit looms 3274 
Muller Mugrip MBJ2 1/1000, Multicolor MVC150 
12/30 rapier looms unveiled at OTEMAS 1993 
exhibition 4134 ; 

Muller of Switzerland. narrow fabric looms on display 
at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 6436 

NARROW FABRICS (see also other headings, such as 
BRAIDING, INSPECTION, WEAVING, and under 
subject headings of processes) 
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Ban-Jac jacquard machine for narrow fabric 
weaving. computer control allows data to be saved 
on floppy disks 910 f 

HW making-up machines with semiautomatic 
measuring and winding 1213 

Ruth und Einekel. overview of trimmings 
manufacturer in Germany 4082 

NEEDLED FABRICS (see also other . such as 
CARPETS, NONWOVEN FAGBRICS, P. KING 
FABRICS, STITCHBONDED FABRICS) 

2N’s needie looms and cross lappers 1732 
air, water permeability determined by geometric 

structure 989 
Akzo nonwoven antiballistic fabric made of Twaron, 
pol ylene, or their blends 5784 

a fibers needle punched for use in ballistic soft 
armor. optimization of armor properties using 
needle punched fabric 7326 

Asselin needie punching machinery to control fiber 
batt regularity 8953 

DI-LOUR DS from Oskar Dilo. structuring and 
=e machine produces light weight velours 

DI-LOUR needling looms for the production of double 
structured fabrics 7283 

Dilo’s DI-LOUR double structuring needle looms for 
production of automobile carpeting 7284 

Engineered Nonwovens. company produces needle 
punched felts for equestrian, automotive, medical 
end uses 4085 

Fehrer introduces Model NL-3000 needle loom for 
spun bonded textiles 8954 

Fehrer NL 9/SRS-Tandem and NL 3000 needle 
ae. Fehrer F9 needie pattern 2521 

felt. polyester/polypropylene felt covered acoustical 
wallboard resists abrasion 950 

felting needles. choosing needles based on 
ence | requirements of different end 
products 647 

filters. needled felts market for liquid and dry filters. 
needied felts market for liquid and dry 4186 

filtration felts. world market will grow to $600 
million by end of decade 4185 

Japan. use of needie punched fabrics in automotive 
interiors 1772 

Lenzing Profilen PTFE needied felts for hot gas 
filtration 7922 

Libeltex (Belgium) reports excellent sales of needle 
punched automotive fabrics despite European 
recession 4917 

needle punched fabric. effect of number of passes 
on basic physical properties 5756 

needle punching. analysis of felting needle wear, 
operational parameters 1733 

needied felt filtration market. worldwide production 
statistics, estimates for 1993-2000 period 6509 

polypropylene needle punched fabric. effects of fiber 
length, fiber denier, needle punch density, needle 
penetration 7327 

polypropylene needie punched fabrics. effects of 
variables in pi nt coloring on carding 
performance, fabric quality 7328 

protective clothing. Glo-Tex protective lining material 
withstands sparks and molten metal droplets 212 

roofing material. resin impregnated glass fiber scrim 
from Milliken Research Corporation 213 

roofing material. resin impregnated, flame resistant 
glass fiber mat from Hoechst 214 

testing, online. needle forces during needling of 
nonwoven fabrics 4557 

The Fact. profile of needled filter media from 
Technische Textilien Lorrach 8987 
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thermal bonded needle punched fabrics. effects of 
fiber properties, needle punch density 9003 

wound dressings. BritCair’s alginate fiber, nonwoven 
wound dressing 8116 

NEPS (see also other headings, such as FIBER 
QUALITY, FABRIC DEFECTS, FABRIC QUALITY, 
YARN QUALITY, IDENTIFICATION) 

fancy, effect yarns produced by adding neps. use of 
nepping board to add neps 7159 

formation and categorization of neps in air jet 
textured yarns 113 

neps. overview of causes, test methods, strategies 
to control 7199 

star neps in Russian, Turkmenistani long staplé 
— Rieter recommendations to eliminate neps 

Nets, see FABRIC PRODUCTS. 

NOISE AND VIBRATION (see also other headings, such 
as INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, 
LEGISLATION, REGULATIONS) 

aircraft engines. Technetic’s Feltmetal material used 
to reduce noise from aircraft engines 4192 

automobiles. noise, vibration control achieved with 
nonwoven, molded panels 8118 

carpet backings. sound absorption properties of 
laminated carpet backing materials 8512 

damping capacities, silicon carbide fibers. 
measurements at temperatures, frequencies of 
composite applications 1640 4805 

drawtexturing. LD32 auxiliary air jet device from 
FAG Kugelfischer reduces abrasion, noise, 
vibration 4062 

fabric rigidity. dynamic and static flexural rigidities of 
fabric 1746 2548 

fabric, woven. vibration of fabrics tested based on 
hysteresis 4575 

false twist texturing machinery. noise identification 
and reduction in SIR No. 36 report form United 
Kingdom 2442 

industrial health, safety. review of hearing 
conservation programs mandated by OSHA 8627 

loom encapsulation to reduce noise. effects on loom 
performance 906 

sewing thread vibration. influence of longitudinal 
vibration as thread unwinds from spool 1980 

silk fabrics, woven. vibrational damping behavior at 
large shear angles 1002 

NONWOVEN FABRIC MANUFACTURE (see also other 
a such as DISPOSABLES, PAPER, STITCH 
BON MACHINERY) 

air laid line. Webform uses pressure, not suction, to 
process 100 percent recycled fibers 183 

Asselin Profile cross lappers. high speed pouting 
with predetermined weight profile 805. 

Asselin’s Profile crosslapper. high efficiency, high 
flexibility 944 

auxiliary eet. Fleissner unveils high tech flow 
through rums at Achema 1994 exhibition 6875 

Bikoma’s machines for the production of hygienic 
products. company profile 4909 

binders from Air Products. low formaldehyde, 
biodegradable products 5014 

bonding. thermoplastic nonwovens bonding with 
Wacker-Chemie’s MP vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate 
copolymer 935 

bonding. two dimensional heat transfer model 
simulates thermal bonding processes 1734 

cleaning and opening cotton fibers with Barnhardt 
equipment results in High-Q cotton 4772 
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cleaning forming fabrics, wires with new system 
usable in batch, continuous processing 4166 

coated nonwovens with high tensile strength. new 
process developed by Kimberly-Clark 184 

coatings. OSi produces silicon fluids and other 
=—" products for nonwovens manufacture 

Combi slitting, rewinding system imparts uniformity 
to finished nonwoven fabric reels 4960 

composite interlinings from Laniere de Picardie use 
thermobonding polymers as fusing agents 5758 

Corovin, a leading manufacturer of quality spunlaid 
fabrics. products and applications 2467 

Corovin. increased production capacity, research and 
development, and international joint ventures 7214 

cotton nonwovens. cotton will gain greater share of 
nonwovens sector if bleaching technology 
improves 4961 

cotton. limited use because of cost, processability, 
new product development problems 554 

Courtaulds European Fibers anticipates — in 
viscose fiber nonwovens market 702 

Courtaulds process for water jet binding of fiber 
webs. tests using Tencel webs 2522 

Courtaulds’ Hydro-Lace hydroentanglement system. 
machine design 7285 

Curt G. Joa pulp fiberization systems. features, 
advantages 4910 

cushions, automotive. new method for fabricating 
rn cushioning from NHK Spring Company 

cutting machines from Labayen y Laborde with 
increased lives of knives for incontinence 
production 4962 

date palm leaves used in manufacture of nonwoven 
fabrics. extraction, fiber properties, end product 
uses 3956 

Dilo’s Di-Loop, Di-Lour, Di-Loom flat needie punching 
machines. profiles 5742 

directory of machinery and materials suppliers, 
licensors, consultants, and associations serving 
nonwovens industry 7216 

directory of manufacturers.and converters in Europe, 
the Middle East, and North Africa 7217 

Dominion invests $6.6 million in melt blown 
technology at Poly-Bond to produce hygiene 
fabrics 8004 

Dominion Textile to restructure Canadian specialty 
yarns operation, expand nonwovens in the United 
States 1658 

drying. Werner Mathis VLT continuous dryer, LTV 
— dryer for wet-laid nonwoven fabrics 

engraving rolls for nonwovens bonding manufactured 
by Casaretto, Wetzel, and Reprodec 4174 

equipment, machinery. recent developments from 
several companies reviewed 5759 

European nonwovens production. continued growth 
predicted for coverstock, wipes, and medical 
products 8005 

Expo Nonwovens Asia 1994. machinery from 
Hergeth Hollingsworth, Kanematsu 4911 

Fehrer AG. history of company and important 
inventions for nonwovens manufacture by Dr. 
Ernst Fehrer 6841 

Fehrer introduces Model NL-3000 needle loom for 
spun bonded geotextiles 8954 

Fehrer Random K12 and K12 High Loft for 
nonwoven fabric production 2521 

Fehrer’s K 21 high performance random card for 
— bonded light weight nonwoven fabrics 

felting needles. choosing needles based on 
an requirements of different end 
products 647 

fibers. shipments of olefin, polyester, rayon staple 
reach new record in 1993 second quarter 711 

Fibertex. profile focuses on rot resistant geotextile 
mats and carpet backings introduced at Techtextil 
1993 exhibition 132 

Fiberweb Group installing Fiberweb Modular Spunlaid 
(FMS) production line in Italy 8006 

Fintex and Partners of se pon of companies 
research air through bo nonwovens and 
polyethylene films 4912 

Fleissner spunbonding lines for manufacture of 
polyester carriers for bitumen based roofing 7329 

forming fabrics. ultrasonic characterization, 
computation of stiffness properties 4167 

Freudenberg global sales in staple fibers nonwovens, 
spu nonwovens, and household products 
divisions 8007 

future developments in the various processes 8958 
Hergeth Hollingsworth, a German manufacturer of 
thermobonding and needling equipment 2975 

Hi-Per Fab 1994 exhibition will feature exhibits from 
nonwovens industry 7215 

hydroentanglement. new high pressure process for 
woven and knit fabrics developed by the Institut 
Textile de France 185 

interlinings. Stork Finishing new paste dot coating 
— for the production of fusible interlinings 

italian consortium produces a line of equipment for 
nonwoven fabric production 6471 

Jetiace systems from ICBT Perfojet for 
hydroentanglement of nonwoven fabric webs 8955 

Kobe-Kodoshi introduces spunbonding process for 
polyester, polypropylene, nylon fibers 8956 

Lohman. history, overview of its products, 
production capabilities 874 

machinery. comparison of systems adapted from 
paper, textile, chemical industries 8055 

machinery. review of needle looms and cross lappers 
from 2N 1732 

Malimo mechanical reinforcing techniques for 
nonwoven composite materials 575 

Malimo stitch bonding technology for the production 
of nonwoven fabrics from natural materials 2523 

mathematical model of aerodynamic, high 
temperature spinning of fibers used in nonwoven 
fabrics 7097 

mechanical bonding techniques for nonwovens and 
—— made of webs, threads, and fabrics 

melt blown polyester webs. effect of annealing on 
structure, fracture behavior 2573 

melt blown webs. aaa of postconsumer, 
recycled PET 6474 

Micrex Corporation crepes spun laced and wet laid 
nonwoven roll goods for medical end uses 4320 

microfungal drug delivery systems. Shirley 
Technology Centre cooperates with Birmingham 
University 186 

microwave processing of nonwovens. overview for 
heating, drying 6614 ; 

needle punched polypropylene fabric. effects of fiber 
le , fiber denier, needle punch density 7327 

needle punching. analysis of felting needle wear, 
operational parameters 1733 

needling machines. 2N receives international patents 
for axial alignment control for no friction needling 
machines 2525 , 

nonwovens laboratory at Fachhochschule Coburg in 
Muenchberg 6195 
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Octoweb needle punching process from Asselin 
ensures optimum properties in the machine and 
cross machine directions 1731 

olefin fabrics. Du Pont develops hydroentanglement 
process for disposable barrier garments 5 

overview by executives from all sectors. consultants, 
converters, suppliers 876 

overview of web manufacture, bonding, and 
application techniques 5760 

overview. history, company accomplishments, 
hn successes and failures, future strategies 

patent for the production of an automotive interior 
trim with heat resistance 332 

polyester and nylon 6 fibers for wet-laid nonwovens 
improve properties of blends with short cellulosic 
fibers 4168 

polyester felts, needlefelts, hydroentangled 
nonwovens, stitchbonds, spunbonds k) 4963 

polypropylene fabric coated with thin layer of 
aluminum 7 vapor phase deposition under a 
vacuum 3478 

preforming process for a thermoformable fiber mat in 
a box shaped preform 8959 

Pressductor Radial Tensiometer monitors tension of 
running webs 2137 

reclaimed fibers for use in nonwoven fabrics. 
production problems and applications 2526 

recycled fibers used for production of nonwoven 
— using the Malimo stitch bonding method 

recycled materials. construction methods using 
reclaimed materials 7282 

Reicofil spun bonding process. parametric studies on 
effect of process variables 4164 

Reicofil spunbonding. effects of * rraee variables on 
homopolypropylene webs 416 

Reifenhauser’s Reicofil line has spunbonding, thermal 
bonding capabilities 7286 

research and develo nt laboratories and technical 
staff offered by TSG Incorporated 5384 

review of manufacturing processes 3369 
Roctex designs system to assemble nonwoven 
composite felts based on mineral wool 8957 

Sandler plant produces high bulk thermal bonded 
nonwovens that meet ISO Standard 9001 2468 

slitter from Parkison slits and rewinds 140 inch wide 
spun bonded nonwovens 4967 

Smith and Nephew Medical Fabrics acquires Grout & 
Company crepe bandage business 800 

Spontex opens facility with resin, thermal bonded 
lines in United Kingdom 875 

spun bonded fabric. NDS Systems’ Model 8000 
— gages and controls basis weight of webs 

spun bonded fabrics using Reicofil process. effect of 
process variables on web properties 4170 

spun bonded nonwovens using Reicofil process. 
effects of process variables on failure modes 4169 

spunlacing technology developments at J&J AMC, 
ee Dexter Nonwovens, and Freudenberg 

Stork’s beltbonder powder bonding technique for 
peeeeen of partially bonded nonwoven fabrics 

Techtexil/Compositex 1993 and Index 1993. Akzo 
Colback nonwoven, dry laid nonwoven, ICI 
Lifesaving Technology 4976 

Temafa’s blending plant for batch blending of 
recycled components for nonwoven fabric 
manufacture 2524 

testing probe from NDC continuously scans, 
measures, and records web weight 5342 
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testing, online. needle forces during needling of 
nonwoven fabrics 4557 

thermal bonded cellulosic blends. critical factors 
affecting properties 8960 

thermal bonding calender from Farmer Norton. 
computer system maintains uniform temperature, 
pressure 5744 

thermal bonding nonwovens. Eduard Kuesters’ 
Swimming Roll or S-Roll 934 

thermal bonding on calenders. deformation 
ie of nonwoven fabrics during manufacture 

thermal bonding wet processed nonwovens. Mohr 
and Caidik hot air installation. predicting process 
parameters 4964 

thermalbonding. Mohr + Caidik Group’s new 
process for nonwoven insulating materials 5765 

thermally bended, high loft nonwoven fiber 
composed of fusible (binder) fiber and rebulkable 
(nonmelting) fiber 187 

three dimensional nonwoven manufacturing 
cee plastics industry spurs innovation 

ultrasonic bonding. recent advances in power supply 
technology improve quality 8056 

viscose fibers developed 7 Courtaulds with 
modified cross sections, high fineness for use in 
nonwovens 75 

Vieissroffwerk Sandier’s new DM 50 million 
nonwoven fabric manufacturing plant 878 

waste materials. processing of thermoplastic waste 
for production of nonwoven fabrics 2529 

waste reclamation methods, online and offline. 
machinery, processes 4676 

waste reclamation. three methods of at go 
recommended waste separation method 4675 

water standards proposed by EPA under Clean Water 
Act 2221 

web weighing system fitted between feed and web 
forming machine improves web evenness 8057 

wet-laid fabrics. Maschinenfabrik Neue Bruderhause 
le equipment for nonwovens production 

winding excellence, inline. Stahikontor’s range of 
machines for nonwovens manufacture 496 

Winkler + Duennebier unveils T 619 multiple 
lane high speed interfolder 64 

wound dressings. BritCair’s alginate fiber, nonwoven 
wound dressing 8116 

NONWOVEN FABRICS (see also other he . such 
as COMPOSITES, BATTINGS, DISPOSABLES, 
FABRIC PRODUCTS, FELT, FOAMS, GLASS 
FABRICS, HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL 
TEXTILES, HOME FUNISHINGS, LAMINATES, 
LEATHER SUBSTITUTES, NEEDLED FABRICS, 
PAPER, STITCHBONDED FABRICS) 

absorbency. fibrillated acrylic fibers enhance 
absorbent properties 3128 

absorbent product consumption. worldwide market 
forecast for diapers, feminine hygiene, and 
incontinence products 8009 

agriculture. Carl Freudenberg’s Lutrasil Photoselect 
spunweb nonwoven for blanching vegetables 4490 

air permeability, pore size distribution calculated for 
multilayered nonwoven filter media 6507 

Akzo Faser polyester industrial nonwoven fabrics for 
roofing and ae 6307 

Akzo nonwoven antiballistic fabric made of Twaron, 
polyethylene, or their blends 5784 

Akzo's Colbeck is high performance spun laid 
nonwoven for use in filters 990 
— stiffness predictable using theoretical model 
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Brazil. production of nonwovens for automotive 
sector increasing 5785 

carpet backing. market analysis, review of new 
— from Du Pont, Reemay, Hoechst Celanese 

carpet backing. reinforcing in transverse and 
longitudinal directions 5748 

carpet backings, Typar Contour from Du Pont. 
recyclable polypropylene spun bonded for 
automotive carpets 189 

Chemocon wet processing preparatory finishing 
system for nonwoven fabric 

CLAF composites from Amoco Nisseki. a 
properties, applications (Trade Lit.) 17 

CLAF fabrics from Amoco Nisseki. manufacture, 
fabric properties (Trade Lit.) 1777 

coatings. new water vapor permeable polyurethane 
coatings from Bayer 7431 

Comfortel. Du Pont develops first cluster based 
fiberfill for seat cushions, home furnishings 8964 

composite interlinings, Laniere de Picardie. melt 
blown microfibers, adhesive filaments 5786 

composite laminate gives elasticity, recyclability to 
automotive headliners 4997 

compression behavior. effects of rate of 
deformation, number of compression recovery 
cycles, pressure foot area 3370 

compressional behavior of nonwoven fabrics. 
— of a constant rate deformation tester 

compressional properties. dependency of 
compressional properties on time 5787 

construction uses. market potential expanding 
because of such products as FRCCs 994 

costs continue to be low. competing in markets that 
ew for other fabric types should be avoided 

cotton spunlaced nonwovens. production in Japan. 
manufacturers, applications 5000 

cotton. — market potential because of natural 
properties, fiber modifications 9005 

cotton. tensile strength, sorption properties 5771 
crosslinked polyols in nonwovens. distribution, 

relation to functional property improvements 
(Abstract) 2680 

Cygnet is light weight polyester nonwoven for use in 
protective clothing 991 

Danaklion, producer of olefin fibers for nonwoven 
fabrics. company profile 3942 

dewatering web from Huyck for papermaking 
processing 1775 

diapers. Corovin and Poly-Bond develop spun bonded 
backsheet for diapers 6481 

differential pressure air permeability instrument for 
acceptance testing, quality control, and research 
of nonwoven fabrics 502 

dispersion. review of factors affecting fiber 
dispersion, methods for evaluating dispersion 8058 

disposables. enhanced fluid transport in absorbent 
nonwoven structures through use of 
superabsorbent fibrids 651 

Du Pont’s Typar Contour range of spun bonded, 100 
percent polypropylene carpet backings for 
automotive interiors 4176 

Du Pont’s Tyvek C, Tyvek F spun bonded 
polyethylene for limited use in chemical protective 
clothing 4476 

Du Pont. analysts predict strong 1994 performance 
for industrial fabrics and nonwovens division 4903 

elastic melt blown styrene and polyurethane. 
synthesis, properties, end uses 9006 

EPA issues procurement guide requiring recycled 
content. effect on nonwovens industry 6139 

fiberglass. spun bonded polyester. use in roofing 
industry Bs game 7315 

filters used in wet, dry filtration for removal of 
particulate matter, for product recovery 976 

filters used to separate hot gases must be durable to 
temperatures up to 250 degrees centigrade 977 

filtration media. Filzfabrik Fulda’s FFF Tamifelt filter 
a on grades greater than 99 percent 

footwear insoles by Chien Chun Fiber Industrial 
designed for comfort and hygiene 484 

Freudenberg develops bi radable, spun bonded 
polyester nonwoven for milk filtration 992 

Freudenberg global sales in staple fibers nonwovens, 
spunbo nonwovens, and household products 
divisions 8007 

fusibles, interlacings, interlinings at Bobbin 
Show/AAMA Convention 1 
eotextile, filter applications. overview 9007 
lanamat. new nonwoven glass/polypropylene fabric 
— thermally molded textile composites 

glass fabrics. Schuller Wertheim introduces PolyMat, 
a nonwoven insulating mat 6499 

glass preforms, composites. air entrapment, void 
formation during resin transfer molding (Conf. 
Paper) 8052 

hand. nonwoven fabrics tested for hand 9290 
heat transfer through nonwoven fabrics predicted by 
theoretical model 3371 

highloft nonwovens. effect of bonding agents on 
tensile, compression properties 900 

history, present uses, and future applications 3363 
interlining. influence of front bonding parameters on 

color changes, tenacity, resistance during 
drycleaning 389 

jute blends developed by British Textile Technology 
i processing techniques and applications 

leather substitutes. Luxilia, synthetic leather made 
from woven polyester sandwiched between 
microfiber webs 1771 

lining material, athletic footwear. moisture absorbent 
layer absorbs up to 70 percent of its weight in 
fluid 215 

Lohmann manufactures nonwovens for use in coarse 
to fine filtration 968 

medical. thermopiastic fiber web with apertures for 
sanitary napkin fluid permeable covers 5761 

Microban Additive B. Du Pont introduces Sontara 
series of durable, reusable wipes containing 
antimicrobial agents 6776 

moisture phenomena. geometric diffusivity model of 
— transfer phenomena through nonwovens 

Multiknit nonwoven fabrics produced on stitch 
——e machines. properties and applications 

NIR analysis of raw materials, online testing, 
laboratory quality control 501 

noise, vibration control in automobiles achieved with 
nonwoven, molded panels 811 

nonwoven industrial textiles. market applications for 
industrial textiles 8110 
—_. and 20th century development of nonwovens 
5 

pore size. automated characterization of pore sizes, 
shapes in nonwoven fabrics 2922 

private labels exhibited at Magic of Store Brands 
show. nonwovens products, manufacturers 
discussed 2060 

protective clothing, low temperature. ; 
microencapsulated phase change materials as 
thermal insulators 5001 
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recycling. European Union manufacturers need to 
promote recycling efforts 2235 - 

Reemay Incorporated displays complete line of 
nonwoven filtration products at Achema 1994 
exhibition 6505 , 

RFX fabrics from Lightweight Nonwovens Division of 
Amoco Fabrics and Fibers (Trade Lit.) 1774 

rotary die cutting cylinders, machine components 
from RR Rotary A/S in Denmark 1436 

Sandler’s composite nonwoven for use in protective 
clothing 993 

sheets made of crosslinked cellulosic fibers. use in 
wound dressings, sanitary pr 76 

spun bonded fabric with antibacterial properties for 
medical applications, coverstock, filters 200 

spun bonded polyester webs as carriers for bitumen 
based roofing. manufacturing equipment by 
Fleissner 7329 

spun bonded polypropylene carpet backing, 
moldable. production method from Du Pont 4160 

stretch nonwoven containing 
styrene-poly(ethylenepropylene)-styrene 4195 
owe definition through tomographic approaches 

superabsorbent acrylic polymers continue to gain 
market share over fluff pulp in nonwovens 8757 

surgical fabrics. antistatic fiber from Kimberly Clark 
enhances safety, tensile properties 3142 

surgical webbing. effect of fiber pretreatments on in 
pA bioabsorption of composites, nonwovens 

testing. INDA Standard Test Methods Manual, 1993 
Ed. (Book) 4574 

tomogra analysis of structure 9296 
Trevira Spunbond. profile of Hoechst Celanese’s 
peraoter continuous filament spun bonded fabric 

Tyvek. Du Pont introduces Tyvek C and Tyvek F, 
polyethylene spun bonded fabrics for protective 
clothing 6506 
ee nonpercolating. construction, materials 

weathering of needle punched industrial fabrics 
made from flax or flax blends 6508 

Werner Mattis Labcoater laboratory coating and 
laminating machine for nonwoven fabrics 2588 

wet sheet webs, open draw type. factors affecting 
transfers and measures to maintain quality 141 

wet-laid. Rohm & Haas builds reactor to produce 
acrylic emulsions for wet-laid nonwovens 4918 

wipes containing polybutylene are tougher and more 
tear resistant, drapeable, and conformable 4196 

wipes from Chicopee. J-Cloth, Lavette Super, 
rtex, Econoline, and Super Twill 3717 

wipes, Micropure from Du Pont made using Sontara 
spun bonded nonwoven fabric 3718 

wound dressings. BritCair’s alginate fiber, nonwoven 
wound dressing 8116 

NONWOVENS INDUSTRY (See also other headings, 
such as . DISPOSABLES, FASHION, and 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES and under 
peer gd industries such as APPAREL 
INDUSTRY, HOSIERY INDUSTRY, KNITTING 
INDUSTRY, and RENTAL INDUSTRY. 

adult incontinence products market growth present 
increased opportunities and challenges 3527 

adult incontinence products. private label 
manufacturers gaining market share 7486 

Akzo Nobel plans to add melt blowing facilities to its 
= bonded fabrics manufacturing operations 

ALF Industries. nonwovens machinery manufacturer 
established in South Carolina 6411 
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Amoco Fabrics & Fibers buys Phillips Fibers, creating 
largest producer of needle punched fabrics in the 
world 133 

Amoco’s acquisition of Phillips Fibers. sale complete, 
companies begin merging process 2469 

Asian textile firms cut back production in other 
markets, enter nonwoven fabrics market to 
maintain profits 1701 

binders, films, and adhesives. European 
manufacturers. list of companies and products 
4090 

Brazil. 1991-1993 polypropylene consumption 
increased from 23,500 to 30,000 tons 4083 

Brazil. polypropylene, polyester, and rayon 
consumption 7023 

Brazilian imports increase in 1992 according to 
Brazilian Customer Service Department 9464 

Cavit Cicek Tekstil of Turkey. largest nonwovens 
manufacturer in Turkey 134 

China. growing consumer demand outstrips domestic 
nonwovens production capacity 5694 

China. industrial zone established in Kun-Shan city to 
encourage rapidly expanding Chinese nonwovens 
industry 135 
= machinery purchases decrease dramatically 

conference. Hi-Per Fab 1994 and INDA-TEC 1994 
held in September 7218 

Converter Accessory Corporation's gener product 
information brochure (Trade Lit.) 7513 

Corovin and Poly-Bond announce arrangement to 
share marketing, product development, and 
technical expertise 4084 

Daewoo Group, Baiksan, Korea Moolsan order Fehrer 
equipment for production of s tic leather 8863 

Danaklon acquires control of polyolefins 
manufacturer Faserwerk Bottrop 5515 

Danakion to enlarge capacity of its Varde plant, adds 
long spin line formerly used by Bottrop 8728 

Danaklion, European nonwovens industry's leading 
— supplier, purchases Faserwerk Bottrop 

directories of products, services. /nternational 
Nonwovens Directory 1994-1995 (Book) 7219 

directories. Nonwovens Industry’s 25th Annual 
International Buyers’ Guide 8874 

Dominion commits to investing additional $5.2 
million in Poly-Bond plant in Virginia 3275 

Dominion Textile Group seeks local partner for joint 
venture in China 4898 

Dow Corning’s silicone products, research and 
development center, services profiled 5026 

EDANA sets waste recycling guidelines for member 
companies 4673 

Engineered Nonwovens produces specialized 
technical felts for healthcare and medical textiles 
sector 6403 

Engineered Nonwovens. company produces needle 
punched felts for equestrian, automotive, medical 
end uses 4085 

Enichem Fibre plans to sell its Terbond spun bonded 
nonwoven polyester plant 4086 

Europe. important manufacturers, eppantee 
technologies, and applications 2576 

European associations form Fibre Chain Forum to 
promote environmental awareness in nonwovens 
industry 4674 

Expo Nonwovens Asia, held in Tokyo during March 
1994. review 4913 

Fehrer supplies nonwoven fabric manufacturing 
equipment to several companies in Japan 5695 

Fehrer supplies two complete nonwoven fabric 
ae lines to Ye An Nonwoven (China) 
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fiber shipments for first 1994 quarter 7037 
fibers, manmade. European manufacturers. list of 
companies and fiber products 3941 

fibers. Somer of fiber suppliers to nonwoven fabric 
industry 550 

filtration systems, overview and outlook 9266 
Former Soviet Union. domestic industry focuses on 
production of geotextiles 6404 

Foss Manufacturing Company patents unitary 
moldable composite made from thermoplastic 
polyester 4197 

Ganso Nonwoven Carpet Factory buys finishing 
equipment from Cobble Blackburn, Datacolor 
international 5022 

HDK Industries purchases Bonar Nonwovens, is now 
sole supplier of powder bonded nonwovens 4087 

healthcare, medical textiles. absorbent product film 
— increase capacity, develop new products 

Hi-Per Fab 1994. first international exhibition for 
Southeast Asian industry. preview 137 

Hi-Per Fab industrial fabrics exhibition scheduled for 
September 5-7, 1994, in Singapore 408 

Hoechst Group to build plant near Shanghai for spun 
bonded polyethylene terephthalate fabrics 408 

Holvis Holtzstoff analyzes nonwovens division to 
increase its market potential 5696 

HSJ Group to build 1.5 meter wide line for 
— specialty nonwovens in Taiwan 

industry and trade summary for the period 
1986-1990 for the United States nonwoven 
industry (Book) 6407 
= market one of the industry’s strongest 

International Needle Punching Conference. 
conference topics, review 1702 

Japan. growth rates for 1992 and 1993 well below 
1980s growth rates 3276 

Japan. in 1993, medical/surgical market for 
nonwovens totaled 19 billion yen 8864 

John R. Starr Incorporated links with Herty 
Foundation to promote wet-laid nonwovens 
research 4916 

Latin America. needle punched nonwovens market. 
growth expected due to increased automobile 
manufacture 631 

Libeltex (Belgium) reports excellent sales of needle 
punched automotive fabrics despite European 
recession 4917 

Lydall, Baxter Healthcare to develop three new 
leukocyte depletion filters 4198 

medical gowns and drapes. cost of disposal to rise 
under proposed DOT regulations 7709 

medical nonwoven fabrics and other products. 
review of United States market 4468 

melt blown production in Japan. top ten 
manufacturers. statistics 140 
— in need of expanding production capabilities 

needled felt filtration market. worldwide production 
statistics, estimates for 1993-2000 period 6509 

Nonwovens Americas 1994 exhibition. review of 
industry in Central/South America, Mexico, United 
States 8866 

Pacific Rim. technical felt production 8984 
People’s Republic of China. annual nonwoven fabrics 
production will total 250,000 metric tons by 
[2000] 8867 

Poly-Bond reports 51 percent increase in its sales 
volume during 1991-1994 period 8868 

Poly-Bond. 37 percent increase in sales volume 
during the period 1991-1993, profile 138 

products and services available to industry 7220 
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review of events that shaped the indu: in 1993. 
pe uisitions, market expansion, plant closures 

1 
Rohm & Haas builds reactor to produce acrylic 
emulsions for wet-laid nonwovens 4918 

roll goods export and import data from United States 
Department of Commerce 4920 

roll goods. top 40 international companies 1993 
sales = 722% 

Sackner Products produces automotive textiles to 
replace polyurethane padding 7577 

sales in United States during 1993 set new records. 
olefin leads over go and rayon 5698 

Singapore Hi-Per Fab 1994. 50 companies involved 
——— punching throughout Southeast Asia 

Singapore Hi-Per Fab 1994. Malaysia strategically 
caeee to access China, India, iland, Vietnam 

South Africa. consumption and application data 139 
South Africa. industry likely to grow, attract new 
investment under RDP 8871 

spun bonded industry growing steadily. foreign 
manufacturers entering market 4901 

staple fiber shipments drop in third quarter of 1993, 
sales for first three quarters of 1993 still up 3111 

Taiwan. industry shows growth potential, 
particularly in spunbonding, melt blown, and 
spunlaced processes 887 

Textilgruppe Hof to expand capacity of Mittweida 
— punched nonwovens manufacturing plant 

top ten manufacturers worldwide based on 1993 
sales. overview of each company 8876 

United States. in 1997 medical nonwoven 
disposables market will have grown by 10 percent 

Vieissroffwerk Sandier’s new DM 50 million 
nonwoven fabric manufacturing plant 878 

Vieisstoffwerk Sandler’s new facility will produce 
high bulk thermally bonded nonwovens 2470 

Walkisoft Engineering supplies air-laid nonwoven 
fabric manufacturing line for Havix (Japan) 4919 

aps y= Sears. equipment investments could 
double sales to $25 million by [1996] 8873 

Western European nonwoven fabric manufacturers 
increased output in 1992 by 8.7 percent over 
previous year 5697 

world’s nonwovens manufacturers. 20 medium size 
companies 1703 

Nuclear technology, see TEXTILE NUCLEONICS. 

NYLON FABRICS 
Akzo Faser Enka Nylon fabrics. properties and 
applications 6307 

antistatic potential correlated with electrical 
resistivity, but results approximate 218 

automotive air bags. nylon and polyester coated 
materials. cost considerations 2536 

carpets finished with stain retardants, stainblockers. 
review of chemical structure, mechanisms of 
finishes 8198 

coating with organopolysiloxane products 2688 
garment dyeing. overview of finishes used during, 

after dyeing 5806 
home furnishings, exterior decoration. festive flags 
bearing colorful appliques becoming popular 5312 

Mor-Dura Ill. Morbern USA introduces soft, durable 
fabric made from Du Pont’s Cordura nylon 8119 

Rhone-Poulenc’s Meryl and Meryl microfiber fabrics. 
finishing procedures 7349 
—_——i Pont spends $10 million to promote use 

° 



tent screens for firefighters at fire ca . screens 
filter out airborne smoke particles 7769 

tetra-axial. —— of tensile properties of biaxial 
and tetra-axial woven nylon 66 fabrics 6521 

umbrellas. Japanese product features double fabric 
construction for niche market 6010 

Unit Synchro Production System 
Clothing Tec 
Hong Kong (Conf. 

developed b 
Demonstration Center he 
per) 9156 

NYLON FIBERS 
AlliedSignal, BASF form joint venture in nylon 
production 10 

amino groups. ninhydrin reaction with amino groups 
in wool, nylon 6, nylon 66, and silk proved to be 
quantitative 625 

antistatic. Du Pont P-140, electrostatically 
conductive carbon core surrounded by nylon 
sheathing 45 

Asahi Chemical and Toyo Engineering win $130 
million order to supply major nylon 66 facility in 
Pindishan 18 

BASF and AlliedSignal call off proposed joint venture 
— carpet and nylon textile fibers business 

BASF carpet recycling process provides economical 
source of caprolactam monomer for nylon 6 fiber 
oduction 6934 
SF’s 1000 denier solution dyed filament fiber 

improves durability of bathroom carpets 5324 
bicomponent fibers. polyester/polyamide 
bicomponent fibers. physical and mechanical 
properties 7902 

carpet fibers. BASF to consolidate its United States 
production in two South Carolina plants 7859 

carpet industry. nylon 6 and nylon 66 shipments 
— 5 percent in 1993 over previous year 

carpet. requirements of BCF, staple nylon for use in 
carpet manufacture (Conf. Paper) 7143 

demand for nylon fibers decreases 1.4 percent in 
aoae despite strong performance in United States 

drawtexturing. high temperature heater technology 
offers several advantages for 66 processing 2444 

Du Pont and Far Eastern Textiles to build nylon 66 in 
Taiwan 8729 

Du Pont and Rhone-Poulenc enter into joint venture 
to produce adipic acid in French plant 5517 

Du Pont’s cost reduction efforts improve profitability 
of its fiber divisions 3923 

Du Pont’s earnings increase for first 1994 quarter. 
Lycra spandex, nylon lead improvement 3921 

extrusion methods. conventional processes and 
— rs new high viscous self cleaning reactor 

fiber testing, carbon dioxide lasers. measurement of 
temperature changes during laser irradiation 1367 

grafting with vinyl monomers onto nylon fibers. 
infrared spectroscopy 783 

Hollowcore Zeftron BCF Nylon 6ix. profile of new 
BASF carpet fiber 7923 

Leofeel. microfiber has higher Young’s modulus than 
comparable nylon 6 or nylon 66 microfibers 782 

manufacturers. strategies for 1994. production 
capacity, focus, marketing 713 

microfibers. Se extrusion methods, and 
fiber treatments 7120 

microfibers. production techniques, products, 
finishing, applications 7121 

monofilament sutures that are more readily usable 
and give greater knot security 2412 

Monsanto installs supervisory monitoring, control 
system at nylon production facility in Florida 553 
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nonwoven fabrics. Kobe-Kodoshi introduces 
spunbonding process for polyester, polypropylene, 
nylon fibers 8956 

nonwovens with improved properties made with 
7 6 fibers in blends with short cellulosic fibers 

nylon 6, tensile ot om relationship between 
tensile modulus and morphological structure 788 

nylon 6. manufacture and uses. rs through 
retrospinning and depolymerization 5429 

nylon 6. tensile strength, relationship between 
tensile modulus, morphological structure 1647 

nylon 66. solid state polymerization of nylon 66 
fibers improves their mechanical properties 
(Abstract) 7113 

Nylstar, a joint venture of Rhone-Poulenc and Snia 
ber will be world’s second largest producer of 

nylon filament 2306 
optical brightening agents. synthesis, application of 
bistriazinylaminostilbene derivatives 5861 

P84 polyamide fiber. manufacturing process, 
physical properties, and applications 776 

phase structure of nylon 6. X-ray diffraction 
= effect of drawing on phase structure 

Plasticisers Engineering’s Nytex 4000/3 modular 
extrusion system for pigmented polyester, nylon 
fibers 8774 

postcondensation of nylon 66 polymer. influence of 
postcondensation conditions on viscosity, 
extension, tenacity 4798 

production of nylon 6 and nylon 66. present 

area Secale peehle, shuld be recycli ydrolysis possible, shou 
pe nec 2392 

recycling. BASF’s 6ix Again program recycles nylon 
6 carpets 3839 

recycling. caprolactum can be successfully 
recovered using chemical decomposition of 
polyamide 6 3811 

residential carpet fibers. producers announce prices 
increases as of May 3110 

stain resistance decreases after long exposure to 
ultraviolet light 292 

StayGard nylon 6 filament from AlliedSignal intended 
for use in air bags 2380 

structure. mathematical analysis of the structure of 
bifilament nylon fibers 7924 

synthesis by chemical vapor deposition on 
organomercaptan/polycrystalline gold substrate 
(Abstract) 6299 

Textilwerke Deggendorf enters joint ventures with 
Du Pont, Akzo Nobel 7928 

thermoplastic polyester, nylon resins. growth 
potential of markets in Pacific Rim countries 
(Abstract) 6232 

ultrafine microfibers. review of new products from 
— , Asahi, Mitsubishi Rayon, Unitika, Kuraray 

NYLON YARN (see also other . such as 
CARPET: S, HOSIERY, TIRE CORD) 

air bags. Sulzer Rueti rapier and projectile looms for 
weaving automotive air bags. test results 4108 

automotive — overview of production, 
properties 

blended polypropylene/nylon yarns. effect of heat 
setting temperature on yarn properties 5652 

industry. Nylstar created from merger of European 
manufacturing divisions of Rhone-Poulenc, Snia 
Fibre 4861 

Neumag BCF spin drawtexturing lines for production 
of nylon, polypropylene, polyester fibers 1673 
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partially oriented, conventional yarns dynamic 
mechanical properties tested 7992 

Rhone-Poulenc, Snia Fibre form Nylstar joint venture 
to manufacture nylon yarn for apparel fabrics 3936 

StayGard nylon 6 by AlliedSignal for air bags 
provides advantages over nylon 66 7985 

tire cord. influence of twist on strength and 
durability 7197 

tire cord. Rhone-Poulenc forms joint venture to build 
a nylon 66 plant in Vietnam for rubber dipped tire 
cord 1655 

tire cord. shrinkage of nylon 66 and nylon 6 tire 
cord. influence of thermal and pretensioning 
treatments 7198 

Yarn Fair international 1994. natural fiber yarns 
—— United Kingdom, United States markets 

NYLONS 
aliphatic-aromatic polyamide-metal complexes. 
synthesis, characterization (Abstract) 7123 

caprolactam. adsorption purification from 
pace by experimental industrial installation 

carpet filaments. BASF, ea yee om merge, have 
-, - rmaae capacity of 850 million pounds per year 

crosslinking nylon 6 fibers with t-butyl perbenzoate. 
degree of crystallinity, thermal shrinkage 43 

crystallization kinetics of nylon 6 polymers examined 
using differential scanning calorimetry 6300 

macrocyclic di- and tetra-polyamide ligands. 
—. binding ability with transition metal ions 

Monsanto expands its staple extrusion, spinning 
capacity for nylon 66 in Florida 14 

Monsanto to build nylon 66 plant in China as part of 
$500 million Asian expansion plan 3106 

nylon 11 films. trichroic infrared spectroscopy 
investigates orientation of amide, methylene 
roups in (Abstract) 7114 

nylon 11 polymer. production, properties, and 
applications 3989 

nylon 11. overview of production, applications. 
potential for production in India 7926 

nylon 6 blended with polypropylene. creep 
characteristics. blending ratio 7081 

nylon 6 blended with polypropylene. dye affinity, 
crystallization behavior 7080 

nylon 6. recycling fabrics, yarns, and carpets made 
from nylon 6 fibers 3840 

nylon 6/polypropylene polymer alloys combined with 
rubber impact modifiers (Conf. Paper) 3389 

nylon 66 salt. Du Pont, Liaoyang Petrochemical Fiber 
Company, Rhone Poulenc agree to joint 
manufacture of 6218 

nylon 66 yarns textured on ICBT’s 15E3 
drawtexturing machine 851 

poly(i-lysine)sebacic acid and 
poly(i-lysine)terephthalic acid films. hydrolytic, 
enzymatic degradation 784 

poly(thiooxamide)-metal complexes. synthesis, 
characterization (Abstract) 7133 

polyglycidylmethacrylate grafted nylon 6 fibers. 
physical properties 40 

Safariland has become a $30 million company. 
produces holsters and belts 3528 

sorption isotherms of anthraquinone disperse dyes 
on nylon 6 film in water 1054 

strength limitations in use as high performance 
fibers. use in composites 3990 

thermal stabilization of aliphatic polyamides with 
thermal stabilizers applied on fiber surface 7115 
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wetting, dynamic. dynamic wetting of nylon 66 with 
surfactants 1642 

NYTRIL FIBERS 
microfilaments and microfibers. fineness 
comparisons and applications 6275 

Odor control, see AIR POLLUTION, DRYCLEANING, 
DURABLE PRESS, FINISHING, LAUNDERING, 
WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT, WATER. 

OIL AND WATER-REPELLENT FINISHES 
Scotchgard. 3M adds several products to 
Scotchgard line of protective finishes 6610 

Oiling, see CHEMICAL AIDS TO PROCESSING, 
UBRICATION, and under headings of specific 

machinery. 

OIL REPELLENCY 
coating. oil and water repellency 2689 
nonwoven surgical gowns. oil and water repellency 
evaluated 2563 
ow fabric finishing. LJ Guard TT955 agent 

Sandofiuor TQD for improved oil and water 
repellency 4307 

Scotchgard fluorochemical products for European 
textile and carpet industries 660 
— FC251 for high water and oil repellency 

OLEFIN FABRICS 
AlliedFibers’ Spectra use in Kelty White Phantom 
—- for high strength, durability, lightweight 

nonwoven. Du Pont develops hydroentanglement 
process for disposable barrier garments 6475 

polypropylene fabrics. surface functionalization from 
aromatic HF plasmas (Abstract) 2681 

poly(propylene graft (4-vinylpyridinium dichromate)}. 
synthesis of fibrous polymer supported oxidizing 
agent 3373 

raschel netting. Tama Plastic develops elastic 
wrapper for securing loads on pallets, circular hay 
bales 7331 

Tyvek. Du Pont introduces Tyvek C and Tyvek F, 
polyethylene spun bonded fabrics for protective 
clothing 6506 

OLEFIN FIBERS (see also other headings, such as SPLIT 
FIBERS/SLIT FILMS) 

American Polyolefin Association to launch marketin 
campaign to promote use of polyolefin fibers 621 

Danaklon acquires control of polyolefins 
manufacturer Faserwerk Bottrop 5515 

Danaklon, producer of olefin fibers for nonwoven 
fabrics. company profile 3942 

high performance manmade fibers. critical review of 
recent developments in synthesis, production 8779 

shipment totals for 1993, first 1994 quarter 7037 

OLEFIN FIBERS--POLYETHYLENE (see also other 
headings, such as HIGH MODULUS FIBERS) 

agricultural fabrics. hail protection polyethylene nets 
woven on Sulzer Ruti projectile looms 8992 

American Polyolefin Association holds roundtable to 
discuss use of polypropylene in apparel 1920 

bicomponent polyethylene extrusion with Emfil 
filament extrusion system 2374 

catalysts for PET manufacture. use of amorphous 
sodium aluminosilicates 3152 

CLAF fabrics from Amoco Nisseki. manufacture, 
fabric properties (Trade Lit.) 1777 



crystallization enhancement of polyethylene 
ana ry by elastomeric ionomers (Conf. 

damage tolerance of polyethylene fibers and 
composites. r, morphological analyses 
(Conf. Paper) 3154 

damage tolerance of polyethylene fibers, 
composites. molecular, morphological factors 
(Abstract) 2544 

Du Pont’s Tyvek C, Tyvek F spun bonded 
polyethylene for limited use in chemical protective 
clothing 4476 

Dyneema Fragiight HPPE needle punched ballistics 
protection fabric 8120 

Dyneema ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene 
fiber used in high strength, low weight ropes for 
marine uses 3721 

extrusion. high speed spinning of ultrahigh molecular 
weight polyethylene fibers 3155 
= testing process for high performance fibers 
6281 

films. Fintex and Partners of ITaly. group of 
companies research polyethylene films and 
nonwovens 4912 

floating cover protects brine used in underground 
fuel storage caverns 8991 

fluorination of silk fibroin membranes, polyethylene 
—_ by tetrafluoromethane plasma treatment 

gel fibers, polyethylene. special features in the 
deformation behavior 785 

Hoechst Celanese to increase North American PET 
_ oo ee 

ry vests. DSM High Performance Fibers’ 
Dyneema Fraglight reduces weight of vest 8498 

polycondensation catalyst for manufacturing of 
polyethylene ae 3156 

polyethylene naphthalate fibers introduced by 
Amoco. physical — and use as tire 
reinforcement 6301 
— fibers. production processes and applications 

UHMW polyethylene Sibor gaining market share from 
Keviar. increased demand anticipated 8737 

ultrahigh weight polyethylene fibers as 
reinforcements in polystyrene terpolymer 
composite (Abstract) 7304 

OLEFIN FIBERS--POLYPROPYLENE (see also other 
headings, such as SPLIT FIBERS/SLIT FILMS) 

Barmag’s SDM16 unit for production of smooth 
polypropylene yarns 5574 

bicomponent polypropylene extrusion with Emfil 
filament extrusion system 2374 

blended polypropylene/nylion yarns. effect of heat 
setting temperature on yarn properties 5652 

blends of polypropylene, nylon 6. creep 
characteristics, blending ratio 7081 

blends of polypropylene, nylon 6. dye affinity, 
crystallization behavior 7080 

carpet fibers. _— antibacterial carpet fiber for 
hospitals 878 

controlled rheology process for extruding and 
drawing fine denier fibers 6302 

crystallization behavior of isotactic polypropylenes 
‘om the melt. crystal forms (Conf. Paper) 3157 

c lization behavior of isotactic polypropylenes 
‘om the melt. melting process (Conf. Paper) 3158 

Danakion to enlarge capacity of its Varde plant, adds 
— spin line formerly used by Bottrop 8728 

Don & Low’s Lobrene range of woven, ultraviolet 
stabilized polypropylene fabrics for agriculture, 
horticulture 4199 
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Du Pont’s Typar Contour range of spun bonded, 100 
percent polypropylene carpet backings for 
automotive interiors 4176 

fiber consumption, Brazilian nonwovens industry, 
1991-1993. data show increase from 23,500 to 
30,000 tons 4083 

Glanamat. new nonwoven glass/polypropylene fabric 
— thermally molded textile composites 

Gymlene peymepyiens carpet fiber with antibacterial 
properties 876 

heat orn carpet yarns by saturated 
steam 30 

hollow. Mitsubishi Rayon develops porous hollow 
peypeevere fiber that is permanently hydrophilic 

HY-Color, HY-Dry developed by Danakion for the 
nonwoven diapers market 1643 

mass coloration of polypropylene fibers and 
filaments using Hoechst Remafin pigments 2656 

Millad 3988 clarifiers for polypropylene resins by 
Milliken Chemicals (Trade Lit.) 4015 

multicomponent polypropylene fiber with 
components with differing melt flow rates from 
Hercules 3159 

multifilament polypropylene ome used in new, more 
flexible surgical mesh 602 

needle punched fabrics. effects of fiber length, fiber 
a needie punch density, needle penetration 

needle punched fabrics. effects of variables in 
pigment coloring on carding performance, fabric 
quality 7328 

Neumag BCF spin drawtexturing lines for production 
of nylon, polypropylene, polyester fibers 1673 

nonwoven fabric coated with aluminum to impart 
electrical conductivity 3478 

nonwoven fabrics. Kobe-Kodoshi introduces 
spunbonding process for polyester, polypropylene, 
nylon fibers 8956 

overview of production, properties, history of 
development 50 

Plasticisers compact extrusion lines for the 
production of polypropylene fibers and yarns 7116 

polyolefin fibers added to hot asphalt mix for 
improved fatigue, rut, and water resistance 3374 

recycling polypropylene. problems with properties 
changing during reprocessing 6936 

spunbonding. steady state model describes fiber 
— during the spunbonding of polypropylene 

stabilizing agents added to improve processability, 
confer various properties 51 
— modification by acrylonitrile cold plasma 

technical textile industry applications 8733 
thermal point ae pot ypropylene staple webs. 
parametric study o 3 

OLEFIN POLYMERS 
acrylic acid radiation grafted hydrophilic polyethylene 

anes. separation of ethanol-water mixtures 
3375 4200 

alpha olefin carbon monoxide copolymers. synthesis 
(Conf. Paper) 3160 

American Polyolefin Association members work 
rar ey to improve properties of fibers, yarns, 
fabrics 3100 

Borealis. Neste and Statoil form Borealis, Europe's 
— a polyolefins producer, world’s fifth largest 

Catalyst Resources Incorporated. Phillips sells 
subsidiary to Mallinckrodt Specialty Chemicals 704 
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cyclic olefins. tungsten (VI) imido aryoxide and 
aikoxide derivatives for ring oe metathesis 
polymerization (Conf. Paper) 

cycloolefins. ring chain equilibria in ring opening 
metathesis  aeeemecees of cycloolefins (Conf. 
Paper) 316 

diolefin based polymers containing thiocarbon 
groups. synthesis, properties 2381 3163 

elastomeric polyolefin formation with 
tetra(alkyl)zirconium catalyst (Conf. Paper) 3164 

elastomers. metallocene SSC based plastics, rubbers 
from Dow Chemical 1779 

ethylene-propylene heterophasic copolymer films. 
effect of ultraviolet irradiation on structure 8972 

ethylene-propylene random copolymers. analysis of 
=—- junction size of thermoreversible gel 

ethylene/alpha olefin copolymerization in solution 
reactors. reaction kinetics (Conf. Paper) 3140 

gel spinning of ultradrawn ultra high molecular 
weight polyethylene. orientation of guest 
molecules (Conf. Paper) 3165 

gels in organic solvents. crystalline junction size, 
structure of ethylene/propylene random 
copolymers 52 

Insite olefin polymers from Dow Chemical. synthesis, 
properties (Abstract) 6303 

isotactic polypropylene/ethylene-propylene 
copolymer blend films. Izod impact strength of 
(Abstract) 7309 

Neste Corporation and Statoil plan joint venture to 
produce polyolefins, petrochemicals worldwide 15 

nylon 6/polypropylene polymer alloys combined with 
rubber impact modifiers (Conf. Paper) 3389 

olefin and diene polymerization by sterically hindered 
chelating alkoxide titanium and zirconium species 
(Conf. Paper) 3166 

polyethylene (PE). Dowlex plastics from Dow 
Chemical made by advanced PE molecular weight 
distribution technology 996 

polyethylene (PE). effect of crystalline relaxation on 
— behavior of oriented high density PE films 

polyethylene film. characterization of exotherms 
formed by necking 1645 2382 3167 

polyethylene glycol (PEG). formation of inclusion 
— between alpha-cyclodextrin and PEG 

polyethylene oxide (PEO). melting and crystallization 
of poly(L-lactic) acid/PEO mixture 69 

polyethylene. supercritical antisolvent fractionation 
enhances selectivity for low molecular weight 
fractions 3168 

polymerization, olefin. mechanism of activation of 
propene polymerization by “ey in Ziegler 
Natta catalysis (Conf. Paper) 31 

polynorborrene-polyethylene block copolymers 
synthesis (Conf. Paper) 3170 

polyolefin wax preparation and applications 786 
polyolefins. functionalized and grafted polyolefin 
copolymers prepared with metal catalysts and 
borane monomers (Conf. Paper) 3171 

polypropylene resin suitable for making microfibers 
developed at Institute of Chemistry in Beijing 3172 

polypropylene. DSM announces plans for massive 
polypropylene manufacturing plant 1587 

polypropylene. European consumption could 
= existing production limits in near future 

polypropylene. preparation, morphology of isotactic 
beta-crystalline polypropylene 8784 

polypropylene. thermal properties of syndiotactic 
polypropylene 8783 
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pohgeapvinnsinenniies particle films. effect of 
lled compression on pore formation 2383 3377 

production. sales of polyethylene, polypropylene 
— decline in exports and prices upward 

reactive liquid polymer based i modifiers for 
unsaturated polyester resins 

recycling of polyolefins in Europe. 
Association for Textile Polyolefins 46 

Royal Dutch Shell, Montedison merge all of their 
~ polymers operations into 50:50 joint venture 
70 
— Dutch Shell, Montedison merge olefin 
—- operations into 50:50 joint venture 1592 

Royal Dutch Shell, Montedison merger pone 
inquiry by European Union commissioners 2303 

thermoplastic olefin skins ae polyvinyl chloride 
= = in a — 17 ~ 1 
iegler polymerization catalysts for a 
olefins. reaction kinetics (Conf. Paper) 3136 

OLEFIN YARN 
American Polyolefin Association holds roundtable to 
discuss use of om sety in apparel 1920 

Domotex 1994. carpets 3686 
Fiber Organon. 1989-1993 worldwide olefin fiber 
production 6230 5522 

Fiber Organon. olefin yarn shipments decreased from 
May to June 1994. other fibers 6225 

Glen Touch division of Glen Raven Mills. airjet 
textured nylon, polyester, olefin, rayon, and 
acetate yarns 7146 

photothermally degradable yarns for horticultural and 
agricultural applications 1694 

polypropylene. surgical mesh 6022 
United States production. American Polyolefin 
— silk substitute. demin jean production 

Open end spinning, see SPINNING--OPEN END 

re also other headings, such as BLENDING, 

Russian, Turkmenistani long staple cotton. Rieter 
recommendations to eliminate star neps during 
processing 6353 

Russian. Turkemenian. cotton can be spun despite 
— content if certain procedures followed 
4 

wool fibers. microdamage caused by sliver opening 
process 87 

OPENING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as BLENDING MACHINERY, PICKING MACHINERY, 
WASTE--FIBROUS) ; 
i Trutzschler has become a leading supplier 

by European 

cotton. Lintmaster Opener/Cleaner from 
Hollingsworth operates at high rate of efficiency 
4866 

design to ensure flexibility relative to process 
capabilities 7962 

developments, recent. new a from Josef 
Stummer, Ernst Fehrer 403 

disk opener system for arene BA. a viable alternative 
to carded willow and picker 

ee eth Hollingsworth werent se Concept for 
ective cleaning of cotton 7160 

Hergeth Hollingsworth. new bale —— machinery, 
blowroom equipment on display at OTEMAS 199 
exhibition 635 

Hollingsworth’s Fleximix and Rotomix three 
dimensional cleaning machines 7161 
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Hollingsworth’s Lintmaster for opening and cleaning 
cotton 4036 ; 

Marzoli. review of new baling, opening, and carding 
equipment 1661 ate 

opening roll, Rotorspun Platt Sacolowell spinning 
machine. effect of cotton fiber parameters on 
performance 834 1667 

papermaking felt production. characteristics and 
requirements for opening machines 8830 

Ponz Pneuma Opener. vacuum powered rotary disc 
opener from Temafa designed to replace standard 
carding willow 830 

Ponz Pneuma Opener. vacuum powered rotary disc 
opener from Temafa designed to replace traditional 
willow 829 

Ponz Pneuma-Opener from Temafa. moderately 
priced fiber flock opener for natural, manmade 
fibers 5627 

Ponz yee Coen. profile of rotary disc opener 
from Temafa 5630 

-Opener. vacuum powered rotary disc 
opener from Temafa 4037 

roller teeth. effect of wear on size of opened tufts 
during bale opening 835 

spreading unit uses vibrations to separate fibers 
without fiber damage 4040 

Stummer’s disc opener for long and short staple fiber 
opening 7162 

Tefama’s Pneuma-Opener fiber-flock opener features 
great versatility 831 

Temafa’s Pneumo-Opener is novel fiber flock opener 
notable for universal application 2427 

Temafa’s Ponz pneumatic opening machine 
eliminates nip points 832 

Truetzschier opening installation for cotton and 
manmade fibers at OTEMAS 1993 exhibit 4038 

Truetzschier sells 2,000th carding machine, BDT 020 
opening machine to Sara Lee 833 

Truetzschier’s complete opening line for manmade 
fibers 84 

Trutzschier’s Cleanomat sawtooth cotton cleaner 
with compact and modular design 7163 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH (see also other . 
such as COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING, 
FORECASTS, INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, 
INVENTORY CONTROL, MANAGEMENT, 
PRODUCTION CONTROL, SIMULATION, 
STATISTICAL METHODS) 

apparel manufacturing. analysis, relative efficiencies 
A — system, kanban, modular manufacturing 

benchmarking at Sandia National Laboratories. 
methodology developed by laboratory 4600 
— flowshops. ae optimization of 

owshop sequencing and topology using genetic 
algorithms 1428 

computer integrated management of systems in 
fiber-textile-apparel pipeline in United States 6867 

computer integrated management of systems in 
— pipeline in United States 

continuous stirred tank reactors. altering conversion 
and selectivity behavior of nonlinear kinetic 
reactions 544 1424 

exothermic reactions. calorimetric investigation 
including kinetic and heat flow modeling 5454 

fabric testing. function group approximation 
facilitates moire analyses of fabric strain 9293 

fiber to fabric production processes, interactions. 
parameters that affect small lot production 
efficiency 6868 

fiber-textile-apparel-retail pipeline in United States. 
analysis, modeling 6856 
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flammability. software models, susceptibility of 
buildings to fire 7612 

flexible manufacturing cells. real time control 
algori s to resolve deadlocks 546 

flexible manufacturing systems. dynamic scheduling 
algorithm employs priority net aided simulation to 
govern process contro! 545 

fuzzy clustering analysis. anthropometric process 
improves fit of oxygen masks for Air Force aircrew 
4581 6068 

industrial engineering simulations. mathematical 
techniques, statistical regression analysis 2195 

industrial engineering simulations. review of 
mathematical techniques, statistical regression 
analysis 1425 

industrial engineering. — discrete parts 
assembly systems (Book) 4620 

knit fabrics, irregularities in yarn length. effects of 
yarn tensile deformation and needle deflection 917 

knit fabrics, irregularities in yarn length. effects of 
yarn tensile deformation, needle deflection 1722 

numerical simulation, anisotropic flow through a 
parallel plate channel. effect on two dimensional 
fiber orientation 627 

numerical simulation, viscoelastic flow of Newtonian 
and Oldroyd-B fluids through a three dimensional 
constriction 628 

pilot scale trials. aims, guide to streamlining pilot 
plant design, operations 547 

pilot, laboratory scale production to full scale 
production 548 

quality control feedback circuits based on structure, 
types of operations, information flow 4618 

ring spinning machinery. computer aided measuring 
techniques analyze operation of 5639 
— machinery. Clemson Apparel Research 

Facility designs dual axis head control for high 
speed stitch contour tracking 1976 

sewing seams. handling fabric. analysis of micro, 
— techniques to optimize sewing 

sewing, ergonomics. effect of posture on workers 
during extended sewing operations at apparel 
conversion plants 615 

sewing, needle operation during apparel conversion. 
operations research analysis of sewing needle 
operation 372 

silkworm spinnerets. fitting smooth paths to the 
movement of orifice 4782 

simulation of continuous washing of fabric in open 
width washing machine. parameters governing 
power consumption 295 

slashing machines evaluated operating under 
transient, steady-state conditions. statistical, fuzzy 
logic control 6416 

terminal molecular models. tacticities of ~ 
esters obtained by radical polymerization 4791 

viscoelastic flow of Newtonian, Oldroyd-B fluids 
through constricted pipes. Leonov modeling 9434 

Optical bleaches, see OPTICAL BRIGHTENING AGENTS. 

OPTICAL BRIGHTENING (see also other headings, such 
as BLEACH 

deterioration of optical brighteners, fluorescent 
whitening agents causes yellowing of fabrics 7423 

white or natural color of fabric affects finishing, 
particularly optical brightening 8129 

OPTICAL BRIGHTENING AGENTS 
8-N (aryi/hetaryl) 8H acenaphtho [4,5-d] [1,2,3] 

triazoles on polyester 3466 
bistriazinylaminostilbene derivatives, application on 
cotton, nylon 5861 



OPTICAL FIBERS (see also other he 
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cellophane. effect of humidity on photofading of 
bistyrylbiphenyl type fluorescent brightener 4304 

fluorescent dyes. structures, properties, and 
applications 1058 

, such as 
GLASS FIBERS, GLASS YARNS, INDUSTRIAL 
FABRICS, MANMADE FIBERS) 

aluminum, lanthanum, yttrium, and zirconium fluoride 
glass fibers. purification of raw materials 3173 

chitin. conversion to. nonlinear optical fibers 8801 
electrooptic polyimide based materials. dyes for use 

in polyimide based electrooptic devices (Conf. 
Paper) 6304 

polymer optical fibers. composition, advantages, 
disadvantages, and applications 7117 
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recycling. analysis of package take-back legislation 
in Germany and its applicability to United States 

Sara Lee’s knitting plant features automated 
materials handling, conditioning, and packaging 
systems 4904 

Sonoco Products Company continues to expand into 
new international markets. company profile 339 

Sonoco Products Company is major manufacturer of 
consumer, industrial packaging products 583 

tube sealers. Ultra Sonics Seals — for 
sealing tube used for packaging 

Tyvek, Du Pont’s spun bonded polyurethane used to 
line ale cans by Bass Brewers to put head on low 
gas ale 466 

polystyrene 
gamma-methacryloxy-propylitrimethoxysilane 
— exhibit lens like optical performance 

Pants, see APPAREL. 

Pantyhose, see HOSIERY. 

refractive and mechanical effects in optical polymer PAPER (see also other headings, such as 
— used for switching devices (Conf. Paper) 

single mode polymer optical fibers with dye doped 
— for optical device applications (Abstract) 

PACKAGING (see also other headings, such as BALING, 
MATERIALS HANDLING) 

Amotek’s range of machines for baby and adult 
diapers, sanitary napkins, and cotton balls 5405 

apparel. automated systems from Seydel, Pavel, 
manual system from James Armstrong packages 
up to 1,000 pieces per hour 369 

bale wrapper prevents contamination of wool that is 
packaged for export 5543 

carpets. Campden CPP 5000 machine for efficient 
packaging of carpets 7428 

composite tear resistant fabric for the transportation 
of goods 3367 

cotton bale covering material minimizes cotton 
contamination. construction, materials 3378 

developments in specialized winding equipment 104 
displays, fixturing, and presentation at the April 
1994 Home Textile Market 4536 

film made of polyvinyl! alcohol for dyestuff and 
pigment packaging dissolves in cold water, is 
nontoxic 1778 

hazardous materials. protective mesh fabric system 
for air transport of hazardous materials 7582 

hosiery and socks. Cortese automatic packaging 
machines 915 

hosiery boarding machines. examination of recent 
patent applications by Cortese 6658 

international Hosiery Exhibition 1994. important new 
packaging equipment 8847 

ITF’s PDA system provides online, real time 
acquisition, processing of production data 5388 

legwear. packaging changes at several companies 
designed to simplify shopping 8307 

Miami's Item 807 trade prospering despite NAFTA. 
— see passage of CBI parity as crucial 

pesticides. packaging to increase worker protection 
~ geome agricultural pesticides 739 

PET used in rigid packaging. See in consumption, 
effects on world capacity (Book) 5326 

Polytetrafion roller covers from Polytetra Draack + 
Meyer unveiled at Achema 1994 exhibition 6511 

printing of packaging films using flexographic 
pigments hardened by ultraviolet radiation 6581 

raschel netting. Tama Plastic develops elastic 
wrapper for securing loads on pallets, circular hay 
bales 7331 

DISPOSABLES, INDUS FABRICS, 
NONWOVEN FABRICS, PAPERMAKING FABRICS) 

acid to alkali system conversions, forming fabric 
— do not require change 188 

annual reviews. Pulp & Paper’s 1993-1995 capital 
spending survey, North American pulp mills 2472 

auxiliary ——— Fleissner unveils high tech flow 
through drums at Achema 1994 exhibition 6875 

Biue Jean Bond. Esleeck Manufacturing Company 
makes unbleached cotton rag paper from recycled 
blue jean scraps 995 

cellulose fibers. use of chemical reagents to improve 
the papermaking qualities of pulp (Abstract) 6268 

cellulose pulp. evaluation of kudzu as a source of 
an for various textile fabrication processes 

chitosan. new shear aeeeneen process converts 
chitosan into paper 810 

composites. paper, epoxy resin composites. 
composition, biodegradability, reinforcement 
properties 958 

Converter Accessory Corporation’s a product 
information brochure. (Trade Lit.) 7513 

deformation mechanism of poorly Cosme gone 
measured with infrared thermography 901 
= Pulp & Paper’s 1994 World Quality Guide 

dissolving pulp industry. worldwide overview 
describes market trends, manufacture of cellulosic 
fibers 8709 

flow porosity. analysis of flow porosity in fibrous 
media 8121 

fluff pulp industry. profiles of Belgium, Finland, 
France, Germany, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, 
United Kingdom 8877 

Japan. diminishing rescurces force manufacturers to 
seek alternative materials 3277 

machine components. basic care and inspection 
programs should be undertaken by managers 2973 

mills investing in pollution control equipment, new 
elemental chlorine free bleaching processes 2237 

nonwoven fabrics. differential pressure air 
permeability instrument for acceptance testing, 
quality control, and research 50 

predictive/preventive maintenance of machinery. 
plants should have adequate equipment to 
undertake program 2974 

properties. effects of forming fabric structure on 
paper properties 8060 

pulp fiber recycling. review of new processes 
aa by James River Corporation (Abstract) 



pulp fiber. recycled waste as component in natural 
fiber based composites (Abstract) 7774 

pulp fiberization systems from Curt G. Joa. features, 
advantages 4910 

pulp mills. Georgia Pacific’s Brunswick mill one of 
largest bleached kraft pulp mills in the world 4921 
a. problems with stickies on wires, felts. 
Omni ‘s process to remove stickies 4172 

starch cooking system from ATTEC based on 
pate technology (Trade Lit.) 6415 

"944 —— directory and guide to companies 

waste newsprint. environmentally friendly method 
for separation of noninked and inked cellulose 
fibers 7779 

water vapor dewpoint measuring can save 
companies money 2530 

wet sheet webs, open draw type. factors affecting 
transfers and measures to maintain quality 141 

PAPERMAKING FABRICS 
acid to alkali system conversions, forming fabric 
designs do not require — 18 

dewatering web from Huyck for papermaking 
processing 1775 

directories, manufacturing. Pulp & Paper’s 1994 
Buyer’s Guide 142 

dispersion. review of factors affecting fiber 
dispersion, methods for evaluating dispersion 8058 

fabrics used in paper making. overview 4995 
india. history, current status of manufacture of 
papermaker’s felt (Conf. Paper) 5790 

machine clothing, pictorial field trip of steps in 
manufacturing paper machine clothing 143 

machine clothing. review of recent changes in paper 
manufacturing techniques 805 

multibase fabrics offer advantages over traditional 
press felt designs 2577 

opening, carding, and blending machinery for 
manufacturing of Pa tg en felts 8830 

polyester forming, ig) ea history of 
development (Book) 5002 

structure. effects of forming fabric structure on 
paper properties 8060 

Parachutes, see FABRIC PRODUCTS. 

Patterns, see APPAREL MANUFACTURE. 

Permanent press, see DURABLE PRESS. 

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (see also other 
such as EMPLOYEE TRAINING, INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING, INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND 
SAFETY, LEGISLATION, TIME STUDY) 

absenteeism, 5 percent rate indicates low employee 
— seriously impacts company’s productivity 

— Local 630 celebrates 50 year anniversary 

ACTWU loses battle against tougher labor standards 
— intent on organizing Mexican workers 

ACTWU members contract with CMA regulates 
outsourcing, ewes wages, health benfits, 
401(k) plan 1399 

organizes and wins contract with frustrated 
— at Springs’ Nashville, Tennessee, plant 

ACTWU wins representation for Tultex workers in 
Martinsville, Virginia 8583 

ACTWU wins representation for workers at Tri-Con 
Manufacturing in Cape Girardeau, Missouri 8585 
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ACTWU workers at J.J. Pietrafesa Clothing in 
— New York, ratify new 4 year contract 

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union 
tiates with Aberdeen Sportswear 2171 

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union 
tiates with Empire Sportswear 2174 

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union 
_ with Gitman Brothers Shirt Company 

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union 
tiates with Lasko Products 2170 

pmalanenain’ Clothing and Textile Workers Union 
negotiates with Sweet-Orr 2173 

Americans with Disabilities Act. economic impact of 
“reasonable accommodation” 2161 

apparel industry. Labor Department confirms use of 
= in many developing countries 8589 

apparel eee. salaries of plant managers. 
result of survey of 30 manufacturers 5363 

apparel manufacturing. worker motivation and 
—e not piece rates, are a key to productivity 

apparel. Labor Department, United States. seeks 
court orders cra retail products, labor law 
violations 761 

Barney’s and ACTWU in tandem empower workers 
to control their work environment 1160 

Blue Bird Fabrics agrees to new contact with 
— includes first wage increases in six years 

Brooks Brother’s workers agree to ACTWU 
representation to strengthen their voice in the 
workplace 1401 
—, industry child labor situation. Nepal. Pakistan 

carpet industry. retailer-installer relationships. 
determining status of installer as employee or 
independent contractor 2938 
— in Indian carpet industry (Conf. Paper) 

communication. elements discussed and defined 
6088 

communication. management-worker information 
exchange detached from hierarchical command 
networks (Book) 2941 

conflict resolution. seven steps 7636 
consistency of mission, vision, values, and 
eo critical to improving service quality 

Cotton Garment industry group and ACTWU 
negotiate new two year contract affecting 30,000 
workers 8586 

development programs. essential components. 
distinguished from employee training 2177 

diversity in workforce. Department of Labor predicts 
increasingly diverse workforce 525 

drycleaning. owners of Maxwell the Cleaner attribute 
~~ to teamwork, training, customer service 

EEOC’s Enforcement Guidance for interviewing job 
applicants under ADA 7633 

employee empowerment. self directed work teams 
improve productivity, product quality 9332 

employee empowerment. superior approach to 
enhanced productivity and quality than industrial 
engineering 526 

employee empowerment. survey measures extent of 
empowerment in an organization 2178 

employee performance enhancement. 
recommendations by the Conference Board 8572 

employee theft protection strategies and insurance 
options 7638 
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employee training programs can ameliorate high 
turnover 6847 

employee training. Basic Education Learning Program 
* _ Strauss provides educational opportunities 

employee training. Sara Lee Personal Products 
invests time, money to improve its training 
materials 5364 

employees. locating high quality 7 or through 
network referrals, other channels 520 

empowering employees. recommendations for 
supervisors and managers 1405 

English as a Second Language programs in textile 
rental industry 5374 

environmental protection. management strategies to 
foster environmental awareness among textile 
employees 9333 

European apparel industry urged to improve its 
personnel management programs to maintain 
competitiveness 2175 

executive compensation plans. table compares 
leer’ 1993 salaries of 18 senior mill executives 

executive searching, apparel industry. NAFTA 
= shift toward global sourcing experts 

Fair Labor Standards Act. review of FLSA provisions 
for personnel managers 7634 

Fair Labor Standards Act. United States apparel 
— to report violations by garment contractors 

fiduciary duty, liability under Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act 6093 

Fieldcrest Cannon guilty of 150 violations against 
ne Clothing and Textile Workers Union 

finishing industry, Europe. industry employs 
or greater share of the textile workforce 

Garden State Tanners win new three year contract 
providing wage increases, guaranteed health 
coverage 3769 

Good Quality Sewing workers accept ACTWU 
representation. wages, health insurance big issue 
in vote 1402 

Goody’s workers in Knoxville, Tennessee, approve 
first ACTWU contract, end boycott 9337 

Grief company demands defeated by ACTWU 
workers who waged a national campaign 1403 

Health-tex workers approve new contract, end two 
day strike 9311 

healthcare reform proposals. retailers warn of higher 
come job reductions if reforms pass Congress 

Highland Yarn illegally decertifies workers’ 50 year 
old union 3770 

Highland Yarn workers ratify new ACTWU contract 
after company is forced to negotiate by National 
Labor Relations Board 9330 

Hoechst Celanese. management launches _— 
effort to diversify corporate workforce 8731 

home sewing, women’s apparel. spread of illegal 
shops fueled by immigrants, unscrupulous 
contractors 2786 

inmates in Florida learn job skills in apparel, textile 
manufacture 7639 

insurance, health. does your company’s insurance 
plan comply with the American with Disabilities 
Act 3774 

Japan. wages, machinery, fabrics, import and export 
statistics 6859 

job rotation provides employees more diversity, 
reduces risk of injury 7640 

Kaizen combines scientific and humanistic 
approaches to improve companies management 
and productivity 3763 

labor conditions, apparel industry. need for 
aes law stressed at New York State hearing 

labor contract talks stalled between ILGWU and 
apparel manufacturers’ trade associations 5375 

labor costs around the world compiled in Werner 
International survey 4608 

labor costs. Japan ranks first ($23.65), United 
States ranks 15th ($11.61) 1411 

labor costs. textile workers in Japan receive hourly 
wages of $23.65, highest in the world 2158 

Labor Department steps up 
manufacturing sweatshops 

Labor Department using standard to crackdown on 
apparel manufacturing contractors who violate 
labor laws 3771 

labor laws in Ontario changed by strongly prolabor 
government 5367 

labor relations, United Kingdom. House of Lords 
strengthens rights of part time employees 5377 

labor unions accuse United States firms of violati 
NAFTA provisions — Mexican workers 3775 

labor unions, history. Don McKee of Textile Workers 
— of America (CIO) recalis 1940s confrontation 

labor/management partnerships improve productivity 
product quality, and workplace conditions 3776 

Master Laundry Agreement. Amalgamated Service & 
Allied Industries wins new contract 3772 

maternity uniforms available to pregnant employees 
in most large Japanese companies 2935 

medical benefits. lawsuits under ERISA simplified by 
accurate communication 2949 

merit pay plans are viable alternative to piecework, 
incentive pay plans 7641 

Mitchellace workers vote for ACTWU unionization. 
temporary workers and wages main issues 1404 

modular and team environments present challenges 
tua caae of apparel manufacturing plants 

it against apparel 
750 

motivational techniques. contests and awards 
discussed by G. Levine 1407 

Nantucket Industries in Georgia undergoes major 
changes in management approach 7454 

overview of current topics. legislation, standards, 
employee attitudes and characteristics 8592 

pension plan claims against UM&M filed by ILGWU 
= not dischargeable under Chapter 11 rules 

piece rates for apparel workers calculated with 
standardized incentive rate system 7642 

problem solving. types of problems, defini 
effective problem solver, rewards of problem 
solving 1408 

quality control. employee responsibilities, 
commitment 2198 

recruitment of employees. companies need to 
implement rational, consistent policies for new 
positions 5370 5 

Rennie shirt prey employees ratify new 
three year contract 858 

rental industry. compliance with federal labor laws, 
handling hiring, training, retraining 5382 

restructuring the role of first line management in the 
textile and apparel industry 5371 

retail sales, United States. statistical analysis, 
probability of ae employed part time 2183 

Roscoe. uniform and textile rental business 
restructures human resources department 2176 

sales. creating and maintaining an effective sales 
force in the textile rental industry 1244 



sales. senses sales personnel to improve 
performance 

service companies must train frontline employees to 
ensure growth 518 

sexual harassment. influence of provocative apparel 
on attitudes toward victims 5234 

Spring Industries Bath Fashion workers ratify first 
A contract 9331 

Sweet-Orr apparel workers ratify new 2 year 
contract 8588 

Swift Textiles, leading manufacturer of denim, 
develops awards program to honor employees with 
good ideas 5679 

team production at Square D improves employee 
pr ivity, cooperation 558 

team work defined and explored 9334 
teams. Asian Cotton Mills in Sri Lanka forms 
self-managed teams of employees to solve 
production problems 1409 

Tennessee Woolens signs new labor contract with 
employees 9339 

Texti 
7804 

industry vocational opportunity overview 

Tultex Corporation. employees vote to join the 
~~~ ccprrnaay Clothing and Textile Workers Union 

uniforms. Massey Services Incorporated wins first 
— in 1994 Image-Building Uniform Competition 

union organizing. labor movement seeking to 
organize more mills 2948 

unions gain strength among Dominican Republic 
apparel workers 8593 

violence in workplace is one of greatest fatality risks 
to workers nationwide 2180 

Wangaratta Woolen Mills uses team approach to 
increase productivity 524 

worker education program sponsored by Chicago 
Board of Amalgamated Clothing and Textile 
Workers Union 3778 
=— compensation. actions to reduce costs 

PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION (see also other 
or. such as DISCOLORATION, 
LIGHTFASTNESS, WEATHERING) 

aliphatic polyamides. thermal stabilization with 
chemicals applied on fiber surface 7115 

effect of light on dyeing and textile substrates. 
chemical reactions and effects on various natural 
fibers 8561 

films, composites. analysis of molecular level 
response to prolo exposure in low Earth orbit 
(Abstract) 7312 

geotextiles. UV degradation tested with accelerated 
cam tests. correlation between tests, use 

glass fabrics, Teflon coated. Space Station Freedom 
—— covers, NASA/USRA orbital exposure test 

jute fabric. photoyellowing, photodegradation 
minimized by ultraviolet absorbers 3465 

jute. sodium hypochlorite, hydrogen peroxide 
minimize photoyellowing of jute fabric 1800 

laundering. yellowing of white underwear exposed to 
sunlight during line drying 3599 

nylon treated with stain blocker loses stain 
— after long exposure to ultraviolet light 

photofading. influence of arent fluorescent 
brightener on cellophane 

photoyellowing. idornificetion a aromatic amino 
— — involved in photoyellowing of 
woo 
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plastic, Mater-Bi and polycaprolactone. 
biodegradation rates — by acid hydrolysis, 
ultraviolet irradiation 

polyester fabric used in automotive fabrics. UV 
absorbers retard photochemical degradation 5882 

preservation of ancient textile o —y causes of 
textile deterioration (Abstract) 

silk fabric. photodegradation of haieaee fabric 
samples treated with surfactants 6515 

silk filaments. ultraviolet yellowing retarded by 
immersion in deoxycytidylic acid solution 28 

textile testing. Weiss BAM Global-UV laboratory test 
unit simulates photochemical deterioration 4582 

Twaron (polyphenylene terephthalamide). effect of 
environmental exposure on structure, mechanical 
properties 1637 4786 

ultraviolet absorbers. EPA approves two new UV 
absorbing chemicals for dyed polyester from Riedel 
de Haen 294 

ultraviolet toisomerism of C.1. Disperse Yellow 
23, C.l. Disperse Orange 29 disazo dyes 5860 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
~—s 4 chemical perspective. NSF Leadership Project 

highspeed. uneveness detected in twist distribution 
spinning 8836 

Quaker Lace. photography enhanced logo 3703 
a four color room scenes. Milliken carpet 

ies and equipment. Product Source 1994. 
esearch and Development 3805 

Physics, see COLOR, RADIOACTIVE TRACERS, STATIC 
ELECTRICITY, ULTRASONICS. 

Physiology of clothing, see COMFORT. 

Picker laps, see PICKING, UNIFORMITY. 

PICKING 
—— mechanical. Textile Institute study 5548 

1994-1995 Georgia cotton crops 7882 

PICKING AND PICKER STICKS--WEAVING (see also 
other , such as SHUTTLES, WEFT 
MECHANISMS) 

changes to pick density. electonics 8915 
high twist yarns. Te Strake’s ABS-TE weft 
accumulator 6441 

Picanol’s GTX rapier loom. automatic pickfinding 
7244 8026 

pick buffers on automated looms 5715 
or a Grosse’s EJP-2 electronic jacquard unit 

regulator on carpet looms. CRM72 and AWM51 by 
ichel Van de Wiele 7238 

shed motion. Fimtextile’s ME 12/113 unit 6433 

PICKING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such as 
BLENDING MACHINERY, OPENING MACHINERY) 

robotic hand developed by Japanese research team 
shows promise for picking and placing uses 3554 

PIGMENT DYEING AND PRINTING 
alkoxylated compounds as emulsifiers for preparation 

of printing pastes 8197 
antimigrants, alginated. Chemonic Industries 
develops Antimi _ B-4264 to color uneven 
fabric surfaces 

ba yp water soluble cabianeal alcohol film. bag 
iminates handling of hazardous dyes and 

pigments 237 
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defoaming agents. Reilly-Whiteman’s Defoamer FRS 
silicone agent stable at high electrolyte 
concentrations 4245 

determination of printability by conductivity 
measurement. influence of process and textile 
parameters on ~— printing 1064 

dye fixation. Vario-Tex loop steamer from Babcock 
Textilmaschinen 1826 

dyeing assistants. Acraconz BNP and Acramin 
Softener SID pastes from Bayer 1065 

flexographic pigment hardening by ultraviolet 
radiation. printing of packaging films 6581 

JBJ Fabrics. survey of new offerings from 
converter/printer of pigment wet printed apparel 
fabrics 8143 

polypropylene needle punched fabrics. effects of 
variables in pigment —— on carding 
performance, fabric quality 7328 

silk. solar oven fixes pigment prints on silk using low 
temperature cure catalysis 249 

thickeners for pigment printing cotton fabric. 
methacrylic acid based synthetic thickeners 3447 

PIGMENTED BEFORE EXTRUSION 
HY-Color. blue and pink polypropylene fibers 
developed by Danaklon for the nonwoven diapers 
market 1643 

Plasticisers Engineering’s Nytex 4000/3 modular 
extrusion system for pigmented polyester, nylon 
fibers 8774 

PIGMENTS 
chlorophyll. fluorescence quenching of chlorophyll 
derivatives by oxygen in acetone, methanol, 
ethanol 8188 

directories. wet processing industry, directory of 
products and services 7336 

European organic colorants business adversely 
affected by environmental concerns and textile 
industry restructuring 9026 

field flow fractionation determines particle size and 
particle distribution in pigments 8562 

organic pigment selection for coated fabrics 6582 
——- with foam thickeners. economic feasibility 

Pile fabric fasteners, see FASTENERS AND 
TRIMMINGS. 

PILE FABRIC LOOMS 
microfibers. recommendations for extrusion, 
quenching, finishing, winding 6289 

OTEMAS 1993. review of terry fabric looms from 
Nuovo Pignone, Sulzer Rueti, Tsudakoma, and 
others 1714 

PILE FABRICS (see also other aoa. such as 
CARPETS, FLOCKING, TERRY FABRICS, TUFTED 
FABRICS, WEAVING, WIGS) 

acrylic, MicroSupreme microfibers. Cytec Industries 
to exhibit pile fabrics at 1994 Yarn Fair 
International 6258 

fleece. mass market outerwear vendors turning 
toward novel cool weather fabrics to revive 
sluggish sales 8435 

Karl Mayer’s CAD assisted development system 
used with a double bar raschel machine 933 

MAGIC. fleeced and napped fabrics, athletic wear, 
sportswear, casual wear 2078 

plush fabrics for auto and home use. possibilities of 
Mayer MCPE circular knitting machine 5738 
—_ wenn stitch variations with binding yarns 

velours used in automotive interiors. excellent 
comfort, appearance at low cost 3334 

velvet apparel. 1993 winter fashions for women 
feature a variety of velvet styles 1280 

warp knit. types, construction, properties of pile or 
brushed warp knit fabrics 5782 

PILLING (see also other . such as 
IDENTIFICATION, FABRIC . INSPECTION, 
FABRIC QUALITY, FIBER QUALITY) 

fatigue and its effects on pilling 6272 
fuzzing, pilling. comparison of fabrics from wear 

study, fabrics subjected to laboratory abrasion, 
laundering 2138 

knit fabrics. effects of fiber denier, tenacity, blending 
on pilling of fabrics knit with ring, open end, air jet 
yarns 7332 

Nu-Martindale abrasion and pilling tester for woven 
= fabrics from James H. Heal & Company 

sweatshirts. pilling of sweatshirts in 50/50 
cotton/polyester blend 9252 

yarn pilling. measurement of mechanical wear. 
<a between input/output difference and 
ratio 

Pin drafting, see GILLING. 

Pirns, see BOBBINS, WINDING MACHINERY, YARN 
PACKAGES. 

PLASTICS (see also other . such as 
COMPOSITES, ELASTOM , FILMS, FOAMS, 
LAMINATES, MANMADE FIBERS, and under 
subject 
NYLONS, POLYES ) 

acrylonitrile butadiene styrene. effect of craze 
= rubber factors on Izod impact strength 

advanced technical composites with fiber, such as 
carbon or glass reinforced. new application 
possible 8122 

Barmag’s range of machinery, equipment for 
production, processing of plastics 5596 

bisphenol-A diglycidyl ether/4,4’-diaminodiphenyl 
sulfone cured under hydrostatic pressure. 
synthesis, properties 9012 

bonding. thermoplastic nonwovens bonding with 
Wacker-Chemie’s MP vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate 
copolymer 935 

Chi Mei to build acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
complex in Guangdong at cost of $80 million 3116 

compounding, molding online with technology from 
Composite Products. integrity, distribution of fibers 
maintained 178 

compression test methods. influence of different 
tests on stre of fiber reinforced plastics 2139 

Eastman’s copolyester resin yields heavy gage sheet 
with advantages over acrylics 3991 

epoxy resin/aromatic amine systems. 
aluminum/silanol composite catalysts accelerate 
polyaddition 8123 a 

Graphite Fibrils, most efficient conductive additive 
for plastic parts 53 

industry, India. between 1979-1990, consumption of 
~~~ ama plastics in India increases 4.5 times 

Mater-Bi and polycaprolactone. biodegradation rates 
quantified by acid hydrolysis, ultraviolet irradiation 
1488 

Millad 3988 clarifiers for polypropylene resins by 
Milliken Chemicals (Trade Lit.) 4015 
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nonwoven fabric manufacture, three dimensional 
sane sng > pmaae plastics industry spurs 

cuneate ) films. biodegradability y ate) films. bi ra i 
assessed by novel carbon 13 test method 1496 

poly(butadiene)/polystyrene pseudo interpenetrating 
networks. structure 8090 

poly(R-3-hydroxybutylate). Takasago chemically 
synthesizes biodegradable polyester 4201 

polycarbonate. effect of nic solvents on 
mechanical properties 9013 

polyester made from recycled bottles used by 
apparel manufacturers 3660 

polyethylene (PE). Dowlex line from Dow Chemical 
made by advanced PE molecular weight 
distribution techno 996 

polyethylene. Hoechst Celanese to increase North 
American PET production capacity 8736 

polyimide composites. use of reactive plasticizers in 
carbon fiber reinforced polyimide composites 
(Abstract) 2519 

imide resins based on 2,2-binaphthyl and 
phenyl ether diamines (Abstract) 6326 

polyolefin elastomers. metallocene SSC based 
stics, rubbers from Dow Chemical 1779 

polystyrene. depolarized photon correlation 
y ; faa shear stress relaxation modulus 

polystyrene. glass transition temperature, molecular 
weight of monodi polystyrenes 8645 

polyvinyl chloride plastisols. method for determining 
dispersion stability of 5611 

recycling plastic waste by feedstock recycling 1489 
recycling thermoplastics. cascade extrusion for 
recycling hard to handle materials 3987 

recycling trends. current business environment 5426 
recycling with a compact recycling line built by 

EREMA. machine design 2379 
recycling. economic analysis of recycling programs 
based on upstream vertical integration 

recycling. HDPE plastic containers. current recycling 
capacity and market 5424 

recycling. PET, HDPE reclaiming growing in Europe 
and the United States 6134 

resin transfer molding, composites. infiltration of 
— into anisotropic fiber preforms (Conf. Paper) 

resin transfer molding, composites. mechanics of air 
entrapment, void formation (Conf. Paper) 8052 

resin transfer molding, composites. predicti 
ability of woven, braided preforms (Conf. 

aper) 8050 
Sandoz Chemical Corporation. history, company 

profile 8146 
structural reaction injection molding viable for 
volume parts through automation of preform 
fabrication 943 

styrene butadiene copolymers grafted with 
polystyrene or pol acrylate. effect of cast 
solvents 8973 

thermoplastic polyester, nylon resins. growth 
potential of markets in Pacific Rim countries 
(Abstract) 6232 

thermoplastics, hot melt. process of application to 
textile substrates 2692 

welding machines, thermoplastic materials or coated 
fabrics. Cadillac Heat Model 30, review 1237 

Pleating, see CREASING AND PLEATING. 

Plush fabrics, see PILE FABRICS, TERRY FABRICS, 
TUFTED FABRICS. 
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Pneumatic control systems, see AUTOMATION, 
DRIVES, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, MONITORING 
SYSTEMS, TENSION CONTROL DEVICES, and 
under subject headings of specific machinery. 

Pollution, see AIR POLLUTION, DETERGENTS, 
SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS, WASTE 
TREATMENT--EFFLUENT, WATER. 

Polyacetal fibers, see MANMADE FIBERS. 

Polyacrylonitrile fibers, see ACRYLIC FIBERS. 

Polyamide fibers, see NYLON FIBERS. 

Polyamides, see NYLONS. 

ole fibers, see under the 
of MANMADE HIGH TEMPERATURE Fi 

Polycaproamide fibers, see NYLON FIBERS. 

Polycaprolactam fibers, see NYLON FIBERS. 

Polychromatic dyeing, see PRINTING. 

POLYESTER FABRICS 
Akzo Faser Diolen fabrics and polyester industrial 
nonwovens 6307 

antistatic potential correlated with electrical 
resistivity, but results approximate 218 

apparel manufacturers use polyester made from 
recycled plastic bottles 3 

apparel retailed by Marks & Spencer under St. 
Michael tradename 5293 

apparel. polyester fabrics in designer resort 
collections from Donna Karan, Calvin Klein, Ralph 
Lauren 7290 

artificial cruciate ligaments. critical properties, 
Protek’s Proflex ligaments 577 

automotive air bags. nylon and polyester coated 
materials. cost considerations 2536 

automotive interior fabrics. usage, fiber and fabric 
engineering to improve properties (Book) 5006 

biosurfactants as alternatives to conventional 
= for pretreatment of polyester fabrics 

heading 

bleaching cotton/polyester fabrics. cold pad batch 
—e of cotton and cotton/polyester fabrics 

blends. effects of wool content on properties of 
polyester/wool fabrics 9292 

building construction. history, current status of 
polyester in this use (Book) 5321 

Carrington Viyella launches Flamemaster Satin and 
= light weight men’s suits and other apparel 

Carrington Viyella’s lightweight polyester/combed 
cotton fabric for medical apparel 20 

ma women’s wear apparel fabric woven 
using Kanebo’s Shin Gosen polyester 1780 

coated. thermomechanical, spectroscopic 
examination of woven samples coated with 
polyvinyl chloride and polyurethane 1082 

coating with organopolysiloxane products 2688 
coating. ultraviolet laser ablation enhances adhesive 

potential of woven fabric during coating 1087 
composites, thermoplastic polyester. Foss 
Manufacturing Company patents unitary moldable 
composite 4197 

crosslinking agents, nonformaldehyde. Natrium NFO, 
Natrium 300 

Cygnet is light weight gov nonwoven for use in 
protective clothing 991 
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Daiwa Boseki develops dryer canvas made with 
polyester monofilament (Book) 4991 

Debaca system for weight reduction of polyester 
— more flexible than traditional processes 

disperse dye mixtures. compatibility of dyes 
analyzed using color corrdinates 1066 

double jersey. ICi’s Crimplene enabled boom in 
market that lasted about ten years (Book) 5007 

dyeing and finishing polyester/cotton fabrics. the 
commercial approach 1013 

ECO Fleece fabrics from Dyersburg made from 
recycled polyester bottles 4081 

export/import figures for West Asian countries, Saudi 
Arabia, The United Arab Emirates 7818 

Fisona. Toray’s woven polyester fabric made from 
specially modifed cross sectional fibers 9014 

flame retardant finished with bromine, phosphorous 
a effect on properties, performance 

Freudenberg develops biodegradable, spun bonded 
polyester nonwoven for milk filtration 992 

frictional properties related to surface roughness of 
polyester crepe fabrics 8099 

geotextiles. history of development, current status of 
polyester in this use (Book) 5309 

history of use of polyester fabrics in United States 
(Book) 500 

home furnishings market in United Kingdom slow to 
use polyester (Book) 5325 

home furnishings. use of polyester revolutionizes 
market with easy care products (Book) 5315 

imitation woolen goods made from polyester filament 
yarns. production parameters 257 

India. upgrades and diversification needed to 
compete in international markets 632 

Intervent laminate of PTFE with a polyester knit 
fabric protects against house dust mites and 
allergenic droppings 471 

Italy. history of polyester fabric in Italy parallels that 
of rest of the world (Book) 5004 

Japanese polyester filament woven fabrics. exports 
to international markets 659 
— fabrics. electrostatic buildup during wear 

knit. history of use of polyester by knitting industry 
(Book) 4952 

lightfastness. disperse dyes on polyester automotive 
fabrics. accelerated lightfastness testing 1373 

liquid flow characteristics. finishing and laundering 
change the liquid flow characteristics of polyester 
and cotton 278 

mechanical properties and hand of shin-gosen 
fabrics. effects of fiber cross sectional shape 216 

mechanical properties of woven silk and response to 
compressional forces 5791 

microfiber fabrics treated with silicone exhibit 
— softness, drapability, and wear properties 

Modedruck Gera’s Gera-Flor filament furniture fabric 
6408 

moisture permeability. effect of temperature on 
moisture permeability of cotton and polyester 
fabrics 211 

Montefiber automotive fabrics for prototype Alfa 
— 33 Cabrio made of recyclable materials 

nonwoven. Enichem Fibre plans to sell its Terbond 
spun bonded nonwoven polyester plant 4086 

nonwoven. Hoechst Group to build plant near 
Shanghai for spun bonded polyethylene 
terephthalate 4089 

nonwovens. felts, needlefelts, hydroentangled 
nonwovens, stitchbonds, spunbonds (Book) 4963 
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Padloft shoulder pad and interlinings made of 
—— crimped Dacron with superior resilience 

papermaking fabrics. forming, drying fabrics. history 
. + hae ey (Book) 5002 . 

arkland invests in new production equipment for 
Trevira/wool fabrics 7207 

PET films. structural changes during thermal 
oe and orientation i crystallization 

photochemical degradation in automotive fabrics. UV 
absorbers retard photochemical degradation 5882 

Polartec Recycled Series from Malden Mills 
manufactured with Hoechst Celanese’s Trevira Il 
fiber 5764 

polyester yarns. tension variations between yarns 
cause warp streaks in eee fabrics containing 
flat twisted yarns 641 

protective clothing. Kiopman’s Vektron series of 
polyester fabrics for use in cleanrooms, sterile 
areas 1781 

quality of polynosic/poiyester fabric blends based on 
nondimensional quality index 499 

recycled plastics used in production of new 
Strarensier product 2715 

recycled polyester used in apparel exhibited at 
fashion show sponsored by Wellman 6020 

recycled. Dyersburg Fabrics first mill to produce a 
fleece fabric made from 100 percent recycled 
polyester 6512 6513 

ropes, nets made of polyester. competition with 
other fibers (Book) 5322 

rubber coated polyester fabrics. thermomechanical 
properties 8213 

saturation and permeability measuring techniques 
developed 2923 

screenless ink jet printing on polyester, cotton, and 
viscose fabrics 1828 

seat belts, polyester. recycling into new seat belts. 
processes, problems 

shin-gosen fabrics from Unitika. Seche, Lievecs, and 
Palicana 997 

shingosen polyethylene terephthalate microfiber 
—- fabric properties and processing problems 

shingosen. Japanese polyester filament producers 
develop novel shingosen polyester filament woven 
fabrics 5699 

Shingosen. overview of apparel fabric woven in 
Japan. emphasis on marketing (Book) 5005 

shipment totals for 1993, first 1994 quarter 7037 
Teijin’s new fabric withstands sudden bursts of 
wind. marine and other sports applications 1759 

Trevira CS. manufacture and properties of flame 
resistant textiles 8061 

Trevira microfiber knits. applications in sports, home, 
automobile fabrics 7318 

Trevira Spunbond from Hoechst. polyester 
suited for civil eee applications 

Trevira Spunbond. profile of Hoechst Celanese’s 
polyester continuous filament spun bonded 
nonwoven fabric : 

umbrellas. Japanese product features double fabric 
construction for niche market 6010 

Unitika polyester microfiber fabrics formed by 
dissolution and multiseparation method 7118 

water repellent finishing of cotton and polyester 
fabrics with zirconium compounds 4311 

wetting properties and water absorbency 8419 

otextile 

POLYESTER FIBERS 
activewear. history of market penetration by 

polyester 5284 
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battings. Trevira Spirafil from Hoechst features spiral 
crimp, very ti curl, and hollow void cross 
section 54 7 

bicomponent fibers. polyester/polyamide 
bicomponent fibers. physical and mechanical 
pr 790. 
fine ciaadede, conventional polyester staple 

fibers. effects of blending on quality, aesthetics of 
open end, air jet yarns 7164 

blends. history of development, advantages, fiber 
distribution, blending, types of blends k) 4867 

Brazil. polyester fiber manufacturers form trade 
association to promote domestic consumption 702 

China. history of polyester industry (Book) 4757 
cohesion and relationship to surface, crimp, friction, 

fiber le , and linear density in polyester and 
viscose fibers 55 

composites. polyester fiber used as reinforcement 
(Book) 4971 

costs of production, overview. low production costs 
a resulted in strong growth in capacity (Book) 

demand for polyester fibers increases 3.6 percent in 
1993 due to str United States market 6229 

drawing and thermal aftertreatments. influence on 
ol f structure and properties 8802 

Du it’s Micromattique microdenier polyester. fiber 
properties and manufacturing processes 4758 

dyeing microfibers and extremely fine filaments. 
oper dyeing procedures, barre phenomenon 247 

ethylene glycol. United States producers benefit 
from price increases due to short supplies, strong 
demand 8740 

extrusion methods. conventional processes and 
—* new high viscous self cleaning reactor 

fashion. use of polyester by fashion sector slow to 
develop after its introduction (Book) 4809 

a * ares made from Trevira microfilament yarns 

yoy Bey pe Unitika develops flame 
coment fiber for end uses in home furnishings 

heat set substrates. influence of stabilization and 
— temperature on iodine adsorption 

high speed spinning. effects of different parameters 
on fiber properties 7119 

history of develo nt focusing on product 
diversification (Book) 4810 

history of fiber in United States culture. consumers’ 
perceptions change from 1950s to present 712 

Hoechst Celanese, Celanese Mexicana expandi 
ae wre staple fiber production in Mexico 3103 

Hoechst restructuring polyester production business, 
planning partnership with another European 
manufacturer 6221 

Hoechst to expand global polyester business. will 
= stretch and recycled polyester, acetate 

hydrophilic. modification by polyacrylic acid oa 
novel polyethylene terephthalate salts 481 

ICi Pakistan to triple the production capacity of its 
Sheikhupura polyester staple fiber plant 3104 

~-— anaes for survival in global marketplace 

Indonesia. history of polyester industry (Book) 4759 
insulation. history of development, current status. 
emphasis on Du Pont’s products (Book) 4885 

Japanese polyester industry focuses on high 
performance, aesthetically superior fibers (Book) 
4806 

JCT Fibers of India plans expanded ene and 
exports of polyester to Europe 7867 
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Korea. history of polyester industry (Book) 4760 
leathers, suedes. use of polyester in manufacture 

(Book) 4998 
manufacturers. strategies for 1994. production 
capacity, focus, marketing 713 

market. Du Pont, Hoechst Celanese, Wellmann to 
raise staple fiber prices 9-15 percent 6233 

marketing. advertising by major manufacturers may 
portray relatively negative image of polyester 
(Book) 4812 

marketing. critical for manufacturers to be market 
driven not product driven (Book) 5379 

mechanical properties related to fiber, yarn, fabric 
properties (Book) 4813 

medical textiles. critical properties of polyester in 
+) — major products, consumption 

microfiber, spinning. Murata’s 802H MJS spinning 
system for spinning polyester microfibers 4048 

microfiber. Micromattique from Du Pont has 
— over conventional polyester fibers 

microfiber. significance to the knit industry 6308 
microfibers. carding Dralon acrylic and Diolen, NN, 
Skyron, Montefibre polyesters 824 

microfibers. development, extrusion methods, and 
fiber treatments 7120 

microfibers. do they represent the future of the 
knitting industry 20 

microfibers. overview. definitions, types of 
extrusion, types of direct extrusion (Book) 4814 

microfibers. production techniques, products, 
finishing, applications 7121 

microfibers. production, use of fibers in apparel 
fabrics (Book) 4799 

microfilaments and microfibers. fineness 
comparisons and ene 6275 

Micromattique from Du Pont offers superior moisture 
wicking, enhanced air and water resistance 4807 

Micromattique XF. new version of Du Pont 
microfiber can be spun into extremely fine 70 
denier yarns 7927 

micronaire measurement. review of testing 
procedure. impact of value on point premiums and 
discounts 1368 

molecular orientation, mechanical properties. 
overview (Book) 4815 
wena polymer, fiber interrelationships (Book) 

Neumag BCF spin drawtexturing lines for production 
of nylon, polypropylene, polyester fibers 1673 

nonwoven fabrics. Kobe-Kodoshi introduces 
nding process for polyester, polypropylene, 

nylon fibers 8956 
nonwovens with improved properties made with 
polyester fibers in blends with short cellulosic 
fibers 4168 
—— brightening agents. synthesis, application 

overview of history, current status of polyester 
sector 4 

patent battles over polyester production. Du Pont 
versus Eastman (Book) 5380 

patent battles. overview. litigation involved patent 
on double heaters notorious (Book) 5381 

PET microfibers. production by extrusion of 
bicomponent fibers 5597 

physical structure, overview. molecular structure, 
aggregation. thermal transitions (Book) 4818 

Plasticisers Engineering’s Nytex 4000/3 modular 
extrusion system for pigmented polyester, nylon 
fibers 8774 

polycarbonate/polyester blend with improved 
processing and physical properties 3174 
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polyethylene naphthalate. new fiber from Amoco 
— outperforms existing polyester fibers 

polyethylene naphthalate. variants with mechanical 
properties superior to those of PET fibers 
(Abstract) 6309 

printing. overview of roller, flat bed screen, rotary 
screen, transfer printing (Book) 5082 

production, world. overview of trends during last 30 
years (Book) 4763 

protective and comfort papemee created by 
— (Conf. Paper) 8785 

i recycled fibers. Hoechst and Wellman compete in a 
—_— market, strive for 1.5 denier recycled fiber 

recycling. high performance fibers made from 
recycled polyester bottles 1646 

sewing threads. history of development, current 
status (Book) 4886 

spin speed, fiber structure. orientation, 
—— fiber structure formation (Book) 

staple prices are up due to higher demand and 
shorter supplies resulting from unusually high 
cotton prices 4820 

studies examine the effect of heat setting, which 
causes structural changes, in polyester fibers and 
yarn 117 

supermolecular structure derived by series of direct 
_— measurements with polarization microscope 

surface characteristics. finishing and laundering of 
polyester and cotton fibers change surface 
characteristics 277 

synthesis. Karl Fischer’s computer model considers 
physical and chemical processes during polyester 
synthesis 3993 

Taiwan. history of polyester industry, companies 
involved (Book) 4761 

tandem air jet, friction spinning system produces 
polyester staple core cotton wrap yarn 1669 

tensile strength. relationship between tensile 
modulus and morphological structure 788 

tensile strength. relationship between tensile 
modulus, morphological structure 1647 

Textilwerke Deggendorf enters joint ventures with 
Du Pont, Akzo Nobel 7928 

Thailand. history of development of polyester sector. 
cuggenee involved, problems encountered (Book) 

thermoplastic polyester, nylon resins. growth 
potential of markets in Pacific Rim countries 
(Abstract) 6232 

thermoplastic. synthesis of high molecular weight 
diacetylene ae polyesters 7929 

Trevira ll. new apparel fiber made from 50/50 blend 
A — polyester and recycled plastic soda bottles 

Tuntex to build integrated polyester fiber 
—s complex in China for $1.75 billion 
1 

ultrafine microfibers. review of new products from 
— Asahi, Mitsubishi Rayon, Unitika, Kuraray 

Unitika develops flame retardant polyester fiber with 
— tensile strength, good thermal stability 

Unitika wedge shaped polyester microfibers formed 
by dissolution and multiseparation method 7118 

Wellman develops new end uses for its polyester 
fiber products to remain competitive in difficult 
market 17 

Wellman recycles plastic soft drink bottles to 
produce polyester fibers (Book) 5425 

zone drawn. relationship between drawing 
temperature and critical necking tension 2384 

POLYESTER YARN (see also other headings, such as 
CARPET: S, TIRE CORD) 

antistatic treatments improve the quality of 
polyester/viscose blends 1687 

automotive applications. overview of production, 
properties 3 

blended with viscose. fiber segregation of blends 
during yarn formation processes 5623 

blends, polyester/viscose. effects of fiber denier, 
— actor, and yarn composition on properties 

Bonanza a yarns with silk/wool tone from 
Mitsubishi 114 

cohesive force. influence on yarn quality 1689 
continuous polyester multifilaments. testing 
mechanical properties 7986 

core wrap yarn with polyester core and cotton wrap 
produced on modified ring — system 3252 

crimping machinery. history illustrated with machines 
from Rieter-Scragg (Book) 4880 
— draw warping, twisting. overview (Book) 

dyeing parameters influence the ny of yarns. 
optimization of dyeing parameters 267 

embroidery thread. Fujix’s King Star highly durable 
and stable 100 percent polyester embroidery 
thread 1959 

faults. Uster Classimat measurements of polyester, 
viscose yarns. effects of fiber length and fiber 
fineness 1370 2916 

finishes. durable press, soil release, comfort, 
antipilling finishes (Book) 5091 

Hoechst Celanese invests $100 million at its two 
high modulus low shrinkage polyester yarn 
facilities 821 

Hoechst expands Trevira polyester carpet yarn 
production facility in Queretaro, Mexico 4852 

India. upgrades and diversification needed to 
compete in international markets 632 

industrial end uses. tires, seat belts, V-belts, coated 
fabrics (Book) 4887 

Japanese producers reduce capacities throughout 
1993 period 12 

Madeira Aerofil air jet produced industrial sewing 
thread made from polyester 1691 

microfibers in men’s wrinkle resistant trousers. new 
introductions 9235 

Milpa Maturite with pumice-like surface added to 
Teijin’s Milpa series of yarns 115 

Modern Syntex (india) announces construction of 
polyester filament yarn production facility 5622 

modulus characteristics and elastic recovery 
properties of spun yarns 2446 

partially oriented textured yarns. variations in yarns 
— manufacturers. influence on fabrics 

PET POY yarn draw texturing. optimal texturing 
parameters 5646 , 

quality. effects of fiber denier, sliver bulk, combing 
roll — on open end yarn quality 7166 

rope. AlliedSignal develops treatment to increase 
wet/dry abrasion resistance 9082 

sewing thread, singles. Gueterman develops highly 
successful Skala sewing thread in the 1950s 
(Book) 4890 eee 

short staple spinning of polyester yarn. optimization 
of feedstock, operations (Book) 4871 

Showa Highpolmyer and Showa Denko KK develop 
biodegradable aliphatic polyester yarn 6385 
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sizing agents. properties of graft starches as warp 
siz materials for polyester/cotton blend yarn 
883 

sizing warp yarns. cost effective processes for sizing 
Selboutar filament and blended warp yarns 889 

solvent texturing modifies, sets PET structure, 
morphology 1685 3 

spinning speeds. recommendations for increasing 
~_ speeds for polyester yarns and blends 

spinning. effect of draw-off nozzle type on properties 
of polyester/viscose rotor spun yarns 3248 

studies examine the effect of heat setting, which 
causes structural changes, in polyester fibers and 
yarn 117 

textured polyester yarn in Japan. history of 
———. particularly multilayered yarns (Book) 

throstie spun yarn. structure of silk and polyester 
— produced on a throstle spinning frame 6372 

throstle spun. structure of silk and polyester core 
yarns Dagens me on a throstle spinning frame 8839 

tire cord. production, material characteristics, future 
development (Book) 4889 

tire cord. shrinkage of polyester tire cord. influence 
of thermal and pretensioning treatments 7198 

torsional characteristics of fibrous strands 
determined for polyester/cotton blends 2126 

variability in textured yarn properties leads to woven 
fabric defects. source of variability in POY 7989 

weaving on high speed looms. important stresses to 
account for in loom design 802 

weaving. importance of tension, stresses in warp, 
weft yarns (Book) 4940 

POLYESTERS 
adhesives, saturated qed hotmelt. use in 
apparel manufacture (Book) 5016 

adhesives. crosslinked copolyester is thermally 
stable up to 350 rees centigrade 2583 

aromatic polyesters. algorithm computes 
conformational energies, structure, vibrational 
frequencies (Abstract) 6961 

arylene ether macrocyclic monomers for synthesis of 
high performance polymers (Conf. Paper) 3176 

biodegradable. Du Pont yorty low cost peveeter 
polymers that extrude into fibers, films 5 

blends with acrylic ' nr for increased hardness 
and durability 3177 
ttles, PET. converting PET resin into bottles by 
molding, blowing (Book) 4958 

Cardo polyesters. synthesis of heat resistant and 
, taraaaaa Cardo polyesters (Conf. Paper) 

custom polymerization of polyester polymers by PET 
Processors 3994 

Dacron. history of research, develo 
during 1940s, 1950s (Book) 482 

degradable pee! films and fibers by Du Pont 
— on used for products such as diapers 

drying PET chips. hydrolytic degradation and proper 
pe soaheleeste 3998. 

drying polyester chips. cost comparison of open and 
closed drying systems 3995 

drying polyester chips. Kari Fischer's optimized 
polyester drying system 3997 

drying polymer chips. proper selection of drying 
equipment 3996 

drying. Stokes’ high . ~ rotating conical 
dryers for polymers 3979 

mt at Du Pont 
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enzymatic polymerization using hydrolysis enzymes 
as Catalysts for cor. polysaccharides and 
polyesters (Conf. Paper) 3195 

extrusion, high speed. flat versus textured yarns. 
importance of orientation (Book) 4825 

extrusion. melts, extrusion lines, yarns for textile 
versus industrial applications (Book) 4826 
- —_—- raw materials, extrusion (Book) 

films. enzymatic hydrolysis of aliphatic polyester 
films by microbial lipases 790 

films. orientation of crystallites, diffracted planes in 
— polyethylene terephthalate films 3379 

forecasts of world demand, growth in different 
segments 714 

heat setting PET yarns. dependence of alkali 
hydrolysis on heat setting temperature 854 

history of parallel development of polyester and 
disperse dyes 6960 

history of production expansion during 1950s, 
1960s focuses on ICI, Du Pont (Book) 4827 

Hoechst’s Vectran high performance, fully aromatic 
polyester (Book) 4822 

hot melt adhesives derived from polyester waste, 
physical and chemical properties studied 33 

hyperbranched polyesters. molecular weight control, 
chain end functionalization 3178 

ICI’s involvement with Terylene research, 
>  aramaae immediately after World War I! (Book) 

India. upgrades and diversification needed to 
compete in international markets 632 

liquid crystalline polyester composite as recyclable, 
igh strength material 957 

market, United States. strong demand for polyester 
in 1994 contrary to 1993 predictions 6228 
———- early history. rapid market penetration by 

staple fibers, filament yarns (Book) 4828 
melt blown polyester webs. effect of annealing on 

structure, fracture behavior 2573 
para-hydroxy benzoic acid/2-hydroxy-6-naphthoic 
acid copolyesters. thermal transitions of 7930 

PBT. intrinsic birefringence estimated theoretically 
based on bond polarities, crystal structures 789 

PET used in rigid packaging. o—_ in consumption, 
effects on world capacity (Book) 5326 

PET. process for recovery of terephthalic acid and 
ethylene glycol 6937 

PET. processing of postconsumer, recycled PET into 
melt blown webs 6474 

PET. strength limitations in use as high performance 
fibers. use in composites 3990 

PET. surface area of aqueous sodium hydroxide 
hydrolyzed, high speed spun PET (Abstract) 2682 

poly(R-3-hydroxybutylate). Takasago chemically 
synthesizes biodegradable polyester 4201 

polycarbonate biended with polyethylene 
terephthalate to improve melt strength of resin 
during extrusion 48 
ny ener age ge liquid crystal 
copolymer biends. effect of PEEK oligomers on 
properties 4793 

polyethersulfone/thermotropic liquid crystalline 
copolyester blend composites. properties 7303 

polyethylene 2,6-naphthalate/polybutylene 
2,6-naphthalate blends. thermal properties 7931 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET). factors affecting 
the ability to toughen nucleated, annealed PET 
(Conf. Paper) 3380 

polyethylene terephthalate films. properties, 
orientation during rolling and off-axis angle 
redrawing 2385 
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polyethylene terephthalate. effect of flameproofing 
agents on thermal decomposition 7421 

recycling methods for polyethylene terephthalate. 
advantages and disadvantages 3999 

recycling of polyethylene terephthalate reaches all 
time high in 1993, 30 percent of domestic 
production 4679 

recycling PET, mixing recycled PET with PBT. effect 
on physical properties of PET 1490 

recycling. postindustrial, caress recycling 
technologies (Book) 5427 

resins, unsaturated polyester. toughening polyester 
resins with reactive liquid polymers 99 

rotational isomeric state model calculates amount of 
cyclic trimer in PET 4000 
— — uses, properties, development (Book) 

supply. independent production mergers of major 
suppliers in North America 715 

synthesis, degradability of polyesters with cyclic 
ether moieties in their main chains 791 

synthesis. reaction mechanism depends on 
Sr overview of production line (Book) 

synthesis. use of catalysts, additives. formation of 
copolymers, other polyesters (Book) 4831 

thermal stress. effects on PET samples during 
production, processing, use. conditions that lead to 
failure 792 

thermotropic 1,1’- inaphthyl- ,4’-diol/4,4’- 
benzophenone dicarboxylic liquid crystalline 
polymers (Abstract) 6312 

thermotropic 3,3’- is(phenyl)- ,4’-biphenol/ 4,4’- 
benzophenone dicarboxylic liquid crystalline 
polymers (Abstract) 6311 

thermotropic 3-phenyl- 4,4’-biphenol/4,4’- 
benzophenone dicarboxylic liquid crystalline 
polymers (Abstract) 6310 

thermotropic homopolyesters with nonamethylene 
— units. dynamic, transient flow behavior 

thermotropic liquid crystalline copolyesters. 
mechanical properties, viscosity 8786 

unsaturated polyester resins. toughening of 
— polyesters by reactive liquid polymers 

unsaturated polyesters synthesized from anhydrides, 
glycols, styrene 4832 

unsaturated. glass transition temperature, free 
volume, and curing kinetics of unsaturated 
polyester 59 

Whinfield, Dickson collaborate in invention of 
Terylene (Book) 4824 

Polyethylene fibers, see OLEFIN FIBERS. 

Polyethylene terephthalate fibers, see POLYESTER 
FIBERS. 

Polyimide fibers, see MANMADE HIGH TEMPERATURE 
FIBERS. 

POLYMERS AND POLYMERIZATION (see also other 
he. , such as CROSSLINKING, ELASTOMERS, 
GRAFTING, MANMADE FIBERS, PLASTICS, and 
under headings of specific polymers and fibers) 

2,5-dimethyl 2,5-bis (heptafluorobutyryiperoxy) 
hexane. synthesis, properties as polymerization 
initiator 3179 

2,5-dimethyl-2,5-bis(heptafluorobutyrylperoxy)hexane. 
—— properties as polymerization initiator 

235 

9’-substituted spironaphthoxazine films. effect of 
matrix molecular orientation on photochromism 
2387 3381 

acetylene. polymerization of fluorine based aromatic 
acetylenes containing a heptadecafluoronoenyloxy 
group 3184 4004 

acrylic acid, sericin. polymer exhibits significant 
capacity to absorb water 32 
crylic polymers blends for increased hardness and 
durability 3177 

Advanced Photon Source. Dow and Du Pont will use 
the new accelerator to evaluate materials at the 
atomic level 5338 

aliphatic-aromatic polyamide-metal complexes. 
synthesis, characterization (Abstract) 7123 

alpha olefin carbon monoxide copolymers. synthesis 
(Conf. Paper) 3160 

alpha-benzyl omega-vinylbenzyl polystyrene 
macromonomers. synthesis, properties 8788 

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers’ Ryton polyphenylene 
sulfide fiber for use in high temperature flue gas 

nphiphilic polyidimethylacrylamide) gel sepa amphiphilic poly(dime amide) ge ration 
of organic solvent mixtures by pervaporation 9430 

anilines. bulk polymerization using acidic surfactant 
dopants (Conf. Paper) 3185 

anisometric polymer masses. definition, preparation, 
self bonding property, applications 6316 

antibacterial films that incorporate cyclodextrin 
based benzoic acid and potassium sorbate 1648 

antibiotic coatings inhibit the growth of 
staphylococcal biofilms on medical implants 298 

aquatic risk assesment. recommendations for new 
products testing of synthetic material 3842 

aramid. molecular weight dependence on degree of 
crystallinity of polyether sulfone/aramid binary 
blends 3187 4835 

aramid. molecular weight dependence on the 
compatibility of — sulfone/aramid binary 
blends 3186 4836 

aromatic poly(ether 
sulfone)/poly(m-phenyleneisophthalamide) blend 
films. properties, compatibility 5599 

aromatic polyamides, polyimides derived from 
9,10-dihydro-9,10 
o-benzenoanthracene-1,4-diamine 8789 

aromatic polyisophthalamides with 
nitrobenzoylamino pendent groups. synthesis and 
characterization (Conf. Paper) 3188 

benzobisoxazole. polycondensation of three 
dimensional benzobisoxazole rigid rod polymers 
(Abstract) 6317 

biodegradable corn fiber suitable for apparel 
manufacture 4795 

bisnadimide, miscible blends of. polyimide 
— and adhesive properties (Conf. Paper) 

blends of low molecular weight liquid crystal, 
semicrystalline polycaprolactone 8790 

carbon carbon chain polymers via reaction of 
xylylene dihalides with active methylene 
compounds 5600 

carboxymethyicellulose polyelectrolyte complexes. 
changes in thermodynamic parameters during 
formation 3190 4005 4837 ; , 

Carother’s contribution to polymer science while at 
Du Pont (Book) 4833 

carpet recycling. thermal a better option that either 
down cycling or back to root 3014 

catalysts for PET manufacture. use of amorphous 
sodium aluminosilicates 3152 

catalysts. aluminum/silanol catalyst accelerates the 
ring opening polymerization of epoxy resins 6959 



cellulose. aqueous solutions of cellulose in zinc 
chloride. properties of mixtures of cellulose and 
polymers 751 

chain dimensions, polymer confined between two 
interacting plates. mathematical analysis 7933 

chain extension of polyurethane urea. rate of 
reactions between butylamines and phenyl 
isocyanate 3034 

chemical oxidative polymerization process in the 
— of electroactive polymers (Conf. Paper) 

oiine polyesters, polyamides, polyurethanes on 
cotton, cotton/polyester blends 7430 

cold plasma initiated polymerization of — 
monomers in the presence of solvent 5 

composites, carbon fiber. carbon fiber composites 
prepared from advanced polymer resins for use in 
aerospace 3325 

conferences. August 1994 meeting of Division of 
Polymer Chemistry of the American Chemical 
Society 6962 

conferences. papers presented at the 1994 meeting 
of the Polymer Chemistry Division of the American 
Chemical Society 3192 

constitutive equations, polymer solutions. behavior 
modeled by Giesekus differential, Bird-Carreau 
integral 1517 

cooperative relaxation modes, polymer transitions. 
—* stimulated current study (Conf. Paper) 

crystalization of P(PBZT), P(BPBZT), and their blend 
rom dilute solution 5602 

crystallization of po rman cn during solution 
polymerization 

cycloolefins. — chain equilibria in ring opening 
rie ymerization of cycloolefins (Conf. 

r 
dendrimers. definition, synthesis, properties, 
advantages over straight chain analogues, 
manufacturers 60 

dilithium alpha-omega-disulfonated polystyrene. 
synthesis via anionic polymerization 8791 

divinyl ethers. fluorescence monitoring during 
cationic polymerization (Conf. Pape 3194 

Du Pont to invest $150 million to caaed 
ey me ny ted production capacity 7877 

Du Pont’s ton used in bar codes. resistance to 
a, tome a excellent dimensional stability 

effluent treatment, sorption. uptake of phenol, 
toluene, chlorobenzine, and benzoic acid from 
liquid effluent by polymeric resins 1509 

electroluminescent carbon-carbon chain polymers. 
— nonlinear optical properties of (Abstract) 

enzymatic polymerization using hydrolysis enzymes 
as catalysts for ay}! polysaccharides and 
polyesters (Conf. Paper) 

epoxy resin/aromatic amine plastics. 
aluminum/silanol composite catalysts accelerate 
polyaddition 8123 

epoxy resins toughened by polyimides derived from 
bisanilines (Conf. Paper) 3196 

ethylene-methacrylic acid. estimation of ionomer-free 
volumes by positron annihilation 2388 

ethynylbenzine. addition reaction of 
phenylphosphines to — as a model 
polyaddition study 61 

fibroin based fibers. feasbity of manufacturing 
fibroin based fibers from silk wastes 777 

flexible hydrophobic polymers. analysis of 
translocation across curved bilayer membranes 
(Abstract) 6318 
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flow behavior through porous media studied to 
develop model 1649 

fluorine elastomer emulsions. fine structure studied 
transmission electron microscopy 8792 

fluoropolymers characterized by H-F-C triple 
resonance NMR spectroscopy (Abstract) 7615 

functionalized polyisobutylenes synthesized on 
mono-, bifunctional catalytic systems 7126 

gels, liquid crystalline. crosslinked hydrogels of 
oe acid possessing cholesterolic order 

gels. simultaneous swelling and stress relaxation 
behavior of uniaxially stretched polymer gels 63 

heat phenomena. thermal decomposition behavior of 
polymers analyzed by thermogravimetry 7934 

history of parallel development of polyester and 
disperse dyes 6960 

hollow polysulfone fibers for dehydrating acetic acid 
by evaporation through a membrane 967 

hot melt adhesives derived from polyester waste, 
physical and chemical properties studied 33 

hydrogen bonded polycomplexes from reaction of 
tetrabromopheno — ethyl esters with 
aliphatic amines 

hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) films. characteristic 
— of HPC molecular chains in solution 2389 

hydroxypropy! cellulose, n-hexanoyloxypropyl 
cellulose. ultrasonic determination of phase 
behavior 5564 

initiators (catalysts). safe storage and handling of 
polymer initiators 6939 

interfacial behavior of polymers. review of recent 
— on adsorption, interfacial behavior (Book) 

ionic water soluble polymers as reinforcement for 
Portland cement 3323 

kinetics of dissolution of polymers in solvents. 
overview of research 7128 

liquid crystal/polymer composite films with 
continuous liquid crystal phase within polymer 
matrix 6489 

manufacturers. major materials manufacturers in 
Delaware Valley 21 

Mater-Bi, polymer alloy derived from cellulose and 
modified polyvinyl alcohol. synthesis, 
biodegradability 1491 

mechanical properties of polymers important in 
geosynthetic applications 

medical applications. polymers for tissue 
regeneration applications (Conf. Paper) 6276 

meso scale polymer systems. Monte Carlo algorithm 
for computer modeling of (Abstract) 6963 

methyl methacrylate. photopolymerization with 
N-cetylpyridinium bromide and N-cetyipyridinium 
chloride 65 795 

methylene bisacrylamide. polymerization kinetics 
a by peroxidiphosphate and thioacetamide 

methylenebisacrylamide. polymerization kinetics 
-— ied by peroxidiphosphate and thioacetamide 

mixture of polyamidebenzimidozole, polysulfone in 
— phase separation conditions 

modified polyester for carrier-free dyeing. preparation 
of. polymer physical and chemical properties 2614 

molecular weight of textile polymers. 
characterization using viscosimetry 8563 

monitoring of polymerization of styrene and methyl 
methacrylate by UV and fluorescent 
spectroscopies (Conf. Paper) 3728 

N-substituted maleimides. group transfer 
polymerization, copolymerization 3180 4002 4834 
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novel biodegradable specialty fibers from chitin, 
polypeptide waste products 6267 

nylon 6 recycling through hydrolysis possible, should 
be encouraged 2392 

nylon 6/poly(oxy-2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene) alloy. 
— of dispersed phase, interfacial grafting 

nylon 6/poly(oxy-2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene) ey 
interfacial microstructure, junction stre 239 

olefin and diene polymerization by sterically hindered 
chelating alkoxide titanium and zirconium species 
(Conf. Paper) 3166 

olefin polymerization. mechanism of activation of 
propene polymerization by ocean in Ziegler 
Natta catalysis (Conf. Paper) 3169 

optical fibers. composition, advantages, 
disadvantages, and applications 7117 

oriented polymers, structural analysis by solid state 
nitrogen 15 nuclear magnetic resonance 3197 

PAN. physicochemical characteristics of the 
fabrication of fibers from PAN based polymers 799 

para-amide fibers used in filters. properties, 
performance criteria 7130 

PBO and PBZT fiber irradiated with proton, electron, 
and gamma radiation. improvements to 
compression strength (Conf. Paper) 6313 

PDMS based emulsions in textile finishing. structure 
and use 5092 

PEEK suspensions. preparation of stable aqueous 
colloidal dispersion with suspension stabilizer 
(Conf. Paper) 6314 

phase equilibria, polymer solutions. flash algorithm 
solves all equilibrium and material balance 
equations 1518 

phase transitions, chaos in. phase space 
representation of data from thermal analysis 6319 

phthalocyanine. synthesis and characterization of 
fused metal phthalocyanine polymers 67 

Pierce & Stevens’ Dualite microspheres used in resin 
formulation for fiberglass products 4173 

plasma surface treatment of polymers to improve 
adhesion of fibers and films 7951 

plastics. Eastman’s copolyester resin yields heavy 
gage sheet with advantages over acrylics 3991 

PMMA and scintillating fibers with a polystyrene 
matrix. gamma radiation induced absorption (Conf. 
Paper) 6315 

PMMTA fibers. thermal and mechanical properties 
analyzed, compared with Nomex fibers 3 

poly (1,3,5-triaminobenzene) amide reverse osmosis 
membrane. synthesis, properties 3198 4006 5603 

poly (1-alkynes) with even carbon numbers from 6 to 
18. polymerization with tungsten, molybdenum, 
iron catalysts 68 

poly [bis (4-methylphenoxy) phosphazene] film. 
isothermal crystallization 3383 

polyi1,4-benzenediselenol/1,4-divinylbenzene). study 
of reaction mechanisms during polyaddition 6320 

poly(1-alkynes) with even carbon numbers from 6 to 
18. polymerization with tungsten, molybdenum, 
iron catalysts 797 

poly(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl methacrylate). carbon-13 
nuclear magnetic resonance characterization 8793 

poly(2,5-furan-diylvinylene). semiconductor synthesis 
via polycondensation of 
5-methylfuran-2-carbaldehyde 3199 4007 

poly(2,6-dimethylphenol). polymerization with mixed 
ligand copper complexes 4838 5604 

poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline). cationic graft 
ee on monodispersed ultrafine silica 

poly(3-alkyithiophene) aluminum films from 
ont aterm in or poly(3-hexylthiophene). 
conductivity 898 
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poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB). sedimentary 
— of anaerobic bacteria that degrade PHB 

poly(amide-imide). synthesis of wholly aromatic 
poly(amide-imides) using a novel catalytic pathway 
(Abstract) 6321 

polylaryl ether benzimidazole) (PBI). synthesis of 
high temperature PBI (Abstract) 6322 

poly(arylene ether imine)s, bisphenol based. 
synthesis, properties 7937 

poly(benzobisoxazoles) (PBOs). synthesis and 
characterization of polymer precursors (Conf. 
Paper) 3200 

poly(beta-L-D-butyrolactone). preferentially 
syndiotactic high weight polymer as composite 
matrix (Abstract) 7131 

poly(beta-levo-aspartate) with ethylene oxide units in 
the side chain. synthesis, properties 7938 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) chain with side groups. mean 
square radius of gyration 7939 

poly(gamma-methy! levo-glutamate) particles 
containing beta structures. synthesis, properties 
2393 3201 

poly(L-lactic) acid (PLLA). melting and crystallization 
of PLLA/polyethylene oxide mixture 69 

poly(methyl methacrylate). dipole moments of 
isotactic and syndiotactic PMMA 5605 

poly(N-vinylformamide). dispersion polymerization of 
N-vinylformamide in polar media 7936 

poly(n-vinylimidazole) in aqueous salt solutions. 
viscosity, potentiometric titration behavior 7940 

poly(n-vinylpyrrolidone)/copper (Il) complex in 
aqueous solution. carbon 13 nuclear magnetic 
resonance study 4839 

poly(oxy-2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene). proton nuclear 
magnetic resonance analysis of 7132 

poly(p-phenylene benzobisthiazole) (PBZT). 
crystallization of branched PBZT from dilute 
solution 4840 . 

poly(p-phenylene pyromellitimide, synthesis of 
soluble para linked precursors (Conf. Paper) 3202 

poly(R-3-hydroxybutylate). Takasago chemically 
synthesizes biodegradable polyester 4201 

poly(thiooxamide)-metal complexes. synthesis, 
characterization (Abstract) 7133 

poly(vinyl alcohol)/metal chelate films. moisture 
absorption characteristics 7311 

poly(vinyl chloride) film. stabilization via 
—~ jeiamiaaaman stearate/synergetic metal soap 

poly-3,3,3-trifluoro-1,2-epoxypropane. monomer 
reactivity, structure after polymerization 7941 

poly-m-phenylene isophthalamide. kinetic 
characteristics of isophthaloyl chloride side 
reactions during synthesis 798 2 

poly5-(4-vinylphenyl)-10,15,20-triphenyl porphyrin. 
= polymerization, copolymerization 3203 

polyacrylamide in aqueous solution. proton nuclear 
magnetic resonance study of amide side chain 
4844 

polyacrylimidates. polymerization chemistry (Conf. 
Paper) 6324 

polyacrylonitrile exothermic reactions. deuterium 
isotope effect (Conf. Paper) 6323 

polyamic acid ester films from 
biphenyltetracarboxylic dialkylester dichlorides. 
synthesis, properties 2395 

polyamic acids —a a perfluoropropyl group. 
synthesis, properties 8795 ; 

polyamide acids. molecular weight characterizations 
by size exclusion eee 
viscosity (Conf. Paper) 320 



polyamide sulfonamides. synthesis, characterization 
(Conf. Paper) 3204 
a silk fibroin. structural analysis by solid 

oy gam 15 nuclear magnetic resonance 
2371 314 

polyaniline conducts electricity intrinsically. 
production, characterization of fibers 6273 

polyaniline is important raw material _in production of 
manmade fibers. literature — 7134 

polyaniline melt processable polymer blends with 
increased yom te wo (Conf. Peper) 3206 

polyaniline solutions, concentrated. — and 
rheological stabilities (Conf. Paper) 3207 

polyaniline solutions. spinnability, rheological 
= of concentrated solutions (Abstract) 

palyaiine, absorption spectra of thermally aged 
fi as a fenation of increasing temperature 8986 
- aniline. conductivity of a —_—- 

after thermal agi ng 3385 4202 
punpustiine. gas permeability of freestandi 
aaa films after thermal aging 3384 4203 

git bis(para-carboxyphenoxy)biphenyl and 
phthyl based. synthesis, properties 7942 

polyarylene ether benzimidazoles, 3.0 percent 
stoichiometric offset. synthesis, applications (Conf. 
Paper) 3386 

pol iene. ese mean square gyration 
radius of 1,2-polybutadiene 3208 4009 4845 

polybutyi conduae. effect of reaction initiators on 
free radical emulsion polymerization 8796 

po prolactone/polyethylene blend yarns. effects 
of blend ratio and melt viscosity on 
bi radability 860 

ookanitnas versus vinyl and acrylic for use in 
marine windows 2579 

polycyclodiborazanes with quadruply lobed 
boron/nitrogen a in the main chain. synthesis, 
properties 2397 3209 

polydiacetylene — produced by oxidative 
properties 239 bis-acetylenic monomers. 

rties 2398 3210 
palydi ichlorobiphenylene pyromellitimide. high 
modulus, uniaxially drawn films and gel sheets 70 

polydimethylsiloxane. thermoelasticity, stress strain 
isotherms of unfilled and filled PDMS networks 
3211 4846 

polyenes derived from polyvinyl chloride reacted 
with metal halide oe to form light absorbing 
species (Conf. Paper) 3 

polyester polymers. enon S aacesiaiinies by PET 
Processors 3994 

polyetherimide modified high performance epoxy 
resin 5607 

polyethers. biodegradability measured by bacterial 
consumption of polyethylene glycol, polypropylene 
a. 1493 

yethylene naphthalate production process. factors 
"piieeesine transesterification (Conf. Paper) 6325 
polyethylene naphthalate used to produce high 
performance fibers for tires and other uses 7944 
a oxide/polymethy! methacrylate. blend 

tibility with pulverized porous silica gel 5606 
lyethylene oxide/polyphosphazine blends. effect of 

Payee lehtorwelte) on compatibility 7943 
polyethyleneimine immobilization on cellulose fibers, 

selective removal of endotoxin from protein 
solutions 7907 

polytiuoroalkylate films with carbon-carbon bonds. 
synthesis, properties 2399 

polyglutamic acid (PGA) hydrogels synthesized by 
gamma r — of microbially produced PGA 
solutions 
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on pres structure of crystals formed by thermal 
id state polymerization 9433 

polyimide composites. use of reactive plasticizers in 
the fabrication of carbon fiber reinforced 
composites (Conf. Paper) 3330 

polyimide films. synthesis of highly imidized, 
— functionalized polyimides (Conf. Paper) 

polyimide properties. relation between fabrication, 
molecular arrangement, and properties of 
PMDA-ODA (Conf. Paper) 3218 

polyimide side chain polymer films for electro-optical 
applications (Abstract) 7136 

polyimide side chain polymer films. —— of 
relaxation mechanisms (Abstract) 713 

polyimide. solution imidization of 
bis(3-aminophenyl)phenyl phosphine oxide with a 
6F dianhydride (Abstract) 632 

polyimide. synthesis, photochemistry of crosslinkable 
nonlinear Bt] azo side chain polyimides 
(Abstract) 7137 

polyimides based on 2,2’-bis(perfluoroalkylated 
benzenes) (Abstract) 6329 

polyimides based on 2,2-binaphthyl and biphenyl 
ether diamines (Abstract) 6326 

polyimides based on trifluoromethoxy substituted 
biphenyl! dianhydride (Abstract) 6328 

polyimides based on trimethylphenyl indane. 
fabrication and properties (Conf. Paper) 3219 

polyimides endcapped with novel nylethynyl 
endcapping — Sa ameceaees and characterization 
(Conf. Paper) 3 

polyimides at ice 2,2’,6,6’ tetramethyl 
benzidine with various aromatic dianhydrides 
(Conf. Paper) 3215 

polyimides, aromatic thermoplastic. supermolecular 
structure 2400 3217 

polyimides, N-phenylated wholly aromatic noncyclic. 
- thesis from n. N’-diphenyliphthalimidoy! 

lorides 71 80 
pabadiine. novel ealiieaiids synthesis, 

characterization 4011 
polyimides, one step synthesis in oer eae 
high soluble polyimides (Conf. Paper) 3 

polyimides. molecular packing calculated oy 
refractive indexes 4010 

polyisoimide. preparation, pr of polyisoimide 
as polyimide precursor 401 

polymaleimides containing perfluoroalkyl groups. 
—— with anionic, radical initiators 

polymer chips manufacturing by waste recycling 
company Viral Syntex and EREMA 3944 

polymeric finishes for jute based fabric. BTRA 
research and development 2678 

polymeric hydrogel coatings inhibit platelet 
coagulation on medical implants 299 

polymeric membranes. manufacturing processes and 
applications 2401 

polymeric surfactants as detergents. solution 
oe y, viscosity enhancement, gel synthesis 

polymethyl! methacrylate/palladium cluster 
composites. thermo-mechanical properties 
analyzed 4180 

polymeth trivinylsilane. effect of 
N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylene diamine on anionic 
polymerization 2402 3220 

polynorbornadiene derivatized films. analysis of 
photochemical valence isomerization 

pchehainn. functionalized and grafted polyolefin 
copolymers prepared with metal catalysts and 
borane monomers (Conf. Paper) 3171. 
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polyphenylene oxide blends with polyethylene 
terephthalate, or. analysis of blend 
compatibility 879 

polypropylene. preparation, morphology of isotactic 
beta-crystalline polypropylene 8784 

polypyrrole coated fabrics. degradation rate of 
conductivity (Conf. Paper) 3336 

polypyrrole coated textiles. degradation kinetics of 
conductivity (Abstract) 2546 

polypyrrole nitrate films. high temperature 
conductivity of films prepared in neutral aqueous 
solution 5609 

polypyrrole, polymethylpyrrole/porous media 
composite membranes. gas permeability 3341 
4972 8091 

polystyrene gamma- ethacryloxyropyltrimeth-xysilane 
— exhibit lens like optical performance 

polystyrene. depolarized photon correlation 
y ae shear stress relaxation modulus 

polystyrene. radical polymerization with 
azobisisobutyronitrile in various aromatic, 
nonaromatic solvents 5610 

polystyrenes. glass transition temperature, molecular 
weight of monodispersed polystyrenes 8645 

polysulfone. wet spinning of asymmetric hollow 
=? poee fibers by double spinning bath method 

polyurethane barrier fabrics developed by NV Vetex 
for healthcare uses 3361 

polyurethane with high moisture permeability at 
warm temperatures for use in athletic wear 1651 

polyurethane, macroporous films. surface properties 
shown by measuring alcohol sorption, fractal 
geometry 2559 

polyurethane. inhibitors that retard the formation of 
allophanate —— during polyurethane synthesis — 
2360 3137 

polyurethane. synthesis, po of thermoelastic 
polyurethane resins with metallophthalocyanine 
ring 6330 

polyurethanes, optically active. chiral recognition 
potentials of polymers derived from diols and 
diisocyanates 72 

polyvinyl alcohol. charged gel membranes with 
controlled lattice sizes 3387 4204 5012 

polyvinyl chloride plastisols. method for determining 
dispersion — of 5611 

polyvinyl chloride. Frey Horst theory of stabilization 
= ae chloride by metal salts (Conf. Paper) 

polyvinyl chloride/polyethylene methyl methacrylate 
blends. thermally stimulated current miscibility 
study 73 

polyvinyl chloride/polyethylienemethy! methacrylate 
blends. thermally stimulated current miscibility 
study 802 

polyvinyl methyl ether. coexistence curves of PVME 
solutions immersed in a methanol/cyclohexane 
solvent 3221 4013 4848 

polyvinylidene fluoride monofilament suture with 
improved handling and knot security 8773 

polyvinylidene fluoride. epitaxial crystal growth on 
ionic crystals, monoaxially oriented polymer 
surfaces 8799 

polyzirconoxane. synthesis, properties of 
polyzirconoxane precursor for continuous zirconia 
fibers (Abstract) 7139 

poly[3,3’-(4-fluorobenzoyl)biphenyl] with various 
bisphenols. synthesis, characterization 4841 

poly[5-(4-vinyiphenyl)-10,15,20-triphenyl porphyrin). 
radical polymerization, copolymerization 4842 

poly[bis-(4-methylphenoxy) phosphazene] film. 
isothermal crystallization 1650 

poly[bis-(4-methylphenoxy)phosphazene] film. 
isothermal crystallization 2394 

poly[omega-(1,8-naphthalimido) alkyl methacrylate]s. 
synthesis, fluorescence behavior 4843 

, PET films. crystallization in biaxially stretched 
films. crystal orientation, morphology 8787 

PPS. drawing mechanism examined using 
— and thermal shrinkage measurements 

PPTA fibers. microscopic dynamics and macroscopic 
mechanical properties (Conf. Paper) 3181 

Proceedings of the ACS Division of Polymeric 
Materials Science and Engineering 1994 Spring 
Meeting (Book) 3182 

production of commercial polymers in United States 
totals 67.4 billion pounds in 1993. statistics 3114 

production of polymer materials during the period 
1960-1990. emerging quality requirements 803 

propargyl chemistry used in preparation of 
thermosets, coatings, fibers (Abstract) 2403 

propargyl terminated resins. evaluation as 
thermosets, coatings, fibers (Conf. Paper) 3223 

properties. effect of variations in properties on 
fibers, production of fibers 770 

PTFE fibers from W.L. Gore now available in 
electrically conductive form 7947 

PVA, melt extrusion. tensile modulus and strength 
affected by degrees of saponification and 
polymerization 4018 

radiation grafting of PBBA and PCHM onto UHMWPE 
fibers. effects on mechanical properties (Conf. 
Paper) 6331 

recombination addition reactions. chemical 
modification of fiber forming polymers 804 

rigid rod aromatic benzobisoxazole polymers with 
improved compressive strength. synthesis (Conf. 
Paper) 6332 

rigid rod polymeric fibers. improvements of 
compressive strengths by preparation of three 
dimensional systems (Conf. Paper) 3224 ; 

semiflexible liquid crystalline polymers with aromatic 
triad mesogens. synthesis, characterization 7945 

solid state nitrogen 15 nuclear magnetic resonance, 
structural analysis of oriented polymers 2404 

solid state polymerization of nylon 66 fibers 
—— their mechanical properties (Abstract) 

stoichiometric crystalline compounds from 
cyclodextrin based inclusion complexes with 
various polymers 7946 

styrene-butadiene-styrene thermoplastic elastomers 
— vinyl structure. adhesive properties 

styrene/isoprene triblock copolymers for diaper 
applications. dynamic mechanical and traditional 
testing 8759 

styrenes. addition reaction of phenylphosphines to 
styrenes as a model polyaddition study 74 805 

sulfites as initiators of acrylic monomer 
polymerization reactions in water solutions 806 

surfactants. polymeric compatibilizers for immiscible 
polymer blends (Conf. Paper) 3225 

tensile behavior of high strength, high modulus 
polyethylene, poly(p-xylylene) fibers 3226 

Terathane (polytetramethylene ether glycol). Du Pont 
completes Terathane pilot plant process trial 793 

thermal crosslinking of high performance polymers to 
improve properties (Conf. Paper) 6333 

thermodynamics. perturbed hard sphere chain 
— of state for normal fluids and polymers 
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titanium tetraisopropoxide plasma pancmee film. 
effect of visible light on conductivity 3388 

transparent polymer films. analysis of radiation 
induced discoloration (Abstract) 7313 

triethoxysilyl terminated polystyrene 
p — with different acid catalysts 

uniaxial elongations flow of the melt of ethylene 
propylene a maleic acid 
copo! blends 2 

Versicon, a conductive ‘iene of et ager 
promeyny B with an organic sulfonic acid (Conf 

per 
viologen polymers, ternization of 4,4-bipyrid 

ditosylate Ay yy cemmee oF (Abstract) i kaa 
= polymers, quaternization of 4,4-bipyri 
— propanediol, butanediol Pectects 

viologen polymers, quaternization of 4,4-bipyrid 
various bromine compounds (Abstract) 6335 

waste processing. concentrating, recycling polymers 
in wastewater 1494 

Polynosic fibers, see HIGH MODULUS (RAYON) 
FIBERS. 

Polyolefin fibers, see OLEFIN FIBERS. 

, see OLEFIN FIBERS--POLYPROPYLENE, 
POLYMERS. 

Polytetrafluoroethylene fibers, see FLUOROCARBON 
FIBERS. 

Polyurethanes, see FOAMS, SPANDEX FIBERS. 

Polyvinyi alcohol fibers, see VINAL FIBERS. 

Polyvinyl chloride fibers, see VINYON FIBERS. 

Post cure, see DURABLE PRESS. 

POWER CONSUMPTION (see also other he: ° 
as AIR CONDITIONING, AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT, 
COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING, ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT, ENERGY, MILL BUILDINGS, and 
under headings of specific machinery or 
processes 

air conditioning systems designed for high 
performance ring spinning mills 6108 

costs for commercial consumers, variations in rate 
structures 610 

drycleaning. United Kingdom Energy Efficiency 
Office's Good Practice Guide promotes energy 
efficiency 7683 

Du Pont, LG&E Power form joint venture to generate 
electrical power at nine Du Pont fiber 
manufacturing plants 2976 

India. use of paddy husk combustion. ATIRA studies 
ed — _ thermal fluid heaters burning paddy 

Ss 
Indian Leeroy Ly ke tte 4 mills 2202 
Karl Mayer's tricot, RSE 4 N-2 raschel 
machines. power consum — decreased by 
modifying re drive 3319 

renewable energy sources. national strategy needed 
to spur gro Y3813 

washing. continuous washing of fabric in open width 
washing machine. parameters governing power 
consumption 295 

winding, yarn. air flow around pirn rotating at high 
—— effect of drag on power consumption 1/09 

window films for high light transmission solar control 
reduces energy consumption 4984 
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Powernet, see APPAREL--INNERWEAR, ELASTIC 
FABRICS. 

PRESSING (see also other headings, such as DURABLE 
PRESS, FUSING, IRONING) 

CTC’s Fusing and Benchmarking Club to set 
standards for fusing and pressing operations 2774 

Osaka Denki Kogyo’s All Steam Pressing Iron 
features ceramic based constant temperature 
soleplate 8366 

overview. common problems, misconceptions. 
optimal pressing 3601 

polyester/cotton blends. damage caused by heat, 
mechanical pressure 1245 

PRESSING MACHINERY 
Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention technology 
reviewed by Atlanta Consulting International 357 

collar bands, dress shirts and blouses. Clemson 
Apparel Research Facility designs experimental 
pressing mechanisms 1968 

fusing presses. developments from Meyer, 
Kannegiesser, Reliant, Adkins, Macpi 395 

ironing tables. Electrolux Orton adds two models to 
its range of ironing tables 2780 

monitoring. Clothing ae Centre’s PressRite 
press monitoring system 12 

new models from Bandwise Reliant, Brisay, Camptel, 
Centre Service, Hoffman, and other leading 
manufacturers 5202 
— — from Macpi, Brisay, Veit, Hoffman, 

iesser, Meyer 6659 
ree issell’s Roulette rotary press oop for 

safety, ease of operation, economy 917 
polyvinyl! chloride/acrylonitrile rubber blends. 
dynamic viscoelastic behavior 4849 

press padding and equipment. variables affecting 
performance. equipment maintenance and 
selection 1246 

Speedypress steam finisher with a lightweight hand 
held vertical iron for finishing apparel 2778 

Summit Silicon Cleaner for conveyor belts of 
thermofusing pressing machinery 8334 

technologies. review of important changes over past 
decade 1969 

United States manufacturers invest in new pressing 
— for higher quality apparel manufacture 

PRINTING (see also other he . such as DYEING, 
FLOCKING, PIGMENT DYEING AND PRINTING, 
PRINTING PASTES, PRINTING--SCREEN, 
PRINTING--TRANSFER) 

Arioli flash agers for woven and jersey printed 
fabrics. machine design 9068 

art. printing processes used in ancient, contemporary 
art 8155 

automation. overview of automation used by Zimmer 
Machinery America 8156 

CAD. Arabesque, a new color matching system from 
Barco Graphics 7400 

carpets. jet printing techniques have improved 
quality. traditional styles popular 678 

China Dyeing Works opens new facility in Yuen 
Long, Hong Kong 222 

coloration systems that function effectively in Quick 
Response environment 6549 

denim fabric. relatively nonabrasive process 
developed by Dexter Chemical Corporation 268 

developments. overview of recent developments that 
short production cycles, improve quality, variety, 
safety 4285 
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discharge printing of silk. effect of using different 
— on color effects, washfastness, patterns 

dot application of adhesive printing pastes to fusible 
interlinings 8189 

effluent generation. influence of production control, 
materials handling techniques on 6127 

fluorescent measurement of print thickeners removal 
by washing 3732 

fractal geometry, CAD used in fabric design, 
production 5862 . 

Frangi printing mill. workflow analysis and selective 
automation results in reduced downtime 5385 

history, present situation, and future developments 
in the printing industry 269 

melange yarns. sliver dyeing, printing method 
produces colored striped slivers for production of 
melange yarns 5074 

microfibers. recommended dyeing and ——. 
techniques for polyester and polyester ble 
microfiber fabrics 3414 

Neil Bottle silk fabric design and manufacture. hand 
painting, screen printing, stenciling 4488 

nitrogen containing starch derivatives found usable 
as thickeners for printing polyester fabrics with 
disperse 2657 

Nuance reaches $20 million in annual sales. plans 
managed expansion 4922 

polyester. overview of roller, flat bed screen, rotary 
screen, transfer printing (Book) 5082 

quick response manufacturing. research on textiles 
suitable for ink jet, xerographic printing 9071 

reactive dyes. review of discharge and resist 
techniques for printing wool, silk, 
polyester/cellulosic blends 6584 

reactive — thickening agent crosslinking with 
dye leads to fabric stiffness 8190 

Sanganeri and Bagru prints produced in Rajastan, 
india. preparatory and printing processes 3448 

silk. batik, direct pigment, tie and oye. direct, and 
discharge printing techniques 266 

silk. discharge and direct printing techniques used in 
india 2596 

sodium silicate pad-batch technique, silk. analysis of 
reaction mechanisms Part One 1812 

solvents. research evaluates commercially available 
solvents for printing woven silk fabrics 5842 

Spartan Mills. profile of South Carolina based 
producer of woven fabrics, contract printer 8886 

specialty chemicals, uses and benefits 223 
Stork Brabant survey of world printing. production, 
processes and materials, end markets 5081 

Stork’s Image 3010 CAD provides digital preprint 
~ to wide market of engravers, printers 
044 

Stork’s TCP-2500 jet printing machines for sample 
production 9069 

texturengineering from Pamarco. embossing of 
nonwoven fabrics 4957 

thickening agents, Lutexal 4561. BASF dyeing 
assistant enhances textile printing with reactive 
dyes 255 1044 

VanWyk introduces new auxiliary equipment, 
including washer, mixer, unit to reduce water use, 
storage tanks 8160 

Wetzel is German engraving company with number 
of subsidiaries in Europe 1014 

wool, polyester sliver printed with continuous, 
multicolor system. optimizing dye absorption 5866 

worldwide survey of printers reveals increased 
printing widths, decreased lot sizes, increased 
CAD use 1067 

Zimmer automated and technically advanced printing 
machines 9070 

PR 

PR 
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INTING--SCREEN 
CAD systems for engraving flat and rotary screens. 
Luscher ImageScannerPlotter 53 

computer aided design. CSP 3002, microprocessor 
controlled color scanner and plotter from Stork 
Screens 1805 

defects. visual versus automated inspection. 
identifying, classifying defects 270 

Monsanto’s Fiber division develops new process for 
screen printing acrylic fleece 5829 

National Garment Company wins Apparel Industry 
Magazine’s 1993 Gold Star Award for investments 
in technology 1124 

Stork computer aided equipment for production, 
proofing, and direct screen production 6585 

Stork Finishing new paste dot coating technique for 
the production of fusible interlinings 2693 

Sun Sportswear’s business increases in 1993 under 
new CEO 4365 

thermochromic transfer ink Licritherm, 
pigment Iriodin introduced by Merck 

INTING--TRANSFER 
Cotton Art offers advantages over direct reactive 

printing 2624 
cotton. overview of Dansk Transfertryk’s process of . 

transfer printing 8159 
Dansk Transfertryk’s Cotton Art process for transfer 

printing natural fibers 1068 
manmade and natural fiber transfer printing. 
technology review 2658 

Studio Steamer from Roaches Engineering and CV 
Apparel’s Design Group fixes prints on sample 
fabrics 9073 

thermo-transfer printing equipment selection. 
parameters affecting selection of paper, ink, 
printing process 1069 

thermochromic transfer ink Licritherm, pearlescent 
pigment Iriodin introduced by Merck 5863 

INTING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as PRINTING MACHINERY--SCREEN) 
—— Dyestuff Reporter’s 1994 Buyers’ Guide 

Arioli’s Minivapo range reduces amount of urea 
required for fabric printing 7401 

Arioli’s new printing line uses two phase technology 
pa reactive dyes. replaces urea with steamer 

auxiliary equipment. Babcock Textilmaschinen’s 
Vario-Tex festoon steamer fixes prints on woven, 
knit fabrics 2661 

Barco Graphic’s Creator System performs high 
resolution, electronic photograph retouching, 
image manipulation 

Benz-HMB Perfecta-3000 laser engraving machine 
simplifies production of printing screens 271 

bubble jet color —s system developed jointly by 
Canon and Kanebo 272 

Buser’s Rotamac 4E rotary printing machine, 
ISOPRINT color application system, Hydromag 7 
flat bed printing machine 4288 

CAD. developments in computer aided design 
proofing for printed textiles 7365 

Ichinoise’s 7 EE Aurora automatic printing table 
with integrated electrical table heating 5864 

jet printing. Stork’s TruColor TCP 2500 Jet Printer 
for sample preparation 4289 ; 

Klieverik’s lines of machinery and equipment for 
dyehouses 2659 : 

overview of introductions from various 
manufacturers over past year 3451 

arlescent 
863 
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postprinting machinery. uses and overview. print 
dryers, print and acid agers, print washers, 
steamers 2662 

print steamers. technical overview of present 
steamer technology 276 : 

Quick Response forces manufacturers to design 
machines for shorter production runs 3450 

screenless ink jet a on polyester, cotton, and 
viscose fabrics 1828 

steam aging. Arioli introduces Minivapo model G 
compact steam ager for reactive printing on 
viscose, cotton 8158 

steamers, festoon. Babcock Textilmaschinen’s 
Vario-Tex festoon steamer fixes prints on woven, 
knit fabrics 4293 

Stork’s CSP-3002 large format color scanner/plotter 
and the LE-3000 laser engraver 1827 

Textile Printvision uses dry process without blocks, 
machines, tables, or pastes 2660 

PRINTING MACHINERY--SCREEN 
auxiliary equipment. EcoColor Supply System from 
Zimmer for rotary screen printers 1829 

auxiliary equipment. Klieverik squeegee machine 
moves rotary screen printing pastes from fabric 

64 
Benz-HMB Perfecta-3000 laser engraving machine 

simplifies production of printing screens 271 
Buser Hydromag 7, oy 7E flatbed screen 

printing machines. review 7402 
caiculated dot printing. Ciba Basel develops 
— controlled four color screen technique 

carousel, oval, and band machines. development of 
Precision Screen Machines series 6587 
oe 7 flat bed screen printing machine from 

itz Buser 2663 4290 
IR curing ovens installed by Logo 7 on its screen 

printing lines 9087 
laser engravers. Zedco Screen PC en rotary 
screens from computer generated designs 1830 

Quick Response forces manufacturers to design 
machines for shorter production runs 3450 

RD Wide from Stork Brabant. new rotary machine 
prints fabric widths ranging from 2,400 to 3,250 
millimeters 273 

Screen-Eze Table Top Screen Printer from A.W.T. 
World Trade 4291 

Stork Brabant’s RD Direct Drive rotary screen 
printing machine prints wide fabrics 3410 

Stork Brabant’s RD Direct Drive Rotary Screen uses 
individual ring motors to eliminate transmission 
play 274 

Stork Brabant. RD Wide, RD Direct Drive rota 
screen printing machines on display at OTEMAS 
1993 exhibition 6586 

Stork introduces RD Wide, RD Direct Drive rotary 
screen printing machines 3452 

Stork. review of Image-3010 dispenser, TruColor Jet 
Printer 2500, SCP-3002 plotter 7403 

Studio Steamer from Roaches Engineering. auxiliary 
unit for screen printing machines 7405 

Toshin Kogyo Ichinose 7000 EE Aurora flat screen 
prints within 0.1 millimeter tolerance, reduces 
paste consumption 275 

PRINTING MACHINERY --TRANSFER 
Heinz Hergert’s PPDM embossing, transfer printing 
machine for pees patterns on flat, raised 
textiles 345 

thermo-transfer printing equipment. technology 
review 1831 

PRODUCTION CONTROL (see also other headi 
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PRINTING PASTES (see also other headings, such as 
PIGMENT DYEING AND PRINTING) 

acid and metallic complex dyes in printed silk 
— handling of silk fabrics during printing 

adhesive. dot application of adhesive printing pastes 
to fusible interlinings 8189 

Airtint. new hank dyeing machine for wool and wool 
blend yarns from Argelich Termes y Cia 2635 

alkoxylated compounds as emulsifiers for preparation 
of printing pastes 8197 

characteristics. natural and synthetic paste bases, 
auxiliaries, and dye applications 8191 

delivery systems. EcoColor Supply System from 
Zimmer for rotary screen printers 1829 

Helizarin Weisspaste DFT 93 improves ——e 
properties of woven and knit fabrics 7337 

nitrogen containing starch derivatives found usable 
as thickeners for printing with disperse dyes 2657 

reactive dye print pastes. effects of rheology 
variation on print parameters 5865 

rheological aspects of printing pastes; flow 
properties of conventional and pigment based 
pastes 8192 

Stork Brabant’s IPS 1200 Paste “+ System 
is flexible, modular color kitchen 3410 

Stork introduces IPS 1200 Paste Dispensing System. 
flexible color kitchen 3452 

thermochromic transfer ink Licritherm, pearlescent 
eon lriodin introduced by Merck 5863 

thickeners. experiment determines optimum solids 
content of common thickeners 4292 

, such 
as INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, INVENTOR 
CONTROL) 
aan forms Quick Response Leadership Committee 

absenteeism, 5 percent rate indicates low employee 
—_ seriously impacts company’s productivity 

advanced process control (APC) and optimization 
techniques. profile of current APC systems 3788 

agile manufacturing critical to Manufacturing 
nterprise Strategy of 21st century 5394 

Amory Apparel Group. overview of Quick Response, 
electronic data interchange ge 7449 

apparel manufacture in Ho ong. advantages of 
IT to small companies 7659 

apparel manufacture. Bobbin Show 1994 showcases 
methods for streamlining process between order, 
delivery 8409 

apparel manufacture. Brandtex develops automatic 
— _ assembly cell for zipper fly making, setting 

apparel manufacture. optimizing for Quick Response. 
—" fabric behavior, online testing, control 

apparel manufacture. productivity related to sewing 
system, production volume, style change 5930 

apparel manufacture. questions regarding the 
selection of a system 2959 

apparel manufacture. return on investment of UPS 
over 300 percent 3551 

apparel manufacturing plants. modular 
manufacturing. potential problems during 
installation 5397 

apparel manufacturing software uses innovative 
fs — algorithms to gather and evaluate data 

apparel manufacturi . review of computer based 
ane Activated anufacturing Architecture 
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Automation Master. discussion of impact on textile, 
apparel —— — ‘ hci 

automation, dyeing and finishing. Sate Compan 
automates production at Rifinzione Alan 7348 

batch dyeing. real time data acquisition, theoretical 
and process models, adaptive control 

batch dyeing. real time data acquisition, theoretical 
modeling, and adaptive control 6569 

batch dyeing. real time monitoring and control 
implemented on pilot scale 657 

Benninger-Zell’s Ben Procom sizing machines 
features new control system 4098 

Benninger-Zell’s Ben-Procom control system provides 
—* calculation and adjustments of tension 

bleaching. Brugman’s Bleach O Matic monitoring and 
control system 4234 

blowroom machinery. Rieter’s UNIfloc A10, UNiclean 
B1, B50 fine cleaner, C10 card, BC and ABC 
control systems described 86 

Bonas Series 400 jacquard controller and electronic 
network 4128 

CAD. importance in achieving production flexibility, 
other advantages 9344 

Camstar System’s MESA software provides 
monitoring, control in manufacturing 8023 

chemical industry. restriction orifices maintain flow 
rates in chemical process industry 2978 

Chemocon measurement and control system for Just 
in Time wet finishing 1792 

CIM research. overview of activities of National 
Textile Research Center 9345 

CIM. Shima Seiki incorporates Quick Response 
concepts in its CIM systems for apparel 
manufacture 8337 

circular knitting. Starfish computer software models 
manufacturing 1723 

color control. Datacolor International develops, 
manufactures color control systems 4243 

composites, fiber reinforced. effect of structural 
defects, variability on mass production (Conf. 
Paper) 8600 

computer aided process control of physical 
parameters 1430 

computer system at Globe Elastics controls rubber 
spinning processes 7027 

continuous online, real time inspection of production 
parameters, textile properties 6870 

controlled coloration in Indian dyehouse. use of 
Reactive Dye Compatibility Matrix for improved 
accuracy 4249 

cotton ginning. process control systems increase 
bale value significantly 5553 
—o Barmag’s Diacont Ii optoelectronic system 
provides online control 5651 

decating. Technologia Meccanica Tessila’s decating 
— with the Multiprogram control system 

demand flow management and vendor managed 
replenishment for efficient production and 
distribution of goods 2953 

Dow Cover installs UPSs from Eton Systems 2207 
dyeing and drying range automation with bar codes 
and scanning laser reader 8178 

dyeing machinery. ATC-304 continuous dyehouse 
control system from Arel 6566 

dyeing machines. ia and work flow, online 
control systems 738 

dyeing, finishing liquors. preparation of liquor for 
continuous application 8133 

dyeing. process control of dyeing with Union 
Chemical Laboratories real time management 
information systems 5848 

electronic data interchange embraced by T.L. 
Edwards, JCPenney apparel contractor 8276 

employee empowerment. superior approach to 
enhanced productivity and quality than industrial 
engineering 526 

equipment directories. Material Handling 
Engineering’s 1994-1995 Directory Issue 7658 

equipment. global market will grow to $20.2 billion 
in next three years 2956 

expert systems in supervisory control of 
manufacturing processes 554 

fabric manufacturing. Bobbin Show 1994 showcases 
Computer Aided Fabric Evaluation project 8601 

fabric quality. online characterization, control of 
fabric properties to optimize production 8977 

fabrics, barre defects. review of weaving and 
knitting to identify primary causes, possible 
remedies 959 

flexible manufacturing systems. dynamic scheduling 
algorithm employs priority net aided simulation to 
govern process control 545 

flexible manufacturing. comprehensive computer 
information systems at apparel manufacturer 
Scotch Maid 8275 

Frangi printing mill. workflow analysis and selective 
automation results in reduced downtime 5385 

HIDEN computer aided design system for intelligent 
synthesis of highly controllable exchanger 
networks 539 

hierarchical control system for sizing ——. 
simulated, production scale operations 9358 

hierarchical planning model integrates long term, 
short term, and daily planning needs for apparel 
manufacture 555 

high speed production of woven fabric. purchasing 
raw materials, winding, warping, sizing, weaving, 
and inspection 8031 

information management for production control in 
apparel manufacturing 7651 

Japan. manufacturing practices not as efficient as is 
commonly perceived 1535 

jigger dyeing. Henricksen’s Logic control system 
with HighSpeed for jigger dyeing machines 1815 

JIT manufacturing. performance measurements used 
by industrial engineer 2194 

knitting. production control by Doku’s, Bogner’s 
Miniplan computer system 2505 

Loepfe electronic equipment for online monitoring 
= — control of spinning and weaving 

logistic systems theory can help highlight 
— in apparel manufacturing systems 

modular manufacturing successfully adopted by 
Tighe Industries, mail order manufacturer of dance 
costumes 8279 

modular manufacturing. Columbia Sportswear 
increases productivity by 30 percent 8255 

modular manufacturing. review of factors that 
promote effectiveness of apparel modules 8594 

monitoring systems from Sycotex for yarn 
production, fabric production, finishing 4613 

Monsanto installs supervisory monitoring, control 
system at nylon production facility in Florida 553 

Murao & Company’s automated systems enhance 
compatibility between textile machines and control 
software 6869 

negotiated standards, an alternative to work 
measurement standards, application in lowa 
munitions factory 556 

nonwovens. web weighing system fitted between 
feed and web forming machine improves web 
evenness 8057 
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production int ted measures reduce wastewater 
Ye at n dyeing and printing plants 

Production Planning Systems exhibited at IMB 1993 
reviewed 3785 

Produktionsintegrierter Umweltschutz colloquium on 
—e pollution at German textile finishing plants 

Quick Response programs. AMTEX develops 
technology to help small firms establish QR 
programs 1886 

Quick Response technologies. overview, optimization 
of ess 8599 

Quick Response technology critical to globalization 
of —— industry. data acquisition, analysis 1412 

Quick nse technology. Columbia University 
survey ws wide variations in adaptation by 
apparel industry 3787 

Quick Response, Total Time Management critical to 
competitiveness in apparel industry 1429 

Quick Response. European textile finishing managers 
must adopt to remain competitive 226 

Quick Response. Levi Strauss invests $400 million in 
Quick Response manufacturing techniques 2725 

QuickResponse 1994 Conference. Levi Strauss 
invests $400 million to restructure for quick 
response 8233 

real production control. function, advantages 

Rieter and Zellweger Uster Ringdata 4R process 
control for ring spinning machinery. use on Rieter 
G 5/2 machines 4875 

right first time dyeing. using computer color 
matching to control and monitor factors affecting 
production 4244 

shade variation control. online colorimetry and 
dyeing system that adjusts dyeing parameters 

simulation, computerized. evaluation of scheduling 
policies in composites manufacturing 551 

sizing machine contro! system. Benninger Zell 
introduces advanced control of its BEN-PROCOM 
sizing machine 2476 

— - Benninger Zell’s Ben-Sizetec sizi 
with an electronic control system 889 

speed control system changes ring spinning speed 
based on frequency of yarn breaks 4044 

spinning and dyeing. data processing system at 
Spinnerei Forcheim for planning, monitoring, and 
control 2187 

Sport Obermeyer develops Accurate Response 
concept to forecast risk, optimize production 2197 

standard operating procedures improved to reduce 
accidental, material losses 149 

synchronous flow management. five rules for 
developing concept in apparel manufacturing 2960 

synchronous manufacturing and Theory of 
Constraints used to calculate total production 
capacity 3790 

team production at Square D improves employee 
qredenthdiyy, cooperation 558 

textile printing. influence of production control, 
materials handling techniques on effluent 
generation 6127 

Thailand. manufacturing sector plans to adopt 
Japanese style —_— systems that emphasize 
quality control 643 

theory of constraints promoted by Eli Goldratt. steps 
to implementing theory 2961 

value engineering minimizes overall cost without 
sacrificing pr t quality and reliability 4614 

warehousing operation. audit can lead to increased 
productivity 1431 

system 

Production 
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warping. Benninger equipment for precision warp 
= ration and electronic warp process control 

weaving mills. MillMaster production control and 
monitoring system from Loepfe 4140 

weaving production planning, control. model 
developed by college in Switzerland 7253 

weaving. Bonas’ SSJ electronic jacquard, Series 400 
controller 4929 

weaving. production control by Zellweger Uster’s 
Loomdata 4 system 4137 

yarn spinning mills. computer integrated 
manufacturing at Kondo spinning mill in Japan 814 

Zellweger Uster’s line of testing machines integral to 
comprehensive production control 488 

Zimmer printing machines automate production 
monitoring and control 9070 

monitoring, see MONITORING SYSTEMS, 
TEXTILE MACHINERY and under he 
of specific machinery, such as LOOMS. 

Progressive shedding looms, see LOOMS. 

PROOFING (see also other he: 
ANTIBA 

. such as 
CTERIAL AGENTS, EPROOFING, 

FUNGICIDES, GERMPROOFING, 
INSECTPROOFING, OIL REPELLENCY, RESIN 
FINISHING, ROTPROOFING, SHRINKPROOFING, 
SOIL RELEASE FINISHING, SOIL REPELLENT 
FINISHING, WASH-WEAR, WEATHERPROOFING, 
WEATHERING) 

mothproofing. foam application 3461 
— 70 percent consumption in carpets 

geotextile for termite protection. installation prior to 
building construction 4190 

PCP. pentachlorophenol used as rotproofing agent. 
effluent problems 2247 

permethrin used as insecticide for tents and 
textiles 6478 

soil proofing finishes. Na-SIPA used on polyester and 
nylon 6 fibers 3985 

weather proofing wool apparel 7622 

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING (see also other headings, such 
as APPAREL, COMFORT, FLAMMABILITY, 
FUNGICIDES, GLASS FABRICS, HEALTHCARE 
AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, HEAT PHENOMENA, 
MOISTURE PHENOMENA, NYLON FABRICS, 
SPORTS EQUIPMENT, TEMPERATURE) 

Aircrew Eye/Respiratory pressurized flight suits, 
helmets. 16 hour extended wear tests of 7565 

Akzo nonwoven antiballistic fabric made of Twaron, 
polyethylene, or their blends 5784 

anti-G suit. parametric testing of volumes, fill rates, 
pressure differentials 3665 

antigravity suits, military flight personnel. 
—— comparison of ATAGS with EAGLE 

Aquatex Functional Fabrics manufactures high 
performance fabrics for industrial, protective 
apparel 193 

Aquatex Functional Fabrics manufactures 
membranes, coatings, fabrics for protective 
— 7997 

Assist, filter fabric. effective barrier to bloodborne 
pecronens, corrosives 196 

ASTM standard test methods for evaluating blood 
ne my of protective apparel worn by 

althcare workers 2148 
ballistic soft armor. optimization of armor  _——a 
using needle punched aramid fabric 732 
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barrier fabrics against toxic aerosols, biological 
agents. design, evaluation 3365 

barrier fabrics used in personal protective equipment, 
apparel. function, design, problems 985 

British Rail develops line of apparel for employees 
that meet EC, UK standards 444 

British Rail develops line of work clothing that 
conforms to standards 3661 

chemical military gear. diesel engine power sources 
for liquid microclimate cooling systems 9410 

chemical military gear. physiological response of 
personnel to seven types of ensemble 9409 

chemical protection. recharging Self Contained 
Breathing Apparatus cylinders 2064 

chemical protective clothing. stress experienced by 
soldiers in desert or tropical environments 8496 

chemical protective masks and coveralls. fluorescent 
tracer evaluations during pesticide applications 
2062 5285 

chemical, biological weapons. United States Army 
evaluates thermal stress on subjects wearing 
MOPPs 2063 

chemical/biological/radiological military gear. 
effectiveness of air, liquid microclimate cooling 
systems 941 

clean room manufacturing apparel. requirements and 
characteristics 1307 

cleanroom apparel. advice for selecting appropriate 
protective clothing 8497 

cold water immersion gear. Texas Human Thermal 
Model analyzes hypothermia 9412 

ComforMax by Du Pont is an efficient, comfortable 
protective = designed for use by dentists 3662 

comfort and functionality. research into optimization 
of fabric properties 9253 

cooling systems to alleviate heat stress in Air Force 
personnel wearing protective clothing 2065 

core yarn, nonmetallic. glass core yarn for protective 
clothing resists abrasive cuts 857 

Corovin, a leading manufacturer of quality spunlaid 
fabrics for protective clothing 2467 

Cygnet is light weight polyester nonwoven for use in 
protective clothing 991 

disposable medical apparel. Guangzhou Second 
Synthetic Fiber Factory produces 3 million suits per 
year 8878 

divers’ passive thermal survival systems 2066 
Dover's protective barrier fabric for reusable surgical 
gowns 4 

Du Pont’s Tyvek C, Tyvek F spun bonded 
polyethylene for limited use in chemical protective 
clothing 4476 

Dyneema Fraglight HPPE needle punched ballistics 
protection fabric 8120 

Edward Macbean & Company. Scottish manufacturer 
. of high quality waterproof protective clothing, 
profile 8259 

electric arc welding. light weight cotton blend fabrics 
with heat resistant fibers from Du Pont 8983 

electromagnetism. conductive garments prevent 
radio frequency burns 2067 5286 

European Community. product certification, 
marketing 1305 

European Directive for Personal Protective 
Equipment. overview of current status 8494 

European legislation harmonized. harmonization will 
expand market for protective clothing 3664 

EVA gloves. effects of EVA gloves on manual 
dexterity 3663 

Extended Cold Weather Clothing Ensemble. electric 
heating elements enhance thermal protective 
capability 7566 

fabric heating elements. model allowed design of 
protective clothing 2872 
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fabrics used in protective clothing. solving problems 
with comfort 6747 
— pilots’ anti-g suits. evaluation of new model 

films, hydrophilic and microporous. Raffi and 
— manufacture films for protective clothing 

firefighting gear made from Hoechst Celanese’s 
polybenzimidazole flame resistant fiber 5287 

firefighting suits. heat tolerance of shipboard 
a control personnel wearing firefighting gear 

flame resistant and antimicrobial fibers produced by 
manmade fiber companies 8772 

flame resistant apparel. market growth and 
ae decisions 1308 

flame retardant. Kaneka’s Kanecaron inherently 
flame retardant modacrylic fibers for protective 
clothing 3988 

Flamemaster Satin. Carrington Viyella flame 
retardant cotton/polyester blend for light protective 
clothing 6497 

flexible construction from AlliedSignal features 
— penetration resistance to projectiles 

glasses, goggles, showers, spill control, gas 
monitors, respirators, eyewashes 6110 6115 

Globe Firefighters Suits holds 35 percent of market 
—_ in United States. overview of operations 

gloves, industrial. Ansell’s Nitrasafe and Nitrasafe 
Foam gloves resistant to cuts 2873 

healthcare, medical garment specifications against 
bloodborne pathogens 9254 

helmets. ASTM Subcommittee on Headgear 
establishes standards for protective helmets 2070 

helmets. correlation of HGU-56/P aircrew helmets 
with anthropometric measurements 2069 

high visibility reflective waistcoat from British Rail’s 
lothing Advisory Service 3666 

Kanecron flame retardant fibers used to manufacture 
apparel for military in United Kingdom 4850 

Kermel developed by Rhone-Poulenc. Amoco 
improves polyamide/imide fiber for fire protective 
clothing 1624 

Kermel. third generation aramid developed by Amoco 
and Rhone-Poulenc has better mechanical 
properties 3972 

laser resistant composite fabric protects ae 
implements, operating room personnel 25 

leather work gloves protect workers against radio 
frequency current at AM radio broadcast 
frequencies 3667 

liquid penetration test methods for compliance with 
OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens Standard 503 

market in United States for protective equipment will 
= at an annual rate of 7 percent until [1998] 

medical personal protective equipment. demand for 
liquid barrier protective clothing has peaked 446 

military uniforms. United States Army researching 
adaptive color mechanisms for automatic 
camouflage 9072 

military vests. DSM High Performance Fibers’ 
Dyneema Fraglight PE fabric reduces weight of 
vest 8498 

Mission Oriented Protective Posture chemical gear. 
a on combat performance 4680 4681 6135 
6136 

Mission Oriented Protective Posture chemical gear. 
ee” of heat, exercise on combat performance 
9407 

Multifabs manufactures wide range of protective 
clothing 6023 
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NBC a apparel. properties, fabric types 
8495 

NCSU opens new laboratory to advance the 
development of protective fabrics 2293 

fabrics. Glo-Tex protective lining material 
withstands rks and molten metal droplets 212 

Nomex Delta C, meta-aramid yarn blend for use in 
protective clothing from Du 856 1688 

nonwoven fabrics. microencapsulated phase change 
materials as thermal insulators against low 
temperatures 5001 ; 

nonwovens, polypropylene. impregnated with 
activated carbon powder protects against organic 
pollutant 4205 

nuclear biological chemical protective clothing. 
ay of endurance training on heat tolerance 

nuclear/biological/chemical protective clothing. tracer 
evaluations during simulated decontamination 
2071 5288 

nursing, healthcare garments for female health 
practitioners from Career Apparel 2874 

oxygen masks. anthropometric process improves fit 
of ye pressure masks for Air Force aircrew 
4581 6068 

permeation test ASTM F 739 provides critical data 
on fabric permeation resistance to chemicals 2133 

pesticides. cattle feediot workers exposed to 
— but do not wear protective clothing 

pressure suit gloves. standardized test methodology 
for analyzing mechanical performance 7613 

pressurized suits. rapid and accurate method for 
conducting inflation, volume, leak tests 7614 

PTFE fibers from W.L. Gore now available in 
electrically conductive form 7947 

reflective fabric for —" visibility made from 
Metion’s Retroglo 5634 

Safariland has become a $30 million company. 
produces police body armor 3528 

safety harness for use by workers wearing plastic 
suit for protection from radiation, hazardous 
chemicals 2058 

sales. analysts project 6.1 percent annual increase in 
sales through remainder of decade 7568 

Sandier’s composite nonwoven for use in protective 
clothing 993 

soldier integrated protective ensemble field tested at 
Fort Benning 2072 

Steratex bioprotective laminate employed in reusable 
surgical apparel 4986 

submarine survival wetsuits. Swedish Defence 
Research Establishment tests 2073 

sun protection factor treatment for apparel 
developed in Australia 7407 

surgical gown reusable barrier fabric developed by 
Standard Textile 8124 
“— protective clothing. history of development 

Switzerland. current research, analysis of Project 
ARES and Project FOKUS. retail, industrial 
applications 445 

thermal uniforms, military. physiological study of 
ew combat maneuvers 4682 4683 6137 

Tyvek C and Tyvek F from Du Pont protect against 
inorganic substances and organic chemicals 5779 

Tyvek Recycle Man, Du Pont line of garments made 
from Tyvek spun bonded polyethylene fibers 6746 

Tyvek-Pro.Tech coveralls made in China, may be 
made in Europe 1306 

Tyvek. Du Pont introduces Tyvek C and Tyvek F, 
polyethylene spun bonded fabrics for protective 
clothing 6506 
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United States Army. uniforms, protective clothing 
cost $1,600 per soldier per year 2061 

United States Marine Corps modular sleeping bags. 
thermal protective capability, -30 degrees 
Fahrenheit 7567 

Vektron polyester fabrics from Klopman for use in 
cleanrooms, sterile areas 1781 

Vion AN-1 chemisorbing fiber. sorption of 
copolymerized acrylonitrile and 
2-methyl-5-vinylpyridine 755 

warp knit fabrics for protective clothing for fire 
fighters, SWAT teams, bomb disposal squads 206 

wildland firefighting shirt offers added protection for 
arms without decreasing mobility and ventilation 

PROTEIN FIBERS (see also other oon such as 
HAIR FIBERS, KERATIN, MOHAIR, SILK, WOOL) 

alpha-keratin cortex. model describes mechanical 
properties of 5552 

artificial spider silk. researchers synthesize the two 
oe that make up dragline spider silk fibers 

biodegradable specialty fibers 6267 
collagen fiber morphology under tension and 
i using freeze-fracture and freeze-etching 

Proteins, see KERATIN, PROTEIN FIBERS, SILK. 

Pyrolysis, see DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS. 

QUALITY CONTROL (see also other he: . such as 
COSTS, SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS, 
STATISTICS, TEXTILE TESTING, TIME STUDY, 
UNIFORMITY) 

air jet looms. quality control circles improve 
efficiency of machine operations 5717 

apparel manufacturing in Hong Kong. requirements 
of quality management in Hong Kong 5183 

apparel manufacturing plants. L.L. Bean wins 
Apparel Industry Magazine’s 1993 Gold Star 
Award 1120 

apparel manufacturing plants. quality control and 
cost of quality procedures in United States 1893 

apparel manufacturing. development of quality 
= inspection, laboratory testing programs 

apparel, knit. quality assurance systems must be 
one based, employ computer aided management 

audits and audit certification require careful planning 
and organization 3793 

benchmarking at Sandia National Laboratories. 
methodology developed by laboratory 4600 

BS5750. not ey, implemented by apparel 
industry in United Kingdom 559 

Cadet Uniform of Toronto emphasizes quality control 
in operations 5184 

carpet manufacture. Posituft system from PIV 
Electronics accurately controls yarn and fabric feed 
rates 937 

carpet production. Edameter monitors carpet 
thickness during shearing to minimize thickness 
variations 4112 

Catalan program for the promotion of industrial 
quality. implementation in weaving industry 879 

certification, accreditation, conformity in automotive 
industry 560 

CIM models for textile industry. relationship of CIM 
and JIT technologies 1432 

computer aided quality management systems can 
help European apparel manufacturers remain 
competitive 3794 
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Cone Mills installs Zellweger Uster’s Polyguard yarn 
clearing and monitoring system in North Carolina 
mills 2416 

cone winding. Zellweger Uster’s Polymatic electronic 
yarn clearer provides online quality control 2434 

consistency of mission, vision, values, and 
—_— critical to improving service quality 

cotton gas, fiber contamination. Avondale Mills 
Sie .S. Felker calls for better quality control 

crimping. online quality control for air texturing 
processes with Heberlein equipment 4878 

customer satisfaction depends on product 
performance relative to ideals and expectations of 
the customer 561 

disperse dye sorption kinetics. implications for 
quality control 8182 

dyeing and finishing. examples of quality problems 
and solutions. ISO 9000 certification 3396 

dyeing and wet finishing. India needs to improve 
quality of dyed products to compete in 
international markets 1789 

dyeing. right first time Serer of four 
presentations at seminar 5849 

employee responsibilities, commitment 2198 
Enhance Systems, Australian uniform and textile 
— company, wins national quality award 

equipment management to achieve zero defects. 
er of Total Productive Maintenance (Book) 

fabric quality requirements comprise specification of 
fabric properties and control of fabric defects. 
improvements in quality 6487 

fabric. AMTEX will develop automatic inspection 
system for — into manufacturing 
equipment 534 

fabrics, barre defects. review of weaving and 
knitting to identify primary causes, possible 
remedies 959 

fabrics. quality controlled by fabric properties and 
fabric defects. influence of yarn quality and 
weaving performance 5774 

feedback circuits, quality control. based on 
—*. types of operations, information flow 

FibreScan FS100 eecaome sg quality detector 
available from Fiberguide 3257 

finishing plants and ISO 9000 standards. reasons 
and procedures for adopting quality system 
standards 7350 

garment development. fabric testing to prevent 
manufacturing problems and ensure customer 
satisfaction 7602 

garment quality problems caused by fabric 
manufacturer, garment manufacturer, or garment 
dyer 7660 

Hoft & Wessel CONTROL Master mobile data 
collection module 8604 

HVI testing. problems in determining length 
parameters with Spiniab and Motion Control HVIs 
(Conf. Paper) 6797 

HVI testing. Shewart control charts for monitoring 
HVI strength and length measurements (Conf. 
Paper) 6798 

India. implementing ISO 9000 Quality Management 
System. improving work culture in textile mills 

information systems. quality information system as a 
— of computer integrated manufacturing 
860 

intermingled yarns. uniformity tested with 
Fibreguide’s FibreScan FS100 3255 
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ISO 9000 certification. Du Pont’s guide to achieving 
certification 4615 

ISO 9000 quality management documentation. 
procedures, instructions, forms, and records 6871 

ISO 9000 quality standards as an integral part of 
Total Quality Management 4616 

ISO 9000 series. manual for understanding and 
applying ISO 9000 standards (Book) 3 

iSO . case history of achieving ee 
Faithful Limited, work clothing manufacturer 8 

ISO 9000. ISO 9004. description of management 
— recommended by European Community. 

ISO 9000. overview. costs, benefits, training, 
preparation, implementation, audits 2962 

iSO 1 registration. team approach results in 
registration in less than one year 4617 

ISO 9002. costs of implementing ISO programs more 
— by enhancements in quality control 

Japan. manufacturing practices not as efficient as is 
commonly perceived 1535 

Juran, Joseph. prominent advisor on quality to 
corporate America. interview 1525 

knitting mills. recommendations for establishing a 
quality control center 7661 

lap preparation, combing, drawing interlinked by 
— online quality monitoring systems 

laundering, hospital linens. recommendations for 
cost management, infection control, quality 
assurance 7529 

Lawson yo om automatic textured yarn tester 
(ATYT) and yarn monitoring system 6815 

Lawson-Hemphill manufactures quality control 
equipment for fiber producers, texturers, yarn 
spinners 489 

Litton Mills in Manila uses Cotton Incorporated’s EFS 
MILLNet software to control quality 7966 

lubricants, textile machinery. B NOC seminar 
recommends quality control standards 6882 

monitoring systems from Sycotex for yarn 
production, fabric production, finishing 4613 

nonwoven fabrics. differential pressure air 
permeability instrument for acceptance testing, 
quality control, and research 50 

nonwovens manufacture. NIR analysis of raw 
— online testing, laboratory quality control 

nonwovens production. Sandler plant produces high 
bulk thermal bonded nonwovens that meet ISO 
Standard 9001 2468 

overview of quality control. apparel testing to ensure 
quality and compliance with specifications and 
standards (Conf. Paper) 9359 ie 

overview. importance to textile mills, responsibilities 
of quality control supervisor, yarn testing 4619 

Picanol QSC system. application on GTM model 
— increased production, reduced down time 

polymer production during the period 1960-1990. 
emerging quality requirements 803 _ 

predictive control of textile manufacturing processes 
through expert systems (Conf. Paper) 7662 — 

press padding and equipment. variables affecting 
performance. equipment maintenance and 
selection 1246 , ; 

printing. relationship between rheological behavior of 
pastes and print results 8192 

procurement under ISO 9001 standard 8595 
quality assurance. establishing partnerships 2965 
Quality Circles. groups of 5 to 15 employees meet 
on regular basis to resolve work problems 6081 
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acilitates implementation of total quality 
(Conf. Paper) 9360 

quality policies for meeting the requirements of ISO 
9000 quality certification 562 

service companies must train frontline employees to 
ensure growth 518 

service management to gain a competitive edge and 
improve quality 3754 

ied Peyer's Textiles Electronics Division 
_— systems, instruments for quality control 

—_ cost system heightens quality awareness and 
i 

ma 

sliver production. quality ne ton, | by 
Truetzschlier’s Sliver Information System KIT 4567 

Snake Shuttle system links roving machines and 
spinning machines 844 

standards, Quality Assurance. European textile 
finishing managers must adopt to remain 
competitive 519 

statistical process control, total quality management 
strategies (Book) 2944 

survey of bey monitoring, and quality control 
ont nt 6789 

Swift Textiles. overview of denim manufacturer’s 
+, oid Through Quality Management program 

testing ensures product quality, but selecting tests is 
complex 2909 

textile chemicals. Chemical Week’s Third Annual 1SO 
9000 International Directory Update 9363 

textile rental industry. ISO standards can be 
useful for industry companies 7664 

Thailand. manufacturing sector plans to adopt 
Japanese style production systems that emphasize 
quality control 643 

Total Quality Management responsible for improved 
competitiveness of United States industries 3779 

total quality management strategies. survey of 
organizations in Washington and Oregon 9361 

total quality management. components of a 
successful quality program 2199 

total quality management. description of ISO:9000 
standards 1433 

total quality management. role of marketing and 
creation of a quality policy 7663 

TQM. creating the proper TQM organization 1391 
be a problem is poor execution, not intent 

Turkish cotton spinning industry. cotton fiber testing 
and online quality control (Conf. Paper) 8811 

UK Quality Award modeled after the European 
Quality Award. list of award criteria 6083 

United Kingdom Quality Award Scheme. applicant 
requirements 3792 

weaving. quality assurance during weaving by 
prceaee control of factors influencing yarn stresses 

wet sheet webs, open draw type. factors affecting 
transfers and measures to maintain quality 141 

yarn production. components of an effective quality 
yarn production strategy 7980 

Zeliweger Uster’s line of testing machines integral to 
comprehensive quality control 488 

QUILTING 
block oan with simplified shapes derived from 
nature 5939 

color in quilts by fiber artist Adriene Cruz. 
exploration of color, color interactions 9157 

designing with straightedges, compasses 2781 
electronic + increases capabilities of quilting 
machines 8062 

guilds. quilt guild activities influence women’s 
understanding of the quilting tradition 1215 
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hand amine. technique to piece symmetrical prints 
in quilts 8367 

jackets, vests. construction using darts, shaped 
seams 8373 

market growth for United States manufacturers and 
retailers 1352 3 
—— is most influential contemporary quilter 

novelty prints. designers must consider the 
aesthetics of blending, juxtaposition 4383 

quilts, pieced. moderate to high-end niche offers 
potential with value added embellishments 2117 

retailing. quilts are currently one of strongest 
sesennee in home furnishings. overview of quilts 

scrap quilting in spirals. instructions 1216 
story quilts. design and construction of quilts based 

on personal experiences 5 

RADIATION (see also other he , such as 
PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION, SPECTRUM 
ANALYSIS, TEXTILE NUCLEONICS) 

carbon dioxide lasers. measurement of temperature 
— in nylon fibers during laser irradiation 

cellulose fibers, microbiological degradation. effect 
of irradiation on enzymatic digestion 777 

drying. Stalam combines radio frequency drying with 
conventional hot air drying to maintain low 
temperatures 5098 

dye heating. Alpha Nuances Top Speed laboratory 
dyeing and testing machine heats dye with infrared 
radiation 1045 

electron radiation effects on five epoxy composites 
reinforced with glass, carbon, and aramid fiber 956 

electrotechnology in textile manufacturing. infrared, 
dielectric, ultrasonics research 9374 

gamma ray. irradiation of microbially produced 
puppets acid (PGA) solutions produces PGA 
ydrogels 800 

gamma rays. effect of tensile stress on radiolytic 
degradation of "eet eaten emai fibers 
(Abstract) 710 

grafting of PBBA and PCHM onto UHMWPE fibers. 
= on mechanical properties (Conf. Paper) 

induction of crosslinking of hard elements of 
polyurethane elastomers 6271 

infrared drying, curing. gas fired infrared emitters. 
operations, types 3474 

infrared predrying of fabrics. factors influencing the 
degree of drying and my | efficiency 3475 

IR curing ovens installed by 
printing lines 9087 

laser resistant composite fabric protects surgical 
implements, operating room personnel 25 

microwave drying of apparel compared with electric, 
one reiative to damage, antibacterial effect 

ogo 7 on its screen 

microwave processing of nonwovens. overview for 
heating, drying 6614 

PBO oul PBZT fiber irradiated with proton, electron, 
and gamma radiation. improvements to 
compression strength (Conf. Paper) 6313 

PMMA and scintillating fibers with a polystyrene 
matrix. gamma radiation induced absorption (Conf. 
Paper) 6315 

polybenzobisoxazole fibers. radiation oe, 
improves compressive strength (Abstract) 710 

polyimide films. surface conductivity of films 
= by krypton/fluorine excimer laser radiation 
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radar waves. Lantoride multilaminate carbon 
impregnated composite absorbs radar at varying 
angles of incidence 8967 

radiation curing of carbon, aramid, glass fiber 
reinforced — with epoxy matrixes 
(Abstract) 727 

radiation grafting, ultrahigh weight polyethylene. 
effect on polystyrene terpolymer composite 
(Abstract) 7304 

radio frequency current. heavy leather work gloves 
= workers against radio frequency burns 

transparent polymer films. analysis of radiation 
induced discoloration (Abstract) 7313 

treatment of cellulose with radiation. physical and 
chemical properties changed during viscose 
formation 753 

ultrahigh weight polyethylene medical implants. 
accelerated aging test for irradiated implants 
(Abstract) 7616 

ultraviolet absorbing polymer coatings from 
— for fabric, printed surfaces (Abstract) 

ultraviolet curing. equipment directory, 1993 Buyer’s 
Guide 304 

ultraviolet photoisomerism of C.I. Disperse Yellow 
23, C.I. Disperse Orange 29 disazo dyes 5860 

ultraviolet radiation. ability of various fabrics to 
shield against ultraviolet radiation 1747 

ultraviolet shielding by polyester fibers by blending 
with titanium dioxide (Conf. Paper) 8785 

ultraviolet transmission and reflection by various 
fabrics and films 8101 

ultraviolet. effect of irradiation on structure of 
fea heterophasic copolymer films 

ultraviolet. flexographic pigment hardening by 
a radiation. printing of packaging films 

ultraviolet. laser ablation of woven polyester fabric 
enhances adhesive potential during coating 1087 

ultraviolet. photochemical valence isomerization of 
polynorbornadiene derivatized films, analysis 6493 

ultraviolet. protective capability of everyday summer 
weight apparel against ultraviolet light 9221 

ultraviolet. researchers develop standards for UV 
transmission through apparel fabrics 6828 

ultraviolet. study of fabric parameters that affect 
protection against UV transmission 4980 

RADIOACTIVE TRACERS (see also other headings, such 
as CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS, ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY, IDENTIFICATION, SPECTRUM 
ANALYSIS, TEXTILE NUCLEONICS, TEXTILE 
TESTING) 

carbon 13 assesses biodegradability of 
poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) plastic films 1496 

Radioactivity, see RADIOACTIVE TRACERS, TEXTILE 
NUCLEONICS. 

Raising, see NAPPING. 

RAMIE 
apparel fabrics. knit and woven women’s wear 

fabrics in blends with cotton 716 
fiber properties, end uses, analysis of future 
marketing possibilities 3125 

Malimo stitch bonding technology for the production 
of nonwoven fabrics from natural materials 2523 

mercerization. microstructural changes during 
mercerization, X-ray single peak analysis 2408 

microstructural changes during mercerization, X-ray 
single peak analysis 807 
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properties and applications of ramie. development of 
blends and new varieties 3957 

ramie/linen short fiber reinforced carboxylated 
acrylonitrile butadiene rubber composites. mixing 
effect 8971 

Rayon, see ACETATE FIBERS, BLENDS, CELLULOSE 
FIBERS, CUPRAMMONIUM RAYON FIBERS, 
— FIBERS, TIRE CORD, VISCOSE 

Reeds, see LOOMS. 

REELING 
Bombyx mori silkworms. effect on reelability of the 
water content of the cocoon layer 6252 

silk fiber. variance in raw diameter based on 
distribution of return diameter during reeling 4779 

silk, Antheraea yamamai silkworms. distribution of 
characteristic values during reeling 6248 

silk. automatic feedback system maintains the 
supply of cocoons at a steady level 29 

silk. mathematical distribution of thread break 
frequency over time 2340 

Regenerated fibers, see CUPRAMMONIUM RAYON 
FIBERS, HIGH MODULUS FIBERS, PROTEIN 
FIBERS, VISCOSE FIBERS. 

REGULATIONS (see also under other he: , such as 
AIR POLLUTION, CARCINOGENS, GY, 
ENVIRONMENT, FLAMMABILITY, INDUSTRIAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY, LEGISLATION, TEXTILE 
TRADE, TOXICITY, WASTE 
TREATMENT--EFFLUENT) 

ADA. despite law’s existence, genuine changes in 
— and design of equipment are slow to come 

air standards. EPA’s regulations governing 
os operations using perchloroethylene 

Americans with Disabilities Act. compliance 
strategies for textile companies, managers 9315 

Americans with Disabilities Act. economic impact of 
“reasonable accommodation" 2161 ; 

apparel manufacture. CMA and ACTWU sign historic 
agreement allowing for offshore sourcing 2936 

ATMI adopts Textile/Apparel Magna Carta 
supporting reciprocal sector trade agreements, 
position echoes Clinton trade policy 651 

awnings. building codes get more stringent, 
manufacturers and installers cope 1910 

Bloodborne Pathogens Standard (OSHA). laundry 
personnel in hospital must treat soiled linen as 
infectious 3830 

BXN cotton, modified. USDA approves genetically 
engineered cotton variety 3123 

Canadian Competition Act. Sumitomo Canada, Bayer 
Chemagro admit implementing foreign conspiracy 
to reduce competition 1526 

chlorofluorocarbons. bans in United States, Europe 
may be extended 2210 

Clean Air Act Amendments. analysis of effect on 
textile rental industry 9384 

Clean Air Act. EPA calls for stricter controls on 
industrial sources of air pollution 5412 

Customs Modernization and Informed Compliance 
Act. impact of new rules and regulations 1551 

Defense Management Review Decision 903 changes 
wasteful Army apparel and textile acquisition 
policies 2162 536 ‘ 

drycleaning machinery. nag oy | pressures will 
drive equipment evolution 521 
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drycleaning perc diffusion, Germany. regulations 
regarding acceptable levels 5967 

drycleaning solvents. effect of European Union 
regulations governing use of toxic organic 
compounds 3823 s 

drycleaning. Germany. environmental ac 
—s difficulties _ unit shops yo bis 

drycleaning. impact of environmental legislation, 
regulations on the drycleaning industry 5957 

dyeing. EPA regulations on environmental releases of 
toxic chemicals 2238 ; 

dyes. United States environmental regulations 
influence future research efforts of textile chemical 
suppliers 7338 

ecological issues. effect of new regulations on 
development of a processes 8137 

effluent regulations. 1987 Organic Chemicals, 
Plastics, and Synthetic Fibers Effluent Guideline 
Limitations. review 4686 

effluent regulations. Organic Chemicals, Plastics, and 
Synthetic Fibers Effluent Guideline Limitations 
[1987] 6141 

environment, European Union. imposition of tougher 
controls on the shipping of hazardous chemicals at 
sea 2223 3000 

environment, Southeast Asia. policies directed at 
achieving sustainable development 596 

environment. Indian government adopts new 
environmental regulations 3820 

environment. White House’s Office of Environmental 
Policy director Kathleen McGinty interviewed 2216 

environmental audits in chemical engineering 
industry 2994 

environmental regulations are complex and often 
conflicting for industrial laundries 8639 

environmental safety regulations imposed by 
Germany on importers, such as India. overview 
7707 

environmentally friendly cotton. review of Texas 
state r lations for quality certification 7050 

EPA guidelines for identifying toxic effluents 
affecting textile mills in many states 3814 

EPA issues procurement guide requiring recycled 
content. effect on nonwovens industry 6139 

European Directive for Personal Protective 
Equipment. overview of current status 8494 

European Union legislation as it affects polymer 
dispersions and their application 6125 

Fair Labor Standards Act. review of FLSA provisions 
for personnel managers 7634 

Fair Labor Standards Act. United States apparel 
= to report violations by garment contractors 

Federal Pollution Prevention Act. effect on United 
States textile industry 3817 

FIA’s potential hindered by ee. regulatory, 
and institutional barriers 3816 

fire safety, Japan. concept, framework of 
pemenanes based fire safety design system for 

ildings 9425 
flammability. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
approves furniture flammability study 4690 

flammability. legal principles related to 
flameproofing. relevant laws in Europe, UK 3025 

hazardous waste handling. Borden challenges 
Environmental Protection Agency regulations 4650 

hazmat training. OSHA’s Hazardous Waste 
og me and Emergency Response rule 5421 

health hazards associated with carpet installation. 
idelines for compliance 590 

industrial health and safety. review of new OSHA 
standards for personal protective equipment 8628 

industrial laundries wy = — in compliance with 
EPA regulations for s 1484 
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industrial safety violations. Occupational Safety & 
Health Administration fines Rhone-Poulenc $1.6 
million 3007 

Made in the USA label. Federal Trade Commission 
charges two athletic shoe manufacturers for 
misuse 7842 

methylene chloride exposure. Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration to revise permissible 
levels 3006 

methylene chloride exposure. permissible levels 
reexamined by Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration 3834 

monofilament fibers manufacturers. EPA regulations 
on environmental releases of toxic chemicals 2239 

nonwoven fabric sector. EPA proposes new 
standards under Clean Air, Water Acts 2221 

OSHA regulations on worker entry into confined 
cpesee, lead abatement, bloodborne pathogens 

ozone, possible replacement for chlorine during 
laundering. history, theory, review 1988 

pesticides. exports of unregistered insecticides from 
United States. Clinton administration proposes 
restrictions 2996 

pollution prevention critical aim of EPA, requires 
cooperation with industry 598 

product labeling laws, Mexico. Wal-Mart 
Incorporated’s Supercenter in Mexico City in 
violation of 6169 

Superfund. chemical industry proposes plan to 
finance hazardous waste cleanup efforts stalled by 
law 3824 

Superfund. pesticide spill in California charged under 
— law, settlement totals record $40 million 

ware. federal excise tax on cotton modular trucks 

textile chemicals, chemical manufacturing plants. 
EPA issues new valve emission regulations 8632 

United —. effect of Commercial Agents 
(Council Directive) Regulations 1993 on sales 
agents 607 

United States Clean Air Act Amendments. provisions 
that impact oilseed industry 7690 

United States Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Order 636 deregulates interstate natural gas 
pipelines 1439 

wastewater regulations. oo —— in 
United States since the 1930s 942 

wastewater treatment. when dumping wastes in 
sink, laboratory personnel must comply with 
regulations 7788 

wastewater violations. compliance troubleshooting 
to determine cause of violation 4689 

water pollution. European Union ministers propose 
= controls on groundwater contaminants 

wool incentive payment rules changed by United 
States congress 2346 

RENTAL INDUSTRY (See also under other headings, 
such as DIAPERS, FABRIC PRODUCTS, 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES, 
NONWOVEN FABRICS, PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, 
TERRY FABRICS) 

Aarcee Part & Tent, company history, business 
practices, technical innovations 340 

Act One Uniform Rentals uses a variety of 
eter and information technologies 

Brent Industries cleans reusable products for 
industrial customers 1990 

Cadet Uniform of Toronto emphasizes quality control 
in operations 5184 
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catering. cost structure differs from conventional 
linen supply. accounting for additional costs to 
make profit 4553 

Clean Air Act Amendments. analysis of effect on 
textile rental industry 9384 

delivery costs for Amertex significantly reduced by 
computerized routing 7487 

direct purchase market overlooked by many rental 
= untapped market offers big growth 

distribution. Fleet Management Task Force formed 
by TSRA. van management and maintenance 
practices at several companies 7684 

earth quake in San Francisco area. companies cope 
with destroyed facilities 5185 

education. review of Textile Resource Management 
Education Program focuses on textile renta 
industry 9338 

employee training. course in production technology, 
management, communication 5365 

energy, natural gas. industry deregulation reduces 
energy costs 10-40 percent 9369 

English as a Second Language programs in textile 
rental industry 5374 

Enhance Systems, Australian uniform and textile 
— company, wins national quality award 

environmental audit reports. various ways companies 
can protect themselves from disclosure 3843 

healthcare market. Shasta Linen Supply services 
small medical office and dentist market 1247 

healthcare reform has major impact on laundry, linen 
companies 4409 

healthcare reform. positive and negative impacts on 
the textile rental and laundry industry 400 

hospital supplies. analysts see shift toward reusables 
for cost, safety, environmental reasons 4356 

human resource management facilitates compliance 
with federal labor laws, handles hiring, training, 
retraining 5382 

industrial health and safety. measures employers 
should take to prevent heat exhaustion, heat 
stroke 9401 

industrial laundries. cooperation with EPA urged 
during formulation of categorical pretreatment 
standards 1497 

ISO 9000 standards can be useful for industry 
companies 7664 

laundering rental garments for food service industry. 
recommendations for maintaining hygienic 
standards 9211 

Lindstrom’s Lianatekstiili Oy plant nears full 
automation using microchip technology 7532 

marketing, niche. strategies for targeting growth 
industries and niche markets 2814 

mats. European suppliers focus on quality, efficient 
service during 1990s 9146 

Missoula Textiles remains competitive by moving 
from towels to uniform and linen rentals 1921 

natural gas vehicles operated by Iron City Uniform & 
Towel Service in Pennsyivania 568 

nonprofits have unfair competitive edge. House 
subcommittee holds hearings 7488 

OSHA enforcement of Bloodborne Pathogens 
Standard should stimulate sales to healthcare 
providers 614 

plant tours a tool for obtaining new business and 
educating current customers 528 

regulations. California law exempts industrial 
laundries from hazardous waste rules 608 

reusable surgical gowns. cost, environmental, and 
comfort benefits 401 
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reusable textiles for solid waste reduction. EPA‘s 
WasteWise member companies targeted by TRSA 
campaign 7706 

reusables versus disposables. advantages of 
reusables 2236 

riverboat gambling on Mississippi opens major new 
— market for linen, uniform rental companies 

Roscoe. uniform and textile rental business 
restructures human resources department 2176 

sales. creating and maintaining an effective sales 
force in the textile rental industry 1244 

SHLSLM-Solihull technical conference. review of the 
linen rental business in the United Kingdom 8421 

soiled reusable textiles. new California law provides 
exemptions for rental industry 5422 

South African work clothing rental companies 9213 
special events industry plagued by unethical 

practices, ISES offers forum for complaints and 
standards for conduct 341 

structured contact program discussed by Textilease 
President 3530 

systems integration links automated i from 
different manufacturers, improves efficiency 7665 

tent. small companies compete with large companies 
through subcontracting 5186 

towels, single service cloth. testing and lity 
standards allow companies to backup claims of 
hygienic cleanliness 3856 

uniform rental firms — styles and 
custom design programs 402 

uniform supply services. potential growth markets in 
manufacturing sector 8441 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
= Association survey of employee attitudes 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
ri Association survey of employer attitudes 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
Industry Association survey of wearer attitudes 
4426 4428 

uniforms. strong potential exists for expanding 
market 2181 

Universal Uniforms successful in several fronts 3529 
value added selling techniques. requirements and 
recommendations 1396 

washer, tunnel. single stage machine with 
———— settings installed at City Laundry 

women in the workforce, impact on uniform styles, 
designs, colors 2816 

Research, see MANAGEMENT, TEXTILE RESEARCH. 

Resin curing, see DRYING, RESIN FINISHING. 

RESIN FINISHING (see also other he of 
processes, such as COATING, C ING AND 
PLEATING, DURABLE PRESS, WASH-WEAR, 
WATERPROOFING) 

cold condensation method. wrinkle resistant finish 
for cotton 7412 

cotton fabrics 7413 
cotton fabrics. wash and wear finishing with novel 
loop transfer applicator 5873 , 
—— water repellency. fluorocarbon resin 

cotton/polyester. eer | resin 2623 
cotton. premercerized. DMDHEU 3405 
cotton shirts treated with resin finish require little or 

no ironing 4305 
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cotton/wool fabrics. DMDHEU. * aad to dyeing with 
C.1. Reactive Blue 69 dye 9050 

formaldehyde free wrinkle resistant resin for cotton 
apparel developed by Sequa Chemicals 8203 
= yarn unaffected by durable press resins 

laminates with exceptional resistance to wear and 
abrasion. Tenmat process 6470 

pretreatment type critical to dyeing wool 5071 
shape memory versus resin finishing. Miracle Care 

fabric 5087 
silk fabric. moisture characteristics of silk fabrics 
treated with glyoxal resin 5093 

silk fabrics. moisture characteristics of fabrics 
treated with glyoxal resins 4183 

Tencel. conventional resin finish 7084 
wool. influence of resin finishing on creasing and 
crease recovery 4242 

wrinkle resistant refinements 7414 

RESIN FINISHING AGENTS (see also other headings, 
such as CROSSLINKING, TEXTILE CHEMICALS, 
and under subject headings of specific processes) 

DMDHEU. cotton fabric. low wet pickup 5873 
formaldehyde reduction. cotton 7413 
fluorocarbon resin. effect of crosslinking agents on 
water repellency of treated cotton fabrics 5883 

King Fit yarn produced by Fujix Limited unaffected 
by resin agents. sewing thread designed for 
wrinkle resistant apparel 7987 

pad-cure process. crosslinking agents 2623 
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RETAILING (see also under other headings, such as 
APPAREL, CARPETS, FABRIC PRODUCTS, 
FASHION, HOSIERY, MARKETING, PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING) 

accessories. department store executives predict 
successful sales of wider denim based belts 4415 

accessories. feminine pieces will drive women’s 
apparel accessories sales in spring 1995 season 

Alfred Dunhill redesigns men’s wear for a more 
"British" look and lowers its price points 2699 

American Eagle’s turnaround successful, plans initial 
public offering 2749 

apparel accessories. manufacturers aggressively 
pursue licensing efforts 2820 

apparel buyers ready for Italian fashion shows, take 
advantage of favorable currency exchange rates 

apparel industry, United States. Kurt Salmon 
Associates market survey 7445 

apparel merchandising. use of color trends and color 
—e systems for successful merchandising 

apparel prices. Labor Department reports decline of 
aaa between August-September [1994] 

Apparel Retailers of America, an organization 
supporting survival of specialty stores 1922 

apparel retailing in Great Britain survives recession, 
but growth will be slow 1941 

ae sales for 1993. decline in first nine months 

apparel stores’ stock prices are expected to surge 
when sales increase 2741 

apparel, Canada. during 1993 discount outlets 
outpromoted by department stores, lose market 
share 6647 

apparel, China. retail giant Wal-Mart plans to aim 
marketing efforts at China’s middle class 6727 

apparel, European Union. apparel industries become 
fashion driven rather than system driven 9096 

apparel, Filene’s Basement discount outlet store. 
25,000 customers pore daily over a $13 million 
inventory 6000 

apparel, Japan. consumer demand for lower prices 
— in sluggish sales, midterm operating losses 

apparel, Japan. department store sales of private 
label men’s, women’s tailored suits increase 6007 

apparel, juniors. 1994 United States survey of top 
= items in junior departments for July, August 

apparel, men’s and women’s jackets. retailers 
indicate that shape, color currently driving designer 
market 8433 

apparel, men’s wear. JCPenney posts record fourth 
quarter profits, boosted by men’s wear sales 2701 

apparel, men’s wear. merchandising of Gay Games 
— completely through product licensing 

apparel, men’s wear. Sun Apparel plans to market 
poy branded jeans through licensing agreements 

apparel, Rose’s Stores. ee predict that firm will 
successfully emerge from ruptcy 8234 

apparel, United States. department stores, outlets 
ae 5.8 percent increase in June 1994 sales 

apparel, United States. retail distribution system far 
more efficient than that of other countries 9101 

apparel, women’s. Aileen Incorporated files for 
hapter 11 bankruptcy protection 1872 1873 

apparel. Atlanta Apparel Mart retailers order 
immediate goods, apparel for holiday, spring 1995 
seasons 6685 F 

apparel. reo Goodman CEO Stephen C. Elkin 
shifts retailing strategy to a more market driven 
approach 6619 

apparel. Big and Tall independent outlets compete 
against chains with brand name fashions, | 
expansive size ranges 6729 ' 

apparel. Big and Tall independent outlets decline in 
= compete against major retail chains 6730 

apparel. bodywear manufacturers report 1994 
eo have increased 18 percent versus [1993] 

apparel. Bon-Ton department store chain cuts losses 
89 percent in July 1994 second quarter 8243 

apparel. Bon-Ton department store chain sales rise 
13.6 in July 1994 second quarter 8244 

apparel. designer apparel sales reap full price 
sell-through rates of 70 percent or more 8502 

apparel. Escada USA Incorporated to emphasize 
retailers rather than wholesalers 5134 ‘ 

apparel. JCPenney earns $223 million in 1994 first 
quarter, 29.8 percent increase over 1993 first 
quarter 4368 
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apparel. Kohi’s Corporation emphasizes middie 
income market to increase sales by 20 percent 
8263 

apparel. Lee Apparel Company repositions Lee brand 
jeans from discount to moderate, upper moderate 
price status 5269 5270 

apparel. number of United States retailers seeking 
nm ventures increases 50 percent during 

19: 5988 
apparel. price conscious buyers change apparel 

retailing in Japan 4458 
apparel. retailers believe that 1994 Christmas season 

iscount sales will be driven by men’s wear 8245 
apparel. review of three companies that are reviving 
previously dormant labeled brands 6858 

apparel. slow growth drives trends in retailing and 
apparel manuf 5129 

. survey of brand loyalty conducted by Kurt 
imon Associates and the NPD Group 8437 

a 1. The Gap to expand Old Navy 7 opening 
- “ _ stores per year through end of the decade 

apparel. The 4 to market cosmetics, expand Olid 
Navy division by opening 50-100 stores 8278 

apparel. United retailers reluctant to invest 
in streetwear crossover market 8499 

apparel. United States chains pressure vendors to 
lower price points, avoid radical styles, reduce 
turnaround times 8242 

apparel. United States retailers recover from the 
economic stagnation of the early 1990s 5904 

apparel. Warren Flick appointed CEO and president 
of Sears, Roebuck de Mexico 3541 

area rug merchandising in Bd setting in furniture 
stores stimulates sales 6765 

are@g rugs. Bloomi le’s devotes considerable 
space and attention 4 floor displays — . 

area rugs. ey sales are growing rapidly. tren 
will continue 5327 

area rugs. department stores emphasize variety. 
market share ere 5330 

area rugs. distribution channels grow and change. 
business growing in as sectors 5298 

area rugs. furniture stores are a market with high 
gro potential 5331 
-— a mass merchants share of sales growing 

area rugs. Moroccan area rugs offered at 
Bloomingdale’s 5300 

area rugs. specialty stores market share declines, 
but retailers consider business solid, emphasize 
service 532 

Australian retail environment undergoes radical 
changes. industry overview 6024 

Award for Excellence, Textile Technology Update 
Tour. review of ATMI educational awards and 
programs 8696 

awnings, retailers of. risks, opportunities associated 
with adding outdoor furniture to product line 3712 

back to school sales for 1994 strong. denim and 
flannel lead the way 7569 

Bancroft plans public stock offering to raise $3.5 
million to pay off debt 342 

Bancroft Plaza plans initial public offering to fund 
expansion, including two new stores in New York 
City 1924 

Barney’s and ACTWU in tandem empower workers 
to control their work environment 1160 

Barneys claims it may sell Valentino apparel, causes 
stir among uptown retailers 343 

BATMAN show in Miami. heavy buying expected 
after strong holiday season and frigid arctic 
weather 1923 
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BATMAN show moves away from mom-and-po 
retailers, focuses on major apparel chains 1901 

bedding retailers in Houston emphasize premium 
bedding, better service to remain competitive 1353 

bedding. sateens become popular high-end product, 
too many products could drive price and quality 
down 3699 

bedspreads. new looks, fabrics, price points in 
revival of sector 1358 

Beige Book data indicate last winter's holiday prices 
were slightly below 1992 levels 2074 

Biffi’s trendy and conservative men’s and women’s 
wear 1311 

big and tall apparel. Rochester B&T opens its first 
uropean store in London site across from 

Harrod’s 8274 
Big and Tall men’s retail environment. current trends 

Blazer of the United Kingdom hires new managing 
director, attempts to become a consistent niche 
retailer 7538 

branded men’s wear products. retailers must market 
a products, bolster store image in process 

bras. retailers emphasize bra wardrobe containing 
variety of styles 8453 

brassieres. innerwear manufacturers, retailers seek 
weve to maintain push-up brassiere sales 

brassieres. renaissance of the push-up bra and other 
cleavage enhancing innerwear 443 

bridal apparel. emphasis on customer service gives 
traditional stores edge over discount outlets 9239 

bridge apparel departments changed as growth of 
category slows 8504 

Brooks Brothers posts profits for third consecutive 
re, not good enough for parent Marks & Spencer 

buyers. during past decade, number of business 
— becoming retail buyers has dwindled 

C.A.L.I.C.0. boutique in Montreal designs, sells 
environmentally safe fashion 8310 

Canada. copes retail sales figures for first nine 
— of 1993 by market niche and type of store 

Carole Little apparel manufacturer has taken 
advantage of recent retail consolidation 7555 

carpet industry, California. resurgence of sales due 
= — pricing, access to Mexican labor 

carpet industry. sales of the 100 leading floor 
covering retailers in the United States 9123 

Carpet Mart, upscale carpet retailer in Benton 
Harbor, Michigan, reports annual sales totaling $1 
million 8285 

carpet retailing. database containing customer 
names is valuable marketing tool 2891 

carpets, area. Rug Warehouse of New York has 
become a $5 million annual business 3719 

carpets, United States. Color Tile Incorporated heads 
list of 50 largest floor covering retailers 5156 

carpets. advantages of membership in buying 
groups, cooperatives, or franchises 2886 

carpets. advantages of partnerships between floor 
covering retailers and distributors 2887 

carpets. Aladdin Mills unveils Aladdin Advantage, a 
gallery based merchandising system 8518 

carpets. Atiyeh International keeps its customers 
informed with a two-page newsletter 5154 

carpets. ComfortWear cushion extends life of carpet 
by up to 40 percent 2889 
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carpets. factors important when choosing an alliance 
program 5307 

carpets. Floor Store retailer Carl Schindler 
——s competes against direct sale mills 

carpets. International Marketing Group enhances 
retailer/manufacturer relationships, promotes 
quality 9121 

carpets. Milliken debuts line of eight Christmas 
theme rugs, juvenile rugs, adds to regular line of 
fashion rugs 6761 

carpets. popularity of Gabbeh rugs in United States 
at an all time high 8516 

carpets. retailer-installer relationships. determining 
status of installer as employee or independent 
contractor 2938 

carpets. retailers begin to offer cleaning services to 
increase profits, generate repeat business 2756 

carpets. Riggle’s Fine Floor Coverings and Interiors 
has good market for customized carpets 458 

carpets. Shaw Industries’ TrustMark oa based 
on full disclosure sales system 530 

carpets. suppliers, retailers enthusiastic about square 
oa pricing because of increase in profits, sales 

carpets. textile restorers recommend that retailers 
provide customers with proper maintenance 
instructions 2890 

carpets. Tianjin-Philadelphia’s Magic Carpets 
merchandising program for retailers 459 

Carson Pirie Scott refocusing, a to grow, 
after emerging from bankruptcy 8311 

Carter Hawley Hale. recovery strategy for home 
furnishings department 332 

cashmere coats and sweaters. strong sales based on 
declining prices expected in Japan 9250 

cashmere coats. explosive sales in United States due 
to severe winter 4416 

casualwear. through end of 1994 demand will help 
— wear sales outperform women’s wear sales 

catalog sales, Japan. companies struggling to keep 
market share as discount stores proliferate, postal 
rates increase 6091 

Chinese retail market. foreign companies planning 
mid and long term investment despite government 
austerity measures 2716 

Choice Sets model assesses styles of retail decision 
—- applied to purchasers of maternity apparel 

om one outerwear. strong 1993 sales reported 

Commerce Department reports increased inventories 
between November 1992 and November 1993 at 
apparel retailers 1925 

Conran’s changes image, offers contemporary and 
traditional products. Modernism on the Farm 
merchandising strategy 1926 

consumer attitudes about ws have changed 
from the 1980s to the 1990s 3542 

consumer attitudes, seniors. Americans over age 50 
spend 40 percent of all consumer dollars 5383 

contractors. locating reputable domestic apparel 
contractors through industry associations 1168 

customer service, apparel stores. survey uncovers 
wide range in manners, helpfulness of sales 
associates 6748 

Daniei to expand number of discount men’s wear 
outlets 1094 

delivery schedules being reconsidered by designer 
and bridge apparel manufacturers 5261 

denim jeans. designer Paul Smith opens freestanding 
London stores 8273 

255 

denim sales for back-to-school 1994 strong 8474 
denim sales strong for back-to-school 1994 at mass 
merchants 8460 

department stores bottom out in home furnishings in 
991, strive for recovery now 47 

Designers’ Collective 1994. retailers predict 
~~ rr growth in men’s wear through next year 

dress and suits influenced by,fashion trends selling 
briskly at retail 9248 

durable press cotton slacks. Haggar Apparel 
ape introduces wrinkle-free men’s wear line 

ecologically responsible products. retail sales boom 
aman Felissimo, Seventh Generation 

electronic data interchange, Quick Response 
drastically change inventory, replenishment 
strategies 5390 

European Community. overview of current status of 
retail sector in Single Market 1527 ; 

fabrics. House of Fabrics files for Chapter 11 
bankruptcy 9148 
a used to study consumer satisfaction 

Factory Outlet Centre. construction of western 
— largest shopping mall to begin in October 

fashion merchandising. analysis of mathematical 
performance of students 1569 

fashion. apparel manufacturers and retailers in 
United Kingdom begin to focus on design and 
marketing strategies 2082 

Federated acquires 50 percent of $1 billion claim 
against Macy’s in its latest effort to control the 
retail giant 1928 

Federated acquires 50 percent of Macy’s secured 
debt, becomes major player in Macy’s Chapter 11 
reorganization 1161 

Federated Department Stores’ merger with R.H. 
ro opposed by New York state attorney general 

Federated requests meeting with Macy’s creditors, 
explores merger between two retail giants 1927 

financial performance of United States public 
retailers 6025 

floor coverings and furniture. retail sales at 
Rotman’s, a New England retailer 5189 

floor coverings. consumer survey reveals 
——— for rug supplier and retailer growth 

floor coverings. journalist poses as consumer to tape 
o—— floor coverings salespeople at retail outlets 

floor coverings. ways for smaller retailers to 
compete with home centers 2888 

forecast for 1994. analysts predict slow and steady 
growth for apparel retail sector 1147 

France. textile, apparel sales by franchised outlets in 
1992 totaled more than $3.6 billion 5999 

Fridaywear boosts sales of independent specialty 
stores 2002 

FridayWear. retailers remain uncertain about how to 
market the new classification 5987 

Galeries Lafayette abandons its Trump Tower store 
in New York City, returns to Paris 7490 

Galey & Lord reports fall in earnings for fourth 
quarter of 1993 by total earning increase for the 
year 344 

Galey & Lord’s key 1994 strategies discussed 2076 
Gap executives predict $7 billion in sales by 1997 

fiscal year. expanding in all four divisions 5275 



Gap performs rool . 1993 due to emphasis on 
women’s 751 

Gap’s 1994 904 foun a quarter profits increase 66 
percent 2752 

Gap, The. 66 percent increase in earnings in fourth 
quarter, sales jump 14 percent 2753 

garment-on-hanger programs reduce costs and lead 
time 9153 

General Electric Capita | relaxes its financing 
requirements for Hawley Hale 345 

Genny collection features simpler, ere down looks. 
selis well at Saks trunk show 52 

Gitano Group for sale after Wal-Mart discontinues 
business with the apparel marketer 1929 

ap sold to Fruit of the Loom for $100 million. 
eports fourth rter net incom 3531 

Goody’ s Family Clothing adopts shareholders-rights 
= Seen against possible takeover by former 

Goady’ s Family eae I Company. development 
plan could _ in sa 
decade 6623 

es of $2 billion by end of 

Goody's workers in Knoxville, Tennessee, approve 
first ACTWU contract, end boycott 9337 
“a Britain. ve options for start up and 

Gymboree. CEO. Pedot increases sales, profits, and 
number of stores. profile 5139 

handbag sales in Japan. sourcing, wholesaling, 
retailing, merchandising, and fashion trends 6722 

Harold’s expands from 14 to 22 stores with mix of 
ry sportswear and accessories lines 

healthcare reform proposals. retailers warn of higher 
oqate. job reductions if reforms pass Congress 

holiday 1993 season puts upbeat note on generally 
flat year 1169 

holiday 1994 looks. soft sweaters and shiny fabrics 
expected to do well 5263 

home furnishings retailers. ranking of top 200 United 
States retailers 337 

home furnishings sales for 1993. market analysis. 
changes in consumer purchasing patterns 1153 

home furnishings, United States upholstery 
— 1990s fashion, marketing trends 

home furnishings, United States. 1990s fashion, 
marketing trends 4515 

home vee pee a bed and bath industry offeri 
exhibited at the Spring Home Textiles Market 5311 

home furnishings. bed and bath industry shifts from 
low margin items to — margin products 5310 

home furnishings. Linen Supermarkets sells mill and 
—_ retailers’ excess inventory. company profile 

home furnishings. point of sale partnerships between 
manufacturers and retailers 4554 

home furnishings. retailing all natural products. 
merchandising approaches 6048 

home furnishings. stores turning to private labelin 
to differentiate themseives from one another 3720 

home furnishings. television shopping could become 
an important medium for selling products 3692 

Hong Kong apparel manufacturers move to 
— to avoid high labor cost, others follow 

hosiery production data, 1993. record sock sales but 
reduced demand for sheer hosiery 4364 

hosiery, casual and fashion. stores spending more 
= ey for fall 1994 due to increased 
ema 
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hosiery, women’s styles, fall 1994. retailers predict 
ry sales generated by diverse colors, textures 

gee Calvin by places complimentary 
= s2@ in 400,000 copies of October 1994’s 

le magazine 8491 
hosiery. contemporary specialty stores, boutiques 
—_ ees key fashion item for fall 1994 season 

hosiery. growing number of major hosiery 
—, emphasize hosiery for larger women 

Howard Wolf develops business in Mexico, opens 
small boutique in suburb of Mexico City 320 

HSSI ed ic, for buyout of company. 
ESOP possible 3: 

HSSI to be sold to Maverick Capital pending court 
approval 4326 

1. i significantly expands men’s wear lines 
109 

innerwear fabric trends. texture, patterns, sheer 
emphasized. marketing strategies 1321 

innerwear, brassieres. push-up bras continue to 
dominate 1994 sales 5244 

innerwear. manufacturers hope improved economy, 
-— fashions at moderate prices will increase sales 

innerwear. retailers, manufacturers of intimate 
apparel a strong sales during 1994 fall 
season 

interactive home retailing. JCPenney, Lands’ End, 
Nordstrom participate in Bell Atlantic’s Stargazer 
channel 7632 

international expansion by major United States 
retailers into Canada, Mexico, and Europe 4369 

investment in European plants rebounding after 
recession 9214 

jackets, sport coats. 1994 fall suit season dominated 
by breasted jackets 8463 

January 1994 retail sales weaker than expected. 
severe weather and earthquake are contributing 
factors 1932 

Japan. retail sales of eg gees products 
increase during summer 1994, but do not signal 
end of recession 7805 

Japan. survey of factors eae spear buying 
decisions of Japanese women 44 

Japanese coat market. department stores integral to 
raincoat and wool coat manufacturers 3490 

Japanese consumers become more price conscious 
during recession 5233 

JCPenney and Aoyama agree to let Aoyama sell 
JCPenney products in larger stores 1931 

JCPenney expects one-third of its men’s shirt sales 
for Christmas 1994 to be in wrinkle resistant 9231 
~~ plans major expansions internationally 

JCPenney reports increase in third quarter earnings 
excluding special charges 347 

jeans manufacturers employ a variety of techniques 
to maintain partnerships with retailers 3526 

jeans manufacturers. EDI links with retailers in early 
stages of development 3783 

jeans market in United — price pressures put 
squeeze on retailers 362 

jeans. Fruit of the Loom ne pee. with CK Calvin 
Klein for acquisition of CK’s jeans line 4338 4339 

Jil Sander opens first freestanding United States 
boutique offering high-end apparel 3668 

Karstadt to — Hertie, form largest retail group 
in Europe 34 
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kitchen and bath products. Pillowtex enters licensing 
deal with WestPoint Stevens. the Kohler 
Coordinates Program 4370 

Kmart. company expands operations throughout the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia 2709 

knitwear. Rampage Clothing company forms 
Rampage Knits division to capitalize on increased 
sales 9116 

Krizia. plans for company’s fortieth anniversary 
celebration. sales volume and plans for Hartmarx 
American licenses 1119 

KSA reports increased sales of soft goods in 1994. 
apparel fabrics may be hurt by imports 1173 

Labor Department seeks cooperation in controlling 
poo ol abuses at contract apparel manufacturers 

Lands’ End’s third quarter earnings increase 43.9 
percent, nine month earnings increase 38.6 
percent 321 

leather outerwear. specialty store executives predict 
strong 1994 sales performance 4473 

licensed apparel, major league baseball. retailers, 
manufacturers hesitant to book 1995 orders due to 
strike 8446 

Limited’s Structure on track for $1 billion in sales by 
1996. spring 1994 line targets older customer 349 

Loevenhart’s. 1994 sales of Kentucky based men’s 
specialty retailer increase 6 percent 7491 

Macy’s and Federated submit proposals for Chapter 
11 reorganization of Macy’s to court appointed 
mediator 4332 

Macy’s board is arguing over company’s valuation in 
reorganization plan 3534 

Macy’s creditor, Fidelity, hires acquisitions 
—. Macy’s sales up for February, March 

Macy’s future in Cyrus Vance’s hands. bankruptcy 
mediator seeks compromise valuation price 3533 

Macy’s — forward with plans despite 
difficulties of reorganization 5104 

Macy’s. bondholders firm on $4 billion valuation. 
creditors —. Federated expected to make 
merger offer 3535 

Macy’s. companies line up to buy up large claim 
against the retail giant 1933 

Macy-Federated merger proposal under scrutiny by 
FTC and state agencies for possible effect of 
competition in select areas 6646 

MAGIC. fleeced and napped fabrics, athletic wear, 
sportswear, casual wear 2078 

MAGIC. manufacturers of men’s tailored clothing 
53 heavy orders at recent Las Vegas show 

mail order catalog specialist Domestications 
becomes largest catalog home furnishings 
merchant 4371 

marketing, customer service, global expansion in 
retail sectors discussed at three symposia 8315 

marketing. 100 United Kingdom retailers surveyed 
about promotional activities 5182 

marketing. QVC cable television network to create 
two new shopping channels, Q2 and On-Q 4599 

marketing. sales through electronic home shopping 
— s could quadruple during next decade 

Marks and Spencer, largest and most profitable 
apparel retailer in the United Kingdom. company 
profile 8312 

mass market chain stores. small vendors finding it 
increasingly difficult to initiate, maintain business 
with 8582 

mass merchants launch . holiday 
advertising campaigns 8434 

257 

mass merchants’ share of market grows again in 
1993 5265 

mass retailers bullish on second half of 1994, boost 
apparel inventories 5190 

mattresses and boxsprings. Jordan Marsh agrees to 
refund customers for inflated prices 333 

May 1993 sales and same store sales figures 5289 
May Department Stores third quarter 1993 earnings 
increase 23 percent 350 

men’s apparel accessories. increases in cost of 
cotton, polyester, silk cause production to shift 
offshore 6706 

men’s apparel, Levi Strauss. company to ship 7-8 
million units of wrinkle resistant pants 4342 | 

men’s apparel. factoring executives expect —- 
sales through 1994 second, third quarters 34 

men’s big and tall apparel. Burlington Coat Factory 
launches Fit For Men retail store 8254 

men’s neckties. Japanese department stores change 
pricing strategy in response to falling sales 6026 

men’s slacks. wrinkle resistant slacks encountér 
tough mass market dominated by polyester/cotton 
blends 8467 

men’s specialty stores to spend as much money at 
1994 as at 1993. sweaters and outerwear popular. 
trends 2023 

men’s stores, small. strategies for remaining 
competitive in the 1990s 2083 

men’s suits, three button. June 1994 sales 8.6 
percent greater than those during last year 5257 

men’s tailored apparel manufacturers seek to 
broaden distribution through specialty chains, 
catalogs, category killers 9094 

men’s tailored apparel. fabrics in heavy weights 
viewed with some pessimism by retailers, apparel 
manufacturers 414 

men’s tailored apparel. manufacturers predict 
healthy spring 1995 sales for three button suits, 
sport coats 8465 

men’s tailored suits. increases in cost of cotton, 
polyester, silk cause changes in sourcing, 
production 6716. 

men’s trousers notoriously difficult for retailers to 
sell. trends, fashions, retail strategies 3631 

Men’s Warehouse will acquire four Coach House 
locations in ce company early 1994 sales 
up dramatically 348 

men’s wear discount outlets, Canada. during 1993 
= share declined from 19.2 to 18.8 percent 

men’s wear manufacturers. profit gains in third 
a of 1993. analysts predict continued profits 

men’s wear retailers report good holiday sales in 
Southwest, West Coast, Midwest, Northeast, 
Southeast 1183 

men’s wear retailers use seasonal color ; 
— to advice men on color selection 

men’s wear, United Kingdom. survey defines 
changing customer attitudes 9149 

men’s wear. analysts expect gains at retail fueled by 
wrinkle resistant slacks and Fridaywear 1870 

men’s wear. Bob Mackie to unveil his first collection 
———— with the Men’s Apparel Group 

men’s wear. Cruise Flannels (Nottingham, Great 
Britain), profile 5122 

men’s wear. designer Alexander Julian opens 
——e Toronto store featuring Colours label 

men’s wear. East Coast retailers guarded about 
1994. casualwear and wrinkle resistant dress 
shirts popular 1944 



men’s wear. Father's Day sales continue stro 
performance trend in men’s apparel sales 5291 

’ 

<a. final week of 1993 posts strong sales 

men’s wear. Fridaywear merchandising strategies 
ae by men’s wear manufacturers and designers 

men’s wear. Gentry Men’s Clothier plans Midwest 
expansion 3544 

men’s wear. Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, based in 
ae nd, opens its first New York City retail store 

men’s wear. Lanvin enjoys strong men’s wear sales, 
clears massive debt accumulation 4331 

men’s wear. Logan Drive, a new retail chain, to open 
seven stores in Or and Washington 7493 

men’s wear. Men’s Wearhouse, S&K s 
Brands, Today’s Man <= | control 50 — of 
tailored apparel business by [2000] 8231 

men’s wear. Nordstrom Incorporated ys strong 
sales, schedules men’s wear catalog for 1995 fall 
season 4327 

men’s wear. Northwest retailers pessimistic about 
spring 1994 sales, more optimistic about fall 1994 
sales 1942 

men’s wear. off price outlets among fiscal 1993's 
most successful retail formats 74 

men’s wear. off pricer’s profits hurt by department 
stores gains 7492 

men’s wear. 
cancentrate on 
operations 5144 

men’s wear. Phillips-Van Heusen experiences losses 
e148 quarter, blames markdowns at its outlets 

men’s wear. private label programs help men’s 
specialty stores expand market share 8508 

men’s wear. sales of Farah Incorporated’s private 
label will double during 1994-1995 period 5135 

men’s wear. Southeastern retailers in a buying mood 
for MAGIC, eye young men’s apparel and men’s 
sportswear 2085 

men’s wear. Southeastern retailers optimistic about 
1994. Fridaywear should fuel increased sales of 
men’s wear 1943 

men’s wear. Southwestern retailers to attend 
MAGIC with deep pockets and inventories on 
schedule 2084 

men’s wear. sporty furnishings business, with pairs 
of casual shirts and ties, is expanding 3670 

men’s wear. VF ration doubles sales of wrinkle 
resistant pants 

men’s wear. West Coast retailers keep inventories 
lean heading into MAGIC. increase budgets for fall 
1994 lines 2013 

men’s wear. western wear retailers expect moderate 
1994 sales gains 1097 

men’s, women’s, girls’, boys’ wear. 1993 sales for 
first nine months 1317 

Merry-Go-Round reports third quarter losses, violates 
credit agreement 1164 — 

Mexico. United States retailers moving into Mexico 
after NAFTA face tangle of red tape 6185 

Midwest retailers optimistic about 1994. higher sales 
expected in home furnishings than apparel 1934 

. Midwest retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. promotional activity encourages 
good sales 1178 

Montgomery Ward keeps focus on brand name 
— we despite shakeup of top merchandising 
sta 

Van Heusen Corporation to 
retailing and marketing 
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NAFTA seen as potential boon for Southwestern 
retailers 1936 

NAFTA. reduced costs allow Mexican retailers to 
meet demand for United States products 1554 

NAMSB 1994 show. rugged looks in both leather 
and fabric dominate reorders 9256 

NAMSB. retailers place orders for cold weather caps, 
vests, and some spring accessories 207 

National Retail Federation Convention. CEOs predict 
gains in men’s wear sales this year 2080 

neckwear, designer. lower — points appeal to 
broader customer base 2010 

neckwear. retailers predict neckwear will remain a 
pone seller through 1994-1995 holiday season 

Neiman Marcus begins mail order campaign to select 
Mexican customers 351 

Northeast retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. sportswear leads sales, followed 
by seasonal items 1179 

NPD Group’s data on sales of men’s, women’s, 
boys’, and girls’ wear 1312 

One Price Clothing Store. inventory, purchasing, 
pricing strategy results in skyrocketing sales 352 

Orienta a from Turkey. Woven Legends in 
Philadelphia promotes weaving of rugs 1133 

outerwear sales at mass merchants increasing 8316 
outerwear. fall 1994 coat season, spurred by active 
outerwear sales, is off to a strong start 9222 

outerwear. London Fog demands that retailers not 
= prices on its products before December 

Pacific Linen. new management team revitalizes 
specialty store chain 3536 

partnerships with suppliers and apparel 
manufacturers. profiting from the technology 
explosion of the 1990s 1860 

Perry Ellis’ early purchase program allows 
ee stores to sell Ellis’ label at private label 

ces 
pillows. Du Pont promotes Comforel pillows with 

television wines Beak 
polyester apparel retailed by Marks & Spencer under 

St. Michael tradename 5293 
printed apparel. Print Show fall 1995 fashions 
- - size woodland scenes, textured floral looks 

private label apparel popular agen. retailers contract 
with QR manufacturers 117 

Private Label Expo 1994. men’s, women’s 
sportswear suppliers from 46 different countries 
attend 9098 

private labeled apparel. 400 exhibitors, 10,000 
a to attend October 1994 Private Label Expo 

prom dresses, spring 1995 fashion season. sexy 
looks enliven traditional styles 9242 

property agencies. advantages and disadvantages, 
services offered to retail clients 5191 

Quick Response has not provided strong competitive 
advantage to United States apparel, textile 
industries 9356 

Quick Response programs between retailers and 
—— take center stage at SEAMS show 

Quick Response techniques implemented at Levi 
Strauss North America 5393 

Quick Response, apparel industry. shift from 
emphasis on technology to a manufacturing 
philosophy 9099 

quilts are currently one of strongest categories in 
home furnishings. overview of quilts 485 
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rainwear. United States retailers report stagnation, 
am decline in sales since [1993] 8436 

Ralph Lauren’s RRL performs below expectations, 
price cuts likely 1313 

Realta is high end, fashion forward men’s apparel 
store in Chicago 447 

retailers curtail or eliminate buying trips to New York 
City. survey reveals why 1172 

retailers implement aggressive customer service 
plans to serve regular customers 4607 

rug underlays. ~ ad profitable product not marketed 
by retailers 1355 

rugs. Capel forms National Rug Council to promote 
its rugs, develop consumer confidence 456 

Saks contracts Focus Networks to install video 
communication technology to link retailers with 
vendors 353 

salary inequities among retail buyers reveals no 
ender bias 3545 

sales decrease at most men’s wear retailers because 
of harsh January 1994 weather 1945 

sales for spring 1994 strong for activewear and 
basic categories 5252 

sales increase modestly for retailers. performance in 
apparel sector is mixed 6728 
ee review of successful techniques 

sales, United States. statistical analysis, probability 
of being employed part time 2183 

sales/service teams replace inefficient traditional 
sales forces composed of individual agents 6072 

Salomon Brother’s index. February 1994 sales 
increase significantly at major retailers, apparel 
makes modest gains 2754 

San Francisco’s 1994 Fall Il Market. fall apparel 
sales brisk 6002 

scarves. manufacturers, retailers predict spring 1995 
sales will increase 20 percent 8509 

Sears de Mexico’s new CEO will emphasize 
merchandizing. investment companies upgrade 
stock ratings 3537 

Sears’ apparel ney president gives company 
aggresive fashion merchandising approach 1159 

Sears, Roebuck & Company experiencing one of the 
—_ dramatic turnarounds in recent retail history 

Shanghai. 20 giant Western style shopping 
complexes built 1937 

sheets. competitive market results in proliferation of 
designs and efforts to please retailers 9140 

shirts, wrinkle resistant. department stores high on 
new product category 2016 

shirts. survey of men’s wear retailers in United 
Kingdom reveals market trends 6713 

shopping center development in Great Britain. malls 
for smaller independents compete with large 
shopping centers 9257 

Signal Apparel cuts loss to $6.7 million in fourth 
quarter, new strategy sets company on right 
course 3538 

slacks, wrinkle resistant. category increases sales of 
major manufacturers and retailers 2020 

SoHo becoming a popular location for designer 
boutiques 9133 

Southeast retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. sportswear top seller. promotional 
activity heavy 1180 

Southwest retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. seasonal items, casual wear top 
sellers 1181 

Sportswear is top seller for holiday sales. reports on 
Midwest, Southeast, West Coast, Northwest, 
Southwest markets 1314 

259 

sportswear manufacturers open retail outlets, test 
new ideas, cultivate brand awareness 6732 

sportswear, —— manufacturers refocus apparel 
SS retailers dissatisfied with some lines 

sportswear, golf. retailers yp record sales of 
men’s golf apparel for 1994 spring, summer 4432 

sportswear. Bloomingdale’s opens 24,000 square 
foot bridge floor devoted to designer sportswear 
lines 8510 

sportswear. Casual Male Big & Tall chain with 260 
— stores plans West Coast expansion 

sportswear. Chicago Men’s Wear Collective retailers 
cite popularity of sportswear as major fashion 
trend 6714 

sportswear. Christian Lacroix, Wheaton International 
— Bazar de Christian Lacroix collection 

sportswear. economic recovery boosts spring 1995 
bodywear sales 5237 . 

sportswear. Free Wear coordinated collection by 
—" Hoenscheidt reaps $10 million in sales 

sportswear. marketing strategies involve custotner 
oe and brand/store identity enhancement 

sportswear. National Hockey League licensed 
apparel sales will suffer from protracted labor 
dispute 8429 

sportswear. sales of designer collections by Calvin 
Klein, Ralph Lauren, Richard Tyler good 5985 

sportswear. Seattle sportswear manufacturers 
reorganize, launch several new product lines 8282 

sportswear. small, medium sized sportswear retailers 
launch aggressive marketing programs 7485 

sportswear. spring 1995, apparel manufacturers to 
- \aaaa in polyester prices onto retailers 

standard apparel sizes. manufacturers produce fewer 
sizes to save money but end up limiting consumer 
choice 9223 

store design. understanding, aa psyche of the 
post World War Ii male consumer 6855 

strategies for the 1990s. luring consumers into 
stores 3546 

Strawbridge & Clothier net up 4.7 percent in fourth 
quarter due to strong Christmas sales 3539 

suits expected to outsell sport coats by two to one 
margin at upcoming New York City shows 1318 

suits, men’s. retailers optimistic in tough economic 
climate, offer a variety of suits 3629 

Sulka expands men’s wear luxury retailing, 
wholesaling, and accessories business 8459 

Summerville Rags. specialty women’s sportswear 
store in Augusta, Georgia, profiled 366 

Sundog men’s wear store on Martha’s Vineyard. 
history and overview 7543 

survey of consumer choices for favorite stores at 
which to shop for women’s apparel 9150 

swimwear. designers expect sales gains of 
approximately 20 percent during cruise 1995 
season 6691 

swimwear. specialty stores profit by as larger 
product variety and customer services 9 

tailored apparel prices will rise 10 percent due to 
increases in price of natural fiber fabrics 4328 

tailored apparel. increased cost of Italian tailored 
apparel boosts retail prices in United States 5120 

tailored apparel. retailers, manufacturers predict 
strong sales during 1994 fall season 5978 

TeleCheck Index August 1994. sales in United 
States by region, state 8313 



The Gap performs well in third quarter due to 
ev control, fashion sales, fewer promotions 

The Limited reports strong sales at its Structure and 
Abercrombie and Fitch men’s wear chains 355 

three button soft sport coats, sweater coats perform 
well 2049 

three dimensional bocy scanning technology to 
improve apparel fitting process 9110 

Today’s Man reduces prices following poor first 
rter earnings 5249 

U.S. Shoe tion. 1994 first quarter net of 
$12.8 million, dramatic turnaround from 1993 

united Kingdom pparel indu still st h init i 3 stry sti ish. 
outsize market has untapped potential 1315 

United Kingdom retailers move to EDI to compete in 
the 1990s 2755 

United Kingdom. department and variety stores 
competing with warehouse clubs and factory 
outlets 8314 

United Kingdom. factory outlets potential impact on 
<p retailers 9147 

United Kingdom. fundamental differences in retailing 
+ ae between United Kingdom, United States 
9 

United Kingdom. history of relationship between 
retailers and manufacturers 7645 

United States apparel ears expanding in 
Europe. European apparel designers opening more 
stores in the United States 91 

United States consumers prefer domestically 
manufactured products. purchases hampered by 
lack of labels, service 3038 

United States. April/May 1994 combined sales rise 
: 380 percent, combined earnings rise 21.3 percent 

United States. growth of postindustrial United States 
retailing industry expected to accelerate 4605 

UomoModa apparel show. devalued lira sparks 
United States buyers 2081 

upholstered furniture. Masco Home Furnishings to 
enter ready to assemble market with Simply 
Together line 482 

Vvendex international. overview of Fashion Group, 
by lee between company and manufacturers 

vendor managed inventories. manufacturers claim 
they manage inventories better than retailers 8442 

VF Corporation introduces new a program 
with emphasis on customer needs 436 

Wal-Mart acquires 120 Woolco stores in Canada, 
will convert stores 1938 

Wal-Mart files petition, seeks foreign trade zone 
status for distribution center in rural Georgia 6995 

Wall Street predicts sales gains in December 1993 
for several men’s apparel retailers 1316 

West Coast retailers report on post Thanksgiving 
weekend sales. sportswear leads sales, followed 
by sweaters, gifts 1182 

western wear. back to school sales spur dramatic 
— in sales of western wear, accessories 

Whole Earth Access sells home textiles, 
 jiactaaes and electronics in coastal California 

wholesale prices of Italian made men’s wear to drop 
by 10-19 percent 1319 

winter weather boosts sales of hats, scarves, gloves 
in Northeast markets 1320 

women’s apparel fuels active selling in March 1994. 
performance review of major retailers 3671 
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women’s apparel sales are disappointing in 1993. 
trends that explain slow sales 2034 

women’s apparel sales expected to increase. 
improved stock earnings expected f 3547 

women’s apparel, jeans. Chic launches aggressive 
marketing campaign aimed at retailers, mass outlet 
shoppers 6620 

women’s apparel, Liz Claiborne. in January 1995, 
— * introduce Liz Now line of casual dresses 

women’s apparel. July 1994 Labor Department 
Consumer Price Index declines 1.6 percent from 
previous month 6725 

women’s apparel. The Limited suffers sales, profit 
—— rns in most of its leading apparel divisions 

women’s outerwear, leather. casual designs to keep 
sales high 2856 

women’s wear manufacturers increase retail 
involvement. plan special events, seminars, and 
training 1284 

women’s wear market influenced by aging, rise in 
number of working women, and increase in ethnic 
groups 4454 

women’s wear retail market, 1993-1995. survey 
compares over 200 apparel categories at a variety 
of retailers 4455 

women’s wear, Cynthia Rowley. two day opening of 
od York City store generates $10,000 in sales 

women’s wear, Japan. apparel market saturated, 
— producers faced with increasing imports 

women’s wear, Stanley Blacker sportswear. Made in 
America upgrades, repositions poorly performing 
line 9238 

women’s wear. consumer survey reveals favorable 
aes toward automatic body scanning systems 

women’s wear. department stores devoting more 
space, money to women’s dresses 847 

women’s wear. Kmart opens two stores in Mexico 
City as part of joint venture with El Puerto de 
Liverpool 4329 

women’s wear. review of Fashion Coterie, New York 
Premier Collections, other exhibitions in New York 
City 8477 

women’s workwear. apparel styles appropriate for 
—- change. retailers woo women workers 

Woodward & Lothrop close to filing for bankruptcy, 
funding cut off by parent company 1939 

Woodward & Lothrop files for Chapter 11 
bankruptcy 1165 

wool topcoats. strong fall 1994 retail sales 
one. especially in the northern United States 

Woolworth Corporation. Fredrick E. Henning, 
president and CEO, details international expansion 
program 1891 

Woolworth’s scrambling to control damage from 
announcement of accounting irregularities 3540 

wrinkle resistant apparel. new product development 
drives retail sales 6011 
= resistant dress shirts selling moderately well 

wrinkle resistant men’s wear sales trends in the 
Midwest 7573 

wrinkle resistant men’s wear sales trends in the 
Southwest 7571 , 

wrinkle resistant men’s wear selling well at stores in 
Southwest 7572 
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ae resistant men’s wear trends in the Northeast 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in 
Midwest stores. manufacturers push promotional 
activity 1269 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in 
Northeast stores. manufacturers push promotional 
activity 1271 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in 
Southeast stores. manufacturers and retailers plan 
to expand lines 1272 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in 
Southwest stores. manufacturers and retailers plan 
to expand lines 1267 

wrinkle resistant slacks continue to sell well in West 
Coast stores. manufacturers and retailers plan to 
expand lines 1270 

wrinkle resistant slacks sales at West Coast stores 
are strong 7575 

Younkers’ CEO Gould wins Green Thumb award 
from AAMA 1940 

Zara plans to open more apparel units in Mexico and 
France 5188 

Retting, see DEGUMMING. 

Reviews, see ANNUAL REVIEWS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, 
and under headings of specific subjects, such as 
DYEING. 

Rheology, see POLYMERS AND POLYMERIZATION, 
and under specific materials. 

Ribbons, see NARROW FABRICS. 

RINGS AND TRAVELERS 
Ban-oil process eliminates need for oiling rings and 

travelers 7172 
De Reiners/Furst Dia-Dur coatings. preventing 
thermal overload in high speed spinning 6361 

Dia-Dur flange rings and travelers for hig 
performance spinning 1676 

diameter of ring in spinning. relation to productivity, 
optimal selection of spinning ring diameter 6359 

Fiomax series of ring spinning machines. Fiomax 
1000 for cotton, Fiomax 2 for wool 4046 

Hartha’s high performance spindles offer several 
advantages over conventional spindles 4874 

measurement and analysis of processes leading to 
ring and traveler wear 1678 

ORBIT ring and traveler system from Rieter increases 
productivity by 15 percent 3247 

ORBIT ring and traveler system from Rieter. review 
of operations at four spinning mills 4049 

Rieters ORBIT ring and traveler system increases 
spinning flexibility and speed 1675 

ring spinning machines, auxiliary equipment from 
an Pujol, BMS-Gebr Bahmer Maschinenbau 

wear. ring and traveler wear reduced by thin nickel 
coating 845 

ROLLS (see also other headings, such as CALENDERS, 
DRAFTING ROLLS, and subject headings of 
specific machinery) 

Achema 1994. Polytetra Draack + Meyer unveils 
Polytetraflon roller covers 6511 

coated tubes for rollers minimize downtime, 
unwelcome marks on nonwovens and other 
textiles 6105 

engraving rolls for nonwovens bonding 
— by Casaretto, Wetzel, and Reprodec 

thermal bonding nonwovens. Eduard Kuesters’ 
Swimming Roll or S-Roll 934 

warping polyester yarns. tension variations between 
Ee cause warp streaks for flat twisted yarns 

ROPE (see also other headings, such as CORDAGE) 
breaking strength, very high strength ropes. 
— terminations facilitate tensile testing 

Dyneema ultrahigh molecular weight polyethyléne 
fiber used in high strength, low weight ropes for 
marine uses 3721 

Kevlar, p-aramid fiber. versus UHMW polyethylene 
fiber. market share 8737 

polyester cord. AlliedSignal develops treatment to 
increase wet/dry abrasion resistance 9082 
o.oo dominant yarn in rope production 

Tape Line System used for rope manufacture 3145 
used in manufacture of hydraulic mounts 8962 

ROTPROOFING (see also other he , such as 
ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS, FUNG ES, 
MICROBIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION, 
WEATHERING) 

pentachlorophenol, PCP. effluent problems 2247 

Rotproofing agents, see FUNGICIDES. 

ROVING (see also other he , such as DRAFTING, 
DRAWING, SPINNING, UNIFORMITY) 

acrylic yarns. effect of roving spacing on fiber 
— density of Siro and ring spun acrylic yarns 

direct spinning from sliver can improve efficiency 
without sacrificing quality 2432 

double roving feed yarns knitted to test the 
compressibility of plain weft knit fabrics 9000 

elimination in open end spinning 6366 
monitoring. Electrotex’s Rovingtex monitors 
eee by evaluating roving prior to spinning 

superfine cotton spinning affected by roving 
properties 7967 

ROVING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such as 
DRAWING MACHINERY) 

Marzoli’s BCX16A roving frames 8808 
OTEMAS 1993. machinery trends 2204 
preparation. Vouk Macchine Tessile sliver 
preparation line 7963 

Rieter machinery is ideally suited to the production 
of blended yarns 85 

SKF Textilmaschinen-Kimponenten’s PK 2025 and 
OH 2000 units 8827 

Snake/Shuttle System 4868 - 
Snake Shuttle system links roving machines and 
spinning machines 844 

Watch Dog roving stop 7973 

RUBBER (see also other he 
ELASTOMERS, RUBBER 

. such as 
ODUCTS) 

acrylonitrile butadiene styrene resins. measurements 
of craze transition temperature, izod impact 
strength 6514 

acrylonitrile butadiene styrene. effect of craze 
— rubber factors on Izod impact strength 

composites, thermoplastic 
polycarbonate/acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene. 
effect of rubber content 2543 3340 



cord, Pr ap beth affected by chemical 
varia in 1856 

Globe ner tenn opens $40 million spandex 
manufacturing plant in Tuscaloosa, Alabama 7028 

Globe Manufacturing opens new $40 million 
spandex manufacturing facility i in Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama 7027 

, chemical analysis of emissions from 
open burning of scrap rubber tires 1462 

natural rubber as plantation crop. cultivation of raw 
rubber has relatively little impact on the 
environment 7060 

nylon 6/polypropylene polymer alloys combined with 
rubber impact modifiers (Conf. Paper) 3389 

poly(butadiene)/polystyrene pseudo interpenetrating 
polymer networks. structure 8090 

polyacrylate rubber elastomers. effects of 
concentration and _— size on toughness 
(Conf. Paper) 339 
a rubber Gamemen. synthesis of stable 
dispersions per) 3390 

polybutadiene (PB). conidadion of four types of PB 
by a formic acid hydrogen peroxide system 9017 

mean square gyration 
radius of 1,2 4009 

polyester fabrics coated with rubber. 
thermomechanical properties 8213 

polyolefin elastomers. metallocene SSC based 
plastics, rubbers from Dow Chemical 1779 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber ame 
copolymers. impact strength, morphology 

polypropylene/ethylene-propylene rubber 
polymers. morphology 8968 

ylene rubber 
polymers. thermal sa agg behavior 8970 

polyvinyl! chloride/acrylonitrile rubber blends. 
dynamic viscoelastic behavior 4849 

racemic 4-vinyicyclohexene produced during the 
vulcanization of butadiene rubber. carcinogenic 
potential (Abstract) 6940 

ramie/linen short fiber reinforced carboxylated 
acrylonitrile butadiene rubber composites. mixing 
effect 8971 

styrene butadiene copolymers grafted with 
polystyrene or pol acrylate. effect of cast 
solvents 8973 

RUBBER PRODUCTS (see also other headings, such as 
INDUSTRIAL FABRICS, TIRE CORD) 

apparel. ve senna ~~ 1 wetcleaning recommendations 
and problems 28 

artificial muscle actuators for machine applications 
developed by industry/university group 3722 

footwear, trainers. Malaysian company selling 80 
percent of its domestically 2698 

© Soviet nm. manmade fibers for reinforcing 
r won a 6261 

rardiaulio mounts. in-molded reinforcement fibers 
broaden spring rate 8962 

latex, plaster molded, three dimensional T-shirt 
manufacturing ae sees dramatic growth 
over first eight years 2757 

machine for rubber, etc. into narrow strips 
for use in apparel products 8392 

manufacturing growth. United States Bureau of 
Labor Statistics 8441 

natural rubber, environmentally friendly 7060 

Rubber yarns, see ELASTIC YARNS. 

Rugs, see CARPETS, TUFTED CARPETS. 
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see INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, INDUSTRIAL 
TH AND SAFETY, NOISE, PERSONNEL 

MANAGEMENT, TEXTILE MACHINERY, and under 
subject headings of. specific machinery. 

Sales, see MARKETING and under specific subject 
headings. 

SAMPLING (see also other headi , such as 
STATISTICAL METHODS, LE TESTING) 

air sampling systems 9398 
eee Vanwyck. dye and chemical preparation 

color and stitch effects. knit products 8944 
— manufacturing. statistical quality sampling 

screen _ ‘ee oo. to replace current sampling 

aan and sludge. contamination sampling 7698 
techniques for cotton fiber cross sections 8534 
warp sampling unit. Hergeth Hollingsworth 8022 
Whirl-Pak sampling ~ from NASCO. catalog for 
1994-1995 product line (Trade Lit.) 6750 

zonal sampling method. dyes 8134 

SANITARY NAPKINS AND TAMPONS (see also other 
poy such as DISPOSABLES, HEALTHCARE 
AND MEDICAL TEXTILES) 

manufacture. Winkler + Duennebier unveils Type 
619 multiple lane high $P speed interfolder 6472 

pad production, model 640 and 649 from W+D 
offer modular design, product flexibility, high 
speed production 4966 

private label products in United States market have 
increase in sales 2059 

thermoplastic fiber web with apertures for fluid 
permeable covers 5761 

ultrathins, —— part of companies’ strategy to 
increase market share in stagnating market 9272 

SARAN FIBERS 
= from shipment and production statistics 

SCOURING (see also other headings, such as 
DETERGENTS, LAUNDERING, WASHING) 

chelating agents. Lavatex F-60 from Boehme Filatex 
enhances the continuous processing of woven 
fabrics 1801 

cotton fabrics. one minute scouring treatment 
developed by Arvind Mills 3407 

cotton. overview of scouring 1608 
CSIRO laboratories in Australia develop a new 
aqueous scouring technique (Conf. Paper) 8831 

Fletcher International in Australia builds new wool 
scouring facility to provide link between grower, 
spinner 3118 

hosiery. hydrogen peroxide based scour/bleach 
process with preparation bath reuse 6893 

hosiery. hydrogen peroxide scouring/bleaching 
process with reuse of bath 9037 

hosiery. India. processing method overview and 
suggested improvements 5826 

knitting needle oil. new oil by Benjamin R. Vickers & 
Sons is easily removed by scouring 8152 

low tension or tension-free pretreatment of polyester 
or nylon microfibers or microfiber blends 1802 

polyester fabrics. scouring, alkali weight reduction, 
alkali dyeing, and finishing 8138 

wool. Alstar ravitator three phase effluent 
= is clarifier, oil/water separator, and filter 
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SCOURING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as FINISHING MACHINERY, WASHING 
MACHINERY) 

Annett & Darling. new range of wool scouring 
equipment from New Zealand manufacturer 5820 

Benninger’s Ben-Bleach continuous, modular 
pretreatment line steams, washes, desizes, 
bleaches, scours 4240 

Benninger’s Ben-Bleach System combines desizing, 
scouring, bleaching 5033 

Biancalani introduces the IDRA combined scouring 
and milling machine for wool fabric 5797 

CIMI’s Folatex scouring and milling machine and the 
Lavanova continuous scouring machine 1027 

Cimi’s Folatex, a fulling/scouring and washing range 
for wool fabrics and wool blends 7347 

Farmer Norton’s Jetvac continuous open width 
washing, scouring machine 5040 

Fleissner’s raw wool scouring line. machine design 
and operation 1028 

Longclose’s Ventura Rapide M-Tech rope jet 
overflow dyeing machine for microfiber fabrics also 
scours, washes 5083 

Menzel’s Optimax replaces traditional scouring and 
peroxide stages with a single stages process 235 

SEAMING (see also other headings, such as FUSING, 
SEWING, SEWING MACHINERY) 

carpet installation. —_ technology is being applied 
to changing needs 2758 

dryer fabrics. review of basic seaming techniques to 
prevent short term failure 8368 

French felling seaming machinery. auxiliary 
attachment prevents carpal tunnel syndrome 7711 

lockstitch machine, postbed. Pfaff 3713-1/01 for 
overstitching trouser seams along the hip 1231 

machinery. Yamato UK Limited introduces range of 
seaming machinery 7518 

MOC-3900 Series cylinder bed overlock machine 
from Juki for seaming tubular constructions 1223 

Pfaff introduces two hand welding machines for the 
joining of overlapping seams during apparel 
conversion 6660 

welding machinery, continuous, for thermoplast 
coated textiles 8214 

Yamato Sewing Machine Company introduces Model 
VX2500 small cylinder dual needle interlock 
stitcher 8399 

Yamato’s VCF/VFF series sewing machines for mock 
lap seaming, hemming, and tape binding 3571 

SEAMS (see also other headings, such as APPAREL 
MANUFACTURE, SEWING, SEWING THREAD) 

allowance. adjusting seam allowance depending on 
seam type 2782 

bindings. sewing techniques used by the Jeanne 
Marc apparel company 4387 

blind stitching. influence of needle penetration, 
— force during penetration, and seam strength 

geotextile seams. strong seams critical to long term 
durability. testing, specifying seam strength 2135 

monitoring during sewing. black box attachment that 
permits automatic, real-time adjustment 6661 

online inspection of seams 9193 
puckering. neural network techniques use fabric 
parameters to predict seam puckering 2783 

resistance, seam. influence of fabric, seam type, and 
sewing thread count 1217 

sewing machinery. Variomatic expands its range of 
multineedle units to facilitate functional, decorative 
seams 6663 

263 

sewing threads. mechanical and frictional properties 
affecting quality of seams 9194 

sewing. handling fabric. analysis of micro, 
—- techniques to optimize sewing 

slippage in apparel. causes, location, and 
responsibility 2818 

ultrasonic bonding of medical textiles. Norvell 
purchases SeamMaster units from Sonobond 
Ultrasonics 9179 

Yamato Sewing Machine eliminates seam puckering 
in athletic wear 1975 

Selling, see FASHION, FORECASTS, MARKETING. 

SELVAGES 
air bag materials 8030 
construction and methods of pore Nad 
resistance and thickness build up 37 

leno, tucked-in, or welded selvages. Picanol’s GTX 
rapier loom 7244 8026 8909 ; 

mark-free and crease-free selvages. cotton weft knit 
fabrics 5037 

Name Jac jacquard machine fits most looms. 
weaves logos, boarders, small designs in the 
selvage 912 

sheeting. tucked-in selvages. 1993 OTEMAS 3307 

SETTING (see also other headings, such as CREASING 
AND PLEATING, CRIMPING, DURABLE PRESS, 
SHRINKPROOFING, STEAMING, TENTERING, 
TEXTURED YARNS) : 

carpet yarn. toxic gas emissions during heat setting, 
— recommend control systems 2233 

disperse dyeing of heat. set polyester. conventional 
polyester versus cationic dyeable polyester 8169 

gray wool fabrics. Sperotto Rimar’s Multiset 
continuous crabbing machine 7437 

heat setting PET yarns. dependence of alkali 
hydrolysis on heat setting temperature 854 

heat setting polyester microfiber. influence of heat 
treatment temperature on iodine adsorption 4883 

heat setting polypropylene carpet yarns by saturated 
steam 305 

heat setting, Suessen and Superba methods. effects 
on bulk levels 2445 

heat setting. computer control on Superba heat 
setting line (Conf. Paper) 7190 

heat setting. effect on fine structure of polyester 
POY in knit fabrics 8125 

heat setting. research at ITT on heat set related 
carpet streaks (Conf. Paper) 7191 

microwave heat setting, durable press apparel 
fabrics. new oven from Presset 7438 

nylon 66 carpet yarns. effect of heat setting on 
—— with carpet uniformity (Conf. Paper) 

nylon fibers dyed with acid dyes. effect of heat 
setting on diffusion coefficient (Conf. Paper) 7387 

polypropylene/nylon yarns. effect of heat setting 
temperature on yarn properties 5652 

relaxation, stabilization of wool. overview of 
=—" reactions, critical properties, processes 

studies examine the effect of heat setting, which 
causes structural changes, in polyester fibers and 
yarn 117 

textured polyester POY. influence of heat setting on 
micromorphology. testing absorption of iodine and 
solubility differential 1088 

zipper tape making and setting. new semiautomatic 
machine from Brandtex Service of Denmark 7508 



a or fixation of , see under subject headings 
DYEING, PrUN TING. STEAMING. 

SEWING (see also other . such as APPAREL 
MANUFACTURE, EMBRO 'Y, QUILTING, 
SEAMING) 

alterations to collariess neckline to achieve smooth 
Rin ge te sue ith sia 

a soemans, Sane © irts and pa - Suggestions 
for home sewers are taking up a waist 4385 

enpugues- helpful tips, suggestions for home sewers 

automation. BRITE studies develop systems which 
increase ity 3556 

awis used by garment industry samplemakers to 
08 fabric passing into, under presser foot 

beading. moodle end thread technique for creating 
bags 

bias binding used to finish edge of garment 1219 
bindings. sewing techniques used by the Jeanne 
Marc apparel c ny 4387 

blind stitch seams. influence of needle penetration, 
so force during penetration, and seam strength 

oso replacing old lining with new lining 

collar alterations depend on shape of collar neckline 
and length of outer edge 594 

collars, cuffs, and lapels. suggestions for home 
sewers to compensate for turn of the cloth 4388 
seer boxed and welted. measuring, sewing 

Donna Karan apparel. tips for sewing a basic mix 
and match wardrobe 6941 

dresses sewn using store bought embroidered 
tablecloths and napkins 5944 
—= definition, effect of fabric type, calculating, 

adjusting ease 1190 
ergonomics. effect of posture on workers during 
extended sewing operations at apparel conversion 
plants 615 

fur and leather hat, women’s. instructions for 
construction, sewing detailed 9180 

gossamer scarves, reversible fabrics. home sewing 
any that use regular sewing thread and 
yarn 4389 

gown. Barbara Matera constructed ball gown worn 
by Hillary Rodham Clinton at inaugural 1191 

Groz-Beckert’s Gebedur, SAN 6, SAN 10, curved 
overlock sewing machine needles 1218 

home ~—o with chiffons, georgettes, other sheer 
fabrics. helpful tips, suggestions 4390 

home sewing, women’s apparel. spread of illegal 
shops fueled by immigrants, unscrupulous 

peste ieten Nelntul 4391 sewing. helpful tips, gestions 
IMB 1993. r- . 
management systems, software, machinery, 
CAD/CAM systems 5199 

jackets, women’s linen. detailed instructions for 
hand sewing 2787 

jackets, women’s. fusible interlinings, one layer, 
_ Nonraveling undercollars 9181 
jeans. problem with twisted leg defect due to poor 
sewing skills 4373 

knits and online monitoring. eee of needle 
insertion strength, yarn bending strength, transport 
strength 7510 es 

knits and online monitoring. influence of fabric 
movement over stitch density 7511 

knits, online monitoring of sewing. infuence of stitch 
density 7514 

velopments in textile making up sector. 
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knits. requirements for pass-perfect assembly 7509 
knotted fabrics and beads. construction details 5945 
microfiber fabrics used in apparel. problems with 
outerwear 4392 

needie operation during apparel conversion. 
operations research analysis of sewing needle 
operation 372 

needie operation. force required to thrust a sewing 
needle through various fabrics 1220 2788 

needles. review of Gebedur brand needles from 
Groz-Beckert 7515 

pants, shorts worn by women for hiking, biking. 
— ease at back of leg to improve comfort 

pants. achievi Veal fit, function, style, and 
structure for different body shapes 5946 

pants. fitting pants by a simplified method developed 
for home sewers 8371 

patterns, women’s wear. 1994 spring fashion 
season emphasizes layers, loose fitting silhouettes, 
textures 4477 

patterns. selecting correct pattern size is critical to 
fit, appearance 1192 

penetration force of sewing needle, basic mechanical 
properties of fabric related 5973 

pin weaving used by hand sewers to create novel 
fabrics for garments 911 

piping on apparel serves both functional, decorative 
purposes 9182 5 

pockets. double welt pockets made with window 
method 8372 

points of collars, pocket flaps, welts, and lapels. 
tips, suggestions for home sewers 4393 

quilted jackets, vests. construction using darts, 
shaped seams 8373 

seam allowance. adjusting seam allowance 
depending on seam type 2782 

seam resistance. influence of fabric, seam type, and 
sewing thread count 1217 

seams. handling fabric. analysis of micro, 
—. techniques to optimize sewing 

seams. monitoring during sewing. black box 
attachment that permits automatic, real-time 
adjustment 6661 

Simplicity develops integrated CAD, pattern making, 
and publishing system 8317 
— Pattern Design. overview of operations 

skirts. construction details used by fashion designers 
to improve quality 9183 

slopers for female torso. construction of sloper by 
draping method 2790 

straight stitches. problems and remedies for sewing 
a proper straight stitch 5947 

trousers. trouser pattern block instructions based on 
the proportionate center line system 5203 

women’s apparel. fitting, pattern alterations for small 
busted women 2791 

world sewing trends. flexibility and control. overview 
of sewing systems 5204 

SEWING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as EMBROIDERY MACHINERY, QUILTING, 
SEAMING, STITCHBONDING MACHINERY) 

Aisin Seiki introduces AD1200T, AD1200K 
lockstitch machines at 1994 Tokyo Sewing 
Machine Show 9170 

Ascolit Schaerer AG Mark ill 1992 and Mark V 1993 
button shank whipping machines 1970 

attachments for efficient small lot production 374 
automation of shirt collar manufacturing. automation 

of sewi i, to improve high speed path 
tracking 3552 
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automation. robotics. state of current research and 
development 3555 

auxiliary equipment, Clupicker from Jet Sew. Cornell 
University engineers use Clupicker to evaluate 
fabric 5200 

auxiliary equipment. Clupicker, Clemson Apparel 
Research Facility. device separates, picks up plies 
during sewing 1964 

auxiliary equipment. Clupicker, Clemson Apparel 
Research Facility. redesign reduces number of 
parts 1963 

Bobbin Show 1993. developments in sewing 
equipment and accessories 5198 

Bobbin Show 1994 expects increased attendance 
due to AAMA conference 8359 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1993. sewing 
machinery reviewed 1221 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention 1994. preview of 
—e from leading machinery manufacturers 

Bobbin Show/AAMA Convention technology 
reviewed by Atlanta Consulting International 357 

Brother Industries introduces BAS-300A series of 
pattern cutting and sewing machines 8374 

Brother Industries’ DB2-B7741 single needle 
lockstitch machine features programmable shirring 
device 9184 

Brother’s BAS-423 three head electronic embroidery 
machine 4394 

Brother’s BAS-47 compact embroidery machine for 
monogramming on apparel and accessories 1971 

Chee Siang industrial Company’s CS-350-T, 
CS-350-LT single needle lockstitch machines 8375 

Cinematic control for monitoring a thread and 
controlling a bobbin thread guard 1972 

Class 80800 sewing machine. lubrication, cleaning, 
and maintenance procedures 580 

Clinton Industries exhibits new sewing, cutting 
machines at 1994 Bobbin Show 91 
a. yee choices effect quality of end product 

computer controlled. capabilities of embedded 
ee controlled intelligence systems 

Cortec Company introduces CS-160 tube 
folding/sewing machine, CB-120 bias 
cutting/winding machine 8376 

denim. AMF ana Rimoldi machinery eliminates 
common jeans sewing problems 5949 

directories. Knitting Times’ 1994-1995 Buyers’ 
Guide 9102 

embroidering jewelry on sewing machine 9168 
Emery Machinery Corporation’s catalog of 
equipment, supplies for sewing (Trade lit.) 5974 

equipment beneath the table should be reviewed to 
maximize operator productivity 1229 

exhibitions. Bobbin Show 1993 dominated by 
sewing machinery and computer aided design 
systems 1230 

exports of Japanese sewing machines. statistics for 
= on automatic, other, and total machines 

flat bed machine from Union Special designed for 
attaching collarette and elastic to men’s and 
women’s innerwear 2767 

FS100 Series flat bed sewing machine from Union 
Special. features, modifications 1222 

Galkin Automated Products offers feeding and 
—_ : eres for sewing applications. (Trade 

it. 
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Hashima Company introduces Model HN-25 Handy 
Needle Detector 8377 

head control. Clemson Apparel Research Facility 
designs dual axis control for high speed stitch 
contour tracking 1976 

history of sewing machines and early controversy as 
threat to employment 43 

home use machines include features to help the 
novice operator 3573 

Hosomi Sewing Machine upgrades its Ribbon Twist 
single needle decorative stitcher for home 
furnishing fabrics 8378 

IMB 1993. attendance is poor. review of sewing 
machines 1960 

IMB 1993. developmental trends, detailed profiles of 
company offerings 3569 - 

IMB 1993. developments in machinery, industrial 
health and safety 1209 

IMB 1993. machines displayed at show reveal three 
major new trends 3564 

IMB 1993. reviews mixed, emphasis is on basic 
technology 365 

imports of Japanese sewing machines. statistics for 
Ln on automatic, other, and total machines 

industry. overview of recent mergers and 
acquisitions occurring among sewing equipment 
suppliers 8318 

International Hosiery Exhibition 1994. important 
seaming machinery 8847 

J. Strobel und Sohne exhibits three new blindstitch 
sewing machines at 1994 Bobbin Show 9186 

Janome Sewing Machine Company introduces 
—" series of household stitching machines 

Jen Cea Industrial Company’s DP-301S double 
chainstitch machine forms decorative zigzag 
stitches 8380 

Jet Sew exhibits new Model 2651D, Model 5040, 
Mode! 2300 machines at 1994 Bobbin Show 9187 

JIAM 1993. sewing machines reviewed by African 
Textiles 373 : 

Jiann Linn Sewing Machine Company’s JU-20U 
single needle lockstitch, NS-926-PL triple needle 
stitcher 8381 

Juki Corporation introduces Model 
MO-3916-DE4-20P dual needle machine for 
wrinkle resistant apparel 8382 

Juki sewing machines for prevention of seam 
puckering during shirt manufacturing 5948 

Juki’s LH-3100 series of two needle, needle feed 
lockstitch sewing machines (Trade lit.) 5975 5976 

JUKI’s MS-1190 series of feed off the arm double 
chainstitch sewing machines 1973 

Kaulin Manufacturing: Company’s VCO0O8 cylinder 
bed multineedie double chainstitch sewing 
machine 8383 

Kropf, Manfred. inventor provides low cost sewing 
machine aids that increase productivity 3570 

lockstitch machine, postbed. Pfaff 3713-1/01 for 
overstitching trouser seams along the hip 1231 

lockstitch sewing machines. influence of sewing 
speed on stitch formation 5206 

lockstitch. — thread tensions depend on sewing 
conditions 595 

machinery and sewing materials for autumn/winter 
1994-1995 fashions 5207 : 

Maier-Unitas develops blind stitch sewing machine 
with auxiliary feed for sewing seams at fabric edge 
(Trade lit.) 5977 



Maier-Unitas introduces Class 40 blind stitch sewing 
machine with fabric prefeeding system 8384 

manufacturers feature improvements in automation 
and mys _— to solve specific sewing 

Matsuka ny introduces MS-FAM automatic 
aan ieee for the assembly of automobile 
floor mats 8385 

Metalplast ble industrial sewing machines. 
machine features and design 918 
— Limiservo XB with digital control panel. 

MOC-3900 Series cylinder bed overlock machine 
from Juki for seaming tubular constructions 1223 

Moll Automatische Systeme’s Robosew upholstery 
sewing machine 7516 

motion economy and high production sewing 
machines enhance productivity 371 

motors retrofitted on industrial models provide 
power, portability 2794 

Nara Sewing Machine’s Treasure BS-1010-R blind 
8386 machine for men’s shirts, women’s blouses 

needie thread breakage. possible causes that can be 
Seer by maintenance personnel or operators 

needies used to stitch leather and other types of 
similar materials 1233 

needles. rec tions for choosing a rounded 
needle point 1977 

Nesi & Pubi’s ATH/290 tubular chainstitching 
— presews fabrics before fulling and dyeing 

O.M. International. Model APS-100 automatic pear! 
sewing machine, 1994 Tokyo Sewing Machine 
Show 9172 

panties, women’s. machines and accessories used in 
manufacture 4374 

Pegasus sewing machinery from Bellow. review of 
use by children’s leisurewear manufacturer 
Rowleys 9117 

Pfaff computer controlled a machines for the 
shoe manufacturing industry 6662 

Pfaff holds in-house exhibition of sewing machines 
far knit fabrics 9190 

Pfaff’s floating foot system avoids fabric pucker 
during difficult operations 1225 

Rimoldi hosts inhouse display of apparel 
manufacturing equipment and machinery 2763 

Rimoldi’s line of five sewing machines for 
manufacture of women’s underpants 2792 

sales increases in 1994 attributed to popularity of 
modular sewing systems 5208 

Sanwa Industrial Sewing Machine Company 
introduces Model EF423AL over edge seamer for 
automobile floor mats 8387 

sealing system. FS-90 ultrasonic system with sewing 
table from Branson 5201 

seaming machines. novel puller from Pfaff can be 
‘oa easily on Cl.481/483 and 489 machines 

seams. online inspection of seams 9193 
Sewn Products Expo/Mexico attracts buyers from 
Mexico and Latin America 5205 

Shen Jyh Machinery Company's Model HT-138 
industrial sewing machine for athletic shoes 8388 

Shiba Corporation introduces Model SD-1200 
magnetic needle detector 8389 

SIMEX 1993. machinery, technology developments 
reviewed 1226 
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Singer 299U series of sewing machines for making 
buttonholes in jeans 1974 

Singer Nikko Company unveils its 300U-A, 302U-A, 
— chainstitch/ockstitch machines 

Sodeyama Company introduces automatic needle 
e driver 8391 

Sotek invests in new machines from Brother, Juki, 
pd to increase production of Guess jeans 

Ta King Enterprise Company’s TK-17, TK-21A, 
TK-25, TK-2973 cutting/sewing machines for 
leather, industrial fabrics 8392 

technical development trends emphasize increased 
flexibility. review of new machines 5209 

technology, review. speed can only be improved by 
adopting conventional stitching alternatives 8402 

thread vibration. influerice of longitudinal vibration as 
thread unwinds from spool 1980 

Tice Engineering develops belt loop, lockstitch 
machines without mechanical links between 
bobbin, needie 8393 

Tice Engineering develops electronic sewing machine 
— mechanical link between bobbin, needle 

Tice Engineering develops industry’s first 
programmabie double needle belt loop tacker 8394 

Towa Industrial Company’s BC Bobbin Case Tension 
oy monitors thread tension during sewing 

trimming knives, procedures for replacing and 
adjusting trimming knives in Union Special sewing 
machines 375 

Tsieh Li Machinery Company introduces Model 
TLB-920 sewing basket series 8397 

Union Special adds several features to its 35800 
series denim machines to increase output 9191 

Union Special Class 2200 bag closing machine. 
review of pooper maintenance procedures 6102 

Union Special Class 34700 cylinder bed machines 
run at 6,500 stitches per minute 1228 

Union Special Corporation exhibits new sewing, 
cutting machines at 1994 Bobbin Show 919 

Union Special exhibits nearly 50 sewing machines at 
1993 Bobbin Show 1961 

Union Special reorganizes Huntley, Illinois, 
warehouse to improve efficiency and customer 
service 550 

Union Special’s 38200 Samson chainstitch sewing 
machine. features 1227 

Union Special’s Class 31100 coverseaming 
machines. maintenance 7517 

Union Special’s Model 2200 hand sewing machine 
sews together fabric length when a warp beam is 
changed 891 

Union Special’s SP100 line of high speed, straight 
needle, cylinder bed sewing machines 8398 

Union Special’s SP100 makes circular overage easy 
for any size apparel item 2793 

variable speed controllers, NASA/USRA study 1978 
Variomatic expands its range of multineedie sewing 
— to facilitate functional, decorative seams 

Yamato Sewing Machine Company introduces Model 
VX2500 small cylinder dual needle interlock 
stitcher 8399 

Yamato Sewing Machine eliminates seam puckering 
in athletic wear 1975 

Yamato UK Limited. company introduces range of 
seaming machinery 7518 
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Yamato’s Model CM-357P/ATM/F blind stitcher 
attaches shoulder pads to women’s blouses, 
jackets 8400 

Yamato’s VCF/VFF series sewing machines for mock 
lap seaming, hemming, and tape binding 3571 

Yuho labor saving automatic sewing units. new 
equipment exhibited at the 1994 Nagoya Sewing 
Machine Show 4395 

SEWING THREAD 
American & Efird is one of largest manufacturers of 

industrial sewing thread 1690 
Belding Heminway Company reports 1994 second 
quarter net income of $1.2 million 8321 

breakage. possible causes that can be corrected by 
maintenance personnel or operators 5951 

Coats Viyella combination sewing treads bonded 
internally 2443 

consumption. Gutermann develops CAD based 
software program to accurately predict sewing 
thread consumption 8331 

defect-free, chameleon sewing threads needed by 
United States apparel manufacturers 3234 

embroidery thread. Fujix’s King Star highly durable 
and stable 100 percent polyester embroidery 
thread 1959 

embroidery. Pearl Yacht Corporation introduces new 
—_ yarns for automatic embroidery machines 

Fujix Limited introduces King Fit sewing thread for 
wrinkle resistant apparel 

Geutermann offers specialty products for sewing 
women’s jackets 5952 

Guetermann sewing threads for the production of 
men’s jackets 1979 

Madeira Aerofil air jet produced industrial sewing 
thread made from polyester 1691 

mechanical and frictional properties affecting quality 
of seams 9194 

men’s blousons production. optimum use of sewing 
thread 1235 

Ohya Sewing Machine meg age introduces its 
Cermet OYS-K1 scissors for thread trimming 8403 

polyester singles sewing thread developed by 
Gueterman in the 1950s (Book) 4890 

polyester used in sewing threads. history of 
development, current status (Book) 4886 

quality, product. sewing thread key to industrial 
fabric product manufacturers. thread types 4891 

Schaerer Schweiter Mettler assembly winding, finish 
— singeing, and finish winding machines 

Seiko Corporation introduces Waste Thread Cutter 
40 8404 

tensions on lockstitch sewing machines depend on 
sewing conditions 5950 

Union Special Japan introduces R-34700RKGZ 
thread tail shortening device 8405 

vibration. influence of longitudinal vibration ay | 
sewing thread as thread unwinds from spool 1980 

Sew-knit fabrics, see STITCHBONDED FABRICS. 

SHEARING 
Adam Carpets. installation of Sellers unit 9125 
carpets. Edameter monitors carpet thickness during 

shearing to minimize thickness variations 4112 
carpets up to five meters wide 5889 
Lamperti systems 7435 
Mennini finishing plant. installations 5796 
raised fabrics, carpets 6615 
sheep. antiweathering treatments 7063 
sheep. ClipCare system. Australia 9112 

Sperotto Rimar’s SH 90 unit 5101 
trends in machinery 5811 

SHEARING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as CUTTING MACHINERY) 

carpets. overview of quality consideration 5889 
Comet’s Apelle 211 shearing machine uses three 
independent shearing units 306 

Heinz Hergert’s Texscher USM shearing machines 
shear different fibers and fabric constructions to 
any height required 307 

Lamperti GHM/L93 unit for raising, shearing, and 
suedeing fabrics 7435 

overview. applications, machine design and types, 
operations 6615 

Sellers and Company of Huddersfield. machinery for 
carpet and apparel sectors 5798 

Sperotto Rimar’s SH 90 shearing machine. 
specifications; rolls 5101 

Shedding, see LOOMS, WEAVING. 

Sheets, see FABRIC PRODUCTS, HOME FURNISHINGS, 
HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TEXTILES. 

Shoes, see APPAREL, LEATHER SUBSTITUTES. 

SHRINKAGE (see also other headings, such as 
FULLING) 

alkali pretreatment on 100 percent cotton. effects 
on dimensional stability and dye uptake 7358 

apparel. shrinkage among top five complaints 
against —— according to IFi data. causes, 
remedies 1252 ; 

compressive shrinkage. Cluett System, Sanfor/Knit 
machinery, Knitpic er measurement device 5102 

compressive shrinkage. Whittaker Associates 
develops combine humidification and skew 
system 9085 

cotton fabric. plain, weft knit fabric. effect of 
laundering on dimensional instability 8113 

drycleaning, standards for maxiumum allowable 
— review of performance specifications 

fabric. Monforts’ Montex DynAir relaxation dryer 
operates under tensionless conditions 5887 

form stable finishes, apparel. despite strong sales in 
Japan, United States sales may be hindered by 
cost 9079 

knit cotton fabrics. Starfish computer program 
predicts weight and shrinkage characteristics of 
knit cotton fabrics 2502 

knit fabrics. yarn feed — affects the shrinkage 
behavior of interlock and plain knitted fabrics 920 

knit wool fabrics. relaxation shrinkage in finished, 
unfinished fabrics. effect of yarn count, cover 
factor 8208 

Lawson-Hemphill’s CTT-BU determines shrinkage of 
yarns 759 

overfeed shrinkage of woven and knit fabrics during 
tentering, drying, and heat setting 308 

polycaproamide monofilaments. preparation by three 
step process with shrinkage reduction 813 

predicting shrinkage in circular knit cotton fabrics. 
Starfish (Version 5) software 2572 

relaxation, stabilization of wool. overview of 
= reactions, critical properties, processes 

Superba’s Univap single thread ong | shrinking 
machine produces high bulk yarns 7 

testing. new Wascator FOM71MP-LAB laundering 
mac \ine conforms to:ISO, BSI, and IEC-IWS 
standards 3739 



thermal knit fabrics during finishing 8033 
“ee threads. shrinkage and deformation during 

ot ilic multifunctional epoxides 

xturi codes ol i i thread yarn te , ‘s Univap si 
steaming we shrinking machine 1686 4061 

SHRINKPROOFING (see also other , such as 
CROSSLINKING, DURABLE PRESS, G, 
WASH-WEAR) 

agents with no absorbable organohalogen 
compounds 6607 

cellulosic fabrics, blends. Aerotex NFC precatalyzed 
135" reactant does not contain formaldehy 

chlorine free batch process. woolen and worsted 
knitwear. SIMPL-X 3467 

wod! fabrics. ESCA surface anal of samples 
exposed to ~~ plasma and potassium 
tert-butoxide 999 
= cysteine-S-sulfonate group formation 

wool. reactivity with wool of different oxidants used 
as shrinkproo $07] 6607 

wool tops. Settee KW product 7337 
wool. use of chitin and chitosan 3393 
woolen, worsted knitwear. Dylan SIMPL-X, a 

chlorine free batch process from Precision 
Processes Textiles 7 3468 

SHUTTLES (see also other , such as LOOMS, 
PICKING AND PICKER STICKS--WEAVING, WEFT 
MECHANISMS) 

Draper X3. lint shedding of fabric tested 1757 
embroidery. Alima Saurer 7505 

looms 9177 
looms decreased at Dan River Mills 8814 

hylum shuttles replace compressed wood shuttles in 
conventional looms, provide cost savings 163 

sewing machines. Towa Industrial Company 8396 
weft insertion refinements in all types of looms 8906 

SILK fon other headings, such as TEXTILE 

acid dyes. new dyes designed with high 
lightfastness and washfastness when applied to 
silk fabrics 1070 
—— analysis of a cocoon 11 kDa protein 

amino groups. ninhydrin reaction with amino groups 
in wool, nylon 6, nylon 66, and silk proved to be 
quantitative 625 

Antheraea yamamai silkworm. changes in fatty acyl 
chains during we and embryonic 
development 3958 

Antheraea yamamai silkworms. distribution of 
characteristic values during reeling 6248 

Antheraea yamamai silkworms. fatty acid 
composition of phosphoglycerides during diapause, 
embryo stages 4775 

artificial turtle shell made from hot pressed fibroin. 
‘synthesis, properties 2547 

biotechnology develops a variety of new applications 
for silk 3962 

Blue Bird Fabrics Corporation activates 80 looms for 
high grade silk fabrics 8010 

Bombyx mori silkworm pupae. characteristics of 
ouabain induced rotary abdominal movement 2329 

Bombyx mori silkworm. enzymatic properties of 
digestive juices 3959 
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Bombyx mori silkworms. amino acid composition of 
digestive amylases 2331 

Bombyx mori siikworms. detection of Type 1 and 
Type 2 densonucleosis virus from larval fecal 
specimens 232 

Bombyx mori silkworms. effect on reelability of the 
water content of the cocoon layer 6252 

Bombyx mori silkworms. enzymatic properties of 
digestive amylase isozymes 4776 

Bombyx mori silkworms. expression pattern of the 
Anetnnapedia gene during embryogenesis 6250 

Bombyx mori silkworms. free calcium [Il] ion 
concentration in midgut cells isolated from fifth 
instar larvae 7892 

Bombyx mori silkworms. hemagglutination activity of 
larvae treated with the juvenile hormone 
methoprene 6251 

Bombyx mori silkworms. influence of body marking 
patterns on susceptibility to the tachina fly 6249 

Bombyx mori silkworms. localization and spread of 
densonucleosis virus in the larval midgut 2330 

Bombyx mori silkworms. miniature egg (emi) 
mutation, characteristics 2327 

Bombyx mori silkworms. morphological structure of 
body wall of Bamboo mutant larvae 2332 

Bombyx mori silkworms. mRNA translation products 
from unfertilized, early embryogenic eggs 7893 

Bombyx mori silkworms. Pyl-A4 the most dominant 
= in the hemolymph of young larval instars: 

Bombyx mori silkworms. resistance to Type 2 
densonucleosis virus 2333 

Bombyx mori silkworms. truncated cry-lA(a) gene 
exhibits toxicity against Bombyx mori larvae 7895 

China. history, current status as leading supplier, 
—— of liberalization, need for modernization 

China. in first half of 1994 exports increase 37.2 
percent to $1.22 billion 6235 

cocoon drying machine. continuous temperature 
measurement system 4565 

cocoon drying machinery. system for continuous 
measuring of temperature distribution 4777 

crease recovery. study of DMDHEU, 
— and formaldehyde treatments 

DB-SM 500 computer controlled doubling machine 
for silk 842 

degumming agents. comparison of agents for 
quantity of gum removed, changes in silk 
mechanical properties 5551 

degumming and bleaching using peroxide in the 
presence of urea 1026 

degumming methods. preventing damage to silk 
uring degumming process 3245 

degumming, bleaching in single stage using 
— peroxide in the presence of urea 236 

discharge printing of silk. effect of using different 
—" on color effects, washfastness, patterns 

drying yarn packages. dehumidification chamber 
decreases drying time 3477 

durable press finishing of silk fabric with 
1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic acid 6597 

durable press treatments. crease resistance of 
a treated with glyoxal, urethane, hydrazine 

dyeing behavior of wild silk fiber treated with tannic 
acid, aluminum chloride 250 
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dyeing, sodium silicate pad-batch technique. 
Analysis of Reaction Mechanisms. Part One 1812 

enzyme degumming with Alcalase bacterial enzyme. 
comparison with soap degumming 7165 
= sorption of water vapor in silk fibroin film 

exports, China, 1842-1949. relative economic 
importance 2308 

fabric properties. objective evaluations of range of 
properties used to initiate database 9297 

fabric testing. Kawabata Evaluation System 
evaluates hand, mechanical performance of net 
raw silk fabric 8126 

fabric. effect of low temperature treatments on 
specific surface area of silk fabric 5086 

fabric. moisture characteristics of silk fabrics treated 
with glyoxal resin 5093 

fabric. photodegradation of habutae fabric samples 
treated with surfactants 6515 

fabrics treated with glyoxal resins. moisture 
characteristics 4183 

fabrics. silk, rayon vendors cite weak dollar-yen 
exchange rate for poor business at 1994 Japan 
Silk Fair 8879 

fiber properties, silk from Cambodge and 9. Nai 
Bombyx mori silkworm varieties (Thailand) 4778 

fiber swelling, analysis via small angle X-ray 
scattering 6254 

fiber. variance in raw diameter based on distribution 
of return diameter during reeling 477 

fibroin based fibers. feasibility of manufacturing 
fibroin based fibers from silk wastes 777 

fibroin. dissolution of silk fibroin in lithium 
halide/organic amide solvent systems 7896 

filament voids. results from electron microscopic 
observations 2335 

finishing processes used in India. degumming, 
dyeing, printing, chemical finishing 2596 

finishing. degumming, bleaching, and dyeing 
practices used in India 2618 

finishing. degumming, bleaching, and dyeing 
processes. recommendations 2595 
ee polishing and calendering as practices in 

India 2594 
fluorination of silk fibroin membranes, polyethylene 
vv A by tetrafluoromethane plasma treatment 

hosiery. Chapman Fraser makes women’s silk 
stockings, tights 3309 

India considers ban on ungraded silk from China 657 
India reintroduces system of inspection of silk yarn 
imported from China, considers ban on imports 
from China 2275 

India. review of fabric and yarn production and 
consumption from 1985-1992. per capita, rural, 
urban statistics, prices 638 

Indian sericulture and textile industry. pollution 
causes and solutions at various levels of 
processing 3015 

Indian silk industry. future depends on modernization 
and improvements in silk quality 3115 

Indian silk industry. government programs to 
stimulate growth 2307 

industry, Italy. historical analysis of the Scotis of 
— a 19th century Tuscan silk manufacturer 

industry, Italy. review of historical studies on 
development of sericulture in Italy 8739 

industry, Russia. catastrophic decline in cotton, silk 
production due to unstable economy 3909 

innerwear fabric trends. texture, patterns, sheer 
emphasized. marketing strategies 1321 

ion permeabilities across a silk fibroin membrane 
2336 

Kaidi of China diversifies business interests, 
continues to produce high quality silk fabrics 881 

Kalkstein Silk Mills. profile of United States 
manufacturer of silk neckwear fabrics 8883 
= fabrics. electrostatic buildup during wear 

laundering. effect of repeated laundering on physical 
properties 8422 

macromolecular parameters. effect of soap solution 
on these parameters studied with SAXS 5554 

market for silk very strong in wide variety of yarns, 
fabrics 3096 

mechanical properties of woven silk and response to 
compressional forces 5791 

microstructural changes of silk fibers after treatment 
with organic solvents 2337 

molecular structure. hierarchical molecular order in 
secretions, fibers (Abstract) 2338 

mulberry plants. effects of rotary shaking on 
———— of in vitro cultured adventitious leaf buds 

mulberry plants. ex vitro rooting combined with mist 
treatments to cultivate microshoots 7897 

mulberry plants. gasoline powered maintenance 
vehicle for automated pest control of mulberry 
fields 8616 

nickel(Il)/silk sericin complexes and their secondary 
structures 3 

NMR spectroscopy of spider dragline silk indicates 
— of polyalanine component (Conf. Paper) 

organic drycleaning solvents. effect on silk yarn and 
abric 2819 

overview of industry in 1913 (Book) 2339 
overview. production processes, fiber properties, 
producing countries 22 

photochemical degradation. ultraviolet yellowing 
retarded by immersion in deoxycytidylic acid 
solution 2 

powder from silk fibrain by reactions with calcium 
chloride gel or hydrolysis with sulfuric acid 4780 

powder, silk fibroin. prepared from silk gel by 
calcium chloride method. properties 3964 
— batik, direct pigment, tie and dye, direct, 
and discharge printing techniques 266 

protein. N-terminal amino acid sequence analysis of 
an 11 kda cocoon protein 4781 

raw silk size. control based on distribution of the 
return size in fixed size reeling process 3965 

reactive dyeing of silk fabrics. dyeing compounds, 
oo. dyeing behavior, dyeing processes 

reeling machine. automatic feedback system, 
=_— the supply of cocoons at a steady level 

reeling machinery. mathematical distribution of 
thread break frequency over time 2340 

research concerning the spinning of silk by the 
silkworm. overview 3966 

sericin, acrylic acid. polymer exhibits significant 
capacity to absorb water 32 

sericulture in India. importance of sericulture in India 
economic role in rural states 2341 

sericulture. digestion, absorption of nutrients in 
midgut of silkworms aseptically raised on artificial 
diet 3968 

sericulture. testing, control of microbial 
contamination in aseptic sericulture with artificial 
diet 3969 
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sericulture. use of artificial diet with low cost 
o—- derived from bean curd production 

silkworm spinnerets. fitti smooth paths to the 

ik ae a ; ed b d silkworms, spi estimat y recording 
changes in spinneret position at discrete time 
intervals 30 

silkworms. analysis 0: amount of water vapor 
—_— by silkworms during cocoon mounting 

spider silk from Nephila clavipes. solid state 
oa 13 NMR spectroscopic analysis (Abstract) 

ider silk proteins. characterization of fiber, prespun 
protein. genetic testing (Abstract) 2343 
— proteins. structure, function (Abstract) 

spinneret orifice movement of silkworm. patterns of 
movement “ee 

stifling methods. effect on cooking, reelability, 
quality of silk from Muga silkworm 5555 

Thai silk threads. mechanical epee compared 
with Bombyx silk threads 3960 

thrastie spun silk/raw silk core spun yarn. yarn 
appearance 118 

throstie spun yarn. structure of silk and polyester 
oa produced on a throstle spinning frame 

throstie spun yarn. structure of silk and polyester 
i ly produced on a throstie spinning frame 6372 

trade. European Union Trade Commission imposes 
O50 quotas on imports of silk apparel from China 

vibrational peepee. woven fabrics. vibrational 
damping behavior at large shear angles 1002 

void structure. X-ray diffraction investigates void 
structure of silk fibers treated with stannic acid gel 
1619 2344 3126 

world trade for silk and silk products. Chinese export 
expansion and quotas in the West 8672 

yellowing of cocoon filaments produced by 
silkworms raised on artificial diets 3971 

SIMULATION 
adsorption and desorption of benzene, 

trichloroethylene, and water vapor by dry soil 
grains. experiment, models 2240 

alpha-keratin cortex. model describes mechanical 
properties of 5552 

anisotropic flow through a parallel plate channel. 
effect on two dimensional fiber orientation 627 

apparel manufacturing. commercial simulation 
software packages 2771 

aromatic polyesters. algorithm computes 
conformational energies, stricture, vibrational 
frequencies (Abstract) 6961 

batch dyeing. real time data acquisition, theoretical 
and process models, adaptive control 9064 

batch dyeing. real time en and control 
implemented on pilot scale 657 

bending behavior of plain woven fabrics. a linear 
sawtooth model 219 

bending vibration characteristics of fabrics. 
simulation method 8549 

braided composites. modeling Euclidean braided fiber 
-_— to optimize properties (Conf. Paper) 

CAD with three dimensional pattern design 
capabilities 360 

carding. mathematical model of the carding process 
considers longitudinal and transverse fiber 
transport 3241 
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carding. mathematical modeling, simulation 8821 
color judgment by fuzzy inference compares well 
with expert judgment 5347 

composites, laminated fiber reinforced. probabilistic 
model of stochastic damage evolution (Conf. 
Paper) 8088 

computerized fashion show simulates human body 
and fabric textures 1953 

continuous stirred tank reactors. altering conversion 
and selectivity behavior of nonlinear kinetic 
reactions 544 1424 

cotton knit fabric design. Fiynt Fabrics uses 
computer simulations to design fabrics 914 

degradation kinetics of PEEK, PEI polymers, 
composites (Abstract) 2539 

demand activated manufacturing. analysis, modeling 
= interactive decision support systems 

dye concentrations during continuous dyei 
irs by neural networks. validation of model 

dye concentrations during continuous dyeing 
predicted by neural networks 3432 

econometric model of world industry shows effects 
of trade liberalization on United States 
competitiveness 6996 

EMPA system for simulating environmental 
exposure, including corrosive gases 6060 

engine seals. empirical models for — leakage 
to preload and engine pressures 540 

exothermic reactions. calorimetric investigation 
including kinetic and heat flow modeling 5454 

fabric clinging to human when perspiring. 
model analysis of clinging 7560 

fabric drape. time dependence and drape coefficient 
obtained from a model 2921 

fabric models. description of geometric, energy, 
joints and rods, sheet metal, joints and springs, 

astic models 3354 
fabric testing. function group approximation 

facilitates moire analyses of fabric strain 9293 
— crimping. simulation of twist insertion 

fiber formation. steady state model describes fiber 
— during the spunbonding of polypropylene 

fiber pullout behavior from a bonded fiber mairix. 
theoretical modeling and analysis 123 

fiber suspension flow. numerical simulation of 
branching flow 7021 

fiber suspension flow. numerical simulation of 
merging flow 5570 

fiber to fabric production processes, interactions. 
parameters that affect small lot production 
efficiency 6868 

fiber-textile-apparel-retail pipeline in United States. 
analysis, modeling 685 

finite capacity scheduling simulation techniques. use 
to improve manufacturing performance in textile 
processing 7666 

flexible manufacturing systems. dynamic scheduling 
algorithm employs priority net aided simulation to 
govern process control 545 

force required to remove solid particulate soils in 
fluid. model to estimate force 1992 

gas phase toxic organic air pollutants. modeling 
concentrations. direct emissions, atmospheric 
formation 1457 

industrial engineering. mathematical techniques, 
statistical regression analysis 2195 

industrial engineering. toy | discrete parts 
assembly systems (Book) 4620 

industrial engineering. review of mathematical 
techniques, statistical regression analysis 1425 
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knitting simulation. Starfish computer program 
predicts weight and shrinkage characteristics of 
knit cotton fabrics 2502 

mathematical model of aerodynamic, high 
temperature spinning of fibers used in nonwoven 
fabrics 7097 
— modeling of cut fabric and behavior 

melt extrusion. components in simulation include 
hypotheses, equations, definition of process 
(Book) 4800 

meso scale polymer systems. Monte Carlo algorithm 
for computer modeling of (Abstract) 6963 

MFA phaseout. econometric model of world textile 
— used to examine effects of MFA phaseout 

motion of fibers on the slide wall of the rotor. 
mathematical model 95 

Multiple Concentric Cylinder Model. software 
— unidirectional metal matrix composites 

neural network system evaluates correlation 
between structural parameters and physical 
properties of copolyesters 4566 

nonwoven sheets. two dimensional heat transfer 
model simulates thermal bonding 1734 

package dyeing machinery can be improved using 
mathematical modeling techniques 5847 

particulate soils. removal phenomena during the 
detachment of spherical glass particles from glass 
plate 398 

permeability constant of fiber assembly derived from 
experiment with coil model 2125 

polyester synthesis. Karl Fischer’s computer model 
considers physical and chemical processes during 
polyester synthesis 3993 

polymer flow behavior through porous media studied 
to develop model 1649 

polymer streams. thermal and mechanical behavior 
after exit from melt blowing die 771 

preyarn processing. straightening of crimped and 
hooked fibers in converging transport ducts 5631 

resin transfer molding, composites. infiltration of 
_— into anisotropic fiber preforms (Conf. Paper) 

resin transfer molding, composites. predictin 
permeability of woven, braided preforms (Conf. 
Paper) 8050 

resin transfer molding. verification of two 
dimensional infiltration model 3328 

rotational isomeric state model calculates amount of 
cyclic trimer in PET 4000 

sewing machinery. Clemson Apparel Research 
Facility designs dual axis head control for high 
speed stitch contour tracking 1976 

silkworm spinnerets. fitting smooth paths to the 
movement of orifice 4782 

soils, solid particulate. simulation of removal in 
water during washing 1248 

system identification produces mathematical models 
of dynamic systems 9362 

systems analysis. simulation replaces spreadsheets. 
misconceptions described 2963 

terminal molecular models. tacticities of copolyvinyl 
esters obtained by radical polymerization 4791 

Texas Human Thermal Model analyzes hypothermia 
in subjects wearing military cold water immersion 
gear 9412 

thermal bonding of nonwovens on calenders. 
deformation properties of nonwoven fabrics during 
manufacture 2531 

tongue tear. mechanistic role of yarn, fabric 
structure in determining tear resistance of woven 
fabrics 5792 

SIZING (see also other he 
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viscoelastic flow of Newtonian and Oldroyd-B fluids 
through a three dimensional constriction 628 

viscoelastic flow of Newtonian, Oldroyd-B fluids 
through constricted pipes. Leonov modeling 9434 

viscoelastic impregnation of fibrous media, one 
dimensional, semianalytical model for 3326 

warp beam production. model compares sectional, 
direct warping 8893 

washing. continuous washing of fabric in open width 
washing machine. parameters governing power 
consumption 295 

weaving production planning, control. model 
developed by college in Switzerland 7253 
— knitwear production. computer simulation 
72 

yarn pullout behavior from woven fabric. theory 
predicts yarn interactions and mechanical fabric 
properties 220 

SINGEING 
biofinishing eliminates need 6602 
cotton. overview of singeing 1608 
demin. Evergreen. preparation 4982 
knitfabrics. removal of protruding fibers after 
mercerization 5038 

Parex-Mather 5000 MK8 si 
for processing thermoplastic fa 
design 7364 

Schaerer Schweiter -\ ed singeing machines for 
sewing threads 634 
= nit fabrics. ansible machine retrofits 

machine suitable 
ics. machine 

Vollenweider’ s Pyrotrop singeing machine for 
processing tubular knit fabrics 7439 

SISAL (see also other headings, such as LEAF FIBERS) 
area rugs. survey 5302 
biodegradable. geotextiles 6774 
carpets. wool and nylon broadioom carpets offer 

sisal look with soft hand 3 
consumption. 1993 statistics 5507 
Karastan carpets using sisal 6759 
NeoCon "94. sisal trends 7579 
substitute. date leaf palm fibers 7056 
Surfaces 1994. trends 6772 
trends. natural carpet looks 5301 

, such as COATING, 
DESIZING, WARP PREP ATION ) 

affinity between size and fibers. methods to increase 
affinity 7225 

Chimgel-Sizing cold sizing process performs well in 
practical application 5632 

consistency. effects of lubrication on size film 
—* evaluated with dynamic tensile test 

cotton and polyester/cotton yarns. influence of 
relative humidity 7227 

dust shedding during warp splitting depends on type 
of size, finishing treatments, sizing speed 147 

hierarchical control system for sizing a 
simulated, production scale operations 9358 . 

high pressure sized yarns. analysis of mechanism of 
yarn break during weaving 863 

operations research. slashing machines under 
transient, steady-state conditions. statistical, fuzzy 
logic control 6416 

slashing the total number of ends of filament yarn 
warps. process requirements 8891 

squeeze pressure limit during sizing. effects on 
weavability of yarns 1706 

takeup and distribution of size. influence of yarn 
tension, speed, size temperature, drying, and roller 
hardness 4096 
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transmission electron microscopy of size coatings on 
carbon and glass fiber surfaces 490 

warp yarns. control variables in chilled wet-wiping 
that affect physical properties, weaving 
performance of sized warp yarns 7229 

wet splitting, single end sizing, new technologies for 
sizing warp yarns 889 

SIZING AGENTS (see also other headings, such as 
GLASS FIBERS, STARCH) 

BASF. stringent environmental standards drive 
developments in dyestuffs, sizing agents 7351 

components of — agents and potential effects on 
garment quality 7361 : 

composites. inorganic sizing compound improves 
ymer-fiber bonding in composites 1742 

graft starches. — of graft starches as warp 
Saat materials for polyester/cotton blend yarn 

overview of sizes available, cca problems 
associated with their use 2613 

5949" and reuse of sizing agents from wastewater 

weaving cotton yarn at low relative humidity. 
evaluation of different sizing agents 5704 

Ben-Procom control system and sizing machine from 
Benninger 3281 

Ben-Procom range, Benninger-Zell. simplifies 
operation, improves reliability 641 

Ben-Procom sizing range from Benninger-Zell. 
redesign increases reliability and simplifies 
operation 4097 

Benninger equipment for high quality warping, sizing, 
and size recovery 890 
——ee Zell introduces new control system for 
Ben-Procom 3282 

Benninger Zell manufactures ZA beam creel for 
Ben-Procom sizing machines 4926 

Benninger Zell’s Ben-Sizetec sizing system with an 
advanced electronic control system 8892 

Benninger-Zell Ben-Procom sizing center 8019 
Benninger-Zell control system for its Ben Procom 

sizing machine 409 
Benninger-Zell’s Ben-Procom control system provides 
— calculation and adjustments of tension 

Chimgel-Sizing cold sizing preeeme performs well in 
practical application 563 

control system. Benninger Zell introduces advanced 
control of its Ben-Procom sizing machine 2476 

dryer, compact. Ben-Procom system 5827 
manufacturers keep pace with improvements in yarn 
manufacturing and weaving equipment 2477 

SICAM system improves weaving efficiency by 
optimizing size application 3284 

Sucker + Mueller opens new production facility, 
installs 3) paar, equipment in Swiss 
weaving mill 2480 

Sucker + Mueller’s multicolor plant dyes and sizes 
denim warp yarns 4252 

technology review of warping and sizing systems 
used in the United States 2481 

West Point optimizes machine design for such aims 
as reducing hairiness, lint and processing 
wastewater 3283 

Slashing, see SIZING. 

Slashing machinery, see SIZING MACHINERY. 

Slit films, see SPLIT FIBERS/SLIT FILMS. 

SLIVER (see also other 

SLIVER TO YARN (see also other 
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, such as CARDING, 
COILING MACHINERY, WING, DRAWING 
MACHINERY, east men! bem per J 

converting equi nt from Se of Germany on 
display at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 6357 

dyeing, printing method produces colored striped 
slivers for production of melange yarns 5074 

Mayer Industries’ HP-18E + electronic sliver knitting 
= produces three color jacquard fabrics 

polyester. effects of fiber denier, sliver bulk, 
combing roll setting on open end yarn quality 7166 

preparation. complete sliver — line for short 
staple sector from Vouk 7963 

printing wool, polyester sliver with continuous, 
multicolor system. optimizing dye absorption 5866 

quality monitoring by Truetzschler’s Sliver 
information System KIT 4567 

Sliver Machine combines carding and drawing to 
ee high quality sliver for open end spinning 

spinning machinery. Suessen’s RingCan 1000 
features improved sliver spinning function, 
displayed at 1993 OTEMAS 1681 4052 

, such as 
SPINNING, SPINNING MACHINERY) 

Rieter’s CUBican handling system automates plant 
production from drawing to roving 836 

Sliver Machine. elimination of cards and drawframes. 
advances in spinning automation 7964 

Sussen’s RingCan 1 ring spinning machine has 
optimized system for spinning sliver 7173 

Soap, see DETERGENTS. 

SOFTENING AGENTS 
biodegradable. synthesis and performance of ester 
quaternary biodegradable softeners 2597 4225 

cationic softeners. sorption kinetics on cotton 
towelling fabric 7424 

chemical and mechanical defects in treated fabrics. 
causes and avoidance 742 

cotton fabrics, blends. Boehme Filatex’ Garipan VP 
201 imparts soft hand, resistance to yellowing 

distearyi and dioley!l dimethyl ammonium chloride. 
= on water absorption of cotton terry towels 

ester derivatives. polyethoxylated glycerine esters 
= molecular weight amines perform well 

fabric softeners. factors in development, 
modification. concentrates 17 

NuLastic 24E for natural and manmade fibers. 
Softiaine SKW for wool tops 7337 

PDMS based emulsions. structure and use in textile 
a representative recipes for various fabrics 

Permavel SW, knit fabrics and hosiery. agent 
enhances hand, dimensional stability, stretch 
recovery 1080 

rinse softeners. consumption patterns in Europe. raw 
materials 1991 

silicone softeners for garment finishing. types and 
properties 7342 

silicone softeners. effect on fabric hand based on 
measurements of physical properties 1836 

silicone treatment of 100 percent polyester 
microfibers improves softness, drapability, and 
wear properties 6339 

Viscosil VP 1244 cationic silicone based softener for 
cotton, viscose fabrics 4306 
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SOIL RELEASE FINISHING (see also other headings, 
such as DURABLE PRESS, RESIN FINISHING) 

additives of Na-SIPA to finishes 3985 
DMDHEU, plus other agents and procedures for dyed 

poplin fabrics 8136 
laboratory research to commercial products at 

Milliken 3086 
—" of trends and various finishing processes 

saturation/extract/tumble dry cure process 7342 
wool fabrics. effect of silicone waterproofing on soil 

release properties during drycleaning 1846 

SOIL REPELLENT FINISHING (see also other headings, 
such as OIL AND WATER REPELLENT FINISHES) 

chitin and chitosan used for soil repellency 3393 
dyeing fluorocarbon finished fourth generation fibers 
used in carpets (Conf. Paper) 736 

SOILING (see also other headi such as 
DETERGENCY, LAUNDERI G, STAINS) 

force required to remove solid particulate soils in 
fluid. model to estimate force 1992 

lipids on cotton fabrics. lipolysis with lipolase. effect 
of surfactant 1240 

oily soils. paper chromatographic study of oily soil 
— from fabric by sodium dodecyl sulfate 

particulate soils. effect of surfactant on removal 
= during detachment of various particles 

particulate soils. relationship between density, 
gravity during detachment of polyethylene, glass 
particles 3598 

particulate soils. removal phenomena during 
detachment of polyethylene, glass particles 2806 

particulate soils. removal phenomena of spherical 
particles attached to polyester taffeta 9209 

simulation of removal of solid particulate soils in 
water during washing 1248 

wool fabrics soiled, damaged by exposure to 
atmospheric pollutants 9423 

Solution dyeing, see DYEING PROCESSES. 

Solvent processing, see DYEING, FINISHING, 
SCOURING. 

SORPTION (see also other headings, such as 
MOISTURE PHENOMENA and specific fibers, 
processes) 

activated carbon adsorbs organic chlorine 
compounds from waste effluent 5431 6143 

caprolactam. adsorption purification from 
— by experimental industrial installation 

carbon fiber sorbents made from carbon fibers 
derived from pitch 7083 

carbon fibers, surface modified. analysis of strong 
probe/adsorbent interactions (Abstract) 2356 

catalytic. recovery of elemental sulfur from hydrogen 
sulfide flue gas in the presence of carbon dioxide 
1458 1459 

cellulose graft copolymers grafted with hydrophilic 
vinyl polymers. water solubility 1630 

octhiaale. absorbent sheets from Johnson & Johnson 
form — core for disposable healthcare 
products 21 

chelating copolymer resins containing mercapto 
—- adsorb metals from waste effluent 5432 
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chemisorptive fibrous materials used in safety 
applications. preparation, types of products 6516 

chlorofluorocarbons. CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-13, 
pe ay 13 adsorption isotherms on yttrium zeolites 

direct dyes on ~) cotton. dyeing sorption 
isotherms 1 

disperse dye sorption kinetics. implications for 
quality control 8182 

disposables. enhanced fluid transport in absorbent 
nonwoven structures through use of 
superabsorbent fibrids 651 

dry soil grains. adsorption and desorption of 
benzene, trichloroethylene, and water vapor. 
experiment, models 2240 

dye sorption, equilibrium surface tension of C.I. 
Basic Yellow 11 in benzyl alcohol, m-cresol 
solutions 5858 

effluent treatment. uptake of chiorofiluorocarbons 
and dichloromethane from liquid effluent by BPL 
activated carbon 1508 

effluent treatment. uptake of phenol, toluene, 
chlorobenzine, and benzoic acid from liquid 
effluent by polymeric resins 1509 

fabric water absorption behavior of two layered and 
multilayered fabrics 9018 

fabric. influence of fiber, fabric oo on drying 
time and moisture absorption 

filters, nitrogen = pressure swing adsorbents. 
influence os adsorbent properties and operating 
conditions 600 

filters, polystyrenic pressure swing adsorbents. 
potential for flue gas desulfurization 601 

flow porosity, paper. analysis of flow porosity in 
fibrous media 8121 

gas adsorption, homogeneous and heterogeneous 
solids. predictions pro | two dimensional 
equations of state 545 

graphite powder. dispersion veg b water 
increased by direct fluorination 8 

hydrogen sulfide, flue gas scrubbers. adsorption by 
aqueous 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propano! 1456 

inorganic ion exchangers. effect of solid phase 
hydration on selectivity of alkali metal ions 3018 
3850 4688 

isotherms, sorption. anthraquinone disperse dyes on 
nylon 6 in water 1054 

lactoferrin from cow’s milk adsorbed by partially 
= chitosan beads in affinity chromatography 

light absorption properties of azoic, quinonoid, and 
metal complex dyes 4280 

lysozyme. carboxylated chitosan particles adsorb 
lysozyme from waste effluent 5434 

nonwoven cotton fabrics. tensile strength, sorption 
properties 5771 

oil. kinetics of oil absorption into cotton-phenolic 
composite materials 1782 

oil. kinetics of oil absorption into cotton/phenolic 
composite materials 5013 

phase behavior of polyvinyl chloride blends 
containing acrylic graft copolymers 556 

polyaminated chitosan particles adsorb hydrochloric 
acid from waste effluent 5433 6145 

polyethyleneimine immobilization on cellulose fibers, 
selective removal of endotoxin from protein 
solutions 7907 

pressure swing adsorption. concentration and 
recovery of carbon dioxide from flue gas 1454 

relationship of textile absorbency to conductivity and 
printability in pigment printing 1064 
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sericin, acrylic acid. polymer exhibits significant 
capacity to absorb water 32 

spin finishes, related liquids. wicking by continuous 
filament yarns 1692 

sulfur dioxide, flue gas. concentration and recovery 
of sulfur dioxide by rollup chromatographic 
separation 1460 ; 

superabsorbent acrylic polymers continue to gain 
market share over ip in nonwovens 8757 

thermostable manmade fibers. sorption properties 
affected by sample preparation methods 781 

UV absorbers retard photochemical radation in 
polyester fabrics used in automotive interiors 5882 

Vion AN-1 chemisorbing fiber. sorption of 
capolymerized acrylonitrile and 
2-methyl-5-vinylpyridine 755 

Vion chemiso fibers used in air, water filters. 
properties 7103 

Vion KN-1 chemisorptive fiber. sorption of copper 
under static, dynamic conditions 6336 

water soluble chelating and microporous 
hallow fiber membrane adsorb metals from waste 
effluent 5436 6144 

water vapor by chemisorptive fibers. three parameter 
equation expresses mechanism 6337 

water vapor —~- new, rapid method to 
measure 1378 

water. effect of ore agents on sorption of 
catton terry towels 29 

water. preparation of lightly carboxymethylated 
a fabrics with enhanced water absorbency 

wetting properties and water absorbency for 
caliulosic and polyester 8419 

wool fibers. sorption behavior of water vapor on 
untreated wool, descaled wool fibers 7065 

wool, polyester sliver printed with continuous, 
multicolor system. optimizing dye absorption 5866 

Spandex core yarns, see CORE YARNS. 

SPANDEX FIBERS (see also other he . such as 
ANIDEX FIBERS, ELASTIC YARNS) 

Du Pont institutes Lycra 10 award for knitting 
campanies to encourage innovation, quality in 
Lycra manufacture 7141 

Du Pont’s cost reduction efforts improve profitability 
of its fiber divisions 3923 

Du Pont’s earnings increase for first 1994 quarter. 
Lycra spandex, nylon lead improvement 3921 

Du Pont, China Worldbest Development Corporation 
plan joint venture to manufacture Lycra spandex in 
China 2456 

Globe Manufacturing adds new $30 million 
production facility in Tuscaloosa, Alabama 708 

Globe Manufacturing opens $40 million spandex 
manufacturing plant in Tuscaloosa, Alabama 7028 

Globe Manufacturing opens new $40 million 
spandex manufactu’ing facility in Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama 7027 

hosiery. + spandex in every row of Individual 
hasiery from Wolford of Australia 5280 

industry. competition between leading worldwide 
spandex producers intensifies 8734 

Lycra spandex. history of Du Pont fiber a 
Semeves as a rubber substitute in the 1930s 

Lycra, Hytre’. Du Pont completes pilot production of 
ta main raw material for its spandex fibers 

Lycra. stretchable fiber a breakthrough for hosiery, 
swimwear, diapers, and home furnishings. 
historical review 1322 
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SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS (see also other 
, such as APPAREL, FLAMMABILITY, 

HOME FURNISHINGS, INFORMATION, 
LEGISLATION, WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT, 
WATER) 

air pollution, asbestos, building demolition. 
evaluation of procedures to prevent downwind 
asbestos concentrations 2213 

Aircrew Eye/Respiratory pressurized flight suits, 
helmets. 16 hour extended wear tests of 7565 

Americans with Disabilities Act. acceptable surface 
rca for “wheelchair accessible" routes 

apparel Ys a aera development of quality 
—_— inspection, laboratory testing programs 

apparel sizes. comparison of New European, 
International Organization for Standardization 
marking systems 3574 

apparel sizes. manufacturers produce fewer sizes to 
save money but end up limiting consumer choice 

apparel sizing. differences in sizing systems between 
countries. new ISO sizing standards 2762 

asbestos. OSHA to reduce permissible exposure 
limit, issue new workplace safety regulations 7696 

athletic equipment. task force develops test standard 
to reduce risk of cervical spine injuries 4692 

bed linens, flammability. AITA and Montefibre 
analysis of fire risks for the creation of Italian and 
EU standards 1344 

Bloodborne Pathogens Health Standard (OSHA). 
effect on laundry employees handling hospital 
linens 4684 

Bloodborne Pathogens Standard (OSHA). laundry 
rsonnel in hospital must treat soiled linen as 

infectious 3830 
body measurements. MIDAScan, MIDABase 
automatic measuring devices for human body 
morphology 9306 

breaking strength, very high strength ropes. 
— terminations facilitate tensile testing 

British Rail develops line of work clothing that 
conforms to standards 3661 

BS5750. not generally implemented by apparel 
industry in United Kingdom 559 
— installation. review of industry's Ten Point 

an for Installation Excellence 7619 
chemical purity. Terabit line from Ashland features 

impurities of 100 parts per trillion 1796 
chemical storage tanks, aboveground. testing, 
monitoring, maintenance to reduce environmental 
damage 2242 
= Week's Third Annual ISO 9000 Directory 

chlorinated chemicals. Canadian government 
implements comprehensive regulatory system 
controlling use 9391 

CIM. ATMI proposes standardization of United 
States CIM specifications 7649 

color matching, light booths. ColorView series from 
Tailored = for calibrating to simulated 
sunlight 4577 

color matching. consistency of dyed fabric not 
——e the demands of apparel manufacturers 

compendium of conformity assessment documents 
for ISO and IEC standards (Book) 2964 

composites, fiber reinforced. review of test 
specifications for aerospace composites (Conf. 
Paper) 8546 
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computer systems. Open Systems necessary to 
improve compatibility across geographical and 
company lines 1434 

consumer safety, textiles. Oeko-Tex Standard 100 
— label used in 12 European countries 

cotton blends. SITRA proposes measure for 
describing uniformity of cotton blends 8753 

cotton fiber testing. different stickiness properties of 
sugars found in insect honeydews 5547 

Croatia. analysis of market, technological status. 
need for standardization, certification 2258 

Croatia. documentation used in standardization 2259 
CTC’s — and Benchmarking Club to set 
standards for fusing and pressing operations 2774 

drycleaning, standards for maxiumum allowable 
= review of performance specifications 

drycleaning. United Kingdom Fabric Care Research 
Association encourages drycleaners to raise 
finishing standards 8418 

dust wastes, cement kiln incinerators. Environmental 
— Agency evaluates potential hazard of 

eco-labeling. European Commission discusses 
acceptance criteria based on the life cycle of 
textile products 1482 

eco-labeling. recent history of standards in the 
European Union and the United States 9393 

Eco-Tex Standard 100. Thor Chemie’s Quecodur SLF 
Conc. very low level of formaldehyde for 
compliance 280 

effluent regulations. 1987 Organic Chemicals, 
Plastics, and Synthetic Fibers Effluent Guideline 
Limitations 4686 

effluent regulations. Organic Chemicals, Plastics, 
and Synthetic Fibers Effluent Guideline Limitations 
[1987] 6141 

environment. International Organization for 
Standardization challenges European Union 
Management and Audit Scheme 2990 

environmentally friendly cotton. review of Texas 
state regulations for quality certification 7050 

European safety standards for textile machinery. EC 
machinery directive 616 

Extended Cold Weather Clothing Ensemble. electric 
heating elements enhance thermal protective 
capability 7566 

fire detectors. sensitivity, response times of fire 
detectors under controlled conditions 9424 

fire safety, Japan. concept, framework of 
performance based fire safety design system for 
buildings 9425 

flameproofing agents. American Dyestuff Reporter 
Flame Retardants Buyer’s Guide 1844 

flammability of textiles, particularly fume toxicity. 
importance of international standards 3027 

flammability. review of flammability tests currently in 
use throughout United States 695 

formaidehyde treatment. low formaldehyde finishing 
according to Eco-Tex Standard 100 7415 

formaldehyde. levels in current durable press 
treatments still cause for concern 5441 

fusing. Association of Suppliers to the British 
Clothing Industry proposes code to prevent fusing 
problems 6656 

geotextile seams. strong seams critical to long term 
durability. testing, specifying seam strength 2135 

geotextiles, erosion control. experts think Mullen 
roe test method ASTM D 3786 inappropriate 

geotextiles. minimum average roll value. developing 
—_ a definition of design specifications 
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healthcare, medical garment specifications against 
bloodborne pathogens 9254 

helmets. ASTM Subcommittee on Headgear 
establishes standards for protective helmets 2070 

helmets. correlation of HGU-56/P aircrew helmets 
with anthropometric measurements 2069 

hosiery, men’s socks. impact of sock types on 
blister injury within Marine Corps 205 

indoor air quality. building owners, managers taking 
= steps to mitigate air quality problems 

indoor air quality. United States government 
agencies examine emissions from household 
carpets 9426 

industrial health and safety. review of new OSHA 
standards for personal protective equipment 8628 

industrial health and safety. United States textile 
industry slow to adopt 1990 OSHA ergonomics 
guidelines 4671 

industrial safety violations. Occupational Safety & 
Health Administration fines Rhone-Poulenc $1.6 
million 3007 

interlining stability during drycleaning. review o 
AS Code of Practice standards 5215 

ISO 9000 certification. Du Pont’s guide to achieving 
certification 4615 

ISO 9000 quality certification. examples of quality 
problems encountered by dyeing and finishing 
firms 3396 ii 

ISO 9000 quality management documentation. 
procedures, instructions, forms, and records 6871 

ISO 9000. case history of achieving we oem + I 
Faithful Limited, work clothing manufacturer 8 

ISO 9000. Chemical Week’s ISO 9000 International 
_— of registrations for the chemical industry 

ISO 9000. overview. costs, benefits, training, 
preparation, implementation, audits 2962 

ISO 9000. United States manufacturers must 
become familiar with registration process to remain 
competitive in EC 563 

ISO 9001 registration. team approach results in 
registration in less than one year 4617 

ISO 9002. costs of implementing ISO programs more 
= offset by enhancements in quality control 

laundering rental garments for food service industry. 
recommendations for maintaining hygienic 
standards 9211 

laundering, hospital linens. recommendations for 
cost management, infection control, quality 
assurance 7529 

lubricants, textile machinery. BTRA/OC seminar 
recommends quality control standards 6882 

Malcolm Baldridge Award and ISO 9000 
requirements compared and contrasted 564 

men’s lounge jackets, blouson jackets. review of 
— specifications, construction techniques 

methylene chloride exposure. permissible leveis 
reexamined by Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration 3834 

National Institute of Standards examines integration 
of computerized operations and designs model for 
future 530 

nonwoven fabric testing. NDA Standard Test 
Methods Manual, 1993 Edition (Book) 4574 

nuclear biological chemical protective clothing. 
a of endurance training on heat tolerance 

OSHA inspections. overview, case histories 2225 
OSHA regulations. benefits, problems, current 

status, proposals from government 2226 
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OSHA safety violations. results from 1993 survey of 
industrial ey plants and linen supply 
companies 466 

perchioroethylene emissions. TIF Leak Detector 
vr pe accurate monitoring during drycleaning 

pollution, consumer health and safety. National 
Academy of Sciences suggests EP change risk 
assessment methodology 2222 

pressure suit gloves. standardized test methodology 
for analyzing mechanical performance 7613 

pressurized protective suits. rapid and accurate 
a for conducting inflation, volume, leak tests 
7614 

protective apparel in European Community. product 
certification, marketing 130 

protective clothing. heat tolerance of shipboard 
70 control personnel wearing firefighting gear 

Ce Somes standards. European textile 
fi must adopt to remain 
—— ive 619 ng 

qua a control. certification, accreditation, 
co mg on ge many mene throng «Gad — 

quality. Sandler plant produces hi therma 
oo nonwovens that meet ISO Standard 9001 

shri testing. new Wascator FOM71MP-LAB 
Nelndorine machine conforms to ISO, BSI, and 
1EC-IWS standards 3739 

si bed ja rd knitting machinery. single 
wander ecline types 925 

solvents. en of common 
i 386 

reical dr from Repak. FDA surgi apes, gowns from Repak. cites 
company for Good Manufacturing Practice 
violations 1476 

Teflon coated and Pyrovatex treated home 
furnishings fabrics meet flame retardant 
specifications end standards 1841 

Tencel. Courtaulds initiates certification program for 
Tencel fabrics 7863 

tents. manmade fabrics used in tents frequently fail 
current flame resistance tests 3026 

testing ensures product quality, but selecting tests is 
complex 2909 

textile chemicals, chemical manufacturing plants. 
EPA issues new valve emission regulations 8632 

textile rental industry. ISO 9000 standards can be 
useful for industry companies 7664 

textile testing. accreditation of textile testi 
laboratories in Canada, United States 45 

Total Quality Management. using ISO 9000 quality 
standards as a quality tool 4616 

ultraviolet radiation. researchers develop standards 
for UV transmission through apparel fabrics 6828 

United States Marine Corps modular sleeping bags. 
thermal protective capability, -30 degrees 
Fahrenheit 7567 

wastewater regulations. when dumping wastes in 
sink, ey oe must comply with 
regulations 77 

water repellency testing. standards and 
recommended test procedures 3741 

water, wastewater. standard methods of 
examination (Book) 3003 — 

wool testing. CSIRO Sirolan-Laserscan scanner 
formally adopted by International Wool Textile 
Organization 1369 

wool. Australian industry to promote quality 
management standards and quality assurance 
labels 4765 
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wool. purchase specifications based on objective 
—_—- improve quality of wool products 

work clothing. Carrington Viyella provides fabrics 
that fully conform to BS 5750 and ISO 9002 
standards 3267 

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS (see also other he such 
as COLOR MATCHING, COLOR MEASU ENT, 
FABRIC TESTING, FIBER TESTING, ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY, DYES AND DYEING ASSISTANTS, 
IDENTIFICATION, RADIOACTIVE TRACERS, 
TEXTILE NUCLEONICS, X-RAY) 

anthraquinone dyeing, polyester. absorption 
spectroscopy, hydrogen bonding between dyes 
and fibers 8168 

carbon 13 nuclear magnetic resonance, 
poly(n-vinylpyrrolidone)/copper (Il) complex in 
aqueous solution 4839 

carpet abrasion. computer imaging method involves 
= correlation coefficient of power spectra 

cellulose polymorphs. carbon-13 nuclear magnetic 
=. wide angle x-ray spectroscopic studies 

cellulose polymorphs. CP/MAS carbon-13 nuclear 
magnetic resonance, wide angle x-ray 
spectroscopic studies 3134 

color inspection with Macbeth and Datacolor 
compact spectrophotometers 9301 

color measurement, draped fabric. psychological 
effect of light on perceived surface color 508 

color measurement. Color-Eye 2145 
spectrophotometer, Optiview quality control 
software integrated by Macbeth 505 

color reflectance curves as color matching tool. 
factors influencing color perception 7606 

cotton spectroscopy. vis/NIR instrument produces 
more precise cotton spectra 7588 

diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform 
spectroscopy, dye identification (Abstract) 5350 

disperse dyeing of polyester. effects of auxiliaries on 
compatibility of dyes assessed by color 
coordinates 1037 

durable press on cotton fabrics. effect of pH on 
nonformaldehyde finishing studied with FTIR 1835 

dyes. quantitative molecular orbital methods used to 
calculate visible spectra 5353 

ESCA spectroscopy. polyester films. surface free 
energy components determined by ESCA 
spectroscopy measurements 64 

Fourier Transform Raman spectroscopy used to 
measure wool fibers treated with hydrogen 
peroxide 6152 

infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy for 
— of ancient textile objects (Abstract) 

infrared spectroscopy of grafting sites of vinyl 
monomers on nylon fibers 78 

Macbeth interfaces Optiview computerized color 
quality control with ColorChecker 545 
spectrophotometer 4578 

metal content of various cottons measured with 
atomic absorption spectroscopy 3120 

metal ligand complexes based on trivalent cationic 
Sc, Y, La, chromotropic acid ligand 8185 

Minolta’s new CM-508i laboratory color 
spectrophotometer features a line interference 
spectral filter chip 6064 

naphthalamide derivatives. spectroscopic analysis of 
ae cellulose acetate dyed with fluorescent dyes 
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NIR analysis of raw materials, online testing, 
laboratory quality control in nonwovens 
manufacture 501 

NMR spectroscopy of spider dragline silk indicates 
= of polyalanine component (Conf. Paper). 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 
distribution of ethylene oxide oligomers in anionic 
surfactants 2933 3397 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 
distribution of ethylene oxide oligomers in anionic 
surfactants 4226 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. overview 
of development (Abstract) 6837 

nuclear magnetic resonance. fluoropolymers 
characterized by H-F-C triple resonance NMR 
spectroscopy (Abstract) 7615 

paper. deformation mechanism of poorly formed 
paper measured with infrared thermography 9010 

pentachlorophenol, polychlorinated biphenyls, 
benzidine analysis 8554 

phosphoroscope with high speed analog to digital 
converter 5355 

poly(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl methacrylate). carbon-13 
nuclear magnetic resonance characterization 8793 

polyaniline. absorption spectra of thermally aged 
films as a function of increasing temperature 8986 

polycarboxylic acids, cotton fabrics. quantitative 
determination by near infrared spectroscopy 9080 

polychromatic dyeing. quantitative multicomponent 
nae, analysis optimizes dyebath recipes 

polymerization monitoring of styrene and methyl 
methacrylate by UV and fluorescent 
spectroscopies (Conf. Paper) 3728 

proton nuclear magnetic resonance, amide side chain 
of polyacrylamide in aqueous solution 4844 

Raman spectroscopic measurements of wax content 
of raw wool 9279 

reactive dyes. structural characterization by 
secondary ion mass spectrometry, tandem mass 
spectrometry 1823 

solution spectrophotometry, dye identification 
(Abstract) 5351 

spectrophotometers, color measurement. Dataline 
from Datacolor International 2150 4580 

spectrophotometers, color measurement. portable 
Microflash 200D from Datacolor International 511 

spectrophotometers. UltraScan XE from HunterLab 
performs specular included/excluded 
measurements 2149 

spectrophotometric analysis. diffuse, total 
hemispherical reflectances of polymer fibers 
(Abstract) 7108 

sun protection. EMPA develops spectrophotometric 
method to evaluate textile capacity to protect from 
sun 8529 

surface analysis by X-Ray photoelectron static 
secondary ion mass spectroscopy 8531 

surface enhanced raman scattering, phenanthroline 
and its derivatives 5452 5819 

surface friction, woven fabric. spectral analysis of 
stick-slip motion of dynamic friction 5794 

thermally stimulated current. miscibility study of 
polyvinyl chloride/polyethylene methyl 
methacrylate blends 73 

thermally stimulated current. miscibility study of 
polyvinyl chloride/polyethylenemethy!l methacrylate 
blends 802 

ultraviolet. spectral characteristics of phenyl 
isopropenyl ketone, performance as positive 
ultraviolet resist 42 
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ultraviolet. spectral characteristics of 
phenylisopropenylketone, performance as positive 
ultraviolet resists 760 

viscose yarn. solvent extraction, IR spectral 
subtraction characterize extent of chemical 
contamination 9281 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic analysis of buffed 
polyimide film 8104 ; 

Spin dyeing, see DYEING PROCESSES, PIGMENTED 
FORE EXTRUSION. 

Spin finishes, see ANTISTATIC AGENTS, CHEMICAL 
AIDS TO PROCESSING, FINISHES. 

SPINDLES (see also other he: , such as 
BALLOONS, CRIMPING MACHINERY) 

Allma Saurer. ESP series. hollow spindles. fancy 
spinning and twisting 7187 

Barmag’s line of twisting machines with double twist 
spindles 5643 

Barmag’s Model 3013. three stretching zones 6380 
conical spindle disc, two-for-one twisting machinery. 
ry estimates yarn tension during operation 

drives. apron grensne of individually motorized spindle 
drives with conventional drives 5638 

Hartha’s high performance spindles offer several 
advantages over conventional spindles 4874 | 

hollow spindle unit. plain and boucle yarns 6363 
Jingwei’s JW-E1200 series of spindles for ring 
spinning frames 4047 

Schlafhorst. Cl Box monitors spindle status 7653 
Zinser. Cowemat. gripping system 7170 

Spinnerets, see MANMADE FIBER EXTRUSION. 

SPINNING (see also other . such as 
BALLOONS, COTTON SYS PROCESSING, 
CREELS, DRAFTING, DRAWING, FLAX SYSTEM 
PROCESSING, FRICTION, RINGS AND 
TRAVELERS, SPINNING--OPEN END, TOW 
PROCESSING, TWIST, UNIFORMITY, WASTE, 
WOOLEN SYSTEM PROCESSING, WORSTED. 
4} 1s PROCESSING, YARN MANUFACTURING, 

acrylic blends. experiment studies conventional ring 
spinning of acrylic blended yarns to develop 
woven fabrics 90 

air jet polyester/cotton yarn. effect of 25 different 
machine variables on structural properties 862 

air jet spun viscose yarn. effects of different 
spinning parameters on yarn properties 119 

Australia. labor costs improve slightly over past two 
years 4714 ‘ 

AYSA president Richard Monk interviewed regarding 
industry trends 7148 

Ban-oil process eliminates need for oiling rings and 
travelers 7172 

capacity and shipments. worldwide trends for ring, 
open end spinning machines 7174 

CIS systems provide data and central control for 
preparation, ring spinning, winding, and rotor 
spinning operations 92 

comparison of ring, rotor, air jet spun yarns. 
structural, mechanical, physical properties 1677 

computer integrated manufacturing at Kondo 
spinning mill in Japan 814 

core wrap yarn with polyester core and cotton wrap 
produced on modified ring spinning system 3252 
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cots and aprons produced by Precitex Rubber 
industries. and product 
characteristics 2431 

cotton. effect of shrinkage on yarn properties of ring 
spun yarns 7194 

cotton. spinning superfine cotton yarns on 
ringframes requires optimized raw materials, 
machines, conditions 7967 

De Reiners/Furst Dia-Dur coatings for high speed ring 
spinning machinery 6361 

Dia-Dur rings and travelers for high 
performance spinning 1676 
—— machine for silk. the computer controlled 
DB- 500 842 

DREF ring spinning. sliver feed and flyer feed 
versions. ——_ov of DREF ring spinning 
t 

Enctrodon TAC, TAB systems for automatically 
conveying roving bobbins between speed frame, 
ring spinning frame 8834 

energy consumption in Indian spinning mill. 
strategies to reduce consumption 4622 

Yarrow Spinners has strong growth 
ya of increase in demand for carpet yarns 

fabric defects caused by yarn irregularities from 
suboptimal spinning conditions 7968 

flax. overview of spinning flax with ring, rotor 
systems 7961 

friction spun viscose yarns. influence of production 
speed on tenacity and structure 5659 

gara-bo spinning. changes in yarn count, twist level 
caused by rotation and vertical action of the 
— ibe 93 * 

gara-bo spinning. changes in yarn count, yarn twist 
level caused by stuffer tube movement 843 

Grampian Yarns woolen — company 
; ee in ~—_ ot 7 < wee 

‘ormance ng in European industry. 
nstallation of Rieter’s Orbit system 4969 

history, Egypt. illustration in Egyptian tomb yields 
= meaning of the giyph “dar” (Abstract) 

India. exporting companies will have to i to 
meet the demands of foreign buyers 241 

instabilities and yarn balloon geometry during ring 
spinning machines (Conf. Paper) 6358 

labor costs surveyed in 58 countries during summer 
1993 for spinning, weaving mills 2157 

labor costs. Japan ranks first ($23.65), United 
States ranks 15th ($11.61) 1411 

Lancashire spi industry, 1945-1960. 
re-equipment with ring spindles as survival 
eg 78 

Litton Mills in Manila uses Cotton Incorporated’s EFS 
MILLNet software to control quality 7966 

lubricants, wool yarn. Spintek H low addition wool 
re for antistatic carding and spinning 1662 

maintenance. improved mechanical condition of 
various machine parts reduces thin places, thick 
places, neps 5620 

measurement and analysis of ring spinning 
rocesses with a computer aided system 1678 

microfibers. effect on rotor, air jet, and ring spinning 
equipment. process adjustments 4870 

monitoring for product improvement. research 
— in use of continuously monitored data 

—_ phenomenon in high speed yarn transport 

online analysis of yarn tension variation and 
evenness during ring spinning (Conf. Paper) 6362 
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OTEMAS 1993. overview of exhibition 7673 
plain and boucle yarns. influence of production 
speeds on yarn properties 6363 

polyester yarns and polyester/viscose blends. 
—— or increasing spinning speeds 

polyester/viscose blends. factors affecting long thin, 
thick places 7970 

process control. Schlafhorst’s Central Informator 
— is now compatible with Microsoft Windows 

process control. Schlafhorst’s Central Informator 
system, review 7653 
ey of spinning mills in India by the year 
2000 will be significantly higher 241 

quality control in the Turkish cotton spinning 
industry. cotton fiber testing and online quality 
control (Conf. Paper) 8811 

Quick Response techniques. international survey to 
focus on weaving, spinning industries 6094 

Rieter. company coordinates its technology 
development to meet needs of fabric, apparel 
manufacturers 79 

RSO provides service network and technical support 
to Rieter’s customers in Far East 529 

Russia. cotton yarn production levels 75 percent 
lower than during 1990-1991 omer ge | _— 823 

Shiloh Spinners instalis JS Humidifiers’ JS2000 
atomizing nozzle humidification system 7677 

short staple spinning of polyester yarn. optimization 
of feedstock, operations (Book) 4871 

SKF components for ring spinning machines and 
bearings for rotor spinning and other textile 
machines 4043 

speed control system changes ring spinning speed 
based on frequency of yarn breaks 4044 

spinning in the year 2000. global competition based 
on modern technology, process control, TQM 
systems 2430 

spinning mills. design and construction, planning for 
maximum production, yield, quality 817 

Swiss mills automate based on objective of reducing 
labor costs 7167 

technological developments, recent. overview of 
cotton fiber testing, cotton, worsted system 
processing 6364 

technology review. comparison of ring. spinning to 
rotor, air jet, and friction spinning 6365 

technology review. comparisons of ring, rotor, 
direct, air jet, PlyfiL, ParafiL spinning 6366 

throstie spun silk/raw silk core spun yarn. yarn 
appearance 118 

twist distribution in yarn during air jet spinning 8836 
United co massive reinvestment in machinery 
during 1980s generates rebirth of spinning 
industry 5615 

United States. increased raw material costs will 
= 1994 from becoming a banner sales year 

Vietnam. explosive growth in cotton spinning and 
weaving capacity attributed to cheap labor 687 

winding during ring a nonlinear phenomena 
in high speed winding 6367 

wool. usefulness of Suessen’s Plyfil process for high 
speed spinning of wool 4045 

yarn market overview focuses on cotton spinning. 
high prices for raw cotton have not yet affected 
orders 5624 

SPINNING--OPEN END 
acrylic and cotton blends. optimal parameters at high 
speeds 7177 

air jet spinning of cotton yarns. modifying jet design 
to improve yarn tenacity 94 
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capacity and shipments. worldwide trends for open 
end spinning machines 7174 

CIS systems provide data and central control for 
preparation, ring spinning, winding, and rotor 
spinning operations 92 

Coro-Lin. results of Schlafhorst linen spinning trials 
from card sliver to drawframe sliver 7175 

cotton yarns. carded, combed pima, upland, 
California cotton yarns. spinning limits at varying 
rotor speeds 7169 

cotton. effect of shrinkage on yarn properties of 
rotor spun yarns 7194 

cotton. total engineering of combed cotton rotor 
spun yarns, fabrics 6 

decreasing yarn twist of open end spun yarns by 
imparting false twist with a newly designed yarn 
guide 3254 

direct spinning from sliver can improve efficiency 
without sacrificing quality 2432 

Elitex Usti nad Orlici BDA 20 open end rotor spinning 
machine 6368 

Franzoni Filati. overview of operations. production of 
low twist Ne 30 cotton yarn 5635 

friction spinning. influence of delivery rate, friction 
roller speed on yarn properties 4872 

India. exporting companies will have to a to 
meet the demands of foreign buyers 241 

manmade fiber yarns. high rotor speeds permit low 
cost manufacturing of fine yarns 4873 

mathematical model describes motion of actual 
fibers on the slide wall of the rotor 95 

Murata’s 802-H air jet ——y machine for spinning 
synthetic and cotton fibers 7176 

optimization of rotor spinning. factors that influence 
quality of rotor spun yarns 7178 

quality control in the Turkish cotton spinning 
industry. cotton fiber testing and online quality 
control (Conf. Paper) 8811 

Ricofil combed rotor spun yarns from Rieter. 
— with carded, carded/combed yarns 

Rieter. company coordinates its technology 
development to meet needs of fabric, apparel 
manufacturers 79 

RSO provides service network and technical support 
to Rieter’s customers in Far East 529 

Sliver Machine. elimination of cards and drawframes. 
advances in spinning automation 7964 

Sonoco —— tubes. Sonoco expands production 
of spinning tubes for open end spun yarn 4028 

speed. effect of rotor, opening roller speeds on 
configuration of fiber in yarn 5636 

technology review. comparison of —_ spinning to 
rotor, air jet, and friction spinning 6365 

technology review. comparisons of ring, rotor, 
direct, air jet, PlyfiL, Parafil spinning 6366 

SPINNING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as AUTOMATION, BALLOONS, BOBBINS, 
CLEANING OF MACHINERY, COTTON SYSTEM 
MACHINERY, CREELS, DRAFTING MACHINERY, 
DRAFTING ROLLS, DRAWING MACHINERY, 
MONITORING SYSTEMS, RINGS AND 
TRAVELERS, SPINDLES, SPINNING MACHINERY-- 
OPEN END, TOW PROCESSING, UNIFORMITY, 
WASTE--FIBROUS, WOOLEN SYSTEM 
MACHINERY, WORSTED SYSTEM MACHINERY, 
YARN MANUFACTURING, YARNS) 
— Trutzschler has become a leading supplier 

Amsier-IRO machinery for manufacturing fancy and 
standard yarns 2440 

auxiliary equipment, wax rollers for spinning 
a - review of Reseda Binder company 

auxiliary equipment. Truetzschier’s BRE 1 electronic 
oo device for high speed spinning machines 

Bigagli’s Robospin model B6 self acting mules, ring 
spinning machines 7972 

compact spinning, plied yarns. PLYfil spinning 
system offers dramatic improvements in strength, 
quality 8838 

core-wrap yarn production on modified ring spinning 
machine. yarn, fabric properties 7181 

DREF mock plying system for economical production 
of imitation plied yarns 717 

drives. comparison of individually motorized spindle 
drives with conventional drives 563 

ESP series of multiprocessor controlled, hollow 
spindle spinning machines from Allma Saurer 7187 

Fehrer AG. history of company and important | 
inventions by Dr. Ernst Fehrer 6841 ¢ 

Fiomax series of ring spinning machines. Fiomax . 
1000 for cotton, Fiomax 2 for wool 4046 

hand operated spinning machine as component of 
rural yarn and fabric production scheme 7182 

Hartha’s high performance spindles offer several 
advantages over conventional spindles 4874 | 

high performance spinning technology can help keep 
textile manufacturers from relocating to Eastern 
Far Eastern countries 2433 

Jingwei’s Models FA514, FA516, FA518, and 
FB501A ring spinning machines and JW-E1200 
series spindles 4047 F 

Loepfe electronic equipment for online monitoring 
= — control of spinning and weaving 

Marzoli installs three automated spinning mills in the 
United States 8808 

Murata displays a variety of machines at 1993 
OTEMAS 3246 

Murata’s 802H MJS spinning system for spinning 
polyester microfibers 4048 

Officine Gaudino’s FPT/260 Superspinner for 
worsted yarn 96. 

operations research. computer aided measuring 
techniques analyze operation of ring spinning 
machines 5639 ; 

ORBIT ring and traveler system from Rieter increases 
productivity by 15 percent 3247 

ORBIT ring and traveler system from Rieter. review 
of operations at four spinning mills 404 

Parkdale Mills investing $60 million to upgrade 
spinning machines at nine of its plants 4854 

Rieter CANlink and CUBican systems enhance 
material flow in spinning mills 91 

Rieter G 5/2 ring spinning machine with Rieter and 
Zellweger Uster Ringdata 4R process control 
device 4875 
— opens sales office in Bangkok, Thailand 

Rieter machinery is ideally suited to the production 
of blended yarns 85 

Rieter Spinning Systems Division. overview of 
products, particularly new developments 80 

Rieter’s G 30 high performance ring spinning 
machine. specifications 7180 

Rieter’s G-30 ring spinning machine features rapid 
doffing process times 1679 4051 

Rieter’s G30 high performance ring spinni 
features Ri-Q-Draft, ROBOdoff systems 9 

Rieter’s G30 spinning machine, enhancements for 
productivity and flexibility 98 

machine 



Rieter’s Hi.Per.Spin ring spinning lines provide 
opportunity for Europe to compete more effectively 

Rieter. during first 7 months of 1994, Rieter posts 7 
percent gain in sales 7952 

Rieter. during first seven months of 1994, Rieter 
posts 7 Per Spi gain in sales 7953 

Rieters Hi-Per- ring spinning — increases 
spinning flexibility and speed 1675 
— traveler wear reduced by thin nickel coating 

ring diameter, productivity. optimal selection of 
spinning ring diameter 635 

ring spinning machine geometry and quality of yarns 
produced on high speed ring spinning machines 

ring spinning machines, auxiliary equipment from 
ter, Pujol, BMS-Gebr Bahmer Maschinenbau 

ring spinning. design for improved productivity and 
reduced operating costs 846 

Rotorspun Platt Sacciowell spinning machine. effect 
of cotton fiber parameters on performance of 
opening roll 834 1667 

RX200 series of ring spinning frames from Toyoda 
Automatic Loom Works on display at OTEMAS 
1993 exhibition 6369 

Ss. Gpeu. profile of leading manufacturer of 
self-acting mule frames 5645 

Saurer Textile Group. integrated spinning systems on 
display at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 637 

Saurer to exhibit Schiafhorst and Zinser spinning 
- nt at fifth OTEMAS 2205 

Schiafhorst, Zinser. profile of joint ventures with 
Shanghai Erfangji any Limited 8809 

Shanghai No. 2 Textile Machinery Plant is now the 
oy textile machinery manufacturer in China 

SKF components and bearings for spinning machines 
and speed frames 1657 

SKF product line includes components for ring 
spinners, bearings for rotor spinners 99 

Snake Shuttle system links roving machines and 
spinning machines 844 ; 

Snake/Shuttle automatic management system for 
roving frames. representative layout for 21,000 
spindles 48 

Spindelfabrik Suessen’s Fiomax 2000 worsted ring 
spinning machine 8837 

statistical data. worldwide installed capacity, 
1972-1992 period 818 

Suessen s ae Speen to be exhibited at fifth 
OTEMAS. product review 1680 

Suessen’s ring spinning machines for short, long 
staple spinning, Watch Dog roving stop for 
worsted spinning 7973 

Suessen’s RingCan 1000 features improved sliver 
spinning function, displayed at 1993 OTEMAS 
1681 4052 

Sussen’s RingCan 1000 ring spinning machine has 
optimized system for spinning sliver 7173 

tandem air jet, friction spinning system produces 
polyester staple core cotton wrap yarn 1669 

tension measuring system Unitens can detect an 
array of malfunctions 3730 

textile machinery market. shipments in 1993 
decrease (Trade Lit.) 6884 

throstle spinning. structure of silk and polyester core 
yarns produced on a throstle spinning frame 8839 

throstle spinning. structure of silk and polyester 
ey produced on a throstle spinning frame 6372 

Truetzschler director discusses current business 
environment and trends 6342 
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Trutzschler. profile of joint venture with Zhengzhou 
Textile Machinery Plant 8810 

SPINNING MACHINERY--OPEN END 
air jet spinning. review of equipment innovations 
— facilitated increases in spinning speed 

auxiliary equipment. Heberlein’s HFP 11 electronic 
= regulator for open end spinning machines 

BD 200 range of rotor spinning machines for 
production of cotton and manmade yarns. machine 
design 7975 

direct spinning from sliver can improve efficiency 
without sacrificing quality 2432 

DREF 2/94. third generation DREF friction spinning 
machine from Textilmaschinenfabrik Fehrer 7184 

DREF 2/94. third generation friction spinning 
machine from Fehrer 5640 

Elitex’s BD 2000 D1 manually operated open end 
spinning machine 7185 

Murata gi a variety of machines at 1993 
OTEMAS 3246 

Murata’s MJS 802H air jet spinning machine 
achieves production speeds of up to 300 meters 
per minute 1682 

nozzies. effect of draw-off nozzle type on properties 
of polyester/viscose rotor spun yarns 324 

Rieter machinery is ideally suited to the production 
of blended yarns 85 

Rieter’s new R 1 rotor spinning machine. 
specifications 7976 

Rieter’s R1 rotor spinning machine incorporates 
Ri-Q-Box, Syncro Top, REDIPAC, and CUBican 
systems 1 

Rieter’s RU14A high speed rotor ve machine 
for cotton and manmade fibers 7186 

rotor spinning of fine counts. technical 
considerations 4053 i 

sales for rotor spinning equipment is strong. leading 
manufacturers report recent sales 6373 

Savio, manufacturer of open end spinning machines. 
recent financial performance and business 
activities 6343 

Schliafhorst Spinning System’s Autocoro 288 is 96 
— automatic rotor spinning, winding machine 

Schliafhorst’s Autocoro 288 DD open end rotor 
spinning machine produces cross wound packages 
for twisting 8840 

Schiafhorst’s Autocoro. increases in opening roller 
speed do not affect cotton yarn quality 5641 

statistical data. worldwide installed capacity, 
1972-1992 period 818 

textile machinery market. shipments in 1993 
decrease (Trade Lit.) 6884 

Splicing, see KNOTS AND KNOTTING. 

SPLIT FIBERS/SLIT FILMS 
polypropylene. Seydel’s pe 870 PB stretch 
— on display at MAS 1993 exhibition 

rewind slitter from Parkison processes 140 inch wide 
spun bonded nonwovens 4967 

Spooling, see WINDING. 

SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
backpacks from Kelty made from AlliedFibers’ 
— fabric are strong, lightweight, durable 

golf club shafts by Exel Oy made from carbon fiber 
composite 1356 
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hats and caps with sports logos experience 1993 
sales increases 4478 

high performance fibers used in sports and leisure 
— recreational apparel, tennis rackets, bikes 

injuries, cervical spine. prevention by athletic 
equipment 4692 

IPSO 1993-Autumn exhibit in Germany. data on 
visitors, exhibitors, products, orders 356 

licensed apparel, major league baseball. retailers, 
manufacturers hesitant to book 1995 orders due to 
strike 8446 

marine products sector. use of time management 
principles to improve operations 2946 

marine windows manufactured of polycarbonate, 
vinyl, or acrylic 2579 

Mayer’s RD 5 DPLM raschel machine for production 
of artificial sports surfaces 929 

parachutes. newly patented design features 
improved vent line stacking 2118 

retailing. marketing strategies involve customer 
= and brand/store identity enhancement 

tents. manmade fabrics used in tents frequently fail 
current flame resistance tests 3026 

Spunbonded, see NONWOVEN FABRICS. 

Squeezing effect, see DRYING. 

Stabilizing, see CREASING AND PLEATING, DURABLE 
PRESS, SETTING, SHRINKPROOFING. 

Stain release, see SOIL RELEASE FINISHING. 

Stain repellency, see OIL AND WATER REPELLENT 
FINISHES, SOIL REPELLENT FINISHING. 

STAINS (see also other headings, such as 
DISCOLORATION, FABRIC DEFECTS, SOILING) 

chitin and chitosan. chemical structure and 
applications to fabric finishing, nonwovens 
manufacture, cotton dyeing 3393 

colorfastness. gray scale and a CiElab L-C color 
scale for colorimetric assessments of staining 507 

discoloration, color loss after spotting stains. use of 
coloring aids to correct 385 

drycleaning and laundry chemicals for removing 
stains and spots. products by A.L. Wilson 
Chemical (Trade Lit.) 4411 

drycleaning stain removal. overview of garment 
—- stain removal tools and techniques 

dyed fabrics. proper ways to remove stains prior to 
drycleaning 8423 

fading of washable fabrics. causes, remedies, 
responsibility 1251 

fusible interfacings. problems with — 
staining that drycleaners must deal with 3576 

ink. enzymatic deinking of cellulose fabric. 
correlation with surface friction 3458 

laundries must cope with content of medicines in 
hospital linens 1250 

metallic finishes. proper ways to remove stains prior 
to drycleaning 8424 

nylon carpets finished with stain retardants, 
blockers. review of chemical structure, 
mechanisms of finishes 8198 

nylon treated with stain blocker loses stain 
—_— after long exposure to ultraviolet light 
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oil stains occurring during weaving. newly develo 
loom oil is removed by scouring and washing 3299 

removing biological, mineral, and oil based stains. 
research at Indian university 8425 

Scotchgard. 3M Chemical Group plans major new 
European promotion 6609 

Silk Magic removes water stains and rings from 
water sensitive fabrics (Trade Lit.) 4410 

stain removal agents from S.T. Chemical, Kobayashi 
Pharmaceutical, Takamore Koki, Conde 
Corporation 6677 

stain removal agents. Chin Lin Company introduces 
= varieties of stain remover for apparel fabrics 

tannins and sugar from food and beverages cause 
yellow stains on some garments 123 

wool carpets. WRONZ develops stain blocking 
system with chemicals from Sandoz 3469 

wool carpets. WRONZ, Sandoz ye] effective, 
durable stainblocking treatment 430 

XY-protease in detergent proves to be an effective 
stain removing agent 1249 

Standards, see SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS. 

Staple yarns, see YARN MANUFACTURING--STAPLE 
subjects such YARNS, YARNS, and under specific 

as COTTON YARN. 

STARCH (see also other headings, such as SIZING 
AGENT: Ss) 

cooking. ATTEC system cooks out starch more 
completely than jet cookers (Trade Lit.) 6415 

cotton and polyester/cotton yarns. sizes 7227 
detergents. use of starch as raw material in 
detergents (Abstract) 2598 

hydroxyethyl and polyacrylamide. performance 
studied on cotton yarns 5704 

modification. chemical, physical modification of 
starch to optimize properties 8144 

sizing agents. properties of graft starches as warp 
— materials for polyester/cotton blend yarn 

Starch Magic liquid polyester starch for apparel and 
home furnishings (Trade Lit.) 4412 

starch used in India for polishing and calendering silk 
fabrics 2594 ; 

starch. usage prevents transfer of pesticides from 
fabric to skin 3348 

Starching, see SIZING, SLASHING. 

STATIC ELECTRICITY (see also other headings, such as 
ANTISTATIC AGENTS, CHCMICAL AIDS TO 
PROCESSING, HOSIERY, ZETA POTENTIAL) 

antielectrostatic additives, ethylene ionomers. 
relationship between ionomer structure, surface 
resistivity 9022 

antistatic fiber from Kimberly Clark enhances safety, 
— properties of nonwoven surgical fabrics 

antistatic fibers. Du Pont P-140, electrostatically 
conductive carbon core surrounded by nylon 
sheathing 45 

electroconductive fibers. determination of critical 
conductivity 2409 

fabrics. antistatic potential correlated with electrical 
resistivity, but results approximate 218 

silk and polyester kimono fabrics. electrostatic 
buildup during wear 195 

wool yarn manufacturing. Spintek H low addition 
po pe for antistatic carding and spinning 



STATISTICAL DATA (see also other . such as 
FORECASTS, TEXTILE INDUSTRY, under 

rch Facility. survey results 2087 
apparel industry forecast for 1994. Kurt Salmon 

ssociates —— reveals up beat mod among 

ae United Ss Kurt Sal a i , Uni tates. Kurt Salmon 
sad rc market survey 7445 
apparel industry, United States. review of Kurt 

Imon Associates’ 1993 Financial Performance 
Profile 8238 

apparel retailing. survey of brand loy conducted 
44 a Salmon Associates and the NPD Group 

apparel, men’s and boys’. survey reveals 1993 a 
banner year, sales increase 7.5 percent 3630 

Australia. textile, apparel, footwear import and 
export statistics, 1986-1995, measures to remain 
campetitive 634 

body measurements. MIDAScan, MIDABase 
automatic measuring devices for human body 
morphology 9306 

carpet mg CRI Confidential Monthly Broadioom 
he 1993 shipments increase 4.6 percent 

carpet industry, North America. 1993 sales data, 25 
smallest floor Seeaean emtereaee 7461 

carpet industry, United States. 1993 sales data, 
floor covering manufacturers 7465 

carpet industry. 1993 sales data for 50 largest floor 
covering manufacturers 7467 

carpet i 
carpet manufacturers in North America 5163 

carpet industry. 1993 sales, top 100 floor covering 
manufacturers ~ _— agg : oo 

carpet industry. sales, to joor covering 
manufacturers in North whew 5167 

carpet industry. retail sales of the 100 leading floor 
covering retailers in the United States 9123 

carpet industry. survey queries consumers about 
most factors when selecting a carpet 
outlet 6755 

chemical industry, United States. 1992 peoseation, 
sales of synthetic organic chemicals (Book) 7800 

civil engineering. cost and usage statistics for Indian 
= for roads, erosion control, drainage projects 

. 1993 sales, profiles of top five 

Clothing Behavior Scale. quantification of consumer 
attitudes toward purchase of apparel 9303 

composites. United States shipments totalled 2.73 
aa pounds in 1993 despite defense cutbacks 

consumer attitudes, apparel. United States 
cansumers with disabilities, survey of purchasing 
practices 2863 

consumer attitudes, Consumer Research Center 
survey. confidence index falls to 88.4 during 
September [1994] 8670 

consumer attitudes, women’s apparel. marketing 
profiles in terms of psychographic, demographic 
factors 2169 

consumer survey of floor coverings industry reveals 
nes or rug supplier and retailer growth 

contamination of worldwide cotton supplies. annual 
survey by the International Textile Manufacturers 
Federation 727 
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cotton industry. International Cotton Advisory 
Committee survey of world market 7017 

cotton industry. trade trends, production, 
consumption forecasts over next decade. impact 
on United States 3920 

cotton industry. USDA projects record cotton crop 
for 1994-1995 marketing year 6208 

cotton production. International Cotton Advisory 
ittee survey of 1990-1991 world crop 

(Book) 7018 
cotton. world production, 1992-1993, for use in 

industrial fabrics 1577 
EC textile finishing industry output, country by 
country breakdown 225 

environmental health and safety (EHS). survey of 
medium sized United States companies with EHS 
programs 2995 

fashion, men’s wear. statistical trends in subjective 
evaluations of fashion by Japanese male 
undergraduates 412 

female age, physique. quantification of female 
auperese consumer attitudes toward appearance 

fiber consumption of fibers in 1991. statistical data 
for industrial and nonindustrial applications 1579 

fiber consumption. worldwide raw material 
consumption by fiber type, 1972-1992 period 699 

fiber imports, mill consumption, United States. 
1979-1993 statistical review 4731 

hosiery industry, United States. 1984-1993 
roduction data 7211 

IFi’s 1993 garment analysis statistics reviewed 3581 
India. review of fabric and yarn production and 
consumption from 1985-1992. per capita, rural, 
urban statistics, prices 638 

kimonos. survey of attitudes of Japanese women 
toward the wearing of kimonos 

labor costs. Japan ranks first ($23.65), United 
States ranks 15th ($11.61) 1411 

labor costs. textile workers in Japan receive hourly 
wages of $23.65, highest in the world 2158 

labor costs. Werner International reports that textile 
workers in Japan receive highest hourly wages in 
world 6846 

laundering, prison run commercial laundries. survey 
of effect of prison employment on market 7531 

manmade fiber industry, Canada. 1990-1993 import 
and export statistical review 4719 

manmade fiber industry, Canada. 1994 
import/export statistical review 7819 

manmade fiber industry, Mexico. 1982-1993 
Mexican mill consumption 7031 

manmade fiber industry, Mexico. 1990-1993 
import/export statistical review 7823 

manmade fiber industry, United States. April 1994 
shipments down 4 percent, total 819 million 
pounds 5521 

manmade fiber industry, United States. July 1994 
shipments down 6 percent, total 784.9 million 
pounds 7033 

manmade fiber industry, United States. March 1994 
——— up 12 percent, total 849 million pounds 

manmade fiber industry, United States. May 1994 
capacity survey analysis 5520 

manmade fiber production. 1980-1995 worldwide 
manufactured fiber producing capacity 7036 

manmade fibers. 1989-1995 worldwide 
manufactured fiber survey 5522 
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municipal solid waste management database. 
materials recovery and recycling technologies 
4660 6130 

nonwovens industry. Western European 
manufacturers increased output in 1992 by 8.7 
percent over previous year 5697 

occupational safety, transmission of HIV and 
hepatitis B. analysis, United States survey of 
healthcare workers 2231 

occupational safety. analysis, United States Bureau 
of Labor Statistics 1991 Annual Survey 2230 

Onatrio, Canada. government and industry cooperate 
in St a to identify sources of oil and gas pollution 

recycling. of 60 random United States cities, 75 
—- had curbside collection programs in [1993] 

Reicofil spunbonding. effects of "comes variables on 
homopolypropylene webs 416 

retail sales, United States. statistical analysis, 
probability of being employed part time 2183 

retailers curtail or eliminate buying trips to New York 
City. survey reveals why 1172 

retailing, apparel. Beige Book data indicate last 
winter’s holiday prices were slightly below 1992 
levels 2074 ; 

retailing, women’s apparel. July 1994 Labor 
Department Consumer Price Index declines 1.6 
percent 6725 

silk exports, China, 1842-1949. relative economic 
importance 2308 

socks. survey reveals comfort and fit to be the most 
important aspects of sock purchasing 125 

spinning machinery, spindles and open end units. 
— installed capacity, 1972-1992 period 

statistical data. 1993 sales, profiles of 25 
up-and-coming North American floor covering 
manufacturers 5164 

statistical data. 1993 sales, profiles of top 20 
tea carpet manufacturers in North America 

textile exports, United States. market survey shows 
that Canada, Mexico, United Kingdom are the 
largest importers 9475 

textile machinery sales. 1992-1993 world sales data 
for 200 leading machinery manufacturers 7688 

textile trade, United States. survey reveals growin 
interest in issues governing participation in globa 
economy 4729 

textile, apparel industries, United States. American 
Textile Manufacturers Institute’s quarterly 
economic review 7813 

toxic chemicals. two out of every three workers 
worldwide risk occupational exposure to toxic 
chemicals 3836 

Toxics Release Inventory. in 1992 chemical 
manufacturers released 1.54 billion pounds of 
toxic chemicals 3821 

Toxics Release Inventory. releases from chemical 
manufacturers decreased 38 percent during 
1987-1992 period 3822 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
=v Association survey of employee attitudes 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
— Association survey of empioyer attitudes 

uniforms, work clothing. Uniform and Textile Service 
Industry Association survey of wearer attitudes 
4426 4428 

United States chemical industry. September 1994 
ae index up 6.1 percent from 1993 level 
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United States textile industry. statistical data on 
production, consumption 470 

* weaving, looms and shuttleless looms. worldwide 
installed ey. 1972-1992 period 887 

women’s apparel fashions. consumer attitudes of 
women 55 and older, statistical analysis 6721 

women’s apparel fashions. differences between 
consumer attitudes of slender and fat women, 
statistical analysis 6720 

wool industry, Croatia. decline in number of 
highland, lowland Croatian sheep during the past 
decade 5556 

wool industry, Croatia. survey focuses on needs of 
domestic carpet industry 5701 

yarn production, United States. unusually severe 
a adversely impacts January 1994 statistics 

STATISTICAL METHODS (see also other 
such as OPERATIONS RESEARCH, QUALI 
CONTROL, TEXTILE TESTING) 

An Introduction to the Bootstrap. computer based 
statistical analysis and inference (Book) 3030 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques compare 
test results from evenness tester 6818 

bending vibration characteristics of fabrics. 
simulation by a least squares method 8549 

cotton seed coat fragments. estimating the number 
of seed coat fragments by utatistical analysis 741 

CUSUM-Shewart control strategy for HVI calibration 
data. sensitivity analysis (Conf. Paper) 6793 

employee empowerment. survey uses factor analysis 
to measure extent of empowerment in an 
organization 2178 

Fourier analysis of randomness in measured cotton 
samples (Conf. Paper) 6795 

fuzzy clustering. anthropometric process improves fit 
of oxygen masks for Air Force aircrew 4581 6068 

hierarchical control system for sizing a 
simulated, production scale operations 9358 

HVI calibration data. statistical tools for data 
analysis (Conf. Paper) 6799 

operations research simulations, industrial 
engineering. mathematical techniques, regression 
analysis 1425 2195 

random error in high volume instrument data and 
vis/NIR reflectance spectra 8538 

reeling machinery, silk. mathematical distribution of 
thread break frequency over time 2340 

regression analysis of extrusion solution — 
of poly-m-phenyleneisophthalamide 76 

silk fiber diameter. variance based on distribution of 
return diameter during reeling 4779 

system identification produces mathematical models 
of dynamic systems 9362 

STEAMING (see also other headi a: such as 
CONDITIONING, DECATING, PRINTING, SETTING) 

Arioli introduces Minivapo model G compact steam 
ager for reactive printing on viscose, cotton 8158 

Arioli Minivapo G2F steamer for dye fixation. two 
stage festoon method, increased efficiency and 
productivity 8193 

auxiliary equipment. Babcock Textilmaschinen’s 
Vario-Tex festoon steamer fixes prints on woven, 
knit fabrics 2661 

Babcock Textilmaschinen’s Vario-Tex loop slide 
steamer 7440 

Benninger’s Ben-Bleach continuous, modular 
pretreatment line steams, washes, desizes, 
bleaches, scours 4240 

boiler conversion by T. Forsell & Son from coal fired 
to gas decreases dyeing costs 3800 
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ones. steam explosion of pulp cellulose. effect 
(Abstract) 2666 

Cubit. Eaton-Williams’ Cubit produces wet, dry, or | 
superheated steam in under four minutes 6885 

Debaca system for reduction of polyester weight 
— more flexible than traditional processes 

discharge pri of silk. effect of using different 
effects, washfastness, patterns 

nt wow A gaotne. Yarle Tox 
om Babcock Textilmaschinen 1826 

ejector thermocompressors conserve energy by 
recycling waste steam into steam for heating 2967 

festoon steamers. Babcock Textilmaschinen’s 
Vario-Tex festoon steamer fixes prints on woven, 
knit fabrics 4293 

finishing. computer controlled steam air finishing of 
garments 347 

flax, steam explosion treatment of flax ppeseens 
very fine, si fibers (Abstract) 242 

heat os aoe lene carpet yarns by saturated 

hemp. steam explosion treatment of under-retted 
hemp bundles (Abstract) 2421 

Kuester’s Flexnip continuous liquor application 
system comprises applicator, steamer, and 
washing components 4241 

Minivapo two loop steamer for knit fabrics 
from porta nap ith digital disp! 

ox mea vice with digital display 
oduced 2910 

oxygen measuring probe for textile steaming units 
from Planotex 2694 4324 
. nee injection water heating systems (Trade 

print steamers. technical overview of present 
steamer t 276 

rlehation, stabilization of wool. overview of 
= reactions, critical properties, processes 

Sperotto Rimar’s Stabila steaming machine reduces 
steam consumption, increases productivity. 
machine design 4323 
— Steamer from Roaches Engineering and CV 
Apparel’s Design Group fixes prints on sample 
fabrics 9073 

Studio Steamer from Roaches Engineering. auxiliary 
unit for screen printing machines 7405 

Superba’s Univap single thread a. shrinking 
machine produces high bulk yarns 71 

tunnel finis' ing machine. design and operation of 
steaming and hot air finishing chambers 8215 

tunnel systems for laundering hospital staff apparel 
from BMK Weston 4413 

Xorella’s Contexxor system steams, conditions 
catton, cotton blend yarns to improve 
processabili 

Xorella, a leading manufacturer of yarn steaming and 
conditioning systems 849 

yarn texturing. Super‘a’s Univap single thread 
steaming and shrinking machine 1686 4061 

Stentering, see TENTERING. 

Sterilizing, see GERMPROOFING. 

STITCHBONDED FABRICS (see also other headi 
such as NEEDLED FABRICS, NONWOVEN 
FABRICS) 

automotive interiors. use of stitchbonded fabrics in 
development stage 3335 

Malimo method used for production of nonwoven 
fabrics using reclaimed fibers 2527 
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Malimo stitch eg preeeere for use with 
reclaimed fibers 41 

Malimo stitch bonding technology for the production 
of nonwoven fabrics from natural materials 2523 

STITCHBONDING MACHINERY 
Malimo Malipol, Voltex stitch bonding machines. 
specifications, uses of end products 8963 

Malimo Maschinenbau delivers first installation of 
glass fiber processing line to company in China 46 

Malimo Maschinenbau installs several stitch bonding 
machines in China to produce industrial glass fiber 
fabrics 946 

Malimo stitch mgr processes for use with 
reclaimed fibers 4 

Malimo stitch bonding. comprehensive overview of 
machine rations 3331 

Malimo tec jogies make a wide variety of 
composite fabric variation 5762 

Malimo’s stitch knitting machines for processing 
glass fibers, yarns 7288 

Maliwatt/Maliviies machines used together to 
produce products by Durmont and Techtex 5746 

Mayer’s Kunit and Multiknit advanced stitch bonding 
machines 947 

mechanical bonding techniques for nonwovens and 
—— made of webs, threads, and fabrics 

Multiknit nonwoven fabrics produced on stitch 
cone machines. properties and applications 

STOP MOTION DEVICES (see also other specific 
machinery) 

carpet loom. rapier. face to face. warp stop motion 
device 6425 

digital, camera oe. Camscan 5200 for warping, 
aming, and draw warping machines 5706 

knitting. yarn feeder. drop stitch stop motion 2501 
rapier ooms. Nuova Vamatex series.  _iataeaaaaaa 
designed warp end stop motions 891 

Somet. Quick Style Change. warp stop motion 3287 

Storage, see MATERIALS HANDLING. 

STRETCH FABRICS (see also other . such as 
ELASTIC FABRICS, KNIT FABRICS) 

laying machine with lazy slack feed by Takaoka 
(Trade Lit.) 6665 

spandex. Miles and Globe Manufacturing add to 
manufacturing capacity 5700 

Tweave, a small producer of specialty stretch fabrics 
for upholstery and foundation garments 3278 

ee “yy see ELASTIC YARNS, TEXTURED 

Stripping of bobbins, see BOBBINS. 

Stripping of dyes, see DYE STRIPPING. 

Structural fibers, see LEAF FIBERS. 

Stuffer box crimping, see CRIMPING. 

Sublistatic process, see PRINTING. 

SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS (see also other headings, 
such as DETERGENTS, TEXTILE CHEMICALS) 

alkali/acidic oil systems. effect of surfactants on 
interfacial tension, spontaneous emulsification 
5447 5817 

anilines. bulk polymerization using acidic surfactant 
dopants (Conf. Paper) 3185 
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anionic surfactants. distribution of ethylene oxide 
oligomers by nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy 2933 3397 4226 

anionic surfactants. distribution of ethylene oxide 
—_— by thin layer chromatography 2932 

Auschem Biorol range of products for high speed 
—— uses in cotton system processing 

biodegradability and environmental compatibility. 
analysis and testing of biodegradability 8633 

biosurfactants as alternatives to conventional 
— for pretreatment of polyester fabrics 

biosurfactants. definition, environmental safety, 
chemical structure, typical biosurfactants 1795 

cationic surfactants modify soil surfaces, promote 
sorption, and retard om of hydrophobic 
organic compounds 2241 

cellulase treatment of cotton fabric. inhibitory effect 
of surfactants on cellulase catalytic reaction 9076 

chemodegradable cationic surfactants that contain a 
1,3-dioxolane moiety 2600 422 

decomposition of water soluble dyes by sodium 
hypochlorite. effects of surfactants on 
decomposition 7390 

detergents derived from alcohols based on 
— and oleochemical sources 2602 

detergents. enzymatic synthesis of monosaccharide 
fatty acid esters 2601 4230 

detergents. lipase catalyzed synthesis of 
ee in a continuous bioreactor 2603 

dyebath auxiliaries. surfactants promote interaction 
between fabric surfaces and the dyebath 1032 

dyeing assistants. Raycapol WCIl enhances disperse 
— of polyester, cotton/polyester blend fabrics 

E. agglomerans viability reduction by lung surfactant 
fraction, serum (Conf. Paper) 6908 

Ecologia Applicata for evaluating degradability of 
— containing surfactants in activated sludge 

exhibition titled Detergents: Global Perspectives 
includes manufacturers of surfactants, enzymes, 
bleaches 1018 

foam destabilizers. molecular mechanism for the 
destabilization of foams by organic ions 2604 

heavy metal thiocyanato-N gels formed from 
potassium thiocyanate solutions and Triton X-100 
2653 3440 4694 

lipolysis of lipids on cotton with lipolase. effect of 
surfactant 1240 

manufacturing. Kao Corporation buys out partner 
Salim Chemical’s share in Chemsal 2612 

micellar. transfer of azoniabetain dyes into micelles 
of anionic, cationic, and nonionic surfactants in 
water 1820 2651 3438 

microemulsions. water/triolein/secondary alcohol 
ethoxylate surfactant solubilizes nonpolar liquid 
soils 2605 

natural fats, oils used as sources for surfactants. 
overview 1015 

oleochemical use for the production of surfactants in 
household detergents 1016 

pentaerythritol stearate/synergetic metal soap. 
stabilization of poly(vinyl chloride) film 7310 

polymeric compatibilizers for immiscible polymer 
blends (Conf. Paper) 3225 

polymeric surfactants as detergents. solution 
aa viscosity enhancement, gel synthesis 

silk fabric. photodegradation of habutae fabric 
samples treated with surfactants 6515 

sodium 1,2-bis(2-ethylhexyloxycarbonyljethane 
sulfonate. viscosity of water pools in reversed 
micellar cores 3399 4231 

softening agents, biodegradable. synthesis and 
performance of ester quaternary softeners 2597 

sorbitan esters. overview of synthesis, different 
classes, applications 5813 

wetting, dynamic. dynamic wetting of nylon 66 with 
surfactants 1642 

Sutures, see SURGICAL AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS. 

Synthetic fibers, see MANMADE FIBERS. 

Tampons, see SANITARY NAPKINS AND TAMPONS. 

Tangle laced, see NONWOVEN FABRIC 
MANUFACTURE. 

Taslan ss, see CRIMPING, CRIMPING 
MACHINERY. 

TEMPERATURE (see also other headings, such as HEAT 
PHENOMENA) 

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers’ Ryton polyphenylene 
sulfide fiber for use in high temperature flue gas 
filtration 4001 

come heated. optimal temperature established 

control systems for extrustion systems. methods of 
selecting control systems 773 

corrosion of process, structural equipment by high 
temperatures. methods to minimize corrosion 584 

differential convection thermometers. establishing 
accurate calibration 512 

drying. Stalam combines radio frequency drying with 
conventional hot air drying to maintain low 
temperatures 5098 

dyeing wool. CSIRO develops Sirolan-LTD Process 
for low temperature. dyeing of wool 3418 

fog machines by Mee can control temperature and 
humidity in plants canes ne | (Trade Lit.) 2977 

glass transition temperature, molecular weight of 
monodispersed polystyrenes 8645 

heat setting temperature. effect on properties of 
polypropylene/nylon yarns 5652 

moisture permeability. effect of temperature on 
moisture permeability of cotton and polyester 
fabrics 211 

nylon fiber testing, carbon dioxide lasers. 
measurement of temperature changes during laser 
irradiation 1367 

outside air systems can reduce energy demands 
from mechanical cooling 3796 

paper. deformation mechanism of poorly formed 
paper measured with infrared thermography 9010 

polyacrylonitrile fibers. chemical transformation 
during high temperature treatments 7072 

pressing polyester/cotton blends. damage caused by 
heat, mechanical pressure 1245 

production area. raschel knit screen system on 
windows and skylights reduces temperature at low 
cost 6112 

thermal conductivity, Nomex fibers. conductivity 
measured under variety of experimental conditions 
1626 4785 

wool apparel. comfort during range of temperature, 
moisture conditions 7064 

wool dyeing. low temperature dyeing with CSIRO’s 
Sirolan LTD process 5843 
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Temples, see LOOMS. TENTERING MACHINERY (see aad headings, 

TENSION 
such as DRYING MACHINERY 

cotton knit fabrics. effect of texture, tension on 
mercerization 7362 

critical necking tension, zone drawn polyester fibers. 
relationship oawenp drawing temperature and 
tension 2384 

fabrics under tension. measuring distribution of local 
deformation 7601 

nonlinear phenomenon in high speed yarn transport. 
importance of tension in unwinding 8835 
— Dover’s SteadyView tension indicator 

polyester warp, weft yarns. importance of tension, 
stresses during weaving (Book) 4940 
a oe tensions on lockstitch ay | 
machine depend on sewing conditions 5950 

sewing. Towa Industrial ny’s BC Bobbin Case 
Tension — monitors thread tension during 
sewing 839 

silk/nylon core spun yarns. effect of controlled 
pretension of core on hairiness 3260 

two-for-one twisting inachine with a conical spindle 
disc. model estimates yarn tension during 
operation 3251 

two-for-one twisting. mathematical model of tension 
effects of air and friction 103 

uniaxial tensile ing of woven fabrics. influence 
on fabric deformation 3738 

weaving. warp tension control results in high quality 
and reproducible fabric qualities 909 

TENSION CONTROL DEVICES (see also other headings, 
such as MONITORING SYSTEMS and under 
subject headings of specific machinery) 

Barmag’s Unitens yarn tension measuring system 
now for use on manmade fiber spinning machines 
848 

Benninger-Zell ZA warp beam frame 8020 
crimping. tension control with Barmag’s UNITENS 
instrument 5647 

GRM 08 unwinding creel processes high tech 
carbon, aramid, and glass fiber yarns 894 

Memminger-IRO’s vibration tension device for its 
MPF positive yarn feeder 2501 

portable tensiometer LG-200 from Brainard-Kilman. 
(Trade Lit.) 6830 

Pressductor Radial Tensiometer from ABB 
ry + mena monitors tension in running webs 

spinning machinery. Heberlein’s HFP 11 electronic 
— regulator for open end spinning machines 

warp letoff motions used in weaving, warp knitting 
8880 

TENTERING (see also other headings, such as DRYING, 
SETTING) 

cotton and polyester fabrics. laboratory unit 4311 
cotton/elastane fabrics. weight variations. dye 

problems. tenter framing 6562 
Delta T moisture control system 6612 
Engel. German company. finishes fabrics 9027 
—— Thailand. Montex tentering frames 

~——- technical fabrics. bonding and fixation 

overfeed shrinkage of woven and knit fabrics during 
tentering, drying, and heat setting 308 

volatile emissions. apparatus measures influence of 
processing parameters on 5890 

auxiliary equipment. Montforts introduces coating 
unit for its Montex tenter frame 1847 

Babcock Textilmaschinen system. Star-Jet air flow, 
tandem sieve 6616 

Brueckner, Babcock, and Monforts. profile of recent 
offerings 3480 

Mathis ny tenter frame. design and operating 
specifications 309 

Rifinizione Saturno installs five section tenter frame 
by Krantz 1090 

weft straighteners. Rifinizione Saturno installs 
Mahlo’s weft straighteners. Mahlo’s Orthofact 
FMB-9 and RMC-9 weft 1091 

Terms, see TEXTILE TERMS. 

TERRY ——_ (see also other headings, such as PILE 
FABRICS 

cotton. effect of softening agents on water 
absorption 293 

emerizing. fabric sueding device emerizes fabric 
directly on the tricot machine 90 

looms, shuttleless. recent developments from Gunne 
Webmaschinenfabrik, Sulzer Ruti, Nuova Vamatex 
8028 

OTEMAS 1993. review of terry fabric looms from 
Nuovo Pignone, Sulzer Rueti, Tsudakoma, and 
others 1714 

toweling. comparison of performance of woven, 
warp knit terry fabrics 8881 

towels. Divya Enterprises, manufacturer of terry 
towels, wins India’s Best Exporter Award for 
1992-1993 period 4721 

Terry looms, see PILE FABRIC LOOMS. 

Testing, see TEXTILE TESTING and under subject 
headings of specific fibers, yarns, fabrics, and 

Ss. 

TEXTILE CALCULATIONS 
air permeability, pore size distribution calculated for 
multilayered nonwoven filter media 6507 

apparel. HUMAG Research Group designs female 
mannequins from Loughborough Anthropometric 
Scanner data 5922 5923 

composites, fiber reinforced. finite element analysis 
of mechanical properties (Conf. Paper) 8547 

composites, fiber reinforced. optimal fiber volume 
fraction, fiber matrix property compatibility (Conf. 
Paper) 8082 

composites, fiber reinforced. three dimensional 
analysis of anisotropically reinforced structures 
(Conf. Paper) 8545 

computer aided design, drawing apparel patterns. 
formulae for armhole and sleeve cap curves 3575 

disperse dyeing of polyester. calculating dye 
— via relative residual dye exhaustion 

flammability. predicting flame resistance of blends 
under test conditions 978 

heating, cooling times. equations to calculate time to 
reach —_— depend on heat transfer 
medium 577 

knitting gage. making, measuring gage swatches for 
hand knitting 919 
_— production planning software from DOKU 

weaving. calculation establishes reed width, gray 
width, finished width of woven fabric 165 
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yarn layer measured with laser controlled system on 
— Hollingworth’s MSL-UP warping machines 

TEXTILE CHEMICALS (see also other headi such a 
ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS, BLEACHING AGENTS. 
CHEMICAL AIDS TO PROCESSING, 
CROSSLINKING, DETERGENTS, DYES AND 
DYEING ASSISTANTS, ENZYMES, FINISHES, 
FLAMEPROOFING AGENTS, OIL AND WATER 
REPELLENT FINISHES, OPTICAL BRIGHTENING 
AGENTS, PIGMENTS, PRINTING PASTES, RESIN 
FINISHING AGENTS, SIZING AGENTS, 
SOFTENING AGENTS, SOIL RELEASE FINISHING, 
SOIL REPELLENT FINISHING, SURFACE ACTIVE 
AGENTS, WASH-WEAR, WATERPROOFING 
AGENTS) 

1,2-bis [(E)-3-oxo 3-phenyl 1-propenyl] benzene. 
— mediated intramolecular cyclization 

1,3-diphenyl 1,3-diazetidine 2,4-dione via 
— of phenyl isocyanate 3859 4014 

1-azulenemethanol. synthesis of alpha 3-anhydro 
oligomers 5445 5814 

2-hexadecylthio-1,4-naphthoquinone. direct redox 
potential at the air water interface 9429 

7-isopropyl 4-methyl 1-azulenemethanol. 
autooxidation products separated by silica gel 
column chromatography 3228 4695 

acetal compounds synthesized from olefins and alkyl 
nitrates with palladium catalysts 8646 
— 1994. new products and services described 

acrylonitrile. increases in price of propylene, 
= could force acrylonitrile prices upward 

acylferrocenes. oxidative decomposition under acidic 
conditions 5446 5816 

alkali/acidic oil systems. effect of surfactants on 
interfacial tension, spontaneous emulsification 
5447 5817 

alkalies. effect of dilute sodium carbonate, calcium 
— ammonia, sodium sulfite on jute fibers 

alkoxylated compounds as emulsifiers for 
preparation of printing pastes 8197 

Allied Colloids expands operations in Eastern Europe, 
forms subsidiary Allied Colloids Hungary 1017 

American Chemical Society abstracts, 208th 
National Meeting (Book) 6964 6965 

amino acids. group contribution methods for 
predicting solubility involving phase, chemical 
equilibria 5448 

amphiphilic poly(dimethylacrylamide) gel separation 
of organic solvent mixtures by pervaporation 9430 

anthraquinone disperse dyes. Taysung Enterprise 
ame opens new plant in Fanyuen, Taiwan 

antibacterial agents. effect of N-trimethylammonium 
chitosan salts against Escherichia coli, 
Staphylococcus epidermis 6970 

aromatic amines. oxidation with potassium 
ferricyanide, potassium hydroxide yields symmetric 
azobenzenes (Abstract) 6966 

aromatic compounds. group contribution methods 
for predicting melting and boiling points 5449 

Asahi Denka Kogyo, Mitsubishi form joint venture for 
— additives production in United States 

azelaic acid. Henkel builds purification plant to 
double its polymer grade azelaic acid production 
capacity 2410 

287 

BASF plans DM50 million ($28.8 million) textile 
—_—- production complex in Mangalore, India 

BASF. stringent environmental standards drive 
developments in — sizing agents 7351 

bioluminescence testing of dyeing chemicals 6838 
bromo and chioro substituted 5,6-dihydro-4h-benz 

[de] isoquinolines. synthesis 5450 5867 
Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
directory of finishing suppliers, chemicals, 
auxiliaries 9023 

carbamoyl substituted imides from unsymmetric 
tetracarboxylic acid derivatives 3860 4016 5613 

chemical industry, United States. review of 
reengineering strategies 7656 | 

Chemical Week’s 1994 Consulting Services 
Directory 7352 
= Week’s Third Annual !SO 9000 Directory 
37 

Chi Mei to build acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
complex in Guangdong at cost of $80 million 3116 

chitosan, biomedical microfilters. N-propionylation 
improves resistance to chemical degradation, 
fouling 8988 

chlorinated chemicals. Canadian government 
implements comprehensive regulatory system 
controlling use 9391 

chlorine. Environmental Protection Agency considers 
ban against chlorine, chlorinated compounds 3010 

chlorofluorocarbons. CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-13, 
Soke 13 adsorption isotherms on yttrium zeolites 

chlorofluorocarbons. United States government 
cracks down on — imports from Eastern 
Europe, Russia 90 

Ciba. overview of sales, profits between 1992 and 
1993. growth in dyes, chemicals division about 5 
percent 5802 

Crompton & Knowles, a specialty chemical 
manufacturer, reports only moderate growth 3400 

developments in wet process:ng chemicals and 
machinery. effect on Indian textile industry 4222 
a 1995 Chemical Week Buyers’ Guide 

directories. Chemical Engineering’s 1995 Buyers’ 
Guide 7354 

directories. wet processing in industry, directory of 
products and services 733 

divalent silicon. synthesis of Fenian stable 
dicoordinate silicon compound 386 

Dow Chemical to acquire majority stake in Buna, an 
— producer located in eastern Germany 

drycleaning solvents. minimizing accidental release 
into the environment 5217 

dye carriers, levelers, fixatives, and resin products 
— Eastman Color & Chemical Company. review 

— finishing. directory of several new products 
501 

eco-standard labe!s identify chemicals used to 
process and produce fabrics 1498 

environmental and — regulations will influence 
future of auxiliaries 4654 

environmental care programs. review of participating 
United States based dyeing and finishing 
companies 4685 

environmental safety. manufacturers of dyes and 
chemicals introduce environmentally safer 
products 2999 

ethanolamines. European Union extends antidumping 
duties on United States ethanolamines for five 
years 2608 



ethylene giycol. United States J serps benefit 
from price increases due to short supplies, strong 
demand 8740 a. 

ethylene ionomers as antielectrostatic additives. 
relationship between ionomer structure, surface 
resistivity 9022 : 

European Union legislation as it affects polymer 
dispersions and their application 6125 

exhibition titled Detergents: Global Perspectives 
includes manufacturers of surfactants, enzymes, 
bleaches 1018 : 

exhibitions. directory of Achema 1994 chemical 
engineering show in Frankfurt 6192 

fabrics. bioluminescence test for toxic residues 6823 
fiber intermediates. European fiber producers brace 
a ens glycol and acrylonitrile price increases 

fish oils. industrial applications as alternatives to 
— = 1019 ac a att this 
ameproofing agents. rican Dyes rter 
Flame Retardants Buyer’s Guide 1844 
ae chemical. a ant Canes optimization of 

wshop sequencing and topology using genetic 
algorithms 1428 

fluoro substituted aromatic nitrenes. synthesis, 
properties, reaction products (Abstract) 6967 

formaldehyde free resins for wrinkle resistant 
aroma Sequa my Age significant 

progress 
formaldehyde. health hazards of formaldehyde 
vapors released from fabrics. test method 3844 

formaldehyde. methods to assess hazards of 
handling formaldehyde containing fabrics 4658 

fragrance chemicals. factors that influence 
substantivity during laundering, drying 2609 a 

garment dyeing. chemicals, dyes used in 
pretreatments, dyeing 5071 

graphite powder. dispersion stability in water 
increased by direct fluorination 8647 

growth and globalization of textile chemical industry. 
recent trends in fiber processing, finishing 
technologies 4233 

hazardous waste processing. textile chemicals 
industry implements own waste minimization 
strategies, cuts demand for 1471 

Hoechst plans to close chemical plants, focus 
research on production of novel reactive, disperse 
dyes 7353 

hydrogen production. production technology and 
costs 1020 
= seen new facility for textile auxiliaries in Spain 

imidodiphosphates. properties characterized by 
thermal behavior, electron bombardment mass 
spectroscopy 8648 

os eens s Industry Limited. financial report 

indokem Limited. overview of operations, history of 
operations 8145 

industrial health and safety. chemical hazards of 
textile mills 3831 

industry. Hamburg study rates three German 
= poorly on environmental performance 

inorganic chemistry. latest research in 
organometallic, solid state, and bioinorganic 
chemistries (Book) 7797 

laundry chemicals and systems by Gurtler Chemicals 
(Trade Lit.) 3602 

Macrosorb. synthetic clay dramatically reduces 
residual dyestuffs, pesticides, mothproofing 
chemicals 9417 
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manmade fiber extrusion. mixing chemicals, 
polymers with widely varying viscosities with 
mixer from Barmag 5588 

membrane separation. quantitative analysis of 
— ntal physical, chemical concepts (Book) 

metallobiochemistry. concepts, underlying principles 
(Book) 7799 

Meter’s textile chemical storage, metering, and 
automatic distribution system 9031 

Miles Canada. Agfa Canada, Bayer Canada, 
Chemagro, Miles Canada merge to form Miles 
Canada, Incorporated 1603 

Millad 3988 clarifiers for polypropylene resins by 
Milliken Chemicals (Trade Lit.) 4015 

naphthalene. techniques for identifying, treati 
textiles treated with naphthalene (Abstract) 5443 

new auxiliaries. list organized by product type 232 
nylon 66 salt. Du Pont, Liaoyang Petrochemical Fiber 

ny, Rhone Poulenc agree to joint 
manufacture of 6218 

oleic acid. vapor permeation aided esterification of 
oleic acid with ethanol 5451 5818 

organic chemical industry, United States. 1992 
aon. sales of synthetic chemicals (Book) 

organic ya solvents. effect on silk yarn and 
abric 2819 

organic dye synthesis. azine dyes. properties, 
classification, seapeeeten, technical classes 
represented 2650 

organic solvents. recommendations for use in an era 
of stringent environmental regulation 3402 

organic stabilizing agents used to prevent 
omposition in hydrogen peroxide 9036 

— trends that are effecting changes in sector 

peroxygens. hydrogen peroxide, peracetic acid, 
persulfates. uses, advantages 1021 

phenanthroline. surface enhanced raman scatterin 
oe of phenanthroline and its derivatives 5452 

polychiorotrifluoroethylene. addition to double bonds 
under reductive conditions (Abstract) 6968 
a complexes, formation reactions. 

effect of ionic strength on thermodynamic 
parameters 6969 

polymer additives, role in geotextile fabrication. 
review, applications 2610 

polyolefins, Catalyst Resources Incorporated. Phillips 
selis subsidiary to Mallinckrodt Specialty 
Chemicals 704 

potassium pentadecanoate. structure of the lowest 
temperature crystalline phase 8649 

quality. Chemical Week’s Third Annual ISO 9000 
international Directory Update 9363 

regulations, chemical manufacturing plants. EPA 
issues new valve emission regulations 8632 

repellents. fluor chemicals. uses, manufacture, 
environmental impact 285 

restriction orifices maintain flow rates in chemical 
process industry 2978 

risk assessments, textile chemicals. Dutch Risk 
Assessment System for New Chemicals (DRANC) 
2244 5430 

sales of top 100 United States manufacturers of 
chemicals. 1993 data 5029 

Sandoz Chemical Corporation. history, company 
profile 8146 

Sandoz. review of company history and present 
activities 5019 

silane coupling agents contribute to resistance 
against delamination (Conf. Paper) 6469 
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silanes. uses as precursors to polysiloxanes, in situ 
crosslinking of cotton 5030 

silicones produced by Wacker-Chemie. products and 
applications 2611 

solubility of alkali metal chlorides, hydroxides in 
water 7801 

solvents. fuzzy clustering classification of common 
industrial solvents 386 

Sontarach (Algeria) to build aromatic chemical 
compounds plant that would supply a new 
polyester fiber plant 3117 

sorbents. Pollution Engineering’s 1994 Product 
Guide 3835 

South America, industry. performance of three large 
free trade blocs could spur growth 1556 

stain removal agents. Chin Lin Company introduces 
-_ varieties of stain remover for apparel fabrics 

storage tanks, aboveground. testing, monitoring, 
— to reduce environmental damage 

supercritical fluid technology. uses in analytical, 
process, environmental testing 9431 

supercritical fluids will replace organic solvents in 
chemical manufacturing processes 3403 

supercritical fluids. analytical, process, 
environmental applications 6537 

surfactants. Kao Corporation buys out partner Salim 
Chemical’s share in Chemsal 2612 

Switzerland. history of professional organizations 
representing dyeing, chemical industries 4210 

synthesized organic colorants. characteristics, 
preparation, classification of aza/(18)/annulene 
dyes 5077 

synthesizing complex substances. use in alkaline 
purges, bleaching, and dyeing 5031 

Terabit line from Ashland. products feature 
impurities of 100 parts per trillion 1796 

terephthalic acid. Amoco to build purified 
terephthalic acid plant in Malaysia 3101 

testing. workshops by NITRA teach fiber, yarn, and 
chemical testing methods 3725 

thermal stabilizers applied on surface of aliphatic 
polyamide fibers 7115 

thickeners. experiment determines optimum solids 
content of common thickeners 4292 

toxicity testing methods. MBAS, bioluminescence, 
bioaccumulation 6839 

Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). Environmental 
Protection Agency proposes to radically expand 
the TRI 1468 

ultraviolet absorbers. EPA approves two new UV 
absorbing chemicals for dyed polyester from Riedel 
de Haen 294 

undec-10-enoic acid. reaction with various nitriles as 
part of search for novel oleochemicals 5453 

United States chemical companies post significant 
increases in first quarter 1994 earnings 4232 

United States chemical industry. review of industry 
<a, in 1993, including markets, trade 

United States chemical industry. September 1994 
ca, index up 6.1 percent from 1993 level 

United States chemicals industry. January 1994 
monthly shipments increased 4.0 percent 3401 

wet processing and manmade fiber production. 
sources and control of wastewater pollution 3845 

wet —— products. 1993 directory of new 
products 1005 

wool finishing, bleaching techniques. chemical 
agents and their effect on wool properties 296 

Zschimmer & Schwarz. profile of leading textile 
chemical manufacturer 5815 

Textile chemistry, see CELLULOSE, CHEMICAL 
TESTING, KERATIN, POLYMERS AND 
Sertad Ghana gre any san 

of specific materials and processes. 

Textile design, see APPAREL, FABRIC DESIGN. 

TEXTILE EDUCATION (see also other headings, such as 
EMPLOYEE TRAINING) 

apparel and textile management in a global market. 
proposed educational program (Conf. Paper) 9485 

Award for Excellence, Textile Technology Update 
Tour. review of ATMI educational awards and 
programs 8696 

Bobbin Magazine names A.J. Frazer Educator of The 
Year 1568 

chemistry programs leading to baccalaureate degree. 
program content 2292 

Croatia, Slovenia. profile of degree programs at 
Cranj technical school, Liubljana Univ., Univ. of 
Zagreb 9480 

embroidery workshop in Krefeld. development of 
alternative fabric design concepts 8319 

embroidery, CAD. review of experimental workshops 
at Niederrhein Technical College 7500 

Erhardt and Leimer. vocational training center, three 
year training program 5360 

fashion merchandising. analysis of mathematical 
performance of students 1 
. —— 50th anniversary in 1994. profile 

FIT Tech Prep program attracts high school students 
to industry 9481 

home economics. overview of the 726 theses and 
dissertations awarded during 1993 in United 
States 9486 

India. educational programs, research, and services 
at the National Institute of Fashion Technology 
(Conf. Paper) 9482 

India. SASMIRA’s Institute of Man-made Textiles. 
overview 7866 _—s«. 

India. training, educating professionals for textile 
industry 2290 

Institute of Textile Technology celebrates 50th 
anniversary in Charlottesville, Virginia 6190 

Institute of Textile Technology elects Dr. Michael T. 
Waroblak as president 8698 

Karl Mayer’s training course on warp knitting. 
description of course 

Knitting International. review traces publishing 
history from 1894 to the present 3083 

knitting. Stoll America donates VBM Pattern 
Preparation System to Fashion Institute of 
Technology 4159 

management. review of Textile Resource 
Management Education Program focuses on textile 
rental industry 9338 

nonwovens laboratory at Fachhochschule Coburg in 
Muenchberg 6195 — 

Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science. dean 
David Brookstein to upgrade enroliment, research 
programs 7843 

polarizing light microscopy used by college course to 
explore | natural dyeing, papermaking 
(Abstract) 700 

sodium-5-sulfoisophthalic acid, esters added to 
improve properties of manmade fibers 3985 

South Korea. Seoul National University reforms 
curriculum to emphasize high performance 
manmade fibers (Conf. Paper) 9484 

testing procedures. workshops by NITRA teach fiber, 
yarn, and chemical testing methods 3725 



TEXTILE INDUSTRY (see also other 

textbook for inning textile students with some 
knowledge of , physics (Book) 3084 

TEXTdisc. CD-ROM am teaches textile workers 
reading, mathematics, critical thinking skills 8570 

textile archives. papers. scope, preservation, and 
conservation 7 

Textile Information Exchange Service (TIES). ATMI 
sponsored electronic bulletin board 4737 

University of Terrassa. School of industrial 
tae pe 50 year history 8699 

University of Wisconsin at Stout’s apparel, design 
curriculum 2291 | 

World Textile Congress. keynote address stresses 
impact of textile education on industry 7847 

yarn sector in United States studied by participants 
on Textile Institute tour 2420 

, such as 
APPAREL INDUSTRY, CARPET INDUS . 
COSTS, DIRECTORIES, HISTORY, HOSIERY 
INDUSTRY, INFORMATION, KNITTING INDUSTRY, 

TEXTILE MILLS TRADE, WEAVING , TEXTILE 
INDUSTRY, WOOL INDUSTRY) 

s for environmental 
SS 3846 : 

African Textiles’ 1993-1994 directory of major 
international textile manufacturers and their agents 
in Africa 630 

air handling ipment. technical developments and 
new air ha ipment by major 
eb bn y 

Albania. extremely low labor costs and proximity to 
— markets brighten sourcing prospects 

America’s Textiles International’s 1994-1995 
Buyer’s Guide 6155 

apparel companies. largest in 1992 classified by 
rank, product, country 4585 

apparel companies. largest in 1992. overview of 
trends, data on production 4586 

Argentina. structure of textile industry. effects of 
MERCOSUR on cotton and wool industries 3039 

Asia, Pacific Rim. most apparel manufacturing plants 
are cut-make-trim operations 5893 

Asia. trends in China, South Korea, Taiwan, and 
Japan 6234 

ATMI adopts Textile/Apparel Magna Carta 
supporting reciprocal sector trade agreements, 
position echoes Clinton trade policy 651 

Australia, New Zealand. Austra/asian Textiles 
1993-1994 Index 633 

Australia. textile, apparel, footwear import and 
export statistics, 1986-1995, measures to remain 
competitive 634 

Austria and Switzerland. responses of textile and 
enperel industries to recent economic recession 

automation. materials nenaee systems for textile 
mills from Gualchierani 563 

Azerbaijan. seeking foreign investments and joint 
ventures with Austrian, Japanese, and other 
companies 1528 

Bangladesh. World Bank and Bangladesh government 
plan $2 billion modernization program 5459 

banking. Sterling National Bank & Trust will open 
rm office to serve textile and apparel industries 

Belding Heminway income for quarter ended June 
30, 1994 increases 8566 

Biella, Italy is known throughout world for 
acca of apparel fabrics in wool, luxury fibers 
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Bobbin. 1992 trade statistics for countries qualifying 
under CBI and item 807 initiative 654 

CAD, CAM systems. investment strategies for 
textile, apparel industries 9349 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual 
Buyers’ Guide 9439 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
industry suppliers, manufacturers, finishers, mills 

CBI nations seek NAFTA parity arrangement 649 
central Europe. developments in the Czech Republic, 

Poland, and Hungary 3868 
China Ps up to enter industrial textile markets 

China ne rapid industrialization of Zhongshan 

China will remain attractive low cost manufacturing 
a. for knitting, conversion through next decade 

China. analysts believe China has begun to lay the 
— for becoming a textile superpower 

-. economic development and industrial growth 

China. expansion of fiber, textile, and apparel 
industries during the 1990s 1530 

China. expansion of the textile and manmade fiber 
industries 9443 

China. growth rate of 8.5 percent per year offers 
enormous potential for foreign investment 4700 

China. joint ventures with foreign investors. 
advantages and disadvantages (Conf. Paper) 9465 

China. output value between January 1993 and 
August 1993 increases by 8.47 percent 4699 

China. overview shows very strong growth 
especially in apparel exports. problems include low 
quality of products 8652 

China. China Economic Area becomes a 
magnet for investments and joint ventures 1529 

China. textile executives discuss expansion of the 
Chinese textile industry 6972 

Chinese announce plans for high tech textile 
industrial park in Shanghai. foreign participation 
encouraged 5192 

Como, Italy. competitiveness of textile industry. 
—— and disadvantages, solutions for the 
future 8653 

computer integrated manufacturing as competitive 
tool for United States textile industry 5389 

Courtaulds Textiles Group. review of business 
activities 6410 

Courtaulds Textiles. history traced from its founding 
in the early 19th century 5619 

Croatia. analysis of market, technological status. 
need for standardization, certification 2258 

Croatia. documentation used in standardization 2259 
Croatia. textile and apparel industries in flux due to 

civil war 4701 
cumulative trauma disorder. apparel and textile 

industries work to curb workers’ compensation, 
comply with OSHA 3832 

demand activated manufacturing. analysis, modeling 
— interactive decision support systems 

developed countries. textile and apparel 
consumption and trade statistics 8689 

Discovery International Associates initiates United 
States-Mexico textile business partnerships 9471 

East Africa. Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya experience 
many hardships. some reform movements 
underway 636 

Eastern Europe. despite poor capacity utilization, 
textile quality higher than that produced by the 
developing world 1531 
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Eastern Europe. methods for creating successful 
Ss with companies in Western nations 

Eastern Europe. review of the privatization process 
for — e@ manufacturing companies 9445 

Eastern Europe. textile machinery industry 
ae slump due to collapse “ Soviet 
Union 9 

Eastern European textile and apparel industries. 
recommendations to achieve growth 2260 
— and use of MST labeling in Germany 

ecological and sustainable development of textile 
industry. need for cooperation 6902 

Eli Whitney’s cotton gin. contribution to 
development of United States cotton growing and 
textile industries 730 

employment trends. Department of Commerce study 
examines job destruction and job creation in 
manufacturing sector 7814 

environment. ecological innovations by the world’s 
textile, apparel industries 6117 

environmental awareness. textile industry 
encouraged to take proactive approach to 
environmental problems 6901 

environmental pollutants identified. alternatives 
discussed 4668 

environmental product improvement strategies 5417 
environmental responsibility. industry trends and 

marketing 7695 
Europe suffering from effects of many economic 
problems, losing ground to imports 637 

Europe. activities of European Apparel and Textile 
Organization 8693 

Europe. more mergers, acquisitions, and strategic 
alliances are expected 3040 

European Community. textile prices before the Single 
Market 1532 

European spinning industry. advantages and 
disadvantages of industry structure 7969 

European textile and makin op a industry. possible 
effects of MFA and GA 

European textile manufacture in 3001. production 
decline and job losses likely 1524 

European Union. Comitextile Bulletin data indicates 
that economies of member states in decline 6974 

European Union. fiber consumption in technical 
textiles. statistics 8741 

European Union. textile, apparel manufacturers shift 
sourcing to low labor cost countries 5461 

fiber production. alphabetical list of the world’s 13 
leading fiber producers 7857 

fibers. world fiber consumption will increase by 4.5 
percent per year during 1994-1997 period 1580 

financial performance of United States public textile 
industry firms 6162 

financing for textile projects by DEG. German 
eu services institution, investment consultant 

financing. overview of IFC’s investment in textile 
sector 3050 

finishing industry. balancing trends in new product 
development with eco-labeling concerns 5804 

Former Soviet Union. overview. productivity, raw 
— problems, investments, joint ventures 

France, Italy, Switzerland. review of tour organized 
by the Textile Design Insitute 6191 

France. knit fabric production in 1993. increased 
exports to Tunisia and Morocco offset 1992 
downturn 6395 

French textile, apparel industries in major crisis due 
4 - costs, recession, international competition 

291 

German knit fabrics finishing industry. Asian 
competition and inter-European opportunities 8856 

German knit bear 3 unique problems 6538 
Germany. 1990-1993 production capacity, trade, 

retail sales data point to significant decli ine 6158 
Germany. economic recession, import competition, 
and reunification weaken textile industry 6157 

Germany. industry in its worst slump since world 
— - government takes steps to reverse trend 

Germany. some recovery seen for 1994, finishing 
sector hit hardest by recession 4702 

global sourcing is a key to success. benchmarking 
must be global 9103 

globalization and cost factors. validity of country 
classification according to economic development 
levels 546 

globalization of textile and apparel industries. global 
trading trends 8691 

Green products, overview. strong growth in. 
production, consumption 2219 

Greenwood Mills does weaving and cutting for Levi 
Strauss 3548 

Hong Kong, Taiwan, and South Korea. strategies to 
avoid decline of _ and apparel industries 
(Conf. Paper) 944 

Hong Kong. nace of fashion industry growth 
over last 25 years for a Kong Apparel 
anniversary celebration 47: 

India’s CONTEXT 1993 show had sales increases of 
20 percent over last year 2451 

India’s industry has become its largest exporter. 
studies suggests further improvements 3059 

India. 1992-1994 period sees sales and production 
growth 6159 

India. 1993 statistical data. industry capacity and 
production, new projects, textile export, foreign 
collaborations 4715 

India. ATIRA training and research programs 3896 
India. cotton availability influences “- _ of all 
sectors of cotton textile industry 

India. excessive government control of ‘aise 
industry markets leads to industry decline 4704 

India. exporting companies will have to > to 
meet the demands of foreign ers 241 

India. exports of yarns, fabric, and apparel from 
aa requirements for stimulating export growth 

India. garment export industry. changes necessary 
to compete with other Asian countries 3056 

India. growth of powerloom sector at expense of 
organized and handloom sectors 6976 

India. hand operated spinning machine as 
component of rural yarn and fabric production 
scheme 7182 

India. increased foreign trade threatens industry and 
stimulates modernization 8654 

India. July 1993 production of spun yarns, cotton 
fabrics, jute, and manmade fibers 2262 

India. Karnataka Textile Mills Association believes 
that industry expansion hinges on better 
infrastructure 6977 

India. management. privatization and control of state 
owned enterprises 4595 

India. modernization and government policies to 
encourage competitiveness 6975 

India. need to upgrade machinery to remain 
internationally competitive 4710 

India. overview of textile industry. fiber production, 
spinning, weaving, knitting, apparel and machine 
manufacture 3042 
= _— since World War Ii and independence 



India. overview. new government policies. cotton, 
manmade fiber, jute sector 5462 

India. profile of cotton textile industry a 
spinning, weaving, and knitting sectors 386 

India. review of fabric and yarn production and 
consumption from 1985-1992. per capita, rural, 
urban statistics, prices 638 

India. review of production technology, 
Seeneememt, export performance, quality control 
780 

india. S.K. Birla gives state of the industry address, 
cites low growth rates, — policies, 
prospects for growth 63 

india. sericulture and its effects on the environment 
and human health and society. pollution 
management 3015 : ; 

india. small scale and village industries growing 
under Eighth Plan 8655 

india. structure, performance, and trade of the Indian 
textile indu 7807 

india. textile i base and potential for 
globalization through diversified exports and joint 
ventures 4705 

india. textile industry struggling to modernize, 
expand domestic and international trading 
presence 5463 

india. textile industry. use of domestically produced 
machinery. effect of depressed textile demand on 
modernization 3054 

india. yarn preparation, wantee, ont dyeing 
industry in the Surat region 3043 

Indian hand loom industry. India’s 1985 Hand Loom 
Act provides for modernization and expansion of 
industry 880 

indian textile and apparel industries explore African 
and Middle Eastern markets — 

actively encourages foreign investment 
(Conf. Paper) 9448 

indonesia. cotton ry from Australia, United 
States total 900, bales during 1992-1993 
marketing year 7809 

indonesia. growth and production of the textile 
industry. raw material and ——— machinery 
supplies (Conf. Paper) 946 

indonesia. omen of success in 1994. strategies for 
increasing exports 4706 

indonesia. USDA analysts expect growth rate of 
indonesia’s textile industry to slow down 3946 

industrial health and safety. chemical hazards of 
textile mills 3831 

industrial health and safety. United States textile 
industry slow to adopt 1990 OSHA ergonomics 
guidelines 4671 

International Textile + Shoe Industries Exhibition 
scheduled for September 1994 in Lithuania 6177 

Ireland. BTAC opposes government loan to 
Taiwanese company to heip it build polyester 
spinning plant in Belfast 5358 

Italy. challenges facing the Italian textile industry 
— global markets and product diversification 

Italy. industrial textile sector. growth potential and 
application for industrial textiles 81 

Italy. internationalization in ASEAN countries. market 
study, investment workshop, joint ventures 5464 

Italy. profile of the textile industry in Prato, the 
largest textile center in Europe 6154 

Italy. recession, devaluation of lira cause textile 
production to decline 4.7 percent 7810 

Italy. TexBiMa Consortium. current activities and 
future plans. interview with chairman 5359 

Italy. trade fair organizers rethink fashion and textile 
showcases to boost attendance 1523 
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Japan. cotton spinning industry plans to seek import 
protection according to 1974 Multi-Fiber 
Arra 071 

Japan. effect of increased value of yen on 
competitiveness. 8656 

Japan. effects of NAFTA and European Community 
trading blocs on Japanese textile indu 3879 

Japan. fiber consumption decreased in 1992, further 
seepeees expected in 1993. data on consumption 

Japan. high profile mergers nope basic 
materials industries to reorganize 8578 

Japan. interactions with other Asian countries 
thr trade, offshore production 8657 

Japan. leading apparel, fabric manufacturers invest 
heavily in China and Vietnam 6173 

Japan. manufacturing practices not as efficient as is 
commonly perceived 1535 
— Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

velopment predicts slow recovery from 
recession 1534 

Japan. profile reveals industry in flux, still plagued 
+4 ae yen and recession in Western Europe 

Japan. textile industry plans to seek import 
protection as specified in the 1974 Multi-Fiber 
Arrangement 1552 

Japan. wages, machinery, fabrics, import and export 
statistics 6859 

Japanes cotton yarn manufacturers reduce spindle 
capacities, develop new products to compete 816 

Japanese apparel manufacturers sourcing in India 
due to low wages 8320 

Japanese manufacturers moving offshore due to 
growing strength of imported products 8658 

Japanese textile manufacturers. — made in or 
exported to the United States 

Japanese trading houses. overseas business 
strategies have globalization at their center 2184 

knitwear manufacturers anxious to do business with 
mass merchants despite stricter restrictions 6681 

KSA reports increased sales of soft goods in 1994. 
apparel fabrics may be hurt by imports 1173 

labor costs around the world compiled in Werner 
International survey 4608 

labor costs in countries around the world. 
comparisons 3780 

labor costs. Werner International reports that textile 
workers in Japan receive highest hourly wages in 
world 684 

Latin America. directory of machinery, accessories, 
= services, suppliers, sales representatives 

Lean Manufacturing. automotive industry techniques 
suitable for mainstream textile, apparel 
manufacturers 5392 

litigation. procedure for using expert witnesses in 
the United Kingdom 9487 

Malaysia, free trade zone policy spurs investment in 
apparel and textile industries 650 

Malden Mills. profile and history of company 8270 
management. privatization and control of state 
owned enterprises 6090 

management. restructuring the role of first line 
— in the textile and apparel industry 

Massachusetts Textile and Apparel Council. 
overview of aims, activities 7811 

Medellin, Columbia. country’s industry is losing 
ground to foreign imports 3036 

Mexico and Argentina. review of textile 
manufacturing industry 5471 
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Mexico. future of textile industry. effect of 
economy, NAFTA, modernization 3060 

Mexico. NAFTA will have strong impact both in 
short, long term 5466 

mill consumption data, manufactured fiber, cotton, 
and wool in selected countries during 1985-1992 
period 698 
—— profile of textile and apparel industries 

NAFTA. Canadian textile and apparel industries 
express few worries about NAFTA 3883 

NAFTA. United States International Trade 
Commission report outlines possible effects of 
NAFTA 1553 

Netherlands. Dutch apparel market in 1993 valued at 
NLG 16.7 billion, a 1 percent decline from previous 
year 6648 6978 

North Ireland encourages investment by Asian yarn, 
fabric, and apparel industries (Conf. Paper) 9467 

packaging. Sonoco Products Company continues to 
expand into new international markets. profile 339 

Pakistan. decline of 1 million spindles due to liquidity 
problems, high domestic cotton prices 390 

Pakistan. effect of overcapacity in spinning sector 
on financing strategies of banks 3 

People’s Republic of China. analysis of foreign 
investment opportunities 9449 

Philippines. economic turnaround increases demand 
—— textiles and apparel by 13 percent 

production. forecasts of production, consumption 
through 1997 market year 1604 

Quick Response has not provided strong competitive 
advantage to United States apparel, textile 
industries 9356 

research and development. Albany International 
technical and research services for the textile 
industry (Trade Lit.) 8666 

rountable discusses future of recycling, lights-out 
manufacturing, NAFTA, new technology 1539 

Russia. technical textile industry remains strong, 
— enormous potential for profitable export 

~— transition to market economy is difficult 

Scandinavia. apparel and fabric imports rise as 
domestic production declines 2281 

Sidlaw Textiles computer systems. applications and 
software development 6861 

soft goods. survey shows market recovering, 
predicts slight growth for [1994] 3052 

South Africa. despite liberalized trade environment, 
industry hampered by limited production, GATT 
mandates 9450 

South Africa. overview of textile, apparel 
production, trade 641 

South Korea. reasons for recent decline in industry 
and plans for reviving industry (Conf. Paper) 9451 

Southeast Asia. fabric and apparel production and 
exports in Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and 
Vietnam 3045 

Spain. previous growth and current conditions of 
textile and apparel industries 8659 

Spain. restructuring in past decade and increase in 
imports 6971 

Spartanburg. Walter Montgomery, Sr.,, of Spartan 
Mills honored with endowment 3085 

Sri Lanka. present condition of textile industry and 
—— for foreign investment (Conf. Paper) 

state and local government incentive programs to 
lure manufacturers 2156 
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strategic alliances as an international business 
strategy in the textile and apparel industries 3894 
—— chain in the United Kingdom in the 1970s, 

1980s, 1990s, and the future 7815 
— * arctan industry faces a variety of challenges 

Taiwan. current condition of textile industry and 
opportunities for investment (Conf. Paper) 9453 

Taiwan. overview highlights major problems. 
Sense on trade makes industry vulnerable 

Tamil Nadu, India. growth during past decade, trade 
issues, and influence of economic recession 6161 

technical and environmental issues facing the 
European textile and apparel industries 6981 

technologist job description and overview 7646 
technology review for India. new hydrophilic acrylic 

fibers, jute blend drawframe, new yarn mill 6982 
technology transfer. important functions served by 

research institutes 7004 
Texnet provides marketing, information, technology 
= cri assistance to Italian textile industry 

Thailand. cotton yarn industry profiting from global 
shortages. filament yarn industry —— 344 

Thailand. growth and iness conditions of textile 
and apparel industries 3867 

Thailand. manufacturing sector plans to adopt 
Japanese style production systems that emphasize 
quality control 643 

Thailand. overview of imports, exports, production, 
—o slow growth seen in recent years 

Thomas J. Malone of Milliken selected by Textile 
World as 1994 Leader of the Year 9454 

trade. ATMI president discusses trade issues 
affecting the textile indu 3871 

trade. GATT agreement concluded. United States 
textile, apparel industries disappointed by 
agreement 3064 

Turkey. advantages as an investment location. 
growth in foreign investment (Conf. Paper) 9455 

Turkey. i investment encouraged in the textile 
and apparel industries (Conf. Paper) 9456 

Turkey. overview of textile industry. highly __. 
successful exporter, particularly to Europe 8650 

Turkey. profile examines three types of 
manufacturers--workshops, medium firms, large 
integrated plants 5467 

Turkey. textile, apparel industries prosper despite 
— elimination of import taxes under GATT 

Turkey. textiles and apparel account for 7 percent of 
7 national product, 33 percent of exports 

Ukraine. supply problems result from 
misappropriation of foreign currency 1538 

United Kingdom. effect of Commercial Agents 
(Council Directive) Regulations 1993 on sales 
agents 6074 

United States ee price index of mill products 
— in April 1994 to 119.1 (1982 = 100.0) 

United States economic recovery not shared by a 
global economy still in recession 6175 

United States economy expected to pick up. data on 
a. interest rates, personal consumption, etc 

United States industrial fabrics market in 
1992-1993, 1993-1994. analysts forecast 
continued growth, increased sales 4076 

United States industry fights to regain lost jobs, 
market share. innovative strategies include 
research (Abstract) 3087 
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United States, Canada. technical textile market TEXTILE MACHINERY (see also other , such as 
outlook positive for 1994 based on production 
statistics 1700 

United States. 1992-1993 per capita fiber 
review 550 consumption 

United States. 1993 economic evaluation by ATMI 
shows mix of positive, negative trends 3048 

United States. American Textile Manufacturers 
institute’s quarterly economic review 7813 

United States. ATMI review of textile industry for 
first queer of 1994. production, financial, trade 
data 6980 

United States. Brian W. Cooley named 1994 
National Textile Citizen of the Year 8700 

United States. competition from Asia, optimal 
response strategies 3047 

United States. economic condition cf the United 
States textile and apparel industries 2264 

United States. global trade, overseas labor, effect on 
rural United States manufacturing jobs 9436 

United States. globalization of trade, effect on rural 
United States manufacturing jobs 9437 

United States. growth —— in survey by Kurt 
Salmon Associates 3864 

United States. Kurt Salmon Associates Textile 
Profile, oe of 28 leading public textile 
ours 8 

United States. news from Washington, D.C. on trade 
— China and truck cover, OSHA legislation 

United States. overview of 1993. trade most 
important issues 1 

United States. overview of yarn manufacturing, 
a construction, and fabric finishing (Book) 

United States. present condition of textile and 
apparel industries 8662 

United States. review of fluctuations in stock prices 
for 20 leading textile mills 9457 

United States. shipments in 1993 set new record. 
overview of apparel, nonapparel sectors 4709 
— States. statistical data on production, 
consumption 4708 

United States. textile mills begin to promote 
environmental responsibility 4664 

United States. Wall Street analysts predict good 
1994 second half 8664 

Value Management. European textile finishing 
managers must adopt to remain competitive 542 

Vietnam. effects of trade, investment liberalization, 
free market policies 644 

vocational opportunity overview 7804 
— significance embroidery industry 

Western Europe. surviving in uncertain times 3049 
Western European textile industry. survival strategy 
pr A future. place of high performance spinning 

a managers in the textile industry are profiled 

world consumption, forecast through 2002. demand 
for textiles rises from 38.1 to 50.0 million metric 
tons 1540 

world supply, demand out of balance because of 
large yarn, fabric inventories 3053 

world textile and apparel consumption, forecasts 
through 2002 for 17 leading countries 5469 

yarn production. alphabetical list of the world’s 13 
leading yarn producers 7956 

Textile industry . see under specific 
he ° as DYES, DYEING ASSIST. Ss, 
KN G MACHINERY, MANMADE FIBERS, 
TEXTILE CHEMICALS. 

AUTOMATION, CLEANING OF MACHINERY, 
DRIVES, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, FLOCKING 
MACHINERY, INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, 
MAINTENANCE, METAL DETECTORS, NOISE, 
POWER CONSUMPTION, TEXTILE MILLS, and 
under von of processes such 
as DYEING MACHINERY) 

ACHEMA 1994. Fieissner manmade fiber, nonwoven 
fabric machinery promotes energy saving, 
recycling 5409 

ALF Industries. nonwovens machinery manufacturer 
established in South Carolina 6411 

annual reviews. Textile Month survey of equipment 
from leading companies in Belgium, Holland 6114 

Apex Textiles, leading import agency based in the 
United Ki . profile 2979 

artificial intelligence. recent research and 
development 8607 

ATME-! 1992. few innovative introductions, good 
business, organization of exhibits, European 
exhibits 570 

Automated Components, Sal-Bee Machine, Atlas, 
Silverman Machines, PSR, and Schreiber and 
Goldberg catalog of products. (Trade Lit.) 7519 

Barmag exhibits individually automated machines, 
— machines for fully automated production 

Barmag. cooperation with industry in Former Soviet 
Union 5512 5514 
a overview of company operations, research 
=< ; velopment, manufacturing, quality control 

Barmag. overview of production of machinery, 
— for manmade fiber, plastics industry 

Benninger manufactures weaving preparation and 
finishing equipment for all major markets 1453 

blowroom machinery. Rieter’s UNIfloc A10, 
UNiciean B1, B50 fine cleaner, C10 card, BC and 
ABC control systems described 

British Textile Machinery Association Group. new 
—— on display at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual 
Buyers’ Guide 9439 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
directory, international firms represented by 
Canadian agents 936 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
industry suppliers, manufacturers, finishers, mills 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
textile machinery agents for Canada, international 
firms 9367 

carbon fiber heat treatment during preparation. 
overview of processes, equipment 6263 

carbon fiber preparation. overview of processes, 
equipment 6264 

CarpeTech 1994. exhibition of rug, carpet 
machinery, equipment 5674 
— ball bearings. advantages and disadvantages 

China. Chinese textile industry has huge demand for 
textile machinery 1549 

CITME 1994. directory of companies in yarn, fabric 
forming sectors 9376 

CITME 1994. overview of exhibits. extensive 
product descriptions for over 50 companies 8609 

CITME 1994. overview of exhibits 8612 
CITME 1994. preview of offerings from leading 

textile machinery suppliers 9375 
Converter Accessory Corporation’s general product 
information brochure. (Trade Lit.) 7513 
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D.B. Grinders new Model 459 clipping machine 
minimizes — 

directories. African Textiles’ 1994 guide for textile 
machinery buyers 8615 

Dornier cha leadership of design sector 8917 
downturn in international 1993 shipments of 
spinning and weaving machines 6985 

Dr. Ernst Fehrer brochure describes recent 
installations, new products (Trade Lit.) 4634 

Eastern Europe. industry recovering after slump due 
to collapse of Soviet Union 9444 

Eastern European machine manufacturers. Elitex 
Surany, Stentex, Weba, and Wifama Trading 
Company 6888 

Elitex. profile of Czech textile machinery 
manufacturer and Rieter subsidiary 9377 

energy. Hawaii program studies textile machinery 
powered by geothermal steam 7671 

environmental safety. manufacturers of textile 
—_— introduce environmentally safe products 

Europe. more mergers, acquisitions, and strategic 
alliances are expected 3 

European machines sold in Asia must be versatile, 
adaptable to quality variations 3062 

European safety standards for textile machinery. EC 
machinery directive 616 

exports of Indian textile machinery. products and 
export performance 4726 

FAG Kugelficsher acquired by Temco. will retain 
present staff 3748 

FAG Kugelfischer Georg Schafer manufactures 
machine accessories 585 

Fehrer introduces Model NL-3000 needle loom for 
spun bonded geotextiles 8954 

Fleissner. company profile includes history, 
management, and current machine range 9378 

Fleissner. company profile, review of leading 
machinery designs 9379 

folding. B-100-V folder from Elsner Engineering 
features 12 folding styles in one machine 5210 

France. recent activities of ICBT, Schlumberger, 
Maurice Heliot, Laroche, Superba, Cera 586 

French Association of Textile Machinery 
me makes major sales effort in Far East 

frequency inverters. profile of Vectron Elektronik’s 
VC-400 three phase 55 kilowatt AC inverter 7687 

German textile machinery industry able to meet 
Japanese competition 1450 

Habasit, a leading manufacturer of transmission and 
conveyor belts for textile machinery. profile 7681 

Hergeth Hollingsworth. interview with chief 
executive about company restructuring 7685 

ICBT International. French textile machine 
manufacturer. overview of operations 2934 

India. domestic production decreases but exports, 
— to Asia and Africa, increase substantially 

india. history, overview of current activities. sector 
characterized by growth, improvement 5410 

India. need to upgrade machinery to remain 
internationally competitive 4710 

india. overview of current status, problems 5470 
India. overview of Indian textile machinery 
manufacturing industry 3801 

India. textile machine production growth and decline 
since 1988. effect of depressed textile demand on 
modernization 3054 

indian textile machine manufacturing industry meets 
domestic demand and exports to developing 
countries 2980 

Indian textile machine manufacturing industry. 
present condition 4636 

indian textile machinery manufacturers adversely 
affected by government trade policies and 
devaluation of rupee 1541 

integrated knitwear manufacturing. knitting and 
sewing machinery, computer design systems for 
integrated processes 4631 

international markets and manufacturing centers for 
textile machinery 1451 

Italian textile machinery exports increase for 1993 to 
more than 3,000 billion lire 6990 

Italian textile machinery industry considered one of 
the best in the world. overview of industry 8614 

Italian textile machinery industry. sectors, exports, 
and keys to success 9458 

Italy. industry notable for wide range of products, 
highly successful export sales 8665 

Italy. TexBiMa Consortium of Biellese textile machine 
building firms. interview with chairman 5359 

Jetlace systems from ICBT Perfojet for 
— of nonwoven fabric webs 

Lectra Systemes. recent reorganization increases 
—s share of the worldwide CAD, CAM market 

looms. sales soar in 1993, ee 1994 expected, 
fueled by QSC developments 2474 

lubricants. BTRA/OC seminar recommends quality 
control standards 6882 

lubrication. Kiueber introduces Kiuebersynth GEM 4, 
Kluebersynth GH 6 high efficiency gear oils 4642 

lubrication. selection of proper lubricants for textile 
machines 2972 

Machines of the Year selected by editors at Textil 
Praxis International 2981 

maintenance, mulberry plants. gasoline powered 
vehicle for automated pest control of mulberry 
fields 8616 

manufacturers located in northern Italy. products 
and exports 2 
— in automated apparel manufacturing 

mixing devices. contribution of po performance 
to industrial screw performance 7098 

multimotor control on a single DC link bus using the 
Siemens SIMOVERT PM modular design 29 

Murata’s winding, oe twisting, and 
crimping machines at OTEMAS 1993 exhibit 4637 

nonwoven fabric manufacture, Expo Nonwovens 
Asia 1994. machinery from Hergeth Hollingsworth, 
Kanematsu 4911 

nonwoven fabric production. machinery adapted 
from paper, textile, chemical industries 8055 

nonwovens equipment, machinery. recent 
— from several companies reviewed 

nonwovens laboratory at Fachhochschule Coburg in 
anew 6195 ‘ 

OTEMAS 1993 features diverse machinery. exhibit 
review 4623 

OTEMAS 1993 features more than 500 exhibitors 
from 21 countries 569 

OTEMAS 1993 features ey and knitting 
yy exhibition review 3799 

OTEMAS 1993 —_= in prominence with 
ascendancy of Asian textile industry 4639 

OTEMAS 1993 _— of products from various 
companies 57 

OTEMAS 1993 preview. exhibit expands 
considerably in response to industry growth in 
Asia 574 

OTEMAS 1993. African Textiles previews offerings 
from Nippon Mayer, Benninger, WestPoint, Uster 
and others 572 

OTEMAS 1993. machinery reviewed 587 



OTEMAS 1993. no major technological 
ene, trend toward simpler machines 

OTEMAS 1993. review of exhibitor offerings 4638 
OTEMAS 1993. review of machinery unveiled by 
oe eee manufacturers 3803 

OTEMAS 1993. review of machinery unveiled by 
leading European equipment manufacturers 3802 

OTEMAS 1993. review of products from diverse 
manufacturers 1440 

overview of the Italian textile machinery 
a industry 645 

pins and pinned products. Pinco acquires production 
facility from Drei-S-Werk 3804 

Platt Brothers and Company Limited. rise and fall of 
a Kingdom textile machinery manufacturer 

Rieter machinery is ideally suited to the production 
of blended yarns 85 

Rieter. overview of company, importance of 
diversification to growth 717 

RSO provides service network and technical support 
to Rieter’s customers in Far East 529 

sales of apparel manufacturing machinery to be as 
hi — 1993, spurred by wrinkle resistant fabrics 
1 

sales. 1992-1993 world sales data for 200 leading 
textile machinery manufacturers 7688 

Saurer begins expansion into Asian and Eastern 
European markets 819 

Savio. attempts to privatize fail, reorganization after 
failure lead to increases in sales 8567 

Schlafhorst parts department reduces turnaround 
times and prices 5411 

Schlafhorst, Zinser. profile of joint ventures with 
Shanghai Erfangji Company Limited 8809 

Scholl inaugurates 53,000 square foot facility for 
making dyeing and finishing machinery 1797 

seals, braided fiber. high flow resistance for 
application in engines 1736 

Shanghai No. 2 Textile Machinery Plant is now the 
— textile machinery manufacturer in China 

steamers. oxygen measuring device with digital 
display introduced 2910 

Sulzer et profile of Sulzer division in People’s 
Republic of China 8862 

Swiss textile machinery exports rise 4.3 percent in 
1992, despite the European recession 1557 
—— machinery exports. market forecasts 

Switzerland. in 1994, sales of Swiss textile 
= may reach record high of $5 billion 

Switzerland. low domestic demand prods textile 
machinery manufacturers to develop new foreign 
markets 6994 

Switzerland. overview of current status. global 
recession still affecting sales 6163 

Switzerland. overview of sector. performance during 
last four years 4711 

Switzerland. plans to increase market penetration 
mainly in China, former COMECON countries 4712 

Switzerland. textile machinery sector continues to 
perform well internationally 4713 

Symtech catalog of textile machinery and equipment 
7 — European manufacturers. (Trade Lit.) 

Textile World’s 1994-1995 Buyer’s Guide provides 
listing of more than 1,800 manufacturers 6103 

Textile World’s Show-in-Print showcases new 
products and services 8617 

trade in textile machinery. impact of NAFTA and 
GATT on ATMA membership 3893 
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Truetzschler director discusses current business 
environment and trends 6342 

Trutzschler. profile of joint venture with Zhengzhou 
Textile Machinery Piant 8810 

Union Special relocates Automated Systems 
—" increases sales and customer service 

— Quality Award Scheme. applicant 

United Kingdom. overview of production, products, 
marketing activities 5474 
— States sales are strong for textile machinery 

web guiding systems. pneumatic hydraulic power 
units as components of web guiding systems 4643 

welding machines, thermoplastic materials or coated 
fabrics. Cadillac Heat Model 30, review 1237 

Werner Mathis. overview of history. origins, 
expansion, products 4640 

wet processing machinery introduced during 1993. 
directory 1005 

Zellweger Uster to exhibit diverse selection of textile 
machines at OTEMAS 2209 

Textile marketing, see MARKETING. 

TEXTILE MILLS (see also other headi , such as 
APPAREL MANUFACTURING S, KNITTING 
AND HOSIERY MILLS, MILL BUILDINGS) 

air conditioning in high speed spinning mills. 
— and regulation of a climatization system 

air conditioning of the weaving zone. Luwa air 
conditioning system design 

air conditioning with Luwa’s LoomSphere improves 
microclimate around the loom 2485 

Allied Textile will acquire Carleton Woolen Mills for 
$15.1 million plus $3 million in ATC common 
stock 2151 

AlliedSignal, BASF form joint venture in nylon 
production 10 

Alpargatas denim plant. integrated manufacturing 
strategy and total production management 4923 | 

Altamira Colour Limited (Kilwinning, Scotland), dyer 
—- — of knit and woven fabrics. profile 

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers announces completion of 
merger with Phillips Fibers Corporation 2152 

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company celebrates 25th 
anniversary. history of company 1704 

Aquascutum. effects of recent acquisition be 
enown. plans to revitalize company 1175 

Argentina. profile of Alpargatas. Argentine mills and 
Latin American shoe manufacture 3039 

Artextil. profile of family owned, vertically integrated 
woolen mill in Spain 6413 

Asian Cotton Mills in Sri Lanka forms self-managed 
— of employees to solve production problems 

Aswin Dyeing and Finishing of Thailand equips new 
mill with Monforts finishing line 4214 

automated spinning mill. cost analysis of a fully 
automated Japanese mill 4856 
— of yarn storage facilities in weaving mills 

BASF shuts down polyester filament manufacturing 
plant at Lowland, Tennessee 1584 

Beaulieu Group profile. company divided into six 
— companies. products, sales, operations 

Beavertown Weaving. Pennsylvania textile mill 
— expansion, equipment upgrade programs 
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Beijing Qinghe Worsted Mill. profile of Chinese state 
owned vertically integrated mill 8889 

Belding Heminway Company reports 1994 second 
quarter net income of $1.2 million 8321 

Bibb Company loses $6.6 million in 1994 second 
quarter profits due to poor sales of towels, labeled 
bedding 7474 

Bradford textile mills supplement traditional British 
designs with new fancy weaves and colors 8980 

Brazil. profile of Sao Paolo based textile machine 
manufacturer, Texima 3063 

Burlington’s apparel and apparel fabric segment’s 
earnings decline for 1994 second quarter. net 
earnings increase 4583 

Burlington’s first quarter net earnings slips 24.5 
percent at its apparel fabrics segment 1705 

CAD technology in United States mills. new 
advances. integration of CAD and CAM 
technologies 1416 

Calum Textiles. Australian knit apparel fabric 
manufacturer profiled 8848 

Cambridge Textile Group, manufacturer of towels. 
company profile 3549 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
al primary textile mills operating in Canada 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
geographical index of textile mills in Canada 9438 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
mo suppliers, manufacturers, finishers, mills 

Chapman Fraser makes women’s silk stockings, 
tights 3309 

China Dyeing Works opens new facility in Yuen 
Long, Hong Kong 222 

China. Malimo Maschinenbau delivers first 
installation of glass fiber processing line to 
company in China 46 

Ciba Laboratories, Chile. use of Datacolor system for 
quality control, color formulation, and color 
correction 5043 

CIM models for textile industry. relationship of CIM 
and JIT technologies 1432 

CIM systems. planning and implementation in a 
spinning mill 166 

CIPSA denim production in Parras, Mexico 
modernizing, joining with Cone Mills 8011 

CMI Industries, parent of Clinton Mills, opens new 
national sales offices in New York City 8012 

comforters and bedding accessories. Thomaston 
opens new $25 production plant 5175 

computerization of Indian textile mills. benefits to 
small and medium mills 2191 

Cone Mills aims for bellwether sales of $1 billion by 
1996. profile 1384 

Cone Mills apparel fabric sales increase slightly in 
phn first quarter. company earnings decrease 

Cone Mills installs Zellweger Uster’s Polyguard yarn 
clearing and monitoring system in North Carolina 
mills 2416 

Cone Mills to increase its manufacturing and 
marketing presence in Europe, Asia 4091 

construction in less developed countries. causes for 
failure (Conf. Paper) 9308 

cotton dust. clinical aspects of byssinosis, 
Lancashire textile workers (Conf. Paper) 7755 

cotton dust. trends in prevalence of byssinotic 
symptoms, Lancashire textile workers (Conf. 
Paper) 7756 

Cotton Incorporated. research and development 
plants. services provided 2310 

Culp Incorporated reports sales increase of 76 
percent during fiscal 1995 first quarter 7205 

Culp stock gains 26.2 percent in last quarter of 
1993. Mohawk Industries to merge with Aladdin 
Mills 2153 

Dan River Mills. profile of Virginia based producer of 
—— yarns for apparel, home furnishings 

denim manufacturing, United States. retail sales that 
— denim out of slowdown in 1993 continue 

denim mills look for new ways to increase sales. 
producers introduce new medium weight and light 
weight treatments 885 

Dixie Yarns reports first quarter 2.9 percent decline 
in sales from $84 million to $81.6 million 4021 

Dominion Textile earnings decrease due to poor 
denim, commodity yarn markets 4588 

Dominion Textile Incorporated invests $5.1 million in 
its subsidiary Dominion Yarn Company 7954 

Dominion Textile reports decrease in operating 
profits due to high denim inventories and weak 
sales 2154 

Doran Textiles ——- a variety of yarns and 
fabrics with flexible manufacturing strategy 6345 

Doran Textiles survives with flexibility, innovation, 
product development, incentives tt 3235 

Du Pont plans $100 million nylon 66 fi 
manufacturing plant in Taiwan 1588 

earnings gains and losses among publicly owned 
— fourth quarter and year-end figures 

effluent treatment. simple and economical method of 
reducing effluent pollution 1499 

effluents. EPA guidelines for identifying toxic 
— affecting textile mills in many states 

electrical energy consumption. reducing omy use 
for compressed air, HVAC, and lighting 

energy conservation in air conditioning required by 
textile mills 1452 

energy management in Indian textile mills. 
requirements and procedures 1437 

energy requirement. textile mills in India consider use 
of solar energy and rice husk fuels 5400 

Erhardt and Leimer. history, current activities, plans 
for the future 5360 

Estonian mill characterized by inefficient operations. 
recommendations. 3749 

facilities management by Sulzer Infra reduces 
operating costs 9372 

Fieldcrest Cannon converts carpet facility to home 
furnishings manufacturing plant 1914 

Fieldcrest Cannon reopens plant to manufacture 
— products using World Class techniques 

Forstmann installs Benninger Supertronic warping 
machines in its woolen fabrics mill in Dublin, 
Georgia 8894 

Franzoni Filati. overview of operations. production of 
low twist Ne 30 cotton yarn 5635 

Glen Raven consolidates three divisions, sets 
ambitious investment plans 323 

globalization. strategic alliance formed between Fong 
National —* and Vald Henriksen (Conf. 
Paper) 946 

Globe Manufacturing adds new $30 million 
production facility in Tuscaloosa, Alabama 708 



Goodison Textiles Canada. Lee Group firm to Dm a 
denim fabric plant in New Brunswick 8013 8014 

Graniteville Mill. profile of oldest textile mill in United 
States operating under original charter 6412 

greige mills, United States. increases in price of 
cotton, polyester retard financial growth 4924 

Hanil Synthetic Fiber agrees to joint venture with 
Chinese company to manufacture acrylic yarn in 
Shandong Province 1659 

Hanmark Rugs manufactures hand knotted wool 
rugs in joint venture with Chinese factory 1357 

high performance spinning technology can help keep 
textile manufacturers from relocating to Far 
Eastern countries 2433 

Hoechst Frankfurt cuts back operations at several 
polyester filament manufacturing plants in 
Germany 1589 

Hoechst Frankfurt to spin off polyester fiber 
we division in an effort to cut costs 

—— in modern weaving room construction 

India. European management theory in Indian textile 
mills. developing objectives and goals 4594 

India. government policies affecting mills, power 
looms, and hand looms 2457 

India. mill sector fabric production declining. 
economic health of mills in eastern states 2473 

information systems. Bespoke Computer’s pamphlet 
— steps in selection of computer systems 

information systems. Datatex’s TIM software for 
inventory control 6873 

Inman Mills. profile of South Carolina based producer 
A fabrics for apparel, home furnishings 

italdenim. Italian manufacturer produces 10 million 
meters of finished denim per year 4069 

JAI Mata Industries Limited of India to manufacture 
coarse yarn counts on open end machines 6982 

Johnston Industries. Textile World selects Georgia 
based organization as its 1994 Model Mill 5663 

Kaidi of China diversifies business interests, 
continues to produce high quality silk fabrics 881 

Kalkstein Silk Mills. profile of United States 
manufacturer of silk neckwear fabrics 8883 

Kellwood Company’s Melrose Division. effect on mill 
building of recent Los Angeles earthquake 8015 
— — Pickens, South Carolina, yarn spinning 

mi 
Kurabo exhibits color harmony system at OTEMAS 

1993, other products 1832 
Lenzing Fibers opens new rayon fiber facility in 
Lowland, Tennessee 5518 

Macquarie Textile Group modernizes and expands its 
= worsted mill in Albury, New South Wales 

Majestic Mills acquires Cone Mill’s corduroy 
business 866 

Mayfair Mills. profile of manufacturer of woven 
fabrics for apparel, home furnishings, industrial 
end uses 8884 

Meritas Yarns agrees to buy Russell Corporation 
plant in LaFayette, Alabama 1660 

Mexico and Argentina. review of such companies as 
— Polifil, Century Internacional, and Corduroy 

Mexico. modernization efforts at Plus Ultra, Aztlan, 
Scala Textil 3060 

Milliken to close its weaving operation in Barnwell, 
ory Carolina. blames apparel imports for closing 
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Mohawk to purchase Aladdin Mills. merger gives 
Mohawk polypropylene extrusion capabilities 1383 

Monsanto installs supervisory monitoring, control 
system at nylon production facility in Florida 553 

Monsanto. $9 billion diversified company 
manufactures over 1,700 products. profile 1605 

Moretz Mills expands production capacity with 
acquisition of Sara Lee knitting mill. Parklane 
trademark purchased by Danskin 2496 

Mount Vernon Mills modernizes plant to produce 
high quality woven and dyed denim fabrics 882 

Musgrove Mills. profile of South Carolina based 
= of woven cotton/polyester print fabrics 

Nisshinbo plans to expand yarn production in . 
California to satisfy United States demand 3237 

Nuovo Pignone. General Electric purchases 79 
percent majority shareholding interest 4092 

Opp & Micolas Mills sales vd from $68 million to 
$90 million during 1990-1993 period 5668 

OTEMAS 1993. developments in quality control, 
textile pte and finishing 5457 

Parkdale Mills adopts fully automated Schlafhorst 
Autocoro ACO-288 rotor spinning machines 4855 

Parkdale Mills to upgrade its Schlafhorst rotor yarn 
spinning machines 5671 

Parkdale Mills, manufacturer of cotton and 
polyester/cotton spun yarns. company profile 4024 

partnerships for quality assurance from raw 
materials to final products 2965 

productivity of spinning mills in India by the year 
2000 will be significantly higher 2418 

quality control in the Turkish cotton spinning 
industry. cotton fiber testing and online quality 
control (Conf. Paper) 8811 

quality policies for meeting the requirements of ISO 
9000 quality certification 562 

Quick Response programs. AMTEX develops 
technology to help small firms establish OR 
programs 1886 

Quick Response technology. AMTEX’s DAMA 
project offers mills marketplace integration with 
low cost EDI 1415 , 

rugs, machine made. profile of 15 leading 
manufacturers in North America 9124 

Russ Knits. commission knitter produces 350,000 
pounds of single/double knit fabric per week 8857 

sales and earnings, 1994 first quarter. solid 
—— growth, low inflation surprise analysts 

Sara Lee. sales of apparel, textiles account for half 
of $14.58 billion in 1993 sales 5147 

sewing room of the future. increased flexibility and 
control. overview of sewing systems 5204 

site selection strategies. factors influencing locations 
of new mills (Conf. Paper) 9309 

Sonoco recycling programs for carriers, fiber drums, 
and plastic drums 6935 

Southern Phenix. profile of Johnston Industries’ 
upholstery and automotive fabrics division 5669 

Spartan Mills. profile of South Carolina based 
producer of woven fabrics, contract printer 8886 

spinning mills in the future. global competition based 
on modern technology, process control, TQM 
systems 2430 

stock prices of selected United States fabric 
manufacturers 409 

Sucker + Mueller indigo dyeing lines. immersion 
baths, dye measurement, oxidation, air and 
temperature control 2638 

Sucker + Mueller installs weaving preparation 
equipment in Swiss weaving mill 2 
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suppliers. reducing the number of equipment 
suppliers for textile mills saves money 5362 

Swift Textiles, leading manufacturer of denim, 
develops awards program to honor employees with 
good ideas 5679 

Swift Textiles, leading manufacturer of denim, has 
—- marketing department 5678 

Swift Textiles. interview with president, CEO 
focuses on reasons for denim manufacturer’s 
success 5684 

Swift Textiles. overview of denim manufacturer's 
—— Through Quality Management program 

Swift Textiles. profile of denim manufacturer 
rs from commodity to value added products 

Swift Textiles. success in global marketing of denim 
a evening to differences in regiona! markets 

Swift Textiles. vertical operations, specialty 
—= at several facilities in denim production 

Tech Textiles USA. profile of Johnston Industries’ 
composites manufacturing division 5673 

Tennessee Woolens signs new labor contract with 
employees 9339 

Thomasten Mills’ sales and earnings decrease in 
1994 third quarter 4584 

Titan Textile Company invests $25 million to 
become World Class yarn texturer 3232 

Toray opens 85 million pound Sterling weaving mill 
in Mansfield, Great Britain 883 

Toray, a profile. major fiber, yarn, and fabric 
products 394 

Tweave, a small producer of specialty stretch fabrics 
for upholstery and foundation garments 327 

Union Special relocates Automated Systems 
—— increases sales and customer service 

United Kingdom. Royal Commission on the Historical 
Monuments of England survey 9488 

United States apparel fabric. weaving mills. directory 
of leading milis 1385 

United States denim mills. reversing slowdown 
through product diversity. trends, products, 
factory upgrades 884 

United States fabric manufacturers invest in air jet 
looms, other weaving technology to remain 
competitive 2459 

United States. apparel manufacturers from Asia 
ig in 1994 COTTON USA manufacturers 
tour 

United States. effects of computers and automation 
on management and operation 1421 

United States. mills resume normal production 
—s severe flooding in Georgia and Alabama 

United States. October 1993 imports of textiles and 
apparel increase 9 percent 1563 

United States. review of fluctuations in stock prices 
for 20 leading textile mills 9457 

United States. Wall Street forecasts for first quarter 
1994 show improvement, increased demand for 
apparel 1542 

Wearbest Sil-Tex Mills, fabric manufacturer for 
upscale home furnishings market. profile 7208 

Wellington Sears upgrades decorative fabrics 
manufacturing equipment 8887 

Wellington Sears. profile of Johnston Industries’ 
— fabrics and home furnishings division 

Zimmer Frankfurt to build a continuous ethylene 
— polycondensation plant near Beijing 

TEXTILE RESEARCH (see also other 
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a NUCLEONICS (see also other . such 
as GRAFTING, RADIATION, RADIOA 
TRACERS, STATIC ELECTRICITY) 

headings such as 
CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS, etc., and under 

subject headings) : 
(TC)2. congressional caucus attacks President 
Clinton’s plan to end funding of (TC)2. plan 
discussed 2289 

aerospace. contamination in LDEF opticall 
measured with Nomarski microscopes 3857 

agriculture. Sericea lespedeza legume grows on 
depleted croplands, restores organic matter, 
nitrogen content 4696 6153 

Albany International technical and research services 
for the textile industry (Trade Lit.) 8666 

AMTEX combines research and development 
resources of government and industry 8701 

AMTEX Partnership stre ns competitiveness of 
United States textile industry 7845 

AMTEX research and development partnership 
between industry and —_——s present 
research projects 550 

AMTEX. landmark agreement focuses on six 
research projects 1570 

Apparel! Demonstration Project, Clemson Apparel 
Research Facility. survey results 2087 

apparel manufacture sourcing. regional deployment 
of computer integrated prototype database 9161 

apparel sourcing. computer integrated proto is to 
improve demand activated manufacturing 

artificial intelligence. recent research and 
development 8607 

Asia. travel diary of visits to textile research facilities 
in cities from Pakistan to South India 6194 

automation. robotics. state of current research and 
development 3555 

batch dyeing. real time data acquisition, theoretical 
and process models, adaptive control 

batch dyeing. real time monitoring 9063 
biotechnology. AMTEX. considering a proposal to 

use new technology to improve fiber quality 3952 
braiding machine capable of producing wide, flat 
woven structures at high production rate 8902 

BTRA. overview of activities 6196 
carpet industry. Hamby Textile Research offers 
research and development services to the carpet 
industry 9151 
SS databases. textile industry applications 

chitin. conversion to nonlinear optical fibers 8801 
CIM research. overview of activities of National 

Textile Research Center 9345 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
a (CSIRO) 1992-1993 Annual Report 

composites reinforced with multidimensional fibrous 
structures. production, properties 8952 

composites, aerospace. research at Douglas Aircraft 
Company’s Materials Science Department (Conf. 
Paper) 8086 

composites, automotive. research at Ford Motor 
Company’s Materials Science Department (Conf. 
Paper) 8073 

composites, fiber reinforced. new preform fibers 
developed by Khimvolokno Research Institute 
(Conf. Paper) 7920 

composites, fiber reinforced. research at the 
Katholieke Universiteit in Leuven, Belgium (Conf. 
Paper) 8079 

composites, fiber reinforced. research at the 
Khimvolokno Research Institute in St. Petersburg 
(Conf. Paper) 8085 



composites, fiber reinforced. research at the NASA 
Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia 
(Conf. Paper) 8083 

Cooperative Research & Development Agreements. 
g — States textile companies participate in 

cotton ginning. developments at Stoneville, 
Lubbock, and Las Cruces research facilities 1610 

cotton growing. biotechnology used in solving 
problems (Book) 2322 

Cotton Incorporated invests $500,000 to upgrade its 
— Carolina research and development facility 

Cotton Incorporated. current projects. HV! cotton 
classification, Engineered Fiber Selection software 

cotton, genetically engineered. methods, objectives 
(Abstract) 2319 

cotton. control methods to diminish whitefly 
infestation identified by recent USDA research 
results 3121 

cotton. Cotton incorporated invests $500,000 to 
ie research facility in Raleigh, North Carolina 

cotton. research facility run by Cotton, Incorporated, 
in Raleigh 4767 

cotton. virus resistant seed developed by Nuclear 
— for Agriculture and Biology in Pakistan 

Croatia, Slovenia. profile of degree programs at 
Cranj technical school, Liubljana Univ., Univ. of 
Zagreb 9480 

CSIR, Division of Textile Technology. overview of 
services 7584 
— research deals with dyeing and finishing of 
woo 

demand activated manufacturing. analysis, modeling 
+. aa interactive decision support systems 

Du Pont’s textile laboratory. research and 
development in Lycra 787 

dye identification via diffuse reflectance infrared 
Fourier transform spectroscopy (Abstract) 5350 

dyeing research. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
Ciba Geigy to collaborate 1806 5046 

dyes. toxicologically safe alternatives to metallized, 
hydrophobic dyes 9067 

dyes. United States environmental regulations 
influence future research efforts of textile chemical 
suppliers 7338 

elastane development. FEP Polymertechnik pilot and 
research plants 6280 

electrotechnology in textile manufacturing. infrared, 
dielectric, ultrasonics research 9374 

fabric defects. perception, analysis of real, illuso 
appearance defects, particularly streakiness 8974 

fabric inspection. Computer Aided Fabric Evaluation 
project for online inspection during manufacture 

fabric quality. online characterization, control of 
fabric properties to optimize production 8977 

Fashion Information Service and Computerized 
Fashion Show. two research projects by 
Nottingham Trent University 5114 

fibers. control of damage accumulation via 
microstructural modifications 8726 

fluorescent dyes in molecular biology. obtainin 
information about cell structure and health 3035 

genetic engineering of cotton. AMTEX Cotton 
— +r project will identify important genes 
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geotextiles. design, characterization for high 
performance application 9267 

hosiery scouring, pee _— with hydrogen 
peroxide reuses bath 90 

India. ATIRA training and research programs 3896 
India. educational programs, research, and services 

at the National Institute of Fashion Technology 
(Conf. Paper) 9482 . 

India. research projects of the Cooperative Textile 
Research Associations 386 

industrial fabrics. profiles of bamboo fiber extraction, 
drying fabrics for container shipping, novel 
geotextiles 8109 

Institute of Textile Technology celebrates 50th 
anniversary in Charlottesville, Virginia 6190 

Institute of Textile hiner py commemorates 50th 
rer. background of organization 7846 

Institute of Textile Technology elects Dr. Michael T. 
Waroblak as president 869 

International Conference on Wool Research. preview 
of 1995 conference to be held in Biella, Italy 8694 

ITV projects for improving knit fabric production 

jute. Bangladesh Jute Research Institute. summary 
of research projects 3954 

kinetics of dissolution of polymers in solvents. 
overview of research 7128 

LEITAT Detergo pilot industrial washing plant for 
analysis, control, and testing of textiles 5228 

LEITAT operations. development in fiber and color 
analysis, textile maintenance, textile physics 5335 

marketing. demand responsive marketing by United 
States apparel industry. modeling consumer 
behavior in Mexico 9326 

MFA phaseout. econometric model of world textile 
— used to examine effects of MFA phaseout 

Milliken’s research managers renown for translating 
ae from laboratory to marketplace (Abstract) 

National Textile Center 1994 Annual Report. 
summaries of research projects 9490 

National Textile Center annual report for fiscal year 
oy September 30, 1994. research summaries 

National Textile Center in Wilmington. overview 
(Abstract) 3087 

National Textile Center quarterly report for quarter 
— December 31, 1992. research summaries 

National Textile Center quarterly report for quarter 
—— December 31, 1993. research summaries 

National Textile Center quarterly report for quarter 
ended June 30, 1992. research summaries 8705 

National Textile Center quarterly report for quarter 
ended June 30, 1993. research summaries 8707 

National Textile Center quarterly report for quarter 
ended March 31, 1993. research summaries 8702 

National Textile Center quarterly report for quarter 
— September 30, 1992. research summaries 

National Textile Center. major research areas and 
accomplishments 5504 

National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program 
1994 Directory 9489 

NCSU opens new laboratory to advance the 
development of protective fabrics 2293 
— phenomenon in high speed yarn transport 
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nonwoven fabric manufacture, three dimensional 
a plastics industry spurs 
innovation 4171 

overview of textile research throughout world, in 
United States (Abstract) 3088 

Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science. dean 
David Brookstein to upgrade enroliment, research 
programs 7843 

piece layout, optimization of piece shape for layout 
with computer aided apparel manufacturing 9162 

plasma treatments. mechanisms by which plasma 
modifies surfaces 9081 

product development in apparel industry. computer 
integrated forecasting 9350 

product development reengineering. interdisciplinary 
— of specialists develop products quickly 

protective clothing. comfort and functionality. 
— into optimization of fabric properties 

quick response manufacturing. research on textiles 
suitable for ink jet, xerographic printing 9071 

report of the Forschungskuratoriums Gesamttextil. 
1993 textile research projects in Germany 8692 
—_ and Development’s Product Source 1993 

Russia. Research Institute for Textile Materials in 
Moscow profiled 6197 

Saxon Institute for Textile Research. profile 7844 
seams. research to develop online inspection of 
seams 9193 

Shaw Industries recently opened large research, 
development facility 8288 

silk. research ae the spinning of silk by the 
silkworm. overview 3966 

source reduction of pollutants from textile 
processing wastewater. current research 9421 

South Korea. research activities of 26 major South 
— institutes in manufacturing technology 

spinning. research objectives in use of continuously 
monitored data in product development 8833 

Stork Brabant survey of world printing. production, 
processes and materials, end markets 5081 

Sulzer Ruti. research and development activities, 
restructuring 6431 

Taiwan. research and development about carbon 
pr A manufacturing and applications in Taiwan 

textbook for beginning textile students with some 
knowledge of chemistry, physics (Book) 3084 

Textile Resource Conservation project. review of 
AMTEX effort coordinated by Institute of Textile 
Technology 8630 

tomographic analysis of structure of nonwoven 
fabrics 9296 

TSG Incorporated offers product research and 
development laboratories for nonwovens 
manufacturers 5384 

twist distribution in yarn during air jet spinning 8836 
wastewater treatment, oxidative. research at Auburn 

University 3019 
weaving. real time detection, control of fabric 
defects during weaving 8919 

welding. effect of woven thermal insulation on the 
quality of wet shielded metal arc welds 4206 5793 

wet-laid nonwovens. John R. Starr Incorporated 
— Herty Foundation to promote research 

TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY (see also other headings, such 
as HISTORY) 

AMTEX Partnership strengthens competitiveness of 
United States textile industry 7845 
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a manufactures weaving preparation and 
finishing equipment for all major markets 1453 

China. review of ancient textile art, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5492 

Croatia, Slovenia. profile of degree programs at 
Cranj technical school, Liubljana Univ., Univ. of 
Zagreb 9480 

Egypt. review of ancient textile objects, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5493 

genetically engineered cotton, Body Measurement 
System, Automation Master. impact 9493 

Institute of Textile Technol celebrates 50th 
anniversary in Charlottesville, Virginia 6190 

Institute of Textile been pe 6 commemorates 50th 
anniversary. background of organization 7846 

israel. review of ancient textile objects, textile 
technology (Abstract) 4987 

Japan. some examples of new weaving technology, 
research and development activities 8667 
— various developments in industrial technology 

Japanese Textile Manufacturers Society. outline of 
Papers presented at 47th annual conference 9491 

Korea. review of ancient textile art, textile 
technology (Abstract) 5495 

looms. technological developments dominated by 
advances in electronics, computers 8906 

mechantronics combines mechanical engineering, 
microelectronics, computer science, information 
technology 6874 

Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science. dean 
David Brookstein to upgrade enroliment, research 
programs 7843 

Saxon Institute for Textile Research. profile 7844 
South Korea. research activities of 26 major South 
a institutes in manufacturing technology 

technological progress, India in 21st century. effects 
a _—— population growth, fiber production 

technology transfer. important functions served by 
research institutes 7004 

Texnet provides marketing, information, technology 
= saan assistance to Italian textile industry 

textbook for beginning textile students with some 
knowledge of chemistry, physics (Book) 3084 

Textiie Resource Conservation project. review of 
AMTEX effort coordinated by Institute of Textile 
Technology 8630 

three dimensional body scanning technology to 
improve apparel fitting process 9110 

wet processing machinery. developments from Then, 
oa Aclavos, Stork, and other manufacturers 

World Textile Congress. keynote address stresses 
impact of technological innovation on textile 
industry 7847 

TEXTILE TERMS (see also other headings, such as 
INFORMATION) 

composites. NASA sponsors development of 
glossary for terms, definitions related to 
composites 3342 oe 

finishing terminology. standardization of descriptive 
terms, such as hand, effect, characteristic, 
property 5021 

manmade fiber names. United States and EU 
legislation. recommendations for modification of 
EU standards 778 

textbook for beginning textile students with some 
knowledge of chemistry, physics (Book) 3084 
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TEXTILE TESTING (see also other , such as 
ABRASION TESTING, BLEND TESTING, CHEMICAL 
TESTING, COLORFASTNESS, FABRIC TESTING, 
FIBER TESTING, FRICTION, INSPECTION, 
MICROSCOPY, QUALITY CONTROL, 
SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS, SPECTRUM 
ANALYSIS, STATISTICAL METHODS, TEXTILE 
CALCULATIONS, TIME STUDY, YARN TESTING, 
and under subject headings of specific fibers and 
processes) 

Albany International research, development, and 
consultation services 6790 

anti-G suit. parametric testing of volumes, fill rates, 
pressure differentials 3665 

apparel. IFI testing technicians need detailed 
information about handling of garments before 
testing 3580 

BTRA develops test kit to check viscosity, acidity, 
—. sediment, rust particles in lubricating oils 

burning behavior quantified by Limiting Oxygen 
Index 4556 

carpet wear simulation by new machine with torsion 
as well as compression 8553 

chromatographic analysis of dyes with liquid 
chromatography, thin layer chromatography, 
capillary electrophoresis 1360 

colorfastness testing. standard setting bodies 9074 
comfort, apparel. W.L. Gore & Associates Limited 
launches technical advisory design service 8564 

composites, platings. advanced ultrasonic 
nondestructive evaluation method 3726 

consumer safety, textiles. Oeko-Tex Standard 100 
— label used in 12 European countries 

Cotton Incorporated’s Fabric Development Center. 
capabilities, services 6999 

Cotton Incorporated’s Fiber Processing Center. 
capabilities, services 7000 

CSIR, Division of Textile Technology. overview of 
services 7584 
= research deals with dyeing and finishing of 
woo 

EMPA system for simulating environmental 
exposure, including corrosive gases 6060 

fiber art. evaluation of topical flame retardants, 
—_— methods, flammability characteristics 

flammability pee review of flammability tests 
r currently in use throughout United States 6958 

frictional characteristics of shoe soles, floor 
coverings to reduce number of workplace 
accidents 3746 

IAQ study discredited by Congress, Court. CRI 
distributes [AQ education kit to retailers 6752 

Instron Limited develops MN 44, compact single 
column tensile testing instrument 9307 

Laserscan 200 noncontacting extensometer from 
Lioyd Instruments 2129 

Lawson-Hemphill manufactures testing machines for 
fiber producers, texturers, yarn spinners 489 

LEITAT operations. development in fiber and color 
analysis, textile maintenance, textile "~ 5335 

machinery. Hounstield Test Equipment’s C series 
pd have load capacities from 10-20 kilonewtons 

oan during needling of nonwoven fabrics 

nonwoven fabrics. differential pressure air 
permeability instrument for acceptance testing, 
quality control, and research 50 

paper machine felts. testing during opening, carding, 
preneediing, felting 8551 

TEXTILE TRADE (see also other headi 
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pressurized protective suits. rapid and accurate 
rm for conducting inflation, volume, leak tests 

procedures. workshops by NITRA teach fiber, yarn, 
and chemical testing methods 3725 

quality control. testing wren uaa quality, but 
selecting tests is complex 2909 

SDL America Incorporated formed by SDL 
International Group, Goodbrand Jeffreys Sales, 
Limited 455 

SDL International sets up branch in United States to 
sell laboratory equipment 5336 

silk cocoon drying machine. continuous temperature 
measurement system 4565 

specifications and standards. accreditation of textile 
testing laboratories in Canada, United States 4560 

sun protection factor of various textile materials, 
Australian Wool Testing Authority 6148 

sun protection. EMPA develops spectrophotometric 
method to evaluate textile capacity to protect from 
sun 8529 

supercritical fluid technology. uses in analytical, 
process, environmental testing 9431 

textile polymers. natural and synthetic. measurement 
of molecular weight using viscosimetry 8563 

thermal shock, stress. Heraeus Equipment’s HT7012 
S2 thermal shock, stress chamber 4561 

ultrahigh weight polyethylene medical implants. 
accelerated aging test for irradiated implants 
(Abstract) 7616 

velocity. TSI’s laser based LS5OM Multiplexed 
LaserSpeed measures velocity of any textile during 
processing 4562 

volatile organic emissions measurable using new test 
chambers from Heraeus 5356 

water repellency testing. standards and 
recommended test procedures 3741 

water vapor and heat transmission testing with 
specially designed mannequin 7604 

water vapor permeability. new, rapid method to 
measure 1378 

Weiss BAM Global-UV laboratory test unit simulates 
photochemical deterioration 4582 

Zellweger Uster merges with the Textile Electronics 
Division of Siegfried Peyer 7585 

Zellweger Uster’s line of testing machines integral to 
comprehensive quality, production control 488 

Zellweger Uster, Siegfried Peyer collaborate to 
develop, manufacture electronic systems for textile 
testing 4559 

, such as 
APPAREL INDUSTRY, CARPET INDUSTRY, 
COTTON INDUSTRY, COTTON MARKETING, 
FORECASTS, HISTORY, HOSIERY INDUSTRY, 
KNITTING INDUSTRY, LEGISLATION, MANMADE 
FIBER INDUSTRY, MARKETING, REGULATIONS, 
SILK, TEXTILE INDUSTRY, WEAVING INDUSTRY, 
WOOL INDUSTRY) 

AAMA’s annual meeting focuses on domestic issues 
of GATT and NAFTA 3870 

ACTWU loses battle against tougher labor standards 
— intent on organizing Mexican workers 

Akzo assigned 56 percent antidumping duty by 
United States Department of Commerce for 
imports of para-aramid fibers 4716 

Apex Textiles, leading import agency based in the 
United Kingdom. profile 2979 

apparel imports. attitudes toward apparel based on 
country of origin among New Zealand and United 
States women 1254 

apparel industry in United States. strategies to 
compete with imports 3752 
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apparel industry, Europe. impact of GATT agreement 
= _ sourcing, competition, tariffs, quotas 

apparel manufacturers. outward processing by 
apparel manufacturers in the EC 5910 

apparel manufacturing. overseas sourcing of low 
com geet and domestic production in Japan 

apparel, silk. quotas for Chinese apparel change 
United States apparel market 2288 

apparel. Canadian manufacturers attend Mexican 
government sponsored trade fair, enthused about 
market potential 3487 

apparel. Clinton administration to include the 
aribbean Basin Initiative countries in GATT 6164 

Asia and — optimizing European machines sold 
in Asia 306 

Asia-North America Eastbound Rate Agreement 
— negotiating a rate increase of 5 percent 

Asia. textile and apparel industry growth and 
recommended trading policies 653 

ATMI adopts Textile/Apparel Magna Carta 
supporting reciprocal sector trade agreements, 
position echoes Clinton trade policy 651 

ATMI board of directors pledge not to move jobs, 
plants, or facilities to Mexico after passage of 
NAFTA 652 

ATMI debates WTO, GATT at annual meeting 4717 
ATMI president discusses trade issues affecting the 

textile industry 3871 
Australia. textile industry receives over $28 million 

in import credits 4718 
Barmag. cooperation with industry in Former Soviet 
Union 5512 5514 

Bobbin. 1992 trade statistics for countries qualifying 
under CBI and Item 807 initiative 654 

Brazil. effect of MERCOSUL free trade agreement on 
textile industry 3063 

Brazil. USDA analysis indicates that Brazil has 
become major export market for United States 
cotton 3904 

budget, federal. administration will keep promise on 
more Customs inspectors 307 

Canada. 1990-1993 manmade fiber import and 
export statistical review 4719 

Canada. 1994 manmade fiber import/export 
statistical review 7819 

Canada. Consoltex, Canadian vertical fabrics 
— that exports to the United States 

Canadian 1990-1993 imports and exports of 
manmade fibers and yarn, statistics 4 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
Textile Federation of Canada membership list 9462 

Caribbean Conference focuses on parity with 
NAFTA, labor practices, Haiti 2268 

CBI country imports to United States under Item 807 
increase in 1994 first six months 8674 

CBI nations seek NAFTA parity arrangement 649 
Central Asian cottons flood European market, force 

prices lower, and increase trading risks 1548 
China agrees to curb growth in exports to United 
States to avert trade war 2269 

China limits growth of textile and apparel exports to 
the United States during 1994-1997 period 2270 

China. growth of apparel industry and apparel 
exports. needs for improvement 3873 

China. in 1993 Japan surpassed Hong ae to 
become China’s largest trading partner 5475 

China. in first half of 1994 exports of silk textiles 
increase 37.2 percent to $1.22 billion 6235 
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China. + aga oa very growth ve 
especially in apparel exports. ems inc ow 
quality of thy ae 8652 

China. recent agricultural and trade data compiled b 
the Economic arch Service (Washington, D.C. 
4720 6178 

China. regional governments control when cotton is 
sold on domestic or international markets 679 

China. top of the bed products. trade quotas may 
lead to supply problems 9463 

Chinese exports of wool products to United States. 
overview 7045 

Chinese textile industry has huge demand for textile 
machinery 1549 

chlorofluorocarbons. United States government 
cracks down on ~< imports from Eastern 
Europe, Russia 90 

Clinton administration likely to protect United States 
textile industry by imposing import restrictions 
during GATT phase-in 617 

Clinton pitches deals to House Textile Caucus 
members. compromises on long term issues 655 

COMITEXTIL report on European Union external 
textile trade during 1993 8675 

Comtextil’s Textile Magna Carta supports fair trade 
one penenens removal of unfair market protection 

cotton consumption outstrips world production, 
creates export opportunities for United States 
growers 1606 

cotton export sales, United States. USDA estimates 
for 1993-1994 marketing year (through December 
30, 1993) 3913 

cotton export sales, United States. USDA estimates 
for 1993-1994 marketing year (through February 
3, 1994) 3915 

cotton export sales, United States. USDA estimates 
for 1993-1994 marketing year (through March 3, 
1994) 3912 

cotton export sales, United States. USDA estimates 
for 1993-1994 marketing year (through March 31, 
1994) 3914 

cotton export sales, United States. USDA estimates 
for 1993-1994 marketing year through July 7013 

cotton export sales, United States. USDA estimates 
for 1993-1994 oe through June 6203 

cotton export sales, Unit tates. USDA estimates 
for 1993-1994 ae ear through May 6204 

cotton export sales, Unit tates. USDA estimates 
~. 994-1995 marketing year through August 

1 
cotton export sales, United States. USDA estimates 
a 994-1995 marketing year through September 

cotton exports. United States, world export 
estimates for 1993-1994 marketing year (through 
April 1994) 3918 

cotton exports. United States, world export 
estimates for 1993-1994 marketing year (through 
February 1994) 3916 

cotton exports. United States, world export 
estimates for 1993-1994 marketing year (through 
January 1994) 3919 

cotton exports. United States, world export 
estimates for 1993-1994 marketing year (through 
March 1994) 3917 

cotton exports. United States, world export 
estimates for 1993-1994 marketing year through 
May 6206 

cotton exports. United States, world export 
estimates for 1994-1995 marketing year through 
August 8723 
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cotton exports. United States, world export 
estimates for 1994-1995 marketing year through 
July 7014 

cotton exports. United States, world export 
estimates for 1994-1995 marketing year through 
September 8722 

cotton exports. United States, world 
export/production estimates for 1993-1994 
marketing year through April 6205 

cotton from United States to Indonesia. market 
potential strong, problems with distribution 671 

cotton imports, Brazil. industry lobbyists pressure 
government to implement 15 percent duty 8715 

cotton imports, Indonesia. Australia, United States 
suppl ,000 bales during 1992-1993 marketing 
year 7809 

cotton imports, Japan. Australia, United States to 
export 1.5 million bales during 1993-1994 
marketing year 6200 

cotton imports, Mexico. projected 1994-1995 
imports decrease 37 percent from last year 7009 

cotton merchandising by Paul Reinhart AG. recent 
political and economic events affecting cotton 
prices 689 

cotton. comparison of fiber and yarn properties of 
United States and imported cottons (Book) 6240 

cotton. National Cotton Council projects explosive 
—_ of United States exports to Mexico 

cause of NAFTA 1574 
cotton. world market share will be maintained or 
increased by international promotion 718 

Customs Modernization Act increases responsibilities 
of both Customs Service and importers 7820 

Customs Modernization Act. effect on operations at 
United States Customs 6180 

Customs Modernization and Informed Compliance 
Act. impact of new rules and regulations 1551 

Customs Service, United States. poorly classified 
products can result in high duty rates. operations 
reviewed 2271 

Customs wants 180 days to recall imported textile 
and apparel goods, importers furious 3874 

customs, manners for conducting business in Latin 
America 

Dabah brothers plead quilty to customs fraud. fines 
and lawsuit likely 1176 

deficit grows to record levels in 1993. levels of 
textile and apparel deficit decrease slightly 672 

developed countries. textile and apparel 
consumption and trade statistics 8689 

developing world. successful trading with developed 
world markets 7835 

Diane Freis wins 1993 Hong Kong Governor's 
Award for Industry in Export Marketing 4609 

Divya Enterprises, manufacturer of terry towels, 
wins India’s Best Exporter Award for 1992-1993 
period 4721 

Dominican Republic major violator of United States 
antitransshipment laws 656 

downturn in international 1993 shipments of 
spinning and weaving machines 6985 

Egypt and the United States amee on quotas for 
rts of shirts 4722 gyptian — 

environmental safety regulations imposed by 
ew on importers, such as India. overview 

environmental standards adopted by European Union 
and the United States will affect imports of Indian 
textile 3829 

ethanolamines. European Union extends antidumping 
duties on United States ethanolamines for five 
years 2608 

EU environmental standards for imports are a 
challenge to Indian textile industry 3815 
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EU reduces offers to reduce apparel and fabric tariffs 
at Uruguay Round 2272 

EU. competitiveness of fabrics traded on the 
European market 6986 

Europe suffering from effects of many economic 
problems, losing ground to imports 637 

Europe, United States, and Japan issue a fair trade 
document. recent dumping allegations 2273 

European countries charge United States with 
protecting its apparel and textile markets 5476 

European textile and making-up industry. possible 
effects of MFA and GATT 8673 

European Union announces elimination of more than 
6,000 quotas 4752 

European Union demands that India and Pakistan cut 
textile and apparel tariffs 3875 

European Union will introduce major changes in its 
Generalized System of Preferences 867 

export marketing set up advice and strategies 5372 
exporting developing countries unhappy about 
market access under GATT 3892 

exports, United States. West Coast ports account 
for 68 percent of cotton exports during 
1992-1993 marketing year 690 

fabrics. Malden Mills er expands into 
foreign markets 568 

Fairtrade Foundation issues Fairtrade Mark to 
products from the developing world produced in a 
socially responsible manner 6987 

farm program outlays, market reform, NAFTA, GATT 
to impact planted acreage 719 

fiber, textile, and apparel manufacturers endorse 
charter designed to equalize global trade 1565 

Former Soviet Union. countries of Former Soviet 
Union reach trading agreements with EU 2274 

free market proponents. opinions of proponents 
relative to United States, world markets 8690 

GATT agreement concluded. United States textile, 
apparel industries disappointed by agreement 3064 

GATT legislation. industry trade associations support 
Breaux-Cardin rule of origin amendment 8677 

GATT likely to be signed by Clinton without first 
achieving trade barrier concessions from Asian 
nations 3877 

GATT overview. liberalization of trade, reduction of 
tariffs major aims 3065 

GATT Round. date for beginning phase out of MFA 
is unclear 3876 

GATT Uruguay Round legislation. support in United 
States Congress is uncertain 4723 

GATT. Agreement on Textiles and Clothing may 
harm importing countries 6181 

GATT. > hme manufacturers in CBI countries 
offered parity with NAFTA. seven House members 
who opposed NAFTA will support GATT 5477 

GATT. Canadian manufacturers prepare to cope with 
tariff reductions, quota elimination 3066 

GATT. China wants to enter GATT as a developing 
nation, balks at currently offered membership 
requirements 6988 

GATT. implementing legislation includes change rule 
of ~— for apparel imports 8679 

GATT. ee by Roger Milliken helps postpone 
congressional vote on GATT until after November 
1994 election 8680 

GATT. overview of issues addressed, problems 
resolved. textile, apparel settlements still being 
worked on 5478 

GATT. Senate Finance Committee rejects proposal 
to change rule of origin for apparel 6989 

GATT. series of informed views from around the 
world 3067 
ee process allows for cotton imports 
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GATT. United States retail trade associations 
withdraw support over rule of origin change for 
apparel imports 8678 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. nations 
sign = individual governments must now 
ratify 3878 ‘ 

German textile industry. survival of indu: depends 
on adoption of international fair trade 1545 

Germany. partial 1992 sales data for knit products 
compared to overall industrial figures 6182 

global yarn overcapacity problem caused by increase 
in yarn production, especially in Asia 1566 

globalization and growing international presence of 
are American and Japanese firms. cost factors 

globalization of textile and apparel industries. global 
trading trends 8 

Great Britain. offshore apparel manufacturing 
— in Asia, Central Europe (Conf. Paper) 

Guatemala. United States extends probationary 
— of Guatemala’s preferential trade standing 

Haiti. effects on United States apparel industry of 
United Nations sponsored trade embargo 4724 

hand knitting yarns. British manufacturers sponsor 
joint information stand at Swedish exhibition 8820 

home furnishings. 1994 forecast rosy. growth in 
ae markets fueld by NAFTA and GATT 1152 
a ong apparel manufacturers. analysis of 
offshore production (Conf. Paper) 9469 

Hong Kong currently largest exporter of apparel, 
— largest exporter of textiles in the world 

Hong Kong emerges as financial and service center 
for Southeast Asia (Conf. Paper) 9459 

Hong Kong. in 1993 total textile exports increased 
by 4 percent 5479 

Hong Kong. seminar focuses on ways to improve 
ee of Hong Kong apparel industry 

import quota rights may be sold to pay for United 
States tariff losses under GATT 3079 

import trends, United States and European 
ommunity, 1982-1992 period 156 

imports, United States. data for September 1993 
show smaller increases, top ten source countries 
examined 3080 

imports, United States. National Knitwear & 
Sportswear Association proposes ban on goods 
made with child labor 5490 

imports. Commerce Department data shows record 
increase. trade deficit reaches $26.8 billion 2266 

India and Singapore. efforts in each nation to 
— apparel industry performance and trade 

India considers ban on ungraded silk from China 657 
India reintroduces system of inspection of silk yarn 
imported from China, considers ban on imports 
from China 2275 

India. 1993 statistical data. industry capacity and 
production, new projects, textile export, foreign 
collaborations 4715 

india. AEPC promotes changes to improve future of 
export industry 8671 

India. despite size, textile and a industries play 
only small roles in world trade 8668 

India. domestic textile machinery production 
decreases but exports, especially to Asia and 
Africa, increase 4635 

India. effect of trading blocs, GATT on textile 
industry 5481 
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India. export policy creates confusion over customs, 
excise, and EXIM procedures 227 

India. exports of synthetic and rayon fabrics and 
fabric products increase nearly 40 percent 4725 

India. exports of yarns, fabric, and apparel from 
rr requirements for stimulating export growth 

India. garment export industry. changes necessary 
to compete with other Asian countries 3056 

India. ghagras importation restricted by new United 
States Customs —_ regarding elastic 
waistbands 698 

India. government announces new fabrics and 
apparel quota policy for 1993-1996 3069 

India. government lifts export ban to allow overseas 
shipments of cotton 3 

India. government will reduce import tariffs affecting 
- <a aceaees textile, and plastics industries 

India. increased foreign trade threatens industry and 
stimulates modernization 8654 

India. Indian dyeing and wet finishing processes 
need improvements to compete in international 
market 1789 

India. modernization and government policies to 
encourage competitiveness 6975 

India. potential in global market. advantages of 
available materials, manpower, low labor cost, 
economic policies 3042 

india. power loom sector of Indian textile industry. 
annual production and export earnings 886 

India. review of export pe ormance of textile and 
apparel industries 6976 

India. review of export performance 7808 
India. threats to textile trade. efforts to improve 
industry performance 7807 

| India. trade and economic policies at home and 
abroad. potential for diversified exports, joint 
ventures 4705 

india. uniform rate of duty for imported textile 
machinery, auxiliary equipment 6176 

Indian apparel export we as must expand 
into new fabrics, markets 5473 

Indian cotton. modernization of ginning facilities will 
improve competitiveness 731 

Indian dyestuffs industry. present production and 
export goals 4275 

indian knitwear industry. production centers, export 
markets, and requirements for export growth 1100 

Indian knitwear. factors threatening continued 
growth of exports 2277 

Indian leather industry enjoys growing exports 5691 
Indian terry towel export and production 7481 
Indian textile and apparel industries explore African 
and Middle Eastern markets 646 

Indian textile machine manufacturing industry meets 
domestic demand and exports to developing 
countries 2980 

Indian textile machinery manufacturers adversely 
affected by government trade policies and 
devaluation of rupee 1541 

Indian textile machinery. products and export 
performance 4726 

indonesia, United States. exports of raw cotton from 
United States to Indonesia 394 

Italian textile machinery exports increase for 1993 to 
more than 3,000 billion lire 6990 

Italian textile machinery industry depends heavily on 
exports 9458 Rie ; 

item 807 manufacturers. types of shipping available 
to and from 807 ports 2278 



Japan set to impose import restriction on textiles as 
ficit grows to $8.35 billion 5472 

Japan, Pakistan. Japanese spinners accuse Pakistan 
of dumping cotton yarns 7821 

Japan, United States. share of Japanese made 
a in the United States market remains high 

Japan-United States trade balance for 1992-1993 in 
fibers, yarns, fabrics, nonwovens, and apparel 658 

Japan. 1994 textile and apparel imports total $451.6 
million — first six months 7822 

Japan. apparel imports increase 12 percent in 1993. 
Japanese investment in China increasing 5482 

Japan. cotton spinning industry plans to seek import 
protection according to 1974 Multi-Fiber 
Arrangement 3071 

Japan. effects of NAFTA and European Community 
trading blocs on Japanese economy 3879 

Japan. textile industry plans to seek import 
protection as specified in the 1974 Multi-Fiber 
Arrangement 1552 

Japanese apparel manufacturers continue rapid 
expansion into overseas markets 3880 

Japanese fabric exports to the Middle East, by 
company 7817 

Japanese polyester filament woven fabrics. exports 
to international markets 659 

Japanese sewing machine exports. statistics for 
anne on automatic, other, and total machines 

Japanese sewing machine imports. statistics for 
one on automatic, other, and total machines 

Japanese textile, apparel industries threatened by 
large increase in imports 8681 

Japanese trade with Middle East markets declines 
to intense competition from other Asia 

suppliers 3881 
= _— possibilities in the Baltic states 

Jordan trades increasingly with West, United 
—_ since Gulf War, particularly in apparel 

knitwear. lack of infrastructural facilities at Tirupur 
limits growth of exports from India 6393 

liberalization of world trade. econometric model of 
world industry shows effects on United States 
competitiveness 6996 

lingerie. Chaslyn, a leading British manufacturer of 
— and house coats, expands export business 
1 

lugga e@ and accessories market faces rising import 
evels, sluggish sales 1177 

machinery, textile. German textile machinery 
industry able to meet Japanese competition 1450 

machinery, textile. impact of NAFTA and GATT on 
ATMA membership 3893 

machinery, textile. international markets and 
manufacturing centers for textile machinery 1451 

Malaysia, free trade zone policy spurs investment in 
apparel and textile industries 650 

manmade fibers. import and export statistics from 
January through June 1994 for United States 
manmade fibers 6227 

Mexico, 1990-1993 imports and exports of 
manmade fibers and yarn, statistics 2 

Mexico. 1990-1993 manmade fiber import/export 
statistical review 7823 

Mexico. during 1991-1992 foreign investment in 
Mexico increases by $20 billion 9471 

Mexico. effect of NAFTA, joint ventures with North 
America on textile industr 3060 
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Mexico. government to require certificates of origin 
for a broad range of imports 6991 

Mexico. NAFTA will have strong impact both in 
short, long term 5466 

MFA demise. phaseout period of quotas still 
unknown. -—s and selection of products critical 
to industry 227 

MFA phaseout. econometric model of world textile 
=— used to examine effects of MFA phaseout 

Miami Conference on the Caribbean. executives, 
officials discuss trade parity with Mexico for CBI 
nations 1543 

Miami. role will change with free trade from GATT 
and NAFTA 3882 

NAFTA and GATT. profitable comes depends on 
understanding of complex rules 5483 

NAFTA export rules discussed at How to Sell in 
Mexico and Canada conference 9461 

NAFTA having positive impact of exports to Mexico 
from Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, and Georgia 9472 

NAFTA impact evaluated as one year anniversary of 
treaty’s implementation approaches 9473 

NAFTA opponents speak out against Clinton tactics 
as votes to ensure NAFTA passage 660 

NAFTA proving to be om deal for Mexico, United 
States, Canada 868 

NAFTA sponsors trying to eliminate Clinton 
administration augmentation of Customs Service 
border inspections 4727 

NAFTA, GATT. interview with William J. Armfield, 
president of the American Textile Manufacturers 
institute 4728 

NAFTA, GATT. NAFTA only first move in breaking 
down world trade barriers, effects on GATT 661 

NAFTA, hosiery industry. NAFTA perceived as 
positive move for hosiery industry 662 

NAFTA. 92 textile companies pledge not to move to 
Mexico under NAFTA 663 

NAFTA. according to Commerce Department data, 
NAFTA generating increases in apparel trade, 
production 6992 

NAFTA. Canadian textile and apparel industries 
express few worries about NAFTA 3883 

NAFTA. debate over whether treaty provisions 
= include South American, Asian countries 

NAFTA. elimination of quotas on most apparel 
——a likely immediately 1555 

NAFTA. GATT. leading executives discuss effect of 
agreements on industry 272 

NAFTA. labor movement rediscovers its voice in 
- to defeat NAFTA 1546 

NAFTA. leaders from United States textile, retail, 
——— industries discuss effects of NAFTA 664 

NAFTA. passage likely to accelerate textile and 
apparel exports from United States to Mexico 666 

NAFTA. passage may lead to increases in 
opportunities, competition 2280 

NAFTA. reduced costs allow Mexican retailers to 
meet demand for United States products 1554 

NAFTA. Seventh Avenue remains divided over 
impact of trade agreement with Mexico 665 

NAFTA. United States International Trade 
Commission report outlines possible effects of 
NAFTA 1553 

NAFTA. United States retailers moving into Mexico 
face tangle of red tape 6185 

nonwoven fabrics. trade summary for the period 
1986-1990 for the United States nonwoven 
industry (Book) 6407 
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nonwoven roll goods. import and export data from 
United States Department of Commerce 4920 

oriental carpets. importers of oriental carpets offer 
valuable services to retailers 5916 

Pakistan, India. governments might relax import 
quotas, tariffs against foreign textiles 6993 

Pakistan. damage to domestic cotton crop could 
force government to import cotton from United 
States 7010 

Pakistan. Federal Cabinet issues four important 
decisions regarding 1994-1995 cotton policy 8719 

partnerships between fabric manufacturers in 
developed and developing countries 7837 

Persian Gulf. affluence, rising population generate 
extremely large demand for imports 5 

Picanol initiates restructuring program in response to 
international recession 

Picanol’s financial director discusses company 
financial condition and international competition 

Picanol’s president discusses company response to 
international competition 

polyester fibers. JCT Fibers of India plans expanded 
exports to Europe 7867 

polyester filament fabric import/export figures for 
West Asian countries 7818 

Portugal. government devises strategy to increase 
= - aed quality of textile, apparel exports 

quality requirements for exported yarns. 
requirements for establishing export oriented 
spinning mills 4734 

retailing. international expansion by major United 
— retailers into Canada, Mexico, and Europe 

rules of origin. United States Customs changes to 
tariff classification shift standard 3081 

Scandinavia. apparel and fabric imports rise as 
domestic production declines 2281 

shipping costs in south Florida relatively high, but 
stable 8568 

silk and silk products. Chinese export expansion and 
quotas in the West 8672 

silk. China is by far the leader in raw silk production 
followed by Japan, India 22 

silk. European Union implements strict quotas on silk 
oods from China 6171 

silk. European Union Trade Commission imposes 
— quotas on imports of silk apparel from China 

sourcing overseas. eager ay | the trend 6189 
sourcing. distribution, sourcing by MAST Industries 

for The Limited 276 
sourcing. importance of flexibility, frequent 
reassessment of sourcing strategies 3058 

South Africa. effects of imports on domestic 
production, importance of international trade 641 

South Africa. industry review of production, trade, 
— _— of the South African Wool Board 

South Africa. new government seeks to reestablish 
trade in apparel, wool, and other textiles 5485 

South America, textile chemicals. performance of 
pe large free trade blocs could spur growth 

South Korea. analysts forecast increase of 1.5 
percent in final 1993 export data, totaling $15.9 
billion 2282 

Southeast Asia. fabric and apparel production and 
exports in Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and 
Vietnam 3045 

Spain. importance of energy consumption and cost 
to industry’s ability to compete in international 
markets 5399 
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Spain. increased import penetration predicted with 
phase out of MFA quotas 8659 

Spain. restructuring of textile and apparel industries 
in past decade and increase in imports 6971 

strategic alliance formed between National 
Engineering of Hong Kong and Vaid Henriksen of 
Denmark (Conf. Paper) 9468 

strategic alliances as an international business 
strategy in the textile and apparel industries 3894 

Sweden. advocates free trade in Europe, wants to 
be excluded from EU quotas 2283 
— effects of eliminating all textile quotas 

Swiss machinery manufacturers’ exports flat for first 
_ of 1993. Asia and Pacific Rim markets boom 

Swiss textile machinery exports rise 4.3 percent in 
1992, despite the European recession 1557 
— machinery exports. market forecasts 

Switzerland. low domestic demand prods textile 
machinery manufacturers to develop new foreign 
markets 6994 

Switzerland. nang to increase market penetration 
mainly in China, former COMECON countries 4712 

Switzerland. textile machinery sector continues to 
perform well internationally 4713 

Taiwan. government will levy stiff antidumping 
duties on | res imports from Japan, South 
Korea 3072 

Taiwan. overview highlights major problems. 
Seeaney on trade makes industry vulnerable 

Taiwan. textile exports to United States decline 14 
percent compared with 1993 data 7824 

Textile Industries Australia Limited. recent business 
trends and influence of trade liberalization 5685 

textile machine manufacturers located in northern 
Italy. products and exports 2 é 

Thailand. overview of imports, exports, production, 
Se. slow growth seen in recent years 

Turkey. 70 percent of output from textile and 
2 industries exported to the European Union 

Turkey. apparel exports, 70 percent of which are 
— for Europe, total $5.6 billion annually 

Turkey. government saves $1 billion in cotton 
support costs, system sets prices according to 
market forces 7012 

Twaron. International Trade Commission levies 56 
percent duty on imports of Akzo Nobel's aramid 
fiber 5519 

Ukraine. exports of wool coats into United States 
could disrupt the domestic apparel market 9474 

Ukraine. Hong Kong traders plan to take advantage 
< poenany Ukrainian market for textiles, apparel 

UNCTAD forecasts doubling of FDI inflows by 2000 
to $80 billion 668 

United Kingdom’s knitting industry. strategies to 
survive import penetration 4732 

United States 1994 export markets, textiles and 
apparel. list of fastest growing markets, by 
country 7826 ’ 

United States agrees with EU to reduce peak tariffs 
on textile and apparel 1559 

United States and China reach trade agreement that 
limits Chinese access to United States market 
3891 

United States apparel manufacturers look to 
overseas markets 5128 



United States apparel manufacturers. effects of free 
trade expected to be disastrous 3037 

United States cotton. factors contributing to quality 
of United States cotton 3953 

United States Customs Modernization Act places 
new fines on importers who break rules 1562 

United States Customs Service places restrictions on 
fabric and apparel imports from China 3 

United States exports. in 1994 exports will comprise 
10 percent of all United States textile sales 7830 

United States extra long staple pima cotton exports. 
demand and marketing 6245 

United States hosiery imports, exports. National 
Association of Hosiery Manufacturers 1993 third 
quarter data 4073 

United States imports in first quarter of 1994 up 8.8 
percent 7827 

United States imports of apparel and fabrics during 
August [1993] 2285 

United States imports of fabrics and apparel during 
first two months of 1994. trade statistics 6187 

United States imports of fabrics and apparel during 
October 1993 and January through October 
[1993] 3886 

United States imports of textiles, apparel reach 
~ monthly level ever in June 1993 period 

United States must use 1990 as a base year to 
— textile and apparel products into GATT 

United States seeks entry into India’s textile markets 
a wae Round negotiations of GATT talks 

United States seeks expanded market access for 
— and apparel exports in Pakistan and India 

United States signs bilateral agreement with El 
Salvador to set shirt import quotas 8685 

United States takes steps to punish China for illegal 
textile and apparel exports 1561 

United States textile policy chief asserts that import 
control program is succeeding 3887 

United States to impose quotas on textiles and 
apparel from Kuwait 4730 

United States trade deficit in 1992 increases 3076 
United States, 1990-1993 imports and exports of 
manmade fibers and yarn, statistics 3 

United States, European Union delay entry of China 
to GATT 8688 

United States. 11 month 1993 trade deficit in 
textiles and apparel a record $29 billion 1558 

United States. 1993 textile and apparel imports total 
15.85 billion square meters equivalent 3074 

United States. 1993 trade deficit in textiles and 
apparel reached a record $31.5 billion 4733 

United States. 1994 Harmonized Schedule data, 
textile and apparel imports 7828 

United States. 1994 midyear textile and apparel 
imports increase 8 percent over 1993 midyear 
totals 7829 

United States. 1994 table of textile and apparel 
quota calls, through July 7832 

United States. Clinton administration abandons plan 
to sell quota rights for textile imports 3073 

United States. Clinton administration reviews 
China’s Most Favored Nation trading status 3075 

United States. demand for apparel imports in the 
United States 6186 

United States. during July 1994 textile, apparel 
imports rise 4.8 percent 8686 

United States. effects of globalization of textile trade 
on apparel and textile industries 8662 
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United States. effects of NAFTA and GATT talks on 
home furnishings industry 3077 

United States. export market survey shows that 
Canada, Mexico, United Kingdom, Japan are the 
largest importers 9475 

United States. imports of area rugs from China could 
be prohibited through end of year 7831 

United States. imports of textiles and apparel. 
a exporters 3885 

United States. January 1994 textile, apparel imports 
reach record levels 2286 

United States. July 1994 textile, apparel imports rise 
4.8 percent 8687 

United States. June 1994 textile, apparel exports 
total $971.5 million, decrease of 1 percent from 
May 7833 

United States. October 1993 imports of textiles and 
apparel increase 9 percent 1563 

United States. possible impact of NAFTA and GATT 
talks. effect on trade with Mexico 1560 

United States. small, medium sized businesses 
a for 29 percent of total apparel exports 

United States. statistical review of 1979-1993 fiber 
imports, mill consumption data 4731 

United States. survey reveals growing interest in 
trade issues ——s participation in global 
economy 4729 

United States. textile and apparel imports reach 
record levels in August [1994] 9476 

United States. textile, apparel imports rose 6.8 
a. in March 1994 over same period last year 

United States. trade deficit grows due to blind faith 
in balance of trade 5487 

United States. transshipments from China pushing 
— industry to redefine “country of origin" rules 

Uruguay Round to eliminate bilateral textile and 
apparel quotas, liberalize trade 6188 
—— Round Trade Pact. chemical industry 

lobbies for broad country coverage 1564 
ey Round, GATT. historical analysis, likely 

effects on world textile and apparel trade 5488 
USA/ITA trade conference in Hong Kong. impact of 
United States government policy, transshipping on 
international trade 1544 

Uzbekistan, Romania sign agreement on trade and 
economic cooperation 3911 

Vietnam, United States. normalization of trade will 
require quotas on Vietnamese imports 6172 

Vietnam. American Apparel Manufacturers 
Association opposes Most Favored Nation status 
without quotas 5489 

Vietnam. effects of trade, investment liberalization, 
free market policies 

Vietnam. embargo lifted, but MFN status critical to 
foreign investments 2287 

Vietnam. United States trade embargo lifted. access 
to area rugs eagerly anticipated 2097 

Wal-Mart files petition, seeks foreign trade zone 
status for distribution center in rural Georgia 6995 

West Africa, market profile. cotton production, 
ve. imports, exports, regional outlook 

wool checkoff fees, domestic versus imported. ATMI 
battles industry lobby, proposes checkoff on 
domestic wool only 6238 

wool imports. Clinton administration discusses limits 
on Ukraine wool exports to United States 7839 

wool. China is emerging export market 6239 
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wool. New Zealand wool exporters agree to test 
wool bound for Nepal, Nepal waives border 
inspections 724 

wool. Sheep Promotion Research and Information 
Act of 1994 imposes assessments on imported 
wool garments, yarn, tops 9477 

world supply, demand out of balance because of 
large yarn, fabric inventories 3053 

World Trade Organization. Milliken sponsors 
educational seminar on roles of GATT and the 
WTO 7834 

world, United States cotton import, export estimates 
based on 1994-1995 production data 7019 

world, United States. October cotton import, export 
ee based on 1994-1995 production data 

world, United States. September cotton import, 
export estimates based on 1994-1995 production 
data 8725 

world. overview of world textile, apparel production 
and trade during 1983-1993 period 6168 

world. production, consumption patterns in 1980s, 
trends through rest of 1990s 5491 

worldwide cotton trade events during 1993. possible 
effects on world markets 720 

TEXTURED YARNS (see also other headings, such as 
CORE YARNS, CRIMPING, CRIMPING 
MACHINERY, ELASTIC YARNS, STRETCH 
FABRICS) 

air jet texturing. effect of nozzle geometry on flow 
characteristics and texturing performance 5654 

air jet texturing. history of development at Du Pont, 
critical operating parameters (Book) 4879 

apparel, fashion. designers, retailers, and consumers 
demand textured novelty and accent yarns 2447 

Barmag’s line of FK6-12 og | machines. 
specifications, capabilities 565 
— B-factor method proves highly accurate 

Chemische Fabrik Stockhausen technical centers for 
— manmade fiber production, yarn texturing 

crimping machinery. history illustrated with 
machines from Rieter-Scragg (Book) 4880 
= _ produces 1.7 million pounds per week 

drawtexturing. high temperature heater technology 
perry several advantages for nylon 66 processing 

drawtexturing. LD32 auxiliary air jet device from 
FAG Kugelfischer reduces abrasion, noise, 
vibration 4062 

false twist, air jet crimping. overview 108 
Glen Touch. Glen Raven Mills division one of largest 

air jet crimping companies in United States 7146 
HemaJet LB-02/03 air jet crimping from Heberlein. 
two new jet cores on display at OTEMAS 1993 
exhibition 6379 

microfibers. > FK6 crimping machine 
aa microfibers. specifications, capabilities 

nylon 66 yarns textured on ICBT’s 15E3 
drawtexturing machine 851 

partially oriented textured yarns. variations in yarns 
— manufacturers. influence on fabrics 

PET POY yarn draw texturing. optimal texturing 
parameters 5646 

PET. solvent texturing modifies, sets PET structure, 
morphology 1685 

polyester POY. influence of heat setting on 
micromorphology. testing absorption of iodine and 
solubility differential 1088 

polyester versus nylon filament yarns. history of 
development of processes, end product uses 
(Book) 4884 

polyester yarn in Japan. history of devel nt, 
particularly multilayered yarns (Book) 4888 

polyester. variability in yarn properties leads to fabric 
defects. source of variability in POY 7989 

polypropylene/nylon yarns. effect of heat setting 
temperature on yarn properties 5652 

steaming. Superba’s Univa yo thread steaming 
and shrinking machine 1686 1 

uniformity of intermingled yarns tested with 
Fibreguide’s FibreScan FS100 3255 

Texturing, see CRIMPING. 

Thermal ition, see DETERIORATION OF 
MA S, FLAMMABILITY. 

Veeunel sianemen, see HEAT PHENOMENA, 
PERATURE. 

THESES 
card waste extraction. effects on ring, open end, air 

jet spun cotton yarn 7156 
cotton jersey, fleece. effects of preparation, dyeing. 

drying, mechanical finishing on shrinkage, o 
physical properties 7319 

cotton yarns. open end carded, combud pima, 
upland, California cotton _ spinning limits at 
varying rotor speeds 716 

disperse dyes. effects of dye concentration, ratio on 
dye exhaustion in — polyester 7391 

dyeing yarn packages. effects of varying 
package-to-package density on shade 
aw. levelness of package dyed yarn 

effluent. ADMI method of effluent color 
measurement. effects of selected variables 
analyzed 7780 

evenness of yarn. variance length curve analysis 
used to determine impact of medium-term yarn 
variations on fabric appearance 7201 

home economics. overview of the 726 theses and 
dissertations awarded during 1993 in United 
States 9486 

manufacturing performance in textile processing. use 
of finite capacity scheduling simulation techniques 
to improve performance 7666 

needle punched aramid fabric used to optimize 
roperties of ballistic soft armor 732 

pilling of knit fabrics. effects of fiber denier, 
tenacity, blending on pilling of fabrics knit with 
ring, open end, air jet yarns 7332 

polyester microdenier, conventional staple fibers. 
effects of ——e on quality, aesthetics of open 
end, air jet yarns 7164 j 

polyester open end yarn quality. effects of fiber 
denier, sliver bulk, combing roll setting on yarn 
quality 7166 ; 

polypropylene needle punched fabric. effects of fiber 
length, fiber denier, needle punch density, needle 
penetration 7327 

polypropylene needle punched fabrics. effects of 
variables in pigment coloring on carding 
performance, fabric quality 7328 : 

size film consistency. effects of lubrication on size 
film consistency evaluated with dynamic tensile 
test 7226 ak 

warp yarns. control variables in chilled wet-wiping 
that affect physical properties, weaving 
performance of sized warp yarns 7229 

wastewater. efficiency of two-stage activated 
sludge process in treating textile wastewater 7790 
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Thread, see SEWING THREAD, YARNS. 

Throwing, see TWISTING. 

TIME STUDY (see also other 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, 

converting equipment from Seydel of Germany on 
display at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 6357 

continuous. Fleissner GmbH. machinery 
manufacturer 9379 

cutting tow into short fibers. scientists in Former , such as 
GEMENT, Soviet Union develop novel unit 6340 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH, PRODUCTION Michigan State University research 4040 
— tow cutting. manmade fibers. problems CONTROL) 

labor costs. Japan ranks first ($23.65), United 
States ranks 15th ($11.61) 1411 

time management techniques for supervisors 6084 

Tinting, see FUGITIVE TINTING. 

TIRE CORD (see also other headings, such as RUBBER 
PRODUCTS) 

india. tire production. a number of projects initiated 

spreading unit uses vibrations to separate fibers 
without fiber damage 4040 

Towels, see FABRIC PRODUCTS, TERRY FABRICS. 

TOXICITY (see also under other , such as 
CARCINOGENS, HEALTHCARE MEDICAL — 
TEXTILES, INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, 

recently 1946 
mutagenicity, chemical analysis of emissions from 
open burning of scrap rubber tires 1462 

nylon 6 and 66 tire cord demand threatens 
production growth 7038 

nylon 66. Rhone-Poulenc forms joint venture to build 
a nylon 66 plant in Vietnam for rubber dipped tire 
cord 1655 

nylon cord. influence of twist on strength and 
durability 7197 

polyester yarn used in tires. researchers had to solve 
several problems prior to application (Book) 4887 

polyester. production, material characteristics, future 
development (Book) 4889 

polyethylene naphthalate used to produce high 
performance fibers for tires and other uses 7944 

Reifenwerke’s composite cord with flattened cross 
section offers improved performance 1783 

shrinkage of nylon 66, nylon 6, and polyester tire 
cord. influence of thermal and pretensioning 
treatments 7198 

Twaron aramid fiber from Aramide Maatschappij VoF 
used as reinforcement in tires 3129 

twisting. Barmag’s AC10 twisting machine 
processes yarn for tire cord in one stage 5644 

viscose tire cord. influence of filament properties on 
production of tire cord 244 

winding and stretching, twisting units made in 
ona Soviet Union for manufacture of tire cord 

Tops, see COMBING, TOW PROCESSING, WORSTED 
SYSTEM PROCESSING. 

TOW 
Canadian. 1994 monthly data for imports and 
exports 7819 

flax spinning 7961 
Fleissner GmbH. baling and processing 9379 
— 1990-1993 data for imports and exports 

molded composites, fiber reinforced. Unifibre 
reinforcement sheet based on tows boosts fiber 
content 938 

United States. April 1994 shipments 5521 
United States. January-April 1994 production and 
May 1994 capacity survey results 5520 

United States. June 1994 shipments 6225 
worldwide. 1989-1995 Manufactured Fiber Survey 
from Fiber Organon 5522 

TOW PROCESSING (see also other headings, such as 
CRIMPING MACHINERY, CUTTING MACHINERY, 
SPINNING, STEAMING) 

automatic baling 9378 
Barmag’s FB7 unit prepares film-type tows. 

specifications, capabilities 5581 

LEGISLATION, REGULATIONS, TEXTILE 
CHEMICALS) 

air pollution. emissions during open combustion of 
glass fiber reinforced composites 7694 

apparel sizing body scanner being developed by 
Textile/Clothing Technology Corp 8483 

asbestos. OSHA to reduce permissible exposure 
limit, issue new workplace safety regulations 7696 

azo dyes. hydroxyl radical mediated degradation 
— to generation of benzene in some cases 

bioluminescence testing of dyeing chemicals 6838 
combustion byproducts of nonhalogenated, 
—- flame retardants. toxicity, corrosivity 

cotton durable press fabrics. formaldehyde release 
measured by dynamic chamber testing 4572 

cotton dust. acute pulmonary inflammatory response 
-. — dust extract and tannin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. airborne endotoxin concentrations, 
effect of cotton growing area (Conf. Paper) 7715 

cotton dust. airway conductance, vascular 
permeability of endotoxin exposed guinea pigs 
(Conf. Paper) 7722 

cotton dust. airway response of guinea pigs to 
cotton dust on a chronic basis (Conf. Paper) 7737 

cotton dust. airway responsiveness following 
— of cotton bract extract (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. anticancer property of aerosolized 
endotoxin from Enterobacter agglomerans (Conf. 
Paper) 7736 

cotton dust. antiplatelet activating factor, effect on 
endotoxin initiated pulmonary inflammation (Conf. 
Paper) 7727 

cotton dust. assessment of the endotoxic respirable 
dust potential of baled cotton (Conf. Paper) 7719 

cotton dust. bacterial counts on commercial cotton 
fiber from the United States 1986 crop (Conf. 
Paper) 7723 

cotton dust. changes in free fatty acids associated 
with byssinosis inflammation (Conf. Paper) 7744 

cotton dust. chemical degradation of bacterial 
io during detoxification (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. clinical aspects of byssinosis, 
Lancashire textile workers (Conf. Paper) 7755 

cotton dust. comparison of the fatty acid 
composition of various bacterial endotoxins (Conf. 
Paper) 7732 

cotton dust. condensed tannins and amines in 
cotton dust treated to reduce endotoxin (Conf. 
Paper) 7718 

cotton dust. depletion of guinea pig peripheral 
leukocytes after cotton dust inhalation (Conf. 
Paper) 7749 
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cotton dust. dose-response relationships for 
pulmonary reactions of guinea pigs to endotoxin 
(Conf. Paper) 7753 

cotton dust. effect of pharmacological agents on 
human airway response to inhaled cotton dust 
(Conf. Paper) 7752 

cotton dust. effect of vitamin C on guinea pig 
pulmonary response after cotton dust inhalation 
(Conf. Paper) 7762 

cotton dust. effects of chronic exposure to isolated, 
— endotoxin in guinea pigs (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. effects of morphology, microbial 
resistance of cotton plants on bacteria in raw fiber 
(Abstract) 7760 

cotton dust. endotoxin content as determined by 
various — preparations (Conf. 
Paper) 773 

cotton dust. endotoxin exposed macrophages 
enhance chloride transport by airway epithelium 
(Conf. Paper) 7713 

cotton dust. endotoxin on lint, bracts from cotton 
—— in California, Texas, Mississippi (Conf. 
aper) 7728 

cotton dust. epidemiological evidence of anticancer 
properties of endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 7742 

cotton dust. guinea pig histamine release correlated 
a aldehydes, endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. histologic, morphometric study of 
uinea pigs after subchronic endotoxin exposure 
Conf. Paper) 7740 

cotton dust. hyperreactivity, atopy among asthmatic 
ex-cotton workers in Denmark (Conf. Paper) 7743 

cotton dust. identification of gram negative bacteria 
on cotton fiber from two field locations (Conf. 
Paper) 7729 

cotton dust. inflammatory mediators involved in 
pulmonary response to inhaled endotoxin (Conf. 
Paper) 7725 

cotton dust. Limulus amebocyte lysate activity of 
— in pulmonary lavage fluid (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. mechanism of air flow interruption in 
— pigs exposed to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. modulation of alveolar macrophage 
function by condensed tannin (Conf. Paper) 7758 

cotton dust. pharmacologic study of cotton bract 
rs in isolated guinea pig trachea (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. platelet adherence to cultured 
endothelial cells increased by cotton bract tannin 
(Conf. Paper) 7763 

cotton dust. populations of total and gram negative 
bacteria on cotton lint (Conf. Paper) 7735 

cotton dust. preparation of samples for chemical, 
biological, physiological endotoxin assays (Conf. 
Paper) 7764 

cotton dust. Proceedings of the 12th Cotton Dust 
Research Conference (Book) 7726 

cotton dust. Proceedings of the Endotoxin Inhalation 
Workshop 7745 

cotton dust. properties of endotoxins produced by 
various gram negative bacteria (Conf. Paper) 7747 

cotton dust. release of metabolites from guinea pig 
cells by chemically modified cotton dust (Conf. 
Paper) 7761 

cotton dust. respiratory response of guinea pigs to 
Salmonella minnesota \ipopolysaccharides (Conf. 
Paper) 7714 

cotton dust. respiratory responses of guinea pigs to 
detoxified cotton dust (Conf. Paper) 7712 
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cotton dust. response of guinea pigs to synthetic 
cellulose dust with Enterobacter agglomerans 
(Conf. Paper) 7721 

cotton dust. role of calcium I! and cholesterol in 
cotton dust toxicity (Conf. Paper) 7741 

cotton dust. SDS-PAGE suspension test of endotoxin 
content (Conf. Paper) 77 

cotton dust. statistical, biological analysis of 
epiphytic bacteria and endotoxin levels (Conf. 
Paper) 7739 

cotton dust. subchronic exposure of guinea pigs to 
ae dust (Conf. Paper) 7748 

cotton dust. T-lymphocyte mitogenicity of 
condensed tannin, cotton dust extract (Conf. 
Paper) 7751 

cotton dust. tannin induced endothelium dependent 
contraction of rabbit pulmonary arteries (Conf. 
Paper) 77 

cotton dust. toxin production by bacteria isolated 
— Kingdom cotton mills (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. trends in prevalence of byssinotic 
symptoms, Lancashire textile workers (Conf. 
Paper) 7756 

cotton dust. tumor necrosis factor ir alveolar 
went gy after exposure to endotoxin (Conf. 
Paper) 7716 

cotton dust. variation in plant acids, sugars on 
—— lint during the harvest season (Conf. Paper) 

cotton dust. viable counts of bacteria, endotoxins on 
= grown in Lubbock, Texas (Conf. Paper) 

cotton, flax dust. comparison of dust extracts on 
guinea pig perfused lungs (Conf. Paper) 7766 

dust wastes, cement kiln incinerators. Environmental 
— Agency evaluates potential hazard of 

dyeing. EPA regulations on environmental releases of 
toxic chemicals 2238 

dyes. molecular design, synthesis, evaluation of safe 
alternatives to priority pollutants 6578 

endotoxin promotes arachidonic acid release in 
airway epithelial cells (Conf. Paper) 6921 

endotoxin. airway reactivity, inflammation in guinea 
~ aaa endotoxin exposure (Conf. Paper) 

endotoxin. airway responses to methacholine in 
uinea pigs following endotoxin exposure (Conf. 
aper) 6922 

endotoxin. changes in guinea pig lung tissue induced 
by a exposure to endotoxin (Conf. Paper) 

endotoxin. effect on pulmonary vascular tone, 
— macrophages of guinea pigs (Conf. Paper) 

EPA guidelines for identifying toxic effluents 
affecting textile mills in many states 3814 

fabrics. bioluminesence test for toxic residues 6823 
fumes generated by burning textiles. importance of 

international standards 3027 
gas phase toxic — air pollutants. modeling 
concentrations. direct emissions, atmospheric 
formation 1457 

monofilament fibers manufacturers. EPA regulations 
on environmental releases of toxic chemicals 2239 

naphthalene. techniques for weemet Lo 
textiles treated with naphthalene (Abstract) 3 

nickel coated graphite fibers. aquatic toxicity 2243 
pesticides. exports of unregistered insecticides from 
United States. Clinton administration proposes 
restrictions 2996 
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polychlorobiphenyl. detoxification via 
— with tetrabutyl orthotitanate 

pulmonary immunotoxicology of inhaled 
(1->3)-beta-D-glucan (Conf. Paper) 6929 

racemic 4-vinyicyclohexene produced during the 
vulcanization of butadiene rubber. carcinogenic 
potential (Abstract) 6940 

risk assessments, textile chemicals. Dutch Risk 
Assessment System for New Chemicals (DRANC) 
2244 5430 

solvent exposure. strategies to minimize solvent 
exposure in drycleaning 3590 

solvents used in drycleaning. developing safer 
alternatives with assistance from EPA 3588 

textile chemical testing methods. MBAS, 
bioluminescence, bioaccumulation 6839 

toxic chemicals. two out of every three workers 
worldwide risk occupational exposure to toxic 
chemicals 3836 

Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). Environmental 
Protection Agency proposes doubling number of 
chemicais on list 1500 3847 

Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). Environmental 
Protection ed proposes to radically expand 
the TRI 146 

Toxics Release Inventory. in 1992 chemical 
manufacturers released 1.54 billion pounds of 
toxic chemicals 3821 

wastewater treatment. chemical oxidation to 
—_— biological treatment (Conf. Paper) 6944 

TRADE LITERATURE 
Automated Components, Sal-Bee Machine, Atlas, 
Silverman Machines, PSR, and Schreiber and 
Goldberg catalog of products 7519 

Chemforts Supra Chem fire and corrosive resistant 
omen composites reinforces with cellulosic fibers 

CLAF composites from Amoco Nisseki. types, 
properties, applications 1773 

CLAF fabrics from Amoco Nisseki. manufacture, 
fabric properties 1777 

Cole-Parmer catalog of research, development, and 
industrial instrumentation 8611 

Collar Guard by Icarus prevents collar soiling 4397 
Columbian Steel Tank Company's water, 
wastewater tanks catalog, specifier’s guide 6109 

Converter Accessory Corporation’s general product 
information brochure 7513 

Dr. Ernst Fehrer brochure describes recent 
installations, new products 4634 

drycleaning and laundry chemicals for spot and stain 
removal. chemicals offered by A.L. Wilson 
Chemical 4411 

Edro’s Dyna Wash open pocket, suspension 
mounted washer extractors 9380 

Edro’s Dyna Wash washer extractors. design 
specifications 9381 

Emery Machinery Corporation’s catalog of 
equipment, supplies for sewing 597 

fog machines by Mee can control —_ and 
humidity in plants economically 297 

Galkin Automated Products offers a variety of power 
cutting machinery 7512 

a - hemical. laundry chemicals and systems 

Juki’s LH-3100 series of two needle, needle feed 
lockstitch sewing machines 5975 5976 

Lee Engineering manufactures lifts, stackers, 
— tables, work positioners, scissor lifts 
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Ludell water heating, waste heat recovery 
technology 9370 

Macbeth Color-Eye 2445 spectrophotometer offers 
precision and portability 6832 

Maier-Unitas develops blind stitch sewing machine 
ee feed for sewing seams at fabric edge 

Marvel Manufacturing drycleaning machines and 
auxiliary equipment 3603 

Master Chiller, water chillers for drycleaning 
applications 4414 

Mee Fog systems can humidify manufacturing 
environments in a highly controllable and cost 
effective way (Trade Lit.) 7676 

Mee Fog systems. pump stations. nozzle options. 
yarn spinning and fabric manufacturing 
applications 7675 

Millad 3988 clarifiers for polypropylene resins by 
Milliken Chemicals 4015 

Milnor’s 64046 EG6GN open pocket washer extractor. 
machine design 9203 

Pick steam injection water heating systems 6886 
RFX fabrics from Lightweight Nonwovens Division of 
Amoco Fabrics and Fibers 1774 

Rite Industry’s Reactive B Series uses less salt. 
product description 4276 

Safe Earth Enterprises’ Perconerator Safeguard 
; — a pollution control system for drycleaners 

Scalewatcher Electronic Scale Eliminator for 
industrial applications 9382 

settling tanks. interface level analyzers from Royce, 
models 2501 and 2511 6941 

Silk Magic removes water stains and rings from 
water sensitive fabrics 4410 

soil investigation equipment catalog, JMC, from 
Clements Association €791 

Sperotto Rimar. finishing machinery, new. wool’s 
water absorption properties (Trade Lit.) 6534 

starch cooking system from ATTEC based of 
Hydroheater technology 6415 

Starch Magic liquid polyester starch for apparel and 
home furnishings 4412 

Symtech catalog of textile machinery and equipment 
by major European manufacturers 2982 

Takaoka. fuzzy logic controlled fabric spreader 6664 
Takaoka. stretch fabric laying machine with lazy 

slack feed 6665 
tensiometer, portable. Brainard-Kilman LG-200 6830 
textile machinery market. shipments in 1993 
decrease 6884 

Union U-2000 P-Series of drycleaning machines. 
machine design 9198 

Union's L Series drycleaning machines have three 
types of filtration 9200 

Union’s Metro 35-45 drycieaning system. critical 
design 9199 

Union's P Series drycleaning machines. three types 
of filtration 9201 

Utility Supply of America’s water and wastewater 
product supply catalog 4687 

wastewater recycling. Thetford Systems’ Cycle-Let 
system for recycling flushwater 6942 

Whirl-Pak sampling bags from NASCO. catalog for 
1994-1995 product line 6750 

Transportation, see MATERIALS HANDLING. 

Travelers, see RINGS AND TRAVELERS. 

Triacetate fibers, see ACETATE FIBERS. 

Trimmings, see FASTENERS AND TRIMMINGS. 
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Tryptophan, see WOOL, WOOL FIBERS. 

TUFTED CARPETS (see also other . such as 
CARPET BACKINGS AND BACKCOATINGS, 
CARPETS) 

appearance changes in carpets due to wear 
measured with a simple optical method based on 
densitometry 513 

appearance loss evaluated by measuring periodicity, 
tuft placement 2140 

backings, Typar Contour from Du Pont. recyclable 
Cerone spun bonded for automotive carpets 

Cobble Blackburn’s Colortec cut pile carpet tufting 
— ST91 Sprint high output tufting machine 

problems. conference papers on solving problems 
related to tufted carpet production (Book) 7247 

technology review of machines that emphasize 
design or production speed 907 

TUFTED FABRICS 
automotive uses 2876 
upholstery. market decreases. Southern Phenix plant 
capacity 5669 

upholstery. 1993 consumption data 1697 

TUFTING 
AccuWeave. Collins & Aikman process 7995 
automation. technological advances reviewed 8904 
—- material effect on carpet tufting results 

carpet tufting individually completed 8291 
Colortec. cut pile system 493 
drying effect on tufting process for carpets 9125 
Mohawk. high speed tufting machines 6638 
process using Hector tufting machine 8406 
winding of yarn ae effects on tufting process 

for carpets 7235 

TUFTING MACHINERY 
— Trutzschler has become a leading supplier 

automated. profiles of equipment from leading textile 
machinery manufacturers 8904 

CarpetTech 1994. first textile machinery exhibition 
devoted primarily to carpet manufacturers 5299 

Cobble Sprint, Colortec advanced tufting machines 
from Cobble Blackburn 5718 

Cobbies ST91 tufting machine. machine operation 
and design 7289 

patterning and textures, innovative. machines from 
ba Modern Techniques, Cobble, and CMC 

quality control. Posituft system from PIV Electronics 
accurately controls yarn and fabric feed rates 937 

Styr Teknik introduces Hector tufting machine for 
the assembly of seat cushions 

technology review. machines that emphasize design 
or production speed 907 

, such as CRIMPING, 
SETTING, YARN GEOMETRY) 

fabrics. apparatus measures the twisting rigidity of 
woven fabrics 6827 
— crimping. simulation of twist insertion 

1 
high performance fibers. torsional properties, 

relations between structure, properties 9278 
high twist yarns. Te Strake’s ABS-TE weft 
accumulator with integrated yarn tensioner 6441 

open end spun yarns. imparting false twist with 
newly designed yarn guide 3254 ' 

ring spun and air jet spun _. fasciated yarns. 
twist insertion factors 3249 

testing. nondestructive testing of twist in large 
packages of cabled yarns 4568 

torque. residual torque in worsted yarns causes 
untwisting, snarling, dimensional instability 7200 
a =— distribution in yarn during air jet spinning 

TWISTING (see also other , such as 
BALLOONS, CRIMPING. WINDING) 

false twist in wrap spinning significantly affects yarn 
appearance, mechanical properties 1683 

France. manufacturers of continuous filament yarns 
add twisting, crimping capabilities 110 

PET microfibers. false twist crimping, draw warping, 
-_ draw twisting 5597 . 

polyester yarn. overview of twisting operations, 
objectives (Book) 4882 

Schlafhorst’s Autocoro 288 DD open end rotor 
spinning machine produces cross wound packages 
for twisting 8840 

yarn lubricants. development of yarn lubricant 
compatible with Volkmann's Constant Lubritwist 
applicator 89 839 

yarn packages. assembly wound feed packages with 
parallel winds, flanged bobbins used in two-for-one 
twisting 7237 

TWISTING MACHINERY (see also other such 
as BALLOONS, BOBBINS, CRIMPING MACHINERY, 
RINGS AND TRAVELERS, SPINDLES, WINDING 
MACHINERY, YARN PROCESSING) 

auxiliary equipment from Volkmann. Direct-Link, 
Volcolift, Volcotrans, Volicolink 7171 

Barmag’s AC10 twisting machine processes yarn for 
tire cord in one stage 5644 
—— line of twisting machines with double twist 
spindles 5643 : 

Barmag’s Model 3013 twisting stretching machine 
for polyester, nylon yarns 6380 

cleaning with Volkmann’s and Sohler Airtex’s 
Volcoclean traveling cleaner 6104 

cleaning. Sohler Airtex’s Voicociean for overhead 
traveling cleaner for two-for-one twisters 9366 

ESP series of multiprocessor controlled, hollow 
= fancy twisting machines from Alima Saurer 

Hamel’s Tritec twisting machine. design and 
operation 6375 

mathematic model of air drag and friction in 
two-for-one twisting machines 103 

Saurer Allma introduces its Filament HT two-for-one 
twisting machine 1684 4054 

Saurer Alma’s modular Filament HT twisting machine 
for high twist, manmade yarns 847 

Saurer Textile Group. nro pee spinning systems on 
display at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 6370 

Saurer Textile System’s Tritec Twister. machine 
design 3250 

Saurer to exhibit Saurer, Allma, Hamel, and 
Volkmann twisting systems at fifth OTEMAS 2205 

Saurer-Allma’s Filament HT twisting machine. 
specifications 7188 

Savio, manufacturer of two-for-one twisters. recent 
financial performance and business activities 6343 

Spindelfabrik Suessen’s air jet twisting machine 
= staple fiber yarns with minimum twist 
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Tritec Twister consists of two concentric sections 
that rotate in opposite directions 405 

two-for-one twisting machine with a conical spindle 
disc. model estimates yarn tension during 
operation 3251 

Volkmann’s Two-for-One, cabling twisters 102 
Volkmann’s VTS-05/05-C two-for-one twisting 
machines and cablers for carpet yarns 4056 

Zinser Sirospun. Sirospun plied yarn features 
superior mechanical properties 7189 

ULTRASONICS 
apparel manufacture. use with manmade fiber 
we seaming, cutting, slitting, other processes 

bond seaming of medical textiles. Norvell purchases 
— units from Sonobond Ultrasonics 

bonding method from San-M Packaging provides 
more reliable barrier than sewn apparel 7280 

bonding nonwoven fabrics. recent advances in 
power supply technology improve quality 8056 

composites, platings. advanced ultrasonic 
—- evaluation method to detect flaws 

“use 961 and welding of fabrics gaining widespread 
use 

drying with combined convective/ultrasound 
chniques increases drying efficiency 3481 

drying. low temperature ultrasonic drying machines. 
experimental results 1858 

electrotechnology in textile manufacturing. infrared, 
dielectric, ultrasonics research 9374 

forming fabrics used in nonwovens manufacture 
characterized with ultrasonic tests 4167 

laundering. soil removal —s David porter’s 
Greening Away the Wash ~ Blues concept 3600 

nonwovens, conversion. LaceMaster from Sonobond 
— produces decorative lacing and trim 

nonwovens, conversion. Rotosonic 100 thermally 
welds nonwoven fabric at production speeds of up 
to 40 meters per minute 1196 

phase behavior of hydroxypropyl cellulose, 
n-hexanoyloxypropyl cellulose 5564 

ultrasound process developed by Department of 
Energy cleans apparel 8427 

Underwear, see APPAREL--INNERWEAR. 

UNIFORMITY (see also other he: 
DRAFTING MACHINERY, DRA 

, such as 
iG MACHINERY) 

— microfibers. Myoliss and Leacril Micro studied 

burring process effect on oe of cotton. 
American upland variety studi 887 

cotton blends. SITRA proposes measure for 
describing uniformity of cotton blends 8753 

dyeing. continuous. greater uniformity 8180 
dyeing. fabrics. melt blown technology for high 

uniformity 8162 
extrusion. Barmag’s FEI system 5583 
fabric property. critical. North Carolina State 

University research 9286 
flax processing’s affect on linen yarn 7961 
hygiene fabrics. melt blown technology for high 
uniformity 8004 

, see AUTOMOTIVE FABRICS, FABRIC 
PRODUCTS, HOME FURNISHINGS. 

Velcro, see FASTENERS AND TRIMMINGS. 
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Velours, see PILE FABRICS. 

Velvet, see PILE FABRICS 

Velveteen, see PILE FABRICS. 

Velvetex, see FLOCKING. 

entilation, see AIR CONDITIONING, ASBESTOS, 
DUST, ENVIRONMENT, MILL BUILDINGS. 

Vibration, see NOISE AND VIBRATION. 

VINAL FIBERS 
polyvinyl alcohol film, water soluble. bag eliminates 

ndling of hazardous dyes and pigments 1031 
polyvinyl alcohol, formal fibers. effects of 
crosslinking with peroxide 1652 

polyvinyl alcohol. charged membranes with 
controlled lattice sizes 4204 

PVA fibers annealed under extremely high tension. 
— properties and superstructure analyzed 

PVA, melt extrusion. tensile modulus and strength 
affected by degrees of saponification and 
polymerization 4018 

Vinyl fibers, see VINAL FIBERS, VINYON FIBERS. 

VINYON FIBERS (see also other car: such as 
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND ° 
LEGISLATION) 

polyvinyl chloride. copolymerization with various 
— improves mechanical properties 

thermoplastic olefin skins replaci 
skins in automotive interiors 1761 

Viruses, see ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS, 
DRYCLEANING, GERMPROOFING, INDUSTRIAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY, LAUNDERING. 

VISCOSE 
dissolving pulp industry. worldwide overview 
describes market trends, manufacture of cellulosic 
fibers 8709 

environmentally safe process for production of 
regenerated cellulose fibers (Abstract) 2411 

Former Soviet Union. carbon fibers derived from 
viscose. overview of commercial products and 
their uses 6262 

jute sticks converted to pulp for manufacture of 
viscose 7891 

Lenzing plans to establish a chlorine-free bleached 
viscose pulp operation in Brazil 5524 

VISCOSE FABRICS 
Akzo Faser Enka Viscose fabrics. properties and 

applications 6307 
apparel. rayon fabrics in designer resort collections 
—. Karan, Calvin Klein, Ralph Lauren 

polyvinyl chloride 

buttons. dark colored buttons that bleed on light 
colored rayon fabrics 382 

consumer health, safety, rayon broomstick skirts 
imported from India. recall sparks fear 6957 

Consumer Product Saféty Commission recalls 
250,000 broomstick skirts made from viscose 
fabric 7792 

drycleaning acetate, acetate/viscose fabrics. 
minimizing dye transfer problems 8413 

flammability. recall of rayon broomstick skirts from 
India sparks fear in consumers 8643 
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fusibles, interlacings, interlinings at Bobbin 
Show/AAMA Convention 1001 

Japanese fabric manufacturers compete against 
appreciation of the yen and alee economy 128 

prewetting/predrying processes c properties 
and finishing characteristics of coun and viscose 
fabrics 179 

screeniess ink jet printing on polyester, cotton, and 
viscose fabrics 1828 

silk, rayon vendors cite weak dollar-yen exchange 
_ _ poor business at 1994 Japan Silk Fair 

softening agents. Viscosil VP 1244 cationic silicone 
based softener 4306 

VISCOSE FIBERS (see also other headings, such as 
HIGH MODULUS FIBERS) 

Akzo Nobel seminar discusses trends, problems, and 
opportunities in viscose fiber production 8742 

carbon disulfide-free material has environmental and 
other advantages over conventional viscose 
material 2370 

cohesion and relationship to surface, crimp, friction, 
fiber a oe — linear density in polyester and 
viscose fibers 5 

Courtaulds et oo viscose fibers with modified 
cross sections, high fineness for use in nonwovens 

Courtaulds European Fibers combines viscose rayon 
— production of Courtaulds and Hoechst 

Courtaulds Fibers to raise rayon staple fiber prices 
between 5 and 10 percent in January [1995] 7862 

desulfurization of waste gas and recovery of sulfuric 
acid in viscose fiber industry 9413 

Kemira Fibre’s Visil flame resistant fiber does not 
emit toxic gases during combustion 8800 

Lenzing efforts to meet environmental concerns and 
maintain market position 5614 

Lenzing Fibers modernizes its rayon staple fiber 
manufacturing plant in Lowland, Tennessee 4750 

Lenzing Fibers modernizes rayon staple fiber 
manufacturing plant in Lowland, Tennessee 4751 

Lenzing Fibers opens new rayon fiber facility in 
Lowland, Tennessee 5518 

Lenzing Technik, supplier of viscose fiber 
manufacturing equipment. company profile 3935 

Lenzing. profile of —— viscose staple fiber 
producer in Europe 

porous viscose fibers with biomimetic odor 
absorbing functions 3229 

radiation induced changes to physical and chemical 
—~ jean of cellulose during viscose formation 

ripening. electrically heated viscose ripens 300 times 
faster than viscose ripened by conventional 
thermostats 808 

shrinkage and deformation during drying of viscose 
threads 7948 

Super Corona. Daiwabo Rayon Company’s rayon 
— fiber designed especially for apparel fabrics 

Tencel. Courtaulds contracts Omori to study fiber for 
use in apparel, suggest marketing methods 3135 

VISCOSE YARN (see also other headings, such as TIRE 
CORD) 

air jet spun viscose yarn. effects of different 
spinning parameters on yarn properties 119 

Akzo Nobel purchases Kunstseidenwerk Elsterberg, 
invests in viscose filament yarns 8813 

alkaline degradation, viscose filament yarns. effect 
of sodium hydroxide solutions 8843 

antistatic treatments improve the quality of 
ee pe ap mend blends 1687 

with polyester. fiber segregation of blends 
during yarn formation processes 5623 

blends, polyester/viscose. effects of fiber denier, 
= actor, and yarn composition on properties 

cellulose based agricultural twine produced by direct 
dissolution of cellulose 809 

cohesive force. influence on yarn quality 1689 
embroidery thread. luster of white cotton, black 
cotton, white rayon, and black rayon yarns 7991 

faults. Uster Classimat measurements of as. 
viscose yarns. effects of fiber length and fi 
fineness 1370 2916 

friction spun viscose yarns. influence of production 
speed on tenacity and structure 5659 

jute/viscose yarn blends. rotor spinning, yarn 
properties, and fabric properties 325 

spectrum analysis. solvent extraction, IR al 
subtraction analyze chemical contamination of 
viscose yarn 9281 

spinning. effect of draw-off nozzle type on 
— of polyester/viscose rotor spun yarns 

Waddings, see BATTINGS, NONWOVEN FABRICS. 

see CARPETS, FABRIC PRODUCTS, 
HOME RNISHINGS, FLOCKING, PAPER. 

Warp knit fabrics, see KNIT FABRICS-WARP. 

Warp knitting, see KNITTING--WARP. 

WARP PREPARATION (see also other . such as 
SIZING, SIZING AGENTS, SIZING MA ERY, 
SLASHING, SLASHING MACHINERY, WARPING, 
WARPING MACHINERY, WINDING, WINDING 
MACHINERY) 

beaming. Benninger’s Ben-Vac dust extraction 
— fits Ben-Direct direct beaming machine 

Benninger equipment for high quality warping, sizing, 
and size recovery 890 

Benninger’s Bendata systems performs job 
management in warp preparation using specialized 
software 7228 

chilled wet-wiping. control variables that affect 
physical properties, weaving performance of sized 
warp yarn 7229 

denim. overview of preparation for weaving 4982 
flexibility in small lot production requires rapid warp 
beam preparation 8893 

hand sewing machine sews ey fabric length 
when a warp beam is changed 8 

machinery manufacturers keep tm -_ . 
improvements in yarn manufacturing and weaving 
equipment 2477 a 

sizing warp yarns. warp splitting, single end sizing, 
new sizing technologies 889 

sizing. SICAM system improves weaving efficiency 
by optimizing size application 3284 

slashing the total number of ends of filament yarn 
warps. process requirements 8891 

Sulzer-Rueti’s quick style change system for the G 
6200 rapier loom 908 

tying machine Uster Topmatic-S by Zellweger Uster 
useful for tying coarse yarns 5708 

tying. Zellweger Uster’s Uster Topmatic-S warp 
tying machine for coarse yarns 4099 

West Point Foundry and Machine Company’s model 
928 ball warping machine prepares ball warps for 
indigo dyeing 8896 
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Zellweger Uster’s Uster Topmatic-S high 
— warp tying machine for coarse yarns 

Warp-drawing, see YARN PROCESSING--FILAMENT 
YARNS. 

WARPING (see also other headings, such as SIZING, 
WARP PREPARATION) 

breakage on warp — on air jet looms. relationship 
to yarn quality 7 

decating temperature, fabric regain, and prior rotary 
pressing. stud 2690 

dust s' ding during warp splitting eo merp = aoe 
of size, finishing treatments, sizing speed 1 

PET microfibers. false twist crimping, draw oO 
and draw twisting 5597 

stop motion system, digital. Camscan 5200 offers 
ac'vantages over laser scanners 5706 

tension variations between yarns cause warp streaks 
od — fabrics containing flat twisted yarns 

warp tension control results in hi ¥ quality and 
reproducible fabric qualities 90 

WARPING MACHINERY (see also other 
as BEAMS, CREELS, SLASHING MACHIN yy 

Barmag combines —- warping capabilities in its 
modular STF1 unit 570 
— —_—— by Grob introduced at 1993 OTEMAS 

Benninger Ben-Direct and Ben-Vac dust removal 
system 8021 
a = ns for precision — preparation 

ectronic wa rocess control 7230 
BRTA Modified Let-c Motion improves quality and 
productivity of terry towel manufacturing 4139 

Dornier’s exhibit at ATME-! 1993. Quick Style 
Change system 3289 

Forstmann installs Benninger Supertronic warping 
machines in its woolen fabrics mill in Dublin, 
Georgia 8894 

Genkinger’s QSC  oamapart equipment reduces time 
for style aan = 

Hacoba’s USK Sensocon warping machine for 
— of high quality warps. machine design 

Hacoba’s USK-Sensocon machine aaa advanced 
control and drive technology 328 

Hacoba’s USK-Sensocon nate ae ben mag with 
advanced drive and control technology. machine 
design and operation 2478 

Hergeth Hollingsworth MS warp sampler produces 
— warps in lengths ranging from 7-70 meters 

Hergeth Hollingsworth’s sectional cone warper 
designed for 30 meter sample warps and 2.5 
kilometer long warps 1707 4101 

Hergeth Hollingsworth’s type MS, type MSL-U warp 
—" machines, type MSL-UP warping machine 

Hergeth Hollingsworth, a German manufacturer of 
warping machines 2975 

Hergeth Hollingworth’s MSL-UP sectional cone 
warping machine 2479 

Hergeth Hollingworth’s MSL-UP sectional cone 
warping machines with laser controlled yarn layer 
measuring system 892 

Hergeth Hollingworth’s new sectional cone wees 
for sample, production warps. specifications 7231 

Hergeth-Hollinsworth warping machines for sample 
warps and short production runs 148 
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jacquard, erg improves dobby weaving 
capabilities 

Jakob Mueller’s range of warping machines for 
various sizes of beams 3274 

Jakob Mueller’s warping machines for narrow fabric 
manufacture 5692 

Karl Mayer’s DS 21/30 NC-1 direct warping machine 
—- for its high speeds, high quality warps 

Karl Mayer’s DSST-HPLM NC draw warping machine 
for processing LOY 8895 

leveling roller units. Karli Mayer units WA, WA |, WA 
ll, WA 11/4Q, WA I11/4Q, and WA HT 5709 

manufacturers keep pace with improvements in yarn 
manufacturing and weaving equipment 2477 

Mayer warping machines modified to accept flange 
diameters up to 1,270 millimeters 893 

Picanol’s Weldy fixes warp ends by heat setting on a 
plastic film 149 

preparation of warps with Karl Mayer beamers, 
creels, and sectional warping machines 151 

slub detector. Inspec’s Alphatex 1100 model slub 
detector monitors yarn sheets on sectional, direct 
warping machines 6419 

Somet’s Quick Style Change System fits on its 
Thema 11E flexible rapier loom 7232 

Sucker + Mueller opens new production facility, 
installs weer preparation equipment in Swiss 
weaving mill 2 

Sucker + Mueller’s renee warp dyeing and 
= plant produces colored denim warp yarns 

Sulzer Rueti’s exhibit at ATME-I 1993. Quick Style 
Change system 3294 
— NAS Series of warpers make sample warps 

technology review of warping and sizing systems 
used in the United States 2481 

USK-Sensocon warping machine from Hacoba 
features patented microprocessor controlled 
measuring system 4103 

West Point Foundry and Machine Company’s Model 
821 warper 150 

West Point Foundry and Machine Company's model 
928 ball warpi ~K. machine prepares ball warps for 
indigo dyeing 889 

Zellweger Uster’s Delta 200 flexible and efficient 
drawing in machine with Warplink and Topmatic. 
design and operation 2475 

Zellweger Uster’s Uster Delta 200, Uster Warplink, 
ster Topmatic 3303 

WASH-WEAR (see also other headi such a 
CREASES AND CREASE RECOV iy. CREASING 
AND PLEATING, CROSSLINKING, DURABLE 
PRESS, RESIN FINISHING) 

care of permanent press fabrics. washing and 
drycleaning stability. standards and control 
methods 5219 

permanent press fabrics. technical criteria for fabric 
care. control of puckering, creasing, felting 5220 

WASHFASTNESS (see also other headings, such as 
COLORFASTNESS) 

acid dyes. new dyes designed with high 
washfastness when applied to silk fabrics 1070 

bags, water soluble polyvinyl alcohol film. bag 
eliminates handling of hazardous dyes and 
pigments 237 

silk fabrics dyed with acid dyes and treated with 
four cationic fixing agents 1833 
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silk. tannic acid containing metallic salts improves 
lightfastness and washfastness of silk robes 1033 

wash wheel, history and development 9302 

WASHING (see also other headings, such as 
DETERGENTS, LAUNDERING, SCOURING, 
SOILING, WASHING MACHINERY) 

carpet cleaning on site. procedures to follow by 
professional carpet cleaners 378 

cellulose fabric. cellulases used to enzymatically 
deink, correlation with surface friction 3458 

denim. stone washing combined with biofinishing. 
optimum finishing parameters 6600 

Duralkan Color Transfer Inhibitor, aftersoaping agent 
—— and bifunctional reactive dyes 

Duralkan CTI inhibitor for use with cellulosic fabrics 
and washing auxiliary 4325 

elastic yarns. deformation resistance after repeated 
oe drycleanings, and thermal treatments 

enzyme treatment of protein fibers reviewed and 
discussed 2589 

fading of washable fabrics. causes, remedies, 
responsibility 1251 

garment washing techniques to create fashionable 
color and washed effects 3470 

LEITAT Detergo. pilot industrial washing plant for 
analysis, control, and testing of textiles 5228 

nets. effects of washing net on ae pani in flow 
a relative to mechanical energy input 

rental garments. effect of high pH washwater on 
label degradation 1241 

ultrasound process developed by Department of 
Energy cleans apparel 8427 

wet finishing. basic principles of vacuum extraction 
during textile wet processing 6604 

WASHING MACHINERY (see also other headings, such 
as FINISHING MACHINERY, SCOURING 
MACHINERY) 
—" Dyestuff Reporter’s 1994 Buyers’ Guide 

Babcock Textilmaschinen. tripartite finishing range 
comprises ee. Traflo-Tex, Store-Tex 
modules 2683 : 

Ben-injecta washing machine for desizing and 
postprinting washing from Benninger-Zell 4308 

Benninger’s Ben-Bleach continuous, modular 
pretreatment line steams, washes, desizes, 
bleaches, scours 4240 

Biancalani’s Idra modular fulling washing machine for 
wool fabrics 1089 

Caipo’s ECO washing system automatically 
determines the end of the degreasing and rinsing 
phases 4309 

Cimi’s Folatex, a fulling/scouring and washing range 
for wool fabrics and wool blends 7347 

CIMI’s Lavanova, modular, continuous washing plant 
for woven fabrics 310 

dwelling baths. Fleissner upgrades auxiliary 
conveyor dwelling bath for open width washing 
machinery 4295 

Ecotec’s Eco-drum washing machine uses one third 
less water and detergent 6678 

Edro’s Dyna Wash open pocket, suspension 
mounted washer extractors (Trade Lit.) 9380 

Edro’s Dyna Wash washer extractors. design 
specifications (Trade Lit.) 9381 

Farmer Norton’s Jetvac continuous open width 
washing, scouring machine 5040 
— Raw Wool system, suction drum principle 
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Fleissner. design of latest wet processing line for 
wash off after dyeing and printing 742 

ing G. De Franceschi manufactures equipment for 
a capacity launderers and denim processors 

Japan. Electrolux offers side loading washing 
machine for home market, combination 
washer/dryer machines 5229 

Karl Menzel’s universal continuous open width 
washing machine purchased by Calwer Decken- 
und Tuchfabriken 5094 

Kuester’s Flexnip continuous liquor application 
system comprises applicator, steamer, and 
washing components 4241 

Longclose’s Ventura Rapide M-Tech rope jet 
overflow dyeing machine for microfiber fabrics also 
scours, washes 5083 

Maeander high performance open width washing 
range from Kuesters 4310 

Milnor’s 64046 E6N open pocket washer extractor. 
machine design (Trade Lit.) 9203 

Pellerin Milnor, expands factory, adds hydraulic 
punching equipment, space to test machines 9152 

Rewatec’s compact Swiss Clean HC15 machine 
uses hydrocarbon solvent as CFC 113 replacement 
and perc alternative 1994 

Seco Bestwasher 1200 recirculating machine 
reduces water and detergent consumption, saves 
on operating costs 1995 

simulation of continuous washing of fabric in open 
width washing machine. parameters governing 
power consumption 295 

tunnel washing technology used to bleach athletic 
socks 8149 

wsher/extractors. improved energy efficiency and 
automation. buyers want repeatability 1086 

WASTE--FIBROUS (see also other headings, such as 
CLEANING OF MACHINERY, DUST, and under 
subject headings of specific machinery and 
processes) 

apparel cutting remnant reclamation and reuse 8631 
California law requires companies to divert waste 
from landfills via recycling and source reduction 
programs 2234 

card waste extraction. effects on ring, open end, air 
jet spun cotton yarn 7156 

carpet waste recycling research. nylon 
depolymerization, extrusion by compatibilization, 
use in concrete 9414 

carpet waste. depolymerization of nylon, blending 
= ——— extrusion, concrete reinforcement 

cellulose fibers, microbiological degradation. effect 
of irradiation on enzymatic digestion 7778 

cellulose pulp fiber recycling. review of new 
processes developed by James River Corporation 
(Abstract) 7773 , 

cellulose pulp fiber. recycled waste as component in 
natural fiber based composites (Abstract) 7774 

cellulosic. microbial incubation produces carbon 
dioxide, nitrous oxide gases 9396 

composites. BioComposites Centre investigates plant 
— as resource for production of composites 

fibroin based fibers. feasibility of manufacturing 
fibroin based fibers from silk wastes 777 

lignocellulosic fibers. recycled waste as component 
—- thermoplastic composites (Abstract) 

lint, circular knitting machinery. auxiliary removal 
device from Precision Fukuhara Works 923 
—- electrochemical oxidation of mixed wastes 
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newsprint. environmentally friendly method for 
— of noninked and inked cellulose fibers 

nylon 6. manufacture and uses. ee through 
retrospinning and depolymerization 5429 

plastic waste recycled by feedstock recycling 1489 
—— of fiber and fabric waste recycling. 

potential for recycling in Asia (Conf. Paper) 9403 
recycling of thermoplastic waste for production of 
nonwoven fabrics 2529 

recycling. United States textile industry doubles its 
solid waste recycling capability during 1988-1993 
period 1486 

reusable textiles for solid waste reduction. EPA’s 
WasteWise member companies targeted by TRSA 
campaign 7706 

sofa and chair manufacturers automate cutting and 
pattern making to reduce fabric waste 9141 

Thermoselect waste treatment process. 
transformation of waste products in protected 
environment 5415 

ultraviolet light/hydrogen peroxide process destroys 
liquid, solid organic wastes 3852 

wool. spinning from recycled wool by The Smith 
Family, an Australian charity 8812 

WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT (see also other 
a such as AIR POLLUTION, DETERGENTS, 
ENVIRONMENT, SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS, 
WATER) 

acidic dye effluent treatment using biomass 7396 
ADMI method of effluent color measurement. effects 

of selected variables analyzed 7780 
adsorption of hydrochloric acid by polyaminated 
chitosan particles 6145 

adsorption of metals by water soluble chelating 
7 ual and microporous hollow fiber membrane 

adsorption of organic chlorine compounds by 
activated carbon 5431 6143 

adsorption, elution of metals by chelating copolymer 
resins containing mercapto groups 5432 6142 

anthraquinone, phthalocyanine reactive dyes. wet air 
oxidation reduces COD, removes color from 
effluent 8620 

AquaMark | technology removes oil, grease, heavy 
metals from laundry wastewater 8634 

Aratex Services, industrial laundry in Portland, 
a installs wastewater treatment system 

Auschem Biorol range of surfactants for high speed 
eo uses in cotton system processing 

azo dyes. hydroxyl radical mediated degradation 
leads to generation of benzene in some cases 

Babcock Turbo-Kieen combination of wastewater, 
exhaust air cleaning 9415 

bioassays use live organisms to evaluate effluent 
quality 1504 

pn oe ny! of surfactants. analysis and testing 
methods 8633 

biodegradability of water soluble polyaspartates and 
polyacrylate detergents (Conf. Paper) 6943 

biogas residual slurry used for dye absorption 7781 
bioremediation uses microorganisms to break down 

pollutants in effluent 6146 
caprolactam. adsorption purification from 
ae by experimental industrial installation - 

Catalytic Extraction. Waste Acid Detoxification. 
AlgaSorb Technology. Forger Sponge 7701 
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CDW opens $64 million finishing plant with $3 
million wastewater treatment system 1062 

cells on immobilized on fibers able to degrade 
hazardous materials, produce beneficial materials 
(Abstract) 3017 

chemical oxidation of aromatic compounds with 
various catalysts. effects on biodegradability and 
wy (Conf. Paper) 6944 

chemical oxidation to enhance biological treatment 
and to remove toxic organic compounds (Conf. 
Paper) 6945 

chitin. conversion to nonlinear optical fibers 8801 
chlorine compounds. EPA initiates effort to eliminate 

the use of chlorine during the treatment of wood 
pulp 4656 3 

Clean Water Company of Yorkshire develops 
procedure for the removal of colorants from 
finishing effluent 9416 

color and pentachlorophenol removal from dyehouse 
effluent major problems in Great Britain 2247 

color in dyehouse effluent. primary decolorization 
methods 1505 

color removal from dyehouse effluent. theoretical 
models and practical methods 4655 

color removal from effluents. recent research and 
technology overview 2248 

cotton dyeing plants. economics improved by 
separation of liquids from different machines and 
improved sludge drying 7783 

cyanide wastewater recycling system based on 
= ultraviolet irradiation, ion exchange 

decolorization, dyehouse effluent. decolorizing with 
chlorine and ozone 4296 

Domestic Sewage Exclusion, Clean Water Act 
relationship clarified by EPA 3837 

drycleaning. perchloroethylene groundwater 
contamination amendments to Superfund proposed 
by industry 9419 

dye removal. electrochemical process removes acid 
dyes from wastewater 6946 

dyebath effluent treatment methods based on 
chemical and ultrafiltration methods 8637 

dyehouse effluent treatment methods. advantages 
and disadvantages 7784 

dyeing and printing plant in Italy constructs 
biological wastewater treatment plant 1506 

dyeing cotton yarns. zero discharge through TDS 
control 7399 

dyeing plant wastewater. effluent treatment for 
decoloration and to reduce total organic carbon 
content 9389 

dyes. decolorization of dyes by complexing with 
ligand 4297 

dyes. decolorizing dyes in solution. chlorine and 
ozonation treatments 3812 

Ecologia Applicata for evaluating degradability of 
— containing surfactants in activated sludge 

effluent treatment. simple and economical method of 
reducing effluent pollution 1499 

electrochemical remediation to clean contaminated 
soils, groundwater in situ 5416 

energy, gas, water costs in dyeing, printing, 
finishing sector. cost reduction and minimizing 
environmental damage 8610 

environmental impact of synthetic and natural 
colorants 5084 

environmental law in New Zealand. effect on effluent 
discharge technology in the carpet industry 1485 

enzyme detergents. effect on quality of wastewater 
from laundries 4666 
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European textile, apparel industries. overview of 
water pollution problems, solutions 3016 

facility effluent monitoring plans for industries 
handling toxic chemicals, radioactive substances 
4657 6128 

formaldehyde. kinetics of in situ degradation with 
electrogenerated hydrogen peroxide 3849 

Gaston County Dyeing Machine’s ultrafiltration 
system for cleaning dyeing plant effluent 2245 

heat recovery. prototype heat exchanger compared 
with latest duct, rotary heat recuperators 565 

heat recovery. requirements, design, and operation 
of heat recovery systems 7785 

heavy metals. atomic absorption, flameless 
atomization methods for testing 7786 

hydrochloric acid. adsorption of hydrochloric acid by 
polyaminated chitosan particles 5433 

hydrogen peroxide oxidation for municipal and 
— wastewater treatment (Conf. Paper) 

hydrogen peroxide oxidation for treatment of 
industrial process and contaminated groundwater 
(Conf. Paper) 6947 

hydrogen peroxide oxidation in response to 
environmental emergencies (Conf. Paper) 6948 

hydrogen peroxide oxidation to destroy organic 
chemicals in wastewater 8638 

industrial laundries faced with complex and 
conflicting environmental regulations 8639 

industrial laundries major problem in compliance with 
EPA regulations for s 1484 

industrial laundries. cooperation with EPA urged 
during formulation of categorical pretreatment 
standards 1497 

inorganic ion exchangers. effect of solid phase 
hydration on selectivity of alkali metal ions 3018 
3850 4688 

Kemco’s Waterkare dissolved air flotation system for 
treatment of laundry effluent 8635 

landfills. performance evaluation of synthetically 
lined landfills. 1475 

laundering firm White Rose Rental struggling to 
comply with regulations at plants in five states 

laundering. White Rose Rental Laundry installs Hydro 
Modular wastewater pretreatment equipment 9420 

laundries. EPA pollution prevention project 
recommends waste minimization and pollution 
prevention 607 

laundries. Precision Laundry constructs biological 
pretreatment system 609 

laundry plants. Hydro Modular Systems installs 
wastewater treatment systems at Rose Renta! 
Laundry plants 7787 

laundry. Onatrio, Canada. government and industry 
cooperate in —_ to identify sources of oil and 
gas pollution 300 

legislation. two congressmen favor new Clean Water 
Act 8641 

lysozyme. adsorption of lysozyme by carboxylated 
chitosan particles 5434 

Macrosorb. synthetic clay dramatically reduces 
residual dyestuffs, pesticides, mothproofing 
chemicals 9417 
— electrochemical oxidation of mixed wastes 

membrane separation, recovery of dye effiuent 
containing water, dyeing assistants 5435 

metal dyes. removal, speciation of transition metal 
ions in dye wastewater 263 

metals. adsorption of metals by water soluble 
chelating polymer and microporous hollow fiber 
membrane 5436 
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New Zealand. new and proposed regulations 
— industrial effluent examined, Resource 
anagement Act 617 

nonwoven fabric sector. EPA proposes new 
standards under Clean Air, Water Acts 2221 

oil, used. waste dropoff sites in Florida, Washington, 
Texas, South Carolina, and New York 1507 

online spillage detector for effluent treatment 
systems from lonic Limited 3013 3841 

Organic Chemicals, Plastics, and thetic Fibers 
ffluent Guideline Limitations 1987. review 4686 

Organic Chemicals, Plastics, and Synthetic Fibers 
ffluent Guideline Limitations [1987] 6141 

organic compounds. evaluating hazard in aquatic 
environment 541 

oxidation. state of the art technologies use oxidation 
for wastewater treatment (Book) 6950 

oxidative water treatment to remove dyes from 
effluent. research at Auburn University 3019 

ozonation and other AOPs show promise in 
wastewater treatment 3851 

ozonation. design process for ozonation wastewater 
treatments systems (Conf. Paper) 6951 

point sources. funding investments to improve water 
infrastructure of major cities 8640 

Pollution Engineering Buyer’s Guide/Locator 
~* a ists companies, products and services 

pollution prevention, waste minimization can help 
textile industry conserve materials and costs 9395 

polymers in wastewater. concentrating, recycling 
polymers 1494 

prototype wastewater decolorization unit uses 
chitosan as a sorbent 618 

pulp and paper mills. EPA proposed rules set 
stringent limitations on emissions 5437 

pyridine oxidation. kinetic and mechanical effects in 
supercritical water using high pressure oxygen 619 

pyridinium derivatives used to coat nonwoven filter 
for water purification 1461 

reactive dyeing of cotton generates large quantity of 
waste. treatment with hydrogen peroxide, ferrous 
sulfate 5438 

reactive dyeing. environmental regulation limits 
= salinity, dyehouses must reduce salt use 

recycling, flushwater. Thetford Systems’ Cycle-Let 
system reduces freshwater needs and wastewater 
discharge (Trade Lit.) 6942 

reduction of sulfur black dye. substitution of Hydrol 
for sodium sulfide reduces sulfur in effluent 1051 

reduction of waste to prevent pollution. ways to 
reduce overhead costs, meet regulatory 
compliance (Book) 2993 

regulations. when dumping wastes in sink, 
tata personnel must comply with regulations 

Regulatory Management. proactive, interdisciplinary 
—- solves environmental challenges (Book) 

separator water, drycleaning. IFl recommends high 
quality evaporator systems 1510 

settling tanks. interface level analyzers from Royce, 
models 2501 and 2511 (Trade Lit.) 6941 

sizing agents. recovery and reuse of sizing agents 
from wastewater 2249 

slime, sludge pollution indexes for natural bodies of 
water, wastewater 7698 

sludge dewatering equipment. screens, centrifuges, 
filter presses 5439 

sorption. uptake of chiorofluorocarbons and 
dichloromethane from liquid effluent by BPL 
activated carbon 1508 
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sorption. uptake of nol, toluene, chlorobenzine, 
and benzoic acid from liquid effluent by polymeric 
resins 1509 

source reduction of pollutants from textile 
processing wastewater. current research 9421 

source reduction studied in dyeing, batch bleaching 
of hosiery, continuous rong | of cotton 6952 

sulfur black dyeing processes. substituting Hydrol 
for sodium sulfide reducing agent decreases sulfide 
in effluent 4274 

Techspan Associates color removal and sediment 
removal treatment systems 2246 

treatment plant design for combined domestic and 
textile effluents 7 

ultraviolet light/hydrogen peroxide process destroys 
liquid, solid organic wastes 3852 

Unitog receives First Annual Missouri Governor's 
a Prevention Award for St. Louis laundry 

upgrading existing treatment facilities with 
membrane, oxidation processing 

Utility Supply = America’s water and wastewater 
product supply y catalog (Trade Lit.) 4687 

variability of BOD, TSS, and AOX in effluent from 
— with advanced wastewater control systems 

waddings made of microfungal filaments used to 
absorb metals in effluent 3020 

waste minimization and waste reduction methods in 
the textile dyeing industry 3436 

wastewater regulations. history of — in 
United States since the 1930s 

wastewater violations. eneinees troubleshooting 
to determine cause of violation 4689 

wastewater. efficiency of two-stage activated 
sludge process in treating textile wastewater 7790 

water management during finishing of nylon and 
polyester in Surat, India. water conservation and 
effluent treatment 3021 

water pollution in Great Britain. British law 
concerning water pollution. criminal and civil 
liability 4652 

water, wastewater. standard methods of 
examination (Book) 3003 

wet processing and manmade fiber production. 
sources control of wastewater pollution 3845 

wool scouring. Alstar-Gravitator three phase 
— is clarifier, oil/water separator, and filter 

WATER (see also other headings, such as 
ENVIRONMENT, WASTE TREATMENT--EFFLUENT) 

calcium alginate hydrogel fibers. structural changes 
in presence of water 9432 

calcium carbonate an prevented with ETCetera’s 
Scalewatcher system 

carpet dyeing. conservation af energy and water 
during continuous carpet dyeing 4649 

dyeing carpets. reducing consumption of water by 
prewashing, steam washing 7366 

dyeing. water hardness, total dissolved solids. 
effects on dyeing polyester, cationic dyeable 
polyester 5052 

fabric water absorption behavior of two layered and 
multilayered fabrics 901 

fading of washable fabrics. causes, remedies, 
responsibility 1251 

management of water resources during finishing of 
nylon and polyester. water conservation and 
effluent treatment 3021 

Master Chiller, water chillers for drycleaning 
applications (Trade Lit.) 4414 
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paper manufacturing. dewpoint measuring can save 
companies money 2530 

Pick steam injection water heating systems (Trade 
Lit.) 6886 

point sources. funding investments to improve water 
infrastructure of major cities 8640 

pollution control. two congressmen favor new Clean 
Water Act 8641 

Scalewatcher Electronic Scale Eliminator for 
industrial applications (Trade Lit.) 9382 

separator water, drycleaning. IFl recommends high 
quality evaporator systems 1510 

soil moisture probe generates important data for 
cotton growers 745 

solubility of alkali metal chlorides, hydroxides in 
water 7801 

sorption behavior of water vapor on untreated wool, 
descaled wool fibers 7065 

Utility Supply of America’s water and wastewater 
product supply catalog (Trade Lit.) 4687 

vapor permeability, water. new, rapid method to 
measure 1378 

, see ENVIRONMENT, WASTE 
EATMENT--EFFLUENT, WATER. 

WATER RESISTANCE 
BioComposites Centre research 7301 
cationic treatments exhausted onto fabrics 7342 
cotton fabrics treated with fluorocarbon resin. effect 

of crosslinking agents on water repellency of 5883 
cotton poplin dress fabrics 8136 
Scotchgard. 3M Chemical Group plans major new 
European promotion 6609 

silk fabric. pretreatment with formic acid. no effect 
on water resistance 5840 
— by Kuraray. fine and heavy denier yarns 

Water 

testing. standards and recommended test 
procedures for determining water repellency 3741 

zirconium compounds for water repellent finishing of 
cotton and polyester fabrics 4311 

Water repelling, see WATERPROOFING. 

WATERPROOFING 
cable sealants. Freudenberg introduces water 

resistant tape sealants at WIRE 1994 Fair in 
Duesseldorf 6518 

polyester. plasma treated polyester fabrics have 
awe water repellency, surface dyeability 

wool! fabrics. effect of silicone waterproofing on soil 
release properties during drycleaning 1846 

WATERPROOFING AGENTS (see also other headings, 
such as OIL AND WATER REPELLENT FINISHES) 

Scotchgard. 3M adds several products to 
Scotchgard line of protective finishes 6610 

Wane, oe > APPLICATORS, CHEMICAL AIDS TO 
OCESSING. 

WEAR (see also other headings, such as ABRASION, 
DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, and under 
= headi of specific products, such as 
APPAREL, FABRICS, etc.) 

Carpets. appearance changes in carpets due to wear 
measured with a simple optical method based on 
densitometry 513 

carpets. appearance loss due to variations in pile lay 
orientation resulting from mechanical wear 3679 
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carpets. ComfortWear cushion extends life of carpet 
by up to 40 percent 2889 

Carpets. photometric method for evaluating carpet 
wear 2127 

Carpets. wear assessment by an optoelectronic 
measuring and image analysis system 4569 

fuzzing, pilling. comparison of fabrics from wear 
study, fabrics subjected to laboratory abrasion, 
—s 2138 

laminates. Tenmat Limited method produces 
— with exceptional resistance to wear 

plasma technology. effects on surface properties of 
textiles, wear surfaces of materials used in 
processing 6603 

tufted carpets. appearance loss evaluated by 
measuring periodicity, tuft placement 2140 

. such as 
DISCOLORATION, PHOTOCHEMICAL 
DEGRADATION, ROTPROOFING) 

automotive fabrics. Heraeus Xenotest 1200 test 
method 2924 

nonwoven needle punched fabrics made from flax or 
flax blends. test procedures and test results 6508 

polyethylene fibers. Dyneema 3721 
recycled nonwoven geotextiles. durability 8667 
wool. weathering, weathering control measures. 

effect on color of scoured wool 7063 

Weaves, see FABRIC DESIGN. 

WEAVING (see also other headings, such as CARPET 
LOOMS, CARPETS, FABRIC CTS, FABRIC 
DESIGN, LOOMS, LOOMS--SHUTTLELESS, 
NARROW FABRIC LOOMS, PICKING AND PICKER 
STICKS--WEAVING, PILE FABRICS, SELVAGES, 
SHUTTLES, TENSION, TIME STUDY, WARP 
PREPARATION, WEFT MECHANISMS) 

air bags. Sulzer Rueti rapier and projectile looms for 
weaving automotive air bags. test results 4108 

Alex Begg & Company of Scotland experiences 
strong growth in sales of scarves 7441 

apparel. needle weaving combined with knitting ideal 
for oversize garments 2503 

Ban-Jac jacquard machine for narrow fabric 
weaving. computer control allows data to be saved 
on floppy disks 910 

beaming machine, BEN-Direct. BEN-Vac dust 
— system removes dust released by yarns 

Bonas’ + speed SSJ electronic jacquard with up 
to 5,376 hooks 5719 
—. SSJ electronic jacquard, Series 400 controller 

CAD/CAM. Bonas’s Freestyle-X CAD/CAM system 
for jacquard weaving 4932 

CAD/CAM. Scotweave range of dobby, jacquard 
CAD/CAM. recent innovations 4931 

calculation establishes reed width, gray width, 
finished width of woven fabric 165 

characteristics and performance of looms from 
Gunne, Dornier, Nuovo Pignone, Nuovo Vamatex, 
Picanol, others 6434 

cleaning looms. Sohler’s novel cleaning system 
bypasses obstructions caused by auxiliary 
equipment for automation 3304 

complex fabrics. manufacture of on flexible Vamatex 
9000 Plus rapier loom 4937 4938 

composites. Cambridge Consultants’ three 
dimensional weaving process 4113 

cotton yarn weaving at low relative humidity. 
evaluation of different sizing agents 5704 

diagonal bead weaving. artisan works with pairs of 
threads that are strung with beads 4135 

directories, shuttleless looms. America’s Textiles 
International Buyer’s Guide 160 

distance fabrics. van de Weile double deck loom for 
weaving distance fabrics 4193 

dobby machines. Filmtextil HP 700 series 4935 
Dornier electronic yarn braking system 8922 
drawing-in. EL.-M’s Vega drawing-in machine draws 

a pattern without a warp and by using a single 
yarn cone 4136 

employee training. importance of employee training 
to weaving efficiency 8573 

fabric defects. real time detection, control during 
—— 8919 

fabric defects. real time fabric defect detection, 
control 6437 

fabric quality. improvements in fabric quality 
obtained in the high efficiency weaving plant 900 

full width temples available from G. Hunziker for air 
bag manufacturing 8030 

Greenwood Mills does weaving and cutting for Levi 
Strauss 3548 

Grosse’s high performance jacquarette weaves small 
designs, logos, and names in the selvage 902 

harnesses. heddles from Grob combine small cross 
section with excellent mechanical stability 4114 
= —— looms. applications, spec tions 

high pressure sized yarns. analysis of mechanism of 
yarn break during weaving 863 

high speed weaving. purchasing raw materials, 
a warping, sizing, weaving, and inspection 

high speeds cause loss of processability at high 
abric densities 8920 

hylum shuttles replace compressed wood shuttles in 
conventional looms, provide cost savings 163 
i - in modern weaving room construction 

industrial fabrics used in automobiles for air bags, 
tire casings 204 

inventory control. BTRA’s software for use in 
warehouses of weaving mills 9354 

ITF’s PDA system provides online, real time 
acquisition, processing of production data 5388 

jacquard machines displayed by Gross at Otemas 
1993 3297 

jacquard mechanism. Bonas high speed ASJ 
electronic jacquard used in manufacture of 
broadcloth 3305 
—— mechanisms fitted on flexible rapier looms 

jacquard weaving. Grosse’s Jac-Design CAD, 
Camtex CIM 2491 f 

jacquard, integral, improves dobby weaving 
capabilities 2490 ’ 

jacquards from Bonas installed on rapier, air jet 
looms 161 

jacquards, electronic. overview of operations, 
description of Grosse Unirapid 5720 
— overview of technological developments 

labor costs surveyed in 58 countries during summer 
1993 for spinning, weaving mills 2157 

labor costs. Japan ranks first ($23.65), United 
States ranks 15th ($11.61) 1411 | 
“a of Lubeck linen weaver Heinrich Siemers 
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leno weaving. converting standard looms to leno 
weaving. conversion process 1712 

lubrication dispenser from Tecnomatex designed to 
lubricate weft yarns on high speed looms 3308 

manufacturers keep pace with improvements in yarn 
manufacturing and weaving equipment 2477 

Max Spaleck. history of German manufacturer of 
auxiliary machines for weaving, weaving 
components 9310 

microfibers. modifications necessary to weaving 
technology, machines 643 

Name Jac jacquard machine fits most looms. 
weaves logos, boarders, small designs in the 
selvage 912 

oil stains occurring during weaving. newly develo 
loom oil is removed by scouring and washing 3299 

OTEMAS 1993. developments in weaving. formation 
of looped pile, new shed device, technology for 
—_ changeovers 4933 

OTEMAS 1993. overview of exhibition 7673 
patterns for fabric with measurable friction 

coefficient and surface texture 4942 
Picanol QSC system. application on GTM model 
9 increased production, reduced down time 

pin weaving used by hand sewers to create novel 
fabrics for garments 911 

polar preform weaving. computer program for 
axisymmetric composite constructions 7252 

polyester warp, weft yarns. importance of tension, 
stresses during weaving (Book) 4940 

polyester yarn. important stresses to account for in 
loom design 8029 

preparation. = and sizing machines 
manufactured by Benninger 1453 

processability of ring, rotor, air jet yarns. relation to 
disposition of fibers in yarn cross sections, twist 
6440 

production control by Zellweger Uster’s Loomdata 4 
system 4137 

production planning, control. model developed by 
college in Switzerland 7253 

QSC. Somet’s SQSC system is simple, reliable, and 
inexpensive 899 

quality assurance during weaving by process control 
of factors influencing yarn stresses 4138 

reinforcements. weaving complex multidimensional 
fibrous structures to reinforce composites 6464 

Savitec motor driven liquid dispenser improves 
lubrication uniformity during weaving 3301 

selvage construction. methods of measuring fray 
resistance and thickness build up 3740 

shed formation. effects on warp yarn 8921 
squeeze pressure limit during sizing. effects on 
weavability of yarns 1706 

SRB thermal curtains. selection of optimal fiber type, 
weaving method 3711 

Staeubli’s shedding machines for use in manufacture 
of high weight fabrics 3302 

Staubli’s CX 960 jacquard with electronic control 
has universal applications 8918 

stepper motor control from Dornier allows for smaller 
steps, higher torques at low speeds 3306 

Sulzer-Rueti’s quick style change system for the G 
6200 rapier loom 908 

tapestry arts. international trends in the 1990s 5297 
Te Strake in Netherlands specializes in pneumatic 
—-\ eaianas devices, other weaving technologies 

temples. full width and cylindrical. effect on warp 
breakages and fabric quality 2486 

WEAVING INDUSTRY (see also other headi 
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textile machinery market. shipments in 1993 
decrease (Trade Lit.) 6884 

thermal curtains used in aerospace. evaluation of 
new materials, construction methods 3716 

Toray opens 85 million pound Sterling weaving mill 
in Mansfield, Great Britain 883 
— letoff motions. hybrid system combines 

a eee of positive, negative systems 8880 
Weaving Discussion Group in Germany. overview of 
papers presented, topics discussed 7250 

weft insertion speed measured at weft accumulator 
on air jet looms with optical sensor 7254 

Zellweger Uster exhibits several novel machines at 
ATME-i 1993, particularly warping machines 3303 

, such as 
CARPET INDUSTRY, LOOMS, TEXTILE MILLS, 
TEXTILE TRADE) 

Africa. Sulzer Ruti gripper shuttleless looms 
dominate market, equip more than 80 percent of 
mills 8016 

air jet looms, Japan. average weaving mill contains 
128 air jet looms 8913 

Australia. labor costs improve slightly over past two 
years 4714 

Beavertown Weaving. Pennsylvania textile mill 
— expansion, equipment upgrade programs 

Biella, Italy. weaving woolen fabrics is most 
important production process 144 

BRTA Modified Let-Off Motion improves quality and 
productivity of terry towel manufacturing 4139 

Catalunya. quality control. implementation of 
program for the promotion of industrial quality in 
weaving industry 879 

India. government policies affecting mills, power 
looms, and hand looms 2457 

India. power loom sector. annual production and 
export earnings 886 

Indian hand loom industry. India’s 1985 Hand Loom 
Act provides for modernization and expansion of 
industry 880 

Indian. hand loom weaving industry supported by 
various or gemma programs 2492 

Ireland. BTAC opposes government loan to 
Taiwanese company to help it build polyester 
spinning plant in Belfast 5358 

Italy. increased demand for woolen, worsted fabrics 
a export driven recovery in the Prato area 

Kinnaur region of India. weaving methods, woven 
fabric designs as an art form 1721 

machines. loom sales soar in 1993, strong 1994 
expected, fueled by QSC developments 2474 

Nuovo Pignone. General Electric purchases 79 
percent majority shareholding interest 4092 

Picanol displays Omni and Delta air jet machines and 
two new rapier machines at 1993 OTEMAS 3307 

production control, weaving mills. MillMaster 
monitoring system from Loepfe 4140 

Quick Response techniques. international survey to 
focus on weaving, spinning industries 6094 

statistical data. worldwide installed shuttle loom and 
shuttleless loom capacity, 1972-1992 period 887 

Sulzer Rueti. interview with loom sales manager 
covers markets, trends in technology 4094 

Taylor & Lodge invests 300,000 pounds sterling to 
upgrade worsted finishing and pattern weaving 
departments 5672 

training requirements for maintenance personnel in 
textile mills 4593 
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Tweave, a small producer of specialty stretch fabrics 
for upholstery and foundation garments 327 

United States. future of weaving industry. 
competition in the global market 2493 

Valdese Weavers investing in new computerized 
jacquard looms. expects continued growth 4070 

Vietnam. explosive growth in cotton spinning and 
weaving capacity attributed to cheap labor 687 

ae machinery, see CARPET LOOMS, LOOMS, 
LOOMS--SHU ESS, NARROW FABRIC 
LOOMS, PILE FABRIC LOOMS. 

Web formation, see KNITTING, NONWOVEN FABRIC 
MANUFACTURE, WEAVING. 

WEFT MECHANISMS (see also other . such as 
PICKING AND PICKER STICKS--WEAVING, 
SHUTTLES, WINDING MACHINERY) 

air jet looms. flow characteristics of the main nozzle 
examined 2488 

air jet looms. weft insertion speed measured at weft 
= on air jet looms with optical sensor 

air jet weft insertion system without an air guide and 
with double holed relay nozzles. performance 
evaluation 158 

beatup mechanisms. new weft insertion method 
eliminates the use of a reed during beatup 6442 

jacquard mechanism. Bonas high speed ASJ 
electronic jacquard used in manufacture of 
broadcloth 3305 

Jakob Mueller’s Type SEC electronically controlled 
jacquard 3274 

lubrication dispenser from Tecnomatex designed to 
lubricate weft yarns on high speed looms 3308 

mechanical weft insertion devices critical to weaving 
small lots of different fabric styles 8916 

shed formation. effects on warp yarn 8921 
Sulzer Rueti’s weft insertion devices enlarge range 

of novel effects in weaving 164 
Te Strake in Netherlands specializes in pneumatic 
— devices, other weaving technologies 

Te Strake’s ABS-TE weft accumulator with 
integrated yarn tensioner for processing high twist 
yarns 

weft straighteners. Mahlo’s Orthofact RMB-9 and 
RMC-9 weft straighteners correct of weft 
deformation during tentering 1091 

weft straighteners. Rifinizione Saturno installs 
Mahio’s Orthofact RMB-9 weft straightener 1090 

Weft ae. see FABRIC HANDLING 
EQUIPMENT. 

Weighing, see MATERIALS HANDLING and under 
po Be headings of specific processes. 

Welding seams, see SEAMING. 

Whiteness, see BLEACHING, COLOR MEASUREMENT, 
OPTICAL BRIGHTENING. 

WIGS 
Artnature Incorporated. leading hairpiece 
manufacturer in Japan establishes women’s 
division 6043 

WINDING (see also other headings, such as 
COMPOSITES, KNOTS AND KNOTTING, 
MONITORING SYSTEMS, REELING, WARP 
PREPARATION, YARN PACKAGES) 
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CIS systems provide data and central control for 
preparation, ring spinning, winding, and rotor 
spinning operations 92 

cone dyeing. automated processes. effect of 
winding on production quality 8161 

cone winding. Zellweger Uster’s tic electronic 
yarn clearer provides online quality control 2434 

hairiness. effect of ring spun yarn hairiness on 
imperfections in yarns after winding 8845 

Loepfe’s YarnMaster system for yarn clearing and 
performing quality assurance during winding 6816 

moisture regina by wool yarns during —— 
system to measure and control regain 32 

Murata’s Bal-Con yarn balloon restricting device 
solves several winding problems 889 

nonlinear phenomenon in high speed yarn transport. 
importance of tension in unwinding 8835 

yarn packages. assembly wound feed packages with 
parallel winds, flanged bobbins used in two-for-one 
twisting 7237 

yarn winding, unwinding. nonlinear phenomena in 
high winding, unwinding 6367 

WINDING MACHINERY (see also other . such 
as BALLOONS, BOBBINS, COMPOSITES, FABRIC 
HANDLING EQUIPMENT, MONITORING SYSTEMS, 
REELING, SPINDLES, SPINNING MACHINERY, 
TWISTING MACHINERY, WARP PREPARATION, 
YARN PACKAGES) 

Allround Winder H 1500 offers three winding 
systems on one machine 897 

Autoconer 138, Autoconer 238. comparison of 
clearing efficiency, splicing performance 7234 

Autoconer 238 Type G from Schiafhorst specializes 
in coarse yarn counts 7235 

Autoconer 238 Type Y from Schiafhorst contains Y 
shaped magazine for coarse yarn counts 7233 

Autoconer System 238 Type D multilot windi 
machine notable for freely programmable Ca 
conveyor 4927 

auxiliary equipment, wax rollers for winding 
= review of Reseda Binder company 

auxiliary equipment. Erhardt + Leimer’s pneumatic 
— power unit for web guiding systems 

auxiliary equipment. Lengthmaster system measures 
yarn lengths with 99.5 percent accuracy 896 

auxiliary equipment. Ludwig-Apparatebau’s Ludwig 
System bilateral clamping shaft for winding 
machines 5712 

Barmag manufactures range of EKS winding heads 
for use in — of manmade yarns, film-type 
tows 571 

Barmag’s Bikomat 320 winding machine processes 
wide range of manmade yarns, blends 6420 

Barmag’s LFW 25 takeup, winding mechanism has 
universal use in lower speed ranges 6421 

Barmag’s range of winding machines for production 
of manmade yarns 5711 

Barmag-Spinnzwirm’s LFW winding heads for LOY 
takeup machines 4928 
= shafts. Ludwig Apparatebau’s quick action 

shaft for yarn tubes and packages 41 
Comoli’s WTU.M.250 winding machine for 
elastomeric filaments 8898 

developments in specialized winding equipment 104 
electronic clearers, parameters for high machine 

efficiency, improved clearer performance, and fault 
free cone yarn 105 

flanged bobbins. finite element analysis investigation 
of stress distribution in yarn packages 6414 

flax. Macchini Tessili Savio’s Espero F automatic 
winding machine for wet spun flax yarn 8900 
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Fleissner monofilament takeup mechanism for fiber 
— lines displayed at 1993 OTEMAS 1653 

Fleissner’s monofilament takeup winding mechanism 
capable of very high speeds 7224 

Gilbos’ PLS precision winder for processing high 
quality technical yarns 4104 

GRM 08 unwinding creel processes high tech 
carbon, aramid, and glass fiber yarns 894 

Hacoba’‘s Allround Winder H 1500 uses step 
precision — to improve yarn package 
performance 15 

Menzel’s automatic nonstop winder for nonwoven 
fabrics weighing up to 100 grams per square 
meter 570 

pirns. air flow around pirn rotating at high speed, 
effect of drag on power consumption 1709 

Plyfil 2000 from Suessen produces high quality soft 
wrap assembly wound yarns 6422 

Saurer Textile Group. integrated spinni rr on 
display at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 637 

Savio’s new Espero winding machine for flax. use of 
automation solves many problems 7978 

Savio, manufacturer of automated winding 
machines. recent financial performance and 
business activities 6343 

Schaerer Schweiter Mettler assembly winding and 
finish ye machines for sewing threads 6341 

Schlafhorst adds type Y model to Autoconer line of 
winding machines. Y-magazine for rewinding large 
yarn packages 7236 

Schlafhorst Spinning System’s Autocoro 288 is 96 
ia automatic rotor spinning, winding machine 

1 
Schlafhorst’s Autoconer 238 type Y with 
Y-magazine for rewinding large bobbins and 
packages 8899 

Schlafhorst, Zinser. > of joint ventures with 
Shanghai Erfangji pany Limited 8809 

Schorer Schweiter Mettler Megacone ae. 
reducing breakage during winding 895 
_—" BL A carpet yarn winder with autodoffing 

Superba’s model BLA winding machine for heat set 
manmade fiber carpet yarns 6423 

takeup mechanisms. operational analysis of passive 
bar compensators 5713 

Will Gross’s Digi-Kast control unit for yarn feeding 
4 winding systems permits control of four axes 

yarn | yas Schalfhorst’s Autoconer System 
238. is flexible modular system 2438 

Winding of fabric, see FABRIC HANDLING EQUIPMENT. 

WOOL (see also other he , such as BALING, 
CHEMICAL MODIFICATION, DETERIORATION OF 
MATERIALS, DISCOLORATION, FURS, HAIR 
FIBERS, KERATIN, MOHAIR, SAMPLING, 
WORSTED FABRICS, WORSTED YARN, and under 
subject headings of specific processes) 

antifelt finishing of wool tops with reduced chlorine 
in effluent 1081 

bale pressing, wool. measures to reduce wool 
contamination levels 726 
“—eoe activated hydrogen peroxide bleaching 

Cool Wool knitwear for spring 1995 introduced by 
international Wool Secretariat 3606 

CSIRO laboratories in Australia conducts research to 
improve preyarn gee (Conf. Paper) 8831 

CSIRO research deals with dyeing and finishing of 
wool 3404 
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degradation. antimicrobial agents or biocides for use 
in the wool industry (Conf. Paper) 3459 

history. fleece development and diversification in 
prehistoric Northern Europe (Abstract) 5502 
— varieties. catalog of historic lineages 

Metzner’s automatic coiling, binding, cutting system 
for ropes, cords, wires, cables, hoses, narrow 
fabrics 4869 

photoyellowing. identification of aromatic amino 
— photoproducts involved in photoyellowing 

reductive bleaching with Blanket IN reducing agent 
together with sodium laurylsulfate 8148 

sheep flock liveweights. Flockweigher automatic 
weighing trailer performs accurately 5357 

Spinnereimaschinenbau Leisnig’s 1605 wool 
combing machine performs both combing, 
recombing operations 8825 

weathering, weathering control measures. effect on 
color of scoured wool 7063 

winter weather boosts sales of hats, scarves, gloves 
in Northeast markets 1320 

wool batching oils. preparation of emulsifiers by 
ethoxylation reactions of vegetable oil using 
polyethylene glycols 1620 

Wool baling, see BALING. © 

WOOL FABRICS (see also other headings, such as 
FELT, WORSTED FABRICS) 

air pollution. damage caused to wool fabrics 
exposed to ambient atmospheric conditions 9423 

antistatic potential correlated with electrical 
resistivity, but results approximate 218 

apparel fabrics. autumn/winter 1994-1995 fashion 
trends emphasize texture in women’s wear, 
outerwear 9019 

appearance depends on color, yarns, weaves, and 
finishing techniques 7333 

bleaching with hydrogen peroxide. effect of varying 
S— on photoyellowing, phototendering 

blends. cotton/wool fabrics. physical properties 
ray to fiber content, care, and yarn direction 

carpets. manufacturers using more British wool in 
carpets and rugs 3683 

carpets. wool carpets absorb more indoor air 
= than acrylic, nylon, or polyester carpets 

carpets. woolen carpets. very popular in Germany. 
German market is examined 3684 

carpets. WRONZ develops stain blocking system 
with chemicals from Sandoz 3469 

carpets. WRONZ, Sandoz develop effective, durable 
stainblocking treatment 4307 

chemical pretreatment and resin treatment. influence 
on creasing and crease recovery 4242 

Cimi’s Folatex, a fulling/scouring and washing range 
for wool fabrics and wool blends 7347 

crabbing machine for gray wool fabric. Sperotto 
Rimar’s Multiset 7437 

Dornier air jet looms suitable for weaving wool due 
to large insertion angle for low breaking strength 
yarns 8908 

dye activation technology cuts harmful effiuent in 
~~! by achieving two colors from one dye bath 

dye resistant treatment. new reactive auxiliaries 
available 8194 
— techniques of woolen and worsted fabrics 
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frictional behavior of surfaces of wool fabrics made 
from conventional, SIRO spun yarns 7334 

heat resistance as a function of wind velocity in 
piques 5781 : 

hygral expansion and other physical properties. 
effects of dyeing 8173 

hygral expansion, fabric set, effected significantly by - 
reactive dyes 5 

India. review of fabric and yarn production and 
consumption from 1985-1992. per capita, rural, 
urban statistics, prices 638 

insectproofing wool carpets with Datacolor 
International’s Autofoam Advanced Carpet 
Applicator 3464 

insectproofing. effectiveness of deltamethrin sprays 
as long term protectants of wool fabrics 290 

Italian style worsted and luxury fabrics woven in 
oe States draw attention of suit manufacturers 

knit. IWS introduces Cool Wool knitwear for spring, 
summer 3312 

knit. relaxation shrinkage in finished, unfinished 
fabrics. effect of yarn count, cover factor 8208 

knitwear. 1994 Design in Knitwear Exhibition 
features woolen collections 3652 

labels, quality. IWS to charge $5,000 per year per 
mark for the use of its Woolmark, Woolblend tags 
3762 7622 

labels, quality. IWS to charge $5,000 per year to 
use Woolmark, Woolblend tags 4592 

light weight wool fabrics for men’s suits developed 
by Ermenegildo Zegna 7335 

men’s light weight suit fabrics. problems with hand, 
appearance, and difficulties during tailoring 9020 

metal ion exchange capacity of wool fabrics 6519 
multifunctional _— treatment. effect on physical 

properties 812 
Parkland invests in new production equipment for 
Trevira/wool and all wool fabrics fabrics 7207 

polyester/wool fabrics. effects of wool content on 
fabric properties 9292 

pore size distribution after finishing treatments 8139 
potassium cyanide treatment of wool fibers in 
organic solvent water mixtures 2684 

properties of fibers and fabrics after dyeing. SEM 
ESCA analyses 1071 

relaxation, stabilization. overview of chemical 
reactions, critical properties, processes 5103 

retail sales of men’s wool coats increase spurring 
— mill sales of heavyweight woolen fabrics 

shrinkage among top five complaints against 
drycleaners, according to IFI data. causes, 
remedies 1252 

shrinkproofing. Dylan SIMPL-X, a chlorine free batch 
process from Precision Processes Textiles 3467 

shrinkproofing. ESCA surface analyses of samples 
exposed to oxygen plasma and potassium 
tert-butoxide 999 

soil release finishing. effect of silicone waterproofing 
on soil release properties during drycleaning 1846 

stabilizers for “ey peroxide treatment tested 
and compared 9039 

suppliers report healthy demand for woolen fabrics 
and blends containing camel hair, mohair, 
cashmere 888 

tweeds from Great Britain used in apparel collections 
by leading designers 2581 

washing wool fabrics, blends with Karl Menzel’s 
— continuous open width washing machine 

washing. Biancalani’s Idra modular fulling washing 
machine for wool fabrics 1089 
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wool topcoats. strong fall 1994 retail sales 
— especially in the northern United States 

woolen, worsted knitwear. Dylan SIMPL-X, a 
chlorine free batch process from Precision 
Processes Textiles 8 

woven. analysis of strain shear behavior using linear 
viscoelasticity theory 5795 

WOOL FIBERS 
amino groups. ninhydrin reaction with amino groups 

in wool, nylon 6, nylon 66, and silk proved to be 
quantitative 625 

chemical finishing, bleaching techniques. chemical 
agents and their effect on wool properties 296 

combing. influence of combing speed on 
performance (Book) 8826 

comfort in wool apparel during range of temperature, 
— conditions. relation to hygroscopicity 

diameter. overview of testing technologies 2915 
epicuticle not separable entity but part of cuticle cell 
envelope 7899 

fiber diameter of fleece midside sample 
measurements compared with characteristics of 
tops 2428 

genetic control to reduce the percentage of 
pigmented fibers in the Australian wool clip 746 

genetic engineering. researchers create a fiber that is 
significantly — to ordinary Merino wool 5541 

hydrophilic multifunctional epoxides treatment’s 
effect on shrinkage 8207 

insulation in homes in Australia. advantages 3723 
microdamage caused by sliver opening process for 
wool fibers 87 

properties of fibers and fabrics after dyeing. SEM 
ESCA analyses 1071 

purchase specifications based on objective 
atiaaaaas improve quality of wool products 

Seydel’s type 762 Multiblender for roller drawing of 
wool fibers after carding 8828 

sorption behavior of water vapor on untreated wool, 
descaled wool fibers 7065 

structure. overview of fiber structure 1621 
testing. CSIRO Sirolan-Laserscan scanner formally 
— by International Wool Textile Organization 

WOOL GRADING 
British wool Marketing Board. policies 5533 
ee rules changed. marketing changes 

WOOL GREASE 
Fleissner installation for washing greasy wool. 
feeding, opening, washing, drying equipment 8209 

WOOL INDUSTRY (see also other headings, such as 
TEXTILE TRADE) 

Argentina. new free market policies. current status 
of production, exports (Conf. Paper) 5525 

Argentina. overview. many _ do not pursue 
quality improvements 394 

Artextil. profile of family owned, vertically integrated 
woolen mill in Spain 6413 

Australia, New Zealand, South Africa. demand for 
finer merino wool has increased significantly 5540 

Australia. 1995 market will not be able to absorb 
growing volume of scoured wool, wool tops 721 

Australia. companies need to regain market shares, 
establish stable sales for future growth 5537 

Australia. Fletcher International builds new wool 
scouring, combing facility 3118 
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Australia. high market potential of merino wool. 
aims, operations of AusTop 3949 

Australia. industry to promote quality management 
standards and quality assurance labels 4765 

Australia. marketing overview. important changes 
following deregulation (Conf. Paper) 5526 

Australia. price of wool increases on Australian 
market 1607 

Australia. strategies to increase income by wool 
growers until economic recovery occurs 3948 

Australia. wool prices soar 43 percent, affect United 
States prices 4764 

Australia. wool production data indicate that 
Spee output trend begun in 1991 will continue 

Australian wool industry deregulation. factors 
affecting the future condition of the industry 2311 

Australian wool industry deregulation. role of the 
Wool we after deregulation 2312 

Australian woo aeey, history of. contributions of 
Samuel Marsden 312 

Beijing Qinghe Worsted Mill. profile of Chinese state 
owned vertically integrated mill 8889 

British wool market. price trends indicate industry 
recovery 8743 

cashmere fabric suppliers to increase their prices 
30-100 percent for the fall 1995 season 8440 

Cashmere Works offers stock service in cashmere, 
silk, and camel hair fibers 5542 

check-off promotional prograrns. American Textile 
Manufacturers Institute criticizes proposal as 
unwieldy 6237 

checkoff fees, domestic versus imported wool. ATMI 
battles industry may | proposes checkoff on 
domestic wool only 6238 

China will remain attractive low cost manufacturing 
—_ for knitting, conversion through next decade 

China’s wool industry experiences strong growth 
since 1980. capacity, output 7041 

China. activities of International Wool Secretariat in 
China 7042 

Croatia. decline in number of highland, lowland 
Croatian sheep during the past decade 5556 

Croatia. field investigations of sheep breeds, wool 
stocks in the Cres-Losinj island group 5557 

Croatia. statistical survey focuses on needs of 
domestic carpet industry 5701 

Elders enters three year agreement with Braemar to 
promote Australian wool 8744 

Fein & Sons moves to new location that includes 
equipment for handling, sorting, dehairing, and 
combing cashmere 83 

genetic improvement of Australian Merino 
population. potential commercial benefits 2345 

genetic improvement plans for Australian wool 
industry. review and evaluation of Woolplan 2315 

Great Britain. llamas, alpacas, and guanacos 
breeding and shearing in Great Britain 723 

imports. Clinton administration discusses limits on 
Ukraine wool exports to United States 7839 

incentive payment rules changed by United States 
congress 2346 

India. IWS general activities, projects in India (Conf. 
Paper) 5529 

India. overview of wool industry (Book) 2313 
industry review includes abolishment of price 
supports in Great Britain, genetic engineering, the 
Chinese market 6239 

International Conference on Wool Research. preview 1 
of 1995 conference to be held in Biella, Italy 8694 

Isle of Man. many of sheep breeding, wool spinning 
and weaving 8745 
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IWS’s Developing Countries program works with 
companies to improve products, production (Conf. 
Paper) 5527 

IWTO 63d International Wool Conference held in 
— history of organization (Conf. Paper) 

Japan. overview of structural changes over last 20 
years. implications for marketing 7043 

Japanese Wool Textile Exhibition 1994. review of 
apparel fabrics for fall/winter fashion season 8018 

labeling. New Zealand Wool Board to replace 
Woolmark label with its own Wools of New 
Zealand label 8747 

legislation. Sheep Promotion Research and 
nformation Act of 1994 assesses imports of 
garments, yarn, tops 9477 

Macquarie Textile Group modernizes and expands its 
a. and worsted mill in Albury, New South Wales 

Macquarie, Australia’s leader in woolen and worsted 
fabrics reorganizes, spends $80 million on new 
equipment 124 

markets. world, Australia. production, consumption, 
marketing (Conf. Paper) 5535 

Nepal. New Zealand wool exporters agree to test 
wool bound for Nepal, Nepal waives border 
inspections 724 

New Zealand Wool Board to launch international 
marketing campaign 7879 

New Zealand. overview of current season relative to 
— prices, sales, exports (Conf. Paper) 

New Zealand. shifts in composition of clip, 
processing, consumption (Conf. Paper) 5530 

overview of world industry shows mixed economic 
environment. function of IWS (Conf. Paper) 5536 

price of Australian wool on the rise, new uses in 
moderately priced apparel help wool industry 2316 

Prouvost & Lefebvre, leading French top 
manufacturers and combers 820 

Rajasthan region of India. crossbreeding, flock 
structure, wool yield, and quality attributes 1623 

Rajasthan. optimum livestock configuration and 
— size for maximum cost/benefit ratio 

South Africa. industry review of production, trade, 
4 _ of the South African Wool Board 

South Africa. new government seeks to reestablish 
trade in apparel, wool, and other textiles 5485 

South Africa. production during 1993-1994 season 
6.2 percent lower than that during 1992-1993 
season 5539 

South Africa. trends under new Agricultural 
Marketing Act (Conf. Paper) 5532 

South America. Argentina, Uruguay wool production 
me ae a marketing year 725 

United Kingdom wool, worsted yarn spinners 
= about 1995-1996 fall/winter market 

United Kingdom. trends under new Agriculture Bill. 
— of guaranteed prices (Conf. Paper) 

United States wool and mohair industry is worried 
about the phaseout of the 1954 Wool Act 8746 

United States. overview of current activities focuses 
on variety of issues, events 3950 

United States. three year phaseout forces producers 
to seek alternatives to stabilize industry 3119 

United States. wool growers, wool organizations 
—e hard to upgrade quality, promote sales 

Uruguay. agriculture in major crisis because of 
economic problems (Conf. Paper) 5534 
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wool auction selling. changes to the auction system 
and the future role of auction selling 2317 

Woolink interactive information service provides 
information about Australian wool market 2314 

world survey on production, consumption 693 

WOOL MARKETING (see also other headings, such as 
INTERFIBER COMPETITION) 

American Sheep Association Wool Council promotes 
United States produced wool through new slogan, 
ad campaigns 7044 

Australia. effects of clip preparation —— on lot 
size, raw wool characteristics 706 

Australia. marketing overview. important changes 
following deregulation (Conf. Paper) 5526 

Chinese exports of wool products to United States. 
overview 7045 

Dawson Group chooses Australian wool produced 
under Elders vay? Care quality management system 
for its Braemar label 9112 

Elders enters three year agreement with Braemar to 
promote Australian wool 8744 

Japan. overview of structural 7 over last 20 
years. implications for marketing 7043 

Wool International in Australia. marketing wool 
— developing forward markets for wool 

world, Australian markets. need for expansion in 

Wool wax, see WOOL GREASE. 

WOOL YARN (see also other headings, such as 
WORSTED YARN) : 

bending behavior of multiple ply yarns predicted by 
mathematical model 8844 

fancy, effect yarns produced by adding neps. use of 
nepping board to add neps 7159 

Filatura di Grignasco. profile of leading wool spinning 
operation in Italy 8815 

lubricants, wool. Spintek H low addition wool 
=_— for antistatic carding and spinning 1662 

micropile wool yarns from IWS and Kurabo. lighter, 
softer, bulkier yarns 120 

moisture — by wool yarns. researchers at De 
Monfort University develop system to measure and 
control regain during winding 3280 

spinning from recycled wool by The Smith Family, an 
Australian charity 8812 

spinning. Suessen’‘s Plyfill process for high speed 
spinning of wool 4045 

Yarn Fair International 1994. natural fiber yarns 
— United Kingdom, United States markets 

yarn lubricants, wool. Spintek H low addition wool 
lubricants for antistatic carding and spinning 825 

WOOLEN SYSTEM MACHINERY 
carding machines. LTG Lufttechnische automatic 

card cleaning system for wool spinning mills 8824 

WOOLEN SYSTEM PROCESSING 

= computerized of stockpiles (Conf. Paper) 

Wool sampling, see SAMPLING. 

WOOL TESTING (see also other headings, such as 
SAMPLING, SHRINKAGE, WOOL GRADING) 

CSIRO Sirolan-Laserscan fiber scanner formally 
— by International Wool Textile Organization 

diameter of fiber tested on FDA200, OFDA. 
differences between calibrations 7592 

diameter of fiber. effect of snippet — on 
microprojection diameter values 759 

diameter. CSIRO’s Sirolan-Laserscan measures mean 
diameter, distribution 7067 

diameter. overview of testing technologies 2915 
felting. reduction of Streptomyces Fradiae Proteasa 
enzymatic treatment usage 6599 

fiber diameter. factors affecting comparisons 
between air flow, projected image methods 7593 

fiber length distribution in raw wool, fine woolen 
slubbings 7594 

fibers during worsted spinning, weaving, and 
finishing. affects on elastic moduli 6246 

fineness. Siegfrid Peyer OFDA image processing 
system 6053 

hydrogen peroxide bleaching. effects tested using 
Fourier Transform Raman spectroscopy 6152 

monitoring systems. online scoured wool color 
monitor provides data within NZS 8707-1984 color 
standards 3729 

sheep breeding. use of indirect estimate of staple 
strength used in selective breeding 7068 

shrink resistance. effects of the formation of 
cysteine-S-sulfonate groups 9083 

staple strength estimates of merino wool on Atlas, 
Staplebreaker instruments 7069 

surface analysis by X-Ray photoelectron static 
secondary ion mass spectroscopy 8530 8531 

Uster’s Optical Fiber Diameter Analyser, texLab 
AL100 for measuring fiber length 8540 

wax content of raw wool. new method employs 
Raman spectroscopy 9279 

cashmere. woolen spinning, weaving mills in 
Scotland have problems with contamination, high 
prices 7054 

Grampian Yarns woolen arinsing company 
specializes in mule ——s 7145 

lubricants. Yarnol 1492E, fully biodegradable yarn 
lubricant for spun woolen yarns 88 838 

Scotland. woolen spinning, weaving mills experience 
strong growth over past two years 7147 

scouring. Alstar-Gravitator three phase effluent 
——— is clarifier, oil/water separator, and filter 

Sirolan LTD, Sirolan CF agents. Australian Wool 
Research and Promotion Organization to 
commercialize 6546 

slubbing. process involved in production of woolen 
— maximizing efficiency of rubbing process 

spinning and finishing chemicals for the woolen 
system by Stephensen Thompson Textile 
Chemicals 4022 

Work study, see TIME STUDY. 

WORSTED FABRICS 
Beijing Qinghe Worsted Mill. profile of Chinese state 
owned vertically integrated mill 8889 

bleaching. optimizing process conditions ey 
sequential oxidative, reductive bleaching 6547 

dyeing. influence of metal cations during dyeing on 
hygral expansion 4260 

ee techniques of woolen and worsted fabrics 
1 

high twist yarns, modified weaving and finishing 
enhance wrinkle resistance in new fabrics for 
men’s suits 1263 

Huddersfield Fine Worsteds. company responds to 
demand for high quality worsted fabrics 5664 

hygral expansion in light weight worsted fabrics. 
investigation by Scottish College of Textiles 6504 
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india. excellent opportunities for growth in worsted 
sector (Conf. Paper) 5625 

military branches returning to uniforms with wool 
content 7576 

Reid & Taylor. overview of Scottish worsted 
manufacturer 7223 : ; 

washing. Biancalani’s Idra modular fulling washing 
machine for wool fabrics 1089 

WORSTED SYSTEM MACHINERY 
carding machinery. design of latest Fonderie Officine 

Riunite worsted cards 3242 
Spindelfabrik Suessen’s Fiomax 2000 worsted ring 
spinning machine 8837 

WORSTED SYSTEM PROCESSING 
spinning and finishing chemicals for the worsted 
system by Stephensen Thompson Textile 
Chemicals 4022 

WORSTED YARN 
bending behavior of multiple ply yarns predicted by 
mathematical model 8844 

dyeing. new dyeing system from Loris Beilini for 
worsted yarn packages features robotic transport 
network 2637 4265 

Kent produces worsted yarn at expanded Pickens, 
South Carolina, — mili 82 

spinning. Officine Gaudino’s FPT/260 Superspinner 
for worsted yarn 96 

torque. residual torque in worsted yarns causes 
untwisting, snarling, dimensional instability 7200 

WOVEN FABRICS 
abrasion, pilling. Nu-Martindale abrasion and pilling 

tester for woven and knit fabrics 5340 
automotive fabrics. finishing processes, types of 

fibers and fabrics 1010 
barre defects. review of weaving and knitting to 

identify primary causes, possible remedies 959 
bending behavior of plain woven fabrics. a linear 
sawtooth model 219 

braiding machine capable of producing wide, flat 
woven structures at high production rate 8902 

braiding. new process produces wide, flat woven 
fabrics at high production rates 6465 

caustic scouring. Lavatex F-60 chelating agent from 
7 ie Filatex enhances continuous processing 

continuous dyeing methods for woven fabrics. 
overview with emphasis on cost control 8180 

core-wrap yarns versus conventional blend yarns in 
woven fabrics. effects on properties 7181 

drying. Krantz Syncro, new shrink drying machine 
or the mechanical finishing of knit, woven fabrics 
7432 

fabric handling equipment. EFN-928 Matic computer 
controlled fabric spreader from Rimoldi 1210 

Fisona. Toray’s woven polyester fabric made from 
specially modifed cross sectional fibers 9014 

frictional properties of various types of woven 
— measured with Instron testing machine 

fusibles, interlacings, interlinings at Bobbin 
Show/AAMA Convention 1 

glass fabrics, Teflon coated. Space Station Freedom 
— covers, NASA/USRA orbital exposure test 

Harris Tweed. resurgence in popularity fueled by 
deconstructivist designers 2551 

home furnishings, bedding. Japanese manufacturers 
= use of insect proof tightly woven fabrics 
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home furnishings. Cyrus Clark to market exclusive 
=— of Toltec fabrics with its own print line 

hydroentanglement. new high pressure process for 
woven and knit fabrics developed by the Institut 
Textile de France 185 

India, Persia. historical review of Himroo fabrics from 
Hyderabad and Aurangabad 6520 

industrial fabrics. Sulzer Rueti survey of the 1994 
technical textile market 5721 

Inman Mills. profile of South Carolina based producer 
A —— fabrics for apparel, home furnishings 

innerwear fabric trends. texture, patterns, sheer 
emphasized. marketing strategies 1321 

insulation. effect of woven thermal insulation on the 
quality of wet shielded metal arc welds 4206 5793 

Kapron tapes. deformation behavior. application of 
hereditary theory of viscoelasticity 962 

manufacturers. top 40 identified with general 
information for each 8890 

Mayfair Mills. profile of manufacturer of woven 
fabrics for apparel, home furnishings, industrial 
end uses 8884 

Musgrove Mills. profile of South Carolina based 
oe of woven cotton/polyester print fabrics 

Name Jac jacquard machine fits most looms. 
weaves logos, boarders, small designs in the 
selvage 912 

polyester. thermomechanical, spectroscopic 
examination of samples coated with polyviny! 
chioride and polyurethane 1082 

preforms, composites. predicting permeability during 
resin transfer molding (Conf. Paper) 8050 

preforms. effect of tow alignment on performance of 
composites with woven interlinked preforms (Conf. 
Paper) 8084 

preforms. evaluation of composites fabricated with 
woven multilayer interlinked preforms (Conf. 
Paper) 8081 

preforms. impact resistance of reinforced composite 
jet aircraft engine fan blades (Conf. Paper) 8080 

rope form. Biancalani Rotos continuous drying 
machine for woven and knit fabrics in rope form 
1857 4315 

silk and polyester. mechanical properties and 
response to compressional forces 5791 

silk. vibrational damping behavior at large shear 
angles 1002 

simulated tongue tear. role of yarn, fabric structure 
in determining tear resistance 5792 

surface friction, woven fabric. spectral analysis of 
stick-slip motion of dynamic friction 5794 

Swavelle/Mill Creek’s new line of woven fabrics in 
40 patterns 1000 

tensile strength. influence of yarn frictional forces on 
breaking strength of woven fabrics 194 

tetra-axial. comparison of tensile properties of biaxial 
and tetra-axial nylon 66 fabrics 6521 

tetra-axial. newly patented loom from Bonas 
Machine 6427 

thread counters. Sigmascope optoelectronic thread 
counter for woven and knit fabrics 1376 2134 
—— comparison of performance of woven, 
warp knit terry fabrics 8881 

Toyobo’s Socio fabric made of composite yarns for 
use in apparel 2582 

trends for 1994. nature motifs, patterns, colors, 
weaves 1003 

uniaxial tensile loading of woven fabrics. influence 
on fabric deformation 3738 
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wire filters, woven. weaving, looms, uses, 
classification, products from G. Bopp 988 

wool. analysis of strain shear behavior using linear 
penaptee ey ms dae my 5795 

yarn pullout behavior from woven fabric. theory 
predicts yarn interactions and mechanical fabric 
properties 220 

X-RAY (see also other headings, such as 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS, ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY, IDENTIFICATION, SPECTRUM 
ANALYSIS, TEXTILE TESTING) 

asbestos. SEM, EDX used to identify asbestos fibers 
in solid insulating materials 3727 

cellulose. lateral chain order measured with new, 
single line X-ray Fourier method (Abstract) 2357 

diffraction. phase structure of nylon 6. X-ray 
diffraction determines effect of drawing on phase 
structure 7142 

identification of ancient textile mordants by X-ray 
analysis (Abstract) 5354 

powder diffraction. bromphenol blue X-ray powder 
diffraction data 8181 

SAXS. effect of soap solution on silk 
—— parameters studied with SAXS 

single peak analysis measures microstructural 
changes during mercerization of ramie 807 2408 

spectrum analysis. X-ray photoelectron 
ae analysis of buffed polyimide film 

surface analysis by photoelectron static secondary 
ion mass spectroscopy 8531 

wide angle X-ray diffraction analysis determines 
influence of filament properties on production of 
tire cord 2448 

YARN CLEARERS (see also other headings of specific 
machinery) 

cone winding. Zellweger Uster’s Polymatic electronic 
yarn clearer provides online quality control 2434 

foreign matter in raw cotton causes faults in short 
a yarns. detecting, classifying, clearing faults 

tata (see also other headings, such as 

acrylic yarns. effect of roving spacing on fiber 
——s density of Siro and ring spun acrylic yarns 

G 580 Tester from Zweigle quantitatively 
ceases structure of open end spun yarns 

YARN GUIDES (see also other headings of specific 
mac ry 

false twisting. decreased yarn twist of open end 
spun yarns by a twist with a newly 
designed yarn guide 3254 

Memminger-IRO magnetic MPF-K brakes for positive 
yarn feeders 7275 

positive yarn feeders, gear belts. development of 
embedded strand reinforcement 7276 

YARN IMPERFECTIONS (see also other headings, such 
as NEPS, UNIFORMITY, YARN CLEARERS, YARN 
QUALITY) 

Camscan 5200 monitor from Protechna identifies 
yarn defects during prefabric conditioning 4107 

fabric defects caused by yarn irregularities from 
suboptimal spinning conditions 

faults, long, thick, and thin, are measured and 
evaluated 4057 
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foreign matter in raw cotton causes faults in short 
i yarns. detecting, classifying, clearing faults 

hairiness. effect of ring spun yarn hairiness on 
imperfections in yarns after winding 8845 

hairiness. relationship between ring frame drafts and 
hairiness value of corresponding yarns 5656 

Irregularities at drawframe and me can be 
reduced through proper pressure setting, 
modernization of equipment 4034 

multi-ply. Monte Carlo simulation shows strength of 
multi-ply _ dependent upon deviations in single 
yarns 56 

nep formation and categorization of neps in air jet 
textured yarns 113 

neps. overview of causes, test methods, strategies 
to control 7199 

polyester and blend yarns. ATIRA studies on 
preventive and corrective control 2435 

polyester/viscose blends. factors affecting long thin, 
thick places 7970 

torque. residual torque in worsted yarns causes 
untwisting, snarling, dimensional instability 7200 

unevenness. recording deviation using the Zweigle G 
580 optical evenness tester 5339 

YARN MANUFACTURING--STAPLE YARNS (see also 
other , such as COTTON SYSTEM 
PROCESSING, FLAX SYSTEM PROCESSING, 
WOOLEN SYSTEM PROCESSING, WORSTED 
SYSTEM PROCESSING, YARN PROCESSING, and 
under subject of specific processes) 

air intermingling used to combine filaments with 
— yarns or elastomers to form composite yarns 

Akzo Nobel purchases Kunstseidenwerk Elsterberg, 
invests in viscose filament yarns 8813 

Akzo. overview of eo producer of yarn for home 
furnishings market 323 

antistatic treatments of polyester/viscose blends 
improve quality of yarns 1687 

AYSA president Richard Monk interviewed regarding 
industry trends 7148 

back zone widening and break draft reduction. effect 
on long thick and long thin faults 4058 

Barmag’s totally automated yarn manufacturing line 
with automated handling system 2419 

Berlintex. profile of Ettlingen based company 
specializing in pure cotton yarns 7149 

blending on disk opener system a viable alternative 
to carded willow and picker 2429 

Canadian Textile Journal 1994 Textile Manual. 
directory of yarn suppliers 8804 

chemical modifications. influence of acetylation, 
benzoylation, cyanoethylation on physical 
properties 7193 

Cone Mills installs Zellweger Uster’s Polyguard yarn 
ag and monitoring system in North Carolina 
mills 2416 

conversion cost control at five Indian companies 
studied 2413 

core wrap yarn with polyester core and cotton wrap 
produced on modified ring ——. system 3252 

cotton yarn market very strong. high prices for raw 
cotton have not yet affected orders 5624 

cotton. influence of fiber geometry, chemical nature, 
and cultivation on spinning properties of cotton 
fibers 840 

Dan River Mills. profile of Virginia based producer of 
ee yarns for apparel, home furnishings 

data processing system at Spinnerei Forcheim for 
planning, monitoring, and control of spinning and 
dyeing 2187 
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Dominion Textile Incorporated invests $5.1 million in 
its subsidiary Dominion Yarn Company 7954 

Dominion Textile to restructure Canadian specialty 
arns operation, expand nonwovens in the United 
tates 1658 

Doran Textiles produces a variety of yarns and 
fabrics with flexible manufacturing oveeeey 6345 

Dornier electronic yarn braking system 892 
Electrotex’s Rovingtex monitors production by 
evaluating roving prior to spinning 2436 

enzymatic desizing. compounds, action, efficacy, 
environmental impact examined 234 

ExpoTela textile exhibition in Mexico City. United 
— manufacturers seek market gains in Mexico 

faults, long, thick, and thin, are measured and 
evaluated 4057 

Filatura di Grignasco. profile of leading wool spinning 
operation in Italy 8815 

hairiness. effect of ring spun yarn hairiness on 
imperfections in yarns after winding 8845 

Hanil Synthetic Fiber agrees to joint venture with 
Chinese company to manufacture acrylic yarn in 
Shandong Province 1659 

Hoechst Celanese invests $100 million at its two 
high modulus low shrinkage polyester yarn 
facilities 821 

india. July 1993 production of spun yarns 2262 
industry. alphabetical list of the world’s 13 leading 

yarn producers 7956 
Japanese Textile Manufacturers Society. outline of 
papers presented at 47th annual conference 9491 

jute/cotton blend yarn manufacturing promoted by 
UNDP/SITRA partnership 4026 

Kent —" Pickens, South Carolina, yarn spinning 
mill 822 

Lineapiu of Prato, Italy, manufactures high quality 
luxury yarns for fashion sector 3761 

lubricants. development of yarn lubricant compatible 
= Volkmann’s Constant Lubritwist applicator 89 

Marzoli installs three automated spinning mills in the 
United States 880 

materials handling. computer controlled materials 
we systems from Innovatex 9357 

Meritas Yarns agrees to buy Russell Corporation 
lant in LaFayette, Alabama 1660 

microfibers. effect on rotor, air jet, and ring spinning 
equipment. process adjustments 4870 

Nisshinbo plans to expand yarn production in 
California to satisfy United States demand 3237 

nylon. Nylstar created from merger of European 
divisions of Rhone-Poulenc, Snia Fibre 4861 

OTEMAS 1993 exhibition. exhibits of yarn 
manufacturing equipment. exhibition review 3806 

Parkdale Mills adopts fully automated Schlafhorst 
Autocoro ACO-288 rotor spinning machines 4855 

Parkdale Mills, manufacturer of.cotton and 
polyester/cotton spun yarns. company profile 4024 

Pitti Immagine Filati in Florence. overview of trends, 
exhibitors 7965 

polyester blends. history of development, 
advantages, fiber distribution, blending, types of 
blends (Book) 4867 

production data, United States. unusually severe 
— adversely impacts January 1994 statistics 

production overcapacity problem caused by increase 
in yarn production, especially in Asia 1566 

quality management. components of an effective 
quality yarn production strategy 7980 
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quality requirements for exported yarns. 
requirements for establishing export oriented 
spinning mills 4734 

ring spinning machines, auxiliary equipment from 
a Pujol, BMS-Gebr Bahmer Maschinenbau 

Rocklea Spinning Mills. management wary of 
— government's cotton trade policies 

Rocky Mount Mills produces 400,000 pounds of 100 
percent coarse cotton yarns per week 8816 

Russia. cotton yarn production during 1993 at 
capacity utilization of only 25 percent 823 

Russian. Turkemenian. cotton can be spun despite 
starfish content if certain procedures followed 
24 

S. Lyles. 1992-1993 sales decrease 15 percent, 
exports decrease 21 percent 77 

Sachsische Baumwollspinnerei. profile of operations 
at Hohenfichte plant 7151 

Saurer introduces range of yarn manufacturing 
technology to Asian market at CITME 7979 

Sliver Machine combines carding and drawing to 
—, high quality sliver for open end spinning 

Spindelfabrik Suessen’s air jet twisting machine 
eaeeeee staple fiber yarns with minimum twist 

spun sales yarn production for United States. 
statistics 7153 

Temco acquires FAG Kugelficsher. will maintain 
present staff and operations 374 

Textile World’s Show-in-Print showcases new 
products and services 8617 

United oe Textiles Intelligence report, spun 
yarn production will fall in Western Europe by end 
of decade 5616 

United Kingdom wool, worsted yarn spinners 
= about 1995-1996 fall/winter market 

United States industry overview (Book) 7812 
United States. effect of fiber industry restructuring 

on yarn manufacturers 4025 
United States. increased raw material costs will 
a 1994 from becoming a banner sales year 

United States. participants on Textile Institute tour 
study United States yarn sector 2420 

Western European spinning sector. future of high 
performance spinning and Rieter Hi-Per Spin 
system 4858 

Yarn Collections 1994. preview of London based 
exhibition 7152 

Yarn Fair International 1994. offerings dominated by 
cotton, wool, and blends with acrylic, rayon 8819 

Yarn Fair international 1994. textured looks, 
chenilles, muted sheens, acrylic yarns, metallic 
yarns 881 

Yarn Fair International/CAD Expo 1994. exhibitors 
expect positive sales trends to continue 4859 

yarn humidification. advantages and disadvantages 
of various systems compared to Contexxor 
vacuum system 4881 

yarn pallet transportation to packout line and 
automated packing at Queen Carpets carpet yarn 
production facility 8803 

Zellweger Uster testing and monitoring equipment 
for yarn manufacturing 4860 

Yarn monitoring systems, see MONITORING SYSTEMS. 
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YARN PACKAGES (see also other headings, such as 
BEAMS, BOBBINS, WINDING, and under subject 

of various processes) 
assembly wound feed packages with parallel winds, 
flanged bobbins used in two-for-one twisting 7237 

automated handling. Salmoiraghi’s SYPAH 
automated materials handling system for synthetic 
yarn packages 8807 

auxiliary equipment. Pack ‘n’ Back shim facilitates 
combined stacking of tapered and cylindrical yarn 
packages 7669 

chucking shafts, winding machinery. Ludwig 
Apparatebau’s quick action shaft for yarn tubes 
and packages 4106 

conditioning adds residual moisture. various 
conditioning processes described 855 

conditioning, steaming cotton, cotton blend yarns 
with Xorella’s Contexxor system 4059 

cone dyeing. automated processes. effect of 
winding on production quality 8161 

drying. overview of optimized extraction, drying 
methods 8212 

dyeing machines for yarn packages offer automated 
materials transport and batch size flexibility 4298 

dyeing. effects of varying package-to-package 
density on shade ee. levelness of 
package dyed yarn 7386 

dyeing. Gaston were flexible yarn package 
dyeing machines 8176 

dyeing. Loris Bellini‘’s RBNO horizontal high 
temperature dyeing machine for yarn package 
dyeing 257 

dyeing. new dyeing system from Loris Bellini for 
worsted yarn packages features robotic transport 
network 2637 4265 

flanged bobbins. finite element analysis investigation 
of stress distribution in yarn packages 6414 

Hacoba’s Allround Winder H 1500 uses step 
precision bea To to improve yarn package 
performance 15 

identification. two color cone identification system 
used by Hoechst Celanese 1654 

inspection. Schlafhorst’s Check ‘n’ Flow device for 
automated inspection of yarn packages 7678 

palletizing. Neuenhauser’s plastic Pack’n’back 
separators for palletizing yarn packages 6424 

palletizing. Neuenhausers’ recyclable plastic spacers 
for palletizing cones 4862 

paper cones manufactured by the Conitex Group. 
cone properties 6346 

Schlafhorst’s Autocoro 288 DD open end rotor 
spinning machine produces cross wound packages 
for twisting 8840 

Schorer Schweiter Mettler Megacone packages. 
cone and cylindrical shaped packages reduce 
breakage during winding 895 
* —— chamber decreases drying time 

Sonoco expands production of spinning tubes for 
open end spun yarn 4028 

storage facility automation in weaving mills 588 
winding machinery, auxiliary equipment. 
Lengthmaster system measures yarn lengths with 
99.5 percent accuracy 896 

winding, unwinding. nonlinear phenomena in high 
speed winding, unwinding 6367 

winding. Allround Winder H 1500 offers three 
winding systems on one machine 897 

winding. Schlafhorst’s Autoconer System 238 is 
flexible modular system 2438 

Yarn ration, see SIZING, SLASHING, WARPING, 
WINDING. 
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YARN PROCESSING--FILAMENT YARNS (see also other 
a such as APPLICATORS, CHEMICAL 
AIDS TO PROCESSING, CRIMPING, CRIMPING 
MACHINERY, KNOTS AND KNOTTING, 
MANMADE FIBER EXTRUSION, STOP MOTION 
DEVICES, TEXTURED YARNS, TOW PROCESSING, 
ZERO TWIST YARNS, and under subject headings 
of processes) 

air intermingling used to combine filaments with 
— yarns or elastomers to form composite yarns 

Akzo. overview of nae producer of yar.. for home 
furnishings market 323 

Barmag exhibits individually automated machines, 
ory machines for fully automated production 

Barmag’s continuous three-end line for production of 
BCF yarns 7096 

Barmag’s Unitens yarn tension measuring system 
— for use on manmade fiber spinning machines 

continuous filament — wicking of spin finishes, 
related liquids 169 

Dillon Yarns produces 1.7 million pounds of textured 
yarns per week 7955 

elastane yarns. overview 7990 
FibreScan FS100 err gs gee detector 
available from Fiberguide 325 

France. manufacturers add twisting, crimping 
capabilities to compete internationaliy 110 

matrix fibrillar yarn production. production of 
ultrathin fibers from nylon and polyethylene 
terephthalate 811 

Murata displays a variety of machines at 1993 
OTEMAS 3246 

overview of production, conversion 6338 
Pitti Immagine Filati in Florence. overview of trends, 
exhibitors 7965 

POY yarns. reduction in energy consumption with 
new spinning beam design from Rieter 810 

Rhone-Poulenc undergoes significant restructuring in 
response to global market, economy 3233 

Saurer introduces range of yarn manufacturing 
technology to Asian market at CITME 7979 

Schappe Techniques produces manmade spun yarns 
for technical textiles 861 

seat belt yarns. coarse filament 7982 
slashing the total number of ends of filament yarn 
warps. oes requirements 8891 

textured filament yarns, nylon and polyester. history 
of a of processes, end product uses 
(Book) 4884 

twisting. Saurer Alma’s modular Filament HT 
= machine for high twist, manmade yarns 

Wykes elastane yarn production. air interlacing, 
Bilorex process, microfiber covered yarns 859 

Yarn cts, see CORDAGE, ROPE, SEWING 
READ, TIRE CORD. 

YARN QUALITY (see also other he , such as 
ABRASION, CONSUMER ATTITUDES, 
DETERIORATION OF MATERIALS, 
DISCOLORATION, COLORFASTNESS, YARN 
IMPERFECTIONS, NEPS, INSPECTION, 
SHRINKAGE, UNIFORMITY, and under subject 
headi of yarns of specific fibers) 

air jet polyester/cotton yarn. effect of 25 different 
machine variables on structural properties 862 

air jet spun cotton yarns. modifying jet design to 
improve yarn tenacity 94 : 

antistatic treatments improve the quality of 
polyester/viscose blends 1687 



YARN TESTING (see also other headi 
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carded, combed ring, rotor spun cotton yarn. trash 
content 4892 

carding. factors that contribute to carded cotton 
yarn quality 827 

combed counts. yarn quality from combed counts. 
effects of modernizing carding machines 8823 

comparison of ring, rotor, air jet spun yarns 
structural, mechanical, physical properties 1677 

cotton yarn. count CV improved by use of 
autolevelers on drawframes 324 

cotton yarn. effect of mercerization on poorer quality 
indian cotton yarns 7363 

cotton. effect of cotton yarn quality on mechanical 
properties of knit cotton fabrics 8114 

cotton. open end spinning with Schiafhorst’s 
~ oe increases in speed do not affect quality 

decimal characterization of textile parameters. 
fabrics, yarns, other industrial materials 1361 

evenness. variance length curve analysis used to 
determine impact of medium-term yarn variations 
on fabric appearance 7201 

false twist in wrap spinning significantly affects yarn 
appearance, mechanical properties 1 

faults, long, thick, and thin, are measured and 
evaluated 4057 

friction spinning. influence of 7 rate, friction 
roller speed on yarn tree 4872 

hairiness distributvon of 8 s of yarns 
determined by Zweigle G 565 hnatiament 122 

Indian cotton yarn. quality improved by gin 
precieaners, 7 “fae and pneumatic cotton 
conveyor system 25 

Indian fibers compared with ~~ ¥ fibers. effect 
of properties on yarn quality 

Lawson Hemphill automatic textured yarn tester 
(ATYT) and yarn monitoring system 6815 

Lawson-Hephill manufactures a variety of yarn 
testing equipment 5337 

open end yarns. i — and infuence on 
knitting quality 7 

plain and boucle yarns. influence of production 
speeds on yarn properties 6363 

polyester and blend yarns. controlling unevenness, 
neps, and faults 2435 

ring spinning machine geometry and quality of yarns 
— on high speed ring spinning machines 

ring spun and air jet spun yarns, fasciated yarns. 
twist insertion factors 3249 

silk/nylon core spun yarns. effect of controlled 
pretension of core on hairiness 3260 

speed and quality of embroidery process. effect of 
yarn quality 5934 

statistical model predicts stress-strain behavior and 
~ processes of ring and rotor spun yarns 

warp breaka aoe on air jet looms. relationship to yarn 
quality 7248 

warp yarns. control variables in chilled wet-wiping 
that affect physical properties, weaving 
performance of sized warp yarns 7229 

weavability of ring, rotor, air jet yarns. relation to 
disposition of fibers in yarn cross sections, twist 

, such as 
ABRASION TESTING, CRIMP, FRI N, NEPS, 
TWIST, UNIFORMITY, YARN NUMBERING, and 
under subject headings of yarns 

abrasion. equipment from Honigmann Industrielle 
— quantifies fiber/yarn abrasion properties 
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acrylic blends. experiment studies conventional ring 
spinning of acrylic blended yarns to develop 
woven fabrics 90 

Albany international Research and Development 
Group. overview 6787 

back zone widening and break draft reduction. effect 
on long thick and long thin faults 4058 

continuous polyester multifilaments. testing 
mechanical properties 7986 

counts. Lawson Hemphill’s high speed, automatic 
Yarn Count Analyzer 3731 

embroidery thread. luster of white cotton, black 
cotton, white rayon, and black rayon yarns 7991 

faults, long, thick, and thin, are measured and 
evaluated 4057 

G 580 Tester from Zweigle quantitatively 
oo structure of open end spun yarns 

G 580 tester from Zweigle Textilprufmaschinen, 
analyzes structure of open end spun yarns 7597 

hairiness distribution of 85 types of yarns 
determined by Zweigile G 565 instrument 122 

heat setting, Suessen and Superba methods. effects 
on bulk levels 2445 

high pressure sized yarns. analysis of mechanism of 
yarn break during weaving 863 

Indian cotton yarns spun from DCH-32 hybrid. 
quality of yarns inferior to yarn spun from foreign 
cottons 111 

Lawson Hemphill automatic textured yarn tester 
(ATYT) and yarn monitoring system 6815 

Lawson-Hemphill’s CTT-BU determines breaking 
strength, lint generation, shrinkage, and abrasion 
characteristics 7598 

Lawson-Hephill manufactures a variety of yarn 
testing equipment 5337 

Loepfe’s YarnMaster system for yarn clearing and 
performing quality assurance during winding 6816 

mechanical wear, measurement. correlation between 
input/output difference and ratio 8542 

modulus characteristics and elastic recovery 
properties of cotton, polyester, and polyester 
blends 2446 

Monte Carlo simulation used to test strength of 
multi-ply yarns 5660 

online analysis of yarn tension variation and 
evenness during ring spinning (Conf. Paper) 6362 

partially oriented, converitional yarns dynamic 
mechanical properties 7992 

polyester yarn. dyeing parameters influence yarn 
quality. optimization of dyeing parameters 267 

ring spinning. measurement of parameters leading to 
arn stress and ring and traveler wear 1678 

SEM identifies types of damage and defects caused 
during mechanical or chemical processing 6786 

Siegfried Peyer. review of fiber and yarn testing 
— on display at OTEMAS 1993 exhibition 

sized yarns. effects of lubrication on size film 
= evaluated with dynamic tensile test 

statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques 
compare test results from evenness testers 6818 

strength properties of cotton blend yarns. 
comparison of Sinitsin, Peirce mensuration 
methods 6055 

tensile fatigue behavior 7993 7994 
tension measuring system Unitens can detect an 

array of malfunctions 3730 
Tensojet high speed single end tension testing 
device 8543 

testing as part of quality control program in many 
textile mills 4619 



YARNS (see also other headi 
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textured yarns. bulkiness. B-factor method proves 
highly accurate 1371 

torsional characteristics of fibrous strands 
determined for polyester/cotton blends 2126 

torsional rigidity. direct, semidirect, and indirect 
— for determining torsional yarn properties 

twist. nondestructive method of determining cabling 
twist in large yarn packages 4568 

United States cotton yarn properties compared to 
properties of yarns made from imported cottons 
(Book) 6240 

untwisting. computer controlled yarn analyzer 
quantifies behavior of twisted spun yarns, air spun 
yarns 6056 

Uster Classimat measurements of polyester, viscose 
yarn faults. effects of fiber length and fiber 
fineness 1370 2916 

Uster Quick Spin System measures yarn properties. 
evaluates raw cotton properties based on 
measurements 8541 

Uster Tester-3 analog data used to gece yarn and 
fabric qualities (Conf. Paper) 637 

viscose yarn. solvent extraction, IR spectral 
subtraction characterize extent of chemical 
contamination 9281 

weft yarns. Enka Technica’s Weave Master, 
Zellweger Uster’s Tensojet rapidly quantify yarn 
characteristics 6819 

workshops by NITRA teach fiber, yarn, and chemical 
testing methods 3725 

Zellweger Uster symposium discusses fiber and yarn 
testing, demonstrates testing equipment 8532 

Zellweger Uster testing and monitoring equipment 
for yarn manufacturing 4860 

Zweigle G 580 optical evenness tester. examination 
of yarn based on absolute measurement of yarn 
diameter 5339 

, such as ABRASION, 
BLENDS, CORE YARNS, STIC YARNS, 
FIBER-YARN-FABRIC RELATIONSHIPS, FRICTION, 
KNITTING, KNOTS AND KNOTTING, METALLIC 
YARNS, ROVING, SLIVER, SPINNING, SPLIT 
FIBERS/SLIT FILMS, TEXTURED YARNS, TWIST, 
UNIFORMITY, ZERO TWIST YARNS, and under 

headings of specific fabrics, such as 
CARPETS) 

bedspreads. new looks, fabrics, price points in 
revival of sector 1358 

blended yarns. variations in cross sections of ring, 
— and air jet yarns influence yarn properties 

boucle yarns. characteristics and recommendations 
for knitting 5729 

British yarn manufacturers. directory 858 
Burnley's Yarn Collection for spring, summer 1995 
features new yarns for knitwear 3261 

carbon fiber yarns. Toray’s Torayca T700S yarn 
features cross section of 12,000 filaments 5662 

cashmere. contaminated, inferior quality yarn 
containing wool and cashgora has been sold to 
apparel manufacturers 63 

continuum mechanical model of fibers and yarns 
(Conf. Paper) 6383 

core spun yarns. a review of production techniques, 
properties, and applications 106 

Dominion Textile earnings decrease due to poor 
denim, commodity yarn markets 4588 

draw threads, fusible threads, combi-threads. 
applications 6387 

DREF friction spun yarns. applications in technical 
fabrics 2449 
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exhibitions. 7,450 buyers attend the 35th immagine 
Filati yarn fair in Florence 5617 

exhibitions. review of European spring/summer 1993 
exhibitions 6391 

Expofil 1994. yarns for Autumn/Winter 1995-1996 
season. types, uses, avaiiability 6386 

fashion trends for fall/winter 1995-1996. 
descriptions of four categories 8846 

fashion trends for spring/summer 1995 apparel 4065 
Glen Raven consolidates three divisions, sets 
ambitious investment plans 3238 

GRM 08 unwinding creel processes high tech 
carbon, aramid, and glass fiber yarns 894 

hand knitting yarns. British manufacturers sponsor 
joint information stand at Swedish exhibition 8820 

hosiery manufacturers strive to maintain quality and 
increase durability 3258 

interstoff 1994. overview of yarn types, color 
palettes for 1995-1996 fall/winter season 5626 

jute/viscose yarn blends. rotor spi + yarn 
properties, and fabric properties 325 

machinery. Amsier-IRO machinery for manufacturing 
fancy and standard yarns 2440 

manufacturers take leading role in recycling wastes. 
aay friendly products summarized 

melange yarns. sliver dyeing, printing method 
produces colored striped slivers for production of 
melange yarns 5074 

Metion’s Retroglo made from 3M’s highly reflective 
Scotchlite transfer film for use in protective 
clothing 5634 

novelty yarns fuel increase in domestic yarn se 
as apparel manufacturers seek niche markets 63 

open end rotor spun used in knit fabrics. yarn 
structure related to fabric optical properties 6388 

open end rotor — suppliers in Europe. 
information table 4863 

photothermally degradable olefin polymer yarns for 
horticultural and agricultural applications 1694 

Pitti immagine Filati yarns for spring/summer 1995 
knitwear 4064 

Premier Vision uses Gestation theme at March 1994 
exhibition. spring/summer 1995 trends 4181 

prices low, inventories high as yarn manufacturers 
continue to supply depressed markets 815 

Ricofil combed rotor spun yarns from Rieter. 
—- with carded, carded/combed yarns 

seat belt yarns. coarse filament 7982 
Siro. study finds wet processing produces a higher 

quality product than dry processing 2439 
spinning. research objectives in use of continuously 
monitored data in product development 8833 

strength of rotor spun yarns influence by mechanical 
stresses imposed during carding 8822 

Supima cotton. ultimate fiber for lush, luxurious 
fabrics 747 

sutures from United States Surgical Corporation. 
= yarns yield cheaper and stronger sutures 

tear resistance. effect of yarn properties and yarn 
structure 4900 

theoretical modeling and analysis of fiber pullout 
behavior from a bonded fiber matrix 123 

Toyobo’s Socio fabric made of composite yarns for 
use in apparel 2582 

United States production, exports, imports, and 
inventories [for March 1993] 3109 

Yarn Fair international 1994. review of major trends 
on display 7154 f 

Yarn Fair international emphasized ecologically 
friendly products 7561 
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Yarn Fair International [1994]. record number of 
buyers, exhibitors attend 6348 

Yarn Fair international. buyers focus on novelty 
yarns, environmentally friendly products 7155 

Yarn Fair international. novelty yarns fuel increase in 
domestic yarn sourcing 634 

Yarn Fair international. yarns for fall 1995 sweaters, 
knitwear, and woven apparel 6349 

Yello , see COLOR MEASUREMENT, 
OLORATION, PHOTOCHEMICAL 

DEGRADATION, STAINS, WOOL. 

ZERO TWIST YARNS 
air jet interlacers. influences of air duct, jet nozzle 

size on distribution of air flow 7981 
wrapped yarns. false twist and zero twist yarns with 
comparable twist strength relationship 1683 

Zippers, see FASTENERS AND TRIMMINGS. 
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